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GENERAL
ACCUMULATORS
, 167, 359* , 499.
Acetylene, 450.
Acetylene Generator, 19.
Acetylene Regulations, 5 .
Adjustable Support for Lathe, 3* .
· Agenoria Model Locomotive, 48 .
Compressor,
Air-cooled
520,".Motor Car, 294
Cylinder
Air
.
Air Pump, 181 .
Alarm, Electric , Simple , 18* , 115 *, 163* , 185 * ,
209, 235 , 257 *, 284 , 288, 306 * , 330* ,
426 '
Alloys, 257, 318 , 458 .
Alternators, Model, Construction of, 31 * , 77* ,
126* , 175 , 558* .
Aluminium , 514 , 535.
Aluminium Conductors, 88.
American Locomotives, 9.
American Railway Models, 420 * .
American Railways , Fait Runs, 27.
American Train Ferry, 534 .
Ampere Meters, 287* .
Analogy, Water, to Wheatstone Bridge, 404 *.
Angle Gauges, 50 , 434 "
Angle Plate, 555 *
Answers to Correspondents, 24 , 48, 72 , 96,
120 , 360
144 ,, 168, 192, 216 , 240, 264, 312,
336,
384 , 408, 456, 480 , 504 , 528 ,
552, 576, to 620.
Apprenticeship, 288.
Architecture, Model Yacht, 90 °, 210* , 258* ,
427* , 451 , 523 *.
, 378 *,595.
282* , 351
Arc Lamp,
Blonde
l,
Arc Lamp Work i , 338 .
Areas, Steam Port, 234 .
Argentina Railway Locomotive, 105*.
Armature, Alternator, 79 * ; M.E. Electric
Locomotive, 246" .
Armature Construction , 595* .
Asbe ,tos, 602.
Asturian Railway Locomotivez, 201*.
Atlantic Linar, Model, 565* .
“ Atlantic " Type Locom tives, 27, 252" , 533,
581 *, 588.
* Atlantic
Type Model Locomotives, 385* ,
408.
Automatic Centre Punch , 263*.
Automatic Check Gear for Model Colliery
Cage, 343*.
Automatic Cross Feed Attachment for Lathes,
458
Automatic Cut-out, " Fulmin ," 191 * .
Automatic Electric Wind Recorder, 172 .
Automatic Railway Booking, 412.
Automatic Railway Signalling, 606 .
Automobiles on Railways, 106.
Axle Boxes, M.E. Electric Locomotive, 150 *.
Axles, M.E. Electric Locomotive , 196*.

BABY Carriages, Novelty, 41*,66.
Balloon, Model Dirigible, 275* .
Battery Plate, Storage, New , 547.
-sects, 410.
Battleship,
Battleships, D 17,
163 , 172, 276, 346, 365 , 470,
533
Battleships, Model, 1 * , 62* , 89 * , 193* , 322* ,
546* , 505 .
Beam Engine, Model, 398*.
Beginner's Model Locomotive, 433* .
Beginners, Model Making for, 562*.
Belt Lubricant , 146.
Belts, Tightening , 508 .

INDEX .

Bench Stop , Handy, 339:
Bengal Nagpur Locomotives, 6*.
Bovel , Useful, 123*
Bichromite Batteries , 571*.
Bichromat : Battery for Beginners, 413* .
Blondel Arc Lamp, 595.
Boat , Mod 1, Building, 173* .
Boats, Launching Gear for , 103.
Boat , Small, Round the World in , 129.
Bats, Motor, in France , 588* .
Boats, Motor, of 1904, 56, 148* , 220* , 280 * .
Boats, Oil Engines for, 606 .
Bogie Fram's, M.E. Electric Locomotive,
100 * .
Builer Explo -ions, 312 .
Boiler, Flash , Small Power, 278* , 295* ,
Boilers, Model - Explosions, 312 ; Flash , 199 ,
278* , 295 * ; Horizontal, 115 ; Locomotiv ,
229*, 492* ; Marine, 89 *, 98 ", 145* , 520 *,
592* ; Petrol Lamp for Firing, 387*
Power of, 177 ; Vertical, 39* , 398 *, 409*,
538* .
Boiler Shell, Defective, 423*
Biler Tub ? Corrosion , 276. .
Book heliA B C of the Differential Calculus, 112 .
Arc Lamps, 227.
Building a Lathe, 467.
Cassell's Cyclopædia of Mechanics, 172 .
Ducks' London Street Guide, 423.
Electricity Control, 200 .
Electric Traction, 177.
Electric Tramcar Handbook, 42 .
Electro - Plating, 423.
Engineering Drawing and Design, 393 .
Engineers' Turning, 610 .
Fowler's Mechanical Engineer's Pocket
Book , 67.
Gas and Petroleum Engines, 300 .
High Tension Magneto Ignition Systems,
570 .
Hints to Young Yacht Skippers, 437.
How to Build a Bicycle, 3 .
How to Build a Petrol Motor, 3.
Insulation of Electric Machines, 102 .
Life as an Engineer, 122 .
Loci in Mechanical Drawing, 200 .
Locomotive Injectors, 322.
Machine Tools and Workshop Practice,
507
Martin's Up -to - Date Beginner's Table
Book, 147
Martin's Up -to -Date Tables of Weights
and Measures, 147.
Modern Engines and Power Generators,
122 , 570 .
Motor Car Acts, 177.
Motor Manual, 467.
Motors and Motoring, 252 .
Notes on Construction of Cranes and other i
Lifting Machinery, 374 .
Oil Fuel, 200.
Petrol Motors and Motor Cars , 200 .
Practical Electrician's Pocket Book , 112 .
Practical Electric Light Fitting, 30) .
Professional Photography , 374
Simple Decorative Lathe Work, 227.
Steam Engincering, Elementary, 610.
Talking Machines and Records, 423 .
Toning Bromide Prints, 437 .
Tools for Engineers and Woodworkers, i
252.
|

Bookshelf - continued.
Transactions of the G.W.R. Junior Ex
gineering Society , Swindon , 203.
Twentieth Century Handbook , 42 .
Valves and Valve Gearing, 252 .
Workshop Costs for Engineers and Manu
facturers, 147
Böring Bar, Setting, with Extreme Accuracy ,
171 * .
Boring Head , 458
Bracket, Small Electric Light, 475* .
Brakes, Continuou 3, Goods Trains, 54.
Brassfounders, Amateur, Hints to, 410*.
Brass Foundry Outfit, Small, 143* .
Brass , Polishing , 74.
Brass, Silver Paste for, 434 .
Brasswork, Frosting, 603.
Brazilian Locomotive3, 202*.
Brazing, The Right Way of, 202.
Bridge, Electric Suspension , 412.
Brillium , 584.
Brush Gears for Dynamos and Motors, 340
446* .
Buffers, M.E. Electric Locomotive, 54 *.
Building, Locomotive, 36" , 156* , 580, 581 * .
Building , Height of, 322.
Building, Skeleton Cage System , 338.
Bullet-proof Shield, 544 .
Bunk, Sea , New , 538.
Burner, “ Cremorne " Paraffin , 296 *.
Bursting of a Flywheel, 130 .
CABLE
Steamer,
, 125
NewCoupling,
Caird's
Spring
244*.
Cablez, Strength of, 607.
Calcium Carbid, 17 .
Caledonian Railway, ' Crank Pin Turning
Machine, 156* .
Calipers, 556*.
Carbonic Acid Ga: Signalling, 606.
Carburettor, Simple Surface, 210 *.
Cardboard Model Locomotive, 567*.
Car, Model Railway, Electric, 443*,
Carriage, Model Railway Dining Saloon , 53*
81 * , 108 .
Carriage Wheels, Model, Making, 349* .
Case -hardening Preparation , 416 .
Castings, Ciment for, 337.
Castings, M.E. Locomotive, 335 .
Casting Soft,619.
Casting Steel, 63.
Cats for Generating Electricity, 344
Celluloid Cused Accumulators, 167.
Celluloid , Imitation, 444 .
C'ment for Castings, 339.
Cement for Iron Pipe Leakages, 74 .
Cement for Slicking Leather on Brass, 310.
Centre Punches, 263* , 575 .
Centrifugal Pump, Model Steam , Design, 204 .
Changing from Steam to Oil Engines , 91.
Charging Plants, 23* .
Chart, Locomotive, 308.
Cheaply Made Model Liner, 470 *.
Chimney, Steel , Large, 64.
Chinese Patent, 530 .
Ciuck --Drill, 182*, 603 * : Handy Home
made, 26 * Ornam intal Turning, 350* ;
Simple, 411 * ; Tare : Useful, 12+.
Circular Fan, Home-made, 197*.
Cleaning Copper Fitting , 243.
Clock , Electric, Novel, 14.
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Clockwork, Model Locomotive, “ Precursor, " | Dividers
Displacement,Metal
ModelYacht,
First Attempt at Model Looo Building, asº.
Work, 14690*. *, 282 .
for
431*.
First Passenger Petrol Boat, 534 ".
Dividing Appliance for the Lathe, 194* , 231* . | Fishing, Electricity in, 58.
Clockwork Motor for Phonograph, 163 *.
*.
520
Fitting
and Drilling Jig, 530*.
Clockwork Railways, Miniature, 306 *, 307, 379*. Donkey Pump, Model,
Clutch, Reversing,_367
Double-acting, Model Oscillating Engines , Flange Climbing Experiments with Tank
Clydebank Model Experimental Tank, 114.
248* .
Locomotives, 298*.
Drawing Sine Curves and Parabolas, An Easy Flash Steam Generator, Small Power , 278 ,
Coach, Model Passenger, 420* , 499 * ,
Coaches, Model, Railway, 378 , 449*.
Method, 86 * .
295 * .
Drawing Table, Improvised , 267 * .
Flexible Shaft , New , 366 *.
Coal, Calorific Value of, 172.
Drill Chucks, 482*, 603 *.
Coal, Heating , 327.
Floating Monitor, Model, 565*.
Drill, Electric Tests, 159.
Flux Soldering, 335.
Coal, Substitute for, 540 .
Drilling Jigs, 339 *, 530*.
Coherers, 585
Flywheel, Bursting of a, 130.
Drilling Machine, 335 .
Coil, Flash Steam Generator, 295*.
Footplating, M.E. Electric Locomotive, st .
Drills,
Twist,
Grinding,
171*
.
Forging Lathe Tools in the Blowlamp, 363.
Coiling, Spring, 315* .
Coils - Shocking, 207* , 553* ; Spark , 49*, 170 * Driving Gear, Dynamo, 601*.
Form Tools and How to Make Them , 531
“ Fortis " Parallel Vice, 335*.
316" , 331, 475, 553 *, 577* ; Tesla, for Duke of Westminster's Locomotive, 178 .
X -ray Work, 65* ; Winding Secondary of Dynamos - Brush Gears, 340 *, 446 * ; Kapp, Foundry, Small Brass, Outfit, 143..
170 * ; Labmeyer, 361* ; Mechanical De Four -cylinder Locomotives, o“, 125.
Induction , 83*
Coliseum , Londoa, J.I.E. Visit, 35 .
tails, 604* ; Overtype, 71 *, 95 * , 239* , Frames, M.E. Electric Locomotive, 34 , 100 .
Collector , M.E. Electric Locomotive, 196 *.
289*, 577* ; Simplex, 199* ; Small, 119 : France , Model Motor Boats in, 588*
Undertype, 486 *, 601* ; Winding, 219.
Freight Cars, Model Railway, 422 *.
Colliery Cage, Model, with Automatic Check
Gear, 343
Fretsawing
Machine, Novel, 256".
Friedelite ,594
.
EASILY Made Electro Motors, 562 *,
Colliery, Locomotive, 50 .
Editor's Page, 24, 48, 72, 96 , 120, 144 , Frosting Brasswork, 603.
Colouring Metal, 463*.
Combined Gas Engine and Dynamo, 95*.
168, 192, 216, 240, 264, 288, 312, 339, 360, Furnace, Early Electric, 407 .
Commutator - M.E. Electric Locomotive ,'
384, 408, 432, 456, 48), 504, 528, 552, 576, Furnace , Heating, New , 54 .
Further Information Wanted, 257 .
600, 620.
246 * ; Small Dynamo, 290 *
Compact Model Horizontal Engine and Boiler, Eaton HallLight Rly. , 178*.
409 *.
, 192*, 259*, 313*, 331,
476 .
Compasses, Simple, for Metal Work, 125 *.
" Eight-Footer" PModel, G.N.: Locomotive, GALVANOMETBRS
227* .
Galvanometers, Tangent, 379.
ition, M.E. Locomotive, 216, 360.
Compet
Compound Locomotives, 6., 104 , 105* , 125, Electric Alarm , Simple, 18 *, 284 , 288.
Gas Engine Driven Generators, Largest in the
World , 173;
244 , 349, 533
Electrically -driven Baby Carriages, 41 *, 66.
Compound, Model, Steam Engines, 114 , Electrically -driven Model Steamboat, 251* .
Gas Engines Cooling, 561 ; Governing. 40
Lubricating Cylinders, 331 ; M rine, 606 ;
Electrically-driven, Model Torpedo Boat, 1*
132* , 180* , 276 *, 337 * .
Oldest, 304 ; Spark Plug, 388*; 'Smal
Condensing,Model Steam Engine, 180* , 337* : Electrical Question and Answer Board, 424 *.
Protection from , 316.
Current,
Electric
Power,
95* , 143, 217*, 457 *.
, 88.
Aluminium
Conductors,
Electric Drill Tests, 159.
" Consolidation " Locomotives, 6*, 105*.
Gas Engines, Model, 95* 143, 217 , 335, 457 .
Construction of Model Alternators, 31* , 77* , Electric Gas Extinguisher, 211 *.
Incandesc
Gases,
ent, 538.
Electric Generators in a Fire, 244 .
126 ", 175*, 558
Gas Exhibition , J.I.E.'s.Visit, 63.
Electric Heating Material, 39.
Construction of Model Steamer Hull, 42*.
Gas Extinguisher, Electric, 211 *.
Gas Mantle, Incandescent, 75.
Construction of Small Workshop, 9*, 27*, 79*, Electricity in Fishing, 58.
Electricity, Human Body and, 344.
Gas, Natural, 603.
106 , 186 * .
Gas Power , Cost of, 366 .
Continental Restaurant Car Express, G.E.R. , Electric Light Pendant, 436 * .
Electric Light Plant, Small, 217*, 287*, 353* Gas Retorts, Discharging and Charging at One
467* .
Electric Model Loco Crane, Design, 371" .
Stroko, 103 .
Continental Turbine Steamer, First, 490.
Electric , Model, Locomotive, 8 *, 54 *, 100 ", ' Gas Turbine, 139 , 144 .
Continuous Brakes for Goods Trains , 54.
Gauge Competition, 336, 355, 363, 401, 499 ,
Contractors ' Locomotives, 178*, 317* , 319*, Electric
195*Searchlight
, 246 , 291* .524
414 .
,
.
456, 467 , 485, 519, 547, 569, 599 , 620 .
Controller, M.E. Electric Locomotive, 488* . ' Electric Welding, 534.
Gauge Glass, New , 487 .
Electro Motors — Simple, 562* ; Small, 71 , Gauge, 12 -in. Vernier, 218.
Conversazione, S.M.E., 113 , 115, 137.
268 ; Model Engineer, 246 *, 291* ; Model Generating Set, Model Electric, 199 *.
Copper Tubes , Making Small, 363*.
Loco Crane, 469 *.
Cordite, The New , 222.
Generators, Electric, in a Fire, 244.
Corliss, Model, Condensing, Compound Hori. Elektra Steam Turbine, 438 *.
Generators, Gas Engine Driven, Largest, 173.
G.C.R. Locomotives, 513*, 581.
Emery
Wheel,
507*.
zontal Engine, 180 * .
GE.R. Continental Express Train , 467 ".
Engineering Feat at Sea , 487.
Corundum , 387 .
G.E.R. Locomotives, 5128.
Rascality,
222*
,
423*
.
Engineering
Coupling, Caird's Spring, 244 * .
G.N.R. " Atlantic " Locomotive, 533 .
Engines, Gas - see Gas.
Coupling, Railway, Hill's, 294.
Oil.
—see
Oil
Engines,
G.N.R, Automobiles, 106 .
CouponSystem
72 , 96.
, 24,
Covers
and Cab,
M.E.
Electric Locomotive, Engines, Petrol - see Petrol.
G.N.R. Locomotives, 125, 252 * , 367, 533.
Engines,
--see
Steam
.
Steam
G.N.R.
Model Locomotives , 88, 121 , 227 ,
388 *
288,
Equalising Bar, M.E. Electric Locomotive,
Crack; Repairing, 291* .
G.N.R. Signal Post, 613*.
Crane, Model Electric Locomotive Design ,
150* .
Erecting Shops - L.N.W ., 36* ; N.E.R. , 36* , Gölsdorf Locomotives, 104*.
371", 417*, 468 .
Gondola Car, 420 *.
137* .
Cranes, Model, Electric Travelling , 52* .
Goods Locomotives, 105* .
Examples of Lathe Work , 67* .
Machine,
156*.
Turning
Pin
Crank
Exhibition , Dudley, 19 .
" Cremorne " Paraffin Burner, 296 *.
Graduating the Swivel Plate of a Slide- rest,
Crocker Steam Turbine , 103, 366.
Exhibition, Kirkcaldy Industrial, 272.
315 .
Cross -feed Attachment for Lathes, 458*.
Expanding Mandrel, 74 *, 554*.
Gramophone, Home-made, 375*.
Greenwich Engineering Society, 404.
Experimental Electrical Set, 169*.
Crosshead Lubricators, 580 *
Experimental Model Tank, 114:
Grinder , Tool, Prof. Boys', 4 *
Curves, An Easy Method of Drawing, 86*.
Experiments, Simple, with Wireless Tele- Grinding and Polishing Machine, 08.
Cyanide, 296 .
Grinding in Valvez, 119.
graphy, 584*
Cycle, Motor, Home-made, 556* .
Experiments with Electric Waves, 327 *, 464", Grinding Twist Drills, 171* .
Cylinder Ends, Facing, 219
Grindstone,
Model, 479*.
509*
.
Cylinder, Gas Engine, Lubricating, 331 ,
Expert Service Department, 216, 238, 240 , Guard Irons, M.E. Electric Locomotive, 150 ° .
408.
Gunboat,
Model
Mexican, 1938 .
DANGERSoftheElectricCurrent
Danish Reader's Model Launch, 300.
Engine, Explosion, Model Boiler, 312.
Gun , Model, 539*.
Extinguisher,
Gas,
Electric,
211*
.
G.W.R.
Locomotives,
367, 588.
331*
G.W.R. Locomotive Testing Plant, 147*.
Dead-weight of Live People , 56.
Model
Locomotive,
G.W.R.
499 *
Delicate, Galvanometer, 259*.
FACING Cylinder Ends, 2196
G.W.R. Model Mail Coach , 449 *.
Fan and Propeller Blade, 462 *.
Depth Gauges, 50* , 74*
G.W.R.
*.
197
Home-made,
Swindon
Circular,
Fan
,
Engineering
Junior
Society ,
Designing, Model, 552 .
203, 255.
Design
ofModel SteamTurbine, 513.
Fastening Metal to Wood, 242.
Detector, Linesman's, Simple , 313*
Fast Runs on American Railways, 27.
Development of the Railway Signal, 303*.
Feed Tank , Model Pressure, 445 * .
as a Parting Tool in the Lathe,
HACKSAW
51 .
Ferry, American Train , 534.
Diesel Motor Boat, 243:
Field -magnets - Design of 126* ; M.E. Loco , Hacksaw Blades, Use for Broken, 482*.
Difficulties, Model Making Under, 546*.
Hammers, Lead, Making, 482".
246 *.
Dining Saloon, Model, Railway Carriage, 58*,
Hand Lamp, Electric, 359*.
Finishing Metal, 460 *.
81 °, 108*
Harmonographs, 48.
Direct-Coupled Engine and Dynamo, 199 *.
Fire Alarm , Sensitive, 163.
Coal, 327
Firebrick , Magnesite Lining for, 557.
,Model, 275*.
Balloon
Dirigible
Heating Furnace, New , 54.
and Chargi
Discharging
ng Gas Retorts at One Fire Prevention, 226.
Heating Material, Electric, 39.
Fireproof Cement,. 362
Stroke, 103 .
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Helium , 53.
Mono Railway , Model, 293 .
Lighthouse , St. Catherine's , 26.
High -speed Engines, 471 " , 568.
Light Machine Shop , N.E.R. 157* .
Morphidite Caliper, 556*.
High -speed Model Steam Engines, 39 *, 199 *, Liner Model, 516.
Morse Telegraph Key and Sounder, 112* .
245 .
Mortising in the Lathe, 348*.
Liner, Model, Atlantic , 565* .
High -speed Telegraph , 4.
Motor Boats-- 1904, 56 *, 148*, 220 *, 280 * ;
Liner, Model, Cheaply Made, 470* .
“ Linesman's Galvanometer, 152*, 313* .
Hoist, Model, Self-contained , 516*.
Diesel, 243 ; Scolopendra II, 280*.
“ Little Giant " Locomotive, 581 * .
Motor Boats, Model, 588 * .
Holder, Tool, 619 *.
Motor Car Employees, 75.
Home-made Gramophone, 375
Llanelly Railway Accident, 221 .
Home -made Grinding and Polishing Machine, L.N.W. Locomotive Works, 36*.
| Motor Cars, Railway,367.
L.N.W. Model Locomotives, 263* .
Motor Cars - Adams Farwell, 125 ;
oled
98 .
L.N.W. Railway Progress,
Home-made Motor Cycle, 556*.
Cylinders, 294 ; G.N.R., 106 ; Miniature,
Horizontal, Model, Steam Engines , 14*, 73*, ' Lock -nut, A New , 459* .
41*, 66 ; Model, 84* .
114", 180 *, 222*, 273*, 320 *, 364*, 409 , Locomotives— American, 9 ; Argentina Rly., Motor Car Tyres, 389 .
105 * ; Asturian Rly., 201 * ; Atlantic , Motor Cycle , Home-made, 556*.
540 , 592* .
Hot-Air Engine, Small Horizontal, 504* .
27, 252 , 533, 581* , 588 ; Bengal Nagpur Motorists' Demonstration, 318.
Hot Bearings, Lubrication for, 404 .
Rly ., 6 * ; Brazilian , 202 * ; Building, 36 *, Motor Omnibuses in Germany, 416.
Human Body, Electricity and the, 344 .
156* , 580, 581 * ; Colliery, 50 ; Compound,
Motors, Electro - Brush Gears for,340 *; Launch ,
Hydraulic Engine, Model Oscillating, 608.
56* , 148* ; M.E.Locomotive, 246 , 291* ,
6solidation
* , 104.", 105 , 125 , 244,349, 533 ; ** Con
,
105* ; Contractor's, 178* ,
Hydraulic, Model, Press, 274*.
345 ; Mechanical Details, 604* ; Small, 71 ,
317*, 319 *, 414* ; Eaton Hall Light Rlv . ,
402 *
178 * ; Four -cylinder, 6* 125 ; G.C.R., Motors, Launch , 56 *, 239 *, 281, 287 *.
IGNITION Gear, Electric, for Petrol Motor ,
513*, 581 ; G.E.R. , 467*, 512* ; G.N.R.,' Motor Traction for London Road Cars, 146.
58*.
Improvementsin Locomotive Designs, 377.
125, 252*, 367, 533 ; Gölsdorf, 104 ; Motor Trains, 276 .
Goods, 105* ; G.W.R., 367, 588 ; Im- Motor Wagons , 444 .
Incandescent Gases, 538 .
Incandescent Gas Lighting for Railway
provements in Design , 377 ; L.B.S.C.R., Motor Works, S.M.E. Visit , 498.
533 ; Life ofWheels ,185 ; Little Giant,"
Carriages, 173.
Incandescent Gas Mantle Factory, 75.
Siian .S.W.R....367 ; L.Y. 2., 3.722
NAPIER Minor Motor Boat, ,235
Indian Standard Time, 230 .
18.
India -rubber, Preserving, 471 .
581 ; N.S.W.G. Rly., 106 " , 159 ; Oil Fired, Naval, Russian , Construction, 54.
9
:
Quick
Building,
580
;
Portuguese
State
N.E.R.
Locomotive
Works,
36,
157
*.
Induction Coils , 49 , 65*, 83* .
Rly ., 6* ; S.E , and C.R., 511 * ; Shift. ' N.E.R. Locomotives, 581 .
Inexpensive Grinding Arrangement, 507 *.
7
*
31
ing,
367
;
Shunting,
178*,
Locomotives,
319*
,
N.E.R.
Model
270
*,
539*.
Trolley, 439*.
Model Electric
Ingenious Model,
Injectors,
Flap Nozzle, 324*.
414* ; Six -coupled , 104*, 106 * 178
N.E.R. Petrol Electric Auto -cars, 81.
201*, 244 , 319* ; Tank, 106 *, 178* , 201 New Catalogues and Lists, 119 , 143, 167, 215 ,
Injectors, Small, 499 .
Installation, Small Electric Light , 353* .
203*, 297 , 317*, 319*, 414 *, 511 *, 512* ,
239 , 287, 311 , 335 , 359, 383 , 407* , 431 ,
Interesting Examples of Lathe Work, 67* .
580.
479* , 503, 527, 551 .
Interesting Examples of Model Boat Building , Locomotives, Miniature Railways of Great News of the Trade, 23*, 71° , 95*, 119 *, 143 *
Britain , Ltd, 581 * .
167*, 191 * , 239, 263 , 287*, 31 *, 335 * ,
173
Internal Micrometer, Three-legged, 172*.
Locomotives ,Model- American , 420* : Atlantic,
359* , 383, 431*, 479 *, 503, 575,619 *.
Internal Tube Cutter , 242*.
385* , 408 : Cardboard, 567* ; Clockwork, New South Wales Locomotives, 106* ,159.
Invar, 64.
431 * ; G.N.R. , 88* , 120* , 227*, 288 ; Niagara, 556.
* L.N.W., 263* ; L.S.W., 433*, 492*, 607* Night Lights,Electric, 167* , 186*.
Iron Pipe Leakages, Cement for, 74 .
L.T.S.R. , 368 * : Midland , 95 * ; Model Non -Metallic Syphon ,_54.
Ironstone Mining, 58 .
Isophone, 471 .
Engineer," 168 * ; N.E.R., 270 * , 539* ; Notes on Locomotive Practice, 6* , 104*, 201 * ,
Perfect Scale, 227* ; " Precursor," 262 *,
317* , 414* , 511*
431 * ; Regulating Pump, 138* ; Relic, Novelty in Baby Carriages, 41 , 66 .
Jig for Making Small Nuts, 290 * .
48 ; Road , 265* ; Simple, 23 , 433* ; Tank, Nuts, Rusty, Removing, 243.
Joy's Valve Gear, Model 222 *, 273* , 320 *.
11 *, 25* , 30 * : 308*: 368*, 145*, 463*, 499* , Nuts, Smalí, Jig for Making, 290 * .
N.W.R. Record Run , 162 .
junior Institution of Engineers, 35, 63, 75,
567*, 607 * ; *-in . Scale, 25*
338, 386, 480 .
Lorries, Model Steam , 208, 283*.
L.S.W.R. Locomotives, 367.
LS.W.R. Model Locomotives, 433*, 492 *, 6 7 . OIL95 Engines
, 143 - Marine, 606 ; Small Power,
KAPP Dynamos, 170 *.
Oil Fired Locomotives, 9.
L.T. & S.R. Tank Locos, 368 , 384.
Lubricant , Belt, 146.
Oil Supply, 290.
LACQUERING Metal, 460"
Lahmeyer Dynamos, 361* .
Lubricating Gas Engine Cylinders, 331 .
Oil-tight Joints, 123:
Lamp, Petrol, for Firing Model Boilers, 387 *. Lubrication for Hot Bearings , 404 .
Omnibuses , Motor, in Germany, 416.
Ornamental Turning, Notes on , 350 *.
Lubricator, Crosshead, 580 *.
Signal, 485.
Lamp, Railway
Lamp,
Vanadium , 129 .
LY.R. Locomotives, 317*, 319*.
Oscillating, Model, Steam Engines, 248 *, 264 ,
299 ,390 , 514*, 608 * .
Lamps, Electric, 364 *.
Osmium Electric Lamp, 243 .
ITE
ic
Lamps,
Tantalum
,
Electr
-Osmium,
;
557
.
,
Firebrick
243
for
MAGNES
Lining
243.
Magnetic Energy of Earth , 561 .
Overhead Electric Railway, 186 .
Magnets, Permanent, 540 .
Lamps, Incandescent Electric, 122 .
Overtype Dynamos, 71 * , 95* , 239*, 289 *, 577 .
Mallet, Cheap, 291 .
Large Steel Chimney, 64.
Latest in Engineering, The, 4 *, 30, 54 , 76, 103 , Mandrel, Expanding, 74* , 554* .
PADDLE Steamers, Model, 566* ,567* .
125, 159, 172, 198 *, 243*, 294, 366 , 412 , Marine Engineer Students, 322.
Parabolas,Easy Method ofDrawing, 86* .
Marine Motors, 56 *, 239* .
436, 462, 487, 533 *, 580* , 606 .
Paper Machines, Large, 602.
Burner, " Cremorne," 296 *.
Paraffin
Motors,
and
Dynamos
of
Details
Mechanical
Automatic
;
*
Lathes --Adjustable Support,3
604 .
Parting Tool forSmall Workin the Lathe, 507*.
CrossFeed Attachment, 458*; Chucks, 26*,
124* , 350 * ,411* ,482* :603* ; CuttingGroove Melbourne (S. Australia ) S.M.E. , 89* .
Parting Tool, Hacksaw as, in Lathe, 51 *.
in , 348 ; Dividing Appliance, 194 *, 231 ; Mercury Interruptor, 577*.
Passenger Petrol Boat, 534* .
Form Tools, 531* ; Hack -sawas a Parting Metal, Finishing Polishing, Colouring, Lacquer. Patent, A Chinese, 530.
Peat, Production of, 547.
Tool, 51* ; Headstock, 268 * ; Mandrel,
ing,460 * .
Pedrail Traction Engine, 76 .
74* ; New Standard Screw , 76 ; Parting Metals, Radium Effect on , 587.
Pendant, New Electric Light , 436*.
Tool in, 507* ; Setting a Boring Bar, 171* ; Meter, Steam, New, 254*.
Slide-rest, Home-made, 2* , Table for Mexican Gunboat, Model, 193 *.
Pendulum , Electrical, 339.
Perfect Scale Model G.N.R. . Eight- footer,**
Woodwork in , 347* ; Tool Holder, 619 * ; Micrometer, Three -legged Internal, 172*.
227* , 378, 451 .
349.
Locomotives,
Midland
Tools, 531*; Tools, Forging in Blowlamp,
Performances, Model Engine, 522.
Midland, Model, Locomotives, 95*.
363; Wood-planing Attachment, 593* ; Midland
Permanent Magnets , 540 .
Railway Extensions, 363.
Work, Interesting Examples, 67*, 163.
Launch Engines, Model, 23*, 132*, 331 , 520* . Midland Railway Statistics, 156.
Perpetual Motion, 576 .
Mileage, Railway, 30, 179:
Petrol Boat, Passenger, 534®.
Launching Gear for Ship's Boats, 103.
Petrol --Electric Auto-cars, 81.
Miniature Clockwork Railway, 379 *.
Launch, Model, Electric, 88* .
Petrol Electric Lighting Set, 287*.
Miniature Railway Development, 463* , 581 .
Launch , Model, Steam , 145 *.
Miniature Road Locomotive, 265*.
Petrol Lamp for Firing Model Boiler3, 387*.
Launch Motors, 56 *, 148* , 239 *
Engine,
Traction
Miniature
378*
.
Petrol
Motors - Handbook, 120 ; Marine, 56* ,
*
Petrol,***534
Launch,
Atlantic
L.B. & S.C.R.
" Locomotive, 533 . Mississippi, Model, Paddle Saloon Steamer,
239, 281* . " Thornycroft," 281 * ; Elec
566 *
tric Lighting Set, 287* .
Lead Hammers, Making, 482*
Mitre Block, 431* .
Leakages, Iron Pipe, Cement for, 74 .
Phonograph, Home-made, 160 * .
Leather on Grass, Cement for Slicking, 316.
“ Model Engineer " Electric Locomotive, 8* , Phosphorescence, 530.
Lessons in Workshop Practice, 340 *, 446 * ,
54*, 100 , 150 , 196* , 246 , 291 *, 345,' Picture Puzzle, Locomotive, 503 .
388* .
Planer, Wood, Attachment, 593*.
460 *, 531* , 604 *
Model Making for Beginners, 562 * .
nd, 311 *, 578* .
Lifeboat, New Type, 412 .
Lite of Locomotive Wheels, 185.
Plant, Électric Light, Small, 217*.
“ Mogul " Locomotive, 202*.
Monitor, Model Floating, 565*.
| Polarity Indicator, 26.
Lifts, Model Colliery, 343 *.
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Polishing and Grinding Machine, 98* .
Polishing Brass, 74 .
Polishing Metal, 460
Portuguese Locomotives, 6*.
Practical Letters from Our Readers, 18* ,
65*, 90*, 115*, 138* , 163* , 185* , 209
234 * , 257 *, 282 , 306 * 330 *, 353 *, 378* ,
402 *, 426 *, 451, 475* , 499, 522* , 548,
571 *, 595*, 615*
Precursor," Model Locomotives, 262* , 431* .
Preserving Índiarubber, 471 .
Press, Model, Hydraulic, 272*.
Propeller and Fan Blade, 462*.
Propeller and Reversing Gear, Launch , 149* .
Propeller, Novel, 533.
Propeller, Repairing Ship's, 487.
Protection from Electric Current, 316.
Pumping, Windmill for, 547.
Pumps, Model- Air, 181* ; Centrifugal, 204* ;
Donkey, 520 * ; Regulating, Model Locomotive, 138 * ; Steam, 182* , 204*.
Pupin Coils, 595.

UERIES and Replies, 20 *, 24, 43*, 68*,
92*, 116 , 139 *, 164 *, i87*, 211*, 236* ,
259 , 284 *, 308 , 332 *, 355 * , 380 *, 404 *,
428 *, 452*,476 *, 500 *, 524,548*,572* , 595* ,
617
Question and Answer Board,Electrical, 424* .
Quick Locomotive Building, 580.
Q

RACINGBoat
The 364,
Napier,413.
Radium ,,247,
463, 485 , 587.
Railway Automobiles, 106 .
Railway Carriages, Incandescent Gas Lighting
for, 173.
Railway Coaches, Self-propelled , 436.
Railway Coupling, Hill's, 294.
Railway, Electric, Overhead, 186 .
Railway Mileage, 30, 179.
Railway, Miniature, Development, 463* , 581 * .
Railway, Model, Design, 571, 616.
Railway, Model, Dining Saloon Carriage, 58* ,
81* , 108 .
Railway Motor Cars, 367.
Railway Motor witha Record Life, 62.
Railway Rates and Taxes, 367.
Railways - American, Fast Runs, 27 ; Canadian
Pacific Mileage, 30.
Railways, Miniature, of Great Britain , Ltd.
463* , 581 *.
Railway Signais and Signaling . 302 *, 370*,
440 *, 456*, 483* , 536* , 606, 612* .
Railway Sleepers, 132.
Railways, Model - No. XIII, " Great Southern
Railway," 18 ", 30 * ; No. XIV , Mr. Henry
Lea's, 324 *, 336 , 346* ; Great Holmwood," 442*
Railway , Model, Clockwork, 306 *, 307, 379*.
Railway Station, Largest, 404.
Railway Station , New , 547.
Railway Stock Roller Bearings, 366 .
Railway Vehicles, 556.
Railway Wagon Standards, Changes in, 244.
Railway Work , Model, 499 *.
Rascality, Engineering, 222* , 423* .
Rasp Cutting Machine, 244 .
Reamers, Easily Made, 243 *.
Record Life of a Railway Motor , 62.
Record Run , N.W.R. , 162.
Record Turbine Run , 272.
Regulating Purnp, Model Locomotive, 138* .
Regulations, Acetylene, 5.
Repair Job, 291" .
Repair Shop , Shifting Locomotive, 367.
Resistance, Train , 268.
Retardation of Signalling Current, 56.
Reversible , Model, Steam Turbine, 269 *.
367* . 149* ; Steam Lorry,
Clutch , Launch,
Reversing Gears-Reversing
284 .
Reversing Rotary Engine, 533.
“ Ring " Centre Punch , 411 .
Rivets for Metal Work, 383.
Roller Bearings for Railway Stock , 366 .
Rolling Stock , Model Railway, 420 *.
Roundthe World in a Small Boat, 129.
Russian Goods Wagons, 306.
Russian Naval Construction, 54.
Rusty Nuts, Removing , 243.

SAFET
YinSeaTravel,
Horizontal Engine,
Model412.
Schoolboy's
364 ",

Schooner, Model, 173*.
Scolopendra II Motor Boat , 280*.
Screw Construction , 544 .
Screwing Tackle, B.A., 311 *.
Scribers and Case , 98*.
Scribing Blocks, 339 *.
Sea Bunk , New, 538..
Sealing Accumulators, 499.
Searchlight, Electric, 524 .
Searchlight, Large, 172.
S.E. & C.R. Locomotives, 511 * .
S.E. & C.R. Works, 305 *.
Sefton Model Steamer Club, 499 .
Self-acting Hand Planer, 578*.
Self-contained Model Hoist , 516* .
Self-propelled Railway Coaches, 436.
S.E.R. Steam Motor Coaches, 151 .
Serviette Rings, 67*.
Shaft , New Flexible, 366 * .
Shaft, Sinking, 268 .
Shaping Machines, 167* .
Sheer Legs, Largest, 462.
Ship's Telephone System, 451 .
Shocking Coils, 207 * , 553*.
Shifting Loco for Repair Shops, 367.
Shunting Locomotives, 178 , 317*, 319* , 14* .
Signalling, Carbonic Acid Gas, 606.
Signalling, Electric, 56.
Signalling, Model Railway, 12* , 326* , 347 *.
Signals and Signalling, Railway, 302*, 370 *,
440 *, 456, 483 *, 536 *, 606, 612*
Silver Medallists Model Compound Condensed ,
Marine Engine, 337* .
Silver Paste for Brass, 434;
Simple Experiments in Wireless Telegraphy
584*
Simplex Dynamy, 199*.
SineCurves, An Easy Method of Drawing , 86*.
Single-acting Model Oscillating Engine, 248 *.
Single -phase Alternating Winding, 31 .
Skeleton Cage System of Building Construction , 338.
Sleepers, Railway, 132.
Slide-rest, Graduating ,the. Swivel-Plate, 315* |
Smallest Electro-Motor, 268.
S.M.E. Medallists and Their Work , 58 , 81 * ,
108*, 361 *.
Smoke Nuisance, 398 .
Society of Model Engineers , 18, 42 , 65 , 88* ,
113, 115, 137, 138 , 162, 168, 185, 209, 234,
257, 282 , 305*, 329, 352 , 377, 401. 426 ,
450 , 475, 498, 522, 547, 570, 594, 615 .
Soldering Bench , 507* .
Soldering Iron , Self-heating, 123* .
Soldering Paste, 335.
Soldering Ship's Propeller, 240.
Som : Interesting Models, 564*.
Some Motor Boats of 1904, 56 *, 148* , 220* , 280* .
, 42* .
South Africa, Note from Workshop
and Models ,
South African Reader's
420 *
Spark Coils, 49*, 170*, 316* , 331 , 475 , 553* ,
57; *
Speed of British Warship ;, 172 .
Spark Plug, Small Gas Engine, 588*.
Split Nuts for Use in Driving Threaded Work ,
171 * .
Spring Coiling, 315* .
Spring Coupling, Caird's, 244 *.
Spring Drill Chuck, 603*.
Squares, 50 , 74*, 435* .
Standard Screw Lathe, New , 76.
Stator Case, Model Alternator, 175* .
Steam Consumption of Small Steam Engines,
473 *
Steam Engines, Changing to Oil, 91 .
Steam Engines, High -speed, 471* , 568*.
Steam Engines, Model -- Beam , 398 * ; Com
pound, 114 *, 132*, 180* , 276* , 337* ;
Condensing, 180*, 337 * ; General, 113 ;
High-speed , 39* , 199 *, 245 ; Horizontal,
14* , 73*, 114" , 180 * , 222* , 273* , 320 ,
364*, 409 *, 541 * 592 * ; Joy's Valve Gear,
222 * 273 *,* , 320 ; Launch, 23* , 64* , 132 * ,
145* , 331 * , 520* ; Marine, 23 *, 98, 132* ,
145* , 331 , 337* ; Oscillating, 248", 264,
299*, 390 *, 511 , 638* ; Performances, 522 ;
Traction , 90*, 378* , 481* : Twin - cylinder,
23*, 64* Úndertyp , 115 : Vertical, 39* ,
64*, 245 *, 276 *, 348 *, 520 , 539*.
Steam Engines, Reversing Rotary, 533.
Steam Engines, Small, Steam Consumption ,
473* , 496 *

Steamer, Model, Club's Weather Vane, 19* .
Steamer , Model-- 102*, 565* , 566 *, 567* , 619 ;
Hull Construction, 42 * ; Machinery, 89*,
Electrically-driven , 251* ;
97* , 173* ;
French, 588 * ; Showcase , 470* ; White
Star Liner, 516.
Steam.rs, Model, Speed Competition , 216, 588* .
Steamers - Turbine Allan Liner, 76 ; Cable,
125 ; New 1904 , 243 ; Thames, New, 498 .
Steam Experiments, 371.
Steam Lorries, Model, 208*, 283 * .
Steam Meter, New, 254 *.
Steam Motor Coaches, S.E.R., 151 .
Steam Port Areas, 234.
Steam Tricycle, Model, 240 *.
Steam Turbines Crocker, 103 ; Kerr, 242 ;
Power in Uss, 245 ; Record Run , 272 ;
Elektra , 438* .
Steam Turbinez, Model, 269 *, 513 , 615 * .
Steel Casting, 63 ,
Steel for Tap -making, 147.
Steel, Strength at High Temperatures, 174 .
Steering Gear for Model Yachts, 330*, 394* ,
402, 548.
St. Louis, Big Wheel, 514:
Stock , New , " Great Holmwood Model Rail
way," 442*.
Stocks and Dies, B.A. , 311 .
Stone- sawing by Wire, 294.
Storage Battery Plate, New, 547.
Studs, Fixing and Removing, 146 *.
Submarine Experiments, 476 .
Submarines, New, 163.
Substituting Oil for Coal on an American Rail
way, 9:
Superheated Steam , 156.
Superheated Steam, Valves for, 318.
Superheaters, Manufacture of, 130.
Surface Plate, 435* .
Switches, Electric, 235* .
Swivel-plate, Slide-rest, Graduating, 315*.
Syphon , Non-Metallic, 54.
TABLEfor
the Lathe,
347*.
ImprovisedinDrawing,
Table, Woodwork
267*
.
Tangent, Galvanometer, 378 .
Tank Car, Model Railway, 422 * .
Tank, Clydebank , Model Experimental, 114 .
Tank Locomotives, 106 * , 178*,201 * , 203*, 297* ,
317 *, 319* , 367 , 414* , 511 * , 51 : * , 580 .
Tank, Model, Locomotives, 116, 25 *, 30 *
30 * , Electric
358 , 445*
, 499 *, 567* , 60
, 463*243.
Tantalum
Lamp,
Taper Work, Holding in Vice , 219* .
Tap-making, Steel for , 147.
Telegraph Key and Sounder, 112* .
Telegraphone, 198*
Telegraph, Pollak -Virag High -speed , 4,
Telegraphs, The World's, 170.
Telephone Development, 245.
Telephone Installations, 383.
Telephone System , Ship's, 451 .
Tesla Coils for X -Ray Work, 65 * .
Testing Plant, G.W.R. Works, 159*.
Tests, Electric Drill, 159.
Theobald, Mr. W. H. Wilson, The Late, 480 .
Thermometer, New Metallic, 401.
Toreaded Work , Split Nuts for Driving, 171 * .
Three Dynamis, 289 *.
Three Easily -mide Electro Motors , 562* .
Three-phase Alternator Winding, 31 *.
Tightening Driving Belts, 508.
Tap Guide, 530*.
Tools — Adjustable Support, 3 * ; Angle
Gauge, 50* , 434 ; Angle Plate, 555* ;
Bevel, 123* : Boring Bars, 171* ; Bor ng
Head, 458 * ; Calipers, 556* ; Centre
Punches, 263*, 411*, 575 ; Chucks, 26*,
124* , 350 *, 411*, 482*, 603 * ; Compasses,
125 * 146 * ; Depth Gauge, 50*, 74 *
Dividers, 146 * ; Drilling Jigs, 339*, 530*
Drilling Machines, 335 * ; Drills, 171 *
Filing Jig, 530 * ; Form , 531 * ; Grinders,
4 * , 98 *, 507 * ; Hand Planer, 311 * , 578 *
Holder,619* : Latha, 602 * ; Lead Ham
mers, 482* ; Mallet, 291 ; Mandrels, 74 *,
554* ; Micrometer , 172 * ; Parting, 51 *
507* ; Polishing , 98* ; Reamers, 243 *
Scribers, 98* ; Scribing Blocks, 339
435* ; Slide-rests, 2* , 375 ; Soldering
Iron , 123* ; Squares, 50* , 74 *, 435*
Stud Box, 146 * ; Surface Plate, 435 *
Taper Work Holder, 219* ; Tube Cutter,
242 * ; Turning, 350* , 363, 531* ; Twist
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Drill Box , 266 * ; Twist Drills, 171 *
Vernier Gauge, 218* ; Vice, 602 * ; Wood
Planing Attachment, 593 *
Torpedo Boat Destroyers, Model, 62* , 322* .
546*.Boats, Model, Electrical -driven , 1* .
Torpedo
ly
Torpedo, Model, 17* .
"Traction Engines,Model,9o * , 265* , 378* . 481* .
Traction Engine, Pedrail, 76.
Train Ferry, American , 534.
Train Ferry Proposal, 401.
Train Resistance, 268.
Tramcar, Model Electric, 529 *.
Travelling Cranes, Model, Electric, 52*.
Tricycle , Model Steam , 241* .
Trolley, Model Electric, 224 *, 439* .
Tube Cutter , Internal, 242* .
Tube Vice , 51* .
Turbines, Model Steam,, Notes on *Design,513.
Turbines, Steam - Crocker , 103. 366 ; Kerr ,
242 ; Power in Use, 245 ; Elektra, 438* ;
Westinghouse, 535 *.
Turbine Steamers, 76, 125, 243, 490 .
Turbine, Water, Largest, 279.
Turbine Yachts,125, 294,
* Turn-Down " Lamp, Electric, 122 .
Turning, Example of, 67*.
Turning, Ornamental, Notes on , 350* .
Twin -cylinder Model Launch Engine, 23* , 64* .
Twist Drill Box, Handy, 266 *
"Twist Drill Grinding, 95 , 171 * .
Two Shocking Coils, 553* .
UNDERTYPE Dynamos, 486 *, 601*.
University of Liverpool Faculty of
Engineering, 437.
VALUE ofWood as a Fuel,256.
ntal
Valve
e, 16*.Details of Small Horizo
Engin

INDEX

Wimshurst Machines, 129*, 532*
Winding Dynamo, 219.
Winding Model Alternators, 31", 77* .
Winding Secondary Sections of Induction Coil,
83*
Wind Recorder , Electric, Automatic, 172.
Windmill for Pumping, 547 .
Wire Cutting, Jig for, 314*.
Wireless Telegraphy, 179, 294, 297, 389, 499,
561, 584* , 587.
Wire, Signal, Adjusting Device, 614*.
Wood as a Fuel, Value of, 256.
Wood Planing Attachment, 593* .
Woodwork in the Lathe, Table for, 347* .
Working Steam Models, 520 *.
Workshop Notes and Notions, 2*, 26*, 50*
74* , 98 *, 123 *, 146* , 171* , 218 * 242 *
266 *, 290* , 314 *, 339*, 363* , 410 *,, 434*,
- 458 , 482*, 507 *, 350*, 554* , 578*, to ? ".
Workshop Practice, Lessons in , 340*, 446 *,
460 *, 531 * , 604*
306., Changes, Workshops,
WAGONS,
Wagon, Russian
Railway,Goods,
Standards
Small, Construction of, 9*. 27* ,
79 *, 106 *, 186 *
244 .
Workshop, South African Reader's, 420 *.
Warships-see Battleships.
World's Coal Output, 102 .
Warships, Speed of, 172.
Washers ,
World's Motor Car Records, 186.
sing Small, 266.
World's Telegraphs, 170 .
Water Motor , 119* .
Water Power for Electricity, 587.
Water Power, Waste of, 308.
Water Turbine, Largest, 279 .
X -RAYS in Pearl Fishing,450 .
Water Valve, Giant, 487 .
X-ray Work, TeslaCoils for, 65*.
Waves, Electric, Experiments, 327* , 399" ,
464 *, 508*, 544 *.
Weather Vane, Model Steamer Club's, 19*.
YACHTS, Model - Architecture, 90 *, 210 ":
258, 282* , 354* , 378 *, 427 * , 451 , 523* ;
Welding, Electric, 534, 580.
Westinghouse Steam Turbine, 535*.
Sailing, 136 *, 173*, 394* : Steering Gear,
Wheatstone Bridge, Water Analogy, 404* .
330*, 394* , 402, 548 ; Steam , 97 *, 173* ,
Wheels, Locomotive, Life of, 185 .
297*
Yacht, Turbine, New , 125 , 294 .
Wheels, M.E. Electric Locomotive, 196* .
Whirling Table, 48.
Whistles, Code, Railway , 483 .
, 458. Bracket, 539 *.
Willesden Polytechnic Electrical Engineering ZIMALIUM
Zinc Fretwork

Valve Gear, 184*, 222* , 273*, 301* , 320*.
Valve , Model, Seating, 603.
Valves for Superheated Steam, 318.
Valves, Grinding in , 119.
Valve, Water, Giant, 487.
Vanadium , 199 .
Vanadium , Glow Lamp, 129.
Vanadium Steel, 100 .
“ V " Angle Plate, 555*.
Vernier Gauge, 12 -in ., How to Construct, 218* .
Vertical Model Boilers, 398, 398 " , 409 *, 538 *.
Vertical Model Steam Engines, 396, 276 *, 348 *,
538 .
Vice, Holding Taper Work in , 219* .
Vice, Machine, 602 *.
Vice, Parallel, " Fortis," 335* .
Vice , Tube, 51* .
Voltmeters, 287 *.

TO

259., Capacity:
-- Boat;
ACCUMULATORS572
70
;
237* , 260, 285 , 310 , 335, 428 , 500 ;
Failure, 22, 356, 358, 500 ; Generally, 22 ,
23, 43, 47 , 93, 94, 141 , 142, 164, 191 ,
259, 260, 262, 309 , 310, 334, 355 , 356,
357, 358, 429, 500, 503, 527, 572 ; Light
ing from , 428 ; Plates, 23, 71, 597 ;
Spark Coil for, 598.
Adjustment, Arc Lamp, 356.
Adjustment, Gas Engine, 573*.
Alarm Clock, Cells for, 164.
Alloy for Accumulator Plates, 71 .
Alloys of Aluminium , 166 .
Alloys of Tin , 93.
Alterations to Manchester Dynamno, 261.
Altering Gas Engine Castings, 94.
Altering Output of Dynamo, 428 .
Alternating Current for Primary Circuit, 117.
Alternating Current Motor Installation , 46.
Alternating Current Transformer, 574.
Aluminium , Alloys of, 166 .
Amalgamating Zincs, 310.
92, 213.
Ammeters,
Aneroid Barometer, 357.
Anti-Fluctuators for Gas Engines, 45* , 524*,
599.
Apprenticeship. 94 , 119, 260, 285 .
Arc Lamps, 69, 92 , 165, 236, 309, 356, 406 , 526.
Armatures, Dynamo, 45*, 334 , 549.
Armature, Tripolar, 548.
Armature Winding, 166, 549, 500, 501,017*:
" Atlantic " Model Locomotives, 21*, 141,
404 *.
Automatic Electric Water Boiler, 165 *
Automatic Switch for Telephone, 477*.
Dynamo,
Avery
Avery -Lahmey
Dynamo, 93, 141 , 357*, 525 .
er 550.
Axles, Crank, Cast, 262.

QUERIES

AND

REPLIES

BALANCING ,Petrol Motors, 44.
Bar Magnet, Compound , 118.
Barometer, Aneroid, 357.
Batteries Bichromale , 93, 238, 262, 358, 478 ;
Chromic Acid, 478 ; Daniell, 285, 310 ;
Dry, 22, 285, 431, 526 ; E.C.C. , 431 ; Gas,
333 ; Gravity, 428 ; Leclanché, 70,526, 550 ; |
Lighting, 20, 164, 356, 479 ; Portable, 142 ;
Primary, 45, 285, 332 , 429, 430 ; Secondary,
285, 356 ; Tin -pot, 454.
Bearings ,Motor, Selt- oiling, 596.
Bell Circuit Relays, 334.
Bells, Electric, 430 *,572.
Belt Gearing, Model Electric Car, 597* .
Belting, 213.
Bending Piping, 502* .
Bennett's Tinpot Battery, 454.
Bichromate Batteries, 93 , 238, 262, 358, 478.
Blowlamps, Paraffin, 118.
Boats, Accumulators for, 259.
Boats, Electro Motors for , 164, 261 , 357, 548.
Boilers, Launch , 46.
Boilers, Model — Injectors for, 191, 335 ; Lag.
ging, 139 , 166 ; Locomotive, 187 , 574 ;
Marine, 139 ; Strength of , 572 ; Vertical,
46 *, 215.
Boilers, Small, Storing, 575.
Boosters, 478.
Brake Horse -Power, Testing for, 70 .
Brakes, Shunt, High Resistances for, 117.
Breaker, Contact, “ Vril," 188*.
Break, Mercury, for Spark Coil, 164.
B.T.U.'s to Light Lamps, 238.
Building Fields Round Armature, 549.
Lighting,430
CABLE,
Electric
. t, 215*.
Calculating
Power
of a Magne
Caledonian , Model, Locomotive, 143 .

Calibrating Measuring Instruments, 92.
Candle -power of Arc Lamp3, 92.
Candle -power, Dynamo, 599.
Capacity , Accumulator, 260, 310, 334, 572.
Capacity of Wires, 286?
Cars, Model Electric , 139, 355, 473, 597* .
Cast Crank Axles, 262.
Castings, Gas Engine, Altering, 94.
Cast Iron, Soft, 69.
Cells -- Alarm Clock, 164; Charging, 141, 527 ;
Dry, 23 ; Model Telegraph, 431 ; Primary
45.
Charging Accumulators, 70 , 93, 141, 237*, 260 ,
285, 310 , 335 , 428, 500.
Charging , Dynamo for Lighting and , 215.
Charging Set, Small, 93.
Charging Small with Big Cells, 527.
Charging Switchboard,214 .
Chromic Acid Cells, 478.
Chimney , G.W.R., Locomotive, 236*.
Clocks, Electric, 140, 164.
Clutch, Motor Cycle , 68 .
Coherer, Lodge-Muirhead, 117 *.
Coherer, Wireless Telegraphy , 453*.
Coils- Shocking, 45 ,71, 92, 214 , 236, 383,
407, 430 ; Spark , 22, 47, 94, 118, 139 ,
140, 141 , 164, 188, 189, 213, 214 , 260,
284, 310, 332, 382, 405, 452, 476, 502,
524, 572, 595 , 598, 618 ; Tesla, 139, 262 ;
Trembler, 238* ; Winding. 284 , 310, 332.
Coils, Moving, Induced Currents by , 333.
Commutator, Manchester Dynamo, 454.
Commutator Sparking, 92.
Compound Bar Magnet, 118.
Compound Condensing Engine, 190.
Compound Midland Locomotive, 286 .
Condenser Failure, 259.
Condensers for Spark Coils, 94, 140 * .
Connecting Dynamos in Parallel, 43*, 380 *, 454.
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DANIELL
285,310
Model
Steam. Turbine, 30 ).
De LavalCells,
Demagnetising Watch , 454 .
551 .
Depositing Copper,
Displacement
of Small-Hull,
20 * .
Disused Accumulators, 527.
Divided Circuit, Resistance of, 380.
Dividing Appliance for Lathe, 428 .
Drawings, Reading and Scaling , 310.
Driving 30 -watt Dynamno, 47.
Dry Cells, 22, 285, 431, 526.
Dynamos- Avery, 550 ; Avery -Lahmeyer, 93 ,
141 , 357* , 525 ; Connecting in Parallel, 43* ,
380 * , 45+ ; Connection, 599 * ; Failure , 22,
70, 95, 164, 212, 214 , 237, 309, 310, 357,
382, 405 , 524, 526 ; Four-pole, 165, 501*,
527 ; Ironclad , 549* ; Kapp, 95 , 212, 237,
261, 310, 332, 334, 477, 503 : Lanmeyer,
22* , 527 , 18 * ; Manchester, 47, 116, 143 ,
188 , 190 *, 212*, 261, 263, 309, 334, 407,
454, 500 , 502, 596 ; Mullipolar, 190 ; Over
type, 236, 381, + 26*, 524 ; Permanent Mag .
net, 359 ; Running as Motor, 358 ; Shunt.
wound , 595* , 017 * ; Simplex , 70, 143,
190 ; Six -pole, 260 ; Starling with Dead
Fidds, 333 ; Undertype, 68, 143, 154 , 527:
596 * ; Using Tdephone Magnets, as, 70 ;
30-Watt, 47 ; 70 -Watt,141 ; 75 -Watı, 44* ;
200 -Watt, 406,618*: Windings,22*, 47, 6 ,
93 , 141 , 143, 166 , 188 , 212 , 236, 265, 286,
332, 355. 356, 357, 381, 382 , 502, 525, 527.
596

Formula , Accumulator Capacity, 310.
Formula, Accumulator Charging, 310.
Fountain, Rockery, Making, 191*.
Four-pole Dynamo, 165, 501*, 527.
Four-pole Electro Motor, 164, 189, 380, 383 ,
59 .
French Screw -cutting Lathes, 575
GALVANIC
andFaradic
Galvanometers
, 20, Currents,
68 *, 431 . 428.
Gas and Petrol Motor, 238.
Battery
Gas
, 333.
Gas Bladder for Steadying the Flame, 45*.
Gas Engine, Model, 2i2 .
Gas Engines --Adjustment and Running, 573 * ;
Altering Castings, 94 ; Anti-Fluctuators,
45*, 524* , 509 ; Construction, 63, 238 ; C ) ;t
of Electric Lighting hy, 69; Difficulties, 430,
476 ; Driving Dynam ), 47, 547 ; ' Fly .
wheels, 47* ; Gas Supply, 574 ; Ignition
Troubles, 45* ; Liner, Reboring, 238 ;
Methylated Spirit for, 502 ; Small, 525 ;
Steadying Flame , 45*, 524 ", 599 ; Twº
Cycle , 526 *.
Gas Engine, 574.
Gas Supply for Leads,
Gauge
of Wire
69.

.

Connections, Dynamo, 599*.
Connections, Induction Coil, 406 * .
of Elements in Primary Coil,
Consumption
429.
Contact-breakers, 188 *, 618" .
Cooling Petrol Engine, 551 .
Copper, Depositing, 551.
Cores and Vikea, Metal for, 143.
Correspondance Instruction, 573.
Cost of Arc Lamps, 92.
Cost of Electric Lighting by Gas Engine, 69.
Crank Axles, Cast, 262.
Current Capacity of Wires, 286.
Current Consumption for given c.-P. and Volt.
age, 191.
Current Consumption of Ignition Coil, 118.
Current or Running Motors, 477.
Current for Small Motor, 21.
Currents, Polyphase, 333.
Cycle, Motor, Accumulators for, 503.
Cycle , Motor, Clutch , 68.
Cylinders, Model Locomotive, 21*, 187, 261*.
Cylinders, Model, Oscillating, 261 ".

Gauge, Water, 140.
Gearing, Lathe, 332 .
Gilding, Electro, 212.
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 43 .
Glass Polishing, 381 ..
G.N.R. Model Locomotives , 119, 142 , 334* .
Gramm Ring Armature Winding, 166 , 212 * .
Gramophone Motor, Four -pole, 164 .
Gravity Cells, 428.
Gumming up of Oil Engine , 284,
G.W.R. Locomotive Chimney, 236 *.
G.W.R. Model, Locomotives , 116, 118.
EAT Units , 47.
HE High Resistances for Shunt Brakes, 117 .
High -speed ,Model,Engine3 ,70 * , 166.
High Tension Magneto Machine,574.
Horizontal Engine , Link Motion , 452 * .
310. , Magnetising , 70 *.
Horse
Horse -power,
hoe Magnet
Hot-Air Engines, Size of, 96.
House Lighting, 527 .
HouseDisplacem
Wiring, 478.
Hull,
ent of, 20 * .

IGNITION , GasEngine, 45*
Ignition Coils, 118 , 286 , 453 .
453. , 119,
Cycle,Lamy
Motor
Ignition,
Incandescent
Electric
191 , 358* .
Increasing Power of Gas Engins, 238.
Increa ing Size of Kapp Dynam "), 61.
EARLY Morning Waiter,,165*.
Increasing Spod of Motor, 381*:
*.
Indicator Diagram , Stam Engin ?, 189 *.
E.C.C. Cells, 431 .
Induced Currents by Magnets and Moving
Electric Boat, Accumulators for, 259.
Coils, 333:
Electric Clocks, 140, 164.
Induction Coils, 22* , 45 , 47 , 71, 92 , 94 , 118 ,
Electric Lighting, Cost by Gas Power, 69.
Electric Lighting Set, 94 .
139 , 140, 141 , 164 , 188 * , 189 , 190 , 213,
214*, 236, 238, 260, 262 , 284, 286, 310,
Electric Moulel Locomotives, 167, 502, 525 .
332, 382 , 383, 405 , 406 , 407, 430, 452 ,
Elxctric Model Railway, 236.
476, 502, 524, 572, 595,597,618 .
Electric Oscillations and Waves, 381 *.
Induction Experiment , 598
El -ctric Welding, 165 .
Ingredients
for Cells, 476.
El ctrolyte for Bichromate Cells, 238.
Injectors, Model Boiler, 191 , 335 .
Electro Magnets, 44 , 116*, 286, 598 *.
Electric ofLight,
Installation,
21 , 261,
22, 45,
, 117, 307
, 139,, 357.
164. Insulating
Electro
187, Motors,
211, 214*,
263 ,46285*
Windings
Small573.
Dynam ) , 143.
Ironclad Dynamo, 549*.
380, 383, 478, 453, 548, 596 *, 597* .
Electro -plating, 20 , 117, 212 , 286.
Enamelling Slate Switchboards, 476.
JELLY Electrolyte for Accumulators, 93 .
Engineering
479.
Engineering, Examinations,
Marine, 94, 119.
Engines, Steam , Driving Dynamo, 215, 575.
KAPP, Dynamos, 95, 212, 237, 261 , 310,
332, 334, 477, 503.
Engraving Machine, Needles for, 68.
Kapp Electro Motors, 383, 429, 452, 477.
Examinations, Engineering, 479.
Kettle,
Electric, 165*.
Experiments with Induction Coils, 310.
Knurling Wheel, 213*.
Currents, 428
FARADIC
Motors, Localising,
Faultsand
139..
in Galvanic
Boilers: 139;
ModelDynamos,
Lahmeyer
22* , 166,
Field-magnets, Dynam ) -- Avery- Lahm yer , LAGGING
527, ' 1**.
Laminated Armatures, 334:
357 ; Four-pole , sor* ; Ironclad , 549*
Lahm -yer, 22 *, 61- * ; Manchester, 190 *, Lamp Resistance, Testing, 187*.
Arc,99, 92, 165,236,367,
350, 4007536.
212 *, 285* : . Overtype, 406* ; Undirtype, Lamps, Accumulator
Charging through,
260 .
596* ; 40 -Watt, 47 ; 75 -Watt, 44 *
Field -magnets, Electro Motor, 187*, 285* , Lamps, B.T.U.'s to Light, 238 .
Lamps, Connecting in Parallel , 237 *.
30 ) ,
Lamps, Incandescent Electric, 119, 142.
Firing, Oil, 575 ,
Flywheels, Gas Engine, 47*
Lamps in Series, Running, 69.
Footlights, Electric, 358*.
Lamps, Nernst, 211.

Lathes --Dividing Appliance for, 428 ; French
Screw -cutting, 575 ; Gearing, 332; Head
Bearing, 500 ; Motive Power for, 309.
Launch , Electro -Motor for, 478.
Launch Engine and Boiler, 46.
Launch, Model Electric, 20 *.
Launch, Motor, Requisites, 549.
Launch , Petrol, Engines, 166 .
L.B. & S.C.R.'Model Tank Locomotive, 188 ;
Tender, 550 *.
Leakage to Earth, 383*.
Leakage, Induction Coil , 595 .
LeakyAccumulators, 142.
L - clanché, 70 , 526, 550.
Lens, 213.
Light, Electric, Installation, 573.
Lighting, Accumulators for, 428 .
Lighting, Batteries for, 20 , 164, 356, 479.
Lighting, Dynamo for, 215.
Lighting, Electric, Cable for, 430.
Lighting, Electric-, Sets, 94 , 116 , 213" , 358.
Linesına's Galvanometers , 68* , 431 .
Lighting, House, 527.
Lighting, Suc Leclanché for, 526.
Link Motion , Horizontal Engine, 452*.
Localising Faults in Motors, 139.
Locomotives - G.W.R ., Chimney, 236* Mid
land , 212, 286 ; Practice, 575 ; Tender,
550" .
Locomotives, Model— " Atlantic," 21 * , 141 ,
404* ; Boilers , 187, 574 : Caledonian,
143 ; Details, 165, 187 ; G.N.R. , 119,
14' , 334* ; G.W.R., 116, 118 ; L.B.S.C.R.,
188 ; L.T.S.R., 116 ; Motor for,
357 ; N.E.R. , 141 , 551 ; Oscillating
Cylinders, 261 * ; Simple , 140 ; Tank , 116,
188, 308* ; 2-in . Scale, 548 .
Locomotives, Model Electric, 167, 502, 525.
Lodge-Muirhead Coherer , 117* .
L.T. & S.R. Model Locomotive, 116.
60 -Watt
Dynamo,
141.
MACHINING
Machine aTools,
Petrol
Motor Driving
44 .
Magnet, Bar, Compound, 118.
Magnetizing a Horseshoe Magnet, 70*.
Magneto Machine, High Tension, 574.
Magneto Shot-Firing Machine, 215.
Magnets, 430 .
Magnets, Electro, 44, 116* , 286, 598 * .
Magnets, Induced Currents by, 333.
Magnets, Permanent, 215* .
Manchester Typ : Dynamo', 47, 115, 143, ' 188,
190 *, 212 * , 261 , 263, 309, 334 , 407, 454,
500, 502 596.
Marine Engineering , 94, 119 :
Measuring Instruments, Calibrating, 92 .
Medicinal Purpoze ;, Shocking Cul lor, 407.
Mercury Break for Spark Coil , 164 .
Metal for Cores and Yokes, 143 .
Methylated Spirit for Gas Engine, 502.
Milling, 190 .
Miniature Four-pole Motor, 380.
Mirrors, Silvering, 573.
Mitcham Launch Engine, 166 , 550.
Motive Power for Small Dynam ) and Lathe
30 ).
Motor Bening , Self Oiling, 59 i.
Motor Cars , Petrol , 214.
Motor Cycle Accumulators, 503 .
Motor Cycle Clutch , 6S.
Metr Dynamo for Charging, 500 .
Motor for Electric Boat, 261 ,
Motor for Model Submarine, 263 ,
Motor, Model Steamer, 92 .
Motor Power for Dynamo, 309
Moving Coils, Induced Current; by, 333.
M.R. Locomnötive, 212, 286.
Multipolar Dynam ), 190 , 598.*
Muntz Metal, 262 .
NEEDLES
Engraving
Machine,68.
Locornotives,
141 , 551 .
N.E.R.forModel
Nernst Lamps, 211 .
Nodon Valve, 214 , 286.
Non -Polari ing Bichromate Batteri 3, 358 .
OIL Engine:--- Brake H.P.,70 : Pumpi,68 ;
, 94, 358.
Oil Engines, Model, 212.
Oil Firing, 575 .
Oscillating Cylinders, Model , 261 * .
Oscillations and Waves, Electric, 381 .
Output of Dynamo , 190 , 429, 453.
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Output of Lighting Plant, Increasing, 94.
Output of Primary Cells, 45.
Overtype Dynamos, 236, 381 , 406 * , 524.
PAPER-WEIGHT Electro Motor, 380 .
Paraffin Blowlamp, 118 .
Parallel, Connecting Lamps in, 237 *.
Parallel, Running Dynamos in , 4 , *, 380 * ;
454
Patents, 237.
Patterns, Avery -Lahmeyer Dynamo, 141 ,
23.
Perforations
in Accumulator
Permanen
Dynamo, Plates,
359.
t Magnet
Permanent Magnets, 215* .
Permanent
118 .
Petrol
MotorWay,
Cars,Railway,
44, 214.
Petrol Motors- 44, 550, 598 : Balancing, 44 il
Cooling, 551; Fitting Water -Jacket, 20
for Saw and Lathes, 44 ; Gas for, 238 ;
Launch , 166 ; If h.-P. , 44 .
Pipe Bending, 502*.
Piston, Model, High -Speed Engine, 70 * .
Plates, Accumulator, 23, 71 , 597.
Plates, Wimshurst Machine, 452 .
Plating, Electro-, 212.
Plating, Silver, 286, 549.
Platinum Contact reaker, 618* .
Pole- Finder, 429.
Polishing Glass, 381 .
Polyphase Currents, 333.
Portable Battery , 142.
Power of a Magnet, Calculating, 215*.
Primary Cells, 45, 285 , 332 , 42 ) , 430 .
Primary Circuit, Alternating Current for, 117.
Principle of Antifluctuators for Gas Engines
524* .
Projector, Arc Light, 526 .
Pump, Rockery Fountain, 19* .
Pumps, Oil Engine, 68 .

Self-oiling Bearings for Motor, 596.
Screw.cutting Lathes , French , 575.
Screws, Prevent from Rusting, 95.
Secondary Cells, 285 , 356.
Sories, Running Lamps in , 6).
Sewing Machine, Electro Motor, 211.
Shocking Coils, 45, 71 , 92, 214* , 236, 383, 407 ,
430.
Shorting Accumulators, Effect of, 357.
Shot-firing Magneto Machine, 215.
Shunt-wound Dynamo , 596* , 617* .
Mirrors, 573.
Silvering
Silver
Plating,
286, 549.
Simplex Dynamo3, 70 , 143, 190 .
Six -Pole Dynamos, 260 .
Slide-valve, 71*.
Sunall Cells, Charging with Big, 527.
Soft Cast Iron , 69.
Solenoids, 618* .
Spark188Coils
94, ,118,260,
139,284140,141
, 189,22,47,
213, 214
, 310, , 164,
332,
382, 405, 452, 476 , 502, 524, 572, 195 , 598,
618.
Sparking Commutator, 92.
Speed, Increasing Electro Motor, 381* ,
Starting up Dynamo with Dead Fi'lds, 333 .
Steadying
Flame
, 45 *, 524Diagrams,
*, 599. 189* .
Steam Engine
Indicator
Steam Engine, Launch , 46.
Steam
Motion
452*. und Con- /
212 ;Comp
ModelEngines, Link
Steam Engine,
densing, 190 ; Construction , 212 ; Driving
Dynamo, 116 ; High -speed, 70 *, 166 ;
Marine , 190 ; Slide -valve, 71* ; Traction,
575 .
Steam'r , Model--Building, 163 ; Lagging
Boiler, 139 : Machinery, 572 ; Motor, 92.
Steam Port Proportions, 188*.
Steam Turbine, Model De Laval, 309.
Straightening Wire, 166 .
Storing Small Boilers, 575.
RADIOGRAPH
Y, 43. 332 .
Rail Resistances,
Submarine, Model, Motor for, 263.
Supplying Electric Model Railway from 200
Railway, Model Electric, 236.
Volt Circuit , 236 .
Railway Permanent Way, 118..
Switch, Automatic Telephone, 477 *.
Reading and Scaling Drawings, 310.
Re -boring Gas Engine Liner to Increase Switchboard Attendant, 573.
Switchboard , Charging, 214.
Power, 238.
Receivers, Telephone, 431 , 453.
Switchboard, Shunt-wound Dynamo, 617* .
Switchboards, Slate, Enamelling, 476.
Output of Dynaino, 453 .
Regulating
Regulating Strength of Induction Coils, 22*.
Relay, Bell Circuits, 334.
of Divided Circuit, 380 .
Resistance
Resistances-Arc Lamp, 309, 406 ; Rail , 332 ; TANK, Model,Locomotives, 116
69., 188, 308 *.
Telegraph , Model, 431 .
187* ; Wire, 236, 238.
Testing,
Reversing Gear, Model, 400 , 452* .
Telegraphy, 574 .
Telephone Magnets, Using, as Dynamo, 70.
Re-winding Induction Coil, 72.
Telephone Receivers. 431, 453.
Re -winding Dynamos, 525 , 596 *.
Tel -phones, 45 * , 69* , 93* , 117, 236, 333 , 357* ,
Riveting Tools, 285.
Rockery Fountain , Making, 191 *.
406, 429 *, 431 , 454, 477*, 478, 479,
359
548,, 574
Rotary Transformer, 430.
Running Dynamo, 68 .
Tender, Model L.B. & S.C.R. Loco , 550* .
Tesla Coils, 139 , 262.
Running Dynamo as Motor, 358.
Running Dynamsin Parallel, 380 *, 454.
Testing for Brake Horse -Power, 70.
' Running Electro Motor-, 45 , 69.
Testing with Linesman's Galvanometer, 68 * .
Three-wire System , 260 *.
Running Gas Engine, 573* .
Rust Preventative, 95.
Tin, Alloys of, 93.
Tin -Pot Battery, 45+ .
SAC Leclanché Batteries,70, 524; 550.
Tools, Riveting, 285.
Sails, Windmill, 381* .
Tools, Turning, 574
Scaling and Reading Drawings, 310.
Traction Engine , Model , 575.

Tramcars, Model Electric, 139, 356, 478, 597* .
Transformers, 117, 118, 187 *, 430 , 572 , 574.
575*.
Transforming, Wasteful, 572 .
Trembler Coil, Connections to Dynamo, 238* .
Tripolar Armature, 548.
Tripolar Motor Windings, 22.
Trolley, Model lectric, 597.
Trunk Piston Model for High-speed Engine,
70 *.
Turbine, Model De Laval, 309.
Turning Tools, 574:
Two-cycle Gas Engine, 526 *.
UNDERTYPE
Dynamos, 68, 143, 454, 527,
596 * .
Undertype Electro Motors, 453.
VALVE
and Steam
, 188 *.
Valve,
Nodon , Port
214 , Proportions
286 .
Valve, Slide., Model, 71*.
Vertical Model Boilers, 46*, 215.
Voltm ters, 92 , 165, 215 , 286, 382, 572 .
Vril Contact-breaker, 1888,
WAITER
, EarlyTransforming,
Morning,165 572.
*.
Wasteful
Watch, Demagnetising, 454.
Watch Receivers, Telephone, 453.
Water-jacket Fitting, PetrolMotor, 20 .
Water Motors, 20, 68, 309, 503* .
Water Pressure, 20 .
Watt-meters, 407.
Oscillations and , 381 '.
Wavez,
WeldingElectric
by Means of the Arc, 165,
Wheel , Knurling, 213 *.
Wimshurst Machines- 21 , 43, 117, 139, 212
259, 260, 358, 406, 407, 452, 454, 503 , 527 .
Winding Linesman's Detector, 431 .
Windings, Armature, 166, 500, 501, 549, 617*.
Windings, Dynamo, 22*, 47, 6 ), 93, 141 , 143,
166, 188, 212*, 236, 260, 286, 332, 355,
356, 357, 381 , 382 , 502, 525 , 527, 596* .
Windings, Electro Motor, 22, 161, 189, 285*,
309 *, 381*, 383, 548.
Windings, Induction Coil, 284, 310, 332 .
Windings, Voltm'ter, 166, 286, 572 .
Windmill Sails, 381 *.
Wire Gauge, 69.
Wireless Telegraphy, 453* , 455* .
Wire Resistance , 236 , 238.
Wires, Current Capacity, 286 .
Wire, Straightening, 166.
Wiring Electric Bells, 430 *.
Wiring, House , 478 .
Wiring, Small Electric Light Installation , 213*.
Wiring Small Lamps off theMains, 142.

X -RAY Apparatus, 139.
YACHT, Model, Design , 407.
ZINCS, Amalgainating, 310 .
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An Electrically - Driven Model Torpedo Boat .

By F. C. FINCH .

*

MR . F. C. FINCH'S ELECTRICALLY- DRIVEN MODEL TORPEDO Boat .

Y idea when starting to build my model was
not so much for speed, but to try and copy
the original as closely as possible. * Í
started by carving the hull from a block of yellow
pine. The chief dimensions are :-Length , 3 ft. ;
beam , 5 ins . ; depth, 5 ins. The motor is an eight
section laminated drum armature, wound for 4
volts, which drives it at a fair speed , considering
the weight, which is 11 lbs. The fittings consist
of one 12 -pound gun and shield , turned from wood ,
searchlight turned from a piece of brass tube and
fitted with imitation trunnions, three funnels made
from spice tins, steam -pipes made from matches

M

glued on , one boat slung in davits made from
thin wire , five ventilators made of sealing-wax,
wheel which works the rudder, anchor made of
lead , and railings made from pins 4 in . high, spaced
} in . apart, with two rows of stout carpet thread.
The conning tower is an empty tooth -powder tin
nailed on to the turtle deck. The funnels and hatch
way lift off, thus giving access to the motor. The
deck, sides above water -line, and fittings are
painted grey ; and below the water -line red .
I may say, in conclusion, that my stock of tools
is very limited, this being my first attempt at
model making.
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Workshop Notes and Notions .
[ Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their oon workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired , accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked “ WORKSHOP on the envelope.]
A Home - made Slide - rest .
By F. J. NANCE , Capetown.
The accompanying photographs illustrate a
slide-rest which should be within the capacity of
Part of the largest
most readers to construct.

January 5 , 1903.

It will be observed that the swivel plate A is not
cast with the upper slide , but is screwed to it . This
plan I adopted for ease of working , as I had no
faceplate or chuck to hold a heavy casting .
It
also enabled me more easily to work the faces of
the angles , as I could apply them to a surface plate
( plate -glass ), which I could not have done otherwise.
For the same reason the lower slide is in three
picces : the slide proper , the base plate , and the
strip C between the faces of the lathe bed .
By
making the last separate I could adjust the lower
şlide at right angles to the line of centres, mark
the posi ion of the strip and then screw it in position

A

D

B
Fig . 1. - COMPONENT PARTS OF MR. F. J. NANCE'S SLIDE - REST.
surface was planed with a hand shaper , but the
whole of the work might have been done with the
file with a little extra labour .
This slide-rest is the second I have made . The
first was made of gunmetal , as I thought that the
easier metal for a beginner to
work , but I have since found
by experience that cast iron
is very little more laborious
and is much more satis
factory . · All that remains of
the first slide-rest is the upper
slide .
The castings were made
from my own patterns. I
have learned by experience
that it pays to take great
care with patterns, though
only one casting is to be
made therefrom . They
should be carefully finished ,
varnished with two or three
coats of shellac , sand
papered between each , and
finally blackleaded .
To ensure accurate work
FIG .
I made the patterns to fit
together like the completed
rest . This secured parallelism and similar angles .
The increased thickness for machining was then
given by glueing strips of cigar box wood where
necessary .

with much more certainty than by any other
method I could think of .
The screws are taken from a couple of common
“ C ” cramps with square threads. The nuts are
made from the portion of the cramp through which

2.- THE COMPLETE SLIDE - REST .

the screw passes. This is sawn off, sufficient being
left to file a tang from , which is fitted into a hole in
the corresponding saddle . This is visible in place
in the photograph (Fig. 1 ) at B.
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In one case the tang broke off, but I replaced it
by a 4-in . screw, the countersunk head of which I
brazed to a nut . This brazing I did in an ordinary
" Primus ” cooking stove , the heat being kept in
by a sheet of asbestos cardboard , folded in tin-plate ,
and bent to form a sort of tunnel. The first lead
screw I had to turn by hand as best I could , but the
second I made when the slide-rest was assembled ,
traversing the upper slide by hand instead of by
screw . The tool post is made from an old bicycle
axle which I picked up on the beach at Simonstown
with other parts. Old bicycle parts are good steel,
and can be turned into many useful tools, & c .
I
have made a good cutter bar out of a square crank
arm. The fixed handle to the upper slide has since
been replaced by a removable one.
So far I have marked only the zero on the swivel
edge. I propose to mark the angular divisions by
setting out the tangents of the angles on a wall
and sighting the upper slide first on one and then
on another, scribing each in turn . This should give
great accuracy. If any readers would like to know
how to do it I shall be glad to explain and also to
furnish a table of tangents in feet and inches .

about. The lower part of spindle is screwed to
suit knurled nut ( D ) ; this should be a fairly fine
thread to give fine adjustments . The body can be
cast iron , or malleable , and bored to take spindle,
faced at the base, and inside to form a true seat for
the nut D. The centre portion of base is machined
away for clearance and to relieve the surface. The
dimensions shown make a handy size for small class
of work .
For the Bookshelf .

A Design for an Adjustable Support.
By “ SPLIT PIN ."
The accompanying design is of an adjustable
support or jack . " This little tool is very useful in
any machine shop, and its uses are various. It
can be used as a support for slender work held
between the centres, such as a tap or reamer , being

SECTION
THROUGH
A , B.
k

k21
D.

-7

용

А

Clearance

B

PLAN .
DETAILS OF AN ADJUSTABLE SUPPORT.
fluted in milling machine to prevent it giving way
under the pressure of the cutter. The spindle in
sketch is shown concave at the top for receiving
round work. Other spindles can be made to suit
different classes of work, such as a cone point to
enter hole as shown at C .; also a square-end for
supporting flat surfaces of machines . These ends
can be hardened to prevent them getting cut
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[ Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from THE
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29 , Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E.C. , by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage .]
How to BUILD A BICYCLE . London : Dawbarn &
Ward , Ltd. Price 6d ., post free 7d .
This book describes the method of fitting together
a set of finished bicycle parts, such as are supplied
by several trade firms. It has evidently been
written by a practical man , and contains a number
of useful workshop " dodges ” which should be of
much assistance to anyone attempting to fit up a
bicycle, either pedal or motor pattern. It is a pity
the authordoes not give any information as to where
the sets of parts are to be obtained ; the book is
essentially for the instruction of those not engaged
in the cycle trade, and if the reader does not know
where to obtain the necessary parts the instructions
will be of very little use to him . To the amateur or
mechanic who is prepared to spend a few pounds
and to take the trouble of finding out where to buy
the parts mentioned by the author, this book is
excellent value and a good practical guide.
How to BUILD A PETROL MOTOR . London : Daw
barn & Ward, Ltd. Price 6d ., post free 7d .
The author describes to some extent the fitting
up of a set of petrol engine parts which he has, but
omits to give any working drawings, so that the
reader must either procure a similar set with a
working drawing or exercise his own ingenuity in
preparing a design. The principles of the working
of petrol engines aredescribed, and the author goes
into the question of balancing the moving parts,
which is somewhat beyond the scope of a handbook
of this description. Some useful information is
given relating to the application of petrol motors
to cycles, but we think the space devoted to the
theory and construction of the spark induction coil
could have been more usefully filled with further
information on the construction of the engine, as
there are books on induction coils to be obtained
if the reader desires to go into the question of coil
making, or to obtain information on their various
parts. The purchaser of this book will probably
be disappointed if he expects to be able to make
his own patterns and complete his engine from the
information given in its pages, as the title seems to
indicate, but having obtained a set of engine parts
with a detailed working drawing he will find the
book an assistance in understanding various
theoretical considerations which affect the working of
a petrol motor, especially in its application to cycles.

The Eiffel Tower is next spring to be connected
by a wire rope 500 m . long with a pylone or
obelisk , for studies in connection with the problem
of flight, by means of an electromotor and a dynamo .
meter ,
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The

Latest

Pollak- Virag High - Speed Telegraph . - A de
mönstration was given recently at theCarlton Hotel ,
in the presence of the Austro- Hungarian Am
bassador, of the Pollak- Virag high -speed writing
telegraph , which reproduces messages transmitted
by it in a sort of italic script . It uses two live wires
and an earth return , and, unlike writing telegraphs
in general , does not involve the maintenance of
synchronism between the receiver and transmitter .
At the transmitting end the message is sent by
means of a perforated paper strip, which is punched
with two sets of perforations by means of a ma
chine with a keyboard like that of a typewriter .
This strip, the material of which is a non -conductor
of electricity , is passed over a roller made up of
six electrically insulated sections , and metal brushes
pressing on the roller form electrical connection
with one or other of these sections whenever a
perforation comes opposite them . The currents
thus allowed to pass vary in intensity , and those
from one group of three sections go to one tele
phone at the receiving end , while those from the
other group of three go to a second telephone . To
the diaphragms of these two telephones, which are
placed close together, a mirror is connected , and is so
suspended that it is free to move horizɔntally
and vertically, in unison with the movements of
the diaphragms. Now the perforations which
energise one telephone are arranged to represent
the vertical motion necessary in writing a character
or figure, while the other set of perforations simi
larly represents the horizontal component . Hence
the two telephones together reproduce these com
ponents, and the result is that under their combined
influence the mirror moves in such a way that its
motions mark out the complete characters . These
motions are imperceptible directly, but if a pencil
of light be allowed to fall on the mirror , the move
ment of the reflected ray of course increases in
amplitude as the surface upon which it is received
is removed further and further from the mirror ,
so that the characters described by it may be ob
tained of indefinite size. At the point where the
size is as required , the reflected ray is made to
impinge on a photographically sensitive strip of
paper , and so gives a permanent record of its move
ments. The inventors realised that if the apparatus
was to be of practical utility means must be found
for the rapid development and fixing of the photo
graphic image thus produced, and they were success
ful in devising an automatic machine which effects
development in five or six seconds and fixing in six
or seven seconds, the paper being then delivered
almost completely dry , with only a slight dampness
on the gelatine surface. Strips up to 25 metres
long and seven centimetres wide, containing 10,000
or 12,000 words, are successfully handled in this
way. The speed of the telegraph as a whole is
limited by the speed at which the perforations can
be made - about 300 letters a second . But several
perforating machines can be used to feed the trans
mitter proper, and that with the receiver , can deal
it is said , with as many as 50,000 words an hour ,
though the number of course, varies with the length
and nature of the line in use . In some experiments
made by the Hungarian postal department between

in
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Budapest and Pozsony , a distance of about 218
kilometres, with two copper telephone wires of
3mm. diameter, the transmission of 45,000 words
an hour was found possible ; while in another case
between Berlin and Königsberg the maximum was
about 40,000 words over a distance of 710 kilo
metres, with wires 41mm . in diameter. - The Times.
Professor Boys' Tool Grinder. —This little
machine was designed by Professor Boys for
grinding accurately to the proper clearance and
cutting angles all kinds of small lathe , shaper ,
planer tools , & c . , and is suitable for tools up to fin .
square, It is very simple and easy to use , and gives
very exact results, having been in use for some time
by the Professcr in his own workshop.
It consists of a small grinding head having a
steel spindle running in Babbit bearings , and carry
ing two Carborundum wheels , 7 ins. diameter by
* -in . thick . Owing to the very free cutting nature
of Carborundun the liability of drawing the temper
of the tools is very remote when used with ordinary
care, so that it is unnecessary to provide any water
or cooling apparatus , which would probably be an
annoyance to the operator on such a small machine.
The tool carriers consist of cast iron angle blocks
placed in front of each wheel and moving hori
zontally on a planed cast iron frame plate held in
adjustable holders or brackets . The carriers are
planed all over and have on the underside a tongue

Fig . 1. –PROFESSOR BOYS ' TOOL GRINDER .

piece which slides in a groove planed in the top
slide of the frame plate. The movement of the
carriers is if ins. in a direction parallel with the
axis of the spindle , and as each carrier has its sides
extending for a distance of ik ins . parallel with the
sides of the wheel , such tools as “ Heel ” or cranked
tools , as well as those of the “ American ” or flat
bottom type, are readily dealt with by placing the
cranked portion of the tool in the opening.
Grinding is intended to be done entirely on the
sides of the wheels which thus produce astraight
clearance, and as the opposite angles of each carrier
are alike both sides of such tools as Diamond point
or Round Nose can be ground very quickly , and
without any loss of time in setting up the machine .

5
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Thread cutting tools are ground by using
protractors or anglé gauges shown in the illus
tration , these having a tongue which fits the grooves
planed in the top faces of the carriers. After
grinding one side of the tool to half the included
angle of the thread the protractor is removed and
placed in the opposite groove, and the other side
ground on the opposite face of the wheel .

in conjunction with the less acute carrier, the result
being that the top or cutting edge of the tool is
only lightly ground or rather " honed " up to a very
keen and fine edge which is absolutely true and has
correct clearance . When tools are oilstoned up by
hand such a result is almost impossible to obtain .
Each machine is also provided with four gapped
collars of various thicknesses, which are used for
packing up vertically the frame carrying the tool
carriers when it is desired to alter the top angle of
the carriers relative to the wheel face or vertical
plane. Round pillars are provided with hinged
joints to allow free angular movement when this
vertical adjustment is required, screw binders with
fixed handles being used for securely locking same
in position.
The machine has been put on the market by
Messrs. C.W. Burton , Griffiths & Co., Ludgate Square,
London , E.C. , and is made in two forms— one is in
tended for use on a bench or column for power,
the other is supplied mounted on a stand with table
and treadle motion for foot power. An overhead
countershaft is also fitted when required for driving
by power .
The general dimensions are as follows : —Height
to centre, 5+ ins . ; Length of spindle over-all ,
II ins . ; size of pulley on spindle , 2 by if ins. face ;
size of tool carriers over-all, 5 by 3 } ins . ; clear
ance angle of tool when ground , roughing 8 ° ;
finishing 7 °
Acetylene

Fig . 2.—THE FOOTPOWER MACHINE .

..

The two tool carriers are alike except that one is
of a slightly less angle than the other . The reason
for this is as follows : -The two wheels are of
different grain and grade , one being coarse and free
cutting , the other is very fine and hard .
The
coarse wheel is usuaily placed on the left-hand side
of the machine and the most acute angled carrier
is used for grinding with it . The fine wheel is used

Regulations.

HOSE of our readers who have taken advan
Acetylene Gas,
TH tage of our handbook ,
How to Make and Use It, " will welcome
the new Order in Council which was made on
October 24th last , and came into force two days
later, by which the amouut of carbide of calcium
which may be kept without a licence or restriction
of any kind , has now been increased from two to
five separate i lb , tins, and when certain conditions
are observed, 28 lbs . may be kept in one single or
in several receptacles, also without licence. For over
28 lbs , a license must be taken out .
The conditions attending the free storage of
28 lbs. down to 6 lbs . are as follows :
( A ) The carbide to be kept only in a metal
vessel or vessels hermetically closed at all times
when the carbide is not actually being placed in or
withdrawn from such vessel or vessels.
( B ) Such vessel or vessels to be kept in a dry
and well- ventilated place.
(C ) Due precautions to be taken to prevent un
authorised persons from having access to the car
bide .
( D ) Notice to be given of such keeping to the
local authority and free access to be afforded to
their inspector to inspect the premises where it is
kept .
( E ) That there shall be exhibited near the
generator a certificate signed by the maker or
supplier of the generator that it complies with the
regulations as to acetylene generators issued by the
Acetylene Association .
( F) Instructions as to the care and use of the
generator to be posted up in such place as can be
conveniently referred to by the attendant.
N.B. — Conditions E and F do not apply to lamps
for vehicles or other portable lamps .
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' HE locomotives shown in the following illus
THEtrations have, in every case, been built for
service abroad . Some of them are British,
whilst others are of Continental construction , but
none are destined for use in the actual country in
which they have been built . The engines are inter
esting as showing the trend of development in this
branch of engineering where foreign requirements
are in question. As will be seen, the tendency is to

ing two -wheeled truck . This type is known as the
Consolidation ” type , or, under the later and
more rational notation, the 2–8–0 type. Seven
teen locomotives of the design and dimensions were
built in November, 1903, for the Bengal-Nagpur
railway, a line which is on the 5 ft. 6 in. gauge. The
most striking feature of the design is the large
size of the boiler , the barrel portion of which is
5 ft . 7 } ins. in diameter. The firebox is of the

83

Fig. 1.- FOUR -Cylinder COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE , BUILT FOR THE PORTUGUESE STATE RAILWAYS,
BY BORSIG , OF BERLIN - TEGEL .
increase the size and power of locomotives, as in
the case of home railways ; and there is also a notice
able uniformity about the design of the locomotives
selected , as compared with those met with in our
own country. The engine shown in Fig. 2 is a large
goods engine with eight wheels coupled and a lead

Belpaire pattern , and there are two 31 -in . Rams.
bottom type safety -valves upon it. The cylinders,
it will be noticed , are outside the frames, and in
clined towards the centre of the second pair of
coupled wheels, which are the drivers. This being
the case , the connecting-rods are restricted in
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length, as in Mr. Webb's eight-coupled engines on
the L. & N.W.R.
It is more usual to utilise the third pair of coupled
wheels as drivers where outside cylinders are em
ployed on this type of engine, but, on the other
hand , many engineers prefer the short connecting
rod , as in the present instance, and that quoted
above. Single-pattern slide bars are used , with the
' suspension ” type of crosshead. The valve gear
is of the Stephenson type, with balanced D valves
at the sides of the cylinders. The reversing - gear is
operated by means of a steam and water cataract
device , the cylinders of which are located at the
right -hand side of the engine, in a horizontal posi
tion . The cab is of commodious design , fitted
with sun- blinds sliding between light angle iron
framework . The tender is also provided with a
cab, to protect the enginemen from the effects of
the sun.
The engines , which were designed under the
supervision of Sir John Wolfe Barry, consulting
engineer to the Bengal-Nagpur Railway, and built
by Messrs. Robert Stephenson & Company, of
Darlington , have the following dimensions :
Cylinders, 21 ins . diameter by 26- ins , stroke .
Coupled wheels, diameter 4 ft. 8 ins . ( second pair
flangeless ).
Boiler, diameter 5 ft . 77 ins. ; length , 12 ft . 6 ins .
Steam pressure, 180 lbs. per sq . in.
Heating surface ( total ) , 2,062 sq . ft .
Grate area, 32 sq. ft .
Total weight ( engine and tender ), in working
order, 1o7 tons 8 cwts .
The other engine ( Fig. 1 ) is a handsome six
coupled bogie (4–6–0) type passenger locomotive,
built by Borsig, of Berlin -Tegel, for the Portuguese
State Railway. This is a four -cylinder compound ,
with high -pressure cylinders outside the frames
driving the middle pair of wheels , and low - pressure
cylinders inside the frames ( below the smokebox ),
driving the first pair of coupled wheels .
The engines of this design are well proportioned ,
and of great power, and , so far as can be ascertained ,
they have proved successful in working heavy
passenger trains on the Min ho - Duoro section of the
State railways of Portugal . They have a very
British-like appearance, and are noteworthy for
the absence of complicated details in their design .
The tender is carried upon two four -wheeled
bogies, and carries 3,100 gallons of water and 5 tons
of coal.
The following dimensions demonstrate the fact
that the engines are fully up -to -date and in accord
ance with modern practice in every respect . The
writer has recently been informed by Herr Borsig ,
head of the firm of builders who supplied the
engines , that a further order for others of the same
type has recently been received from the Portu
guese authorities. The dimensions are :
Cylinders, H. P. ( 2 ), 14* ins. diameter by 251-ins .
stroke ; L.P. ( 2 ) 21 } ins. diameter by 251 ins. stroke ;
boiler, 4 ft . 11 ins. diameter , and 14 ft . I in .
between tube plates ; there are 233 tubes, i 15-16ths
ins , diameter outside ; total heating surface , 1,840
sq . ft . ; grate area , 31 sq . ft.; and steam pressure,
200 lbs. per sq. in. The total wheel base of engine
and tender is 49 ft. 2 ins. , and length over buffers
58 ft . 10 ins . The complete weight in working
order is 951 ton . ;
( To he continued .)
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practice , the design for the present
model and the original used on the
above-named railway being very much
THE MODEL ENGINEER
alike in general outline.
Coming to the internal arrange
ments , readers will remember the draw
ings for a f - in , scale model in the issue
ELECTRICIDCO
of August 20th , 1903 ( and the subse
quent correspondence ), and the means
employed of transmitting the power
BY
from the single motor to the two bogies,
GREENLY
als ) the way the difficulties due to the
HENRY
swinging of the trucks were overcome.
Worm -gearing was ruled out because
FA
of its irreversibility * where a compara
1. THE DESIGN GENERALLY .
tively wide ratio of reduction is desired .
N
As a modern method of series-parallel control
IN first issue in January has described an example
was thought desirable , the single motor idea, al
of model steam engineering ; this time, how
though, from the one point of view of elec
al
ever , our electrical readers have been considered ,
efficiency at a constant load the arrangement has
and although the accompanying design has nothing
much to be said for it , has not been adopted , but
formidable in it , so much so as would make the
two motors — which are attached to the inside
model maker who is more used to mechanical work
axles - are employed , the motors being single re
purely , afraid to tackle the engine by reason of
duction geared , spring suspended , the bearing
its apparent complexity , the design will be detailed
plates clasping the axles and ensuring proper
in such a manner, as in the case of The MODEL
meshing of the gear wheels and pinions, as the
ENGINEER steam locomotive , that a theoretical
wheels rise and fall to the road .
knowledge of electricity , in any material degree ,
The motors are attached to the bogies only, and
will not be required ; in fact , the average amateur
are quite separate from the main frame of the loco
mechanic will find the work for this model less
motive . After disconnecting the wiring , all that

ELECTRIC

difficult than that required to finish engines to the
designs already published as coloured plates.
In fixing the external features of the locomotive ,
the writer has imagined himself superintendent of
motive power of a great railway (not a tube rail
way, where the proportions are limited by special
conditions ), in which the standard railway carriages
and loading gauge are employed , and in doing this
has employed the well-known type of vehicle with
a double bogie and central cab. A few days after
the preliminary sketches were prepared and sub
mitted to the authorities of this Journal , photo
graphs appeared in a contemporary of the new
North- Eastern Railway electric locomotive for the
recently electrified Newcastle district ; and those
readers who have seen these illustrations will note
that the writer's aims have been borne out in actual

1909

LOCOMOTIVE

need be done to remove a bogie will be to remove
the four nuts on the bottom of the standards, when
the whole will come adrift of the locomotive.
The writer has had the able assistance of Mr. A.
W. Marshall , M.I.Mech.E. , A.M.I.E.E. , in the design
of the motors — which , by the way , are eminently
suitable for the positions they occupy and the work
they have to do —and in arranging the contacts of
the controller . The motors are of simple con
* By irreversibility the writer means the im
possibility of moving the motor by revolving the
driving wheel , and does not refer to the change
from the backward to forward motion of the whole
machine. This caused a misunderstanding in the
correspondence mentioned , and therefore is again
referred to.-H. G.
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ction, and have tripolar armatures ; however,
e who desire drum armatures will be satisfied
ourse of the series of articles, as details of this
e will be given and the windings arranged' to
.t. One point, which shows the care required
choosing the type of motor , may be here
eferred to . If an ordinary “ horseshoe ” type of
nagnet had been adopted , there would have been
considerable danger of magnetic leakage from pole
to pole at the tips of the fields ( see sketch), owing
to the proximity of the driving axle ; and this is
the reason why the more unusual type of field
nagnet has been employed , the difficulties de
ribed above being entirely eliminated .
The bogie is arranged with a system of bearing
ring gear, which enables the driving axles to be
ore heavily loaded than the carrying wheels, and
this way greater actual tractive force will be
obtained than would otherwise be the case .

The Construction of Small

Workshops .
By H. MUNCASTER.
VERY amateur who has not had the good
fortune to command a separate room in
E
which to carry out his various schemes, but
instead has had to make shift with the temporary
use of the kitchen or wash-house during whatever
times the household authorities graciously allowed
—which said authorities generally voted the unfor
tunate one a nuisance , or else a crank , " who was
to be endured as he could not be cured-will be
interested in a scheme that will put him in pos
session of a suitable workshop. Besides the
dreadful consciousness of being dependent on the
goodwill of the kitchen staff, and allowed there
@ba

FIG . I.
FIG . 1 .

Axle
The use of two motors in conjunction with
double bogies also creates another difficulty, which
has been overcome in the design here submitted
namely, in the placing of bogie pivot and stretcher
frames. The pivot cannot be fixed in the usual
position above the bogie, as the frame necessary
to carry this would come in the way of the motor ;
herefore the order has been inverted and the pin
turned upwards instead of in the reverse way, it
being attached to a cross frame ( " main cross
plate " in the coloured drawing ), which is con
nected to the four standards projecting down
wards from the main frames of the locomotive.
With this arrangement the whole of the centre
portion of the bogie truck above the bogie cross
plate is left quite clear for the disposition of the
motors. The type of bogie (being slung ) is noted
for its quiet and easy running and flexibility.
( To be continued .)

One of the great railway companies in the United
States of America is preparing to substitute oil for
al in 780 locomotive engines on a system com
prising upwards of 9,000 miles of road. The cost
the company per horse -power with oil is said to
be only a third of the cost of coal.

only on sufferance, there are difficulties to be met
on every hand , such as having no proper bench,
and of being obliged to rig up all sorts of temporary
conveniences, and stow them away again after a
few hours' work.
The worries of having no settled place where a
job could be left unfinished and again attacked at a
moment's notice, of having to leave things here ,
there and everywhere, with no certain hope of
finding them when wanted, and other incidental
troubles , has caused many a one to reconsider his
decision to carry out some pet scheme and hesitate
to begin on any undertaking, although a source of
interest and pleasure in itself, but involving so
much worry and discomfort to himself and others
for lack of a convenient workroom.
Even in cases where the ruling powers of the
household have a certain amount of sympathy
а

. А

B

FIG . 2.

with the effort, and allow sundry assets of a mechani
cal nature to lie about in unlikely places , the re
sult is not always quite satisfactory, odd things
having a knack of getting lost or damaged ; much
time is wasted in the sorting out of the necessary
appliances from a pile of domestic “ etceteras,"
and often the energy that is lost in this way would ,
if properly applied, give the worker the independ
ence due to the possession of a shop entirely his own .

io
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The construction of a workshop is not , after all,
such a great undertaking as it may at first appear,
and whether of wood or steel, or of a composite
nature , such a work is well within the scope of the
average amateur ; and scores — the writer amongst
the number — have with a little patience and in
dustry successfully built for themselves such to
their entire satisfaction.
For the framework , the use of rolled steel bars ,
especially tees and angles, is recommended , and
where suitable sizes are used the work can be done
at a very small cost , on account of the extreme
lightness of the bars.
The principles that govern the use of steel bars
in structural work are quite different from those that

А
a

le

B

D

с
P
FIG . 3.

60 °

FIG . 4.
govern brick or stone work. In the latter we rely on
the weight of the materials for stability ; in the for
mer on their power to resist compression or tension.
The difference will be evident when we consider
that , whereas a bar with a sectional area equal to
i sq . in . will sustain a load equal to 30 tons before
breaking, it will , on the other hand, take an enor
mous amount of brick- or stone -work to resist a
pressure , if applied horizontally, of 30 tons.
A few illustrations will make clear the principles
on which steel structures are designed .
Suppose A C and B D ( Fig. 1 ) to be two vertical
columns or stanchions joined together at the top,
any force in the direction of A B would tend to
push them into the position indicated by Fig. 2.
İf, however, a tie be introduced across the diagonal
BC, the force would not disturb the figure so long
as the members remain intact .

B

W

FIG. 5.

The diagonal B C will be found to be longer in
the distorted figure, and the diagonal A D shorter
than in the original figure. A new member intro
duced to join B C would , therefore, be in tension,
while a member to join A D would be in compres
sion . If the work is in iron , the former would be
the proper direction to make the connection ; if
in wood, the latter would be the most suitable
diagonal , as the member would be a simple strut .
If the amount of the force A B were known, the
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strain on this diagonal, due to that force, could
easily be determined as follows :
Set off on the horizontal line ( Fig. 3 ) the dis
tance a b
the force on any convenient scale.
Draw from b the line b c parallel to the given
diagonal ( A D, Fig. 1 ) ; from a drop the vertical
line a c, then on the same scale as before the strain
bc.
on C B may be measured off
Example : If the force at B ( Fig . 4 ), in the direc
tion of A B, is equal to one ton, what will be the
amount of strain on the line BC, supposing the
angle of BCD to be 60° ?
Measure off Be equal to 1 in ., drop the per
pendicular line e f ; then B / will give the strain on
the diagonal BC, and will be found to measure
1 °73 ins. = I ton 14:6 cwts.
The same method holds good for vertical forces.
Suppose A B and B C (Fig. 5 ) to represent the
tie and jib of a small crane, to find the effect of the
weight W on each , measure off Be = W ; draw et
parallel to A B. The strain may then be scaled
off as follows : ef = the tension on the tie A B.
Bf = the thrust on the jib B C.
The case of the roof truss is equally simple. Sup
pose A B and A C (Fig. 6 ) to be the rafters, and
B C the tie bar of a simple form of roof truss ; set off
A
FIG. 6.

B
Aj on the scale = half the total weight on the
roof; draw fi parallel to A C, andl/ e parallel to
BC. The strain can then be scaled off as follows :
Compression on A B = Af ; on A C = fj ; tension
on BC = fe.
In a like manner the strains on any member of
any structure may be ascertained. A safe load for
a steel bar may be assumed at 5 tons per sq. in.
con any bar in tension , independent of its length ,
provided that the load is not subject to violent
Auctuations. Having found the strain, to find the
sectional area of the bar it is only necessary to di
vide the load in tons by 5 .
Referring again to Fig . 4 , where we found the
load to be 1 °73 tons
1 °73 tons
5 tons = ' 346,
a bar • 346 sq. in. in area will be required , or about
II - 16ths in . diameter , which will safely carry the
given load ; or if a flat bar be desired , the size would
work out to 1 in . by fin. (nearly ), or if ins. x
in. It is, of course, necessary to choose some
usual size of bar, to ensure its being obtainable .
Where the member is in compression the length
must be taken into account , as the strength varies
inversely as the length ( approximately ).
The best form for a strut (as a member in com
pression is called ) is the hollow cylinder ; but for
general use, angles, tees and H -section bars answer
quite well. The strength is in proportion (nearly )
to the square of the diameter in round struts ; and
as the square of the narrowest side in angles, tees,
etc. Several other factors come in to modify this
rule, such as the area and the form of the section.
( To be continued. )
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Railways .

No. XIII.-Mr. A. P. Whatley's “ Great
99
Southern Railway. "
By “ LOCOMOTIVE."
' HIS very fine railway is out of doors, and is
THIbuilt to a scale of -in . to the foot , by Mr.
A. P. Whatley, of Blackheath . The first
sod was cut in 1897 , and since then the line has
been practically rebuilt twice. The object of the
designer of the railway has been to produce a
realistic model at as low a cost as possible, and ,
with the exception of the locomotive, everything
is home-made . Even this has been largely rebuilt
by the owner .

II

The locomotive as originally purchased was fired
with methylated spirit and proved a failure , and
when oil fuel was fitted the boiler gave way .
Accordingly a large Belpa ire boiler, 4 ins. diameter,
with twelve t-in . tubes and a wide firebox was built .
This proved an excellent steam generator , but as
the engine was very wasteful owing to imperfections
in the engine portion, it was entrusted to Mr.
Smithies , who removed the link motion and fitted
slip eccentrics,reground the valves , and added a
superheater . The engine has since been a complete
success , though the cylinders are i-in . by ij-in.
stroke ; this is largely due to the efficiency of the
superheater.
The rolling stock at present consists
of a bogie composite carriage ( first and second
class ) , a four -wheeled third class carriage , two
wagons, and a brake van . These are all built as

130

FIG . 1.-A TRAIN IN
The line is about 180 ft . long , with two stations,
the names for these , the bridges, and the locomotive
The large station is named
being classical.
“ Tartarus , " and the other Hades " ; the locomo
tive being named after “ Charon , " the ferry -man.
The former station , as may be seen from the plan and
photograph , is rather complicated : there are two
platforms, two cross -over roads, three goods sidings,
à carriage dock, an engine line, and signal-box
with twenty -seven levers. From ( 6 Tartarus " the
line is double for about 40 ft . At the point where
the track becomes single there is a small signal
cabin with six levers . A little further there is a
lattice girder bridge (“ Styx ” Bridge ), and then a
tunnel. After a further run of 40 ft , the line passes
arch and enters
under an elliptical ( 6 stone
“ Hades.” No photographs are given of this
station , but it has one platform with a short bay
on one side and two sidings.

TARTARUS " STATION .
simply and as strongly as possible, as accidents are
not uncommon . The upper panels of the carriages
are painted cream , and the lower dark green ; the
goods stock is painted light slate . The gauge is
ins.,
and the permanent-way was originally laid
with T -iron . This does fairly well on the straight
but is unsatisfactory for curves , and it is almost
impossible to make it into points and crossings .
Part of the railway was subsequently relaid with
3-16ths in . square iron on longitudinals. For a
time this was very satisfactory , and all the points
worked very well ; but most of the transoms (placed
under instead of between the longitudinals ) have
rotted , and it has become impossible to keep the
rails to gauge. It is now intended to relay the
whole line with stouter bar irons on transverse
sleepers . The curves are all of very large racius
( about 80 ft . ) , and the line is balla - ted with granite
chips ; these have to be sprinkled with weed-killer

12
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at least once a year, otherwise , as the railway is
laid in a hay field , it would very soon vanish from
sight .
All the station buildings are of t -in . deal board,
and the platforms are paved with cement. The
signal arms are of tin , with the spindle pivoted to

is composed of three 15 -in . earthenware pipes, and
the “ stone " bridges are of -in . board , with the
arches lined with zinc.
Whilst little fault can be found with the installa
tion itself , it has been found that the railway is much
too complicated for an outdoor system. It requires

Fig . 2. —THE YARD AND STATION , “ TARTARUS."
the left-hand side of the post, in accordance with
G.W. and L.N.W. practice , instead of passing
through it . The lamps and spectacles are dummies,
as the line cannot be used at vight. The signal
levers are hammered from rouna brass rod . No
attempt has been made to fit interlocking, as it

constant repairs and painting, and as at present
designed , it would take three men to work it
comfortably, though it usually has to be operated
by one. It has , therefore, been decided to reduce
the number of signals, sidings, and points, and to
place all the latter as near the signal boxes as

footels
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FIG . 3.-SIGNAL PLAN , " TARTARUS " STATION .
would certainly be smashed by the unauthorised
persons who insist on entering the signal boxes .
The point connections are all of rod. Both points
and signals have been found to work well with very
little attention , but the balance weights on the
signals have to be very considerably in excess of
scale size. Facing point locks have been fitted to
some of the points ; they have been found to be
absolutely essential when facing points are run over
at high speeds. The lattice bridge is made almost
entirely of wood, and has supported a weight of
over vi stone with a deflection of fin . The tunnel

possible, to avoid any failure in connectiors. The
gauge is unnecessarily large for a model that is not
intended to carry passengers , but at the time when
the railway was begun nothing was known of the
possibilities of various gauges. Should anyone be
thinking of building a similar railway , where the
locomotive is not the only consideration , the builder
of the railway strongly advises him to adopt the
31-in . gauge, to keep the whole system as simple as
possible, and tar or paint every scrap of woodwork .
Otherwise he will find that the older portions of the
line will need rebuilding long before the whole is
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finished . The larger photographs here reproduced
are the work of Mr. D. C. L. Cree , and I have to
thank the owner for the major portion of the
description of this railway .
Mr. Whatley's model railway engineering work
is notable for its correct proportioning, and
although he has not in the past used elaborate
detailed drawings , he has trained his eyes and hand
in such a way that the “ effect ” of the railway
rolling stock and station buildings is really first
class . The railway has since my visit been swept
away, having, by over two years' disuse, become
dilapidated.
Mr. Whatley has started afresh ,

January 5 , 1905.

A Small Working Model Steam
Engine .

By Geo. GENTRY.
T seems somewhat absurd to 60refer to a model
IT which has no prototype as small," when it
must of necessity be an exceedingly small
engine to be worthy the name of a model at all .
Some so - called models the writer has seen have been
nothing less than small steam engines, capable,
with the necessary steam pressure and at high

Fig. 3.—MR. Geo. GENTRY'S SMALL WORKING MODEL STEAM ENGINE.
with past experience to guide him , and he will no
doubt surpass his already very creditable work in
the interesting hobby of model railway building.

A Novel Clock . –The novel electric clock of
Karl Siegl, of Innsbruck, is itself driven and gives
impulses to other clocks without moving contact,
or mechanical connections of any sort . A slot in a
disc on an electro -magnetic pendulum , and one in a
fixed screen are so arranged that when they pass
at each beat of the pendulum the light from an
incandescent lamp some yards away passes through
and falls upon a cylindrical mirror. The rays are
focussed by this mirror upon two selenium cells
one in the circuit of the pendulum , and the other in
circuit with the clocks to be controlled . Each
lighting and darkening causes a variation in the
resistance of the cells, and the current of the
actuating magnet is thus made to give periodic
impulses. Retarding impulses on the return
swing are prevented by a time lag in the action of
the selenium cells.

speed , of doing useful work , such as driving a
sewing machine or a small lathe. From a careful
perusal of back numbers of THE MODEL ENGINEER
for some three years past , it would appear that the
average contributor's idea of a model steam
engine - taking the stroke as a means of comparison
-ranges the same between 1 in. and 21 ins. In
few instances does the stroke come under i in . I
do not include references to what one may term
“ model freaks,” in which steam , generated in a
miniature silver boiler, drives a tiny engine with a
stroke, perhaps , of in ., the whole affair standing
meanwhile on a shilling piece. It would surely
need the training of a watchmaker, to say nothing
of his eye-glass , to carry out the construction of
such . In view of this I have ventured to call'a
model I have made " small,” and to put down the
methods employed in shaping the principal parts
and a few features about it , which are, perhaps,
somewhat out of the ordinary. The accompanying
photographs and drawings serve to illustrate the
general design and detail fairly clearly. The
following are the main dimensions : Bore, 11-32nds
in. ; piston stroke, 17-32nds in. ; valve stroke, 1-10th

January $ , 1905.
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DESIGN FOR A SMALL WORKING MODEL
HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE.
By Geo. GENTRY.

Scale : Full size.

FIG . I
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in . ; steam ports (drilled ), 1-20th in.; exhaust
ports (drilled ), 1-16th in . ; lap, r - 50th in .; lead
(about equal to the thickness of this leaf of paper) ;
cut off, stroke.
A feature about the model is that , with the ex
ception of the flywheel, there are no castings, all
parts being cut from solid pieces of scrap metal. I
experienced great difficulty in getting the size fly.
wheel I wanted , and after much hunting round the
shops managed to secure a cheap finished ( ? ) fly
wheel somewhere about the right diameter ( 2 }
ins. ). I had to machine it all over, including the
faces of spokes (one of the latter being so much out
of place that it was necessary to solder a wedge
shaped piece on one side, afterwards respacing
spokes on the rim, and filing them up to the draw
ing ). The rim was eventually finished with the
wheel keyed to the crankshaft , and running between
centres. It is now probably about half the weight
it was when bought. I had the barrel of the
cylinder by me ; it formed part of a dummy model
beam engine, and had the covers and dummy
steam chest soldered to it . These latter I removed ,
and with just the barrel — which had evidently been
turned and bored from the solid - before me as a
nucleus, I made the working drawings, with slight
modifications, as illustrated . The barrel was then
re -bored to 11-32nds in ., and faced up on one flange.
This was done clamped on an angle plate (made
from a short length of 2-in. by 2-in , ordinary angle

in . thick ) to the angle plate. The slide -valve ( see
detail of valve gear and section of steam chest) was
turned and parted from the end of a piece of stick
brass, afterwards being filed flat on either side to
just fit the steam chest with slight side play. The
oval exhaust steam space under valve was formed
by drilling a round hole equal in diameter to the

N ° 14.G
Bicycle
Thread
Line of
soldereck
joint
Exhaust!

Nº4. AA.Thread
NO 2 BAThreads.
Nº14.ISBG.
Steelwire

Cotton wool
pocking
-Plug
N ° 14.1.S.W.G
to Whit thread

Flange
N °28.1S.W.G . Brasslaqqing
Fig. 7. -SECTION THROUGH CYLINDER AND
STEAM CHEST.
minor axis of the oval and afterwards elongating
the same towards either end by means of a tiny
milling cutter, somewhat resembling the small mills
used by a dentist when performing the unpleasant
operation known as
hollowing out,” the opera
tion being the reverse of the dental, in that the

Soldered joints
BOJON

lo

!

Fig. 4. - DETAILS OF VALVE ROD AND ECCENTRIC.
iron , filed andscraped to true surfaces , and bolted
to the lathe face -plate ), using the flat on which the
steam chest had been soldered to bed it down. I
then turned a short tapered arbor of brass , drove
the cylinder on to it , and faced up the other flange
to length (as drawing ), afterwards finishing faces of
flanges on an oilstone. The valve face (shaped

to white

NO 6 BA Thread
Steel

en steel
Soldered?

toWhit
Adjusloep '

Fig . 5.
CROSS -HEAD .
( Full size .)

Fig. 6.—BIG END.

from a piece of scrap) was soldered on to the flat.
trued up on an oilstone, and the steam and exhaust
ports drilled to meet . Of course, a drill point broke
off in one of the steam ports, and I had to unsolder
the whole affair to remove it . The position of this
soldered joint is shown on the sectional plan of
and cover are
cylinder. The body of steam
entirely new. The boss on the face of the latter
was turned out of the solid , faced up and drilled
for tapping while clamped by its edge ( it is 1-16th

( Full size .)

cutter was running at high speed , held in the check ,
while the valve was in hand . The method of
driving the valve (of course, only applicable to
models ) is quite my own, and ensures the valve
always being tight on the face , in spite of wear on
working faces.
The most important item of all, so far as fashion
ing it from the solid goes, is certainly the front
cylinder cover and slipper guide made all in one
piece of Delta metal. After being roughed out by
the hacksaw into its elementary shape — that of
the letter L, with the short arm upwards — and
allowing extra metal for filing up, I first finished
the bottom surface, which beds to bed plate of
engine. This was partially done to a surface plate
with scraper and finished to the bed plate, then the
plane table and scribing block came into requisi
tion to mark of the horizontal and vertical centre
lines on both ends and along the top. Using these
centre lines as a guide, I filed and finished up both
sides. It was then mounted on the angle plate,
squared up and set running true to the centre of
motion, with the vertical arm of the L outwards
towards the slide - rest. This enabled me to face up
that portion which forms the front cylinder cover,
A bit of scheming here took place to drill and tap
the stuffing -box so that it should be screwed cen
trally. I drilled and tapped a hole with No. 2 B.A.
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CALCIUM CARBIDE ,—The manufacture of calcium
carbide in the electric furnace needs a large amount
of power . A year or so ago it was usual to reckon
that a horse -power year was necessary to produce a
ton of carbide. Now , according to Mr. Bertram
Blount, modern works succeed in turning out as
much as if tons for the same expenditure of
power.

A

Model Torpedo .
By J. VINCE.

HE accompanying photographs are of a inodel
THE
torpedo I made quite recently. The body
I turned from mahogany, then split it about
half way down, removing the parts so as to hollow
it out for the engine-room .
Small clockwork
engines were then fitted and the other part care
fully screwed into its place. Numerous holes were
drilled in the middle, and filled with lead to make
the model its correct weight .
The front was bored out , and contains a small
canister with a hole in the front. This is filled with
calcium phosphide. so when the torpedo enters the
water the calcium phosphide becomes wet and a
gas is given off , which when meeting the air bursts
into flame ; thick black fumes are then formed ,
giving a good effect.

댜
T

thread right through from the back , and then put
in a tapered screwed plug, which was afterwards
again drilled a clear fit for the piston -rod . This
plug is shown on the sectional plan detail of cylin
der. The design of the slipper guide is seen clearly
by reference to the elevation and plan of model ,
and full size end elevation detail of cylinder. The
whole of this was milled out with a brass -cutting
end mill running in the scroll chuck, the work
clamped to the top of slide -rest, and the radii
finished with a smaller cutter of the right diameter .
I made the milling cutters for these operations.
The remainder of the work was more straight
forward , and therefore needs little description . I
may state that the crankshaft bearings were fitted ,
and finished with cap complete, and bored after
wards, the boring being slightly full to allow of
closing down just a shade. I turned the crank
shaft (of mild steel ) between centres, the crank
web, which is gunmetal, being riveted to a shoul
dered -down portion on the end .
It may be of interest to state that with
this exception and the finishing of Aywheel
rim when on the crankshaft , all turning was
done either in the chuck or on the face
plate, the tools used being a 3-in . by 3 -jaw
scroll chuck , a 43-in . by 4 -jaw independent
chuck, 5 -in . faceplate, and several tem
porary G.M. screw chucks. Some of the
latter were eventually used to form parts
of the model. The eccentric strap originally
existed as a square plate of brass in two
pieces, joined with a fine soldered joint ,
the boring , shaping, and fitting of screws
being completed before breaking this joint ,
which now, after cleaning off solder,
corresponds to the division between the
halves. The eccentric -rod is made of 14 G.
steel bicycle spoke , shouldered down and
The screws are
soldered into crosshead .
1-16th in . Whitworth , and were bought
ready finished. As the heads were out of
proportion , I re- turned and faced them
smaller , using a 1-16th -in . female screw
chuck . I made the screws fixing the cylinder
lagging ; they are screwed with 18 G.
bicycle thread (equal to 3-64th-in . bare
diameter ) .
The use of Whitworth Standard for small
work is not to be recommended , my later
experience of the British Association thread
being that it is much more satisfactory for
The steam cock , although
these purposes .
lightened, re-screwed and re- fitted, was originally
bought, and can therefore scarcely be regarded
as part of the work . The only steel used is
that in the crankshaft and crank-pin ; the shafts
of connecting and eccentric-rods and crossheads
pins to same , the piston and valve rods, and the
screws, wheel keys and taper pins.
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MR . J. VINCE's MODEL TORPEDO ,
The chief dimensions are : -Length over all ,
161 ins. ; greatest dia meter, 2 ins . : diameter of
propeller , i } ins . ; weight (when loaded ) , 1 lb. 1 1 ozs

New BATTLESHIP . — The first-class battleship ,
Britannia, was launched from the building slip at
Portsmouth Dockyard recently. She is a ship of
the King Edward VII. class , and was laid down on
February 4th last . Her launching weight is 5,000
tons, and the armament to be placed aboard her will
include four 12-in . , four 9'2 - in ., ten 7 -in . , and ten
6-in . guns. She will have an ultimate displacement
of 16,350 tons. The engines are capable of indi .
cating 18,000 horse power, and will drive her
at the rate of 184 knots . Her length is 425 ft . ,
and her " over all " . measurement 453 ft .; beam ,
78 ft .; draught , 26 ft . 9 ins.
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The Society of Model Engineers .

NAVAL COAL EXPERIMENTS. — The experiments
with submerged coal, commenced at Portsmouth
about eighteen months ago , have been resumed .
In May, 1903, five crates of coal, each holding two
tons , were sunk in No. 2 basin , and a similar quan
tity was placed at the coaling- point in small heaps,
covered with tarpaulins. Six months ago some of
the submerged coal was raised and burnt , in con
junction with a similar quantity of that which had
been kept on land ; and the results showed that
the submerged coal had greater calorific qualities.
A similar test is being made on the present occasion.

Readers .

[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name andaddress of the sender must invariably be attached ,
though not necessarily intended for publication .)
A Simple Electric Alarm ,
To the Editor Of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,—After reading Mr. E. A. Brennan's
letter in your interesting paper, I am sending an
account of an electric alarm of a similar kind, which
I consider to be much more economical and simpler .
First of all I have the clock fastened to a board
on which each hour is marked . Near the base of

dodoto
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[Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par.
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .]
London .
The Sixth Annual Conversazione will be held on
Friday, January 13th , 1905, at the Holborn Town
Hall, Gray's Inn Road , W.C., the whole of which
has been engaged for the evening.
A very interesting programme has been arranged
for this important event of the Society's year. The
lecture will take the form of a popular demonstra
tion by Mr. Stanley J. Harding of some of the
latest developments in the Higher Tension Electrical
Work , in the course of which some beautiful and
startling experiments will be performed by means
of the latest powerful induction and Tesla coils ,
and other apparatus of a similar nature. Demon
strations of the art of glass blowing will be given
by Mr. T. Bolas , F.I.C., at intervals during the
evening.
The musical arrangements ( under the direction of
Mr. A. M. H. Solomon ) will be somewhat altered
this year, it being intended to give one longer
concert instead of two short ones, thus giving
everyone a better opportunity of inspecting the
exhibits , & c . Special artists are being engaged,
and Mr. Day's orchestra has again been retained
for the evening. Selections on a concert phono
graph ( under the direction of Mr. Hopwood ) will
be given in the refreshment room at intervals during
the evening .
The exhibits will be made a very special feature
this year.
It is expected that several trade and
Three
other exhibits will be shown in motion ,
model railway tracks will be in full swing , and a
number of working locomotives and a quantity of
rolling stock will be shown running. Many inter
esting and novel trade exhibits have been promised ,
and all readers are particularly asked to contribute
something to the Exhibit Section of the evening's
attractions.
Exhibit Secretary :
HENRY GREENLY ,
46, Bruce Grove , Watford , Herts .
The Commit : ee realise that proper and adequate
arrangements in this department contribute very
materially to the success of the evening ; the cater
ing therefore has been entrusted to the same firm
as last year .
The priceof the tickets is 2s . 6d. each for members
or visitors, and includes refreshments and cloak
room charges . -HERBERT G. RiddLE , Hon . Sec . ,
37, Minard Road , Hither Green , S.E.
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A SIMPLE ELECTRIC ALARM .
the board two holes are drilled , B and C. The
wires are arranged in the following manner :-F
from porous pot to bell ; D from zinc through hole
C ; E from bell through hole B, where wire E just
overlaps wire D. To the weight of the clock i
have a piece of wire A attached . On the weight
descending , wire E is connected with wire D by A
resting on E.
I have only one battery and it is quite sufficient,
and I may also add that it has never yet failed to
do its duty . - Yours truly ,
DOUGLAS Smith ,
Upper Norwood.
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diameter by 21 ins. deep in copper, with three
screw holes for fixing.
The mast of the model is 10 ins. (high, taper
copper tube ; and crossbar and club flag on the top ;
around the boat is a rail of twisted copper wire.
The parts are painted as follows :-Letters in gold ,

A Steamer Club's Weather Vane.
To The EDITOR-Of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,-Having just made and presented to
the Model Steamer Club, Victoria Park , a weather
vane, representing a model T.B.D. , and shown
herewith ( Fig. 1 ), a short description might interest
members of other steamer clubs in the country.
It has now been fixed on the top of a flagstaff,
which is 25 ft. high, and looks something out of the
common . The boat is 2 ft . long, 2f-in . beam , and
if ins. deep, all made in copper. There are three
funnels, two guns, four ventilators, and two boats
on davits. There is a small Union Jack at the
head and a White Ensign at stern , which fetches her
up to the wind , and answers very sensitively.
The boat is a twin-screw, with three blades work
ing loose on shafts between collars, both revolving
outwards when a fair breeze is blowing, which makes
it look very novel. The forward end of the boat is
loaded with lead , so that it balances perfectly on
a pointed gunmetal rod , fin , thick. A tube , which
is a nice easy sliding fit over rod , is soldered
strongly into the boat, let up about i in . with a

Fig. 2.- DETAIL

OF Pivot
CARRYING
MODEL T.B.D.
VANE.

also hull below water - line, wheel and
anchors in gold ; boat above the water
line, grey.-- Yours truly,
Edmonton .
R. THIMBLEBY.

Acetylene Generator.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer
WINDWARO

FIG. 1.-A STEAMER CLUB's WEATHER VANE.
piece of gunmetal soldered in, countersunk under
neath , as shown in the sketch (Fig. 2 ). The tube
extends 9 ins . over rod , thus preventing the boat
blowing off (see photograph ). " The boat has four
stays , two of which represent anchors.
The four arms are 12 ins. long from inside the
letters to the central tube, and are f- in . copper,
and screwed into a four -way piece and sweated in .
A ship's wheel is represented both ways in the stays
for the horizontal arms. The socket below is 2 ins.

DEAR SIR , -It may be of interest to
your readers to know how satisfactorily
an Acetylene Generator works , which
was made from the descriptions given
in The MODEL ENGINEER for June ist ,
1902 .
It has been used to supply gas for
two I cubic-foot hour burners ' em
ployed in a agic lantern , and it con
sumed * lb. of granulated 64 core
carbide in 13 hours .
The temperature of the water at the
start was about 60 ° F. , and at the
finish about 80 ° F ., being a rise in tem
perature of 20° in 14 hours . The light
was perfectly steady, and no water was
condensed in the pipes. The gas was
under a pressure of about 3 inches of
water.
The generator was made for me , of
No. 20 S.W.G. sheet tin , by the local
tinman , and cost , exclusive of piping ,
6s .; this cost included the two taps.
Hoping you will find this of interest.
-Yours truly ,
J. FLETCHER , Junr.
Derby .

General [ rades, Cycle and Electrical Exhibi
tion, Dudley.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, -As readers of Dudley and district are
aware, a Trades, Food, Cycle, and Electrical Exhibi
tion will be held in the Public Hall, Dudley, on
January 23rd to February 4th, 1905, inclusive. By
the courtesy ofMr. Cecil G. Smith (generalmanager) ,
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a room has been specially reserved for an exhibition
of models.
Several promises of support have been received ,
and arrangements are being made to have electricity
and gas laid on , so that the models will be able to
be exhibited at work.
Diplomas will be awarded for the best xhibits .
Will readers , therefore, living in and around Dudley,
who have models and would like to exhibit them,
communicate with the undersigned .-Yours truly,
L. R. TANNER .
14, Russell Street ,
Dudley .

January 5 , 1905.

explained with illustrations and particularly refers to this instru
ment. ( 3) The needle should hang vertically. If your trouble
is in the coils it will be that one coil is in opposition and requires
its ends changing over. You can deal with the bobbins one at a
time, the second bobbin merely intensifies the action .
( 12,371] Displacement of Small Hull. H. B. (Cramlington
writes : I am making an electric launch 3 ft. long, 6 ins. beam ,and
7 ins. deep. Would it take a weight of 6 lbs. on a draught of 4 ins.,
or will it only draw 3 ins. ? If it would only draw 3ins., I would
make it 6 ins. deep instead of 7 ins.
Water weighs 62 lbs. per cubic foot. Measure your hull over
and work out its cubic capacity as nearly as possible, averaging the
curves at stem and stern . This will give you the volume of water
it will displace when loaded down toa draught of, say, 3 or 4 ins.
Take various sections as shown in sketch and find the average area
of the whole lot taken together. Then multiply this by the length
18
IC

Queries and Replies.
(Attention is especially directed to the first condition given belona
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Quities must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the cnvelope " Query
Department". No other matters but those relating tothe Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in.
scribed on the back.
(? ) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fullydimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference ( 3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. ( 4 ! Queries will be answered
as early as possible afterreceipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5)
. Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published. The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed. ( 6 ) Al Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, The MODEL ENGINEER , 26–29, Poppin's Couri.
Fleet Street, London , E.C.)
The following are selectedfrom the Queries which have been replied
to recently:
( 13,190) Electro - plating Outfit. J. R. ( near Wigan) writes :
I should be much obliged if you would answer me the following
queries : --- I am going to take up electro- plating and going to get
your book on same, but would like to ask you first what I should
need for plating a cycle. ( 1 ) What kind of dynamo would be
best ? ( 2) What voltage of same ? ( 3 ) What b.h.-p. gas engine
to drive same ? (4 ) What apparatus needed for the work ? ( 5)
What chemicals needed ? ( 6) Where could I get all the former ?
( 7) About what price would the plating plant cost ?
( 1 ) Dynamo should be shunt wound ; and though a Siemens H.
armature can be used for electro-plating work, we advise you to have
a machine with a drum or gramme ring armature as the current is
much smoother. ( 2 ) If you are going in for nickel-plating the
machine should give up to 7 volts, but copper and silver can be
deposited with aslow as about id volts. It is always better to have
a margin of pressure, however. " ( 3, 4 , 5 , 7) All these queries need
a book to answer properly ; the size ofplant obviously depends on
the amount of work. " ( 6) Plant and materials can all be obtained
from Messrs. Canning & Co., Great Hampton Street, Birmingham ,
but you could get a dynamo from Mr. A. H. Avery, or the Crypto
Electrical Works Co., both of whom advertise in THE MODEL
ENGINEER. If you are only going to plate the parts of a single
cycle you could do it by meansofbatteries, but it is notworth while
plating a single cycle except as a hobby.
( 12,913] Galvanometer Construction . C. B. (Warrington )
writes : I have constructed the galvanometer described in your
issue of January ist, 1902, and shall be extremely obliged if you
will kindly tell me ( 1 ) Whether the needle should be deflected in
opposite direction on changing battery wires from one terminal to
the other , as although it deflects 40° with one connection with same
reversed, it remainsstationary ( the above refers to quantity wires).
( 2) The secondary wire acts in same way when connected with
battery. but remains stationary when current is sent through a
5 -in, medical coil, which works when used with two chromic acid
cells. (3) Should needle hang vertically or horizontally , as in
Jatter position it remains stationary ? Should like to know how
the winding is done as I may have made a mistake in same.
( 1 and 2 ) Yes ; needle should deflect in the opposite way and to
an equal extent from the zero point if workmanship is accurate.
You have either a defect in your pivots, or the needle touches the
coils, or in some way you have mixed up your coils ; try the effect
with one coil on each bobbin at a time ; the effect should be the same
only not so marked . The principle is simplythat when you reverse
the direction of current in a coil the needle is deflected in the
opposite direction . We have now ready a new sixpenny hand
book on " Electrical Instruments," in which all this is fully
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in inches and it will give you the volume in cubic inches, from
which you can calculate the weight of water displaced by your
hull at a given draught and the weight so displaced will be the
weight the boat will carry, less the actual weight of the hull itself.
( 13,1891 Batteries for Lighting , & c. L. M. G. (Curragh)
writes : (1 ) What is the best battery for lighting purposes on a small
scale -- Daniell, Fuller, Leclanche, or other? I want to be able
to run a 12- volt lamp for about 2-3 hours daily at a stretch. For
some time I have been using 32 Leclanché cells (four in parallel,
eight in series) to run an 8 - volt lamp. Result not satisfactory,
as, after five minutes, the light goes down. After a rest, however,
it is all right. ( 2 ) I should like to know amps. and ohms of ordinary
small size Leclanché cell ; also Daniell cell and Fuller cell. ( 3 ) Is
a Daniell cell quite constant if it is properly looked atter ?
( 4) Amps. required for 6 volt, 8 volt, and 12 volts Robertson's lamps ?
Also, ohms resistance ? ( 5) What is the advantage of chromic acid
over potass bichromate ?
( 1 ) Bichromate, or for very small lamps use Leclanché, with
circular zincs, instead of zinc rods. See November 15th , 1902,
issue, " On the Market." ( 2 ) Amperage is very small, and re
sistance varies for ' 5 to about 2 ohms. The Daniell has a better
amperage, and the Fuller-Bichromate is better still, of course, for
larger current work. A Bunsen cell is good for heavy current work .
( 3 ) Fairly constant, if not overworked. ( 4) You do not stale
candle - power of the lamps. We cannot state amps. required from
the voltage alone ; reckon 34 watts per c..p . required. (5) Less
chance
rid
of. of chrome-alum crystals forming. These are difficult to get
( 12,928 ] Fitting Water Jacket to Petrol Motor. H. G. J.
(Greenwich ) writes : I have a it h.-p. cycle motor (air- cooled ) that
I wish to use to drive a flat-bottomed boat, 12 ft. long, 3 ft. 8ins.
wide, and drawing 4 ins. water . Would the motor work all right
in a boat, or would it be necessary to cool it by means of water ?
If so, would either of the arrangements shown on the enclosed
sketches be of any use ? The first idea is to pump water through a
copper tube coiled between the ribs cast on the cylinder, and the
second one is to braze a piece of drawn tube round the ribs and so
make a kind of jacket. At about what speed would 14 h.-p. drive
the boat, please ?
Would need water- cooling. Your second sketch shows the better
arrangement, and if you can overcome the mechanical difficulties
should give good results. Speed remains to be found by trial.
We cannot say . You could not fit the pipe as you suggest in the
manner of a screw thread-it would have to be taken over the edge
of each fin , or else a piece of the fin chipped out to allow it to pass
from one to the other.
( 12,918] Water Pressure andMotor. C. F. (Boston ) writes :
( 1 ) Kindly tell me the usual method of determining the force of
water from a house tap. ( 2 ) Also tell me what power water motor
an average good town supply of water would drive ; and also
whether it would be better to take the tap off from the pipe and
lead direct to water motor ? ( 3) Kindly give the names of some
firms that would supply water motors for town supply, and please
state the average price they run to.
The most simple way is to write to the engineer of the water
supply if the tap is fed direct from the mains if the supply is
from a cistern you can roughly assume that the pressure is rather
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less ( lbs. per sq . in.) than half the height of the bottom of the
cistern from the tap measured in feet, 24 ft. height, say, 10 lbs.
per sq . in . Impossible to state anything definite about power of
water motor ; it all depends upon the quantity of water passed
through the motor. The pressure varies considerably in various
townsand may fluctuate very much if your supply is at the end
of a pipe feeding a number of other consumers . Without special
arrangement with the water company or authority, we should not
expect you to be able to take more than would work a 1-16th h.-p.
motor ; you should allow the motor to run as fast as possible. As
to whether it would be bet er to take the tap off, this depends upon
the size of the jet supplying the motor ; if a very small jet there
would be no need to take off the tap. In sometowns the water
pressure is very good, and it is quite practicable to run a small
motor. Messrs. '. H. Bailey & Co., Salford, Manchester, make
very good small water motors ; write to them for prices . Instruc
tionsfor making small water motors can be found in backvolumes
of THE MODEL ENGINEER, and in our sixpenny handbook on
" Simple Mechanical Working Models."
( 13,145 ] Wimshurst Machines, & c . W.G. S. (Forest Hill)
writes : 1 should esteem it a great favour if you would reply to the
following queries. ( 1) What is about the resistance of the enclosed
Samples of iron and covered German silver wire ? What gauge is
the latter ? I wish to use them for resistances. ( 2) What do I
require to show a 5 -in . vacuum tube on a screen placed at two
yards distance , so that the tube should appear six times its real
length ? Where can I obtain the apparatus ? ( 3) I am using
a 10 -volt 6 -amp. dynamo to charge a 32 amp. hour accumulator
(8-volt), which must receive at least 5 amps. The dynamo is
driven by an electrically-fired petrol enginewith a trembler coil
which takes about 7 amps., for which I am using dry cells. Could
I work the coil from the charging dynamo without continually
having to buy new cells for ignition ?
The iron wire is .0385 diameter, that is, between No. 19 and
20 gauge ( S.W.G.). It would be advisable to take it as being No.
20 gauge ; its resistance is near 12 ohms per lb., or'14 ohm. per
yd. The German silver wire is No. 32 gauge (S.W.G. ); its resis.
tance is near 3,302 ohms perlb. , or 3.49 ohms per yd. In each case
the exact resistance will depend upon the composition of the
material, and you must remember that the resistance of metals
varies with temperature, so your resistances will only be exact at
the temperature at which they are adjusted . Perhaps you do not
aim at great accuracy . ( 2) Try focussing it through a large convex
lens, such as a hand reading glass. You will find information on
the subject in "The Optical Lantern for Instruction and Amuse
ment," as advertised on back cover of THE MODEL ENGINEER,
recentissue. ( 3) We see no reason why you should not dispense
with the dry cells as suggested, because the accumulators will
steady the current. Join your primary to the terminals of the
accumulator, and insert a resistance in the circuit, as 8 volts is
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s.c.c., and the armature, which is a plain drum , is wound with
eight turns of No. 26 D.C.C. per coil. There are eight coils. What
current will it need to make it run , and what will it have to be
wound with to make it run with 3 -pint bichromate batteries ?
Three -pint size bichromate cells will just suit your motor with
its present winding if they are joined in series -- that is, carbon of
one to the zinc of the other. Of course , larger cells will run the
motor for a longer time at a stretch ; use chromic acid for the solu
tion instead of bichromate of potash ,if you can getit ; it is a red
powder. Try the field coil of the motor joined both in series and
shunt to the brushes to see which way suits it best. The motor
should take about 2 amps . at full load, or, perhaps, more for occa .
sional heavy load ; at light load itmay take less.
( 12,444] Cylinders for Model “ Atlaotic " Loco. E. B. D.
(Durham ) writes : Enclosed I herewith send you a tracing of a
cylinder, It ins. diameter by 2 ins. stroke, which I propose using for
my Great Central “ Atlantic type loco. model, and shall esteem it
a favour if you will kindly give me your opinion of same. The
cylinders will have a flange cast on to enable them to be bolted to
the main frames by eight bolts, 3-16ths in. diameter. I propose
putting the steam inlet on top of the steam chest as well as the

Belween
sleom chests

FIG . I.
exhaust, or do you advise me toarrange the steam pipes so that
they will come into the steam chest at the sides and make one
main pipe with two branches same diameter as themain , as shown
in Fig. 1 ? I have drawn the slide of the valve to have 1-16th-in.
lap. Will you please say if the angle of advance should be more
than the 90° ? Also, should I fit a spring in the valve tokeep
the slide in position ?
Your drawings do not clearly show how you intend to arrange
the exhaust pipe, therefore we have re-designed the cylinders and
embodied in the drawing other improvements. Another

Steam
pipe,

re

bo

26stroke!

Fig. 2. - CYLINDER DetailS FOR MODEL GREAT CENTRAL " ATLANTIC " TYPE LOCOMOTIVE .
probably more than youwant for the coil - say, a resistance of about
s ohons, or 3 yds. No. 28 German silver wire. It might be well
to puta fuse in the circuit, if there is any risk of short circuits.
When not using the accumulators, you may find the dynamo does
not respond sufficiently well; if so, put a layer of No. 18 D.C.C.
wire on each of the field -magnet coils, and connect it as a series
winding to the brushes, so as to compound the machine. This
winding should be cut out when charging.
(13,200) Current for Small Motor. A. W. (Oldham ) writes :
Will you please answer the following question. I have made a
motor as sketch enclosed (aot reproduced ). The magnets are of
wrought iron and the field coil is wound with 630 turns of No. 22

new book ,
shown in our
way of attaching the exhaust pipesbadis practice
to simply screw
The Model Locomotive." It is
the valve spindle into the valve ; a buckle or other device should
be used . See " The Model Locomotive " for the various arrang -ments . In the way you have adopted the valve might be kept up
to its face , but it would be at the expense of the steam - tightness
of the V.Ś. glands. We strongly advise you to put the steam
inlet on the top of the valve chests, and not as shown in Fig. 1.
For the valve gear see The Model Locomotive " ( Plate I) , which
must
will give you all the information you require. The eccentrics
the chapter
be advanced to an amount at least equal to the lap ; see
on “ Valve Gearing " in the above-named book , which exactly
explains the reason of this,
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in series with each other, and in series to brushes, copper wire to
be used in each case . The motor should be powerful enough ;
speed will be proportional to the volts of your battery.
( 12,848) Labmeyer Dynamo Windings. P. T. (Accringtou)
writes : I send sketch of dynamo. Could you give me (if wound
to the best advantage) theoutput of the machine ; or, it run as a
motor, what power might I expect from it ? Will you give me de.
tails of winding fields and armature ; number of slots, depth, &c.
The width of machine 3 or 4 ins., as you suggest.
In this type of machine you will find it better to keep the
diameter of armature as large as possible, and the length short.
We advise you to use a 3-in. diameter armature by 3 ins. long, and
to increase the yokes to it-in. thickness ; armature to have six .
teen slots each , 5-16ths in . by 5-16ths in ., and to be made of iron
stampings, commutator to have six teen sections. Coils to be
wound two in each slot, No. 20 gauge d.c.c. copper wire ; about } lb ,
of wire, or rather more. Get in as many turns as possible .
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( 13,010) Dry Cells. E. C. (Fulham ) writes : I should be very
pleased if youcould inform me how to make a dry battery different
from your instructions in No. 30 of “ Dry Batteries, & c.," as I have
a difficulty in getting the chloride of zinc in a small quantity .
I have got a Heilesen cell which has run out, and I should like to
make one of these , if you could tell me how. " I am also pleased to
say that I was very successful with an eight-cell bichromate battery
made according to your instructions.
We are sorry that we cannot give you better instructions on
making a dry battery. The Hellesen cell is a patent cell, and we
are unable to advise you how to make it. You might look up
Hellesen's patent at the Patent Office, if you want further informa
tion . If you ascertain the number and year (which will only cost
you the trouble of searching at the Patent Office ), you can get a
copy of any specification there for 8d.
( 12,833) Regulating Strength of Induction Coll. A. W.
( Plumstead) writes : Can you kindly tell me how to regulate the
current of an induction coil which I have. I got a bobbin 4 ins.
long and 14 ins. diameter,
with No. 26 s.c.c. for primary,
and filled with 30 gauge. wound
I have connected them up in ordinary
way. ( 1 ) I want to know how to make and connect regulator.
I have not made it in parts nor put a tube over core. I want to
get over this difficulty, because I have insulated the layers with
shellac. ( 2) Could you tell me whether this gauge wire is suitable ?
( 3) Could you tell me what size condenser I should have to make
itinto a 1 - in . spark i
( 1 ) You can use a regulating resistance consisting of about 1 oz.
No. 22 gauge resistance wire such as " Eureka " or " Manganin ,"
made into coils and fitted with a contact switch so thatmore or
less of the wire can be put into circuit ( see sketch ). This regula
tor would be put in series with the battery and regulate the current
supplied to the coil. The greater the number of contacts the more
gradual will be the regulation. ( 2) No. 26 gauge is too fine for the
primary which should be of No. 20 or 22 gauge, and the secondary
should be No. 34 gauge for a shocking coil, but you will probably
be able to get some shocks from it. (3) This coil is useless as a
spark coil ; with No. 18 gauge for the primary and No. 40 gauge
for the secondary you may be able to getan 4 -in. spark with a
condenser consisting of twenty sheets tinfoil, each about 21 ins.
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REGULATING STRENGTH OF INDUCTION COIL.
by it or
ins.,
but nothing
youIfcan
willto enable
it to give
a 1 our
-in.
spark
anything
near it.
youdo
wish
makea good
coil get
sixpenny handbook on “ Induction Coils " and work to one of the
designs given in it.
( 13,198) Windings for Tripolar Motor. R. G. (Bradford )
writes : Will you kindly inforın me the size and amount of wire
for shunt motor with laminated tripolar armature to take 4 amps.
at 6 volts ? Field -magnet yoke and cores bent out of wrought
iron, pole pieces cast iron, cores 14 ins. long by fin. by | in., yoke
i in by it ins. by 3t ins., armature it ins. diameter by 1 in . long,
greatest depth ofwire on field-magnets / in . I wish to use the motor
for a small car, 3-in. gauge, 10 ins. long, with bogies at either end.
The armature is on one axle ofthe car,and will, therefore, require
to run ata very low speed . Do you think the motor would be
powerful enough for the purpose ?
We doubt if you can get 4 amps. through this motor, if you want
low speed . Wind the armature with No, 24 D.s.c. wire, about 3 ozs.
will be enough ; get on as much as you can . Wind the field
magnet with No. 19 gauge d.c.c. wire ; get on asmuch as you can probably about 4 ozs. will go on each pole limb. Join both coils

Fields to be wound with 3 lbs. of No. 22 gauge s.c.c. copper wire
on each pole, joined in series with each other, and in shunt to
brushes. Output about 30 to 35 volts and 8 amps. at about 2,500
revolutions per minute ; or should give about | h.-p. as a motor.
( 13,067] Dynamo or Accumulator Failure. E. A. P. D.
( Tunbridge Wells) writes : My 6 -volt dynamo, when connected to
a 4-volt pocket accumulator (new and uncharged ), fails to give
current, and runs particularly silently. I connected a 6 - volt lamp
on the negative side as a resistance, with no better results, as far as
charging was concerned , although the dynamo gave current and
lit the lamp. The same dynamo charges a 4 -volt 8 amp. accumula
tor without difficulty, though I have never tried it with this accumu
lator when absolutely uncharged .
Are you sure the accumulator is filled with acid ? There must be
some reason for the failure, as the dynamo does give a current
(e.g., your 6 -volt lamp), it isobvious there is a break in the circuit
when the cell is put in. You cannot do better than examine the
cell well, and see that all connections are sound. A connection
between the plates may possibly be bad, or even entirely broken.
(13,215) Induction Coil. T. H. P. (Stoke) writes : I am
making the f -in . spark coil described in your handbook Induc
tion Coils." I find it innpossible to get more than 9 yds, of 18
s.c.c. in two layers in the 5 -in . space , instead of 17 yds., as given
in the book . Would that magnetise the core sufficiently - core
6 ins. long by in diameter ? The 17 yds. would be more than
sufficient for three layers, and not enough for four. If not enough ,
would you please tell me how much ,and the best way to wind
same if the whole has to be used ? I have wound 6 ozs. of the
36 s.c.c. , so would prefer not altering it, if possible. I intended
putting on 1 lb. of 36 -- would the spark be increased by doing so ?
havemadea spark pass through the 6 ozs ., with the ends barely
touching,on breaking the contact though the primai y, which seems
to show that the core is magnetised to a certain extent.
We advise you to try your coil with the two layers of wire ; in
all probability the results will be satisfactoiy. Induction coils are
peculiar things, and opinions differ as to the best number of layers
for the primary. If you have space , and the spark length is not
satisfactory, we advise winding on one more layer. If you arrange
matters so that the primary can be withdrawn at any time, you
may find it a convenience for adjustments. You will do no harm
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by winding on 1 lb. of secondary instead of 1 lb. , provided your
insulation is good enough to stand any extra pressure. The spark
length should be improved , but not necessarily in the same pro
portion as the extra wire . Your coil seems to be starting very well.
( 13,225] Perfurations in Accumulator Plalts. J. C. M.
(Alexandra Park) writes: I am trying to make the 12 -volt 32- amp.
accumulator described in your " 'Small Accumulators : How Made
and Used," and have got as far preparing the mould for casting
the plates. In the book you say , Draw upon the surface a fac
simile of grid , as in Fig. 5." I did this, but when I had finished
it struck me that the holes were rather laige. The size of the plate
you recommend is 8 ins. by 61 ins. by 3-16ths in., and as you only
make five holes each way, itmakes them all over 1 in. square. I
then tried making the holes | in . square , and left in , margin all
round the edges ofplate ; this makes 60 holes in all. I should be
glad if you would kindly let me know which is more correct .
Inch -holes are too large, and do not retain the paste well ;
t -in . are to be preferred. Even t in. would do better still, pro
vided they were not too much trouble to form in the moulds.
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* Engines for Model Torpedo Boats.
Mr. Sturr. Turner's latest engine is a twin cylinder launch engine,
of moderatel small proportions, which has been especially designed
for model steamers and torpedo boats of from 5 to 6 ft. in length .
The engine, which we illustrate in the accompanying photograph ,
is an example of excellent workmanship and finish , and has two
high- pressure cylinders i in bore by f.in. stroke. Itweighs 4 lbs .

The News of the Trade .
( The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion, no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted, or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.]
* Reviezes distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorialinspection of the goods noticed.
Electrical Engineering.
A new company, Kramos, Ltd., has been formed in Bath, and has
taken over the entire business of the late Bath Electric Manufac
turing Company, Ltd., of Locksbrook Works, Bath. They make a
speciality of manufacturing electrical resistances, starters, regu .
lators, and controllers for motors, lifts, &c., electrical drills, dynamos
and motors .
A New Agency .
The Northern Engineering Company (1900 ), Ltd. , machine
tool manufacturers, of Halifax , inform us that they have placed
the controlof their London and District Export and Home Sales
in the hands of Mr. J. E. Lawler, of 39, Lime Street,
Departments
Fenchurch Street, London , E.C., as from January ist. This com
pany are makers of high -grade machines, tools, lathes, radial drill.
ing machines, planers, slotters, shapers, milling machines. &c. , &c.
A Small Charging Plant.
The accompanying illustration gives a good idea of Messrs.
Darton & Co.'s 60 -watt electrical plant, suitable for charging small
accumulators. The engine develops 1 b.h.-p., and has tube ignition.
The cylinder is it -in . bore, 3-in . stroke, z ins. in length, and is water

BARTON & Co.'s SMALL CHARGING

cooled . - The flywheels are 10 ins. in diameter, and the driving
pulley on the dynamo 2 ins. A forged steel crank axle, automatic
valves, and a self-feeding Jubricator are fitted . The engine can
be run by either oil or gas, the former increasing the price some
20 per cent. The dynamo has an eight- cog drum armature, and
gives to volts 6 amps. Further particulars may be obtained from
Messrs. F. Darton & Co.'s list ( 142, St. John Street, London, E.C.),
which will be sent to any reader on receipt of two stamps.
Cheap Model Locomotives .
Messrs. W. J. Bassett-Lowke & Co., of Northampton, wish us
to make a special note of the reduction in price, for a definite
period of the “ Lady of the Lake," Nos. 1 and 2 gauge, model
stearn locomotives, which are to be now sold complete , together
with a circle of rails, for 28s. 6d . and 335. respectively. When
the number they have put aside to satisfy the results of this offer
are exhausted , the list prices will be reverted to .

STUART TURNER'S TWIN CYLINDER LAUNCH
ENGINE .
complete, the height of the engine being 5t ins. The price of the
finished engine is £ $ 55. , and of the castings, 1?s. 6d., post free,
Mr. Stuart Turner is issuing a leaflet giving fuller particulars ci
this mod “l, and a so of his No. 7 " Stuart e" ngine (i in. by i in.) ,
to which we referied a few weeks ago , The list will be sent to
any reader on receipt of a stamp. Complete list is price 3d. ;
address, Stuart Turner, engineer, Shiplake, Henley -on - Thames.
*A New Model Locomotive.
The London , Tilbury & Southend
Railway ten -wheeled tank locomo
tives have always been a popular
type, and the advent of a model to
the scale of in. to the foot will, no
doubt, bewelcomed. Messrs . Wright,
Clark & Wallis's new production,
which we have seen under steam at
their works, is a cheap model, of
simple construction and realistic
appearance . It runs very Satis
factorily and should pull a good load
continuously. The trailing wheel is
fitted with a pony truck and the
leading bogie wheels are smaller than
scale, so that they will clear thecross.
heads and main frames. The boiler
PLANT.
is of the water- tube type. Castings
aluminium and gunmetal, are used in the construction of the
model ; and the price of ( 15 includes pressure gauge and water
gauge ; link motion , water carrying side tanks ,pump, brakes, and
splashers to wheels being extra, Full particulars
may be
obtained from the well-printed circular issued by the Southwark
Engineering Mode! Works, 157, Southwark Bridge Road, London ,
S.E., which will be sent to any reader on receiptof a penny stamp .
Bargains in Drawing Instruments.
We have to band a special list of second-hand, new and shop
soiled drawing and surveying instruments and materials from Mr.
A. G. Thornton, of King Street West, Manchester. The list in
theodolites, levels, dials, drawing instruments ( loose and
in cases), T -squares and boards, scales , protractors and papers ,
We can recommend all our readers requiring instiuments to send
for this leaflet, enclosing a stamp to cover postage.
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The Editor's Page .

* HE past few days has brought to us the now
THEustomary days beseasonable greetings and
good wishes from our readers , and we need
hardly say how fully we appreciate these expres
sions of goodwill from those for whom it is our busi
ness to cater . The usual result of a heavy addition
to our morning post-bag is to give our staff a
greater task to accomplish in dealing with the
varied wants and wishes of our correspondents , but
at the present season the increased flow of letters
produces quite an opposite effect, for in place of
the usual requests for information , most of our
readers have been enclosing nothing but cheery
missives and tokens of greeting and good wishes.
To all who have thus expressed themselves we
tender our sincere acknowledgments, and, in return ,
wish each and everyone prosperity to the utmost
in the coming year .
*
There is one little innovation in our methods ,
commencing with this issue , to which we should
like to call special attention . We refer to the
Query Coupon appearing in our advertisement
pages , which , in future , must be filled in by all who
wish to avail themselves of our Queries and Replies
Department , and enclosed with the questions they
wish answered . Each week's coupon will bear a
date corresponding with the date of the issue in
which it appears , and will only be available for
seven days from that date. We have been induced
to adopt this course , because we frequently have
queries sent in which show that the querists have
not read the recent issues of the paper wherein just
the information they require has appeared . The
new method will , to some extent , ensure that all
querists are up- to-date in their knowledge of the
contents of our pages , and , in any case , we shall
feel more satisfaction in replying to those who are
at least purchasers of the Journal , and not merely
casual readers.
Included with this issue will be found the coloured
plate referred to in our last number . We think
all our readers will agree that the design has been
worked out in a very complete and practical fashion ,
and we have no doubt that the model when made
up will be a thoroughly satisfactory and interesting
piece of work. We may say that we shall offer
silver and bronze medals for the best models built
to this design on conditions similar to those apply
ing to the design for the model steam locomotive
presented with our corresponding issue last year.
Our stock of sets of locomotive plates is now
running very low , Set B being practically ex
hausted at the time of writing these notes , and of
some of the other sets very few are left . Those

who wish to secure these handsome pictures at the
very low figures we are asking should send for them
without delay . as we shall not be able to offer any
further copies after the present stock is cleared .
Answers to Correspondents.
A. V. B. ( Hackney ).-- We noted our artist's mistake,
but it is too costly a matter to rectify , especially
as it is of little or no importance.
0. L. ( Cornwall ).- See our handbook Induction
Coils for Amateurs,” 7d . , post free . This will
assist you .
(“ BASIL ” ).- We regret we cannot insert your
paragraph ; neither do we know anyone to whom
we could refer you . An advertisement in our
Sale and Exchange ” columns might be bene
ficial.
J. A. ( Seaton Delaval ).—If you will forward us
your address we will send on a letter which is
awaiting you at this office.

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the papa
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not. and al MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 138. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Posta !
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertiso
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of thepaper.
and all new apparatus andprice lists, & c ., for review ,to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26-29 , Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Allsubscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada ,and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A. to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.
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A First Attempt at Model Locomotive Building.

By Thos . FENDER, JUNR .

LOR: STONE

MR. Thos . FENDER'S MODEL LOCOMOTIVE.
HE model illustrated herewith is made partly
from drawings of fin . scale locomotive de
scribed in The MODEL ENGINEER, May 15th ,
1902. The boiler is of galvanised stee!, 1-16th in .
thick , 13 ins . long ( including firebox ), and 34 ins .
The
diameter, riveted with t-in . copper rivets.
tube plates are made from an old boiler tube
flattened out and flanged ; there are six 4 -in. tubes
through the boiler and four f-in . tubes in firebox .
There are two 4 -in . brass tie bars right through
boiler fitted with nuts inside and out , and firebox
is stayed all round with brass bolts and nuts. The
boiler has been tested to 60 lbs. by water pressure
and working 30 lbs . steam. The cylinders are
in . bore by ij ins. stroke. These and the wheels ,
dome, and funnel are the only castings I bought.
The wheels I purchased from Stuart Turner.
T

My turning was all done on an old 10- in . dead
centre lathe ; it has been in the shop over thirty
years. Stephenson's link motion is fitted and
worked by lever from cab ; also the brakes on driving
and coupled wheels work from cab. The latter
wheels are 44 ins . diameter on tread . The front
bogie is 2 } ins . diameter on tread , and trailing
bogie 2 } ins. diameter.
The fittings consist of steam and water gauges,
blower in cab , back pressure valve , regulator ,
safety valve ; these are all made from scrap , except
the steam gauge, which I bought. I cast the
buffers in gunmetal and they are fitted with springs .
All my casting was done in sea -sand and the brass
melted in a piece of iron pipe with the end plugged
and heated in the blacksmith's fire. The boiler,
cab , tanks , and wheels are enamelled electric green ;
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the frames and smokebox are black , and buffer
beams and guard irons red. The model weighs
40 lbs . and measures 31 ins . ovei buffers . This is
my first attempt at locomotive building, and I have
never been nearer to them than seeing them pass
at the railway station .
A POLARITY INDICATOR . –A simple and efficient
polarity indicator may be made from white blotting
paper saturated with a solution of potassium
iodide. When a test is to be made the paper is
moistened , and the leads pressed down upon it about
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[ Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column , based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired, accord.
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked WORKSHOP on the envelope.]
A Handy Home - made Chuck .
By WILLIAM LAMB .
Illustrated herewith by drawings and photo
graphs is the chuck which I have made and found
exceedingly useful for work on my lathe. The
arrangement is somewhat new, and it is intended
for general work. The illustrations given are very
clear, and the reader should have no difficulty in
understanding them. I might say that the novelty
of this chuck is principally in the jaws, details of
which are shown in Fig. 5. They are allowed the
greatest possible opening, at the same time
being kept perfectly rigid, and do not spring when
gripping the work. When the loose jaws are in
place it will hold the smallest drill, and will allow

HARDAN

FIG . 1.- ELEVATION AND CROSS-SECTION .
( Scale : Half full size .)

in. apart. The positive end will turn brown ,
while the negative will not be affected .
ST. CATHERINE'S LIGHTHOUSE.—The new light
house at St. Catherine's Point, on the edge of
Pennybney Cove , has an excellent situation , as the
light may be seen by every passing vessel all the
way from Plymouth , and on the western side its
rays will be observable beyond Dodman Point .
The light is dioptric, white, flashing, of the fourth
order , with red sectors. The intensity of the red
and white lights will be 1,700 candle - power. Gas
is the illuminant , and the light will be unattended
by night . In clear weather it will be visible from
a distance of 15 nautical miles . The focal plane
of the light is elevated 91 ft . above high water of
ordinary spring tides, while the fane is 100 ft . above
sea level.

Fig . 2.- ELEVATION AND Plan .
( Scale : Half full size. )
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By H. MUNCASTER .
( Continued from page 10. )
ORRUGATED steel or iron sheets can be ob
Со tained at a cheap rate , either black or
galvanised .
It seems to be most conveni
ent material for covering in a shed . Its cheapness
is , however , its great recommendation , as it
does not make quite so comfortable a shop as
might be desired .
It is cold in winter and hot
in summer.
A few hours ' sunshine on the sheet
ing will generally make a building intolerably
hot . In winter it is difficult to keep the cold
air out , as , on account of the corrugations, it
is almost impossible to make it draught - tight .
The sheeting is, moreover , so good a conductor

FIG . 3 .
a k- in . rod to pass through when used with
a hollow mandrel lathe . This chuck will
hold up to 21 ins . , and can be used on a
31 -in . centre lathe. The detail drawings
reproduced ( Figs . 1 and 2 ) are half full
size. Figs. 3 and 4 are views showing the
general arrangemen !.
Fast RUNS ON AMERICAN RAILWAYS .
Two fast railway runs are reported from
On Monday, November 14th ,
America .
a westbound fast mail train of the Penn
sylvania Railroad was run from Harris
burg to Altoona , 132 miles , in 132 minutes.
This train usually consists of three mail
cars, weighing about 160 tons . On Friday,
November 11th , a special train was run
over the Pennsylvania lines from Crest
line , Ohio , to Fort Wayne , Ind . , 131-4
miles , in 113 minutes , equal to 69.8 miles
an hour . The train consisted of an “ At
lantic ” type engine, weighing, with ten
From
der , 163'5 tons, and three cars .
Crestline to Clarke Junction , 257 *4 miles ,
the time was 245 minutes , making the rate
of speed 63 miles an hour . Excluding
stops it was 64.9 miles per hour .

FIG . 4 .

FIG . 5 .

that in winter it is difficult to raise the tem
perature inside a building covered by it
much above the temperature of the air out
side.
Another objection to the use of the iron
sheets is the fact that in cold weather any
moisture contained in the air inside the
building is condensed by coming in contact
with the cold sheeting , and trickles down the
bottom of the corrugation , forming drops
which fall and become a source of trouble
and annoyance .
The sheeting should , after being fixed, have
a periodical cleaning , and should receive a
fresh coat of paint to assist in its preserva
tion before the advent of every winter. It
will, in spite of this, corrode to such an
extent that the sheeting will require entirely
renewing every four or five years.
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The method of fixing the sheeting is shown in Fig .
7. When in place the holes are punched through
the sheet on the top of the corrugation where it is
to be fixed by screws to wood purlins , a small rubber
ring , or grummet, being first put on the screws ,
then the screw inserted and driven home.
Where the sheets have to be fixed to angles and
iron purlins, small hook bolts, & in . or 3-16ths in.
diameter , are used to fix the sheeting to the purlins.
At the top end of the sheeting the bolt may also
be used to fix the ridging, as shown in Fig . 8. The
ridging laps over the sheets about 4 ins. The ridg
ing costs about 4d . per foot run to purchase. It
should be galvanised , and about 20 gauge in thick
ness . It is usual to fix the sheets together by
rivets at the joints. The lap should be one corruga
tion in width at the vertical seams , and 4 ins . to
6 ins. at the horizontal seams; 3 -in . diameter
galvanised rivets are used to hold the sheets
together .
A small washer is put on the rivet ,
and the end riveted over it . Fig . 9 shows the sec
tion of a joint riveted as described .
The sheets must be set so that the joint is at
the top of the corrugation , otherwise it will be liable

FIG. 12
th
FIG . II .
to leakage . In the horizontal joints the rivets
must also be put on the crown of the corrugations
only .
A wood lining will to some extent improve with
respect to the maintaining of a uniform temperature
of a shed covered with sheets . The sheets are
nailed to the outside of a wood purlin and match
boarding to the inner side. The boarding gives
a much better appearance to the interior i han
does sheet iron .
Sheeting of No. 24 gauge
will be quite stout enough , and may be carried on
purlins about 6 ft . apart . The most simple way of
fixing is to nail it to the purlins by 24-in . nails . A
ton of sheets of No. 24 gauge, costing about £ 12 ,
will cover about 1,900 superficial feet.
Probably the neatest way of covering in the
sides is by the use of boarding machined to the form
shown in the sketch ( Fig. 10 ). These boards are
cut out of a 3 -in . deal-three to each deal -and
machined on the outer side ; they should not exceed
7 ins , in width , and in fixing they should be nailed
to the uprights by 2 } wire nails, driving the nails at
the under edge of the board only as shown . If this
is attended to, there is no liability for the boards to
spiit, as the upper edge can withdraw slightly with
out showing the joint under the lip , so as to allow
the wood to shrink in dry weather. If the over
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lap is į in . at first, there will always be sufficient
to keep out the rain .
There are several good and cheap coverings in
the market suitable for roofing, but they require
either a close system of purlins, &c. , for their sup
port , or else a boarded surface. Amongst these
coverings may be mentioned Uralite, wire wove
sheets , Ruberoid , &c .
If properly fixed, however , they are quite reliable ,
and , being non -conductors , are a better protection
from the weather than iron sheets. The writer
would recommend them for use on the roof only .
The durability seems to be fairly satisfactory , and
if carefully painted occasionally should last for
many years .
One slope of the roof is sometimes of glass en
tirely. If this slope is towards the north the result
is generally satisfactory and the lighting is excel
lent. During bright weather, however, the sun
shine will make the place very warm . A good coat
of whitewash over the glass will, in this case, be
desirable, and will considerably modify the heat.
The most satisfactory way to fix the glass is to
use a steel tee-astragal. The depth of the astragal
depends on the distance between the points of
support . The writer has used i in . by i in. by
3-6ths in . tee bars with success over a span of 4 ft . ,
the distance apart being 15 ins , centre to centre of
astragals , and the glass 3-16ths in , in thickness.
A depth of fin . to each foot in the length may be
taken as a fairly reliable rule for the astragals, with
a minimum of 1 in . to allow for fixing and putty .
The method of attachment will be understood
from the sketches ( Figs . 11 and 12 ). A piece of
the web of the tee is cut away at the ends to allow
a bolt to pass through. The bolt is put into a
countersunk hole so that the head is flush and
allows the glass to reach to the end . The flange of
the tee is turned up to prevent the glass slipping
down , and a small wooden peg is put through the
tee , as shown , to prevent the glass from being
blown out by the wind before the putty has had
time to set hard .
In laying glass , care should be taken not to put
too much putty in the bars. The glass should be
carefully bedded , all the superfluous putty being
squeezed out , and only a small fillet left on the out
side , not more than | in . wide. If much putty is
used , it is apt to crack and come off entirely.
The making of roof trusses is so simple a matter
that no difficulty will be found in making these up
to any reasonable span . No smithing whatever is
needed , the bars being simply cut to length , the
holes punched (or drilled ) , and by means of suitable
plates, the material for which can generally be
picked out of boiler shop scrap , can be bolted up
( or riveted ) ready for putting into place.
Examples of roof trusses are here given , 12 ft .
and 20 ft. span, the details of which can be easily
understood from the drawings ( Figs. 13 and 14 ).
The 12 -ft . roof is arranged to carry a line of
shafting, and is made extra strong for this reason .
The shafting runs in brackets bolted to the vertical
tie , which is of two angles about #in. apart . This
is a very convenient way of supporting the shafting .
The larger roof is shown attached to an existing
wall on the one side. The sketch gives details of
how the rain is kept out by means of lead flashing.
In a further paper we will give details of a work
shop 18 ft . X 12 ft., having a frame entirely of steel .
( To be continued .)
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Submarine B1 - Submarine Bi , which was
launched from the yard of Messrs . Vickers ,
Sons & Maxim in November last , has un
dergone some very exacting trials in deep water
outside Barrow Harbour . She is a new type
of this class of craft , being longer and of more girth
than the A class , and possesses many improve
ments which have been suggested to the experts as
a result of the experiments which have taken place
in the last -named group of submarines . Bi proved
herself to possess easy means of submersing and of
raising herself . Further than this , she was under
water for three hours at a time , and during this
time tested her subaqueous speed capacity and her
steering facilities with highly satisfactory results.
Indeed, the Admiralty officers on board reported
that they could have stayed much longer under
water had they cared to do so . They express the
greatest satisfaction at the result of these pre

A New Revolution Indicator. — The Milner
speed indicator, as constructed by the Speed In
dicator Company, Ltd. , Watling Street , E.C. , is so
simple that it can be explained in a very few words .
In the lower part of the instrument is a little fan,
driven by a belt from the engine or machine whose
speed has to be ascertained. In the current of air
despatched by this fan is suspended a light vane
mounted on a spindle pivoted in jewels, which
carries a hand traversing a dial. This spindle
carries a small counterbalance weight, which
always tries to place the hand at zero . When the
fan revolves the current of air presses on the vane ,
and pushes it before it until the movement of the
balance weight further from the vertical, provides
sufficient resistance. Now , the force of the current
from the fan depends on the
rate at which the fan re
volves, and it is only neces
sary to calibrate the instru
ment , which is very easily
done, and the hand will in
dicate on the dial the number
of revolutions per minute
made by the fan and belt
pulley, and , with this , the
speed of the engine, dynamo ,
or other machine to which
the instrument is applied .
The advantages claimed are
that the design and method
of working are such that
a perfectly accurate indi
cation of speed can be ob
tained. The slightest varia
tion of speed is shown,
owing to the extreme sensi
tiveness of the indicating
portion . There being no
mechanical connection be
tween the driving and indi
cating portion, a perfectly
Fig. 6.—MR. WHATLEY'S MODEL RAILWAY : VIADUCT AND TRAIN .
steady needle is obtained.
Owing to the extreme sim
plicity of construction , theinstrument cannot pos
liminary trials. The Admiralty have been awaiting
sibly get out of order. The dial can be turned to face
these trials before giving out the orders for new
any position . A special and novel feature of this
submarines which are embraced in the year's pro
indicator is that it can be made to suit any speed.
gramme of construction.
It can be fixed in any convenient position. It
becomes useful for the most delicate machinery ,
there being no appreciable power required for
Model Railways. - No. XIII .
driving. It is perfectly free from magnetic
influence.
One objection has been raised to
the effect that a variation in the density of
THE photograph (Fig . 6 ) reproduced herewith
we were unable to insert with the description
the air affects the accuracy of the indications.
of Mr. A. P. Whatley's “ Great Southern Railway
In a cold room the speed shown will be greater than
in our last issue . It shows the wooden viaduct
in a hot room . Careful investigation has, however,
with a train upon it . The engine is depicted in
shown that the maximum error introduced in this
its present rebuilt state , and after the photograph
way barely reaches 5 per cent . , and in practice it is
was taken , the writer of the article ran it for over
negligible, because in a power -house, for instance,
an hour continuously .
the temperature is always pretty nearly the same .
Other causes of error, such as the friction of joints,
affect the indications of the normal centrifugal
tachometers, and cannot be allowed for; but nothing
THE CANADIAN Pacific Railway . —This Railway
is easier than to make a small addition or sub
Company announces that, in consequence of the
traction to the reading of the Milner instrument
opening up of new branches, the extent of its sys .
for every 5 degs . or io degs. of range of air tem
tem has been increased to 8,455 miles . The total
perature.
length of line now worked is 11,444 miles.

The
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Construction of
Alternators .

Model

By
ZODIAC ."
( Continued from page 564 , Vol. XI. )
( 60 ) Windings for Revolving Armature Alterna
Lors . — The winding details, already given , apply
equally to revolving armature alternators ; in order
to make the description complete diagrams are
given of suitable windings. Consider the case of

difference of 90 ° we obtain a two -phase winding,
as shown in Fig. 50B. Of course, the connections
are so made that the various coils are joined up in
such a manner that their E.M.F.'s all assist one
another .
In Fig . 51 a similar two-phase winding suitable
for a six -pole machine is shown , the slip rings have
been omitted to avoid confusing the connections.
Fig. 52 shows a three -phase winding, and while
this arrangement avoids overlapping coils, it is not
an ideal design , owing to the amount of winding
space wasted. It is shown, however, as a very
similar three -phase winding can be used with tri

o

Fig . 50A . - FOUR -POLE SINGLE PHASE WINDING
( FOUR SLOTS PER POLE WOUND ) .

Fig. 51.- Six- POLE Two - PHASE WINDING.

N

N

S

S

S

S

N
N
FIG. SOB .--FOUR -POLE Two- Phase WINDING.

FIG . 52. - NON -OVERLAPPING THREE -PHASE
WINDING.

an armature with twenty -four slots in a four- pole
field . Using eight coils and winding four slots per
pole we get Fig. 50A. If three slots per pole be
wound we get a simple single phase winding with
six coils. By duplicating the winding with a phase

polar armatures, as shown in Fig. 53. As clearly
shown in the figure, the three back ends of the
windings are joined together, thus forming the
neutral point, while the three other ends of the coils
are joined to the slip rings. This arrangement is
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In Fig. 58 the connections have been wrongly
made so that instead of the current waves being
120 ° apart, as Fig. 15 , they are only 60 ° apart, as
Fig. 12 . The correct connection is shown in Fig.
56( or alternatively Fig. 57 ), and it will be noted that
in Fig . 58 the error has been made of connecting
whatshould have been the neutral point of phase
C to the terminal. Such a mistake is, of course ,
easily remedied by reversing the connections of the
particular phase. The complete connections for a
four-pole three -phase winding are shown in Fig . 59 ,
there being two slots per pole per phase. Only
one conductor per slot is shown, but it is clearly
understood that in the actual machine there are
a number of conductors per slot all joined up in
series. The neutral points shown by a black circle
are, of course , all connected together in the actual
winding (see Fig. 57 ). Fig. 60 shows the winding
diagram for the six slot per pole armature wound
as a single-phase generator, four slots per pole being
wound .

the simplest type of three -phase winding one can
imagine and well worth the notice of the electrical
novice. It should not , however, be used except
for the smallest machines , as, electrically, it is a poor

111

Fig . 53. —TRI -POLAR Three - Phase ARMATURE .
(61) Insulation of Wire and Slots.- Cotton covered
wire is quite satisfactory for the windings, silk
covering being an unnecessary expense . Double
covered ( D.c.c.) wire should always be used , the
extra expense compared with the cost of single

design. The standard six slot per pole stamping is
shown in Fig . 54 with a three-phase winding, this
being practically the same as that shown in Fig.
45 (b ).

А

С

С

B

Fig . 55.-END CONNECTIONS
OF DRUM WINDING .

g

REVOLVING ARMATURE . )
A

It will be noted that the different phases overlap
each other so that careful insulation is necessary .
Eickmeyer
With former wound coils of the
type, such as are used in all continuous current
drum armatures ; such a three -phase winding can
be neatly carried out and the phases well insulated
from one another. In this winding the coils are so
shaped that one- half of the end connection forms
the upper layer and the other half the lower layer
in the assembled winding, this being shown in Fig.
55. The lower layers are bent up again at the
point g in order to bring the conductors level with
the slots again . In the figure two slots per pole
per phase have been used . If such a winding were
used with one slot per pole per phase, then the
conductors AA (also , of course, BB, and CC )
would go in the same slot . Thus, taking any one
coil, the one side would be in the upper portion of
the slot , while the other side would be in the lower
portion of the next slot belonging to the same
phase. Once the former has been made , such coils
can be quickly wound and readily assembled on
the armature core.
Fig . 56 and 57 show three - phase windings for a
four - pole machine. In the case of Fig. 56 the
terminals are arranged 60 ° apart, while in Fig. 57
they are arranged 120 ° apart ; this is merely a
matter of convenience in the arrangement of the
machine terminals . In fact , the terminals can be
arranged at any point desired provided that the
correct ends of the particular phase are brought out
to the terminal and neutral point respectively.

A

B

9
B

C

C

A A

covered wire is quite trifling, being merely a few
pence for a small-sized machine, while the risk of

FIG 54. - THREE -PHASE WINDING WITH Two
SLOTS PER POLE PER PHASE ,
having a bare place in the insulation is, of course ,
halved. The wire should not be run through
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Fig . 56. —THREE- PHASE WINDING , TERMINALS 60 DEGS , APART .
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Fig . 57. —THREE-PHASE WINDING , TERMINALS 120 DEGS . APART .
B

Fig. 58. — THREE PHASE WINDING, WRONGLY CONNECTED .
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paraffin -wax at all, as when the machine heats up,
the wax will melt and run out of the windings ;
while it also prevents the insulation varnish taking
a firm hold on the windings.
For insulating the slots nothing is better than
good tracing paper, which does not take up so much
space as presspahn or tape. It should be well
coated with one of the many insulating varnishes

January 12, 1905.

the insulation of the slot being left bare here, and
so short circuiting the coils, is avoided . Avoid
having the slots too small, as the windings are sure
to be damaged if the wires have to be forced into the
slots. Too much care cannot be given to the matter
of insulation ; probably one- third of the amateur
made dynamos and motors have either partially
short-circuited windings or defective insulation .

B
n

п
,
l
i

A

С

n
Fig . 59. - DEVELOPED DIAGRAM OF THREE-PHASE WINDING SHOWN IN FIG. 54 ( FOUR -PULE ).
now on the market. What is known as " Megoite '
insulation varnish is excellent for this purpose, as
it is very flexible, damp -proof, and does not become
brittle.
Shellac varnish , while a very good insulator,
becomes brittle and cracks in course of time.
It
is a good plan to have the end plates cut out of
fibre, with the slots arranged to fit in with the
armature core, as by this means the possibility of
the end plate cutting through the windings, or of

In order to make sure of the insulation it is even
advisable to soak the whole of the finished windings
in insulation varnish ; indeed, large manufacturers
now treat all their windings in this manner. Be
fore varnishing, however, the windings should be
well baked, so as to drive off all moisture. With
small machines this is easily managed by leaving
them in the oven over-night with the door slightly
open and the fire nearly burnt out .
( To be continued .)
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brakes , the latter being operated by hydraulic
power , so that the tables can be brought to rest
Engineers.
very quickly . Each table will carry a moving load
of i tons in addition to its own weight , so that the
total mass that can be set in motion is about 150
WITH the permission of the managing director,
tons . The tables are operated from a gallery on
WTMr. Oswald Stoll, the Lonaon Coliseum was
the prompt side of the stage , a separate operator
recently opened to the visit of this institution
manipulating each table. On this controller gallery
for the inspection of its many features of engineering
is fixed an indicator board , fitted with instruments
interest. The visitors attending numbered over
recording the current and hydraulic pressure ; also
250, and were received by Mr. Wingfield Bowles,
ships ' telegraphs, indicating the instructions given
under whose supervision the work has been carried
from the stage level . The controllers and resis
out . Mr. E. Eade and Mr. W. J. Boutell were
tances are in rooms below the stage, and are oper
present on behalf of Messrs . Ransomes and Rapier ,
ated from the controller gallery by means of worm
gears mounted on cast iron pillars. On the tops of
the pillars are fixed brass discs of large diameter,
with the various positions of the controller steps
clearly marked out , so that the possibility of error
in working is reduced to a minimum.
The panorama gear consists of the following :
Three power driven rollers, for
ordinary panoramas ; four sets
of hand-driven rollers, for ordi
nary panoramas ; and one set of
two -power driven rollers for
cycloraina , or circular pano
rama, together with the neces
sary grooves crossing the stage.
In crossing from one side of
the stage to the other, the cloths
are hung from a wire rope, which
winds on to or off the rollers at
the same time as the cloths
themselves . The ropes run in
grooves , suspended from the
grid , and are supported by a
special form of clip to which
the cloths are attached. The
lengths of groove between the
fies carrying the three ordinary
power -driven panoramas are
arranged to lift vertically
through a height of 12 ft . ,
special winches being provided
in the O.P. fly for the purpose .
The five power rollers are
driven by electric motors placed
under the stage , through high
efficiency silent worm gearing
enclosed in oil baths. Auxiliary
Fig . 60. - SINGLE - PHASE FOUR-POLE WINDING .
hand gearing is provided on the
fly floor for use as a stand
contractors for the revolving stages , panorama gear ,
by .
For the purpose of gathering up the three
travelling carriages, winches , etc.
power driven panorama cloths in the prompt side
The stages are three in number, arranged in con
scene dock , walking ways of light steel are pro •
centric rings , the outer one being 75 ft. diameter,
vided , suspended from the fly .
intermediate 50 ft . , and the central one 25 ft . Each
The travelling carriages are for the purpose of
is mounted independently upon a ring of carrying
bringing people and scenery into sight of the
wheels , some of which are driven by electric motors,
audience quickly. The carriages are three in num
operated by a novel arrangement of controllers ,
ber, coupled together , and they each consist of a
by which ten varying speeds are obtainable , the
light steel framework , carrying a teak platform ,
highest speed being equivalent to about twenty
17 ft . by 4 ft . 6 ins . , at about stage level. The
carriages depend from and travel upon a girder
miles per hour on the outer table. The stages can
be run in either direction, either separately or all
fixed about 40 ft . above stage level , and crossing
together. Horizontal rollers are also provided to
from side to side . Each carriage has four travelling
keep the tables concentric. The motors and re
wheels, arranged in pairs in a bogie frame , to facili
sistances are so arranged that the number in opera
tate running round a curve into the scene dock on
tion can be varied ; and in case of breakdown the
the prompt side, where they are kept when not in
use.
faulty motors can be cut out and the work per.
An electric winch is provided on the prompt
formed by the remainder. Complete control is
side fly for driving the carriages by means of a steel
ensured by means of both electric and mechanical
wire rope. The maximum speed of the carriages is
The
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7 miles per hour , and the weight of the three , when
loaded with people and scenery, is 8 tons.
An electric brake is provided on this winch for
pulling the carriages up quickly , but in order to
ensure absolute safety , should this brake fail to act
and the carriages continue to run , they themselves
cut off the current and apply powerful mechanical
brakes to the travelling wheels.
Two sets of five- power driven winches are pro
vided , one set on the Ay floor of each side of the stage,
for lifting wrought cages in which scenery is placed .
Each set is arranged in a line , each winch having
three barrels coiling ropes, which pass from the top
of the cages over pulleys fixed on to the grid . The
winches are arranged so that they can be driven
from an electric motor, two at a time, or they can be
driven independently , clutches being provided for
putting into or out of gear any particular winch .
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The Building of a Locomotive.
By CHAS. S. LAKE.
(Continued from page 568, Vol. XI . )
' HE work of putting together the locomotive,
TH after all the parts have been prepared , is
carried out in a methodical manner in the
erecting shop . First , the frame plates , which have
been sent to the erecters after being slotted, planed ,
and otherwise treated , are fixed in the position
they are to occupy in the completed engine - viz .,
parallel to one another , about 4 ft , apart .
The cylinders are then secured to the frames
( temporarily, as a rule , in the first instance ), and
in as near as possible the position which they will
occupy when finally bolted to the frames. Next ,

Fig . 10. - SOUTH BAY OF THE NEW ERECTING Shop, N.E.R. WCRKS , DARLINGTON .

An electric brake is fitted to the motor to pull it
up quickly after the current has been cut off ;
also each winch has an independent mechanical
brake .
Six sets of hand- power winches for raising sky
cloths , & c., have also been fixed on the fly floors,
each winch being provided with three barrel coil
ing ropes , to which are attached steel tubes 55 ft .
long. The ropes are passed over pulleys fixed on
the grid. Each winch also has a barrel for coiling
a counterbalance rope , the counterbalance weight
being arranged to work up and down in guides on
the side wall of the building.
At the conclusion of the inspection the thanks of
the members for the special arrangements which
had been made for their reception were expressed by
Mr. W. J. Tennant , past -chairman .

a small strip of wood or metal , having a small hole
in it exactly in the centre of the bore of the cylinder ,
is placed across the front end of each cylinder. A
bar of iron is stretched across from frame to frame
between the driving born blocks, the top edge of
this bar representing the centre line of the driving
wheel axle, as taken from the drawing which is
being worked to . Through each of the holes in the
piece of metal across the ends of the cylinders, a
wire or cord is passed and carried as far back as
the trailing horn blocks, and is fastened there to a
bar between them . This bar is fixed at a correct
height, to ensure that the wires shall just touch
the other bar between the driving horn blocks.
The cylinders are then shifted about on the
frames until the wires or strings pass exactly
through the centres of each .
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At the Gateshead Works of the N.E. Railway
dummy ” frames are provided . These are the
exact counterpart of the front portion of the frames
of the locomotive to which the cylinders will even
tually be secured. Before bolting the cylinders
on the actual locomotive, they are first fixed up
on the dummy framing , and the exact require
ments are accurately determined before transferring
them to the engine frames.

January 12 , 1905.

bolted in position , the bolts used being turned in
the lathe to secure a good driving fit in the holes.
The “ running board ” or platform round the
engine is fixed in position by means of angle iron
and brackets fastened to the frames.
Fig. It shows, in graphic manner, the stage in the
building of a locomotive which the writer has en
deavoured to describe. The shop is one of the
erecting shops at Crewe Works, and in the immediate

Fig . 12. -THE SMITHY , N.E.R. LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, DARLINGTON .
The " spectacle , " or guide bar plate and other
attachments are secured to the frames, and the
cast iron footplate is secured in position .
The horn blocks (or axle box guides ) are bolted
to the frames , and the holes for the cylinder bolts
having been drilled in the frame plates ( the cylinder
casting itself, in which the holes have already been
drilled, being usually employed as a template, to
ensure accuracy ), the cylinders themselves are

foreground will be seen the frames of a locomotive,
with the cylinders bolted in position , the cross
stay plate and circular stay and the running board
also in place.
Ahead of this in the same line of pits is another
engine further advanced. The boiler has been put
in , and the cab is partially finished . Other loco
motives are also to be seen in various stages of
undress, and the photograph presents, generally ,
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ELECTRIC HEATING MATERIAL .–An effort has
been made by A. Voelker to produce an electric
resistance material which may be graduated to
yield temperatures varying over a considerable
range. He uses a mixture of fine granulated amor
phous carbon, graphite, and silicates, each class
being further adjusted by changing the proportions
of graphite and silicates. The addition of graphite
increases the conductivity, whilst that of silicates
lessens it . The material may be thus adjusted to
the degree of heat required .

A

Model High - Speed Vertical
Engine and Boiler.
By A. E. ARNOLD.
' HE model illustrated in the accompanying

houis, and took about eight months, working
an hour or so of an evening. The boiler is of solid
drawn copper tube, 10 ins. by 5 ins . , and is fitted
with two f -in, copper cross tubes and brass uptake ;
all the joints are riveted and sweated , and the
working pressure is 45 lbs.

MODE

a very fair idea of the appearance of a busy erect
ing shop .
The axle boxes may now be fitted in the horn
blocks, and the spring links placed in position ,
the springs themselves being added after the wheels
have been put under the engine. A his stage the
boiler is brought into the shop to be lowered by
means of an overhead crane into its place on the
frames. The firebox falls between the frames (at
least in most engines ), and the brackets riveted to
the outer shell, rest upon the tops of the frames,
not being in any way secured to them , but allowed
merely to rest upon them . free to slide to and fro
longitudinally, in unison with the expansion and
contraction of the boiler.
At the smokebox end the portion of the tube
plate which projects downwards below the boiler
barrel is bolted to the cylinders , and this is, in
reality, the only part of the boiler which is rigidly
secured to the framework of the locomotive. Work
upon the interior fittings of the smokebox , such as
the steam and blast pipes, blower, & c., is now pro
ceeded with , and the necessary joints and connec
tions made.
The slide-bars , & c. , are , at the same time, being
fitted up , and other details underneath the engine
attended to.
The pistons, piston-rods, crossheads, valves, and
valve spindles are now put in place, and the task of
lagging the boiler with wood or other heat resist
ing material is entered upon .
The wheel splashers, cab , handrails, &c. , having
been subsequently affixed , the engine is lifted by
means ofoverhead cranes , and thewheels, complete
with their axles and also with the axle -boxes in
position, are brought to their proper stations, and
the engine is then carefully lowered upon them .
Care has to be taken in this operation , and it is
usual to station a man at each wheel , whose duty
it is to guide the axle -boxes into their corre
sponding horn blocks.
The springs may now be added , and , the wheels
being in their places, the valve gear, connecting
and coupling -rods, &c . , are brought alongside, and
the work of fixing them up and finally adjusting
them is entered upon .
The fitting -up of the valve gear and adjusting of
the valves themselves is, of course, a very im
portant section of the work . Space does not per
mit of a detailed description of the methods followed
here, but such information is obtainable in many
of the well - known works on the “ Steam Engine " ;
to those , readers are referred . The work of valve
setting is greatly aided by means of the full-sized
valve setting “ model,” kept in the drawing office in
most Works . Upon this device many of the regular
types of gear can be experimented with , and exact
positions accurately determined .
iTo be continued .)
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MR. A. E. ARNOLD'S MODEL HIGH - SPEED
VERTICAL ENGINE AND BOILER.

The engine has a cylinder, 1 -in. bore, 1 - in , stroke,
and is of gunmetal, with the exception of the crank
shaft , connecting -rod, valve-rod, piston -rod, studs,
and nuts, which are of mild steel. The flywheel is
of cast iron ; steam ports are 5-16ths in . by 3-32nds
in . , and exhaust port 5-16ths in . by 5-32nds in .
The steam gauge was bought ; all the other engine
and boiler fittings I made. Charcoal is the fuel
used , and boiler will maintain its working pressure
when engine is working full load , the exhaust being
directed upwards in the form of a jet in the up
take.
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The Governing of Gas Engines.
By H. H. HARRISON,
' HE development of the gas engine in the last
TH few years, both in regard to its increasing
size and its application to the direct driving
of dynamos , working alternators in parallel , blow
ing engines, and other classes of work requiring
closeness of regulation , has led to modified forms
of governing.
The original “ Otto ” hit-and -miss system of
governing is still widely adopted and is perfectly
satisfactory from an economic point of view ; but
it entails, as we shall shortly see, a heavy flywheel
to keep the speed variation within suitably narrow
limits and this, with the large engines of the present
day, is a serious disadvantage .
As is perfectly well known , an engine working
on the “ Otto ” cycle has only one firing or impulse
stroke in four ; and, as the weight of the mixture
remains constant , the mean pressure developed is
always the sime . As a result of this , if the engine is
running at half load, the impulse , or power strokes ,
must be reduced by one -half, and the governor is
thus only operative during one stroke in eight .
Should the load increase during this period , the
energy stored in the flywheel has to be drawn on
and this leads to a decrease in speed . If, on the
other hand , the load falls off during or immediately
after a power stroke ; the engine would , in the
absence of a flywheel or with one of insufficient
weight , tend to race .
A heavy flywheel, as mentioned above , will keep
the speed from fluctuating too widely, but this
increases the weight of all parts, and, therefore ,
the cost of the engine. Some makers have, therefore
abandoned the “ Otto " system of governing and
adopted instead some method of graduating the
power developed during the firing stroke. This
graduation is secured by varying the quantity of

Inlet I
volve
Exhaust

Gas & our
inlet
Fig . 1 .
the mixture admitted to the cylinder ( keeping the
ratio of gas to air constant ) and having no missing
power strokes. The immediate advantage of this
arrangement is that the governing is much finer, as ,
whatever the load on the engine , the governor is
in a position to act once in every four strokes, and
hence the weight of the flywheel can be kept down.
There are two methods of graduating the power
stroke - one by cutting off the charge at a certain
point ; and , secondly , interposing a throttle valve
between the mixing valve and the cylinder. Either
method introduces a loss of energy, as it is evident

that when running under light load , a partial
vacuum prevails in the engine cylinder during the
suction stroke , and the engine has to do work
against this vacuum .
Opposed to this loss there is , however , a gain in
thermal efficiency due to the fact that the burning
mixture expands to a greater volume in the engine
cylinder than the volume occupied by it at atmos .
pheric pressure . There is a further loss of efficiency
when the load is reduced, as , on account of the
diminished volume of the charge, the compression
pressure is lower, and this in turn keeps down the
mean pressure developed. By suitable design , the
two last losses and gains may be made to balance
one another, and the only loss is that due to the
work of sucking in the reduced charge .

Cosing

Fig . 2 .
TƯ

Drum

a

b

A method for obviating the last-mentioned loss
is the Dunlop variable expansion gear , illustrated
in Fig. 1 . In this arrangement the inlet valve is
kept open during the whole of the suction stroke,
but is closed at different points in the compression
stroke. For full load the valve closes immediately
the suction stroke is completed , but if the load is
reduced it is kept open on the return stroke, and
thus some of the charge previously drawn in is
rejected . No vacuum is formed in the cylinder,
though, of course , there must be some slight differ
ence of pressure, or the charge would not enter
unless forced in by a pump .
Referring to Fig . i , an eccentric keyed to the
lay shaft is fitted with a strap on which a cam X
is provided . The strap itself is eccentric, as will be
seen, where it engages the roller Y. but the cam is
concentric with the sheave. The inlet valve is
controlled by a lever the roller of which engages
the strap of the eccentric . In the position shown
the roller is off the cam and the inlet valve closed .
At the beginning of the suction stroke the cam
engages with the roller and lifts it , depressing the
inlet valve spindle and opening the valve. If the
governor rotates the strap, which is, of course ,
movable on the sheave, the time during which the
inlet valve remains open can be prolonged after
the suction stroke is completed , and the returning
piston will then reject part of the charge, as pre
viously explained . Simultaneously the eccentricity
of the shaft acting on roller Y alters the time of
ignition by means of the rod 2 connected to the
igniter Y. The gear is in no way complicated and
the automatic variation of the time of ignition is
a commendable feature of the arrangement .
A somewhat similar method of governing is
employed in the well- known Korting gas engine,
Here the air and gas are driven into the cylinder
by separate pumps, and if the load falls off, `a bye
pass on the gas pump is opened by the governor,
and the quantity of gas is reduced.
Leakage in Steam Turbines . - It is well known
that in the " Parsons " type of turbine , one of the
causes of loss of efficiency is the leakage of steam
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past the vanes, the steam escaping without doing
any work .
Referring to sketch a , Fig. 2 , it will be seen that
some clearance must necessarily be provided be
tween the tips of the rotor vanes and the casing
and similarly with the guide vanes and the rotor
druin . These clearances have either to be made
very small with consequent risk of fouling if the
shaft whips, or else such space must be left that
leakage, as shown by the stream lines, takes
place ,

A

Novelty

in

Baby

Carriages.

ONSIDERABLE interest has been aroused by
CONthe production of the “ Baby Automobile,
by Mr. Fred McKenzie, of the International
Baby Carriage Store, 4, Great Portland Street ,
Oxford Street , W.
The car, which we illustrate , is a perfect model
of the larger species, and is propelled electrically .
It is 3 ft . long over -all, and travels at the maximum

MR . FRED MCKENZIE'S ELECTRICALLY - PROPELLED BABY CARRIAGE.
Messrs. Willans & Robinson , who are manufac
turing the “ Parsons ” turbine now , have recently
patented the ingenious and simple device shown in
sketch b, Fig. 2 . Encircling the tips of both run
ning and guide vanes, a disc x of thin metal is fitted ,
which approaches quite close to the casing and drum
respectively . In this way the clearances can be
mide comfortably large, as the annular space which
would be left is almost filled by the rings x and if
by expansion , or the shaft whipping, these touch
the casing and drum , they are ground away without
any serious injury being done.

rate of three miles per hour, with th.-p. motor
under the back seat, the transmission being direct
drive to the back axle by a belt . The car motor is
fitted with a two -speed single lever controlled from
the chaffeur's seat . The two-speed is arranged by
passing the electric current through a series of re
sistances. The capacity of the accumulator will
run the car a distance of 30 miles . It is fitted with
wheel steering gear , a foot electric bell running off
the accumulator, lamps , pneumatic tyres, refresh
ment basket , and umbrella holder, winter hood and
summer canopy .
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As doubtless the authorities might take exception
to the motor car , the extreme youth of the driver
preventing him from obtaining a licence, the diff
culties are easily obviated by the nurse in attend
ance walking in front of the child with a small red
flag. This , we understand , would meet all the
requirements of the Act , and make it entirely legal
that a child should drive its own car in the public
street .
The carriage is also made to be propelled by
pedals, the outside appearance being exactly the
same . In this case the cost is considerably reduced ,
and the law does not interfere .

The Society of Model Engineers .
FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS . - Conversazione, Jan
uary 13th . Special notice.-- A limited number of
tickets for children up to the age of fourteen years,
at the reduced price of is. 6d . each, will be issued ;
these , as well as the ordinary tickets at 2s . 6d . each ,
will be on sale at the doors of the Hall on the night
of the Conversazione (see previous issues for full
particulars ). An ordinary monthly meeting of the
members will be held on Thursday, February 16th ,
when Mr. E. W. Fraser ( member) will give a lec
ture and demonstration of hanging and bending
iron and steel plate , riveting, and tube expanding.
-HERBERT G. RIDDLE , Hon . Sec . , 37 , Minard Road ,
Hither Green , S.E.

For the Bookshelf .
[Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
Model ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court ,
Fleet Street, London , E.C. , by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage .]
THE ELECTRIC TRAMCAR HANDBOOK . By W. A.
Agnew. London : H. Alabaster, Gatehouse
and Co. Price 2s . 6d . net . Postage, 2d .
This is a handbook intended for those who have
a practical interest in the working of electric tram
cars, such as motormen, inspectors , and depôt
workers. Its successive chapters are devoted to
the electric circuit, electric tramways , electric
tramcars, controllers , brakes, on the road , and
faults and breakdowns . The information is im
parted in a very clear and concise fashion , the
meanings of various electrical terms being care
fully explained, and throughout the author keeps
strictly to his subject. A number of well-chosen
and attractive illustrations add much to the interest
of the book, while the diagrams of
circuits and connections will be A
found very helpful.
Altogether it
is an excellent handbook for the B
practical man , and may be tho
С
roughly commended to those in
whose interests it has been written .
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Practical Letters from our
Readers.
[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attacked ,
though not necessarily intended for publication .)
A Note from South Africa .
To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -I have been a reader of your mo
interesting and instructive paper for about four
years past, and take this opportunity of wishing
you and your paper a very long and successful life.
Í became a subscriber by a copy being left by acci
dent in my father's store by some customer. He
could not find out who had left it , so , knowing my

Fig . 2

The TWENTIETH CENTURY HAND
BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND
ELECTRICIANS .
Fico.
Chicago :
Frederick J. Drake & Co.
Price ios . 60 .; postage , 5d .
This handbook , which is excel
lently produced , is just the kind
of work we would recommend to
the power station engineer , dyna
mo attendant , apprentice, and
F16 .
marine engineer ; in fact, the prac
tical man generally .
It deals
mainly with the operation of steam
boilers and engines, valves, pumps ,
METHOD OF
injectors, condensers, indicators
and other accessories rather than
with the construction and erection of the apparatus.
The electrical portion, which treats the subject
from a mechanical engineer's point of view, in
cludes, in addition to the preliminary definitions
and explanation of principles, wiring systems, cal
culation of wire sizes, jointing, wiring ) tables ,
dynamo construction , and management of alter
nators and motors , switchboard work, lamps and
other details of an electrical power and lighting
plant .

X

1
4'6 "
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HULL CONSTRUCTION FOR MODEL STEAMSHIP.
mechanical tastes, he gave me the copy. It was
November , 1900. It was just the paper I had been
craving for, so I sent straight away , through my
newsagent, and became the happy receiver of one
twice a month . Then good luck continued , and it
is now every week eagerly looked for . I am a
journalist , so my time is pretty fully occupied , and
what spare time I have I put in to my workshop.
I am building a model of the Union Castle s.s.
Saxon, and enclose drawings of how I constructed
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the hull, I procured three pieces of white pine
4 ft . 6 ins . by 9 ins . by 2 ins . , and placed these side
by side on their edge, as in Fig . 1 . I fastened them
together with wooden pegs , and shaped up the out
side of the hull roughly , leaving about an inch to
cut away at the stern ( shown at X X X , Fig . 2 ) ;
then I loosened them and cut the centre one ( B ) as
shown at Fig. 3 , with a saw. I then took side A ,
and placing the stern against a heavy weight on the
bench , with the side up which comes in contact
with B, I cut away the waste with a hatchet to
about į in . , then finished off with a gouge . The
object of leaving the extra inch or so at the stern ,
as mentioned above, is now apparent , as , in the
chopping it becomes damaged against the weight;
it can be afterwards trimmed off. Side C is then
treated in the same manner, and then they are fixed
together again as in Fig. 1 , being screwed at X X X
with brass screws , countersunk so that the holes
can be filled with putty, and the heads won't
damage the cutting tool. The outside is then
finished off, and the result is a nicely hollowed out
hull, without the tedious chipping out with a chisel
and mallet . Before the three pieces are finally fixed
together the points must be glued , and inside I
finished them off with whitelead . — Yours truly ,
C. H. ROBERTS .
Grahamstown , S. Africa .

also ; we should take the smaller number by preference. (6) We
advise you to try Leyden jars of very small capacity ; they may
be practically glass tubes about | in . outside diameter and form
the supports for the collectors.
( 12,534) “ Motoring" Dynamos in Parallel. W.E.(Mostyn ,
Flintshire) writes : I am in charge of two 60-amp. machines work
ing in
parallel, and I have got them reversed by connecting the
two machines up. Will you kindly show me how to put the poles
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Puery 12534
CONNECTING DYNAMOS IN PARALLEL.

Queries and Replies .
Attention is especially directed to the first condition
given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope Query
Department." No other matters but those relating tothe Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
oneside of the paper only, and the sender's name must be in
scribed on the back. ( 2) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommendedto keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed, and also a Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days mustusually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must clapse before the Reply can be published. The
insertion of Replies in this column cannot beguaranteed. (6) AU
Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
(13,013) Wimshurst for Radiography . E. P. ( Plumstead)
writes : I enclose radiograph taken with my Wimshurst machine,
having two 15 -in . plates, but as the exposure required is so long,
I intend to make one with four pairs of 20-in . plates, and should
like your advice on a few points. (1 ) The correct distance between
plates and also between pairs. ( 2) The best method of fixing
neutralising rods and brushes. A rough sketch will be appreciated.
(3) What length of spark may be expected from this machine ?
My present one has two 15-in. plates and occasionally gives a 7-in.
spark. Is not this rather exceptional ? ( 4) What would be the
best gearing, that is to say, the diameter of the two belt pulleys
and length of crank . ( 5) Would 32 or 36 be a suitable number
of these sectors for radiography ? Are the sectors themselves
suitable ? (6) Does a machine of this size require Leyden jars
for radiography ?
( 1) The plates should work as close as possible together, but the
distance between pairs of plates does not matter, it is entirely
dependent on the design of the machine. ( 2) Some useful infor
mation on this point is given in " Electrical Instruments," by
Bottone. ( 3 ) Your present machine gives unusually good results,
but it is a very difficult matter to predict the spark length of a
machine. ( 4) Again a matter of choice ; about 4 to 1 is a fair
ratio. ( 5 ) Sectors would be suitable and the numbers you mention

right again ? I had the two machines working, and I stopped one
engine , but forgot to switch off first. I have drawn the switch
board and the coupling (not reproduced) for you to see . The
engines are high speed.
Your sketch is not clear ; but, assuming that the dynamos are
compound wound, we give you a diagram of the connections for
two such machines. The arrangement may not exactly agree
with your own circuits, and, of course, the fuses and instruments
would be included, but it will explain the principle. If weassume
that No. 1 dynamo is reversed, the way to restore its polarity is to
first lift off its brushes whilst it is not working, then close the main
switch, leaving the equaliser switch closed (No. 2 dynamo is sup
posed to be running and supplying current to the mains at their
usual polarity) ; by this means you will be exciting the field -magnet
in its old direction, provided you have not altered the original
connections. Leave the current on for some time, and tap the field
magnet with a hammer to assist the magnetism to reverse. Now
shut down machine No. 2 (machine No. 1 has not yet been
running) when it has stopped , and open all switches. Now
disconnect the series coils of No. I from the mains, and
leave equaliser switch open, so that it may run as an inde
pendent machine. Start it, run up to speed, and test its
polarity when working as a simple shunt-dynamo by means
of a piece of pole finding paper or a galvanometer, or by
dipping wires from the brushes in a cup full of slightly acidulated
water, the wires being kept some distance apart ; bubbles of gas
will be given off when current flows ; the wire which gives off most
bubbles is negative. It is important to note that the current in
both shunt and series coils must flow in the same direction round the
magnet, so that theydo not oppose each other ; also that in shutting
down one machine the main switch should always be opened first,
then the equaliser switch, and lastly the engine stopped When
starting upthe second machine you first get it up to speed ; then
close the equaliser switch , and lastly closethe main switch.
( 12,911 ) Glass Cells for Accumulators. C. P. D. (Stanhope )
writes : I am making some accumulators as described in The MODEL
64 ins. by 3-16ths
ENGINEER handbook. The plates are 8 ins. by glass
cells to suit
in. Will you kindly tell me where I can get
this size of plate ? I shall want about twenty- six cells altogether.
I thought if I obtained them from some glass-blower's I should
get them cheaper. Could you tell me how much I should
pay per cell ? I thought the cells (or glass jars) should be about
91 ins. by 7 ins. by 33 ins. In thehandbook it says use plaster of
Paris tomake the mould to cast the plates. Could there be any.
thing mixed with it to keep it from cracking, as I find it will only
cast about thirty plates ; then I have to make new moulds. If
you could suggest anything, I should be very pleased .
Trythe Universal Electric Supply Company,of 60 , BrookStreet,
C.-on -M ., Manchester, for your lass cells. They should be of a
size to just comfortably take theplates. We are unable to suggest
anything to remedy the trouble with the plaster moulds.
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12,570) 75 -watt Dynamo. E. A. R. (Westbrook , Maine,
U.S.A.) writes : Will you please help me, as I wish to build a
dynamo to generate 12 volts and amperage enough to light twelve
6 C.-P. lamps. The lamps' rating is asfollows : 10 volts. 6 amps.
(1 ) Will the sketch (Fig. 1 ) be right for the castings ? A B being
the cross section of the field. (2) Whatis the best type of arnature
and how many segments are to be used in the commutator ?
( 3) How much wire and what gauge for the fields ? (4 ) How much
or the armature ? The gauge to be Brown & Sharpe. ( 5) Does
the above machine need to be compounded so that it will either
light one lamp or more at a time ? ( 6 ) At what speed should the
machine run ?
We understand from your letter that the lamps take 6 of an
ampere each, in which case they would be about it c. p . each.
Assuming that the output will, therefore, be 75 watts, a drum
armature 1 } ins. diameter, with eight slots, each 5-16ths in. by
5-16ths in. , with a core length of 21 ins. would give this output at
a speed of about 3,000 revolutions per minute ; the core should be
built up with soft sheet iron stampings. Winding : No. 21 Brown
and Sharpe gauge D.s.c. copper wire, about 6 ozs . will be required.
Wind in eight coils, two in each slot, and use a commutator having
eight sections ; get in as many turns as possible. Field -magnet as
per your sketch, but core should be 11 ins. diameter if of cast
iron, and the yoke should have a cross section giving at least an
area of 3 sq. ins: There should be more iron at the top of the
magnet something like Fig. 2 . The armature should run
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FIG. I.
FIELD-MAGNET FOR 75 -WATT DYNAMO .
as close as practicable to the poles. Wind the field coils with
If lbs. of No. 21 gauge, B. & S. single cotton covered copper wire
on each limb, joined in series with each other and in shunt to tlhe
brushes. The volts will vary considerably between no load and
full load, but it is doubtful if you will be able to compound so
small a dynamo to be of accurate regulation. You can try a
winding of one layer of No. 12 gauge B. & S. copper wire, double
cotton covered, on eachlimb joined in series with each other as a
compound winding, but you will be more likely to find varying
the speed or altering the current in the shunt bymeans of a regu
lating resistance the more successful method. You will have to
find out the exact speed by trial. Have you read our sixpenny
handbook on " Small Dynamos and Motors " ? It is full of useful
information on the subject. If you do not feel equal to making a
drum armature you can use an H -pattern with single coil and
commutator having two sections, but if you do this it should be
wound with No. 17 gauge B. & S. copper wire, double cotton
covered .
( 13,000) Petrol Motor for Saw and Lathos. E. M. (Brown
royd) writes : Will you kindly explain the following ? The 21 h.-p.
petrol motor described and designed by T. H. Hawley I have made,
and seems
to drive
a circularThe
sawfaults
and two
lathes
withtoit.be perfect.
It is fed byI intend
a surafce
rburettor.
are
as follows :-It runs all right by itself, but stops when the lathe is
set in motion ; ignition seems perfect. Do you think a spray
carburettor will be better ? It will not run at all with air -valve
open. I think it does not supply gas regularly, as it runs a little
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with no explosions, or only at intervals. The electrical parts are
all new, being the “ Fuller " make.
A circular saw is about the heaviest work you could give a motor
of this class and design. The faults you mention may be due
( first) to insufficient supply of explosive by carburettor ; (secondly)
if you have made up the engineon the air -cooled principle, over
heating alone will quickly stop its working when used as a sta
tionary engine ; (thirdly), being a four cycle engine, with a mini
mum weight flywheel for road work , the engine would certainly
stop under the load imposed by a circular saw , unless of very small
diameter. We should advise you to try an F.N. 2 h.-p. spray
carburettor, and add to engine shaft an outside flywheel of not less
than 28 lbs. ; and if this does not mend matters, you will have to
cause a forced cold air blast to circulate round outside of combustion
chamber, being directed chiefly to exhaust valve.
(13,251) Balancing Petrol Motors. R. F. L. (Graptham )
writes : In reply to Query No. 12,436 ( issue November 17th ), you
state that the design of your correspondent's engine is at fault with
regard to the cranks being together . I maintain that that position
is correct, provided thatthe firing or working strokeof onecylinder
takes place at the same time as the charging stroke of the other
Gylinder, which would be obtained by a proper setting of the cams
and contact-breakers. Balancing would be obtained by counter
balance weights, either on the crankshaft or cast on to the flywheel,
on the side furthest from the crank-pins.
This is a much debated point, although we knowof very few
engines of the two-cylinder type with crank-pins in line ; but one
of these is the two-cylinder White and Poppe of Coventry, which
is, in every respect, one of the best motors made. The whole ques.
tion , however, turns on correct balancing of the moving parts,
which is not always a mere matter of balance weights at the opposite
side of flywheels, as the inertia of the reciprocating parts comes into
play.
( 13,138) Electro -Magnet. A. P. (Manchester) writes : Kindly
answer questions as under :-( 1 ) What quantity of wire, and what
sort should be wrapped on each 3 -in. leg of a horse-shoe magnet,
made of f-in. well-annealed round bariron, to raise magnet to
saturation point when connected to one dry cell, 6 ins. by 3 ins.,
round shape ? ( 2 ) Would half quantity of wire and double battery
power give same result? ( 3 ) What weight of soft iron (Kuper)
would such magnet pull from a distance of 1 in. ?
( 1 and 2) . The magnetising power is proportional tothe amperes
flowing multiplied by the number of turns of wire. You can take
like - small current and many turns, or large current
it how you
and few turns. You will require more energy than you can get out
of a single dry cell to saturate such a magnet. As a rough rule, an
electro -magnet can be wound until the thickness of the winding is
equal to the diameter of the core . In this case you can wind to a
depth of 1 in . You had better take a gauge of wire suitable to the
current you intend to employ and add cells in series until you get
the desired result, if it is within the capacity of the magnet.
( 3) Impossible to say without determining the size and shape of
the iron keeper, and then the result would only be approximate.
( 13,018) 11 h.-p. Petrol Motor in Jaouary ist, 1963, issue .
A. S. (Hednesford) w.ites : In reference to the it b.b.-p. Petrol
motor described in your paper , on page 14 , January ist issue,
1903. In the letterpress, referring to the sectional drawing of the
complete motor, it says: M is a gunmetal bush fitted and screwed
to K and also screwed to the spur wheel, driving it through the
medium of shaft, K. Will you please tell me the object of the
loose gunmetal bush , M ? Why is it not made solid in the form
of a boss on the spur wheel ? ifitis necessary to havethis loose
bush, would it not be better for it to be of steel, as it works in the
gunmetal bush, L ?
The object of fitting the gunmetal bush, M, by screw fitting to K
and I is merely a constructional convenience for assembling the
motor , as it is obvious that the two could not be made in one piece.
Yes, it would be an advantage to have both gear wheel andbush
in case -hardened steel or cut from solid blanks of steel, but the
resources of the amateur having to be studied and the firm supplying
the parts having made this part in gunmetal, it was considered
advisable to conform to this in order to assist those builders who
might not have gear cutting facilities.
( 12,997] Petrol Engine for 18 cwt. car. A. E. R.
(Homerton) writes : I should be obliged for your advice on the
following points :-( 1 ) Is an engine ( petrol) , two-cylinder , at -in .
bore by 5-in stroke, powerful enough for a car weighing 18 cwt.,
assuming engine to be in fair condition ? (2) Are mitre wheels
( not shown here) strong enough for above ? ( 3 ) These bevel or
mnitre wheels are made in steel with cut teeth ; would it not be
possible to use some cast metal as phosphor-bronze to save expense
of cutting teeth ? (4) Would two wheels of the same metal be apt
to seize ? I see De l'ion used bronze and gunmetal wheels together
on the tricycles ( 5) lf bevels are cut, which should be case
hardened (if either), the driver or driven ? ( 6) It in bronze, state
suitable pitch. (7) Which would wear best ?
( 1 ) Two cylinders, 31 by 5 form an engine none too powerful
for a car weighing 18 cwt.,unless it is to carry no one but the driver;
but, of course, it all depends on the speed at which it is geared to.
( 2 ) The mitre wheels on a it shaft with single key fitting would
certainly not be likely to stand up long under such a load unless
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constantly running on a low gearing. ( 3) Experience proves that
the bevel gear of a cardan shaft drive is at best one of the weakest
points in the transmission, and expense atthis point should not be
allowed to enter into calculations. (4) Foi a heavy vehicle two
bronze gears would certainly not do. (5) If the bevel gears are
cut in steel, or the one in steel and other phosphor -bronze, the
driving gear should be the hardened one. ( 6) We could not give
you either suitable pitch or diameters on the information you
furnish. (7) Steel on steel if properly fitted.
(13,242) Output of Primary Cells . F G. (Curragh Camp)
writes : Many thanks for your prompt answer to last letter . May
I trouble you with a few more questions. ( 1 ) What amperes will
a Fuller charging battery give with double carbons, outer vessel
6 ins. internal diameter ( 2) I have a battery as above, but it
will not give more than 6'25 volts for the four cells. I got it'second
hand and charged it with new chemicals Connections seem all
Eachcelltested individually
right
arewellamalgamated.
gives and
samezincs
E.M.F.,
which is less than it should be. What the
reason ? Is anything wrong with carbons ? They look all right.
(3) Should like to know amps. of quait size Leclanché cell ?
( 1) Would ordinary paraffined d.c.c. bell wire do for 25 volts at :
amp., or would it be liable to short circuit ?
(1) Not more than 1 or 2 amps. without i unning down cell very
quickly . Depends upon resistance in circuit. (2) Can hardly
say trom your description. Is electrolyte in good condition, and
voltmeter , with which we presume you measured the voltage, in
good order and correct ? ( 3) Not more than $ amp. without
polarising-- i.e., running down. Will recover ifonly used for heavy
current momentarily . (4 ) Yes : nicely for all ordinary purposes.
( 13.134) Shocking Coll Pailure . N. Mcl.. (Battersea ) writes :
I have constructed an induction coil as described in Chapter III of
THE MODEL ENGINEER Series (No. 2 ) . I have followed the in
structions to the letter ir every detail. Gone over it all carefully,
read and re- read the instructions, and yet I can getno shock from
the secondary wire. Cannot even get the slightest suggestion of
electricity in the secondary winding. Both the primary and the
secondary are continuous, as I can geta small lamp to light through
either of the two. The aimature works very well, and I have three
dry batteries all connected properly up. " All the woodwork is
mahogany. There is about 13 yds of No. 22 in the primary, and
about 25 yrds, of No. 26 in the secondary winding. All the con
nections are made according to Chapter II, Fig. 8, in the same book .
I am sure the insulation is right, as I had plenty ofmica and used
it, the core being so soft you could chew it. But cannot get a
shock at the secondary terminals. What is the cause of it ?
The secondary coil should be wound with No. 34 gauge silk
covered wire if the coil is to be used for shocking purposes, or No.
38 or 40 gauge if for sparking. Get at least 1 lb. wire on the
secondary , in fact, fill up the bobbin . The wire you have used for
the secondary is much too thick a gauge and there is not enough
wire on. You may be able to get ashock off the primary by con
necting as shown in Fig . 7, page 19 of “ Induction Coils.' The
advice as to gauges of secondary wire is given on page 16.
( 13,517 ) Armature for 650 -watt Dynamo. E. J. (Hoyland)
writes : I should like to make a dynamo the same size as that shown
on page 334 (April 7th , 1904, issue), to light eleven 16 candle-power
lamps. That armature is g ins. diameter,51 ins. long ; but I should
like to know how many slots, what widthand the depth the arma
ture stampings should be, being slotted ring ?
Armature to have 24 slots of size shown in sketch ; ipside dia
meter of ring to be 31'ins. We advise you to use No. 23 gauge

slot to take ARMATURE
SPIDER
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ARMATURE SLOTS FOR 650-WATT DYNAMO .
S.C.C. wire for the magnet coils instead of 21 gauge. Connect in
shunt. Three equi-distant slots to take armature spider, or else
holes in teeth for supportingbolts (see " Lessons in Workshop
Practice " in THE MODEL ENGINEER— “ Armature Building").
We return your page of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
( 12,979) Primary Batteries . E. H. ( Teynbam ) writes : I
have made a set of batteries as described on page 225, Vol. IV,
May 15th, 1901, using the same material as specified, but I have
not been able to light a 3 -volt lamp (same as supplied with pocket
flash lamps) off six cells. I used solution of sulphate of
zinc first, then tried weak sulphuric acid with no better results.
The zinc becomes coated with a reddish deposit ; in, thick . Will
you kindly advise me what to do, as I want to form some accu mu

jator plates. I use heavy insulated wire to zinc and copper, also
soaked cap in paraffin wax.
You have evidently not attended to the warning given in the
article - namely , to always keep the cells on closed circuit. With
this pattern of cell the copper tends to discharge back and coat
the zinc so that a small current should always be kept flowing
from zinc to copper to prevent this. The red deposit mentioned
is copper, and the result is that the galvanic action of the cell is
neutralised because you have then two copper plates instead of
zinc and copper. Try making up the cells again and keep them
short circuited by a fairly high resistance when not charging the
accumulator. About 25 yds. of No. 32 gauge German silver wiie
would be a suitable resistance to use for short circuiting the cells,
or an incandescent lamp of fairly high voltagr., say, 50 to 100 volts.
( 12,759] Gas Engine Ignition Troubles. C. C. (Oxford
writes : ( 1) I have a 4 b.h..p. Otto gas engine, and after I start it
the light goes out round the tube, which is a short porcelain one,
with asbestos washers . Please explain the reason . (2 ) I also
have a 4 b.h.-p. Otto gas engine, with centrifugal governor, which I
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GAS BLADDER FOR STEADYING THE FLAME,
use for chaff-cutting and grinding. After running for about
twenty minutes it stops. Would you please explain the cause.
The compression is good, and the tube well heated ; the valves
ground in, and made easy with paraffin oil.
We presume you mean the Bunsen burner - in the form of a
little furnace - goes out when you start the engine ? This is most
probably due to fluctuation in the gas pipes caused by the engine
taking its charge. You can prevent this, to some extent, by cute
ting down the gas supplied to the gas bag at the cock, so thatthe
bag has only just time to fill out after each charge hasbeen taken ,
in time for the next one, and so on . This will prevent excessive
fluctuations in the adjoining pipes. Another plan -- and the best
if you can manage it - is to connect the burner supply pipe to a
separate meter, and let the engine have one to itself. Then you
could also fix up a little rubber bladder ---something like a football
bladder , but with a mouth fitted at each end, as shown , and con
nect it between the burner and the main supply pipe, but fairly
close to the burner . This also helps to keep the flame steady.
Itis possible , though not probable , that the tube is blowing atthe
joints, and consequently putting the flame out. Does it fire back
or is it blown clean out ? If the tube is blowing, you will hear it
on pulling the engine back on the compression stroke . Your
second query is impossible to answer, due to the absence of all data
and information concerning it. It might stop through being out
of order in many ways. Give us more information , and we will be
pleased to assist you.
( 13,047) Motor Construction Difficulties. J. W.(Riccarton )
writes : I bought your book on “ Small ElectricMotors," No. 14
of THE MODEL EXCineer series, and intend making the model
four-pole motor, size (A ) , but do not fully understand the instruc
tions given . (1) Can the field magnet be cast in brass, or must it
be iron ? (2) Is there any machinery inside the laminations ? If
not, what are they for ? ( 3) Are the laminations to be cast ?
(4) 'How are thelaminations held in their place ? ( 5) Can you
recommend any firm where I can get armature stampings for the
smallest size ( A ) of foui -pole motor ?
( 1 ) Iron. Brass is a non -magnetic substance. (2) To prevent
eddy currents from being generated in the armature core, see the
" A'BC of Dycamo Design ," by Avery ( is. 2d. post free ) There
is no machinery inside the laminations. ( 3) No. . Can be bought
ready-made from any of our electrical advertisers. They are cut
from thin sheet iron. (4 ) Usually by a lock -nut at each end of
armature spindle. (5 ) Try Avery, of Fulmen Works, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.
Running
ElectricMotor.
charge
motor which
runs at 1,025W.S.writes:
revolutionsI am
of (12,788]
an electric
per inminute,
taking 25 amps. at 500 volts. The armature is 12 ins. diameter,
9 ios . long, is a cogged ring with 59 slots, about 11 yards per
slot ; in wide, 1-16th thick, flat wire is used . I do not know
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what wire it has on the fields. When it has been running about
five hours the armature gets hot, as also do the field and casing.
Do you think it is overloaded ? It is a four - poled machine. I have
a fan blowing at it when it is running. When it has run six hours
I dare not put my hands on the armature. The magnets are cast
iron. Could you tell me what horse -power it should run at ? Can
it be wound as a four -poled machine ? Could you recommend a
good book on practical calculations of direct current motor, and
one on alternating current motors.
Are you sure that this motor is only taking 25 amps. ? The
gauge of wire is large enough to carry that current easily. Is
there any sparking to speak ofat the brushes ? If the field -magnets
get very hot, there is evidently too much current Aowing through
their coils. The current and voltage mentioned in your letter are
quite heavy enough for a machine of this size. We might consider
that it is overloaded, but perhaps not dangerously so . If you
find that it is really not taking more than 25 amps . we should
expect to find something wrong in the armature winding, and that
the field -coils may be taking an excess of current. The standard
book on direct current dynarnos and motors is “ Dynamo Electric
Machinery , " by S. P. Thompson, price 30s. Perhaps “ A B C of
Dynamo Design ," by Avery,price is. , may suit you. What price
do you wish to go to ? We do not know of any book giving prac
tical calculations on alternating current motors.
( 12,899] Engine and Boller for Launch . T. D. (Newcastle
on - Tyne) writes : I have a 20 ft. by 6 ft. ship's boatwhich I intend
to make a steam launch of. Would you kindly let me know what
size single cylinder engine and vertical boiler would be required to
propel it at the rate of 8 miles her hour ?
You might employ a compound engine with about 3-in. and
4t-in. by 4t -in. cylinders, and a boiler with about 25 to 30 sq . ft.
of heating surface. For castings we can recommend Stuart Turner,
Shiplake-on - Thames, and the Ardwick Engineering Co., Bennett
Street, Ardwick , Manchester.
( 13,020) Vertical Model Bollers. J. W. (Manchester) writes :
I will be much obliged if you would answer the following question.
I have made a model boiler which I have sketched (Fig. 1 )
Will you let me know the pressure it will stand, and what size
engine it will drive, and will you let me know what will be the
best fuel to burn ?
The boiler is of very inefficient design , and would be much im.
proved by taking out the { in , stays ( Fig. 1 ) and fitting another
eight flue tubes, as shown in Fig 2. Arrange the smokebox to cover
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FIG . I.

the whole and fire the boiler with a single " Primus" burner (No.5),
or else with a gas ring. It is not a suitable boiler for solid fuel,
as the firebox is not water surrounded . The engine it will drive
should not have a cylinder larger than about ;-in. bore by id -in.
stroke. The material is very thin and, therefore, the boiler will
not be safe for very long ; you may work at about 30 lbs. pressure
whilst it is new.
( 12,811 ) Telephone Intercommunication . J.M.(Liverpool)
writes : I should esteem ita great favour if you could help me out
of a small difficulty. I have had given me an old national tele.
phone combined receiver and transmitter. It is of French make
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and I cannot quite understand the connections of it. I have en
closed a rough sketch of it and the contacts and terminals. There
is a press button in the handle, which , when not in use, makes A
in contact with terminal No. 2 ; but when pressed , A makes contact
with terminal No. 1 , and No. I makes contact with No. 3. I can
not make out how the bell, induction coil and battery are con
nected up to it. Does it require an automatic switch as well for
a battery ringing circuit ? I should esteem it a great favour it
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TELEPHONE INTERCOMMUNICATION DIAGRAM.
you,could give me a diagram of complete connections and particu .
ſars for making the combined receiver and transmitter perfect for
use.
The annexed sketch shows the complete connections in which a
automatic switch is necessary. Whilst receiving, the press button
is released, thus breaking the speaking circuit, which would other
wise shunt the received currents, and impair the tone. For in
structions as to making suitable switch , induction coil, &c. , see
handbook " Telephones and Microphones ."
( 12,953) Small Dynamo Windings. A. J. H. ( Millom) writes :
I am making a small dynamo, and winding field -magnets with
2 lbs of 2 ? S.W.G., and armature 4 ozs. of the same. Will you
kindly say if I should use D.s.c. orD.c.c. copper wire for winding ?
Also, will the armature and field -magnets want any insulation
before winding ? If so , what should I use ? Will it be detrimental
to the working of the dynamo if the field -magnets retain their
magnetismn when not in use ? I notice it says in a book I have
that “ the softness of the iron is of the greatest importance,"
whereas mine seems so hard that they have become permanent
magnets.
Use double silk -covered wire for the armature, and single cotton
covered for the ficld -magnet. Certainly you must insulate both
armature and field -magnet before windingon the wire. Use thin,
tough paper ( preferably coated with shellac varnish) or thin silk
(also varnished ), if convenient. Smooth off all burrs or sharp
edges which may be likely to cutthrough the insulation. In small
machines it is an advantage for the iron to retain a fair amount of
permanent magnetism, as the mass, being small, they will not
excite themselves if the iron is very soft. Your machine will
probably be a success if the winding is welldone, on account of this
large amount of residual magnetism : but if the armature is drum
pattern, we are inclined to advise you to use No. 24 gauge wire for
it, instead of No. 22 gauge. Should you find it fail to excite if you
do use No. 22 , then try re-winding with No. 24.
( 13,009 ) Alternating Current Motor Installation . S. W.
writes : Would you please enlighten me on the following points re
installation of a 2 b.h.-p. 230 -volt go periodicy alternating current
motor ? ( T ) What make of motor would you advise, as it is wanted
for chaff-cutting, and must be simple and reliable ? ' ( 2) What size
chafi- cutter would it convenientlytake, as we intend changing our
present one ? ( 3) What length and gauge of fuse wire should it
have on each pole ? (4) What size circular saw would this notor
drive , cutting 11 -in . oak ? ( 5 ) Could you give me the name and
address of a firm who could supply a suitable chaff-cutter ?
(6) What size belt pulley should it have on chafi-cutter if motor has
a 3-in, pulley and runs at 1,000 revolutions per minute ?
( 1 ) Langdon Davies motor, made by the Langdon Davies Motor
Company, 101, Southwark Street, London, S.E. ( 2) You must ask
the makers of the chaff-cutter what power their particular machine
requires to drive it ; also refer the matter to the Langdon Davies
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Company, as they will probably have some experience as to what
their 2 b.-p. motor will do in this case . ( 3) This must also be re
ferred to the makers of the motor. ( 4) Depends very much upon
the rate of cut and condition of saw ; a circular saw takes a large
amount of power. We doubt if it would be advisable to use a
larger saw than 8-in. diameter. ( 5) Messrs. Richmond & Chandler
Manchester. (6) Depends upon the speed of cutting recommended
by the makers of the chafi-cutter. You can work out your pulley
sizes by remembering that the speed obtained will vary directly
with the diameter of the pulley.
( 13,121) Accumulators. C. C. Le Q. (Jersey) writes : Should
be much obliged if you could advise me under following circum
stances ? I have twenty -seven accumulators of the E.P.S. make,
which I charge once or twice a week by a dynamo and small oil
engine. I find the quantity of current I take from cells is below
half the amount sent in . I should ,therefore, like to know of a
method (without having to purchase expensive instruments) of
testing either the cells or the whole circuit, or both , and thus
finding out if there was any leakage. If you could recommend a
suitable book , I should be obliged. I have an ammeter which
reads from 1-15 and voltmeter from 1-80.
“ Salomons' Accumulators, " price 5s., would suit your require.
ments . This book is out of print at present, but will be obtainable
very soon . You can only ascertain whether you are getting
out a fair percentage of what you put in by means of measuring
instruments. Make a note of the current you are charging with
and the time or duration of charge ; then record the current and
time of discharge carefully, andcompare the two figures. A volt
and ammeter is that all is required for this.
( 12,775) Heat Units. H. B. ( Koottingley) writes : Will you
kindly state how many heat units there are in í lb. of the follow
ing : -coal tar, creosote oil, crude petroleum , and kerosene oil.
Also, the weight of i gallonof each respectively, to be used as an
oil fuel ? Show how to compare their heating and cost with that
of coal gas. For instance, a furnace, cylindrical in shape, inside
6 ins. diameter, 9 ins. long, whose cubic space inside equals about
46.410 ins., with two openings at end, each 2 ins, diameter, con
sumes 65 ft. of coal gas with compressed air per hour for nine hours
per day, five days a week , the temperature of the furnace being
about 2,500° F. What quantity and cost of different oil fuel is
required to effect the samework as the 65 cubic feet of gas, taking
London price of each for calculating ?
Below we give, in reply to your question , a comparison between
crude petroleum and coal gas. Taking the heating value of the
oil at i8.000 BT.U. per lb., and the price 355. per ton delivered
London, and the figures for gas as 3s. per 1,000 and 600 B.T.U ,
per cubic feet, the relative costs, say, per 1,000 B.T.U. works out
follows :
Oil,
35 X 12 = 2,240 X 18,000 ;
35 x 12
therefore, price per 1,000 B.T.U. : 2,240 X 18 96 pence,
Gas .
3 x 12 = 1,000 x 600 ;
9
3 X 12
therefore, cost per 600 B.T.U.
250 Pence .
1,000
9 х 10 1
1,000
and
250 6 16 peace.
That is , gas is six times the cost of oi). You cannot, however,
assume that with a given furnace the temperature developed with
a consumption of 16 cubic ft. of gas or 1.18th lb. of oil will be
identical. The actual temperature attained would depend
amongst other things, on how nearly the actual quantity of air
used for complete combustion approached that chemically neces:
sary. The question is too big for these columns, and you should
read W. H. Booth's “ Liquid Fuel and Its Combustion ," andProf.
Thorpe's · Chemical Technology, Vol. 1 - Fuel." No figures
are available as to what is obtained with tar, creosote orkerosene ;
tar under his retorts, you may
but if your local gas manager burns
be able to get some idea from him .
( 12,934) Field -magoets for 40 - Watt Machine. F.T. (Bel
fast? writes : Please send a sketch of field -magnets for a 40 -watt
10 -volts 4 amps. dynamo. I have the armature already, and send
sketch herewith . Have got 8 lbs. of No. 24 D.C.C., S.W.G. wire.
Would this do to wind armature and field -magnet ? What speed
would dynamo run at ?
Weadviseyou to get our sixpenny handbook on “ SmallDynamos
and Motors." It contains a number of designs with particulars of
winding. A Manchester type magnet, with wrought iron cores
of r in. diameter and 3t ins. long in thecoil space would be a suit .
able pattern . Your No. 24 gauge wire could be used for both
armature and field say , it lbs. weight on each field -coil. Such
a machine would give about 30 to 40 volts and about 2 amps . at
appros. 2,200 revolutions per minute. Field coils should be joined
in series with each other, and in shunt to the brushes.

( 13,154) Driving 30- Watt Dynamo. A. C. T. (Winchmore
Hill ) writes : Please answer the following queries : (1 ) Would an oil
or gas engine of 3-16ths h.-p. ( not b.h.-p.) be sufficient to drive a
30 -watt dynamo ? If not, what power would be required ?
(2 ) Not having gas laid on , could use a gasolene tank ? Or
would it be better to make an oil engine ?
(1 ) Your query is indefinite. If not b.h.-p. , what kind of h.-p.
is it ? Indicated or nominal ? 3-16ths b.h..p. or above would
drive a 30 -watt machine easily. ( 2) Petrol is more satisfactory
than oil ( i.e., paraffin ).
( 12,817) Gas Engine Flywheels. S. J. J. ( Sunderland) writes :
Would you be kind enough to answer the following questions :
( I) I have a gas engine completed but the flywheel. I do not know
what size to makeit or what weight it should be. I want it to run
with one flywheel , if possible ; and I would like it to be no more
than 15 or 16 ins. in diameter. The engine has a bore 3 ins . in
diameter by a 4 - in . stroke. I want it to run 100 revolutions per
ninute. If that diameter would suit the engine, could you give
me the thickness of the flywheel, so I could make the pattern myself?
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Section on al
Query12817
GAS ENGINE FLYWHEEL DETAILS .
(2) I am making the carburettor as described in The MODEL ENGI
NEER of October ist, 1902. Does the wick touch the perforated
tube ? ( 3 ) Can you tell me what the mixing chamber is like ?
A wheel 16 ins, diameter, and of section as shown above, would
do. The boss of wheel should be same, or slightly greater, width
than rim , as shown at C. The mixing chamber is not essential .
The combustion chamber of engine is usually the chamber where
the final mixing of the charge takes place . More air may be ad
mitted by an air -valve in the engine to dilute the charge - that is,
all the air required not diawn in through the top on carburettor,
but some is admitted by the air- valve. We trust this is what you
require to know.
( 13.0291 Size of Spark Coil. W. J. (Eccles) writes : I
bought through your advertisement column a secondary coil of
which I should be glad if you could give me a little information.
I do not know exactweightofwire on coil. Coil is 12 ins. over ends
and 4 ins . in diameter. Ebonite ends , f in. thick ; ebonite
division. Ebonite tube between primary and secondary is 3-16ths
in. thick . I have fitted core of soft iron wires i in. diameter,
wound with two layers No. 161?) c.c. wire. Condenser, forty
sheets of tinfoil, 6 ins. by 7 ins. , insulated with filter paper soaked
in paraffin wax. When fitted up complete I can only get in .
spark with two quart bichromate batteries. Please say if this is
right ? Also , what battery power should be used ? About what
jength of spark should I get from coil ?
You will find a great deal of information on windings and pro
portions of induction coils in our sixpenny handbook , " Induction
Coils for Amateurs " ; it is difficult to say what your coil will give
but it ought to give considerably more than f.in. spark ; the fault
may be partly in the contact-breaker. Try more battery power,
say, four quart bichromate batteries in series ; your batteries may
not give sufficient current, as they are of rather small size ; an
8 -volt accumulator of about 15 amps.-hours capacity or larger
would give you a better chance .
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The Editor's Page.
E have from time to time made suggestions
WE to our readers of outlets for their scientific
tastes and skill, other than the usual con
struction of model engines or the commoner types
of electrical apparatus . These suggestions we have
also emphasised by the publication in our columns
of articles somewhat outside our regular scope, a
notable instance of this being the excellent series
on “ Harmonographs,” by Mr. A. H. Avery. A
more recent example, and perhaps equally inte
resting in its way , was the article on “ A Whirling
Table ," by Mr. S. R. Tyssen , in our issue for De
cember 15th last . To those who have a scientific
bent there are endless possibilities for their work
shops in the construction of experimental apparatus
which will yield pleasure and instruction not only
in the actual making, but in the subsequent using
when completed . The amateur mechanic who can
build a decent model engine can equally well tackle
a microscope, a telescope, a cinematograph , a
gyroscope, and the thousand and one appliances
required in the various branches of applied science,
Those who have not hitherto turned their thoughts
in this direction might profitably scan the pages
of some good text - book on experimental physics ,
or inspect the contents of the laboratories of a
technical institution , and we have no doubt they
would find some happy inspirations for the future
output of their workshops.

Another suggestion we made some time ago was
that a good deal of pleasure could be derived from
the building of models of engines of by-gone days.
This , of course, appeals most to those who have a
interest in the historical side of engineering, but we
know of many in whom such interest exists , and we
have been pleased to learn that in one case at least
our suggestion has borne fruit. The reader to whom
we refer, after building several splendid models of
modern engines, has now turned his attention to
locomotive practice of some seventy or eighty
years ago , and is making a scale model of the well
Agenoria ,” the original of
known locomotive
which was built by Messrs . Foster & Rastrick in
1829. Those who are familiar with the details of
this engine will realise the interesting scope it offers
to the enthusiastic modeller , and we are sure our
friend will find a greater fascination in this work
than he perhaps imagined when making his choice
of subject . If any other of our readers have been
taking up work of a similar kind , we should be very
pleased to hear from them .
*
One of the most striking of the many cards we
have received during the recent festive season
comes from Messrs. S. Holmes & Co. , of Bradford .
It bears on the outside a particularly neat represen.
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tation of a motor car, stamped in relief in metal,
and , inside , this novel form of a New Year good
wish : “ Prosperity Hill Climb , 1905. Top Speed ,
Non -stop. Let's Hope So.”

Answers to Correspondents.
G. C. 0. ( Berkeley ).-We have not heard of any
petrol motors being built so small as you mention ,
and we think you would have some difficulty in
getting good results .
A. S. ( Shettleton ) ; E. P. ( Exeter ) ; W. W. P.
( Liverpool ) ; T. B. ( Risley) ; S. J. H. (Becken
ham ) ; A. H. A. ( Tunbridge Wells ) ; and others
-many thanks for good wishes.
W. E. D. B. ( Pretoria ).-- Many thanks for card and
good wishes. Pleased to hear from you again .
(Limehouse ).— We have not seen
“ OUR BOATS
any plans of the new L.C.C. boats yet , but hope
to be able to illustrate them later on .
Notices.

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not,and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 138. per
annum ,payable in advance . Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertiso
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of thepaper,
and all new apparatus andprice lists, & c ., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26–29. Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer, 26—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Allsubscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26 %
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States. Canada ,and Mexico : Sponand
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street , New York , U.S.A .. to wbore
21 subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.
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14 - in . Spark Coil .

By “ ERG .”

Fig . 1.-A 1-1xCH SPARK COIL.

1

HE construction of this coil would perhaps,
TH be of interest to those intending to build a
small coil. It is wound with considerably
less than 1 lb. of No. 36 s.c.c. , and gives a con
tinuous stream of -in . sparks with two one -pint
bichromate cells. The dimensions were taken from
the Model ENGINEER handbook on “ Induction
Coils . " The core was first made with No. 22 iron
wire and softened ; primary, No. 18 D.C.C. , wound
on in two layers, and a length of linen wound
round . The case was next made 91 ins. by 4 ins .
by if ins . deep. The core and primary mounted
between wooden ends, and bobbin made for secon
dary wire 3f between ends, which were of card .
board , 2 ins. diameter, and 1-16th in . thick. The
secondary was wound on in one continuous length
with tissue paper between each layer, the paper
having been prepared by soaking it in paraffin
wax and pressed with hot flat iron between sheets

of white blotting paper to remove superfluous wax .
When wound it was mounted on primary and the
whole soaked in paraffin wax for eighteen hours ;
this drives all moisture in cotton covering out and
wax penetrates to all parts. It was left immersed
until wax showed signs of setting, and then lifted
out ( this prevents wax running off), and mounted
between wooden ends again . A wrapper of paper
was put round cardboard ends to fit tight between
wooden ends , and a hole cut in the top, and the space
between the coil and paper filled with hot wax . When
set hard , primary and secondary were taken from
between wooden ends and the cardboard ends of
secondary bobbin carefully pulled off, taking care
not to pull any turns of secondary wire out , and the
spaces previously occupied at both ends by card
board filled with hot wax, When this set , primary
and secondary were practically a mass of solid wax,
and insulation perfect . They were then perma
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nently mounted between the wooden ends and
secondary connected up to terminals, and contact
breaker of usual type fitted .
The secondary was covered with American leather
cloth , which makes a very neat finish . The con
denser was next made. This consists of thirty - five
sheets of tinfoil , 4 ins . by 17 ins . , of which i in. was
used for connections; sufficient thin white blotting
paper was soaked in paraffin wax and surfaces
rendered even by scraping with scraper blade .
Seventeen sheets of tinfoil were then built up on
bottom of baseboard , a thin piece of cardboard
soaked in wax the same size as blotting paper was
laid on last piece of tinfoil . A small sheet of thin
copper, 5 ins . by 14 ins., with narrow strips of the
same material, if ins . by 4 in. , soldered at one end,
across, and on opposite sides of the sheet of copper
at 1 $ ins. from end.
It was placed in same position as tinfoil sheets,
which brought the narrow strips about in , from
end of cardboard ; another sheet of cardboard was
placed on this and a similar sheet of copper pro
truding the opposite end . A sheet of cardboard
and rest of condenser were built up on this; a piece of
wood same size as paper and f in. thick was placed
on top, and straps of brass were put across and
screwed to bottom of baseboard . The tinfoil ends
were pressed on the copper and the transverse strips
pressed on tinfoil, and the remaining ends soldered
down to copper , which was bent down on to base
and scre
at each corner with terminal screw in
the middle . This efficiently protects the tinfoil
ends from breaking away. Primary was connected
up to contact breaker with condenser in shunt cir
cuit as usual .
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Workshop Notes and Notions ,

[Readers are invited to contribute short practical tlems for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired, accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked “ WORKSHOP on the envelope.]

A Useful Angle Gauge.
99
By “ SREGOR."
Herewith is reproduced details of a very useful
little angle gauge for model work . The sketches

FIG, 1.—THE
TOOL AS A
SQUARE .

e
O

FIG. 2. - THE
FIG . 2.-CONDENSER AND Wax -COVERED COIL .

TOOL AS AN

Some readers will , perhaps, think the trouble
taken in insulating so small a coil rather unnecessary,
but the efficiency is increased and it is perfectly
reliable. The writer has made several large coils,
in each case special care was taken over the tight
and even winding of secondary, and perfect insu
lation , they were all a success .

ANGLE GAUGE.

A COLLIERY LOCOMOTIVE .-- A peculiar locomotive
which was built in the year 1874 is at present at
work at the Coed Taloa Colliery, North Wales. The
frame and wheels are the remains of an old coa !
wagon , and upon this frame has been fixed an old
portableengine , the motion of the main shaft being
communicated by cog-wheels to the axle of the
wagon , geared in such a manner as to add con
siderably to its power . The speed limit is six miles
per hour.

DETAILS OF A USEFUL GAUGE ,
show two positions of blade. This tool can be used
as a square or depth gauge, as Fig . 1 , and as an
angle gauge , as Fig. 2 . By using the special angle
blade any degree of angle can be gauged , which is not
possible with a straight blade, it being impossible
to get very acute angles. The stock should be cutout
to the form as sketch of convenient size, and riveted
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together with a piece of equal thickness to the
blade between them , the edge of which forms a
base for the blade to slide on . When used as a
depth gauge or square, this edge must be straight
and square with the base of gauge. The two tapped
holes are for the small set - screws — one for fixing
the blade in centre against riveted piece ; the other
to secure angle blade at the end . A narrow rule
(about 3-16ths in . wide ) makes a good centre blade,
being graduated ; depth can be read without fur
ther measuring .

SI

tap wrench . This was made from two lengths of
square iron. The corners of the bars were filed
off for 5 } ins , and then turned in the lathe to form
round handles. A fin . from the square end of each
bar a hole was drilled and tapped for a 5-16ths
steel screw, and 24 ins . from the square ends a

A Tube Vice .
By JOHN HEYES .
The photograph ( Fig. 1 ) shows a tube vice made
without castings, and will grip up to & in . The
sides are made of angle -iron , if ins. broad and
5 ins. long, from an old bedstead . The end pieces
are also of iron, one it by it by in ., the other
being it by 3 by fin . On the inside of the latter
is secured by four rivets a jaw cut out as shown ,
the parts that grip the tube being serrated and
case -hardened . The movable jaw shown on the
left of the tube is if ins. square by 3 ins. long.
One inch from the bottom , a hole is drilled and

Fig . 1.-MR. JOHN HEYES' TUBE VICE.
5-16ths hole was drilled for the passage of the
adjusting screws. The bars were filed out as shown
to fit the taps, and then case-hardened ; fin . from
the centre of the square two holes were drilled
whilst the bars were screwed up and two studs
screwed and riveted into one bar for the other bar
to slide on .
Using a Hacksaw as a Parting Tool in the
Lathe.
By ROBERT B. Otis.
Having a number of pieces to saw in a hurry, I
placed one in the power hacksaw and started it
going and then fitted up a common hacksaw, so that
it was used in the lathe with great success on
another piece. A } -in . hole was drilled through the
handle at A , and a small weight was put on at B.
A f - in . arbor was clamped in the tool post parallel
with the ways , and the hacksaw mounted on it by
slipping it through the hole A. The work was
caught in the chuck, and as it rotated under the
saw the cross-slide was moved across slowly as the
sawing proceeded . I have since used this scheme
more than once with good results , especially on any

B

FIG . 2.- ELEVATION AND PLAN.

USING A HACKSAW AS A PARTING TOOL IN THE
LATHE.

tapped to fit a ?-in . rod screwed for 5 ins . , the end
passing through the fast jaw piece and squared to
fit a 5-16ths key. Holes drilled through the angle
iron sides enable it to be secured to the bench . As
shown by the photograph, the end pieces are se
cured to the angle -iron sides by means ofsteel rivets
and screws. In front of the vice will be noticed a

piece that has a hole through it. The saw does not
work so well on solid stock , as it is liable to break
as it nears the centre. I cut small gears or pulleys
in halves in this way in a fraction of the time re
quired with a parting tool , and with very little loss
of stock. The weight required is small, being not
over 8 or 9 ozs. — Machinery.
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Thus the load must always be lowered by the
motor, and cannot possibly drop . The manipula
tion of the crane is also much simplified.
The shaft , E, carries the derricking, revolving and
travelling clutches, H , which are operated by one
By R. B. VERNEY.
lever, The derricking barrel is concentric with the
" HIS model is not made to any particular scale
shaft , but carried in separate bearings. It is pro
pattern , but is intended to be a practical
vided with an interconnected ratchet arrange
THor
ment , W, similar to the lifting gear, preventing
working model. There are four motions
the jib from being dropped . The derricking rope
lifting, derricking, revolving, and travelling - oper
passes over an arrangement of three pulleys to
ated by a single motor, which is reversible.
The motor ( A , Fig. 1 ) is made from Thompson's
increase the leverage on the jib. The other side
2B set , and wound for 25 volts. The controller, C,
of the clutch , H , engages the bevel wheels, driving
has already been described in The MODEL ENGI
the revolving and travelling gear. These bevel
wheels can be obtained from an advertiser in The
direction ,
NEER . It has four speeds in either
MODEL ENGINEER.
using a single set of resistances, which are four
The short vertical shaft , J , carries two pinions,
coils of 24 manganese wire, placed underneath the
gearing into two spur wheels, Kland I..
The wheel, K, is loose on a shaft pass
ing through the pillar — which is a piece
of t-in. iron pipe — and drives one of
the axles by the two pairs of bevel
wheels underneath ( see Fig . 1 ) . The
wheel, L, is loose on another shaft
carrying a pinion gearing into the
spur-wheel, N, which is fast on the
pillar. The two wheels, K and L, are
connected to a clutch lever, and move
vertically together ; thus one or the
other engages the two pin clutches
attached to the two vertical shafts,
thus causing one or the other shaſt to
rotate when the clutch , H, is thrown
in. This causes the crane to revolve
when the wheel, L, is clutched , and to
travel when Kis clutched . The wheels
are always in mesh, owing to the length
of their pinions.
When not revolving, the revolving
brake, O, is applied by the screw lever;
this prevents the reaction of the
travelling gear from swinging the
crane round ; the brake grips the pillar.
The current is supplied to the motor
through a lamp-holder contact on the
revolving portion pressing on a brass
ring on the travelling truck ( this
arrangement is shown at T). The
current returns by the central pillar to
the wheels , and so to the rails.
The gauge of the track is 31 ins .,
and the third rail system is employed ,
FIG . 4.-MR. R. B. VERNEY'S MODEL ELECTRIC TRAVELLING
the current being collected by a spring
shoe, S, under the truck . The current
CRANE .
is supplied by the installation described
in THE MODEL ENGINEER some time back, which
revolving platform at R. The motor drives the
also supplies three other small motors, 15 lamps of
first motion shaft , B, by an t -in , raw-hide belt . I
2 } , 5 , 8, 10 , and 16 C.-p. , about 24 small lamps of
have found that this is by far the best means of
4 and 6 volts , and various others, worked in series.
transmitting power from small motors ; gearing is
The voltage is 30-32 , and a resistance is provided
far too noisy. The shaft, B, carries the two- threaded
under the crane to reduce it to about 25 for the
worm , D, which gears into a 15 - toothed wheel on
motor ( P, Fig. 1 ) . The crane takes about an
the second motion shaft, E ; the shaft, B, also carries
ampere.
the lifting clutch and pinion , F, gearing into the
main spur wheel on the lifting drum G. All the
The radius of the jib is 7 ins , minimum to 151
clutches are of the pin type , shown separately in
ins , maximum ; a weight of 4 lbs, can be carried at
the minimum radius ; beyond this the crane has
Fig. 3 , and the gear wheels are always in mesh .
The lifting pinion carries a ratchet wheel , into
to be fixed down . Speed of lifting with 4-lb. load
which a pawl is forced by a spring ; this pawl is
I ft. in 2 secs . on fourth speed , and in 6 secs, on
connected to the clutch lever in such a way that the
third speed . The crane will lift a heavier weight
clutch cannot be disengaged without dropping the
than this if held down. Travelling - 1 ft. in 5 secs.;
pawl , the pawl being raised when the clutch is in .
revolving -- one complete turn in 5 secs (third speed ).
A Model Electric Travelling
Crane .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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There are five levers,
lifting clutch lever ; ( 2 )
travelling main clutch
travelling clutches ; (4 )
troller handle.

as follows : ( 1 ) ( neat
derricking, revolving
lever ; ( 3 ) revolving
revolving brake ; ( 5)

jib ) ,
and
and
con
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noise, and the crane is instantly available for work ,
and consumes no power while standing . The power
of the motor is surprising , considering its size, and
it runs with practically no sparking, notwithstand
ing the comparatively high voltages.
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FIG . 1.-SIDE ELEVATION OF A MODEL ELECTRIC TRAVELLING CRANE .
In conclusion , I may say that.a model of this
kind would no doubt be highly interesting if made
to scale ; but the difficulties in constructing a totally
enclosed multipolar inotor of a proportionate size,
and with sufficient power, are well nigh insuperable.
This model serves to illustrate the immense advan
tages ofelectricity over any other motive power.
There is no mess, no getting up steam, very little

HELIUM . — According to Sir James Dewar, by
utilising wood charcoal at a low temperature as a
gas absorber, and cooling a tube of helium by means
of liquid hydrogen , it has been shown that the
boiling- point of helium must be about 6 degs .
absolute temperature . The existence of very
small quantities of helium has been proved in the
gases in solution in rain and sea water.
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The

Latest

in

Engineering .

Continuous Brakes for Goods Trains. —The
necessity for providing our modern goods trains
with continuous brakes was again demonstrated at
Todmorden ( L. & Y.R. ) recently, when a goods
train was smashed up and the line blocked
for nearly twenty-four hours , and the traffic , of
course, disorganised ; but , fortunately, no lives were
lost. This type of accident is now becoming rather
frequent , and will, we fear, become more so in the
near future. The train consisted of seventy
wagons, drawn by two engines ; it parted at about
the tenth wagon, owing, it is said , to a failure of
the coupling. The drivers discovered their train
was divided, and kept ahead until their portion
was stopped by signal. The rear portion on the
falling gradient had got out of the guard's control,
and ran into the first part . A continuous brake
would have prevented this accident. Another im
portant point is that the present wagon couplings,
and particularly those of old private wagons, were
trains now being
not designed for the double
worked, and they are constantly being strained,
and very frequently give way. Hence this class of
accident is , as we said above, likely to be more
frequent until all the old couplings have been re
newed.
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The “ Model Engineer " Electric
Locomotive .
By Henry GREENLY.
( Continued from page 9. )
II. -FRAMES, FOOTPLATING, AND BUFFERS .
SSUMING that the remarks in the foregoing
instalment of these articles have sufficiently
A
outlined the main features of the design
perhaps in a more or less egotistical manner, for
which the writer may be pardoned — a detailed de
The
scription may now be commenced upon .
frames of the locomotive consist of two cast gun
metal channel girders, which are attached to the
footplate of the engine and to the two buffer planks

*
***

WEZ

FIG. 2. - BUFFERS : FULL SIZE.
(4 of per engine .)

A New Heating Furnace.-- In the smith shop
of Messrs . Denny & Co.'s engineering works , Dum
barton , some interesting experiments have just been
made with a new heating furnace, which is the
invention of Mr. Robert M'Aulay , one of the firm's
officials. A development of the Gorman furnace,
the new furnace consists of two fires, one on each
side of a central chamber , into which the flames
are blown , and it is claimed for the invention that
with a decreased consumption of coal there is a
considerable increase of heating power as compared
with the old style .
Russian Naval Construction . It has been
decided to build at St. Petersburg a new model
yard for naval construction . The plan has been
already drawn up, and the work of carrying it out
will cost the State one million roubles .

幫

Non -Metallic Syphon . -A new non -metallic
mineral water syphon has recently been put on the
market by Messrs. Idris & Co. , Ltd. , of King's
Road, St. Pancras, N.W. Its special feature is
that its contents cannot come into contact with
metal either while the syphon is being filled or when
it is at work. The construction is simple. There
is , first of all, a china headpiece and spout com
bined , which is pierced with a central hole, and is
provided with a rubber washer on its underside
placed concentrically with the hole. The ordinary
syphon body and glass tube are used, and the latter
is flanged at the top. This flange rests on a rubber
washer on the top of the neck of the body, and butts
up against the washer on the underside of the china
headpiece. On the top of the latter is a rubber disc
valve, which can be actuated by a lever . The whole
is held in position by an aluminium cap which can
be screwed down to the syphon body. Syphons of
this type have been in use for the last twelve months,
and have, so we understand , given good results.

15
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FIG . 5. —BUFFER PLANK ( HALF SIZE).
( Length, 5 i ins. Holes for Buffer Spindles,
* in. diameter .)

Fig . 6.- DETAILS OF END
OF CAST MAIN FRAMES .

by countersunk screws. The positions of those
affixing the footplates are partly shown in the plan
( Fig . 3 ) : three screws may be used for the buffer
planks.
When the standards.are placed in position and the
main crossplates and centre crossplate from step
to step are fitted , these frames should form a very
fairly rigid construction. The sheet steel has been
chosen for material for the footplating, this being,
as a rule, stiffer than even hard brass plate, and
when built up, should not have a tendency to easily
twist or wind .
One of the most important points in the design
is to fully grasp the fact that the one half of the
engine is identical with the other, but that owing
to the position of the motors, many of the parts are
not in the same longitudinal centre line. For
instance, the holes in the footplates are the same
on one side as the other , if one looks towards the
centre of the locomotive in considering each half.
Supposing that they are made to the dimensions
exactly, the motor bogies should be interchangeable
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necessary in order that the bogie side frames shall
have sufficient lateral play as the locomotive rounds
a curve. The standard lugs have 1-32nd . in.
circular facing strips on the bottom , as shown in
the section on C D ( Fig. 3 ) .
The two flanges are also intended to be provided
with webs as shown on the detail drawings here
with . The buffer planks are of steel plate, 3-32nds
in. thick , 5 7-16ths in. long, and 13-16ths in. deep.
On the top of the inside of the buffer planks two
A

(neglecting the wiring to controller ), but — as in
taking one bogie off and putting it on the other side,
it has to be turned around so that the driving
wheels are one of the middle pairs, the commutator
box and brush block being on the right-hand side
the hole in the footplate is thrown out of centre
(in the R.H. direction ), and the field -magnet of
the motor ( the latter having to pass between the
wheel tyres ) is } in . on the left-hand side of the
centre line of the engine.
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Fig. 3. - CHANNEL GIRDER FRAMES AND BUFFER PLANKS SHOWN IN POSITION.
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This apparently unsymmetrical feature in the
design and the differences it entails once fully
understood, no serious mistakes are likely to be
made by the builder.
In the drawings herewith
the designer will make a point of noting the various
items which might possibly cause confusion. The
awkward thing is that there is no front or rear to

pieces of angle brass are riveted for 'the attach
ment of the end of the footplates, as shown in the
colored plate
The standards, which support the main cross
plate, should be turned out of 5-16ths in. mild
steel rod, as shown in the detail herewith ( Fig. 7 ).
Two of these are arranged to pass through the

" holes .
Tel
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FIG. 4.-PLAN OF FOOTPLATE (ab in . steel).

this engine and , consequently, no right or left
hand side ; therefore, in speaking of the R.H. or
L.H. side, the writer will refer to one-half of the
locomotive only, and consider that both he and
the builder are looking at the near half of engine
from the buffer plate to the centre line. In this
way the commutator is on the right-hand side of
the locomotive and the gearing on the left .
The main frame, as already mentioned , is in
tended to be a cast channel girder, the outside
fange deeper in the centre, the sweeping curve
starting from about if in. from centre of the frame
to a little beyond the centre of the standard lugs .
The inside flange is parallel to the top.
This is

footplates, and are provided with nuts on the top
of the footplates : on the other side , the hole in
the foot plates, of course, prevents this, therefore,
two countersunk screws tapped into the lugs are
shown on the drawings to take the place of the
prolonged standards. The standards, which are
screwed to the lugs in the girder frames, are best
not screwed all the way up, the hole in the lug
being bored , part the way up, to clearing size.
The buffer stocks are of the conical pattern with
square bases and the springs inside. The screws
attaching these, having reduced heads, may be
driven from the front, or larger screws may be put
in from the back of the buffer plank, the points being
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left projecting so that they look like round-headed
bolts and arenearer to probable scale size. If the
latter course is adopted, countersunk screws will
have to be adopted for the outer screws, and the
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Some Motor Boats of

1904 .

( Continued from page 655 , Vol. XI. )

4 OFF.

252

ta

4 OFF.

Eine
Fig. 7.-STANDARDS.

( Full size .)

buffer stocks affixed before the planks are attached
to the main frames . Countersunk screws ( 3-32nds
or 1 in .) should be employed to affix
the footplates and buffer planks to the
main girder frames.
( To be continued .)

RETARDATION OF SIGNALLING CUR
RENT. - Professor W. E. Ayrton gave an
“ exhibition of experiments to show the
retardation of the signalling current on
3.500 miles of the Pacific cable between
Vancouver and Fanning Island ," at
a recent Physical Society meeting. The
experiments were performed upon a
cable electrically equivalent to the
portion of the Pacific cable between
Vancouver and Fanning Island, the pro
duct of the capacity-in mfds . — and the
resistance — in ohms — being nine millions.
Three dead-beat galvanometers were em
ployed to indicate the current at the begin
ning, in the middle, and at the end of the
cable, It was shown that upon apply .
ing an E.M.F. at one end of the cable,
the current at
that end was enormously
greater than its steady value, and that one
fifth of a second elapsed before any indications of
current were shown at the far end of the cable. By
that time the current at the sending end was 3-7
times its steady value, and after two -fifths of a
second it had fallen to 2-3 times its steady value.
In about five seconds the current became steady.
The dead-weight of live people in dense crowds
may go up to above 150 lbs. per sq. ft . of floor area .

HE Mitcham motor launch in Class III of the
trials achieved non-stop
THE. Reliability
runs on both days of the trials, and was
awarded a gold medal.
The boat , one of the same type of which we
illustrate herewith, measures 22 ft . 6 ins. in length ,
with a 5 ft . 6 ins. beam ; it is carvel built and is
driven by a 6 h.-p. “ Fay & Bowen, ” two -cycle,
two -cylinder (44 ins. by 41 ins.) motor, which runs
at 450 revolutions per minute. The vessel carries
10 gallons of petrol, and is fitted with a 21 -in. re
versible propeller .
The “ single cycle " or " two-cycle ” (one impulse
per stroke) motor differs in its action very much
from the ordinary four -cycle petrol motor, such as
are used on motor road vehicles, and is very
readily explained by the accompanying dia
grams.
In describing the motor the makers say : - “ The
Its
cylinder head is completely water-jacketed.
inner surface is so shaped as to facilitate the dis
charge of burnt gases after each explosion, there
being no angles nor pockets to prevent their imme
diate and unobstructed passage to the exhaust
ports . This peculiar form of the inner surface of
the cylinder head gives a superior firing chamber
and a substantial gain in efficiency from each
explosion. The exhaust gases escape before they
can mix with the fresh vapour, as the cylinder is
so constructed that the exhaust ports open much

Fig . 4.-A “ MITCHAM " MOTOR LAUNCH .
earlier than the intake ports. The bevel pinion at
the lower end of the ignitor shaft meshes into a
bevel gear attached to the crankshaft, and thus
insures an absolutely positive and reliable action
of the ignitor shaft under all conditions. There is
no chance for anything to slip or get out of line .
cut gears, and work very
The gears are
sweetly ."
The ignition arrangements are very interesting.
The smaller gear wheel A is attached to the ignitor
shaft , and turns with it . This gear drives a larger
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ELECTRODES

FIRING CHAMBER

WATER JACKETS
LEXHAUST PORT

INTAKE PORT

VAPORIZER
VALVE
CLOSED )

ION

ROTAT

-VALVE (CLOSED)

CRANK CHAMBER

Fi .. 5. - PISTON AT END OF UP STROKE .
The explosive mixture (after being compressed as shown in Fig. 8 )
is ignited, the piston is driven downward, and the new charge becomes
slightly compressed in the crank chamber.

FIG. 6. - PISTON ON Down STROKE .
Exhaust port is uncovered, allowing the burnt gas lo escape.

Solid arrows show fresh gas
( explosive mixture ).
Dotted arrows show burnt
zas.

VALVE (CLOSED)

Fig . 7. -PISTON AT END OF Down STROKE.
The fresh charge of explosive mixture is being admitted from the
crank chamber, through the intake port into the firing chamber.

VALVE
(OPEN

Fig. 8. - PISTON ON UP STROKE.
The charge is being compressed in the firing chamber, and a fresh
charge is being drawn into the crank chamber.

DIAGRAMS SHOWING THE ACTION OF ENGINES USED IN THE MITCHAM MOTOR LAUNCHES.
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gear B, the teeth of which show around and below
the cam C. As the ignitor shaft turns , this larger
gear B turns the cam C. The cam C pushes back
the plunger D , and as the plunger D slips off the
point of the cam C , its other end , or hammer E ,
strikes the movable electrode F , breaking the

S.M.E.

Medallists
Work .
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Mr. J. W, Webb.
HE following description of a 4-in . scale din

I

awarded a bronze medal, has been supplied
by his brother, who designed the car. The main
external features of the model are based upon
L. & N.W.R. practice, but the in
terior details of construction and the
WATER SUCTION
bogies areadaptations of our own ; also
it was built and lettered for the “ Great
Junction Model Railway,” being one
of a train of five cars we intend build
Before giving a few constructive
ing.
details , we will give a general brief
By the drawing of the
description.
plan, Fig. 2 , it will be seen the car is
entered at each end by a vestibule.
There is lavatory accommodation, kit
chen , pantry, & c. Round these run a
corridor ( the walls of which on each
side are panelled, the windows being
surrounded by walnut beading as in
the dining compartment ) admitting
WATLR JALKETLO
of communication through the train .
CLBOWtresto
Passing round the kitchen by this corri
WATER JACKETED
dor we enter the dining compartment
CXHAUST PIPL
to seat twelve passengers. Internally
this is of polished mahogany and wal
nut beading.
At each end there are
three bevelled edge mirrors one over
each chair, and one over the door in
clerestory — set in polished walnut
frame with gilded bevel edge next the
glass.
Fig . 9.– PLAN OF THE " FAY & BOWEN ” MOTOR , SHOWING
IGNITION GEAR .
electric current instantly, and producing the largest
possible spark.
The ignition plug contai the entire mechanism
except the driving parts, and is a ground joint to
The
the cylinder head secured by four studs .
electrodes are provided with sparking points of a
special alloy .
( To be continued .)

IRONSTONE mining operations are now in full
swing on the north side of the Corby Exland Wood ,
Leicestershire, which is being felled. The right of
mining has been granted by the Earl of Cardigan's
trustees to Lloyd's Ironstone Company, and rapid
progress is being made .
ELECTRICITY IN FISHING . — Electricity is now
inade to serve the fisherman by indicating the
The
presence and extent of shoals of fish .
apparatus is the subject of a German patent , and
consists of a microphone which is enclosed in a
water- tight case , and connected with a battery and
telephone receiver. So long as the microphone
hangs free, after having been submerged in the
water, no sound is heard in the receiver , When fish
strike against the case , however, their presence is
revealed by tappings , and the length of the rope
supporting the microphone gives the exact depth
at which the shoal has been encountered .

FIG . 10. - CRANKSHAFT , AND PARTS OF THE
IGNITION GEAR .
Along each side , over each table , are three brass
racks, and three smaller tables for glasses : these
latter surrounded by fancy brass wiring.
The chairs are upholstered in crimson plush,
edged all round with gold braiding, the stuffing
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being cotton wool. The table tops are covered
bility of damage to the car , and then having to re
with green baize, edged all round with a narrow
paint the roof after replacing, hardly makes this
beading of walnut. Three carpers run down this
way convenient ; we, therefore, have adopted the
compartment, one under the chairs and tables each
plan of boring a hole in the floor, and inserting a
side, and one down the centre, this last with a black
plug which can be removed , together with the
bordering, and fancy centre with the “ company's "
centre carpet when it is necessary to put in another
initials in the middle. The ceiling is of Lincrusta ,
lamp. A special tool being passed up through
with gold beading and fancy gold corners. The
this hole which engages the bars on each
compartment is lighted by two 33 -volt H.E. lamps ,
side of lamp, this latter can then be easily with
these being fixed in fancy roses of walnut with
drawn and another put in place, and the plug
gilded bevel edges. For the construction only the
replaced, also the carpet which entirely covers the
main frame of car and brake beam of the bogies
plug.
was jointed , the rest being fastened by screws , bolts
The wires to the lamps are brought up through
and nuts, needle points and glue. Only two kinds of
the vestibules in each corner, and twisted together
screws wereused , viz . , thin steel k- in , and t- in . brass.
at the top and so carried along roof.
On some of the drawings the position of some
The burr panelling under tables on sides of car
screws are shown, either by the
round head or by a dotted sec
tion , and in all cases the screws
must be so placed , or they will
inevitably foul another screw, a
torpedo ventilator, or the hinge
of a door , & c. It will also be
understood on studying the
drawings that, in erecting, be
fore the mirrors and beading can
be put on the ends, that the
sides of vestibules must be
screwed on, seeing that the top
screw holding this vestibule side
is under a mirror, and that the
bottom screw is under the chair.
I also suggest that the seven
-in. thick pieces composing the
kitchen , pantry, and lavatory
MR . J. W. WEBB's MODEL RAILWAY DINING SALOON CARRIAGE .
are built on , on light frame of
cardboard inside, the glass being
frosted this will not show,
between chairs requires careful doing, but it looks
very effective,
The ends and centre partition must be screwed
Particularly, note that this panelling and the
to floor as well as to the sides. The quantity of
beading round windows must be carried along the
beading used may appear a rather trying feature
side of car that makes one side of the corridor
in the building, but in actual practice it was cut
leading round kitchen , this being easily and clearly
to exact widths with a cutting gauge and then
seen through windows and door from the other
shaped and cleaned with file and sandpaper so
side and any makeshift would look bad ; also the
proving comparatively easy . The finials at top of
panelling on kitchen wall, shown in Fig. 2 , and
columns can be done as follows : —First a length
shewn in elevation by Fig. 46, must be done if the
of wood cut off with gauge, and then an iron made
interior is to be of a finished order. Do not forget
the shape of finial and dragged down — all then that
the handles in dummy doors of kitchen and lavatory.
is necessary is to cut pieces off the width of finial
On referring to general plan, Fig . 2 , it will be
and shape up as Figs. 28 and 29; the big advantage
seen that if the left -hand door of vestibule is opened
being they are all exactly the same size.
The 37 -volt H.E. lamps are fitted into brass
at the same time as the door in hood, they will
cap holders with shade carriers, the method of fixing
clash when three parts open ; but the difficulty is
them to roof being to drill a hole through the re
to alter them and yet not weaken the backs which
duced diameter part at top of holder, at a height,
have to carry and support such a lot . For this
after slipping on the wood rose, to allow passing a
reason mainly, a hollow back with sliding doors
pin through the drilled holes ; this secures the rose
was impossible, and the only solution we can offer
to the holder, and two brass screws through rose
is to make the hood door a swing one in two halves
secures all to roof, as Fig. I. This brings us to one
of thin wood, say, f- in . , that could be opened into
of the difficulties of construction, as the lamps will
the vestibule or hood and not obstruct the passage.
require renewing, and how are we to do this ?
The brass racks over table are made up from
Many have suggested a hinged roof, or a removable
16th in . diameter brass wire and fine wire netting
roof, but in practice too many difficulties present
hard soldered together, cleaned in nitric acid and
themselves. If it were made hinged it could not be
lacquered .
fastened sufficiently to keep the edge dead level all
The fancy circle in the top round of chairs was
along which so much enhances the appearance of
made by punching small holes very close together
the car, neither can it be made dust -proof, a rather
this being surrounded by a burr edge. This is effective
desirable point as far as possible, also this hinged
and simple , our idea to get a punch with our model
roof greatly detracts from the strength and rigidity
railway monogram in a floral design being aban
which is most necessary. If it is fastened down
doned on account of prohibitive charge for same.
the bother of removing the screws, with the possi
Be careful to get the correct bend in the seat back ,
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shown in section Fig. 24. The inside edge of chair
is supported by a square piece of wood under seat ,
but a leg to correspond with outside one could be
put where shown by dotted line, Fig. 24 , although
as it can hardly be seen, it might reasonably be left
out , to cut down work on the car.
The mirrors at bottom of bevel ( or the backs )
measure, for those over chairs, 1 7-16ths ins. long,
the sides 13-16ths in. high , and the top curve 54 ins.
radius ; for the mirror in clerestory, if ins. long ,
side 4 in. high, top curve 10$ ins. radius, the width
of bevel is about 5-32nds in. , the set of six were
made for us by Messrs. Newton, of Hatton Garden ,
from full -size paper patterns for 5s. The parts of
chairs, tables, beading, and everythingare pinned
with needle points as well as glued. The roofs of
3-16ths in . wood for about
in. from the edge
must be gradually planed down to 3-32nds in .
thickness at the edge. The rounded portion at
each end of clerestory was done as follows :-A
piece of wood was taken ( to lay with the grain
across clerestory) and planed to the radius of curve
of cleresotry — viz ., 107-16ths ins. ; next turn it
over, and down the way of grain make saw cuts
about $ in. apart, taking them to within about
1-32nd in . through ; then bend very slowly and fit
in position, when a little further trimming with
chisel should bring all correct . The hoods were
made of thin leather, but after painting were rather
stiff. The girders, each of four pieces of brass ,
each 313-16ths ins. long, $ in. wide , 1-16th in .
thick, the holes for pivot pins spaced 3-32nd in .
from each end , and I 13-16ths ins. centre to centre .
The two outer ones should have slots cut top and
bottom as indicated by Fig. 1 , to allow of the com
pression and extension of hood. A spring inside ,
as Fig. 5 , keeps the hood extended , and to make
the model complete, holdbacks on the outside, each
side, should be fitted to keep it back when car is
not joined to another. The dimensions of buffers
can be taken from Fig. 6 ( the socket being left
bright brass, and the rod of steel ), and the couplings
from Fig. 58 .
( To be continued .)

A RAILWAY MOTOR WITH A RECORD LIFE.-Mr.
James Anderson , manager of the Sandwich, Windsor,
and Amherstbury Railway, Windsor , Ontario, some
little time back reported a most remarkable life
record of a Westinghouse 12 - A Railway Motor under
his charge. It has been in constant operation for
a period of eight years, covering during that time
a distance of approximately 450,000 miles ; and
beyond the replacement of brushes, re -metalling of
bearings, and turning up of the commutator, has
not cost a penny for repairs. The armature and
field coils are intact, and the only signs of wear
are on the commutator , which has been reduced
in . by trueing up . The wearing depth of the
segments is i in . , so that if the winding holds out,
as there is every reason to expect it will,
the motor should last another eight years, and
double its already remarkable mileage. We under
stand there are several other motors of the same
type working on this line that hold very nearly the
same record, and have been equally free from serious
repairs. They are all operated in single equipment
and under 18 ft . cars , and as the road is practically
level and without sharp curves , the conditions are
somewhat favourable.
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A Model "Torpedo - Boat
Destroyer.
By C. W. THOMPSON .
HE accompanying photographs, sketch , and
stroyer Ina , I hope, will be of interest
to those readers who, like myself, are only amateurs ,
and have not a very expensive outfit of tools .
Those at my disposal were files, soldering iron ,
small vice, hand drill , cold chisel , and various
woodworking tools. Her chief dimensions are as
follows : Length of hull, 2 ft . i in .; beam , 31 ins . ;
depth, 34 ins. ; height of funnels, 24 ins . , diameter ,

Fig. 1. -MODEL TORPEDO Boat DESTROYER ON
THE WATER .
i in .; height of engine-house roof, if ins . by 8} ins .
long.
I put down full size on paper, plan, elevation,
and sections, of which I made templets for cutting
out , the wood being Memel timber, as I could not
obtain yellow pine. The deck is made entirely of
tin , and is fitted with steering wheel, skylight ,
ventilators, four guns (which are made to fire pow
der ) , searchlight ; and the switch, as will be seen ,
is fixed between the funnels . The searchlight was
the top of a pocket flashlight, cut out and screwed
to the conning tower. I had a bit of trouble at
first of getting the propeller shaft watertight , but
overcame this by putting a leather washer inside
(as shown in Fig. 2), and another one outside,
which is pressed up to the stern by a small spring,
and helps to keep the propeller rigid. I find that
home-made propeller is far better than a bought
one, which is generally too heavy, and often does
not run true. It is 2 ins . diameter, and is connected
up to the motor by a small wheel and pinion , which
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were got out of an old clock .
The motor is 2 volts
(“ Little Hustler " ), and is driven by a 4 -volt
“ Midget " accumulator, which drives the boat at
a good speed . At first I had it fitted with two
bichromate batteries, 2 ins . diameter by 3 ins. deep,
but these soon get out of order, and do not work
satisfactorily, the accumulator being much cleaner,
having no charging of batteries to do before sail .
ing.

The Junior
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Institution of

Engineers .

N the invitation of the chairman , Mr. Samuel
.
the members of this Institution recently
visited the International Gas Exhibition at Earl's
Court. They were received by Mr. J. W.
Helps, M.Iast.C.E. , chairman of the Advi
sory Committee of the Institution of Gas
Engineers , under the auspices of which the
Exhibition was held , and shown over by
him and Mr. S. Y. Shoubridge, of the South
Suburban Gas Company, Mr. A. E. Broad
berry, of Tottenham, and Mr. A. W.
Onslow , of the Royal Arsenal , Woolwich .
It appears that the Exhibition is the
IBA
first of its kind which has ever taken
place. In 1882 3 there was held at the
Crystal Palace a combined Exhibition of
Electricity and Gas, and the present Ex
hibition illustrates the advances made
since that period in the various applica
tions of gas for public and private lighting ,
FIG . 3.—MR. C. W. THOMPSON'S MODEL T.B.D.
cooking , heating, and motive power , the
extent of which is indicated by the follow
A small 4-volt dry battery at the forward end
ing figures taken from the Board of Trade returns :
1882.
supplies the searchlight with current. The funnels
1902.
50,261,118
112,867,060
Capital employed (1)
are soldered to the engine-house roof , which lift off
Coal carbonised (tons) ::
::
7,280,757
14,109,219
for admission to the accumulator . The deck ,
Gas sold ( cubic feet)
66,613,944,000 147,732,584,000
conning tower, and funnels are enamelled white ,
29,144
16,800 (abt.)
Length of mains (miles)
628,136
lamps
of
No
public
361,311
the top of the engine-house is painted black , and
1,971,971
No,
of
consumer
4.168,725
s
also the edge of the funnels and the top of the
The most notable of the innovations introduced
conning tower ; the hull is painted dark red , with
since the Exhibition of 1882–3 , represented in the
black water -line, and then varnished .

Leather
washers
Dry ballery
Accumulator
Fig. 2. - LONGITUDINAL SECTION .
I think that anything I have not made quite
clear will be shown in the photographs , and sketch
which is 3 ins . to the foot, and I may say that this
model is one of the many results obtained through
the careful study of The MODEL ENGINEER .
SIEEL CASTING . - In pouring chrome steel — 1 per
cent . chromium-into moulds, there is frequently
formed a slight slag , or oxide , which would seriously
injure the strength of the casting .
To remedy this
the workmen throw into the crucible a bit of
metallic aluminium as large as a walnut . As the
aluminium burns instantly with a blinding flash
it appears that its service consists in reducing some
iron oxide that has been formed .

present Exhibition , comprise— ( 1) The introduction
and perfecting of the incandescent system of gas
lighting ; ( 2 ) the further development
the most
economical and reliable high -power lights for
public purposes ; ( 3 ) the selection of a thoroughly
satisfactory type of cooking stove , suitable for
each kind of service ; (4 ) the provision of efficient
gas heating appliances ; ( 5 ) the introduction of gas
as a fuel in many trades fon special processes ;
(6) invention and remarkable development in con
nection with gas engines ; ( 7 ) installation of ma
chinery for handling gas manufacturing material ;
( 8 ) extended employment of the residual products
from the manufacture of gas ; (9 ) the introduction
of the pre-payment meter .
All these features were amply illustrated in the
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extensive Exhibition , and were examined with
great interest by the visitors, who were subse
quently entertained to tea , when opportunity was
taken for expressing their thanks to the gentlemen
who had so courteously shown them round, and to
the Chairman for his hospitality.
The election is announced of Mr. Philip Watts ,
F.R.S. , Director of Naval Construction , as a
vice-president of the Junior Institution of En
gineers.
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A Model Twin - Cylinder
tical Engine.

Ver

By PAUL CORDER,.
' HE accompanying photographs represent a
TH model twin - cylinder vertical engine which
I have just completed.
The engine is built
from gunmetal castings, with the exception of the

MR . PAUL CORDER'S MODEL Twin -CYLINDER VERTICAL ENGINE .
A NEw METAL.--- The new metal , Invar, has a
coefficient of expansion of o‘000001 per degree F.
Stanley & Co. have begun to use this alloy for
certain purposes, notably surveying tapes and
accessories for base line measurement work . Invar
must rot be employed for shop gauges because it
is proper that the gauge and the things it gauges
should expand together, but it is , of course, emi .
nently suitable for measuring the earth and for
pendulum work . If our earth is shrinking in
diameter it should be possible by the use of an
Invar tape or rods to measure between two very
securely fixed points for a series of years . The
question is , what can be regarded as fixed ?
A LARGE ORDER.— The Grand Trunk Pacific
Railway Company has let a contract to the Canada
Car Company for the delivery of fifteen cars per
day for a period of five years.

Aywheel , connecting-rods, and eccentric rods, which
are of iron , and the reversing motion , which is steel .
The crankshaft is an iron forging. The cylinders
are it -in . bore by 14-in . stroke ; they are lagged
with asbestos and mahogany , secured by brass
bands . The ports, which are milled out, are 3-32nds
by } in . The pistons are fitted with brass rings. I
am now engaged in the construction of a boiler for
this engine ; it is a simple form of multitubular of
my own design, and being not yet completed I have
been unable to test the power of the engine, but I
intend to use it for the production of electric light
on a small scale .
A LARGE STEEL CHIMNEY . -An 8-ft . steel chim
ney, 230 ft . in height , has just been completed , and
will be erected in Mexico . ' This will be the highest
steel chimney in America.
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The Society of Model Engineers.
London .
An ordinary monthly meeting of the members will
be held on Thursday, February 1uth , when Mr.
E. W. Fraser ( member ) will give a lecture and de
monstration of hanging and bending iron and steel
plate, riveting , and tube expanding . - HERBERT
G. RIDDLE , Hon . Sec . , 37 , Minard Road , Hither
Green , S.E.

Practical Letters from our
Readers .
[The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached ,
though not necessarily intended for publication .]
The Use of Tesla Coils for X- ray Work.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , —Mr. Howgrave-Graham's criticism
of my article of November 17th loses much of its
point by reason of the fact that he omitted to first
read up my previous article of May 28th ,
Indeed, I , or anyone fully ac
1903.
s
quainted with the facts of the case, might
be excused if on reading in “ X - rays Sim
ply Explained a reference to the article
just referred to, Y came to the conclusion
that even then Mr. Graham had not read
it , and consequently had not seen the pho
tographic illustration which accompanied
it . The criticism thus becomes purely
academic . I quite agree with Mr. How
grave Graham on one point - viz ., that an
iron core would be worse than useless in
such a coil. Mr. Graham refers to the
matter in one of his articles dated June
4th, 1903, MODEL ENGINEER, page 533,
and for my part I should find it difficult
to say who first suggested the use of an
iron core for high frequency transformer
or self-induction coils . Certainly, unless
I am greatly mistaken , Tesla makes no
reference to it in his article of April , 1892 ,
Journal of the Institute of Electrical Engi
neers .
Early in the history of Röntgen ray
work a more or less simple form of Tesla
coil was introduced for the purpose of
.Z
supplementing or augmenting the power
of existing induction coils in the produc
tion of the X-rays. More than one list
of “ X-ray apparatus and accessories
contains estimate for this ; £6 ros, ap
pears to have been the usual figure, and, presum
ably, making every and liberal allowance for
profits, there was a nicely made and more or
less efficient piece of apparatus for the money .
The only objection raised to the method was , so
far as my memory serves, that the life of the tube
was considerably shortened from the fact probably
that the apparatus and tube were used frequently
without sufficient discrimination .
That a simple form of Tesla ( and I refer to
apparatus on a small scale ) was used , and found
efficient, is indisputable. Personally, I never pur
chased such a coil, but simple forms were described
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from time to time in Electricity and , I believe, the
English Mechanic. My first was made several
years ago, and was used by me mainly for
demonstration purposes, as I found that for a long
continued run , or when it was desired to show the
X-rays through a cryptoscope, there was much less
risk of damage to one's coil ( less current being re:
quired ), while the deterioration of the tube was
thought to be somewhat exaggerated . At all
events, I was more disposed to risk a focus- tube
than my coil !
Theoretically, I suppose , the Tesla discharges
being oscillatory, by this arrangement X -ray
should not be so completely harnessed for purposes
of visual examination by means of a screen, as they
undoubtedly are. Photographically, also, starting
from similar premises, the absence of absolute
sharpness — and this might be disputed - over a
wider area is balanced by their greater power of
penetration, and the consequent increase in the
number of subjects available for purposes of de
lineation .
An inspection of the tube while working shows

Kк

FIG . 1 .
that (referring to Fig. 1 ) there is the usual line
of demarcation from 2 to X , not perhaps so
strongly marked as when using induction coil only,
but still perfectly definite; between S and X there
is also fluorescence, and in greater volume than
between X and T. Examining the tube also per
cryptoscope, slowly revolving same, faint glimmers
of rays are visible here and there, but nothing in
comparison with the volume of X-rays which il
lumine the screen from Z to Y ; and the conclusion
arrived at must be that although A and K are con
stantly alternating, it is always to the advantage of
the illuminated space between Y and Z. It would
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appear that every other half-wave or reversal does
not decrease the efficiency of working, but results
photographically , in not a loss of definition exactly,
but rather a diffusion of focus, which is not un
pleasing.
The accompanying radiograph, which was taken
for the purpose of this letter, is one more proof of
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tive , and touching a matter of public interest ,
you will , perhaps, have the kindness to insert in
your valuable columns. I am building a number
of facsimiles of this vehicle with pedalling action,
to avoid the restriction of the Motor Car Act.
FRED MCKENZIE.
Yours faithfully ,
London , W.

FIG. 2.

the efficiency of the apparatus. Here the hand is
arched, the apex of the figure being 3 ins . above
the base - a distinct handicap from the photographic
point of view, as , for uniform sharpness in the
usual way, the bones should be co -planar. The
radiograph may , I think, be left to tell its own tale.
J. Pike .
-Yours truly ,
Nottingham .
An Electrically - Driven Baby Carriage.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
SIR,—You have been kind enough to publish a
notice of my new motor carriage for children . The
point having been largely raised whether it could
be legally driven on the public footway, or indeed
the highway, I communicated with the Clerk to
the London County Council on the subject. I
enclose a copy of his reply, which, being authorita.

London County Council,
Spring Gardens, S.W. ,
10th December, 1904.

( Copy )
SIR,_With reference to your letters of the 25th
ultimo and 7th inst , respectively, on the subject
of registration of a certain class of miniature motor
cars, I have to state that it does not appear prob
able that the police authorities would allow such
vehicles to be used on the footway . In this cir
cumstance, I think that the cars would properly
come within the scope of the Motor Car Act, 1903,
so far as regards registration . I would , however,
point out that the provisions of the Act require
that every driver of a motor car shall be licensed
by the authority for the district in which he re
sides ; and further, that no person shall be licensed
to drive a motor car who is under the age of seven teen . The provisions of the Act do not, of course,
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apply except with reference to the use of motor
cars on the public highways.
I regret that I have not been able to reply to
your communication on the subject earlier. -I am ,
sir, your obedient servant ,
( Signed ) G. C. GOMME,
Clerk of the Council.
To F. McKenzie, Esq . , The International Baby
Carriage Store, 4, Great Portland Street, W.

Our correspondent appears to have made a
splendid job of fitting up the castings . -ED.
M.E. & E. ]

For the Bookshelf.
[ Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Flea Street ,London , E.C.,by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.]
Fowler's MECHANICAL ENGINEER's Pocket Book
FOR 1905. Manchester : Scientific Publishing
Company . Price (leatherette) , Is. 6d . net;
( leather and gilt edges ), 2s. 5d. net ; postage 3d .
Substantial additions have been made in the
1905 edition of this useful pocket book , amongst
:

Interesting Examples of Lathe Work.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -- I am sending you photographs of
Some work I have recently completed on a Pittler
B2 lathe, thinking they might be of interest to
your readers. The engine is a com
pound, from Mr. Stuart Turner's cast :
ings, and has occupied my spare time
The
for the past eighteen months.
job was quite big enough for the lathe,
and I had to pack up the head to turo
the flywheel, and the crankshaft was
most difficult, but it is accurate, and I
am rather proud of the work. I send
the photographs of the napkin rings
not merely asspecimens of ornamental
turning, but also to show what diversi
fied work can be done on this lathe
with little or no trouble, and they form
a good contrast to the somewhat for
midable work the engine required .
The overhead required for the rings
I rigged up myself, with very little
trouble, from gas piping, and it an
swers the purpose extremely well . Of
course , these rings can be turned out
on any lathe which has a divided head ,
and, as a matter of fact, they were all
done with a division of 16 ; but the
spiral pattern on the Pittler is as easy
to do as the ordinary cutting or drill
ing. The material the rings are made
of may be of interest to anyone wish
ing to use a comparatively cheap and
excellent imitation of ivory. I ob
tained it from the British Xylonite
Company , Hale End , London , and as it
is in the form of tubes of nearly any
diameter required , with a grain
closely resembling ivory, it is easily
turned, but the tools must be very
keen to give good results.
It is difficult, if not impossible, to
get a good polish after cutting with
out damaging the work, and therefore
all polish should be done by the cutting
tool. I may say the Xylonite Co.
have been most courteous in supplying me with
small quantities or the tubing for this experimental
work, and it is far cheaper than ivory . There is a
lot of amusement to be got out of making these
things ; the work is pretty and clean, and the
making of the drills, cutters, &c . , is instructive at
the same time. I experience no difficulty in getting
rid of the rings as fast as made - all visitors to my
workroom are glad enough to take one away as a
F. G. T.
present !-Yours truly,
We have not reproduced the photograph of the
engine, as the type is well known to our readers .
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EXAMPLES OF LATHE WORK.
the most notable of which is the new section on
" Entropy and its Application to Steam Engine
Practice.
This subject is dealt with in a manner
intelligible to the ordinary student and the practical
engineer, and should therefore be welcomed , as it
may help many in the study of steam engine
thermo dynamics, who would otherwise leave the
matter alone. The book includes notes on steam
boilers, injectors , engine proportions , properties of
steam and gasengines,materials, workshop practice,
and lathe design ; and we can recommend it to all
our readers who pursue the engineering profession.
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Queries and Replies .
(Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the cnvelope " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same entelope.
Qucries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subiects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back . ( 2) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed, and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon" cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue . (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interral of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded. 15) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must clapse before the Reply can be published . The
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6) All
Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London . E.C.)
The ! ollowing are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
(13,129 ) Motor Cycle Clutch and Hub. A. M. (Mold)
writes : Would you kindly inform me if the enclosed sketch of .
clutch is practicable in any way, or if it has any redeeming feature.
The Hub : The hub of thedriving pulley is not rigidly fixed to the
shaft, but revolves on it. It is made in three parts - viz., the
bushing, which slides on the shaft and which has a flange for bolting
on to the rim ; and thirdly, the outer flange or cover, which is bolted
to other side of rim . The inner side of the annular rim has grooves
or cogs all round. Clutch : The clutch is made in two parts con
nected by four (or more) links, one part of each link containing
a toothor spur for engaging thecogs of the rim . A winged bush is
fixed to the spindle, and another similar one fits tightly
on a doubleflanged collar which slides andrevolves on the portion
of the spindle reduced in diameter ; the collar terminates in an eye
for lever. Pressure upon this collar causes A to move to Zand the
links are raised so that thespurA' engages in the cog Z ' of the
rim , thus causing the hub to revolve ( sketch not reproduced ).
There are some good points in your design and with modifications
it might prove a commercial success. It may, however, be of more
value to you if we point out the defects rather than dwell on the
advantages. ( 1) The internal cog or ridge is the worst offender,
because directly the clutch engages the drive is positive, whereas
it should be elastic and allow of some slip at starting, or the tyres
will not last long. We should advise the corrugations be removed
and contact made on plain surfaces between two dissimilar metals
or between metal and fibre, the fibre being on theinner side of the
rim or pulley. (2) The number of bolts and nuts liable to work
loose form a rather bad point in the design. ( 3) The belt line is
toofar away from crank chamber bearing and engine will not work
well by reasonof this overhang unless supported by some auxiliary
bearing. (4) The design makes for trouble in the belt run on
driving wheel by reason of the distance the belt line is removed
from centre line of driving hub. ( 5) Only suitable for engines well
clear of feet when pedalling for a start or onmachines not fitted
with pedals. (6) Pivoted contact shoes would give trouble on a
smooth surface contact and should in any case be made to give
greater surface contact. ( 7) Method of Átting by bolts passing
through engine shaft very bad , bolts sure to work loose or shear
off after very little use. ( 8) Outer casing should be screwed to
gether box and lid fashion with a locking screw . ( 9) A ball
bearing end thrust would berequired totake strain off engine when
clutch lever was in, and said lever would have to be of good length ,
controlled by a finely graduated spring click leverquadrant arrange.
ment on top tube. The belt line might easily be brought nearer
in and more directly over the bearing, and the outer case forming
belt pulley might eśasily be cast in one piece so far as the engine
sideof it is concerned, so doing away with the screwed connecting
bolts. It would also be better to form the inner surface of the
driving rim at about 25 ins. taper, which would compensate for wear
and loose motion .
(12,260] Testing with Linesman's Galvanometer. N. D.
( Godalming) writes : I should be much obliged if you would answer
the following queries :-( 1 ) In a " Tumbler " electric light switch
two sparks areseen when switch is turned off. Why is one spark
red and the other blue ? ( 2) Why is a linesman's detector fitted
with three terminals ? To what are they connected inside instru
ment ? How are detectors used to test lighting conductors ?
(3) Which ohm is used for standard resistances ? True ohm,
B.A. ohm , Legal ohm , or Siemens ohm ? (4 ) How are watches
made non -magnetic ? ( 5 ) How is galvanising done by electricity?
( 1 ) Probably the red spark is due to the switch brush making the
better contact and rubbing off some of the metal when breaking
circuit, the metal dust fusing in the arc . ( 2 ) The three terminals
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are connected to two magnetising coils, one terminal, usually the
centre one, being common to both coils. One coil is wound with
fine wire for use with weak currents, and the other with thick wire
for use with strong currents. A detector could be used to test
lightning conductor to ñnd out if there was any break in it, such
asmight occur at a badly made joint, owing tocorrosion ; at any
point where a break was suspected the detector would be connected
in circuit with a battery, as sketch . If the joint was bad the de
flection of the detector needlewould be very small, or if the joint
did not make contact at all there would be no deflection. ( 3 )
Standards are generally made to the Legal ohm value, but not
necessarily ; it depends upon the use to which the standard is to
be put ; without, however, any specific mention it would be under
stood that the resistaace would be in Legal obms. (4) The hair
LIGHTNING
ROD
La
Join ?gfDoubtfull
Contact

o

Query 12260
TESTING WITH LINESMAN'S GALVANOMETER .
spring is made of some material which is not susceptible to mag ..
netism , palladium being largely used. It is the magnetisation of
the steel hair spring which causes the trouble in ordinary watches,
either by outside magnetic influence or by reason of the steel parts
of the watch having become magnetised . (5) Do you mean electro
plating ? This is done by immersing the article on which the
metal is to be deposited in a bath , together with a slab of the metal.
The article is connected to the negative pole of a battery ordynamo
and the slab to the positive pole, the currentflowing through the
bath removes the metal from the slab and deposits it upon the
article. The bath is usually a solution of some salt of the metal
to be deposited : low volts and strong current is required . Full
information is to be obtained in handbooks on " Electro -plating."
The ordinary galvanising of sheet iron and steel and wire is not
done by electricity but by dipping the material into a bath of
molten zinc.
[13,274) Running Small Dynamo. R. W. (Calver) writes :
I should feel obliged if you could give me your advice on the follow
ing : I havea dynamo (undertype), shuttle armature z ins. diameter,
wound with 10 % ozs.22 G. and 131 ozs. 26 G. on field -magnets. I
have charged it with four large batteries, but I cannot get any
current, although I have run the dynamo between 2,500 and 3,000
per minute. Do you think the winding is wrong ?
Your query is not very clear. Apparently the fields have too
little wire on them, compared with the amount on the armature.
Dry batteries are not always suitable for running machines of this
size . Our handbook “ Small Dynamos and Motors " would assist
you (78. postfree). Try higher voltage - say, four or five good
sized bichromate cells inseries.
(13,292) Oil Engine Pumps : Fusing Point of Wires. T. B.
( Risley) writes : ( 1) What is the best packing to use for the oil
pump on an oil engine ( 12 b.-h.-p ) ? No matter what I pack with ,
there is always a bad leakage at pump plunger. ( 2) Where can í
obtain a table showing the fusing point of wire, tin, lead, or
copper ? ( 3) What would S.W.G. 20 fuse at ?
( 1) Depends upon the type of pump. Plunger should be designed
to have the gland-if any - at upper side , and means provided for
the return of any surplus oil to the oil tank. Possibly the plunger
and cylinder are both badly worn and need re-boring and fitting ,
Write the makers for suitable packing. (2) See any electrical
pocket-book, such as “ The Practical Engineers' Pocket Book ,"
or “ Fowler's Electrical Engineers' Pocket Book," price is. 2d.
and is. od. post free respectively. ( 3) You will find a listof tables
of wire gauges in these books.
(13,279] Needles for Engraving Machine. H.R.( Plymouth )
writes : Could you oblige me by letting meknow where the needle
points for the electric engraving machine described in No. 101
(Vol . VIII), page 320, April 2nd, 1903, may be obtained ? I have
made some for myself, but they are not satisfactory.
We do not know of any firm supplying these, though any scien
tific instrument maker would probably do the job for you. We
advise you to try some local man, or small engineering firm .
( 13,276 ) Water M .tors and Gas Engines. R. C. (Broughton )
writes : Would you kindly answer me the following questions ?
( 1 ) Give dimensioned sketches of a b.h.-p. and a b.b.-p. water
motor. ( 2 ) How would the principle of a small jet playing in small
buckets work out in practice ? ( 3) Please give dimensioned sketches
of Avery-Lahmeyer dynamos which may be driven from the above
water motors. Give the outputs of each and the windings for
lighting purposes at about 30 volts. State whether the machines
are series or shuntwound. (4) Would a 1 h.-p. gas engine work as
an oil engine with certain alterations, or are the valves, &c., in alto
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gether wrong places ? State whether the above engine would be
suitable for driving a dynamo, or would the light Auctuate too
much ? (5 ) Could a two -cylinder gas engine be used for dynamo
driving. If so , would the light fluctuate ? (6) Could a sufficiently
heavy flywheel befitted to the above engine to practically stop the
light from fluctuating without a serious loss of power ?
Most of the information you ask for can be found in our pages.
( 1 and 2 ) See article in December 15th (1901) issue ; also Septem
ber 3rd (1903) issue. (3) See “ A B C of Dynamo Design ” ; also
our handbook “ Small Dynamos and Motors," is. 2d . post free and
7d. post free respectively . A machine of about 100 watt size would
be suitable. ( 4) Depends upon design entirely. Many oil engines
can be used as gas, or vice versa . Yes, quite suitable. ( 5 ) Yes.
Even a one-cylinder engine can be used successfully. (6) Yes.
( 13,278 ] Soft Cast Iran . " A READER " .(Northwich) writes :
I shall bemuch obliged if you will give me in your next issue a
mixture of iron, the chief characteristic of which is softness, so as
to en able castings made from it to be turned at a very high rate of
Speed .
Very soft castings are made from grey pig iron of high quality
without any mixture. The process of melting and casting will
have a considerable effect, and you must rely on your ironfounder ;
if the iron is melted in a crucible and care is taken not to chill the
castings, they should be very soft. A further softening process is
that of annealing the castings after they are taken from the mould.
Por high -speed cutting tools use Mushel self-hardeoing steel, or
one of the new high -speed steels , such as that made by Messrs.
Jonas & Colver, of Sheffield.
( 12,826 ) Intercommunication with Telephone. F. J. S.
(Westgate ) writes : I should be pleased if you would kindly assist
me in the following matter : I have three telephones at present
fixed as sketch . What I want is to fix them so that A can call or
be called by B and C. C is a table instrument, at present con
nected up to another room , for a one-way call (it has a bell ad
justed to the back ). I should have a two-way switch for it - the
C instrument. I should also have to have a switch at A , as I
should not want B and C bells to ring at the same time. I should
be very pleased if you would sendmea sketch .

- Toc
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Query 12826
A Telephone
INTERCOMMUNICATION WITH TELEPHONE .
The conditions that you lay down - viz., that A can call or be
called by Bor C. requires the somewhat complicated four-bar switch
shown in the sketch , and an extra bell (B 2 ) must be provided.
With the switch in the position shown, B can ring A up by means
of bell B, and C signals with bell B 2. The use of twobells enables
A to be called by eitherB or C , no matter what position the switch
is leftin ,and Ain speaking to either of thetwo stations is entirely
cut off from the other. The four bars of the switch should be
coupled together by an ebonite or wood bar; so that they move
together.
(13,280] Runniag Small Motor. R. C. (Oxford ) writes : I
should be much obliged if you would reply to the following :
(1) Should the brushes be lifted off commutator of a small motor
when starting ? ( 2 ) Why isthat part of a small dynamo to which
the brushes are attached (I think this part is called the “ brush
Tocker '') made so that it can be moved from side to side ? ( 3) What
oil, and trom where can I get it, would you advise for oiling the
piston of a small ( 1 h.-p.) gas engine ? How often should piston be
Oiled ? ( 4 ) Would the exhaust from sosmall an engine as above
be injurious in an ordinary room ? (5) Could a small arc lamp
be made for use with a dynamo giving ro volts 2 amps . ? If so ,
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where could I get suitable carbons , and how much would they
cost ?
( 1 ) No. It brushes are not down, motor cannot start. ( 2 ) To
allow for adjustment at various loads to avoid sparking. ( 3) Prices
Candle Company, York Road, Battersea ; or through local oil
stores ; price 2s. 9d. per gallon . When it gets too dry. (4) Would
cause a smell in time. ( 5 ) No. Arcs need about 40 to 50 volts.
(13,242) Arc Lamp. J. H. (Denton ) writes : I have an arc
lamp ( a Crompton ), and it should burn 8 to 1o amps. at 55 volts .
Now , when the current is on it jumps to 25 amps. Should it have
a resistance ? Dynamo is 55 volts. Could you tell me what is
the matter with it, and could I make it to burn about 4 amps.?
It is necessary to use a small resistance in series with an arc
lamp to prevent a sudden rush of current when the lamp starts
and to steady the arc. The arc really only requires about 40 volts,
so if working at 8 amps. you should have a resistance of about
I ohm . in series with the lamp - say about 1 lb. of No. 16 gaugº
German silver wire, wound in to coils. Try tais, and we think you
will find an improvement . You will find an adjustment on the
lamp, by which you can regulate the feed. The arc should be about
tin . long when the lamp is burning. If it is a shunt lamp,you may
be able to get it to burn with 4 amps., but you should then use
for the top and 8 mm . diameter
small carbons ; try 13mm . diameter
for the bottom The top carbon should always be made positive .
For about 4 amps, the resistance should be about 3 ohms -say, 18
yds. or 6 ozs. No. 18 gauge bare German silver wire. If you cannot
regulate the lamp, write to Messrs . Crompton & Co., Arc Works.
Chelmsford ; they will probably send you so ne printed instructioas.
( 13,309) 70 - watt Dynamo Windings. A. S. (Shettleston
writes : I have just finished a No. 4 Stuart engine, it -in. bore,
st -in. stroke. Would you please help me on the foll wing points:
What is the highest steam pressure I can use with this engine ?
have a small dynarno of which I enclose a sketch (not reproduced ) ;
please give windings for 10 volts, and what kind of armature to
use . Could I use tnis engine to run machine direct at 1,505 revo
lutions, and how much current would I get ? It any alteration
to castings is needed please give samne by sketch. I have a lot of
No. 22 wire, single and double covered , that I would like to use.
Just as much as your boiler will stand under ordinary conditions .
Will run well with about 30 to 40 lbs. of steam. For 10 volts you
could use No. 22 wire on armature and same on field -magpets .
About 3} lbs. will be about right quantity for fields. Output
will not be very much as the speed is low . If you wound
armature with No. 18 S.W.G. and fields with No. 19 S.W.G. and
ran at say , 2,800 revolutions, you would get better results-- viz .
10 volts and 6 or 7 amps . See handbook , " Small Dynamos and
Motors," 7d. post free.
( 13,305) Cost of Electric Lighting by Means of Gas Power.
A.S. J. (Atherton) writes : I know of a good dynamo for sale, cheap,
and would like to ask your opinion on the matter. Our engine is
a 23 to 25 b.h.-p. Crossley gas, and we absorb about 9 or to h.-p.
of it. Would it take a great dealof the surplus power to turn a
50 or 60 lamp machine ? The engine when it has its 8 or 10 h.-p.
load on costs about $d. pei h.-p. per hour with gas at 25. 9d. per
1,000 ft. What would it cost extra to drive present load and
dynamo ?
You do not state the candle - power of the lamps-- only the num
ber - hence we cannot reply definitely to your inquiry. Supposin :
the dynamo you propose buying is asixty 8 C.-p. machine, then it
will take just about 3 b.h.-p. to drive it at full load .
a sixty
Bz 16 C.-p. machine then about 6 b.h.-p. would be needed . If As
you
are developing about to b.b.-p. at a cost of id. per b.h.-p. hour,
you would find the extra load of6h.-p. on the engine would cost
you less in propoitio than runnin on light load, becaus the
engine would run moren efficiently at gabout three -quarter fulle load
than slightly under half load. In any case, if the engine and
dynamo are both in good working condition , you would find it a
very cheap way of lighting your works ; much cheaper than using
current from the electric supply inains. We trust the
se details
will assist you .
(13,292) Gauge of Wire Leads. I. H. (Haltwhistle) writes :
What size of wire will it take to carry current to a 6 candle-power
lamp about 12 or 13 yds. from dynamo ?
Depends upon voltage of lamp and, consequently upon the current
it takes . For such a short length the resistance would not be
appreciable. No. 22 or 20 S.W.G. would probably do.
( 13,060 ) Telegraph Instruments. J. B. B. (Blackburn)
writes : Will you kindly say where I may obtain the following :
One pair each acoustic telegraph needles and sending keys, or one
pair sounders and sending keys, of fairly good quality, similar t )
those used by Railway Companies, & c., either new or second
hand ?
Try Whitneys, or some other firms advertising electrical instru
par.
ments in this journal. We do not know personally of any
ticular firm supplying these. Everett, Edgcumbe & Co. , of Šaffron
Hill, London , would possibly supply you.
( 13,123] Running Lamps in Series. H. B. ( Altrincham)
writes : I should be very much obliged if you could enlighten me
with regard to the following. Suppose I wish to run lamps of 8 C.-P.
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in series off a 100 - volt circuit, and I set up four galvanometers,
what voltage lamps shall I require ? Also , what current will the
amps require? If you would kindly answer the preceding, and
show how the results are obtained, you would greatly oblige .
Your query is not quite understandable. To run 8 C.-P. lamps
in series from 100 volts supply, you could use 10, 20 , 25Or 50 volt
lamps . Divide the voltage of lamp to be used with the supply
voltage,
series,and the result will be the number of such lamps you can run
in
( 13,050] Leclanches for Charging . E. H. D. (Cross Keys)
writes : Many thanks for your kind reply to my query of last week.
I may say that I am now working my light with six home-made
Leclanchés, with circular zincs, and I have been advised to connect
anaccumulator (4-volt) tobatteries. I should be glad to have your
opinion as to this, and also diagram of connections, if possible.
Would the cells automatically re -charge the accumulator, as the
current was used by the 4 -volt lamp ?
Connect up about four Leclanché cells in series, and take a lead
from the positive of these (carbon ) tothe positive of the accumu.
lator. The voltage of the cells should be just
a little higher than
that of the accumulator. They may be left connected for long
periods at a time without harm arising. You can easily disconnect
when accumulator is wanted for lighting purposes. If you used
lamp at same time as charging the cells would also help to light
lamp, and , having a higher voltage than accumulator , would soon
run themselves down.
(13,131) Testing for B.H.-P. H. P. L. (Chelmsford ) writes :
Will you kindlyletme know , at your earliest convenience , what is
the formula for obtaining the bih.-p. of an oil engine ?
For methods of testing for the b.b. p . of oil engine, see April 23,
1903, issue, page 405 ; also November 12 , 1903 , page 477. The
method is the same for oil as gas .
( 12,808 ] High - Speed Engine. P.S. (Farnham ) writes : Would
you tell me if the following would answer (sketch , Fig. 1 , en .
closed) ? I want to make a four -cylinder single-acting engine
trunk piston . Would it do to have the pistons cast like sketch ?
Is depth from A to B enough to ensure Smooth working ? Or could
It belessened ? Are two rings enough ? I am intending to have
2 -in . bore, 3-in. stroke, splash lubrication, flash boiler, working

2"

.
bolt

40

B

FIG . I.

Query 12808

Query12808.

FIG . 2.
TRUNK PISTON FOR HIGH -SPEED ENGINE.

pressure about 200-250 lbs. per sq. in. Any hints or suggestions
will be most acceptable. ( Iexpect to get the boiler made for me,
as that is totally beyond me .) What would be the h.-p.one would
get from it ?
The engine would work, but would not remain satisfactory very
long. You will, therefore, be well advised to make them as shown
(Fig. 2). Two rings will do, but three would be better. Somewhere
about 2 indicated horse -power.
( 12,797] Magnetising a HorseshoeMagnet. J. H. S. ( Old
Basford ) writes : I should esteem it a favour if you could give me
instructions how to magnetise a horseshoe magnet with a dynamo
220 volts 75 amps. About how long does it take to do same ?
If the pole tips of the dynamo are close enough, place the magnet
so asto makea bridge from one pole to the other ,hold it there :
start up the dynamo, and after about half a minute pull the magnet
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away (see sketch ). If the poles are not close enough together to
do this, place one pole of the magnet against one pole of the
dynamo, perforining the same operation. These are rough -and
ready methods, but may serve your purpose. Be careful that the

N
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MAGNETISING A HORSE-SHOE MAGNET.
magnet is not pulled into the armature tunnel, or you will have a
smash up. If this plan is not a success we can give you a more
elaborate method .
(13,278) 10-watt Dynamo Failure. A. S. (Newton Hyde)
writes :I havemade a small 10 -watt dynamo to give5 volts 2 amps.
similar to the Simplex type as shown in your handbook on “ Small
Dynamos and Motors." I made a tripolar armature, thinking it
would be easier to make : the exciting coil has 8 ozs. of wire on
it, and the armature 1 }ozs., both No. 22wire. When I finished
building the armature I found I had rather too much clearance
in the armature tunnel, there being 1-16th in. of an air gap. I
wound some soft iron wire ( 1-32nd in . thick) round the armature ,
which makes the clearance about right. When driving the machine
with a steam engine at about 3,000 to 4,000 revolutions per minute ,
I can get a slight Spark at commutator, and at the mains by
knocking them together. If the wires were placed at the tip of
the tongue a shock would be the result ; but when connecting it
to a very sensitive voltmeter (3 volts) it would not stir the pointer
in any direction. I tried changing the mains to the voltmeter
from one terminal to the other , but it made no difference. A
bichromate cell was put to the voltmeter to see if it was in working
order, but it was all right. I also tested it to see if there were any
broken wires, or earths in the dynamo, but could find none.
works well enough as a motor, but I should like it to generate so
that I can light a small electrić lamp with it. I have looked in all
my back numbers of THE MODEL ENGINEER, but fail to find a case
like mine. I should be very glad if you would be kind enough to
assist me by telling me the cause of this failure and how best to
remedy it. Armature is built of thin sheet iron plates, three large
slots cut out for winding in, about 1 in. by 1 in.
Are you driving in the right direction ? If shunt wound the
machine should run in the same direction both as motor and
dynamo ; try various positions of the biushes ; if you still fail, try
rewinding the armature with No. 26 gauge single silk covered
copper wire. These small machines, when made with a crum , or
any other but an H - armature, frequently give trouble by refusing
to excite themselves ; the failure may be rectified by getting on
more turns of wire on the armature by adopting a finer gauge and
silk
can . covering. Get on as many turns of the No. 26 gauge as you
( 13,247] Using Telephone Magneto as a Dynamo. G. C.
(Dumbarton ) writes : I have got a telephone magneto machine
with permanent field -magnet, & c. I understand it is an alternating.
current. What I want is to convert the machine into a small
hand dynamo such as I see in some of the advertisements giving
8 to ro volts. A few hints as how to go about the matter will be
thankfully received.
Your telephone magneto gives alternating current. Probably it
is wound with too fine a gauge of wire to be of much service as a
generator for lighting small lamps, & c., but if wound with about
No. 22 gauge p.s.c. copper wire and driven by a hand wheel or
engine, it would light small lamps as at present arranged . It
you want it to give continuous cui rent, the same gauge of wireNo. 22 - should be used and a two-part commutator fitted to the
shaft, one end of the coll being connected to one section, and the
other to the other section of the commutator, a pair of brushes
will be needed. Full particulars can be found inour6d. handbook
on “ Small Dynamos and Motors, " of commutators, wind
ings, etc.
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( 13,218 ) Small Shocking Coil. R. B. (Dalton) writes : I want
to make a shocking coil, but I require one to have a very delicate
shock , and to be as small as possible. What size of coil will ithave
to be ? What size of primary and secondary wires, and the quan .
tity of same ?
See directions for making a shocking coil in our handbook ,
" Induction Coils for Amateurs," 6d. or 7d . post free. The
" powerful coil " can be adjusted to give a very slight shock.
(13,008] Alloy for Accumulator Plates. A.F.S. (Wimborne)
writes : Ishould be glad if you could tell me what percentage of
antimony is required for mixing with the lead for casting accumu.
lator grids, the size of which is rof ins. by 104ins. I have looked
through several books, also “ Electrical Installations," by Rankin
Kennedy, but cannot find any quantities given .
In the original specification for these antimony lead alloy plates
the percentage is given as from 5 per cent. to 25 per cent.antimony
by preference, but may be greater or less than these amounts.
There is, therefore, a considerable margin for experimenting ; we
should be inclined to try about 15 per cent, antimony.
(13,109) Slide- valve. W. F. ( Bridlington ) wiites : I am de
sirous of fitting valve to a steam engine cyinde.. Size of cylinder
2 in. bore, 4 in . stroke, steam ports f in. long, in. wide, exhaust
port f in. long, I in. wide ; the bars between the steam and exhaust
ports are ; in .wide. The size of steam chestinside is 24 ins. long,
it ins. wide; distance from valve face to centre of valve-rod | in .,
diameter of valve rod i in., travel of eccentric | in . I want the
engine to work at 60 lbs. pressure. Please give sketch of valve and
sizes, and what lap ar d lead the valve should have, and also the size
of steam and exhaust pipes.
The length of the inside of the steam chest does not allow of a
very great amountof valve travel, therefore we have been obliged
to cutdown the lap from about the 3-32nd, or in ., which would
have been advisable, to 1-32nd in . The lead may be 1-64th of an
in ., and the valve, therefore, should be advanced 3-64ths in.
Steam pipes 3-16ths in. to f -in. boie ; exhaust for 7-16ths in.
All of the points in this query would have been answered by a
reference to our new book “ The Model Locomotive," price 6s.
post free, which deals with model valve gearing very fully.

which, it is stated, is designed for driving extra heavy model loco
motives and tramcars up to 50 lbs. weight, and boats up to 6 ft .
in length. A sample of these motors ( seeillustration ) has been sub
mitted to us for examination, and one of our electrical experts
reports very favourably of its design and workmanship . The
armature, it ins. diameter by ih ins. long, is of the slotted drum
pattern with laminated core, having eight coils ; the commutator
is of disc type, brushes of neat and strong arrangement, consist of
circular gauze held in tubular holders, and are fed against the
commutator by means ofsprings. An adjustable steel centre is pro
videdat the opposite end to the commutator to take the end thrust.
The weight of the complete motor is 31 lbs.,and the usual winding is
for 4 voltsand2 to 4 amperes ; thefield -magnet is series wound.
The motor is generally substantially made, and would certainly
stand hard wear very well . The sample is well finished, and the
only alteration which we suggest is that the brushes might be of

FIG. 1.-T. W. THOMPSON & Co.'s
New MOTOR .
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larger diameter ; this, however, is a small matter ,
as they can be very easily replaced when worn .
Messrs. Thompson & Co. have also submitted a
sample of their No. 2 dydamos (see Fig. 2),
which is rated to give an output of 70 watts at 2,900
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Query 13/09

DETAILS OF SLIDE VALVE .

The Slide - Valve " ( price 6d. ne .., 7d. post free) is woi th while
A considerable savingof steam will be effected by
your getting.
superheating the supply and fitting a “ Meyer " Cut-off valve (see
" Slide -Valve " handbook ).
FIG. 2.-T. W. THOMPSON AND
Co.'s 70 WATT DYNAMO.

The News of the Trade .
[ The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion, no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers .)
Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.
• Dynamos and Motors .
We have received from Messrs. T. W. Thompson & Co., of 28
Deptford Bridge, Greenwich, a copy of their new price list of
dynamos, motors, and accumulators. We recommend any readers
who may be likely to want a small dynamo or motor to obtain a
copy (price 3d.). Amongst other items, it contains particulars
ofthe firm's new pattern ( 1905) heavy boat and tramcar motor,

revolutions per minute. This machine is also well finished ,
and substantially made. Armature is of slotted drum pat.
tern, with laminated core having eight coils. The commutator
is made with copper segments, and , as well as the brush gear, is
very substantial for a machine of this size . The bearings are of
good length , and fitted with grease lubricators. The usualwinding
is 20 volts 3t amperes, fields in shunt, compound at an extra cost;
butother windings can be supplied.
The firm also supply castings and parts to make both these
machines. If all these dynamos and motors are sent out equal to
the samples submitted we consider purchasers will find them
excellent value for the money . Particulars of accumulators and
ammeters and voltmeters are also given in the list.
Change of Address.
We are asked to inform our readers that Messrs . A. Ransome &
Co., Ltd., manufacturers of wood -working and saw mill machinery,
havetransferred their London office from Chelsea to 63, Queen
Victoria Street,E.C. (three doorsfrom theMansion House Station ).
The address of their head office and works will be as heretofore:
Stanley Works, Newark - on - Tient.
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The Editor's Page .
OUND copies of Vol. XI are now ready, price
Bºu6s . 6d ., post free 6s . vid . Those who wish
to have their own loose copies bound can
get cloth binding cases for the volume from our
Publishing Department, price is. , post free is . 3d .
New readers may like to know of the reading cases
which we supply at the same price . These consist
of strong cloth covers, with cords to hold twelve
copies of the paper which can be inserted week
by week . These reading cases are very convenient
for preserving the paper in good condition , and ,
moreover, they keep the copies together in regular
order and prevent them getting mislaid .
*
We wish to call attention to the new i ule which
commenced a fortnight ago requiring a coupon to
be enclosed with all requests for information through
our Qneries and Replies Department.” We find
that , perhaps through inadvertence, some of our
querists are neglecting to comply with this regula
tion , but we hope that it will not be necessary for
us to give any further reminder, Although the
running of this department entails considerable
work and expense , we freely place it at the service
of our readers , and we have reason to know that it
is very widely appreciated . At the same time, its
smooth working can only be ensured by a loyal
observance of the conditions we lay down , and we
shall in future be unable to deal with any queries
which do not conform to the rules of the depart
inent .

Answers to Correspondents.
“ REGULAR READER '
(Woodford Wells ) . - We
presume that you mean that your engine actually
gives off + h. -p , at the flywheel. If this is so, it
should drive a dynamo of about 100 watts out
put - e.g ., a machine giving 5 amps. at 20 volts.
Much depends, however, on the efficiency of both
your engine and your dynamo. Price of second
hand dynamo depends on design , workmanship,
and condition . You will get a good idea by
looking through our “ Sale and Exchange
column , or ask Whitney, 117 , City Road , Ě.C.
for price.
E. Smith (Stockport ). - Wedo not know of anyone
selling castings of early types of engines, nor yet
of a beam engine of the kind required. The only
way would be to make your own patterns from
some of the published drawings.
J. S. (Leeds). — Particulars of appointment's in the
Navy as artificers and electricians can be ob
tained gratis from most post offices.
E. B. ( Bedford ).– Our new 6d . book “ Small
Electric Measuring Instruments " gives working
instructions for making a voltmeter and an
ammeter of suitable size.
J. H. F. ( Preston ).— See our issue for July 7th ,
1904, for article on “ Armature Winding."
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K. M. (Glasgow ).- The cutting of square and
angular holes is fully dealt with in THE MODEL
ENGINEER for August 25th , 1904.
F. C. (Manchester ).— Yes ; a scribing block is most
useful in an amateur's workshop. We have
described several in back numbers. See pages
3 and 4 in issue of July 7th, 1904 .
PUZZLED
( Bradford ).-- You are wrong . When
the crank is vertical the piston is not in the
middle of its stroke. Make a diagram on paper
and try this with a pair of compasses.
L. F. ( London ).— We are glad you liked the coloured
plate in our January 5th issue . You should
have no difficulty in making the model if you
carefully follow the instructions given .
J. B. ( Cardiff) .—You will find full instructions for
screw-cutting in the lathe in oui book, “ Practical
Lessons in Metal Turning , ” price 2s . ; post free ,
28. 3d .
S. J. E. (Hackney ).— Thanks for offer of cutting ,
which we regret to be unable to use. We do not
pay for items cut from other papers .
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearlywritten on one side of the paper
only, andshould invariably bear the sender's name and address. Il
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whetber
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 138. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of thepaper.
and allnew apparatus andprice lists, & c ., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, " The Model Engineer." 26—29, Poppin's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Mirshall & Co., 26-29.
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Sponand
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.
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Horizontal Engine.

By Chas . GARDAM .

Fig. 1.-MR. CHAS . GARDAM'S MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE .

' HE engine here described and illustrated makes
a very pretty and compact model, and is
THE
designed and made by myself. It is capable,
with 50 lbs. of steam , of driving a lathe, and fre
quently drives a 60 -watt dynamo at two-thirds its
load , lighting brilliantly two 15 - volt 5 C.-p. lamps.
The principal dimensions are :-Piston, if ins . ;
stroke, 2 } ins.; travel ofvalve, 5-10ths in. ( steam
ports, fin . by 5-16ths in .; exhaust, + in . by
5-16ths in .; crankshaft, 1-16th in . diameter mild
steel ; connecting-rod, 41 ins . between centre pins ;
piston-rod, 5-16ths in . diameter ; flywheel, 9 ins .
diameter , with it ins . across the rim . The method
of making crank and disc wheel may be of interest
to some readers ; a piece of f-in . round soft steel
was turned down at one end to in . diameter and

fin . long, then driven into the disc wheel ( a cir
cular piece of mild steel fin . thick ), brassed , then
turned up as required. By this method a lot of
hard work is saved in forging, and the job is
sufficiently strong for the purpose.
The bearing next the disc wheel runs between
two collars . The guide bars are formed from a piece
of cast tubing , bored out to be a good fit over the
stuffing- box, the stuffing -box and crossheads being
if in . diameter . The outside was then turned up
to the required thickness , and the sides filed out ,
as the illustration shows. The support is a brass
casting, bored out to fit the tube, with a small
set - screw at the top, and fixed to the bedplate with
two set -screws . The box spanner shown in the
photograph is used to pack the glands with. There
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are three studs in the gland , and it can be packed
without taking away the guide bars .
When this engine was first made, metal rings
were used in the piston ; this was about the time
that the article appeared in The MODEL ENGINEER
advocating cotton packing. The writer's advice
was taken, with marvellous result . An increase
of power was most appreciable. The same packing
has been in ever since, although a great amount of
work has been done with the engine.

and Electric
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A Recipe for Polishing Brass .
A good mixture for polishing brass consists of
3 parts oxalic acid dissolved in 40 parts of hot
water, to which is added 100 parts powdered
pumice-stone, 2 parts oil of turpentine, 12 parts
soft soap, and 12 parts fat oil . Another good one
is rotten -stone 4 ozs . , oxalic acid in fine powder 1 07. ,
and sweet oil 1 } ozs . , with enough turpentine to
make a paste.

A Design for a Steel Square.
By “ SREGOR."
The accompanying drawing is a design for a
Tee - square, a very handy tool for marking-out
purposes , as it can be used as a depth gauge,
and the block provides a long and short end .
One end of blade is pointed to get depth of
small holes, & c . If the blade is graduated, the
advantage is obvious when used as a depth gauge .
The stock is made in two pieces ; both should be cut
out from templates . One side is thicker than the
other by the amount of thickness of blade, which ,
when riveted up , brings the blade in centre. In
this piece a slot must be shaped to receive blade .
and be square with the bottom . The two sides are
riveted together, and the nicks made to hold
spring , which presses the blade to one side of slot ,

Fig . 2. -END VIEW OF ENGINE .
The various casting patterns are home-made,
and cast at a local foundry .
The cylinder and
guide-bars are in gunmetal , and the flywheel and
bedplate in cast iron, the latter being 14 ins . long,
41 ins . wide , and 2 ins . deep .

Workshop

Notes

and

Notions.
O

( Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired,accord.
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)
An Expanding Mandrel.
The illustration shows an expanding mandrel
recently patented by George R. Rich , Chicago .
The helical tushing is cylindrical on the outsid , and
taper inside . The mandrel is taper from end to
end, matching the internal taper of the spring or
bushing. This helical bushing is inserted in the
bored hole of the piece to be turned , and the

TAIWANDANI

DESIGN FOR A STEEL SQUARE.
A bit of clock spring makes a good one. In addi
tion to spring, a knurled- headed screw provides a
means to fix the blade in the required position.

A Cement for Iron Pipe Leakages.
The Mechanical Engineer gives the following
recipe for a cement for closing leaks in iron pipes.
It consists of coarsely powdered iron borings 5 lbs .,
powdered sal ammoniac 2 ozs ., sulphur i oz. , and
water sufficient to moisten it . This composition
hardens rapidly, but if time can be allowed it sets
more firmly without the sulphur . It must be used
as soon as mixed , and rammed tightly into the
joint or leak .

AN EXPANDING MANDREL .
mandrel is driven in . When the job is done the
mandrel is driven out and the bushing slips out
easily. Nothing is said in the patent about holding
the helical bushing endwise while driving in the
mandrel. - American Machinist.

A Simple Lathe.
By J. BRASS .
The following is a descrip on with a photograph
of a 3 -in . centre lathe made entirely by myself.
The only castings used were for the headstock ,
pulley, tailstock wheel, worm, and worm wheel,
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everything else being made of wrought iron and
steel. The bed is made of two pieces of iron i in .
by
in ., fastened to feet with four studs , bars
being i in . apart . The headstock is a casting, the
spindle a piece of mild steel 1 in . diameter with a
collar screwed on . The following is the way I
made the spindle a perfect fit in bearings : - The
spindle was packed up in its place in casting ( the
holes were larger than spindle ), plates were put on
spindle at each side of bearing, and then the metal
was run in through a small hole which afterwards
was drilled right through to spindle and serves
for oiling.
I made the tailstock from a piece of mild steel
about 9 ins. long by it ins . wide ; each end was cut
taper to i in . wide, and the ends rounded ; it was
then bent at 3 ins . from each end , squared up to a
right angle, ends were centre popped at same height

The

Junior

Institution

of

Engineers.
LARGE number of members of this Institution
availed themselves of the opportunity for
visiting, on Saturday afternoon, January
7th , the Albert Works of the Voelker Incandescent
Mantle Co., at South Street , Wandsworth .
The works were kept specially running for the
benefit of the visitors, and all the processes of
manufacture were seen , under the guidance of the
general manager, Mr. Clark, and the works manager,
Mr. Young. They consisted of the winding of the
Ramie thread off the spools as received at the works
on to reels for the weaving machines ; the weaving
of the thread into fabric of continuous tube forma
A

MR . J. Brass's SIMPLE LATHE.
as headstock centre , and drilled and tapped } in .
The screw is } in .; at one end it is squared and
taken down and screwed , for hand wheel . There is
no lock-nut , as it works very stiff. The slide-rest
and worm and wheel feed arrangement will be better
understood by reference to the photograph.
I
am at present making a four-jaw chuck shown in
the illustration. I have only the screws and jaws
to make and it will be finished .

Motor Car EMPLOYEES. —The largest number
of hands employed by any single motor car
works in this country is 1,300, and it is computed
that there are 20,000 persons directly or in
directly employed in the British motor car in
dustry to -day.

tion ; treatment by means of chemicals to thoroughly
cleanse the fabric ; cutting into lengths according
to the size of mantle required ; sewing on of
the strengthening end piece ; impregnating with
thorium through small roller machines ; drying,
seasoning, collodionising, trimming, and boxing.
The works give employment to about 400 hands ,
and the total output is 30,000 mantles per
day .
At the conclusion of the visit , on the proposal of
Mr. A. W. Marshall , a cordial vote of thanks was
passed to the directors of the company for the
special arrangements which had been made for the
reception of the members.
On February 3rd , a paper on Recent Develop
ments in Electric Lighting is to be read before
the Institution by Professor H. T. Davidge, B.Sc. ,
Wh.Sc. , M.I.E.E. (member ).
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The New Turbine Allan Liner. -Messrs . Alex
ander Stephen & Sons, Ltd. , have laurcned the new
turbinesteamer Virginian, 12,000 tons , which has been
built at theii yard at Linthouse for the Allan Line .
This vessel marks a further advance in the progress
of the steam turbine as applied to ocean steamers .
The Virginian and her sister ship the Victorian , now
completing at Belfast , will be the first turbine liners
Like the Tunisian oi 1900 ,
to cross the Atlantic .
the Virginian of 1904 is larger, faster, and in every
respect an improvement on anything built for the
Allan Line, The Virginian's dimensions are 540 ft .
She
length over all , 60 ft . beam , and 41 ft . depth .
has been constructed to the highest class in the
British Corporation , and to the passenger require
ments of both the British Board of Trade and the
American laws. She has accommodation for about
1,650 passengers (470 first class , 240 sacond class ,
and 940 third class ) . The vessel is specially de
signed for the conveyance of the Canadian mails ,
and passengers ; no fewer than five decks are fitted
up for the accommodation of the latter. She has
also a considerable cargo space in the holds fore
and aft , one of them being fitted up and refrigerater!
for the reception of perishable cargo . Every pro
vision has been made for the severe weather some
times experienced in the Atlantic , even the emi
grants' quarters being warmed by an installatica
of the thermotank system , which combines the
duties of heating and ventilation . The Virginian
is lighted throughout by electricity, and has a
complete system of electric bells and also electric
fans ; but a more modern in vention fitted on board
is the Marconi telegraph installation , enabling
messages to be exchanged with telegraph stations
on the coast, and thus maintaining communication
with land during the greater portion of a Canadian
voyage. The turbines are expected to prove of
ample power to drive the vessel at a high rate of
speed , although the space they occupy is consider
ably less than would have been required by re
ciprocating engines of equalpower, thereby enabling
a greatly improved class of accommodation on the
upper decks to be provided . Steam at high pres
sure will be supplied to the turbines by nine single
handed boilers fitted with force draught.
New Standard Screw by Armstrong Whit
worths. - A new standard screw-cutting lathe has
just been erected at the National Physical Labora
tory at Bushy House , Teddington . Hitherto there
has been no standard screw in the true sense of the
word , and it was left to the War Office to take up
the subject , and the result of its action has been
the creation of a standard screw, which is expected
to be soon adopted by every firm of engineersin the
British Empire. The importance of interchange
ability is especially needful in the case of gun
fittings and mountings, and it led , some four years
ago , to the appointment of a committee of inves
tigation. Under the supervision of the committee ,
the lathe has been built by Messrs. Armstrong,
Whitworth & Co., of Manchester. Made of com
pressed steel and some 6 ft. in length, there is no
thing in the appearance of the standard screw that
would suggest delicacy of construction .
Yet
greater care could not be taken in its housing. The
lathe to which it is attached exceeds 20 ft . in length ,
and seeing that it works to so fine a degree of accuracy
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as to correct an error of one ten -thousandth part of
an inch , every precaution has been taken to pro .
tect it from the vagaries of temperature by housing
it in a special building, heated to a constant tem
perature of 60 °. The lathe differs in construction
very greatly from an ordinary lathe. The leading
screwand the screw to be cut are coaxial. No gear
wheels are employed , and there are means for auto
matically correcting even the most trifling errors
of the leading screw. Special care has been taken
to make the lathe itself a worthy casket for the
precious jewel it contains . The lathe-room , which
is air -tight except for the ventilation inlets and
outlets , is completely surrounded by an outer shell ,
and is provided with a glazed roof, while a glazed
partition at one side enables observations to be
made from the outside of the room .
To prevent
vibration , the lathe has been fixed on a foundation
consisting of 20 tons of concrete, covered with 6 ins.
of stone. The power is supplied by a 5 h.-p. motor,
and arrangements are made for driving the latte
mandrel direct from the outside of the room . In
this way the presence of a human being within the
lathe room can be dispensed with for considerable
periods at a time , and the machine, with its auto
matic corrector, can , under vigilant but unob
trusive supervision from without, be safely left to
perform its allotted task with perfect fidelity and
marvellous precision . Everything possible is done
to maintain an equable temperature, and to this
end the room is, as far as possible, kept clear of
human occupants, while water pipes on either side
of the lathe are employed whenever necessary to
reduce the temperature .
The Pedrail Traction Engine. - A demonstra
tion was recently given of the capabilities of the
pedrail tractor, the invention of which seeks to revo
lutionise the methods of heavy-weight haulage. Mr.
Diplock, the inventor of the pedrail , stated that the
average speed of the present engine was from four
to five miles an hour, but he was designing one at
present which would average from eight to ten
miles, and could see no reason whatever why, with
certain modifications , the pedrail should not be
constructed to travel fifteen or twenty miles an
hour. He anticipated that they would in the
future be utilised for tramcars, and thus obviate
the necessity for tram lines in the streets of a city .
Professor Hele - Shaw , who has for a long time
been specially interested in the pedrail, described
it as the first successful attempt to devise an
ordinary locomotive which carried its own rails
with it . Although it looks somewhat complicated ,
there are only three essential parts to the machine,
which consists of a number of circular pads, work
ing on an axle with the exact motion of the human
ankle revolving round an enclosed box which con
tains wheels moving on a short length of rail. The
special features of the pedrail are its heavy weight
hauling capacity, its wonderful almost human hill
climbing abilities, its efficiency over soft or broken
ground impossible to the ordinary traction engine ,
and the total absence of any damage to the
road surface , or of appreciable wear and te ir
to the mechanism .
The pedrail recently made
a trial run under the inspection of the War
Office officials from Lincoln to London , a distance
of 135 miles .
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Ву ZODIAC.”
( Continued from page 34. )
( 62 ) Former Wound Coils for Open Slots. - With
open slots the coils can be completely wound and
finished off before being placed in the slots, such
armatures are, therefore , often termed “ former
wound ,” but this is a rather vague term, as formers
are also used for winding armatures having semi
enclosed or even totally enclosed slots. Fig . 61
Coily

FISEF
B

FIG . 61 ,-FORMER FOR “ Opex SLOT ” Coils.

Fig. 63 , the lower view being an elevation , and the
upper a plan of the former. This particular former
was used for an eight-pole machine with coils
arranged as shown in Figs. 41 , B and 42 , B ; the
upper halves of the coils are shown in black in the
upper figure, while the position of the conductor
in the slots is shown by black circles in the lower
part of Fig. 63 , the piece B being removed on the
right-hand side in order to show coil 2 ; the former ,
is here shown in position ready for carrying out the
actual winding , it being wedged up by the props
shown . The strips ( D D ) are curved to the radius
of the armature bore, while the broad strips (CC)
are curved to a slightly larger radius .
The inner coil 2 is first wound , the pieces of wood
B, B , B, B, being removed . The wire is passed
through the holes and bent along the side of the
strips A A and taken again through the holes until
the coil is completed . The strips B, B, B, B, are
now replaced and coil 1 wound , after which the
former is removed and the coils neatly bound at
their ends. The bent coils are , of course , wound
first, the shape of the former for these being shown
in Fig. 64, which is lettered to correspond with
Fig. 63. The strip F is screwed to A, the pieces B
being removable as before. In the lower portion
of Fig . 64 the curvature of the armature bore has
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FIG. 62.-METHOD OF BENDING COILS .

o
shows a former suitable for open slot coils, the two
cheeks, F F, are screwed to the centre-piece A , so
that they may be removed in order to allow the
Bent
finished coil to be slipped off the former .
coils can be either wound on special shaped formers
or they can be wound as extra long straight coils,
and then bent to shape afterwards, as shown in
Fig. 62 , a strip of wood having the required curva
ture being used as a template. Using the former ,
( Fig . 61 ) for the bent coils and then removing the
piece of wood C and closing up B B , the same
former can be used for the straight coils. For a
winding such as Fig. 41 , B , or Fig . 42 , B, two
formers would be required . The finished coil is
bound round at the ends before being slipped off
the former . It can then be removed and carefully
taped , when it is ready for placing in the slots .
Before placing the coil in the slots it is advisable
to bake it and thoroughly impregnate it with
insulating varnish .
(63 ) Winding of Totally Enclosed Slot Armatures .
-Such machines are termed “ hand wound " to
distinguish them from open slot machines whose
coils are usually machine wound . While such
machines can be wound by merely threading the
wires through the slots and bending the ends up ,
a far neater job can be made of the winding if
formers are employed. In the case of polyphase
machines, two shapes of formers are required,
corresponding to the straight and the bent phases.
A former for winding straight coils is shown in
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Fig . 63. -PLAN AND ELEVATION OF FORMER FOR
HAND WOUND COILS ( STRAIGHT PHASE ).
been neglected in order to show more clearly how
the wire is bent up round the former, S being the
laminated iron armature core, and H one of the
slots. Before attempting to make the formers, a
full-sized drawing of the armature should be made
showing the position of the slots and from this
diawings of the formers can easily be obtained .
The formers should be made from good , dry, hard
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wood , and should preferably be boiled in paraffin
wax before being used, so as to prevent any varnish
sticking to the surface of the wood . The formers
shown in Figs. 63 and 64 are for a winding having
two slots per pole per phase ; a simple modification
of the design, omitting the pieces B , will, of course,
be suitable for a one slot per pole per phase winding.
(64) Winding Semi-enclosed Slot Armatures.
These can be wound on the same principle as laid
down in paragraph 63 for totally enclosed slots , the
F
10
8
0
210
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H
Fig . 64.–FORMER FOR BENT PHASE " HAND
WOUND COILS .
same formers being used . Where the slots are a
considerable distance apart as in the case of two
pole and four -pole machines , a simple method can
be adopted as described below. The coils are
former wound ( as per paragraph 62 ) and a tem
porary binding put on in order to keep the coils
together. Calling the two sides of the coil that go
in the slots A and B , side A has the binding re
moved , when the wires are taken between the thumb
and forefinger and the wires passed separately
through the top of th slot and placed into position
as shown in Fig. 65. One side of the coil having
thus been got into the slot, the ends just where
the wires leave the slot are bound round and then
the other side ( B ) of the coil placed in its slot in
exactly the same manner . In the case of wires ,
larger than No. 22 S.W.G. , it is advisable to have
as many short lengths of iron wire in the slot as
there are conductors in one layer.
Then by re
placing the iron wires , one at a time, by the copper
conductors, a very neat winding indeed can be
effected . The diameter of the short lengths of iron
wire should be the same as that of the insulated
wire used . If only one layer of conductors be
loosed from the hand at a time the finished coil
is quite as neat as the former wound coil . After
both sides of the coil have been placed in their
respective slots , the ends are neatly bound round
with fine string and the insulation at the top of the
slot trimmed off and its ends tucked neatly in .
When fine wires , such as No. 30 S.W.G. are used ,
especially in small machines , it is almost impossible
to get the ends of the coil neatly and evenly wound ,
so that it is advisable to tape up the ends, or, better
still, to coat them with black insulating varnish ,
which renders the individual wires less conspicuous,
thus the winding looks fairly tidy while the coils
are not prevented from being kept cool by the
radiation of the ends. A finished three-phase
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armature is shown in Fig. 66 , the straight coils
being marked S and the bent coils Bi and B2 ; the
bindings on the coil ends are shown by the arrows
( E ) . This winding is a somewhat complicated one,
being in fact three (Fig . 41 , A ) windings displaced
by of a pole pitch ; this winding being chosen so
as to allow of the same stator being used as an
induction motor . The figure will, however, serve
to show the general appearance of a polyphase
winding .
65. Construction of Armature Core. - The arma
ture core must be laminated , otherwise great waste
of energy will result , due to eddy currents in the
iron . If open slots are chosen , they can be milled
out by the amateur . The burring of the
plates is not at all serious ; in fact , the
large 1,600 k.w. alternators for the Charing
D
Cross and Strand Supply Company had the
slots milled out . Semi- enclosed and enclosed
slots must be drilled or punched out .
Opinions differ as to the best method of
insulating the laminations of the armature core
from one another . Some are of opinion that the
coating of oxide which covers the iron sheets is
sufficient ; others advocate paper or varnish be
tween the plates, the paper being pasted on the
surface of the iron with good starch paste. The
writer always paints the plates on both sides with

Insulation

Tron wire

FIG . 65. —METHOD OF WINDING SEMI-ENCLOSE
Slots .

a mixture of blacklead and water, and then polishes
the surface with a blacklead brush. This gives
good , permanent results. Obviously, paper de
creases the nett iron area , and thus the output
for a given size of armature core is diminished . For
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stampings о'014 in . thick, the ratio of the nett iron
section to the total section is , approximately :
87 per cent .
For paper insulation
For Japan varnish insulation
90
For oxide or blacklead insulation 93
For varnishing the laminations , good lacquer is
very satisfactory for small machines, or, for large

79

adaptable to the design chosen. In any case it is
only necessary to laminate the pole shoe ; the pole
core need not be laminated .
( To be continued. )

The Construction of Small

Workshops .

B2

B1:
By H. MUNCASTER.

B2
E

S

( Continued from page 28. )
T will , in many cases , be necessary before com

we are about to describe , to get the permission
of the local governing authorities. It will be well
to write to the engineer or surveyor, as the case
may be , fully describing the class of building it is
intended to put up, also the situation in relation to
the surrounding properties, etc.
If it be proposed to erect the building suggested
in this article, a scale drawing, $ in. to the foot,
giving a plan in outline , will generally be sufficient,
if, accompanied by the part of a copy of The
MODEL ENGINEER containing this description.

Fig. 66. - FINISHED THREE - PHASE ARMATURE .
machines where lacquer would become ex
pensive, pure linseed oil (boiled) may be
used .
When the laminations are being assembled ,
care should be taken that the holes or slots
are in register, so that all are kept in line .
As a rule, the case or framework of the
alternator will be such that this is ensured .
Cheap stampings are often very faulty in
this respect, the slots being inaccurately
spaced , and even the bore being untrue.
If the bore is found to be out of truth , the
best way is to grind it with an emery wheel,
as, if an attempt is made to take a cut off
with a boring tool, the armature teeth will
certainly be bent out of shape.
66. The Field -magnet. — The number of
poles is, of course, fixed by the periodicity ,
as already explained
Periodicity X 60
Poles
2
revolutions per minute.
In the case of an ordinary magnet , with
poles
radial magnet poles, the 2
is, of course ,

the number of pairs of poles-i.e , for a four
Fig. 15. – PART CROSS-SECTION AND END ELEVATION OF
pole magnet , two pairs ; for a six - pole mag
SMALL WORKSHOP. ( Scale :
in . = I ft.)
The pole pitch and
net , three pairs, &c .
pole breadth have already been discussed
in paragraph 53 .
In practice the pole shoes
The plan should show the proposed site, also posi
or pole tips are usually laminated , in order
tion of the nearest houses and streets .
to reduce eddy currents. In the case of model
In London , the district surveyor should be noti
alternators this eddy current loss in the poles is
fied, and particulars sent to him . He may demand
quite a negligible quantity, so the lamination
a fee for inspection. We should recommend those
of the poles is a matter of convenience in con .
interested to obtain and peruse a copy of Part VII
struction. Solid poles can be used if found more
of the L.C.C. Bye-laws Relating to Buildings, before
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taking any step in the matter , as it is possible in
certain cases that no structure will be allowed
whatever.
Having satisfactorily arranged matters with the
authorities, the next step should be the ordering of
the materials, beginning with the steel angles and
tees.
It is a wise policy to carefully set out the work
by drawing it to as large a scale as possible , so
as to ensure the correct position of the holes in
the various bars. It is the writer's custom to
use double elephant size paper on which to
make a drawing giving a section and part elevation ,
with enlarged details of the joints. The end view
and side elevation ( Figs. 15 and 16 ) have been
reduced to a scale of din . to a foot. From such a
drawing every essential dimension may be scaled
offwithin a margin of error of fin .
The example given is of a shop about 18 ft . by
12 ft. over-all, glazed on all four sides for a depth
of 5 ft . with rough glass .
The following is a schedule of the bars required.
The lengths given are nett . If one could be sure
of getting them cut to the exact dimensions , it
would be well to order them so ; but as a rule , there
is a margin of i in . over or under to allow for . The
makers charge a small sum per bar for cutting , but
as some of the cuts have to be made on the bevel ,
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and used for this purpose when there are two or
more alike .
LIST OF BARS.
Ends , four angles , 2 by 2 by by 6 ft . 9f ins .
long .
Ends, four angles , 2 by 2 by : by vi ft . 7 } ins .
long.
Ends , two angles, 2 by 2 by by 10 ft . 9 ins .
long.
Ends , four angles , 2 by 2 by 1 by 2 ft . 8 } ins .
long .
Sides , six angles , 2 by 2 by 1 by 16 ft . 8 } ins .
long.
Corners , four angles 2 by 2 by 1 by 9 ft . 5 ins .
long .
Stanchion , four tees , 2 by 2 by by 9 ft . 5 ins .
long.
Truss, four tees, 2 by 2 by
by 6 ft . 64 ins .
long .
Truss, one tee, 2 by 2 by
by 3 ft . 83 ins .
long .
Glazing, forty - four tees , it by it by 3-16 by
5 ft . long .
Truss , two flats, i by by ni ft. 34 ins . long .
Bracing , four flats, i by by 6 ft . 9 ins . long .
Bracing, four flats i byłby 7 ft. long.
Sling, two flats, i by 1, 3 ft. 4 ins . long.
This gives the nett finished length .

FIG . 16. – PART LONGITUDINAL SECTION AND ELEVATION OF SMALL
WORKSHOP . ( Scale : 1 in . = I foot.)
it may be best to cut the pieces of a long bar, care
being taken that the cut is in the proper direction ,
as , for instance, in the gable principal the angles
are rights and lefts .
It is usual to make use of light wood templates
to mark off the holes in the various bars, but it is
not necessary in this case, as one bar can be finished

The details of the holes are given ( Figs. 17 and
18 ). The angles, 2 ft. 8 } ins. long, not shown in the
sketch, have to be the same as those shown , omit
ting the middle holes. The bracing will be marked
from the uprights when in position , the centre of
the holes in the angles to be ſ in . from the outer
edge.
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A small screw punching bear may , if available ,
be used for making the holes, as labour and time
may be saved thereby. The hole should be large
enough to allow the bolt to go in easily - say, 1-32
clearance. Three sizes of bolts will be used .
For the bottom of the corner stanchions to the
angles, 7-16th in. diameter bolts, the remainder
fin . diameter , except for the bolts for the glazing
bars, which will be 5-16th diameter, with counter
sunk heads.
The angles at the lower ends of the glazing

_6 : 6 %4.
6.9%
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Medallists

and

Their

Work .
Mr. J. W. Webb's Model Railway Dining
Saloon Carriage .
(Contiriued from page 62. )
" HE coupling shown on end view , Fig. 4 , has
THEsquare blocks in which the screw works,
and is as made by us ; but the narrower
block , shown in Fig. 58, is the correct , and looks
The railings at entrance to vestibule ,
neater.
are of a
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FIG . 17 .
Fig . 18 .
STERL BARS , ANGLES , AND TEES FOR CONSTRUCTION OF WORKSHOP .

bars will require boring to take 1 in . diameter
screws, about 18 ins. pitch for fastening on the
wood sill.
( To be continued .)

PETROL ELECTRIC CARS . — Commencing with this
month , the service of steam-driven trains on the
North - Eastern Railway Company's branch from
Killingham Junction to Port Clarence will be super
seded by a service of petrol- electric autocars, the
introduction of which will afford a more frequent
and economically -worked train service . The petrol
electric autocars each accommodate about fifty
passengers, and are the only self-propelled vehicles
of this type in operation in Great Britain .

but look neat ; a more fancy pattern would look
better, but would be difficult to make ; they are
left bright brass lacquered, not painted . The treads
must be of very thin brass or else sunk into the wood .
The outside beading was prepared in the same way
as the inside , and was necdle- pointed on as well as
glued. The curves were carved out separately ,
the double curves on the bend at end of size being
moulded as follows :-A small quantity of cedar
dust was taken , and mixed into a dough with
" Seccotine " ; this was set by for from two to three
hours, by which time it was of a very thick but pliable
nature , readily moulding into any shape : when dry ,
it was quite hard . Fill all screw holes, & c . , with this
before painting. it being preferable to lead or
ordinary putty filling . As arranged , the centre bolt
for bogies must be put through the cross beam of
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frame before the floor is screwed on , but the hole
could be made right through floor as the carpet would
cover it ; the bolt could then be inserted later.
Before the body is screwed on frame , all buffers,
springs for same, accumulator boxes, tie-rods and
struts, & c. , should be fitted , and a coat of lead
paint given and sandpapered down. Before putting
the inside beading and interior in , the body pieces
should be tried to see that they fit, and that the
doors open properly. This being all right, take
down again , polish floor, put glass in windows, and
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and was the principal cause for the exceptions men
tioned . Some would cover the roof with canvas
or hide to prevent the paint cracking if the wood
underneath should shrink a little from the heat of
sun , & c . , but I am strongly against this for model
work from the improbability of being able to
sufficiently stretch and stick it down that it will
not blister directly.
First touch any knots with knotting, then apply
three coats of lead colour ( priming) , worked well
into the wood , and each sand -papered down . Four
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Fig . 7. —BUFFER PLANK .

Fig. 13. -Plan of DOR.
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FIG . 12.- ELEVATION
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FIG . 11.- UNDERSIDE OF CAR , SHOWING
SOLENOID BRAKE.
beading and fitments on sides after they have been
polished . Then fit together again, and before finally
screwing down roof try electric light. We are now
ready, after all the outside beading has been put on
and the body sandpapered and leaned down, to
commence the painting, the process being practically
the same as that followed in a real vehicle, with a
few exceptions, advised to us by a foreman painter
and explained later on .
The beading outside , although giving all the effect
and distinction to the car , created great difficulties

Fig . 17
FIG . 18 ,
ELEVATION AND SECTION OF DOOR.

or five days should be allowed for each coat to dry
before another is applied . At this stage any hole
or uneven surface must be filled with proper lead
filling ( this latter is expensive, and must be kept
covered with water to prevent it getting hard ).
We are now ready to give six coats of filling-up
paints, a day or two to dry being allowed each , the
last filling-up coat being a light coloured one ( say
yellow or red ) to indicate clearly whether every
part has been rubbed down , which will be the next
process .
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This rubbing down requires a little practice ; we
should recommend the novice to try his hand on a
piece of board that has been painted the same time
as car. A week or five days should elapse after
application of guide coat before rubbing takes
place. Bear in mind that this rubbing down is
equivalent to grinding a dead level and smooth
surface. With this object in view, a flat piece of
stone on which to grind the pumice stone frequently

Mum

Fig. 14 .
Door HANDLE.

FIG . 24.
SECTION OF
Lock .

El

83

the surface . I am particularly strong on this
point of avoiding scratches, when it is understood
that they will all show through every succeeding
coat of colour and varnish, and the only means of
obliterating them is to give several coats of filling
paint and rub down again - practically meaning
half the work over again . If the surface is satis
factory, we proceed to give, first, two coats of body
chocolate, and then four coats of best white. Smooth
this down with extra fine pumice powder and
water on a pad , then apply two coats of best
( nearly transparent ) chocolate colour. Next put
on the gold leaf and lettering. The part to receive
gold leaf is chalked all round , gold size put on, and
when this is " tacky," apply gold leaf, which has
been previously cut into narrow strips the right
width ; then that critical process the final
varnishing .
( To be continued. )

Winding the Secondary Sections
of Induction Coils .

476

-la-

Brass s
handle

By J. Pike .
NOTE in the issue of THE MODEL ENGINEER for
December 29th that two correspondents find
FIG . 24. -CROSS SECTION
OF CHAIR .
themselves in difficulties over coil making .
The space between the “ former " discs should not
my
exceed 1-10th in . I believe in one of my articles
FIG . 16.
Fig. 15 .
on the subject I mentioned fth in .; this should
have referred to the thickness of a section plus a
waxed blotting paper washer on each side-i.e . , a
Brass, spring
double section may be + in. thick. There should
Tá
surely be no difficulty in running the wire into a
space 1-10th in, wide , if the apparatus
put to
und
gether with any regard to truth , and this , of course,
FIG . 21 .
FIG . 20.
for one's own comfort and convenience, should be
ALTERNATIVE
considered an important matter .
Door Lock.
ARRANGEMENT OF DOOR LOCK.
It is a point for consideration whether the thick
ness of 1-10th in . should not refer particularly to
sections made up of single silk -covered wire .
If
using single cotton -covered, I think | in . would be
perfectly safe. Cotton-covered wire takes up a lot
more wax than silk -covered wire. Using silk, the
1. Ioth in . former will be fitted without much
trouble , but if cotton - covered is used , then the best
plan is to thoroughly saturate the whole bobbin of
-26 -.
wire in hot wax and run it into the former wbile
fairly bot ; if otherwise, the thin space between
the discs is likely to be choked up with wax long
before the section is wound . I use a small oven
Rivers
fixed over a gas stove ( which also serves to keep
26
-26
the soldering iron hot and ready for use ) , in the
oven two or three bobbins of wire can be kept hot
Figs . 22-23 .
FIG . 25 .
enough for the purpose, and by first using one
bobbin and then another we have the wire always
Hood Cover .
warm enough for use and there is no waiting. With
single cotton -covered wire I have used | in . sections
with never a failure, but with single silk you cannot
must be at hand . Choose a fairly small piece of
pumice stone ; grind flat, and bevel the edges to
have them too thin . Another point, in cutting out
the waxed paper discs —say that the ebonite tube
avoid the stone turning up on edge, which will
scratch the surface, and cause failure. It is not
cver the primary is 2 ins. diameter - cut out the
requisite number of discs (equal to the number of
necessary to follow a circular motion in rubbing;
mainly keep to a small patch at a time, and finish
double sections ) with the central apertu.e exactly
this. Have near a bowl of water and sponge ;
2 ins . ; secondly, another lot 27 ins. full ; thirdly ,
a set of double thickness for between sections of
with this wipe off the surface clean about every
minute ; this cleans off the particles of grit, which
24 ins . bare . Care being taken to place the paper
discs centrally, the result is when building up the
would otherwise get under the stone and scratch
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coil that the side of the double section having the
smallest size aperture makes a tightly fitting cover
for the last section put down , and a uniform fin ,
all round the ebonite tube forms a space which can
be easily filled with hot wax .
I bought recently a very neat little hand -driving
wheel (about 9 ins. diameter ), very suitable for
revolving the former discs when properly sup
ported on a spindle and set between bearings.
The wheel figures in one of Wheeler & Wilson's
lists, and is made to clamp on the table of a sewing
machine, so that the user may use a hand -move
ment in place of treadle ; list price is 5s . As
Captain Cuttle would say , When found, make a
note on ! ”
Although I have every confidence in pure and
simple wax insulation when winding and building
sections, I purpose using cotton in a new coil now
A
C
K

W
С
B
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cotton in to a depth of } in .; this will vary, of
course, being dependent on the position the sec
tion is to occupy over the primary. However , if
the central dividing discs are varied , then a uni
form $ in . depth of cotton will be about right .
Arrived at that depth , the cotton may be severed,
and the thin ring, or annulus, of cotton smoothed
down with gentle pressure, using for the purpose
a piece of thin 3-32nd -in . ebonite or aluminium
spatula . Then , in like manner, the end of the wire
is brought through the wax into the
former , "
and through the slot , securing the end by a turn
round the spindle ; with just a little care , the first
turn at this important point may be secured under
the last turn of cotton . The wire will be run in
more or less to the height marked W in the figure ;
when enough has been run in it will be an im
provement to the section to-having cut the wire
-run in a few layers of waxed cotton . The result
of this procedure is , on separating the “ former ,"
that we have a beautiful, thin , and even ring of
wire enclosed within an inner and outer ring of
cotton, and , in addition , the beginning and finish
ing ends of the wire may be secured in one or two
turns of the cotton . It must be noted, however,
that the commencing end of the wire should come
out facing the operator , the finishing end being
taken out on the opposite side. It will be necessary
to exercise as much care in drying the cotton and
wire previous to waxing , as in the case of the
blotting paper washers or dividing discs. By the
way , I may mention, if I have not done so before ,
that a very convenient little tool for cutting out the
blotting paper is to be had from most ironmongers,
in the shape of a “ washer cutter."
The above notes, read in connection with pre
vious articles on the subject , may be found useful
by some of your interested readers .

A Model Motor Car .

FORMER Disc OF AN INDUCTION COIL.
in hand, for the reason that it very much strengthens
the section of wire on the insiile turns. I have
prepared one of my ' former " discs, as in the
figure below .
In one of these outside discs
file or saw a slot A to B ; the slot must be no wider
than absolutely necessary, and the edges inside
and out must be very smooth - it should reach
just below the height of the smallest central divid
ing disc. The edge of the “ former " disc must be
quite smooth ; therefore, having sawn through to
the depth approximately as shown, solder a small
piece of brass into the opening at A and file and
trim up neatly ; it will be found that the wire or
cotton can be easily passed through the slot,
and the running wire will not catch .
The
“ former ” discs being set up on their spindle
ready for winding, the end of the cotton
is drawn through the wax and pulled into the
“ former ” and through the slot and secured by
a turn or two round the spindle ; now run the

VRWOOD .
By H. R.
' HE photographs herewith are of a model
Thm
opo
mot
orr car,
interchangeable body,
car with
E
TH
which I constructed some time back , and
which I hope may be of interest to the readers of
THE MODEL ENGINEER. It is not made to scale ,
but measures 20 ins. long and uk ins . high, or, with
van body , about 14 ins, high . The power is sup
plied by two clock springs. These I fitted together
with several cogs and a flywheel in a wooden frame
work with brass bushes in bearings. This “ en
gine " is fixed in the fore part of the car under the
From this the power is transmitted to
bonnet.
the driving wheels by two leather belts, one of
which is crossed . Both belts work at the same time
( but in reverse directions ) on pulleys , which are
free to revolve on back axle. On this axle is a
central sliding clutch . This clutch can be moved
by a lever in front of driver's seat , and when in
contact with the one pulley it drives the car for
ward , but in contact with the other pulley , which
has the crossed belt , it drives backward. With
lever in central position the " engine " runs free .
There are two brakes. One is a band brake work
ing from foot lever and the other a double tyre
brake working from hand lever. It has wheel
steering in the usual way, and there is also a lever
engine.” The
for starting and stopping the
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For description ]

Mr. H. R. Harwood's MODEL MOTOR CAR .

( see page
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body, framework, wheels and springs I constructed
of wood , the wheels being turned in lathe and then
cut out by fretsaw . It is upholstered in red
leather and enamelled red . The two lamps on front
of car represent gas lamps , and the others paraffin
lamps . These I also turned in lathe. The car will
run on a level surface in a straight or circular course
both forward and backward .
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By A. F. Wright.
" O students of electricity and engineering , a
T °
parabolas should be useful. The first curve
being used to represent the change of current ,
E.M.F. , magnetisation , &c . , in alternating current
work ; and the second , to represent bending
moments of beams , &c . These curves are required
to be frequently drawn by students , and to always
draw them by the usual method of construction
takes too long, as a rule, so that the following
shortened method has been tried with success by
the writer.
The method is such that the curve being con .
sidered , need be drawn properly by construction
only once , and from this properly drawn curve , a
scale is constructed which can be used to draw any
new curve. Considering first
The Sine Curve . - It is usually required to draw a
sine curve of given " amplitude " on a given base
(see Fig. I for explanation of terms).
The usual ways of drawing it is either by taking
a series of points along a base line, representing
angles, say, from oº to 360 ° and erecting ordinates
( i.e. , vertical lines of certain length ) ; at these points
proportional to the sine of the angle represented at
the points, these sines being taken from a table of
sines ; or , by the more usual geometrical way, as
follows :
Describe a circle of radius equal to the required
amplitude and divide it up into a number of equal
parts , the more the better, and divide the given
The
base into the same number of equal parts .
points on the circumference of the circle are pro
jected on to the verticals erected at the points along
base , the point on circle being projected on to the
vertical from corresponding point on base . A fair
curve joining these ordinates is a sine curve .
In the ordinary way the above construction is
required for every sine curve you require to draw .
If from this a scale is constructed which gives the
values of the ordinates for any amplitude , the above
general construction is unnecessary, and the ordi
nates can be taken from the scale in a very short
time .
To construct this scale draw the circle as above
and divide it into twenty-four equal parts as shown.
The radius should be equal to the largest amplitude
likely to be wanted (suppose 4 ins . ) . Project these
points horizontally on to a vertical line O A (see
Fig. 1 ).
The distances of these points from O along O A ,
are the values of the ordinates at corresponding
points along the base , going from oº to 90 °, 90 ° to
180°, and repeating below the line.
Take any point B on the horizontal from A (say,
A B equal 3 ins . in this case ) , and join up to the

TOO
BASE
PERIOD
ANT
(TONE
)SCALE

An
Easy Method of Drawing
Sine Curves and Parabolas .

Parabola . -The scale for the parabola is drawn
in a similar way , the usual construction being given
below for half the curve ( Fig . 2 ) .
Divide the half base and also the height up into
a certain number of equal parts ( the more the
better) , say four in this case, and number them as
shown. Join the corresponding numbers , as shown
in Fig . 2 , and where the lines from same numbers
cross , get points through which a fair curve is drawn ,
this curve being half a parabola. Similar construc
tion gives the other half of the curve which , for our
purpose, is not needed , the two halves being sym
metrical. Now, if this is drawn making the base and
height the largest that is likely to be required ( say

points on O A. Then on a vertical line CD (or
one parallel to 0 A ) at any point X between A and
B, the lengths of the ordinates cut off on C D by
the sloping lines , measured from D to points on
D C, are proportional to the ordinates of a sine
curve of amplitude C D.
This scale, as drawn , is to be traced (or it may
be drawn at first) on tracing paper or cloth, prefer
ably cloth , and a series of lines to a distinct colour ,
say blue , drawn across the sloping lines , parallel to
O A and C D about every $ in. apart . To use this
scale find on it the line such as CD , that is the
length of the amplitude required , and by sliding
the scale along the base line, which is divided into
A
APEX
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Half BASE.
FIG . 2 , --- PARABOLA .

twenty - four equal parts and numbered , prick off,
at corresponding points of base , the distances from
D to the points where the sloping lines cut the
vertical line, such as C D. That is, D to first point
is the ordinate at division marked 15 ° on base , D
to second point is ordinate at 30 ° , &c . , & c . , up to
90 °, where the points come down the line . When
point 180° on base is reached , the scale is turned
upside down so that the ordinates are measured
below the base line from 180° to 360 °, A fair curve
drawn through the points pricked off gives a sine
curve .
It is more simple, perhaps, to number the points
on base , and scale from 1 to 24 instead of giving
the angle in degrees as done here, but it is more
useful in electrical problems to have an angle that
can be read direct.

6 ins . high on 8 - in . base ) , the points obtained is
above have only to be projected on to a vertical
line O A , and from there joined up to the point B ,
BA being any length, but for convenience here
4 ins . The scale is now traced on cloth and lines
are drawn parallel to 0 A across sloping lines, say .
every fin . apart .
This makes a similar scale as that above described
for the sine curve. In addition , however , a line is
drawn from O perpendicular to O A , equal in length
to the half base, and is divided into the same num
ber of equal parts , viz . , four, these being numbered
as shown, and joined up to B , so that horizontal
lines which are now to be drawn perpendicular to
O A about every } in . apart are divided by the
sloping lines into the same number of equal parts as
the half base.

The Model Engineer and electrician .

The scale complete is shown on the left of Fig . 2 .
For clearness , the full lines should be black , and the
dotted ones blue ( or some distinct colour ) . To use
it , first find the given half -base on the scale which
lies between the two outside sloping lines which
join points numbered O and 4 of base to point B.
This can be easily done by sliding the tracing cloth
scale up and down over the given half -base till the
horizontal line, which is the same length as the half
90 °
7507
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advantages are counterbalanced by difficulty in
making joints, great sag due to large coefficient of
expansion , and insufficient strength of the wires in
sizes ordinarily used for telegraph and telephone
lines .
The following data are of assistance in
showing the relative merits of commercial alum
inium and commercial (hard drawn ) copper of
sizes ordinarily used for conductors :
Alum
Cop
inium .
per .
8993
2.68
Specific gravity
62'00
Conductivity ..
97.00
Tensile strength ( per square inch ) 28,000 45,000
1956
Cross -section for equal resistance
Diameter for equal resistance
1'25
I
Oʻ47
Weight for equal resistance
Tensile strength for equal resistance 0-96
The difficulty of soldering aluminium is well
known , and , while it can be done, the operation is
so difficult, that in most cases unsoldered joints are
preferable. For joining aluminium wires smaller
than No. 0000 ( B. & S. gauge ) , the two ends are in
serted into a piece of flattened tube , and the tube
given 2'5 twists by means of two pairs of ordinary
wire connectors. Larger sizes can be conveniently
joined by means of the ordinary dovetailed splice,
by means of terminals compressed on the end at the
factory, or by inserting the ends into a cast sleeve
and compressing the latter in a portable press.

I
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Fig. 3. -SINE CURVE .
base, is found , say , X Y , Fig . 2 . Prick through at
the points where sloping lines cut this line , on to
half-base , and repeat for the other half of base .
Next find similarly the vertical line which corres
ponds to height of parabola (say , W Z on diagram ),
and prick through (at verticals from the corres
ponding points on base ) the points cut off by the
sloping lines, on this line . A fair curve joining
the points pricked through gives a parabola.
This method of dividing the base up into equal
parts should be applied to the scale for the sine
curve, which , when complete , should look like
Fig . 3 , and is used similarly to the base of parabola
described above.
Aluminium Conductos s.

IN a paper read before the Canadian Electrical
Association , Mr. Roderick J. Parke contributes
some valuable information relating to the use of
aluminium for electrical conductors. As compared
with copper , the cost of transportation and erection
of aluminium conductors is less , the durability
greater and the cost of maintenance less ; but these
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[ Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .)
London .
An ordinary monthly meeting of the members will
be held on Thursday , February 16th , when Mr.
E. W. Fraser (member) will give a lecture and de
monstration of hanging and bending iron and steel
plate , riveting, and tube expanding .
HERBERT
G. RIDDLE, Hon. Sec . , 37 , Minard Road , Hither
Green .
Melbourne ( South Australia).—Herewith are
reproduced two photographs, one is a group of
some of the members of the Melbourne Society of
Model Engineers , taken during a recent visit of the
Society to the Richmond Electric Light and Traction
Co.'s station . The other is a group of models
entered for competition at our first annual meeting
held during November . The first prize going to
Mr. F. Appleyard for his model electric launch , in
the foreground. The photograph hardly does him
credit, as a great deal of the work is hidden away .
The second prize was taken by Mr. W. Robb with his
1 -in . scale model of the G.N.R. locomotive , single
The
drivers , built up from castings supplied .
castings and patterns in front are of Mr. H.
Greenly's MODEL ENGINEER locomotive at present
under construction by one of our members.Thos . A. MILES , Hon . Sec . , Melbourne.
MR . J. D. ROCKFELLER's Christmas gift to the
University of Chicago consists of a sum of £ 500,000
wherewith to found a school on engineering . Mr.
Rockfeller will also provide for the building.
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FIG . 1. - SOME MEMBERS OF THE MELBOURNE SOCIETY OF MODEL ENGINEERS .

FIG. 2.-MODELS
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Practical Letters from our

Readers .
[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name andaddress of the sender must invariably be attached,
though not necessarily intended for publication .)
Model Yacht Architecture .
To the Editor of The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , -As a model yachtsman of some
years' standing, I have followed with interest Mr.
Wilson Theobald's recent article on “ Model Yacht
Architecture ” in your columns.
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My conclusion is that stability shows a boat's
resistance to increasing its displacement , not its
refusal to do so .
Apologising for trespassing so far on vour
H. M. Y, C.
patience, — Yours truly,
London , N.
A Correction.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer,
DEAR SIR , — With reference to our advertisement
in your issue of the 5th inst . , we have heard from
Mr. Stuart Turner that he considers the way his
name was used might give rise to the impression
ihat the lathe mentioned was a principal item in
his works . This, of course , is not the case ; we
were merely proud to be able to state that Mr.
Stuart Turner had found a place for one of our
small lathes amongst his other more important
machinery': - Yours truly,
Rydes Hill .
DRUMMOND Bros. , LTD .

B

A

Fig. 1 .
In that article he subscribes to what I know is
accepted as law, but which I have always held to
be a fallacy - i.e ., that a yacht cannot increase its
displacement by heeling . With your permission
I will give my argument against that dictum ,
though I am not competent to invoke the aid of
higher mathematics . I may say , however , that I
have submitted my case to an acknowledged ex
pert ( whose name, if required , I shall scek permis
sion to give ) , who has supported my contention .
It seems to be evident that the pressure required
to heel a yacht is partly converted into a downward

B

A

FIG . 2 .

:

pressure — this being equivalent to adding weight
and , therefore , displacement . Such increase is
directly proportionate to the boat's curve of
stability for the varying angles of heel .
If the boat had no stability, no effort would be
required to heel it , and then only would there be
no increase of displacement.
Again , let the figure A ( Fig . 1 ) represent the mid
section of a fin -keel boat of a certain displacement.
If the fin and bulb were detached and replaced in
the position as at B, the displacement would be the
same as before, but the hull would have a permanent
heel .
Take another example : Let A ( Fig . 2 ) represent
a sphere so ballasted as to just float ; any pressure
on the projection C will submerge the sphere en
tirely, and submerged it will remain so long as the
pressure is maintained.

A Well - made Model Traction Engine.
To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear SIR , —The accompanying photograph repre
sents a partly finished model of a doutle cylinder
steam traction engine, as constructed by myself in
spare time . The boiler, which is of copper, is fitted
with water and pressure gauges , check valve for
injector, &c . It is 4* ins. diameter, and 15 ins .
long, not including smokebox , and is bent from the
sheet , and double riveted . The outside firebox
plates of $ in . brass are prolonged upwards and
backwards, to form supports for the bearing brasses ,
which are of gunmetal, adjustable with locknuts ,
and are fitted into recesses formed in these plates
as in practice. There are five tubes through the
boiler , three f in . diameter , and two 1 in . ; also two
t- in . inclined water tubes through the firebox. Six
longitudinal brass stays run the whole length of
boiler, while there are nearly fifty screwed and
nutted brass stays (with a distance piece on each )
in the firebox. I tested the boiler to 60 lbs. per
sq . in . without a leak, or signs of any bulging , and
have no doubt it would stand a much higher pressure.
It is riveted throughout with t-in . copper rivets ,
and all holes for fittings are strengthened with
fanges iiveted on and sweated .
The cylinders are of gunmetal, with outside slides ,
and were cast in one piece by a local brassfounder
from my own patterns , they are i -in . bore by 11 -in .
stroke. The casting contains steam dome, starting
valve , throttle valve for governors , and Ramsbottom
safety valves , and are bolted to a faced seating
which is riveted on to the boiler . They are also
fitted with drain cocks , and a modified form of
semi - Rosco lubricators, which I turned out of the
solid . There are sixty- four studs and hexagon nuts
throughout the cylinder casting . The whole engine
throughout is fitted up with either studs and nuts,
or bolts and nuts , which I bought from one of the
advertisers in your journal . They would have
taken far too long to have made them myself, as
they are cheaper to buy. The guides are single,
top and bottom , of mild steel , fitted with oil-boxes.
Crossheads of wrought iron with cast iron slippers.
All wearing parts, such as gudgeon pins, pins for
reversing links, & c . , are turned up from silver steel
and hardened , and all levers are of mild steel ,
finished bright. Link motion work is of the same
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material, the links themselves being within a
fraction of 7 in . thick and case -hardened .
Crankheads on connecting - rods are fitted with
adjustable brasses. The connecting - rods I turned
up from silver steel and hardened the small ends.
All glands are oval-shaped, fitted with studs and
nuts. Flywheel is of iron (which I had to get
turned for me), 81 ins . diameter , fin . on the face ,
turned and polished . Smokebox of iron, 5 ins.
diameter, with wrought iron base for funnel bolted
on and has the usual door with tee-headed bolt
and locking handle . It is lined with sheet asbestos
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pump will be on the boiler barrel. I just mention
the fact that I have never had any mechanical
training whatever, my occupation being that of a
coachman, but I have always taken a great interest
in anything mechanical . I have taken THE MODEL
ENGINEER in for about four years now and have
always found it very useful to me in my work. The
photograph enclosed was taken some time back ,
before I had made the link motion work . I shall
be pleased to give my fellow readers any more
particulars they may require at any time. I shall
be having the engine photographed again when

A PARTLY -FINISHED MODEL TRACTION ENGINE .
and an inner casing of copper. The tender is
fitted with a copper water tank and coal bunker ,
steam water lifter, drawbar with movable pins,
and rollers for winding rope.
I have fitted her
with two speeds, which are put in or out of gear
on Burrell's principle, with one lever to actuate the
two. All gearing is of iron , the main road gear
wheel being a lathe change wheel, 14 pitch and
120 teeth . I have had the engines running five or
sis times and she runs beautifully , making plenty
of steam on either coal or charccal and coke. She
runs an 8 -volt dynamo splendidly . To give you an
idea of her power, she has lifted a man weighing
In stone , on the fast speed by the winding drum ,
so you see I shall have ample power on the slow
speed.
She is far from completed yet , although I have
been over three years building her . I have had the
road wheel rims bent from tee iron for me, and they
will be 11 % ins . diameter back , and 7 # ins . front ,
every spoke being riveted into a cast boss . Force

finished , and will send a photograph for reproduc
tion in THE MODEL ENGINEER, with the Editor's
permission . - Yours truly,
Suroiton .
J. F.
CHANGING FROM STEAM TO OI , ENGINES . -A
remarkable saving in changing a plant from coal
consuming steam engines to oil engines has been
experienced by an electric light and power company
at Key West. The fuel bill of the company has
been reduced from over £4,800 per annum to under
£ 1,200 . The enormous gain from the use of the oil
is partially explained by the previous extravagant
or wasteful use of the coal . The plant consumed
upon an average 5 lbs . of coal per kilo-watt -hour ,
and the coal cost 20s. per ton . The water supply
was bad , and the maintenance of boilers and con
densing apparatus was troublesome and expen
sive. The oil now used costs 3 cents a gallon , the
consumption being -7 lb. per kilowatt- hour.
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Queries and Replies .

just at present running twenty - five lights 16 c.-p. off it for one hour
to one and a half hours. At the end of the run the commutator
gets exceedingly hot, but the armature and field coils are only
moderately warm . I find also that when I bed the commutator
and brushes down they will run splendidly for about three days,
but after they begin to spark and make nasty flats all round the
commutator consequently making it very uneven . I have tight
ened all wires and connections up, and thoroughly examined all
joints,& c.,and cannot find anything thematter. Can you unravel
the difficulty for me ?
The fault is evidently with the brushes : perhaps your brush gear
is of a type which allows the brush to shift in its position as it wears,
and thus, though when adjusted there is no sparking, as the tip of
the brush wears away it slips round the commutator away from
the non-sparking point and begins to spark . The longer you run
the worse would the sparking become. The only remedy is con.
stant adjustment Try a pair of carbon brushes, or if your brush
gear is not of the type mentioned above write to Messrs. Le
Carbone, of 17, Water Lane, Great Tower Street, London, and get
them to supply you with a pair of Bourdeaux patent foliated metal
biushes . We have known these give very good results in similar
circumstances. The Crypto Electrical Co., of 3, Tyers Gateway,
Bermondsey, London , S.E., used to supply a special dynamo
brush ; it may be wor while writing to them . Perhaps your
brushes press too hard . For carbon brushes the commutator
must be absolutely smooth and true.
(13,0331 Cost and Candle- Power of Arc Lamps. W.A. E.
( London) writes : I should be very much obliged if you will answer
me the following questions in THE MODEL ENGINEER :-(1) What is
the difference between the consumption of incandescent electric
and arc lamps per 1,000 C.-P. and difference of cost at 4d. B.T.O. ?
( 2 ) Do the majority of arc lamps burn the same amount in propor
tion to the candle -power ? ( 3) We are thinking of installing arc
lamps in place of incandescent. Can you tell us ofsome good but
cheap ones ? We have heard that there are some very good ones
at three guineas. We do not want large globes .
( 1) It is a somewhat involved question to settle the candle-power
of an arc lamp, as it depends upon whether the current is alter
naring or continuous ; whether the enclosed or open type of arc
lamp is used , and the angle at which the candle -power is measured .
The question of enclosed and open arc lamps is also further com
plicated by the height of the lamp from the ground . You may,
however,consider as arough basis of comparison that incandescent
Jamps will cost three times as much for current per candle-power
as arc lamps, that is to say, for every unit ( B.T.D. ) taken by the
arc lamps the incandescent lamps will take three. As against this
there is the heavier cost of the arc lamps and the cost of trimming
them and cost of carbons, but even with these expenses arc lamps
per candle- power are cheaper to run than incandescent lamps
under circumstances where a large amount of light is required.
the particular
You must , however, take all the circumstances. ofWe
have taken
case into consideration when making a decision
incandescent lamps to mean the ordinary filament burping in a
vacuum . There is now the Nernst incandescent lamp, which burns
in air and is an advance in economy upon the older type ; under
favourable circumstances it may be preferable to use these . ( 2 )
Yes , for given types of lamps. The Westinghouse Bremer lamp
burns with a yellowish flame and is a distinct and economical
type. ( 3 ) Apply to some of the electricaladvertisers in The MODEL
ENGINEER, and also make enquiry about the Nernst lamps. These
latter seem to be better on high voltage circuits thap on 100 volts
circuits. Arc lamps of small candle-power, taking about 3 amps.,
can now be obtained, which are cheap and reliable. Marshali and
Woods, of 2 , Gray's Inn Road, Holborn, have a good small arc
lamp for continuous current.
( 12,924] Calibrating Measuring Instruments . C. B.( Oldham )
writes : I have been thinking of making a voltmeter or ammeter
similar to the one described in 1HE MODEL ENGINEER, Vol . I ,
page 18o . I have brass cases 2h ins. inside diameter and it ins.
deep inside , which I could increase to if ins. deep, by not sliding
the cover so far on. You wil: see that the correct width of the
instrument is rins. What I wish to know is--can I substitute
for one of the brass discs an aluminium one of the same gauge
without having a bad effect on the instrument ? If so , I shall cut
a fine thread in them about twenty-six to the inch , and screw them
on the tube , as I think it would be better than soldering or riveting .
My idea of having an aluminium disc is to save room in the dial.
Would this arrangement be satisfactory ? Whatwould be the cost
approximately of calibrating to 8 or to volts, or to 20 volts, in
both cases from zero ? By using 6-in. discs could I use the same
size of movement for a 6 -in. diameter voltmeter, and would it be
suitable for calibration up to 50 or 60 volts ?
The aluminium disc which you propose to use will not have any
bad effect on the instrument. We are unable to state cost of
calibrating. Write to Messrs. Everett, Edgcumbe & Co. , 152 ,
Great Saffron Hill, Holborn Circus, London, E.C., and ask them
what they would charge. Your instrument should be in adjust.
ment and have been roughly tested to get zero and maximum
reading ; they will probably want to charge a price which will
include adjusting unless you can say that these divisions have been
approximately marked. " The ElectricalTesting and Standardising
Institution, Faraday House, Charing Cross Road, London , also do
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Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Oueries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(I! Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name must be in.
scribed on the back . ( 2) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed, and also a " Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days mustusually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded. (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published. The
insertion of Replies in this columncannot be guaranteed. (6) All
Queries should be addressed to The Editor, The Model
ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court,Fleet Street, London, E.C.)
The follozing are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
(13,377] Arc Lamps. W. H. ( Runcorn) writes : I have made
the small arc lamp described in issue January ist, 1903. I have
been
trying
a 230 -volt circuit, using a resistance board which
for ittheonpurpose
I made
. The lamp worked very well, but the
current was much too strong, the lamp getting very hot. The
board held sixteen coils of wire, as per sample enclosed , each coil
13 ins. long, but it was not enough . Would you kindly tell me
how to make a simple resistance, and the quantity of wire (iron )
to work off above circuit ? Would the one resistance do for about
six such lamps working in parallel , though for the present I want
to work the one ?
If too much current flows the only remedy is to insert more
resistance. Some German silver wire would be better than iron
as its resistance is just about double . Get a few yards of No. 19
German silver wire ( S.W.G. ) and make up a few more coils . This
will answer your purpose. Yes, one resistancewould do for working
in parallel, and, of course, it would be a lower one, as more current
would have to be allowed to pass. A resistance for each lamp
steadies the arc better and prevents so much fluctuation .
(13,379] Rewinding Induction Coll. H. A. ( New Cross)
writes : Some time ago I purchased a shocking coil which cost
los. 6d . I lent it to a friend who was a bit inquisitive and wanted
to see the works,so he pulled it to pieces and could not put it to
gether again . The core is a piece of solid iron , and the primary
coil is composed of four layers of the white covered wire. The
secondary coil was composed of twenty -four layers of the fine gauge
wire, with paper in between, and it was wound as close as possible
without letting it touch . As I found that I could not use it again ,
I rewound the secondary coil with twelve layers of the gier covered
wire, which is all I could get on . The connections were as per
diagram (not reproduced ), and I have also tried various other ways,
but although the contact-breaker hums merrily enough, I cannot
get the slightest current off the handles either primary or secondary.
if youI could
tell me how coil
to remedy
it.should
Do be
youmuch
thinkobliged
the wire
used possibly
for the secondary
is too
thick, or is it because there is not enough wound on ?
• The secondary is too thick . Use No. 36 silk - covered wire
(S, W.G .) and get on as inuch as you can . Some of the small French
boils --and yours appears to be one -- are wound by special machinery,
so that no other insulation is necessary than a space between the
turns. You will have to use insulated wire, however. Our hand
book, " Inductions Coil for Amateurs " will assist you ; 7d. post
free .
( 13,038) Motor for Boat. A. M. (Rathmines) wiites : I intend
making a model cargo steamer about 3 ft . long, 6 ins. beam , and
would like to know whether the motor (skctch enclosed) would be
strong enough to drive her when used with 4 -volt transparent
accumulator; motor and accumulator when in working order weigh
about | lb.
It is a question of speed of boat . The motor will certainly be
large enough to drive the boat at a moderate speed, which pre
sumably will be appropriate for a carge boat model. You do not
state the length ofarmature, so we presume it is about it ins. We
advise you to allow the motor to run as fast as possible and gear
it down to a slower running propeller shaft, say, about four revolu
tions of the armature to one revolution of the shaft ; by this means
you will get maximum effect and economise your current.
( 13,301 ) Commutators and Sparking. W. A. H. ( Malpas)
writes : I would be very glad if you could answer me the following
question : -- I have a dynamo, output 105 volts 15 amps . I am
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calibrating : you could write to them as well. We believe the price
will be the same up to any ordinary voltage. See our new book on
“ Electrical Instruments," price 6d. for information on scales .
You could use a 6 -in . disc and calibrate up to so or 60 volts. The
conpensating coil would require to have a correspondingly higher
resistance and the scale would begin to read at about 5 volts.
113.099] Telephone Connections. C. E. L. ( Lewisham) writes :
I have read your little book “ Telepbones and Microphones,” etc. ,
with very great interest and profit, and venture to trespass upon
your good nature for a little more information respecting same.
but I desire to make a telephone for household purposes, speaking,
to the maid in the kitchen from various rooms or the garden as
required. I may say I have already fixed several electric bells.
What I propose forthe present purpose is a wall telephone, as de
scribed in Chapter IV, to be fixed in the kitchen in proximity to
the bell ( either with an indicator or different toned bell to dis
tinguish it), and for dining-room and other rooms to have a com
bined receiver and microphone transmitter with push for the bell
in kitchen attached. I hardly think it necessary to have a bell in
dining-room . Would a combined transmitter and receiver, some
thing like that on page 74 ( Fig. 25), with the spring press on side
of the body connected to kitchen bell, answer the purpose ? And is
an induction coil used in the pattern above referred to, or would
you advise one ? The reason I want press for bell to be attached
to the instrument is so that the whole can be laid on table handy
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TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS .
say) , and so avoid getting up to ring. The sketch
at meal times,
{opposite
( not reproduced) shows an idea of my meaning. What
size would you suggest for the bell mouth, and would it do turned
out of a piece of hardwood ?
You can use a hand combination telephone for the purpose you
have in view , using the small switch for ringing purposes ; but the
connections will require modifying. The bell mouth on the trans
mitter maybe made ofhardwood, it ins.internaldiameter, tapering
to | in. If the distance is fairly short, an induction coil can be dis
pensed with , and in any case it would hardly be practicable to fit
this as you suggest. The attached sketch (a) gives the modifica
tions necessary , the arrangement necessitating a battery for ring
ing purposes placed near the telephone in the dining-room . If,
however, this is objectionable, the battery may be put in the
kitchen, and a third wire used as in the second sketch (6) .
( 13,254) Dynamo Windings. G. H. ( Catford) writes : I have a
snall Avery Lahmeyer 30-watt dynamo ( as described in “ ABC
of Dynamo Design ," except that the field -magpet poles are 2 ins.
by i ins ., instead of 2 ins. by it ins.). The armature is wound
with No.24 S.W.G., as in the ABC," but the field-magnets have
only about 72 yds. of No. 22 , instead of 100 yds. As a dynamo,
the fields seem to have too low a resistance, and it is not a success.
( 1 ) With the present armature can I re -wind the fields to get 2 ]
arnps. at 12 volts (or at less speed of amps. at 8 volts) ? If so ,
what gauge and quantity shunt winding ? ( 2) Would it be prac
tical to wind the fields in sections for two different outputs--say,
at a low speed about 2,000 r.p.m .-- 12 volts i amp. and 6 volts
2 amps . ? If so , what gauge and quantity of wire in each section,
and how connected ? ( 3) Will it be necessary to use silk -covered
vire in order to get the quantity into the space, and will single
silk -covered do ? ( 4) At the end of page 77 of " A B C of
Dynamo Design " the formula " 360 x 1's ins. = about 38 yds."
Is this not incorrect ? And even taking the context of the para
graph , should it not be 35 yds.?
(1 ) Your armature wire will stand an output of 24 amps . ; the
voltage varies with the speed and number of turns of wire on the
armature and strength of the field ; the currentvaries with the gauge
of wire on the armature. To maintain an equal strength of field ,
the field -magnet coils should be wound to suit the voltage at which
the machine is worked . For 12 volts the field coils should be
wound with No. 24 gauge s.c.c. copper wire, for 8 volts, with No.
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23 gauge s.c.c. copper wire . ( 2 ) The best way to effect this is to
join the field coils in series with each other for the higher voltage,
and in parallel with each other for the lower voltage, keeping them ,
of course, still as a shunt to the brushes. For this purpose we ad.
vise you to use No. 26 gauge s.c.c. copper wire for both coils ; you
will probably find it necessary to run at about 3,000 revolutions per
minute to get good work out of this dynamo. ( 3) Single silk
covered wire would be an advantage, as you could then get more
turns on : but you can use single cotton -covered, if you do notwish
to go to the expense of silk ( 1 ) Yes, but the author his probably
taken his length from an actual machine in which the waste and
lengths for connections to commutator made up a total of 38 yds.
You will notice he says " about 38 yds." In advising the above
gauges of wire, we have taken into consideration that you have only
been able to get 72 yds . of No. 22 gauge wire on the field coils :
this is certainly too low a resistance. except for working at about
5 volts . Get on as much wire as you can .
(13,323] Bichromate Cells. F. C. H. ( Birkenhead ) writes :
Would you be good enough to inform me through your valuable
paper
iſ thereafter
are use
anyinmeans
by whichcellpotassium
bichromate can
be recovered
a bichromate
?
ble time and
considera
No. The process would be one involving
trouble. The salt would have to be dried, heated and oxidised
again , and all this would cost you much more than buying a fresh
electrolyte.
( 13,312] Charging Cells, etc. T. W. B. ( Dublin) writes : ( :)
What size dynamo ( in watts) will a 1 b.h.-p. gas engine drive, and
conversely what power will it take to drive a 75 -watt dynamo ?
( 2 ) Is it a fact that small machines (dynamos) take three times
the power to drive them that their wattage indicates ? ( 3) If
the amperage of the dynamo greatly exceeded the maximum rate
of charge of the accumulator to be charged , would it not be necessary
when charging to put some resistance between dynamo and accu
mulator ? ° ( 4) iftiis is so, what resistance would be needed
between a dynamo which gives 5 amps . 9 volts at full load and an
accumulator, maximum rate of charge of which is 2 amps . ?
(5 ) If I have a dynamo which gives 8 volts at a normal speed, could
I not charge two 4 -volt accumulators in series by running the
dynamo a little faster so as to get 9 volts ?
( 1 ) About 60 watts ; about 1b.h..p. fully. (2 ) Very oftenj
You may safely reckon twice the power is required . ( 3) Yes. See
recent Queries and Replies . ( 4 ) Depends upon the voltage of
accumulator. ( 5 ) If you inserted abot 5 ohms resistance to begin
with and gradually cut it out bit by bit, you could regulate the
current to a nicety . A few feet of No. 22 German silver wire
would do. ( 5 ) Yes.
( 13,348] Alloys of Tin . J. E. ( Forest Gate) writes : I am
much obliged for thelast set of answers which I received from you ,
and should like your kind advice on the following : - I have some
sticks of pure tin which are so soft that they will not answer my
purpose . Can you tell me any method by which I can harden
these, alloying or otherwise ?
Your query is rather vague. You do not say what purpose you
require the alloy for. Britannia metal consists of - tin, 92 ; anti
mony, 6'2 ; and copper, 1'8 parts. Pewter is made up of tin , 89 ;
antimony, 7 ; bismuth, 2 ; and copper, 2. Solder (fine) equals
66 6 of tin to 33 * 3 lead . Solder (coarse) equals 33'3 tin to 666
lead. Perhaps these figures will assist you .
(13,392) Small Charging set. C. B. (Newry) writes : I
would beobliged if you would enlighten me on the following : -I
intend to put down a small charging plant , the gas or oil engine
to be { h.-p. What output for dynamo would you advise in volts
and amperes ? It would be used for charging pocket accumulators,
also for motor car and cycle charging. Suppose the E.M.F. of
dynamo were 25 volts and only two cells were being charged, I
suppose it would be necessary to reduce voltage to 5 or 6 volts ?
If so, would a resistance like that shown and explained in The
Model ENGINEER issue for December 29th (Fig. 1 ) be suitable ?
Would the same amount of current be available when using resis.
ance as when running without it ? Would the introduction of one
ohm into the circuit reduce voltage by one volt. Suppose the
Current were too large for size of cells being charged , what method
would I have to employ to alter same ? I have taken THE MODEL
ENGINEER for the past eighteen months, but at the present time
I cannot have access to them to see if the foregoing queries have
been answered in reply to others.
A 150 or 200-wattmachine would be large enough for the engine
that is, if engine is f b.h.-p. and not nominal horse-power . The
best plan for charging is to find out what current the accumulators
should have . The makers would tell you or you could reckon it
from the size of plates . Rate of charge should not exceed 6 amps.
per sq. ft . of positive plate surface in small cells and slightly less
in large ones. Insert an ammeter in circuit and use an adjustable
resistance made up of, say, No. 22 S.W.G. German silver wire.
About 8 or 9 yds. would be sufficient. Then regulate current as
you please. If you can look up previous queries and replies you
will find some useful information . If still in difficulties let us
know.
( 13,319] Jelly Electrolyte for Accumulators. G. van D.
(London ) writes : Would you please let me know if the receipt for
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jelly acid for accumulators in your issue of December 10th, 1903 ,
is correct ? I have tried it, and the result of mixing the two
solutions was an immediate precipitation of a blush mass (insoluble
in water, apparently) . It seems to me that if H2SO4 is added to
either potassium or sodium silicate, the result will be - sodium cr
potassium sulphate + silicic acid . Now , this being the case, the
accumulator will contain an electrolyte of one of the above salts +
free silicic acid. Of course, the acid would take a jelly form , but
what I question is if the cell could be worked with an electrolyte
of potassium or sodium sulphate. Trusting that you will let me
have as much information as possible on this subject .
Yes, it is quite correct, Silicic acid will be formed , but the
sulphuric acid is, or should be, in excess : and it is that which is the
electrolyte, acting in the same manner as in any ordinary accumu
lator.
(13.299) - in . Coil Partial Failure. L. B. T. ( Cambridge )
writes : I have made up a f-in. spark coil from the directions given
in your sixpenny handbook on the subject. I have tried both a
hammer and a mercury break, and experiment is slightly in favour
of the latter. The maximum spark I have obtained without con
denser is in . ; with condenser , about 5-16th- in . Am I right in
thinking that the f -in . spark proves that the coil itself is in no way
faulty, and in deducing that the fault lies in the contact-breaker
or condenser ? Will you very kindly inform me how to test for
location of the fault, and how to remedy it ? Might the condenser
be of insufficient capacity ? Is it possible to have too great a
capacity of condenser ?
Probably the fault lies in both contact-breaker and condenser.
The latter, if made up to the size given in handbook , should be about
large enough . The sheets cannot be too well pressed together . Is
your battery power sufficient ? Try each secondary coil by itselí,
and then add them in series, gradually increasing the spark lengths
You will then see which part of secondary, if any, is faulty .
( 13,370) Small Electric Lighting Set. W. D. W. (Cross Hills )
writes : I want to construct a dynamo and accumulator, the latter
to light a lamp suitable for reading by. About what c.-p. would
such a lamp have to be ? The lamp would be required to burn
about two hours a day. Where could I get designs for such an
accumulator ? The dynamo will be used solely for charging the
accumulator. I have your handbook on " Small Dynamos and
Motors." Please refer me to a design in this book suitable, and
state the windings and power required to drive it.
Matter of choice. A I c.p. lamp would do. Our handbook
1 Small Accumulators," 7d. post free . See also recent articles
on this subject in this Journal. A 30-watt dynamo, type as Fig. 8,
wound to give 10 volts 3 amps . , would require about 1.12 h.-p.
to drive it . Use a 6-volt accumulator of about 12 amp.-hours
capacity.
( 13,300 ] Altering Gas Engine Castings. J. D. A. V. ( Upper
Tooting) writes : I have bought the castings of a gas engine from
one of your advertisers. The engine is 2 - in . bore and 2 - in . stroke.
I enclose a diagram of ignition and valves, and would be obliged if
you would tell me if this can be altered to an Otto cycle principle
engine ; and if this would be much improvement ?
It might be possible, but only to those who are quite conversant
with gas engine work and practice. It would mean radical altera
tions and additions, and would , even if possible, cost much more
than the castings did .
( 13,387] Condenser for t-in. Coil. G. H. W. ( Hyde ) writes :
I should be pleased to have your advice on the following :-Iintend
making a f -in . spark coil (as described in your handbook on same).
I find that a condenser with plates (tinfoil) 24 ins . by 4 ins . would
suit my case much better than 3 by 4 , as in your book. ( 1 ) Would
this size of plates be as efficient if I used more of them ,say , about
thickness would such a condenser likely to be
? ( 2) ?What
or 50
45
when
finished
( 3) Could a f-in. spark coil, as described , be
worked from a dynamo giving 10 volts 3 amps . ? If not , could I
alter windings of coils, so that it could ?
( 1 ) Yes, about the same number, or a few more, could be used .
Press the whole lot together as solid and close as ever possible .
( 2) A fraction of an inch. ( 3) Yes.
(13,390 )MarineEngineering and Apprentices. A. M. ( Bishop
Auckland ) writes : I should esteem it a greatfavour if you would
reply to the following queries. I am only 151 years of age, but I
am anxious to get on in life. At what age can I go to sea as a sea
going engineer's apprentice ? What shipping companies take such
apprentices ? Please give me the addresses of a few companies,
so that I can apply for full particulars. At what age do they take
engine-room artificers for the Navy ? Have the Navy any engin
eering shops where they take apprentices and afterwards let them
go on to a battleship ? I also would like to know if such a paper as
the Marine Engineer ( a journal of marine engineering, "ship
building and steam navigation) still exists .
As a rule, sea-going engineers serve their time in some works
ashore, and after that go to sea . There may be exceptions to this
procedure, but in any case some experience must have been gained
ashore before getting afloat. You might write to William Dox .
ford & Sons, shipbuilders and engineers, Pallion, Sunderland, and
ask if they are open to take you on. State previous experience
(if any), and enclose stamped addressed envelope for reply. We
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have no particulars concerning Navy artificers, but information
could be had from the AssistantSecretary of the Admiralty, White
hall, London, S.W. Some local newsagent might get you the
Marine Engineer.
( 13,037] Spark Coil. T. H. L. (Penge) writes : 1 herewith en
close sketch of a coil which I thought was a spark coil. Its weight
is 1 lb. I oZs . I should be very much obliged if you could explain
what sort of coil it is. I connected to a galvanometer and cell the
two ends of thick wire ( a piece of which is enclosed ), and found that
it deflected the needle of galvanometer ; so it is a separate coil .
I then connected the two ends of thin wire up as before , but there
was no deflection whatever . Also, when I connected the thick
wire to cell only, and by just touching one end of coil with a wire
from one pole of cell, it gave a good spark ; also, it gave one here
and there on top of the coil or lastlayer, which is composed of very
fine copper wire, a piece of which is enclosed. If it is a spark coil,
what size spark would it give ?
This is a small spark, or induction coil, and should give a spark
about fin . in length . The wires enclosed are No. 40 gauge and No.
18 gauge, this latter being the thick wire of the primary winding.
The coil requires a contact-breaker and condenser to complete it.
You will find a large amount of information on the subject in our
handbook on " Induction Coils," price 6d . It is possible that you
may find a break in the secondary winding where it is sparking in
the top layer, but as this secondary winding is of high resistance,
it may not show a deflection on your galvanometer, even if no
break exists, as the galvanometer may not be delicate enough to
move with the very small current passed through by your battery.
( 13,306] Increasing Output of Lighting Plant. A. F. S.
(Wimborne) writes: I have an electric lighting plantof gas engine,
dynamo and set of accumulators for 100 volts, and lighting about
thirty 16 C.-p. lamps. Wishing to nearly double the number of lamps
could I , without disturbing the wires, and using the same engine and
dynamo, alter the system from 100 to 200 volts by adding another
set of accumulators of equal power and size, charging the two sets
in parallel, with twice the current discharging them in series. The
cable is 7-15 th min. resistance, 800 megohms per mile. I am charg
ing
present
set of 22accumulators
with. How
u amps.,
is
capable
of giving
amps., or more
wouldand
thisdynamo
affect the
present charging and discharging switches ? At present there are
forty cells on bottom ring of six -way ring switch - five between
fifth and sixth , and the other four keys arranged for regulating.
In addition to the foregoing, provided it is possible to charge as
suggested , how should the two boards be connected ? Would
ammeter do again ? Voltmeter would have to be changed to 230
volts .
We cannot recommend you to charge accumulators in parallel ;
it is not considered good practice to do so . They had better
be charged in series. Your presentcables would carry 28 amps. It
is a question for you to decide which is the most advantageous- to
work at 200 volts — which means doubling the number of your
accumulators in series and re -winding your dynamo to give the
requisite number of volts ( 24 per cell at least)--with any necessary
alterations to lamps, voltmeters, switches, & c., if the latter are not
suitable for 200 volts; or continuing to work at 100 volts and putting
in a new battery of larger cells. If you are lighting thirty 16 C.-p.
lamps, you must be at present sending about 18 amps. through
your mains, so you could only increase the number of lamps to
about fifty in all. We expect you will find the easiest and most
convenient thing to do will be to get rid of your present battery
and put down a new one with larger cells, and run a pair of supple
mentary cables, if you want more currentthan the present oneswill
carry.
(13,397 ] Oil Engine Troubles. T. B. ( Wirksworth) writes :
I have recently purchased a small oil ergine, and I cannot get it
to work . The compression seems good, and it vapourises the oil
all right ; but it will not fire the charge. I have had no experience
with oil engines, and I should be glad if you could help me.
might say that the engine is one of Butlers', ofDerby .
You give us so little data to go upon , that we can only suggest
one or two likely causes of failure. Have you varied the mixture,
in order to find the right proportions of vapour and air ? Is
ignition tube hot enough and compression good ? Is exhaust
passage and pipe quite clean ? Remember, too much oil is as bad
or worse than too little, Do the valves open and close at
proper time, and are they tight and well seated ? Are ignition
passages clear ? Make sure ofall this, and then, if still in difficul
ties, writo us again, giving fuller particulars and details of what
you have done to remedy things. You might ask the inakers if
the engine was run before being dispatched .
( 13,402 ) size of Hot Air Bagines. A. J. S. K. (Oxford)
writes : I should be greatly obliged if you would answer me the
enclosed queries. I want an engino to run in a small space, and
one that is simple and reliable. ( 1) The dimensions of a hot-air
engine developing to h.-p. ? ( 2 ) The speed of sane ?
We do not know of a hot-air engine of this size. The following
dimensions of a b.h.-p. engine will help you to form some idea
of a10 h.-p. one :-4 ft. 5 ins. high by 3 ft. 10 ins. by 3 ft. 1 in .
Diameter of working cylinder, 10 ins . ; weight, 11 cwts. You
had much better use a gás or oil engine.
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( 13,395] To Prevent Rust Attacking Screws when Stored
Away. B. L. ( Kirkcaldy) writes : I have difficulty in keeping my
small steel screws for model work free from rust, as my workshop
tends to be damp during the winter. I have tried keeping them in
glass bottles filled with paraffin, but this is not a complete cure .
Can you recommend any better method of storing screws ? With
thanks in anticipation of your kind reply, and all good wishes for
the increased success of your valued paper during the New Year .
Ifparaffin
a success,
isnotoil.
try someheavier
, such as ordinary
machine
or sweet
A mineral
oil is best, as oil
it will
never go bad.
If you are very particular about them , make an air- tight (ap
proximate) case, and keep a jar with some strong sulphuric acid in
same, and thescrews, &c., in smallboxes, or wrapped up. Theacid
will absorb all moisture from the air, and, consequently , keep
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The News of the Trade .

( The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion, no payment of any kind
being required or accepted. The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.]
• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actua
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.
A Combined Gas Engine and
Dynamo.
We illustrate in the wood -cut herewith Mr.
A. Harrop's (address, 185 , Rockingham Street,
Sheffield ) small power gas or oil engine in
combination with a dynamo, the whole plant
being mounted on the one cast iron bedplate.
The engine has a cylinder 31-in. bore by 5-in.
stroke, and gives an output of practically
2 h.-p. on full load, using town's gas. It is
fitted with forged steel crankshaft and con
necting -rod , and has large phosphor bronze
27 times the
bearings, the length of which isflywheels,
of
diameter of the shaft. The
which there are two, are 174 ins. diameter.
A. HARROP
ENGINEER
SHEFFIELD .
The price of the engine is £15 , whether
arranged to consume gas or petroleum . The
dynamo will light six 50 -volt 16 candle -power
lamps, and has a 16 -slot drum armature and
copper commutator, built up from the shaft on
gunmetal bushings, the segments being pro
MR . A. HARROP'S SMALL POWER GAS OR OIL ENGINE
perly insulated with mica. The price of the
DRIVING DYNAMO.
combined engine and dynamo is £21 net
cash.
everything free from rust. A heavy oil would answer well, however.
The Manufacture of Model Locomotives.
Thanks for your good wishes.
The accompanying photograph of a batch of model Midland
( 13,405) Small Dynamo Failure. F.H. H. (Desboro ') writes :
locomotives -- the third order - taken at the works of Messrs. W. J.
I should esteem it a great favour if you could tell me what is the
Bassett -Lowke & Co. , at Northampton , is interesting, as it shows
how models are made in quantities to cheapen cost of production .
matter with a dynamo I have made. It is a No. 3 Kapp type,
The locomotives depicted in the illustration are of identical con
from the British Engineering and Electrical Co., Leek . The mag.
, and are shown in a stage nearing completice,
struction
nets are wound as per instructions, and the armature was wound

MODEL MIDLAND LOCOMOTIVES AT Messrs . W. J. BASSETT - LOWKE & Co.'s Works , NORTHAMPTON .
complete when I bought the castings ; but when running I cannot
get the current away into the lamps, although it sparks at
the brushes. I have tried different ways of connecting, but with
no better results. I have thought the air gap might be slightly
too wide - would that be the reason ? If so , what would you do ?
It may be a matter of adjusting the brushes. Are lamps of suit
able make and voltage ? If air gap is too great, wind armature
over with fine iron wire, as described in handbook " Small Dynamos
and Motors," 7d . post free. A too great air gap will be quite
enough to stop the machine generating properly .

Twist- Drill Grinding Offer.
With reference to their offer in a recent issue, Messrs. S. Holmes
state
Co.ask
us to
that whilst they still have pleasure in grinding
and
twist drills up to fin. free of charge, sent to them by our readers,
owing to the tremendous rush, they are compelled to limit the
number sent in by anyone to half a dozen.
Messrs. Stanley Feast & Co. , Ltd. , manufacturers of
“ Stickeestuff " and other specialities, have removed to larger and
more commodious premises at 4 !, Featherstone St., City Road, E.C
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The Editor's Page .
NE of our correspondents points out a diffi
ONE
culty with regard to the coupon system we
have just adopted in connection with our
Queries and Replies " department , which will
probably be also felt by others. He is a marine
engineer, and says that it is not often that he sends
in queries , but when he does he wants the informa
tion badly. His difficulty is to know how to com
ply with our stipulation for a coupon from the
current issue when he is in port away from home ,
and out of reach of the current issue. It seems to
us that it would be unfair to press the rule in cases
of this kind , and we may say that we are quite
willing to accept a recent coupon in place of a
current one where the special circumstances under
which the letter is written seem to warrant this
concession . This, of course , will not apply to any
cases where the reader writes from within the
United Kingdom . So far as foreign and Colonial
coupon
querists are concerned, the
current
may be taken to mean the coupon in the issue
current in their own country at the time of writing.
*
Our marine correspondent above referred to tells
us that he has taken THE MODEL ENGINEER from
the first number, and adds : “ I should not like to
part with them . They are a mine of information
on subjects not usually treated in other publications ,
apart altogether from the model work ; and it is
no exaggeration to say that I have read everything
from that first number, including a glance through
the advertisements , every week from cover to cover .
I heartily endorse your paragraph on ' The Editor's
Page ' re historic models . Railway engineering
alone offers numerous quaint examples, and the
old marine padJle engines make very pretty
models. There is also the old rack gas engine ,
which is an exceedingly interesting machine."

January 26, 1905 .

J. M. ( Gainsborough ) .—We shall be having an
article on this subject shortly .
J. R. ( Ayr , N.B .).— The limelight is certainly
preferable, but no doubt you could get good re
sults with acetylene . The Acetylene Dry Gener
ation Company, of 115A, Walmer Road , Notting
Hill , London , could possibly give you some in
formation on this subject . Write them , stating
your requirements .
T. 0. ( Sligo ) .—Your best plan is to look through
a few advertisements in both daily and trade
papers , such as the Daily Chronicle and Engineer .
ing , or The Engineer. See also the Electrical
Review . You might select a few firms adver
tising , and write them , asking if they have a
vacancy for an apprentice .
F. W. (Oakhill).– Obtain lists from Stevens' Model
Dockyard, Aldgate ; W. J. Bassett - Lowke & Co.,
Northampton , and other advertisers.
A. R. H. ( Bradford ). — Vou will find full working
drawings of the L.Y.R. locomotive No. 1400 in
Steamt Engineering ” , price 4s . net ,
Pullen's
4s . 5d. post free , from this Office.
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributicae on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and ali MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will besent post free toany address for 138. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Posta
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertiso
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondenee relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all newapparatus andprice lists, & c ., for review ,to be addressed
to THE EDITOR," The Model Engineer ," 26—29, Poppins Court
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Allsubscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the papéi
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26 - .
Poppin's Court,Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

Contents .
Answers to Correspondents.
C. L. ( London , S.W . ).—The matters you refer to
concern the members of the S.M.E. more than the
general readers of the paper. We have for
warded your letter to the hon . secretary.
J. A. B. ( Seven Kings ) .—Many thanks for your
letter . Glad you were pleased .
W. D. ( Falkirk) .—A very small resistance would
be wanted for 50 volts - say, 9 or 10 yds . of No.
22 German silver wire .
E. H. ( Ingrow ) .—Put a resistance into the primary
circuit , and connect a couple of wires to the two
secondary terminals , connecting the former to
suitable handles -- pieces of brass tube do well for
handles.
H. J. ( Hindley ) .—Townson & Mercer, 189 , Bishops
gate Street, London , E.C. , would give you a
price for the chloride of zinc in quantity .

( The asterisk ( * ) denotes that this suhject is illustrated . ]
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A Model Steam Yacht .

By A. E. HARBORD .

Fig. 1.-MR. A. E. HARBORD's MODEL STEAM YACHT .
HE model steam yacht , Florence , shown in
T ! the accompanying photographs, has been
designed and built entirely by myself during
the last six or seven months . She is 5 ft. long ,
94 ins . beam , and has an average depth of 8 ins.
The hull is built of yellow pine in 1 in. layers , and
after shaping and cutting out in the usual manner ,
was fastened together with 14-in . wood screws and
plenty of white lead. It is painted black above the
water - line and salmon pink below . The rudder is
made of sheet brass 1-16th in . thick , and is painted
black. It is held in position by a racked tiller on

the after deck. At first I had a wheel , but when
I took the boat to the water I came to the con
clusion that it was too complicated, so I substi
tuted the tiller now in use . The decks are of beech ,
and are made to come off in three pieces. The fore
deck is removable for access to the lamp, the boat
deck with funnel to enable me to get at the boiler
with ease , and the quarter -deck, under which is the
engine. The funnel is a piece of very light brass
tube and is painted a dead black with heat-proof
paint .
The deck fittings comprise five boats with davits
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two anchors and catheads , two cowl ventilators ,
deckhouse and bridge, two sets of double bollards
and several hatches. The masts and spars are ash,
and are fitted to a brass cross-beam , which enables
me to remove the deck without taking it down .
This arrangement saves a lot of trouble when the
boat is in the water. The deckhouse is fitted with
a small electric lamp connected to a battery in
the stern , where there is a small switch ; when alight
at night it gives the boat a realistic appearance .
The ports are dummies, being brass -headed tacks ,
such as are used to tack the seats of chairs to the
frame , and are painted white .
The hawse-holes
are real , being connected to the deck with 3-16ths
cable " passes.
in . tube, through which the
Originally I had railings round the decks , but
they had a nasty habit of always getting in the
way, and then getting broken , so I have done
without them . The boiler is a Cornish type, 104
It has a water and steam space
ins . over-all .
The shell is a
of 8 ins. by 6 ins . diameter.
piece of 6 -in . tube , f in . thick and 8 ins. long .
The furnace is 3 ins . diameter, 104 ins . long,
and is fitted with nine / in . cross - tubes . The
end plates are spinnings, 1-16th in . thick, well
stayed . I consider that a spinning gives greater
satisfaction than slowly beating a sheet of
The uptake is if ins .
metal out with a mallet .
diameter . The boiler has a large steam and water
space, steaming at 25 lbs . for quite half an hour
without the slightest attention , which is an advan
tage not to be overlooked in designing a model
steamer. The fittings are three-gauge cocks, one
valve and fitting plug, forced
blow -off cock, safety
draught cock and union , and main stop valve.
The engine is a fin . by 1 -in , slide-valve , built of
solid drawn tube and castings. The cylinder is
supported by four 3-16ths in . steel columns. The
crankshaft is 3-16ths in . diameter, and is built up
and brazed . The piston-rod guide is of rather an
unusual pattern , being a T- piece with the arms
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Workshop Notes and Notions .
[Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column , baied on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired , accord
ing to merit . All matter intended for this column should be
marked “ WORKSHOP ” on the envelope.]
A Scriber and Case .
By W. D. ENGLISH .
A small scriber with a case to carry in the pocket
can be easily made as shown in the sketch herewith ,
and often is found very useful . Turn down a piece
of steel to 4 in . diameter full, and it ins . long. Up
the centre drill a hole } in . tapping for about } in.

A SCRIBER AND CASE ,
Tap this , and then screw a piece of } in . cast steel
wire to fit into it tightly. Cut off about it ins.
away from head, make a cap to fit over this, turn
up a piece of steel } in . bare, and drill a hole up
this for 1š ins . , 3-16ths in . diameter. Now tap this
#in . down to screw on to the other part. Just
mill this at the bottom a little , and cut off 14 ins .
long, and then round the end off to a nice curve.
The whole should then be hardened in oil, and
brightened up.

Home - mado Grinding and Polishing Machine.
By J. R. DAWKINS .
The following description of this apparatus may
interest some of our readers. It is very efficient,
easily made, and very cheap. The driving wheel
is 21 ins. in diameter, and was
taken from an old coffee mill .
Around the edge I fastened , by
means of rivets , a strip of iron 2
ins . by $ in , so that it would take
a it-in, belt. The axle I had made
roughly by a blacksmith and fin
ished off myself ; it is made of f-in .
square iron. When in position each
end of the axle rests upon a strip of
sheet steel placed on pieces of stout
pine, as shown in Fig . 1. The
treadle ( Fig. 10 ) is held at one end
2 ins. from the floor between two
brackets of t-in . iron (Fig. 13 ) .
Twelve ins . from the other end the
loop (Fig. 12 ) is fastened .
At each end of the axle and
FIG. 2. - MACHINERY FOR MODEL STEAM YACHT.
pressing lightly against it is a piece
of sheet steel fixed to a piece of
running between the steel columns . The flywheel
pine ( Fig. 8 ) . These are fastened to the cross
is 24 ins . diameter, and is counter-balanced. When
pieces supporting the axle. Fig. 7 shows section of
out of the water the engine runs at a terrific speed .
axle resting on steel plate and held down by a piece
The blowlamp is made after drawings and descrip
of 5-16ths in . iron rod , flattened at each end and
tion in 04Machinery for Model Steamers .”
It
screwed into wood supports. Fig . 11 is made of
burns for half an hour. The propeller is 34 ins .
5-16ths in . iron rod . Fig. 9 shows i in. of the crank
diameter, about 6-in. pitch, and is made with a
made circular, likewise the two ends. The standards
brass boss to which are soldered copper blades , but
( Fig . 2 ) are made of flat iron, i in . by 3-16ths in . ,
it is not painted . All turning on these models was
and are bolted to the bench . Fig . 5 is bent to a
suitable angle to allow the hard wood blocks ( Figs .
done on a 3-in. centre lathe made by myself.
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A HOME-MADE GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE.
By J. R. DAWKINS,
(see pages 98-100 .
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3 and 4 ) to fit in as shown . Fig. 3 is made
fast by means of screws to standard ( A , Fig .
2 ) , whilst Fig. 4 is fastened in standard ( B) by
means of two wedges . The brace ( Fig. 6) is bent to
an angle , which will keep the standards upright .
The spindles for the bobbins are of 4 -in. square
14.
ron and shaped to a point at each end, as
The pulleys are made of mahogany, 4 ins . by 21 ins.
The bobbins are of 1 -in . pine , round which are

The “ Model Engineer " Electric
Locomotive .
By H. GREENLY.
( Continued from page 56. )
III . -MAIN FRAMES, BOGIE FRAMES, AND CROSS
PLATES .
HE main crossplates which fit the lower ends of
TH the steel standards, detailed in the last in
stalment, may be castings — when the circular
facing strips shown can easily be arranged — but if
Topered holes for sling bolts
& Flop of bogie frame
o

T
i Topped sa
bogie frame

71

COM

FIG. 16.- BOGIE SLING BRACKET.
the builder desires , he may cut the plates from
sheet material , either hard brass or steel. (See Fig. 8 ) .
The f-in . clearing holes for the standards should
be a good fit, and those for the sling bolts which
support the main frame from the bogies should be
tapered, with a special tool , from the top side, and
slightly countersunk on the underside. The large
fin . hole is for lightening the casting only, and is
not important.
The cross section ( Fig. 10 ) through the bogie and
main frames shows exactly how the bogiesįare

Fig. 15.-Mr. J. R. DAWKINS' GRINDING AND'
POLISHING MACHINE.
glued strips of leather . These are dressed by
applying a thin coating of glue and rolling in emery.
In the centre of each of the blocks ( Figs . 3 and 4 )
a small hole is made and into these holes the
spindle is placed , and block at
standard ( B) pushed up close
and securely wedged . On the
driving wheel is fastened a
weight of about 10 lbs . of lead ,
so placed that when at rest the
treadle is raised to the right
position for starting again . In
the photograph one end of each
standard is bent over the front of
the bench .
I find this unneces
End Elevation .
Front Elevation .
sary , so have shortened it in the
drawing. Ihave found this ma
Fig. 16. —ARRANGEMENT OF BOBBIN AND CARRIERS.
chine so usefulthat I hardly know
what I should do without it .
slung, and also indicates the method of suspending
the field -magnets of the motor ; f-in. studs being
VANADIUM STEEL . -Vanadium is the most power
fixed in the bogie stretcher, and rubber pads placed
ful alloy of steel yet discovered ; less than one
above and below the angle brackets . This view
fourth of i per cent . increases the tensile strength
shows the necessity for cutting a nick in the angle
and the elastic limit of steel by over 50 per cent .
plate attached to the bogie frames — from which
If more than 4 per cent . of vanadium is used, what
the sling bolts hang - on the L.H. side of the engine ,
happens to steel is similar to an invalid being
to allow the rubber motor suspension pad , washer
electrocuted instead of deriving benefit from an
and nut to clear . ( See Fig. 16. )
electric treatment , or a person whose doctor pre
The side frames of the bogie are shown in Fig .
scribed a small dose of arsenical medicine taking
11 to a scale of half full size . They are intended
ten or twenty times the dose ordered .
to be made of steel plate , but , of course, there is no
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reason why hard brassplate should not be used .
Should any of the model manufacturers who adver .
tise in this journal intend to place sets of castings
for this engine on the market, the purchaser
would no doubt welcome the construction now
commonly adopted in the case of tenders of steam
model locomotives, viz., the casting of horn
blocks, frames, corner angles , and angle brackets
in one piece. However, this is only a suggestion ,
and the writer will proceed to deal with the .con
struction in the usual manner where one engine
only has to be produced.
The hornblocks will need four patterns, which
may be best made in metal, two in a length. The
ordinary hornblocks will be required R. and L.
handed , as well as those outside which carry the
spiral springs attached to the ends of the equalisers .
The hornblocks may be screwed to the side frames ,
and be soft-soldered as well.
The bogie cross-frame should be a casting, and
one pattern only is needed. This frame contains
the bogie pin socket and the facing pads for the
motor supension, and is attached to the side
frames of the bogie by three countersunk 3-in .
screws , driven from outside. The cross - frame
should also extend outside the main frames, and
form a'bracket for the central spring bolts of the
equaliser on each side.
Near to the top of the bogie side-frames on the

there will be no resistance to the rocking of the bolts
set up in the parts of the mechanism . The sling
To

k já tapped

Mali
Di
Fig. 14. -HORNPLATES .

/"

16
Fig. 15. - HORNSTAYS.

bolts may be ordinary
long bolts, but the bear
ing side of the head at the
bottom should be rounded
in the lathe to facilitate
the rocking action of the
shteten
bogie.
The top should
be provided with a small
Ž
to steel plate
rubber pad , washer and
nut .
The bogie pin , which
8"
may be screwed in the
main crossplate, or cast
Fig . 11. -BOGIE SIDE FRAMES.
solid with it, must be
turned to the shape shown ; and at its largest diam
4 "dislonce between
eter should fit easily in the 5-16th-in . hole in the
ble
bogie stretcher.
The keeps for the bogies may be made of pieces
of by 1 - I6th brass or steel strip, and should be
steel plote
attached by 3-32nd screws driven upwards into
Fig. 12.-BOGIE END PLATES.
the bottom webs of the hornplates of the bogie .
The step is shown in the accompanying full-size
drawing to full size, as it would be supplied from a
manufacturer. If plate construction is adopted
throughout, the top step should be a piece of angle
with the fixing flange turned downwards.
The main longitudinal dimensions in Fig . 4 of
RO
the last instalment should read 10 5-32nds ins . ,
FIG . 13:
not 5 5-32nds. This is obvious .
STEP.
( To be continued. )
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lá
inside - brackets should be screwed to take the tops
of the sling bolts. The holes for the latter should
be well countersunk from the underside , so that

World's COAL OUTPUT . -It is estimated that the
world's output of coal last year will probably not
have reached 230 million tons.
MESSRS . WHITTAKER & Co. will shortly publish
a new work entitled “ The Insulation of Electric
Machines ,” by H. W. Turner and H. M. Hobart .
This work is the result of many years' practical
work with insulating materials and of careful study
of their insulating properties.
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Latest

The Crocker Steam Turbine. —This turbine is
constructed on the principle of expanding steam in
a diverging nozzle down to a given pressure , when
it impinges on a first set of buckets fastened to a
revolving disc. It then passes to a stationary set
of guides, which further expands and directs it to
a second set of buckets on a second revolving disc ,
and so on successively, until the steam is delivered
to the exhaust at practically no pressure . The
nozzles are cut by an automatic machine out of the
face of a solid bronze ring, which gives nozzles with
a curve approaching that of the expanding steam .
The guaranteed steam consumption of a non -con
densing turbine of 300 kilowatts capacity with
150 lbs. steam is 28 lbs. steam per brake horse
power hour. Up to 300 kilowatts size, 3,600 revolu
tions per minute were obtained .
Launching Gear for Ships' Boats. -In cases
where a ship of modern construction becomes dis
abled , and has to be abandoned in the shortest
possible time , it is obvious that all the boats should
be at once available. A ship in such a predicament
usually lists over to a dangerous degree, and , inas
much as the weather side presents the larger area
to the wind and to the sea , she naturally swings so
as to present this side to the weather, Under such
circumstances the ship becomes itself, as it were , a
breakwater ; the leeside meanwhile is comparatively
smooth, and the list causes the davit tackle to swing
outwards away from the side of the ship . To
launch the weather boats from their proper davits
would be to ensure their destruction , not only be
cause of the inward inclination of the suspending
tackle, but also on account of the breaking of the
sea upon the weather side.
Therefore, if the
weather boats can be moved to leeward , so that
they may be lowered from the lee davits when the
tackle is clear of the boats, a material increase has
been attained in the life-saving power of the ship's
appliances. This advantage is claimed for an appar
atus invented by Captain Spalding, of 20, St.
Helen's Place, E.C. Alteration in the building or
equipment of the ship is not necessary. The chocks
are of the ordinary type now used , but instead of
resting flat upon the boat deck, they are supported
by ball rollers, which run in a slighily -grooved jail
let into the deck. Normally, wedges hold the boats
firmly in position against
60 the motion of the ship.
The grooved rails run
thwart-ships," and also
“ fore and aft.” Cross-junctions are provided, so
that it is possible to always utilise the lee side for
launching , and to rapidly move the weather boats
over.
Discharging and Charging Gas Retorts at one
Stroke . — A machine, of which the above title is
true , is now working satisfactorily at the Treforest
Gas Works of the Pontypridd U.D.C. The machine
and electrical driving arrangements have been
designed by Mr. William Fiddes and Mr. J. G. W.
Aldridge, of 9, Victoria Street , S.W. It is the
minimum of mechanical operation that has yet been
devised in dealing with a single horizontal retort ,
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from the expelling of the spent charge to the re
charging of the retort ; and thus with one machine ,
undei the control of one man , the performance of
the dual operation in one stroke with through
retort is a fait accompli. The principle of the ram is
the foundation of this machine ; the ram performs in
one stroke the dual functions of a discharger and
charger by making it , as it is pushing out the spent
charge , carry into the retort a fresh charge and
deposit it there . In this machine the discharging
charger is built in sections, which are hinged to
gether, and are wound on a wheel, theperiphery of
which comprises nine flat surfaces. The discharg
ing-charger is constructed of side plates, with dis
tance - pieces betweer. , upon which distance -pieces
are hinged plates, the purpose of which is to push
the charge of coa) along into the retort , and , on the
return , to swing forward , and assist in levelling the
top of the charge. The discharging-charger is,
when in use, to all intents and purposes, a rigid
push- plate conveyoi , and the bottom of the retort
represents the bottom of the conveyor-trough .
The Pontypridd machine carries a hopper to con
tain 30 cwt . of coal, and below this hopper is the
shoot through the slide door of which the coal is
allowed to fall into each section of the discharging
charger as it passes along. The machine, with its
gearing, is mounted on a carriage and a framework
of channel-iron , strongly braced together. The
machine runs on rails laid 10 ft . apart in the floor of
the house ; and embodied in it is a 6 horse -power
electrically -driven motor of the enclosed type, by
means of which, and the aid of steel-clutch gearing ,
the traversing, the raising and lowering to each
horizontal row of retorts, and the discharging and
charging, is accomplished . From front to back ,
the machine frame measures 12 ft . jo } ins . ; its
width is 5 ft . 9 ins . , and the extreme height of the
inner frame when serving the top retorts is 16 ft .
3 ins . The weight of the machine is 9 tons 2 cwt .,
without coal. Towards the front of the machine
the three switches for the operations of propelling .
raising and lowering, and diiving the discharging
charger are fixed handy for the driver , who has
standing room on the machine in such a position
that he can see that the operations are all going
forward in a satisfactory manner, without being
himself exposed to smoke, flame , or steam . It may
be mentioned that local coal, which is not of a high
yielding grade , is used at Pontypridd ; and last year
the average make was about 9,500 cubic feet per
ton . The charges are 6 cwt . ones ; and formerly
their duration was 5 hours 40 minutes --that was ,
with hand charging . In the beds on which the
machine has been working, it is found that 4 hours
suffice for thorough carbonisation . It is attiibuted
partly to the smartness with which the discharging
and charging are performed , the short time - not
more than two minutes - the lids are open , and
partly also to the evenness of the charges. From
beginning to end , including the traversing and
raising and lowering of the machine, it is found that
sixteen through retorts can be discharged and
charged comfortably in half an hour ; so that 64
retorts would only monopolise two hours .
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Practice .

By Chas. S. LAKE .

LOCOMOTIVES FOR SERVICE ABROAD .
(Continued from page 7. )
tion with which is plainly to be seen on the side of
ONTINUING this subject from page 7 of the
the smokebox below the lamp . In this engine, as
T of The MODEL ENGINEER for January,
CONissue
in that for the Indian locomotive already described ,
locomo
of
a
us
series
before
again
have
we
the second pair of wheels are the drivers, and the
tives built by British and Continental firms for
valve-gear is similarly arranged inside the frames .
service in foreign lands.

Fig. 4. -Six -COUPLED GÖLSDORF COMPOUND GOODS LOCOMOTIVE.
The illustration ( Fig. 3) is thatof a large goods en
gine for the “ Ferro Carril del Sud ,” otherwise,
the Great Southern Railway of Argentina. This

The firebox is of the Belpaire type, with Rams
bottom safety-valves mounted upon it . The dome
and chimney are in strict accordance with British
practice , and nothing is left to be
desired on the score of neatness in any
of the details of the engine. The
coupling- rod ends are of rectangular
pattern, which is contrary to the
usual plan of providing circular
bushes ; but this is a detail wherein
more is to be said in favour of utility
than of appearance ; and in designing
these engines, the conditions under
which they will have to be maintained
had to be taken into consideration .
The cab is of a commodious pat
tern , with side windows, and roof
extended well back over the tender.
The engine is fitted with the auto
matic vacuum brake, with blocks act
ing upon three out of the four pairs
of coupled wheels and upon all the
wheels of the tender, which is of the
There is also a
double - bogie type.
hand trake on the tender.
The principal dimensions are as
follows :
Cylinders , H.-P. , 19 ins . diameter by
Fig. 5. -FRONT VIEW OF LOCOMOTIVE SHOWN ABOVE .
25 -ins, stroke ; L.-P. , 27 } ins. by 26 ins.
66 Consolidation
stroke ; coupled wheel, 4 ft . 7 } ins. diameter ;
is another
" design of large pro
portions , with cylinders compounded on the von
boiler pressure, 200 lbs. per sq. in.; and total
Borries system , the starting valve used in connec
weight in working order, 987 tons.
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The engines are designed for hauling loads of
600 tons up grades of 1 in 200 . Messrs . Beyer ,
Peacock & Co., Ltd. , of Gorton , near Manchester ,
are the builders.
In the case of the accompanying illustrations
( Figs. 4 and 5 ), it is perhaps, rather stretch
ing a point to describe the engine as being built
for use in a country foreign to that in which
it was manufactured , the fact being that the loco .
motive was supplied by the well-known firm of
Maffei & Co., of Munich , Bavaria, for service in the
adjoining State of Baden . The circumstances are
thus analagous to those in which a locomotive
might be built in England for use in Wales or Scot
land , and although this marks something of a
difference between the present and other engines
treated of in these articles, it is hoped that readers
will consider the writer justified in including the
interesting locomotive under notice . It will be
seen that the engine is of the six-wheel coupled
goods type, with outside cylinders driving the middle
pair of wheels. Gölsdorf's system of compounding
is resorted to , and outside valve gear of the Wal
schaert pattern is used for actuating the valves ,
which work above the cylinders . Steam is supplied
to the H.-P. cylinder on the right- hand side of the
boiler by means of an outside steam pipe im.
mediately forward of the dome . It should be stated
that some of these engines are fitted with Maffei's
starting valve , whilst others of the same series, but
built in Karlsruhe, are strictly Gölsdorf compounds,
with no starting device of any kind whatever to
assist the cylinders .
The engines are fitted with the Westinghouse
air-brake acting upon the second and third pairs of
coupled wheels , and also upon the six wheels of the
tender. There is considerable “ overhang " at the
trailing end of the engine. This is unavoidable,
as all the axles are in front of the firebox. It would
have improved the appearance of the locomotive if
a small pair of trailing wheels , either as a truck or
with radial axle boxes, had been provided ; but as
it is, all the engine weight is available for adhesion
The engine has cylinders and other principal
features to the following dimensions :—H.- P.
cylinder, 19f ins. diameter by 251 ins. stroke ;
L.-P. cylinder, 29. ins. diameter by 251- in. stroke ;
wheels, 4 ft . 3 ins. diameter ; heating surface ( total ),
1,22994 sq. ft . ; steam pressure, 170 lbs. per sq. in . ;
grate area, 23 sq. ft . ; total weight ( engine and ten
der loaded ), 77.6 tons.
The next two engines are British built , but they
are intended for service in widely separated coun
tries — viz ., Australia and Brazil . The Colonial
locomotive is , as will be seen from the illustration ,
a large tank engine with a somewhat unusual wheel
arrangement . Both ends of the locomotive are
supported upon four-wheeled bogies, whilst between
them three pairs of coupled wheels are provided .
The engines are intended for heavy passenger
traffic ( mostly of a suburban character) on the New
South Wales Government Railway.
The design is a neat and well proportioned one,
and is quite up to date in every respect . The
Westinghouse brake is used and brake blocks are
fitted , one to each coupled wheel . Steam sanding
is applied to the front of the first pair of coupled
wheels, and also to the rear ofthe third pair. Ample
lubricating arrangements are provided for the
journals of the coupled wheels ; the oil boxes, each
with three syphon tubes being visible above the
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tank , attached to the side of the boiler and firebox ,
The latter is of the Belpaire type , with Ramsbottom
pattern safety valves upon it, an additional valve
being fitted above the steam dome .
The cylinders are outside the frames , and are
inclined ; the piston - rods being extended through
the front covers . The valve gear, which is of the
“ Allan ” straight link type , is outof sight, inside the
engine framing . The gauge of the New South
Wales Government Railway is standard — i.e ., 4 ft .
8 } ins . , and these locomotives have been designed
to haul loads equal to at least 25 per cent . more
weight than those which they have superseded .
There are thirty -five of them at present , all of
which have been built by Messrs. Beyer, Peacock
and Co., Ltd. , and the dimensions are as follows :
Cylinders , 181 ins . diameter by 24-in . stroke ;
boiler, 12 ft . il ins. long by 4 ft.4 ins. diameter ;
tubes ( number) , 219 , diameter 1 } ins .; heating
surface (total), 1,452 sq. ft .; grate area , 24 sq . ft .;
working pressure , 160 lbs . per sq . in .: tank capacity

The
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Construction of Small

Workshops .
By H. MUSCASTER.
( Concluded from page 81. )
' HE sill will require to be mitred at the corner ;
THIalso a mortise should be cut -say, it ins .
square- into which is put the end of a 3-in .
square piece wrought into the shape given in Fig .
19. This piece is also screwed to the glazing bars ,
as shown . This ensures the corners being weather
proof, and makes a good finish to the work .
Twelve pieces of plate , 7 ins. by 34 ins . by } in.
thick (about) will be required for the roof trusses.
Details of these are shown in Fig. 20 ; also two rods,
5-16th diameter by 20 ft . 6 ins . long with a nut at
each end. These are to serve as iagonal bracing
at the tops of the corner stanchions .
The sills are cut out of 44 in . by 3 in . wood
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Fig . 6. - Six -WHEEL COUPLED TANK LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE NEw South Wales GOVERNMENT RAILWAY.
( total ) , 1,580 gallons water ; bunkes capacity ,
2ļ tons coal ; weight of engine in working order,
72 tons 3 cwt . i qr .; proportion available for
adhesion , 42 tons 16 cwt . i qr .
( To be continued .)
AUTOMOBILES ON RAILWAYS . –The Great Nor
thern Railway Company has been experimenting
with a direct driven petrol car on its Hatfield and
Hertford branch . The car was successfully run
from Doncaster to London in September, and it is
now running regularly on the nine- mile branch ,
making four trips each way daily . Both direct
driven petrol and petrol -electric cars have one great
advantage over steam cars—the services of a fire
man are not required . A feature of the Great
Northern car is the lightness of its machinery ,
which weighs only 2 tons . The total weight of the
car is only 11 tons , as compared with an average of
30 tons for steam and petrol-electric cars . The car
is at present only intended for the conveyance of
thirty - two passengers ; but this number may be
subsequently increased .

four pieces 17 ft . 6 ins . long , four pieces 12 ft . 6 ins.
long. There should be no difficulty in getting
them machined to the section shown .
The boarding required , 4 ins . wide , tongued and
grooved , will be as follows :
174 boards , 3 ft . 8 ins . long for sides .
106 boards, 7 ft . long for roof.
60 super ft . for pediment .
2 fascia boards , 7 ins . by 14 ins. by 17 ft . 6 ins .
long .
4 large boards , 7 ins . by if ins , by 7 ft . 6 ins .
long.
4 strips, 3 ins . by 2 ins . by 7 ft. long.
2 purlins, 3 ins . by 2 ins. by 17 ft. 6 ins. long.
i ridge piece , 4 ins. by 2 ins. by 17 ft . 6 ins.
long.
At one end a door is shown , about 6 ft . wide, as
it may, in some cases , be necessary to admit a
motor car. If the door is made in two parts , only
one part may be opened if the larger opening is not
required. Three batons, 6 ins. wide by it ins.
thick , to which are nailed z -in . tongued and grooved
boards, will make a substantial door.
For covering the roof, a roll of patent sheeting
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will be required , costing abouť zos. (samples may
be obtained from Mr. Muncaster, 6 , Trinity Square,
E.C. ). Slating is rather costly, but it is by far the
best way to cover a building, being of a most durable
nature , as well as being an excellent non -conductor
of heat . It is recommended where cost is no great
consideration. The slates may be nailed to the
boards.
FIG . 19.

FIG . 22 .

sill, a little red lead being used to make a water
tight joint, and the parts screwed together by means
of 2 -in . by 4-in . screws in countersunk holes.
At the gables, 3 ins. by 2 ins. wood pieces to which
are nailed the boarding for filling up the pediment
( Fig . 21 ) are fixed in a similar manner to the angles.
The ends of the boards should hang over the angle
iron about 2 ins. so as to prevent the rain from
drifting in over the top of the glazing.
To make a nice finish the fascia boards and
purlins should be planed, as they are visible from
the inside of the building. If possible, the roof
boarding and the patent sheets should be fixed on
the same day, so as to avoid any risk of the boards
getting wet if it should happen to rain .
The patent sheeting is made in rolls 36 ins. wide,
and should be laid so as to have vertical joints, only.
There will be six strips on each slope of the roof.
A very effective way to make the joint is shown
in sketch ( Fig. 22 ) , a narrow strip of wood or patent
sheeting is laid under the joint and a lath laid over
it . This will make a satisfactory joint and also
hold the sheets firmly. The sheets should also be
nailed to the boarding by special nails spaced about
12 ins . apart in each direction .

ni
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FIG . 21 .
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Section AB

DETAILS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF A SMALL
WORKSHOP.

Allemnative of A.

2x2
7
4/
7

The glass should be rough cast, or rolled about
3-16ths in . thick, and thirty -nine panes will be re
quired 5 ft. long by i ft . 3 ins . wide. The cost
should not exceed 2d. per sq. ft. delivered to nearest
railway station .
About 14 lbs, of putty will suffice for the bedding
of the glass if properly used.
Before commencing the erection the site should
be carefully levelled , and if it is intended to put in
a wood floor, two or three courses of 9-in . brick
work under the angles would make a suitable
foundation .
If the situation is an exposed one a few bolts,
say, six } in . diameter, about 18 ins. long, anchored
into brick, stone, or concrete will prevent the
structure from moving.
After the stanchions are erected , and the angles
along the top and bottom in place, the work should
be carefully levelled, squared , and plumbed , then
the diagonal stays marked off, punched , and fixed,
after which the structure will remain very rigid ,
ng
and the erection may be completed without
to use props or shores for support.
Before being fixed the angle at the lower end of
the glazing bars should be bedded on to the wood

FIG . 20 .
If an eaves gutter is desired , a 3 -in . galvanised
gutter made out of 18 g . sheeting may be fitted .
The cost to purchase is about 5d . per foot run . A
2 - in . diameter down spout at one end will take
the water away ; this should be fastened to the
woodwork by a few light staples , which can be
bough ( of most ironmongers.
Fig. ²3 gives the section of a shop showing how
to arrange the driving. A suitable motor is fixed
in a coiner and drives a 14 - in , diameter shaft carried
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on the tie bar of the roof truss . Instead of the 1 -in.
by 3-in. fiat tie ,two 2 -ins. by 2 -ins. by t -in. angles
are used . To the angles are fixed 6 -in . by it-in .
boards to support the counter shafts for lathes,
shapers, &c. The boards are bolted to the angles
by f-in. flat-headed bolts passing through the boards
and down between the two angles. A small clip, as
shown in Fig . 18 , will form a bearing for the nut on
the edges of the angle bars.
Thewriter has endeavoured to set the preceding
example rather as a guide than as a model to be

Medallists
Work .
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Mr. J. W. Webb's Model Railway Dining
Saloon Carriage.
(Concluded from page 83. )
T will be noticed that we have not employed any
varnish colours or hard drying varnish coats;
this is the principal exception we were advised

200 Revs.
Hotel

bin . athe
2 H. Motor
600 Revs .

Bench

Fig . 23. - CROSS -SECTION OF WORKSHOP, SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF SHAFTING, ETC.
strictly followed , as in most cases considerable
modifications will be necessary to suit existing
circumstances. Although the work may look
formidable , yet from a long experience he can
assert no difficulty need present itself that cannot
be overcome by a little patience and skill. Let the
scheme be thought out and matured during the
winter evenings, the material got ready, so that
when the summer comes the long days and fine
weather may be utilised for the erection , which
should then prove a healthy and interesting task ,
and give the owner the possession of a habitation
that should prove a source of pleasure and profit.

to follow, for before another varnish coat can be ap
plied , we must flatten with pumice powder every bit
of surface and beading, and it would have been im
possible to have avoided catching edge of beading
and rubbing through to wood nearly, when the
painting would have been spoiled. In the slight
Aatting we gave our white coats and body choco
late we did not go into corners, and hardly touched
beading , so we ran no risk ; of course , the advan
tage of hard drying varnish is that a fuller appear
ance is given to the surface, and the little pimples
that will occur can be rubbed down.
The car and bogie- frames are made of teak wood ,

The Model Bogineer and Electrician .
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Fig . 36.- PART SECTION AND ELEVATION OF BOGIE.
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Fig. 37.—Part END ELEVATION AND CROSS- SECTION OF Bogie .

Fig . 47 , —SIDE VIEW OF WHEEL .

DETAILS OF MR. J. W. WEBB's MODEL RAILWAY DINING SALOON CARRIAGE .
(see pages 108-112 .
For description ]
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some respects the English laminated spring looks
more attractive, there is no denying the superiority
of the spiral spring in model practice.
The axle -box, as shown ( Fig. 53 ), does not
follow the outline of the modern English one ;
but could be made to do so by rounding the bottom

and the body of mahogany , all good quality – which
is advisable.
The drawings are dimensioned, and, more or less,
self-explanatory , we having only dealt here with
the important constructive details. The bogies
are adaptations of our own-partly English , partly

Fig. 34. -ELEVATION OF CLERESTORY.
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Fig. 59. - BRAKE BLOCK AND
HANGER .
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Figs. 42 AND 43.—SIDE OF
Figs. 35 , 40 AND 41. -BACK OF
57 "
VESTIBULE.
CARRIAGE (SEEN FROM VES
Fig. 32. -END OF CARRIAGE (SEEN
TIBULE ).
FROM Saloon ) .
DETAILS OF MODEL RAILWAY DINING SALOON CARRIAGE .

The wooden frame, spiral springs
American .
carried on a hanger, and brake arrangement follow
closely the American practice , the shape of frame,
hornplates, & c . , being English style. Although in

front edge , and grinding off at an angle the face,
and fitting a front cover to swing to one side.
The two bolts securing bogie to body are screwed
into bolster, and passed through spring beam - a
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The wheels follo's somewhat the correct prac
tice , the outside being exactly like the real ones .
The wheels are cast with the four spokes shown by
dotted lines ( Fig. 47 ), and then two discs ( one each

loose ball at the bottom ( secured on by a nut ) allow
ing the up-and- down play of bogie when entering a
curve ; and for this purpose the nut must not be
screwed up so as to bring it tight against wood , a

Fig . 53. -FRONT
VIEW .

Fig. 54. - SECTION.

Fig. 56. -HALF ELEVATION OF SPRING HANGER .
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Figs . 44 AND 45. —
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Fig . 46. — KITCHEN
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Fig . 52.— AXLE .
1-32nd -in. or a 1-16th-in . being allowed ( as Fig. 4 ).
The hornplates are attached to side of frame
by f -in. bolts, the countersunk head being let into
wood frame flush , the nuts securing hornplates on
the outside. These bolts must pass through horn
plates in position (shown on Fig. 49 ), to allow play
of hanger

Fig . 50. —
BOTTOM
SPRING
BEARER .

Ito
Fig. 58. -COUPLING .

side ) turned and fitted in , being attached by bolts
passing through . Do not fill the inside of wheel
with lead ; this is unnecessary . Experience has
proved the advisability of fitting a bolt into top
spring bracket , and passing it down through centre
of spring, bottom bracket , and hanger, a nut being
put on the bottom , but not screwed close up to
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hanger to prevent its play. When the car is lifted ,
this bolt will prevent hanger , with wheels , dropping
down and so letting the springs fall out , which would
prove a great annoyance .
It is a great satisfaction to us that the car , al
though running very lightly , has a steady, heavy
swing like the real one, and keeps the rails per
fectly, its total weight being only 14 lbs. The car
was weighed twice in the presence of witnesses ,
both authenticating the 14 lbs. as correct.
The car was entirely home-made, with the ex

For the Bookshelf .

ception of turning the wheels, axles, axle- boxes ,
buffers, and screw part of coupling, not having
a lathe. The time of building 2 years and 5 months .
It is the builder's first model, and prior to cum
mencing it , he had never had any experience
with tools whatever.

THE A B C OF THE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS . By
William D. Wansborough . Manchester : The
Technical Publishing Co., Ltd. Price 3s . net.;
postage 3d .
The second edition of this book has been carefully
revised and can be heartily recommended to all
readers with inclinations for mathematical study.
The subject is treated in a way suitable to the be
ginner.

(Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from THE
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E.C. , by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.]
CASSELI.'s CYCLOPÆDIA OF MECHANICS. ( Fourth
Series .) London : Cassell & Co. Price 7s . 6d .
net ; postage 6d .
This comprehensive book should satisfy the need
for notes on workshop
methods, recipes , and pro
cesses , so often occasioned
by home workers, in the
course of their respective
hobbies. It includes over
1,290 illustrations and an
index of over 7,000 items ,
the subjects of which
comprise mechanical en .
gineering,
architecture
and building work , elec
tricity, plumbing , wood
working , drawing , photo
graphy , metal work, boat
building, etc.
Fig. 1. -A MORSE TELEGRAPH KEY AND SOUNDER.

Morse Telegraph Key and
Sounder .

>

I

THE PRACTICAL ELECTRICIAN's Pocket BOOK FOR
1905. Eaited by H. T. Crewe , M.I.Mech.E.
Ву
ECNALG .”
London : S. Rentell & Co. Price is . net .;
HE following is a description of a Morse
postage 2d .
telegraph key and Sounder I have made
THE
In
reviewing the 1905 issue of this invaluable
hs
g
are
They
.
mont
eight
durin the last
both contained on one base, which is 9 ins . by 7 ins.
little pocket book , we attach great importance to
The key is made of k -in .
sheet brass , ļ in . wide
and 31 ins . in length, bent
to the desired shape and
polished .
In the centre
is the screw for altering
the distance between the
two contacts .
The magnets for the
sounder are electric bell
bobbins, it ins . by fin .
The cores are two iron
bolts driven into the yoke .
A piece of oak , 34 ins .
long, was used for the bar
carrying the armature,
Fig . 2. ANOTHER VIEW OF INSTRUMENT.
which is t-in. by 1f -in .,
by a coiled
and is actuated
its value to the practical man . The book has been
through the baseboard . The
spring passed
brass
brought well up to date and the sections on Steam
supports for the armature are $ in . brass , if ins .
Engines,” and “ Patents " rewritten . Chapters
high to centre of bolt which passes through . The
Steam Turbines ” and “ Alternators ' are
on
distance between the armature and magnet poles
amongst the additions, the entire work having been
is adjusted by the screws underneath the baseboard ,
rearranged for the urpose of more convenient
except the wire connecting the key and sounder,
reference. It includes definitions of electrical
which is at the back between two terminals . All the
The base
terms, notes on polyphase installations, a table
is polished and lacquered .
brass work
board
is a birch wood panel in a polished oak frame.
giving the horse -power required to drive various
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pieces of machinery, memoranda on dynamo and
motor troubles, accumulators, electrical distribution
systems ; electric fans , bells and telephones , elec
trical testing, hints to attendants , and a lot of
useful tables. We can , without reserve, recom
mend to all our electrical readers as a handy, and
at the same time, inexpensive reference book .

The Society's Conversazione.
By " ONE OF THE Five HUNDRED ."
' HE sixth Annual Conversazione was a record
event in every sense of the word .
In
THE
point of numbers , both of visitors and
exhibits , there has been nothing to equal it , and in
addition everyone présent evinced signs of pleasure ,
in some cases of pleasurable surprise. The trade
was well represented , this portion of the exhibition
enabling devotees of model engineering to examine
the wares and to obtain a more intimate knowledge
of what is being done by our leading model manu
facturers.
Over 500 MODEL ENGINEER readers and their
friends were present , and , in addition to the ex
hibits, a musical entertainment , over which Mr.
A. H. M. Solomon presided , and in which
Mrs. Carr and Mr. E. Bowden sang with effect,
comprised one important item in the programme
of the evening. Mr. Ernest Meads recited in his
usually brilliant manner, and Mr. Blankenburg
( as " Paulo ” ) entertained the visitors with his
co :nic juggling. Masters Guy Stavordale and Cecil
Emanuel's performances were received with ap
plause . Mr. F. C. Bolas ably demonstrated the art
of glass- blowing at intervals during the evening.
Another feature of the evening was provided by
that old friend of the Society. Mr. Stanley j .
Harding, who gave an interesting lecturette on
“ High Tension Currents," illustrated by brilliant
experiments with induction and Tesla coils. The
beautiful effects produced by the lecturer during
the course of the experiments were much appre
ciated by those who took the opportunity to be
present in the Large Hall .
To detail the whole of the exhibits would be
impossible ; however, a few may be specially men
tioned . The locomotive section was well repre
sented . Mr. Bashford's Caledonian , Atbara, and
G.NR. locomotives, all well -known to the readers ,
were present ; Mr. A. Kirkby exhibited and ran
on the Society's track his excellent 4 -in , scale four
coupled express locomotive; Mr. S. Northcott showed
a fine single express locomotive-the one which
was described in these columns some short while
ago . The MODEL ENGINEER locomotives were also
on the tables, Mr. Fitzgerald's, Mr. Paul Blanken
burg's , and one by Mr. Kershaw. The Great
Eastern Railway Company ( per J. Holden , Esq . ,
M.I.C.E., the locomotive superintendent), kindly
exhibited their masterpiece , the 14 -in . scale model
of the “ Claud Hamilton.” Mr. Whitmore brought
his miniature cardboard locomotives . Other loco
motive models were lent by Mr. Louis Nicole , Mr.
A. Wylie , Mr. Claude Gaggers , Mr. C. D. Phillips
the latter's is a goods engine with Joy's valve gear.
Mr. Bowling, whose predeliction for small gauge
locomotives is well-known, exhibited his G.W.R.
single express engine , and Mr. W. B. Hart showed
a very small working model tank engine. Mr. J.
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Clogg ran his simple model single-wheeler on the
track , and Mr. W.G. Roblins exhibited a fine i -in .
scale N.E.R. (7 ft . 7 ins .) coupled express loco .
There were innumerable models at work , and Mr.
J. Chadwick Taylor's steam roller is worthy of
special mention . This was placed on the floor of
the room and pulled one of the visitors on truck
mounted on roller skate wheels quite easily. Close
by Mr. Taylor's hammer was banging away merrily
and Mr. T. Duddles' portable engine and threshing
machine going without attention for 4 hours
continuously . I understand that somebody thought
this model was running by compressed air until he
touched the boiler,
Mr. T. Thornton ran a
fair " engine all the
evening, and Mr. Walker showed at work his hot
air engine , in which the cooling of the displacer
cylinder was eftected by means of a fan .
Model marine engines and stationary engines
were present in scores , and the ingenuity of Mr.
H. Hildersley was taxed in providing space for
upstairs .
them on the " moving model table
Mr. H. Hildersley's prize dynamo, with accumu
lators supplied by Messrs . Barnard, was fitted up
to run a shaft to which various models were coupled
by means of bands or cords, and shown in motion
during the whole evening. Our Secretary's home
made volt and ammeter served as instruments in
the circuit . Mr. Hildersley and Mr. Blankenburg
who , I believe , assisted , are to be congratulated on
the success of their endeavours .
Among the more or less out of the ordinary ex
hibits were Mr. W. Heley's model 6- in . naval gun
-a beautiful piece of work—Mr. Geo . Gentry's
miniature working model steam engine, and the
A.B. Couplers , Ltd. , model wagons, fitted with
patent automatic couplings.
I do not think that the Society has before
this event been favoured with so many excel
lent ship models .
Mr. Louis Nicole's models
of battleship and liner were excellent pieces of
amateur work. Mr. Tiefenbock's working model
steam yacht, although unfinishe gave an excellent
idea of what the complete boat will be like . Mr.
A. Sheed lent two splendid models . Messrs . The
Smiths ' Dock Company, of Gracechurch , exhibited
several models of fishing boats , barges , and steamers .
The Thames Ironworks lent seven beautiful
models, one of a battleship, and another one of the
smaller craft used in the Navy , the remainder being
models of the new L.C.C. Thames steamboats .
Mr. H. M. Savage's second seagoing model yacht ,
which measures about 16 ft . from keel to topmast ,
was also present .
The Trade exhibitors included Messrs . W. J.
Bassett - Lowke & Co., of Northampton, who pre
pared a much admired 30 ft . track with four roads
( two 2-in , and two 34 - in . gauge ) , points and crossings
in their special permanent way, with a girder bridge,
signals, telegraph poles, and other accessories.
On this railway was running two Midland loco
motives , one a new one , and the other after two
years' use , a G.W.R.single cylinder tank locomotive ,
a new design of 2 -in . gauge shunting locomotive
which is not yet ready for the market -and several
The
sizes of G.W.R. clockwork locomotives .
small shunting locomotive was shown under steam ,
dragging twelve wagons ( new pattern ) , loaded with
coal, and a brake van . A good collection of steam
boiler and engine fittings was also exhibited .
( To be continued. )
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The Clydebank Model
Experimental Tank.

UR readers will remember the descriptions of
O the methods of measuring ship resistances
in our issue of April 15th , 1902, and also the
interesting pictures of the apparatus installed at
Messrs . Denny's works at Dumbarton , and the
urgent need for tanks in which to conduct experi
ments with models of ship forms has been recognised
by other shipbuilding firms ever since the late
William Froude made public his historic experi
ments . It was universally agreed that all the big
shipyards in the country should possess a model
tank to make the establishment complete. At the
same time, the expense of such a department in a
works would be so great that it was advised that a
national experimental tank should be subscribed for
and built , Mr. Yarrow being one of the most
energetic advocates of the scheme. However, so
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making the finished models . Adjoining the main
entrance to the tank shed are the drawing and
record offices, the superintendent's room, and the
tracing- room.
The carriage from which the model is towed runs
on rails fixed in the concrete coping of the tank
walls . An overhead wire supplies current to work
the electric motor which drives the carriage, and
the whole building is lit by electricity. As tempera
ture plays an important part in the results of model
experiments, the buildings are heated by ranges of
hot - water pipes .
A Model Compound
Engine .

Horizontal

By J. A. H.
HE following is a description of my model
compound engine , as illustrated below . I
THE
have made it in spare time during the last

A MODEL COMPOUND HORIZONTAL ENGINE.
far nothing definite has come from these delibera
tions, and except for the naval tanks which were
built by the Admiralty, the country does not pos
sess such an establishment. Messrs . John Brown
and Co. have the best equipped tank belonging to a
private yard, and the most up-to-date establishment
of its kind . The basin , or tank, which lies due north
and south , parallel to the western boundary of the
Clydebank yard, is about 400 ft . long by 20 ft. wide ,
and has a depth of water varying from 8 ft . to 9 ft .
At the working end of the tank there are miniature
wet and dry docks, where the models can be berthed
and trimmed ; and at the south end there is a
sloping beach which will dissipate the wash caused
by the models . The tank is covered by an airy
shed measuring 28 ft . wide , so that there is a 4 ft.
path down either side. The shed is widened out
at the north end , and also about the centre of its
length, where there is an observation room for
taking photographs from. At the working end
there is grouped all the gear necessary for making
the wax models, such as the moulds, shaping
machines, and so forth ; and in a large shop, 8o ft.
long by 40 ft . broad , there is accommodation for

four months . All the patterns were made by my
Thanks to the recent
self, except the flywheel.
article in THE MODEL ENGINEER on Brassfound
ing," I was able to make all the castings, except
cylinders, flywheel and bedplate. These are iron
castings.
All the turning was done on an old 7 - in .
centre lathe by hand , as I do not possess a slide
rest . The cylinder castings had been roughly
bored out and planed on base and valve sides when
I got them .
The h.-p. cylinder is i in . bore, l.-P.
The valves
ins . Both have a stroke of 21 ins .
are of the ordinary loose pattern, and travel in .
The crankshaft, which is built up of mild steel,
was about the hardest piece to construct. The
crossheads, which are solid gunmetal, slide on steel
plates between dovetail slide bars. The pump is of
the ordinary type , having two cycle balls for valves.
It was made without castings, out of { -in . brass
rod, two pieces being sweated together to form the
body. It is 5-16ths bore and stroke, while the
bed plate measures 8{ ins. by 16 ins. and is fin .
thick .
From want of a suitable boiler , I have not been
able to try the engine with above 15 lbs . of
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steam , and at this pressure it runs between 150
and 200 revolutions per minute. I think any more
particulars can be taken from the photograph.
All bolts and nuts were purchased from the Liver
pool Castings Company, and I can recommend this
firm's goods to all model makers .
In conclusion, I must add that I have been greatly
assisted by THE MODEL ENGINEER , and I have
taken a number of designs and ideas from it .
The Society of Model Engineers .
( Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par.
ficular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .)
London .
An ordinary monthly meeting of the members will
be held on Thursday, February 16th , when Mr.
E. W. Fraser (member) will give a lecture and de
monstration of hanging and bending iron and steel
plate , riveting, and tube expanding. - HERBERT
G. RIDDLE , Hon . Sec. , 37 , Minard Road, Hither
Green , S.E.

pulling out furnace and letting off steam and un
screwing filling plug, to fit a tap and union in the
top of boiler and to make a cylinder of such a size
as to contain water, either one , two , or three
charges of boiler, and strong enough to stand a
pressure with an outlet at the bottom, and screw it
on to the top of boiler, turn on tap, the steam
would heat water. When the pressure was equal,
the water would flow into boiler , and when sufficient,
turn off tap and unscrew union . You can make
what use you like of enclosed remarks and sugges
tions . - Yours truly,
T. W. R. S.
A Simple Electric Alarm .
To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , —On seeing the electric alarm for a
clock with weights in a recent issue , I send an
account, together with a sketch , of how I made an
effectual alarm on an ordinary clock.
A is a rubber ring round the dial, on which Bani !
C are fixed, so that they may be pushed opposite
any number on the ring. They are made of any
metal which can be used as a spring. B is longer
and closer to the dial than C, so that the hour hand

Practical Letters from our
Readers .

F

12

11
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached,
though not necessarily intended for publication .]
Model Steam Engines.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -- In looking through some back
numbers of your valuable paper ( The Model Engi
NEER ), I see in number for December 10th , 1903 ,
page 555 , a design for a front of boiler ; the water
gauge is fitted so that you cannot run the water
to bottom of glass without letting the top of fire
box run dry, which I think is a great mistake , as
there ought to be a definite safe low water mark in
all models, which should be the bottom of glass ,
as it is the first time I have seen a glass fitted so ;
and, if I had been left in charge of that boiler with
out special instructions , I should have stood a risk of
damaging the firebox without knowing it . All
risk could be obviated by putting in a shorter
glass or putting the top fitting on top of boiler,
as it looks bad to mark on front of boiler the work
ing range of water level , as I believe in all real
boilers if you can see water in the glass you are
perfectly safe although running it close. With
pumping water into a boiler , you recommend to
several querists to pump a full supply of water
and to have a by- pass between pump and boiler
to let by what is not required ; this way is a waste
of power if the pump is full large. It is more
economical to cut off the supply to the pump, as
then you cause a partial vacuum in pump and
only use power to force in water required.
I have
been running a small engine ( 31 by 5 -in . cylinders )
for several years and pumping hot water, and it has
not given me any trouble ; of course, where it has
to pick up its water, such as a portable , it is best
your way , as you are sure of your pump working.
For filling small boilers , where they are not fitted
with a pump, such as steamers , &c . , instead of
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A SIMPLE ELECTRIC ALARM .

may reach it , and the minute hand pass over. с
is fíxed so as to touch the minute hand as it passes .
Every hour the minute hand will touch C, but no
contact will be made until the hour hand touches
B , when the circuit will be completed through the
hands . By moving these to the hour required , the
alarm will ring exactly to the minute. D is a
switch used when a contact would be made in the
daytime. - Yours truly,
F. S. Yates .
Croydon.
The Society of Model Engineers.
To The Editor of The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir , -I should like to congratulate the
Society of Model Engineers upon the strides made
by many of its members over the models constructed
by them , exhibited at the first conversazione of
the society a few years ago.
The trade since that date has made remarkable
progress in the modernising of model work in
general . Yet one observes that some of their
amateur confrères have kept well up to them in
originality , finish and general efficiency. This was
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amply illustrated in the exhibits at the Conver
sazione just held, where - outside of the Kensing
ton Museum - there was exhibited the finest array
of models ever seen in London .
One of the most noticeable exhibits was a four
compound locomotive, which
cylinder tandem
showed great originality in design, the fitting in the
cab proving the designer to be not only a practical
workman , but keenly alive to what is required to
assure certainty in running and ease of handling.
In conclusion , I should like to suggest that , as an
encouragement to amateur exhibitors , some tangible
recognition be taken of the finest exhibits at the
yearly Conversazione by the Committee of the
society.
Perhaps other members will express their views
on the subject, as every inducement should be given
to aid the developments of model engineering . - I
am , dear sir, yours faithfully,
West Ham , E.
WALLER MARTIN

Queries and Replies .
Attention is cspecially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters
containing Queries must be
marked on the top left -hand corner of the cnvelope "Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied 10
by post under the following conditions :-( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subiects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name must be in .
scribed on the back . ( 2) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 5). A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed, and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon
" cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue
. (4)
Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded. 15) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must clapse before the Reply can be published. The
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6) All
Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 25-29, Poppin'sCourt, Fleet Street, London, E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
(13,209) Model G.W.R. Locomotive . E. F. O. (Herne Hill )
writes : l'intend making a modelof the G.W.R. tank locomotive
illustrated in your book * The Model Locomotive " ( page 254 ) . II
wish to build this locomotive for a 24-in. gauge (f-in . scale)instead
of scale, as described ). Having reduced all parts in proportion
I should 'esteem it a great favour it you would answer me the
following questions : Do you recommend one or two cylinders
(slide valve), and what size'should it (or they) be ? What diameter
for silver soldering
water tubes ? I want to purchase a ; lamp
boiler ends, water tubes, and such like what lamp can you recom
mend, price, and where obtainable ?
One cylinder f -in . by i in ., or two cylinders 7-16ths in. by 1 in. A
single- cylinder engineworks perfectly ifthe valves are set right, and
the water lasts considerably longer.
Water tubes f-in . outside
diameter. Get a second size - Etna lamp ; Bassett-Lowke
supplies these at 155. 6d . Let us see your drawings if you are still
in doubt as to any point in the construction .
(13,288) Electrical Plant. H. T. (South Australia) writes :
( 1) What size boiler would I require to drive a 1 h.-p. engine ?
Would you kindly give me a rough sketch of same ? ( 2) What c.p.
dynamo would same engine drive ?
( 1 ) About 10 to 11 sq . ft. ( 1,500 sq. ins. ) of heating surface will
be required. This is obtainablein a verticalboiler (multitubular)
measuring 16 ins, diameter and 2 ſt . 6 ins, high, with thirty - five
tubes, t outside diameter. Employ a coiled superheater in the
smokebox. The exhaust should be turned into the chimney.
( 2) About 130 to 140 candle-power.
( 13,231) Model Locomotive. G. T. P. (Greenwich) writes :
I have started building a14-in . scale modelof the ten-wheeled tank
engine “ Stratford," belongingto the London, Tilbury & Southend
Railway. Willyou please give me a sketch of theframes andboiler,
with a few of the important dimensions ? How many tubes , and
how thick should the boiler be (cylinders 18-in. bore, 3 -in. stroke) ?
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You will find all the information you require in our book " The
Model Locomotive. Its Design and Construction," price 6s , net,
6s. 4d. post free . Plate VIII is a design for an inch scale model,
but for the most part you will be able to use this drawing. The
boiler may be of 5-32nd-in . steel plate, and the tubes f-in. diameter.
See the above book for details of design . The frames may also be
of 5-32nd in. steel plates.
( 13,264 ) Steam engine and Dynamo. A. R. (Beeston ) writes :
I have aManchester type dynamo fitted with a dium aimature
( 3 ins. diameter ), wound in sixteen sections, joined to an eight
segment commutator (well made) ; yokes in best cast iron, and
cores in wrought iron . The field is wound with 7 lbs. of best d.c.c.
copper wire, perfectly insulated . ( 1 ) What would be the voltage
and speed and output in 16 c.p. lamps ( equals 150 watts ), re
quires fully 3 h .-p: ? ( 2 ) I have a 2 -in. by 2- in . Stuart Turner steam
engine (well made )-would this be sufficient to drive dynamo ?
( 3 ) With a vertical boiler made to the design of Fig. ur in “Model
Boiler-Making " ? If not, I wish you would enlighten me on the
subject to make up a decent model plant for house lighting.
( 1) About 150 watts equals 40 candle-power total. ( 2) Yes, it
will do it quite easily with a h.-p. boiler and the exhaust steam
turned up the chimney ; exhaust nozzle 9-32nds in. to 5-16ths in .
diameter ( 3) Yes, the boiler on page 35 of our handbook - of
steel instead of copper, and with ten to twelve it brass tubes ex
panded in -woulddo well. T. Goodhand, New Brompton, Kent, is
a very good boiler maker, and would supply you with the plates and
tubes.
H. G. ( Taunton )
(10,901 ) Making Blectro -magnets.
writes: I have anelectric alarm clock , but instead of ringing a bell
I want it to work a magnet that will lift a small weight (about
6 ozs. ) Could you tell me ( 1 ) how to make the magnet ( or would
it be better to buy one) ? ( 2) How to wind it if it would want
winding ? ( 3) the size and quantity ofwire to use ? (4 ) Would
Leclanché cells work the above ? ( 5 ) Where would I get cheap
magnets ready wound that would do for above ?
Hlut
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MAKING ELECTRO -MAGNETS .
The design of an electro -magnet depends not only on the weight
to be lifted , but also very much on the distance through which the
armature ( to which the weight is attached ) has to move ; if the
armature is to be any considerable distance from the magnet pole,
say 4 in . or more, the power of the magnet must be enormously
increased over what it would be if the armature was at , say, $ in.
distance from the magnet poles. It is scarcely worth your while
to make an electro -magnet for the first experiment ; there are a
variety of sizes of electro -magnets made for fitting into electric
bells, and we advise you to purchase one from an electrical dealer
they are very cheap. Get a fair -sized one - say, such as would be
used in a 6 - in. bell — andmakesome experiments. L clanchécells
would do very well if thecurrent is tobeononlyfor ashort interval
- you can add cells to suit the magnet. If you care to try your
hand at making one, get a piece of soft iron round rod, 8 ins. long
and 1 in. diameter ; bend it into a horseshoe and wind about it ozs.
No. 24 gauge d.c.c. copper wire on to each of the limbs as sketch.
For an armatureuse a piece of soft ironbarabout 4 in. by 3-16ths
in.; with a couple ofLeclanchécells you can make
some experiments.
The magnet limbs must be well covered with thick paper or tape
before the wire is wound on, to insulate the wire from the iron , and
bewire must be wound in the direction shown in sketch.
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( 13,139) Telephone Systems. J. M. (Moss Side) writes :
Please reply to following questions re National Telephone Com
pany's instrument : ( 1 ) If call arm is depressed and not released
can exchange hear subscriber speak ? ( 2 ) If receiver arm is held
down - that is, receiver left on hook --can exchange hear sub
scriber speak ? ( 3) When exchange is called , does exchange know
subscriber's number without subscriber announcing same?
It is not easy to answer your queriesother than in a general way,
as by your referring to a “ call arm ,” you are, presumably, on a
call wire system - that is, a system in which a calling subscriber
announces the number required by speaking to the exchange over
a special wire. ( 1 ) If call wire key is left depressed, exchange can
overhear conversation . ( 2) If receiver is on hook, conversation
is impossible, as speaking circuit is disconnected. This applies
to nearly all systems. (3 ) Yes ; an indicator or lamp is fixed close
to subscriber's switch at exchange, and the number is thus
visually announced .
( 13,310) Lodge-Muirhead Coherer. F. S.D. (Clapham, S.W. )
writes : I should feel much obliged if you could give me any infor
mation about the new form of coherer used in wireless telegraphy.
I have an idea that a cup containing mercury plays some part in
the apparatus, together with a helix of covered copper wire.
There is more than one new form of coherer in which a cup of
mercury is employed, but we can only suppose that you refer to
themercury coherer used in the Lodge-Muirhead wireless telegraph
system . It is constructed as follows : A is an ebonite tube of about
the dimensions shown. It is closed at the bottom by the brass
plug, B , which screws into it , and which is fitted with a milled head
( BC ) of ebonite . The tube is filled with mercury ( H ) , which stands
out spherically atthe top of the tube. Pis a small spiralof platinum
wire firmly attached by riveting or nipping in B ;it must not , of
course, be soldered. Before use, the spiral must be well amal.
gamated by heating to bright redness in a Bunsen or spirit flame,
and plunging into clean mercury ; and it must not, after this treat
ment, beallowed to get greasy. A piece of very fine wire is held
under B, when B is screwed up. D is a small thin steel wheel,
about i in. in diameter, mounted on a small steel shaft, on which
a brush (E ) presses lightly, but to make a thoroughly good contact.
This brush and the terminal B are the two terminals ofthe coherer.
The steel disc must be made with extreme care and accuracy, and
must run absolutely true. Its circumference must be ground to a
fairly sharp knife -edge, but must be absolutely free from rough
nesses andirregularities, or from anything in the nature of a wire
edge. At some point on the circumference a small pad of felt must
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be held in light contact bymeans of a spring, the object of this being
to keep the edge clean and free from any clogging. When working,
a small drop ofvery heavy oil is placed on the surface of the mercury,
so that the wheel runs on the whole time with only a film of oil.
separating it from the mercury. There must be some means of
driving the wheel at a perfectly regular speed of somewhere about
one revolution per second, the exactrate ofrotation being dependent
upon circumstances. There must also be some method of varying
the pressure between the wheel and the mercury , and this is usually
done by raising or lowering the whole cup containing the mercury.
Where a tape instrument is used the wheel is geared on to some
portion of the driving clockwork. An ordinary dry cell, such as is
usedLodge-Muirhead
with afilings tube
coherer,
would
breakctdown
con
the
wheel
coherer,
and immediately
au: it to cond
tinuously. A potentiometer must, therefore, be provided, and is
perhaps ,best worked from one accumulator cell, the electro -motive
force being varied by an arm sliding over studs, or even merely by
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terminals tapping off various portions of a wire. Careful adjust
ment ofthe pressure between wheel and mercury, of the amount of
oil used , and of the E.M.F. applied will render this instrument
extremely certain and sensitive in its action , and a little practice
will be worth many detailed directions. The E.M.F. used is from
*3 to 5 of a volt, and it is important that the steel disc should be
in connection with the positive pole of the battery . For receiving
the amateur is recommended to use a telephone , and to read mes
sages properly, it is essential that the sparks follow one another
Aerial

DIAGRAM OF
CONNECTIONS
TO

COHERER.
Telephone

Coherer

Cell

Potentiometer

QueryNDIO
in rapid and regular succession, so that the dots may be distinguished
from the dashes . If the wheel be revolving tooslowly, and be also
adjusted for extreme sensitiveness, a stream of sparks, instead of
giving a buzzing sound in the telephone, will simply give a tick
at its commencement and a tick when it ceases , with perhaps a
few cracklings in between. This is because the first spark causes
coherence, and the interval between the succeeding sparks is not
sufficiently great to allow of decoherence ; the current, therefore
does not cease until the shower of sparks has ceased .
( 13,344) Alternating Current for Primary Circuit. L. M. W.
(Kensington ) writes : Would you kindly let me know whether the
following idea is practicable, and , if so, the necessary particulars
as to primary and secondary windings for a spark length of about
I in . ? I have a dynamo (output 8-10 volts 2 amps.) which is to
be provided with collecting rings for alternating current. This
current is to pass through the primary circuit of a small transformer
and induce a secondary current suitable for experimental work .
It is quite practicable to make an alternating current transformer
to give a spark of 1 in . in length , and to work it by means of current
derived from collector rings fitted to the armature of a continuous
current dynamo ; but such a transformer requires considerable
skill and experience to make, and will take a larger amount of energy
than you could obtain from your dynamo. The insulation must be
very high indeed , and the secondary coil submerged in oil. You
might work a transformer giving about 3-16ths in . spark from vour
dynamo. Messis. Marshall & Woods, of 2, Gray's Inn Road, would
supply you with materials for such a transformer.
(13,318) WimshurstMachine. B. F. C. ( Edgbaston) writes :
I am building a Wimshurst machine with one pair of 16- in. plates,
and should be glad if you would enlighten me on the following
points : ( 1 ) Number and size of sectors to obtain longest possible
spark ? (2 ) Whether ebonitet in. thick is preferable to glass for
plates - if not, why ? ( 3 ) Probable spark length ? (4 ) Speed at
which plates should be run ? ( 5) Is a separating piece necessary
between plates ?
( 1 ) Number of sectors should be about 28 per plate : length 2 ins. ,
width in. at wide end , I in . at narrow end (approximate ). You
can get exact shape by drawing them on a disc of paper the size of
the plates, the sides being radial to the centre. Set them about
fin . from the edge of the plates. Study the ai ticle in The Model
ENGINEER for November 17th, 1904, on " How to Make a Wims.
hurst Machine." ( 2) Glass plates are preferable to ebonite, as they
do not warp, and maintain their insulation better, if well varnished
with shellac varnish . ( 3) About 5 ins. (4) There is no definite
speed at which to run the plates -- about 200 revolutions per minute
is a reasonable speed. !5 ) Yes , the separation of the plates is easily
effected by a washer on the spindle ; they should run as close as
possible together without touching.
(13,401 ] High Resistances for Shunt Breaks. T.W.(Wakeley,
writes : I should be
obliged if you could help me in the
following subjects : I want to deposit a layer of metal- say, nickel
or German silver, or any other suitable metal to form a high re
sistance upon an insulated base (say a sheet of mica), so thatwhen
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connected across the terminals of a motor it would act as a high
resistance shunt break for the back E.M.F. of shunt coils when the
main circuit is broken, and also to be used for heating resistances
according to the amount of metal deposited ? I have never done
any electro depositing, and I want to know how to make the metal
deposit itself upon the mica base or other insulation, and what
solution to use, and what strength could it be made to take to the
mica by rubbing graphite into the micaat one side, or what process
is necessary ? I have any amount of direct current at any voltage
from 2 to 200 volts at my disposal. Any help on the above ques
tions will greatly enlighten me.
We believe that the construction of resistances by deposition of
metals upon mica is protected by patent , and is the property of the
British Prometheus Company, of Kingston -on - Thames, Surrey,
who use these resistances in theircooking and heating apparatus. It
you will write to this firm , they will let you know if they would
supply these resistances separately. We think you will find that
they will sell them without the heating apparatus. If you can
obtain the number of their patent specification, or could obtain a
copy , you would find a description of the process in it , and also
see how far they have protected the method .
(13,365 ) Current Consumption of Ignition Spark Coll. A.G.
( Forest Row) wiites : I am making a t-in . spark coil to instructions
" for
given in your handbook “ Induction Coils for Amateurs,
four of the
ignition purposes, and have wound the primary
sections forsecondary | in . thick ; but when looking through again
to find the battery power I should require , I was surprised to see
that it took 4 amps. at4 volts, whereas ordinary ignition coils ( to
quote two, the M.I.E. and Fuller) take only .75 of an ampere ;
therefore, my coil, when made, would run an accumulator of a
certain amp. hour capacity down in about one- fifth of the time.
Would you please tell me what other size wire I could get and re
wind the primary with so as to take only .75 , or i amp. ? From
what I can gather, I shall have plenty of spark length , or even if,
with different primary winding, I did not , I have some more No.
36 secondary wire by me. I can easily re-wind it, as there are no
sections built over it yet. I will do anything to keep the current
consumption down.
We advise you to finish your coil and try it. When used for ig.
nition purposes, a spark coilis working under special conditions,
as the time of contact when the circuit is completed is very short
indeed, and the current has not time to rise to such an extent as
when the coil is used for ordinary experimental use. You may
find that your coil only takes a fraction of an ampere when used for
ignition work .
( 13.331) Small Transformer. A. H. (Catford) writes : I
should be much obliged by an answer to the following queries :
In The MODEL ENGINEER for February 26th, 1903, page 201. is an
article on a small transformer. I want to make such a one to
transform from 220 volts alternating (Lewisham District & Black.
heath E. & S. Co. )to to volts to amps. Please give me dimensions
of iron core. Would ferrotype sheet do for this ? If not, where
can I get the necessary kind of iron and what size should I ask 'or,
-i.e., thickness of sheet or strip ? I have a quantity of No. 18,
20 and 22 S.W.G., D.C.C. copper wire. Can I use either of these
for the primary winding ? If so, how much would be required ? If
not , what size wire should I use - how many turns and about what
weight would be required ? What size wire for secondary winding
please ; number of turns and amount ? Is see that in some replies
you recommend ring armature stamping for the core . Is there
a gain in any way in using these ? I thought, perhaps, a straight
core, as described in above article,could be more readily wound in
the lathe. On page 202 of The Model ENGINEER quoted above
in the equationE.M.F. = 144 X BXT X frequency.
100,000,000
How is 4:44 derived ? What is meant by " circular " mils, please ?
For your circuit it will be advisable to have at least double the
amount of iron in the cross section of the core of this transformer
as that given in the article . We, therefore, advise you to make
the core it ins. by it ins.; order the strips to be it. ins. wide by
about 32 irs. long, to allow ample length for bending over ; the
inner lengths will be too long, but you can easily cut off any super
Auous length when you are bending the lengths together, and until
the wire iswound on you cannot determine an exact length for the
iron. Ferrotype sheet will do, but you can obtain the strips from
A. H. Avery, of Fulmen Works, Tunbridge Wells ; the gauge should
be at least as thin as that used for good armature stampings, sav,
about No. 26 gauge . Mr. Avery will supply you with the right
stuff if you tell himwhat it is foi . Primary winding should consist
of 2,200 turns of No. 24 gauges.c.c. copper wire wound on to the
core before the secondary , which should consist of 100 turns No. 12
gauge d.c.c. copper wire ; you will require about 2 lbs. of wire for
the primary, and 3 lbs. for the secondary. You can use No. 22
gauge wire for the primary if you particularly wish to use up your
wire, but as the number of turns must still be the same, youwill
have a larger transformer, and must order your irons of a corre
spondingly longer length ; the weight of wire will also be greater.
We have allowed a length of 8 ins for the winding space. You
can wind five lots of 100 turns each of No. 18 gauge and put them
all in parallel for your secondary instead of one coil of No. 12 gauge.
Our reasons for sometimes advocating a ring pattern core is that
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it can be made of iron wire or ordinary plain ring armature stamp
ings ; both materials being very readily obtainable, whilst this form
makes a simple transformer which can be used, if desired, without
any frame or clamping devices, and sequires no tools of any kind
to make it , and it is the most efficient possible type of transformer
as regards magnetic leakage. You will find an explanation of the
formula given in THE MODEL ENGINEER for December roth, 17th ,
and 24th , 1903, in an article entitled " The Design of Alternate
Current Transformers.” “ Circular mils means a method of
expressing the area of a wire of circular cross section, as follows :
D2 equals circular mils, where D is the diameter of the wire in
thousandths of an inch . A mil is the one thousandth part of an
inch .
( 13,3131 Compound Bar Magnet. C. W. S. ( Brockley) writes
I should be obliged if you could enlighten me on the following
point. I want to make a small compound bar magnet with a
single coil for use on the electric crane that I described recently in
the Competition No. 41. In experimenting with a magnet wound
with No. 20 D.C.c. wire, and supplied with current from a 6-volt
20 -amp. accumulator, I found that although it was very powerful
( lifting a weight of over 10 lbs. ), it became so heated after a few
minutes, thatit melted the paraffin wax with which the wire had
been covered . Now , would this heating be obviated if I used
No. 26, or smaller gauge, wire ? As I want the magnet to be as
small aspossible ( for hanging on the end of lifting chain or rope of
crane). I should like to use as little wire as possible, and think I
shall have to use some resistance wire. If so, kindly say what you
think would be necessary. The size of coil would be either it ins.
by fin., or if ins. by 1 in., such as is used on electric bells, as it
could be bought ready wound in these sizes. ( 2) I should like to
draw your attention to your reply to query No. 12,659 in recent
issue. You say, “ No, you cannot use a drum armature " ; and yet,
on page 589 (same issue) there is a drawing of a four-pole motor
(Fig : 1) showing a drum armature ; and in my article in Competi
tion No. 41 I describe a similar motor with a drum armature , and
although I have not yet made one, hope to do so in the near future
for my crane. Will you kindly explain why you state
this , asi
really cannotsee any objection to its use ?
( 1 ) We do notunderstand exactly what you mean by a compound
bar magnet. The magnet with which youhave been experimenting
is evidently wound with wire of too low a resistance to suit the
volts of your battery, consequently it takes more current than the
wire will stand. Use a finer gauge wire, or less volts, and insulate
with shellac varnish. Do not use paraffin wax for this class of
work. As long as the heating is not sufficient to burn the insula
tion on the wire, the wire getting hot does not matter, especially
if the current is only on for a minuteor so at a time ; paraffin wax
melts at a very low temperature. Try No. 32 gauge single cotton
covered copper wire on your magnet. For 6 volts, wedo not think
you will need resistance wire ; you will probably find the lifting
power of the magnet decreased,but you cannot help that, except
by making a more powerful and larger coil and core. ( 2) A drum
armature for a four-pole magnet having only four coils is practically
a polar armature, and as it is not so convenient to wind, and is less
easily understood, we preferred not to recommend the querist to
attempt one. You should use at least eight coils in a drum arma
ture for a four -pole field , if it is to be anything more than a drum in
name only.
(12,820) Railway Permanent Way. S. H. W. (Croydon )
writes: Why is the modern railway fishplate secured to the sleeper
by two oak pegs andtwo iron bolts in preference to four iron bolts ?
I note the L.B. & S.C.R. are using iron and wood pegs at Waddon .
Fishplates are not fixed to the sleepers, but the two plates
which form the " butt " strips of the rail joints are . We presume
you refer to the chairs. It largely depends upon the engineers ;
and there is a very varied practice nowadays. Trenails (oak pegs)
are greatly favoured and form a very good fixing in conjunction
with bolts or spikes. The objection to bolts is their liability to
become loose and the constant attention required .
[ 12,821 ] Blowlamps. S. H. W. (Waddon) writes : May a
paraffin blowlamp be used for forging | steel lathe tools ? If so ,
what size would be required ?
We would advise a larger lamp than that used by the plumber
or wireman . Without specifying any particular make or size, one
which costs about 30s. to £2 willbe required .
( 12,792] Model G.W.R. Locomotive. H. T. ( London) writes :
I am about to make a model of one of the " Amazon " class loco
motives (G.W.R.) , and I want this model to be powerful enough
to be able to draw a man easily . Will you please answer me the
following :-( 1 ) What scale would be the best to make. ( I
should like this as small as the case will allow ) ? (2) Couldyou
give me a dimensioned sketch for the above scale ? ( 3) What
should be the thickness of the framing and material ( double or
single frames) ? (4 ) What should be the diameter of the wheels
(bogie, driving, trailing, tender) ? ( 5 ) Should there be a vacuum
brake as well as a hand brake ? (6) What should be the diameter
and stroke of the cylinders ? (7 ) Could you say where I can find
the description of a suitable boiler ? ( 8) 'When I have got out my
drawings may I send them to you for criticism ?
( 1 ) Although an inch scale model may be made to pull you
quite easily we would advise you to adopt a scale of, say, it-in .
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to the foot. The gauge for a single -wheeled locomotive had better
be 6+ ins. (2 ) See our issue of February 15th, 1901 , and obtain
one of our plates. (3) Frames, fin. steel ; use only single main
frames outside, the inside frames which, at the front endonly are
seen , may be imitation only. (4) Bogie wheels, 5 ins. ; tender
wheels, 5 ins. ; trailing wheels, 51 ins. ; driving wheels, 104 ins.
(5 ) No : fit a stearn brake. For design see " The Model Loco
motive." (6) 15-16ths by 24 ins. ( 7) See our new book , " The
Model Locomotive : Its Design and Construction," by Henry
Greenly, price 6s, net, 6s. 4d. post free. It will give you all the
information required, and will put you on the right track . (8) Yes,
we shall be glad to peruse your drawings.
( 13,217) Model O.N.R. Slagle . W. H. P. (London ) writes :
Intending to build the model locomotive described in a contem
porary some time ago, I made a boiler for same with exception
of smokebox. Now , having taken in The Model ENGINEER a
short time, I find the above model is very much out of date, and
would like to finish it on more modern lines. I shall be pleased
if you would give me a sketch of side frames with sizes marked
(will be cut out of 5 sheet steel), giving wheel bases, and diameter
of wheels to suit the above boiler ?
We cannot advise you to commence an engine from these draw
ings. The design is very inferior ; many have been built with no
success . Obtain our new book, " The Model Locomotive," and
start a fresh set of darwings, which we shall be pleased to correct
if you will submit them to us. Firebox should be 8 ins. long, if
possible. Cylinders, it by 2 } ins. One of the chief faults of the
design was that the boiler was not sufficiently powerful;therefore ,
supposing you have made it to these drawings, we would not advise
you to build a locomotive round it, but to start afresh entirely.
The frames may be 3-32nds or f-in. steel. The 1009 class on the
G.N.R., which are the latest of the eight- footers, is illustrated by
an t-in. scale diagram in the book above-mentioned. However,
working drawings were published as a supplement to the Locomotive
Magazine, a couple of years ago, and the number may still be in
print.
( 12,451] Marine Engineering Apprenticeship . W. T. M.
(Earby) writes : Wishing to serve three years in some marine
engineering works, could you tell me of a likely firm where they
take lads at the age of 17 or 18, to serve three years, and give them
55. or 6s. per week to begin with ? I have a good knowledge of
the thecry and construction of marine engines, and elementary
mathematics, if you think that will help me to get into some works
to begin with the above wage. It is my desire to become a marine
engineer.
We advise you to obtain access to a trades directory and select
the names of some firmsof marine engineers in a locality to which
would
be convenient for you to go and ask them for their terms.
it
If you are 18 years of age, we expect you will find it very difficult
to obtain admission to any works except as a pupil at a high
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premium. As you are determined to go to sea as an engineer, it
would be a good plan to try and get your training in the repair
shop of a steamship company, or at a firm of engine repairers ;
such workshops are frequently to be found at or near shipping
ports ; take a trip to someseaport and have a look roundfor your
self. If you fail with the larger works, try some small firms who
are makers and repairers of tug and launch engines. Your theoret.
icalknowledge will, of course , be of great help to you in advancing
yourself, but it will probably not betaken very much into account
when you try to enter as a novice into a works.
( 13,403) Makiag Small Incandescent Electric Lamps. E.C.
(Annan ) writes : Could you kindly tell me if it is possible to make
small electric lamps for signals ? If so, a brief description would
oblige.
See handbook " Electric Lighting for Amateurs," 7d. post free.
A description will be found therein .
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( The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion, no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.)
• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.
• A Now Water Motor .
We illustrate in the accompanying engiavings a new water
motor, with the wheel shown separately , which Messrs. Whitney,
of 117, City Road, have lately placed on the market. The
wheel is 8f ins. in diameter and it will easily develop 1 h.-p. at
60 lbs. per sq. in. We think our ieaders will agree that Messrs.
Whitney have left an amplc margin in fixing the dimensions of the
machine, as 5-in. wheels are commonly put in to give this power
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Fig . 2. -MESSRS. WHITNEY'S NEW WATER MOTOR.
Messrs. Whitney say they have spent a good deal of time in ex
perimenting in order that they may find a way of producing the
wheel and buckets in one casting, which they have succeeded in
doing in the present water motor . This method of manufacture
saves attaching the buckets and the difficulties the latter entails.
Castings are supplied, as well as finished machines, and so that
the amateur can complete a motor without the use of the lathe ,
the castings are despatched with shaft fitted to the wheel.
* The Grinding - in of Valves,
On the proper grinding - in of valves, the efficiency of a gas cr
petrol engine very largely depends, and, therefore, any substance
that will at once lighten labour and ensure a perfect contact be.
tween valve and valve seating, is to be welcomed . Mr. J. D.
Bishop's (address 21 , Albert Street, Barrow -in -Furness) “ Auto
Grindene " fulfils all that is claimed for it. It is cheap , economical,
gives a fine face, and should be useful to model engineers for grind
ing in slide and safety valves, plugs, cocks, and other fittings. The
material is sold in tubes, is. id , and 7d. post free, and in small
tins for motor cyclists' tool bags, 7d. post free.
Messrs . Thompson & Co.'s Dynamos and Motors .
With reference to the notice of these machines given in our issue
January 19, the makers ask us to state that the samples
sent in for review were taken from stock, and were in no way
specially finished for the purpose . We insert this explanation
with pleasure, as we had no intention that our previous notice
should convey any impression to the contrary.

New Catalogues and Lists .

J. S. Fairfax & Co. , 37 & 39, Essex Street, Strand , London,
W.C. -We have received from this firm a booklet descriptive of
their arrangement for direct driving from high -speed shafts at
low speeds . The list contains prices of new types of reduction
gear to drive directly from a motor shaft at one of six different
ratios ; pulley shafts oftwo,three or four pulleys equal in diameter,
each revolving at a different forward or reverse speed to its neigh:
bour ; and a very compact pulley block , convertible to a self
sustaining hand crane.
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The Editor's Page .

:

N view of the wide interest taken by our readers
I ^ iniepetrolmotores, the chave recently arranged
for a handbook which shall treat the subject
in a simple but thoroughly practical fashion . This
will form No. 3 in our new series of practical manuals
and will be published during the next two or three
days. The object of the book is to give the reader
a good fundamental knowledge of how a petrol
motor works , and how the power generated by the
motor is used for the propulsion of the cycle or the
car . With a thorough knowledge of the underlying
principles of motor construction and application it
will be a comparatively easy matter for the novice
to fully understand and appreciate the special
features of any make of cycle or car . The following
list of chapter headings will show the exact ground
II . Principle on
covered : -1 . Introduction .
which the Petrol Motor Works . III . The Timing
Gear , Valve Action , Cylinder Cooling , etc. IV. The
Carburation of Petrol. V. Ignition Methods. VI .
Transmission and Manipulation Gearing : General
Arrangement, etc. VII . Hints on Overhauling and
VIII . Maintaining Efficiency.
Care of Motors .
IX . Hints on Driving . The title of the book will
be “ Petrol Motors Simply Explained ,” the author
being Mr. T. H. Hawley . The price will be is . , or
post free is . 3d .
Answers to Correspondents .

P. N. N. ( Loftus ) .-We think Messrs, Hachette &
Co. , King William Street , Charing Cross , London ,
W.C. , will supply you with any French technical
publications to order .
W. N. (Hunslet ).— Try Messrs . S. Holmes & Co. ,
Albion Works , Bradford, for the castings you
require.
" READER . " -We cannot recommend to you
The boiler of which you
any trade firm .
send sketch is not a good one ; it is strong enough,
however , for a pressure of 50 lbs . , if properly
seamed and riveted .
C. H. R. (Capetown ) .—Many thanks for your letter,
which you will see has been inserted . A number
of designs for marine engines have appeared in our
volumes . These can be obtained from Vol . IV
to Vol . XI , from our Publishing Department .
C. W. D. (Gravesend ). -Depends upon size of
Nernst lamp and the current it takes . A small
arc could be fitted , but a resistance would have
to be introduced to steady the current . A
simple arc lamp is described and illustrated in
our issue for January ist , 1903.
A. J. B. ( London ).— Your query is much too vague to
admit of a definite or detailed reply. A very
simple pump ought to suffice. Try working
cheap model oscillating cylinder, the steam pipe
being made into the suction , and the exhaust the
delivery .
W. W. K. ( Bothwell, N.B . ) .-See handbook ,
“ Electric Batteries,” 7d . post free.
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J. E. T. ( Pottstown, U.S.A. ) .—The firebox has no
real practical merit, as the complicated construc
tion is against it . The gain would not pay the
extra first cost and maintenance.
A. W. ( Plumsteari ) .-Full information will be
found in our handbook, “ Induction Coils for
Amateurs,” 7d . post free, to which please refer .
M. H. H. (Wakefield ).– We do not quite grasp your
meaning . Continuous current instruments are
not suitable for alternating current work , but an
ordinary volt and amperemeter would answer
your purpose. We presume your dynamo is a
continuous current machine ?
' Shift ENGINEER . ” — You should write to the
makers of the meter . They would , no doubt , be
pleased to explain the matter to you .
A. L. (Birkenhead ). --A { leading screw with four
threads per inch will suit . For ordinary model
work you will - find 20, 25, 30, 35 , 40 , 45 , 50, 55 .
60 , 65 , and 100 a very good set.
Notices .

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions og
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariablybear the sender's name and address.
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom .
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s, per
annum,payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c ., for review ,tobe addressed
to THE EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26–29, Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to bo
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer, 26--29. Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Allsubscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the pape
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 16
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada,and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whore
al subscriptiona from these countries should be addressed .
Contents .
[ The asterisk ( * ) denotes that this subject is illustrated. )
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A Model G.N.R. Locomotive.

By J. Wood .

2
2
1

FIG . 1.-MR. J. Wood's MODEL G.N.R. LOCOMOTIVE,

CHE photographs herewith represent the model
THEG.N.R. locomotive ( in scale ) . I made it en
tirely myself, with a very scanty amount of
tools. I made the patterns for all the required cast
ings, also moulding, and melting the brass to make
the castings. The stove to melt the brass was my
own design. It took me about two years to make.
The frames were made out of sheet brass ; whilst
the cylinders, wheels , bogie frame, axle boxes,
eccentrics, sheaves, &c . , are all cast in brass .
The cylinders ( 17 in . stroke and fin . bore ), are
lined with drawn tube , and sweated ir , as I had no
means of boring same, and it was my desire to do
It has Stephenson link
all the work myself.
motion ,

The driving wheels are 4 ips. diameter , bogie
wheels 2 ins . diameter, and trailing wheels 21 ins.
diameier , and are fitted with spiral springs.
The boiler is made of sheet copper, iiveted and
soft -soldered along all joints , has internal firebox,
with three i in . tubes , and burns charcoal . It has the
usual fittings, which I made myself (except pressure
gauge ). The boiler is fed by hand-pump in tender .
The tender is made of light sheet copper , and is
on six 24- in . wheels, and has water tank to supply
boiler, and brake to wheels. The painting and lining
was done by myself, as also was the photograph.
In conclusion, I may say it works fairly well,
and is not merely an ornament . Also, that I have
found The MODEL ENGINEER very instructive .
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astic inspiration if he is to succeed . A number of
plates illustrating modern types of machinery add
considerably to the attractiveness of the volume.

For the Bookshelf .
Any book revlowed under this heading may be oblained from THE
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C. , by remitting the published price and
The cost of postage.]

MODERN ENGINES AND Power GENERATORS .
London :
Vol. IV . By Rankin Kennedy.
Caxton Publishing Co. 9s . net , postage 6d .
This volume of Mr. Rankin Kennedy's excellent
work dea!s principally with the steam engines of
the reciprocating form , and with the many acces
sories its use as a prime mover entails . The intro
ductory chapter is an elementary view of steam
engines, with descriptive notes on boilers. Chapter
II details parts, such as cylinders, pistons , valve
gearing, governors, air pumps, flywheels, and de
scribes the testing and balancing of engines .
Water separators , evaporators, steam traps, and
superheaters form the subject matter for the

LIFE AS AN ENGINEER. By J. W. C. Haldane,
M.I.Mech.E. London : E. & F. N. Spon, Ltd.
Price, gs, net ; postage 4d .
In this volume Mr. Haldane has endeavoured to
depict the lights , the shades, and the prospects of
the engineering profession ; and his long experi
ence , both in the works of well -known firms and in
his own practice as a consulting engineer, should
certainly qualify him to speak with authority.
The opening chapter of the book deals with civil
engineering , both in the light of early history and
present -day problems ; and the author then passes
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Fig. 2.—REAR View of MR. J. Wood's MODEL G.N.R. LOCOMOTIVE .
For description ]

(see front page.

successively to such topics as his own early ex
periences and contemporaries, the question of
apprenticeship, a description of the L. & N.W.
Railway works at Crewe, outside life on a railway,
how a railway is planned and constructed in a new
country, engineering competitions, drawing office
practice, the Manchester works of Messrs. Arm
strong, Whitworth & Co. , steam navigation , elec
trical engineering, sketches of engineering life, and
the financial prospects of engineering. The per
sonal note throughout the book is a strong one,
and does much to relieve what might otherwise
be somewhat dry reading for one not directly
engaged in engineering work . Altogether, we
have found the book very entertaining, and con
sider that it will give the would -be engineer an
excellent insight into the mysteries and privileges
of the profession of his choice . Coming from the
pen of an enthusiastic and successful engineer, it
naturally leans to the lights rather than the shades
of the profession ; but the beginner needs enthusi

following chapter. The concluding chapter deals
at considerable length with modern engines
high and slow speed — for pumping, blowing, power ,
electric lighting, and other purposes. The volume
contains 216 pages, 289 high - class illustrations
and seven full-page plates ; and altogether it can
be heartily recommended as a valuable addition
to the library of the engineer or student . Model
ENGINEER readers interested in modern steam
engines should find the book of great service .
A " TURN - Down " LAMP. -Messrs . Geipel &
!
Lange have just put on the market a " turn -down
electric incandescent lamp which has several attrac
tive features . The lamp does not really “ turn
at all , but the reduction in light and in
down
current consumption is achieved by operating a
little switch in the collar of the lamp, which cuts
the major filament out of circuit , and substitutes
the small one.

-
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Notes

and Notions .

[ Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired, accord.
ing to merit. Al matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the envelope.]
A Useful Bevel.
By W. D. ENGLISH .
To make this tool, two pieces of steel 41 ins . long
by in . wide and } in . thick are required ; also one
piece 6 ins . long by 13-16ths in. wide and i - 16th in .
thick , and one piece i in . long by } in , wide and
1-16th in , thick , full. Having cut out these pieces,
stait to build up the block . With the small piece ,
1 in. by } in. by 1-16th in ., commence by marking
a point į in . from one end , and from this mark off
a line to the opposite corner (see sketch A BCD ).
Now, this goes between the two pieces E and Fat
one end ; lay the piece A B C D on E , so that the
end , BC , shall be flush with the end of E , and the
sides true to it . Now mark a line along the edge
of A B on E , and then on E, taking away A B C D.
Mark four holes ( G H J K ) , G being 1 in . from A
and 3-16ths in . from A B , H in . from Band 3-10ths
in . from A B, and holes J and K 5-16ths in , apart
and 3-16ths in . from B C ; holes } in . diameter .
Having drilled these, drill through the holes in
piece A B C D , placing on E as before, and drilling
through the holes in E ; then place the piece F
on E and A B C D so that it coincides exactly with
it , and drill through the holes ; then countersink
the holes on outside, and rivet up tightly. The
next part to take in hand is the movable blade .
On the piece 6 ins . by 13-16ths in. by 1-16th in..
mark the centre line on one side , and on each side
of it mark a line } in. from it , and parallel . Now,
from a point } in . from one end mark another
21 ins . along the centre line. The space between
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A Simple Self -heating Soldering Iron.
By F. C.
The accompanying drawing shows how a very
useful soldering iron can be made , and will prove
a great advantage to : !el makers when a lot of
It consists of
work is required at the same time.
an ordinary Bunsen burner with an ind off a
soldering iron fastened on to the end ! y being

A SIMPLE
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connection to gos.
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A USEFUL BEVEL .
this should be drilled out with a drill | in . diameter
as closely as possible, and then the slot filed out .
At the other end on one side mark a point į in. from
end , and then a line across to the other corner ;
cut this off. When this piece is placed between
the pieces E and F this end should correspond to
the piece between them and coincide with the
sides of E and F. Now at K , 7-16ths in , from top
and 7-16ths in. from each edge drill a 4 -in . tapping
hole, and tap to fit a set screw . The loosepiece
should now be filed , so that all sides are perfectly
parallel and square ; also the block should be filed
with all sides parallel.

bound round with copper wire . Turn the gas on
full and allow the “ iron ” to get well heated, then
turn it half off or till the flame just fills the surface
of the iron and comes quite to the point . The iron
will then keep hot for a good length of time, and
when it has gone too cold a minute of full heat by
turning the gas up soon brings it up to normal
again . It will be found a far cleaner method of
working than using the fire, and a little practice
will soon enable the worker to hold the perhaps
unwieldy iron with perfect ease .
Oil - tight Joints.
By R. MARSHALL.
When making connections, either screwed or
fanged , to resist the action of penetrating oils ,
petroleum , or motor spirit , such materials as red
lead , rubber, or plaited packings must be discarded ,
owing to the dissolving action of the liquid. For
tube work the threads should be well cut and
screwed up tight, using a little flake shellac mixed
with methylated spirit to the consistency of joiners
glue . For flanged surfaces , thin asbestos sheeting
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smeared over with a film of the shellac makes a
good job. For the packing of swivel joints or the
stuffing-boxes of oil pumps, use asbestos yarn.
The seams of tanks or cans should be well soldered
or galvanised, and large tanks with riveted joints
should have closely - pitched rivets, and the seams
caulked inside and out . Wooden barrels for
petroleum or paraffin are rendered tight by coating
the inside with a film of glue before filling. It
might not be generally known that paraffin generally
contains traces of acid used in the refining processes,
and whilst being an excellent aid to the removal of
rust , is not a good thing to use for the preservation
of bright surfaces , and quickly evaporates off same.
Other materials which might prove useful in the
shape of washer rings, are leather , woodite , and
gutta percha ; also zinc , white paint and cement for
seams; but the writer has not had occasion to try
these articles .

FIG . I.

I in. wide, for the jaws to slide in . These recesses
make a much better job than allowing the tenons
of the jaws to slide in the slots only. The jaws were
filed up to the proper sizes, and the k -in. screwed
ends for the binding screws were turned . To do
this the jaws were fastened to an angle plate on the
lathe faceplate .
The screws for working the jaws are mild stee )
stampings slotted into the chuck plate from the
front, with a shoulder against one end of the slot ,
and the end of the screw against the other ; this
keeps the screws in position . The ends of the slots
must be filed up true and square for this purpose.
The screws are } in . diameter, Whitworth pitch,
left-hand, with a fin. square end to fit the box key .
The four holes for the screws are counterbored
i in . diameter to suit the box key ; the ends of the
screws do not project beyond the outside of the
chuck . After the jaws were properly fitted , they

FIG . 2 .
THREE USEFUL LATHE CHUCKS .

Three Useful Lathe Chucks.
By " S.”
The accompanying photograph is of three chucks
made by the writer for a 3-in . centre back - geared
gap-bed lathe , with slide -rest ; they were also made
on the same lathe .
Fig. 1 is an independent four - jawed chuck ,
5 ins . outsirle dianeter. The chuch back is a slotted
casting, and the centre hole was first drilled with
a t - in . twist drill, then bored to tapping size with
the slide-rest ; it is tapped with a 7 -in.tap, Whit
worth pitch , to suit the lathe mandrel , great care
being taken to tap the hole at right angles . The
back of the slots where the recessed plates that
tighten up the jaws fit, were faced up on the lathe
at the same time as the centre hole was bored .
After this the chuck plate was screwed on the lathe
mandrel , and turned on the face and edge, while
some lines about j in . apart were put on the face
with a V- tool as a guide for setting articles true that
are being chucked .
The face has two recesses , 3-32nds in . deep and
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FIG . 3 .

were drawn close together and the steps and out
side of them are bored and turned . The box key
and washer plates are of mild steel , while the whole
of the jaws, screws, and box key are case-hardened
at completion.
Fig . 2 is a vice chuck with 2 - in . jaws to open to
about 2 ins . ; the chuck plate is 6 ins . diameter.
One jaw slides in a recess 3-32nds in . deep on face
of the chuck plate , and the other swivels on the
face . The screws are
in . diameter, Whitworth
pitch left-hand, made from mild steel stampings ,
and in the same manner , and worked_by the same
key, as No. I chuck.
The jaws are held to the chuck back by two
pieces niade from i -in . mild steel, shouldered down
square to fit the slots in chuck plates, also drilled
and tapped for screws, and bound to the jaws by
5-16th -in . nuts . In the jaw that does swivel the
mild steel piece must be a good fit in the slot ; it
does not matter about the one that does not swivel,
as the jaw slides in a recess . The actuating screws
are slotted in from the back instead of from the
front, as in Fig . I chuck . The jaws are both lined
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with hardened tool steel 4 in . thick , fastened to
the jaws with two 3-16th -in. countersunk headed
screws to each . The jaws are also cut with a chisel
to take a firmer hold of the work being operated
upon .
The jaws of both chucks can be readily taken off,
and the chuck backs can be used as ordinary
slotted faceplates . The chuck back in this case is
really the same sort of casting as Fig. 1 , but only
two of the slots are used . The screws were case .
hardened, and all the fitting to these two chucks
was done with the file, as no planer or shaper was
available .
Fig. 3 is an eight -screwed bell chuck, isins .
internal diameter and 21 ins . outside, fitted to the

A
Pin & Washer

Fig. 1 .

FIG. 2 .
SIMPLE COMPASSES .

lathe mandrel in the same manner as Figs . I and
2 chucks. The screws are turned from -in. mild
steel , 7-16ths in. diameter, Whitworth pitch, 2 ins .
long , and 7-32nds in. holes in head for lever.
Great care must be taken in the tapping and
drilling of the holes for the screws , so that they
will meet truly in the centre . They were case
hardened at the finish .
A chuck of this description , with eight screws ,
being simple to make , is a very valuable adjunct
to the amateur's workshop , as it takes a very firm
grip of the work, and is easily adjusted with the
eignt screws. The body is an iron casting . The
whole of the castings and stampings for these two
chucks were obtained from Messrs. T. Thwaite
and Co. , Todmorden , Yorks .
Simple Compasses for Metal Work.
By W. F. PRYOR .
The sketch ( Fig. 1 ) shows a very simple form of
compass which can be made by any amateur out
of sheet material, without any locking device, de
pending on the tightness of the joint to keep them
in position when in use. They should , however, be
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made from rather thicker material than that
generally used for callipers, and, of course , have
their points hardened and tempered . A useful
pair may also be made as shown inFig. 2 .

The

Latest

in

Engineering .

Four- cylinder Compound Engine for the
G.N.R. - It will be remembered that the Great
Northern Railway Company invited British loco
motive builders to submit designs for what they con
sidered to be the best type of engine for working the
express traffic of the GN.R. We understand that
the design for a large four-cylinder compound
engine sent in by the Vulcan Foundry Company,
Newton - le -Willows, has been accepted, and anorder
given for the engine to be built in time for next
season's traffic .
A New Cable Steamer . - A cable steamer was
recently launched by Swan , Hunter , & Wigham
Richardson , Ltd. , at their yard at Low Walker .
The vessel has been built to the order of the Jele .
graph Construction and Maintenance Company.
Ltd. The new vessel , the Cambria , is nearly 300 ft .
in length by 37 ft . beam . She is propelled by twin.
screw engines of the triple -expansion type, which
are designed to drive the vessel at a speed of 12
knots . She will be completely equipped for her
service with the latest machinery for picking up
and paying out the cable , as well as with all the
latest devices for working the ship . She has an
overhanging bow and stern adapted for carrying
cable sheaves, and the holds are arranged to carry
cable in three large tanks.
A New Motor Car. - A motor car , called the
Adams- Farwell , has been constructed in America,
and has for its novel feature a remarkable 20 horse
power horizontal three -cylinder air-cooled engine .
The cylinders are spaced i 20 degs, apart , and have
a common crank chamber . The crank , which is
vertical, is fixed , and the cylinders and crank case ,
together weighing 190 lbs ., rotate , the power being
transmitted from a bevel pinion on the rotating
crank chamber . The cylinders are 5 ins . diameter
and 4 } ins . stroke . The crankshaft has only one
crank, all three pistons being connected to a single
wrist pin by bronze connecting -rods. The pistons
thus reciprocate back and forth in the cylinder, but
the mass of the piston has not to be moved , stopped ,
and started again , and this , it is claimed , enables
perfect balance to be obtained .
· A New Turbine Yacht.-- Swan , Hunter , & Wig.
ham Richardson , Ltd. , launched recently from their
yard at Wallsend -on - Tyne the turbine -engined yacht
Albion , built for Sir George Newnes , M.P. The
vessel was designed by Sir William White . The
Albion is a little more than 1,300 tons according to
yacht measurement. H21 length over -all is 270 ft.,
with 34 -ft . beam , and 20 - ft . moulded depth. Pro
pulsion is gained by a triple- shafted system of tur
Dines . The engines , with cylindrical boilers , are
constructed on the now well-developed system of
Mr. Charles Parsons , at his Turbinia' Works ,
Wallsend-on-Tyne, and are calculated to give a
smooth -water speed of 15 knots , with a continuous
speed of 10 or 12 knots , according to the state of
the sea . The ocean speed will be obtained on such
moderate coal consumption as will enable the
Albion to travel about 4,000 miles without having
to replenish her bunkers .
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Construction

of
Alternators .

Model

By “ Zodiac.”
(Continued from page.79. )
67. Design of the Field -magnet. — A four-pole
field -magnet built up from stampings, riveted to
gether by eight rivets, is shown in Fig. 67, the
exciting coils being secured by four wooden wedges
driven in , as illustrated . In this case the winding
has to be put on the magnet direct , but in the case
of the design shown in Fig. 68 , where the pole shoes
are removable, the coils can be wound separately,
and then slipped over the magnet limbs and held
secure by the pole shoes . In this design it will be
noted that extra field copper is got on the magnet
by making the coils of conical shape. In large

.

.
1

Fig. 67.
FIG. 68 .
alternators the poles are either bolted, dovetailed ,
or otherwise secured to the magnet hub, so that
they are removable at any time. In Fig. 69 ( a )
the poles are held to the hub B by the wedge
shaped pieces A, while in Fig. 69 ( 6 ) the laminated
poles have a V -shaped bar passing right through
the plates, this bar taking the fixing bolts. A
solid pole with laminated pole tip is really better
than a pole laminated throughout, as it gives a
smaller cross section ( for the same net iron area ),
and hence a shorter mean turn for the winding ;
also less leakage between the poles.
A somewhat curiousdesign of magnet is shown in
Fig. 70, the object being to get as much winding
space as possible. The magnet wheel is of cast
iron, the unwound poles being cast solid with it.
Between the unwound poles are the wound poles,
which are separately bolted to the wheel as shown .
If these poles are of wrought iron , and , therefore ,
of greater permeability than the unwound cast iron
poles, they can , of course, be of correspondingly
smaller section. Each wound pole has the neces
sary ampere turns for exciting one pair of poles ,
the cast iron poles being recessed out in order to
allow ample room for the coils. Fig. 71 shows a
six - pole field magnet of this type, the wound poles
being fixed to the magnet wheel by screws passing
right through the magnet limb. One pole has been
drawn without its exciting coil, in order to show
the shape of the iron core. The windings are so
connected up that all the wound poles are of the
same polarity; thus the unwound poles are of
opposite polarity - i.e., if all the wound poles are
north, all the unwound poles will be south poles
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While for large commercial generators this design
has the disadvantage that the E.M.F. wave is more
or less distorted , owing to the unwound poles
being weaker than the wound poles , and also owing
to the leakage being considerable ( in practice it has
been used for machines up to 300 kilowatts), for
model work, where there is difficulty in finding
room for the poles, especially in the case of six
and eigbt -pole machines, the design has great
advantages .
In Figs. 72 and 73 are shown sections of a field
magnet generally known as the “ Lauffen " type ,
from its being first used in the well -known Lauffen
Frankfort power transmission scheme. The actual
type used was practically identical with that shown
in Fig. 73 , the polar projections or horns being
bolted on to the sides of the magnet yoke or wheel.
In the design shown in Fig. 72 the polar horns are
cast solid with the rest of the wheel, thus avoiding
points.
In the “ Lauffen " type of mag
net the polar horns project inwardly over
the exciting coil, one half of these horns or
pole shoes being carried by each side of the
rim or yoke. Taking the case of Fig. 72, it
is clear that those polar horns projecting
from side A will be N poles , while those
projecting from side B will be s poles, thus
forming a crown of alternately N and Spoles,
as shown in Fig. 74 , which shows a side
view of a six-pole magnet of this type. It
will be seen that a characteristic of the
“ Lauffen " type of field is the use of ļa
central single exciting coil revolving with
the magnet .
This type of magnet is not
now used in modern generators, its leakage
coefficient being very high , owing to the
crowded spacing of the poles and the cen
tral exciting coil being a long way from its work.
For model work, the type has the advantage that
a very neat- looking field -magnet can be made
with this design. With the form shown in Fig.
72, only one pattern need be made - i.e ., that
of the B portion, then by making two castings and
cutting off the hub portion h . this half can

(a )

A

B

( 6)

FIG. 70 .

Fig. 69.
be bored out to form the A side of the magnet ,
care being taken to get a good fitting joint at that
portion forming the magnetic circuit. In order to
ensure this joint closing up, the portion near the
centre is cut back slightly, as clearly shown in the
drawing. The exciting coil is a plain circular coil
wound on a former, and slipped in position before
the two portions A and B are bolted together .
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The two - pole magnet shown in Fig . 75 was de
signed for a turbo -alternator, the object being to
get a magnet perfectly balanced, so as to avoid
vibration when running at a high speed , and also
to have a smooth external surface, thus avoiding
the machine being noisy by reason of its magnet
poles whirling through the air, forming a syren .
The winding is somewhat like a slot -wound gramme
ring armature ; brass caps cover up each end of
the magnet, so that the whole forms a smooth sur
faced cylinder with no projections to catch the air
when rotating. Driven by a motor at 3,600 revolu
tions, this magnet made very little noise indeed ;
but on removing the brass end covers the machine
made a loud humming noise, due to the ends of the
windings cutting the air ; the current taken by the
driving motor ( the magnet running unexcited )
also rose by nearly 15 per cent., thus showing the
effect of windage losses at high speeds.
The windings on the magnet bobbins should be
so arranged that the connections from one bobbin
to the next are carried along near the centre of the
magnet wheel, where they will be out of the way

the distance of its centre of gravity from the axis
of rotation , multiplied by the square of the speed
in revolutions per minute. Hence all rotating
masses should be so balanced that the centrifugal
forces of the various portions balance each other.

B

FIG. 72.
Two equal weights, W W (Fig. 76 (a ) ), equidistant
from the centre of rotation will balance at all
speeds, as the outward pull of the one weight will
be equal and opposite to that of the other. In the
same way, three equal weights, symmetrically
placed (as in Fig . 76 (c)) will balance . Two unequal
weights will balance ( as in Fig. 76 (6 )) , provided w
multiplied by d is equal to W multiplied by D
( such a system will, however, be affected during
Auctuations of speed by the fact that the inertia
of the two weights is not equal, so that the system
will tend to resist any change in speed . A governor,

FIG. 71 .
and not liable to be knocked and broken off. If
flanged bobbins are used for the magnet coils, the
cores of the bobbins should be made of sheet iron ,
in preference to brass or zinc, the flanges of the
bobbins being of either hardwood, brass or zinc .
Sheet iron flanges must not be used on any account,
as they would form leakage paths for the field flux .
No special provision for ventilating the magnet
windings will be necessary in the case of model
machines . The finished magnet wheel will be
securely keyed on to its shaft by a well - fitting key
running the length of the magnet boss.
68. Balancing the Field -magnet. — To ensure free
dom from vibration , especially in the case of high
speed machines, the magnet wheel must be care
fully balanced . Balancing is a point usually
totally neglected by amateur engineers, hence their
engines rock to and fro when running, and their
dynamos and motors are noisy. A rotating body
tends to fly off from the centre of rotation, owing
to centrifugal force. For example, a stone whirled
round at the end of a string will tend to fly outwards,
breaking the string if the speed of rotation be
sufficiently high. The centrifugal force of a rota
ting body is proportional to its mass, multiplied by

-R

FIG . 73 .
acting on this principle, is used on the Browett
Lindley high -speed engine). If a wheel mounted
on its shaft be placed on knife edges, any want of
balance will be at once seen as the wheel will only
stay in one position . If m is the mass of the body
(mass = weight in lbs. • 32.2 ) , or W its weight in
lbs . , r the radius of the curved path in feet , and V
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model in order to see how poor a fit is usually made
of the bearings with separate bearing brasses.
Solid bearing bushes are now used for quite large
machinery, and are certainly the best form of
bearing for model work . The objection sometimes
raised—viz . , that they cannot be adjusted to take
up the wear , hardly holds good, seeing that with
proper lubrication the wear, even with constant

S

1
0
0

the velocity in feet per second, or n the number of
revolutions per minute, then
m v? or = WXrx na.
Centrifugal force ( in lbs . )
1
2936
When two masses are diametrically opposite to
one another they can be made to balance each other,
as already shown ; if they are not opposite they
cannot be made to balance , but they may be
balanced by a third mass so placed that it is directly
opposed to the resultant force of the two ( see Fig.
76 (c)). The balancing weight should be in the same
plane ; for instance , the weights in Fig . 77 ( a) (see
also 76 (a )) will properly balance each other, SS
being the shaft running in the bearings B B. In
Fig. 77 ( 6 ) the weights are not in the same plane ,
hence at the instant shown they will produce a
couple tending to turn the shaft about the point O
in a clockwise direction , as shown by the full arrow .
When the shaft has made half a revolution , the
couple will tend to turn it in a counter-clockwise
direction, as shown by the dotted arrow .
The
result of this want of proper balance would be

O
O

N

N

FIG . 75 .

N

running for two or three years , should be quite
negligible in the case of a model .
For those amateur engineers whose workshop does
not possess a lathe, white metal bearings are recom
mended , as the white metal can be heated in a ladle
and cast round the shaft ( previously oiled ), which
forms a mandrel for it . The bearing so made only
requires to have the outside trimmed up and an

* W

( a ) (w
S
FIG . 74.
to throw great strain on the bearings and even to
break the shaft if it were at all weak . The evil
effects are, of course, greatly magnified as the speed
is increased, being four times as great at 200
revolutions as at 100 revolutions per minute.
The balancing of a machine consists in altering
the arrangement of the masses ( adding weight or
rearranging the existing weights ) until the centri
fugal forces , due to the various portions, all balance
one another. Compared with the balancing neces
sary in the case of an engine, the balancing of
electrical machinery is a very simple matter,
the revolving parts are all more or less symmetrical ,
there being no reciprocating parts to balance.
The freedom from oscillation and the smooth
working of a balanced model as compared with
the unbalanced model well repays any time and
trouble taken to balance the moving parts .
( 69 ) Bearings . -Owing to the small air gap be
tween the field -magnet and the stator iron , the
bearings should be accurately made so that the
magnet is not thrown out of the centre of the stator
bore. Split bearings are better avoided as they
seldom fit properly ( in model work) , while they
involve double the amount of labour that bushes
require. One has only to inspect the average

( 6 ) (WKf
td -

D

(c )

Fig. 76.
oil hole drilled , when it is ready for work, no boring
or fitting at all being required . In the case of a
dynamo , for instance, if the armature be packed
central with the bore and the bearings (which are
bored out somewhat larger than the shaft ) steady
pinned in position and then run in with white
metal , they are bound to be accurately in line .
White metal , often termed anti- friction metal, can
be bought at any engineers' stores ; it melts easily
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in a plumber's ladle on an ordinary fire, but care
should be taken not to overheat it.
On no account must the bearing be wet ( it is
better to slightly heat the bearing before pouring ),
or the hot metal will fly and may cause a nasty
burn .
( 70 ) Slip Rings. —These are simply made by slip
ping copper or brass tube over a hardwood core
turned true with the shaft . After the rings have
been screwed to the wooden core , they are trued up
and the separate rings cut off from each other by
a sharp parting tool. A groove must be cut in the
wooden core to allow of the connections being made
to the outer ring or rings.

W
B
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(a )

W
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W

FIG . 77.
In the case of a revolving field alternator , there
will , of course, be two slip rings to which the ends
of the field -magnet winding are connected .
( To be continued. )
A New VANADIUM LAMP . -A new use of vana
dium is announced in a forthcoming invention by
It concerns a vanadium
Wilhelm von Siemens .
glow -lamp.
ROUND THE WORLD IN A SMALL BOAT . —The 60
ft . sailing boat in which Capt . Voss recently con
cluded his voyage round the world . had been made
over sixty years ago by Columbian Indians. It
was hollowed out of a single log , had a maximum
beam of 6 ft ., and weighed 2 } tons. It was decked
over , fitted with a little deckhouse to sleep in ,
and provided with three masts , which carried 38
sq . yds of canvas. The start was made on May 21st ,
1901, from British Columbia . The route traversed
was hy way oi New Zealand, Australia, the New
Hebrides, and other South Sea islands, the Torres
Straits, the Indian Ocean , and Pernambuco - alto
gether 40,000 miles .
The voyage lasted three
years. His only companion was washed overboard
and drowned . He carried with him the only com
pass which was on board . This happened 1200
miles from Sydney, and Capt . Voss found his way
back there alone.
Capt . Voss is of opinion that
any kind of boat if not overladen , will float at sea
if her head is kept to the sea by an efficient sea
anchor , particularly if oil is used to “ lay ” the
breakers .

A
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Wimshurst Machine .

By PERCY Bown.
HEN the construction of these machines is
WHEontemplated,theobjectfor whichit is
intended has to be kept constantly in
view, and the various factors of its construction
considered and adjusted to bring about the desired
result . The intention of the majority of amateur
electricians who turn their hands to this branch
of electrical science is to use the machine for
simple electrostatic experiments ; but on perusing
various journals dealing with the subject , they find
that the machine may be made to give excellent
results with a Röntgen ray tube , if a larger number
of sectors and condensers of smaller capacity are
used ; and although they may succeed in this direc
tion , they are secretly disappointed and surprised
at the reduction of its spark length and general
effects of discharge, entirely forgetting that they
have obtained higher frequency - a very important
factor in X-ray work - at the expense of spark
length . A combination of these two effects - viz .,
high frequency and maximum discharge, was
attempted in the machine here illustrated, and
although only one pair of plates were used some
measure of success has been met with . I am en
abled to show a side view of the machine ( Fig. 1 )
by the courtesy of the editor of The Great Western
Railway Magazine , in which a brief description
appeared recently .
The base measures 3 ft . by
i ft . 6 ins . , and has a pair of standards 20 } ins.
in height to spindle hole, and firmly mortised into it ;
the driving wheels are 8 ins. in diameter, and the
pulleys on the bosses attached to the plates, 24 ins .
in diameter.
Two solid 4 -in , round glass rods serve to insulate
and support the hollow brass conductors, the holes
in these conductors where the glass rods enter them
have two small brass wires fixed at right angles to
the axis of the conductor, and on the lower end is
fixed a brass ring ; this prevents a brush discharge
and consequent leakage taking place. The dis .
charging rods are of the usual kind carrying brass
balls, one 21 ins . , the other i in . in diameter.
The ratio in the size of the balls determines, in
no small measure, the length of the spark ; by using
a smaller ball on the positive side a longer spark
could be obtained, but a limit is soon reached, below
which a brush discharge takes place, and the spark
refuses to pass .
The discharging rods move at
right angles to the plane in which the plates lie
and not parallel to their plane, as is usually the
case. The adjustment of the spark-gap is effected
by a hardwood handle fixed on one of the rods .
A handle on each rod was previously used , but this
was found to be conducive to too great a spirit of
familiarity, and unpleasant shocks were the result.
When only one handle is used , the circuit is not so
readily formed .
The position of maximum efficiency having been
found for the neutralising brushes, these were
permanently fixed to the top of the uprights in the
position shown . The sectors were cut from thin
tin , and are 5 } ins . long by 1 3-16ths in , at the
widest , and 15-16ths in . at the narrowest part ,
It will
twenty-four being placed on each plate.
be noticed that the sectors are rather larger in
proportion to the size of the plate than those
generally used, and when this is so I find it a
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distinct advantage to exceed the limit allowed for
intervening space between the plates , and put them
( the plates) a little further apart ; for plates up to
2 ft . 6 ins . diameter, } in . is allowed . In this case
they are
in . apart ; this seems somewhat para
doxical, because the nearer the charged sector can
be brought to the uncharged one, more surely and
effectively does the charge assert its inductive
power . Whether this effect is produced by the
introduction of differences in the specific inductive
capacity of various kinds of glass, I am unable to
say , but I get better results under the conditions
named.
It is , no doubt , best to concede to the
usual limits when smaller sectors are used . The
Leyden jars are 10 ins . high by 2 ins . diameter ,
filled if ins . deep with small shot, and covered out
side with tinfoil i in . up.
The small shot plays a
rather important part in prolonging the flow of
electricity from the outside coatings, the air spaces
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in getting his plates to rotate properly, and he finds
that they knock against the combs, the simplest
way to remedy this is to pull them further apart .
When this is done the points seem to affect the
sectors further up the plate, and as these sectors
are engaged in inducing charges on opposite sectors,
it follows that there must be a reduction in the
resultant output of the machine ( this is particularly
so when the combs point opposite to the direction
of rotation ) . Moreover, if the points are too far
away from the plate a part of the charge is carried
on, whereas a brush by its contact appropriates
the whole of the charge and allows for any uneven
ness in the plates, besides being simpler to make .
The plates are of window glass, } in . thick , 27 } ins .
in diameter , shellac varnished on both sides , and
rotate on a {-in . iron spindle. Even in bad weather
no difficulty has been experienced in getting a 6-in .
spark, but when atmospheric conditions are favour

FIG. 1.-SIDE VIEW.
FIG. 2.-END VIEW.
MR. PERCY Bown's WIMSHURST MACHINE.

between the shot retaining in some manner the
charge of electricity, and when the discharge of the
inner coatings takes place, the discharge through
the x-ray tube is prolonged, and enhances the pro
duction of a continuous light. Each jar is insulated
on glass supports and is connected to the prime
conductors by suitable brass rods ; they are also
provided with hooks to facilitate the connection of
wires .
The charges are collected off the sectors by
flexible brushes attached to the brass arms , which
embrace the periphery of the plates , each sector
being provided with metallic buttons to encounter
these and the neutralising brushes ; this keeps the
brushes clear of the plates, and I feel sure that the
importance of this arrangement cannot be over.
looked, as, should they touch the plate , small
particles are torn off and eventually practically
short -circuits the sectors .
The objection I find
against the use of points for collective purposes is,
that if any difficulty is experienced by the amateur

able and the machine perfectly clean , a 7 -in . spark
has been obtained , the sparks appearing once
in every revolution of the handle.

SUPERHEATERS.—The cast iron used in the manu
facture of superheaters in South Germany and
Austria is said to be of secret composition , and the
ribbed method of construction is a patent .
BURSTING OF A FLYWHEEL . — By the breaking of
a governor belt a 15 -ft . flywheel in some works in
Toronto, Canada, was allowed to run away until it
exploded , completely demolishing the engine-room
and throwing fragments of the flywheel over 200
yards. The engineer and an assistant, who were
standing in the engine- room , escaped uninjured,
with the exception of slight bruises, but a man who
was some 200 yards away was struck on the head
by a fragment of the wheel, and was immediately
killed .

-
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The Gas Turbine .
By H. H. HARRISON .
' HE remarkable progress of the steam turbine
T
side by side with the development of the gas
engine, has directed the attention of engin
eers to the question of a possible combination of
the two machines , so that the high thermal efficiency
of the internal combustion engine could be realised
simultaneously with the light and comparatively
cheap construction of the turbine.
The problem is one not easy of solution , as the
obstacles to success are : ( 1 ) The excecdingly high
combustion temperatures of gaseous mixtures ;
( 2 ) the design of a suitable compressor ; (3 ) the
extremely high velocities of the gases-velocitics
which , for equal pressures, would be considerably
higher than those of steam , owing to the lower
densities of the gases .
Two French engineers, MM . Armengaud and
Lemâle , of Paris, have recently constructed a gas
turbine working with a mixture of petrol , air , and
highly superheated steam , which is described in the
Schweizerische Bauzeitung, of August 27th , 1904, hy
M. Alfred Barbezat .
Referring to Fig. 1, the turbine consists of a
pear- shaped chamber ( E ) into which air, previously
compressed by a fan , enters at A. The fan, which
is capable of giving high discharge pressures (no
figures given as to this ), is mounted on the turbine
shaft. Petrol is forced in under pressure and
issues from an annular passage through oblique
holes ( B), placed so as to reverse its direction of
motion and bring it into intimate contact with the
incoming air. An electrical igniter is provided at
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then passing to the De Laval nozzle and acting on
the Pelton type turbine wheel ( K).
By varying the quantity of water, the final
temperature can be kept as low as may be neces
sary .
Mons. Barbezat then proceeds to an exhaustive
analysis of the best conditions to work with in
order to get maximum efficiency ; and finds, as one

Fig . 2 .
DIAGRAM OF
W
A CONSTANT

PRESSURE

GENERATOR.

Air

Oil

would expect, that as the initial pressure in the
combustion chamber is raised and the final tempera
ture of the mixture increased , the efficiency is a
maximum. The second condition corresponds to a
reduction in the quantity of water admitted.
No results actually obtained are given , but the
culculated thermal efficiency of the combination
with an initial pressure of 215 lbs . per sq. in . and
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Fig. 1.-SECTION OF GAS TURBINE.

D , and the temperature developed on combustion is
about 1,800 ° C. (about 3,300 ° F .) in the chamber ( E),
which is constructed of some refractory material to
withstand the high temperatures.
Water is pumped in at F, and, circulating in the
spiral grooves around the walls of the combustion
chamber, abstracts heat from these and is formed
into steam , finally issuing through the small holes
at H and mixing with the hot gases. Here the
steam becomes superheated , abstracting the neces
sary heat from the gaseous mixture, the whole

final temperature about 1,700 ° F. is 18 per
cent .
The efficiency taken for the air compressor is
80 per cent., and if this is of the fan type, the
figure seems far too high. Presumably it is of the
reversed turbine type, in which case the fact that
a pressure of 215 lbs . per sq. in . can be obtained is a
great step towards the development of the gas
turbine .
In connection with the above it is interesting to
compare the suggestion made a year or so ago by
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64
a writer in the Engineering Magazine for a con
stant pressure generator. " The arrangement is
diagrammatically shown in Fig . 2 .
Two cylindrical shells are provided, the outer
one of which is lined with refractory material , the
inner one being partly so lined to form a combus
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Model Compound Launch
Engine .

By J. IRVING.
HE accompanying photographs show my
TH model compound marine launch engine.
My idea was to make an engine light in weight,
but , at the same time, to have ample wearing sur
faces, so that I could run it at high speed without
heating up the different bearings .
I first made a set of drawings, then made the
patterns of cylinder, and obtained the casting in .
cast iron , the only casting in the engine ; the rest
was made from scrap.
The columns and crossbars on which the guides
sit , were made from wire nails. The crankshaft
was built up, the webs were strung on a straight
piece of silver steel , and short lengths for the pins
were driven in , the whole lot then silver soldered ,
turned up true, and cleaned , it makes a very nice
strong job.
The valve chests are made separate from the
cylinders . After the faces have been surfaced,
ports bored and cut out with hammer and chisel ,
they are bolted on to the cylinders ; by this arrange

문
FIG.1. - FRONT VIEW .

tion chamber ( F) . The annular space ( W) between
these is fed with water, and air and oil are forced
under pressure through the burner ( B). The gases of
combustion travel upwards and heat up the water
by the transmission of heat through the upper
walls of the flue, which are unlined. Steam rising,
mixes with the gases, and the mixture is discharged
at the top, where it goes to drive a turbine or
reciprocating engine. The gas turbine just de
scribed is practically the same idea as this.
The inventor of this generator points out that
radiation losses are reduced to a minimum, and
that by working the generator in connection with
a turbine oi rotary engine , an economy exceeding
that obtained with the best oil or gas engines
might be reached . He hopes to attain a net
efficiency of heat conversion of about 45 per cent .
Setting aside the usual sanguine expectations of
the inventor, the two systemsdescribed have many
advantages when considered in the light of turning
the maximum amount of a given quantity of heat
into work .
RAILWAY SLEEPERS . -The number of timber
sleepers on the railways of the world is calculated
to be about 1,494,000,000, and their value is esti
mated at about $ 180,000,000. This item makes
a serious drain onthe timber supplies of the world .

FIG, 2. -END VIEW .
ment the covers may be left off until the valves
are set ; it is much better than making chest and
cover in one piece,
The connecting -rods are of mild steel forked at
crosshead end, and split brasses fitted at bottom
end , held by bolts and nuts.
The piston -rods and crossheads are of mild steel,
in one piece, piston -rods are fitted to piston with
taper and nuts on top ; pistons are fitted with
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gunmetal piston rings, with scarfed joints. The
guides," are of cast steel fixed to columns ; the
guides i have a slot at cylinder centres for back
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follows :-Diameter of H.-P. cylinder, } in.; dia
meter of L.-P. cylinder, if ins ., with a common
steam ports are ( H.-P. ) ,
stroke of
in . ;

FIG . 7 .
CONNECTING ROD.
Fig . 3.- VIEW SHOWING TOP CYLINDER COVERS.
( Full size )
slippers to be bolted on . Covers, top and bottom,
were turned out of mild steel . Bedplate is of mild
steel , bearings are split to adjust for wear, and
were cut from an old crosshead slipper ; they are

FIG . 8. -COLUMNS
AND CROSS -BARS.

o
Fig. 6. - PLAN OF MODEL COMPOUND LAUNCH ENGINE .
bolted to bedplate. Eccentric sheaves are mild
steel, fitted with gunmetal straps. Valves are of
gunmetal ; valve rods and eccentric rods of mild
steel .
The cylinders are lagged with asbestos and
planished steel. The principal dimensions are as

3-64ths in . by 5-16ths in . ; exhaust ports are
3-32nds in. by 5-16ths in .; steam ports ( L.-P. ) ,
3-64ths in. by fin .; exhaust ports ( L.-P. ) ,
3-32nds in. by
in . ; width of bar, 1-16th in .;
travel of valve, 5-32nds in . cut off at
stroke ;
flywheel diameter, 2 3-16ths ins.; rim , fin . wide ;
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weight, 3 ozs . ; weight of engine and ilywheel,
I
lbs . bare . With 15 lbs . of steam and no
load the engine runs at 1,600 revolutions per
minute .
The whole of the working surfaces made of mild
steel are case -hardened , such as valve rod joints
and pins.

A Model Sailing Yacht .
By H. E. FRECKER .
" HE model, Reliance, I am about to describe is
THE
of “ Scow " type, the chief features being great
sailing length when heeled , great beam ,
shallowness of draught , and large sail area ; also
very little sheer. Her length is ft . 6 ins . (deck
measurement), 11 ins. beam , and 4 ins. deep ; the
keel is 1 ft . deep, with bulb lear's. The spars are
of pine, the sails of silk, and the keel of waite pine .
She is fitted with two rudders, one being the usual
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Fig . 1. -ELEVATION AND PLAN OF MODEL
SAILING YACHT.

Fig . 14. -BEDPLATE AND
CRANK AXLE .
The engine took 240 hours to make, and all the
work was done on a single- geared 31 -in . lathe, fitted
with compound slide- rest .
I am making air, feel, circulating and bilge
pumps, to be worked by separate cylinder for above
engine , and hope to give photographs and dimen
sions when finished .

swing rudder and the other an outboard rudder
(as illustrated). The rigging is of strong fishing
tackle. The spar lengths are : mainmast, 3 ft. 2 ins.;
topmast , 2 ft. 9 ins. ; boom , 3 ft . 3 ins. ; bowsprit,
21 ins. ; gaff, 2 ft.; spinnaker pole, 2 ft . 6'ins.
The accompanying drawing and photograph will
give a good idea of the general appearance,
There are also water- tight compartments fore and
The
aft . The total weight in full rig is 12 lbs .
letters given on Fig. 1 indicate as follows :-A ,
boom ; B, fore-boom ; C, jib-boom ; D, mainmast
E, topmast ; F, gaff ; G and H , topsail yards ; J,
topping lift ; K , topmast stay ; L, lead ; M , main
halliards ; N , Rudder pins ; 0 , bowsprit ; P, flag .
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The Society's Conversazione .
By “ ONE OF THE FIVE HUNDRED .”
( Continued from page 113. )
ESSRS. WHITNEY had an excellent show of
MengineWings Steam apumps, nando crec?
trical goods in the Large Hall. A com
pressed air plant was in use to show the models
in motion .
Mr. A. H. Avery , of Tunbridge
Wells, exhibited several motors and dynamos , and
Stuart Turner's
a very excellent electric fan .
show of high -speed engines and engine castings

Fig. 2.-MR. FRECKER'S MODEL SAILING YACHT.
was much appreciated , all sizes of his famous
engines being represented , from the small model
T.B.D. engine to the 6 b.h.-p. compound launch
engine . On this stand was the very fine model
G.N.R. 251 he has lately completed to the order
of a customer. The Central Electric Co., of High
Holborn , exhibited several spark coils and accumu
lators , and Messrs. T. W. Thompson & Co., of
Deptford Bridge , Greenwich , were represented by
a collection of their specialities, coils , lamps , instru
ments , accumulators , dynamos, and motors.
Mr. H. E. Ablett , of Colebrook Row, N. , demon
strated his designing instrument,the " Centregraph ,"
and Messrs. W. H. Harling, the well-known manu
facturers of drawing instruments, were in evidence
Mr. W. J.
with a splendid show of their goods .
Brooks also exhibited his patent draughtsman's
curves .
The Model Manufacturing Co., of Addison Road
North , had a very good show of some of their best
work , a model L.B.S.C.R. single, a model G.W.R.
Atbara, and other locomotives . On the same table
Mr. J. P. Meaden's model it scale S.E. & C.R.
was to be seen , for the building of which they supply
castings .
Small scale locomotives, carriages and wagons in
an abundance were shown by Messrs. Wright, Clark
and Wallis , of Southwark Bridge Road , S.E. , who
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ran severalof the models-notably the G.W.R. and
L.T.S.R. - on their own and the Society's tracks
in the lower hall . Castings and parts for these
locomotives were also shown, and created consider
able interest .
The tool world was present in great form .
Messrs. Geo , Adams (the Pittler Co. ) , High Holborn ,
exhibiting lathes and a large collection of small
tools , amongst which may be specially mentioned
the new precision “ LL ” lathe, one of the " A and
B ” tools, also drilling machines .
Messrs. Drummond Bros. , Ltd., exhibited one of
their famous amateurs ' 31 -in . centre screw-cutting
lathes, Mr. Arthur Drummond, who is a member
of the Society, demonstrating its points aud show
ing the new milling attachment, which will be
shortly placed on the market , cutting a - bevel
gear wheel.
Power hacksaws and other engineering appliances
were exhibited by the Fairbanks Company , of City
Road, and Messrs . Leyland Barlow , of Manchester,
sent a small power -shaper, which was universally
admired .
Mr. Edward Hines , of Norwich , was represented
at the Conversazione and exhibited a number of his
fine tools , the uses of which were demonstrated to
all and sundry .
Messrs. C. Burton, Griffiths & Co. , of Ludgate
Square , exhibited one of Professor Boys ' new
grinders , a Barnes' lathe, and several cases of their
well -known small tools , all of which claimed a
considerable amount of attention from the visitors .
Model railway carriages I do not think have
before been so numerous at our Conversaziones .
Mr. C. G. Harrison's splendid model 1 -in . scale
G.N.R. brake van , which is fitted internally with
the same degree of completeness as externally,
was amongst the most notable exhibits in this
section . Mr. Louis Nicole , Mr. A. M. H. Solomon ,
Mr. J. W. Barber, M.I.M.E. , and Messrs . Bassett
Lowke & Co. also exhibited model railway coaches
of various kinds.
Amongst the models not already mentioned were
a model Mexican gunboat, by Mr. A. J. Budd ,
model stationary and marine steam cranes and other
engines , by Mr. W. J. Russell , Mr. W. Barnard
Hart, Mr. J. C. Taylor, Mr. W. Muncaster , Mr. C.
S. Barrett, Mr. H. G. Riddle, Mr. A. Bowling , Mr.
A. M. H. Solomon , Mr. H. J. Croft , Mr. J. B. Town
end , Mr. Jno . Barker , and Mr. J. W. W. Munro .
Mr. E. W.Hobbs lent a model fire escape and some
photographs of his home- made tri-car .
In the electrical section Mr. H. Hildersley, with
several fitments, Mr. Geo. Gentry's medical battery,
Mr. N. Dufty's traction motor and insulation
material , Mr. J. W. W. Munro's dynamo must be
referred to . Messrs. F. Darton & Co. , of St. John
Street , E.C. , also contributed to this section , ex
hibiting a good collection of electrical apparatus
and other interesting novelties .
By the kindness of Messrs . Napier , of motor
car fame, one of the tables in the large hall was
filled with some of the component parts of one of
the Napier cars . This exhibit included a piston
and a cam shaft , an exhaust valve, a cylinder head
complete, roller bearings, parts of the steering gear
mechanism, an hydraulic regulator, a fan , and a
complete gear box.
To minimise the overcrowding in the large and
small halls, some excellent models were centred on
the tables in the refreshment room , where the
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To The PRESIDENT, MELBOURNE SOCIETY.- The
Hon . Secretary of the London Society will be pleased
to welcome this gentleman to the meeting at the
Holborn Town Hall on the 16th of February .
Direct reply impossible, as no address given.
HERBERT G. RIDDLE, Hon . Sec . , 37 , Minard Road ,
Hither Green , S.E.

00

оо

visitor was able to examine the very fine work
present in them without any other distraction than
the delectation of the palate might have caused.
Amongst these exhibits were several very fine ship
models, Mr. A. Wylie's $ -in . scale railway carriages,
the already mentioned model compound locomotives
and Mr. W. H. Dearden's model gas engine , which ,
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PLAN .
as most readers will remember , has gained so many
valuable prizes.
As a whole the Conversazione was a great success ,
and those who failed to be present should cover
themselves with regret and make up their minds
not to miss the event next year .
The Society of Model Engineers .
London .
THURSDAY, Feb. 16th . - Ordinary monthly meet
ing. Mr. E. W. Fraser's paper on sheet metal
working and tube expanding. A good show of
members ' models,
&c . , is requested .
MONDAY , March 20th . - Ordinary monthly meet
ing. Mr. Percival Marshall's paper on his recent
visit to America .

Practical Letters from our
Readere .
The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,
though not necessarily intended for publication .]
Regulating Pump for a Model Locomotive .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir, —I send you a design for a regulating
pump for a model locomotive. It is very simple in
construction , and is fixed on the left -hand side in
the cab , being operated off the back axle . The
flow of water is regulated by the small lever at the
side, and can be worked while the pump is in
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motion , coming in very handy to those working
their model locomotives on roller stands. I have
built one up myself, with the intention of fixing
same to a s- in . scale locomotive , when finished.
Yours truly ,
A. E. JONES .
Burnham.

Queries and Replies .
Attention is cspecially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the cnvelope " Query
Department." No other matters butthose relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name must be in
scribed on the back . (2) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and correo
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3). A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed, and also a " Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interral ofa few days must usually clapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . 15) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse belore the Reply can be published . The
insertion of Replies in this solumn cannot be guaranteed. (6) AU
Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 25–29, Poppin's Court, Fled Street, London , E.C. ]
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
(13,423) Coil for X - ray Apparatus. C. D. M. ( Orange, N.J. )
writes : Can you aid me in the following questions ? (1 ) Is it
practical to use a lamp resistance with an X-ray 10 -in . coil upon a
110 -volt circuit, coil being built for battery power ? What lamps
to use ? ( 2) Is there any instrument that, attached to an X-ray
coil, will permit its being used as a powerful static machine for
therapeutic treatment ? Of course , a Tesla gives a high potential
discharge and sufficiently light in volume, but alternating and not
undirectional as is required for good results. ( 3) Will you give a
simple design of a spark -gap to beused with above-mentionedcoil?
( 1 ) There are two or three ways in which an induction coil can
beworked from a 1 10 -volt lighting circuit, and the choice between
them must depend upon thepurposes for which itisintendedthat
the coilshall be used. If your supply is alternating, the coil will
probably work excellently for high- frequency experiments, if you
send the current straight through the primary with the condenser
short- circuited , or by way of specially provided terminals ; but
you will be unable to do X-ray work by this method. An alter
nating current can be regulated by means of a resistance (lamps or
otherwise), or a suitably designed choking coil. If your supply is
continuous, you can doexcellent work with an electrolytic break,
which would very possibly work well without a resistance, and, at
any rate, would not require a large one. Such a break has been
described in The MODEL ENGINEER of November, 1899. Of course,
you must have a special X -ray tube if you use a Wehnelt break ,
as otherwise you will certainly destroy your tube anode. Perhaps
the most satisfactory way in which a direct currentsource ofsupply
can be used is in conjunction with a suitable mercury break ; and
as these are not often worked at more than 40 or 50 volts,you would
have to insert a considerable resistance. For this purpose we can
hardly recommend a lamp resistance, and we think that a suitably.
designed wire rheostat, or (simpler) a liquid resistance would be
found most satisfactory. We cannot recommend you to attempt to
work your coil from 110-volt supply circuit, with the ordinary plati.
num make -and -break under any circumstances. It may be worth
while to point out to you that you would probably require at least
six 32 candle -power lamps, and probably a good many more, as
a 10- in . coil usually takes about 6 amps., and six 32 c.-p. lamps,
pass a current of about 64 amps, when there isno other apparatus
in circuit . With the resistance and back E.M.F. of the coil in cir
cuit, you would probably be obliged to increase the number of
lamps. We will gladly give you further information as to resis
tances when you have decided what form (if any) you will adopt.
(2) We know of no instrumentexcept the Tesla coil, which willdo
what you require. ( 3) You will find a good design for a spark_gap
for X -ray work in our little handbook ( price 6d. ) , entitled “ X -Rays
Simply Explained ." If you desire something more ambitious, you
can , of course, modify the design by handles, etc.
(12,460) Small Electric Car. G. V. (West Didsbury) writes
I am making a model electric car as per enclosed sketch (not re
produced ), and I should feel obliged if you would answer me the
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following queries re same :-( 1 ) I wish to use a “ Don (6s. 6d. )
motor to drive it. This motor was illustrated in your advertise
ment pages in January ist ( 1903) issue . Could you say if this
motoris large enough ? ( 2) Thegearing is to be of the same type
as that used on Lieut-Colonel Harvey's electric locomotive ( No.
41 ). What size cog wheels should be used, and how many teeth
should these have ? ( 3 ) The electricity is to be generated by
batteries or accumulators, to be carried in the car to fill space
marked A on diagram . Would accumulators be more suitable than
batteries ? . (4) How many batteries or accumulators should be
used, and where can I obtain these ? ( 5) Would it be best to make
the first four wheels rigid and the others on a bogie,and then drive
thefirst two pairs of wheels : orwould it be better if both were bogie,
and only the second pair of wheels drivers (the curves on my rail
way are 5 ft. 6 in . radius) ? (6) Are the drving wheels (14 lins.)
large enough ? ( 7) Could you say from where I could obtain the
gear wheels ? ( 8) What type of simple reverser is most suitable ?
( 1 ) We think you will obtain satisfactory results with this motor .
It may be necessary to fit more substantialbearings ; the question
largely depends upon the speed you intend to run the car ; but a
more powerful motor can be fitted afterwards if you do not find the
speed high enough to satisfy your wishes. (2) The sizes ofwheels
shown on your drawing will do ; the number of teeth can be de.
cided by the wheel cutters. A three to one reduction would, per
haps, be better for the first pair of wheels. ( 3) Accumulators are
by far preferable to primarybatteries. (4) This should be decided
by the makers of the motor. In all probability, 4 volts -- that is,
two accumulator cells in series will be suitable. ( 5) Make two
bogies, and drive one pair of wheels only . (6 ) Yes. (7) From
Messrs. Lucas & Davies ; the accumulators can also be obtained
from one of the electrical firmsadvertising in The Model ENGI.
NEER, such as Messrs. F. Darton & Co., Messrs. Archibald Wright
Ltd., or Messrs. The Universal Electric Supply Co. (8) A good
simple reversing switch is described with drawings on page 71 of
our handbook " SmallElectric Motors,"
( 12,41 2] Wimshurst Machine. S. S. (Southsea) writes : I
want to make a Wimshurst machine - could you kindly answer the
following queries in your columns ? The machine is to be single
plate type, 32 sectors. ( 1 ) Kindly give me sketch of all the con
nections. ( 2) Do you have sectors on both sides of the plate ?
( 3) Do you only put lead shot in the Leyden jars, and how many ?
( 4) Copper foil for the sectors will do. (5 ) What spark do you think
it would give ? ( 6) Ordinary window glass will do for the plate.
( 7) What speed does it need to travel togive the greatest output ?
(8) Will it light a lamp ?
( 1 ) Several Wimshurst machines have been described in back
numbers of THE MODEL ENGINEER. If you will refer to these, you
will obtain a very good idea of the general construction . ( 2) The
sectors are placed on one side only of each plate . ( 3) Either lead
shot or a coating of tinfoil ; the exact amount does not matter.
( 4) The sectors may be made of copper or brass foil, or tinfoil.
( 5 ) Depends upon the size of the plates ; you may expect about
21- in . length of spark . A pair of plates is necessary - one plate
alone is useless. (6) Yes ; the plates must be thoroughly coated
all over with shellac varnish. (7) About500 revolutions per minute.
( 8) No ; these machines will light vacuum tubes, but are absolutely
useless for lighting incandescent lamps. We advise you to study
“ Influence Machines," by Gray, if you intend to pursue the
subject.
( 13,398) Lagging for Model Steamer Boller . A. E. C. (Port
land) writes : I have a model steamboat, about 3 ft. 6 ins. long. It
has a copper boiler 5 ins. in length by 4 ins. diameter. It works
beautifully in a tank of water in myback yard, but as soon as it is
the cold
the boiler
( owing
harbour
in the
tried
What tothe boiler
steam being
at all.exposed
maketo any
will not
boiler
air) the
wants, of course, is lagging to keep the air from affecting it. I
believe sheet asbestos is the most suitable thing for it, but would
you kindly tell me what thickness to use, and from whom to procure
it ? That is, of course ,providing asbestos is the best thing to use ;
if it is not, would you be kind enough to inform me ?
You can obtain sheet asbestos -say about 3-32nds •in . thick
from a local ironmonger. Cover the boiler with this ,and then place
a cleading of sheet tin over the whole. Possibly there are other
causesforthe sluggish steaming—the windmay cause a down draught
in the funnel, and therefore we would advise a blower, also a
smaller nozzle for the exhaust. As everything depends upon the
general arrangement and design of engine and boiler , we can only
advise you, onthe information you send, to experiment until success
is achieved.
( 12,435 ) Localising " Faults " in Motors. H. G. (Kilmar
nock) writes : Would you be kind enough to assist me in the follow
ing case, part of my work is to look after electric travelling cranes .
, 5 tob.h.-P..
wound)
(series
crane
on each
motors
fourtwo
are and
There
know
I want
What
at 220
volts.
15 b.h.-p.
10 b.h.-p.,
is the best and simplest method to localise any faults that occur,
and how to go about it ? After motor has been repaired I want
to see it running before putting it back in its place. Would you
give me a sketch of how to fix up the apparatus and what kind
of controller I would require to run any of the above motors.
Could you recommend any make, and about the price of the same.
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This query is of too comprehensive a character to answer in a
complete manner. You will find a considerable amount of infor
mation on the subjectin the volumes of The MODEL ENGINEER ; our
sixpenny handbook will explain to you howto connect up a motor
for running it from the mains. For a load you can either use a
friction break or belt themotor to a dynamo. An ampere meter
should be put in circuit to show what current the motor is taking ;
for controller, an ordinary regulating resistance having a large
range may suffice, but why not apply to the firm who made the
motors and controllers on the cranes ; they konw the methods of
control which have been adopted . Write us again when you have
some special difficulty.
( 12,459] Electric Clocks. T. W. ( Sandiacre) writes : I beg to
ask your adviceasto the bestmeans tobe adopted to avoid a stop-.
page in the electric clock circuit which I have fitted up at my
housc as a hobby, particulars ofwhich are as follows : I have one if
the Synchronome Company's electric clock controllers, and three
dials, worked by five cells, type Extra Sec., ECC , A, made by the
G.E. Company. The clock makers say that a current rate of about
0 °4 amp. is required to work their instruments, and that the duration
of the contact each half minute is only for 1-50th of a second, or.
about six hours per year . They also say that the instruments are
wound at a low resistance. I should like to know what instruments
I must fitup in orderto be able to take readings, say, every two or
three weeks, so that I can be quite sure that the clocks will not stop
_.e. , that the voltage is ample, the current rate not less than,
say, 5 per cent. above the minimum required, and that the internal
resistance of the cells is not so excessive as to make one or more
unserviceable. I do not mind spending a reasonable amount to
make a good job of the arrangement, and I am willing to change
my cells for economical and larger ones if you advise such a course.
If possible, please specify the instruments and cells required, and
say where they may be purchased.
Regarding the battery, we think you should take the advice of the
Synchronome Company as to the size and make of cells ; the larger
the cells, the bettei they are likely to stand the work. Such duty
as this is very severe on any battery , and inventors ofelectric clocks
and indicators have experienced much difficulty in getting batteries
to stand the strain. It is true that the current is smalì, but it is
the repeated demand which continues without ceasing day after
day, at regular intervals, which exhausts the cells in an apparently
short time. The Synchronome Company have probably tried
every cell in the market. We do not advise you to use recording
instruments if you wish to economise your cells ; but if you do not
mind how often you have to renew the battery, you could have an
ampere meter and a voltmeter constantly connected which would
give you a graphic record (like a recording barometer) on a roll
of paper, of the current taken, and the voltage of your cells
as a whole, throughout fixed intervals of time. In addition ,
you could have a voltmeter for the purpose of testing indi
vidual cells. The most simpl: method wcul* be to merelv have a
voltmeter and periodically test the voltage of each cell, and record
the observations in a log book. As soon as you found the volts
of any cell dropping too low , it could be cut out and a new one in.
serted . To check the current consumption, you will require an
ampere meter, and can insert it in the circuit at certain intervals
to check the amperes of current taken from the battery. The
ampere meter would be cut into and out of the circuit by means of
a short circuiting plug. Almost any well-made ammeter will do,
but the voltmeter should be of a design suitable for testing dry cells.
Specification of these instruments would be as follows : Ampere
meter of dead -beat pattern to read 5 of an ampere at the widest
part of the scale , fitted with short-circuiting plug ( this, however,
need not form part of the instrument) for continuous curient ; to
to be of as low a resistarce as possible. Voltmeter to read 1:25
volts at the widest part of the scale, and to be of special high re
sistance for testing dry cells ( a low resistance instrument will take
too much current from the cell, and you will not obtain a fair test.
of the voltage ). The above-mentioned ieadings of each instiu
ment to be near the centre of the scale, and the scales to read to
' I of an ampere and volt respectively over the greater part of their
range of reading. A good firm to obtain these instiuments from is
Everett, Edgcumbe & Co , Great Saffion Hill, London, E.C. , who
would also supply recording instruments. They will, in all prob
ability, recommend one of their moving iron ampere meters and one
of their moving coil pattern voltmeters.

would it require ? Would those advertised by Bassett - Lowke
& Co., 9-16ths bore , 1 -in. stroke, with reversing plate, be suitable ?
( 2 ) How are cylinders with reversing plate constructed and worked ?
( 3 ) What pressure would this boiler stand ? (4) Would four or
six ( 24 ins. diameter) wheels be suitable with a leading bogie ?
( 5 ) What weightwould this enginepull ? (6) I am thinking of using
a 2 - in . Primus burner - will this be sufficient ?
(1 ) Yes, the cylinders suggested are quite within the range of the
boiler. (2) See our new book " The Model Locomotive," by H.
Greenly, price 6s. net. ( 3) Anything from 50 to 60 working pressure.
(4 ) A four -wheeled coupled or a single-wheeled engine would be
better than a six-coupled model. (5) Two or three light trucks.
(6) Quite outof the question ; see the above -mentioned book, which
will explain these points, and perhaps prevent you spendingmoney
on experiments.
(11,411 ) Spark Coil Condenser . J. C. B. ( Prestonpans )
writes: I have made a 4 - in . spark coil from the instructions con
tained in your MODEL ENGINEER series of handbooks, No. 11 ,
" Induction Coils," and should like to make an oil tank condenser
apparatus
to it.
produce
a high
frequency
to work for
in con
nection
with
I shall,
therefore,
be current
greatly obliged
any
information you can give me as to the construction of same, the
size of plates to use, and what length of spark to expect.
We have no very definite information to hand with regard to
size ofoil condensers which are not now used asmuch as formerly.
Oil is “ messy " and oil condensers are apt to give trouble of various
kinds. They prevent some of the waste of power which is caused

( 13,216] Water Gauge. S. C. ( Stoke Newington) writes :
1 propose making a water gauge for a boiler. Would you kindly
let me know whether the glass has to stand the same pressure as the
boiler ?
Of course, as the whole water gauge is placed in direct com
munication with the boiler, the glass will be subjected to the
pressure in the boiler. See our handbook " Model Boiler Making "
for drawings of a working model water gauge.

with tinfoil pasted on a fairly large sheet of glass, say, 3-32nds in .
thick, thus finding the area of tinfoil which works best with that
particular thickness and material. Having found the best area ,
which, by the by, will partly be affected by the dimensions and
desiga of the high frequency apparatus with which it is intended
to be used, you must decide in what way you can most con .
veniently divide up the area if you need to divide it at all, remem
bering that a margin of plain glass I -in. wide must be left all
roundeach piece of foil. Tinfoil should be actually stuck on each
side of every sheet of glass and not merely laid between the sheets.
Perhaps the best way of effecting this is to paint each sheet of glass
over with shellac varnish and when very nearly dry to lay the tintoil
sheets in place and iron them on to the shellaced plates with an
ordinary iron , taking care that the iron is hot enough to melt the
shellac. ' The iron must not be too hot or the glass will crack. For
the same reason the heat should be slowly applied. Each sheet

Teslo or
jimpedance
coil
Spork qop
elle

(13,214 ) SmallModel Locomotive. H. W. T. (Wood Green )
writes : Will you kindly answer me the following queries ? I have
made a boiler from a piece of solid drawn tube ( copper), whose
dimensions are shown in sketch ( not reproduced ). The ends are
turned from gunmetal castings, and are screwed in the barrel by
phosphor bronze wire, and then soldered. The boiler is intended
for a locomotive, and I would like to know : (1) What size cylinders

Condenser

Coil
Terminals

Condenser
FIG. I.
by Leyden jars where the brushes take place at the edges of the
tinfoil, but this does not occur much except where the capacity is
small and the charge voltage consequently high. On the other
hand, these brush discharges act as a very efficient safety valve,
which often saves the glass where, ifit were under oil, it would be
pierced . The size of condenser used (whether it is of the Leyden
jar or of the oil tank form ), depends entirely on the nature of the
high frequency currents which you wish to produce. For the very
high frequency currents usually used in medical work you require
a small condenser capable of standing a considerable voltage ; or,
rather you want two condensers, which are usually connected as
Fig. 1. For ordinary non -medical Tesla work you only need one
rather large condenser connected as Fig. 2. As to the size of
plates for an oil condenser, you had better try a few experiments
Coil terminals

FIG. 5 .
eeeeee
e
FIG , 2 ,
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should be made with a projecting strip long enough to give at
least 2 ins, of free foil beyond the edge of the glass ; sometimes
more is required . The strips project on opposite sides in each
case, so that one glass plate finished would appear as shown in
Fig . 3. The plates are now piled one above the other with con
tiguous tinfoils arranged so that their strips project on the same
side, as in sketch below , where the thick lines represent the glass,
the tinfoil being shown detached from it for the sake of clearness
( see Fig. 4) . The strips on each side are clamped together in such
a way as to make a good metallic connection. Perhaps this is best

IN

Foil3
Foil
FIG . 3.

Te Gloss

done by means of a pair of brass strips screwed together with the
bunch of foil laid between, as Fig. 5. Previously to screwing these
up a stout copper wire is soldered to each. The pile of plates must
be bound round tightly with tape, and to prevent strain on thetin
foil strips the bras sclamps may be bound firmly against thesides
or top of the pile. If they are bound to the top of the pile, theymust
be well separated. The whole is now immersed in any suitable
non -conducting tank containing the best mineral engine oil,which
should completely cover it. The copper wires are brought out to
terminals in a wooden or ebonite lid which must insulate well .

FIG . 4.
On the whole we recommend jars as more suitable than oil conden
sers. The spark length you will obtain depends on so many con
ditions and details of design, &c. , that we cannot attempt to
estimate it.
( 13,174) Charging Large Cells. C. F. W. (Gloucester) writes :
I am in charge of a i to volt and 40 amp. dynamo for the purpose
of lighting a works taking about 35 amps. Now , I am wanted to
fit up twenty -five 2 - volt accumulators for lighting the office when
the engine is stopped. The accumulators are to be a distance of
20 yds. from the dynamo. My intentions were to first charge the
battery through 60 -volt resistance and then keep the store up by
the current of the whole installation through them to the lamps.
The size of the plates are not by 104 , numbering sixteen in all.
Kindly give me your opinion.
To charge accumulators you must allow at least 24 volts per
cell ; twenty -five cells will require about 65 volts to bring them
up to fully charged condition ; the charging voltage must be varied
during charging, from about 2 volts per cell at start up to 24 to
24 volts at end of charge. You could not pass your lighting current
through the cells without raising the voltage of the dynamo by an
amount equal to the back E.M.F. of the cells ; that would bé by
about 65 volts, and it is also necessary that the current passing
through the cells does not exceed the maximum charging current
allowed by the makers of the cells ; a rough figure is 5 amps. per
square foot of positive plate. Correctly speaking, you ought to
have a couple of regulating cells, as when the battery is fully
charged its volts are high , but as the cells discharge the volts
drop and it is usual to switch in one or more cells when the lights
go dull .
(13,445) 70 -watt Dynamo Windlogs. A. R. ( Thornhill)
writes : I have bought a dynamo partly finshed and I should be
rleased if you would answer a few questions concerning it. The
feld-magnets are wrapped with it lbs. of the enclosed wire . The
armature is a laminated Siemens H ; length , 34 ins.; diameter,
If ins. ; hole, 3-16ths in. ; length of spindle, 9 ins. ; weight, with
commutator, i lb. 1 oz. , wired with the loose sample . ( 1 ) Will you
please tell me the approximate output ? Also the speed to drive
it at ? The seller told meit wanted another pound ofwire on the
field -magnets . (?) What will be the output then ? What speed will
a sewing machine wheel give (approximate), diameter 10 ] ins .,
on to a pulley. ( 3 ) rin . ( 4 ) in .
We presume that you mean that the thin wire , which is No. 22
gauge . is on the field-magnet and that the thick wire , which is No

18 gauge, is on the armature. (1) The machine at present should
give about 7 amps, and 10 volts if the field-magnrt is well designed
and of good iron, at a speed of abuut 3,000 revolutions per minute,
you may find that shaft is too weak to stand this output. ( 2 ) With
i lb. more of the same gauge wire on the field -magnet the output
would probably be 15 volts 7 amps.: you may be able to get 15 volts
with the present winding , but then you will have a somewhat
excessive current flowing into the field coils ; the best thing is to
try themachine. ( 4 ) With a 1 -in . ciameter pulley the multiplying
power is rod to 1 -- that is, for every 100 revolutions per minute
of the wheel the pulley will make 1,050 revolutions. With the
*-in. diameter pulley the multiplying power is 14 times -- that is,
for 100 revolutions per minute of the wheel the pulley will revolve
1,400 times. These figures do not allow for slipping of belt on pulley.
You may find this trouble upset allyour calculations and compel
you to use a larger pulley than i in. diameter.
(13,350) Patterns and Machining of a 60 -watt Dynamo.
R. S. E. (Holloway) writes : I enclose full size drawings of a 60
watt Avery -Lahmeyer Dynamo ( not reproduced ). I am about to
make. I am going to make my own patterns and get castings
from them , and should be glad of your advice on one or two points.
( 1) Are the general dimensions correct ? ( 2 ) What is the correct
winding for 15 volts 4 amps. or 30 volts 2 amps., whichever you
think would bebest ? Ihave not got any lamps yet.
much should I allow for shrinkage and machining all over ( ?3) (4How
) itI
am going to have the armature cored out. What size should
be cored to and how long should the core prints be ? ( 5 ) In the
patterns, can the lugs for bearing brackets and fastening down
lugs be simply glued on , or if this is not strong enough how should
they be fastened on ; also how should I fasten together sides and
top and bottom of carcase ? (6) On the side elevation would you
mark the length to allow for end winding and on one end length of
commutator,and length oflugs for bearing brackets ? ( 7) Approxi .
mate weight of carcase ?
( 1 ) The general dimensions will do very well . (2) We advise
15 volts 4 amps, as being more generally useful winding : wind
armature with No. 22 gauge D.C.C. copper wire about 6 ozs.
will be required , and field-magnet with No. 23 gauge s.c.c. copper
wire ; get on as much wire as you can in the space in both field and
armature , the field coils will take about it lbs, of wire on each
coil . Put both coils in series with each other and in shunt to the
brushes. Armature to be made of soft iron cogged stampings,
twelve slots, each 3-16ths in. wide by 5-16ths in . deep, wound with
twelve coils, two in each slot , commutator to have twelve sections
( you can use ten or even eight slots of larger size if preferred ).
( 3 ) Allow in. per foot for shrinkage and į in , on all surfaces
which are to be machined ; it is not necessary to machine the field
magnet all over, there is nothing gained by doing so. (4 ) The
finished size of bore should be 1-10th in. larger than the armature
that is, with an armature of 2 ins. diameter the diameter of bore
should be 2 1-10ths ins. not more ; if anything, rather less. If you
are going to bore it out allow } in. on each pole face for machining ;
the core prints can each be an inch long and should be slightly
tapered . ( 5 ) The lugs for bearing brackets should be pinned as
well as “glued . Make a double pointed pin -- that is, with a point
each end, so that you can drive it half way in themagnet pattern
and then dıive the lug down on to it ; glue as well, or bore a hole
in the magnet pattern andturn a dowel on to the end of the lug to
fit the hole, glue in as well ; sides and top and bottom of carcase
can be glued together and also fastened with brass wood screws,
fill up the screw heads with sealing-wax when in place to make
a smooth surface. ( 6) Allow 1 in . at each end of armature for end
windings, make commutator it ins. long. (7) Castings will be
approximate sixteen times the weight of the pattern, if pattern is
made of pine wood .
( 12,729) Model Atlantic Locomotive. J. F. M. (Harrogate)
writes : I wish to try to construct a model, something like N.E.R.
engine No. 649 ( latest Atlantic type ). I intend to build to about
i -in . scale , and it is about the boiler that I require advice. In No.
78 , Vol. VII (August ist, 1902 ) an article on an American-made
G.N.R. locomotive model seems to state that an ordinary firebox
is no advantage where cil fuel is used : and as I wish to dispense
with same, for constructional reasons, I should be glad to know
( 1 ) li enclosed design (not reproduced) would make enough steam
for i -in . and 2 -in . cylinders (design was taken from an article in
your December number for 1899) ? (2 ) How many cross-tubes
should be fitted ? ( 3 ) Size of same ? ( 4 ) Highest probable work
ing pressure ? ( 5 ) Best type of liquid fuel burner; air or steam
pressure to work same? (6) Are 1 -in. by 2-in .cylinders about right ?
shall prihase same finished . If this boiler will not do, could
you give me a rough sketch of suitable one ? All parts of boiler
will be brazed by an experienced man.
Personally , we would rather not recommend you to go in for the
type of boiler intended , and in any case the one of which you send
a sketch will not prove successful. Yes, use 1 by 2 -in . cylinders.
We can recommend any of the designs for this size of engine coir
tained in our comprehensive book “ The Model Locomotive."
We cannot induce you to depart from locomotive practice, except
it be to make a water -tube boiler as shown in Chapter X ( Fig. 247 ,
page 192 ) of the above-named book.
( 13,329 ] Induction Coils . J. F. G. (Waverley, Australia )
writes : Being an interested follower of The MODEL ENGINEER ( as
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we take it at our Library, Railway Institute, Sydney) , I would be
very much obliged if you would kindly answer for me the following
queries : Induction coil. I have constructed one of above of the
following dimensions — soft iron wire core 7 ins. by fin. , wound
with 1 lb. No.16 for primary ; secondary is wound with 6 ozs. No.
38, insulated between each layer with thick shellac varnish and a
layer of thick varnished card-paper. Is the insulation sufficient ?
How can I test for proper insulation ? I find that there is a circuit
through it, as it deflects a magnetic needle suspended above when
connected with one cell. There are a few soldered jointsin secondary
-- will they affect its efficiency ? When setting it to work from
three Leclanches in series I got no effect from the secondary wires,
no spark on touching them , and still the circuit seems complete,
as the needle is deflected by one cell when using the coil as a tem
porary galvanometer. I have a 73 -sheet condenser in the primary
circuit, connected in the usual way, and by connecting up a battery,
galvanometer and the condenser in series, I obtain a light deflection
of the needle . Is this due to induction in the condenser ? Or is it
owing to a short in the condenser ? What size spark should
I obtain from a coil of above dimensions in proper working order,
and how many and what kind of cells should I use ? Kindly also
tell me what length (about) is in 6 ozs. No. 38 (H.C. copper S.W.S.,
London Elec. Wire Co.) silk - covered ; also resistance of same.
Your coil is not well proportioned ; you should have less wire
on the primary and more on the secondary -- about 1 lb. on the
primary and 1 to 1 lb. on the secondary would be better. The con
dener wouldprobably be quite large enough with 50 sheets tinfoil,
about 5 ins. by 3 ins. There should be quite sufficient insulation
between the layers, but several thin sheets are better than one
thick one, to avoid leakage through small cracks or pinholes. Each
laver should be somewhat shorter than the preceding one, to avoid
leakage along the edges of the layers from top to bottom layer ;
we doubt if you will get more than about 1 in. length of spark ;
but a number of experiments can be made with such a spark ,
especially with vacuum tubes. Leclanché cells are practically use
less for working a spark coil, as they will not give enough current ;
this, very likely, is the cause of your failure — you want at least
two quart size bichromate pattern cells in series to do any good ;
three or four in series would not be too many for your large primary
winding. The soldered joints in secondary are no drawback. The
deflection noticed when you tested the condenser was due to cur .
rent flowing into it ; a condenser has a certain capacity, and when
you connect up the two sides by means of a battery, a current will
How into it untilit becomes charged. There is about 1,050 yds.
of wire in 6 ozs . No. 38 gauge s.s.c. copper wire ; its resistance is
(approximately) 981 ohms. The best way to test your coil for
leakage is to work it in the dark, when you may be able to detect
any leaking spark . You will probably find a certain amount of
surface leakage even when there is no fault at all. Have you a
copy of our sixpenny handbook on " Induction Coils " ? There
is a great deal ofuseful information in this book on the subject of
coils and coil-making. The size of the condenser can be adjusted
by trial ; make it in severalsections and try them until you find
best effect. Even expert coil makers do this .
( 12,748) Portable Battery ; Leaky Accumulators. H. D. O.
(Paddington, W.) writes : On page 327 of this week's Model
ENGINEER is an article entitled " A Portable Electric Battery,"
Ty Charles Williamson . Your correspondent says that “ each
cell contains two plates pasted with red lead ." Were both posi.
tive and negative plates pasted with red lead ? He also says,
“ For charging it is always connected to a set of four Leclanché
cells when not in use " ; but would not the Leclanché cells run
down, say, in a few hours ? And, if so , would not the current then
then run back from the accumulator, and sorun it down ? I my
self use Daniell cells for charging, but have always kept a watchful
eye on them in case they should become exhausted , and so short
the accumulator, orat least discharge the current therefrom . I have
two 12 - volt accumulators , capacity unknown , but each cell contains
three plates about 4ins. by 4 ins. I purchased themsecond -hand,
and they were thenbothrun down. They are in mahogany cases,
lead -lined . Now , the difficulty is that they will not hold the
current . I have had one charged six times, and the other four,
and although when first charged , they will each light a 15-volt
lamp in a few hours, they drop 12, and a few hours longer to
10 volts, and in about two days to 4 or 5 volts, and this although
they have only been used to light a lamp during that time for about
half an hour. ' Frequently the light given increases and decreases
and a light from one of them often falls quite low, but on being.
given a few minutes' rest, gives a much better light for a minute or
two, and then gradually falls again . I paid 4s. each to have them
repaired , and the man said he had cleaned the plates ; but the
accumulators are no better than before ; and as he told me to use
lower volt lamps, as the voltage drops 12, 10, 8, 6, &c., I am afraid
he does not understand much about accumulators, understanding
as I do from your handbook that to use an accumulator below its
proper voltage capacity spoils it. Can you tell me: (1)The capacity
in ampere hours of each accumulator ? ' ( 2) Why they will not hold
the current ? ( 3 ) Why the light flickers , or drops and picks up
again (I have tried two lamps , and they both do the same) ? ( 4 ) If
the plates are damaged , can I repair them, or must they be re
newed ? ( 5) What is the best way of removing about an inch of
marine glue with which the cells are covered ? Can this be melted
off with a blow-lamp, or must it be chipped off ? I have also made
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a 4 -volt accumulator in two glass uncovered cells. This I have
charged at least a dozen times (from four Daniel cells, the
accumulator cells being connected in parallel), but although
when first charged they give a most brilliant light with a
4 -volt lamp, within twenty - four hours ( or_less) they drop
without being used to 3 or even 2 volts. Each cell contains
four plates, 4 ins. by it ins., bored with about fifty holes
countersunk on each side, the positive plates being pasted
with red lead, and formed by immersion in strong solution
of chloride of lime for thirty -six hours (your handbook does not
say how long they should be left in it, and there was no apparent
changes in the plate to guide me). The negative plates are pasted
with crystals collected from strips of zinc immersed in a saturated
solution of acetate of lead. The plates are about t in apart,
separated by two 4 -in. lengths of glass tube between each plate.
I then bound the whole together with three elastic bands, as sug .
gested in handbook ( these rotted and fell to pieces within twenty
four hours ). I had great difficulty in pasting the negative plates,
as the crystals, on being collected under water, hardened, so that
I was unable to press them into the grids. I then placed the grids
in the acetate of lead solution, and by doing a small section at a
time, and carefully sliding the crystals from the zinc on to the grid,
and then pressing them in, eventually succeeded in pasting the
plates : but the surface is very bumpy and uneven . The plate lugs
are connected by overlapping, then boring a hole through both,
threading a length of copper wire through holes, and then soldering
the lot together. I should be obliged if you could please tell me :
(a) Why the accumulator runs down when not in use ? (b) If
negative plates are pasted with litharge, what process is necessary
to form same ? (c) Were positive plates properly formed ? (d) Is
the copper of the Daniel cell the positive ?
Re battery described in THE MODEL ENGINEER, the positive
plates should be pasted with red lead, and the negative plates
with litharge, which is another form of red lead, and facilitates
the forming of the plates. The internal resistance of a Leclanché
cell is high, so that even if somewhat run down the accumulator is
not able to discharge to any extent, if at all. The author of the
description seems to go on the good plan of never allowing his
accumulator to be very much discharged, so that its back E.M.F.
soon rises, and almost balances that of the Leclanché cells, which
then continue to charge the accumulator at a very small rate
until ultimately the E.M.F. of either is balanced by that of the
other . The resistance of a Daniel cell may be anything from
comparatively low to very high resistance, and you are wise to keep
a watch on those you have in use, though they may be of quite as
high a resistance as a Leclanche ; it depends upon the arrangement
of the cell. Re your 12-volt accumulators. (1 ) It is difficult to
say what their capacity is ; probably about2 ampere hours each ,
with a discharge rate of about f ampere. Wepresume you mean
one positive and two negatives per cell. ( 2) The plates may be
worn out, or the insulation between positive and negative plates
may be badwhere they are supported. There may be bad insula.
tion between the terminals of the battery ; the plates may be of
bad quality and contain impure material ; they may be covered
with sulphate. ( 3) Due to causes mentioned above or to bad
contacts. Are the plates so fixed that they cannot move about ?
If the plates can move, perhaps they cause short-circuiting or
partial short circuits. (4 ) If they are in very bad condition, it is
better to replace them by new ones ; but if in fair condition , they
can be re -pasted. Do not, however, go to thetiouble of re- pasting
if the grids are rotten . (5 ) You will probably find it the better way
to chip out the glue. If these cells have been standing in a dis.
charged condition, the plates may be ruined by sulphating. If
this is so,they will be covered with a white deposit. Re 4 -volt
accumulator. (a) Possibly impure materials. (b) A first charge
must be continued without stopping until the cells thoroughly boil
--- probably a duration of twenty -four to thirty hours will be neces.
sary . All accumulators require a first charge of much greater
length than the normal. A newly -made cell does not hold its
charge ; it is necessary to charge for several times before you will
obtain an improvement which will continue with every succeeding
charge. (c) It is very doubtful if the positives were properly
formed. (d) The copper of the Daniel cell is positive outside the
cell - that is, we assume that the current flows from it into the
outer circuit ; it would be the terminal marked + . It is best to
solder the lugs together ; if possible, avoid the use of copper or
brass for joining them . An accumulator should never be dis
charged below 18 volts per cell. Your repairer did not give good
advicein suggesting lamps of differentvolts. Your rubber bands
were of bad quality : pure rubber is unaffected by acid ; bad rubber
rots almost at once in it. If the platesof an accumulator are badly
sulphated, the only thing to do is to chargefor long periods at a
low rate until the sulphate deposit scales off ; theplates may be,
scraped to assist matters. Plates must not be washed with water
as this will only make matters worse, but with the acid solution
as used in the cell. The whole of the white deposit must be got rid
of. If the plates are very badly covered with this white sulphate,
it is better to scrap them , and use new ones .
( 12,686) Model G.N.R. “ Ivatt " Single. E. W. E. writes :
Could you kindly inform me whereI could procuie a working draw
ing ofG.N.R. 7 ft . 7 ins. inside cylinder bogie express No. 266, re
built by Mr. Ivatt; or could you send me a sketch (side view ):
giving dimensions ; also sketch looking on the top of framework
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also with dimensions ? If I had the particulars of the original, I
The News of the Trade ,
could make working drawings to suit the model I anticipate making.
We do not know that drawings have been published : if they have,
we have not as yet come across them. You will find an external
sketch in our book “ The Model Locomotive." “ The Locomotive
[ The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
of To -day ," price 25. 6d. net, gives drawings of Mr. Ivatt's four.
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
coupled " 1,361 " class ; the drawings may help you considerably,
as many of the details are identical.
free
Editorial. opinion
no payment
kind
beingexpressions
required orof accepted
The ,Editor
reserves oftheany
right
to
( 13,467) Wiring for Small Lamps off the Mains. R. M. F.
criticise
or
commend
according
to
the
merits
of
the
goods
sub
(Blundellsands) wiites :Would itbe possible to light small lamps of
mitted,
or
to
abstain
from
inserting
a
review
in
any
case
where
Small voltage from 220 -volt mains ? I should like to use about
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers .]
two or three dozen lamps for lighting signals, stations, & c. I
haveyour book " Electric Lighting for Amateurs," but don't find
* Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
any help in it. Please enclose a plan of wiring.
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .
Provided the lamps - no matter what c.-p. they are — are of same
A Small Brass Foundry Outfit.
voltage as supply, they can be used in paralel : but if of lower
To enable modelengineers to make their own castings, a compact
voltage than the supply, then they must be run in series. Thus,
and
complete
outfit
for a small brass foundry that can be used
on a 200-volt supply you could run any number of 200- volt lamps
in any room or bascment containing a chimney has been designed
in parallel as above ;or two 100 -volt lamps in series ; or four 50 .
by
Mr.
J.
D.
Wilson,
of 65 and 67, Chippenhan Mews, Harrow
volt lamps. The sum of the voltage of lamps in seriesmust be equal
Road, London , W. On account of the difficulty experienced in
for approximately equal) to the voltage of supply.
procuring small quantities of certain materials, all that is necessary
(13,473 ) Insulating WindingsofSmall Dynamo. R. N.
to make castings from the amateur's own pattern ; is included in
( Gateshead -on - Tyne) writes : I should be
much obliged if you would answer the
following queries : (1 ) I am making a small
dynamo ( 20 c.p.), Simplex type, and in
your instructions in “ Small Dynamos and
Motors ” you say, " Every part of the
armature and the shaft up to the commu
tator one way, and for an inch the other
way, must be covered with insulation ." Does
that mean that the eight slots are to be filled
with insulating ribbon, or the whole arma
ture ? I mean by that that the sides and bot.
tom of the slot are to be covered with ribbon .
( 2 ) Can you give me voltage and amperage of
the Universal Electric Supply Co.'s 20 c.-p.
machine (Simplex ) ? ( 3) Is winding in four
sections as good as winding in eight ?
( 1) Yes. Line out the slots with some
That is all that is re
insulating material.
quired. (2) A 20 C.-P. machine should give at
least 60 watts - preferably 70 to 75. Write
the makers for particulars as to lamps and
voltage. (3 ) Wind in eight sections.
(13.474 )Motal for Cores and Yokes. S.
A. (Čardiff) writes : I am desirous of making
a dynamo (Manchester type, 60 watts, as
illustrated in Fig. 13 in “ Small Dynamos
and Motors " ), and should be much obliged
if you would answer a few doubtful points.
( 1) Can I make the magnets and yokes of
wrought iron ,instead of cast ? In the illus
tration I see the magnets are wrought, and the
yokes cast iron ; and if I drove them into the
yokes to form a good solid joint, the castiron
yokes would be sure to break. (2) How many
yards of No. 20 go to theounce, and how many
turns per inch ? ( 3) Could I use twelve instead
of twenty- four sections for armature, of
course making the slots wider ?
MR. J. D. Wilson s BRASS FOUNDRY OUTFIT.
( 1 ) Yes. The cores need not fit the yokes
this outfit. We give herewith an illustration showing the various
as prodigiously tight as this . ( 2) 5 yds. of No. 20 S.W.G. C.C. go
to the ounce ; 20 turns of d.c.c. to the inch . ( 3) Yes.
articles, which are as follows: a strong iron furnace lined with fire
(13,032) Model Caledonian Locomotive. J. D. B. (Moxley)
bricks, fitted with fire bars, stout wrought iron lid with handle, and
writes : (1) Is it usual to fit drain taps to cylinders, and what part
short length of stove pipe, a 6-lb. crucible (Salamander brand )
of cab are they worked from ? (2 ) On outside frame is there a
ready annealed , crucible tongs for lifting, holding tongs for
beading roundbottom to match top formed by footplate ? ( 3) Are
pouring, a moulding box and a moulding board . The packing
case isso made that it forms a bin for the sand, a support for the
the exhaust pipes from cylinders connected in smokebox, or
moulding board, and a receptacle for the coke. There is also in
separate ?
(1 ) Drain taps are not essential in a model of f-in . scale ; they
cluded foundry sand and a small box of parting sand,Frenchchalk,
areworkedin actual engines from the cab, and the levers are gener
flour and borax, rammer, skimmer, sleeker, picker or vent wire,
runner -stick , and brush . We understand that ordinary gas coke
ally placed low down, near to the footplate in a variety of manners,
can be used in thisfurnace, sufficient draught being obtained by
according to convenience. (2) No : the edging is simply a piece
passing the end of the Aue pipe through a piece of sheet iron cutto
of angle, asshown in the cross-sections in issue of May ist, 1901,
he size ofthe opening for the grate.
page 205. (3) The exhaust pipe on the Caledonian locomotive is
A Correction .
forms
which
cylinders,
of
the
top
to
the
inthe usual
fixedbottom
the
of themanner,
smokebox. See above number of THE MODEL
We are asked by Mr. Harrop, of Sheffield, whose small power
ENGINEER. See also our new book “ The Model Locomotive,"
gas and oil engines driving dynamos were noticed on page 95 of
our issu : for January 26th , to say that the prices given should be
by H. Greenly ; price 6s, net, 6s. 4d. post free.
( 12,455) Output of Small Dynamo. K. K. ( Park Side)
€ 15 155. and £21 ios. respectively, and not as stated.
writes : I am making a dynamo similar in design to Fig. 8 in your
handbook No. 10, an undertype one. The extreme height of
field -magnets is 4 ins., and the part where the field - coils are to be
New Catalogues and Lists,
wound is it ins. high , it ins. long, and } in. wide. I am going to
have a four- coggeddrum armature if ins. in diameter. How many
Henry
Butler, Whiston Street Works, Derby.--The revised
to prod
this dyna
watt
uceto? make the magnet core # in.
s ough
About
10t watts.
Wemoadvise
you
illustrated price list issued by this firm has been sent to us, and
thick , instead of } in., if not too late, and to use an eight.cogged
contains particulars of the “ Hercules " small power standard gas
drum armature,instead of four cogs only. If you do this, you may
and oil engines, cycle motors, launch motors, dynamos and accumu
lator charging sets.
get about 15 watts..
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The Editor's Page .
E publish in this issue an unusually inter
esting description of a gas turbine, which
we commend to the attention of those of
our readers who possess an inventive or experi
mental turn of mind . The possibilities of gas tur
bines have been very much discussed of late , and
though there are considerable practical difficulties
to be overcome , the advantages obtainable by a suc
cessful solution of the problem seem to be such as
would amply repay the trouble involved . The re
ciprocating steam engine as a prime mover appears
to be threatened on all sides, for the steam turbine,
the ordinary gas and oil engines , gas engines with
producer plants , electric motors, and petrol motors,
have all made successful bids for favour, and are
increasing in numbers every day. The gas turbine
has yet to emerge from the experimental stage ;
but this is not beyond the bounds of possibility.
At some future date in the history of The Modej,
ENGINEER, it may be that illustrations of model
steam engines will only appear at rare intervals ,
and even then they may only be able to claim such
recognition as relics of by-gone days .
W

Answers to Correspondents.
A. H. (Mapledurham ).- Thanks for your letter ,
from which we are pleased to see that your
primary battery electric lighting has been suc
cessful . For such small requirements as you
mention , primary batteries are quite suitable ,
and you are mistaken in supposing that we do
not recommend their use in such cases .
J. A. B. (Norths .).— Thanks for your card . Your
objection to cutting the M.E. is easily overcome .
When you want to send a query, buy an extra
copy from which to cut the coupon . The infor
mation is surely worth this slight expenditure.
W. M. (Auchinraith ).— Thanks for your letter .
Pleased to hear of your successful model building.
Why not send us a photo of your latest ?
” — Thanks for your letter .
MÁRINE ENGINEER ..”
The slip is obvious , but unimportant .
A. M. ( Glasgow ) .-An article, How to Build a
1 h.-p. Water Motor," appeared in our issue for
December 15th , 1901. See also our issue for
January 15th , 1902. These we can supply post
free 3d. each , or they may be ordered through
any agent .
A. E. P. (Houghton -le -Spring ).- Carborundum
wheels may be purchased from Burton , Griffiths
and Co .; Geo . Adams; the Fairbanks Co.; or
other tool advertisers in the M.E.
J. B. B. ( Blackburn ). —Mr. Sam Middleton , 179,
Camden Grove , North Peckham , S.E. , has a
good list of new and second -hand telegraph in
struments .
J. L. T. (Harborne ). - Please see our handbook
Electrical Measuring Instruments,” 7d . post
free.
G. C. D. ( Belfast ) .-See handbook , “ Small Accu
mulators and also recent queries and replies .
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Small
“ INCANDESCENT.” - Please see handbook
Dynamos and Motors ' for windings of various
dyn
sized
amos .
J. L. ( South Africa ). — We advise you to put in new
cores, making them as near the correct size as
possible ; otherwise machine will not give its
full output . Make air gap as small as possible
certainly not more than 1-16th in .
A. J. B. (Wolverhampton ).- Lack of proper means
of producing a draught would appear to be your
difficulty. Fit a blower to the boiler, and use an
auxiliary blower to raise steam . See cur new
book The Model Locomotive," price 6s . net
(6s. 4d . post free ) ; and also back issues of this
Journal .
J. A. S. (Chatham ).- These will eventually be
published in book form, but not for some little
time to come.

L. H. (Sheffield ).— We can recommend as elemen
Magnetism and Electricity for
tary books,
Beginners
( Hadley), and " A First Book of
Electricity and Magnetism
(Maycock ), price
28. 9d . each post free .
Notices
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearlywritten on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
AU correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus andprice lists, & c ., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26-29, Poppin's Court
Fieet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer, 26--29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29
Poppin's Court Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States. Canada and Mexico : Sponand
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A. towbom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.
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Launch .

By C. W. HAMMOND .

FIG. I.
FIG . 2.
ENGINE AND BOILER FOR MODEL STEAM LAUNCH .
HE photographs reproduced herewith are of
THImy model steam launch , La Reine , and its
engine and boiler . Two views are given of
the launch complete with the machinery in position,
and Figs.1 and 2 show the engine and boiler respec
tively. The principal dimensions of the boat are
as follows :-Overall, 3 ft . 6 ins . ; beam , 7 ins . ;
depth , 6 ins. ; propeller, 2f ins. diameter. The
boat was made entirely by myself in spare time,
and is layer built of pine ; but the engine I
do not claim to be original, as I bought the
castings from Messrs. Goodman , but these only
composed the usual launch engine castings, that
is , without reversing motion ; this I designed

myself, the link I cut out of a solid piece of brass ,
as there was only one eccentric supplied with the
set . I could not use that, so had to make a pattern
for the two I required . The straps were cast with
the rods on , but in boring one out , the gunmetal
rod got bent in such a bad way that I cut it off,
this meaning that the other was to be done like.
wise ; then I determined to have steel eccentric
rods, so procured two large steel nails and cut them
to the required lengths, and filed them up to the
I may
shape which you see in the photograph .
mention that the rocking shaft of pump and re
versing motion , in fact , all the steel parts (except
the crankshaft), were cut from the nails I previously
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mentioned . The crankshaft was sawn out of a
piece of steel, 1 in . by i in. by 24 ins . , afterwards
being turned up to the proper shape.
Every screw
in this engine was made by me ; the lathe I have
is a Britannia 3 - in . plain lathe . By plain I mean I
have no back gear or slide -rest .
The above engine works splendidly, and answers
her gear with the steam gauge registering 10 lbs .
of steam.
The boiler is composed of copper 1-16th in .
thick . The dimensions are : 54 by 7 ins. overall ;
this length includes the combustion chamber. The
firebox is 3 ins. by 24 ins . by 4 ins , with three 3 -in .
brass Aue tubes . These I had great trouble in

Workshop Notes and Notions .
[ Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired, accord .
ing to merit. А ! matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the envelope.]
A Good Belt Lubricant.
A correspondent sends us the following recipe for
a belt lubricant : -Powdered resin is put into a
wide -mouthed jar and raw linseed oil is poured on
to it . The mixture is set aside for some days ,
and occasionally stirred . At the end of that time
the thick oil is poured off and will be
found to give excellent results when
used with leather belts .

Fig . 3.-MR. C. W. HAMMOND's Model STEAM LAUNCH .

brazing into tube plate, as the brass of tube started
running when the wire , or I should say rod , began
This boiler is riveted throughout by f- in.
to flow
rivets. It is first covered with asbestos, then lagged
round with cedar . The fittings, viz . , blast pipe
with tap , safety valve with spring balance (the bar
of safety valve is another piece of a nail ) , back
pressure valve, furnace front with door , which has
aluminium hinges — in fact , every part except steam
and water gauges were made entirely by me. When
this boiler was finished I tried it with a horizontal
engine I have, and the boiler kept the engine
running at about 200 revolutions per minute , being
fired with charcoal .

MOTOR TRACTION FOR LONDON ROAD Cars.
announces that it
The London Road Car Company
is adopting motor traction . The alteration is
naturally to be gradual. It is intended that the
type of car for ordinary use shall carry a larger
number of passengers and be more commodious
than the present horse cars , but a smaller type of
car will, in addition , be provided to meet the special
requirements of certain routes. The directors have
entered into contracts with two of the leading con
cerns for delivery to the Company of a considerable
number of suitable motors, and they have obtained
options for the supply of additional motors as re
quired .

February 16, 1905 .

Fixing and Removing Studs.
By W. H. DEARDEN .
Amateur model engineers very often
damage studs by fixing or removing
The
them with a pair of pliers.
appearance of the work may be pre
served by employing double nuts , or,
better still, by the use of the little ap
pliance shown in the accompanying
figure, known to engineers as a stud
box . To make a stud box a piece of
square steel in length about four times
the diameter of stud on which it is to
be used , should be bored and tapped,
and have a square-headed screw fitted
to it . The screw point may be hardened
with advantage and the box (or long
nut ) may be marked with the diameter
of the stud it fits.
To use this tool screw it on to the
stud, then put in the setscrew (the stud
and screw should meet about half-way

A 3-16-IN . STUD
Box .
( Full size .)

down the box ) and tighten on to the top of the stud .
By the use of a spanner on the box the stud may
be driven home as far as occasion requires.
Dividers for Metal Work.
By W. D. ENGLISH.
To those desirous of making a pair of dividers ,
the accompanying sketch and description may
prove useful. Two pieces of steel or forgings are
required 61 ins , long, in . wide, 5-16ths in . thick .
At it ins. from end of one make a cut in for 5-16ths
in .; from this point mark a line right along the
whole length and cut along this, leaving enough to
file up. Do the same with the other. On leg ,
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BC , make a cut from the top in the middle for i in .
down ; now without touching it on this side with
the saw, cut down to a point at D, I 3-16ths ins.
from top B. Now this slot has to be filed to f in.
in width . The other leg will have to have a piece
cut so as to fit into this ; mark the centre line
down each side and then on each side of it a
line 1-16th in . bore from it ; cut down to these at
E on each side. Now file down to these so that
the piece fits nicely into the other leg. Now at a
point if ins. from E and D start rounding the legs

B

B

Ri
H
E

D

G

GI
R

hR
PS

either the steel is too soft , or too hard , both these
conditions causing great difficulty in manipulation.
To avoid this try water annealing , which is done as
follows : -Slowly raise the temperature of the steel
rod to a dull heat without scaling appearing, and
allow to cool until when rubbed momentarily with
a file it bıightens , and almost instantaneously turns
blue . At this point quickly plunge into a strong
solution of soft soap in water, and allow to cool out.
The steel will now have all the useful properties of
softness for turning , and some of those of hard steel
as well, for the turnings now come off, leaving the
work with a dull homogeneous surface, which is
nevertheless much smoother than that left by
turning ordinarily annealed steel. Another way of
accomplishing this is to heat as before but dip out
when nearly dull red in oil and water, keeping on
withdrawing and letting the oil burn off . Both
these methods were firstseen in an American book
on steel , and having practically used them the writer
can vouch for the great efficiency.

K

Kк
IM
Wing

C
А
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For the Bookshelf .

A

off, tapering each to a point . Now , to hold the
two legs together a hole must be drilled through
each at H 5-16ths in , from the top and sides, hole
to be 3-16ths in, diameter and countersunk, then
rivet up tight , putting bees ' wax in all the
joints .
Now , if several markings off of the same dimen
sions are to be made , it is as well to have a means
of holding the legs . For this a wing must be made.
A piece of 5-64th steel f in. wide is required, 3 ins.
long. Mark off a line 3-10ths ins . from one end and
from this mark off another $ in . from the edge,
KL, for 2 } ins , along .
Do the same 3-16ths ins.
from edge, M N ; cut out the piece between by drill
ing holes and cutting and filing out . Now cut out a
piece on MN side 2 ins. from M and 1 in. from
edge of slot cut off as shown at P N. Now drill
an t-in . hole at Q and cut off corner as shown at
NR ( R being 3-16ths from the slot corner ) . Now
in the leg, BC , drill a hole i 11-16ths ins. from top B
and in middle } in . fit a rivet into this tightly and
rivet through hole q in the wing. In the other
leg drill an t-in . tapping hole at S , 2 } ins. from top,
B; in centre ofthe leg tap to fit an fin .screw . Now
all is complete when the points have been hardened .

A Hint on Steel for Tap - making.
By R. J. M.
Turning small taps is often fiaught with much
grinding, and loss of temper through the steel
presenting a torn bristled look even after the most
elaborate care anent position of tool, correct clear
ance, rake, &c . , and the reason for this is that

[ Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court ,
Fleet Street, London , E.C. , by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage .]
MARTIN's UP-TO- DATE TABLES OF WEIGHTS ,
MEASURES AND COINAGE .
By Alfred J. Martin ,
F.S.I. London : T. Fisher Unwin . Price 2s . 6d .;
postage 2d .
This little book may be considered as an advocate
for the adoption of the metric system of weights
and measures in the British Empire . It contains
a great deal of interesting matter , with examples of
calculations to convert the present weights and
measures into metrical equivalents . There is also
information on weights and measures peculiar to
various trades and industries. Generally speak
ing, it is an interesting little volume, which might be
read with advantage by any one desiring information
on the subject . It would be worth a place on the
bookshelf of the mechanic , whether amateur or pro
fessional , as a work of reference.
Martin's UP-TO- DATE BEGINNERS ' TABLE Book .
By the same Author. Price id. ; postage fd .
A small simple book, giving elementary explana
tions of arithmetic, especially decimals and frac
tions, and some elementary notes on bookkeeping.
The author includes weights and measures and the
metric system .
WORKSHOP Costs FOR ENGINEERS AND MANU
FACTURERS . By Sinclair Pearn and Frank
Pearn . Manchester : The Technical Publish
ing Co., Ltd. Price 21s . net .
This book (size 14 ins . by 10 ins . ) consists of a
collection of sample cost and number sheets, with
an explanation of the system actually in use at
Messrs. Frank Pearn & Co., Ltd. , Manchester .
The authors are directors of this firm , and refer
ence is made to the actual methods employed in
these works, where, it is stated, the system has been
in successful operation for some twenty years. In the
examples selected four classes of Messrs. Pearns'
pumps are comprised, but the system is intended
to be generally applicable to the manufacture of
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other kinds of repetition work . The reputation
of the firm as successful makers of pumps should
recommend this book as likely to be of assistance
to engineers commencing the manufacture of some
engineering speciality, or indeed to anyone dealing
with factory costs. The authors state that their
system can be readily adapted to an existing
factory without difficulty or interruption to the
work or workers, and have recognised that some
systems have been so elaborate as to prove un
settling and inexplicable to the staff when an attempt
has been made to adopt them . The publishers
have made arrangements with professional accoun
tants well versed in this system , whereby assistance
can be obtained by any firm wishing to quickly.
adopt it .
Some Motor Boats of 1904 .

( Continued from page 58. )
N Class IV of the trials , the Maudslay Motor
, there Maadsley Mgola
IN Company, of toeeninys
medal for a 20 h.-p. boat , 25 ft . 6 ins . long ,
with a 6 ft . 3 in . beamn, carvel built. The vessel
achieved non -stop runs on both days of the trial ,
143 knots being covere ) in a total running time of
20 hrs. 2 mins.:-a speed of 7.21 knots per hour-on
a consumption of 26 gallons of petrol.
The accompanying illustration shows the engines
fitted to this craft. They are of the three-cylinder
type, and drive a Stephens ' reversible propeller ,
with feathering blades .
The materials of the engines throughout are
those best suited to withstand the corrosive action
of salt water, and the whole design aims at the
accessibility of the parts—a feature of greatest im
portance in marine work . The valves can be very
quickly removed , owing to the special construction
of the hinged layshaft, which can be swung over very
readily by the loosening of two nuts (see Figs . II
and 12) . The countershaft bearings can be inspected
and adjusted through the doors on the sides of the
base -chamber, and , if necessary, the pistons and
piston rols can be taken right out through these
doors without disturbing any of the main jo ints of
the motor. A small gear-driven pump forcing the
oil under pressure through the hollow crankshaft
to every bearing of the motor . The governor is
mounted on the vertical shaft which drives the
cam shaft , and operates directly upon a rucking
spindle in the induction pipe, the spindle carrying
a rotary throttle valve ( see Figs. 10 and 1 ) . The
vibration in these motors is practically nil, owing
to their being made ( except in the smallest size of
marire motor ) with three or six cylinders . All
the moving parts are most carefully balanced .
The water circulation through the cylinder
jackets is effected by means of special design of
force pump actuated by gearing on the end of the
crankshaft. The exhaust passes through a water
jacket close to the cylinders and thence to a silencer,
thus being rendered comparatively cool, as it
escapes aft just below the water -line of the boat.
In the same class ( No. IV), Messrs. Woodnutt
and Co. , of St. Helen's , Isle of Wight, were awarded
a silver medal for the 30 -ft . launch shown in the
accompanying photograph ( Fig. 13 ).
The beam of the boat is 7 ft ., with a 2 - ft . free .
bcard and a draught of water of 2 ft . 3 ins . It is
carvel built of teak in two thicknesses, and the
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boat can be arranged as an auxiliary, it having a
fairly deep keel . The power is 10 b.h.-p. , the
engine running at 340 revolutions per minute.
In the trials this launch made non -stop runs on
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both days, the average speed for the 20 hours ' run
being 7:41 knots per hour - a very creditable per .
formance, considering the power ofthe engines.
( To be continued. )
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Fig . 10. - 20 - H. - P. MOTOR LAUNCH ENGINES, PROPELLER AND REVERSING GEAR .
THE MAUDSLAY MOTOR COMPANY, COVENTRY .

さい

FIG . 11. -SIDE VIEW OF ENGINES WITH CRANK
CASE COVER REMOVED .

FIG. 12.- END VIEW OF ENGINES SHOWING
HINGED SHAFTBOX THROWN OVER.

20-H. - P. MOTOR LAUNCH ENGINES, MAUDSLAY MOTOR COMPANY, COVENTRY.
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The “ Model Engineer " Electric
Locomotive.

The springs at the ends of the equalisers should
be of different strengths ; the stronger being used
for the driving wheels . The end spring bolts are

By HENRY GREENLY .
( Continued from page 102. )
an
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IV . -EQUALISERS, AXLE- BOXES, AND GUARD IRONS.

X

$'hole

unlooded

Tºframes - excepting for the moment the wheels
and axles , which will be dealt with in a later
article-- the equalisers , axle-boxes, guard irons, and

L"ralda cod

"
2ź

alo
Fig. 18. -END
SPRING BOLTS .

Fig . 21.–CENTRE SPRING
BOLTS AND COVERS.

holes

spring bolts and covers require making.
It is
suggested that the equalisers be gunmetal castings ;
the pattern may be made in wood or metal, the
latter material , of course , making a more durable
model, and ensuring a cleaner copy. It will be seen
from the accompanying full-size drawing that the
bar to prevent friction only touches the side frames
of the bogie at the ends and the centre . At the
latter place any fixing screws in the side frames
which may project should be filed quite fush, so
that nothing obstructs the rising and falling of the
equaliser when the locomotive is running over a
rough piece of road . The clearance at the back of
rod.

"
2ź

Y
arou
to

the equaliser need not be provided for in the pattern ,
as it is only 1-32nd in. wide, but may be filed away
when finishing the castings. The holes in the
centre and at the ends of the equaliser , to take the
spring bolts, should be in both instances conical ,
the larger diameter being at the bottom. A simple
rimer may be made for this purpose — the ordinary
broach having hardly sufficient taper for the job
and this tool may be used for the taper holes in the
suspension gear detailed in the last instalment of
these articles . The diameter of the top of the
holes in the centre should be 9-64ths in . , and those
at the ends 7-64ths in . The arrises at the top
should be taken off with a countersink , as shown in
the drawings.
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Fig. 20.
GUARD IRONS .
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3-32nds in . diameter . The underside of the heads
should be rounded as shown , and double nuts and
a washer are advised for the bottom . The length of
spring is depicted in Fig. 18 .
The centre bolts , to ieduce the height as much
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end plates will , as regards position , have to be modi.
fied , as two of the fixings pass through the guard
irons , end plates , and angles ( compare Figs. 12 , 20,
and the front view, Fig . 22 ). If screws are em
ployed to fix the end plates to the bogie side frames,
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as possible, and to obtain the maximum clearance
above the rails, have disc heads, and the nuts, being
placed above the equaliser ; the lower nuts should
be rounded in the same way as the headsof the end
bolts. To give character and finish to the bearing
spring gear , the use of spring covers, which may be
left bright, is suggested in the drawings. These
may be turned out of the solid , or may be made by
sweating a disc or washer in the end of a piece of
tube. Sweating the end in will be quite good enough ,
as there is no need for any strength : the covers
have no work to do. The central bearing springs
should be 5-16ths in . long unloaded, and should be
fairly stiff - stiffer, at any rate, than the end springs.
The axle -boxes are shown in Fig. 19 .
The
construction adopted is the built -up method rather
than that which would be adopted where castings
are obtainable. They may be filed out of 9-16ths
by 9-16ths brass rod , and drilled with a 3-16ths in .
hole ( or, perhaps, drilled first, the slots filed to
fit the guides, and the ends faced in the lathe with
the boxes on a mandrel), the cover plate being
soldered in place. The nib at the top, which is
employed to retain the equaliser in place and to
prevent the bearing lug on the latter from moving
laterally on the top of the box, should be formed
out of the solid , and a small oil hole , not shown on
the drawings, may be drilled from the inclined face
of this nib to the journal. The hole for journal
should not be greater than 3-16ths in , diameter, but
err rather on the other side of the mark . The
axle -boxes may be left bright with good effect.
No lateral play should be allowed in the axle -boxes
other than that necessary to ensure an easy working
fit in the axle - box guides. If boxes complete in one
casting are used, the journal hole must, of cours ?,
be a blind hole .
The guard irons (illustrated in Fig. 20 ) are best
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FIG . 19. -AXLE- BOX .
made from stout angle brass, such as that used for
affixing the end plates to the side frames of the
bogies . Firms supplying castings for this model
are therefore recommended to send out lengths of
angle brass for this portion of the locomotive,
instead of comparatively softer and weaker castings ,
unless they intend to cast the guard irons solid
with end plates. Under the latter circumstances
the difference between the two materials is not
worth considering, as the trouble of fixing the guard
irons will be saved . Attention may be called to the
fact that the screws or rivets used in affixing the

Fig . 22.- END VIEW OF LOCOMOTIVE.
( Scale : Half full size . )
the use of round-heads are recommended , as these ,
when painted , and the slot is filled up , look very
well , and imitate rivet heads excellently . The clear
ance between the rails and the bottom of the guard
irons will depend for magnitude upon the work of
the model platelayer. A larger amount has been
allowed in preparing the details than is shown on
the coloured plate.
To supplement the general arrangement drawings,
an end view of the locomotive is included herewith
( Fig . 22 ) . This showsthe shape of the windows in
the end plates of cab ( the weather boards ).
( To be continued .)
STEAM Motor COACHES. —The South Eastern
and Chatham Railway Company have placed a
contract with Messrs . Kitson & Co. , Ltd., of Leeds,
for the construction of two steam motor coaches
fitted with horizontal loco -type boilers, and which
are to be shortly introduced for providing a more
frequent and economically -worked service on the
Sheppy Light Railway.
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“ Linesman's " Galvanometer .

By H. EDWARDS .
*HE instrument forming the subject matter of
THEthe present article was constructed by the
writer some three-and-twenty years since,
and, though built at a time when information elec
trical was by no means so accessible as it is at the
present day, did not materially suffer in point of
efficiency , as was evidenced by the fact that it was ,
on several occasions , borrowed and used with satis
faction for fault detection on the postal telegraph
service. A heavy fall having deranged it by bend
ing the spindle on which the magnetic and indicat
ing needles were mounted , it has been lying by
disabled for some considerable time, but its ser
vices being once more in demand, the opportunity
has been taken , whilst fitting a new spindle to also
improve its mounting . A new dial has been fitted ,
and the commutator added, but in other respects
the instrument remains as originally built . Its
simple construction at a merely nominal cost , and
the fact that every budding electrician requires an
instrument of this sort , has induced us to pen its
description in the hope that it may be found as
useful to others and as satisfactory in use as it has
been to the writer .
An instrument of this type is used for testing
for continuity lengths of wire, such as bell, tele
phone or telegraph circuits , and the windings of
induction coils, dynamos, motors , & c.; for detect
ing short circuits and leakages in instruments and
machinery ; and can be usefully employed for or
in connection with any rough testing operation .
The term galvanometer is not strictly correct ,
as it is not used , except in a casual sort of way, to
take measurements . “ Galvanscope
( current
finder or detector ) would be a more correct designa
tion ; but as the caption hereof indicates the
nomenclature that by use has obtained an implied
right to be continued it may be allowed to stand .
The case is a square box measuring 4 ins . by 4
ins , and 2 ins. deep outside . It should be made of
wood not less than 4 in . thick, and if it can be
jointed as shown in Fig. 2 , it can be put together
without the use of nails, glued joints being sufficient.
The back and front may be of k-in . wood , with
fillets glued and screwed near the edges to form a
rebate, as shown by Fig. 3 ; and if these rebate
fillets are carefully cut to correct length , the back
and front will be held friction tight inside the
frame of the case without any fixing, though, for
safety, or if the cabinet work is lacking in fit, a
couple of brass screws through the sides of the case
into the fillets of both will serve to hold them
secure . A 27-in . circle is cut out of the front ,
either in the lathe or with a fretsaw , and a square
of glass is fitted inside the “ rebate ” fillets.
As a support for the dial , a piece of thin wood ,
say a portion of a cigar box , is cut to exactly fit
inside the case . The grain of the wood should run
across from side to side, and a 1 hole should be
bored exactly in the centre of the piece . This dial
support is pailed to two strips of wood fin . wide
and fin . thick , cut to exact length of the inside
height of case , in the back edge of each of which
a couple of slots are cut equi-distant from each
end and 2} ins. clear in between , so as to afford a
friction-tight fit to two crossbars
in . wide and
3-16ths in, thick , and should be cut through to
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within
in . of the front edge . These crossbars
serve as supporting rails for the coils, upon which
they can be slid in a lateral direction , as will be
seen by a reference to Fig. 4, which is a horizontal
section through the centre of the instrument.
As a former for the coil cases, a piece of 3-16th in .
wood exactly 2 } ins. wide and a couple of inches
( more or less) long is required, and round this are
wrapped two strips of pasted or glued stoutish
brown or other paper, { in . wide and long enough
to reach round the former three or four times ,
according to stoutness , so as to make two cases
strong enough to hold their shape, and something
To the edge
like the outer cases of match boxes
of each side of each case a thin splint of wood - a
match with the head removed will suffice — is glued
so as to leave a space fin . wide, in which the coils
may be wound . Keep the cases on the formers
till quite dry .
The action of the instrument depends upon the

LINESMAN's "
FIG . 1.-MR. H. EDWARDS '
GALVANOMETER .

fact that a magnetised needle , delicately poised ,
when placed within the magnetising influence of a
current of electricity passing through a coiled wire ,
tends to adjust itself at an angle to the direction
in which the current is passing, the amount of de
flection being dependent upon the magnetising
effect due not only to the quantity of the current
passing, but also to the number of ampere turns in
the coil, the same effect being produced by one
ampere through one hundred turns as by one hun
dred amperes through one turn ; and as the quan
tity of current passed through a given resistance
the resistance of the coils in the instrument - is
dependent upon electro -motive force , by increasing
the E.M.F. , we increase the current, and so get a
greater deflection .
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For the magnetic needle, take a piece of old
clock spring , soften it by heating to a dull red and
slowly cooling it ; then cut ont a piece 2 ins . long
and | in . wide , carefully flatten it , arill a central
hole by which it may be mounted , and file it up to
shape as shown by Fig. 5 , and then mount it .

B '

.

FIG . 2 .
GALVANOMETER CASE .
The spindle in the original instrument was of
brass , 1-16th in . diameter, shouldered at the ends,
and working in holes drilled through thin sheet zinc
as bearings. Having no lathe at that time , we had
to be content with a simple method of mounting
both needles ; the pointer was soldered on, and
the magnetic needle secured with a " key " filed
up from a bit of brass wire , a “ flat ” being filer on
the spindle. This latter so weakened an already
weak enough spindle , that when the instrument had
a fall the spindle bent under the shock . Fig. 6
represents this method of mounting , which will
serve in the present instance for those who may not
have the convenience for doing the bit of lathe work
to be recommended , and if the spindle is of
3-32na -in . silver steel , the filing of the necessary
flat ” need produce no trouble. The same method
will suffice for both needles .
The spindle is i in. long , and is pivoted at both
ends , as shown by Fig . 7, the angle of the pivots
being about 45 degs. ; they should be finished very
smooth , and have the extreme sharp point ( nothing
more) removed on an oil-stone . To make the
needle mountings (see Fig. 7 ) take a bit of brass
rod , chuck it , and drill it to a friction - tight fit on
the spindle, then having trued up the end, reduce
it as much as possible for a distance of about } in . ,
and then cut off, leaving a slight shoulder for the
needle to bed against . Enlarge the hole in the
chucked rod to be a driving fit over the smaller
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diameter of the collar, and then cut off a ring about
1-16th in . thick . Slip this on the stud to grip the
needle, which will thus be held perfectly upright ;
and after the needle is balanced , hardened and
magnetised , it may be made quite secure by a light
tap or two with a hammer. A similar mounting
is required for the indicating needle
or pointer , which is a strip of thin
sheet brass or, preferably, aluminium ,
2 } ins . long , cut to shape as shown in
Fig. 8 .
The spindle is supported at the front
by a pivot hole drilled in a support
ing bracket , shaped as shown , made
of f-in.strip brass, and affixed by small
brass screws through the dial support ;
at the back it is supported by a pivot
hole drilled in the point of a cheese
headed iron or steel screw, which is
threaded through a strip of brass
fastened across behind the coils ard
secured by screws to the dial support
strips, as shown by Fig . 2. These pivot
holes must be very cleanly drilled at
an angle of about 60 degs . , and with
the hole terminating in a sharp angle .
Any roughness or “ flat ” at the
bottom of the hole will create friction
and cause inconsistent indications .
With the steel needle mounted on the
spindle , and the adjusting screw regu
lated so that the needle is hung , both
FIG . 3 .
without shake and without tightness ,
the latter must now be tested for
balance, and if it does not come to
rest perfectly upright when the case is
standing on a level surface , it must be
removed and filed on the heavy side
until it hangs perfectly straight . It
may then be removed , heated to a
cherry red and dropped in ccld water
to harde: it , rubhel up bright with fine emery
cloth , and then be magnetised by drawing alternate
ends across the opposite poles of a perinanent
magnet until it will pick up a h -in . screw, or be
placed in a helix formed of several coils of insu
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Fig . 4. -SECTIONAL PLAN THROUGH CENTRE OF
INSTRUMENT.
lated wire through which a strong current of elec
tricity is passed, the circuit being frequently
broken.
The coil cases are now each to be closely and
evenly wound with three layers of No. 36 silk
covered copper wire , about 1 oz . being required.
The finishing ends being secured with a touch of
sealing wax , the coils are slipped over the support
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FIG. 8. INDI
CATING
NEEDLE .

FIG . 5. —
MAGNETIC
NEEDLE .

FIG . 6.
METHOD OF
MOUNTING
NEEDLES .

centre are connected, and iſ the outer ends are
connected to the opposite poles of a battery, the
needles , if all is right , will be somewhat violently
flung from the upright , and after a few oscillations
will come to rest at an angle from the upright
according to the strength of the battery . If no
deflection occurs whilst the needle is quite free to
swing and the wire connections are all sound , it will
probably be found that the wire round the coils is
broken at some point; and if so , the break must be
found and mended .
All being well , a couple of binding screws can be
fitted to the case , and furnished with nuts inside ,
to which the free ends of the coils should be secured ,
and then a handle of some sort is wanted . That
depicted is a piece of $ -in . brass wire , threaded at
each end and bent as shown). The plates forming
stops on the top of case are simply the heads of
broken drawing pins drilled and tapped and
screwed up on the legs of the handle ; a couple of
nuts inside holds all secure.
So far, we have no dial .
It is made of a piece
of thin bristol board , on which the scale is drawn ,
secured to the wood support with a few touches
of seccotine .
Originally, the scale was drawn in
the ordinary degrees of a circle , but as a tangent
scale is supposed to yield more proportionate read
ings, this latter was adopted for the new dial, as
seen in Fig . 1 . In practice we find that an E.M.F.
of i volt produces a deflection of 4 on the scale ;
2 volts equals 6 , and 4 volts equal 9 , thus establish
ing some sort of proportion between the readings, an
increase of 100 per cent. in battery power giving an
increase in the scale reading of 50 per cent. Butat
9 the scale is exhausted, and on preparing a new dial
to give increased readings, and with a scale that
should be truly proportional (or approximately so ),
making the instrument in point cf fact a volt
meter, we discovered , as shown by the upper right
hand scale of Fig. 9, that , taking each additional
reading as 100 per cent . greater than the former
one, the divisions , as they cut the arc of a circle ,
are themselves equal , and that if the quadrant is
divided into eight nearly equal divisions, the read
ings in volts will be '25 , 5, 1, 2 , 4 , 8 , and 16 .

But it must not be overlooked that the instru
ment will be ruined if too large a current is sent
through the coils. Its resistance is, roughly , 30
ohms ; and the diameter of No. 36 wire being
*00004 sq . in . , its carrying capacity at 1,000 amps.
it
R
would only require an E.M.F. of .04 x 30 = 1'2
volts to pass that quantity of current which shall
reach the safe carrying capacity of the coils. The
fusing current for this gauge of wire being 6.79
amps . , the E.M.F. necessary to pass a current of
this strength through the coils would be 6.79 x
30
203-7 volts , so that there is little fear of hay .
ing the coils burnt out by any current the amateur
electrician may be testing, provided he keeps clear
of supply mains . As a matter of fact , io volts at
the terminals produces no perceptible heating of
the wire . If the instrument is to be used with high
voltages, a suitable resistance placed in series
therewith will cut down the current within safe
limits.
To make the dial a piece of white card is cut out ,
31 ins . square, and from its centre a 24 -in . circle
is described with a thinner line just inside it . Then
with radii of about if ins , and if ins. respectively ,
further semicircles or arcs are struck ; and if the
grading is to be in the ordinary degrees of a circle
each upper quadrant is divided into nine divisions
of 10 ° each , as shown by the bottom left -hand
quadrant of Fig . 9. If the tangent scale , as in Fig .
1, is required, draw a line from the vertical axis
tangential to the circle as shown , and from either
side of this axis set off as many equal divisions as
it is required the scale shall have graduations .
In
the dial shown in Fig . I these divisions were those
equal to the nine divisions of 10° of the quarter
circle, though , as the divisions may well be some
what more numerous , twelve are shown in the
upper left - hand quadrant of Fig . 9 ; but as the
additional graduation marks get pretty close to
gether, and as the scale may be still further ex
tended with advantage , the divisions on the tangent
line may very well be of double the dimensions
indicated-say,
in . each , and to the number of
ten , as shown by the lower right-hand quadrant
of Fig . 9.

1

ing rails and the whole then placed in the case .
When the rails are ( home " in the slots the coils
may be slid to either side out of the way , whilst the
spindle, with its needles, is fixed and adjusted , the
pointer being turned until it is quite vertical with
the magnetic needle. Sliding the coils along the
rails towards the centre, leaving about in . space
between them , the adjacent ends of the lines at the
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Fig . 7.-SPINDLE.

Coming to the graduation for volts ( for which
each instrument would have to be tested on its
own merits ) , if we mark on the tangential line, as
shown , to the right of the vertical axis, divisions
corresponding with those indicated by deflections
produced by 1 , 2 and 4 volts respectively, and draw
radiating lines from the centre through these points ,
we shall find the divisions on the arc are equal , and
remembering that an E.M.F. of 50 per cent. less
gives a deflection of one- third less on the tangent
scale, the position on the tangent line for '05 volt
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is easily ascertained , and the arc division will be
found equal to the others ; so the ratio being deter
mined , we may assume that the same rule will
work throughout , and setting off further division
on the arc, mark each progressive one as of double
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front to the case will be found advantageous when
getting the pointer set in exact position .
A linesman's galvanometer is usually also
wound with one layer of a thicker wire - termed
the quantity coil - one end of which is connected to
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FIG . 10. -COMMUTATOR BARS .
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Fig . 9. - SETTING OUT THE DIAL .
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FIG . 11.-DIAGRAM OF WIRING AND
CONNECTIONS .
the value of the preceding one . After drawing
whichever scale is preferred, ink
in , and, having
punched a t - in . hole out of the centre , the dial
can be mounted in place. As the indicating needle
cannot be fixed until the dial is in place, the loose

an additional binding screw . This quantity coil
is used when testing with currents of large volume ,
but will seldom be required . Instead , we have in
the instrument described fitted up a commutator
or current reverser , the addition of which , besides
allowing one to check indications on one side of
the scale with those on the other ( the mean of the
two readings , if there is any difference between
them , giving the correct indication ) allows the use
of the galvo . as a single -needle telegraph instru
ment.
A glance at Fig . I will show how the commutator
is arranged, and Fig . 10 shows the construction of
the commutator bars , which are merely a couple
of strips of 6 lb. sheet copper , rubbed hard with the
face of a hammer to make them springy . A bit of
brass wire riveted into the end of one bar serves as
a handle, and a scrap of sheet celluloid forms the
insulated bridge connecting the bars , which are
fastened to the case with a couple of round - headed
brass screws . A washer is placed over each screw
between the bar and the wood , and the ends of the
coils are twisted round the screws and clamped by
the washers . For the contact studs four brass
screws , with nuts beneath , are arranged in posi
tion , as shown by Fig . 11 , which is a diagram of
wiring and connections . When wires from any
battery are connected to the terminals no current
will flow if the commutator bars are resting on
studs i and 2 ( No. I being “ dead ” ), but if they are,
moved on to 2 and 3 , current instantly passes,
causing a deflection on the needle, and if then the
bars are moved to 3 and 4 the current is instantly
reversed, causing a deflection of the needle in the
opposite direction
If it is wished to use the instrument as a single
needle telegraph , a couple of small brass screws or
pins should be fixed , as indicated by black dots on
Fig. 9, then , as the commutator is moved to and
fro between studs 2 and 4 , the needle will oscillate
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from side to side with the familiar click , click ,
which can be made the dots and dashes of the
Morse alphabet .
Should any reader desiring to make a similar
instrument be unable readily to procure the odds
and ends of which it is composed , we shall be happy
to help him out of his difficulty if he will apply
through the Editor.
MIDLAND RAILWAY STATISTICS . -The Midland
Railway Company owns 2,935 engines , 5,386
carriages , 56 dining and 34 sleeping cars , and
118,139 wagons. The annual train mileage run is
47,397,249, and the passengers carried during the

The Building of
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a Locomotive.

By CHAS. S. LAKE.
( Concluded from page 39. )
' HE coupling-rods are generally about the last
be
T
variety of work remains to be done, including
the bolting in position of the ashpan , the putting in of
fire-bars and building up of the brick arch in the
firebox . Other branches of the work of erection
also require mention, such as the sand boxes and
gear, brake work , engine and tender connection ,

Fig , 13. -CRANK PIN TURNING MACHINE, St. Rollox WORKS, CALEDONIAN RAILWAY .
last year for which particulars have been published ,
50,666.701.
SUPERHEATED STEAM . — The Society of German
Engineers has undertaken investigations which , it
is hoped, will set at rest many conflicting theories
respecting the specific heat of superheated steam.
The thermal conductivity of steam is not yet
known. It would appear, however, to be very
low , since in the same space there may be present
simultaneously water, saturated steam and super
heated steam , an important fact when constructing
superheaters .

cab fittings, buffer beams, and draw gear, besides
sundry other items.
As before stated the different sections of the work
proceed as far as possible simultaneously and it
may be said that a month is usually considered a
reasonable time for the erecting of a locomotive
from the time the parts are brought into the shop
until it leaves for its trial trip.
The painting of the engine also requires time.
Prior to applying any paint , all the ironwork has
to be cleaned and freed from rust and other irregu
larities on its surface, Then a coat of lead colour
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is applied , followed by two coats of filling up,"
then two more coats of lead colour between each of
which the surface has to be rubbed down, and
finally two coats of the standard colour of the
railway company .
Then follows the panelling and lining out , and
last of all three coats of the best engine copal varnish
of the best quality and “ flatted " between the coats
are put on .
The chimney, smokebox, ashpan , footplate,
brake work, & c ., all receive one coat of lead colour
and two of Japan black , the buffer beams and sockets
and a few other parts are coated with vermilion ,
the inside of the framing and cab are painted
according to the practice of the line to which the
engine belongs, and then the coat-of-arms and
lettering is added . The tender having been
similarly treated , the complete locomotive is ready
put on light work
for the road , and after bein
for a time to run itself in ,” it is finally relegated
to its allotted sphere of action and is soon in fit
condition to take its share of hard work along with
its predecessors.
The stores department of a locomotive works is
a very important one. In most works it is divided
up into several sections, such as the plate stores,
brass stores , iron stores , and others, and there is
usually a general stores , from which the remainder
are more or less controlled . Many of the items
stored are , of course , bought in from outside makers ,
such as boiler plates and conimercial iron in various
forms ; also brass, copper, and other material , but
the supply of finished articles, such as bolts and
nuts, rivets, brass fittings, and a host of other
miscellaneous articles is maintained by the men
employed in the shops. A very complete systein
of distribution and registration is observed in all
the more important works , rendering it impossible
for men to obtain goods from the stores without the
fact being known to the supervising foreman and
others. The tool stores is a department by itself,
as a rule . It is replenished from a shop set apart
for tool making , and all jigs , rimers , files, stocks
and dies , & c . , are supplied from here, also tem
plates, gauges, and other requisites of a similar kind .
The stores department at St. Rollox Works,
Caledonian Railway, is a very complete and well
organised one. It consists of a long range of build
ings , including all the different sections mentioned
above, and many others in addition for supplying
out-stations at various parts of the system with
everything they require , including stationery, soap,
towels, oils, &c . , & c . A train composed of special
vehicles leaves this depot once every month fully
loaded with stoces for distribution all over the
line.
The completed locomotive before being placed in
regular service on the road , is put through a series
of trial trips before being painted in the standard
colours of the Company to which it belongs ; an
unobtrusive coating of lead colour being the garb
in which the first appearance of a new engine is
usually made. On these occasions the footplate
has to accommodate two or three extra men as the
“ chargeman " of the fitters ana erectors who have
been engaged in building the engine is invariably
present as well as a representative from the boiler
department , together with one or two junior hanas
or apprentices who are sometimes stationea on the
running board near the smokebox to keep an eye
on the motion . The driver's instructions are to
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proceed slowly along the line, and a constant watch
is kept with a view to detecting any part which shows
any sign of heating up, before it gets too warm .
Frequent stops are made and usually one or two
“ sbunts " on to side tracks have to be made to
allow of trains passing . Advantage is taken of
these balts to have a general look round .
The
trimmings and oil cups are examined, and the axle
boxes looked to, whilst the various parts are also
felt to ascertain whether they are running cool.
On returning to the shops whatever defects may
have manifested themselves are taken in hand and
put right by the men who are responsible for the
job, and next day a second trip will be made, after
which, if everything appears right, the engine is
painted and is gradually worked up into forni and
eventually becomes ready and fit to take its place
in regular service. With a view to doing away with
these trial trips, the Great Western Railway have
recently laid down at their Swindon works a loco
motive testing plant, by means of which various
tests can be applied to locomotives without its being
necessary for them to be taken out upon tbe road
for that purpose. The machine consists of a bed
of cast-iron bolted upon a concrete foundation .
Five pairs of bearings are arranged to slide longi
tudinally upon this bed so that they may be ad
justed to any wheel base which is involved. These
bearings carry axles upon which wheels fitted with
steel tyres are fixed . The axles are fitted with
drums on which hand brakes act for absorbing
wholly or in part the power developed by the engine.
The major portion of this power is transmitted by
means of driving belt links running over pulleys
having an 18 - in , face , to air compressors, so that
no portion of the power is wasted . The hydraulic
brakes will then only absorb just enough power to
enable them to govern the speed of the engine. The
brakes are actuated by a water supply from an
independent pump , the outlet of this water supply
being throttled either by a stop valve or by a
throttle actuated by centrifugal governor. This
device enables the speed of the engine to be set at
any required number of revolutions and kept con
-stant . The carrying wheels are 4 ft . it ins.
diameter , and their tyres are turned to approxi
mately the same section as the rails in use on the
G.W.R. The plant is intended for scientific
experiments as well as testing the engine from the
trial trip point of view. It has been so constructed
that it can be readily adjusted to take engines
having different wheel centres. The carrying
wheels are all coupled together so that all the wheels
of the locomotive are caused to revolve, including
those of the bogie and supplementary trailing
wheels where such are included .
The locomotive
to be tested is run over the machine on an elevated
frame, then the carrying wheels are made to slide
below it and the locomotive is lowered on to them
by electric apparatus . Owing to the varying
height of the footplates of different classes of
engines, it has been found necessary to provide a
firing stage which can be rapidly adjusted vertically .
A large coal bunker is provided in connection with
this stage, and also weighing machines . Two water
tanks are mounted on the same platform for
measuring the water used when running, the
tanks being emptied alternately during consumption
test .
Under the platform a dynamometer enables the
drawbar pull of the engine to be taken , and this ,
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together with counters on the wheels, will enable
the actual drawbar horse -power to be measured,
and so compared with coal and water consumption
for various classes of engines. As engines of different
lengths are to be tested, and of necessity have to
be fixed at the trailing end to the dynamometer,
it is necessary to have a sliding chimney for cairy
ing off the steam and smoke from the engine when
running. This has been provided in the form of
a long box, having a steel plate running on rollers,

The

Latest in

Engineering .

New Locomotives.-- Orders for twenty locomo
tives have been placed in America by the New South
Wales Government. Tende - s were called for here,
on the Continent , and in America , with the result
that the offers received from the United States
were found to be the more advantageous.

Ur

Fig . 15. -I.OCOMOTIVE TESTING PLANT; Great WESTERN Railway Works, SWINDON .

forming its lower surface , which plate carries a
large bell-mouthed chimney. The box not only
enables the chimney to slide longitudinally, but
will also form a receptacle for ashes , and any other
matter ejected by the engine, which will be retained ,
and can be examined both for quantity and quality.
Locomotive - testing plants are also installed at the
St. Louis Exhibition and Purdue University, in the
United States , but it is claimed that the Swindon
plant is superior to the others.

Electric Drill Tests. - Some highly satisfactory
tests of electric drills were made recently in British
Columbia for the purpose of determining the con
sumption of power in electric drilling in mines.
Under this test, which was extensive enough to
give good averages , an 86-in , hole , 2 ins . in diameter,
was drilled in 19'08 minutes. The cost was 5d . per
kilowatt ho'r, which brings it down to less than id .
per foot. The minimum cost of drilling with steam
or compressed air is about 5d . per foot.
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Phonograph .

By G. S. BARRY.
OT having seen any descriptions of home
NOTmade phonographs in the pages of The
MODEL ENGINEER, I submit drawings of one,
the original of which a friend of mine has made ,
and which reproduces as well as any of its size .
I have heard it many a time, and have also heard
it reproduce a song which it had recorded itself, and
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piece being riveted on , and filed flush so as to rest
even on base ; two holes are to be drilled for fasten
diameter
ing to base. Then get two rods of
and fit a 3-16ths nut on each end, as per Fig. 11 .
The next thing is to get a leading screw , which
will cost about 2s. 9d . , including a nut for screw ,
which has to be soldered to spring F in drawing.
The record spindle is next made, being filed or
turned to 3-16ths at end , and a thread put on for
a nut . A small } hole is drilled in the other end to
take a small taper pin . If this end is filed or

MR . G. S. BARRY's HOME- MADE PHONOGRAPH .
it came out fairly clear. The reason why it did not
come out more distinctly was that it had not been
turned up quite flat . The chief parts of the frame
can be obtained in any engineer's shop. The base is
a plate of iron 7 ins. by 5 ins. by f in , thick, with
holes to fasten sides and to pass belt or cord down
to motor or clockwork below, clockwork being by
far the handiest. The position of holes for fasten
ing the clockwork to the base must be fixed by
style of clockwork used , therefore I have left these
out, but I have drawn the clockwork for a base
of 7 ins. by 5 ins., with governor, which I have
seen , and know will take two records with one
winding, which I will describe later.
The sides are made of fin . flat iron , a base

turned up to 3-16ths, and screwed for a 3-16ths thin
nut, it will do just as well with a washer behind nut .
The drum is the next - in fact , it would be better
to make it before the spindle. Take a piece of
zinc the width of drum , and find exact circumference
of inside of a record ; this can be got by finding
diameter of bore of record and multiplying by
3-1416 ; having got this, mark it off on the flat zinc,
then bend the zinc round an iron mandrel , or if this
cannot be obtained , a hard -wood mandrel turned
up to a little less than the zinc is wanted , with a
wood mallet, not a hammer ; bring ends together ,
and then cut a small strip of zinc about } in, wide,
ard curve it slightly on mandrel, and place under
neath , as shown in the sketch . Solder the joint
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inside and outside, so as to fill crevass, which
should butt up at one end and open about } in.
at the other, the space being filled with solder and
filed smooth , so as to give the necessary taper .
Two ends have to be fitted and soldered or brazed
in with a bearing at centre.
The drum ( Fig. 1 ) revolves on the spindle, the
spindle does not revolve, and therefore should be
screwed up tight to frame. Two spur wheels,
ratio of 2 to 1, are now required. These can be got
from any clockmaker or dealer, one to fit to lead
ing screw, and the smaller one to drum for records

O

touching record holder. The small cast steel wheel
at front is to take the weight of slide and transfer it
on a surface which has less friction. The bush in
back slide must not be made too long on either side
for record , or it will prevent the machine finishing
the record .
If there is any part I have omitted to explain,
I will, on enquiry, do so as soon as possible.
Clockwork . — The clockwork motor for phonograph
is one which will drive over two records, and can
easily be fixed without injury from spring, that is
if care is taken. The spring is
wide, and has

Fig.6.
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DETAILS OF HOME -MADE PHONOGRAPH .

The pitch of these should be as small as possible,
so as to run noiselessly. To make the machine run
noiselessly should be the chief aim at first The
frame being completed , the carriage should be taken
in hand , and made , as shown in drawing , of } in . iron
( see Fig . 10 ). These sides may be made curved in
or straight.
In making the lever, it would be advisable to set
it out full size on a plate of iron or paper, so as to
get it accurate the first time.
Take care to pivot the lever so that it works free
and does not get tight ; also see that there is a
clear space between lever and record -holder ( Fig. 2 )
while working, so as not to cause any unnecessary
strain in recorder. I mean by this that the lever is
to rest against the spring F and lift nut first before

plenty of room for expansion. The spring shaft
should be a good } in . diameter, though 3-16ths is
preferable, and it should have only one tooth wheel
and spring on it . The sides of spring-box or bear
ings are made of fin . steel or iron, bent to form feet
for it , and screwed to base of phonograph, with } in.
screw thread put in base , as shown in top left-hand
corner of drawing. The spring I have shown at
left- hand side could be left out , as its only purpose
is to reduce friction of collar against side, and keep
the shaft up against centre.
Where governor spindle passes through the
upright , a large hole should be made so that it will
not have three bearings .
The wheels can be
procured from an old clock, and the centres
brought in to suit , always bearing in mind
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that the shafts must be as far from spring as
possible.
The governor is of the ordinary description used
on phonograph motors, and so will not need de
scribing. The brass collars were filed out of round
brass and wrought iron weights turned. The
springs were made from old clock spring, whilst the
screws used were chiefly 1 in . Whitworth, but other
sizes could be brought in if centres are kept same.
The reproducer (Figs. 5 and 6 ) is shown on this
Wooden platform

The Society of Model Engineers .
London .
THURSDAY, Feb. 16th . - Ordinary monthly meet
ing. Mr. E. W. Fraser's paper on sheet metal
working and tube expanding. A good show of
members' models, tools ., &c . , is requested.
MONDAY , March 20th . — Ordinary monthly meet
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VILS OF CLOCKWORK MOTOR FOR PHONOGRAPH.

drawing, which is 14 ins. diameter , and top part
made to fit the brass tube on other drawing.

ing. Mr. Percival Marshall's paper on his recent
visit to America.

A RECORD RAILWAY Run . - Recently a London
and North-Western Railway train accoinplished a
record run to Manchester . The Manchester ex
press, with a heavy load , left Euston at 6.10 p.m. ,
ten minutes late. The first stop was at Stockport ,
183 miles, and the train arrived at London Road
at 9.30 p.m. , having covered the whole distance
from Euston in three hours and twenty minutes,
188 miles in 200 minutes.

Provincial Societies.
Tyneside . — This Society has now for three
months met twice monthly , and the well main
tained average attendance justifies the change.
The meetings grow in interest and benefit to the
members , and we are confident that if more of those
who are interested in models would join the Society
it would be to their advantage, and a great en
couragement to the leaders of the Society. From
December 6th to 13th , 1904, the members lent their
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models to an Exhibition organised by Wilson
Worsdell, Esq . , on behalf of St. Mary's Church ,
Gateshead . This was the largest collection and
best Exhibition of working models ever held in the
district , and was a great success . Compressed air
was used for motive power, and though the models
connected up were so numerous that sufficient
pressure could not be maintained to run them all
at once, yet , by judicious arrangement , all were
given a good show . Our members were pleased to
have an opportunity of seeing Mr. O. Forster's loco
motive ( THE MODEL ENGINEER, April 16th , 1903)
and his small vertical engine (The MODEL ENGI
NEER, January 7th , 1904 ), both of which were much
admired. Visitors are always welcomed to our
meetings, the next being Saturday, February 18th ,
7 p.m., at the Rutherford College . — Thos. BOYD,
Hon . Sec ., 128 , Dilston Road , Newcastle.

Practical Letters from our
Readers .
The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached,
though not necessarily intended for publication .)
A Simple Electric Alarm .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , -As I have been interested in the
electric alarm described in a recent issue , I am
sending you a sketch and particulars of an electric
alarm , which I have constructed from an ordinary

clock out of its case, I got an insulated copper wire
and fastened it round one of the screws, about
1 } ins . from the end, and scraped a little insulation
off the end of the wire, so as to allow it to come
in contact with the wheel that causes the ordinary
alarm to go off, and then put the works back into
its case and brought the long end of the wire through
the top of the case C where the bell hammer comes
through , and down the side to one of the legs A4 ,
and wound it round the same till the end of wire
comes underneath the leg, and made so the end
of wire A4 will come in contact with A2 when the
clock is standing on the two conductors Ai , A 2 .
This method gives an advantage of having the
clock separate from the connecting, so that the
clock can be picked up in the hand for winding
and setting the alarm , without disconnecting any
screws , but simply lifting it off the two conductor's
A1 , A2 , and winding it up and putting it back
again , and closing the switch S. This experiment
could be very much improved by using a stronger
battery or two , or three dry batteries connected
in series , and making all the connections of copper ,
instead of spring steel, and also cutting out the
resistance of the clock by simply placing another
wire , the same way as that already in the clock ,
but brought round to the other leg of the clock ,
and instead of winding it round the leg , unscrew
it a little and place the wire end once round the
screw , and screw it up again . Trusting this will
be interesting to the readers of The Model Engi
NEER. - Yours truly,
WALTER COPE .
Crewe .
Interesting Examples of Lathe Work.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,-I was very interested to see your
correspondent's letter re napkin rings in the issue
for January 19th, and only regretted the descrip
tion was not fuller. Further details of cutters
used , method of chucking and setting out the work ,
would be greatly appreciated by myself and by
many of your readers , I am sure, if he would reply
through your columns .-Yours truly,
“ Theta ."
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ARRANGEMENT OF A SIMPLE ELECTRIC ALARM .
alarm clock, and without affecting the alarm
already in the clock . I got a dry battery, 6 ins .
by 2 ins . , round shape , and placed it in a box ( as
per sketch B ) , and then placed a bracket -shape
board on it and allowed the terminals T1 , T2 to
pass through ; then I put two pieces of clock spring
A1 , A2 on it , such a distance apart as to allow the
clock legs A3 , A4 to rest upon them , and then con
nected terminal T2 to piece of spring Ai by a short
piece of copper wire , the same with terminal T3
to A2 , and then connected terminals T1 , T3 to the
bell terminals, with a switch S in between for
breaking the circuit when alarm goes off. To make
the contact in the clock , I took the works of the

A SenSITIVE FIRE ALARM .-A Danish inventor
has brought out a sersitive fire alarm which only
acts when a sudden wave of heat is generated . A
U- tube , 4 ins . high , is filled with mercury, the upper
parts containing sulphuric ether, and both ends
being closed . One side of the tube is covered with
a non -conducting material. An even and gradual
rise of temperature warms the entire apparatus , but
a sudden heat, as in fire, vaporises the ether under
the unprotected glass , forcing down the mercury ,
and ringing an electric bell by the closing of a local
contact .
NEW SUBMARINES . —The Admiralty have placed
orders with Vickers , Sons & Maxim for ten addi
tional submarines of Bi class , one of which recently
went through highly successful evolutions in deep
water outside Barrow harbour. The new sub
marines embrace all improvements suggested by
Admiralty officials from the information gained in
trials and experiments made with the existing sub
marine flotilla . The new class of submarines are
considered by far the best of any yet built by any
Power .
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Queries and Replies .
Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope Query
Departmeni." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-( I ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only , and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back. (2) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3), A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed, and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interral of a few days must usually clapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . 15) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must clapse betore the Reply can be published. The
insertion of Replies in this polumn cannot be guaranteed. (6) AU
Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 25–29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London. E.C. )
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
( 13,441 ) Dynamo Failure. F. C. ( Manchester ) writes: I have
made a dynamo, and now I have come to try it I cannot get it to
work . I tried to run it as a motor, but it would only move about
a quarter of a turn as I kept turning it round . Will you kindly
letmeknow if I can get it to work by using thesame field -magnet
winding, and re -winding the armature again with another size
wire, or byputting another armature in ? The armature is the same
as in your handbook ( Fig 19, page 27) . On the field -magnet I
have got } lb of No. 22 D.C.C. on each magnet, 1 lb. in all.
If you have wound and connected your armature correctly, as
in the diagram , and the fields as in diagram 2 ( p ge 12 of our hand
book “ Small Dynamos and Motors " ) it should work satisfactorily.
Go through your windings again and see if they are all right. Per.
haps you have so connected the field coils as to get two N or two
Spoles, instead of one N and one S. Perhaps the brushes may not
be just in the best position. As you cannot shift them, try moving
the commutator round on the shaft a little one way or the other ;
also try lifting up one brush for a moment whilst current is on,
and then letting it fall on to the commutator again. What sort
of a battery have you ? You want a bichromate pattern or an
accumulator capable of giving 4 volts and about 2 to 3 amperes at
least. If you can get it to work as a motor, it should work as a
dynamo. Run at about 4,000 revolutions per minute. The
bearings are fixed all right , and will not affect the working of the
machine. A drum armature made up of soft iron stampings,
with eight cogs and eight coils, wound two in each slot, connected
to an eight-section commutator, would be an improvement wound
with No. 25 gauge single-silk covered copper wire. The position
of brushes is most important, and must be found by trial either by
shifting the brush s, cr being fixed, by shif, ing the commutator to
suit them . Try and get the machine going as a motor first ; then
run it in the same direction to try it as a dynamo. You can tell
when the machine is working all right as a dynamo by the pull on
the armature and humming noise which occurs directly the
magnets become excited. The field -magnet winding is quite
suitable, and need not be altered ; it should be connected in
shunt to the brushes.
( 13,427) Accumulators. C. Mc. D. (Glasgow )writes:Would you
kindly answer me the following questions ? I have been mak
ing the accumulators described by Charles Williamson in The
MODEL ENGINEER. Having pasted the plates with red lead, and
let stand for a week, the paste gave way after they were put in the
cells. I formed them in chloride of lime ( as described in your
handbook " Small Accumulators " ). ( 1 ) Are the plates to be
bent S shape before the paste sets, and are they to be quite close
together- i mean the S shape plate ? ( 2 ) I have a large accumu
lator with twenty plates 4 by 4+ : what voltage would I get out of
a battery that size,
and would it work it -in . sparking coil ? I
have looked through all the " Queries and Replies " of THE MODEL
ENGINEER as far back as 1901, but I do not see anyone with the
same trouble.
( 1 ) Yes. Before set. Should be fairly close together, but not
touching the neighbouring plate, of course. Insulating strips
should be used if necessary, ( 2) If plates are all coupled in series,
you would get 20 volts ; if in parallel 2 volts ; and so on. You
could get anything from 2 to 20. Yes ; would suit a 11-in. coil, if
arranged to give io volts pressure.
( 14,424 ) Cells for Alarm Clock and Lamp. E. M. (Teign
mouth) writes : I shall be much obliged if you will advise meon the
following : I have fitted up an electric alarm clock, and wish to
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construct a battery to light a 4-volt lamp, so that when the alarm
starts I can switch off the bell and switch on the light to see the
time ; or if I awake before the bell rings, to be able to see the time
by moving the switch. Which is the best battery to use , and the
number of cells required ? I thought
either a battery of Daniel
cells ( as described on page 200 , Vol. I ) , or the battery shown on
page 211 (Vol. I ).
See November 15th ( 1903) issue On the Market." These cells
would answer your purpose admirably.
( 13,415) Mercury Break for Spark Coil. J. S. ( Farnworth)
writes : I have just made an interruptor to increase the efficiency
of a spark coil ( from the sketch in THE MODEL ENGINEER issue,
December 15th , 1901 , by B. A. Hunt). The interruptor works well
as a vibrator, but when working with a f.in, spark coil, instead of
increasing the efficiency of the coil, I can only get a small spark
from coil. A beautiful spark is seen on the edge of the mercury
and point of dipping rod. After working for a short time dirty
deposit settles on the mercury . ( 1 ) Should this be thea case
?
( 2) Should it spark on the mercury ? ( 3 ) I have tried it with a
smaller spark coil. ( 4 ) Is the mercury impure ?
Your coil is rather small for use with this type of interruptor,
but the vibrator is, apparently, not moving with sufficient speed ;
it must vibrate very rapidly to give a good result, and we think it
you increase its speed ofworking you will find considerable improve.
ment. There must be a spark at the surface of the mercury ; you
cannot help that ; but if you have a good depth of alcohol or
paraffin oil on top of the mercury, the dirty deposit mentioned
should not formso rapidly as if the surface ofthe mercury is ex.
posed to air. This deposit, we conclude, is oxide of mercury pro
duced by the spark . In all mercury breaks it is necessary to take
out themercury from time to time, and clean it. Perhaps you have
omitted to use this layer of alcohol.
(13,366] Windings for Small Boat Motor. E. W. ( London ,
E C.) writes : Will you kindly let me know the windings for a 4-volt
Avery type boat motor (in series) with a It solid three -pole arma.
ture, and also for one of 6 volts, with a It -in. eight-pole laminated ,
cog -drum armature ? Would there be any difference in amount of
wire needed between a solid and a laminated armature ?
Winding for three -pole boat motor, armature No 26 s.s.c.
copper wira , field -magnet No, 20 gauge d.c.c. copper wire. Get on
as much wire as you can on both armature and field -magnet,
Winding for cog -drum armature, No 24 gauge p.s.c. copper wire ;
field -magnet for ditto, No. 19 gauge d.c.c. copper wire. In this
machine alsс get on as much asyou can . Wirewould be same gauge
and amount for either solid or laminated armature ; the latter
would, however, give more power for a given current or an equal
amount of power for less current, as more magnetism would be
developed for the same amount of current and wire ; whilst there is
less loss in the iron, owing to absence of eddy currents in the metal
of the core.
( 12,660 ] Windings for Small Motor . A. H. (Ton Pentre)
writes: I have bought a field -magnet, 20 watts (Fig. 8 in MODEL
ENGINEER handbook ), and have got it lbs. of 24 g. s.c.c. wir:
before I bought the handbook, and as it gives 22 gauge there, !
am doubt as to whether my wire will do. I want to make a good
little machine to charge small accumulators 2 volts 15 amp. hours,
the two accumulators to drive motor bike. ( 1 ) Can I use 24 g.
wire ? ( 2) How much on fields and armature ( eight slot, Fig. 42) ?
( 3 ) Can the fields stand on a brass plate, or will it have to be in
sulated from the field -magnet ?
You can use the No. 24 gauge for the field -magnet. Try and get
on all the if lbs ., and then join your two coils in parallel with each
other, taking care thatbrushes.
they produce N and armature
S poles, and then join
them in shunt to the
Wind the
with No. 25
D.s.c. copper wire, getting on as much as you can - about 4 ozs.
will be enough. Run at about 3,000 revolutions per minute. The
field -magnet can be bolted to a brass plate. There is no need to
insulate it from the plate. Charge the accumulators in series
with each other, and put a small resistance in circuit with them ,
as these small drum machines work better at, say, about 8 volts
than if you try to work at 5 volts.
113,355] Four- pole Gramopbone Motor. H. S. (Potterspury )
writes : I am making afour-pole electric motorfor driving a gramo
phone with 20 slotted ring armature, 5 ins. in diameter. I can
get a little over 4 ozs . on armature of No. 22 D.C.c.,and am think
ing of winding fields with 12 ozs. No. 18 D.C.C. Will this give the
best results ? as I want to drive with a 2-volt accumulator, if
possible ? If I use two brushes, shall I have to connect opposite
bars of commutator, as advised in the four-pole motor in " Small
Electric Motors " ? I shall put f-in. pulley on armature shaft,and
a 3-in. pulley on gramophone shaft. Will this give about right
speed for motor I have your book on accumulators. What
would be the smallest size of accumulator you could recommend for
supplying current, as I understand the more amperes that are used ,
the larger the cell must be ?
No. 22 D.C.C. wire will do very well for the armature ; but we are
inclined to advise you to use No 16 gauge D.C.C, for the fields,it
you are only going to use 2 volts ; on the other hand, if you use No.
18 gauge, you can at any time reduce the resistance of the field
winding by connecting the coils, two or four, in parallel according
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to which you find the best arrangement to suit speed required .
You must obtain your pulley sizes by trial, as one cannot predict
what speed the motor will run at. You will do well to keep the
speed of motor as low as possible, to obviate noise. The field coils
should be joined in series to the brushes. The size of accumulator
should be that described in Chapter III ; try a single cell first :
if you do not get sufficient speed , add a second cell. Do not run
the cells right down ; they should never be discharged below a
point at which they give 18 volts per cell. It will be necessary to
connect opposite sections of the commutator, if you only use two
brushes ; the brushes must be at 90 degs , to each other.
( 10,958) Early Morning Waiter. W. H. H. (Workington)
writes : In your issue of December 3rd, 1903, No. 136, an article
is given on an automatic electric morning waiter. Will you kindly
sugget a way to boil the kettle with a spirit or benzoline lamp
as we have no gas in the house - say, by platinum wire or electric
spark , but some cheap method preferred.
Weare afraid your query involves the invention of an apparatus,
and therefore it is scarcely within the scope of our query column.
However, we send you a suggestion for the arrangement, but must
leave you to work out the details. The principle is as follows :
An ordinary match is held in a holder connected to a spring con
trolled bar, this bar is held in position by an electrically operated
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on Model Steamer Machinery." This book gives a good rule for
determining the size of cylinder. We would advise one return
tube boiler in preference to any other. Water tube boilers are not
in every respect suitable for model steamers owing to their com
paratively high centre of gravity.
( 13,375) Construction of Four- pole Dynamo. G. C. H.
(Enfield , N.) writes: Will you please answer the following queries :
I have a setof 4 -pole dynamo casting :, size as follows- field -magnet,
6 ins. diameter ; twelve slot drum armature, i in. long by 27 ins.
diameter, the brushes are placed at right angle ; to each other :
the magnet is mounted on a cast iron base. (1) What gauge wire
should be u ed for field coils and armature ? ( 2 ) Should the field
magnet be insulated from the lase ? If so , with what material ?
( 3) The four poles are i in . diameter and have a piece ofiron if ini .
by if ins. cast on the ends. Would there be any 1033 if I filed these
ends off so as to be able to wind the coils in the lathe ? ( +) Should
the commutator be cross connected ? If so , are the bar; opposite
each other connected ? ( 5) What would be the probable output
of this machine ?
( 1 ) Wind armature with No. 25 D.s.c. copper wire ; get on az
much as you can : the armature will proba ly take about 6 oz ).
Wind field coils with No. 22 gauge s.c.c. copper wire. Get on as much
as you can in the space. As you do not send a dimensioned sketch
SPRING BAR
CXTINGUISHER
SPIRIT LAMP

Guery 10958
FIG . 2.-SPIRIT LAMP.

GUIDE
ՄՄՄՄՄՄՄՄ
RATON STRIKER

GUIDE

CATCH

TWU POLE
ELECTRO MAGNET

SPRING

Query 10958
Fig. 1. - ARRANGEMENT FOR AN EARLY MORNING WAITER .
Catch or trigger against the action of a spring, the match head rests
in a striker consisting of a pair of hardened steel plate ; with sur.
faces roughened like a file ; when the alarm clock completes the
circuit the magnet pulls down the catch and the spring pulls the
match out of the striker and across the wick of a spirit lamp lighting
the spirit under the kettle . It is difficult to arrange for the
apparatus to extinguish the flame, but if you set the alarm to light
the lamp at the corrrect interval of time before it rings the alarm
bell, the water should be boiling and the cup full by the time you
are called up, when you can extinguish the flame by hand. The
striker is fitted with a compression spring to secure the exact
pressure necessary to ignite the match, and the striking bar is set
by pushing in the knob. With a reasonable amount of thought
you can make a neat job of the whole arrangement. The original
article in THE MODEL ENGINEER will assist you as to construction
of kettle and magnet, and as to the idea in general. The match
striking arrangement is a practical thing and has been made and
found to work well in a different application. If it is essential
according to your ideas to have an arrangement for extinguishing
the light, you could arrange a similar spring bar to pull a flat plate
over the top of the lamp, the said bar being released when contact
was made by the balanced cup support as explained in the original
article .The extinguishing plate could be hinged at the end of the
bar so as to rest on the lampwick (as sketch ). The small fatspring
is to keep the magnet armature and catchup into contact with the
stop on the strking bar.
(12,715) Model Steamer Building. H. P. ( Peckham ) writes :
I should be glad if you could assist me. I should like to build
a boat - length, 5 ft.; beam , 10 ins.; depth, 7 ins. for maximum
speed. Size of 2-cylinder twin screwengine geared together ; size
and sketch of boiler ; two boilers side by side preferred .
The best thing you can do is to procure our sixpenny handbook

we can only guess at the quantity of wire, probably about | lb.
each other and in shunt to
per pole, all coils joined in series with
the bru he . (2 ) No, you need not insulate the field -magnet from
base. ( 3) Yes, if you cut off the pole shoes you decidedly decrease
the output of the machine, we advise you to leave them on.
Commutator must be crois connected to opposite bars it only two
brushes are used ; if four brushes are used , the brushes are cross
connected instead of the commutator. For details of armature
winding and cross connecting, see our handbook on “ Small Dynamos
and Motors, page 36. ( 5) About 10 volts 5 amp ;. at 2,500 to 3,035
revolutions per minute .
( 13,479] Welding by means of the Arc. A. C. B. (Barrow
in - Furness) writes : Can brass or copper be fu jed or welded to
gether by means of the electric arc in the same way that iron or
steel can ?
We do not know if the system of electric welding by mean ; of
the arc has been used for copper. We believe Mr. G. W. de Tunzle
man, of 82 , Victoria Street, London, S.W. , was originally interested
in the arc process known as far as we recollect as the Bernardo
system : perhaps this gentleman could give you the information
you desire. Electric welding on the Thomson system is used for
joining copper rods and bars or wires, but no arc is used, the end ;
are merely pressed together and a very heavy alternating current
passed through the joint. We doubt if it is possibleto join bras
by a fusing or welding method so as to make a sound join .
( 13,419] Model Locomotive Details A. D. P. (Dalston
writes : I will be much obliged if you will. answer
the following
questions for me :-(1 ) Would a boiler 27 ins. long by 45 ini .
diameter, firebox 64 by 3 by 6 } ins, high, with ten or twelve f -in .
tubes, 21 ins. long, be powerful enough to drive a pair of cylinders
It by 21 -in . stroke, for a locomotive with four 8-in. coupled wheels ?
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If not, please inform me what size to make it. The distance be
are equal to the value of the resistance in ohms multiplied by the
current in amperes flowing through it. For instance, if you have a
tween the wheels is 5 ins. ( 2) What sizes inlet and exhaust should
be used for the cylinders ? (3) What is the best style of super
wire of a resistance of 1 ohm , and having connected the voltmeter
heater to use in an engine of this kind ?
to the ends of the resistance, you force a current of 5 amps. through
it, the voltmeter will indicate 5 volts, as it takes 5 volts pressure
The boiler is rather long for its diameter, and we should prefer
force 5 amps. through a resistance of 1 ohm . It is necessary
to
to see your drawing ofthe engine beforegiving a definite opinion.
to have the resistance wire of ample size, so that it does not be
Cannot you make the diameter 44 ins.? The outside firebox would
appreciably heated by the current, or the rise in temperature
come
be better if it were 9 ins. long. With perfect blast arrangements there
will introduce an error. “ Eureka " resistance wire is a good
should be no difficulty as regards the steaming of the boiler .
material
to use, as its specific resistance is high and temperature
Cylinders it by 24 ins. may be used with the wheels you are in
error very small. The connections are made as in Fig. 36 of our
tending to use . (2) Steam pipes may measure 5-32nds or 3-16ths
handbook,
only you will be testing the voltmeter instead of the
4 in. ( 3) Everything
pipes, 7-32nds
; exhaust
in the bore
ampere meter. We can advise you further if necessary when you
depends
upon
the arrangement
and in.
size or
of the
smokebox. The
type used for the “Undertype" design (January, 1903), and
are ready to calibrate. Read our handbook also .
recently detailed, is a very good type, but care must be taken in
(13,449] Gramme Ring Armature Winding. E. M. T.
thesilver soldering . See our new book, " The Model Locomotive,"
(Portsea) writes : Be kind enough to give me information on the
by H. Greenly, for further particulars.
following : I have purchased a gramme ring armature, which was
made a good many years ago. It is over -wound with three layers
( 13,471) Alloys of Aluminium. A. J. A. (Castle Douglas)
writes : Would you kindly oblige by replying to the following
of No. 18 B.W.G., in thirtycoils. The armature is 5 ins. diameter
question ? What substance or substances should be mixed with
and 21 broad. (1) How many watts should it give, if suitably
wound as a Manchester or Leed ; dynamo ? ( 2) What would be
aluminium to harden it for turning ( in the lathe), and in what pro
portions should they be mixed ?
the correct dimensions of fields for either of these types ? ( 3) What
gauge and quantity of wire would be required for fields of either of
There is a considerable range in the composition of aluminium
the above types, if wound (a) for lighting purposes, and (b) for
alloys, depending upon the particular use to which the alloy is to
charging accumulators ?
be put. If you obtain your castings or metal from a founder or
firm used to supplying aluminium alloy, and state exactly what
( 1 ) About 50 volts 8 amp3, in a suitable field. ( 2) We advise a
Manchester type field -magnet, core ; wrought iron , 2 in 3. diameter
properties it should possess — that is, toughness or hardness, & c.
by 5 in . long, cast iron yokez same width as armature thickness
the correct alloy could be supplied to you without your troubling
to know its composition. The following mixtures, how
ever, are used, and give an alloy which, whilst containing
nearly all aluminium , is harder than the pure metal, and
cuts clean and takes a polish. You might try them if you
intend to make your own castings: ( 1 ) 94 parts aluminium ,
6 parts of copper or nickel ; (2) 96 parts aluminium ,4 parts
copper : ( 3) 80 parts aluminium , 5 parts copper, 15 parts
zinc : ( 4) also aluminium , with 3to 5 per cent. of silver
added ; or 5 to 9 per cent. silver and 1 per cent. copper.
We suggest trying the simple 3 to 5 per cent. silver alloy
first.
(13,506) Mitcham Launch Engine. J. C. (Mel
rose, N.B.) writes : With reference to the diagrams of
petrol engines used in the Mitcham motor launches in
THE MODEL ENGINEER of January 19th, will you be good
enough to explain to me why it is necessary to use gear
wheels, &c., in the ignition arrangements. It appears to
me that as the charge requires to be exploded each time
the piston reaches the top of its stroke that the contact
could be broken inside the firing chamber by the deflector
plate shown in the drawing, or by some such other arrange
ment
let me know as soon as convenient what you
think. ofKindly
this idea.
This is all the information we have of the engines in
question. It appears that as the engine is a two-cycle
one, the gear wheel A should be the same size as B, unless
there is a correspondingincrease of speed imparted to the
other end of side shaft — which is quite possible. We
adviseyou to write to the makers at Mitcham , Surrey, for
fuller information , if you require it. The arrangement
you refer to has often been tried, with various results.
The trouble with that method is in timing the spark for
all kinds of working and speeds.
Fig. 1. - LEYLAND, BARLOW & Co.'s SELF- ACTING Power
( 13,421) Straightening Wire.
C. R. (London )
SHAPING MACHINE.
writes : Would the Editor of The MODEL ENGINEER kindly
say what is the best method of straightening, wire when first un.
where joined to cores at least if ins. ( 2 ins. would be better). The
coiled for such a job, say, as making a bird -cage ; or where can
outside line of thickness can be carried right across the armature.
such instructions be found ?
Wind field - cores with ro to 12 lbs. total (that is 6 lbs. on each core ),
No. 22 gauge s.c.c. copper wire ; speed about 1,600 revolutions per
By drawing the various lengths, when cut up, either through
both coils joined in series with each other and in shunt to
minute,
the fingers orbetweena couple of blocks of wood ,or over a smooth
the brushes. Would suit either lighting or accumulator charging .
This will take all kinks out, and the wire will become
surface.
Armature
should run as close to pole pieces as possible. The out
straight if carefully manipulated.
put of machine will be affected by the dimensions of the armature
core, which is at present unknown, so we must assume that isof
(13,275) Armature Winding. F. B. (Nottingham ) writes :
reasonably good proportions.
Will you kindly answer me the following questions ? I have a
dynamo, field -magnets, wound with 5 lbs. ( each limb) of No.
( 13,468 ] Model High -speed Bogine. D. M. B. (Blairhill)
22 s.c.c., armature bore 3. 15-16ths ins. diameter , 3 ins. long.
writes : I have started to make a 2-in . single cylindered vertical
What gauge and quantity of wire will be needed for the armature ?
high
-speed engine to drive a small dynamo. Would it be better
Also, whatdiameter stampings, and whether cogged or plain drum ?
to have a stroke of 14 ins., or one z ins. ? And what size of ports
that can be run for this ma
commutator
-section
16
good
a
have
I
give the best results ? What size of boiler and what steam
would
chine. Voltage as high as possible .
pressure will be required for engine to drive dynamo with five 10
Use an armature about it lbs. of No. 22 S.W.G. copper wire.
C.-p.
lamps
?
Use 37 -in. stampings.
A higher speed will be possible without causing so much vibration
with a It-in. stroke, as it is difficult to perfectly balance the
( 13,514] Winding Voltmeter to Read to 30 volts. D. C. N.
reciprocating parts of a single -crank engine. Steam ports may be
(Cardigan ) writes :Will you kindly letmeknow what alteration
1 in . long by } in. wide : exhaust port i in. by 1 in. ; port bar
wouldbe necessary in your small handbook design for making a
in. wide. You do not state what type of boiler you are desirous
voltmeter to read to 30 volts instead of to 20 ? How can I con
of making. One with at least 800 sq . ins. of heating surface will
nect it up to test it ? I have an ammeter reading to 10 amps.,
be required. A steam pressure of about 50 lbs. will be found
and gas engine and dynamo.
economical.
Wind voltmeter bobbin with No. 38 s.s.c. copper wire instead
of No. 36 gauge . You can calibrate the voltmeter by an applica
( 13,486 ] Lagging Boiler P. S. ( Preston) writes : Will you
tionof Ohm's law , that the volts at the ends of a known resistance
kindly help me in my first question that I have asked of you . I
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have a vertical boiler 7 ft. 6 ins. by 3 ft. 6 ins. which I wish to
cover in order to keep in the heat. ( 1 ) What is the covering made
of ? ( 2) How is it to be applied ?
Cover it with asbestos yarn, wound round the boiler and a
cleading of sheet iron. Bands of hoop iron may be used to keep
the sheet iron cleading in place. Wooden lagging may be used,
with or without sheet iron cleading. The wood should be put on
in strips running vertically and parallel to the centre line of the
boiler.
( 13,4541 ) Model Baginder Electric Locomotive. P. G.
(Birmingham ) writes : I should be much obliged if you could let
me know where I could get the castings made for the model electric
locomotive recently given in journal.
Write to S. Holmes & Co., Albion Works, Bradford , Yorks, who
are suppl.ing castings of this model.
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New Catalogues and

Lists .

Johnson & Phillips, Charlton, Kent, send a list describing
electrical cable work which contains several photographs of con
tract work for laying mains in course of progress, and particulars
of junction boxes, cables and other specialities.
The Langdon - Davies Mo'or Co., Ltd. , 101 , Southwark
Street, London, S.E.-We have received from this well-known firm of

The News of the Trade .
( The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers. )
Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .

* Small Shaping Machines.
After the lathe we suppose the most useful machine tool the
amateur can possess is a smallshaper. Not having had the long
practice of the engine fitter in the art of filing , the home mechanic
finds such a tool an inestimable boon , and with reasonable care in
marking out his work in every way is much improved. Messrs.
Leyland, Barlow & Co., of Trafford Road, Manchester, have pro
duced a cheap and simple machine, which has the merit of being
strongly built, well fitted, and of good finish. It is supplied in two
forms, as shown in the illustration herewith . In the hand shaper
the lever actuates the slide through a rack and part pinion.
The surface of the work table is kept square with the tool
by a tenon sliding in a groove ; this tenon , however, can be removed
the table placed at any angle, while by entirely detachingthe
and
table, large work can be bolted directly to the 'machine. The
automatic variable feed motion is reversible in a moment and the
hand traverse is readily effected. A hole 2 ins. in diameter is
provided through the body of the shaper for machining key ways
in shafts and similar articles. The swivel toolholder may be ad.
justed to any angle for cutting vees. The
power machine, which is eminently suitable
for small engineering workshops, has a
specially designed clutch and pulley and
is intended tobe driven direct from the
main shafting, butif desired a three-speed
cone can befitted and countershaft sup
plied at a moderate extra cost. Al! gears
The stroke is
are cut from the solid .
6 ias., traverse 12 ias., width of belt 2 ins.,
size .of work table, 6'by 8 ins., tools f -in
square.
* A Complete Night- Light Set.
A very complete night-light set is being
placed on the market by the Electrical
Sundries Manufacturing Company, of 152,
Grey Mare Lane, Manchester.
The set
includes the following, as shown in our
illustration : a powerful accumulator, silk
covered flexible wire, bracket, shade car
rier, fancy glass shade, lamp-holder, nickel
plated turn switch, and lamp, in cardboard
box, as illustrated . Full particulars can
be found in the firm's catalogue of every
thing electrical, which will be sent to any
reader on receipt of 3d. in stamps. We
can heartily recommend the night-light set
as a marvel of excellence and cheapness.
* Celluloid Cased Accumulators.
We have at the time of writing before
us two excellent two - cell accumulators in
celluloid cases, from the Central Electric
Company, 151, High Holborn , London,
W.C. The plates are well protected from
FIG. 2. - LE
buckling by celluloid distance pieces, and
the terminals are raised a considerable
distance above the top of the cells ,the lugs holding the terminals
being much longer than usual.

THE ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MANUFACTURINC Co.'s
COMPLETE Night-Light Ser.
electro motor manufacturers copies of their tastefully printed lists,
which give particulars of their motors for continuous and alternat.
ing currents, from th.-p. upwards, motor friction clutches, and

ND, BARLOW & Co.'s HAND SH .

NG MACHINE.

other accessories, together with useful notes on the uses and cost
of running motors.
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The Editor's Page .
THE MODEL ENGINEER LOCOMOTIVE COMPETITION .
E shall be glad if all those readers who intend
WE enter ing Modez. ExGeneeRemodel steam
locomotives ( to the design published in the
issue of January 7th , 1904 ), will please notify us
on or before the last day of the present month .
We have arranged that the locomotives shall be
judged by ourselves in conjunction with a Special
Committee appointed by the Society of Model
Engineers , and providing that at least three loco
motives are entered , the model adjudged to be the
best as regards workmanship, finish and results
will be awarded a silver medal . Bronze medals or
certificates may be awarded to other competing
models if the judges consider such distinction to be
merited .
Models should be delivered , carriage paid ,
addressed to the Hon . Secretary of the Society,
Mr. Herbert G. Riddle, at the Holborn Town Hall,
before 4 p.m , on March 20th next . They will be
exhibited and judged at the Society's meeting on
the same evening. The models should be properly
packed , and be accompanied by the full name and
address of the builder or builders ( in case the model
is a joint undertaking ), a signed declaration being
attached stating what portion is or is not the work
of the competitor or competitors . Particulars as to
the construction and results obtained from the loco .
motive will be an assistance to the judges. Unless
the competitor expresses a wish to the contrary,
the judges will consider themselves at liberty to
test the models under steam . While it is under
stood that the models must be built to the design
given in our coloured plate of January 7th, 1904,
minor deviations from the details of the design will
not disqualify any model, but any such alterations
introduced by the builder will be considered on
their merits by the judges in making the awards.
*
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industrial purposes will find a considerable amount
of useful information in this volume . The price is
Is . , or post free is . 2d .
Answers to Correspondents.

F. W. S. ( Arundale, W.A .).— Thanks for your
interesting card safely received .
J. W. C. (Shanklin ).- If you replied to those corre
spondents who enclosed stamp for this purpose
we think you did all that could be reasonably
expected .
E. A. N. (Meadows). We have no data in hand on
this subject at the moment , but will bear your
request in mind .
F. G. L. ( Horbury) .-You would require a volt
meter and an ammeter for both continuous and
alternating currents.
H. 0. C. ( Ryde ).-Central Electric Co., 151 , High
Holborn .
A. S. (Walkford ).— This type of automatic switch
has been explained in previous query replies, to
which please refer.
Notices,
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions ou
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publicationshould be clearlywritten on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
90 by making an appointment in advance.
This journalwill be sent post freeto any address for i38. per
annum , payable in advance . Remittances should be made by Posta
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus andprice lists, & c., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26-29, Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to The ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer, 26–29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, EC.
Allsubscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 265
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon ané
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
w subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.
Contents .

We have just published another little volume
which , while not relating to model work , will
probably be of interest to not a few of our readers .
This is entitled “ Gas Producers for Power Pur
poses," the author being Mr. W. A. Tookey, who
is already well- known for his excellent companion
handbooks on “ Gas Engines, ” and “ Oil Engines.”
In the volume under notice the subject of the pro
duction of gas for use in gas engines is discussed,
and a large number of modern producer plants are
described in detail. The use of producer gas is
making great headway, both on the continent and
in this country, partly on account of its convenience
where town gas is not available, and partly by the
great economy it affords. Those of our readers
who are interested in the use of gas engines for
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Experimental Set.

By R. ALAND and W. J. VERRIER .

FIG . 1.-AN ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTAL SET.

ISHING to get a more practical knowledge
of electricity, we decided some time ago
to experiment in our spare time . Our first
Primary
need was a handy supply of current .
batteries we found were messy, and secondary
cells expensive in first cost and in use, so we decided
to build a small dynamo
We bought a set of castings from a firm who
advertise in The MODEL ENGINEER, deciding on a
Kapp type shunt wound machine, to give 7 amps .
at 10 volts when running at 2,600 revolutions per
minute .
This size we thought would suit our requirements

W

and not take too much power to drive. Having
fitted the castings , making a scraped joint where
pole pieces join bed - turning shaft and assembling
the stampings, machining bearings, and fitting
brush gear — we proceeded to wind armature,
putting it into its bearings for convenience in
turning it about . This done, we turned our atten
tion to magnet coils . Having made bobbins of tin
that would just slide on magnet limbs, we soldered
thick sheet brass flanges to them and wound these
in lathe on a wooden mandrel. I should have said
that the armature is an eight -slot drum type wound
in eight sections.
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The photograph ( Fig . 2 ) shows the finished
machine, which quite answered our expectations.
We have used it for quite a number of purposes,
including lighting lamps, working motors, induction
coils , etc.

FIG. 2. - A SMALL KAPP DYNAMO.
Fig. 3 shows a 4-in. spark coil we have just made
to instructions given in THE MODEL ENGINEER
handbook . It is entirely home-made, including the
contact - breaker, which is of the horizontal type.
We took the platinum rivets out of
an old ignition coil , turned pillars and
screws from brass and made spring
from ' 010 spring steel. For secondary
terminals we riveted a pair of ordi
nary terminals into two brass plates ,
and fastened same to coil with two
screws. We did this to prevent termi
nals from cutting the ends of the
secondary wire when being screwed
down , also to make a stronger job.
The finished coil easily gives a 1-in .
spark and will light four vacuum
tubes.
In the illustration ( Fig. 1 ) is shown
a group of models, including dynamo
and coil already described . To the
left of the photograph will be seen a
M.W. miniature motor which we made ,
working a tube rotator, similar to one
recently described in THE MODEL
ENGINEER .
To the right of the pic
ture will be seen an easily made switch
The
board, which is very handy.
board is made of k -in . teak . At top
of same will be seen two flat strips
of copper with terminals at one end ;
these are connected to dynamo. Four holes were
drilled in each strip and brass screws are screwed
through strip and board .
At bottom of board are four pairs of terminals .
The left -hand terminal in each pair is connected
to lower strip by a wire at back of board soldered
at top end to screw already mentioned, and at
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bottom end to terminal screw. Just over right
hand terminals we put lever switches and the top
ends of these we connected to upper copper strip as
previously described .

THE WORLD'S TELEGRAPHS. — It is
computed that the number of tele
grams despatched throughout the
world last year was 557,040,073.
The
total number of offices available for the
despatch and receipt of messages was
122,341 . The length of line in opera
tion was 1,072,345 miles, while the
length of wire stretched was 4,065,552
miles. These totals are , of course, ap
proximate to some extent ; but they
afford some idea of the enormous deve
lopment of telegraphic communication
during the last few years . The number
of messages forwarded in Great Britain
last year was 92,471,000 , the number
of offices in operation being 12,129 ; the
length of line in operation was 49,450
miles, and the length of wire stretched
480,400 miles. The number of messages
despatched in France was 47,280,070,
the number of offices in operation being
13,527 ; the length ofline in operation
was 90,592 miles, and the length of wire
stretched 340,180 miles . The number
of telegrams despatched in Germany
was 45,216,963, the number of offices
being 25,621 ; the length of line in operation was
83,526 miles, and the length of wire stretched
The number of telegrams des
309,644 miles.
patched in Russia was 101,639,642 ; the length

Fig. 3.-A HALF-INCH SPARK Coil .

of line in operation was 106,417 miles , and the
length of wire stretched was 325.978 miles . The
number of telegrams despatched in the United
States was 91,391,443, the number of offices being
23,567 ; the length of line in operation was 196,115
miles, and the length of wire stretched 1,029,938
miles.
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Workshop Notes and Notions .
(Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired, accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)
A Method of Setting a Boring Bar with
Extreme Accuracy .
M
By R. J. MITCHELL.
Often the amateur requires to do an accurate
boring job , as, say, a steam cylinder, or a motor
cylinder, with simple appliances , and an ordinary
solid cutter. The following is a new method , it is
believed , of setting when the roughing cut has been
taken through :-Make the cutter for finishing as
nearly the exact ultimate size as possible , and take
special care to have tbe two cutting points revolving
in the same vertical plane, and to carefully temper
as well . Set this as in the ordinary way with the
thumb or scribing block , and when this is done rig
up an apparatus as in sketch (diagrammatic ). A
is simply a special kind of “ feeler " block , consisting
B

chi
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SETTING A BORING BAR WITH EXTREME ACCURACY .

of a heavy base, and a small flat spring of hard
brass , or better still, copper, which can be minutely
regulated by the screw C. A sheet of thin tissue
paper should be put between base, and bed of lathe ,
or the top stem of block should be insulated from
its base. " The other part of equipment consists of
a couple of cells, and an electric bell, or a lines
man's indicator. The principle is that when the
cutter is roughly adjusted this apparatus may be
used as a means of finer adjustment . For when
the point of the cutter misses the tip of the spring
even by so much as a five-thousandth part of an
inch, there will be no indication , or ringing of the
bell, for with two cells only a spark would not
jump across such a minute space. Its limit of
accuracy depends then on three factors — the pre
cision of the lathe ; the sparking distance at the
voltage of cells used , which can be very low ; and
the delicacy with which the operator can judge the
very small tap required to knock the cutter dead
true . He can then proceed with a light heart ,
being practically certain of obtaining a hole dead
true to size . The same apparatus could be used as
a truth indicator for a large number of jobs where
the eye alone is not exact enough.

Grinding Twist Drills.
By R. J. M.
Few so - called skilled mechanics can grind a twist
drill properly, and therefore the points mentioned
below may be useful to many amateurs, even some
who thought that they “ knew all about it years
ago . Besides the all-important point of grinding
the lips exactly equal in length and angle , there is
another precaution upon which depends the way

(A
B

D)

FIG . 2 .
Fig . 1 .
GRINDING Twist DRILLS.
the drill cuts metal away quite independent of
accuracy as assured by the first precaution. Look
at the drill endwise , and the line ( Fig . 1 ) joining
the two cutting edges should be as at A B, as if
the two cutting edges and A B were tending to
become one straight line ; not as at C D, where this
all-important line is at right angles. If the drill is
not ground us indicated , a cap of metal will form
around the extreme cutting point, and prevent the
drill doing its work properly ; and , consequently,
heating, and burring the hole, producing a bur
nished burred effect instead of a nice clean cut .
When drilling out a larger hole into a smaller one,
as when drilling a cored casting, slightly blunt the
edges of the drill, and put a tinge of vaseline on
its sides before starting, and after having turned
a bevel on face of casting. This will ensure a smooth
true hole without any danger of the drill breaking
loose, and wrecking everything in the finger line
near.
Split Nuts for Use in Driving Threaded Work .
By G. W. A.
Some time ago I came across descriptions
of drivers and split nuts for threaded work . Using
a nut which has a saw slit in one side can hardly be
called good practice , especially if it refuses to come

K

la d

d

A SPLIT Nut.
off easily . A cold chisel driven in the slot eases it ,
but after doing this a few times the result is the
second stage in the evolution of the split nut , the
halved nut. Now we have two pieces to put on
our thread and introduce into the dog, which is
troublesome, to say the least . Having a set of
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threaded carriers or one carrier with inserted tapped
bushes see ns to be overdoing the matter .
I think I have struck the happy medium in the
split nuts shown in the sketch I submit . I have
had a set of thirteen , 4 in . to i in . , in constant ser
vice for several years, and I believe them to be the
cheapest and at the same time most effective yet
heard of . They take up a space of only i in . by
84 ins., placed tandem , with the slots over a narrow
upright strip of brass to hold them in place. They
are made of cast steel , tapped to a full thread and
turned concentric with the threaded hole . The
length = d = the diameter of the tap , and the out
side diameter of the nut
It x d. After the slots
were cut , I opened the nuts a trifle with a chisel ,
to ensure their being turned on freely by the fingers
after hardening. It takes but a second to spin them
on . They were hardened in oil and given a spring
temper by burning off the oil . A common lathe
dog or a three or four -jawed chuck closes them on
to a thread with a grip like grim death . —American
Machinist .
A Three- Legged Internal Micrometer.
Power gives the accompanying illustration show
ing the construction of an internal micrometer
having three measuring points, the advantage of
which is evident to all who have occasion to use
such an instrument. The measuring points are

The
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Speed of British Warships . - Of the thirty
seven war vessels belonging to the British Navy
which have been subjected to speed tests during
the past year, twenty -eight attained speeds in ex
cess of 21 knots ; and of these , twelve were cruisers,
the remainder being torpedo-boat destroyers and
torpedo boats. Of the number, too , scven were
armoured ships of about 23 knots. The significance
of these figures is reflected by the fact that prior
to 1895 we had no ships other than torpedo craft
in the British Navy with a speed exceeding 21
knots, with the exception of the Blake and Blen
heim , whose designed speed of 22 knots could not
be relied upon , owing to boiler difficulties.
A Large Searchlight. - The Shuckert Company,
of Nuremberg, have constructed a searchlight for
which they claim an illuminating capacity equal to
316,000,000 candle-power. If it were possible , says
the Morning Post, to set this giant on a tower
300 ft . high, its rays could easily be detected
eighty miles away, and those who cherish fancies
about light telephony can even imagine that con
versations could be made audible by it at such dis
tances . The searchlight has a diameter of 6 ft .
6 ins . , which would be a large size for a church clock ,

A THREE- LEGGED INTERNAL MICROMETER .
hardened and ground on the outside ends to a spher
ical surface, the diameter of which is less than the
diameter the tool is intended to measure . The
three measuring points are forced outward by the
conical end of the micrometer spindle, which is con
tained in the body. The measuring legs are thrust
outward until they come in contact with the surface
to be measured , and held against the conical end
of the spindle by small steel springs. The thimble
which operates the spindle is graduated to thou
sandths of an inch, and can be adjusted to take up
the wear . The legs are made interchangeable , so
that one or two handles for several sets of legs will
cover a range of sizes. The maker is the Newall
Engineering Company, Ltd. , Warrington, England .
The calorific value of a sample of coal obtained
in Bengal gives 13.61 lb. of water evaporated by
1 lb. of coal, which is the highest result obtained
in this coalfield.

and it is built with an Iris shutter , such as some
modern cameras have. The leaves of the shutter
slide within a fixed diaphragm in the axis of the ray
of light , and the electrical control is such as to
enable the shutter to govern the movement
of the beam of light in horizontal or vertical
directions .
Electric Automatic Wind Recorder. -During
the great gale on February 27th , 1903, a mail
train was blown over on Levens Viaduct on the
Furness line , and almost fell into the sea . The
Furness Company, in order to prevent siinilar
accidents, have erected an instrument which will
automatically warn the signalman on duty at Cark
and Plumpton when there is a wind pressure of
sufficient force to be dangerous to trains crossing
the viaduct . The apparatus, which has been
erected on the western side of the structure, con
sists of a coinbined wind - pressure gauge and re
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corder, and is connected with an electric arrange
ment by means of which bells are set in motion at
distant signal cabins. These bells will continue
to ring as long as the velocity of the wind on the
viaduct is dangerous to passing trains; consequently
all traffic will be stopped until the wind pressure
falls below the point of danger .

Largest Gas Engine Driven Generators in
the World. —The California Gas and Electric
Corporation , San Francisco, Cal., has just placed an
order with the Croker -Wheeler Company for three
4,000 horse -power three-phase revolving field
alternators, to be driven by 6,000 horse -power gas
engines, to be built by the Snow Steam Pump
Works . These generators are said to be the largest
in capacity in the world driven by gas engines , and
will furnish power to operate the United Railroads
of San Francisco , in accordance with a contract
recently secured by the California Gas
and Electric Corporation . The Snow
gas engines , to which they will be
direct connected , are the largest in the
world for this class of service. They
will run at 83 revolutions per minute ,
and the generators will deliver 13,200
volts at 25 cycles. The installation
of these three engine-driven generating
units in San Francisco will mark an
important step for the transmission
company, as they will operate in
parallel with the water power plants .
of the company, and thus serve as
an important reserve plant for the
entire system . One of the units will
be used exclusively for handling the
peak load on the railway lines .

Incandescent Gas Lighting for
Railway Carriages . — The L.B. and
S.C.R. Co. have recently placed on
their suburban lines a train lighted
throughout with incandescent gas
burners, with mantles of the inverted
type , supplied by gas on the Pintsch
system , familiar to every railway
The light is of 25 candle
traveller.
power , against the eight obtained with
a single burner of the old fish -tajl type ,
or the 16 obtained when two burners
are employed . The gas consumption
is only 0.6 cubic foot each burner .
The mantles employed are specially made for
the purpose of a tough material, which gives
satisfactory durability. As a precaution against
total extinction of the light , should a mantle
collapse , each is enclosed in a little cage of very
fine wire , which would retain at least some of
the fragments in position . Apart from the burners
themselves, the rest of the gas-lighting equipment
on the carriages remains unchanged, except that
the reducing valves that control the flow of the gas
from the reservcirs , where it is stored at a pressure,
initially , of six or seven atmospheres , have to be
regulated so that the pressure at the burners
is equivalent to about 8 ins . of water , instead
of to i in . , as required with a burner of the old
type.
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Interesting Examples of Model

Boat

Building .

By E. W. HOGGARD .
N beginning this description of my model
,
it a year ago, and that it took me about twelve
months of my spare time to build . The hull was
made from a block of yellow pine, 4 ſt . long , 8 ins .
beam , and 9 ins . in depth. The general appearance
can be seen from the accompanying photograph .
The fore and after decks are raised about an inch
above the main or lower deck. This lower deck can
be lifted off bodily, to give access to the engine and
boiler. On this deck is a deck-house , on the for
ward end of which is a wide bridge . In the centre
of this lower bridge stands the chart room , which
contains a small chart-table, and has glass windows
in front and on the two sides, and dummy doors at

FIG . 2. -A MODEL SCHOONER .
the back . Just above the chart room is the upper
bridge . On the after -end of the deck -house is
the engine-room skylight , which is made to slide on
and off, so that I can turn the steam regulator,
which comes just underneath . There are also four
brass ventilators on the deck-house, and four boats
hung in davits at the sides . There is a steering
wheel on the upper bridge, and one on the quarter
deck ; the latter one operates the rudder by means of
cords . There are stanchions, with two cords
threaded through for handrails round the decks
and bridges, and thero aie various other deck
fittings besides those mentioned .
The engine is a slide-valve marine engine , which
I built from parts obtained from Macmillan & Co.
The boiler is made of sheet copper , riveted and
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soldered together. It contains three flue tubes,
and the steam pipe is taken from the inside of the
boiler at the top of the front end , down through
the bottom of the boiler , and along the top of the
firebox to form a simple superheater .
The exhaust steam from the engine is directed up
th central flue, which just enters the steamer's
funnel . There are also two gauge taps on the
front of the boiler and a spring safety -valve on the
top , which also acts as a filling plug . The boiler is
lagged with mahogany, and fired by means of a
methylated spirit lamp with five wicks. The metal.
working tools which I had at my disposal were few ;
nevertheless the engine and boiler are a satisfactory
job. The boat is painted white above water-line, and
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to tests at the temperature of 200 °, 300 °, 400 °, 500 °,
and 550° C. At ordinary temperatures the strength
of the steel was for bar No. 2 , for example, 27 tons
per sq. in. , the ultimate extension on a gauge length
of 8 ins . 26.3 per cent . and contraction of area 46.9
per cent . The tests showed that the strength
increased up to 300 ° C. , by about 3:17 tons per
sq. in . , and from this temperature onward the
strength fell , roughly in proportion to the tempera
The
ture , to 13.1 tons per sq. in . at 550° C.
ultimate extension decreased from 25.5 per cent , at
ordinary temperatures to 7.7 per cent. at 200 ° C. ,
from which again it rose to 39'5 per cent. at 550 ° C.
The contraction of area also fell at 200 ° C. , but did
not rise until the temperature was above 300 ° C.

Fig. 1.-MR. E. W. HOGGARD'S MODEL STEAMER , WITH DECK AND MACHINERY REMOVED.

red below . The deck -house, masts , &c . , are of ma
hogany, varnished , and the funnel is painted yellow .
The model schooner Cicely, as will be seen by the
photograph , is fore and aft rig , and 3 ft . 6 ins . long ,
not including bowsprit. It took me about three
weeks to build . I built it during the time that I
was building the model steamer ( in the second year
of my apprenticeship ). The schooner is painted
white above water-line , and green below .
Strength of Steel at High Temperatures.
C. BACH has presented in the
PROFESSOR
Zeitschrift des Vereines Deutschor Ingenieure
the results of an elaborate series of tests of the
strength of steel at high temperatures. Bars from
three different works were subjected to tensile tes's
at ordinary temperatures, and successive lots of four

-

-

-

-

Tests were also made by keeping the loads on
for a considerable time . This prolonging of the
action of the load had no effect until the temperature
reached 300° C. , at which point it caused a slight
decrease of strength , and at 400 ° and 500° a greater
decrease . As regards the effect of prolonged loading
on the extension and contraction between the
temperatures of 300° and 400 ° C. , it caused an
increase in both ; but from 400° C. the extension
and contraction under prolonged loading decreased
until at 500 ° C. they were lower by from 20 to 25 .
per cent. than with ordinary duration of test .
Professor Bach draws the conclusion from his in
vestigations that for steam boilers , piping , &c . , the
strength of steel should be tested at the higher
temperatures ; and he is of opinion that this
conclusion is justified by his experiments , and
from the fact of the brittleness of steel at a blue
heat .

The Model Engineer and Electrician ,
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The

Construction

of Model

Alternators .

By “ ZODIAC."
( Continued from page 129. )
( 71 ) The Stator Case . — The building-up of the
laminated armature core into the generator case or
carcase is an important feature of the design . The
core discs must be supported away from the casing,
as this latter should not form part of the magnetic
circuit.

F.
Babbit melal

Bross
clamping
ring

Slalor core
Fig . 78 .
In some designs holes are bored near the outer
edge of the core plates (see Fig. 70), through which
the clamping bolts (holding the core discs together )
are passed, as shown in Fig. 73 , where the discs are
pressed together by the clamping ring, R. This
clamping ring is shown black in the section, the core
discs being held central with the casing by the bolts ,
as shown.
In Fig. 78 the core plates are placed in position,
and after being carefully clamped central with the
case the space between is run in with soft white
metal, thus permanently fixing the whole . As
shown in the figure, brass clamping rings are placed
at each side of the stator core. The end shields are
bolted to the flanges, F F, so that if the face of the
lug or ring portion L is turned true with the flanges,
the finished stator bore is bound to be true with
the end shields which carry the bearings. This
construction is very simple , and well suited to small
machines ; it is not to be recommended for larger
sizes than 1 h.-p., although one maker of alternating
current motors fixes all his stator cores in this
manner. Its defects are — firstly, the stator core
is too close to the case, thus tending to increase
leakage and wasteful eddy currents ; secondly,
the amount of white metal consiglerably adds to
the weight of the complete machine ; thirdly, the
design does not allow of any core ventilation. A
very good method of building up the core in the
case is shown in Fig . 79. The core discs are built
up on a mandrel, together with the brass or gun
metal endings, E E, the whole being held firm by
four or six rivets, R.
As shown in the upper portion of the figure, the
brass rings, E E, are provided with a series of pro
jections or lugs ( usually four or six ) , L. The dia
meter of the portion marked D corresponds to the
external diameter of the stator core stampings,
but the diameter over the lugs, L, is a little more
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than the internal diameter of the case. The
stampings having been assembled and riveted up.
the whole is put in the lathe , and the lugs , L , ground
down, so as to be accurately concentric with the
bore, and a tight driving fit into the case. The
case of the motor having been previously accurately
bored out , so that the portion marked B at each
side is turned to the correct diameter, is now
heated , and pushed over the core , so that on
cooling the shrinkage of the case holds the core
securely. The whole is again put in the lathe ( the
core being still mounted on the mandrel) and the
flanges, F, turned down, hence they are bound to be
true with the stator bore . In this design ( as in
the case of Fig. 78 ) the bearings are carried by end
shields bolted to the flanges, FF, the right-hand
end shield, S, being shown in Fig. 79. It will be
observed that a gap is left in the centre of the core
for ventilation purposes, holes being provided in
the casing, as shown .
The machine illustrated in Fig. 66 was built up
in the above manner. The use of brass end rings
or cheeks for the stator core is rather important
where the machine is to be wound as an induction
motor, these cheeks considerably reducing, the
leakage from pole to pole along the side of the
stator core. The design of machine shown in Fig.
80, taken from a large 300 k.w. slow-speed alter
nator, is recommended where the model is required
to look as far as possible like the large flywheel
alternators used in practice. It will be seen that
the diameter of the machine is considerably in
creased by adopting this type of casing. In this

D

S

Air current
FIG . 79 .
case the bearings do not form part of the machine
casing , but consist of separate pedestals supported
from the generator bedplate . The core discs are
supported by bolts similar to the design shown in
Fig. 73 , the two halves of the case being secured
together by bolts, B, suitable hand holes being
provided in the casing to allow these bolts to be
tightened up. The windings, CC, are placed in
insulating tubes, TT , there being two tubes per slot .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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The method of fixing the cast steel poles, P, to the
cast iron yoke, Y, would have to be slightly modified
in the case of a model, as there would be very little
room to get at the bolts, owing to the small diameter
of the field system .
As already stated , the case itself should not form
part of the magnetic circuit, hence the ideal metal
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S, are riveted on to the core disc , as shown , SO
that in the assembled core ventilating spaces, V V,
are left between the strips, SS. An alternative
method of ventilating is shown in Fig. 82 . When
cheeks of brass ( E E , in Fig. 79) are used at each
side of the stator these brass rings have radial
ventilating groves cut into the side next the stator

TABLE OF DIMENSIONS OF SMALL ALTERNATORS.
Four-pole revolving field type machines 50 cycles at 1500 revs.

Dimensions of Stator Iron .

Single Phase.

Effi
Effi .
H.-P.
H.-P.
Output
ciency, required Output ciency, required
Wattsin
.
per to drive. in Watts. per
drive.
to
cent.
cent.

Type

External
Diameter.

Bore of
Stator.

Length of
Stator .

Approxi
mate
weight Diam
of com
eter of
plete Shaft.
machine.

125

56

0-3

85

50

0'25

m.m. ins.
150 = 6

m.m. ins.
90 = 31

m.m. ins.
55 = 216

lbs.
57

II

230

60

0-5

IIO

55

0-27

210 = 81

110 = 415

65 = 21%

II2

III

500

70

IO

240

59

0.6

260 = 107

160 = 6

90 = 31%

158

IV

850

73

16

400

65

08

295 = 113

200 = 71

110 = 476

235

V

1400

75

2'5

650

68

13

325 = 121 &

230 = 91

125 =418

290

in,

Hoo

I

anken

Three Phase .

1

TABLE SHOWING OUTPUT OF STANDARD MACHINES WOUND AS “ INDUCTION " MOTORS.
4 pole, 50 cycle.

Three Phase 50 Cycles.

Type.

B.H.-P.

Single phase so Cycles.

Power Factor per cent.
Speed in Efficiency
revs .
t
per min . per cen . Half Load . Full Load .

I

0:4

1360

58

50

63

II

06

1375

65

56

70

III

13

1380

73

62

B.H.-P.

Power Factor per cent.
Speed in Efficiency
revs .
per min . per ( ent. Hali Load . Full Load .

53

40

60

05

1350

60

45

68

80

0.8

1400

70

49

74

I

1410

73

51

76

1420

74

55

77

ܝܕܗ

1310

2

1385

76

64

83

V

3

1390

79

65

84

to use for the alternator case would be brass or gun
metal. In practice , the cost of brass or gunmetal
would make the machine far too expensive, and
hence the case is always made of cast iron . If the
model maker wishes to use brass, there is no objec
tion to the use of this metal in thecase of a model.
It will be noticed that in the case of Figs . 73 , 79
and 80 the stator has ventilating slots provided . It
is advisable to provide at least one ventilating slot
in the centre of the armature core or stator, if not
two or three slots, as this allows the armature to
cool more readily, thus providing for overloads.
The method of making these ventilating slots is
shown in Fig. 81. A series of radial strips of metal,
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iron for ventilating the core. In the case of
machines of under 500 watts output , such venti
lating slots in the armature (or stator) are hardly
necessary .
( 72 ) Dimensions of a line of Standard Alternators .
--The dimensions of a series of five sizes of machines
are given in the accompanying table , these machines
being very liberally rated so as to give the outputs
stated for a period of three or four hours without
overheating, and also to give 50 per cent . overload
for short periods. Complete drawings and wirding
calculations will be given for type III machine.
While the subject of induction motors is beyond
the scope of this paper, it may be noted that the
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same design of machine is well adopted for winding ,
as either a single or a three-phase induction motor,
and , therefore, the outputs that can be obtained
from these carcases are given in the second table .
In the case of an induction motor , it is advisable
For
to use three or four slots per pole per phase .
further information on induction motors, the reader
is referred to the Model ENGINEER for November
B

T

C.

T
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For the Bookshelf .

[ Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from THE
Model ENGINEER Book Department, 26–29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E.C. , by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.]
THE Motor Car Acts ( 1896 and 1903). By John
A. Williamson , Solicitor. London : Iliffe and
Sons, Ltd. Price is. net ; postage 2d.
Contains a large amount of information on the
regulations to be observed by owners and users of
motor cars and cycles , and pains and penalties to
be suffered by those transgressing these regulations.
Includes a list of the duties to be paid for licences ,
etc. , particulars of identification plates, powers of
local authorities to prohibit the use of motor cars
on special roads , regulations for registration and
licensing, a list of the distinguishing letters for
various districts (we understand that the County
Council of Dorset have recently altered the dis
tinguishing letters for their district ) , regulations
for the storage of petrol, and so on . Undoubtedly
a most useful handbook not only for users of motor
cars , but for all interested in the application of the
Motor Car Acts.
ELECTRIC TRACTION . By . J. H. Rider , Chief Elec
trical Engineer , London County Council Tram
ways . London : Whittaker & Co. Price
ios. 6d . net ; postage 4d.
The name of the author is sufficient to guarantee
that this is a useful work . It is full of information
on the subject of electric tramways . The generating
plant, the equipment and circuits on the cars, and
the track are dealt with in considerable detail.
Overhead , conduit , surface contact , and accumu
lator systems all receive attention ; the questions

Fig . 8o .
5th, 1903. The motor speeds given in the table
are the full load speeds — i.e., the synchronous
speed minus the slip . The full load slip for small
motors varies from 125 per cent . in the smallest
sizes to about 6 per cent . in the case of the larger
sizes . At no load the speed will be practically
synchronous — i.e ., 1,500 revolutions per minute
in :he case of four- pole 50-cycle motors. The full
load current is obtained thus :
Current per line wire
Horse -power X 746
Terminal voltage xe x cos . Ø x k
Where e = the percentage efficiency divided by
100 .
Cos . •
the percentage power factor divided by
100 .
k = 1'73 for three-phase motors.
2 for two -phase motors.
i for single-phase motors .
The calculations and drawings for an alternator
( Type III ) will conclude this series of articles. A
photograph of the finished machine is given in The
MODEL ENGINEER for September roth , 1903, the
actual winding being somewhat modified .
( To be continued. )

The power of a model boiler is measured by the
amount of water it evaporates in a given time, and
is more or less quite independent of the pressure at
which it is worked .

ther
Ventile ting Strips i mm thick , riveted between
alternate core slots .
Fig . 81 .

n
Curved iron wire , No. 14 gauge, forming ventilating
ducts.
FIG. 82 .
of working and management are also discussed .
In Chapter XIII the author remarks on the in
fluence of load factor on cost, and explains the
merits of combined lighting and traction stations .
There are a large number of illustrations and dia
grams, and an appendix giving the Board of
Trade regulations. Chapter XIV deals briefly with
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electric railways. A very good book . The details of
dynamos and motors, such as armature windings ,
brushes, magnets and so on might , perhaps, have
been left to books dealing specially with dynamo
electric machinery , and the space devoted to more
information as to the working and troubles peculiar
to electric tramways ; but it is certainly evidence of
the intention of the author to deal with the subject
in a thorough manner .

The

Duke

of

Westminster's

New Locomotive .

I

By A. G. Robins, M.I.Mech.E.
N fulfilment of a promise made to the Editor of
THE MODEL ENGINEER some few months ago ,
I now have the pleasure of submitting to the
readers of this Journal two photographs of the new
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The following are a few of the leading dimensions
of the new locomotive, “ Shelagh
Gauge of line , 15 ins.
Length over buffer beam , io ft .
Width over -all, 3 ſt . 10 ins .
Cylinders (outside) : diameter, 54 ins. ; stroke .
8 ins.
Wheels (six-coupled ) : diameter, 16 ins.
Heating surface, 80 sq. ft .
Grate area, 3 sq.ft.
Working pressure, 175 lbs .
Weight (empty ), 3 tons 15 cwt .; fully loaded ,
4 tons 10 cwt .
Tractive power at 150 lbs . mean pressure in
cylinders , i ton .
Indicated h.-p. , 60 .
Coal capacity, i cwt .
Water capacity, 77 gallons .
The engine is fitted with a steam brake, two
automatic Holden and Brooke injectors, a com
bination wheel and lever reversing gear, and front
and rear sand-boxes .
The coupling-rols are

SHELACH

Fig . 1.- THE DUKE OF WESTMINSTER'S NEW Six-COUPLED L.OCOMOTIVE , " SHELAGH ."
engine which has just been placed in service on the
Duke of Westminster's Eaton Hall light railway .
The engine ( unlike the one illustrated in The
Model Locomotive , which is a four-coupled ) is a six
coupled locomotive , and has wheels 16 ins . in
diameter . It is shown in the photograph ( Fig . 2 ),
attached to a new saloon carriage, which is used
for the purpose of accommodating the Duke's guests
who come down for the big winter shoots. The
Jength of this coach is 21 ft . 2 ins. over-all and
19 ft . 6 ins. over the body.

attached to the wheel cranks by means of patent
swivelling gunmetal bearings, these avoiding all
torsional strains when the locomotive is rounding
curves . The safety -valve is fitted on the top of
the dome , somewhat after the “ Drummond ”
style , but with valve recessed inside the dome
casing , instead of projecting out therefrom . The
heating surface is larger in proportion to the size
of the cylinders than was the case with the
" Katie ."
The locomotive was built at the Duffield Park
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workshops of Sir Arthur Heywood, and I may men
tion that the contract stipulated that a load of 25
tons should be easily worked over any portion of the
line. The particulars appended show that this
portion of the contract has been more than ful
filled. The workmanship and finish of the new
engine throughout is first-class, although, per
sonally, I think the outside appearance might easily
have been improved.
TESTS OF THE Six-COUPLED LOCOMOTIVE MADE ON
DELIVERY TO THE E.L. RAILWAY.
( a) Maximum Capacity Test. -A load of thirty
full coal wagons and one van, being a gross weight
of 331 tons, run from Balderton to Eaton Hall
—three miles. Time taken , with one stop at
Wrexham Road of about one minute , 27 minutes.
No effort was made on this run to attain speed .
Rails were not dry, and it is probable that quite
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The gradients on the up journey-viz. , Balderton
to Eaton , are as follows :
Level
60 chains.
i in 300 up
5
10
i in 70 ,,
i in 100
5
20
Level
20
i in 308 up
i in 82
30
20
i in 91 ,
20
i in 200
i in 100 !
30
i in 65 down
5
Level
15

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY. —The Marconi Company
have entered into an agreement with the Oceanic

R

E

Fig . 2. - THE LOCOMOTIVE AND New Saloon ; Eaton Light RAILWAY .
35 tons could have been taken with dry rails, and
after engine had been worked for a time .
(b ) Time Test with Average Load . — Train of fif.
teen loaded wagons and one van-19 tons . Time ,
including stop at level-crossing, 16 mins.; average
speed (including stop ), 11.25 miles per hour.
(c ) Maximum Speed Test with Light Load.—Time
occupied in running from Balderton to Eaton ,
with one stop of 30 secs, at level-crossing. 10 mins .
30 secs .
Average speed , including stop, 17.1 miles per hour .
Average speed, excluding stop, 18.4 miles per hour.
Maximum running speed, 20 miles per hour.

Steam Navigation Company, Ltd., tor the
equipment of six of the White Star Line
vessels with Marconi wireless apparatus. The
names of the vessels to be fitted are :-Oceanic,
Celtic, Baltic, Cedric, Majestic, and Teutonic. When
these vessels have been equipped , practically all the
Atlantic liners of the principal shipping companies
will be carıying Marconi apparatus.
Railway Mileage. - It is confuted that 3,832
miles of new mileage of main track were built in
America during last year, which is the smallest
since 1898 , when 3,265 miles were constructed , and
last year the new mileage was 5,652 .
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Design

for a Model Horizontal
Steam Engine . *

By J. CASE.
OME time ago a very fine model Corliss mill
by
in the columns of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
Several readers evidently thought they would like
to make such an engine for themselves, and asked
if drawings of the same could not be reproduced ,
but were informed that Mr. Gilbert had made his
model without working drawings.
Besides this , our Editor has given us one or two
hints that a new kind of model horizontal engine
was needed , and that the ordinary type has been
overdone. I therefore thought that the present
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to fit the model with girder frames, with bored
guides and bearings in one casting. The trip gear
is of the Spencer- Ingliss type, and as readers may
not be acquainted with the working of this valve
gear, I will endeavour to make things clear.
A five- armed lever shown in the drawing of the
valve gears, is caused to rotate in an arc about its
centre by means of an eccentric . To this are attached
four valve rods which are connected to the valves ,
the two upper ones to the inlet valves, and the
lower to the exhaust, these latter present no diffi
culties in their working. All that is required of
them is to partly oscillate and open the exhaust
port at the right time and keep it over for a fixed
portion of the stroke. The two upper valve rods
are more intricate, however , for theyhave not only
to open the steam ports at the right moment, but
to keep them open for the length of time demanded
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FIG. 1. - ELEVATION OF COUPLED COMPOUND CONDENSING CORLISS MILL ENGINE .
competition would be a good opportunity to
describe such an engine and give drawings
thereof.
Perhaps this engine may be considered rather
more difficult to build than the engine fitted with
the ordinary slide or piston valve. But with a
little patience readers should be able to turn out a
satisfactory model..
The engine chosen is of the coupled compound
condensing (jet ) class, with air and other pumps
driven off tail rods. The former is driven by the
L.-P. rod , and the latter , two in number, one to
spray water into the condenser, and the other to
pump from the condenser to the boiler, are worked
by the H.-P. tail rod . The engine has cylinders
ij ins, and i } ins. diameter, and 2j- in , stroke, and
works at 600 revolutions per minute at an initial
boiler pressure of 100 lbs. per sq. in . — rather high
for a model. It is fitted with governors as made
by the Lauchammer Ironworks. It is proposed

* Competition No. 39 , for the best design of
Model Horizontal Engine.

by the rate of expansion, and then to close the port
sharply.
They are made in two parts, one sliding in the
other . One of these rods is shown in detail in
Fig. 22 herewith, for which I am indebted to Holmes'
Steam Engine. One piece of the rod is fixed per
manently to the lever , or wrist plate, and the other
to the rocking arm of the steam valve. By means
of two steel side clips D ( Fig. 13 ), fixed to the wrist
plate end, and catch on projecting shoulders
ē, e, on the valve end, the two halves can be united
or disunited so that motion of the five-armed lever
no longer controls that of the valve. At a fixed
point in each stroke, determined by the governor ,
The springs D are opened by the toe lever E, and
the valve let loose from the control of the wrist
plate. On the end of E the inclination of which
is altered by the governor, during each stroke the
toe lever rocks to and fro and prises open the springs
in its extreme position, and the valve is instantly
closed by the spring arrangement fixed above.
Returning to the model itself, the boiler pressure
as mentioned above is 100 lbs. per sq. in.
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A pattern must be made in wood for the founda
tion plate, the dimensions of which can be taken
from Fig . 24. It should have four longitudinal
stays cast in beside the cross ones shown ;
the substance of the casting should be 3-16ths in.
throughout. When the casting is obtained — which
should be in iron - it should , if possible, be planed
up ; if the builder has not the convenience of a
planing machine, I should certainly advise this part
Centre of
admission volve

Centre of
exhaust volve

FIG
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2 --CROSS SECTION .

either being chucked on the face plate and the tool
held in the rest, or by a boring bar between the
centres. Both cylinders should have the seatings
for the valves bored out , the H.-P. fin. diameter,
and the L.-P. 9-16ths in. The castings should have
a boss cast on one side to receive the wrist -plate
pin . The hole for the steam pipe should be in.
diameter, and the seating for the pipe flange if in .
diameter. No hole for the exhaust is shown in the

Steam
jacket

Fig . 3. -LONGITUDINAL Section .
Hi h - PRESSURE Cylinder .

to be done " out.” The depth of the crank pit is
21 ins. Holes will have to be drilled and tapped
5-32nds in. diameter where shown , as all holding
down studs are of this diameter.
If the builder wishes he may make the bed a

drawing, as this may be either at the side or bottom .
and 1 in. diameter H.-P. ; in either case I should
advise all steam connections to be under the bed .
plate for the sake of appearance. The H.-P. rear
cover is 3 ins. diameter by { in . thick at the edge .

Woler inler

Delivery
to feed
pump

Fig . 4. -LONGITUDINAL SECTION ,
Fig. 5. — HALF CROSS SECTION .
CONDENSER AND AIR PUMP.
reservoir for water to be pumped into the con
denser .
Passing on to the cylinders , which should be the
next consideration , the H.-P. may be cored out in. ,
and the L.-P. If - in . and then bored out in about
three cuts to it -in , and 1 } -in ., respectively , by

and fin , at the inside. This cover carries the gland
and stuffing -box for the tail rod ; the cover should
he cast in iron and the gland in brass or gunmetal.
Both glands should be secured by k - in . studs, and
lock - nuts.
The chief dimensions of the L.-P. cylinder are :
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Bore, 18 -in . ; diameter of valves, 9-16ths in. ;
diameter of rear flange, 3 } ins. ; inlet pipe, į in .
in. diameter. Both rear
diameter ; exhaust,
flanges are secured by twelve f-in . studs.
The next part to be taken in hand is the frames
and guides. Two patterns must be made for these
one left -handed and one right . An oil cup should
be cast on each with a 3-16ths in. pillar inside and
a 1-16th in . central hole, and piece of cotton wick
poked in . The guides had best be bored out with
a boring bar run between the centres to it ins.
diameter. The frame should be cast in iron , and

if ins. and 1 } ins. diameter , respectively, by fin .
wide . Two grooves should be turned t -in. wide
and 5-32nds in . deep for the rings, which are of
gunmetal, and the pistons themselves of steel.
The piston -rods may be turned from a piece of
5-16ths in. steel rod , the pistons being secured by
a 7-32nds in . nut , as shown in Fig. 3 .
The next job is the crossheads. These may be
steel castings, or may be gunmetal or phosphor
bronze. The piston-rods should be screwed in and
pinned . Oilways must be drilled to the pin from
the top
The gudgeon - pin is shown in Fig, 15 .

مالا

Delivery
to boiler
Suction

Suction
Proin
condenseri

Fig . 6.- LONGITUDINAL SECTION .
DETAILS OF PUMPS .
should be hollow. The brasses may be either
round or octagonal and should be bored out 9-16ths
in . and } in . long. The caps should be secured by
two f -in . studs and lock -nuts. The frames should
be secured to the bed by four 5-32nds in . studs,
and to the cylinder body by six. One oil cup with
syphon feed should be put on each bearing cap.
The crankshaft may now be taken in hand ; the
chief dimensions may be taken from Fig . 8.
The shaft itself should be turned out of a length of
-in . steel. A keyway, 2} ins. long, 3-16ths in .
wide, and } in. deep should be cut for the flywheel.
The cranks may be of cast steel, or may be cut from
the solid ; they may be shrunk on and keyed ; they
are at right angles with the H.-P. leading.
We now come to the motion details, the first of
which we must make being the pistons ; they are

Fig . 7. -END ELEVATION .
( Scale : Half full size. )

it can be turned from a bit of f -in . steel rod and
fitted with a -in, lock-nut .
Turning our attention next to the connecting
rods, these are steel castings or forgings , the big
end is of the marine type. The brasses should be
bored out to 3 - in . diameter by 11-16ths in .
long. The other dimensions are shown clearly in
Fig. 9.
The flywheel should be cast in iron ; it is 84 ins.
diameter by i in . wide on the rim, which has six
fin , grooves turned for rope drive.
As regards the method of lubricating the crank
pin, the method adopted is, I think, very little used
by model makers, although it is in frequent use in
actual practice. The method is shown in detail in
Fig. 11 : an oil cup is supported by a bracket on
the guard rail of the engine, the oil runs down the
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DETAILS OF DESIGN FOR A MODEL COMPOUND CORLISS MILL ENGINE .
By J. Case .
( Scale : Half full size . )
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tube to the hollow ring and thence by centrifugal
force up the small tube to the oilways in the pin .
The next thing to take up is the valve gear. The
valves themselves may be turned from brass rod ;
Fig. 22 -DIAGRAM OF H.-P. VALVE GEAR.
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Between the wrist-plate and eccentric -rod is a
rocking arm of the dimensions shown in Fig . 9 ;
it may be of steel. The rod connecting this
to the wrist-plate is shown in the drawing ; it has
1 } -in. centres, and is made of steel. The rocking
arm can be supported by a pillar bracket fixed to
the bed , with the eccentric on one side and the
coupling -rod on the other.
The governor is of a type made by the Laucham
mer Ironworks, the balls are & in . diameter, and
made of brass. There is nothing special about it
to call for attention, except that in place of the
usual sliding weight is a steel spring enclosed in a
case, the exact tension of which is best found by
experiment.
The condenser may now claim attention .
It
had better be of brass , so that it will not rust . The
air-pump is * in. diameter by 23-in . stroke. The
valves are of indiarubber, although they might be
of leather. Water is injected through the per
forated pipe by one pump, whilst another draws
from the condenser to the boiler. The injection
pipe is 5-16ths in . diameter, and is closed up at the
end and then perforated with 1-16th in . holes. All
the details are shown in Figs . 4 and 5 , and so I do
not think a lengthy description is necessary.
Coming now to the pumps, of which there are
two , one having a 3-16ths in. plunger, and the other
a fin. , the former feeds the condenser , the latter
the boiler. The principle on which they are worked
is much the same as that used by Mr. Gilbert in
his model, being worked by a bell lever off the
H.-P. tail-rod, both pumps being { -in . stroke. The
body of the pumps are of brass and the plungers of
steel rod , the valves being of steel bicycle balls
with a lift of 1-16th in .
The bearings for the bell lever are supported on
an iron platform , fixed to the bedplate by three
5-32nds in . nuts , as shown, and two 3-16ths in .
steel columns at the outer end , spaced at 13- in .
centres. The slide -bar is } by 4 -in . steel , and is

they are shown in detail in the figure. The outside
cover is of iron , and secured by six 1-16th in , studs.
The gland should be cast in brass and fixed with
the same number of studs. The rocking arms for
the inlet and exhaust valves may be in steel or
gunmetal f -in . thick. The trip gear had better be
of steel throughout. The wrist- plate may be an
iron or gunmetal casting. The case containing the
springs may be cast in iron and fitted with screwed
lids. It is f-in . bore and each compartment is f-in .
long. The plungers are in , thick, and the pistons
} in . diameter . The spring is best made of steel
wire and had better be fairly strong as the com
pression is only very slight. All other dimensions
may be taken from the diagram.
The eccentric sheave should be cast in iron , and
the strap in gunmetal or phosphor- bronze, whilst
the rod can be of steel , secured by two $ studs.
The sheave should be keyed on to the shaft .

-

Fig . 23.- DIAGRAM OF L.-P. VALVE GEAR.

Fig . 24.- PLAN OF BEDPLATE.
( Scale : One -eighth full size.)
4 } ins. long, and is supported at one end by a
3-16ths in . steel column and at the other by being
screwed to the stuffing-box. The levers can be cut
out of k - in . sheet steel with steel bosses silver
soldered on. The small connecting -rods have gun .
metal ends and steel rods.
As regards the finish of the engine, the cylinders
may be lagged in polished rosewood secured by two
brass bands, and the spring chambers in polished
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steel. A guard -rail should be put round the motion
as shown , there being three brass rails supported
by 3-16ths brass columns. A rail may also be put
round the pump pit. A wheel valve should be
fitted to H.-P. cylinder, and drain cocks to both
cylinders and steam jackets , connected together and
worked by small levers. The frames and bearings
can be painted engine green , and a small brass
plate fixed on the front of bedplate. Several
other finishing touches may be added , such as a
bridge between the two cylinders with hand - rail
and steps, but these may safely be left to the choice
of the builder, and several ideas may be obtained
by looking in the advertisements of engineering
pa pers.
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Practical Letters from our
Readers .

[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sendet must invariably be attached,
though not necessarily intended for publication .)
A Simple Electric Alarm .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -I have seen several devices for
an electric alarm, so take the liberty of en
closing sketch and explanation of my method of
working. In this case , I use an ordinary alarm
clock conjointly with the electric bell , and it has

The Society of Model Engineers.
(Reports of medings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
dicular issue if receiveda clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .)
London .
MONDAY, March 20th . - Ordinary monthly meet
ing. Mr. Percival Marshall's paper on his recent
visit to America . - HERBERT G. RIDDLE , Hon .
Sec ., 137 , Minard Road , Hither Green, S.E.

Provincial Society .
Leeds. - A meeting of the Leeds Society of
Model Engineers was held in their room in St. Paul's
Street , on January 31st . A gas engine had been
fixed by Mr. R. B. Woodhead ( member ) , and was
Mr. F. C. Speke gave a lan
run for a short time .
tern lecture on motors , the lantern being operated
with an arc light apparatus by Mr. Harrington
from the society's electric light cable . Mr. Speke
commenced his lecture with a little early history of
the motor and internal combustion engines . He
showed a great number of views of the various work .
ing parts of the early motors and motor cars , and
explained their action , and others showing the
various improvements made up to the present-day
practice of foreign and English motor cars . He
also showed photographs of the 33 horse -power
motor bicycle and trailer made by himself, and a
forecar made by the Secretary and Mr. C. Prince .
There were sixteen members present . Mr. Speke's
very interesting and instructive lecture was highly
appreciated . - W . H. BROUGHTON , Hon . Secretary .
262 , Carlton Terrace, York Road , Leeds.
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without
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A SIMPLE ELECTRIC ALARM .
the advantage of being able to ring in two separate
parts of the house at the same time.
In Fig . I the bell dome is taken off the mandrel ,
a piece of fibre or cardboard is turned into a tube
to fit mandrel and long enough to reach to bottom

Switch

Alorm
clock
The life of locomotive wheels seems , from a recent
report, to depend as much upon the weight of the
track rails as upon anything else . On the Danish
State railways a given type of locomotive could run
up to 24,850 miles on a given track without having
the wheels turned up again ; but when run on a lighter
track it could hardly do 18,640 miles . Conversely,
locomotives which run on a stiffer track give a
better mileage. It was all the easier to investigate
this point on the Danish State railways, as there are
different lines with rails weighing 43.3 lbs . , 63.5
lbs., 75.6 lbs . per yard respectively , and locomotives
with wheel loads of 3-9, 4 : 9, and 6 :4 English tons.

Ballery
Bell
without
moke and break
contact

Fig . 3. — DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS .
of thread on the same ; another piece is similarly
turned up and is placed outside the first piece
The
reaching up to where the dome is to rest .
bell dome is now broached out to fit over first
insulation tube and it then rests on top of second
piece . Over the dome is placed a small brass
washer (with one end of wire attached ) and a small
spring, above which is an insulating washer fitting
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up level with first insulation tube. The screw ring
now bi nds up the lot and the second wire is attached
to it . When the alarm goes off the hammer strikes
the insulated dome and completes the circuit
ringing the bell in another part of the house. As
the hammer of clock alarm makes and breaks the
electric circuit whilst ringing no make - and- break
must be on the bell, but ends of wires from magnets
joined up to circuit. Care must be taken to regu
late hammer so as not to touch gong dome when
not ringing. —Yours truly,
H. W. MEYRICK -OSBORN.
Ryde , I.w.

An Electric Night- Light.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , —Herewith is a photograph of an
electric night -light and bell switch that I have made

Febi uary 23 , 1905.

The Construction of Small Workshops.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , —On page 10 of January 5th issue I
think there is an error. In Bet , B e represents
force of one ton, and it is stated that Bf will be
1.73 tons. This should be two tons. It is the ver.

tical component e f which will be 1.73 (V3).— Yours
Theta ."
truly ,
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,-In reply to your correspondent,
re diagram on page in, I have not a copy of
the paper by me, but I do not think there is any
error.
B

e
A

C

Be = weight .
ef is parallel to A B.
Bf = thrust on B C, due to weight A B.
el = tension on A B.
Be is the vertical component of e f and / B.
I find a similar example in Anderson's “ Strength
of Materials ” ( page 211 ).— Yours truly,
London , E.C.
H. MUNCASTER.

MR. Thos. FISHER'S ELECTRIC NIGHT-LIGHT.
for use in a bedroom . It is worked with four cells ,
and gives a good light with a 4-volt lamp . The
switch to the left is for lamp, and the switch to the
right is for the ringing of a bell in another room.
Yours truly,
Thos . FISHER .
Kilmarnock.

World's MOTOR CAR RECORD. -The world's
motor car record of 2,017 miles without stopping
the engine has been broken by Mr. A. Ford with a
15 h.-p. Darracq car.
He recently covered 2,390
miles in 204 hours , during which period the engine
was running continuously.
WILLESDEN POLYTECHNIC ELECTRICAL ENGI .
NEERING SOCIETY . —The third annual dinner of
the Society was held recently at the Horse
Shoe Hotel, Tottenham Court Road, under
the chairmanship of Mr. Frederic H. Taylor ,
Assoc.M.Inst.E.E . At the conclusion of the dinner
programme, the annual report ofthe Secretary ( Mr.
H. Drury ) was read , and this showed the most
successful year the society has known. Many new
members have recently been elected , and a lending
library for technical works is now being organised
by the committee .
AN OVERHEAD ELECTRIC RailwAY . — A scheme
for an overhead electric railway from east to west
above the Regent's Canal has been mooted. The
canal runs for 1of miles through a populous com
mercial district from the East of London to Pad
dington. One of the leading officials of the Regent's
Canal and Dock Company has stated that although
the canal company is not a promoter of it , it is
aware of the details, and not averse to such a de
velopment of its property. As the route of the
proposed line is open, it is pointed out that the
cost of construction will be light.
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AN ELECTRO-MOTOR FIELD- MAGNET.

machines. A consulting engineer would charge you a substantial
fee for the information, and the fair course would be for your
employers to obtain proper expert advice. You should study such
a book as “ Dynamo Electric Machinery," by S P. Thompson,
price 30s., or a book which gives rules for calculating the sizes in a
simple manner is “ A B C of Dynamo Design , " by A. H. Avery,
price is. We reply to your queries as far as possible. ( 1) Oe
h..p. drum armature core, 41 ins. diarneter by 51 ins. long ; 2 h.-p.
ditto, core st in ;. diameter by 64 ins. long. (2) We approximately
dimension your sketches. ( 3) Consult “ A C of Dynamo Design ."
(4) Ring and drum armatures are two different types ; each have
their advantages and drawbacks, the drum type is now more
generally used. (5) This is a good method . (6) Laminated cores
are absolutely necessary in these sizes . (9) About 1-40th in. thick

100 V
Resistance Wire
mm

mm

Voltmeter ( 1
M-AIN

( Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
enarked on the top left -hand corner of the envelope . Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be endosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
must be in .
one side of the paper only , and the sender's name accompanied
scribed on the back . ( 2) Queries should be
,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed, and also a “Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must capse before the Reply can be published. The
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6)
Au Queries should be addressed to The Editor, The Model
ENGINEER , 26-29, Poppin's Court, Flect Street, London , E.C. )
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently S.
( 12,4161 1 and 2 h.-p. Motors. H. F. L. (Walworth) writes :
( 1 ) Please give size of armature for a 1 h.-p. and a 2 h.-p. motor
of the two-pole undertype. ( 2 ) Please give sketches and dimensions
for field -magnets of both. (3) Please give windings for both sizes,
and weight of wire for running off 100-110 volt mains continuous
current. (4) I think ring armatures or drum type best ; is this
so ? Please give number of slots for both sizes and sizes of slots.
( 5) I am inclined towards the double coil winding as in A, Fig. 10 ,
in this week's MODEL ENGINEER. Is this the best ? If not, what
is ? ( A) I think laminated armatures are the best for these sizes.
Is this so ? (7) What thickness should they be for cheapness ?
I mean the laminations. ( 8) What size shaft should these have ?
This would be of mild steel. ( Re query No. 2 I enclose rough
sketch, on which please mark dimensions and oblige.) (9) What
size armature is required for i k.w. dynamo ? (10) What wire
is required , and weight, and how it is to be wound and quantities
in each slot ? I understand that you must get in as much as possible
in each slot. ( 11 ) The winding is to be suitable for 100 to 110
volts.
We regret your queries are of too wide a scope to be answered
in full. You are asking to be supplied with designs for three

say, No. 24 gauge. ( 8) Shaft thickness in centre, 1 h.-P., 1 ing
diameter, 2 h.-p., size it ins. diameter, mild steel.' (9) The same
as for a 1 h.-p. motor : speed enters largely into the calculation .
( 10) Consult " A B C of Dynamo Design."
(12,602] Resistance not Transformer . C. C. H. T. (West
Kensington) writes: I wish to construct a sub -divided transformer
to test lamps of various voltages from the street main3 (100 volts
continuous
Can 68
I make
it of Electric
German Motor3
silver wire
sprung
coils ? current).
in
I note on page
of " Small
" that
No.
24 S.W.G.wire gives a resistance of 931 ohm to i yd. of wire.
Therefore, if I mount 100 coils, r'oz yds. each in series, shall I
obtain a resistance of 100 ohms ? And if, for instance, I wish to
light a 4 -volt lamp, would it be right to put96 of the coils in series
with the lamp ? I am not quite clear how the amperage would be
controlled .
understand 100 volts at 1 amp, equals 100 ohmi,
so that some measures would have to be taken to prevent more
than i amp. passing to the coil. How should I manage this ?
Any information on the subject would be greatly appreciated.
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DIAGRAM FOR TESTING LAMP RESISTANCES .
The volts absorbed by your resistance coils will vary according
to the current, and you will, as you anticipate , have difficulty in
adjusting the resistance. The better way to go to work is to shunt
the lamps from a wire which has a fixed resistance and carries a
definite current. If you allow a certain current to flow through a
wire of uniform resistance, you will obtain a uniform fall in volt;
along the length of that wire. For example, if you connect a wire
havinga resistance of 100 ohms to a circuit of 100 volts pressure,
a current of i amnp. will flow through that wire. If the wire is
100 ins. long, you will have a uniformfall of 1 volt per inch . Now ,
if you take a 4 -volt lamp, and connect its terminals to any 4 ins.
along the wire, it will receive a pressure of 4 volts, and some of the
current flowing along the wire will be shunted through the lamp
and by stretching connecting wires from the lamp to a greater or
less distance apart than 4 ins., you will obtain more or less volts
pressure on the lamp. If you stretched the wires until they touched
the end of the resistance ire, you would have 100 volts pressure
on the lamp. Such an arrangement is independent of the amount
of current taken by the lamp , provided the lamp current bears a
very small proportion to the main current flowing through the re
sistance wire. You will see that if the lamp required i amp., the
current through the resistance wire would be considerably in
creased, and your voltage altered. As you would soon be able
to mark points of various voltages with given lamps, and would
only switch on the current whenmaking a test, you can afford to
draw a coinparatively large current from the mains. By making
a sliding contact you can readily adjust the volts and guard against
burning outthe lamp filament. Assuming that none of your lamps
will take more than it amps., you could take lb. of No. 22 gauge
German silver wire for theresistance wire, and draw about 4 amps
from the mains. If you desire to know accurately the voltage
which the lamps are taking, it is necessary to connect a voltmeter
across their terminals when making a test. The accompanying
sketch shows the arrangement. With this wire you will get a
voltage of about 7 volts per yard of wire, with a current of 4 amps.;
but the exact current does not matter, as you can always mark
off your distance by experiment. An arrangement of resistance
wire on any system is not, strictly speaking, a transformer.
(13,502] Model Locomotive Cylindersand Boilers. R. E. J
(Oswestry) writes : ( 1) I am making a model locomotive, somewhat
similar to the simple one described in back numbers of The MODEL
ENGINEER. A friend bored out the cylinder ( D.A.0.) but made it
1-32nd in . less than in. Will this make much difference to the,
power of the engine ? If so , can it be rimered out by a rimer
with parallel sides, made out of an old file ? If this is necessary,
I make the boiler (Smithies'type) for the above locomotive ( inner
shell) out of 1-32nd galvanised sheet iron ?
( 1 ) The small differece in diameter will not matter in the le
Theoretically, all it means willbethat a higher steam pressure will
be maintained . The difference is only about 12per cent. ( 2 ) No,we
cannot countenance the use of such material for a ste un boiler
under any circumstances.
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(12,726] Slide Valve Proportions. D. C. (Aberdeen) writes :
Would you be kind enough to inform me regarding the following
queries of the link motion reversing gear for a double-cylinder
launch engine. Bore of cylinders, each it ins. ; stroke ditto , 1 in. ?
What will be the travel of the valve, also the size of the valve,and
exhaust under the valve ? Also, the size of ports in cylinder ?
The valve casing is as shown in the accompanying sketch ( Fig. 1).
Please give me sizes of the link motion details.
For fairly_high speed we would advise ports as shown in Fig. 2
herewith. Thevalve travel equals lap plus port opening multi
plied by 2. The advance of the eccentric should equal lead plus
lap. In your case the lap should not exceed 1-20th' in . The ex
haust cavity is equal, in normal valves, to the length of the port
by the total widths of exhaust and port bars, which works out, in
the present example, to } by in., as shown in the drawings. The
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volts and, say, 4 amps. - a very useful output ; field coils to be joined
in series to each other, and in shunt to the armature. Armature
to be wound with eight coils, two in each slot ; get on as much wire
as you can ; commutator to have eight sections. The field -magnet
cores are to be of wrought iron, turned and fitted into bored -out
holes in the yokes, and held in by small grub screws, tapped
into the yokes. The bearings can either be fitted into projections
cast on the yokes, or can be bolted across the yokes - anything
which bridges acrossfrom top to bottom . These must be of brass
or gunmetal, to avoid magnetic leakage.
( 13,499) Small Dynamo Difficulty. H. S. (Sedlescombe
Stream ) writes : Would yon kindly help me out of a difficulty ?
I have just bought a set of dynamo castings, and I enclose dia
gram of field -magnet and armature. ( 1) Should armature come out
Aush each side with magnets ? If so , I havenot enough stampings :
I have forty -eight, but when on shaft it does notcome flushby
5-16ths in. each side. (2) What amount of wire shall I wind arma
ture and magnets ? I have 14 oZs. the same as the piece enclosed
(22 S.W.G.). ( 3) What should such a machine develop ? (4 ) How
many lamps would it light, and what voltage ? (5) Would No.
22 d.c.c. electric bell wire do to connect lamps todynamo, as I
have a quantity of it ?
(1 ) The armature core should come flush with the field -magnet
at each end ; if you inserta thin piece of paper between each of the
stampings, it will have the effect of preventing eddy currents in
the core, and just bring the stampingsflush at each end, so you will
gain in two ways. They must be clamped up tight. (2) Wind
armature with No. 24 gauge D.s.c. copper wire , eight coils, two in
each slot ; commutator to have eight sections. Get on as much
wire as you can ; the weight will be about 4 OZS . Wind field -mag
nets with No. 23 s.c.c. copper wire ; get on as much as you can
say, I lb. on each core, join both coils in series with each other ,
and in shunt to the brushes. (3) You should get an output of
about 10 volts 4 amps ., at about 3,000 revolutions per minute.
(4) Say, six 10 -volt 21-c.-p. lamps. (s) Yes, twist two strands to
gether, and join them at the ends, so that the current can go
through the two strands.
( 12,500 ) “ Vril " Contact Breaker . A. J. T. (London , W.)
writes : I am making a 4 -in . sparking coil, and being an amateur
at thissort ofwork , I should beglad if you could answer the follow
ing questions : ( 1) What is the Vríl break , and how made ?
(2) oi what voltage and amperage should I require an accumulator
to work a 4 -in . spark coil similar
to the one described in yourhand
book on " Induction Coils," except that it has two layers of No. 14
primary, instead of three ?
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valvegear should be designed to give on paper a travel of 5-16ths
in . There is no room for more, unless you cut down the width of
exhaust port and port bars to 3-16ths and 3-32nds respectively.
In actual practice the valve travel will not amount to more than
about 9-32nds in. For information of the design of the link motion,
see the chapter on " Valve Gearing " and "Motion Details " in
our new book, " The Model Locomotive," price 6s. net (68. 4d. post
free ). From the particulars sent, we do not know which type of
curved link will be most suitable for your engine.
( 13,5051 40- watt Dynamo Windings. W. W. (Hull) writes :
I am de: irous of building a Manchester type dynamo, and I
shou'd be very pleased if you would assist mein the designing and
building up of such a machine. I have a quantity of armature
stampings, as perenclosed (about forty); they are 2 ins. diameter,
with eight slots 1 in. wide by 3 : 16ths deep. Will these be suitable ?
4 amps.).
to give 100 watts ( say , 25 1volts
I shuuld like the machine each
coil weighing nearly oz. I enclose
I have eight coils ofwire,
a sample ofit . Would you tell me what gauge it is ? Would itdo
for armature coils ? I also enclose a longer piece, and should be
glad if you would tell me what gauge it is, or if both are alike ? I
have about 3 lbs. of this - would it do for field coils ? A sketch
quantity,
and Motors
oblige,
wou'd
Dynamos and
“Small dimensions
handbook showing
yourif possible,
of wire.greatly
I have
but there are a few points not clear to me. The Manchester type
machines, on page 20, do not show how the magnets are to be
fastened to bedplate. Is the bedplate cast with the bottom yoke
to carry the bearings ? The table of windings is very good , but it
does not state whether the wire is s.c.c. , D.C.C., s.s.c., or D.s.c.
Your stampings will just make an armature 2 ins. long, so that
you can adopt the design Fig 12, page 20 , of our handbook ; size
for 40 watts output work to 40 watt scale on page 23 for your
dimensions, and use your stampings as a drum armature. The
wire you send is No 22 gauge (both samples) , you can use it to
wind both field magnet and armature ; output about to to 12
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THE " Vril ” CONTACT BREAKER .
( 1 ) The “ Vril " is a special form of contact breaker made by
Messrs. Watson & Sons, of High Holborn, London , and, we believe,
patented by them . The accompanying sketch will give you an
idea of its construction : it is also made with a separate magnet.
To obtain slow make and break, a vertical rod and adjustable
weight may be fitted at A. It is advisable to uue a resistance in
circuit with the accumulator with this form of break . ( 2) An
8 - volt accumulator, capable of giving 6 amps.
( 13.223] Model L.B. & S.C.R. Tank Locomotive. L. E. B.
(Norwood) writes: I am thinking of building a model of one of
the radial 5 ft. 6 ins . L.B. & S.C.R. tank locomotives " Freshwater
class to f -in . scale. Will you kindly give sketch of same, chief
dimensions, and also advise as to bestmethod of firing.
We regret that we have no drawing which we could reproduce .
You, no doubt, will find what you require in the “ History of the
L.B. & S.C.R. Locomotives," price 5s. net, 58. 4d. post free. A
“ Primus " burner ( 24-in. No. 4 ). For details of the model you
will get all the information necessary from our new book, " The
Model Locomotive : Its Design and Construction ," by Henry
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Greenly. The total wheel base of the engine you mention is 21 ft.
6 ins. ; overhang at leading end, 6 ft. It ins.; leading to driving,
7 ft. 9 ins. ; driving to coupled , 7 ft. 6 ins. ; trailing wheel base,
6 ft. 3ins. ; overhang at trailing, 4 ft. 71 ins.
( 13,502A) Indicator Diagrams. R. E. J. (Oswestry) writes :
How is late admission ," wire drawing," “ too much " and
too little " compression shown on an indicator diagram ?
In Fig. I herewith we give an imaginary indicator diagram of
more or less normal proportions. The cut-off is arranged at about
of the stroke. Of course, where an ordinary plain D slide
valve is used an alteration in its action to produce a certain
result in the indicator diagram , such as " late admission ," would
make differences in other parts of the diagram , (see our handbook
* The Slide-valve," by W. J. Tennant, price 6d ., or 7d. post free,
from this office ; a study of this book would not have made it
necessary for you to ask these questions), but these differences
have not been shown in the accompanying diagrams in every
instance. Fig. 2 shows the effect on the diagram of late admis
sion . Fig. 3 shows “ wire drawing " or throttling in the admission
line. Fig. 4 shows the effect of too little compression. All other
things being normal, with a slide-valve of ordinary design this
indicatesthat thevalve is provided with inside clearance, and con
sequently the exhaust opens earlier than it would otherwise do.
Fig. 5 shows the opposite state ofaffairs. Under conditions named
above, the valve has too much inside lap. This delays the exhaust,

negative brushes. Your bichromate cells will give 2 volts each , if
you use chromic acid solution . We advise joining them all'in
series or in two parallel sets of 7 in. series, according to the speed
you want. We cannot say what current you will get out of them,
as you do not say the size ; probably about 3 amp3. per cell for con
stant working, so that in the parallel arrangement you would get
14 volts 6 amps , and in the series arrangement 28 volts 3 amp ;.
It is economical to allow the tnotor to do its work at as high a speed
as possible, as the higher the speed at which it runs the less current
it will take . Stampings for armature can be obtained from Mr. A.
H. Avery, Fulmen Works, Park Street, Tunbridge Wells.
(12,793) Spark Coil . “ READER " writes : I am making a
t-in. spark coil as described in your handbook. In one chapter
it says, “ wind the primary wire in two layers." I did so, and found
I had only used up 4 ozs., whereas it says 6 ozs. are required. I
then wound another layer' to use the remaining 2 ozs. Did I do
right ?
You can easily try your coil with the three layers on the primary,
and if it does not satisfy you the third layer can be removed. The
the primary of
question as to how many layers there should be on
an induction coil has been the subject of much argument ; many
coils are built with three layers on the primary . The coils described
in our handbook are the results of actual practical work ; the
weights of wire err on the side of being in excess to allow for dis
crepancies in winding, and you would have been quite in order

Fig . 2
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STEAM ENGINE INDICATOR DIAGRAM3.
es is shown by the diagram at A, and fraises the compression
pressure to a degree higher than the admission pressure, and loops
The diagram as at B, Fig. 5.
(12,975) Four - pole Motor Windings. H. J. C. ( Ilford)
writes : I contemplate making a four-pole motor on the lines of the
one described in The MODEL ENGINEERHandbook on“ Model
Motors " ; but as I desire a larger machine, I propose to multiply
the dimensions of the largest machine given by two, and using a
ringarmature with eight slots. I have fourteen bichromate
cells at my disposal. Could you tell me the test windings to use for
the armature and the field -magnet, and about what weight would
be required ? Also,could you tell me the best arrangement of the
cells and the probable output in watts. Where could I get stamp
ings for the armature, and the probable cost ?
We do not advise you to use so small a number of slots as eight
for an armature of this type ; we recommend twenty- four slots each
t in .wide by 3-16ths in . deep , inside diameter of ring to be at ins.
Winding for armature to be No. 28 gauge s.s.c. copper wire . Get
on as many turns per slot as you can . A quantity of 12 ozs , will
be about theweight. Wind field -coils with No. 18 gauge d.c.c.
copper wire ; a total quantity of about 3 lbs. will be required. Get
on as much as you can on each pole ; this is for a series winding.
The commutator to have twenty - four sections, and because the
machine has four poles you must either use two brushes at right
angles and cross connect opposite bars of the commutator together
all round ; or do not cross connect any bars, and use four brushes
at equi-distant points round the commutator, opposite brushes
being connected together, as you have then two positive and two

had you stopped at the two layers. However, as the three layers
are on you can well try the core as it is ; it may mean more cells
but you may get a longer spark .
(13,425 ] Partial Failure of 1 - in . Induction Coil. W. G. T.
(Christchurch, New Zealand) writes : I have just made a 1 -in . spark
coil, but can only get $ in . from it. Could you suggest anything
to help me ? The condenser consists of fifty sheets of tinfoil,
6 ins. by 3 ins., separated by thinnest tissue paper obtainable
( paraffined ). I have tested it with a galvanometer and battery in
circuit, and got no deflection, so concluded it was all right. The
core measures in. in . diameter and consists of a bundle of iron
wires, well annealed. On top of that I wound two layers of No.
18 D.C.C. wire, and soaked the whole thing in a paraffin wax bath ;
then I wound 1 lb. of No. 36 s.c. wire, layer on layer, insulating
each by paraffined paper, besides putting paraffin on each layer.
The contact breaker is my own make. I put a four-cell chromic
acid battery on to the coil, and it worked ; but I could get nothing
above f-in . spark . I got rather a large spark at the contact
breaker, which , I suppose, shows that the condenser is not working
properly; but I can find no leakage. ( 1) Would it be better if I
increased the number of sheets of tinfoil, or made them larger ?
(2) Would it be better to put another pound of No. 36 on ?
(3) Would winding the coil in sections, as described in your hand.
book on " Inductioa Coils.” ( No. II) MODEL ENGINEER Series,
have any good effect ?
It is quite likely that the fault is in the condenser. A galva.
nometer and battery will not show if there is no fault in it. Try
a new condenser, mide of fifty sheets of tinfoil each ( 5 inz. by
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24 ins. approximate ), and insulated with two sheets of good thin
white notepaper, such as foreign note or “ bank post," well soaked
in paraffin wax between each pair of sheets. Tissue paper is
scarcely strong enough, and it is absolutely necessary that there
should be no pinholesallowing an uninterrupted passage between
the tinfoil sections. Examineevery sheet of paper byholding it
up to a light, and reject all sheets which have a hole in them ;
by using two sheets you practically guarantee that any minute
hole will be sure to be blocked by the other sheet of paper. There
may be leakage in the secondary from the edges of the layers ;
it is not absolutely necessary to uce section winding ; large coils
have been made on the layer system , but each succeeding layer
should be slightly shorter than the preceding one, to increase the
insulation at the edges. You cannot expect more than about
f-in. spark from the weight of the secondary winding.
(13,437] Induction Coil. G. E. R. ( Halton) writes : I
have partly constructed an induction coil as follows : A red fibre
tube 8 ins . long by t in . diameter, is fitted with fibre ends 4 by 4
by . The tube is filled with soft iron wire (No. 18 B.W.G.) for
core, The primary consists of 1 lb. of No. 16 B.W.G. D.C.C. wire,
wound on in three layers, well insulated with paraffin waxed paper,
and wound with tape, and again waxed. The secondary consists
of 6 ozs. No. 38 B.W.G. D.S.C. wire, wound on in ten layers, well
insulated between each layer with waxed paper. The condenser
is sixty sheets tinfoil 5 by 6. Contact breaker, ordinary pattern ,
working with two one-quart bichromate batteries. I can get t-in.
spark, which I think is not enough. Kindly say if the secondary
winding contains sufficient wire, and if not, what quantity should
I put on ? What size spark ought I to get, and with what quantity
of batteries ? Please tell me what quantity of No. 18 B.W.G.
soft iron wire will give a resistance of 1 ohm ?
There is not sufficient wire on the secondary coil to fully utilise
the primary and core. Try 1 to i} lbs, more. You ought to get
about 1-in . spark out of such a coil. With increased spark length ,
however, the insulation difficulties increase. Vulcanised fibre is
not good enough for induction coil work ; good quality ebonite
should be used . Your primary would take more battery power ;
try 3 or 4 quart bichromate cells in series. Best results are obtained
by winding the primary directly on to the iron core , of course with
a layer of insulation under the wire. But your present results are
good enough to leave the primary as it is ; each succeeding layer of
primary should be slightly shorter than the preceding one, to pre
vent sparking along the layers at the edges. The resistance of
13 yards of soft iron wire, No. 18 B.W.G. , is approximately equal
to i ohm, but the quality of the iron, accuracy of diameter, and
temperature will influence the exact value. It is quite near enough
for all such work as resistance for a motor or arc lamp, etc.
( 12,906 ) Avery Multipolar Dynamo. A. M. (Salford )
writes : I wish to ask if you would help me re Avery multipolar
dynamo. This dynamo has an output of 25 volts at 5 amps., but
I wish to make an alteration . The present armature is a multi
polar type, and I want to put a fresh armature in . I want a drum
armature wound with former wound bars. The present one is
2 ins. diameter. Would you please give me instructions as to make
ing the armature and making and fixing the ormer wound bars.
I wish to make an exact model of the large dynamos. I wish to ask
you also if a single -geared lathe will turn metal, cast iron , steel,
etc. What size centre lathe would you advise me to get for model
making ? I cannot afford much ; I wrote to different firms, but
they want too much . Which is the best suited for model work ?
Also, what advantage has a back -geared lathe over a single -gear ?
We do not advise you to adopt a drum armature for so small a
diameter as a ins. in a six -pole field, but if you care to risk the ex
periment, use eighteen slots, each 5-32nds in . wide by 4 in. deep ;
use eighteen coils, wound two in each slot, and a commutator with
eighteen bars. You must use either six brushes, with opposite
brushes cross connec ted, or twobrushes at either angles of 60degs.
with each other, or on opposite points on a diameter - that is,
180 degs, apart, and cross connect commutator bars one - third of the
way round the commutator - that is, every sixth bar. Wind
armature with No. 28 s.s.c. copper wire. You must work out the
shape of the former wound coils by trial ; Mr. Spicer's design in
THE MODEL ENGINEER for February 12th, 1903 (page 148), will
help you ; also in the construction of the armature core. For
method of winding see diagram on page 36 (Fig. 49) of our hand.
book " Small Dynamos and Motors, "except that this relates to
into
a four -pole machine. Your coils would go from slot
slot 4 of your armature — that is, equal to the pitch of the poles. Re
lathe. Very much depends upon the skill of the user. We know
amateurs who have successfully turned up comparatively large
cast iron wheels in a 3-in. centre plain lathe ; it is quite possible to
do so with care and patience. We do not advise you to geta lower
centre than 3 ins., if you can afford it ; in such a lathe, with single
gear, it is possible to do all the ordinary brass, iron and steel turn
ing, drilling,or boring required for making small models. A cast
iron flywheel of, say, 6 ins. diameter would possibly prove too
much , except to a very skilful turner. You can rig up a slow
motion by means of a small countershaft and some wood pulleys,
all of which can be made in your lathe. The chief advantage of a
back -geared lathe is that of being able to obtain a slow, powerful
peedfor turning cast iron of large diameter ; but somemechanics
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prefer a single-geared lathe, as being more handy and lighter run
ning, getting their slow motion by means of home-made wood
get
speaking,
Generally
suggested.
before
pulleys,forasyour
cannot
You will
firm . you
respectable
from any
money
value
expect a £6 tool for 303. , though you may pick up a bargain second
hand. Why not try an advertisement in our private Sale and
Exchange " column ? When buying a low -priced lathe you must
be prepared to spend a little time in getting it into complete working
condition .
( 13,364) Engine and .Dynamo. H. D. writes : ( 1 ) Having
nearly completed a 10 -watt dynamo of the " Simplex " type, with
drum armature it ins. by it, could you advise me what size vertical
engine to use to drive it ? Also, what size boiler with central flue.
and what pressure must I have ? ( 2) A friend has an engine
4-in. bore, it- in . stroke - will this be powerful enough ? ( 3) Which do
you consider would produce the most power with an equal quantity
of steam - a turbine or engine ?
( 1 ) A 10 -watt dynamo will require about 1-2oth h.-p. AR
engine (vertical) of fair manufacture, with a cylinder 1 in. bore
and f.in. stroke, working at soo revolutions per minute, and a
pressure of go lbs. per sq. in., should do very well. ( 2) A in. by it - in .
engine will suffice we presume it is a horizontal - worked at a
slightly higher pressure. If the exhaust is turned up the chimney ,
andthe orifice of the former not more than 5-32nds , then a ver
tical centre fue boiler 8 ins. by 16 ins. will suit. Thein .boiler
should
be fired by coal or coal briquettes. ( 3) The efficiency depends on
the workmanship in each case : supposingthis and the design to be
perfect, there should be a little in favour of the turbine.
( 12,763] Output of Dynamo. H. L. (Accrington) writes :
I am just finishing a Manchester type dynamo, of which I enclose
a drawing. What output ought I to get ? I have 12 oz . of No.
24 D.c.c. on the magnets and 3 ozs. of No. 24 D.C.C. on the arma
ture, which is eight slotted , wound in four parts. Also , what
current will the wire stand without burning ? How can I run it
as a motor ?
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( 1 ) About 20 to 25 watts : 15 volts and amps., about. (2) No.
24 S.W.G. wire will carry 14 amps., counting 4,000 amps. per
sq. in. as maximum allowable . (3) Supply it with current. Try
it with , say, 10 volts first of all, and seewhat results you get.
(13,282) Milling. “CENTRAL VALVE " ( Tiphook, Assam )
writes : I would feel much obliged if you will answer the follow
ing questions : Milling in lathe - I have noticed one or two
paragraphs in Mr. Cook's “ Milling Spindle." (1) Is it suitable
cal feed ob
for a 3-in . lathe ? .(2) How is it held, and a verti
tained ? ( 3) How is it driven ? (4) If you recommend it, where can
the finished article be obtained ? (5) Please explain use of
worm and gear wheel, and why cutter cannot be driven direct ?
We are indebted to Mr. Cook for the following reply :-( 1 ) It
was designed for a 41 to 6 centre lathe, but would work equally well
for a 3-in ., if made smaller in proportion. (2) It is held on the
slide-rest, and there is no vertical feed beyond the small adjustment
to be obtained by the two screws--one at either end of spindle.
(3) Driven by a circular leather band from the lathe overhead .
(4) It cannot be bought ; the querist must make it himself. ( 5) The
worm and gear wheel decrease the speed , and at the same time in
crease the power of cutter spindle necessary when cutting gear
wheels, and any work requiring a powerful cut. The speed of
spindle is, of course, determined by the diameter of the pulleys
driving it. For light work , the cutter may, of course, be driven
direct .
( 13,446) Compound Condensing Engine. R. L. ( Brighton )
writes: I am constructing a model marine engine (compound ),
with cylinders of the following sizes :-H.-P. 14. n., L.-P. 2] by 1f -in .
stroke. I want to fit a surface condenser to same, also pumps to
work off L.-P. tail rod . Will you kindly answer the following
queries :-(1) Number of tubes in condenser and the most suitable
diameter ; 7 ins. of tube exposed to steam . (2) Size of air pump
( single acting). I can have a stroke of from 1 -in . to it in . Which
would be best ? ( 3) Size of circulating pump, with same stroke
as air pump ; whether single or double-acting ? (4) Size of feed
pump.
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( 1) With tubes of, say, 5-32nds in. diameter ( outside), 110 sq.
ins. of cooling surface being necessary, about thirty- two tubes
should be provided in the condenser. ( 2) With regard to the air
pump, i -in . stroke would appear most preferable. The bore may
be 13-16ths to 15-16ths in ., according to which is the most con
venient size to use. (3) The circulating pump should throw about
thirty times the amount of water the engine consumes. You do
not give details of the pressure and speed at which it will work,
but assuming that it runs at 400 revolutions and works at 65 lbs.
pressure, then 200 cubic ins. of water per minute will be required.
If your engine is not going in a boat we would advise you to use
the house supply for circulating purposes, A pump at least
15-16ths by i in . should be fitted. (4) Reckoning on the above
pressure
and 10
speed
, wecubic
shouldins.advise
a pumppertheoretically
of throwing
to 12
of water
minute. capable
This is
attained by using a fin. stroke and a ram 4 in. in diameter, or
one with a 9-32nds in . ram and f-in, stroke. Probably the latter
is thebest proportionto adopt. A by -pass should be used to turn
the excess back into the tank.
(13,503] Making Rockery Fountain . H. D. ( London) writes :
Couldyou advise me how to make a small fountain for a miniature
rockery, without using the water from main or cistern , but to be
continuous by pump or a simple method that you might propose ?
The best method would be to use a pump worked by a small hot
air engine. The delivery pipe should be fitted with a large air
chamber, to steady the jet. A large vessel partly filled with water

Sealed

-Pump
a먼Query No 13503
To fountain
PUMP FOR ROCKERY FOUNTAIN .
and a “ Primus " air pump to produce air pressure on the top of
the water , would suffice for an intermittent arrangement. To
calculate the amount of water passing through the jet, and the
probable length of time the apparatus would work at one filling,
see our issueof September 3rd, 1903, “ Data on Design of Pelton
Wheels."
( 13,132] Injectors on Model Boilers. A. M. (Königsberg,
Prussia ) writes : Enclosed are sizes of steam and water cones of a
but which, up till now , I am sorry to
small injector I have made, to
say, is a failure, as it refuses put water into boiler. When steam
is turned on , with valve on water pipe full open , it discharges all
the water through the overflow , and keeps on doing so while I
gradually shut down water valve till steam comes out of the over
How , and blows up water pipe into tank. If I start again with
water valve full open , and slacken back union nut on check valve,
the overflow stops, and the water comes out at the slack nut with
some pressure ; but immediately the nut is tightened up again it
comesout through the overflow ; and if I gradually shut down water
valve it blows steam as before, through overflow and up into water
tank. Would you please suggest what might possibly be wrong,
and oblige ? Regarding injector failure, I have seen on boilers a
non -return valve placed between injector and check -valve. Is
that absolutely necessary ? The injector is of same design as
described in The MODEL ENGINEER of May, 1900, by Mr. H. Lea,
but fixed cones bottom of water tank 3 ins. above mixing cone.
Steam and water pipes, 9-64ths in. inside diameter ; steam 40 lbs.,
but injector tried at all pressures below 40 lbs.; check -valve, 3-16ths
in . diameter.
Judging from your letters, the trouble does not seem to lie with
the injector at all, but is most probably due to your check valve,
The ordinary type of model check -valve is quite unsuited to model
injector work, and should bereplaced by a ball valve giving a full
bore passage to the boiler. In practical work a non-return valve
is usually fixed on the boiler, in addition to the injector check
valve as an extra precaution, and in case of the latter jamming
which would allow the boiler to discharge through the
or leaking,
injector. The addition in your case would only make matters
worse, and we expect you will find that with a new check -valve,
made as we suggest, the injector will feed quite satisfactorily. If
not, send the injector to us for examination .
( 13,536 ] Current Consumption for a given c.-D. and
Voltage. H. V. (London ) writes : Will you kindly inform me
how to calculate the number of lamps to put on different circuits
at different voltages ? Does it depend upon the number of
amperes the lamps take, or the number of watts taken by them ?
and how do you increase or decrease the number of lamps -- accord
ing to the voltage on the line ? Do you know of a good book on
the above subject ?
C.-p. is measured in watts. You may reckon about 31 watts
per c.-P. Thus : a 16 c.-p. lamp will take about 56 to 60 watts ;
and as a watt is 1 amp. by : volt, it follows that a 16 C.-P. 100 - volt
lamp will take just about 6 of an amp., for ; 6 by 100 equals 60,
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which is the number of watts the lamp takes. See " First Book of
Electricity and Magnetism ," by Perrin Maycock, price 2s. 9d. post
free ; also “ Magnetism and Electricity for Beginners," by Hadley ,
2s. 9d. post free, to be had from this office. See also recent query
replies on this and similar subjects.
( 13,459) Accumulators. J. H. (Donisthorpe) writes : I am
making the storage cell described in THE MODEL Engineer ( Vol.
VI, March 15th, 1902). Will you kindly answer the following
queries ? Will the electrolyte - 5 acid
to 21 parts water - do for
ENGINEER,
this cell ? It says in THE MODEL
" The acid to be
diluted by mixing with ten time ; its weight in water." Is this the
Would
better
same ?
it not be
to mix the paste with i part acid
to I of water, as mentioned in “ Small Accumulators " (not 10 to
I by weight) ? Have the plates to be placed in chloride of lime to
be formed ? Is this cell as efficient as one with flat plates ? What
is the weight of one tablespoonful of sulphuric acid ? What is the
chemical name, or symbol, for brimstone sulphuric acid? Also,
what is the difference between brimstone and commercial acid ?
This cell being of the same composition and type of plate as those
described in Chapter III of “ Small Accumulators, " you can safely
apply the instructions given in that chapter as regards pasting,
acid for use when working and forming the plates. It is an ingenious
cell, and worth a trial. Makers are, however, generally in agree
ment in making flat plate cells, the internal resistance being less.
It is, however, a question as to what the cells are to be applied
to ; for many purposes this cell may be just as good, and perhaps
more convenient. Brimstone sulphuric acid is the purest kind
being made from sulphur, as distinguished from more common
kinds which are made from iron, copper, and zinc ores containing
sulphur. Its symbol is H, SO4.
The News of the Trade .

( The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor réserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.)
• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.
The Fulmen Cut - Out.
A device which should fill a real want amongst amateurs and
those having charge of small accumulator charging plants is the
Fulmen Automatic Cut-in and Cut-out, here illustrated. In action,
it is simplicity itself, and the attendant having once adjusted the
instrument, and started charging, may leave the plant running as
long as necessary without further attention, knowing that should
the belt break, or the engine slow down from any cause, the cut
out will at once operate by opening the circuit and prevent the cells

FULMEN

A. H. Avery's “ FULMEN " AUTOMATIC
CUT -OUT.
discharging until the voltage of the dynamo rises to the correct
value again, when the cut-out automatically closes the circuit.
The instrument makes an attractive addition to any switch board ,
the base being enamelled dark green , and all brasswork polished
and lacquered. It can be supplied for any voltage between 2 and
100, and any current carrying
to to amps. ,
ment being adjustable to cut incapacity
or out at least 20 per each instru
either
side of the normal value. The maker of this instrument cent,
is Mr. A. H.
Avery, Fulmen Works, Tunbridge Wells,who will forward pamph
lets, post free, to readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER on application.
We have also received from Mr. Avery a copy of his 1905 cata
logue illustrating the Fulmen enclosed dynamos, charging plants,
slotting presses for armature discs, and harmonographs. The
price of the catalogue is 4d. post free.
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The Editor's Page .

HOSE of our readers who are interested in
THOmodel steamers will probably remember that
in our last year's Speed Competition we
received an entry in Class B from Mr. Ernest
Crank , of Liverpool , who stated that his boat had
accomplished a speed of over six miles per hour .
For a 3 ft . 6 ins . boat this seemed to be an excep
tional speed , and its accuracy was challenged by
the members of the Wirral Model Yacht Club ,
On
through their Secretary, Mr. E. W. Wynne.
receiving the protest we communicated with Mr.
Crank , and he agreed to run his boat in the presence
of the club officials, to show what she really would
do . The result of this trial has been to show that
the boat in question will not do more than 34 miles
per hour. Mr. Crank now attributes the high
speed previously recorded to inexperienced , and
consequently inaccurate , timing on the part of his
observers , and he admits that no exception can be
taken to the arrangements at the trials carried out
by the Wirral M.Y.C. He has now returned the
certificate we awarded him on the strength of his
original entry, and has made an ample apology
for the incorrect claim at first put forward . While
there is no doubt something to be said in extenua
tion of the error, owing to the fact that Mr. Crank
has been working practically alone in his model
building and running, and has not had the advan
tages afforded by club organisation and collabora
tion , this error shows clearly the danger of accepting
records which are not checked and vouched for by
competent authorities . In justice to all competitors
it is right that only absolutely reliable records
should be entered, and in the light of the present
experience , we shall be obliged to arrange very
different conditions for any future speed prizes we
me
may offer . We may say that we have a sche
under consideration whereby such speed trials shall
be conducted under the auspices of one or more
recognised Model Clubs. We hope to be able to
announce the details of this in due course .
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F. P. ( Bradford ) .-We regret we do not know of a
firm supplying this. Try some local stonemason .
S. W. -A letter, re chaff - cutter, awaits you at this
office. Please send us your address .
R. G. H. ( Dublin ) .—Adams, of 144 , High Holborn ;
or Henry Milnes, Ingleby Works, Brownroyd ,
Bradford , would supply you .
S. RHODES . — Many thanks for your letter, but we
do not see our way clear to publish it .
W. S. P. ( Bridgeton ) .—Your wire is No. 24 S.W.G. ,
D.c.c. For particulars of windings, see hand
book “ Small Dynamos and Motors, 7d . post
free.
J. W. S. ( London ) . -For an indoor railway , 2 -in .
or 2 } -in . gauge. For outdoor, 31-in . gauge.
S. L. ( Lewes ).-— Fit a water jacket to the cylinder .
C. F. ( New Cross , S.E. ).-See recent " Queries and
Replies " upon the subject .
G. P. ( New Cross).- Please refer to recent query
replies, and see also the Editor's Page for the
last three issues. In November 15th, 1902 issue,
the cells which are described on page 240 will
suit your requirements.
G. A. ( Reddish ) .—We must ask you to comply with
our rules, stated in the last few issues.
Notices .

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and allMSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 135. per
annum , payable in advance . Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS .
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,
and all new apparatus and price lists , &c., for review , to be addressed
to The Editor, " The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisernents and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer," 26-29, Poppin's Court, fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating tosalesof the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.
Contents .

Answers to Correspondents .
“ READER ” (Salford ).--Messrs. Whitney's address
is 117 , City Road , London , E.C. They will give
Please attend
you the information you require .
more carefully to our rules in asking further
questions , and remember to put a penny stamp
on your letters .
To SEVERAL READERS .—No coupon enclosed with
your enquiries.
S. W. ( Bexley).— Gold is the more costly metal of
the two . You ask for a reply by “ next Thurs
day ," but enclose no stamped addressed envelope
and no coupon . Please see our rules at head of
66 Queries and Replies ” column.
P. B. ( New Cross ) .—Renew the batteries .
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A Model Mexican Gunboat .
By ALFRED J. Budd .

Mr. ALFRED J. Budd's MODEL MEXICAN GUNBOAT .
HE accompanying photograph and description
THE ancomodernenEbat bertany prove di interest
to those readers who are thinking of making
a similar model . After visiting South Kensington
Museum on various occasions and noticing the
collection of model ships there, I had a desire to
build one myself. I therefore selected one of the
models which I thought would prove fairly easy to

copy , and this was the model of a Mexican gunboat
built by Messrs. Rennie & Co. in 1874 . I then
made a few rough sketches and notes to enable me
to get the proportion of the hull, &c . , fairly correct .
After deciding what size I should build - the
model , I procured a piece of deal, 15 ins. by 3 ins .
by 24 ins ., out of which I carved the hull , which is
made integral with the forecastle and after decks
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suitable for all classes of headstock, and so the illus
trations herewith simply convey a clear idea of the
principle of construction ; the details must neces
sarily vary with height of centres, design of mandrel
and headstock, and position of the worm -wheel on
the mandrel itself. The base, or bracket A AB
(shown in Figs. 1 , 2 and 3 ), is suitable for that class
of headstockin which the worm-wheel is fitted to
the back or left of the cone pulley. The length of
the base, as shown at A in the side elevation ,
Fig. 3 , will, of course, vary with the size
of worm -wheel fitted to the lathe mandrel ; the
larger this wheel, the longer must the bracket base
be made , in order that the wheels F, G, &c. , may
be carried clear of the pulley speeds. In some
lathes the worm-wheel is fitted to the front or
right-hand side of speed cone between this and the
right -hand member of headstock , which latter is
then carried up somewhat to provide a base for the
main -worm bracket. In this case the bracket A A
is, of course, cut away on the lower side ( instead of
the upper, as in Fig. 3 ), and is extended on the
right -hand side suitably to fit on to the upward
extension of the headstock casting, to which it is
secured by two studs and nuts being retained in

and bulwarks . The hull is 14 } ins . long from stem
to stern , the beam 2 } ins . , and the depth from top
of side to the water line is iš ins .
The masts , and topmasts , spars, bowsprit, funnel ,
guns, deck -houses, & c . , were all made out of pieces
of firewood, such as is usually sold in small bundlès.
The masts are let down into the deck about 1 in . ,
and then glued in . A piece of firewood planed
down to 1-16th in . in thickness forms the bridge
deck , and the hand rail is a piece of fine copper
wire bent round to shape and soldered to each one
of the uprights , which consist of small pins cut in
half . The two lifeboats were carved out of a piece
of wood with the aid of a penknife and small chisel .
A small pinion out of an old alarm clock came in
handy for the wheel after I had filed it down to
1-32nd in . in thickness . For the davits I used four
large -sized pins, which answered very well for the
purpose after a little bending. The anchor is made
out of a piece of sheet brass and a length of iron
wire . For the rigging I used fine white bookbinder's
thread , giving it a coat of varnish afterwards to
make it the proper colour . The deck is also var
nished , and the hull painted black above the water
line and red lead colour below it. The complete
model, which is approximately fin . to the foot ,
took about ten months of my spare time to build ,
working on an average about three hours per
week .
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Fig . 1. -PLAN .
the correct working position by stop -pins register
ing with holes in the headstock .
We will now examine the machine in detail .
Turning to the drawings , Fig. 1 is a plan of the
appliance ; Fig. 2 , front view , or elevation (as seen
from frontof lathe) : and Fig. 3 is side-view looking
from headstock end of lathe ; Figs. 4 and 5 are
plan and front views of the fixed or frame stop
EE ; Fig. 6, front and side views of nut S for slid
ing stop Ti ; and Fig. 7. similar views of the sliding
T -headed bolt and stop T '( in one) ; Fig . 8 is rock
ing , spring-tempered dividing handle ; Fig. ' 9, a
diagram showing positions of this handle, there
..

By “ CROSSKEYS."
E are most of us familiar with the ordinary
peg , as fitted to
lathes by quite a number of manufacturers ,
and are agreed as to its usefulness and suitability
for a certain straightaway class of work ; but we
also find that its capabilities are limited, and
that when we wish to deal with odd and prime
numbers , we must look to some other arrange
ment to provide us with the divisions required
without tedious calculation or the necessity of
keeping a host of figures “ in our head ” whilst
at work .
The appliance now to be described will , I
H
think , meet the needs of a great many, and
should prove a valuable acquisition to any good
lathe, enabling the user to obtain with ease
and certainty any number of divisions from 2
to 360 without appreciable error, the greatest
calculated total error being about 1-3500th in .
for a wheel of 360 teeth — an amount quite
negligible in even high -class work . I may
say, in passing, the fewer the number of
divisions required , the less the total error. For a
wheel of 120 teeth, the calculated error is less than
I - 1000oth in .
It often happens that we require for some special
job a wheel with an unusual number of teeth ( for
example , 127 teeth to adapt an ordinary S.C.
lathe to cut millimetre pitch ) , and find it expen
sive to put out , and perhaps not entirely satisfac
tory when sent home . With this apparatus fitted
to our lathe, we may be independent of the profes
sional wheel-cutter, and save both time and money.
The appliance may be adapted to almost any
lathe, but it is obviously impossible to give drawings
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delineated by lines only for an angular motion of
90 degs. ( this diagram is not to scale) All the other
drawings are half full - size, and , with the afore
mentioned reservation as to length of bracket base,
may be followed for the details of construction ,
which are in no other way dependent on the size of
or number of teeth in the worm -wheel, as fitted to

which projection the sliding stop Ti is brought, so
as to be in contact with its right-hand side ; W is
secondary worm spindle ; Y, wheel divided into 100
parts on edge or periphery ; c is pointer to read
bosses to
divisions on circular vernier Z ;
carry fixed stop E, E'.
Referring again to Fig. 3 , the worm-wheel F has
100 teeth, and is , consequently, 10 ins. in
circumference on the pitch line, the worm
being ten threads to the inch ; F is cast in
one with G. A hard steel bush is fitted to
the central hole , and the whole revolves
without shake , being a really good fit on the
worm spindle P ; this spindle is shouldered
to butt against the fore -end of bracket A B;
and is secured from end-play by the lock
nuts R at opposite end of the bracket. The
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F +
lathe spindle. As regards pitch of worm
Fig. 3. —SIDE ELEVATION .
teeth, this is not a matter of great im
portance, but ten threads to the inch is a
very suitable lead ; and it will be assumed
that this rate is decided upon ( the finer
the pitch of worm , the smaller the error
H
n dividing any number), as it gives ample strength
for all reasonable work .
MyFig . 3 showsthedisposition of parts most clearly,
perhaps.
A B is main , &c . , worm bracket B
part of spindle carrying F G left is rather longer
being the right hand , or long member, carrying
than the bush, so that when nut N is tightened
the boss C for circular vernier Z ; D is stiffening web
M is forced against shoulder of spindle stamping
or bracket ; E E ' fixed frame stop ; F, secondary
dividing handle I to spindle P, but leaving this
worm -wheel in one piece with division plate : G,
latter free to revolve within the bush fitted to
division plate with circular T-shaped recess cut in
FG.
its front face (similar to slide-rest turn-table) ; H,
When the appliance is in use the spacing is per
T-shaped recess ; I, rocking spring- tempered divid
formed by means of the handle I , this being rocked •
ing handle ; J handle -piece to same; K cam to press
or oscillated between fixed stop EE , and the
I forward when required , L, cam -bracket or support ;
movable stop TT-, and the worm-wheel F is only
M , collar carrying cam bracket ; N , milled nut, by
used to measure the distance required between the
turning which I is clamped to main worm spindle P ;
above-mentioned stops for any particular division
Q, worm threads; R lock-nuts to prevent end
required,as will be hereafter explained . The worm
play in P ; S ,-nut securing sliding bolt and stop
spindle W is } in . diameter in the threaded portion ;
TT ; Z , circular vernier.
the right- hand end is 'enlarged , forming a shoulder
In Fig . 1 , U is upper projection on dividing
abutting against bracket arm boss , the left- hand
handle I, its left side, shown resting against fixed
end being secured with lock-nuts, similarly to P.
stop E ' : V is lower projection on handle against
At its right-hand end is carried the wheel Y , whose
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periphery is divided into 100 parts, each division
measuring | in . exactly ; its circumference is, there
fore , 12'5 ins. , and diameter may be turned to
3.978 ins. , or 3 and 98-100ths ins. bare. Chesterman's
rules may be bought with the 1-100th in . grada
tions, price about is. 9d . to 2s. The divisions on
this wheel are sub-divided by the circular wheel or
vernier Z, as will be described in the next instal
ment.
( To be continued .)

flange should be 2 5-16ths ins . The axles are more
or less straightforward jobs , and should be turned
between centres , to the drawings ( Fig. 23 ) herewith.
The leading axle is provided with a central collar.
This collar may be made of brass tube, and should
be driven on tightly, the inside being turned bright
to ensure a good electrical contact as the return
current passes through this collar from the brush .
With a good fit there is no real necessity to solder
the collar into position . It will be noticed that
the wheel seats of the leading axles are shorter
than those of the driving wheels, and also that the
journals are smaller, the hole in the axle -box re
maining the same in each case . This gives a certain
amount of freedom both laterally and diametrically,
which is a good feature in a leading carrying wheel
of a model railway locomotive. To prevent the
boss of the wheel rubbing against the axle-box,
the front portion should be recessed back from the
shoulder of the journal .
The driving axle has four journals, two in the
axle -boxes and two for the motor , and also his an
extra wheel seat for the large spur wheel. The
motor is kept in place laterally by a collar on the

The “ Model Engineer " Electric
Locomotive .
By HENRY GREENLY.
( Continued from page 151. )
V. -WHEELS , AXLES, AND COLLECTOR .
EFORE dealing with the motor it will be
advisable to describe the wheels and axles ,
B
which , with the collectors , will complete the
work to the bogies . In the original drawing spoked
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wheels were shown but there is no reason
why the trouble of making a pattern for
a spoked wheel should be gone to .
A
disc wheel is easy to make , and, if properly
shaped , looks very well in conjunction
with outside framing. The profile of the
face should be exactly the same as in
the case of the spoked wheel.
The wheels are intended to be cast in
iron , and may be bored to drive on to
the axles .
However , as there are no
coupling bosses or balance weights to
consider, in the case of the driving wheels
especially, the wheels may be screwed on
to the axles, the left- hand wheel being
arranged to come off, so that the gear
wheel may be renewed at any future time.
Whatever is the process adopted , the
work must be good if the wheels are to
be at the same time firm and run true .
• Grub screws or pins may be employed as
permanent fixings, if needed .
Twelve spokes are employed in the
wheel , and the section of the boss and
rim must in the pattern be arranged so
that the pattern will draw. This means
that the resulting casting must , at the back
of the boss and the riin between the spokes , be
dressed with a warding file to obtain the correct
and best looking section . The diameter of the
wheels on the portion of the tread nearest to th

. ad
tre
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Fig . 23. - DRIVING AND CARRYING AXLES.

FIG . 24. -WHEELS .

( Full size. )

right -hand side , and by bearing up against the boss
of the spur wheel , as shown in the coloured plate .
Between the motor journals, the axle is reduced
in diameter, so that it does not rub on the field
magnets.
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The collector is of the roller type, which has been
found to work well in practice, Colonel Harvey
having fitted it to his model electric locomotive
with success . The construction is improved in the
present instance, however. Instead of using a
block of fibre, which is liable to be broken off in

On the inside face of the brass collector casting
a stud should be fixed to secure the thin springy
brass brush for the return of the current to the
third rail. The return current may, of course, be
taken to the bogie frames only, but this means that
it must pass through the journals and axle boxes,
a point detrimental
to the working of a
model electric loco ,
first noted in our
columns by Mr. A. R.
M. Simkins, who used
16"
shoes on the rim of
the wheels, for lower
ing the resistance and
preventing sparking.
The method of obtain
ing the same result
here adopted does
away with some of the
friction , and , in addi
tion , should be abso
lutely noiseless.
( To be continued .)
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Fig . 25. —The Collector .
a case of a derailment , brass
casting is attached to the
bogie frame by three screws
(or bolts and screws ) . This
brass casting is fitted with
an insulating bush of ebonite ,
inside which is placed a piece
of brass tube . The brass
bush should fit the ebonite
tightly ; if it does not , then
a piece should be soldered
on top , closing (except for
the hole for the spindle ) the
end, this precaution making
the spiral spring assist in
keeping the bush in its place .
The brass bush ensures the
easy working of the plunger,
and to prevent the latter
from turning round , a saw
cut should be made in it to fit
a pin which projects from
both sides of the plunger . The rollei may be of
brass, and very slightly rounded on the face. The
pivot may be an ordinary bolt , the hole in one
In this way the
prong of the fork being tapped.
nut acts as a lock -nut. The brass collector cast
ing may be fixed to the front plate of the bogie
by two bolts, the central screw doing duty in hold
ing the insulating bush in place.

Home - made

By FRED BROOKS.
EREWITH is given an illustration
of a small fan which I have made
HН
The sides of the fan
at home .
are in cast iron , made from wood pat
terns ; also the large driving wheel,
and bracket for carrying the same,
the covering for the fan and the ex

A HOME -MADE CIRCULAR FAN .
haust nozzle being made from thin sheet brass .
The diameter of the driving wheel is 7 ins . , and the
small wheel on fan shaft is in . diameter. There
are three wings , or blades , on the fan shaft , the
latter is pivoted on centres, the whole of the fan
being held together by four turned brass distance
pieces. The diameter of the fan is 6 ins . , and the
width ( inside ) is 2 } ins. ; the sides are 3-16ths in .
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thick , with a beading run round
in. wide and
1-16th in . thick. The whole is mounted on a wood
stand, and is of handsome appearance, besides
being a very useful article, being much better than
a pair of bellows .

The

Latest in

Engineering .

The Telegraphone. —This most ingenious
wonderful invention of a Danish engineer
name Valdemar Poulsen ) was exhibited in
early form at the last Paris Exhibition, and
been variously called the microphonograph,
telephonograph , and microtelephone. From
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netic spots will be produced so long as speech is
transmitted by the telephone transmitter, and
these spots will be of varying magnetic intensity
corresponding to the variations of the current in
the coils of the electro -magnet, as set up by the
vibrations of the voice in the transmitter dia
phragm, the action being very similar to that of a
phonograph recorder, except that a magnetic ,
instead of a mechanical , record is produced. If
now this, magnetised steel wire is passed in front
of the pole of a similar electro -magnet, the coils of
which are connected to a telephone receiver, the
spots of magnetism will set up electric currents in
the magnet coils of precisely similar intensity and
variation as the currents which produced the
magnetism in the first magnet ; these will act upon

TELEPHONE
RECEIVER

Hulu
TELEPHONE
TRANSMITTER

REPRO

RECORDING

-DUCING
MAGNET

MAGNET

ERASING
MAGNET

STEEL

WIRE

DIAGRAM OF THE TELEGRAPHIONE .
account which appears in the Journal of the Franklin
Institute of the United States of America for
January of this year, it appears that the invention
has made considerable progress towards being a
practicable and commercial piece of apparatus.
The following description is partly abstracted
from the account given in the journal mentioned.
Imagine a wire of high quality steel, such as that
from which piano strings are made, wound over
pulleys, or in any convenient way, so that it is
stretched in front of the pole of an electro - magnet ,
the magnet coil being connected in the circuit of a
telephone transmitter, which is complete with its
microphone and battery, so that the magnet takes
the place of the telephone receiver at the other end
of the line. On speaking into the transmitter,
currents of electricity will be set up in the coils
of the electro -magnet, and its pole will produce
what may be termed a spot of permanent mag
netism in that part of the stretched steel wire
which is exactly under the pole . If now the wire
is moved along in front of the pole, a series of mag

the telephone receiver, and reproduce the words
previously spoken into the transmitter . The
arrangement produces exactly the effects of the
recorder and sound producer in the phonograph ,
the magnetised wire being the equivalent of the
wax cylinder. It will be seen that here is an arrange
ment by which telephonic speech can be recorded
and reproduced ; but there is a further property of
this remarkable apparatus, and that is, if the
magnetised steel wire is passed in front of the pole
of an ordinary electro -magnet which is excited from
a battery of some independent source of current,
the spots of magnetism are all wiped out , and the
wire is able to receive a fresh record , or series of
records, so that it could be an endless wire revolving
over pulleys and continually receiving and trans
mitting messages which were magnetically wiped
off the wire as soon as transmitted . The arrange
ment of the apparatus may take a variety of forms ;
steel cylinders and discs, also steel bands, have been
used by the inventor instead of a wire . In the case
of the discs, they are able to receive a different
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record on each side , so that each side may be
utilised . In one form the wire is wrapped helically
round a cylinder, and is only 1-100th in . in diameter;
the electro -magnet poles being pointed, and they
are made with a time capacity of thirty minutes to
two or three hours . A desk pattern machine
would weigh about 15 lbs. A useful feature is that
the wire can be run backwards or forwards, so that ,
the message can be wholly or partly repeated at the
discretion of the operator ; and in a recording
instrument the erasing magnet permits any part
or the whole of the message to be erased.
Some particulars of the apparatus are to be
found in the Journal of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers of London ( No. 147 of Vol . XXX ) , in the
report of a meeting held in November, 1900, when
the apparatus was described and shown in operation .
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A Model Electric Generating
Set .
By J. K. COBB .
"HE accompanying photograph shows a direct
structed by myself and friend . The engine
will be recognised as the one described by Mr.
Ricardo some time ago in The MODEL ENGINEÉR.
This set gained the first prize in the Electrical Sec
tion at the Arts and Industries Exhibition , held in
Kirkcaldy in May last . The engine was constructed
to Mr. Ricardo's drawings as nearly as possible .
The crankcase was made in cast iron, and the end
covers, instead of being ribbed , were dished and

A MODEL ELECTRIC GENERATING SET .
The makers of the machine appear to be the Danish
Telegraphone Company of Copenhagen. The speed
of the wire may be taken as about 18 ins. per second ;
with steel cylinders pitch of the traversing screw
is stated to be about 1-80th in . There may be any
number of reproducing magnets, and in the Journal
of the Institution of Electrical Engineers referred to
there is an interesting suggestion by Mr. J. Gavey,
Chief Engineer to the Post Office, which points out,
by the help of a sketch , the possibility of impressing
the same message upon a number of wires, and then
by the placing of all the reproducing magnets in
series with a single receiver a cụmulative effect
might be produced, so that a feeble record would
be made to produce a loud tone .
VANADIUM . - The brittleness of vanadium steel
renders it unsuitable for the production of cut
ting tools, for which it would otherwise appear to
be well adapted . It is possible, however, that this
property may be modified by the addition of nickel .

turned bright , thereby giving it a much more attrac
tive appearance ; this point , for exhibition pur
poses, must not be overlooked .
When the engine was completed we tried the
steam on it , but the admission valves would not
work ; they seemed to jamb somehow ; and after a
few futile efforts to get the engine to run , it was
decided to substitute a steel valve and stem all in
one piece , in place of the one shown in Mr. Ricardo's
engine , which is in two parts, the defect of this
being that the springs drew down the valve stem
rods and left the valves sticking up . The altera
tion had the desired effect, and the engine now runs
very steadily and smoothly .
The dynamo is of the Simplex magnet type,
shunt wound , the output being about 6 amps .
25 volts pressure ; it is fitted with carbon brushes,
and despite the adverse opinion of some M.E.
correspondents in regard to the unsuitableness of
carbon brushes for small machines, owing to their
higher resistance , I can confidently say that
model dynamo makers need not hesitate to
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adopt carbon brushes ; the commutator will wear
much longer, and keep in much better condition ,
than if gauze or copper strip had been used .
The armature is a plain ring one , with three layers
of No. 20 gauge d.c. copper wire, in twenty sections,
wound thereon ; owing to depth of winding and
armature clearance, the air-gap is rather great,
preventing the machine from exciting sometimes;
but a permanent horseshoe magnet held to the
pole-pieces for a minute hastens matters, and makes
it “ hum ." Both dynamo and engine are fitted to
a strong cast -iron baseplate, and this is firmly
bolted to a polished laburnum base. All brasswork
is lacquered, the engine and dynamo parts being
done in light blue enamel, and to say that it looks
well is to put it mildly. A flash boiler, also to Mr.
Ricardo's design, was taken in hand and completed ;
this flash boiler has already earned for itself no
small amount of notoriety . During the progress
of a preliminary steam trial a brazed pipe joint gave
way, and it " flashed " with rather alarming sudden
ness. Two spectators were rather severely scalded
about the face, neck and hands .
This uncanny " flash ” boiler now reposes on the
shelf, and it is likely to do so until the maker's
nervous system is again restored to its wonted con
dition. In the issue of September 8th a series of
articles and designs on a 4 h.-p. flash boiler are
promised . If these are published , some more
light , it is hoped , will be thrown on the construction
and management of flash boilers .

For the Bookshelf .
Any book reviewed under this heading may be oblained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Float Strea , London, E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage .]
Loci in MECHANICAL DRAWING ( Part III ) , Piston
ACCELERATION .
By Alex . MacLay . Man
chester : The Technical Publishing Co. , Ltd.
Price 2s. 6d . net ; postage 3d .
A book for advanced students of the steam
engine ; consists of information and diagrams re
lating to piston acceleration curves ; various methods
are given and the subject is treated in an extensive
manner . To engineers dealing with the advanced
kinematics of the steam engine and to teachers this
work should be of interest and value .

OIL FUEL. By Sidney H. North . London : Chas .
Griffin & Co. , Ltd. Price 5s . net ; postage 3d .
So much attention has recently been attracted
to the possibilities of oil fuel that this book will
probably find a number of readers who wish to be
informed as to the general progress which has been
made in this subject . The opening chapters deal
with the sources of supply, the economic aspects ,
the chemical composition, and the conditions of
combustion of oil ſuels . The author then passes
on to early methods and experiments, modern
burners and methods , oil fuel for marine purposes ,
naval purposes, and locomotives , and oil fuel for
metallurgical, industrial, and domestic purposes .
The book is a compilation rather than an original
treatise , for most of the matter appears to be quoted
from papers read by different experts before scien
tific societies, from official reports , and from patent
specifications; but in its present collected form the
information will doubtless be convenient for refer
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ence . Some forty illustrations of burners and
furnaces are given , and some interesting tables of
tests will be found in the appendices,
PETROL MOTORS AND Motor Cars. By T. Hyler
White. London : Longmans, Green and Co.
Price 4s . 6d . ; postage 3d .
This book is essentially different from any of the
existing treatises on petrol motors inasmuch as it is
written entirely from the designer's point of view.
The author has aimed at providing designers and
draughtsmen with reliable formulæ and information
based on actual practice , and presented in such a
form as to be readily available for drawing office
use. The mathematics used have been given in as
simple a form as possible , and the notes are through
out of a thoroughly practical character.
The
various details of the motor and gearing are taken
separately and definite rules for calculating sizes
are given . A number of detail drawings of parts
are given in conjunction with tables of proportions,
which will be found particularly useful in working
out designs , while in the appendix a further selection
of useful tables of measurements, standard threads,
speeds , weights of tubes , &c . , is given . Altogether
the book is one which can be cordially commended
to all interested in motor car design or con
struc : ion.
TRANSACTIONS OF THE G.W.R. MECHANICS' IN
STITUTION JUNIOR ENGINEERING SOCIETY ,
SWINDON . Pamphlets Nos. 37 to 43. Pub
lished by the Society, G.W.R. Locomotive De
partment , Swindon . Price 3s .; postage 3d .
Amongst other interesting matter, this volume
contains a paper on train lighting by electricity , in
which Stone's system , Leitner system , and
L.B. & S.C.R. system are described , with illustra
tions . A paper on rolling mills and roll design ,
which is illustrated by a number of drawings of
rolls for producing a variety of sections, should be
useful. Those studying the construction of bridges
might find assistance in the section devoted to a
description of the development of the arch ; this
is also illustrated by diagrams of bridges, and con
tains a list of a number of arches in use , with par
ticulars of their spans , material, and cost .
ELECTRICITY CONTROL. By Leonard Andrews .
London : Charles Griffin & Co. , Ltd. Price
1 25. 6d. net ; postage 4d.
A very good book , hy an author of repute and
experience , who has made a special study of the
subject ; contains descriptions of large switches ,
fuses , circuit breakers , and arrangements of central
station switchboards ; is well printed , and so full
of excellent illustrations that the author's de
scriptions are easily followed . Especially interest
ing is the account given of some experiments carried
out by the author with horn break circuit breakers ,
and illustrated by photographs showing the actual
arc when breaking at 2,000 volts . The action of
this type of circuit breaker is very fully explained .
We recommend this book as a most useful guide to
heavy switchboard engineering. It is distinctly a
practical book for electric power engineers , and
should also be of much use to students , as it will
give them a very good idea of the appliances used
to control modern electric power machinery. Both
alternating and continuous current appliances are
dealt with, including arrangements for synchronis
ing and parallel running of alternators.
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Practice .

By CHAS. S. LAKE.
LOCOMOTIVES FOR SERVICE ABROAD .
( Continued from page 106.)
self-acting injectors of equal size, capable of deliver
“ HE Brazilian engine illustrated in Fig . 7
was
.
ing 1,600 gallons of water per hour, at a boiler British Locomotive Co., Ltd. ( Dübs section ),
pressure of 160 lbs . per sq. in . A long stroke pump,
Glasgow , from designs furnished by Messrs. Livesey ,
worked off the crosshead on the right-hand side,
Son & Henderson , of 14, South Place, Finsbury,
capable of maintaining the boiler feed under
E.C. , and under their supervision as consulting
ordinary working conditions, is also provided. This
engineers to the Great Western of Brazil Railway.
is necessary, as difficulty is sometimes met with in

A. BORSIG ,
A 2002

Fig . 8 .-- Six -COUPLED TANK LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE ASTURIAN RAILWAY OF SPAIN ;
BUILT BY A. BORSIG , BERLIN .
There are ten of these engines, and they are for the
metre gauge ( 3 ft . 3 } ins.). The type is that known
as the “ Mogul ” or 2–6–0 type, and the tenders
are mounted upon two four-wheeled trucks . The
cylinders are placed outside the frames , and drive
the middle pair ofcoupled wheels ; the valve gear,
which is of the Walschaert's pattern, being also out
side, actuating balanced flat valves above the
cylinders .
The boiler has a Belpaire firebox, and the mount
ings consist of a circular sand -box, dome, and two
3 -in, safety valves loaded to 160 lbs . per sq . in.
The smokebox is of the extended type and is fitted
with deflector plates and iron wire netting 5-16ths
in. mesh ; also a hopper shoot and steam ash
ejector. The boiler is fed by meansof two " Sirius "

keeping injectors clear in Brazil. The cab is well
designed, having revolving windows in front and a
The engines are capable of
well spread roof.
traversing curves of 300 ft . radius with ease ; in
deed , the minimum curves on the line are 260 ft .
radius. The cylinders are 16 ins. diameter by 20 ins .
stroke ; coupled wheels, 3 ' ft . 6 ins. diameter ;
heating surface ( total), 1,000 sq . ft .; total weight
of engine and tender, 56 tons .
The last engine selected for treatment is a six
coupled tank engine with leading and trailing two
wheeled trucks , built by the firm of A. Borsig,
of Berlin , for the Asturian Railway of Spain , this
line being laid out on the metre gauge, as in the case
of the Brazilian Railway last referred to.
The engine is a powerful one for a narrow -gauge

The Right Way of Brazing .
GREAT deal of the efficiency of brazing de
pends on the proper fitting of the parts. All
tubes should be a good fit in the lugs , and well
mitred round each other. Brazing should not be
depended upon to correct poor work, so that the
first point the workman has to take care of is to
see that the parts to be brazed are properly fitted.
Take a typical job-say the brazing-in of the two
tubes into the bottom bracket forging. The tubes
should be fitted carefully round the inner shape of
the bracket ; they should be pinned through with
a small pin to keep them from moving in the
process of brazing. The pins need only be small,
and need not be screwed ; they do not help in the
strength of the joint , and when the brazing is
accomplished they have served their purpose .
If the lugs in the bracket have stopped ends ,
care must be taken to see that the tubes bottom
down properly. In this case , of course , the lugs
will have to be loaded with brass spelter and
calcined borax ; about a thimbleful in each lug is
sufficient.
In order to keep the two tubes straight
in the lugs and at the proper angle with each other,
they should be tied by means of a piece of wire at
their ends . Care should also be taken to see that
the tubes stand square with the faces of the bracket
body.
This all being arranged, the bracket is packed up
in the hearth with the two tubes sticking upward
and the bracket body well surrounded by coke or
asbestos blocks.
The blowpipe flame is now directed upon the
bracket ( not on the tubes ) , and the heat gradually
raised until the bracket body is a full red colour.
The borax should be applied on the edges of the lug
and allowed to run down around the joint, and the
brass wire applied around it until it also melts and
flows down the joint .
While applying the wire,
the flame should not be directed upon it . The heat
of the metal itself should melt the brass solder. If
the brass is melted by the blowpipe before the metal
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line . It weighs (complete ) 41 tons , of which 32
are available for adhesion . The line abounds in
curves of short radius, but as the leading and trailing
wheels are arranged for flexibility, and the coupled
wheel-base is short, this is easily contended against.
The boiler is pitched with its centre line 7 ft. 2 } ins .
above rail level, which is, of course, considerable
for the metre gauge.
The cylinders are, outside, 17 ins . diameter by
191 stroke, and Walschaert's gear is used . The
coupled wheels are 3 ft . 11 ins. diameter , and the
truck wheels 2 ft . 44 ins , diameter ; 1,000 sq . ft . of
heating surface is provided , and 16 sq . ft . grate area .
The tanks carry 900 gallons of water, and the fuel
capacity is 2 tons . The engine weighs 41 tons, in
working order. The automatic vacuum brake is
fitted , two cylinders , one on each side of the main
frames under the footplate, being employed .
There is also a hand brake. The leading and trail
ing wheels are fitted with American type swing
links, the movement being controlled by radial
arms. The springs for these wheels are of the
spiral type, but those for the coupled wheels are
formed of plates.
( To be continued .)
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itself is hot enough to keep it running, the effect
will be that, while the brass may flow down the joint
the workman will make no guarantee that a proper
fusion of the metal has taken place, and it may
happen that while the finished joint looks strong
enough, it may give way in use. It is essential ,
therefore, to see that the flame of the blowpipe is
only used to heat the metal to the proper tempera
ture for fusing the brass, and that the brass is really
sweated down into the joint by reason of the heat
of the parts themselves . Melting the brass around
the joint is not brazing.
The application of the borax should be made
before the brass is applied , but care should be taken
not to put any more borax on than necessary to act
as a flux . If too much is applied, it may take the
place in the finished joint which should be occupied
by the brass, to the detriment of the strength of the
work . Another reason for taking care in the appli
cation of the borax is that if too much is applied it
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gineering Society .
HE seventh ordinary meeting for the present
TH session was held in the Society's Lecture
Hall on Tuesday, January 24th, 1905 , Mr.
G. H. Burrows , A.M.I.Mech.E., in the chair.
An excellent paper was read by Mr. James C.
Crebbin on “ Notes on Compound Locomotives .”
The author dealt chiefly with the compounds in use
on the Continent. Commencing with the De Glehn
locomotive in France, he outlined its history in brief,
and gave particulars of the performances of the
principal types, which were of particular interest
to the greater portion of his audience, since they
were acquainted with the work of the Great Western
Railway Company's locomotive La France.
The German compounds Maffei, Von Borries,
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Fig. 9.-Six-COUPLED TANK LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE ASTURIAN RAILWAY OF SPAIN .
For description ]

will run down the sides of the job, and perhaps
inside the bracket , and , when cool , will form a
hard , glassy surface , very difficult to remove and
causing great wear and tear on files.
A good plan to prevent the accumulation of borax
and brass on parts of the brass where it is not
required is to paint those parts with a paste made
of powdered blacklead and water. This is applied
before the brazing process. It should be well
brushed inside the bracket, particularly on the
threads, and should also be plentifully applied
outside, especially in the corners between the lugs
which are difficult to file, and also upon the lug ,
and holes taking the cotter -pins.
When the joints are properly brazed and the
workman is assured that the brass has run well into
the joint , the whole should be taken from the fire
and immediately brushed with a strong wire brush .
If this is done at once and carefully, a great deal
of superfluous brass and borax will be removed
before it sets, and the subsequent operation of filing
up greatly facilitated . --Bicycling World .

(see pages 201 , 202 .
and De Glehn had considerable attention , so also the
four-cylinder compounds of the Austrian railways.
It was explained that the latter, although remark
ably fine engines, were very much restricted,
owing to the numerous difficulties of the line, etc.
The Italian railways possessed excellent four
cylinder compounds, and the author was able to go
into details of their performances also . In connec
tion with the various compounds in use on the Con
tinent , it was pointed out that in most cases it was
a difficult matter to obtain good fuel . In some
countries the only coal obtainable was of a very
inferior quality, and contained a large proportion
of dirt and dust , which necessitated its removal by
washing ; and as the remaining coal was still too
poor, it was usual to mix tar ( imported ) with it ,
and press the mixture into briquettes.
The author described the compounds designed
by Mr. Reikie for the railways of India, and gave
some particulars of their working.
In conclusion, Mr. Crebbin gave some of his results
with model compound and simple locomotives ,
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and suggested types of compounds suitable
for main line traffic. Comparing the Continental
compound locomotives with those of English de
sign , he was of opinion that the chief reason why
the latter were not a success was that the methods
of compounding were obsolete.
A large number of lantern slides were shown,
illustrating all the chief locomotives on the Conti
nent , and also a few British.
At the conclusion of the paper the Chairman
opened a discussion , in which several of the mem
bers and the author took part.
After a very hearty vote of thanks had been
accorded Mr. Crebbin for his most able paper, the
members were invited to inspect the working
models, with which practical illustrations of the
various points in the paper were given.
The models, which were of excellent workman
ship, were built by the author for experimental
purposes , and the splendid four- cylinder tandem
compound , which was then in steam , had already
been fitted with a third set of cylinders to obtain
different results.
Design

for

a

Model

Steam

Centrifugal Pump .
By H. W. Jackson .
'HE accompanying drawings show the con
struction of a small steam -driven centrifugal
THE
pump. The pump has suction and dis

Of course, much depends upon the workmanship
put into the model. The model could be used for
various purposes, the chief being as a circulating
pump for a small surface conderser ; it would also
serve well for a model salvage steamer, such as are
used to pump the water out of a sunken ship. A
steamer of this type may appeal to some readers
as a change from the usual run of cargo and torpedo
boats.
The propeller shaft could be connected to the
engine by a clutch coupling when being used to
drive the boat . As the pump has to be nearly full
of water to start it , the end of the suction pipe
should have what is known as a foot -valve. This
is a simple flap non-return valve , the flap being as
light as possible because the passage of the water
through it keeps it open, and when the pump stops
the weight of water in the suction pipe closes the
valve and thus keeps sufficient water in the pump
for re- starting
As will be seen from Figs . 1 and 2 , the pump is
bolted to the engine bedplate by a circular Aange,
thus allowing the discharge to be placed at almost
any angle to suit the position and purpose for which
the pump is required ; also , the suction pipe may be
fastened to the pump in four positions. The pump
and engine may be made in brass or gunmetal.
The pump case presents no great difficulty, but the
joint between the halves of the case must be a
good one, and the inside of the case must be made
smooth with a file and then with emery cloth.
The two lines on elevation of pump case from
bottom of discharge pipe to suction pipe represent
-on each half of the case -- a web which is made to
just clear the disc or impeller, and is to prevent the
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Fig . 5. -VALVE CHEST .
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Figs. 6 AND 7. - PLAN AND FACE OF VALVE.
Fig . 3.-Part SECTIONAL PLAN THROUGH PUMP
AND GUIDES .

charge pipes of 1 in . diameter, and is driven by a
semi-enclosed vertical steam engine, :-in , bore, and
f -in . stroke. With the engine running at about
700 revolutions per minute, and steam at 60 lbs .
pressure , the pump should deliver about eight gallons
of water per minute, the head or lift being about
4 ft .

water whirling round and to direct it to the dis
charge pipe.
The disc or impeller ( Fig . 11 ) must be very care
fully made ; it can be turned all over on the outside ,
and should be smoothed and polished as much
as possible inside.
The disc is screwed on to the 5-16ths in , diameter
crankshaft and fixed by a grub screw .
The engine bedplate is provided with bored guides
for the crosshead, the hole in bottom of bedplate
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being used to give access to the nuts on connecting
rod end ; the bearing for crankshaft is of simple
construction. Great care must be taken that the
guides are bored truly with the flange for cylinder
at top of bedplate, that the bearing is bored truly
Fig . 8. -SECTIONAL PLAN OF
CYLINDER .

March 2 , 1905.

in . clearance of piston at each end of cylinder the
dimensions on drawing must be accurately worked
to.
The valve chest ( Fig . 5 ) is shown separate from
the cylinder to facilitate the cutting of the ports and
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-Fig . 4.—Side ELEVATION OF PUMP, LOOKING AT
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ECCENTRIC STRAPS .
FIG . 10 .

Fig . 12. -Part ELEVATION
OF BEDPLATE .

with flange for connection to pump, and that the
flange for cylinder is exactly at right angles to the
flange for pump ; most of this machinery can be
done on lathe faceplate and should not be very
difficult to accomplish. There being only 1-32nd

Fig . 11. - DISC OR
IMPELLER.
surfacing the port face ; it is secured to the cylinder
by four t-in. screws, and, preferably, should also be
sweated on with solder to make a good steam-tight
joint.
The steam ports are į in . by 3-32nds in. , and
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exhaust ports | in . by 3-16ths in . , the breadth of
bar being 3-32nds in . , and travel of valve in . The
flat on end of valve rod in dummy gland must not
be omitted , as it serves for the escape of condensed
steam.
The piston is made deep so that if it is made a
good fit no packing will be required, and one or two
small grooves round the piston would be of use to
hold some oil .
The slight thrust of the disc due to water enter
ing from suction should be taken by the boss of
the disc against the bearing in pump and not by
the crank web against the bearing on bedplate.
When making the connecting -rod end it will be
noticed that there is a small projection 3-16ths in .
diameter to keep the brasses in position.
Holes should be drilled in the flywheel to balance
the crank, connecting -rod , piston and rod . The
cylinder and valve chest should be lagged with blue
sheet steel in one piece.
A hole is shown on pump bearing (Fig. 2 ) for a
lubricator to be screwed on , and the engine may be
completed by the addition of drain cocks to cylin
der and valve chest , a sight -feed lubricator being
fitted to steam pipe, and a small air ejector on the
pump to exhaust the air from pump before start
ing.
Of course, if the air ejector is used the end
of suction pipe must be under water and a sluice
valve fitted to discharge pipe, so that as the air is
exhausted, the water will rise up the suction pipe to
the pump
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A small china knob was put on the tube for a handle.
Taking one of the 3 -in . squares, I drilled a hole in
the centre so that the end of the paper tube just
fitted in and was fixed securely in with glue .
I bought | lb. No. 20 gauge d.c.c. copper wire,
and after thoroughly soaking in wax it was wound
on the paper tube until there were four layers.
Another paper tube was then made to fit loosely
over the prinary. The two remaining squares of
АВ

BВ

( D

В.

Fig . 2. -CONTACT-BREAKER .
D

Fig . 3. -SWITCH .
D
С

Fig . 4.- SLIDE BAR.

wood were now put on at each end of the tube, and
so made the bobbin for the secondary wire. This
was now wound with 1 lb. No. 36 gauge s.c.c. wire ,
A Powerful Shocking Coil .
thoroughly soaked in wax, with a piece of thin paper
between each layer.
By S. E. GOLDING .
Before fixing the two wooden ends an $ in . hoie
was drilled in each of the two bottom corners, In
coil I have just made. I read that valuable
each of these boles was fixed a piece of } in . brass
MODEL ENGINEER handbook, “ Small Induction
tube, and then taking the ends of the secondary
wire I soldered sarne to the two
pieces of tube in one end of the
bobbin .
The contact -breaker pillars ( C )
were made from strip copper, } in.
Two
wide by 3-32nds in. thick .
strips were cut and bent to L
shape, one leg of each drilled for
the holding down screws and one
leg tapped for the platinised screw
( D ) , and the other for the screw
to hold the spring ( B ), which is a
piece of clock spring, into which
I riveted a piece of platinum wire.
The hamnier ( A ) is made from a
piece of f-in , diameter iron rod
filed to shape.
The guides ( A , Fig . 4) for the
FIG. 1.-MR. S. E. GOLDING'S POWERFUL SHOCKING Coil.
secondary bobbin were made from
81 -in. lengths of thick German silver
wire , with a piece of thick brass B bent to a right
Coils," and gained many valuable hints as to con
angle , soldered to one end of each bar. The other ends
struction from the same.
As will be seen from the photograph , the coil is
of these are fixed in to holes in the bottom of the
of orthodox design , except the guides for the
primary standard E. The secondary bobbin D slides
secondary coil, which will be described later.
along these guides so that the two pieces of brass
To start with , the woodwork is all of t-in . oak,
tube C make contact with the two guide bars, and
of which nearly a square foot was used . I first
these again are connected to the secondary terminals,
cut a piece i ft. by 4 * ins. for the base, and then
which can, therefore, be fixed in the baseboard .
The switch is of the screw -down type recently
three others 3 ins . square. The core , paper tube ,
described in The Modej, ENGINEER , with a G.Š.
and regulating brass tube are made exactly as de .
wire handle ( B ) and is very effective, a quarter turn
scribed in the MODEL ENGINEER handbook No. II .
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making good contact . The secondary bobbin is
covered with dark green plush. I fixed a brass
knob underneath each of the corners of the base.
This makes same very steady. The coil is very
easily regulated, first by the sliding coil, and then
by the brass tube. It is very powerful, as with one
bichromate cell and the secondary bobbin fully
over the primary but with the regulating tube only
half drawn out , it has sent a strong shock through
six people. '
In conclusion , it has taken about six months to
build , but this is because I have not a great amount
of spare time.

A

Model

Steam

Lorry.

By ALFRED HARRIS ,
'HE accompanying sketch is of a model
THEsteam lorry which, together with the follow
ing description , may be of interest to some
fellow - readers ; and, if I may judge from the

makes a very neat and compact engine. The boiler
is of copper, 44 ins. in diameter by 5 ins. high, with
one central Aue 14 ins . in diameter. This , together
with the engine , is placed as far forward as possible .
bunker
A spirit tank is fitted at the back of the
arrangement, which may be seen immediately be
hind the engine. This tank is about square in
section , the bottom being about level with the top
of firebox , and runs the whole width of the car.
The firing arrangement consists of a circular tray
padded with asbestos and is fed with spirit from
the tank which is fitted with a regulator cock. The
exhaust pipe is provided with a water chamber,
from which the cylinder oil , &c . , is carried straight
down through the bed into a small tank , : This
again is soon emptied by removing a cork from the
bottom.
As the crankshaft and the axle of the driving
wheels are at right angles , I found it necessary to
use bevel gear , which is geared down 6 to i on to a
counter shaft , and geared down again from the
counter shaft another 6 to i on to the driving axle.
The wheels are 2ų ins . in diameter , and are cast in

A

Bruss quide bars
soldered on
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Bunker
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MR . ALFRED HARRIS ' MODEL STEAM LORRY .
character of articles I have noticed in The Model
ENGINEER , will possibly prove a novelty in its
pages .
I have never seen a model of this kind , but as I
took a fancy to the real lorries I have seen about
I decided to make a smaller one. My idea was to
make it to appear , as far as practicable , like the
larger ones , and at the same time to make it a
“ convenient
working model - two points which
I accomplished, to my idea , fairly well.
I used a launch type engine for motive power,
one which I originally built for a model tug (which
I may describe at some future date ). The cylinder,
which I may mention is fitted with a lubricator , is
of the ordinary slide- valve type, and has a bore of
in . by i in . stroke. This I have lagged with
mahogany and when nicely polished up gives a
nice finish . The crosshead is similar to that of Mr.
Morris's , described some time ago , which I find

white metal, which answers the purpose very well.
A guard plate is fitted across the back and for some
distance along the sides, the bottom edge being just
above the wheel hubs . This hides the gearing and
partly hides the water tank . The steerage is
accomplished by means of a short horizontal lever,
which is connected direct on to the fore carriage
and projects in the front. This is decidedly more
convenient than a hand wheel and worm gear.
The boiler feed is a little dodge of my own , and
for small boilers I can assure other beginners it will
pay for a trial. After running the boiler nearly
empty I put out the fire, shut off all bɔiler con
nections, and open the “ injector " tap , which
leads to the bottom of the water tank . The
remaining steam is at once blown into the tank,
and as soon as the boiler cools down , the would -be
vacuum , caused by the condensation , is immediately
replaced by the heated water , which is soon boiled,
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and steam readily raised again . I am sure , com
pared with some arrangements, the trouble of this
is next to none. When fully equipped the vehicle
weighs about 11 lbs., and on a smooth run , such as
a large kitchen table, she is capable of carrying a
load of 141 lbs.; and wherever she will run herself
she will carry 10 lbs. easily . Her low gear, and
consequent low speed, of course, accounts for her
power, and seeing she is only 2 ft . long, I think it
is very good . The whole is painted green and
black , and is lined out with red and varnished .
Her number is done in plain white block figures on
a black ground, as usual , placed in the front , and
reads-B.L. 46.

The Society of Model Engineers .
[Reports of medings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEERissue
without
delay, aand
be days
inserted
in any
par.
ticular
it received
clearwillnine
before
its usual
date of publication .)
London .
THE February meeting of the Society was held
on Thursday, the 16th, at the Holborn Town
THE
Hall , Gray's Inn Road , Mr. D. Corse Glen
taking the chair, and forty - five members being
present .
The minutes of the previous ordinary meeting
were read and signed, and six new members elected .
The Chairman specially requested that all members
would do their utmost to induce such of their friends
and acquaintances as were interested in the objects
of the Society to become members . An announce
ment of the satisfactory nature of the financial
aspect of the recent Conversazione was made , and
on the motion of Mr. Glover, seconded by Mr.
Bowling, a very hearty vote of thanks was passed
to all those who in any way contributed to make
it the success it was.
After announcing the dates of and programmes for
future meetings , the Chairman called upon Mr. E. W.
Fraser to give his lecture and demonstration on
sheet metal working, &c . With the aid of a very
few tools , Mr. Fraser gave a most satisfactory
demonstration of flanging plate in different ways,
riveting plate, and also expanding tubes both in
front and behind tube plate . Much valuable in
formation and instruction was given by the lec
turer in connection with his demonstrations , the
process of tube expanding being specially interest .
ing, and evoking much appreciative comment from
the audience . A number of questions were put
to Mr. Fraser on matters of practice in sheet metal
working, which he answered in a very practical
manner . At the close a very hearty vote of thanks
was proposed by Mr. Glen , seconded, and carried
with much enthusiasm .
The only exhibits were an assortment of castings
for a i -in . scale Dunalastair locomotive , by Mr. Coe ,
and the partially finished boiler shell for a model
of the old locomotive ( 1829 ) “ Agenoria , " by Mr.
J. C. Taylor, the unusual style of construction
exciting much interest .
The meeting terminated at ro p.m.
FUTURE MEETINGS. — On Saturday, March 11th ,
a visit will take place to the Longhedge Works of
the S.E. & C.R. Co. ( by kind permission of J. W.
Barber, Esq . ) . The party is limited to twenty,
and has been already made up from the members
attending the meeting reported above. If there
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are any other members who would like to make
the visit , they should immediately send in their
names to the Hon . Secretary, and a further visit
will probably be arranged for the 18th or 25th
March .
The next ordinary meeting will take place on
Monday, March 20th , when Mr. Percival Marshall
will give his paper on his American tour, illustrated
by slides. The result of the M.E. Locomotive
Competition will also be announced , and the com
peting models tried under steam on the Society's
track. The Committee are anxious that all mem
bers having locomotives will endeavour to bring
them to this meeting ( whether they have been
exhibited before or not ) . This meeting promises to
be specially interesting , and a large number of
members and friends are hoped for . The mceting
will commence at 7 o'clock precisely . - HERBERT
G. Riddle , Hon . Sec . , 37 , Minard Road , Hither
Green , S.E.

Practical Letters from our
Readers ,
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Ldters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached,
though not necessarily intended for publication .)
A Simple Electric Alarm .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -I should like to make a few remarks
concerning Mr. Yates' electric alarm clock. First
of all , I think that the short time the long hand
would be travelling over the stud C would not be

Lo

Hammer

Alorm
clock

TI
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A SIMPLE ELECTRIC ALARM .
nearly sufficient to wake some of us tired model
engineers, as I am told in my own case , when I
think I have stopped my alarm immediately, that
it has been ringing several minutes. Secondly, the
long hand would have to be adjusted very care
fully, in order to make good contact and yet not
stop the clock . Also , I do not take it that when
the hour hand touches the stud B this is to stop the
clock , as this would certainly mean injuring the
clock's working , and also loosen the hands .
I would advise anyone wanting to make a
simple and effective alarm to make it according
to the diagram herewith. I have had mine in use
for six months , and it has never failed . it consists
of an alarm clock with a hammer, the hammer
being placed in such a position that when it comes
down it will knock the switch over on to the stud ,
thus completing the circuit . I think the sketch
will explain what I mean .- Yours truly,
A. SALTAIRE .
Walkíord .
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A Simple and Effective Surface Carburettor .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir , —I beg to enclose a drawing of a
simple and effective surface carburettor suitable
for using with a 2-in . by 3 -in . gas or oil engine ,
which may be useful to some M.E. readers. The
containing vessel consists of an old paint tin with a
snap-in lid (6 ins . by 4 ins. ) carefully cleaned and
tested for leaks. The essential feature is the pro
vision of an automatic air inlet and level gauge ,
which adjusts itself to the level of the petrol as it

Supply
Tap

Air

Splash
Tube

Thin
glass
tube

YHHA

Model Yacht Architecture .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,-Replying to “ H. M. Y. C.'s ” lettei
which appeared in The MODEL ENGINEER of Jan
uary 26th , I am afraid that I must still hold to the
recognised principle--" that a yacht cannot in
crease its displacement by simple heeling .”
“ H. M. Y. C.” says : “ The pressure required to
heel a yacht is partly converted into a downward
pressure.” For “ is ” I think should be read
may be. "
There is not the slightest reason why
the pressure required to heel the boat should not be
in an upward direction .
Referring to Fig . 1 ,
let W represent the force and direction of the wind
which is heeling a yacht . “ H. M. Y. C. ” wants
a downward
of this pressure converted into
sometion
Well , the only way to accomplish this
direc
.
is by the law of the parallelogram of forces, and
Fig. 2 shows the result. Instead of w, there
are P and w, and P and w together are always
equal to W. There would , I admit , appear to be a
downward pressure as at P , which , if it existed alone
or in conjunction with W only, would increase the
displacement ; but this cannot be-w must be in
cluded as well.
Now, what about Fig. 3 , in which W is re
solved into P upward , and w ?
According to
“ H. M. Y. C.'s ” argument, the displacement in
this case is decreased by the upward pressure acting
at P. The only possible way of actually “ increasing
the displacement of a yacht by heeling " is that due
to some outside force acting in a downward direc
tion . In the lake district this is frequently met
with when a current of air comes down the side of
a mountain , and does actually exert a downward
pressure on the hull and sails .
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floor

W

FIG . 1 .
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A SIMPLE SURFACE CARBURETTOR.
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Fig . 3
P

With regard to “ H. M. Y. C.'s ” theory of the
sphere, here, again , he says,
any pressure on C
will submerge it.” This should read any down
ward pressure .”
I hope I have made this clear , but at the same
time I should , if convenient to “ H. M. Y. C., ” like
to be put into communication with the expert , as an
amicable discussion on such a subject naturally
appeals to me . - Yours truly ,
Kensington , W.
W. H. WILSON THEOBALD .

is used up , thus requiring no attention after the
engine is started .
The air inlet consists of a piece of -in . bore thin
glass tube (aluminium would be better ), which fits
a close sliding fit through the brass collar soldered
in the lid ; it should be ground in with fine emery
and turpentine, as glass tubing is rarely of the
same diameter all along its length ; the lower end
of the glass tube is pushed through a hole in a
large bung ( 2 ins . by i in .) and must fit tightly ,
though not so as to cause the tube to smash in the
process . It is as well to start with a 24 -in . by
i-in , bung and pare it down to suit the weight of
the glass tube .
The mixture exit , ás can be seen in the sketch ,
passes up a large bore tube soldered to the lid
which , together with the coarse wire gauze soldered
to the brass collar, prevents the petrol splashing up
and being carried into the supply pipe and preventing
a uniform mixture.
The carburettor works well at 400 charges per
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minute ; but under 300 charges per minute it is apt
to give an unequal mixture. It should not be filled
more than half full, and the glass tube must be
allowed to jump up and down. This is caused by
the bubbles rising through the petrol throwing the
spirit about.
I have found this carburettor much more effective
and more constant than the wick carburettor de
scribed in The Model ENGINEER soine time ago ;
it will vaporise much poorer spirit , and will continue
to do so even when frost appears on the outside
of the tin in a room at 50° F. - Yours truly ,
H. A. W.
An Electric Gas Extinguisher.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , —The accompanying photograph shows
a simple device I have made and attached to the
gas pendant for turning off the gas on a burner
with a bye -pass .
An old pair of electric bell coils ( A ) are attached
to a brass plate, on which is mounted a lever of
thin Aat brass ( B ) connected to the bye -pass tap

H

E

D

AN ELECTRIC GAS EXTINGUISHER .
by means of a short rod (C ) . At the armature end
of the brass lever (at D) a small projection is
soldered , which , when the light is turned on , by
pulling down the chain J, is held by the bottom of
the armature in the position shown in the photo
graph. A push is fixed at a convenient place on
the wall, and on contact being made the magnet
attracts the armature, thus releasing lever at D
and burner is turned off, the spiral spring ( E )
bringing the lever down and shutting off themain
gas tap , leaving the bye -pass jet only alight . F is
a piece of round thin brass with a hole near its
edge through which a setscrew ( an old terminal )
passes, the object of the round disc being to adjust
the distance of the armature on catch D. G is the

21 I

two wires from the magnet which are coiled round
the pendant and carried along the ceiling to battery
and push. H is the burner and shade.- Yours
E. L. TAPPIN .
truly.
Lewes .

Queries and Replies .
[ Attention is especially, directed to the first condition stoen below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions thoron stated . Letters containing Ouerles must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Quang
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Querles
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the ender's name MUST be in
soribed on the back . (2) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and LOTTO
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. and also a " Queries and Replles
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interral of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . 15) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
wecks must elapse betore the Reply can be published . The
insertion of Replies in this solumn cannot be guaranteed. ( 6) AH
Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26–29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Stred, London , E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recrnily :
( 13,466] Nernst Lamps . G. S. C. (Ivybridge) writes: ( 1) Are
there any Nernst lamps made suitable for a 50 -volt circuit ? If
not, what is the lowest voltage these lamps are made for ? Also ,
where are they obtained ? (2) What maker do you recommend
of oil engines, iš to 2 h.-p. ? ( 3) Would Avery's 500 -watt dynamo
light many 32 c.-p. Nernst lamps ? If so, how many ?
( 1) We do not think that Nernst lamps are made for less than
100 -volt circuits, but if you write to the Universal Electric Supply
Co., of 60, Brook Street, C.-on - M ., Manchester, they will send you
latest particulars. ( 2) Messrs. Norris & Henty (who supply the
Gardner enginei, of Queen Victoria Street, London , E.C. ; or Messrs.
Hardy & Padmore , Ltd., Worcester ; or Capel & Co., 168 , Dalston
Lane, London , N.É. (3) A 500-watt dynamo would light about
ten amp. Nernst lamps at 100 volts ; these may be taken to be
about 32 c.-p. each .
(13,453) Electric Motor for Sewing Machine. W. D.
(Patnicroft) writes : Will you please kindly answer me the following
questions : - I wish to drive a sewing machine with an electric
motor. The machine is worked about eight hours during the day.
( 1 ) What size, power , and price of motor shall I require ? ( 2) How
many bichromatecells (pint or quart) shall I require to drive the
motor ? ( 3 ) Shall I connect in series, and how shall I charge the
cells. (4) Shall I lift the zincs when motor is stopped ? (5) What
firm do you recommend for the motor and cells ? (6) The machine
will be stopped many times during the hour, and I wish to drive
by a strap from the motor to the machine, but the machine to have
a loose pulley also , so that the machine can be stopped when re
quired . Would it injure the motor at all by constantly taking the
load off ? ( 7) Will you give me the full instructions how to con
struct a motor of the kind you recommend ?
( 1 ) A motor to give 1-16th to 1-20th h.-p. would drive an ordinary
domestic sewing machine. ( 2) If the machine is wound for, say,
12 volts and 3 to 4 amps., this would be about the energy required
six bichromate pattern cells with chromic acid solution, each cell
to be at least 3 -pint size ; they should be all joined in series. The
larger you have the cells the better. (3) For information on
batteries, see our sixpenny handbook No. 5. (4) The zincs need
not be liſted for short periods of rest, say five minutes at a time.
(5 ) For motor, A. H. Avery, of Fulmen Works, Park Street, Tun
bridge Wells ; or the Crypto Electric Co. , Ltd., 3, Tyers Gateway,
London, S.E .; for battery. the Universal Electric Supply Co., 60,
Brook Street, C.-on-M. , Manchester. (6) No, you can alter the load
on motor as much as you please, but the usual way is to work a
switch from a foot lever corresponding to the treadle of a sewing
machine stand, so that the operator can have both hands at liberty;
the switch is put on by pressing down the foot against a spring
which pulls off the switch and stops motor when pressure is released.
The speed of motor can be regulated in the same way by making
the switch a regulator as well ; if necessary, a friction brake can be
applied to stop the motor dead with the same movement. ( 7) For
instructions on constructing motors see our sixpenny handbooks
" Small Dynamos and Motors," also “ Small Electric Motors,"
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Nos. 10 and 14 , respectively. The firms mentioned above would
supply you with castings and materials.
(13,527] Gilding and Plating, & c ., from Supply Mains. C.
W. R. ( Kentish Town) writes : Is it possible to use a 100 -volt
public main supply for gilding and plating ; and, if so , would you
supply me with instructions for breaking it down so as to use it on
various currents ?
There are three ways in which you can reduce the pressure of
public supply down to that required for platingand gilding. By
the use of a motor- driven dynamo or motor generator in which the
motor or motor portion is wound totake the pressure of the supply
and the dynamo or generator portion is wound to give the volts
and currents required for the plating and gilding bath ; if the work
is on a large scale, this is the only practicable method. If on a
small scale , vou can rse a resistance in series with the bath, such as
a lamp or two or three lamps in parallel, according to the current
required , in which case the bath should be well insulated from
earth. A third way is to use two or three accumulators to work
the bath, and charge them by placing them in series with the house
mains when the bath is out of use, so that as soon as lamps are
turned on the cells are charging. You will get a small drop of
pressure on your lamps , but this could be remedied by using lamps
of abou
t 5 volts lowr. The e remarks apply to continuous current;
with alternating current mairs a motor driven dynamo is the only
way . Details depend upon the amount and kind of work you
intend to do,
(13,487] Wimshurst Machine. G. M. (Gateshead) writes : !
am busy making a Wimshurst machine with 18 -in . glass plates and
Leyden jars for experimental purposes, and I would like you to
answer a few questions on the matter. Could you giv: ne the
most suitable sizes of the following (1) Size of brass balls for
Leyden jars and dischargers ? (2) Size of glass jars for Leyden
jars ? (3) Name and address of firm who could supply jars for
same ? (4) Whether are tinfoil or brass filings better for inner
coating for Leyden jars ? ( 5) What length of spark should the
machine give when finished ? (6) Could a Tesla coil be worked
in conjunction with a Wimshurst machine ?
(1) Size immaterial ; try about i in , diameter balls, and 1 in.
diameter for the small one. ( 2) Exact size of jars does not matter ;
try 8 ins. high by 2 ins. diameter. The larger the jars the more
intermittent and thicker will be the spark ; the smaller the jars
the more rapid and finer will be the spark. (3) Try the Universal
Electric Supply Co., 60, Brook Street, C.-on- M ., Manchester. (4)
Use tinf il. (5) Probably about 5 to 6 ins. To get maximum
length of spark the dischargers should have balls of different dia
meters as mentioned above, the small ball should be on the positive
discharger ; you should,therefore, make them interchangeable ; a
spark gap as shown in THE MODEL ENGINEER for November 17th
(last page), 467, is a useful arrangement. (6) No, a Tesla coil
requ’res an alternating current and high tension step up trans
former. We do not altogether understand your sketch .
(13,2031 Gramme Ring Wioding. L. B. (Leeds) writes :
I am making a Gramme ring armature, 3 ins. by2ins.,constructed
of soft iron wires. I have finished the armature all but the windings.
I got a book " Dynamos and Motors," and it gives the winding
in twenty sections, three layers in each section. But my commu .
tator is a twelve-part one, so I want you to show me how to wind
it for twelve sections. Please make it plain for me, as this is my
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DIAGRAM OF GRAMME RING WINDING ,
first attempt at armature winding. It is for a Simplex dynamo.
I have wound the magnet with 3 lbs. of wire, D.c.c. 22 gauge, and
I have { lb. for the armature,
The winding can be divided into any convenient number of
coils ; there is no arbitrary number. To suit your twelve -part
commutator you must wind the ring with twelve coils, of course,
covering
the wholeof the ring ; each coil will, therefore, have more
turns than
if you had divided the winding into twenty coils. If
the book you'refer to is our sixpenny handbook you will find a
twelve -section diagram of a ring winding on page 32. The coils
are all to be wound in the same direction, and the end of one coil is
joined to the beginning of the next, and the joined ends connected
to one bar of the commutator, and so on all round the ring : all the
coils must have the same number of turns of wire in each. You
will find some hints on ring winding in the MODEL ENGINEER of
July 7th , August rrth and 18th, 1904.

( 13,336 ) Manchester Dynamo. J. A. H. (Huddersfield ) writes :
I enclose you a stamping taken from an armature (unwound) which
I should like to make into a dynamo. Will you kindly give me a
winding for both armature and field -magnets to give as good a
current as possible ? . There is only if ins. in width of stampings.
I intend having thirty sections in commutator. Will you also
fill in dimensions on the enclosed sketch . I have your book on
Small Dynamos. " Please say the number of volts and amps.

10 $ '
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MANCHESTER DYNAMO FIELD - MAGNETS .
of the windings you specify. The poles are to be in cast iron ,
and the cores round wrought iron .
Herewith we give you dimensioned sketch . A useful wind ng
would be about for 25 volts 4 amps. Wind the armature with
No. 22 gauge D.C.C. copper wire, about ten turns per lot. A
quantity
of {you
lb. will
approximately
weightwith
requirat
geton
much as
as
can .be Wind
the field -mthe
agnets
about; 3
lbs.
No. 22 gauge s.c.c. copper wire on each core, both coils oined in
series with each other and in shunt to the brushes. Spee 1 should
be ab yut 2,000 revolutions per minute . A 30 -section commutator
will be suitable, two of the armature slots being used for each
section . The end washers for bobbins to be 34 ins. diameter.
(13,492] Small Dynamo Failure. J. P. (Horbury) writes :
I have just finished a small dynamo, Kapp type, of which I enclose
sketch (not reproduced ). I first of all wound it in series to run as
a motor, getting on it ozs. of No. 22 D.C.C. wire on a 8 - cog drum
armature connecting it to a 4 -section commutator. Fields, which
are made up of } in . square wrought iron , are wound with 0. 18
D.C.C., getting on to ozs. of it. With those windings it ran with
four bichromate cells, but not at a high speed . I then wound
fields with No. 28 D.C.C. (8 ozs.) and connected it up in shunt. 1
excited fields with four bichromates and ran it ata high speed,
but could only get a small spark at brushes when I had them short
circuited . Would you please tell me ifI can expect any output
from this machine, and what alterations I shall have to make ?
It is doubtful if this machine will be self-exciting, but you might
get it to work as a separately excited generator ; short circuiting
the brushes is no test ; try a 4-volt 1 c.-p. lamp. The following
alterations would be advantageous: Field coils to be joined in
parallel with each other and in shunt to brushes or separately
excited ; their resistance in series with each other is too hight
Armature rewound with No. 26 gauge s.s.c. copper wire. Try it
both as a dynamo shunt connected and also separately excited ;
it should still be a good motor with the alterations . Try the
brushes in various positions.
(13,525] Midland Railway Locomotive. H. L. (Suitzerland)
writes : Would you kindly publish a drawing of the Midland loco .
motive No. 2631 ?
We published a drawing for a model of Midland Railway No.
2631 in our issue of September roth , 1903: An $ in . scale external
view of the model is given in the " Model Locomotive" . (1.5th full
size of f in. scale model). Working drawings of the original engine
appeared in Engineering of February 6th,1903. Address of this
journal is Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C., price 6d .
( 13,516) Steam, Gas and Oil Engines. S. B. writes : I am
making a small engine as in sketch (not reproduced), and I want
to know in what position the two holes underneath the cylinder
should be made, and which should be used for steam pipe and
which to let out steam. (2 ) Which costs the least to run , a gas
engine or an oil engine ? If an oil engine, what oil should be
used ?
( 1 ) We are in doubt as to what holes you refer to. It is usual
to have two holes on the underside of the cylinder barrel, one at
each end, to which are connected the cylinder drain cocks ; these,
however, are not absolutely essential to the working of a steam
engine cylinder. To get a more complete knowledge of the con
struction of a cylinder and theactionof the slide-valve, we would
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advise you to get our sixpenny handbook , “ The Slide-Valve ,"'
by W. ) . Tennant, post free 7d. from this office. The steampipe
should, of course, be connected to the steam chest and the exhaust
pipe to the passage which is in communication with the central
port of the three. ( 2) It depends upon the price of the fuel .
Oil at 6d . per gallon equals gas at 5s. per thousand cubic feet.
Therefore, if you can get gas at 23. 6d. per thousand and your oil
costs you 6d., a gas engine will cost about half the amount an oil
engine would do under the same conditions of work . Petroleum
( paraffin ).
[ 13,575) Spark Coll Trouble . R. C. L. (Radlett) writes :
I have made a spark coil as under : core, bundle fine iron wire,
in. diameter, well annealed ; primary wire, two layers of No. 16
D.C.C .; secondary, nearly 1 1b. No. 36 D.C.C. , twenty-two layers
wound straight on in one length ; length of core inside wooden
ends, 3f ins. Over primary wire I ransome melted black wax to
fill upholes in between wires, and to make it nice and even ; then I
wound three layers of thick brown paper (well glued over this
wax ); then a layer of insulating tape. I suppose it would beabout
3-76ths in. thick altogether - over the primary ; then I started to
wind onthesecondary wire, and put a thin piece of paper between
each layer, and ran some boiling hot bee's-wax over each layer of
wire. I have fitted a contact-breaker just to try the coil, and the
contact kicks up a terrible noise (it works so free) with 4 volts ;
but I can only just see a very faint spark at the ends of secondary
wire. What I want to know is, if it is of any use to trouble about
making a condenser for it, as it seems to me that I shall not get
much of a spark from it when completed .
The condener is just the thing you require : you will never get
any rezult worth having without a condenser. If you make a good
conden er , and try the coil with it connected, and the coil i ; pro
perly made and insulated, youmay expect to get about t-in. spark.
If you can get any spark at allat pre ent, weshould say the coil is
probably all right ; but if there is any weakness in the in ulation
the coil will be likely to break down as soon as you get it working to
full power .
( 12,861 ] Small Electric Light Installation. T. W
( Leamington) writes : I want to put in a small installation of two
electric lamps to be worked by battery or accumulator, one lamp
to be placed on front floor landing and one in bedroom . The
conditions are : The lamp on landing to be lit by switch at foot of
stairs, another switch to be placed on landing whereby the lam ?

Kamp switch
in Bedroom

Bedroom Switch
on Landing

WIRING DIAGRAM

FOR A SMALL

ELECTRIC LIGHT

Lamp ASerien
onlanding

INSTALLATION .

Switch at
rootej stairs
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thereon can be extinguished and by the same movement the lamp
in bedroom lit ; the lamp in bedroom to be extinguished by another
switch in the room . Without moving the switches from the
position now occupied to be able to repeat the course of operation ,
Can you assist me in the plan of wiring, and with advice as to the
best form of battery or accumulator toadopt ?
We advise you to use four two -way switches as sketch ; no matter
in what position they are left the movement of any switch puts
on a light or cuts it off as may be desired . Of course, it is possible
to have both lamp3 burning at once by this system , but you cannot
help that. If you intend to use primary batteries the best form
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would be the constant pattern bichromate. You will find par
ticulars of this cell and information about accumulators in our
sixpenny handbooks on “ Electric Batteries," and "Small Accu
mulators," respectively.
(12,951] Lens ; Belting ; Kourling Wheel. W. A. G.
(Wycombe) writes : ( 1 ) Where could I get small reflectors and a bull's
eye lins suitable for making an electric hand lantern, I have several
electrical lists, but they do not contain anything of this descrip
tion. ( 2 ) I have some new I in. diameter round leather belting,
and find it too stiff to work round a f-in, dynamo pulley. How
can I make it more flexible ? (3) In reply to one of my questions
( in The Model ENGINEER of August 25th , 1904 ), No. 12,283, re
10 -watt dynamo ( 5 volt 2 amps.), as described in Model ENGINEER
handbook, you recommend me to re-wind armature with N ). 25

Dvery 12951.
POSITION OF KNURLING WHEEL.
silk -covered wire. As I cannot get this size, which should I use
No. 24 or No. 26 ? (4) When u ing a knurling wheel, should the
centre of wheel be about the centre of work being knurled (as in
sketch ) , or how ? What should be the speed of work, say, t -in .
diameter brass ? ( 5 ) What should the speed and feed be of metal
slittin ; jaw3 13-16th ; in. diameter, 1-32nd in. thick, fine steel
for brass and mild steel ? (6) What is the correct pronunciation
of the word “ ampère " ? (7) What do the word ;" high and
low ten ion mean when u ed regarding electricity ? Do they
me in high or low voltage, or ampère , or both ?
( 1 ) You can get small reflectors from Meisrs. Still & Co., Ltd.,
Charle ; Street, Hatton Garden , London ; and bull's-eye lences from
Me sr . F. Darton & Co. , 142 , St. John Street, London , E.C.
Meist . Darton would probably supply you with the reflector as
well . ( 2) Dress the belt with castor oil ; but a t in. diameter pulley
is very small. Cannot you use a larger pulley and increase the
speed of your engine ? ( 3) Wind armature with No. 26 gauge wire,
if you cannot get No. 25. (4) The knurling wheel should be, it
anything , underneath the work, so the brass can run as fast as you
like --the faster, the better. A , the little teeth of the mill have to go
an exact number of time; round the brass, you will not get a clean
mill, unless the brass is an exact diameter. If you find the mill
overlaps, and doe; not cut clear space ), turn a trifle off the brass
with a graver, and try again until you get well-defined teeth in the
mill. (5 ) Run saw at the highest speed you can get for cutting brass ,
and at about 250 revolutions per minute for mild steel and iron .
As regard ; feed , about the rate of 2 ins. per minute for brass, and
i in . per minute for iron and steel. (6) Ampère is pronounced
" am -pear " ( the fruit). ( 7) High and low tension refer to volts
only ; anything up to about 250 volts can be regarded as low
tension, 250 to 550 volti moderately high tension, and 1,000 volts
or upwards as high ten ion.
(13,501) Ammeters. " A New Chip " writes : I always
thought that the whole of the current 'coming from a dynamo
must pass through the ammeter, but I now see some are connected
to a shunt wire only. How does this arrangement work ?
In this case the ammeter is really a voltmeter, which measures
the drop in volts on the shunt through which the current to be
measured passes. As the drop in volts is proportional to the cur
rent, the instrument can be marked in amperes, though it is really
reading the volts at the ends of the shunt. The arrangement is
u ed with what are called moving coil instruments, in which acoil
of very fine wire moves in frontof a powerful steel magnet; also in
hot wire instruments ,in which the needle is moved by the expansion
of a very fine wire, which carries current and becomes heated ,
With instruments measuring exceedingly small currents, the shunt
is not used, and thewhole current passes through the instrument,
but with currents from 1 to thousands of amperes, the whole
current would be too great for the delicate moving mechanism ,
and a shunt is used ; this shunt is very accurately made, and should
be considered as part of the ammeter . If you consider it in this
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Query 13194 .
tried running in either direction of rotation. The direction of
winding of the field coils should be as given in the article, soas to
produce correct N and S poles at top and bottom . If this does not
improve matters, we suggest that your battery may not give
sufficient current, that the brushes are not in the right position,
or that there is a fault in the armature winding — perhaps a wrongly
connected coil, or a short circuit between two coils. You may
never succeed in getting the machine to excite as a dynamo ; try it
with an 8-volt 1 c.-p. lamp.
(13,211 ) Dynamo Failure ; Induction Coil. D. C. F.
writes : I have a dynamo of the Crypto make at £1 5s. It is
about 6 ins. high by 6 ins. long, and the fields are very heavy. I
cannot get it to give any current. It did once just glow a small
4 -volt lamp, but that is all I could get out of it. It works very
well as a motor at 4 volts 5 amps, and is very powerful. I have
got your handbook on " Small Dynamos and Motors," and have
tested the dynamo. Could you kindly tell what is wrong with it ?

Must a shocking coil have a primary coil, or will just one coil
wrapped on the magnet do ? Will a solid magnet act as well as a
wire one ?
The dynamo in question will, if in order, light an 8 -volt
I C.-p. lamp or two 4 -volt 1 c.-p. lamps in series . We expect
that either your lamp has too low a resistance to allow the
machine to excite properly, or the brushes do not make good
contact, or are not in proper position ( perhaps owing to the com
mutator having shifted on the shaft), or you are not running the
armature fast enough ; the speed should be about 4,000 revolutions
per minute. Perhaps your lamp is burnt out ; try a new 8-volt
lamp of 1 c.-P. You can get a primary shock from a single coil
by connecting as shown indiagram ; the core must be thoroughly
laminated, a solid core is not much good. The coil must consist
חוח

way, then you can still. say that the whole of the current passes
through the ammeter .
(13,587] Induction Coll Failure. A. P. (Glasgow ) writes :
I should esteem it a great favour if you would please advise me
ve the following as soon as possible. I recently purchased, through
your paper, an induction coil measuring 10 ins. by 5 diameter.
The total weight, with condenser, is about 18 lbs. I was told that
I should get a 4 -in. spark, but I'find that I can only get in. I
get this with only one bichromate cell ; yet when I apply about8 or
more volts I can scarcely see any difference in the spark , though,
of course, the spark at contact-breaker becomes very big and
flaming. How can I tell whether it is secondary, primary, or
conden zer which is at fault ? I am unable to unwind secondary,
as it is covered with some very hard substance. I should esteem
any advice you can give me. I have your book on coils.
The condenser is probably pierced, or has become disconnected.
If it is properly connected, and result is the same, make and try a
new condenser A 4-in. spark coil would only give about f-in. spark
without a condenser, or with a broken down condenser. It is
scarcely likely that the primary is at fault. The only way to find
if there isa break in the secondary is to unwind it. Try thecoil
in a dark room , and see if you can detect a leak by sight or hearing
.
( 13,528) Nodon Valve. D. F. F. ( Leeds) writes : In THE
MODEL ENGINEER for April 7th , 1904, there is an article on the Nodon
valve, and as I shouldlike to make such a valve for charging accumu.
if you would give me par:
lators for motor car, I should be obliged
ticulars of such a valve to work at about 2 amps, from a 200 -volt
50-cycle alternating current.
We believe that the Nodon valve is protected by patent. The
cells are of iron , open at the top, with an insulated hollow rod
passing up through the centre of the bottom of the cell, or centrally
arranged . This rod is made of some alloy of zinc and aluminium .
The electrolyte is a saturated solution of ammonium phosphate ;
the actual compositions, we are unable to give. It will be necessary
to reduce the voltage to that required by the cells by means of a
resistance or transformer.
( 13,194) Motor Partial Failure. A. N. (Brixton) writes :
I take the liberty to write to you again about my motor. I have
followed out your instructions in the query with 8 and 10 volts,
but it will only go very slowly, and then stop. As a dynamo, it
will give no current. Will you kindly tell me what is the matter
with it ? It is made according to the instructions of Mr. G. L.
Griffiths ( Vol. VI, No. 73, May 15th, 1902). If you can put me
right, I shall be very pleased .
As the machine will run slowly as a motor, we concludeyou may
have the field coils joined in series with the armature as directed in
the article mentioned. Try the machine with the field coils joined
in shunt to the armature. As a dynamo, the machine should be
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of several layers of wire. W and X are the terminals to connect
to battery . Y and Z are the terminals from which the shock is
taken .
( 13,466 ] Concerning Petrol Motors. G. S. C. ( Ivybridge )
writes: ( 1 ) Does it do a petrol engine ( 6 h.-p.) any harm to be
stopped on a hill on account of lack of power ? What I mean is ,
does it in any way strain the engine ? If so, where and how ?
( 2) In a 64 h.-p. Pengeot on the level with the same amount of
power, will the engine make more revolutions per minute in the
lowest gear, than in the highest, low gear eight miles per hour,
high gear thirty miles per hour ?' ( 3) Forwhat reason is a smali
copper waste pipe fitted in the frontof the carburettor where the
float is ? (4) When there is a leakage fron this pipe, when the
engine is running, is it safe to turn it up ? (5) What people supply
a reliable water-cooled petrol motor of about 2 h.-p. for dynamo
work ? (6) Do the Palmer people make a tyre 650 mm . by
65 mm. suitable for small cars ?
( 1 ) No, you can do less harm on a hill through lack of power
than anywhere else. (2) Whether an engine will make more
revolutions on the level when in low gear depends entirely on the
governor, though in any case there would be a momentary racing
of the engine on change to lowgear until such time as the governor
picked it up ; the rest would be due to the skill of the driver in
altering the mixture, advance, &c. (3 ) It is not clear from your
sketch what is meant. Usually there is one tube leading petrol
to the lower end of float chamber and another small tube con
necting with the exhaust box to the spray chamber jacket - this
for warming up the petrol in cold weather, and probably this is
what you refer to. (4) If the pipe is a kind of overflow from the
Aoat chamber, as you sketch it, it is intended to relieve flooding
of the carburettor , but this would be a very amateurish plan , as
with float and valve in proper order the petrol could never reach
this height. (5) Write to Messrs. White & Poppe, Ltd., Coventry,
who, in the writer's estimation, make the best of small water -cooled
engines, though we are not sure that they have anything quite so
small as 2 h.-p. water-cooled. (6) The nearest size we know of is
26 ins. by 21ins., which is, roughly, 655 mm . by 634 mm ., though
it is possiblethey may have the French size exact ifa standard .
(13,369 ] Charging Switchboard Arrangements. N. S.(Walk
ford) writes: I herewith send a rough sketch (not reproduced)
of my switchboard. It seems stupid to go on day after day putting
in a switch, and not really understanding which cables I am
connecting, Could you explain the Neville cut-out ? Any infor.
mation with regard to it will greatly oblige.
If you will refer to THE MODEL ENGINEER for October 29th,
1903, you will find on page 430 a diagram and explanation of an
accumulator charging switchboard in general use and which will
assist you to understand your own. The Neville automatic cut
out is placed in series with the cells and its function is to interrupt
the circuit if the cells discharge back into the dynamo by reason of
a drop in dynamo volts ; also to restore the circuit when current
flows from the dynamo into the cells. It consists of an electro
magnet having its poles bent over to one side ; between the poles
is pivoted a steel permanent bar magnet so that one end of the
magnet is free to move up and down between the poles of the
electro-magnet. To the other end of the permanent magnet is
fixed an arm having projecting points which dip into two mercury
cups. Supposing current to be flowing from the dynamo to the
cells, the coil on the cut-out magnet will produce , say, an N pole
at the top and a S pole at the bottom : the pole of the permanent
magnet would be arranged to be S, and would, therefore, be
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attracted to the top pole of the electro -magnet and repelled from
the bottom pole ; it would , therefore, rise to the top pole and
cause the contact points on the lever arm to dip into the mercury
cups and complete the circuit. If now the dynamo voltage drops
and current flows back from the cells to the dynamo , it will
flow through the magnet coils in the reverse direction, reversing the
electro-magnet polesso that the steel magnet will now be repelled
from the top pole and attracted to the bottom pole and will move
downwards, lifting the points out of the mercury cups and breaking
the circuit.
(13,077] Permanent Magnets. A. W. L. D. (Earslfield )
writes : ( i ) What size permanentmagnet should I require to exert
an attractive force of about 1 lb , at a distance of | in . ( square
bar) ? (2) Where could I obtain same and what would be its
probable cost ? (3) Is the term permanent correct as applied
to a magnet, if not how long, approximately, would it retain its
power if used continuously - i.e., suppose I suspended a weight
therefrom , how long would it remain suspended ? (4) Does the
length of the bar make any difference, as I should like it to be not
more than 3 ins. if possible ? ( 5) Is there any formula for cal
culating the power ofa magnet from the area of attraction, or does
it depend too much upon the quality of the steel ?
( 1) We advise you to take several magnets and place them side
by side so as to form one large magnet and make experiments.
It is most difficult to calculate the effect of a permanent magnet
on an armature at a distance as the pull falls off enormously as the
distance increases. If you assume as a start that a magnet pole
having an area of 1 sq . in . will do what you require, we think you
will find it a fair assumption to work upon. You do not say if you
want to use a straight bar magnet or a horses pattern magnet ;
you would get at least double the effect with hoe
a horseshoe magnet,
as you then have the pull of two poles instead of one . A magnet
built up of several magnets is more powerful than one whichhas
the same cross section but is solid , so you will be quite in order in
building up your magnet until it is strong enough. ( 2) Apply to
one of the firms advertising electrical goods in The MODEL ENGI
NEER ; Mr. A. H. Avery, of Fulmen Works, Park Street, Tunbridge
Wells, or Messrs . F. Darton & Co., 142, St. John Street, London,
E.C., will probably supply you with such magnets. ( 3) Impossible
to say how long á magnet will retain its power ; it depends very
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much upon the magnet and how it is used . Magnets made from
tungsten steel are the best in this respect, and though they lose
some strength at first they settle down into a condition which
appears to be fairly permanent. A magnet retains its strength
best when it always has a piece of iron across its poles ; its strength
is weakened by slamning on the armature but improved by pulling
the armature off quickly. (4) Yes, the longer the magnet the
better it will retain its strength . (5 ) We cannot give you a simple
practical formula ; all the really useful information on the
subject is to be found in " The Electro -magnet," by S. P. Thompson.
The quality of the steel and method of manufacture enter very
largely into consideration. A good way for you to make trials
would be to make a number of magnets out of ordinary cast steel
bar of high quality, say, 1 in. by # in ., or even thinner, and simply
pile them up until you get the correct strength . It may be worth
while trying the effect of differently shaped poles such as suggested
(a sketch .
(13,463) Shot - firing Magneto Machine. R. G. (Ystradgyn
lais, Brecon ) writes : Will you kindly inform me with regard to shot.
firing inagneto generator used in coal mines ? The rotor is com
posed of a large amount of bare copper wire (No. 32) ; sometimes
This wire is broken, but it cannot be detected by the eye . How
can it be tested for continuity ? (2) The magnets are of steel,
I in . by } in ., horseshoe. What steel are they made of ? ( 3) Can
they be made of cast steel ? If so , should they be tempered
or annealed ? ( 4 ) These magnets sometimes get very weak .
Could I magnetise them by making tin foriners, and winding on
these formers, which are made to fit or sleeveon the magnets,
a quantity of wire ? I have some d.c.c. wire (No. 27) . What
amount of this wire should I require to wind ? (5) I could send
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current through wire from our power house at 500 volts . What
amount of current should be required ?
( 1 ) We expect, if you examine the bare copper wire, you will
find that it is covered with varnished silk ; white silk - covered
copper, when coated with shellac varnish , looks like bare copper .
To test if it is broken you require a battery and galvanometer ;
instructions how to make such a test have been given in The
MODEL ENGINEER, and can be found in our handbook No. 24 .
( 2) The magnets are made of a high grade of tool steel - cast steel ; but
not the soft cast steel of which machine parts are made, which is
useless for the purpose . (3) They can only bemade of this high grade
steel ; that known as tungsten steel is the best. They are hardened
dead hard in the usual way, and left so. (4) You can re-magnetise
them by the method you suggest ; the formers should have brass
or wood ends, just as if they were the magnets of a dynamo, and
with the same precautions to ensure correct polarity. ( 5) We
do not recommend you to apply 500 volts to such a job. If you
do, you must take every precaution against shock and breakdown.
The exact amount of wire does not matter, but you probably will
not get on enough to stand soɔ volts.
( 13,452) Dynamo and Instruments for Charging and
Lighting Purposes. F. G. L. (Horbury ) writes: I have built
a small dynamo, about 150 watts, for lighting and charging, and
intend building others very much larger for lighting and lighting
and charging. Please advise me what instruments to obtain to
test them accurately before offering them . I have thought of
obtaining a voltmeter o to 250, and ammeter o to 250 amp3., so
please say what type to obtain , and how to connect up to know the
correct voltage and amperage of each dynamɔ.
You will require ampere meters and voltmeters to indicate
throughout the range which you intend to work . Generally, it is
necessary to have more than one of each instrument, as their read
ing ), to be of value, must not be over too wide a range in one in
strument. A fair rule is that the maximum reading is about ten
times the minimum reading ; that is , an ampere-meter which has
I ampere as its lowest accurate reading would read up to about
10 amps, as a maximum. Spring controlled instruments are, per
haps, the most generally useful for testing work. We advise you
to read our sixpenny handbook on “Small Electrical Measuring
Instruments " ; it contains information on choice and use of
ampere-meters and voltmeters. You should also have a speed
counter to determine the speed of the machines.
(13,434) Bagine and Boller, G. 0. (Newcastle -on - Tyne)
writes : Would you kindly give me dimensions and design for a
vertical steel boiler to supply steam to two engines, each 2 ins.
diameter by 2 ins. stroke, to run 100 revolutions under full load.
What boiler pressure would be most suitable - jay, from so to 100
lbs. ? The engines, which are on one crankshaft, are to drive a
dynamo.
You do not give the output of the dynamo. The difference of
supplying steam at 50 lbs. pressure and at 100 lbs. pressure, the
revolutions remaining the same, will mean that in the latter case a
boiler twice as powerful as that for the former output will be re
quired, and the engine will be able to develop twice a ; much power.
At 50 lbs. pressure, a boiler with 400 sq. ins. of heating surface will
be required. A vertical boiler, 12 by 24 (centre flue ), will provide
this. For 100 lbs. pressure at the engine and too revolutions per
minute, a ; h.-p. boiler will be necessary, measuring about 15 by
30. The exhaust should be turned up the chimney in both in
stances, otherwise slightly larger boiler may be found necessary.
Everything, however , depends upon the output of the dynamo.
This particular you omit to metion.

New Catalogues and

Lists .

O'Brien Bros., 60, Grafton Road, North Plaistow, E.-A
list containing particulars and prices of accumulators manufac
tured by this firm for house installations, ignition and medical
purposes, and carriage lighting will be sent post free to readers of
this Journal.
Ferranti, Ltd. , Hollinwood, Lancashire, send us their illus
trated price list of alternating current ammeters, which are of the
induction pattern, the only moving part being a small aluminium
disc ; there are no brushes or moving contacts, and the scale of
the instrument is very long. List will be sent to readers upon
application.
The January number of the Amateur Mechanic (No. 5) , issued
by the Liverpool Castings and Tool Supply Company, Church
Lane, Liverpool, contains some useful information on springs,
toothed gears and the antiquity of steel ; also prices of chucks,
slide-rests, cold steel chisels, spur and bevel wheels, model pro
pellers, a handy boring bar, and a new faceplate, taper reamers,
Whitworth and B.A. studs, nuts and washers , brass and copper,
dies, and belting, concluding with an index to Vol. i .
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The Editor's Page .

IF

F there are any intending competitors in The
MODEL ENGINEER Locomotive Competi : ion
who have not yet notified us of their wish to
enter a model, we would remind them that their
names must be sent in at once . Full particulars as
to forwarding the models were given on page 168
of our issue for February 16th . The judges will be
Mr. D. Corse Glen , M.I. Mech.E. (chairman of the
Society of Model Engineers ) , Mr. Henry Greenly,
and the Editor of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
*

In view of the increasing demands which are
being made on the services of our Queries and Re
plies Department , we are compelled to scrutinise
more closely the character of the various requests
we receive . Of these , many are within the legiti
mate scope of the department, and are dealt with
as promptly and as fully as we are able. There is ,
however , a growing class of query in which informa
tion or advice is sought which is either beyond our
proper sphere or which is required for trade or com
mercial purposes. While we have taken it as a
compliment that our assistance should be sought
in these matters, and though we have helped as
many of our correspondents as possible , we have, in
some cases , been obliged to decline by reason of the
work making too big a demand on our regular staff.
We have frequently been off red payment by
readers who have sought such advice through our
Query Department, and in several caşes money
has actually been sent with the querias , only to
be returned in due course with the reply. One
reader recently wont so far as to say it was absurd
to expect 118 to give him the information he
required without being paid for it . We feel , how
ever , that the time has now arrived when arrange
ments to deal with such enquiries may be adopted
with advantage to all concerned .
We propose to
establish an Expert Service Department," through
which we shall be glad to give special assistance
on technical matters beyond the usual scope of our
Journal , in return for fees proportionate to the
services renderrd .
In connectio with the new
Expert Service Department we shall enlist the
help of a number of technical experts , outside
our regular staff, and in this way shall be able
to offer valuable assistance of a character un
obtainable in the ordinary way.
We may say
at once that this will not in any way aff. ct our
ordinary “ Queries and Replies ” Department ,
which will continue to be conducted on precisely
the same lines as at present for all matters within
the proper sphere of such a column .
We think ,
however, that under the new conditions many of
our readers may be glad to apply for special advice,
information , or designs , if they can feel tnat they
are doing so on a proper business basis , and that

they will get a full share of attention , instead of a
mere brief ieply or a polite but firm intimation that
Full par
what they ask is “ buyond our scope."
ticulars of the new department will appear in our
next issue.

Answers to Correspondents .
T. D. (Woodford Wells).-An ordinary machine
could not be used without b.ing considerably
strengthened . Unless you have had some ex
perience in tais line, we should not advise you to
attempt the job yourself.
D. R. (Westhoughton ).— Your query is not quite
intelligible . Also kindly comply with our rules.
H. S. W. (Nottingham ).-- You have not complied
with ourrules regarding queries.
W. G. S. (Bowling).- Duke & Ockendon , of Little
hampton ; or A. Williams & Co. , 814, Old Ford
Road , Bow, E. , could supply you with a wind
mill . We do not know whether they would also
supply drawings, however.
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 135. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
andall new apparatus and pricelists, &c.,for review , to be addressed
to The EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer,” 26--29, Poppin's Court, releet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to salesof the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26—29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to wbom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.
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A Small Electric

Light

Plant .

By W. H. WADMORE.

MR . W. H. WADMORE'S SMALL ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT .

HE above photograph represents a small
I have fitted up in
T electric light plant which tion
of which may
my spare time, a descrip
prove of interest to readers of this journal. The
set consists, as may be seen from the photograph,
of a gas engine, dynamo, battery of accumulators,
and switchboard . The gas engine was fitted up
from castings obtained from Madison's, and is rated
at 1 h.-p. , but I have not succeeded in getting the
full power out of it . The dynamo was fitted up
from Whitney's 15 volts 4 amps. Simplex type
castings, according to the instructions given in
THE MODEL ENGINEER handbook , the commutator
being the only finished part which had to be pur

chased . The machine has been running for hours
together without overheating, this being due to the
laminated armature and extra long bearings. The
only trouble it has ever given is that sometimes it
refuses to excite , and then it has to be run up to
speed and the battery is switched in for a second,
when it immediately builds up . The accumulator
set consists of six cells, giving 12 volts. The
plates for these were also purchased from Whitney's,
as my attempts proved failures. There are two
positives and three negatives ( each 4 by 4 ) in each
cell. They are connected by soldering thick copper
wires to the lugs, and then bending over and solder
ing together the wires. The lugs and wires are
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thickly coated with sealing-wax dissolved in
methylated spirit. The switchboard contains two
switches, voltmeter, and ammeter, which are of the
ordinary solenoid , gravity controlled pattern . The
set lights two 12 -volt 5 c.-p. lamps , and these illu
minate a room which is about 30 ft. away from the
engine very well .

Sufficient metal must be left on width of jaws to allow
for guiding, which is done when the tool is finally
assembled . The bar should be scraped or ground
flat, and of even thickness, and the finer the finish
on bar surface, the clearer will the graduated lines
app ar when marked. It is a good plan , when
marking the bar out , to leave sufficient metal on
the end to form the saddle slide-pieces ; these should
eventually be the same thickness as the bar itself,
and when the latter is ground up these pieces can
be sawn off and then trimmed up to correct form .
The two sideplates H for Vernier saddle, and two
for adjusting saddle, can be cut out to form from
sheet steel of correct thickness, leaving the outline
a bit full, and finally trimmed up to correct form ,
after riveting together with sliding jaws between .
The two spring jibs for saddles can be cut from
the bar and filed to shape, as shown in sketch ;
these can be hardened and tempered down to a
blue, which makes a neat finish . The Vernier
saddle can be drilled to receive the adjusting screw :
this screw will be sufficiently secure if it is only
pressed in a plain hole tight , as no undue pressure

Workshop Notes and Notions .
[ Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired , accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked WORKSHOP on the envelope.)
How to Construct a 12 - in . Vernier Gauge.
By “ SREGOR.”
The object of this article is to describe how to
construct a 12-in . Vernier gauge (Fig. A shows
side elevation of main bar , which is graduated to
read to '001 of an inch , and reads from zero to
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DETAILS OF A 12-INCH VERNIER GAUGE .
12 ins . This bar carries the saddle shown in Fig.
B. This saddle forms the one -half of measuring
jaws and carries the Vernier plate, shown in Fig .
C in detail. The Vernier saddle is adjusted to the
required position on the bar for any measurements
by another saddle shown in Fig . D , and carries the
adjusting nut E , which fits screw F. The screw is
secured in Vernier saddle , and passes through the
adjusting saddle, as shown in sketch. Both saddles
can be locked in position by the knurl headed set
screw G (see details).
To construct this tool, the Vernier bar ( Fig . A )
should be marked out (approximately ) to outline
as per dimensions, leaving the line rather full size
to ensure cleaning up in machining. It is essential
that the bar should be as level as possible, and cast
steel. The two edges which form the slide must be
quite straight and parallel, to ensure the measuring
jaws being quite parallel when set in all positions.

should be put on screws when adjusting saddle ;
this will save taping the hole, which is always a
difficult job with such a small size tap in a blind
hole and in cast steel. The screw has a shoulder,
and is screwed its whole length, as shown the
knurled nut E made to suit the pitch of thread,
This screw should be a fine pitch to secure a sensi
tive adjustment. The Vernier plate (Fig. C )
must be made a tight fit in side plate to prevent it
possibly moving after it is graduated and set.
The lines are marked on the bevelled edge. The
plate is secured by two small cheese -headed screws,
and screwed into the sliding jaws on saddle .
When the two saddles are fitted to bar , the
latter and plate can be graduated , this being done
by a special machine, and the tool should be left
with a firm who undertake this class of work , as
all depends on the marking in respect to the
accuracy of this tool. When marking is completed ,
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the jaws must be ground out true and square with
the bar, and the Vernier plate must be set opposite
a given line ; say, the zero mark on plate is set
opposite the line of i in . , and the saddle is secured
in this position by the lock screws ; then the jaws
can be ground out to a i -in . gauge, dead size , and
when jaws are closed the zero mark on Vernier plate
will coincide with zero mark on bar . The tool is
now ready for use for outside measuring . To be
used as an inside Vernier, the bottom part of jaws
must be made of even thickness and a radius , or
bevelled , and a slight radius as shown at J.
Whichever form is decided upon , the thickness of
each should be the same. The dimension is usually
* 150 , making a total of 300 of an inch . When the
tool is used for inside gauging, the Vernier must be
set to • 300 of an inch less on the bar graduations ;
thus , if 1 -in . hole is required to be gauged , the zero
mark on plate should be set opposite -700 on the
bar . The other side of bar can be graduated, and a
plate fitted for reading in millimetres , if desired ,
and thus increase the value of the tool considerably .
Method of Holding Taper Work in the Vice .
By J. P. HANLON .
The drawings herewith illustrate a very handy
tool for use in the workshop -an arrangement for
holding taper work, often a very difficult matter ,
with the ordinary vice, and which is rendered
very easy by the use of this device. It is very
simple and easy to make, and will amply repay
anybody the time and labour spent on it. The
frame, or body , is a piece of steel or iron 6 or 7 ins.
long , bent over about it ins . on each end ; one end
is tapered , and t- in . set screw used to fasten or
clamp it to the vice ; the other end is left & in .
clearance , for the end of the long :-in . screw , with
the wing nut on the outside and thin lock-nut on
>
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HOLDING TAPER WORK IN THE VICE .
the inside. The jaws should be niade of good steel,
and if the maker wishes a small groove, it could be
made near the top edge, as shown , for holding
circular work. The fast jaw is held by two small
countersunk screws, whilst the wing nut adjusts
the movable jaw up and down the length of the

slot , so that articles of slow or quick taper can be
held quite easily. The article to be held should
be inserted between the jaws, and kept against the
side opposite the one on which the clamp is , then
the loose jaw should be screwed up to the work , it
engages the taper , when the vice should be tightened
in the ordinary way . The back end of A , coming
hard against the vice, holds the work very securely,
Any further information can be got from the draw
ings, which are half-size for 31- in . jaw vice ; but , of
course, it can be made for any size.
Facing Cylinder Ends.
By H. C. WILLIS .
The following is the method I employed in
facing up the flanges of the cylinders ( 1 in . by
i ļ ins . ) of my model locomotive : On a piece of
9.16ths - in . mild steel rod ( an old locomotive axle
which had been turned a triic too small , and which
was already centred ) were soldered two pieces of
brass, as shown in the accompanying sketch . One
of these collars was turned to a good fit in the

Collars on eosy driving
fit and swealed on

Taper exaggerated

Lathe corrier
fixed here
FACING CYLINDER Ends .
cylinder, the other having a very slight taper ( this
is much exaggerated in the drawing). The cylinder
was then pushed on the mandrel , one end projecting
over the collar . It was then faced on this side and
reversed to face the other flange of the cylinder .
The brass employed for the collars was cut from a
piece of 1 -in. square cast brass , which can be pur
chased at most metal warehouses , and is very use
ful in making axle boxes and other portions of
model locomotives.
A Method of Winding for Dynamos.
By “ CYCLOPS.”
I thought , perhaps , the following method of wire
winding might be of use to some of your readers, as
I have found it an iminense assistance in winding
a small Manchester type dynamo , and it applies to
all winding that can be done in the lathe . First ,
the number of turns per inch of the wire to be
wound is ascertained and the lathe , which , of course,
must be screw -cutting, is set for that number of
threads . A piece of hardwood is then cut long
enough to fix in the slide -rest and project about
2 ins. beyond , and a sinall saw cut about ļ in . deep
made on the top edge of this projecting piece. The
wire having been started is put into the saw cut ,
which should be set very slightly behind the place
where the wire is winding . The winding is now
perfectly automatic , only the tension being kept
by hand and the leading screw reversed at each
end of the coil . By this means the wire can be
wound at a high speed , provided that care is taken
that it will feed to the lathe without a hitch .
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Some Motor Boats of 1904 .
(Continued from page 148. )
R. S. F. EDGE , who is so well known in
M
motor circles, was awarded a gold medal
in the Reliability trials for his Napier boat,
Napier Minor, and succeeded in winning the
British International Cup Race in the Solent with
the same vessel .
The hull of the Napier Minor consists of three
skins of mahogany, sewn together on the Saunders '
principle , and the whole of the internal fittings are
of mahogany, the decks are sewn decks , and the
The hull is
gratings are hardwood gratings.
enamelled grey outside , and the decks are enam
elled white, whilst the inside of the hull is var
nished .
The deck fittings consist of the usual cleats and
fairleads, with a small nose piece, and a wedge
shaped metal stem , tapering off flush with the skin .
There are fitted specially designed dome-shaped
electric head and side lights. The launch is
divided into two portions -- the forward or ma
chinery part, and the after , or passenger part of
the boat. The deck , or turtle back , encloses
nearly the whole of the forward part , and under
neath this turtle back is situated the machinery ,
and there is further protection arranged against
the spray by means of suitable canvas hoods , of
the regulation pattern .
A seat of the bucket variety , but constructed of
thin mahogany sewn together , is arranged so that
the steersman has the steering wheel , which is of
the motor car variety , together with the reversing
and controlling levers , entirely to his hand .
The after part of the boat contains benches
fitted with cusbions, and is fitted with a hood , thus
allowing the boat to be used by a quantity of
passengers as a cruiser in the ordinary way.
The whole idea is , to have a speedy launch ,
capable of obtaining a high rate of speed when
required, and yet be a comfortable cruiser, and a
ship -shape looking job for ordinary use , and this
has been accomplished by the special arrangements
of the boat and machinery ; and neither has the
speed of the boat been decreased by adding com
fort , nor has the comfort of the boat been interfered
with by adding the power. The engine can be
throttled down to run very slowly , and will drive
the boat at a cruising speed of 10 knots without
any trouble and in an economical manner.
The machinery consists of a Napier marine motor
giving 80 b.h.-p., and is catalogued as the 53 m.p.
The engine is suspended on horn plates , which are
held to fore and aft bearers, which bearers in turn
are stayed to the boat by knees or gussets .
The reverse gear is carried on the same bearers ,
and is a neat gear of entirely enclosed type,
and is positive whether ahead or astern , and
whilst ahead is purely a lock shaft , with no
gears whatever running and only one spindle in
motion. This gear box is filled with oil, which
lubricates the thrust bearing, and the steady
bearing , and the reverse gear when it is in action .
The clutch is a special Napier metal-to -metal
clutch, running in oil , which clutch is entirely self
contained , and is actuated by springs, which are
accessible for immediate adjustment. The actua
tion of this clutch requires very little force- in fact ,
the lever of the clutch can be forced out by pressing
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one finger on the lever, which allows the boat to be
controlled to a great nicety. The shaft is carried
through a bronze stern bearing, and is again sup
The
ported by a bronze propelled bracket.
propeller is of phosphor-bronze, and is designed to
absorb the whole of the power of the engine when
running at a speed of 1,100 r.p.m.
The circulation of the water is by means of a .
special slow feed centrifugal pump which has a
very large capacity, and is directly driven by means
of a chain from the crankshaft . The exhaust con
sists of a water- jacketed receiver, into which the
exhaust pipes lead . This receiver discharges its
contents into a water-jacketed pipe, which, in turn ,
allows the exhaust gases to leave the boat without
any noise, and are practically invisible. A special
pump is used for circulating the water round the
receiver ,
The lubrication is a special form , whereby oil
is forced to every bearing, and to the big ends ,
as well as to the cylinders, and is caught and held
in separate crank chambers into which the cranks
dip. This arrangement gives a duplicate lubrica
tion to every part . Underneath the engine and
machinery is a brass tray, which catches all drip
pings from the engine, and should the carburettor
overflow, it allows the petrol to be caught , and to
be pumped overboard .
The instruments and controlling arrangements
of this engine are all mounted on a teak board ,
which is fixed to the bearers, which are aft of the
engine , which enables the driver to attend to his
engines without shifting from his position . The
petrol is carried in a store tank , and is pumped up
as required to feed tank above the engine under the
forward part of the turtle back .
Napier II , a larger and strictly racing boat ,
belonging to Mr. S. F. Edge, was also present in
the cup race of July 30th , and won the heat with
the American launch Challenger.
This launch , which is essentially a speed craft ,
was built and designed by Messrs. Yarrow & Co.,
Ltd. , Poplar, and engined by D. Napier & Son , of
Acton . The whole of the work on the launch was
carried out under the direction of Messrs. S. F.
Edge, Ltd. , of 14, New Burlington Street, London ,
W. , for the principal of the firm .
The dimensions are : 40 ft . water- line, 5 ft . beam .
The hull is constructed of steel throughout , varying
in thickness from 16 B.W.G. to 20 B.W.G. , in
accordance to circumstances. The decks are steel,
and the rudder and A brackets are steel forgings .
The motors, which are Napier marine racing type.
of 72 h.-P. , are carried on a substantial girder run
fore and aft of the boat , and are also attached to
the side of the boat on special frames. Thus the
boat and motor are absolutely tied together, and
experience has demonstrated that this method of
securing motors and thrust block is quite satis
factory . The reverse gear for the starboard engine
( the boat is fitted with twin screws) and the thrust
bearings of both engines are in metal box -shaped
castings, also secured to the engine girders. These
boxes are filled with oil , and are quite water-tight,
which enables the bearings— especially the thrust
bearing - to run entirely submerged in oil. The
engines are connected to the shaft by Napier metal
to -metal marine clutches which run in oil, and are
operated by pedals, actuated by the steersman ,
thus giving him entire control of the launch . The
exhaust is the Napier water- jacketed exhaust
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system, and the exhaust receivers and pipes are
quite cool throughout their whole length .
The after part of the boat is bulkheaded off, and
the exhaust pipes terminate through this bulkhead ,
and the exhaust gases , in the form of cooled vapour,
emerge from two cowls without any noise, which is
of great advantage, both to spectators and oper
ators of a racing launch , and , moreover, prevents
the boat from being absolutely impracticable on
account of the noise .
The water is circulated by two pumps for each
engine, which, by means of transfer pipes and cocks
can be connected together . Should one circuit go
wrong, one pump serves to supply the water -jacket
of the engine and the other pump supplies the
water -jacketed exhaust . Besides these pumps ,
auxiliary hand pumps are fitted , which can be
brought into play immediately by simply operating
them.
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boat steered if required independent of the rudder .
A new system of automatic bilge ejection has been
fitted , which is capable of dealing with vast quan
tities of water with very little expenditure of power,
and which is quite automatic.
Although this vessel is strictly a racing machine ,
every provision has been made to enable the boat
to make protracted runs at full speed , and she has
been well and substantially constructed to stand
heavy weather at bigh speeds, and she is in no way
a short distance sprinting craft . The engines are
fitted with Napier synchronised ignition and are
started by means of turning on a switch . Either
engine could be started by the other.
The general lines of the boat are a straight
sheer line falling from the stem of the stern .
Ample turtle deck forward , and a nearly flat deck
aft ; the tumble home top sides aft , and the sub
stantial wall -sided bow gives one the impression

FIG . 14 .- " NAPIER MINOR," Mr. S. F. EDGE'S MOTOR BOAT..
The store of petrol is contained in a water
jacketed tank carried in the after part of the boat,
and a supply tank is carried forward . The petrol is
pumped up from the store tank to the supply tank
by a hand pump, and the overflow runs back to the
store tank, and indicates when it is doing so in a
gauge .
The lubricating system is triplicate - drip feed ,
splash , and forced lubrication being in operation at
the same time . Thus, all bearings have three dis
tinct methods of being supplied with oil. The
lubricant is contained in a store tank, and is pumped
by hand to feed wherever it may be required,
pipes from a distributor leading to the various
points. The steering acts direct from the wheel to
the rudder quadrant without any immediate
pulleys or turns in the wire. This gives practically
the same thing as tiller steering, and is extremely
sensitive in operation .
All regulators and instruments are brought to
instrument boards attached to the engine, and
everything is to the hand of the driver, and the
two engines can be manipulated to a nicety and the

of stability and speed . The boat is painted entirely
invisible grey, and has no decorations whatever
except her ensign and burgee .
( To be continued .)
A TOOL exhibitor at St. Louis stated recently that
he found this difference between foreign and Ameri
can visitors to his space : The man from abroad
usually spent much time in examining details of
design and inquiring how a certain tool was built ;
the principal thing the American visitor wanted to
know was how much it would do .
LLANELLY ACCIDENT .-In the Board of Trade
report on the railway accident which occurred
on October 3rd last between Llanelly and Loughor,
when four persons were killed and eighteen injured,
Colonel Yorke says : “ The result of the investiga
tion is unsatisfactory. No direct evidence was
forthcoming to show the cause of the derailment,
but the probability is that it was due either to the
fracture of the side rod or the oscillation of the saddle
tank engine owing to the speed being too great."
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A Model Horizontal Engine

Rascality.

I

with Joy's Valve Gear .

inline

4ė "
ends from them, and ran these stub ends into the
nuts that were already on the pipe , so that the
stubs projected one or two threads. To a casual
observer it would appear after this operation that
the old bolts had been replaced by others of proper
length , and the inspection department was notified
that this had been done. Accompanied by the chief
engineer, the inspector then made a further exami
nation of the piping, so that he could certify from
his own personal knowledge that everything had
been put into proper condition. Upon close
examination it was observed by the inspector that
the projecting ends of the bolts showed marks as
though a hack -saw had been used upon them .
There would be no objections to the bolts projecting
a little too far through the nuts , and as the air was
very hot and uncomfortable about the pipe line , it
was impossible to understand why the workman
should have taken the trouble to cut off any such
projection that might have been left .
A still
closer examination followed , and it was found that
all of the short bolts to which objection had been
raised still remained in the pipe flanges, with the
stub ends made into the nuts.

The New CORDITE . -With a charge of it los. of
the new cordite the 184- pounder gun will be able to
drop a random shrapnel shell at the rate of fifteen
rounds per minute into an enemy's army four miles
distant, whilst it will have an " effective " aim at
24 miles and a “ decisive " fire at it miles. Each
gun will carry ninety-nine rounds of shrapnel .

By H. MUNCASTER .
AM asked to give details of the model engine
illustrated in THE MODEL ENGINEER , Novem
ter 24th , 1901, and as it may prove of interest
to someof ours , I have great pleasure in submitting
full working drawings, together with the following
particulars. The arrangements will be understood
on referring to the illustration mentioned and to
the elevation and plan ( Figs . 1 and 2 ) .
In a sense the engine is not a model . It was
made with an idea to produce a small engine that
would not merely be a plaything and a source of
amusement , but would also be capable of useful
work, if required to drive a small lathe, or for any
other duties to which it might be applied. The
necessity of making it fairly substantial and pro
viding means of adjustment for wearing was
realised, and no makeshift that would not be
allowed on a first -class engine was thought of.
In designing the details the writer's endeavour
was to make each part as accessible as possible ,
and that no nuts or screws were to be put where
they could not be conveniently reached by a
spanner. To show how easily the parts may be
got at , it is only necessary to take out the pin from
the gear immediately below the connecting -rod ,
then the fin from the head of the valve spindle to
enable the upper part of the valve gear to be com
pletely detached and removed .
The reversing gear can be detached by removing
the pin from the nut on the screwed spindle, then
taking out the screws from the feet of the brackets ,
when the whole can be taken away, leaving the
guides, crossheads, &c . , easily accessible.
The engine was designed at a time when there
was a prevailing mania for some form of radial valve
gear. Some of the large railways were experi
menting, and the gears known as Joy's had been
successfully applied to the Midland , I.. & Y., and
had already done good service on the Webb com
pounds on the L.. & N.W. Railway .
Brown's gear on the locomotive and tramway
engines made at Winterthal had probably led the
way , and a large number of engineers in England
and the Continent had followed with varying success .
Soine had in their striving after novelty made the
gear in too complex a form to be successful , and the
old -fashioned eccentric and link motion came again
to be considered too useful and reliable an arrange
ment to be lightly thrown aside.
Although the gear is, perhaps, in the engine we
ar:: describins, the chief point of novelty, it will be
well to reserve the description until the detail draw
ings are published in a later issue.
Before discussing the details I should like to
impress my younger readers with the wisdom of
providing a good working drawing, before hegin
ning to make an engine of any sort, however simple .
The drawing should show every part in detail,
and when possible to the full finished size ( or
larger , if the work be small ) .
The value of making a good drawing is immense .
It enables one to decide what to do , instead of
leaving a lot of odd details to chance. It is also a
good record of one's intentions , and if the work has
to be put aside for a time , it can always te taken

I

Tis inconceivable to believe to what lengths
workmen will sometimes go in order to hide
defective work , or save themselves trouble ,
even at the risk of serious consequences , and the
following incidents reported in the Locomotive
indicate clearly the necessity of insurance in
spectors making detailed examinations .
The bolt herewith illustrated is one of several
which were ordered to be removed from a new system
of piping erected in a large steam plant , subject to
examination and approval by an inspector of an
insurance company. These bolts were used to join
pipe flanges , and it was found that quite a number
of them were too short , so that it was impossible to
screw up the nuts upon them sufficiently to make
the bolts enter more than from one - half to two
thirds of their depth . When this defect was ob
served by the inspector, and notice of it was given
to the contractors , a workman was sent to replace
the short bolts with others of proper length . The
piping ran across the upper part of the boiler room ,
and the air about it was exceedingly hot and un
comfortable, so that the task of replacing the bolts
was a very unpleasant one. The workman bought
the required number of bolts , but not liking the task
of putting them in properly , he sawed off stub
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up again with some certainty as to what the various
pieces were intended for, which might not be the
case if there were no drawing to be referred to.
Moreover, working carefully to a good drawing has
a great effect in training one to habits of accuracy
and method . To make a good model to a good
drawing is in itself a liberal education, and will
prove a sure step to better things. Therefore , do
not neglect to make a drawing, and even if working
to an engraving, as for instance, the sketches
illustrating the present article, set out the work
to full size, and casefully check all the dimensions
given. For the bedplate , the cylinders, steam chest ,
etc., patterns were made.
The bedplate (see Figs . 3. 4. 5 , and 6), presents
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left in the pattern will form a groove in the sand ,
which the moulder can fill upif so instructed , a
detail which must not be neglected, otherwise the
-in, metal if cast in would “ draw ” the casting .
Besides, a difficulty would result by its interfering
with the valvė gearing.
Do not make the strip along the base any smaller
than shown -- viz ., 4 in. by in . , in addition to the
3-16ths in. thickness of sides, otherwise the bed
may be slightly hollow, owing to the unequal con
traction as the thinnest part will cool first .
( To be continued .)

A Model Electric Trolley .
Fig . 5.-PART SECTION AND END ELEVATION
OF BEDPLATE .

36 .

26

3 %

1%
tit

78
Fig. 6 .-- CROSS - SECTION THROUGH GUIDE BARS
AND ELEVATION OF VALVE GEAR STANDARD.
no difficulties to one who can do a very ordinary
job in joinery, and the pattern will be just the
same as the finished casting, only, of course, with
an allowance of fin . per foot for contraction . The
facings for the main bearings of the shaft should be
left loose ; every part will otherwise come away
from the sand in moulding, if a small amount of
taper be left on the sides, say , 1-16th in . in 3 ins .
The sides of the crank race will be tapered to
the same amount . The bed will be moulded for
casting upside down, and the sand forming the
hollow under the bed will draw with the top box
before the pattern is removed. It will help to keep
the pattern in shape when the sand is being rammed
round it if a f- in, thick piece were fitted across the
space under the slides , and a similar piece under
the centre of the cylinder facings. These pieces if

By Percy H. H. SQUIER .
model electric locomotive recently described
in these columns will appeal to a wide circle
of model engineers , there will, I think, be also a
great number who, owing to their not possessing
the expensive tools necessary for such a big under
taking, will perforce have to direct their energy to
a less ambitious model.
For the benefit of these and also new readers,
I give a few drawings and details of a small electric
trolley I built some five years ago. It is of similar
design to the early electric engine devised by
Froment, and used by him to propel a boat on the
river Neva in the early forties . Bars of iron being
embedded in a cylinder of non -magnetic material,
and rotation set up by the attractive force of two
field -magnets.
The bedplate consists of a piece of hard wood,
preferably teak, 77 ins. by 3+ ins. by #in ., with
an aperture cut away in the centre to allow of the
free rotation of the armature. This baseboard may
be neatly finished by polishing with a piece of
glasspaper previous to varnishing.
The wheels and bearings present no great difficul
ties in construction. The former are it ins. in
diameter with an fin . flange, and can be purchased
for 3d . each at any model engineers' stores .
The
bearings are of the shape shown in Fig . 5 ( full
size ), being cut from a piece of sheet brass & in .
thick, and were carefully let into and secured to the
bedplate by eight small brass screws. The trolley
axles are made from } in , silver steel rod , the ends
of which were tapped to suit a B.A. thread already
on the wheels when purchased .
The armature will be the next part for con
sideration . This is 24 ins. in diameter, and if ins .
long , and can be very easily made from a piece of
old cornice -pole or any similar piece of round hard
wood. The exact centre of this must be found ,
and a stout steel knitting-needle driven through,
leaving about #in . projecting on each side to act
Four grooves , fin . deep and fin .
as journals.
wide , must now be cut longitudinally in the drum ,
at exact equi- distances apart, and four pieces of
flat strip iron of the same dimensions must be
tightly fitted into the slots, and all projections and
rough edges carefully filed off smooth, so as to pre
vent the armature from fouling the field -magnets
when revolving .
Although there will be a fairly powerful magnetic
drag on these bars when working, it will be found
unnecessary to secure them in any way, if a good
fit has been obtained .
However, should they
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The brush consists of a short length of thin
springy brass, bent to suit the interrupter, and is
secured to the framework by two small screws. It
is an advantage to solder a small piece of platinum
foil to the tip of this , to prevent it being burnt
away by the inductive sparks, but it is by no means
absolutely necessary. This brush must be SO
arranged , that the instant two of the armature
bars come opposite the magnet poles , contact with
the interrupter is broken.
To transmit the power to the wheels , two V
shaped pulleys will be required. The one secured
to the driving axle must be as large as possible,
and the diameter of the one on
the armature shaft must not be
greater than | in .
An excellent belt can be made
from a short length of fine
catgut.
It now only remains to des
cribe the collecting shoe located
underneath the car.
This is
made from the same material as
the previous brush , and its con
struction can be readily under
stood by glancing at Fig. 6 ;
the binding screw by which it
is secured to the body of the car
being the positive feed for the
motor.
The electrical connections are
very simple, and are plainly
marked in the plan ( Fig . 1 ) ; the
TROLLEY.
negative or return connection
being soldered to the nearest
bearing . The conductor rail is made of thin strip
brass, pinned down to wooden sleepers.
Ample
current for driving may be obtained from three
FIG . 4.
Fig . 2.

35

show signs of working loose after a time, an easy
method of overcoming the difficulty is to bind a
few turns of iron (not copper ) wire round the centre
and everything will then be secure . Fig . 4 shows
an end elevation of the finished armature , with the
star-shaped interrupter in position .
The bearings on which the armature revolves ,
consist of two small pieces of brass, bent to an
angle of 90 degs. , the dimensions of which can be
readily seen from the sketch ( Fig . 3 ). They are
secured to the framework by means of two 4 - in .
wood screws.
The field - magnets will next demand attention,

Collecting
shoe
á bross

Brush

Fig . 1. -PLAN OF MODEL ELECTRIC

11

These aremade from two 4 -in.lengths of 5-16ths in .
round soft iron rod . They must be heated to a
bright cherry -red, and then carefully bent into a
horseshoe shape, the limbs of which will, if properly
made, be found to have a length of it ins .
During this operation , care must be taken to allow
the iron to cool gradually , so that it may be
thoroughly annealed , as the ulitmate strength of
the magnets will mainly depend on their degree of
softness. The poles must now be filed up perfectly
square, to enable the air - gap between the armature
and magnets to be reduced to a minimum .
To wind the coils we shall first require to make
four small paper reels fitted with cardboard ends
as shown in Fig . 2 , which must be so made that
they will slip easily on the magnet cores . It will
be found to be a very tedious job winding the wire
on to the magnets direct , owing to the opposite leg
being so much in the way, so to overcome this
difficulty it is best to wind the coils on a former
first. To do this, take a piece of the same iron rod
as used formerly , and well rub it with a piece of
soap to act as a lubricant and to allow of the wound
bobbins being easily slipped off, and placed on one
of the reels , carefully wind on five layers of No. 26
D.c.c. wire . When finished , secure the outside end
with a little wax and gently ease the coil off. When
all four are finished they can be placed on the
limbs connected up and tested . The magnets, it
will be noticed , are secured to the platform by
wooden cleats.
The interrupter is cut from a piece of 1-16th in.
hard brass , to the shape and size shown in the
figure . A hole must be drilled through the centre
to make a tight fit on the shaft, to which it can be
easily secured by means of solder.

Tron

FIG . 3 .
L

FIG . 5

Fig . 6 .
DETAILS OF MODEL ELECTRIC TROLLEY .
( Scale : Half full size .)
quart-size bichromate cells arranged in series , or
better still , a small 6 - volt accumulator.
FIRE PREVENTION . -Some users of gasoline find
it well to hang a bottle containing about a gallon
of ammonia from the top of the tank or room con
taining the gasoline, by a string or fusible link, so
that if the gasoline takes fire the bottle will fall
and be broken , releasing the ammonia and promptly
putting out the burning gasoline.
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For the Bookshelf .

A Perfect Scale Model of a
G.N.R.

SIMPLE DecoRATIVE LATHE Work . By James
Lukin , B.A. London : Guilbert Pitman .
Price 2s , net ; postage 2d .
We think the title of this book is somewhat mis
leading, inasmuch as the greater portion of the
contents deals with appliances for ornamental
turning, and not with the actual work itself, some
ten or eleven pages only being devoted to the
manipulative part of the subject . With this quali
fication, we can cordially commend Mr. Lukin's
little treatise to those of our readers who have a
fancy for ornamental lathe work . He describes
very clearly the ornamental slide-rest , the drilling
spindle , eccentric , vertical and horizontal cutters,

“ 8 - footer . "

ROBABLY more attempts have been made to
build a scale model of the late Mr. P. Stirling's
PRO
renowned 8 -ft , single express Great Northern
locomotives than any other type , owing, doubtless ,
to the taking outlines of this particular class of
engine . A little over ten years ago Mr. F. L.
Baines, of 28 , North Street , Gainsborough, started
to build an exact full size scale model of this No.
776 class , and the engine selected was the No. 441
(plant No. ) . Of course , in this work the litho
graphed sectional drawings issued by the Great
Northern Company , and given in the Engineer some
years ago , were of little use , so he had , first of all ,

FIG . 1. - SIDE VIEW OF MR , F. L. BAINES' MODEL G.N.R. LOCOMOTIVE .
to get a full set of working drawings. After some
difficulty, he succeeded in getting permission to ob
tain a copy of these , and all other information he
might require , from the Great Northern Company's
drawing office, Doncaster.
Having got the drawings , he set to work , build
ing the framework and boiler first. The first serious
difficulty turned up in the firebox. He got one com
pleted , but in riveting up the copper stays the sides
buckled in , and could not be straightened . A
fresh start was made, with a successful result , as
will be seen by the photographs of boiler before
fixing in place. The next difficulty arose in ob
taining the cast -iron cylinders. He made his own
patterns , and submitted them to a well-known firm ,
whose special line is intricate castings in iron , but
they failed to make a job of them, and blamed the
patterns, but they refused to try again with fresh

-

the universal cutter frame, the overhead , the divi
sion plate and index, and the eccentric chuck , the
descriptions being so written asto be well within the
comprehension of the beginner .
ARC LAMPS . By H. Smithson and E. R. Sharpe .
Second Edition . London : S. Rentell & Co. ,
Ltd. Price is .; postage 1 d .
This little handbook is intended for the ordinary
user of arc lamps , rather than for the professional
electrician , and aims at giving him such information
about the construction and working of various
tyf es as will enable him to keep his lamps in good
running order , and to effect occasional small re
pairs and adjustments without calling in skilled
assistance. The book has now reached a second
edition , in which enclosed and semi-enclosed arc
lamps are described .
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patterns. Two or three other firms had a try ;
they were sent across to America, and a sound cast
ing returned ; but it was incomplete , they having
omitted the small bars in the centre of steam ports .
At last , after two years of this kind of work , he
accidentally came across some very fine castings in
Messrs. Poole's shop , Hockley, Nottingham , and
after some conversation this firm undertook to
supply the castings, and in a few weeks ' time
delivered two beautifully perfect ones . This prac
tically put an end to serious difficulties, all the rest
of the work being merely a matter of patience and
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centre Britannia Co.'s foot lathe , special tools being
used to deal with the large quantity required .
The copper tubes in the boiler, which number 174
and contain 246 } ft. in all, were specially drawn by
Messrs . the Broughton Copper Co. to the required
size and gauge . Every portion of the work was
done personally by Mr. Baines, and it was success
fully completed on Wednesday, January 18th , last .
It has not been painted, nor will it be at present ,
as all competent mechanics agree that to paint it
means to spoil it as a piece of high -class workman
ship . As it stands , the lagging , cab plates and

FIG . 2. —CAB VIEW OF THE PERFECT SCALE MODEL G.N.R. LOCOMOTIVE
perseverance. The model is unique in that every
part is exact and complete, is of the same kind of
material as the corresponding part of the full sized
locomotive, and is absolutely to scale. There are
the proper number of rivets in each seam in the
boiler ; every rivet , nut, bolt and screw is exactly
to scale and proper shape ; all the tubing- even the
drip pipes , which in this model are 1-16th in . out
side diameter — is solid drawn copper or steel , as
required . The 1-16th -in . tube could not be ob
tained , so Mi. Baines made it by reducing t - in .
drawn tube to proper size and gauge . The rivets
which could not be obtained were made by hand ;
all the bolts, nuts, and screws were maile in a 31 - in .

front plates are lagging steel finish . The smokebox
and wheel guards, where a large amount of flush
riveting had to be done, are finished bright ; while
the engine parts are all bright finished , and the
wheels jet black .
The engine has been tested by running it with
compressed air , the driving wheels being adjusted
clear of the rails. In this model there are nearly
8000 separate pieces of metal , including 1,547
iivets , 553 copper screwed stays , and 112 screwed
and nutted steel firebox roof stays in the boiler .
The collecting pipe contains 500 holes, 1-16th in .
diameter, and a total of 5,435 holes were drilled in
inaking the boiler . The steel lagging is fixed in
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Fig . 3. –VIEW OF BOILER FROM BACKPLATE .

Fig . 4. - UNDERSIDE VIEW OF BOILER .
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the usual way on white wood strip lagging, made
up of } in. by 1-16th in . strips, fixed to packing
rings. All the wheels have separate steel tyres
shrunk on, and fixed by set screws, and the main
journal bushes are lined with white metal. The
complete model has been subjected to the criti.
cisin of men who are thoroughly familiar with the
real engines, but no one has been able to find a
single discrepancy ; but all agree that the inodel is
without a rival as regards both accuracy , complete
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it rather obscures the vacuum gauge. Fig. 5 is
firebox finished ready for barrel . Fig. 3 shows
boiler ready for lagging .
Fig. 4 shows boiler in
another position , with part of lagging complete.
INDIAN STANDARD TIME.— The Government of
India have referred to the Bengal Chamber of
Commerce a proposal to adopt one Indian standard
time of 54 hours in advance of Greenwich , and one
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Fig . 5. -VIEW OF FIREBOX AND FIREBOX SHELL, BOILER BARREL REMOVED .
ness , and perfect finish. We might add that Mr.
Baines has gone through this as a hobby, using his
spare time during the winter months of the ten
years which it has taken to complete.
The photographs herewith are as follows : -Fig.
1 , side view ; Fig . 2 , cab view ; the bulb inside cab
at top is a small electric lamp, which is fitted to
show up the mountings better while on exhibition ;

Burma standard time of 64 hours in advance of
Greenwich . The Royal Society, which has been
urging the Goverment of India to consider the sub
ject, would preferably recommend the adoption of
two standard times in India, one of five hours'
advance , and one of six hours, there being a dividing
line down the middle of India across which the step
of one hour in nominal time occurred .
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Dividing

Appliance for the

Lathe , & c.

on a similar strip of metal and we may , therefore,
take it for granted that we shall be quite safe in
saying we can read lines to the 1-100 in . or finer .
We have seen that one complete revolution of
Y = 1-1,000 in. , so that , as it is 12.5 ins. in circum
ference ( 12 point 5 ) an error in setting of 1-100 in .
on this circumference, would equal 1-1,250,000 in.
of error at the lathe spindle . We must remember,
however , that this error being the difference for each
division or tooth cut is a cumulative error, and that ,
in consequence, the greater the number of teeth or
divisions the greater the total error, which is yet so
small in cutting 360'teeth - the limit of the table
Fig . 6 .

Fig . 5
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X

ET

90 °
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1

By “ CROSSKEYS."
( Continued from page 195. )
HE vernier Z is first turned up perfe tly true
on its spindle between the lathe centres ,
THE
to a diameter in this case of 21 ins . ( though
its diameter does not affect the matter as regards
the divisions ); still keeping it in the lathe,
put on change wheels to cut 8 threads to the
inch , and with a very fine-pointed tool in the
rest scratch or mark on the periphery one com
plete turn or thread ( as shown in Fig. 3 ) . Z is
then divided into 100 parts, on its farther side in
Fig. 2 and on pointer c side (see Fig . 1 ), in
which figure part only of Z is shown. The number
ing is shown in Fig. 2 , but on the near side
of Z , for clearness' sake.
We can now, by rotating 2 on its spindle , in the
direction of the arrow , subdivide any division on
Y into 100 parts, because 100 divisions on Z equal
a complete turn of the screw - thread cut on its
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E!
FIG . 4 .

FIG . 7 .
&r '

H

T?

supplied—that it here equals only about 1-3,500 in .
in the completed wheel , a quite negligible error.
The divisions are worked decimally and as the
table is extended to six places beyond the decimal
point, all may be taken as practically exact. The
first two places of decimals represent the 100 teeth
in F or divisions on G , the next two places the
100 divisions on Y , and the third two places the
divisions on vernier Z ; the table is calculated for
a worm-wheel on lathe spindle of 180 teeth, which
number of teeth is very usually employed , and
found on many lathes ; for wheel with 90 teeth
ce

Fig . 9.-DIAGRAM SHOWING SETTING OF STOPS .

+

periphery, and this thread, being $ in, pitch, will
exactly traverse one division on Y (each division
on Y being exactly 4 in , apart, as before mentioned ).
It therefore follows, from the above, that given the
main -worm 10 threads to the inch, one turn of its
spindle P will advance or rotate the worm-wheel
fitted to lathe spindle 1-10th in . F, carried on P,
having 100 teeth, and G, cast in one with F, having
its periphery also divided into 100 parts ( partly
shown in Fig. 1 ), it also follows that one division
on G = 1-1,000th in .; and as it takes a complete
revolution of Y to move F one tooth or Gone
division , a single division on Y equals 1-100,000th
in. Each division on Y can be sub -divided into
100 parts by vernier Z, as indicated above, there
fore one division on Z = 1-10,000,000ths in,
Now , the accuracy of results depends upon our
ability to set two lines exactly opposite one another,
these two lines being any one division on Y, and the
spiral thread , or scratched line, on vernier Z. I
have before me as I write one of Chesterman's 12-in .
steel rules, and this is
aduated on one edge for
I in , of its length, into one hundredths of an inch
( 1-100 in .). I find I can set any one of these
divisions quite easily, opposite a fine line marked

Fig . 8 .
HANDLE I.

divide the table numbers by 2 , for wheel with 60
teeth divide by 3 , and so on .
The actual spacing in cutting teeth of wheels or
dividing work generally is done by means of the
dividing handle I , which is clamped to or un
clamped from spindle P by means of the nut N ,
the handle when clamped to P being oscillated or
rocked from the fixed stop El till it rests against
stop Ti thus carrying forward spindle P the re
quired angular distance for one tooth or division .

232

When V ( see Fig. 8 ) rests against stop Tủ, the nut
N is loosened , leaving handle loose on spindle P ;
handle is then moved back contra clock - wise until
projection U on it rests against fixed stop El ; N
is then tightened and the operation repeated for
each tooth or division required, so it will be seen
that the handle I is alternately clamped to, and
loose on , spindle P.
When the number of divisions required is less
than the number of teeth in worm-wheel on lathe
spindle , there will be a greater or smaller number
of complete turns of the spindle P. To provide for
this , the dividing handle I is of spring- tempered
steel and so set ” that it requires pressure from
the cam K to keep it up to the face of G , and so that
its projections U and K engage the stops El and
Ti at each end of its travel . When cam K is turned
back out of engagement with I the latter springs
back and may be rotated free of the stops , and
any number of complete turns may then be given .
Enough has, I think, been written to make the
following explanation of two " settings ” of the
machine quite clear.
We will first suppose we wish to cut a wheel of
93 teeth . Turning to the table , we find opposite
93 the number 1-93,54,84–93 being less than 180
it is clear that spindle P must make more than one
revolution for each tooth required . We require one
complete turn and '93 , 54,84 of another turn . Pro
ceed as follows : Bring zero mark on Y ( Fig. 1 )
opposite zero mark on vernier 2 , seeing that zero
on G is just clear of and to left of fixed stop E E ' ;
it is shown some bit to the right of EE in Fig . 1 ;
but when setting the machine the zero mark
should just be visible to the left when looking
down on it . The edge of G is divided , so that the
number of turns given to Y may be observed with
out counting. Now bring projection U on handle
I in contact with right-hand side of El and whilst
in this position slide movable stop Ti up to and
pressing against right -hand side of projection V,
thentightennut S. so fixing stop Ti, the handle i
will now be clamped by means of its projection U
and V firmly between the stops El and Tl . Now
rotate wheel Y 93 complete turns and part of a
turn till division 54 on its periphery comes opposite

42

36

6i
71
82
36

..

Num ' er
Turns
of
of
Divisions . Hand'e I.
2
90
60 ..
3
4
45
5
36
6
30 ..
25.71
7
8
22.50
20
9
IO
18 ..
II
16.36
12
15
13.84
13
12.85
14
12 ..
15
16
11.25
10.58
17
10 .
18
19
9.47
20
9 ..
21
8.57
8.18
22
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14
18

Number
Turns
of
of
Divisions. Handle I.
7.82
23
24
7.50
7.20
25
26
6.92
6.66
27
28
6.42
85
6.20
29
6 ..
30
5.80
31
5.62
32
36
5.45
33
5.29
54
34
5.14
35
43
36
5..
37
4.86
35
38
4.73
4.61
39
84
40
4.50
4.39
41
42
4.28
29
18
4.18
43

60

87

30
66
85
68

77
67
71
96
52

64
50
45
41
28

45
18
57

48
68
53

65
42
85

02
57
60

44
14
46

to the zero mark on vernier Z. Next rotate Za
partial revolution till division 84 comes opposite
pointer III , and move division 54 on Y a little
further on till it registers with the new position of
the spiral line on Z. We shall now find that worm
wheel F has moved round nearly a revolution,
carrying with it G and the movable stop T' ; the
dividing handle I can now be oscillated between
E ' and Ti , these two now being '93,54,84 of a
revolution further apart than in their first position.
Cut one tooth in wheel required , keeping handle I
loose on spindle , rock it till it rests against stop E!,
clamp it to spindle , and rock to the right till it
rests against T ?; still keeping it fast to spindle,
withdraw cam K allowing I to make a complete
revolution , coming to rest against T' ; loosen the
nut N , having previously returned the cam K to
its first position, and repeat the operations as often
as may be required .
To cut numbers above 180 , less than one com
plete turn of P is required , so I will just give one
example more to make all clear. Say we require
201 divisions : opposite this number in the table is
• 89.55,22 , turn Y 89 times and on still till division
55 is opposite zero of line on vernier Z ; then turn
Z till division 22 is opposite pointer c , and turn
division 55 on Y forward again till it registers with
the spiral line on Z in its new position. We now
have the movable stop • 89.55,22 of a revolution
ahead of its previous position. Handle I is now
simply oscillated between the stops , being alter
nately fast and loose on P for each division .
Note that the zero position of spiral line on
periphery of Z should coincide with the centre line
of worm -wheel F indicated by the long arrow in
Fig. 3 , in which figure the zero position of the thread
on the wheel z is shown in error to one side of
centre line. The wheel 2 will, therefore, be so
much nearer to the boss C as will bring the zero
of the spiral thread exactly opposite the centre
line of the worm -wheel F.
The stops Ti and El should be hardened and
tempered and the projections U and V on handle
also ; the faces of stops and projections where they
come in contact with each other should also be
truly square and parallel .

Turns
Number
of
of
Divisions. Handle I.
44
4.09
4 ..
45
46
3.91
3.82
47
48
3.75
49
3.67
3.60
50
3.52
51
3.46
52
3.39
53
54
3:33
3.27
55
3.21
56
57
3.15
58
3.10
3.05
59
60
3 ..
61
2.95
62
2.90
63
2.85
64
2.81

09

09

30
97

43
87

34

69

94
15
62
33
27
42
78
34
08

II
38
26
33
27
86
95
48
47

08
32
71
25

20
26
43

Number
Turns
of
of
Divisions. Handle I.
65
2.76
66
2.72
2.68
67
68
2.64
2.60
69
70
2.57
2.53
71
72
2.50
2.46
73
74
2.43
75
2.40
2.36
76
2.33
77
78
2.30
79
2.27
80
2.25
81
2.22
82
2.19
2.16
83
2.14
84
2.11
85

92
72
65
70
86
14
52

31
73
67
59
95
29
11

57
24

53
32

84
76
76
84

21
62
92
81

22
51
86
28
76

22
22
75
57
47
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of
Handle I.
2.09
2.06 .
2.04
2.02
2 .
1.97
1.95
1.93
1.91
1.89
1.87
1.85
1.83
1.81
1.80
1.78
1.76
1.74
1.73
1.71
1.69
1.68
1.66
1.65
1.63
1.62
1.60
1.59
1.57
1.56
1.55
1.53
1.52
1.51
1.50
1.48
1.47
1.46
1.45
1.44
1.42
1.41
1.40
1.39
1.38
1.37
1.36
1.35
1.34
1.33
1.32
1.31
1.30
1.29
1.28
1.27
1.26
1.25
1.25
1.24
1.23
1.22
1.21
1.20
1.20
1.19
1.18
1.17
1.16

30
89
54
24

80
65
54
48
47
50
56
67
81

21
47
75
07
42
81
22
66
13
63
16
71
29
89
52
17
84
54
26
76
54
34
16

85
73
62
53
46
40
36
33
32
33
35
38
43
49
57
65
76
87
13
28
44
62
80
20
42
64
88

Number
Turns
of
of
Divisions. Handle I.
1,16
23 155
65 156
1.15
1.14
55 | 157
72 | 158
1.13
159
1.13
22 160
1.12
161
22
III
84 162
III
1.IO
94 163
1.09
37 | 164
1.09
165
70 166
1.08
1.07
35 167
82 168
1.07
169
1.06
78 | 170
1.05
06171
1.05
1.04
73 172
1.04
69173
86 174
1.03
1.02
13 | 175
1.02
43 | 176
1.01
67 177
1.01
76 | 178
1.00
64 | 179
22 180
.99
43 181
20 182
.98
48 183
.98
.97
17 | 184
24 185
.97
61 186
.96
.96
24 187
05 188
.95
189
.95
03 190
.94
IO 191
.94
15 | 192
.93
13 193
.93
.92
194
.92
71 195
23 | 196
.91
50 197
.91
49 198
.90
.90
15199
.90
46 | 200
.89
37 201
.89
83 202
.88
84 203
.88
33 204
.87
29 205
69 206
.87
.86
48 207
.86
64 208
.36
14 209
96 210
.85
06 211
.85
41 212
.84
213
.84
.84
21
4
79
77 215
.83
90 216
.83
16 217
.82
54 | 218
.82
.82
219
220
.81
53
II 221
.81
71 222
.81
.80
31 | 223

12
38
64
92
20
50
80
II
42
75
09
43
78
14
50
88
26
65
04
44
85
27
69
12
55

90
46
97
41
75
12
II
95
61
09
37
45
29
89
24
32
12
62
83
71
27
49
36
87

44 75
90 II
36 07
82 61
29 73
77 42
25 67
74 47
23 81
73 68
24 08
75
26 42
78 35
30 77
83 67
37 05
90 91
45 23

55
IO
67
23
80
37
95
53
I2
71
30
90
50
II
72
33
94
56
19
81
44
08
71

22
89
53
49
87
66
84
44
43
81
57
70
21
09
33
93
88
18
82
80
II
75

Turns
Number
of
of
Divisions. Handle I.
.80
224
.80
225
226
.79
227
.79
228
.78
.78
229
230
.78
231
.77
232
.77
233
.77
234
.76
235
.76
236
.76
237
.75
238
.75
239
.75
240
.75
241
.74
242
.74
243
.74
244
.73
245
.73
246
.73
247
.72
248
.72
249
.72
250
.72
.71
251
252
253
.71
254
.70
.70
255
256
.70
1.70
257
258
.69
.69
259
260
.69
261
.68
.68
262
.68
263
.68
264
265
.67
266
.67
267
.67
268
.67
.66
269
.66
270
.66
271
.66
272
273
.65
274
.65
275
.65
276
.65
.64
277
.64
278
.64
279
.64
280
281
.64
282
.63
283
.63
284
.63
285
.63
286
.62
.62
287
288
.62
.62
289
.62
290
.61
291
.61
292

35
64
29
94
60
26
92
58
25
92
59
27
94
63
31
68
38
07
77
46
17
87
58
28

71
42
14
86
58
31
03
76
49
23
96.
70
44
18
92
66
41
16
91
66
42
17
93
69
45
21
98
74
51
28
05
82
60
38
15
93
71
50
28
06
85
64

Number
Turns
of
of
Divisions. Handle I.
.61
71 293
.61
294
.61
60 295
.60
51 | 296
.60
69 297
.60
26 298
.60
09 299
21 300
.60
.59
62 301
.59
32 302
: 59
31 393
.59
57 304
12305
-59
· 58
94 306
: 58
03 307
.58
38 308
.58
309
88310
: 58
02 311
: 57
41 312
.57
05 | 313
: 57
.57
94 314
: 57
07 | 315
-56
45 316
06 317
: 56
.56
91 | 318
.56
319
31 320
.56
86 321
.56
62 322
.55
61 | 323
.55
82 324
-55
25 325
• 55
.55
89 326
: 55
74 327
81 | 328
: 54
08 329
.54
: 54
55 330
23 331
.54
.54
II 332
18 333
.54
: 53
45 334
92 335
.53
57 | 336
: 53
42 337
: 53
45 338
: 53
67 339
.53
.52
07 340
.52
65 341
.52
41 342
.52
34 343
.52
46 344
74 345
: 52
19 346
: 52
82 347
.51
61 348
.51
57 349
.51
.51
69 350
98 351
.51
42 352
.51
.50
03 353
.50
79 354
.50
71 355
.50
78 356
.50
357
37 358
.50
.50
90 359
57 | 360
.50
38

...

Number
of
Divisions
36
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
III
112
113
114
* 115
116
117
118
119
I 20
121
I 22
123
124
125
I 26
127
128
129
1 30
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
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43
22
ΟΙ
81
60
40
20

34
45
69
08
61
27
07

80
60
40
21
ΟΙ
82
63
44
25
06
87
69
50
32
14
96
78
60
42
25
07
90
72
55
38
21
04
87
71
54
38
21
05
89
73
57
41
25
09
94
78
63
47
32
17
02
87
72
57
42
28
13
99
84
70
56
42
27
13

07
26
59
06
64
35
19
16
24
45
78
23
80
48
28
20
23
38
63
48
06
76
56
46
47
59
80
13
55
07
69
41
22
13
14
25
44
73
I2
59
16
81
56
39
31
32
41
59
86
21
63
15
75
42
18
02
93
93
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The Society of Model Engineers.

(Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any far.
ticular issue it received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .)
London.
FUTURE MEETINGS .-On Saturday , March 11th ,
a visitwill take place to the Longhedge Works of
the S.E. & C.R. Co. ( by kind permission of J. W.
Barber , Esq . ). The party is limited to twenty ,
and has been already made up from the members
attending the last meeting of the Society. If there
are any other members who would like to make
the visit , they should immediately send in their
names to the Hon . Secretary, and a further visit
will probably be arranged for the 18th or 25th
March .
The next ordinary meeting will take place on
Monday, March 20th , when Mr. Percival Marshall
will give his paper on his American tour, illustrated
by slides , The result of the M.E. Locomotive
Competition will also be announced , and the com
peting models tried under steam on the Society's
track . The Committee are anxious that all mem
bers having locomotives will endeavour to bring
them to this meeting ( whether they have been
exhibited before or not ) . This meeting promises to
be specially interesting, and a large number of
members and friends are hoped for. The mceting
will commence at 7 o'clock precisely : -- HERBERT
G. RIDDLE , Hon . Sec. , 37 , Minard Road , Hither
Grren , S.E.
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with heavy losses ; but in most small engines this is
unavoidable, unless the cylinder design is radically
changed .
To suin up the losses due to small ports in wire
drawing, the steam friction of surfaces, abrupt
turns and long passages , I doubt if half the pressure
generated in the boiler is available for actual work
in the cylinder .
As stated above , good practice has settled upon a
velocity of flow of steam through the ports of from
100 to 120 ft . per second - generally the former ; and
when the ports are long it is sometimes as low as
90 ft . per second ; the object being to bring the
piston as near the boileras possible.
To show the effect of reduced size of port in the
matter of friction in proportion to area , and , con
sequently volume , we will take two cylinders - one
18 ins . diameter, the other jo ins . , both working a
600 ft . piston speed per minute.
The 18 -in. cylinder having an area of 254°47 sq.
ins. at 600 ft. piston speed per minute, would
represent
254..17 X 10 =
17.6715 cub. ft . of steam per second ,
144
or in this proportion for any point of cut-off. The
steam port for this cylinder should be
17.6715 X 144 = 25:44 sq . ins . ,
100

Readers .

or 17 ins. long by it ins. wide ; perimeter , 37 ins . ;
and ratio of area to perimeter , 1 : 1'05 .
The 10-in . cylinder having an area of 78.54 sq .
ins. at 600 ft . piston speed per minute, would
represent
78.54 x 10 = 5.45 cub. ft . of steam per second ,
144
or in that proportion for any point of cut- off.
The
stean port for this cylinder should be
5:45 X 144 = 777 sq . ins. area ,
100

The Editor invitesreaders tomake useof this column for the ful
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached,
though not necessarily intended or publication .]
Steam Port Areas.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - It seems to me, after carefully
following the descriptions of model engines in the
pages of THE MODEL ENGINEER during the past
four years , that the question of proper port propor:
tions receives but little attention from model
engineers generally .
In the average model , the ports are inade short
and broad , whereas in engine practice, the con
trary -- that is , long , narrow ports - is the rule .
Again , in good engine practice, large ports are
employed to reduce the velocity of the flow of the
steam as much as possible within reasonable limits,
Good practice usually works within the limits of a
velocity of flow of from 100 to 120 ft . per second.
The smaller the port , the greater the friction loss
due to the surface of its walls. ( This point will be
illustrated further on . ) The port area should be
greater than the opening due to the valve, as the
port usnally serves both for admission and exhaust,
the latter requiring greater area than the former.
Another point. The ports are usually made by
drilling and , consequently , the turns are sharp
insteai ot being curved, and this form is chargeable

or 8 ins . long by '95 in . wide ; perimeter, 17.94
ins . ; and ratio of port area to perimeter, 1 : 3'3.
This shows an increase of friction surface in the port
of the 10-in . cylinder of 119 per cent . over that of
the 18-in . cylinder, both figured on the same basis ;
and would point to the necessity of proportionately
larger ports as the cylinders are reduced in size,
piston speeds remaining the same .
The formula used above does not take into con
sideration that the perimeter or frictional surface
of the port is inversely as the area . The following
table, however , does attempt to provide for this :
SPEED OF Piston. STEAM PORT AREAS . STEAM PIPE AREAS
200 ft. per min .
04 of area of piston
*025 of area of piston
'047
250
I
11
.
*032
300
'039
'055
'062
350
'046
'07
400 >
' 053
'06
'077
500
'I
'08
600
!
The above coefficients divided by 675 will give
areas of exhaust ports.
Another point is , the smaller the cylinder, the
greater the surface to radiate heat in proportion to
volume. Taking all of these points into considera
tion , it seems to me that in making such small ports
as is the practice among model engineers, but a
small part of the capacity ofthe cylinder is realised,
and much of the boiler capacity is lost . By properly
designing the valve gear so as to secure the benefit
of compression , much of the heat that would be
lost under present con litions of practice would be
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restored ; also the waste or clearance spaces would
be filled , so that large ports would be a gain .
In the illustration , commercial sizes of engines
were used because of the larger figures involved ;
but if losses increase so rapidly as shown between
the 18 -in . and 10 -in. cylinder , what must they be
when they get down to model sizes ?
In all of my model engines—and I have made
many-I have always used large ports , securing
thereby power cconomy and, by proper steam
distribution , smooth running at high speeds in far
greater degree than would be possible with cramped
ports. Some of the effect of compression is secured
by the use of small ports , inasmuch as the exhaust
must be forced out by the advancing piston . This
may help in making the engine run quietly , but it
does not contribute towards economy or the de
velopment of power. — Yours very truly,
Putnam Co. , N.Y.
P. D. J.

A Simple Electric Alarm .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,-I read Mr. Cope's letter ve electric
alarm , and I enclose sketch and particulars of a
simple insulated foot, which is easy to make and
looks far neater than winding wire round the foot of
clock , and the wire is not seen at all outside. It is as
Fig . 4. -BRACKET .
(Not to scale .)

G

-F

AА
G

B

235

the projection B and circular cover F to have the
holes enlarged for the sana reason. The latter may
be done either by drilling or by the handle of a file.
The wire from the connection in the clock is then
brought down inside and soldered to nut ; of course .
this must be done before the works are put back
into clock . When this is done, and the works put
back again, the foot E C must be screwed into
nut and, if necessary, the nut held by a pair of pliers.
To make the other foot to match, take a piece of
pipe ( E ) and solder the existing foot ( D ) inside it,

CA
B

E

E

D

Fig . 1. - INSULATED Foot . ( 14 limes full size .)
filing the foot it necessary to make it fit. This
then screws into the clock as usual . Working in
conjunction with the clock I have an electric night
light , the bracket for which ( Fig . 4) I made myself
to take the small lamps as used in pocket flash
lights . A , circular piece of thin brass ; B, reflector
and screw for holding lamp, taken from an old
pocket flash light ; C, mushroom -headed nail, with
top filed off ( used for nailing borders on mantel
pieces) ; E , small piece of brass insulated from C
by H ; F, covered wire ; G, t-in . brass gas piping ;
H , plaster -of-Paris ; J , fixing taken from some old
gas fittings ; K , one terminal in lamp ; L, lamp as
used in pocket flash lights.
The bracket is not drawn to scale ; lanıp and la mp
holder are one and a half full size. Covered wire
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Fig . 2.—LAMP AND HOLDER .

( 14 times full size .)

E

E
shown in Fig . 1 . A A , insulating washers ; B, pro
jection on frame of clock inside ; C, f-in, bolt , with
head cut off ; D, existing foot of clock ; E, f-in .
brass gas piping ; F, circular tin case of clock . For
the insulated foot , the bolt C is soldered inside
pipe E and insulated , in my case, by fitting a piece
ofcelluloid tube. If nothing of the kind is at hand,
it may be done by wrappingand glueing a few turns
of paper around it Take care to leave it rather
short as shown in sketch, to allow for tightening
nut . The two insulating washers (A A) each have
a hole large enough to take insulation on bolt, and

F

F
Fig . 3. -Switch .

(I full size .)

runs right through G and projects through J ; the
end which comes in C is soldered to E and is then
fixed in position and surrounded with plaster-of
Paris (H ) . C is soldered to G , A to C , and B to A.
These are shown in section . The lamp then screws
into B , and K makes connection with E , the other
connection being through the screw on lamp and
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lampholder. The wire ( F ) passing through J is one
connection , and for the other a wire must be
soldered to back of J and be clear of F. This makes
a very neat night-light .
Fig. 3 shows a neat form of switch , which is easy
to make and a pleasure to work. E and E are
eyelets such as shoemakers use (not enamelled) ,
these being fixed by being driven into baseboard A,
a hole having previously been made a little less
than E so as to make a good fit. A wire is then
put through back of A and projects a small distance
into E. E is then filled with solder (F ) about same
depth as shown in section . A piece of springy
brass ( B ) is then drilled with f - in . hole top and
bottom . The head of a screw ( D ) with part of
shank left on , is then soldered in bottom hole of
B, the short piece of shank left on keeping it in
position .
C is a portion of an alarm clock leg
soldered to B for a handle. An t-in .bolt ( H ) is used
to bolt B to A, the nut of which fits in receptacle
G ; to this nut the other connecting wire has to be
soldered , and the switch is complete. J are pins
to stop B from being moved too far. If carefully
made, the result is a reliable switch , and (when used
the bolt head D will drop into E with a click . ” 9
“ ORLANDO ."
Yours truly,

Queries and Replies .
( Atention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions thercin stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department. " No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name must be in .
scribed on the back . ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and correo
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed, and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon ” cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. ( 4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . ( 5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published. The
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6)
Au Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
(13,5774 Supplying Electric Railway from 200-volt Cir
cuit. J. K. (Wellington ) writes : I am desirous of running a small
electric railway froma 200-volt light main, and do not wish to use
lamps for a resistance but coils of iron wire. The motor I wish
to run takes 3 amps , at 4 volts. Can you tell me what gauge and
length of iron wire I should require ? I have read the sixpenny
booklet, “ Small Electric Motors," but was unable to discover
the length of wire or the gauge necessary for my purpose .
You require a resistance of about 65 ohms ; 500 yds. of No. 20
gauge iron wire would give this. You could use some 200 -volt
incandescent lamp3 in parallel with each other - say, six 32 c..p.
lamps would pass about 3 amps.; by using more or less lamps in
parallel you can alter the speed of your motor. If you used German
silver wire for the resistance you would only require 220 yds.
( 13,562) Shocking Coil ; Wire Resistance. G. A. L. ( Bath )
writes : I intend making the shocking coil described in Chapter III
of " Induction Coils for Amateurs ( MODEL ENGINEER Series,
No. 1 ). Would you kindly tell me how to wire it so as to give the
primary, secondary, and combined shocks, and, if posible, let me
have a small diagram of the wiring ? Also, would you tell me
how to make a water resistance for a shocking coil ?
You will find diagrams for connections to give primary and
combined shocks in back numbers of THE MODEL ENGINEER, in
the “ Queries and Replie ; " columns; but as your coil will have a
sliding secondary vou will have to use flexible wires to connect
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between primary and secondary, so as to permit of the necessary
movement. Connections for primary shock are given on page 19
of our handbook on “ Induction Coils," Fig. 7. A water regulator
is not required for such a coil as this ; you can make one out of a
glass tube about i in , diameter and 6 ins, long fixed in a vertical
position; the bottom end is plugged with a cork through which
passc; the connection for one terminal. Through a cork fixed in
the upper end passes a brass rod the same length as the tube and
which carriez at its outer end the second terminal, the tube is filled
nearly full of water and the brass rod is pushed more or less down
into the water, according to the shock required.
( 13,573) Running Arc Lamps. J.W. H. ( Treeton) writes : Will
you kindly answer me the following query ? We have our village lit
by electric light. There are twenty -four Crompton arc lampswhich
are lit by a brush machine. The voltage is 1,200 and amperage 12,
a resistance in lamps reducing the amps. to 10. What voltage will
each lamp take ? Will there be a voltage of 1,200 in the coils of
the lamp ? If not, will you please explain to me what voltage
the lamp does take through the coils ? All the lamps are in series,
having a cut-out in each lamp. What candle-power does one of
these lamps give, and what number of watts per candle-power
does an arc lamp require ? Shall be very thankful if you will
explain .
The voltage is divided amorg the lamps. The actual orc
requires about so volts, or slightly less but a slight loss of pressure
occurs in the series coil of the lamp. You can consider it is a cir.
cuit of so volts per lamp ; so that so multiplied by twenty -four
lamps would give 1,200 volts between the ends of the circuít. A
10 amp. arc lamp is reckoned to give approximately 1,000 C.-P.
Though there are only 50 volts on each lamp, it is dangerous to
handle such a circuit when current is on unless your hands are
protected by rubber gloves. An open type arc lamp requires about
3-10ths to 4-10ths of a watt per candle-power. These remarks
apply to the open type of arc lamp, that is, with carbons burning
naked or in a large clear glass globe. This circuit is a series system
of arc lighting, in which the current is kept at a constant value
and the volts varied according to the number of lamps, the same
current passing through each lamp one after the other.
( 13,509A) : O.W.R. Locomotive. Chimney . A. J. C.
(Merth
writes : Kindly let me have a sketch of the G.W.R new
chimney, the type without the copper capping, suitable for a 31 - in .
gauge locomotive.

G.W.R. STANDARD LOCOMOTIVE CHIMNEY .
We herewith append a drawing to a scale of h -ip . to the foot of the
Great Western Railway standard cast iron locomotive chimney.
( 13.589) Telephone Connections. H. M. (South Shields)
writes: Re yourbook on “ Telephones and Microphones," page 31,
Fig. 10 :saywe take A (according to the sketch) as the negative
wire, B as the positive - what is c? The push near D receiver will
put the negative current in circuit and thus ring the bell at E. This
being the case, C must therefore be positive. Yet there is a wire
leading from B wire ( positive) to bell terminal near D , with C also
leading to second terminal. This gives bell near D receiver two
positives.
Wire C is positive to bell at E, but negative to bell at D ; if you
traceout the action of the two batteries when either is in use, you
will see that this is the case . When the bell is ringing at D , the
battery at D is not in use.
( 13,547] Windings for a 4 - unit Overtype Dynamo. C. W.
( Bolton) writes : Will you answer me the following questions ? I
have the castings of an overtype dynamo, which I want to rewind.
Field -magnets are 16 ins. high by 9 ins. by st ins. ; armature
tunnel is 9 ins.by 7 ins. Can I wind it for 100 volts 75 amps. or
75 volts 50 amps. ? If so , please state what amount and size of
wire on field -magnets and armature, what kind of laminations
for armature, what size commutator, and how many segments,
and how many revolutions per minute to obtain best results . Also,
will you tell me how to make a good cheap arc lamp to be lit off
a 100 - volt circuit taking about 5 amps. ?
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Armature, smooth core drum divided into fifty -six sections by
means of hard fibre driving pegs 1-16th in. thick ; each section to
bewound with four turns of No. 12 gauge d.c.c. copper wire,
arranged in two layers or two turns each, making a total of twenty
eight complete coils to be joined to a 28 -section commutator,
about 3t ins. diameter by 3 ins. length of seful brush surface:
Wind field -magnet with about 40 to 50 lbs. No. 18 D.C.C. copper
wire on each core, join both coils in series with each other and in
shunt to the brushes. Output about 100 volts 60 amps, at 1,300
revolutions per minute approximately. You can get lower volts
by lowering the speed. Without a dimensioned sketch of field
magnet we have only been able to guess at the amount of wire,
but it should be somewhere near the mark. There should be four
rows of driving pegs spaced equally along the length of armature
core . For details of construction , see back numbers of THE
MODEL ENGINEER. For details of arc lamp, see MODEL Engi
NEER for January ist, 1903, page 20, and also for April 9th ,
1903, page 356. You will requireto use a resistance with either.
( 13,404) Patents. W. A. M. (Manchester ) writes : In your
M.E. bandbook " Patents," Chap . VII, on what can be patented,
the following sentence appears :-- " Generally speaking, any inven
tion applicable to science, arts, and manufactures, including
medicine and surgery , claiming to serve, or effect some useful
purpose, can be patented, provided it is not unlawful or against
the common good." Now , I should be much obliged if you could
inform me whether this really covers everything that can be
patented ? The statement makes no mention of recreations
that is, games and various amusements. Is it because games are
not patented ? It seems to me they must be protected in some
way. I should be glad to know something on this point. Also ,
with regard to the fees : £1 for provisional protection , £4 for com
plete patent. Are these fees returned if application for patent is
refused . ?
The Patent and Provisional Protection is reduced to six months.
Since January ist, 1905, there is a further fee of £ 1 for sealing.
and are
Games for recreation and amusement are patentable,
covered by the title " Arts and Manufactures." You could not
patent mere instructions for playing a game, but you could patent
the means for carrying those instructions into effect ; that is, the
app liances required to play th game, provided they were of new
construction or design , or known appliances applied in a novel
manner so as to constitute an invention. Mere printed instructions
could be protected by copyright, but that is entirely a separate
affair and nothing to do with the Patent Office. The design of
articles in connection with games, such as printed patterns or
de igns, &c., could be protected by registration at the Patent
Office under the Designs and Trade Marks branch . No fees
are returned, even it the application is refused ; but the risk of
refusal is small, as the Patent Office does not guarantee that the
invention is new or good or that the patent is valid. It is left for
the applicant to uphold his rights if his patent is attacked.
( 13,253) Connecting Lamps in Parallel. L. H. (Carlisle)
writes : Will this arrangement work ? I have placed a switch
between dynamo and board. ( 1 ) What size wire will it take to
connect switchboard with dynamo ? ( 2 ) What size wire will it
take to lamps from board ? (3) Also , what size will it take to
connect a 30 -volt lamp, and kind of wire ? I have got your book
on " Electric Lighting for Amateurs," will the wire I enclose
be any good for any ofthe purposes I need in the queries I have en
closed ? It is covered with rubber and silk.
( 1 ) You do not state clearly what it is which you want to do.
Assuming that you want to light a number of 6 -volt lamps from
a dynamo which gives 6 volts, the connections should be as follows :
А

To DINAMO
SWITCHES

1

LAMPS
Duery 13233
CONNECTING LAMPS IN PARALLEL.

When the switches are moved on the lamps receive current each in
turn . As shown in the diagram the lamps are all switched off.
gauge of wire depends upon the candle-power of the
The
lamps and how far thewires are to carry the current. The size of
wire as your sample will do very well for the connections for each
lamp, and for a single 30- volt lamp, but for wires marked AandB
in oursketch we advise a thickness at least equal to No. 14 gauge
or five of your sample wires twisted together.
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( 13,128 ] Charging Accumulators. T. G. W. (Guernsey)
writes : I have a 20 - volt 5 amps. dynamo, drum armature, shunt
wound, which I propose using for charging accumulators of about
4 volts. Makers of accumulators say correct charging current
for this size battery is 5 amps. I should like to be able to charge
one or more accumulators at one time according to the full load
of dynamo. I propose using lamps as resistances it charging one
battery. Will you please send me sketch of wiring ? I have a
25 amp. and 25 volt meter which I propose using. I also have a
switch for cutting in the circuit (single pole). The lamps I have
are 16 c.-p. I have four of these and four sockets to hold them .
I send rough sketch (not reproduced) of how I thought of fixing up
the plant. If not right, will you please correct ? I propose making
up the cut-out switch for lamps, as the switch is marked ; it will
cut-out No. 1 lamp and by throwing it to the right it cuts out
No. 2 lamp, or reverse to put the lamps in glow , that is, by moving
the switch on to the left-hand it will make No. 1 lamp glow . If
this is not the correct way please advise. I wish to charge one
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CHARGING ACCUMULATOR DIAGRAM.
or more batteries at one time according to my requirements from
the 20 volt 5 amps. dynamo.
We very much doubt if your lamps are of any use , as 16 c.-p.
lamps are not generally made for less than 50-volt circuits and,
therefore, you will not get enough current through them with only
20 volts . Why not run the dynamo at a lower speed when using
it for charging one accumulator and thus obtain lower volts ; you
can still get the 5 amps. from it. Your arrangement of contact
switch and lamps will not do as you are putting the lamps in series,
and you will not get enough current through them. They should
be arranged in parallel (see sketch ) ; the arrangement of volt.
meter is also wrong. By this arrangement you put in one or more
lamps by taking them out or putting them into the sockets, accord
ing to the amount of current required; but as already said, we
doubt if your present lamps will be of any use . You require 15
volt lamps of, say, 8 c.-p. each to be of any use. Instead of the
lamps you could use a wire resistance made of, say, 15 vds. of
No. 20 gauge German silver wire wound into coils, by cutting out
or in more or less of the coils you can vary the current. You
are not bound to charge at 5 amps, rate, you can charge at a smaller
rate of current, but then the time of charging will be longer. When
charging a number of accumulators at a time they should be put
in series with each other, and if not all of the same capacity the
current must not exceed that required by the smallest size.
( 13,541 )I am
150having
-watt trouble
Dynamo
W. A. II.have
(Sparkhill)
write
withPailure.
a dynamo which
made,
and should be glad if you could give me a few hints which might
put me right. It is made by castings supplied from the British
Modelling Electric Company , of Leek, and is their No. 4 Kapp
type. They say it will give 5 amps . at 30 volts. They supplied
armature ready done, and I wound the field -magnets according to
their instructions ; that is , seven layers of wire (as enclosed sample
20 gauge, I think ) on each limb. I have a N. and S. pole right
enough. I tested with magnetic needle. I could only obtain
? volts and about i amp. , and was not satisfied, so I wound another
four layers on each limb, and can now only obtain slight sparking
at brushes, and not a sign of a single volt. It is drum armature and
shunt wound. The weight of wire on at first was not ozs. on each
limb, and now it is 20 ozs. on each limb. According to “ Small
Dynamos and Motors," this is not enough ; but I cannot get any
more on . The armature seems to be wound with finer wire. I
cannot trace the sign of a leakage anywhere , and have tested
thoroughly . The air gap is rather large, but I have wound the
armature with fine iron wire, after wrapping it once round with
oiled silk , as used by doctors, and the gap is now 1-32nd in ., as near
as I can tell. I have been magnetising coils with bichromate battery,
made with 3 by 8-in. jam jars, which give 6 volts, and have pun it
at 3,000 revolutions per minute ; but still no current. I have had
the brushes in all possible positions, and have also tried altering
the connections. When wound as at first, it ran nicely as a motor
from above battery, but now it will not budge. I have tried all
" tips " in Chapter VIII of “ Small Dynamos and Motors," but
without result, and am now at an absolute standstill. I give rough
sketch and exact dimensions on separate sheet, and shall be glad
of any advice you can supply me th,
not wish this (my first
attempt) to prove a dismal failure.
You appear to have done something wrong when winding on the
extra coils ; perhaps there is a break in the wire, or you have some
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how wound it on in the reverse direction to the first coils. We
advise you to unwind it and re -wind it on again. You may dis
cover the error. But, in any event, No. 20 gauge wire is quite
un uitable for 30 volts for a shunt winding. You should have
quite 1 lbs. of No. 23 gauge s.c.c. wire on each magnet core, both
coils joined in series with each other, and in shunt to the brushes.
Yoursample has not reached us. The machine must run as a motor
if itboth
willcases.
not work as a dynamo, and will run in the same direction
in
(13,519) electrolyto for Bichromate Cells. R. A. W.
(Sutton ) writes : (1) I have been using three cells of the Fuller
type, with a saturated solution of sal-ammoniac round the zincs,
instead of dilute H2 SO4, for intermittent lighting. They have
been very satisfactory, except that when left for a while, the
bichromate solution in the outer jars penetrates the porous pots,
and mixes with the sal-ammoniac; it then starts attacking the
zinc, which is thus consumed when the cells are on open circuit.
What can I do to prevent this ? ( 2) I think I saw somewhere
thatif the potassium bichromate solution becomes exhausted be
fore it has turned blue more sulphuric acid should be added. Is
this right ?
( 1 ) Try dilute sulphuric acid in the porous pot ; this is the correct
electrolyte to uce. Some mercury into which the zinc dips should
also be placed at the bottom of the pot. ( 2) Yes, more sulphuric
acid should be added .
( 13,561 ) B.T.U.'s Required to Light 200 16 C.-P. Lamps.
J. 0. s . (Limerick) writes : I would be much obliged if you
will answer me the following questions as soon as ever possible,
as I am anxious to know : ( 1 ) How many B.O.T. units will a motor
use up working from a 230-volt supply to drive a dynamo lighting
200 incandescent lamps of 100 volts, 16 candle -power ? ( 2 ) What
is the meaning of 1,000 amperes to the square inch ?
( 1 ) Reckoning 3.5 watts per c.-P. , or 64 amp. per 16 c.-P. 100
volt lamp, 200, 16 c.-p. lamps will require 200 by '64 , equals
128 amps. at 100 volts equals 12,800 watts , and this, divided by
746, will give us the power required, or divided by 1,000, will give
us the B.T.U.'s required or consumed, equals 128 B.T.U. But
allowing for loss in both motor and dynamo, this will actually,
come out at nearly 50 per cent. more ; that is about 180 B.T.Ú.
(2) A cable which canties, or can carry, a current of 1,000 amps.
per sq. in, sectional area.
( 12,9641 Resistance Wire . W. G. S. (Forest Hill) writes :
Please answer the following queries for me. I enclose a stamped
addressed envelope. They are written upon separate slips. ( 1 )
What length of the wire, of which I enclose a sample, is required
per ohm , as resistance wire ? It is made of German silver. (2) I
have a petrol engine of tb.-p. which I use to drive a 10 -volt 60 -watt
dynamo. The ignitionis electric, and a trembler coil which takes
I amp. is used . Could you suggest a way of supplying current to
the dynamo, which is requiredat the same time to supply at least
5 amps.
to charge the 6-volt accumulator (32 amp.-hours) ? Please
say whether this is possible, and, if so , show how best to arrange
the coil in the dynamo circuit, and state the resistances required
(if any).

D
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gas and air- valves would have to be made. See our handbook
No. 26, “Gas and Oil Engines," recently published, price 7d.
post free. This would assist you in any readjustments you have
to make.
(13,559] Gas and Petrol Motor. A. C. T. (Withington )
writes : 1 am thinking of building a petrol motor of it h.-P. , and
should be glad if you would answer these questions : (1) Could
I
use common coal gas, and would the h.-p.be the same ? If not ,
why ? ( 2 ) What size dynamo would it drive with gas ? I should
prefer direct coupling , if possible. ( 3) Would such a plant require
special foundations ? (4) I bought a setof h.- p: gas engine cast
ings from the British Modelling Co. The cylinder is ij -in . bore
by 3-in, stroke ; flywheels (two), about 8 ins, in diameter. What
horse -power would it develop ? " It does not work on Otto prin
ciple. (2) Would it drive a 60-watt dynamo ? (3) Would a 50
watt motor (four -pole) drive a bench drilling machine drilling to
3-16ths-in . holes ?
( I) Yes . The h.-p. would be slightly less than if petrol were
used, the latter being more explosive than coal gas. (2) About a
500 -watt machine. (3) A good solid foundation would be an
advantage. Depends upon where plant is situated . Re cast
ings. (4) Ask the makers or suppliers what power it is supposed
to develop. ( 5) Probably very little power. We do not think it
would drive a 60 -watt machine. (6) If suitably geared , and given
plenty of current. See handbook No. 26, "Gas and Oil Engines,"
71d. post free.
( 13,570) Gas Engine Construction . H. J. B. ( Middlesbro' )
writes : As a three years' reader of your valuable Journal, I should
be greatly obliged if you will answer me the following questions
through your Query department. I am designing a model gas
engine on the Otto principle, with water -cooled cylinder, 13- in .
bore by 21 -in. stroke. What space should I leave at back end
of cylinder for the combustion chamber ? I am proposing to have
I -in. space left when piston is at the end of the compression stroke
would that be about correct ? I am intending the valves to be
placed in a parted valve-box bolted on cylinder end, gas and air
valves on one side, and exhaust on opposite side, the valves to be
actuated by cains on revolving side shaft. Ignition tube to be
in above valves-- would that be satisfactory ? What
screwed
size should valves be ? I take it that the air-valve should be
about double the size of gas-valve. Where could I obtain suitable
bevel wheels for side shaft ? Does the number of teeth make any
difference ? Of course, I am aware that one wheel should have
double the number of teeth on the other one. I take it that the
valves could be timed more finely by having as many teeth as
possible -- is that correct ? Would bore tube be correct for ig
nition ? Where could I obtain suitable burner for heating same ?
Should cylinder liner be of steel ? I am intending the flywheel
to be 8 ins. diameter, and fairly heavy.
( 1) About $ to 1-5th the total cylinder volume. But in very
small engines this has to be increased, due to mechanical difficul.
ties, such as getting in the valves, & c., to about total volume.
( 2 ) Cotton & Johnson, 14, Gerrard Street, Soho, W., could supply
you with gear wheels . Provided the gears run sweetly, and there
is no back-lash, that is all that is required. The actual number of
teeth is immaterial. ( 3) f -in . bore would do for ignition tube ;
1 in. full - not any less; t -in . gas barrel does well. (4) Melhuish,
or some good engineers' stores, could supply Bunsen burner; oi
you could easily make one yourself. Our handbook, "Gas and
Oil Engines,” post free 7d., it would assist you very considerably.

coil
puery 12964
DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR TREMBLER COIL
AND DYNAMO.
(1) This wire is No. 34 S.W.G.; its resistance will be '2 yd .
( 1-5th yd .) per obm . (2) This query is not clear. Do you mean
that you wish to work the trembler coil from the dynamo ? If so ,
connections should be as sketch . The resistance should be about
6 ohms, say, about 4 yds. No. 28 bare German silver wire. It
would be advisable to insert a fuse in the coil circuit in case of the
trembler sticking.
(13,567) Re- boring Gas Engino Liner to Increase Power.
F. L. Š. (Aylesbury) writes : I should esteemit a favourif you would
give me information on the following : I have a b.h.-p. gas
engine (Otto cycle), very substanially built ; weight 5 cwt., 3-in.
bore, 6 -in . stroke, electric ignition, it-in. crankshaft, one flywheel,
weighing I cwt., running at 250 to 300 revolutions per minute with
load, valve-box on side of cylinder, mechanical valves. The
liner is in . thick , or more. If I had it bored out in . bigger,
making the bore zi ins. instead of 3 ins., how much more power
would engine give out ? I could let engine have a larger supply of
gas and air. The valves are i in. in diameter.
Assuming that at present your engine gives | h.-p., with a 3-in.
cylinder, you would increase its power to about 65 h.-p. by re
boring cylinder to 3t ins. diameter. Slight readjustments of gas
and air would be necessary, but no alterations as regards size of
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Service Department ,
Nour last issue we made a preliminary announce
IN ment of our new Expert Service Department .
As then stated , the object of this Department
is to provide expert assistance for our readers in
technical matters which do not come within the
limits of our usual “ Queries and Replies " column .
It will be the purpose of this Department to advise
on the selection, working and maintenance of
engines , boilers, machinery, tools , clectrical appli
ances , and general manufacturing plant ; also to
prepare designs, and , if desired , to supply working
drawings for all classes of engines, models, dynamos,
and motors, and electrical apparatus generally ,
whether for private or trade requirements , and to
undertake the inspection , testing , and valuing of
such plant. If desired arrangements can be made
for personal consultations, or for visits by the ex
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perts attached to our staff. Advice in regard to
the patenting and exploitation of inventions will
also be available.
We may say that we are in close touch with a
wide circle of engineering and scientific experts ,
whose special experience enables them to give
thoroughly sound advice on the above-mentioned
matters, and who are willing to place their know
ledge at the service of our readers . Such assistance
is , of course , not intended to be of a gratuitous
character ; but while the fees will be based on the
nature of the services required, they will not be in
any way exorbitant. We cordially invite our
readers who may be requiring special assistance to
avail themselves of this Department. Enquiries
should define clearly what information is desired ,
and in the case of designs it should be clearly stated
whether working drawings are required , or whether
rough notes and dimensioned sketches will suffice .
All such enquiries will be acknowledged on receipt ,
and a fee will be quoted for supplying the desired
reply . On receipt of the fee , the work will be put
in hand at once. If through any cause we find our
selves unable to carry out the work entrusted to us ,
the fee will be returned .
In cases where it is necessary for articles to be
sent for our inspection or trial it must be distinctly
understood that we cannot accept any responsi
bility for loss or damage , either during transit to
or from us , or while in our possession , although all
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MACMILLAN & Co.'s " Max " 2-CYCLE
LAUNCH MOTOR .
reasonable care will be taken . Articles of value
should be covered by insurance before being dis
patched.
All enquiries and communications connected
with this Department should be addressed The
Model ENGINEER Expert Service Department ,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street , London , E.C.
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The News of the Trade .

( The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being required or accepted. The Editor reserves the right to
criticise of commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted, or lo abstain from inserting a review in any case whsre
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.)
• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .
Small Dynamos.
Herewith is illustrated one of the improved types of dynamos
now produced by The Electrical Sundries Manufacturing Co. , of

THE ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MANUFACTURING
Co.'s SMALL DYNAMO .
152 , Grey Mare Lane, Manchester. The machine is a No. 6 50 volt
4 amps., and is fitted with automatic ring oiling bearings, with a
special arrangement to avoid any waste of oil. The commutator
is built in the best mechanicalstyle, whilst the armature is of the
drum type, and the field coils are former wound . Full par
ticulars of these dynamos are contained in The Electrical Sundries
Manufacturing Co.'s list, which will be sent to readers, post free,
for id. stamp. A general Electrical Catalogue will be sent, post
free, for three id, stamps.
* The “ Max ” Launch Motors .
The " Max " marine motors, which have been brought out by
Messrs. Macmillan Co., of Alloa, N.B. , are of an improved two -cycle
type, and are suitable for river boats and launches from 10 to 20 ft.
Special care has been taken in designing to give ample bearing sur.
face, and facilities for lubricating crankshaft, connecting -rod,
and gudgeon pins. The cylinders have water-jacket cast on, and
ample strength has been allowed in all parts to give an engine that
will be found reliable, efficient, and in every way stand hard,
constant running. They can be red with petrol, gasoline and benzo
line, and, with slight alteration, can be run with paraffin and elec
trical or tube ignition. Being built on what is termed the valveless
principle, as piston itself operates both inlet and exhaust, they have
few parts to get out of order, and will be found simple, compact,
and properly proportioned, with centre of gravity kept as low
as possible. They are also fitted with a vapour purifier to inlet,
adding considerably to their efficiency. Forstationary work, such
as running dynamos, lathes, &c. , they can be converted into gas
engines, or run as oil engines. A special bed or base is supplied
for stationary work, lugs on each side of crank -case in line with
centre of crank -shaft being the means for fixing down when used
for marine work . We have received a copy of the full-sized draw .
ings for a 14 h.-p. engine, which are very neat and workmanlike,
and give all the necessary particulars to enable a reader to build
up a set of castings. Sets of castings are supplied for 1, it and
2 h.-p. motors, prices and particulars of which are included in a
This circular, which we
well printed leaflet issued by this firm .
can heartily recommend to all interested , ako comprises details of
Four-cycle De Dion motors for cars, launches, and stationary work .

New Catalogues and Lists
The Linolite Co., 25 , Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.
We have received an illustrated and descriptive catalogue of the
new patent incandescent electric “ Lin o' lite " lamps, for pur
poses of illuminating shop windows, offices, showrooms, & c., &c.
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The Editor's Page .

S promised , we give elsewhere in this issue
AS fuller particulars of our new Expert Service
Department.
We trust our readers will
make good use of the facilities we now offer, and
that the new feature of THE MODEL ENGINEER may
prove of general advantage. It should tend to
materially relieve the present pressure on our
Queries and Replies Department , and at the same
time should be welcome to those who have hitherto
hesitated to apply to us for gratuitous expert
advice, for fear of being considered a nuisance.
As with all new ideas , it is possible that there may
be room for improvement in the scheme as at present
mapped out . We should , therefore, appreciate any
suggestions from readers which may tend to render
the department more useful or convenient .
A correspondent has called our attention to a
Small Dynamos
printer's error in our handbook ,
and Motors " on page 49, line 6 from bottom : the
field -magnet winding given should read 71 lbs. of
No. 20 gauge , and not No. 30 gauge, as stated . Will
those who possess copies of this book kindly make
a note of this correction ?
*
*
We have just heard of a new way of repairing
ships' propellers , and we are indebted for this infor
mation to the proprietors of a much advertised
In a recent advertisement in one of the
cocoa .
London daily papers they publish a testimonial
emanating from a naval man on one of H.M.
vessels in the Mediterranean . Their grateful
customer writes thus : “ Whilst cruising the other
day one of the blades of our propeller came off and
I had to go and solder a spare one on . It was
rather a long and tiring job, and I sincerely believe
it it hadn't been for -- cocoa I should never have
got through it." The letter from which this ex
tract is taken is accompanied by a sketch pre
sumably showing the correspondent in his diver's
dress just going over 'the side of the ship to do the
job referred to . Possibly there is some peculiar
property in this cocoa which gives sufficient
strength and sustaining power to solder to render
it a fit and proper material for the repair of ships'
propellers, and which also renders possible the
operation of soldering under water. Some further
particulars of this unique piece of engineering would
be of interest .
Answers to Correspondents .

A. R. C. (Beccles ). — We have an article in the
press . See also issue of August 27th , 1903 .
E. B. (Leicester ).— You will not get instruments at
the price named . Look through our advertising
columns.

A. T. ( Blythe Bridge).--Re your inquiry for list of
fuse carrying capacities, &c ... see Whittaker's
“ Electric Pocket Book ,” 3s . 6d . , post free 3s . 9d . ,
or Fowler's “ Electric Pocket Book,” is . 9d . post
free , or “ The Practical Electrician's Pocket
Book and Diary," is . 2d . post free .
E. H. B. ( North Sydney , N.S.W. ).—Yes . Yes .
W. J. L. (Glamorgan ).—We do not think you would
save anything. Get your castings at a local
foundry. See the articles on " Brass Founding,"
May 26th and June 2nd , 1904 .
E. H. ( Doncaster ).— An outline drawing of No. 251
appeared in our issue of August 25th, 1904, and
working drawings for a f -in. scale model
are given in our new book ,
The Model Loco
motive.” The working drawings of the actual
engine appeared in the Engineer of November
27th, 1903.
“ A MECHANIC .” — Thanks for your letter . We
think the new Expert Service Department will
get over the difficulty.
Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions op
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 135. per
be made by Postal
annum
Order . , payable in advance . Remittances should
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer, " 26—29,Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to salesof the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions trom these countries should be addressed.
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A Model Steam Tricycle.
By H. Hench .

FIG. 1.- Mr. H. HENCH'S MODEL STEAM TRICYCLE .

' HE
a model steam tricycle ,, which I think is
original .
I made up every part except the
cylinder (which I had by me) and the wheels, of
which I only used the rims and tyres. I turned
the hubs on a home- made lathe , and drilled holes
for the spokes, which were then sweated in . It
took me fifteen months of my spare time to make.
The following are the principal dimensions :
Length , 9i ins. ; width , 6 ins.; height , 5 ins .;'

boiler : length , 34 ins . ; height , 3 ins . ; width, i in .;
cylinder : bore , 7-16ths in . ; stroke , # in .; diameter
of wheels , 3 ins . ; length of tank , 4 ins ..; height of
tank , 14 ins . ; boiler tubes ( inside), } in . ; main
tubes of frame (outside ) , 5-32nds in .; handle -bars
( outside ), } in .
The boiler is of 1-16th -in , copper , bent to shape ,
and riveted at the back . There are sixteen tubes,
in a double row of eight , which are expanded out
side , and then soldered . The tube plates are riveted ,
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the rivets being spaced as directed in “ Model Boiler
Making.” Boiler is lagged with sheet asbestos,
covered with aluminium . The cylinder is double
action oscillating. The crankshaft, which is balanced
and runs in an adjustable bearing } in . long ,
drives on to the rear wheels by gearing, the small
pinion on the crankshaft having twelve teeth , large
wheel on rear axle has forty teeth .
The tank is made of one piece of tin plate , as is
also the smokebox . As will be seen by Fig . 2 , there
is a 1 -in . pressure gauge on the left side of the tank ,
and a sight gauge for methylated spirit in the
centre , the latter being made by turning the centre
out of a screw plug and inserting a piece of mica.
The model , in running order , weighs 1 lbs . , and
will run at about four miles an hour with 25 lbs .
pressure. It will carry a weight of over 2 lbs .
With wheels raised from the ground , the engine
- makes about 1,500 revolutions per minute ; and

Workshop

Notes

and Notions .

( Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired, accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the envelope.]
Fastening Metal to Wood .
The Engineer gives the following hint , which may
be of use to our readers ; In order to fasten metal
to wood without the use of nails or screws, the metal
parts may be roughened by the use of dilute sul
phuric acid . As soon as the metal has been wiped
dry, it is glued on with the best joiner's glue , to
which a little glycerine has been added . This pro
cess is not only adapted for small plates or slabs ,
but also larger ones ; but care must be taken that
they touch the roughened wood surface evenly
throughout .
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Fig . 2.–PART LONGITUDINAL ELEVATION AND SECTION OF MODEL STEAM Tricycle .
the water and spirit suffice for twenty -five minutes '
running. The back axle runs in two adjustable
brass bearings, f in. diameter, and the front wheel
on cone bearings; 25 lbs . pressure can be obtained
from warm water in two minutes by creating a
forced draught in the smokebox ; without the
draught it takes five minutes .
The letters on Fig. 2 indicate the following
parts : -A, safety valve ; B , top water level ; C ,
union for pressure gauge ; D, bottom water level ;
E , tap for spirit ; F, pressure gauge ; G , exhaust ;
H , burner ; J , smokebox ; K , steam pipe ; I.,
spring.
KERR STEAM TURBINE . -The total estimated
weight of the 10,000 horse-power Kerr steam tur
bine is 150,000 lbs . , or 15 lbs . per horse -power : the
floor space 12 ft . by 15 ft . , or 833 } horse -power
per sq. ft. of floor space ; the speed 1,500 revolutions
per minute .

Design for an Internal Tube Cutter .
By J. P. HANLON .
Herewith is given a half-size drawing of a very
handy tool - an internal tube -cutter. The stock ,
or spindle, may be 4 in . iron or steel, with a cross
piece of in . , as A. It is 6 ins. long. The cutter
should be made from a piece of good tool steel, and
dovetailed into the shaft , as shown in A and C. It
should be made in . wide at top, tapering at bottom
and back for clearance. After being fitted to shaft ,
it should be filed to same radius as the shaft. The
arrangement for feeding the tool is shown in A.
It consists of a roller 3-16ths diameter, 2 ins . long.
and two little spiral springs. The shaft is recessed
2 ins . long and 3-16ths in . deep, on the opposite
side to the cutter to take the roller. At the ends
of this slot 2 3-16ths-in. holes are drilled through
the shaft to take the springs which bear on top of
the roller, and thus force the shaft up and the tool
into the tube . The springs are held by two little
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pins through the shaft, as at C. Care should be
taken in fitting the cutter, so that the narrow part
is at the back of the cutter.
A sliding collar can be fitted, if the maker wishes,
with a fin . grub screw for regulating length of tube
being cut as at A. Higher cutters can be fitted
also for thicker tubes, but the one shown will
answer for most purposes. It is intended prin
cipally for model locomotive builders who may

The
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AN INTERNAL TUBE CUTTER.

want to renew their tubes, which can be done very
quickly by the aid of this tool . A shows the
apparatus in section ; B, section through cutter
showing roller ; C , top view showing cutter dove
tailed and pins for holding springs .
Easily Made Reamers.
By H. C. WILLIS.
A short time ago I had occasion to bore a piece of
brass to receive a piece of 3-16ths-in. round tool
steel . The largest drill I had by me at the time
was only 11-64ths in , diameter. After having drilled
the brass to this size, I.cut off a piece of the rod ,

EASILY MADE

REAMERS .
Less than half
diam of rod
shaped it as shown , and ran it through the hole ,
the result being a perfectly smooth hole , which
exactly fitted the shaft . Iron or steel could be
Teamered out in the same way , but in that case the
tool would have to be hardened and tempered .

Removing Rusting Nuts.
By A. SMITH .
The following hint may prove useful for removing
nuts that have become rusted upon the screws of
bolts and studs . Put them in a fire and bring to
a dull red , then plunge into cold water . When cool,
they can be easily unscrewed with the hand . In
my own experience I have found this very effective .
Cleaning Copper Fittings,
By B. C.
A very useful way to clean copper terminals ,
washers , screws , &c . , is to make the articles red -hot
in a Bunsen or other hot flame, and then drop them
into alcohol, leaving them in until cold. This leaves
a perfectly clean surface, which should be polished
up at once, or else it oxidises rapidly ,

Latest
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Engineering .

Two New Electric Lamps . — There have recently
been introduced , by two separate firms, new elec
tric lamps , known respectively as the “ Tantalum
Osmium " lamps. Tantalum is a rare
and the
metal , discovered early in the nineteenth century,
but it has hitherto been obtained in a very impure
state, It has many of the mechanical properties
of steel, but has a tensile strength greater than a
Osmium is a grey
similar sized wire of mild steel .
coloured metal , allied to , and generally found
among, platinum ore. Here we have at once the
fundamental difference between the two new lamps,
for while Osmium has fairly high resistance , Tanta
lum has a comparatively low resistance , though the
former is still low compared with the incandescent
lamp as we know it ; consequently, both the new
lamps have longer filaments than the glow lamp
of to- day . The Tantalum lamp has, however, a
very long filament — so long, that high voltage
lamps will differ very much from standard incan
descent lamps-even a 100- volt Tantalum lamp has
a filament rather more than 2 ft . long ; this is
carried on glass supports , and wound zig- zag over
these so that it goes into a glass bulb not very much
larger than an ordinary lamp . Both the new lamps
blacken only slightly with age, and their candle
power and efficiency fall off slowly . The energy
consumed by both is about it watts per candle
power. Both lamps , it appears , are not so sus
ceptible to variations of voltage as the ordinary
carbon filament of to-day .
Turbine Steamers. —During the past year thir
teen vessels fitted with steam turbines have been
launched in the United Kingdom . The following
table gives the tonnage and names of the vessels :
Tons Gross.
l'ictorian
11,000
l'irginian
11,000
Channel Steamers :
Manxman
2,174
Londonderry
2,086
Princess Maud
1,746
Yachts :
Albion
1,000
Narcissus
600
Loongana
2,448
Lama
2,171
Lhasa
2,171
Linga
2,171
Lunka
2,171
Turbinia
1,060
In addition to the above, there are at the present
time under construction in the United Kingdom ,
besides the two large express steamers for the Cunard
Company, five vessels of about 29,500 tons , which
are to be fitted with steam turbines.
A Diesel Motor Boat. -A boat has just been
put into service on the Lake of Geneva which is
driven ordinarily by a 45 h.-p. Diesel engine (run
ning at 260 revolutions per minute ), but electric
power is made use of at starting and reversing .
The Diesel engine is directly coupled to a dynamo
and a small exciter on the one side, while there is a
magnetic coupling on the other side through which
it can be connected directly to the propeller shaft .
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An electric motor is also provided, the motor arma
ture being keyed on to the propeller shaft. At
starting , the Diesel engine is disconnected from the
propeller shaft , and drives only the generator and
the exciter. The motor is now switched on , and its
torque and speed are adjusted by regulating the
excitation . When full speed has been attained in
this way , the motor is switched off, and the Diesel
engine is directly coupled to the propeller shaft .
We illustrate a
Caird's Spring Coupling.
spring coupling which has recently been patented by
Mr. Caird , of Messrs . Caird & Rayner, 777 , Com
mercial Road , London , E. , and which is manu
factured by this firm . It is claimed that it is chiefly
applicable to dynamos driven direct by gas engines .
An installation comprising a dynamo driven by a 50
horse -power Stockport gas engine has been at work
for about twelve months, and when running the
steadiness of the lights is very noticeable . The
construction of the coupling is very simple, and
will be understood on reference to Figs . I and 2 .
It will there be seen that the engine and dynamo
shafts are not continuous , but in the case before
us are of slightly different diameters, and are
separated by a small space between their ends .
Two collars are keyed on these shafts--one on the
engine shaft and the other on the dynamo shaft ;
the former some distance from the end of the shaft ,
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FIG I.
CAIRD'S SPRING COUPLING .
and the latter exactly at the end . Two spiral
steel springs , which are threaded into each other ,
and have about 1-16th in . space left between the
coils , are passed over the projecting end of the
engine shaft . Before being placed as shown , how
ever, two annular metal discs are slipped over the
springs , and these discs can be bolted securely to
the collars , each of which has two semi-circular
radial grooves cut in its face , which correspond
with two similar grooves in the face of each disc.
Into these grooves the ends of the spiral springs fit
as can be seen in Fig . 2 , and , the discs being bolted
to the collars , the springs are securely held . It
will readily be seen that this arrangement forms a
very elastic coupling between the engine and the
dynamo ; it absorbs the shocks due to the explosions
in the engine cylinder , and the steadying action of
this coupling ought to prove of great benefit in the
case of gas engine driven dynamos. The object of
continuing the engine shaft beyond the collar which
is placed on it is to prevent the springs flying about
the room in case they break.- Engineering .
A New Rasp - Cutting Machine. - A new type of
machine for rasp cutting, which hails from Germany,
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is now being worked in several important Sheffield
establishments. The chief characteristic of the
machine is that it will cut half-round blanks as well
as flat ones, and is adaptable for cutting any
length and shape of rasp. The cutting of half
round rasps by machinery issaid never to have been
accomplished before. In the present instance the
blank is firmly secured , half-round side upwards, to
a rocking bed, which brings every successive punch
ing line to the same distance below the chisel.
There are ingenious devices for waving each line of
punches, for lightening the blow as it approaches
the tapered end of the blank , and for echeloning
the lines of punches transversely across the face
of the blank, as well as undulating them longi
tudinally . In this way the desired irregularity is
secured on the rasp , and when used on wood .
leather , or soft metal , it leaves no straight lines,
Coarse horse rasps are punched 300 punches a
minute, fine rasps at 600 ; the machine requires a
maximum of 1 h.-p.

Large Locomotive Contract. - An unusually
large order for locomotives has just been placed
with Messrs. Beyer, Peacock & Co. , Ltd. , Man
chester, for forty -six heavy compound engines, with
tenders, for the Bucnos Ayres Great Southern
Railway Company, and six 6 -wheeled coupled en
gines and tenders for the Buenos Ayres Western
Railway Company. The early
delivery promised , greatly in
fluenced the choice of firın for
this work , and the improve
ments in and extensions to
the Gorton Works, with the
introduction of new machinery,
have combined to enable the
with the
firm to comply
demands for rapid output.
Changes in Railway Wagon
Standards. -At the instance of
the Wagon Owners' Association ,
the Associated Railway Com
panies of Great Britain have agreed to certain
important modifications in the standard specifi
cation for wagons drawn up in 1903. The chief
modifications are that extra weight will be
allowed in wagons specially built ; the building
of 8 - ton wagons is again allowed ; dead -buffered
wagons are to be allowed to run till January ist ,
1914, after which date no wagon without spring
buffers will be allowed on the railways in Great
Britain ; and self-contained spring buffers may
be put on dead-buffered wagons of not less than
8 tons carrying capacity . There are also con
cessions as to the thickness of axle guards, the
diameter of axles, and the diameter of cast -iron
wheel bosses.

FIG . 2 .

ELECTRIC GENERATORS IN A FIRE . -At a recent
fire in the New England Building at Cleveland ,
Ohio, three Westinghouse 62-5 -kilowatt engine
type generators for lighting were subjected to a heat
sufficient to burn away completely the insulation
on the outside of the field - coils. They were played
upon with six hose -pipes during one hour, yet within
a short time after the extinction of the fire two of
the machines were carrying their full load .
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Model High - speed
Engine .

By E. G. EVEzARD .
AVING recently completed a small model
interest to readers of The MODEL ENGINEER.
Regarding the engine itself, I may say that no
castings were used , with the exception of the fly.
wheel, which is in gunmetal . The cylinder is
9-16ths in . bore by 11-16ths in . stroke , and is built
up from solid drawn brass tube 13-16ths in . outside
diameter , which gives the cylinder walls a thickness
of } in. The covers are bolted on by bolts running
the whole length of cylinder ; the nuts to these
bolts are hidden by the thin sheet- iron covers seen
in the photograph; these covers, being highly
polished, improve the appearance of the engine.
The valve travel is 3-16ths in . The steam- ports were
formed by drilling two 3-32nds in . holes side by side ,
and the exhaust ports are two 7-64ths in . holes , the
port bar being 3-32nds in . The steam -chest has a
gland on both top and bottom , and the valve

O
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nineteen separate parts, not counting bolts , nuts , or
rods . The slide-bars were made by filing down a
piece of solid drawn brass tube. The crosshead is
of brass, and is turned an easy fit in the slide- tube .
The standards are of sheet brass, chipped out and
filed up to shape . They are screwed on to a bed

O

Fig . 1.-MR. E. G. EVEZARD'S MODEL HIGH
SPEED ENGINE.
plate of i 16th in . sheet iron , which is itself screwed
to a block of teak wood nicely French polished .
The flywheel is 2 7-16ths in . diameter ; it is solid ,
and is turned up all over. The cylinder is lagged
with asbestos and Russian iron . The standards are
enamelled green with bright brass edging. The
inside of flywheel is also green ; the rim and boss
being left bright.
The engine is very satisfactory in every way, and
works beautifully under steam . I had it working
on a pressure of 50 lbs. per sq . in. , and the speed.
was tremendous. The standards, it will be noticed ,
act as splashers for the oil from the connecting rod
and cranks . The drawing , I hope , will explain
itself . I may mention that most of this engine
was built without the use of a lathe.

FIG . 2. —SIDE ELEVATION .

spindle passes right through . This method does
away with an extra guide for the lower part of the
spindle.
The bearings are cut from t- in . brass, and were
drilled after being finished up and fitted with screws.
The connecting -rod has split big-end fitted with
screws to take up wear. The cylinder consists of

PARSONS STEAM TURBINES . -Of the Par
sons steam turbines, about 1,000,000 horse
power are already in use ; of the Laval
turbines, about 3,500 with a total of 100,000
horse-power ; of Curtis turbines, about 300,000
horse-power ; of the Rateau , 15,000 horse-power ;
and of the Zoelly, 20,000 horse-power are in
service .
TELEPHONE DEVELOPMENT . — It is interesting to
know that facilities for telephonic communication
between this country and France have been further
extended by the opening of three new lines . Bristol
has been brought into vocal communication with
Besançon, Lowestoft with Lons-le-Saulnier, and
Leominster with Le Mans .
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The " Model Engineer " Electric
Locomotive .
By A. W. MARSHALL.
( Continued from page 197. )
VI.--- THE MOTORS .
HE motors are precisely similar in every
THFes pectorsthe ele specisely acomidarasilefficiency,
simple , easy to construct, cheap, and being
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Fig. 28. - PLAN OF COMPLETE MOTOR.
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will run cooler than if entirely enclosed , and will
stand a heavier load .
The motor consists of the following parts :
Field-magnet frame ( Fig. 26, A ) , the lower pole face
forming a part of the frame ; field-magnet core
(Fig. 27, B ) , upon which the field coil is wound and
one end of which forms the top pole face ; armature
of tripolar pattern fixed on steel spindle, which
also carries the toothed driving pinion ( Fig . 28 ,
C ) , commutator of simple three -part pattern
( Fig. 29, M , and Fig. 27 ) ; bearings — one for
the gear side of motor (Figs. 26 and 28, E ),
and one for the commutator side ( Figs .
27 and 28 , D ) ; brush gear ( F , Figs.
26 and 27 ) ; terminals ( T, Figs. 26 , 27
and 28 ).
The field -magnet f'ame is to be made
of soft cast-iron , but may be cut out
of wr
ht iron if preferred, either out
of a single block or out of several
thin blocks to make up the right thick
ness.
A wrought iron magnet made
in this way would be more powerful
than if made of cast - iron. If several
thicknesses are used , they should be
riveted together with iron rivets at
the upper and lower corners of the
frame .
The edges of the frame ( H ,
Figs. 26 and 27) should be filed or
T
machined flat all over, and parallel to
each other, so that the bearings will fit
on square to each other, and so that
the frame can be truly bolted to a face
plate for the purpose of boring the pole
faces, and a true surface must also be
prepared at J. Fig. 30 , all over the in
side top of the frame to take the flange
of the core . This must be a fairly good
surface all over, as it is most important
that the flange makes metallic contact
with the frame over the whole of its sur
face. A recess ( K, Fig. 27 ) must be
cut in the lower end of the frame to
clear the wheel axle on bogie ; it may

an approximation in style to the enclosed
18
pattern dustproof motors of a full - sized elec
с
tric locomotive , so that whilst being practi
M
cally ordinary tripolar armature single coil
motors, a type which is now so familiar to
model engineers, they should look more like
the real thing than the ordinary commercial
tripolar motor. There were other reasons
one that as the armature poles are very close
to the geared axle of the bogie there would
be risk of magnetic attraction which might T
cause a drag on the armature ; by adopting
the internal pole type of field -magnet this
+
was avoided . The bearings are arranged to
enclose the vital parts of the motor, namely ,
the commutator and armature, so that they
will be protected from dust and risk of damage,
21 "
and yet by removing the inspection lid of
Fig . 29.-SECTION OF ARMATURE AND . COMMUTATOR .
the chamber in which the commutator runs,
the working of the brushes can be easily seen
and sparking detected . The field -magnet coil is not
be cut out with a round file or milling or shaping
enclosed , though partly protected by the magnet
cutter ; but a simple way would be to tempo
frame ; but it is not much liable to damage, is
rarily clamp a piece of iron to the bottom of the
easily repaired , and by reason of the upper part of
frame and then drill a plain hole centred on the
the sides of the motor being open, the heat generated
joint between them, so that half the hole would be
cut in the frame and half cut in the piece of iron ,
in the coils can readily get away ; the motor thus
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the face of the core flange, whilst
by setting the core slightly to one
side or the other, the top pole
face can be adjusted to the
bottom one and a fairly circular
tunnel obtained with care and
some adjustment - with a half
round file you can get almost as
good a tunnel as one bored out
in the lathe.
( To be continued. )
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RADIUM . — Some new and sim
ple radium experiments have
been described by Prof. O.
Rebuffat , an Italian physicist.
On rubbing a glass tube with
wool in a medium containing a
radium salt , a luminous glow fol
lowed the wool , and a glow also
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FIG. 27.-PART SECTION AND SIDE ELEVATION .
( Full size .)

leaving a nicely cut groove in the frame when the
piece of iron was taken away.
The field -magnet core is to be made of soft cast
iron, but can be cutout of wrought iron if preferred .
When making the wood pattern, allowance should
be made for the filing or machining of the flange
where it makes joint with the magnet frame. The
flange, as before pointed out , must make good
metallic contact with the frame all over its surface,
on no account may it be recessed for the purpose
of making a firm joint, as might be done with an
ordinary joint where only mechanical fit has to be
considered : it is a question of magnetic conductivity,
as you want to get the magnetism produced by the
coil into the frame of the machine as easily as
possible ; so the larger the area of surface in contact
the better. It will, however, be advisable to leave
in the centre hole here, and also in the pole face,
as you may require to rewind the coil at some
future time. If you have a lathe and slide -rest,
the best method to adopt is to leave enough metal
in the pole faces so that the armature tunnel can
be bored out when the magnet core is fixed in place.
You would also centre the core and face the flange
in the lathe ; but if good clean castings are obtained,
this motor can be fitted up with the help of files
and drilling appliance only. For instance, the dis
tance between the top and bottom pole pieces can
be adjusted to a nicety by taking more or less off

Fl
G
ET
A

Fig. 26. -END ELEVATION OF Motor.
appeared when the finger was brought near the
excited glass. Using a vacuum tube brought into
connection with a tube of radium salt, a brilliant
glow appeared inside when the outside of the glass
tube was rubbed with wool. This experiment, it is
believed, makes it possible to demonstrate the
production of emanations from radium mixtures of
low grade or feeble activity.
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Model Oscillating Engines .
By H. MUNCASTER.
' HE engine with the oscillating cylinder has
the
models , on account of its extreme simplicity.
It may sound paradoxical to say that it has never
been a favourite where useful work is required on
account of its complexity , and has only been applied
under special circumstances, usually where thespace
is limited , and the ordinary engine with a con
necting - rod was not adapted on account of the

FIG. 1.
A SIMPLE FORM
OF
OSCILLATING
ENGINE .

!

space required . By far the greatest service to
which it has been applied is the driving of paddle
steamers. Here it has found favour because it
can be put into a comparatively small space , and
because the centre of gravity can be kept low down
in the boat. The writer, however, confesses to a
decided bias in favour of the oscillating engine,
principally on account of the comparative absence
of the fore and aft motion due to the momentum
of the reciprocating parts fitted with horizontal or
diagonal engines of the usual type , which is some
times an unpleasant feature in some of our paddle
steamers .
Many a one who has had the good fortune to take
a trip on one of the paddle steamers plying on our
lakes and rivers will call to mind the engine with
its polished cranks and covers, and shining brass
work , which was a source of interest at the be
ginning of the voyage, and to which one might
again resort when the outlook became common
place , and while away the time watching the bright
components repeat in evenly timed periods their
regularly recurring cycles. The writer can recall
many such times , and has an impression that no
mechanical movements have afforded so much
pleasure and interest to watch as those of the
oscillating paddle engine.
Among the many types of engines that are taken
up by model makers the paddle engine in its proper
form is not generally adopted , although we frequently
find a modification which is sometimes applied to
model steamers , and a still more simple form sold
merely as a toy. An example is given in Fig . 1 ,
which is a sketch of an engine made by the writer
in his youth. The cylinder is single -acting. This
is so common a type that it seems a waste of space
to describe it ; however, for the benefit of our very

young readers we give a diagram (Fig . 2 ) illustrating
it . The cylinder swings on the pivot P, bringing
the hole A opposite the hole S in the block . S is
in communication with the steam supply , the pres
sure is then admitted to the cylinder moving the
piston upwards and driving the crank in the
direction shown by the arrow . The momentum
stored in the flywheel carries the crank forward ,
the cylinder is moved over bringing the hole A
into communication with the exhaust port E ,
through which the steam escapes as the piston
moves downward ; after the crank has passed the
lowest position , the steam is again admitted to the
cylinder, and the cycle is repeated as long as
sufficient energy is given out to carry the engine
past the
dead ” part of the revolution . B is a
hole drilled in the top of the cylinder to allow the
air to escape, so as not to form a " cushion ” pre
venting the free movement of the piston .
9
double -acting
Where the engine is made
there is , of course, not nearly the same amount of
momentum required , as the only “ dead ” points
are those that occur where the piston is at the
extreme ends of the stroke , so that for the same
size of cylinder, the double-acting engines have not
only twice the power , but are much less likely to
stop when the speed is reduced .
Figs. 3 , 4, 5 , and 6 are drawn from a double
acting two-cylinder engine, 1 -in . stroke f-in .
diameter cylinders , in the writer's possession ,
intended to drive a model paddle steamer ; the sizes
may be referred to the scale given . As is usual ,
the cylinders are of brass ; the piston -rods, columns,
shaft , and screws are of steel.
The cylinders are supported by a pivot driven
through the distribution block shown at P , Fig . 5 .
The pointed screw in the pillar opposite to this
serves to keep the face of the cylinder in contact

BВ
P

P

Spot
Fig . 2.-DIAGRAM ON A SINGLE-ACTING CYLINDER .
with the block . Reversing is done by means of a
four- way cock not shown on the drawing, which
turns the steam to either set of ports and changes
the exhaust at the same time.
This is very simple . The arrangement which
makes use of the oscillation of the cylinders for
the distribution of steam is also very simple ; and
for small engines , whose only mission is to turn the
flywheel, and where no other duty is required than
to keep itself going, we may regard it as a success ;
but for serious work this type is quite out of the
question , for reasons we will try to explain briefly .
There is first the difficulty of keeping steam
tight the valve faces , if we may so describe the
surfaces that are in contact between the cylinder
and the distribution block. This in a moderately
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the latter is communicated by means of a rocking
shaft on which is a lever L connected by a link S,
to a pin P in the frame or engine bed .
The amount of movement in this lever varies in
proportion to the distance of the pin from the centre
of the trunnions on which the cylinder oscillates .
The direction of the engines depends on the relation
of the pin to the trunnion . To reverse the engine
it is only necessary to shift the pin to the corre
sponding position P on the opposite side of the
trunnion.
In all the foregoing examples there is the objec
tion that no " lead or “ cut off " can take place .
These terms may not be understood by some of
our readers . For the information of these , it may
be stated that the term " lead ” refers to the amount

large engine would be practically impossible , in
volving an immense amount of friction and con
sequent wear and tear .
To avoid this difficulty, a trunnion may be cast
to each side of the cylinder at right angles to the
piston - rod. These trunnions may be fitted to a
bearing having adjustable brasses. The cylinder is
made to swing on these trunnions in much the same
way as it swings on the pin in the previous example.
The arrangements for distributing the steam are ,
however . quite independent. Figs. 7 , 8 , and 9
show a cylinder made to work in this manner ; the
method ofdrilling the ports , which are too small to
be cast , will be readily understood .
The trunnions are hollow, forming a passage
which will convey the steam to or from the chest ,

0

2

3

Scale of inches

Fig . 3 .
FIG . 4 .

Fig . 2
FIG . 6.
P

A DOUBLE-ACTING Two -CYLINDER OSCILLATING STEAM ENGINE .

which is fitted with a slide -valve of the usual type .
The chest may be attached to the cylinder as shown
in the example, or it may be separate, as in the
case of hydraulic engines, where the distribution
valve is placed under the cylinder, each port being
connected to one trunnion only , the trunnion on
the one side leading to the front end of the cylinder ,
and that on the other side leading to the back end .
Such an arrangement is quite suitable for engines
operated by water pressure . The latter method ,
in the case of an engine worked by an elastic,
medium-like steam , on account of the amount of
space to be filled at each stroke between the valve
and the cylinder , would be very wasteful of steam .
In each case the motion of the cylinder operates
the 'slide- valve . In the example given ( Figs . 10
II, and 12 ) of an engine so arranged , the motion of

of opening given by the steam valve at the begin .
ning of each stroke, when the crank is on the dead
centre . The term cut off ” is applied to the
cutting off the steam , during the stroke of the
piston, before it has reached the end of its travel ,
It is not only necessary that the steam should
be cut off before the end of the stroke , but it is also
necessary that the exhaust should be closed before
all the steam has been expelled by the piston in
its return stroke . This causes what is termed
compression ” -i.e., all the vapour left in the
cylinder is driven into the ports and clearance
spaces , and the pressure raised to somewhere
near the initial boiler pressure , when the piston
reaches the end of its stroke. Compression thus
fulfils a double purpose, as it also brings the recipro
cating parts gradually to rest , by forming an elastic
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cushion taking up the slack in the bearings ,
so that the steam can be admitted without causing
a shock when a fresh stroke is begun.
To ensure that the exhaust takes place freely it
is necessary for the slide-valve to begin to open the
exhaust slightly before the piston has completed the
stroke , allowing the steam to escape freely during
the time the crank passes the dead centre, so that
there shall be no obstruction in the form of back
pressure to hinder the travel of the piston . This
is what is understood by “ early release."
With regard to the " cut off ” the great advan

apparent by a brief study of the laws of the expan
sion of gases.
The first law states that the pressure of gas is

FIG . 8 .

FIG . 10.–PLAN .
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FIG. 12. -END ELEVATION .
Fig . 11.-SIDE ELEVATION .
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF OSCILLATING ENGINE WITH STEAM TRUNNIONS .

Fig . 7. - LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF CYLINDER .
tage of shutting off the steam , after the piston has
travelled over portion of the stroke only, will be

inversely in proportion to the space occupied.
There are some considerations that will modify
this , but for our present purpose we may take the
law as stated.
To illustrate, suppose weadmit steam into a cylin
der, at 60 lbs . per sq. in . pressure, and that when
the piston has moved over a space giving i cubic ft .
capacity we shut off the supply. If the piston
still moves on the pressure will gradually fall ;
when the capacity has increased to 2 cubic ft .
without any further admission the pressure will be
30 lbs. ; at 3 cubic ft , the pressure will be reduced
to 20 lbs.
Taking the same pressure (60 lbs. ), if we cut off
at stroke we get an average pressure of 35.7 lbs .;
stroke,
f stroke , average pressure 44.6 lbs .;
50-7 lbs.

--
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The economy will be easily seen . If, according
to the last figures, we can save half the steam, and
get 5-6ths the power, there is evidently a gain , as
we need only increase the size of the engine to
1-6th more to get the full possible power, or we
can increase the pressure to 70 lbs . to get an average
of 60 lbs.
This is not indeed a full statement of the advan
tages , as a slide-valve giving steam through prac
tically the full stroke will not give the necessary
clearance for the exhaust , the escape will there .
fore be hindered , and " back pressure " result , the
available power being probably less than would be
given by an engine with a properly designed valve
cutting off at half stroke , while the amount of steam
used will be about double.
( To be continued . )

Electrically - driven
Steamboat .

Model

By G. A. GIBSON .
"HE principal dimensions of this model are as
THEfollows -Length, 3 ft . 8 ins. ; beam , 6 ins .;
depth, 6 ins.
The hull is built in a different
way to anything I have ever seen in the model

251

stern . No. 24 is most suitable, as it is neither too
heavy nor too weak to carry the deck. Com
mencing at the bows, I fastened one of the plates
as near the point as possible, and then fixed it with
a £ in . screw. I then punched holes i in . centre
to centre , through the tin into the wood , and then
screwed it on with the same size screws . The
same was cone with the side opposite. If the tin
has been cut to the proper length there should be
about in . lap at the stern , which should be soldered
together. A V -shaped piece of tin was bent to fit
the front , and soldered in position. The joint was
made watertight by hammering the tin well against
the wood , and then soldering the screwheads. The
joint was then practically watertight ; anyhow,
the paint made it so when the boat was finished .
A light and serviceable hull can be made by this
method , which saves hours of labour in digging out ,
besides giving all the room it is possible to get for
boiler and engines.
Two pieces of wood i in . square were now put
across to serve the double purpose of strengthening
the hull and carrying the deck , which is in three
parts. The fore and aft portions are fixtures, the
middle section being removal le for access to
machinery, &c . The ventilators are also a novel
idea , and are built up in the following manner. A
piece of lead tube -in . diameter is bent sharply
āt right angles and then cut off, leaving about

MR . G. A. GIBSON'S ELECTRICALLY-DRIVEN MODEL STEAMBOAT .
boat line. First of all I got a piece of yellow pine,
3 ft . 9 ins. by 3 ins. by 6 ins . After marking it out
to the dimensions, I set to work with the plane
and chisel . After getting it to the correct shape
for the bottom part of the hull, I hollowed it out
as thin as possible consistent with strength , and
then finished it off in the following way. Two
pieces of tinplate were cut 3 ins. wide and long
enough to reach from the bows to the middle of the

1 ins. for the upright part, and fin. for fixing the
bell mouth on to . The mouth is formed from a
brass eyelet slipped on the short end . The tube
inside the eyelet is expanded with a file handle
or similar tool. This method makes a very realistic
ventilator . The two bands round the top of the
funnels are made from No. 12 copper wire soldered
round. The railings are ordinary household pins
with No. 28 brass wire soldered in two places,
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The motor is one of Thomson's, of Greenwich ,
working at 4 volts and taking about 2 amps .
The propeller is 2 ins . diameter ; the shaft works
in a tube filled with tallow , which causes very little
friction . The model is painted salmon below the
water -line, and black above. Instead of using a
brush for lettering. I did it with a “ J ” pen , using
the paint as thick as possible. A red band is
painted around each funnel. The lifebuoys are
small bone rings known as bag rings, obtainable
from a fancy draper. The same shop also supplied
the wooden knitting needles which the masts were
made from .
This is the second steamboat I have made ; the
first was built with brown paper on a plaster mould .
Here I should like to in roduce a word of warning
to anyone contemplating building a paper boat ,
and I think my past experience will serve.
After spendin a shilling on plaster , and wa
a month for the mould and paper hull to dry, I only
got half a dozen runs when the paper went to a
pulp , owing to the water from the engines, etc. ,
lodging in the bottom of the boat . In the present
model the hull only cost is. 3d . for wood, and 6d .
for tin ; it took me a week's spare time to build ,
and taking durability into account, I think it is
the cheapest and easiest possible way of making
a steamer hull .
The silver medal seen in the photograph was
awarded to me at a recent exhibition held in Edin
burgh . I am very greatly indebted to The MODEL
ENGINEER for the help derived from its pages during
the construction of this model , and also I shall be
very pleased to explain anything that is not quite
clear, or that I have omitted to describe .

For the Bookshelf .
( Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGIXEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Stred , London, E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage .]
MOTORS AND MOTORING . By Prof. Henry Spooner.
London : T. C. and E. C. Jack . Price is . net ;
postage 2d .
This is an excellent introductory handbook to
the subject indicated in its title . While no par
ticular makes of cars are described , the whole of
the essential parts of a car are explained in detail,
the information being imparted in a chatty but
technically accurate style. It differs from most
other elementary handbooks in that the mechanical
side of the subject is dealt with rather more fully
than usual , and this will doubtless be appreciated
by engineering students . In this connection refer
ence may be made to the useful paragraphs on
“ Calorific Value of Petrol,"
Horse -Power ,''
“ Mechanical Efficiency ,"
“ Fuel
Efficiency ."
“ Cylinder Cooling ,"
Transmission Gear , and
“ Lubrication ."
The book contains 100 pages , and
is bound in an attractive cloth cover .
VALVES AND VALVE GEARING . By Charles Hurst.
Fourth edition . London : Chas. Griffin & Co. ,
Ltd. Price ios . 6d .; postage 4d .
This is a new edition of Mr. Hurst's well-known
book , and the opportunity has been taken to com
pletely revise and, at the same time, to consider
ably extend the contents . In Part I several of the
diagrammatic illustrations have been replaced by
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practical designs, and some new gears are also
illustrated and described. Three entirely new
parts have been added to the book, dealing respec
Air
tively with ( II ) “ Gas Engine Valves,” ( III ) h
Compressor Valves,” ( IV ) “ Puinp Valves." The
practical character of the new sections is quite in
keeping with the reputation already achieved by
Mr. Hurst's earlier work on steam valve gears, and
in this extended form his book will be more than
ever helpful to the engine designer .
TOOLS FOR ENGINEERS AND WoodwORKERS. By
Joseph Horner. London : Crosby Lockwood
& Son . Price gs . net ; postage 4d .
Mr. Horner , who has already done good service
in his contributions to the literature of the work
shop , has collected in the present volume a fund of
niseful information for the mechanic who wishes to
clearly understand the principles underlying the
tools he uses in his daily work . The scope of the
book is limited to bench tools and to the tools ,
drills, and cutters employed in machine tools ; and
the ground thus indicated is very thoroughly
covered . The book is divided into six sections, as
follows : I. The Chisel Group ” ; II, “ Scraping
Tools " ; III , “ Tools Related to both Chisels and
Scrapers " ; IV, “ Percussive and Moulding Tools ” ;
V , “ Hardening, Tempering, Grinding, and Sharp
ening " ; VI ,
Tools for Measurement and Test. "
These sections are sub -divided into chapters, of
which there are twenty-eight in all. Nearly every
tool used in wood and metal working is illustrated
and described , and the information is of an essen
tially practical character throughout . One of the
most interesting sections of the book is that devoted
to tools for measurement and test , wherein calipers ,
squares , straightedges, surface gauges, compasses,
micrometer calipers, limit gauges , indicators, and
kindred appliances are fully discussed . Of the 456
illustrations, most are clear and good ; but there are
a few — such as Figs . 29 , 38 , 54, 56 , and one or two
others —which are capable of improvement. Alto
gether, the book is one which is well worth the
attention of all interested in workshop operations .
Great

Northern Railway
Loco No. 251 .

UR well-known contributor on locomotive sub
Ofects, war.Chacos Lake,has kindly placed at
our disposal a very fine photograph of Mr.
H. A. Ivatt's famous
Atlantic " type express
locomotive No. 251. These engines (for there are
several engines of the same class now running )
are a development of the “ 990 ” Atlantics , the
principal difference being in the boiler, cylinder
dimensions remaining the same in each class. The
heating surface of the No. 251 class is 2,500 sq . ft . ,
and the grate area 30° 9 sq . ft . The firebox is of
the “ Wootten " type. The engine weighs 65 tons
It is a
10 cwt . , and the tender 40 tons 18 cwt.
noteworthy feature of the design that such a large
boiler shall be provided in conjunction with such a
comparatively short length of wheel base. The 251
class engines have the largest total heating surface
of any British 4-4-2 type locomotives ; also the
largest grate area, and at the same time the shortest
total wheel base . This represents good practice , by
which the advantages of the type are obtaire i
without being attended by its principal drawbacks ,
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A

New Steam Meter .

I

By H. H. HARRISON .
N spite of the striking developments in mechan.
ical engineering in modern times, the accurate
measurement of the weight of steam used by a
steam engine , or other steam -using appliance , has
still to be obtained by the cumbersome and tedious
process of condensing and weighing the steam .
An instrument that will do for steam what the
gas meter does for illuminating gas has long been

Fig . 1. - PROPORTIONAL. REDUCING VALVE.
a desideratum , and several devices have been pro
posed-all , however , possessing features which
would prove objectionable in practice.
The problem of designing an apparatus to
accurately indicate or record the weight of steain
passing at any instant is not one admitting of easy
solution .
Steam is not a permanent gas ; its density varies
with its pressure, and equal volumes do not, there
fore, mean equal weights . Moreover, it nearly
always contains a certain amount of water.
At a recent meeting of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers Mr. C. E. Sargent described
an apparatus which he had designed for the above
purpose , which would seem to be free from the ob
jections to other designs , and capable of measuring
quantities of steam with a reasonable degree of
accuracy .:
Assuming steam to follow the law P V = C, which
it does nearly enough for practical purposes , ther
the quantity in cubic feet passing through a partly
opened valve will be given by area of opening
( sq . ft . ) x velocity of steam ( ft . per second ). From
this it will be seen that if the steam velocity can be
made constant,the quantity of steam passed through
the valve will be proportional to the lift of the
latter .
For the velocity of steam to be constant, the
difference of pressure should be a certain fraction of
the initial pressure , and this condition can be auto
matically maintained independently of variation
of the pressure on the inlet side by the adoption of
a “ proportional reducing valve," such as that
shown in Fig. 1 . B is a bell-shaped valve which
is capable of sliding up and down on a piston ( C )
formed in the valve casing. The valve is guided
by the spin :lle D , whose lower end is open to the
atmosphere. When steam enters the valve , it
passes through the small hole X in the piston , and
gradually creating pressure on the underside of

the valve, lifts this and admits this to the other
side, and thence to the engine, or whatever the
apparatus may be.
The steam pressure on the underside of the bell
acts on an effective area less than the top side by
the area of the valve spindle . Also , the area of the
underside is smaller than the top , owing to the
thickness of the walls of the bell. If matters are
so arranged that the total effective area of the
underside is smaller than the top by, say, 2 per cent .. :
it is evident that with 100 lbs . per sq. in . on the
high -pressure, or inlet , side, the valve will be com
pletely balanced with 98 lbs . per sq . in . on the top
or engine side. If the initial pressure is 50 lbs. , the
reduced pressure will be 49 lbs, and so on.
The
ratio of expansion is
IOO
50 = IO2
98
49
and is constant , whatever the initial pressure may
be.
The velocity of steam is proportional to 8VU ,
where U is the work done in expanding to a certain
extent . It follows , therefore, that since the ex
pansion ratio is constant , and U is proportional to
this, that the velocity is a constant figure.
If the demand for steam varies, the valve will
automatically adjust its lift to pass the weight of
steam required. This will readily be seen on a
little reflection . Suppo ing, for instance, that the
demand suddenly increases, the pressure on the
outlet side would drop , and the valve being no
longer exactly balanced , the inlet pressure would
lift it until balance was again attained .
If the valve spindle D were connected to a pointer ,
it would move this proportionately to the vilume
Hoo
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Fig. 3. - INDICATOR Dial.

of steam passing (no matter what the initial pres .
sure ) , and by putting a pressure gauge on the dis
charge side, the weight of steam could be obtained
by simultaneous readings of pressure and volume
together with a reference to steam tables. This
would be an inconvenient process (steam tables are
not always at hand ) , and in the meter to be described
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the weight can be read off directly, a compensating
mechanism which takes the pressure of the steam
into account being used .
Referring to Fig . 2 , which is a longitudinal sec
tion of the meter, it consists of the self-adjusting
valve previously described. The spindle is, in this
case , hollow , and is provided with a cylindrical ram
fitted with a sleeve ( E ) at the bottom . Inside the
cylinder is another cylinder , also fitted with a
sleeve. The motion of the bell is communicated
by E to a roller ( K ) which actuates, by means of a
bell crank and toothed quadrant , the small pinion
seen to the right of the apparatus. This rotates
the circular disc g ( Figs. 2 and 3 ) , and moves the
pointer h round in a clockwise direction . The

OBAT

hel

per hour at 80 lbs . pressure were being passed
through the meter.
An example will be sufficient to explain the func
tion of the compensating pressure cylinder and its
connection with the indicating mechanism. Let
us suppose that 100 lbs. of steam at 50 lbs. pres
sure are flowing. The pointer will stand at Y.
Now assume the pressure to be raised to 100 lbs . ,
but the weight of steam required is the same, viz .,
100 lbs . As a result of this , the pointer will be
moved so that it is on the 100 lbs . pressure line .
Now, 100 lbs . weight of steam at 100 lbs . pressure
will have half the volume of the same weight at
50 lbs . , and the valve will adjust itself to pass this
half volume.
The pointer will , therefore, be ro
tated in clockwise direction , and the resultant
position will be at the inter-section Z.
Within the range of pressure for which the,
apparatus is constructed and calibrated it will
thus , as has been shown, accurately record the
weight of steam , whatever the initial or boiler pres
sure may be .
Unlike other so-called meters, it is a true meter ,
owing to the simple device of making the valve
automatically lift in exact proportion to the volume
of steam passed .
The design is an ingenious one , and it will be
interesting to hear the experiences of users .
There is one objection which will probably occur
to readers who have had experience with reducing
valves of the piston type . In districts where the
water is bad , scale is deposited on the sliding sur
faces , and as the differences of pressure which give
rise to the movements of piston or valve are
usually slight , jamming of the valve occurs, which ,
in the case of a meter of this type , installed in a
main steam pipe , might cause a total shut down for
a time .

un
The G.W.R. Junior Engineering
Society .

.
FIG. 2. - LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF NEW STEAM
METER .
steam pressure on the top of the bell enters the
valve spindle by the central hole, and depresses
the second cylinder against the resistance of the
spiral spring. The second cylinder actuates the
toothed quadrant, which , by means of pinion d,
rotates wheel / ( Figs. 2 and 3 ) , and this, in turn ,
moves the pointer h to the right (Fig . 3 ) through
the internal rack.
Referring to Fig . 3 , the circular concentric lines
are lines of pressure, the diverging broken lines
representing weights of steam . With no steam
passing through the meter, the pointer h will be
horizontal, as shown, but moved to the right to an
extent depending on the pressure. If the pointer
stood at X. it would show that 300 lbs . of steam

HIS society , which is under the presidency of
THIMr. G. J. Churchward , M.I.C.E., the enter
prising superintendent of the G.W. Railway
Company, held a very successful conversazione at
Swindon on Tuesday, Felruary 7th last . A good
collection of exhibits was arranged for, and in
cluded microscopes by Mr. T. C. Davisons, F.C.S.
illustrating the micrography of steel and other
interesting objects ; varioustesting instruments by
Mr. W. R. Bird , F.C.S. , of the G.W.R. laboratory ;
a motor bicycl : by Mr. F. H. Rayer, junr. ; niotor
twin cylinders by C. T. Cuss ; and a 2 h.-p. petrol
motor engine, opened to show the working parts, by
Mr. F. H. Rayer . Locomotive models were in
evidence , amongst which may be mentioned two
compound locomotives by Mr. J. C. Crebbin , and
a model of the G.W.R. engine “ Lord of the Isles "
by Mr. F. Rayer . Messrs. G. W. Harvie , A. Nash ,
and J. Owens exhibited model stationary engines,
and Messrs. W. S. Laycock , Ltd., showed a model of
one of their patent automatic couplers . Boyer
hamnier valve sections , gauges , and other tools
were shown by Mr. H. C. King , a patent boiler stay
by Mr. W. Russell , and working models of coal pro
jectors and bucket conveyors by Messrs. W. J.
Jenkins, Retford , and Messrs. R. Dempster & Sons,
Elland , Yorks .
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Value of Wood as a Fuel .
XAGGERATED ideas are often entertained as
EX to the value of wood as a fuel . In the first
place , wood always contains much water .
Sawmill waste of ordinary dryness will lose probably
30 per cent . of weight if kiln dried for a few days.
Then of the dry remainder there is a very consider
able percentage of oxygen and hydrogen , which are
probably combined , in the proportions which form
water, with the carbonaceous matter of the wood .
It seems certain that for this portion of hydrogen
there is no further combustion possible , and that
the calorific value of the wood is simply that repre
sented by the carbon and by any hydrogen in excess
of the equivalent of the oxygen. Thus per pound
of ordinary wood probably not more than 4,600
heat units are actually generated, and not more

FIG. 1.-FRONT VIEW.
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when burned in the light form of waste unless
furnaces are specially designed so that a proper
supply of air can be arranged ? Open firedoors are
bad enough when hand firing of coal is practised ;
they lead to severe chilling of the whole boiler and
its fiues. The evil is very much intensified with
wood . This helps partly to explain why so much
better results are obtained when wood is supplied
in short , chunky blocks which are fairly dense and
can be stoked more rapidly than light chips . -Power
A Novel Fretsawing Machine .

By John DONALDSON .
GOOD inachine fretsaw is a most important
A appliance in the amateur's workshop, not
for purposes of ornamental cutting alone,
but for its use in the preparation of patterns and

FIG. 2. -SIDE VIEW .

MR. JOHN DONALDSON'S FRETSAWING MACHINE .
than 4,300 units are left over after the hygroscopic
water is evaporated . Of the chemically -combined
water it also seems to be very probable that , exist
ing in the solid form in the woody fibre, this water
also , when driven off, will render much heat latent ,
and the net effect of burning wood may be as little
as 3,700 B.Th.U. per lb. of ordinary damp waste .
This is less than one-third, indeed , barely one
fourth , of ordinary coal. Further, wood is very
light and bulky, and requires a considerably longer
time for feeding into the furnace. Furnace doors
are made wide, and remain open for a long time ,
and admit an enormous volumeofair over and above
that necessary for combustion. Can it then be a
matter of surprise that wood gives such poor results

the various other cases in which the ability to cut
truly and smoothly to a line will save time in fitting
and finishing .
The driving portion of the saw illustrated consists
of a sewing machine stand. The original top was
removed , a new one made, and raised i } ins . higher
by blocks above the cast standards . A disc of wood
with groove turned on edge for round leather band
is screwed to the side of the flat riin wheel , making
a more easy mode of driving than by a flat belt.
The pulley driven from this is of ash wood , with a
corresponding groove ; it runs on a steel spindle,
the hole in wood being bushed with Phosphor
Bronze Co.'s plastic white metal , which wears
splendidly. In the side of the pulley are four holes ,
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* in . , * in . , fin . , and fin. , from centre. A round.
headed wood screw forms the driving pin , and the
stroke of the saw can be varied by using either
hole. No slipping of pin can occur, as the holes
are bored so as to be tight , and the friction of
( lriving will always be less than that of the screw
in the wood . The hole in connecting-rod is also
bushed with white metal ,
The saw table is pivoted in the upright at back ,
so that the centre line of pivot is in the same plane
as top of table . At front and just behind saw it is
supported by a semi -circular piece of wood screwed
to underside of table . This rests on a corresponding
arc of about 120° , so that a tilting movement of
nearly 30° can be obtained to either side. The
table is fixed in any position by two 3-16ths in .
screws passing through slots in the semi-circular
portion , and is perfectly rigid and satisfactory .
The saw arms are of beech , and should have been
slightly stronger. The saw clamps and the plates
for pivots at back are all adjustable , so that the saw
can be set to cut quite vertically. Tension is
obtained by the screwed rod between back ends of
arnis with thumb nut on top . Between the arms
and around the rod a spiral spring is fitted ,
pressing outward enough to check the violent move
inent of the top arm when a saw breaks.
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The Society of Model Engineers .
(Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .)
London .
The next ordinary meeting will take place on
Monday, March 20th , when Mr. Percival Marshall
will give his paper on his American tour , illustrated
by slides . The result of the M.E. Locomotive
Competition will also be announced, and the com
peting models tried under steam on the Society's
track . The Committee are anxious that all mem
bers having locomotives will endeavour to bring
them to this meeting ( whether they have been
exhibited before or not ). This meeting promises to
be specially interesting, and a large number of
members and friends are hoped for. The meeting
will commence at 7 o'clock precisely.-- Herbert
G. RIDDLE , Hon . Sec . , 37, Minard Road , Hither
Green , S.E.

Practical Letters from our
Readers .
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion ofmatters of practical and mutual interest. Leiers
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired, but the full
nameand address of the sender must invariably be attached,
though not necessarily intended for publication .)
Further Information Wanted .

FIG . 3. -SPECIMEN OF FRET -CUTTING BY MR . JOHN
DONALDSON'S MACHINE.
For this and the blowing apparatus I think I
may claim originality. No blower was fitted at
first, none that I had seen being satisfactory. I
Many
wanted the dust blown away from me.
ideas were considered , but the one decided upon
was easily applied, and has been perfectly success
ful . The air pressure is produced by the rod seen
near the right-hand standard. The upper end of this
is a piston exactly like that in a bicycle pump. It
works in a short length of 11 -in . brass tube, and a
puff is delivered at every stroke of the treadle
through the india-rubber tube and universal
jointed gas bracket to the saw table . ' The bent
end of tube directs the blast away froin the
worker , and the joints in bracket allow of perfect
adjustment, and at the same time perfect freedom
to swing the blower out of the way when fixing saw
or work .
The saw arms will swing 18 ins. clear, and as the
figure above will show , it can cut I in . thick . I
have cut it in . pine .
ALLOYS . - Lead has been recently added to the list
of the effective ingredients of magnetic alloys , princi
pally in connection with manganese and aluminium .

To The Editor Of The Model Engineer.
Dear SIR , —Re “ Model Motor Car,” page 84 ,
MODEL ENGINEER , January 26th , 1905. Would
Mr. Harwood kindly give working drawings of all
parts of the engine , with dimensions ? Particulars
especially wanted regarding ( 1 ) how to connect
the two clock springs ; strength , &c . Also ( 2 ) how
many wheels - teeth and diameter of60 each ?
Phono
( 3 ) About clutches and brakes .
Re
graph ,” page 160 , MODEL ENGINEER , February
16th , 1905. The writer does not say what length,
strength , and thickness of spring to use ; also , how
many wheels are required — what
diameter of each
and number of each . Re 60 Torpedo ," page 17 ,
MODEL ENGINEER, January 5th , 1905. Will Mr.
Vince kindly give working drawings of his small
clockwork engines, as mentioned , with full par
ticulars as to wheels, springs , &c . , for same ?
Yours truly ,
Chesterfield .
W. A. SMITH .
[ As we from time to time receive quite a num
ber of letters like the above, we may take this
opportunity of mentioning how desirable it is that
the fullest information should be given by con
tributors in describing their work.—ED., M.E. & E. ]

A Simple Electric Alarm :
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,-Having seen several sketches of
electric alarms in the M.Ei recently, I herewith
send you a sketch and particulars of an electric
alarm , which I consider one of the cheapest made
without interfering with the clock's works in any
way.
I first of all soldered a piece of stout wire, which
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had a lug of copper fixed on one end , to the alarm's
winder at back of clock . I then made a stand for
clock out of a piece of wood , with slots cut in it
to take clock legs ; upon this stand I screwed down
a piece of copper with a terminal soldered on the
end. The bell was fixed over bed , the plug switch
was just out of reach , and the batteries ( two
Leclanché cells) under the bed . I fixed one wire
from the terminal on clock stand to switch and then
on to the bell , the other wire was wound tightly
on the stout wire on clock to battery . The clock's
alarm may be set for any time. When the hour
is reached the clock alarm begins to ring and the

minutes of a strong electric bell won't wake him ,
well, better try artificial respiration . - Yours truly,
F. S. YATES.
Croydon .
Model Yacht Architecture .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
SIR,—If a yacht be given a list by shifting her
ballast within her, the displacement will not have
been altered by the operation, for the reason that
it does not alter her weight or put upon her any
thrust additional thereto .
But the case is different if instead she be kept

Brass
head

Plugi
switch

Iron
wire

Alarm
winder

End of wire
wound round
so as to be
detachable

Wooden
base

Strip of sheet
copper
Eto
Slots to take clock leqs
MR . LINTON TWEDDLE'S ARRANGEMENT FOR A SIMPLE ELECTRIC ALARM .
stout wire revolves till it hits the copper on stand,
then a circuit is set up and the electric bell rings
till the sleeper pulls out switch . To set , push up
stout wire an inch or two from copper and fix
switch . This idea allows the user to detach the
communication wire and use clock for other pur
poses . - Yours truly,
Hammersmith.
LINTON TWEDDLE.
A Simple Electric Alarm.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , —Seeing the interesting letter in this
column for March 2nd from Mr. Saltaire, I should
like to make a few remarks concerning my alarm
clock , which was described in the M.E. for February
2nd .
The long hand remains touching C for
several minutes after contact has been made,
the hand goes .
owing to C being made to bend
As to the studs loosening the hands or injuring
the works of the clock , the studs should be made
of a material that may be easily bent ; then I fail
to see how the works will be injured any more than
by using the hammer to make a contact. Besides,
if there is already an alarm attachment, there is
no reason why it should not be a clockwork alarm
straight out . In my alarm , it was to be supposed
that there was no alarm attachment, so that it
could be put to any clock .
As to the working of it, I have used my alarm
almost as long as Mr. Saltaire, with no harm to the
clock, and it has never yet failed to work . As to
the ring not being long enough, I am afraid my
friend must be a second Rip Van Winkle ; if three

heeled by a wind, for it will increase her displace
ment thus — whatever the direction of the wind

Wind

Ú

L

across her, some component of its thrust must act
upon her in a direction inclined downward - i.e .,
perpendicular to her sail surface ; otherwise she
would right herself.
This component tends to
force her in its own direction but (see diagram )
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may conveniently be resolved into two smaller
forces — a horizontal force L tending to give her
leeway, and a vertical force V ; the force V will
tend to increase her displacement just as if an
equivalent weight were put in her, and it will be
opposed but slightly by the component w, of wind
thrust that is directed upward parallel with the
sail surface, though w by its own vertical con
stituent would completely neutralise V if it could
lay hold upon them instead of flowing over them
only a little impeded and wasting itself mainly in
eddy -making.
If she were careened by a line made fast to the
mast and exerting its careening pull horizontally ,
the displacement would not be altered because the
pull in the line would set up a tendency to pull the
mast out of her as well as to tilt her and the vertical
constituents of these pulls would exactly neutralise
one another, leaving no unbalanced vertical thrust .
Stability has nothing to do with this question .
A stable ship will yield less to a given thrust than a
less stable one ; but when once the heel is established
the actions are as above set forth and are irrespec
tive of the stability .-- Yours truly,
London , E.C.
W. J. T.

A Delicate Galvanometer.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—I have just made a delicate galvano
meter as described in No. 24 of the M.E. series of
handbooks. My only difficulty was with the
magnetic needle. I obtained one from a dealer in
electrical apparatus, but found that it was not
nearly delicate enough. I then proceeded to make
one from a piece of old watch spring which I
happened to have by me. As I have practically
no tools, it was impossible to make a brass cup on
which to pivot the needle. I got over the difficulty,
however, by bending the spring into the shape
shown in the sketch . In the centre I drilled a hole
with a diamond- shaped drill, nearly through.
Great care must be taken not to go right through ,
as this would render the needle useless . The needle
was then hardened in the usual way.
It is of great importance not to magnetise it
strongly, as this would make the controlling force

GALVANOMETER MAGNETIC NEEDLE .
unnecessarily powerful. I made my first point
from a fish hook broken off just below the barb .
I found this gave better results than an ordinary
needle.
I notice in the instructions that one is told to
make the pointer partly of aluminium and partly
of paper. What is the advantage of using alu
minium ? Why not use paper altogether ? It is
very much lighter. I find that if paper is used a
counterbalance on the other side is unnecessary .
I have mounted my instrument in a honey box
with a glass front , and have placed a small 4-volt
lamp at the back , which, when lighted , illuminates
the scale very brightly, so that the slightest move
ment of the needle is visible. Hoping these sug
gestions may be of use to your readers . - Yours
Ć . H. STEPHENSON.
truly,
London , W.
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Queries and Replies .
( Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated. Letters containing Querles must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Querles
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied 10
by post under the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subiects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name must be in
scribed on the back . ( 2) Queries should be accompanled,
a herever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Querles for
reference. (3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed, and also a " Queries and Replles
Coupon" cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4) Queries will be answered as early as possible aftes
receipt, but an interral of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . 15) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse be ore the Reply can be published. The
insertion or Replies in this Jolumn cannot be guaranteed. (6) All
Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER , 25-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London . E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to rerontly :
( 13,564) Accumulators for Electric Boat. S. C. (Shore
ham ) writes : I am thinking of fitting up an electric boat. I
have a boat motor which require : 8 volts 2 amps. to drive it. The
hull is about 4 ft. long. The depth in Side hull is about 45 ins. What
sort of accumulator would you advise - horizontal or vertical ?
And what volts would you advise -- two 4 volt or one 8 volt ? And
about what ampere-hour would be the best ? Is it practicable to
charge accumulators from the constant bichromate batteries, as
described in your handbook, "Electric Batteries ” ? Does it
matter having zinc rods instead of cylinders, as I find the cylinders
difficult to amalgamate ? Is this battery the same as the one sold
by Messrs. Armstrong & Co. as a battery for charging accumulators ?
I do not think there is any coke in the outside vessel of their battery.
I should be pleased if you wouldalso let me know anyspecial points
that would be useful in the fitting up of an electric boat. Would
you also tell me how many batteries would be required to charge
a 4 -volt accumulator ? Would you kindly tell me if there is any
special mixture for sticking the tinfoil on to the plates of a Wims
hurst machine, as some of the strips have come off my Wimshurst ?
We do not understand what you mean by horizontal or vertical
accumulators. Use two 4 -volt in preference to one 8 -volt, because
you can work at half speed economically by using them in parallel,
instead of using a resistance. Use cells as large as practicable
any size which you can get in will be discharging at more than its
correct rate of discharge, as all small cells should discharge at a
very low rate of current. However, you cannot help these circum
stances, so the best thing to do is to get goodcells, and as large as
possible, and let the motor run as fast as possible to do its work , so
as to take less current. This means fine pitch propeller, or gearing
down . When buying the accumulators, tell the znaker what you
want them to do . (2) Yes ; but try and not let your accumulator
run right down : always charge up full, no matter how small amount
of current you may have taken out. You can use a zinc rod, or a
flat plate, instead of the cylinder ; but it will increase the internal
resistance of the cell, and you will not be able to get so much current.
Try the experiments ; it will not affect matters very much if you are
taking very small current. (3) Write to Messrs. Armstrong & Co.,
and enquire. (4) A 4-volt accumulator requires 5 volts to charge
it. There is no harm in having the battery voltage somewhat
higher ; you can always regulate it by a small resistance, and cells
tend to run down in use.
( 13,552) Condonser Failure. J. D. A. (Sevenoaks) writes :
I shall bemich obliged if you will satisfy me on the following queries:
( 1 ) I have a large Leyden jar, about 16 ins, high and 8 ins. diameter,
in apparently good condition , professionally made. When con
nected up to Wimshurst, it will only acquire a very feeble charge,
and an occasional flash is to be seen in the interior of jar. What
is the probable reason — is the jar perforated, and, if so , is it useless ?
(2) Is theredanger of perforation in overcharging Leyden jars, or
will they only receive that amount of charge their surface capacity
allows and no more ? (3) Can you tell me a good book on static
electricity - I have THE MODEL ENGINEER series — which will in
clude the making of inexpensive apparatus, such as are necessary
for various experiments and a full description of the various
phenomena and experiments to be performed with a Wimshurst,
especially such as applicable to lectures ?
efore a
( 1) The jar is evidently perforated or cracked, an
discharge would take place between the tinfoil coatings ; it is prac
tically useless. The best thing to do is to coat a new jar, and
utilise the old knob and cover. (2) All condensers are liable to
break down, as there is a continual strain on the insulation between
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the plates. It is not so much a matter of overcharging as of getting
insulation as strong as possible, and yet keeping the plates close
together ; certainly the heavier the charge, the more the liability
to pierce the insulation. If the insulation is really good, there is
not much danger from overcharging as when the condenser is fully
charged loss by leakage increases.
(13,556] Wimshurst Machine and Induction Coil. P.E.W.
(East Dulwich ) writes : On looking through an old number of your
valuable paper, The MODEL ENGINEER, the date being Novern
ber ist, 1900, I came across a piece on “ How I Made My Wims.
hurst," by a Mr. A. Booker . I should very much like to make
one of these interesting instruments ; but before doing so a
little advice on the matters enclosed herewith will be most accept
able. I have also a coil, and it is not working satisfactorily, and
I enclose queries on that also : (1) Do the Leyden jars on the
Wimshurst'have to be coated with tinfoil on the outside ? If so ,
what connection is there from the outside ? ( 2) Will the rod con
nected with the inner coating of Leyden jars have to be soldered
on to balls of collectors, or will mere pressure contact be sufficient ?
( 3) Will it be better to bush the bosses, carrying the brass plates
with brass tubing ? ( 4) Ought there to be a washer between in
side of standards and bosses carrying glass plates ?. ( 5) Is such a
large ball as 24 ins, necessary on dischargers, or will 1 in. be large
enough ? ( 6) What length spark will a coil give with 6 volts
that is wound with } lb. of 18 s.c.c. copper wire on a 7-in, iron wire
core and a secondary winding of 1 lb. of 36 s.c.c. copper wire ? If
this will give an inch spark with 6 volts, can I safely increase the
voltage so as to give me a long spark , and to what extent can I
increase the voltage ?
The Leyden jars must be conted with tinfoil on the outside as
well as the inside. These two coatings form the two plates of a
condenser, and there is no connection made to the outside coating.
The upright rod which goes into the interior must make connection
with the innercoating . A good way is to attach a short piece of
brass chain to it, sothat the chainrests onthe tinfoil. This con
nection need not be soldered on - mere contact is sufficient. (2) No,
it is not necessary to solder the joint at the ball ( 3) A brass bush
would be an improvement. ( 4) Not necessary. ( 5) Keep to the
sizes given , if possible, but there is no exact size for these balls.
The positive ballshouldbe smallerthan the negative ball, and as
you will not know at first which will be positive, the balls should
be made so as to go on either rod. (6) About 1-in. spark length ,
You can only safely increase the voltage to a limited extent , as if
you increase it indefinitely, a point is reached at which either the
insulation breaks down or the leakage becomes excessive. Try
another 2 volts.
( 12,127) Balancing : The 3-wire System . H. B. (Ringtown,
Pa ., U.S.A. ) writes : Will you oblige me by answering the following
questions ( 1) What is the action of a balancer set when used
in connection with the three-wire system of lighting with one
dynamo ? ( 2) Does all of the current from the mains flow through
the motor of a booster set, and is another current then generated,
but at a higher potential, by the dynamo connected to it ?
am contemplating the construction of a small boiler of the type
shown on page 406 of the October 27th issue of THE MODEL ENGI
NEER, to supply steam to an engine for running a 75-watt dynamo.
I desire to use kerosene for fuel and what I desire to know is this
Can a vapour lamp be madetouse this oilsuccessfully ? And, if
so, give a design for one.
(1 ) The armatures of the balanced set are connected in series
and the middle wire joined between them ; their field coils are, how
ever, connected to opposite sides of the system : the result is that
if one side drops in pressure it causes the field coil of the machine
which is joined to the other side to be weakened so that its armature
therefore runs faster according to the motor law that if you weaken
the field of a motor it will run faster as it must make up its back
E.M.F. by increased speed if the field is weaker. This increase
of speed drives the other machine faster also as their shafts are
coupled together, and cause it to supply energy to the mains,
instead of receiving it ; the effect is increased if the pressure is
extra high on the lightly loaded side of the system , as this will
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Fig . I.
increase the field of the generating machine. The accompanying
sketch shows the connections. Summed up, it means that the side
which rises in pressure automatically causes the machine whose
armature is connected to the overloaded side to supply current to
that side, and to do this it must draw current from the lightly
loaded side, and thus help to balance matters . A single field
machine can be used with its field core connected to the outer wires,
and its armature windings joined as before mentioned between the

two outers and the middle wire ; if the pressure falls on one side
of the system the armature connected to it commences to give
give back current to the mains, the other winding maintaining
the speed constant or even raising it if the difference in pressure
becomes considerable. ( 2 ) A booster is really a dynamo which may
be driven by a motor or any source of power. The whole current
in the main in which the pressure is to be raised passes through
the armature of the dynamo, with the exception of any current
which is used in its field coils, or in the motorwhich drives itwhen
the machine is motor driven. The current passing through the
FIELD
COIL
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Fig. 2 .
dynamo armature is raised to a higher potential by the action of
the field -magnet upon the coils through which the current is passing.
One cannot say really what happens, but the most convenient way
is to assume that a new current is not generated , that the action of
the dynamo armature is similar to the action of a pump on a column
of water which passes the stream through and raises it to a higher
level. The best kind of burner would be one of those used in
benzoline and kerosene blowlamps. It is not worth while making
one of these, as a reliable burner can be obtained very cheaply.
You will, however, find designs in the back numbers.
(13,550) 80-watt 6- pole Dynamo Windings. S. M. T.
(Streatham ) writes : I should be much obliged if you would let
me know if the 6 -pole dynamo described in The MODEL ENGINEER
of December 15th , 1902 , could be wound for 10 volts and 8 amps.,
instead of 20 volts and 4 amp3. , when running at 1,200 revolutions,
and taking the same power to drive it. If so, would you kindly
let me know the size and quantity of wire for winding armature
and magnets ?
Yes, wind armature with No. 22 D.C.C. copper wire, and field
magnet with No. 20 gauge s.c.c. copper wire. A total weight of
about 6 ozs. will be required for the armature, and it lbs. for the
field -magnet ; but get on as much as you can. Strictly speaking,
there should be exactly half the number of turns in the armature
to get half the voltage at the same speed, but we advise you to get
on as much asyou can, as the amount of gap clearance and quality
of iron in field -magnet are both very disturbing factors ; also the
presence of blowholes inside the casting may upset any calculations.
( 13,522) Accumulator Charging through Lamps. B. B.
(Ladywood ) writes : I wish to charge a 4-volt 20 amp.-hour accumu
lator by putting it in series with five 100 -volt lamps (in series) on
a 500 to 550 -volt circuit. Would this do any serious harm to the
accumulator ? I might mention that it is a “ traction " circuit,
and the voltage varies betwcen soo and 560 volts.
Provided the lamps were about 16 C.-p. ones, your accumulator
would be all well. Very large co -p. lamps would pass too much current.
( 13,523] Apprenticeship. C. R. M. ( Warwick) writes : I
should think it very kind of you if you would answer the following
questions: ( 1 ) Is it better to start engineering as a common me
chanic or as an apprentice ? ( 2) What is the usual premium to be
paid ? (3) If a marine engineer, have any examinations to be
passed ? (4) What are the best firms to apply to for apprentice
ship ?
( 1 ) Start as an apprentice ; you cannot call yourself a mechanic
until you have had some experience in mechanical work. (2) Many
firms do not take premium apprentices, and others take various
sums. There is no " usual " fee. ( 3) Yes. Those held by the
Board of Trade. (4) Depends entirely upon circumstances
which branch you would like best, and the part of the country you
would like to reside in. Of course, you cannot always pick and
choose yourfirm ; but you can always seek an appointment which
seems to suit your requirements best. Look up the directory of
the district you settle to work in , and write to a few firms asking
if they have a vacancy in their shops.
( 13,524) Accumulator Cells and Capacity. E. M. (Sed
bergh ) writes: I am going to make up someaccumulators for
storing electricity, and shall be much obliged if you will answer
the following questions : ( 1 ) II wooden cells are used , would shellac
varnish do for varnishing the inside ? If not, what shouldbe used?
( 2 ) If you fill the negative plates with precipitated lead, does it
make much difference to the working of the cell ? (3) Why not
have negative plates of plain sheet lead, or filled like the positive
plates ? (4) How many ampere-hours should I get from an accumu
lator containing five plates (three positive, two negative ), each
4 ins. by 4 ins. ? ( 5) How long should it take to charge same after
the plates are properly formed ?
( 1 ) No. They might be lined with pitch, but even this is not
really satisfactory. Use celluloid preferabiy. (2) No. “ (3) Would
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take longer to form ; otherwise there is no objection to using solid
sheet lead - in fact, it is preferable in the long run. (4) Reckon
25 amp. hours per sq. ft. of positive plate surface. About 15 amp .
hours. (5) About 7 or 8 hours at 2 amps.
( 13,485] Model Locomotive's Oscillating Engines. W. S.
(London ) writes : I wish to build Mr. Greenly's locomotive of
January 7th, 1904, and should be glad of your advice on the follow
ing : Having by me a 3-in. copper tube (stout gauge), I intend to
use same, instead of 21 -in., as described, of course making outer
shell larger in proportion ; in other respects I shall build boiler to
description. My spare time being very limited , I wish to cut down
thework
substitutingIs twodouble-actionoscillating
instead
of byslide-valve.
there a better method than cylinders,
either of
two sketches enclosed (sketches reproduced , with additions) with
out adding more work ? (1 ) Of enclosed two designs, which would
be most efficient ? The second design is my own idea (same prin
ciple, but with ports furthest from centre, to give more power by
taking steam earlier at each stroke than printed sketch ). Would
this answer ? If not, kindly give— (2) distance of the ports from
the pivot and width of bridge (B) . ( 3) I know this kind of cylinder
is wasteful in steam , Please give largest size bore and stroke to
use? with
3-in. diameter
4 ) What
-rod
be
It seems
to me theboiler.
shorter (the
better,length
so as should
to makepiston
cylinder
ports move through a greater arc, and thus take steam quicker.
Mr. Greenly describes his model as capable of pulling 100 lbs.
easily over good road. What will the Oscillating cylinders, of the

of the steam block and port flange. The usual method of pivoting
makes it difficult to keep the cylinders steam - tight, and at the
same time free in working. ( 4) You must set the whole thing out
on paper, as shown in Fig. 1. See reply to question 2. ( 5 ) Oscillat.
ing cylinders are not sosatisfactory as slide-valve, andwe cannot
say exactly how much such a locomotive as you propose would
haul. Probably about 20 lbs. would be the maximum ; but the
engine will require to be in perfect order, and well made. Unles
you wish to use oscillating cylinders for the reason put forward in
the description of the design for the 21 -in. gauge Simple
Locomo
tive in our issues of March ist and 15th and April 1st and 15th , 1902)
we would advise you to go in for one slide-valve cylinder g in ,
bore by it-in . stroke. This will reduce cost, and generally will be
more satisfactory from a running point of view .
( 13,638 R] Motor for Electric Boat. S. R. (Manchester)
writes : I am making a model steam yacht, after the style of Capt .
O. R. Brushe's model yacht Addie. It is to be driven by an elec
tric motor. The hull is 3 ft. long, 5 ins. beam , and z'ins, draught.
Will yon please answer me the following questions ? ( 1) What size
of an electric motor would it require to drive the boat at four
miles per hour ? ( 2) What size of a propeller would it require ?
( 3) Could you give me the size of bichromate batterie ; to drive
motor for two hours ? (4) What size of an accumulator would it
require to drive motor for two hours ? ( 5 ) Which do you think
would be the best to drive the motor - accumulators or bichromates ?
( 1 ) A 20-watt motor. Speed would depend upon other unknown
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size you will advise me to use pull (roughly estimated), with the
3-in. diameter boiler and boiler pressure the same ?
( 1 ) An inner boiler of 3 ins. diameter outside will look rather
large upon a gauge locomotive. However, everything depends on
how you treat the design. The outer shell should be at least
3t ins. in diameter. We do not think you will be able to use two
double-acting oscillating cylinders within the frames without using
pivots, which are objectionable. There is no practical difference
between the two methods of arranging the ports. The time of
admission cannot be made earlier without prolonging the closing
of the exhaust, and causing leakage from the steam to exhaust .
This is demonstrated in our new book “ The Model Locomotive,"
by Henry Greenly. (2) The width of the bridge or port bar (B)
in the steam block must always be slightly greater than the width
of the steam port of the cylinder, else the latter will encompass
both ports , and cause the aforesaid leakage from steam to exhaust.
It is the distance between the pivot and the centre of the crank
axle (A, Fig. 1) that governs the size of ports and the radius of
the ports. If you fix the size of the ports, then with a given dis
tance (A) and stroke of cylinder, the radius of the ports from the
pivot must be sufficient to prevent the overlapping and consequent
leakage above mentioned . The distance of the ports from the
centre of the pivots will make no difference in the timing of the
operations. Other things being equal, the only thing it can affect
is the size of the ports. If the radiusis small, the travel being re
duced, the ports must be smaller in diameter, as already explained.
Make a cardboard model, and you will see this for yourself.
( 3) With inside frames and a central steam block , we doubt whether
youwill be able to use cylinders larger than t by i in. Everything
depends on the size of the cylinders over the covers and thewidth

factors, such as shape and design of hull, &c. ( 2) About it ins.
diameter. ( 3) Make them as large as space will permit. ( 4) A
10 volt 8 -amp.-hours accumulator. A 6-amp.-hour might do,
but 8 would be better, if you can carry it in the boat. ( 5 ) Accumu
lators preferably .
(13,584] Alterations to Manchester
Dynamo;
Increasing Size of Kapp Dynamo. T. Type
B. S. (Burton -on .
Trent) writes : I intend making a dynamo of the " Kapp " type
(as Fig. it in your handbook ). I should require this to give
12 amps. at 30 volts (360 watts), to suppl
16 C.-p. lamps. I
do not want the voltage to exceed 50 volts , yorsix
the current 15 amps.
at any time, as I have a voltmeter reading up to the above ; also
an ampere meter up to 15 amp3. on the switchboard already fixed.
I have at present in use one of your 150 -watt size, but it gives
6 amps. at 40 volts when run over speed. But after about two
hours it heats up very much, so Iwish to make a larger size as above,
therefore will you kindly let me know (1) how much larger the field
magnet would require to be ? ( 2) Weight and gauge of wire of
same ? (3 ) Diameter and length of armature ? (4) Weight and
gauge of wire on same ? The above over that of your 250-watt
size (8'3 amps. at 30 volts). I have also a “ Manchester " type
dynamo, fitted with a gramme ring armature, 5 ins. diameter, wound
with No. 14 D.C.c, wire on to a 12 -section commutator. At present
I find the field -coils are wound with 2 lbs. of No. 18 D.C.C. wire on
each, and are joined separately in parallel as a shunt to the brushes
( not in series, as usual). Now this machine is marked to give
26 amps. at 6 volts, but I could never get more than 5 amps ., but
10 volts when much over -run . The speed is marked as 2,400
per minute. I do not know the makers ; but except in this re
spect the machine is well made. The yokes are in cast iron, and
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" Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves," by Mr. P. P.
Howgrave -Graham , you will find details of a large number of
experiments which can be performed by the aid of a Tesla coil.
The oil is left in the box permanently .
(13,617 ) Accumulator Troubles. S. A. T. (Ealing, W. )
writes : Will you kindly answer the following questions ? I have
a 4 -volt celluloid accumulator, motor car type, two negative and
one positive plates, 4 by 4 ins. sq. in each cell . It has gone wrong

ata

the cores in wrought iron. Now , I wish to re -wind this dynamo
to give 5 amps. at 30 volts. Will you please let me know what
alterations would be required. I presume the armature as at
present wound would be satisfactory. The following are dimen
sions of field - coil formers, the flanges of which could not be altered
because of the armature. Let me know the gauge and weight of
wire I should require on same : Core if ins. diameter, 3 9-16ths
long ; winding space 9-16ths in. deep.
If you wish to obtain 50 volts and 15 amps ., you require a 750
watt size machine. Surely you can pick out a machine to suit
your requirements from the extensive series of scales and windings
given in our handbook. The 400 to 500 -watt size should suit very
well. Take the 50 -volt winding, and run at a lower speed, so as
to get 30 volts. You can take any current up to 10 amps. You
cannot correctly call a machine a 250 -wattsize, if it is to give 360
watts . Manchester Dynamo . - Re-wind the armature
with No.
20 gauge d.c.c. copper wire. It is economical to wind a ring arma
ture ( that is, a smooth core gramme) up to three layers deep. You
can use your discretion : if the present bore will only admit two
layers deep, then try two layers only. Wind field - coils with 2 lbs.
No. 23 gauge s.c.c. copper wire on each core ; form both coils in
series with each other, and in shunt to the brushes.
( 13,566) Muntz Metal. A. P. H. ( Beaminster) writes :
( 1 ) Is muntz metal ( about 1.32nd in. thick) easy to work and
solder ? ( 2) Is it as heavy as brass ( volume for volume) ? (3) What
is its composition (roughly) ? ( 4) Where can it be obtained , and
price ? (5) Is any special solder required for it ? (6) Can it be
melted over a Bunsen burner or a kitchen range ?
( 1 ) Muntz metal is simply a particular kind of brass alloy, and
may be reckoned as brass. ( 2 ) Yes, it is practically the same weight
partscopper
( 6)
and 4 parts zinc. )
(4 ) From metal merchants. ( 5 ) No.
would require a brass melting furnace, or its equivalent ; you could
not melt it in a ladle, like lead .
( 13,595) Bichromate Batteries. J. A. D. (Liscard) writes :
Very many thanks for the information received in reply to my
enquiry re patents, which is just what I require. I again beg to
take advantage of the valuable assistance offered by your Maga
zine, and should be glad of a reply to the following. ( 1) How long
will one charge last in an ordinary one-pint battery (a) if battery
is constantly in use ? (6) if battery is seldom used ? ( 2) Do the
carbons corrode or deteriorate in any way when not in use ?
(3) Will the exciting fluid be affected , when used in an ordinary
open jar, by the air or dust, & c. ? (4) Does the voltage keep the
sameuntil the charge is finished ? ( 5 ) Can they be used efficiently
for charging accumulators, small electric lighting, motors, &c. ?
( 1) Depends upon how much current is taken from it ; no pre
cise
can be given. You might get | ampere for a couple of
hoursfigures
or so constant work, and perhaps the equivalent of six
hours with intermittent work. As the exhaustion takes place first
in the sulphuric acid, the time can be prolonged by adding more
acid ; the only thing to do is to try some cells, and see if they will
do what you require. One-pint size is small for a battery to do
much work. The zincs must always be lifted out of the solution
when the cells are not being used. (2) The carbons sometimes
disintegrate by cracking or splitting ; they should , however, last
a long time. ( 3) The solution is liable to evaporate in an open
jar, and, of course, it is better to keep out dust, if you can . (4) The
voltage drops as the charge becomes exhausted. ( 5) The best form
for charging and lighting , or for use over long periods, is the two
fluid bichromate pattern ,or Fuller bichromate cell ; for particulars,
see our handbook on Electric Batteries (pages 24 and 35 ).
This cell can also be used for driving small motors. If you wish
to be successful with primary batteries, you should not try to do
too much with them ; use cells as large as possible , the best quality
chemicals, and thoroughly amalgamate the zincs. Chromic acid
is much better to use thanbichromate of potash. Keep everything
clean.
( 13,454) Cast Crank Axles. J. L. (Leith ) writes : Could
youtellme where I could get a crankshaft cast, in mild steel or
malleable iron ?
Mr. Stuart Turner, Shiplake-on - Thames, will supply you with
mild steel crank axles. Perhaps he has one of the size you require
in stock, otherwise you will have to wait about a month , as the
annealing process takes a considerable time. Send him full dimen
sions of your axle.
( 13,4951 Tesla Coll. R. B. (Darlington ) writes : I am con
templating making the small Tesla coil as described in your
issue of May 28th, but would first of all like to know whether it
would be of any use for any experiments without a spark coil.
as I have a Wimshurst machine giving a 6 -in. spark. I thought
the latter might be used instead of coil. Is the oil left in the
box? Are there any back numbers of Model ENGINEER contain
ing instructions for experiments with such a coil ?
A Tesla coil may be operated by the discharge from a Wimshurst
machine ; but unless the machine is a powerfulone, we can hardly
recommend such an arrangement. If the discharge is not heavy
sparks following on each other fairly rapidly, it will take you so
long to charge the Leyden jars that the secondary Tesla sparks
will be few and far between,none of the effects being shown very
satisfactorily. In past and future articles in the serie; entitled
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it may have got short-circuited, but I don't know , as I used it to
work a magnet which may not have had enough wire on it. I
took it to a shop, but the man didn't know much and said he
thought it had been discharged too quickly and said it wanted
two new positive plates ; as the positive plates have swollen, one
of them especially having bulged out the side of the cell and its lug
risen higher than the one in the other cell. Also , there is some
deposit on the plates. The man told me it would be 6s. to have
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new positive plates in, so I thought if you would kindly tell me
how to set about it I would do the job myself. The following are
the questions:-(1) The accumulator is celluloid ; how shall I
get the top off, if it requires new plates, without damaging case ?
( 2) Will the negative plates be all right ? ( 3) Is the deposit
** sulphating " ? Note. - I have your book on * Small Accumu
lators " and that is the only thing I can find with reference to my
accumulator. (4) If it does not require any new plates, what
shall I do to the old ones
(5) Will it want fresh acid ? ( 6) Is
anything else required for it ? I am going to pour the acid out
as it seems to coine out through the vent holes. It is marked on
the accumulator : " 4 volts 20 amps. ; charge rate, 1'25 amps. for
eight hours ; charge for thirty hours for first time only." It
cost 16s. 6d .
( 1 ) You must exercise your own judgment according to the
way the top seems to be fixed on ; if stuck with cement, try some
solvent such as turpentine or warm water. ( 2) The negative
plates are probably all right. (3) Sulphate is a whitish yellow
deposit of a hard nature : ifthere is very much of it, it is not worth
while trying to do anything ; but if there is not much it may be
loosened by prolonged and gradual charging ; some of it may be
scraped off. * Small badly sulphated positive plates are better
thrown away . As soon as the plates are repaired it should be
well charged ; if necessary, repeatedly, until the plates get into
good condition. (4) The old plates can be straightened by pressing
them between flat pieces of wood. ( 5 ) You need not use fresh
acid if it seems in good condition ; butif dirty, it will be better to
mix up some fresh . Your accumulator has probably been standing
for some time in a run down condition ; an accumulator should
always be kept in a fully charged statewhen not in use. Excessively
rapid discharge also causes the plates to buckle.
( 13,619) Dynamo Construction . E. D. ( Yeovil) writes :
I should be very much obliged if you would answer me a few
questions. ( 1 ) Could I bolt a 150 -watt Manchester type dynamo
direct to an iron bedplate ? (2) Could I connect two or more
accumulators of different capacity in series? (3) Would it affect
the working of a dynamo or motor if the edges of the tunnel were
too close together ?
( 1 ) Yes. ( 2) Yes ; but you must regulate the discharge to that
amount which is suitable to the capacity of the smaller one.
(3) The machine would still work, but you would get magnetic
leakage between the edges and the non -sparking point, for the
brushes would not be so clearlydefined. It is not a matter which
is likely to cause you any trouble in a small machine, especially
when used as a dynamo. If the machine is used as a motor and
the armature has cogs, you may find a tendency to stick owing to
the cogs being strongly attracted to the pole corners ; this is
remedied by filing the corners so that there is a little more clear
ance between the armature and the inner edges.
(13,615] Motor for Model Submarine Boat. W. R. ( West
Hartlepool) writes : I am making a model submarine boat, about
3 ft. 6 ias. long. I wish to have, at the least, I h.-P., and I have at
my disposal the following space in which to place driving power :
14 ins. long, 8 ins.high, and 8 ins. beam . I do not wish to exceed
200 revolutions, if possible. Hoping you can tell me what will
suit me, and where to buy. P.S. - I may say I have been " had "
twice , so I want to try and get something reliable this time.
Any of our advertisers could supply you with accumulators, and a
small motor for this purpose. You will not be able to get i h.-p.
into the craft, however. Use a 24 -watt motor, and accumulator of
about 6 amp -hours capacity --the precise weight depending upon
how much the boat will carry.
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placed on the top of the cylinders. The boiler is a water- tube one,
but the inner barrel is larger than usual. The firing is amethylated
vaporising burner, the vaporiser being carried in the tender. Par
ticulars and prices of this creditable model are contained in the
list issued by the Co-operative Society, whose address, readers
will remember, is 51 , Summer Row, Birmingham . The list, which
is excellently printed and illustrated , also includes full information
with reference to the firm's model railway specialities, all of which
are supplied at very cheap prices. These comprise scale model
track , with correct section rail, chairs, fishplates and sleepers,
signals (both semaphore and ground disc ), and levers ; screw
couplings, buffers, drawbars and hooks, bogies and other carriage
fittings . Amongst the other new goods described in the catalogue
is an enclosed high -speed twin cylinder vertical engine, which is
made in two sizes — in. by i in. , and it ins. by 2 ins. — and a
horizontal engine of the orthodox design, with overhung disc crank.
This engine is supplied in three size-by
;
i in., 1 by it ins., and

USING THE AUTOMATIC
CENTRE PUNCH .

The News of the Trade .
( The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
any kind
fru expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.)
• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .
* A New Model Locomotive.
The Model Engineers' Co -operative Society, who, at the begin
ning of the year, announced that they were bringing out a t- in.
scale model of the famous L.N.W.R. express passenger locomotive
Precursor," have shown us a completed model, and inform us that
they are now ready to supply either finished engines or castings
and materials to make this engine. The castings are, it is stated,
sent out with the most difficult parts (cylinders, crank axle, radius
shaft for the valve gear) machined - a provision which many
amateurs will welcome ; and the boiler proper is delivered assembled
and brazed . The model is very accurate in its general proportions,
and looks well. It is fitted with an ingenious and simple modifica
tion of Joy's valve gear, the valves, as in the original engine, being

It by 2 ins. Screws, bolts and nuts
a non -rusting alloy re
sembling steel are also listed, together with a very good variety of
model boiler and steam fittings. The complete catalogue will be
sent to our readers on receipt of 3d. in stamps.
* An Automatic Centre Punch .
Messrs. Burton, Griffiths & Co., of Ludgate Square, Ludgate
Hill, E.C., have brought to our notice the new Brown & Sharpe
automatic centre punch, and have sent a sample for us to try.
We can heartily recommend this ingenious tool to all our readers,
after having given it a thorough test on marking out the main
frames of a model " Atlantic " locomotive. The work was accom
plished in a very short space of time, and without the use of a
hammer. All that one has to do is to place the point of the punch
on the line and press , when, lo ! there appears an indelible punch
mark, and furthermore it is in exactly the place intended. The
punch is made in two sizes, and in a new style, received at the
moment of going to press , in which the force ofthe blow can be
adjusted . Full particulars and prices may be obtained from
Messrs. Burton , Griffiths & Co. by sending a stamp to cover
postage.
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The Editor's Page .
E commence in this issue an interesting
WE article by Mr. Muncaster on
on “ Model
Oscillating Engines ,” which we think will
be found of interest to all our steam readers , and
particularly to beginners in model steam engine
building . The oscillating cylinder type of engine
is in many respects worthy of attention and study ,
and it is peculiarly applicable to many small motive
power requirements . The fact that engines of this
kind are but rarely used in modern engineering is ,
perhaps, accountable for the small number of
oscillating models which are now built, as compared
with the model practice of a few years back . Mr.
Muncaster's article may possibly serve to awaken
a fresh interest in this attractive class of engine .
*
*
We have so often been asked by readers who are
engaged in building small gas or oil engines for
some simple handbook which will thoroughly ex
plain the details of construction to them that we
feel constrained to specially refer to the new hand
book we have just issued in our “ MODEL EXGI
MEER sixpenny series . This has been written by
Mr. W. C. Runciman with the particular object of
enabling the reader to understand how every part
of such an engine does its work , and the conditions
which are necessary for successful working . Thus
informed , the gas oc oil engine builder or attendant
will be able to deal with all matters of adjustment
or irregular running, with the confidence which
comes from a full appreciation of the causes of any
particular trouble that may arise . It is a book which
should be in the possession of every user of small
gas and oil engines .
One of our advertisers raises a point which we
think is deserving of general publicity. He com .
plains that many of his customers are careless in
remitting for various sundries or extras for which
they have written , and for which they have pro.
mised to pay on receipt . Hc tells us that this
applies more especially to Colonial customers who,
after ordering and paying for , say , a set of castings ,
have written later on for parts to replace certain
pieces they have spoilt . To oblige the customer
and to avoid delay , he has sent the required parts
at once , instead of first forwarding an invoice and
waiting for the money. In South Africa alone , he
tells us, he has several pounds outstanding fo:
sundries sent out in this way . In other cases,
Colonial readers have not remitted a sufficient
amount for postage of the goods , and have failed
to make up the deficiency when notified of the
fact . He has now been forced to the decision only
to send goods for which a full remittance has been
received . We hope those whom these remarks may
concern will realise the effect of their lax business

methods, and where the conscience pricks we hope
they will set these matters straight without delay.
Neglect of this kind is certainly not encouraging
to the trader at home, who would otherwise be
willing to oblige , and we certainly think our corre
spondent , and other firms, tco , cannot be blamed
for waiting for payment in full before dispatching
their goods.
Answers to Correspondents.
J. H. L. L. ( Hyde Park ) .— We should be obliged
if you wculd kindly conform to the rules and
regulations of our Query Department .
W. B. M. (Hyde).- We really cannot say from your
description, as you give nothing to go upon . We
suggest you read the recent query replies. Also
kindly comply with our Rules in future .
H. M. W. (Highbury Park , N . ) .- You can obtain
your requirement at Whitney's, City Road , E.C.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
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Locomotive .

By RoBr. W. BRIGGS.

MR . ROBt . W. BRIGGS' MINIATURE ROAD LOCOMOTIVE .

" HE model traction engine and truck illustrated
,
by me in the country lanes in our neighbour
hood . The engine was made about five years ago ,
and at that time I used to drive it entirely from the
tender ; but since then I have grown, so I sit
on a seat on the front of the truck . I put

my feet in the tender, and my sister sits behind
in the truck ; and with both on board the
engine climbs all the hills about our place — and
some are very steep . On the level roads I can
go six miles an hour , and sometimes I take three or
four children , and the engine draws them quite
easily at three or four miles an hour. I can raise
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steam from cold water in about twenty minutes ,
and I use coal and coke for fuel , and have no diffi
culty in keeping up a full head of steam . The usual
working pressure is 75 lbs . to the sq . in . , but some
times I have 80 or 90 when travelling over heavy
roads or fields. The tank under the footplate
in the tender holds it gallons of water , and a tank
in the truck carries 2 gallons , and as the engine
uses about a gallon a mile , you will see that my
sister and I can go three or four miles without
stopping for water. Recently the engine ran six
miles with three children , and brought back 4
gallons of petrol as well , and this was on a very stiff
road .
Two speeds are fitted - one giving five miles an
hour , and the other two and a half ; link reversing
gear is provided , and I usually run with the lever
linked up a notch or two . All working parts
have the usual lubricators , test cocks , &c. , pres
sure and water gauges ; the latter is now fixed at
the side , as it was difficult to see when at the back
of the boiler. The feed pump is always pumping,
either into the boiler or back to the tank , and can
be regulated so that it feeds as required .

The truck is 2 ft . 9 ins . long by 2 ft . wide and
2 ft . high,
has a well containing tank, &c . , with
over . and
seat
It will be noted that both the engine
and truck are mounted on rubber tyres, which
ensure smooth running, and give an excellent grip
to the driving wheel.

Workshop Notes and Notions .
( Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired , accord
ing to merit. Al matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the envelope.)
A Handy Twist Drill Box .
A correspondent, “ O. F. P. S.," in the American
Machinist gives the accompanying device in which
to keep twist drills when not in use . The middle
view shows the box open . It contains four drill
holders , with the numbers of the drills stamped
thereon ; they swing on pivots screwed through
the frame of the box . The left -hand view shows
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A HANDY TWIST - DRILL Box .
The following are the leading dimensions :
Boiler, 3-16ths mild steel , 25 ins . long by 71 ins.
diameter .
Tubes, 20 } in . inside , solid drawn copper.
Firebox, 9 ins . long by 74 ins. outside.
Cylinder , 3- in. stroke by 2 -in , bore.
Flywheel, 10 ins . diameter.
Driving wheels, 20 ins . diameter, mounted on ball
bearings.
Leading wheels , 10 ins . diameter, mounted on
roller bearings operated by chain and worm
gear, and spring mounted .
Length of engine over -all, 4 ft .
Height to top of chimney , 2 ft . 9 ins.
Width over-all , 2 ft .
Power is transmitted by means of steel tooth
gearing from the crankshaft to the countershaft ,
and then by a small sprocket wheel and roller
chain to a large sprocket wheel keyed to the main
shaft .

one drill-holder lifted up with a No. I drill in
position to be taken out when wanted . The posi
tions of the other drills are indicated by the centre
lines . At the right is shown a side view of the box
when closed .
Making Small Washers.
By R. AKESTER .
I have no doubt that many amateurs besides
myself have experienced difficulty in making small
square -hole washers, but by the following method
they can be easily made : Take a piece of silver
steel , equal in diameter to the diagonal of the
square hole required , and on it cut a thread with a
screwplate . This screwed rod should then be
squared like a square screw tap , and hardened .
being made slightly taper. To use it , a hole is first
drilled in a piece of brass, and the squared screw
The threaded
then carefully hammered in .
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corners will then cut out a square hole . I have
also found that empty cartridges, being made of
brass , and having one end closed, make excellent
burners for spirit lamps. The case should be cut
down to about half its length .
An Improvised Drawing Table.
By Wm . C. THACKERAY.
The sketch shows a portable combined drawing
table and easy chair . Wishing to do a little de
signing in my spare time, and being the possessor
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A Cheap Lathe.
By HARRY G. Ryde .
Herewith are photographs of a lathe I have just
completed , which has cost me about 15s . Only
just starting in model engineering, a lathe was my
first attempt , which I have made of wood , as far
as possible, as I had only wood -working tools by
me , and few of them . The stand is made of two
A standards , 2 ins . by 2 ins . , mortised and tenoned ,

C.

D

B

A

AN IMPROVISED DRAWING TABLE .
of a board Imperial size , 23 ins. by 32 ins . , I next
wished to obtain a portable stand . The sketch
shows that battens A and B are added to board C,

K
Fig . 2. -LARGER VIEW OF LATHE.
fixing them to battens D , with which all good boards
are fitted . But if they are not there, it is an easy
matter to add them . Indeed , the only extras
other than the board and a deck chair are the battens
A and B, of it-in . by 3 -in . hardwood, and four
No. 12 screws, the total cost in my own case being
less than three shillings.

Fig . 1.-MR. H. G. RYDE'S CHEAP LATHE .
and fixed to a 3 - in . by 2 - in . at the
bottom . These are fixed to the
top by screws and wrought iron
angle brackets , and at the bottom
by a length of f -in . iron gas pipe ,
which also serves to support the
treadle.
The flywheel is 16 ins . diameter ;
the groove for band 11 ins . diam
eter , and weighs about 22 lbs. This
I purchased second- hand for 2s .
The spindle for flywheel is a f-in .
bolt , 6 ins . long , screwed to within
1 } ins . of head with two nuts, bolted
either side of frame , the space be
tween the nut nearest the head
forming the bearing. By screwing
up both nuts tight on the flywheel
and standard , and giving the nut
between the flywheel and standard
a turn backwards, allows the fly
wheel to revolve freely, and also
locks the two nuts firmly to the A
standard . This arrangement forms
a good adjustment for theflywheel ,
and works well .
The treadle is connected to the flywheel by a piece
of t-in . iron gas pipe, flattened at both ends, and
drilled to receive the two pins . The treadle is of
wood , and connected to the f -in . gas pipe holding
the A standards , as seen by the photograph .
As regards the bed , this is made of two hard
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quite up to expectations . I have turned the face .
plate and pieces of metal , and am now boring a
il - in . diameter brass cylinder .

wood runners , i in . by it ins . , mortised into the
wood blocks at either end . The whole is bolted to
the stand by two bolts . For the headstock , two
horizontal engine bearings, fitted with brasses, are
screwed to the wood-packing pieces to make a
3t -in . centre, the length of runners being 18 ins .
The shaft is 9-16ths in . diameter by 12 ins . long ,
and fitted with two collars . These were made
from -in . nuts , the screw- thread being filed out ,
and turned when running .
A pulley 3 ins . diameter
is keyed on to the shaft . One end of the shaft is
filed square , and tapered at the point , so as to hold
the chuck . I have left the shaft long , in order
to fit an emery wheel later.
The chuck is 6 ins. diameter , and made as de
scribed by “ Cross Keys ” in The MODEL ENGI

SHAFT SINKING . -A suggestion that a shaft be
sunk twelve miles for scientific exploration has
recently been made , but it has been calculated
that at that depth the pressure would be about
forty tons per sq . in . , which would prohibit shaft
sinking by any known method .
THE SMALLEST ELECTRO Motor. A watchmaker
whose location is not given is said to have made the
smallest electro motor in the world . The owner
wears it as a scarf pin . Viewed at a little distance
it strikes the observer as merely a rather curiously
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FRONT ELEVATION .
Fig . 3 .-- HEADSTOCK FOR A CHEAP LATHE.
NEER , No. 165 , Vol . X. The hardened point of the
shaft just projects through the square boss of the
faceplate . The tailstock is also made of wood , and
a large window screw driven into two brass plates
at either end foi ms the other bearing , the points
being hardened . The tailstock is fixed to the bed
by a screw through a hole drilled vertically, and
the screwplate forming the nut embedded in the
wood . The screw under the bed is seen in the
photographs.
The T rest , which is of wood , is bolted to the bed
by a round -headed bolt and nut through a piece
of wood under the runners . If the lathe cannot be
fixed at one end , a strut is needed from the middle
of one A standard to under the headstock. This
would make the stand quite rigid in every respect.
I am pleased to say the lathe works well, and

designed bit of jewelry, and its true character is
only discovered on near approach . The first thing
to attract attention is the buzzing of the machine,
which , by means of a current from a battery carried
in the vest pocket, is kept running at a high speed
with a noise like the buzzing of a bee.
Train RESISTANCE . - In a paper recently read
before the American Institution of Electrical
Engineers , Messrs . Lyford and Smith gave the
following formula for train resistance, which they
find agrees remarkably well with experiment :
A
R - 3 + 0.167 V + 0.0025
T V2.
R
train resistance in pounds per ton of 2000 lbs .
V
speed in miles per hour.
cross -section of car in square feet .
weight of train in tons of 2000 lbs .
T
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Reversible

Steam

Turbine.

By WM. RIDLEY.
DESCRIPTION of my model reversible steam
A
be of
of
THE MODEL ENGINEER . Fig. I is a half
sectional elevation , Fig. 2 a plan , Fig. 3 an end
elevation , and Fig . 4 a view of the discs. It will be
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machine from starting at once. The inlet steam
pipe shown at top of Fig . 1 has two cocks attaching
it to the body of turbine. When the machine is in
motion one of the cocks is open and the other
shut , according to the direction of revolution ; and,
of course, to stop the machine one has to shut (or
open ) both cocks . The position of the different
handles on the cocks indicates the condition (open
or shut ) of the cocks necessary to the starting and
subsequent running of the machine. When the
handles of the cocks (shown in the different views)

MOER

Fig . 1. - HALF -SECTIONAL ELEVATION .

FIG . 3. - END ELEVATION .

( Scale : half full size .)

B
Fig . 2.-PLAN .

Fig . 4. -Discs.

ARRANGEMENT OF MR . WM . RIDLEY'S MODEL REVERSIBI E STEAM TURBINE .
seen from Fig. 4 that the discs have a number of
holes drilled diagonally through each of them . The
stationary discs have forty holes, 1-16th in . diameter,
and the revolving disc thirty holes, 3-32nds in .
diameter ; this is to enable the revolving disc to
start in any position . If there were the same num
ber of holes in each disc, then in a certain position
the hole would be blank, thus preventing the

are vertical, the cock is open , and when horizonta
they are shut ; this applies both to inlet and ex
haust steam pipes. All that is necessary to re
verse the turbine is to change all the positions of
the handles of the cocks, The reason for this
should be apparent to the most casual observer,
The drawings are half full size, and, therefore, all
dimensions may be taken from them.
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Model

North - Eastern

Locomotive .

By A. FORD .
HE following is a description of a model North
Eastern locomotive made by myself a few
T
years ago. It occupied about two years and
three months in my spare time. I have not tried
the engine under its own steam yet , as I have not
fully completed the tender, and I cannot give it a
fair trial until this is done . No castings were em
ployed, as I cut all out of the solid , which accounts
for so long a time being taken over it . The wheels
and the pressure gauge were bought, but the rest
was made from sheet brass and mild steel, for
the motion . The frame was made from f -in . sheet
brass, 184 ins. long and 4 } ins . wide. The centre
part was cut out , after being marked off, by drilling
hack-saw. The
four holes and using a Star
side frames are made from 1-16th-in. sheet brass ,
riveted to frame by means of brass angle -pieces,
which also hold the buffer beams of f-in . brass at
either end .
The boiler is made from 1-32nd sheet brass ,
with ends in . thick. The two ends are riveted to
shell by means of a brass strip 3-16ths in , square ,
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There are five f-in , water tubes in firebox, as I
thought I should get more steam . A thin copper
casing , 3 ins . in diameter , and same length as boiler
proper, covers the boiler, the space between being
filled with asbestos fibre. An outside brass dome
covers the real one, and is sweated to outer casing ;
there is also a brass casing over safety -valve
sweated to outer casing . The steam pipe is taken
from dome to smokebox , where it divides , and a
in. diameter . Inside
pipe goes to each cylinder
cab is the water gauge , with three taps, two ordi
nary gauge taps, pipe with cock for whistle on top
of cab and pressure gauge , which was bought.
Screw for reversing is fitted on right -hand side .
Regulator handle working through stuffing -box to
pipe inside dome . A lever is fitted in cab for
working drain taps of cylinders . A pipe with tap
is also fitted in cab to connect up to pump in ten
der, water being fed in at side of firebox . Smoke
box is 2$ ins . long and 3 } ins. diameter , and is
held to side frames by two screws each side. Fun
nel was made from a piece of -in. brass tube
hammered taper to i in . at top . Top ring is riveted
on , and bottom ring was hammered to shape from
a piece of sheet brass , and riveted to funnel and
smokebox . Smokebox door is kept closed by
means of wheel and lever taking in crossbar inside
smokebox .

( 1370 )

FIG.1.-MR. A. FORD's MODEL N.E.R. LOCOMOTIVE .
made into a ring. The boiler is 94 ins. long (ex
treme length ) , 25 ins. diameter. Steam dome is
riveted on, and contains regulator worked from
cab. Safety -valve is of Ramsbottom type, riveted
on, with lever extending into cab. Firebox is made
of 1-16th- in. brass, with flue tube i in . deep , 1 } ins.
wide, with 3-16ths brass ring , each end riveted to
firebox and front end of boiler . Inside measure
ment of firebox, 3 ins. long,
ins. high, 2 ins.
wide, connected to outside shell at bottom by
means of square ring of brass in . thick , 1 in . wide
at sides , and fin . at ends, and riveted through .

The cylinders were built up t-in. bore and it-in .
stroke, and are placed with valve chests on top .
Two pieces of tube were got, and a ring fitted each
end for flanges, driven on tight, and sweated . A
block was then made, with steam and exhaust
ports, and fitted to cylinders between the flanges,
and pinned to each flange to keep the whole to
gether whilst sweating on. Another block was then
made and fitted the same way underneath the
cylinder for securing cylinders to a plate, which fits
between the side frames, and is secured by four
screws— two either side . To make certain of
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cylinders going back to exactly the same place, if
removed for packing glands, &c . , two small studs
were screwed in edge of plate carrying cylinders,
and fitted to slots in side frames. Front cover of
cylinders are plain discs of brass, with small drain
cock at bottom , and are kept on by six screws.
Back covers of cylinders are discs, the same as front
ones, and kept on by six screws, only a piece of
3-16ths in . sheet brass was used to form stuffing- box ,
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of -in . mild steel, filed to shape, with brass bushes
each end . The eccentric straps are also of mild
steel, of the usual shape , and to ensure all four being
alike, a template was first made of exact size and
shape, with hole for link drilled , and then straps
were made from this . I was repaid for this trouble
by seeing the engine run in either direction, with
no trouble when finished . The , eccentric sheaves
are of brass , and were cut in halves to get them on

Fig . 2. - UNDERSIDE View OF MODEL N.E.R. LOCOMOTIVE .
and at the same time carry the guide bars—four
to each cylinder. The block was drilled in the
centre, and threaded to take gland , and then riveted
and sweated to cover . The guide bars, of mild steel
in. by # in . , were placed one on top and one at
bottom each side of this block , and a screw then
passed through top guide bar, brass block , and
screwed into lower bar.
At the other end the guide bars have a distance
piece between them of same thickness as that on
cylinder cover, and a screw passes through the
whole into the motion plate of in . mild steel placed
between the frames, and held by two screws each
side . The motion plate also carries two brass
bearings for the rods between links and rocking
levers . The two arms which form the pivot for
rocking levers are screwed to a brass block, which
is screwed to the plate carrying the cylinders . By
disconnecting steam pipes in smokebox , taking out
the screws holding the plate for cylinders, taking
out screws holding motion plate, and disconnecting
driving wheel bearings, I can lift the whole of
the mechanism down, with bogie attached , for
packing glands, &c . Of course, I should have to
disconnect links from reversing gear by taking out
two screws. The pistons are of brass } in. thick,
with a groove for packing. The piston-rods are
of steel, and driven into the pistons . Crossheads
are of steel, with brass guide blocks working between
guide bars . A pin running through crosshead
takes into a hole in the centre of each guide block,
and so supports crosshead . Connecting-rods are

crankshaft , the two halves being held together by
two screws . The crankshaft was made from a
piece of mild steel 4 in . by it ins . , cut and drilled
out rough , then filed to size. Afterwards it was
heated and twisted a quarter turn , when it was
turned up for wheels and eccentric sheaves. The
driving wheels, 34 ins . diameter, were screwed on
to ends of crankshaft with a tight fitting thread,
which I found sufficient to hold them. The trail
ing wheels, the same size as drivers, were screwed
to a plain rod . A coupling-rod of mild steel con
nects the two . The bogie is made from f-in . brass
plate, with a brass block fitted to guides fitted
crossways, with spring either side to keep bogie
central , and at the same time allow movement of
engine over bogie a certain amount right and left ,
besides the motion around pivot pin fitted to bed
plate of cylinders . Bogie wheels are if ins. dia
meter. All wheel bearings are fitted with springs.
The driving wheels have two spiral springs each
side ; trailing wheels have laminated springs, made
from some old Verge watch mainsprings .
The bogie wheel springs are laminated, and are
fixed to centre of bogie frame each side , the ends of
spring taking on wheel bearing. Spring buffers are
fitted, also screw coupling to front end of engine
with spring drawbar. Two dummy lamps are
fitted . Cab and splashers are made from thin
sheet brass, and held to frame by four nuts and
bolts.
The engine has not been made exactly to scale,
but made so as to have a working model with a
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resemblance of the original. I have made the
boiler somewhat larger than it ought to be according
to scale ; also several of the other dimensions have
been departed from to suit convenience. I fancy
that the weight , about 16 lbs., is rather heavy for
the size of boiler and cylinders . I had the mechan
ism tried by another boiler before I fixed the proper
boiler on, and I obtained a very high -speed with
14 to 15 lbs . , which more than satisfied me. The
gauge is 3 * ins .
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to be pressed . The top chamber is made to re
ceive water and hydraulic pressure as required , and
varying from 1 lb. to 400 lbs . per sq . in . Attached
to top chamber by a ring and nine bolts is an india
rubber shape, which is pressed into the hat and
mould , and adapts itself to any shape required .

A Model Hydraulic Press .

1

By WM . WEATHERHEAD , JUNR.
" HE illustrations given herewith are of a working
TH model hydraulic press , the prototype of
which is used for shaping straw , felt, and other
hats. At an exhibition held in Edinburgh this
model was awarded first prize in the open class,
and later on, at Lincoln Exhibition , ' it gained second
prize in the same class.
The model is worked out to a scale of 3 ins. to
the foot from one of the large presses in use in a
Luton factory. It is made in cast and wrought
iron and steel, and worked out to scale in the
minutest detail . It stands 20 ins. high, and its

FIG . 2.—SIDE View.
When in use the two chambers are held together
by the three steel hooks and triangle . This is my
first attempt at model-making.

FIG . 1. –FRONT VIEW OF MODEL HYDRAULIC
Press,
weight is 40 lbs. Making the drawings and
patterns, and building the model has taken the
greater part of two years' spare time. Possibly a
few details as to the working of the machine might
interest some of my fellow MODEL ENGINEER
readers.
The bottom chamber of press is steam heated,
and made to hold the metal shape of hat required

A RECORD TURBINE Run .- What is claimed as
a record run for a steam -turbine was completed
when the 600 h.-p. Westinghouse -Parsons turbine
generating set was shut down at the close of the St.
Louis Exhibition . The plant had run from June
20th to December 2nd — a period of over 3.962
hours — without a stop, during which time it had
supplied light and powerfor the various Westing.
house exhibits. The speed of the turbine was
3,600 revolutions per minute , and the bearings
showed no signs of wear, although they had com
pleted 855,792,000 revolutions .
KIRKCALDY INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION . —The third
annual exhibition of the Kirkcaldy Home Arts
and Industries Association will be held on the 3rd ,
4th , 5th and 6th of May next . There are sections
for all classes of work, and special classes for
mechanical and electrical models. Whilst the ex
hibition is open to all , the work of amateurs and
Entries
professionals will be judged separately.
must be made by March 31st. £100 is to be spent
in prizes. Schedules and entry forms may be ob
tained from the secretary , J. Rowan Thomson , C.A ..
214 , High Street , Kirkcaldy, N.B.
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which will be described when dealing with the gear
in a later paper.
Having finished our patterns and obtained good
castings therefrom , we turn our thoughts to the
machining and finishing of the same.
If a shaping machine be available , it will be
worth our while to skim the bottom of the bed .
plate, so as to give us a surface to set it by when
machining the facings. The faces for taking the
cylinder feet for the guides, and for the tops of the
main bearings, should all then be planed with one
setting ; we can then assume that these surfaces
are very nearly in parallel planes . The scraping

A Model Horizontal Engine
with Joy's Valve Gear .
By H. MUNCASTER.
( Continued from page 224. )
ITH regard to the cylinder pattern (see
divide along the centre line of the bore. A
core print " will be required fin . less in diameter
than the size to be bored. Allowance should be
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Fig . 9.—Plan,
MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE CYLINDER DETAILS .
made for facing the ends of the cylinder, say,
1-16th in . at each end . The steam chest pattern
will be similar to the casting, allowance being made
for facing the ends to exactly the size of the
cylinders. The cylinder covers should have a boss
cast on out of which can be turned the stuffing
box , leaving a flange of a diameter equal to the
greater dimensions of the oval flange. ( If it be
preferred to make a round flange on the gland for
the sake of saving labour, the flanges on the covers
may be left round as they come from the lathe . )
The remaining patterns call for no comment ,
except, perhaps , the bracket for the reversing gear ,

and finishing should be a comparatively small
matter if the final cut has been a light one. There
are several ways of boring the cylinders with some
prospect of getting the axes parallel to each other.
İf a lathe be at hand having a faceplate piactically
true, a good way is to fix the casting to the face
plate , set and bore one cylinder by means of a
tool fixed to the slide-rest , afterwards face the
whole of the end of the casting by the same means .
This will give a surface parallel to the faceplate
if the casting be then turned round and the faced
end bolted to the faceplate , so that the remaining
cylinder is in a position for toring. It should be
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fairly parallel to the one previously bored ; the
trueing of the remaining surfaces is then a very
simple matter. The method of clamping the
cylinders to the slide -rest and using a boring bar
in the lathe , will occur to those who may not have
a lathe large enough to swing these cylinders on
the faceplate .
In a case where the steam ports are made by
bolting on a plate, the facing should be very care
fully done to make the joints steam-tight . The
result seenus quite satisfactory and has on the
engine now described produced a perfectly steåm
tight joint .
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no difficulty in replacing it in the exact position as
before.
The forgings are of mild steel . The crankshaft
( Fig. 11 ) was hammered out of a flat bar, the
ends being swaged down to about } diameter ,
with a neck between the cranks of about the same
diameter . The cranks were then in the same
plane as parts of the original bar. The neck was
afterwards heated to a bright red , and twisted so
as to bring the cranks to the proper angle-90 degs.
A little care is necessary not to injure the forging
at that place. It may be wise to twist it only a
small amount and swage again , repeating the pro
kg
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Fig . 11.-CRANKSHAFT.
Fig. 7 , which is a longitudinal section of a
cylinder, and Fig . 8 a transverse section , will show
how these are arranged.
It will be seen that
the valve works on a plate , which is of steel,
and is held in place by being bolted between the
faces which form the ipper side of the cylinder
and the lower side of the steam chest . By this
means the difficulty of casting small cores to form
the steam ports in the cylinder is avoided . The

cess a few times until the angle is right . There will
be no harm done to the forging if the twisting is not
too violent ; and this method is a very simple way
of forging a double crank of this class .
The connecting - rods were forged sclid . It will
be noticed that the piston rod is forged to the cross
head . This will simplify the making , and will
shorten the distance between the crosshead and the
cylinder. The links of the valve gear were cut cut

8 %
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FIG . 12. - CONNECTING ROD.
plate can be made with the ports properly shaped
and with sharp edges so as to ensure a correct dis
tribution of steam and exhaust .
The cylinders are held in position on the bed by
means of
in . diameter steady pins driven from
underneath . No snugs were cast on the bedplate
to hold the cylinder as would be the case in a large
engine , because these would interfere with the
planing of the faces on the bedplate. The steady
pins are fitted with a nut, and are in place of the
middl bolt at each side of the cylinder.
The bolt holes in the cylinder feet were marked
off, drilled to measure with holes giving a small
amount of clearance for the bolts , the bedplate
drilled to suit . The cylinders were then carefully
aligned, firmly bolted down, the roles drilled and
steady pegs fitted and driven in. If it be necessary
to take off the cylinder at any time , there is then

of flat bars which had been carefully hammered
down. The slide covers ( Fig. 21 ) were also ham
mered out of a flat bar.
The larger parts of the motion were machined and
finished to the exact sizes , but it may not be neces
sary in every case to do any machine work if the
forgings be left very nearly the finished sizes , as
no surfaces are too extensive to be put into shape
by the use of a decent file and a share of elbow
grease . In finishing the connecting rod, a straight
edge laid along the flat side of the large end may be
used to test the work , as it will just line with the
side of the opening at the smaller end .
The details of the rod will be understood from the
sketch ( Fig . 12 ) . The larger end has a jaw into
which the brasses are fitted ; the jaw is then closed
by a square distance piece. When this is in place,
a f.in , turned bolt is driven through and screwed up .
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This is a much more simple arrangement than
fitting a loose strap to the butt end of the rod , and
is quite as reliable.
The strength depends on the resistance to shear
in the bolt . To give an idea of this resistance , the
writer instances an experiment with a similar rod
having a bolt turned in . diameter , which carried
over 27 tons before breaking .
The brasses are adjusted for wear by means of a
t-in . thick cotter, having one edge tapered 1 in 8 .
The ends are in , diameter, turned and screwed the
whole length . A turned washer and nut at each
end serves to lock the cotter in any position .
The bearings , glands, slide-valves , & c . , were cast
in gunmetal , all from the same pot , to ensure the
whole being of a uniform colour .
( To be continued .)

A Model Dirigible Balloon .

It will be found that the lifting power of a
balloon decreases rather rapidly after inflation ,
this being due to gaseous diffusion . The contents
of a balloon which has been inflated with pure gas ,
and allowed to stand for some days, will be found
to contain a large percentage of air.
Now, with respect to the “ motor,” and referring
to Fig . 2 , it will be seen that it derives its power
from a piece of square elastic of about 1-16th in .
cross section and 3 ins . long . This , working over
a small pulley , is secured to some thread wound
round the spindle , which , in turn , transmits its
power to the pinion carrying the propeller. Of
the wheels , in my case , the pinion was the spindle
of a light wheel from a French clock, with the long
end squared and pointed with a file for the recep
tion of the propeller . The brass wheel which was
removed was filed down thin for lightness, and
soldered to about ij ins . of a straight darning needle .
The frame, which was of about 1-25th in . thick
sheet aluminium , about fin . broad , was bent to
shape, and riveted as shown with a short length of
aluminium wire . The holes for the spindles were
now marked and drilled with a small Archimedian
drill . They were enlarged to size by a darning
necdle held in a hand vice. The exact position of
the cogs to give smooth turning can be found by
slightly bending the frame . As the long spindle
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By W. S.
" HE dirigible balloon which I am about to de
THIscribe depends for its maintenance in the air
on two indiarubber balloons , such as can be
obtained for one penny at any “ indiarubber shop."
As the success of the whole thing depends on these
being inflated to the full with pure gas , and as
the household gas supply is altogether inadequate
for the purpose, it will be convenient, first of all ,
to describe the simplest method of inflating them ,
making use of the pressure in the water mains.
The apparatus used is shown in Fig. 1 , and con
sists of a large tin drum , about 15 ins . high and
9 ins . diameter. The one I used originally con
tained vaseline , and had a lid , which , when greased ,
was a gas-tight fit. Into this lid ( or into the top of
the drum ) was soldered a fairly large tap ( A ) for
water, and also a gas tap ( B ) , both having necks for
the reception of rubber tubing . Another water tap
( C ) was soldered as low down as convenient .
The level of the water was shown by the gauge
(DEF ), which consisted of two brass elbow tubes
( D and E ) connected by a length of glass tubing
( F ), this being held in position by short pieces of
rubber tube bound on . The method of using this
filler is as follows : First , the drum was filled to the
top with water through A, excluding all air. Now
closing A , connect B to the gas supply, and open C.
Water will run out, and gas be drawn in. When
all the water has run out , close C and B. The drum
now contains pure gas. Place a balloon on B, and
secure it with thread . Turn on the water supply
( A ) , which will force gas into B with all the pressure
of the water supply behind it . When the balloon is
as full as it will hold , turn off A and B , and if the
neck be long enough , tie it up before removing it
from B ; if the neck is not long enough , slip the
balloon off the tap, and hold it while someone secures
it with thread . Two balloons should be filled in
this way to their utmost capacity, remembering
that , within certain limits , the more gas you get in
towards the end , the greater will be the lifting
power available. Much of the first gas is required
to counteract the weight of the balloon itself. The
weight which these two balloons are capable of
lifting should be taken for reference when making
the " motor," as the weight must , of course , be
kept down to this limit.
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Fig . 1. -GAS RESERVOIR .

has to be removed from its position every time the
“ motor ” is wound up the hole A was covered
with a piece of watch -spring secured at one end only,
the other end being covered in the same way , but
with the spring held at both ends ; thus, by sliding
the spindle slightly towards A , the end B is freed,
the spindle being easily replaceable when full of
thread.
The boom which carries the pulley-wheel, and to
which the frame must be firmly bound , was made of
ordinary deal, and was about $ in . thick , round ,
and just 8 ins. long. The pulley wheel over which
the elastic works was turned out of a cedar- wood
penholder, and measured in. by 1-10th in. It
was carried on two thin strips of aluminium , and
revolved on a needle , which had been softened to
enable its free ends to be bent down .
The propeller was made from about fin, of a
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wooden match , pierced in the middle, where it
slips on the squared shaft, and split diagonally
and in opposite directions at each end . Into these
slits squares of stout writing paper were slipped ,
the exact size being a matter for experiment and
depending on the power of the elastic .
The elastic is secured to a hook of aluminium
wire bound to the boom, and is of such a length
that when fully extended it will just reach round
to the ring C , which is also of aluminium and bound
to the boom . The elastic is secured to some strong
thread , which is of such a length as will give the
“ motor " the full benefit of the elastic's stretch .
A motor made on these lines will be found to be
well within the lifting capacity of two balloons
fully inflated ; indeed , in the one described it was
necessary to hang on small pieces of wire as ballast .

Balloon 2

A Model Compound Vertical
Steam Engine .

By C. HARRISON .
'HE following is a brief description of the model
THEvertical engine which I constructed some few
years ago . Two views of the engine are given
herewith, from which it may be seen that the two
cylinders are made from one pattern ; this is ac
counted for by the fact that when the engine was
first built they were both H.-P. cylinders. Since
then , however, I have bored and turned a brass
bush , and sweated it into one cylinder, making the
engine a compound. The H.-P. cylinder is bored to
in ., and the L.-P. cylinder is bored to I 1-16th in. ,

Balloon 1
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Fig . 2. -ARRANGEMENT OF A MODEL DIRIGIBLE BALLOON .
when the balloons were newly inflated . With a
gear ratio of 1 : 7 (seven teeth on the small, and
fifty on the large one , I think ), and using a rather
large propeller, the motor will run full speed for
from four to five minutes .
The method of sus
pension is shown in Fig . 2 . Balloon 1 is fixed ,
and 2 held by a slip - knot for purposes of trimming.
It will be found that in an ordinary room the
difference of the temperature of the air at the
ceiling and the floor is considerable, and that the
balloon, in consequence, will keep to one level .
The propeller blades were so set as to pull the
s
balloon along , and I found that in this way she'
kept a fairly straight course in a still room without
the additional weight of a rudder. Though a
model of nothing in particular, and made from scrap
material , it was very interesting and—worked .

A SUGGESTED BATTLESHIP . -A 20,000 -ton battle
ship is suggested by some of the United States
Government naval experts, as it is claimed it would
possess very great offensive and defensive powers .
It is proposed to make the main battery uniform
and to consist of ten 12 - in. guns placed in turret
and broadside, while the secondary battery is to be
made up entirely of about twenty 3 -in . guns . The
armour of this type would be but little heavier than
that of the Connecticut class .

whilst both have a stroke of it ins. The valves
are of the ordinary loose pattern , having a - in .
travel. Reversing is applied to the engine. The
bore of the air pump is in ., and the stroke is i in .,
being worked from the crosshead pin with two mild
steel levers. The boiler pump is worked with one
lever, the bore is
in ., and the stroke fin. ; the
valves are of brass. I have tried the use of cycle
bearing balls, but found they did not answer so
well. The feed water is obtained from the air
pump. The governor is of the ordinary type, and
the engine makes about 200 revolutions per minute,
with a steam pressure of about 30 lbs.

Motor Trains . —The Great Central Railway
Company are intrɔducing motor trains on their
lines between Chester and Wrexham and between
Chester and Seacombe.
BOILER TUBE CORROSION . - Recent tests on the
corrosion of boiler tubes were made by forcing air
through tubes wetted by distilled water. In
sixteen weeks the loss in weight was 0: 315 gramme
per sq . in . When , however, the water was made
alkaline the loss was reduced to only 0'0997 gramme,
or 31.6 per cent . of the former loss. This points to
the conclusion that if the water in a boiler be made
slightly alkaline the corrosion of tubes may be
minimised .
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A Small Power Flash Steam
Generator .

By R. H. BOLSOVER .
T is intended in this article to deal with a small
IT powernach steam generator,such ascan easily
The
be made in an amateur's workshop.
system of generating steam on the instantaneous,
or flash system dates back to an early period in
the history of steam power ; and was, I believe,
tried on the steam coaches in Hancock & Gurney's
time . It did not , however , meet with success ,
owing to the trouble experienced with the splitting
of the tubes . The advent of good quality lap
welded iron , and weldless steel tube , has, how
ever, done away with this difficulty .
The flash system of steam generation has much
to commend it, and for safety from explosion ,
ability to carry the highest steam pressures , and to
supply very highly superheated steam , it stands
unrivalled. To this must be added the fact , that
after the burner is lighted ( in the case where oil
fuel is used ) and the engine started, the production
of steam is entirely automatic- i.e . , there is no
water gauge on the generator to watch , and no
stoking to be donc.
It has also been found that flash generators do
not fur up , or scale , after continued use , as do
ordinary fire - tube and water- tube boilers .
Flash generators may be divided into two classes ,
viz . : (1 ) Those in which the feed water is injected
directly into the highly heated lower coils of the
generator , and thus very quickly — practically
instantaneously — converted into steam ; the upper
coils act as superheating coils . ( 2 ) Those in which
the feed water is taken in to the top coils of the
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Fig . 1. - FRONT ELEVATION OF GENERATOR .
generator, and forced down through the successive
coils , finally issuing as superheated steam , from the
bottom coil immediately over the fire. The first
of the above types is called the
flash " and the
second the semi- flash system of steam generation .
The semi- flash system is really a combination of a
flash and a water-tube generator, the water being
pumped into the comparatively cool upper coils,
and always descending into hotter coils , is more
gradually converted into steam instead of being
suddenly “ flashed " as in the first example .

Fig. I shows the front elevation of the generator.
Fig. 2 shows the end sectional elevation. Figs . 3
and 4 show the plan views of Figs . 1 and 2 , respec
tively, The generating coils are to be bent to the
shape and sizes to be shown in Fig. 7. The coils are
of the gridiron variety , and must be bent from the
best quality cold drawn weldless steel tubing.
Seven coils are required - all to be bent to Fig . 7.
The three bottom coils are to be 4 -in . bore by

A
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Fig . 2 .--CROSS -SECTION .
21-32nds in . outside diameter , and the four upper
ones & in . bore by 21-32nds in . outside. With care
the tubes can be bent cold , round a “ former "
A
bolted to the bench or a stout steel plate .
small amount of deviation from the shape, and
sizes given will not matter much , provided the ends
of the coil are finished to the centres given , and the
rcquisite quantity of tube ( 12 ft . ) is got into each
coiì. Having the seven coils bent , the casing may
be taken in hand . This is to be made of 18 W.G.
sheet steel , and consists of front and back flanged
plates , and two side plates, as shown in Fig . 6.
The front plate is to be marked off and drilled
with 11-16ths in . holes ( Fig. 6 ) ; these holes, of
course, being to take the projecting ends of the
coils . Before the plates forming the casing are
finally bolted together , they are to be lined with
two thicknesses of 1 in , asbestos millboard . This
asbestos is covered with 18 W.G. steel plate to pre
vent it from cruinbling under the action of the fire.
The asbestos lining is secured to the casing by four
4 - in . bolts, passing through it , the asbestos lining
and finally the interval projecting plate. A burner
inspection pole is to be cut out of the front plate
of casing with a swing cover of the same gauge
sheet steel as the casing. If the builder intends
using coal as fuel , of course, an ordinary firedoor
will be needed .
Having the end and two side
plates bolted together , the seven coils may be placed
in position in the angle iron shelves which are
riveted on the end plate. The front plate is now
placed over the projecting ends of the coils and
bolted in position. Two angle iron squares should
be bent from i in. by i in . by } in . angle to suit
the top and bottom of the boiler casing, respec
tively, and secured thereto by | in . bolts. These
are shown in Fig . 8. . The top plate can now be
made ; this is to be of 18 W.G. sheet steel.
A
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6 - in . diameter hole to be cut in this plate to allow the
waste gases from the burner to escape , and a
flanged ring riveted to the plate to take a funnel .
The top plate is lined inside with asbestos in the
same way as the rest of the casing.
We can now proceed to connect the coils together.
This is effected as shown by means of the U -shaped
bends and unions ; the projecting ends of the
coils having all been screwed fin . gas thread before
they were placed in position in the casing. The
connecting bends are made from 4 -in . outside
diameter by 14 gauge thick weldless steel tube .
They are bent as shown in Fig . 5 ; the steel hexagon

The sequence of coupling up the coils is as follows :
Water from the feed pump enters the bottom
coil and passes upwards through the second and
third coils in series. It is in these coils that the
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Fig . 5. - BENDS AND UNIONS .
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FIG . 3. - PLAN OF GENERATOR .
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Fig . 4. -SECTIONAL PLAN .
union nuts are then placed in position in the bends ,
and the ends of these bends flanged over as shown .
This can be done by making a clamp to hold the
bend in the vice , and the fange formed with the
pane ” of a light hammer ; no difficulty will be
found in doing this cold. The unions themselves
are made from 1-in . hexagon steel bar, and are
screwed inside to suit the ends of the coils , viz . ,
3 -in . gas. These it will probably be cheaper
to buy ready -made. The actual joint itself is made
by means of a soft copper washer, placed between
the flanged end of the connecting bend and the end
of the boiler coil , and the union nut tightened down
on to the washer. This will be found to make a
perfectly steam - tight joint at the highest pressures.
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FIG. 6.-BOILER PLATE .

water is
flashed " into steam. From here it is
taken by the connecting pipe marked A in Fig . 1 ,
into the top coil of the boiler from whence it passes
down through the successive coils , in series , and
finally issues as superheated steam from the fourth
coil from the bottom . The steam is taken from
here to the engine. The connecting pipe (A,
Fig . 1 ) should be made last , and the ends flanged
to make the joints exactly as described for the U.
shaped connecting tubes.
( To be continued . )
THE LARGEST WATER TURBINE.- What is said
to be the largest water turbine in the world is being
installed in the new power house at Shawinigan
Falls , Canada. It has a capacity of 10,500 horse
power , is 30 ft . high from the base to the top, 22 ſt .
wide over-all , and 27 ft . from centre to centre of
the shaft bearings . The total weight is 364,00.5 lbs ,
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Some Motor Boats of 1904 .

( Concluded from page 221. )
N the unrestricted class of boats in the Relia
IN bile yumiest istessrslass of Thortsycrofthe Redias
30 ft. racer, Scolopendra II, gained a silver
medal, the vessel covering 178 knots in 20 hours
I minute, including stops, on a consumption of one
gallon per 5'23 knots.
The Scolopendra II has a total length of 30 ft . ,
with a beam of 5 ft . , draft of hull only 8 ins . , with
an extreme draft at propeller of 17 } ins. She is
built , in the usual plain carvel style , of cedar, with
closely -spaced American elm timbers. The turtle
deck forward , although only for weatherly qualities,
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coaming effectually prevented any small quantity of
water that might be thrown on deck from entering
the boat . The motor and silencer was , however ,
encased, to protect them from salt water spray .
Although driven by a high -speed motor, the vibra
tion is practically nil, due to the strains being so
perfectly distributed all over the boat by the engine
bearers , which extend over three parts the length
of the boat, and are tied to the shell and keel by a
perfect arrangement of oak floors thoroughly
fastened . These bearers extend right aft, and by
means of an oak connecting piece, effectually tying
them to shell and keel, form a most rigid and solid
base to which to fix the propeller shafi bracket.
The rudder, although appearing small, is of ample
dimensions , as the boat having no " gripe " aft , is
able to turn in i } times her length at full speed

Fig . 15. -MESSRS . THORNYCROFT'S MOTOR LAUNCH " SCOLOPENDRA II."

is strong enough to support a moderate - sized
person , should occasion be required to go right
forward . Two bulkheads are fitted at termination
of coaming fore and aft for strengthening purposes,
and form two very convenient compartments for
stowing light gear, &c . Under the turtle deck
forward and inside bulkhead is fitted the copper
petrol tank, of small size, but holding sufficient
petrol for four hours' continual running at full
speed, which time would never be exceeded in any
ordinary speed race for boats of this size. For
reliability trials of long duration an extra tank
would be fitted , and connected to existing one.
The steering wheel is placed right forward , and
enables the helmsman , when seated , to steer com
fortably with his head clear of the coaming, thereby
handling the boat from the best point of vantage ;
on his left being stowed the coil and accumulator
supplying current for firing the motor, with the
switch outside the casing. He is also conveniently
situated for starting the motor by a turn of the
starting lever fitted just behind . The boat proving
such an excellent little sea -boat, it was found
unnecessary to provide the usual bood , as the high

ahead without any perceptible angle of heel, and
in fact under any conditions she is remarkably
stiff. Much of her success is due to the propeller,
which is of the well-known Thornycroft high -speed
launch type, which is justly claimed to be of the
highest efficiency. Experience, gained by years of
costly experiments and actual trial data, enables
Messrs . Thornycroft to design propellers for all
conditions and types of craft with the utmost confi
dence and highest results possible to be obtained .
She is fitted with a 20 b.h.-p. Thornycroft patent
motor, which runs at 1000 revolutions per minute ,
and over the measured mile the speed obtained
with the Scolopendra was 18.2 miles per hour ( the
true mean of six runs over the course ), two passenger
persons being aboard .
The motor is of the four-cycle type, and is
similar to those fitted in the firm's well -known
motor cars. The cylinders are of cast -iron ,
with water -jackets cast round them . They are
bolted directly to the bedplate, which is usually
made of aluminium, but when weight is not of
importance may be made of cast iron . The
pistons are of cast -iron , of very light construction ,
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with cast -iron packing rings . The connecting -rods
are of special cast steel, with steel gudgeon pins
and white metal surface bearings. By making the
reciprocating parts of the very highest class of
material, the weight has been reduced to a minimum ,
and , accordingly, the vibration is scarcely per
ceptible.
The exhaust is partially water-cooled , and is led
through the bottom of the boat. This does away
with all noise and smell . Great attention has been
paid to the carburettor and mixing arrangements,
to ensure steady running and economy of petrol.
The governing is effected by a centrifugal governor
· on the cam shaft , connected to the throttle valve
by means of a dash -pot arrangement, which prevents
hunting " when the engine is running light . The
reversing and stopping is effected by means of a
“ Hele-Shaw " friction clutch . This admits of
instantaneous manoeuvring without shock , and is
not subject to the great want of efficiency which is
inherent in all reversing propellers . The propeller
is of bronze, and of the well-known “ Thornycroft
design, which has proved so successful for many
years where high speed and efficiency are desired .

Now, when a boat is hard pressed , the heeling
of the
of the boat , combined with the “ twist
sail , results in the sailcloth being more nearly hori
zontal than vertical ; and then the pressure on the
sail is more downward than sideways.
In other words, the wind may - and often doespress a boat downwards with greater force than it
exerts in driving the vessel to leeward .
Of course , there are sails—notably the “ um
brella ” sail—which was described in some of the
magazines a year or two back - which exert a lifting
freaks," and
force on the vessel ; but thesq are
are not used in ordinary practice. - Yours faithfully,
N. S.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,-I read with interest the remarks
made by your able contributor, Mr. Wilson Theo
bald , on the question of the resolution of the wind's
force acting on the sails of a yacht , producing
heeling and also downward pressure .
Now, Sir , the correct solution of the problem
depends simply upon a right interpretation of laws
of mechanics. If your space permits , I should just

The Society of Model Engineers .
[ Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of The Model
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par:
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .]
London .
FUTURE MEETINGS . —The April meeting will be
held on the 13th of that month , when Mr. Alfred B.
Harding ( Fellow of the Physical Society of London )
will lecture on and conduct experiments with
liquid air and liquid carbonic acid .
The May meeting is fixed for the 18th of that
month , when a lecture will be given by Mr. Eric S.
Bruce ( Hon . Sec . of the Aeronautical Society of
Great Britain ) , on “ Airships, Balloons , and Flying
Machines .” Further particulars of these two
lectures will be announced later.-- HERBERT G.
RIDDLE , Hon . Sec. , 37, Minard Road , Hither Green ,
S.E.
Practical Letters from our
Readers .
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached ,
though not necessarily intended for publication .]
Model Yacht Architecture .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -I think that Mr. Wilson - Theobald
is wrong in his contention that the wind does not
usually press a boat down in the water. He con
tends that when the direction of the wind is hori
zontal, the pressure on the sails is also horizontal,
If this were true , it would follow that the pressure
must always be in the same direction as the wind .
How, then , does he explain the fact that a boat can
sail to windward ?
The commonly accepted explanation is that the
pressure on the sailcloth is at right angles to the
sailcloth , the sail being so trimmed that this pres
sure drives the boat sideways and forward .
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like to offer my opinion on the point at issue , as by
a slight extension of the same principle, a very
useful hint may be given model yachtsmen , regarding
the correct angle at which they may set their sails
to suit any direction of wind , with the greatest
effect.

Fig . 2 .

Apparent wind
10 units
3th
Rea win Headway
d
r
105
The sketch in Fig . I shows the force of the wind
acting on a yacht's sails.
Suppose the force of the wind on a plain surface
10 units in horizontal direction
first resolve this
10 units force into one 9 units acting square to the
sail (assuming it to be braced flat) , and another
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( which we may disregard ) of 44 units acting parallel
to the sail . The 9 units is the force which is our
only concern now . Resolve the 9 units into one
84 units horizontal , producing simple heeling , and
another downward force of 3 units , producing more
heeling , but also adding its effect to the displacement .

8 points
\ 90°

App. wind
10'unitsN Ý

4
points

If we extend this application of the wind's force
by considering its effect in a horizontal direction ,
producing headway and leeway, we can determine
the most effective angle through the line of centre
of effort, at which to trim the sails to each direction
of the apparent wind whose direction when the yacht
is in motion is shown by the vane or flag at the mast
head and is the resultant of the real wind and that
due to the yacht's headway as shown in Fig. 2 .
Figs. 3 , 4, and 5 illustrate the method of obtain
ing the greatest propulsive force on the sails and the
magnitudes producing headway and leeway are
shown in the columns below, and the forces for a
larger and a smaller angle are calculated , from
which it may be seen the great mistake often made
in bracing the sails too fiat.
The best angle the sail is from Cr . line at stem
No. of points apparent wind is from stem ,
divided by 2 .

FIG . 3 .
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38
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Written in mathematical language , the force
acting square to the sail is 10 units x Cosine e ; and
the force acting horizontal producing simple heel
ing = 10 X Cos . 20 ; and the force acting downward
producing also more heel and greater displace
Sin . 20
ment = 10X Cos . o x Sin . 0 = 10 X
2
... this downward force is greatest when the yacht
is heeled to 45 °.
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Angle of sail .
App . wind . Headway . Leeway .
10 units
3
6 Points, 671°
IO
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5
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87
2}
85 °
If the yachts in Figs . 3 , 4, and 5 were heeled
over as in Fig . 1 , the 10 units would have diminished
to the 87 units . - Yours truly .
ALFRED HILEY.
Barrow -in - Furness.
Note .-- The angle is measured at the height of
centre of effort and the apparent wind is only con
sidered ; but , nevertheless , the principle will enable
young yachtsmen to apply their judgment in
telligently .
A Model Steam Lorry .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir , -In your issue of March and I noticed
a model steam lorry described by Mr. Alfred
Harris . Might I suggest the addition of a simple
reversing gear, which might not only tend to im
prove the model, but might be useful for readers
possessing electric locomotives ?
Herewith is a
sketch showing the plan of the gearing. It will be
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noticed that I have added a similar train of wheels
to those originally fitted , the spindles of the wheels
E , E ' being supported from the body of the truck ,
only they must be separately mounted. C, C' is
the main shaft leading to the driving wheels . Now,
as the shaft D , to which the small bevel wheel is
attached, is revolved by means of a flexible coup
ling , the shaft D will revolve in almost any position ,

F

F
с

A SIMPLE
BВ

10m

REVERSING

A

GEAR .

On each spring is soldered a wire, which is con
nected as shown - a (of S ' ) to d ( of S ? ), and B ( of
S ' ) to c (of S ' ), and so on.
These boards , to which the springs are fixed , are
placed in the bed of the sleeper, either on the laths
or between the mattress and clothes , and are so
regulated that the extra weight of the sleeper will
cause the springs to come in contact with each other .
When the alarm goes off, it makes the contact
with the switch R ; the hammer of the alarm striking
the armi 2, and causing it to release the switch R ,
which springs back to the stud T, and thus com
pletes the circuit. As long as the sleeper lies in
bed the electric bell will continue to ring, but on his
waking and getting out it will cease.-Yours truly ,
G. E. NAGLE ,
Co. Kerry .

Queries and Replies .

E'

E

G+

→K
D

either towards G or K. Now, if D be moved to
wards G, and supposing the bevel wheel to be re
volving in the direction of the arrow, the other
wheels , E F, following in due course, it will now
be seen that with D in this position , it propels the
lorry forward . If , on the other hand , the bevel
wheel is moved on to E' towards K , it will propel
the car in the opposite direction . By means of a
simple slide attached to D , which, in its turn , is
worked by a small lever in the front part of the car,
the bevel wheel could be slipped into one gear and
out of the other at will . Needless to say that the
gear must be changed only when at rest . -Yours
truly,
W. E. F. J.

A Simple Electric Alarm .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, -I have noticed the various ideas
which have been put forward for an effective
electric alarm, and having some time ago conceived
a plan on the subject referred to, I beg to submit
a diagram of it , with the following explanation .
C is the contact maker, which consists of a piece of

( Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects shoulă be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name must be in .
scribed on the back . ( 2) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post- card)
should invariably be enclosed, and also a Queries and Replies
Coupon cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few daysmust usually elapse before
The Reply can be forwarded. (5) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published. The
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6)
Al Queries should be addressed to The Editor, The MODEL
ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
(13,586, N.c.) Windings for a 12- in. Sparking Coil. C. L. S.
am
( Islington) writes : I wish to make a 12-in. sparking coil, and
thinking of winding the secondary in sections which will be the
thickness of the diameter of the wire, or in the same manner as
Marshall & Woods wind their coils. ( 1 ) How should each of these
sections be insulated from one another ? (2) What should be the
length and diameter of iron core ? ( 3) What gauge iron wire ?
(4) How many pounds and what gauge should primary be ? (5) What
length of iron core should be covered by primary ? (6 ) Dimen
sions of insulating tube ?
For a 12-in. spark coil :-Core of 22 S.W.G. iron wire, 18 ins .
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FIG . 1. - DIAGRAM or Connections .
MR. G. E. NAGLE'S SIMPLE ELECTRIC ALARM.
wood , to which is fixed a movable arm (2) .
The
stud , or terminal T is filed to the shape shown . S
is a wire spring, which tends to keep the switch
R against T.
Si and Sº are pieces of wood , to which are fixed
springs that overlap one another, but do not touch .

FIG. 2.- CONTACT MAKER .

long, I 11-16ths diameter ; weight about 8 lbs. Primary , s lbs.
13 ozs. No. 14 S.W.G. silk -covered. Secondary, 17 lbs. No. 36
S.W.G., 2 lbs. No. 34 S.W.G. Ebonite tube, 22 ins. long, I in.
thick, outside diameter 3. ins. For details of construction of
induction coils see handbook , • Induction Coils for Amateurs," 7d .
post free ; also recent articles on coils.
( 13,585) Oil Engine Gumming Up." H. W. (Redcar)
writes : I have a " National " gas engine (5-in. piston ), which I
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have transformed to use paraffin oil with a Trusty carburettor and
hot sleeve on the exhaust pipe. I am using vacuum gas engine oil
for the cylinder, at 2s. id. per gallon - buying it by the cask . When
I am working on gas the engine runs well, and the lubrication is
good , but after running with paraffin the cylinder is quite dry -- no
oil in it whatever -- and the piston sticks fast in the cylinder. I
should be glad if you could give me reason and cure .
This is frequently the way rith oil engines. The " gumming
up ” of the piston is due to improper vaporisation of the oil. Too
high, and sometimes too low, a temperature
will
of the
by vaporiser
adding some
cause this. You might get over your difficulty
paraffin to the lubricating oil. But, first of all, try adjusting the
temperature of vaporiser. Then try some of Price's oil engine oil.
Write them , stating what you want it for (size of engine). It is
the best to be had on the market. To prevent sticking, pour a
little oil on the piston just before shutting down . The starting up
will be made much easier then.
( 12,598) Windings for Small Motors. G. H. S. (Oldham )
writes : Enclosed you will find drawing of castings which I have
had made. Will you kindly let me know through your journal
the number and quantity of wire required for this model motor.
Also, the method ofwinding and the power that should be required
to drive the model. The armature is built up of soft iron stampings
and the magnets are also soft iron .
34 "

EZTE

Duery 12590
FIG . 1 ,-FIELD MAGNET .

KT
Puery 12398
Fig . 2. -WINDING FOR SMALL MOTORS .
Wind the armature with No. 24 gauge D.s.c. copper wire about
I ozs , and the fields with No. 20 gauge d.c.c. copper wire about
3 OZS. on each magnet limb ; get as much as you can on the armature
and wind the magnet until the depth of winding is about equalto
the thickness of the core on which the wire is being wouud. The
field coils must be connected in series with each other and in series
4 to 6 volts
with the armature. A current of about 2 amps . atmotor.
The
pressure should be about right for working this
magnet cores are too small to obtain best results ; they should be
or the equiva
ins. by t ins.
is, itins.
thatby
equal in area to the yokes,
If the cores are made of
#
lent instead of being only in.
wrought iron they can be of half the area of the yokes. Circular
wrought iron cores, 7-16ths in. diameter, would give good results,
using the same winding.
( 13,620 ) Daniell Cells. W. J. L. (Oxon) writes : I have made
up aset of three 3 -pt. size Daniell cells, as described in your hand
book . “ Electric Batteries." I should like your advice on the
following : ( 1) Each cell, when tested with voltmeter, shows exactly
1 volt, but when connected in series (copper cylinder to Leclanché
ziac) the total voltage is only a shade over 2 -- that is, the meter
hand is moved to two points over the 2. (2) Does it make any
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difference to the output whether the copper sulphate is dissolved
in water , then poured into the porous pot with the copper cylinder,
and finally some crystals placed in the porous pot? I have, as
yet, simply put the copper sulphate directly into the porous pot
without any previous dissolving.
(1) Each cell should give about 1 volt, and therefore the three
cells in series should give 3 volts on open circuit, or when discharg
ing at a very low rate. Perhaps your voltmeteris wrong ; try each
cell and see if there is a bad one amongst them. If each really
gives i volt , then the voltmeter is reading wrong. ( 2) It does not
matterwhether you mix up your copper sulphate solution separately
or in the cells ; perhaps you have not yet secured a strong enough
solution. The E.M.F. is increased by increasing the density of
the copper solution. You do not say which of the patterns de
scribed in our handbook you have made. The copper sulphate
must be in the vessel containing the copper plate or cylinder.
( 13,618) Secondary and Primary Cells. G. R. (Wey
mouth) writes : I am thinking of setting up a small accumulator
installation as described in " Electric Batteries : How Made and
Used." Would you kindly give me further information on the
following points?. ( 1 ) How many 8-volt lamps could be lit
from this installation at one time, and what candle -power light
would 8 - volt lamp give ? ( 2 ) What capacity are these accumulators
with plates size as given in your book, andhow long would it take
to fully charge them with twelve gravity cells ? ( 3) When accumu
lators are fully charged, would not the voltage be too high for
8-volt lamps ? (4 ) Would the current be too great to keep a lamp
going alone all night as a night-light ? This would be, of course,
after other lights had been used, so suppose current would not be
so much as if lamp was switched on after batteries had been idle for
the day, and no current taken ? ( 5) Would this installation give
sufficient current to work a motor powerful enough to drive an
ordinary sewing machine ? (6) Must zincs be amalgamated in
gravity cells ?
(1 and 2) Kindly quote the number of the page or pages in
which this installation is described ; we can then advise you. ( 3 )
It is necessary to regulate the voltage of an accumulator battery
to some extent by inserting a resistance or switching in or out one
or more cells, as, when fully charged , the voltage of an accu
mulator is higher than it is after working for a short time. It
should be 24 volts percell for a short time, but rapidlydropping
to 2 volts per cell, at which it should remain fairly steady for a con
siderable portion of its discharge ; it then slowly falls to 1'8 volts
per cell, at which point it should be re -charged. When charging
by primary batteries,the best plan to adopt is to always keep the
accumulator in as fully a charged condition as possible, re- filling
again directly it is cut out of use, no matter how small a discharge
has been taken. (4 and 5) See remark on 1 and 2. ( 6) Zincs
must be well amalgarnated for use in any battery.
( 13,603] Apprenticeship. J. B. ( Bishop Auckland) writes :
I should be very pleased if you would answer the questions which
I give below . I am very anxious to make some headway, and am
now studying mechanical drawing, because I would like to be by
profession a draughtsman. I am now with a very poor firm , where
I am learning to be a pattern -maker. I am only 15+ years of age,
and I have been at the trade 14 years. Do you advise me to stay
in the pattern shop another year or two ? or get into a drawing
office as soon as I can ? Do you think Ishould need a very good
education before getting into an office ? Do you advise me to take
a course in the Electrical Engineer Institute of Correspondence
Instruction ?
Stick to your pattern -making by all means, and get as much prac
tical experience in the workshop as you can . A draughtsman
without this practical knowledge is not of much use. You are more
likely to make a living as a good pattern -maker than as a draughts
man "; the pay in drawing offices is poor, and the work very trying,
You must keep up a good appearance, so that your pay will not go
so far as if you were in a workshop. Certainly, study by even
ing classes in mechanical drawing and mechanics, and electricity,
if your inclination is that way, so as to make yourself as competent
as you can ; but we advise you to aim at being a leading or foreman
pattern -maker rather than a draughtsman. At any rate, you can
get into a drawing office at almost any time by learning drawing
at evening classes, but you can never get practical experience if
you do not get it when young. We believe the Electrical Engineer
Institute of. Correspondence is a good institution, and gives good
instruction
( 13,460) Riveting Tools. J. P. ( Bolton) writes : Will you
kindly tell me where I can obtain the riveting tool mentioned by
Mr. Á . Greenly in describing Mr. Robbin's model locomotives, in
the issue of December 24th, 1903 (page 614) ?
These rivet snaps can be obtained from Messrs Pfeil & Co.,
St. John Street , Clerkenwell; price, about is. 6d . for the larger,
and is. 3d. for the smaller, size.
( 13,607) Dry Cells ; Charging Accumulators. A. R. W,
( Stoke Newington) writes : I should be pleased if you would
answer these queries :-(1) Which is the most efficient dry cell
the one described in THE MODEL ENGINEER handbook , or the one
in No. 191 (page 591 ) of THE MODEL ENGINEER ? Also, are the
ingredients measured by weight or bulk ? (2) I have accumu.
lators which are sealed off with paraffin -wax ; is it likely that the
current leaks through this covering ? (3) í require to charge
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accumulators with Fuller cells. When the voltage of cells drops
below that of accumulator, will the current rush back from the
latta through the Fuller battery ? If so , how can this be pre
vented , as Ishall have to leave the cells to look after themselves
for seven or eight hours at a time ?
( 1) They are both good - it is difficult to make comparison
but the fact that the one referred to in THE MODEL ENGINEER has
had an enormous sale as a commercial article is evidence that it
is a very good cell ; ingredients are measured by bulk. ( 2) No,
paraffin -wax is an excellent insulator. ( 3) If the voltage of the
cells falls below that of the accumulator the latter will tend to
discharge, the amount of discharge depending upon the difference
in the voltage and the resistance of the primary cells ; there is not
likely to be a rush of current. Use primary cells as large as possible
so that there will be little drop in their volts, and use one or two
extracells with some resistance wire in circuit to absorb the extra
volts : this resistance will materially help to prevent the accumu
lator from discharging back. You should be able to adjust matters
so that the cells will be all right for eight hours or so.
(13,593) Nodon Valve Patent Nos. D. F. F. (Leeds)
writes : Your reply No. 13,528 to hand, for which I thank you.
Will you please give me the patent number of the Nodon valve
so that I can get a copy ; also do you know anything about the
Churcher rectifier ?
Nodon's patents for rectifiers are No. 5421 of 1901, and No.
5978 of 1902, the latter one being for the more up-to -date arrange
ment, as mentioned in The Model ENGINEER. We are not
acquainted with the Churcher rectifier.
(13,633] Midland Compound Locomotive.
A. C. H.
( Bristol) writes : I wish to build as a compound engine a model
of the Midland Railway compound express locomotive (No. 2631) ,
and would be obliged if you could kindly tell me where I could ob
tain drawings of same ; or if any such have been published in any
of the mechanical papers ?
Working drawings of the Midland Railway " Smith " compound
locomotive were published in Engineering for February 6th, 1903,
price 6d. Address : Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.c. ;
postage extra.
( 13,647) Voltmeter Windings. A. E. P. (Clifton ) writes :
I am making a voltmeter as described in the small handbook on
Measuring Instruments," and on reading queries in this week's
MODEL
a correspondent
to read
30 voltsENGINEER
instead ofI 20seeand
is advised to is
usemaking
No. 38one
s.s.c.
In
your book you say s.c.c. Would you kindly advise which is best
to use --cotton or silk covered ? Also about the right amount such
a bobbin as is described would take ? Also would you kindly
inform me the gauges of the enclosed wires, marked No. 1 and
No. 2 ? As I have a small quantity of each , kindly say if either
of them would do to wind the bobbin to give reading to 30 volts.
Silk covered wire is preferable. The bobbin will take about
3 ozs. weight. Your samples of wire are as follows :--No. 1 is
27 gauge, No. 2 is 26 gauge ; they are both of too thick a gauge
to use for a voltmeter to read to 30 volts.
( 13,625] Current Carrying Capacity of Wires. G. H.
(Codnor ) writes : I shall esteem it a great favour if you will kindly
assist me. ( 1 ) How to calculate the number of lamps various
sizes of wires will carry ? (2) How to calculate the fuses for
various sizes of wires and cables ?
( 1) A rough rule is to load the wire in the proportion of 1000 amps.
per sq. in . of sectional area ; this is, however, a moderate load.
There is another rule which may be used as follows :-26 X (area
of wire) 82. (2) Fuses are calculated by reference to fuse tables.
Those compiled by W. H. Preece being in general use. They may
be found in electrical pocket books, such as Fowler's “ Electrical
Engineer's Pocket Book," price is. 9d. post free. When arranging
thewiring of an installation , the current in the wires is partly
determined by the drop in volts allowable in the particular case ;
this is calculated by knowing theresistance of the wires as found
in wire lists, the drop in volts being equal to the current multiplied
by the resistance of the wire.
( 13,606 ) Making Electro -Magnets. S. H.G. (Whitby) writes :
I should be much obliged if you would kindly enlighten me with
regard to the following ? I have made a horseshoe electro -magnet,
with soft iron bar, 1 in . diameter core . I wound 5 lbs, weight of
No. 21 S.W.G. D.C.c. wire ( 2 } lbs. on each pole) wound direct on
to the cores, without bobbins, but with soft iron washers to keep
the wire from slipping off the poles. I have a 4 -volt accumulator
and an ammeter of doubtful accuracy. ( 1) What amperage would
the ammeter likely register with 4 volts, and would it register
more than 8 volts also with 12 volts,or would the increase of weight
lifted by the magnet affect the ammeter readings ? (2) Would the
lifting power of the magnet be appreciably increased if using 8 volts,
also 12 volts, instead of 4 volts ? (3) Would the soft iron washers
referred to reduce the lifting powerappreciably, as compared with,
say, brass or wood, or some non-magnetic substance ? (4) What
voltage would suit best for lifting heavy weight ?
(1) With 4 volts the amperes would be t , with 8 volts d, and with
12 volts amp., respectively. ( 2) The lifting power of the magnet
will increase with the current flowing throughthe coils : by applying
more volts you will send more current through the coils, and con
sequently increase the lifting power. The power of a magnet
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depends upon the ampere turns of the coils — that is, the number
of turns of wire in the coils multiplied by the amperes flowing
through the wire. This is, however, affected by the magnetic
condition of the iron core as regards saturation ; when you reach
a point such that the core is getting towards saturation with
magnetism , the increase of current will have very little effect.
There is also a limit to the current which a given size of wire will
stand without becoming too hot. As explained above, the in
crease of current which will follow an increase in the volts will
increase the lifting power of the magnet provided its core is not
magnetically saturated. Increasing the volts really means that
you increase the pressure tending to send current through the
coils. ( 3) The soft iron washers help to increase the magnetic
leakage which does no useful work ; non -magnetic washers would
be better, but probably the difference in effect will not be very
marked. ( 4) It is not the voltage but the current which is the
effective factor. The voltage must be a question of convenience
in getting your electric current from mains or battery, &c. For a
given size of coil you will get maximum effect with thick wire and
heavy current: this means working with low voltage, but the
question of voltage is as before explained not the determining
factor. You can either adjust the volts to your coils or the coils
to your volts according to convenience. If you are going to work
with batteries you can readily adjust the volts ; but if you are
workingoff supply mains, for economical thermal reasons you would
adjust the coils to the voltage.
( 13,699) Dynamo Windings for 2 amps. 110 volts.
W. T. T. (North Shields) writes : Some little time ago I wrote
enquiring about winding for a 4-pole series motor, which you were
kind enough to forward, and I have since made up the machine,
and it works in a first-class manner. I therefore now ask if you
would oblige me with replies to the following : ( 1 ) How much wire,
and what gauge, to wind on armature and fields for 110 volts and
2 amps. in the outer bi- polar type of machine, with about a 4 -in .
diameter by 3-in. long armature ? (2) What speed (approximate)
should this arm be driven at ? If you do not think the proportion
a good one, would you please suggest a better ? I wich to use
carbon brushes in the above dynamo, and not drive at too high a
speed.
( 1 and 2) A better proportion for a 2-pole drum armature would
be z ins, diameter by 4 ins. long, or 37 ins. diameter by 34 inz, long.
Such an armature to give the output you mention would have as
a suitable winding No. 24 gauge p.s.c.copper wire ; a quantity of
about 1 lb. would be required. Field-magnet would be wound with
about 5 lbs. No. 27 gauge s.c.c. copper wire as a shunt winding.
If you used a toothed core armature, and plenty of iron in the field
magnet, you may get your output at about 1500 revolution , per
minute ; will depend very much upon the length of gap between
armature and field -magnet polez. If you cannot get the machine
to excite, try copper brushez instead of the carbon . The propor
tions of armature mentioned in your letter are more suitable for a
ring, though you could make a drum of these dimensions, and it
would work , but the dead wire at the ends would be excessive.
(13,635) Induction Coil. G. C. (Dumbarton ) writes : I
have an induction coil (French make, I am told) , enclosed in ebonite
case, containing core, primary and secondary wire, and condenser.
There are four terminals on one end marked BM , PX, PI, I ;
the other end has one terminal, marked B. Could you direct me
to the proper distribution of the various wires for the above, or
could you give me a simple diagram of the wires for a coil with five
terminals I have just been reading the new No. 3 Manual, and
have also read handbook on “ Induction Coils," but have not been
able to get at the correct connections for the above coil. I think
coil works in connection with magnet. If so, please let me know ;
also give me fullest information about the above.
The coil appears to be a firing coil for motor cycle engine ; if so ,
the primary is connected in series with an accumulator, and the
make and break on the engine. One end of the secondary goes to
the sparking plug, and the other end is joined to the frame of the
machine. The condenser is joined across the break . The frame of
the machine is used to form part of the primary circuit. You could
use the coil as a spark coil by providing a break to work with it,
and connecting it up as an ordinary coil, as shown in the
given in our handbook. The break can be made as a diagrams
separate
thing to the coil. We have assumed that there is no break fitted
to your coil.
(13,637] Silver Plating. T. G. (Blyth) writes : Will you
please tell me how silver plating may be done on a small scale with
a tank about i cubic foot?
You require a vessel made of some insulating material, such as
wood or porcelain , to contain the solution , into which is dipped the
article to be plated and a piece of silver ; the article is joined to the
negative pole and the piece of silver to the positive pole
of a dynamo or battery, the current flowing through the
bath deposits silver on the article. A single Daniell cell, of as
large a size as possible, will do, as silver does not require more than
1 volt to deposit it. The article must be perfectly clean . You
will require a handbook to understand what to do ; a very good one
is Bonney's " Electro -platers' Handbook," price 3s. 3d, post free.
It is usual to place a small adjustable wire resistance in series with
the bath to regulate the quantity of current flowing.
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The News of the Trade .
[ The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materia is
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.)
Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .
A Petrol Electric Lighting Set.
The “ Wargold " petrol electric set, illustrated in the accom .
panying woodcut, should be popular with those who require

horse -power, or thirty 8 c.-p. lamps 2d. per hour. The dynamo
is of the enclosed type with long bearings, ring lubrication, and
carbon brushes. The engine is supplied without the dynamo or
any specified make of generator will be fitted. The engine is suit.
able also for pumping, ventilation , farm work, and other purpose ;.
Full information is included in the special circular issued describing
this new set.
*Small Volt and Ampere Meters.
We have received from Mr. A. Macpherson, of 151 , Walford Road,
Sparkbrook , Birmingham , a sample of one of the cheap voltmeters
he has lately placed on the market. The instrument is of the
gravity type, and is arranged with a flange for switchboard use ,
but we understand is alsosupplied with feet so that it may be
placed on the bench . The diameter is 27 ins., and the standard
readings for voltmeters is o to 5 and o to ro, and for ammeters
o to 5 and o to ro. As far as we can judge, testing the instrument
sent with our office instrument, it reads correctly. The finish is
everything that can be desired, and we can recommend these instru
ments to our readers as excellent value for the money .
New Catalogues and

Lists .

Whitney, 117 , City Road , London, E.C.-We have to hand
a copy of the new List C, an attractive catalogue describing this
well-known firm's mechanical specialitie ;—viz. : model launch
engines, single cylinder, twin cylinder, and compound ; prices for
finished engines, castings, and machining the separate parts being

V

MR. A. MACPHERSON'S CHEAP VOLTMETER .

electricity, have no gas service , anddonot want to be bothered
with the trouble of a steam or paraffin engine. Messrs. Ward and
Goldstone , of Dutton Street, Manchester,say thatthis setis the
result ofa long series of experiments made by them in order to
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THE 64 WARGOLD ” PETROL ELECTRIC LIGHTING SET .
produce a reliable and simple petrol engine suitable for directly
coupling to a dynamo. The engine is of the two-cycle type, giving
an impulse every revolution and there are no moving valves. The
main bearing is fitted with an oil well and a lubricating ring. The
cylinderhas a water -cooled head , and the speed , whichcan be
regulated, is controlled by a governor. It is also stated that with
petrol atgd. per gallon, the approximate costof running is itd .per

included ; the new Whitney water motors, horizontal engines in
two sizes, with cylinders by 1 7-16ths ins. , and it by 2 $ ins., and
wheel castings, cylinders, and other accessories. Full particulars
of two sizes of small power gas engines --the h .-p: “ Simplex
and } h.-p. " Ayth "-are also given , together with prices and other
information concerning larger engines suitable for heavier work.
We can recommend this list to all our readers.
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E have recently noticed quite a number of
articles in various journals dealing with
the preparation for, and the prospects of ,
the engineering profession. As this is a subject in
which many of our younger readers are interested ,
we may mention two of such articles which appeared
in The Machinery Market for March 3rd , and in
Flashes ( issued by the Sunderland Y.M.C.A. ) for
March , respectively. In the former, particulars are
given of the conditions under which several well
known firms accept apprentices and pupils , together
with a good deal of generally useful information .
The latter article is by Mr. Alfred Harrison , who is
a local director and manager of Messrs. Richard
sons , Westgarth & Co., Ltd. , the well -known
marine engine builders. He gives some excellent
advice to the would -be engineer . While referring
to this subject , we would like to impress upon those
who write to us for advice on becoming engineers
the necessity of stating as fully as possible the nature
of their personal position and preferences . A
parent who writes, as many do, simply asking how
his son can become an engineer , can hardly expect
any advice except of a character as indefinite as
the information with which he supplies us. To
enable us to give any hints of value we should be
told ( 1 ) the age and education of the boy ; ( 2 ) what
class of engineering is preferred ; ( 3 ) whether any
premium can be paid ; if so , how much ? (4) whether
residence at home is necessary or not ; ( 5 ) what
position is ultimately aimed at .
W

With reference to the article on Mr. Baines'
model G.N.R. loco in our issue of the 9th inst . ,
one of our readers ( J. A. B. ) writes : — “ I happened
to be in Gainsboro ' on the roth, and being an
ardent model engineer , I gave myself the pleasure
(although a stranger ) of calling upon Mr. Baines,
who very kindly took me to his little shop , and there
for nearly two hours I feasted my eyes on the finest
model loco I think I have ever seen . Photos and
written articles, like statistics , may be made to
show anything, but in this case one must see the
model to adequately estimate the workmanship .
Seeing that this class of engine is now practically
obsolete, the ultimate destination of the model
should , in my opinion , be South Kensington
We are glad to have this appreciation
Museum .”
of Mr. Baines' workmanship , and to know that it
fully comes up to the description given in our
pages . We have no doubt Mr. Baines would be
willing to extend the same courtesy to any other
model locomotive enthusiast who feels sufficiently
interested in his model to go and see it .
*
A correspondent sends us a cutting from an
evening newspaper in which the following amusing
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advice on an electrical alarm for early rising is given
in all seriousness : - “ In answer to Sleepy Head's '
inquiry I may say that , owing to his (or her) in
ability to awaken at a given time the surest remedy
would be as follows : Get first an induction coil
( they are inexpensive ) and a couple of Obach dry
cells, cost about 6d . each . In conjunction with the
alarum of the clock already in possession, and con- :
tact made with each of the feet for the supply and
return , I have no doubt that it would then be a
compulsory matter with regard to turning out , for
the current would continue in its work until such
times as the contact was broken ."
Our corre
spondent who rescued this effort of inventive genius
from the obscurity of the lay press suggests that
this is a much simpler arrangement than those
which have lately been described in our columns
and supposes that the strength of the current
would be varied to suit the sensitiveness of the party
concerned . He concludes by expressing a hope that
one of our staff will make a personal experiment !
Why not our correspondent himself ?

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journalwill be sentpostfree to any address for 135. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order,
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How to ADDRESS LETTERS .
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,
and all new apparatus and pricelists, & c., for review , to be addressed
to The EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer,” 26—29, Poppin's Court ,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, The Model Engi
neer," 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating tosales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co. , 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain, 123 , Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.
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[ The asterisk ( * ) denotes that this subject is illustrated . )
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Three

PUBLISHED
WEEKLY .

Dynamos .

By E. R. TURNER .

FIG . 1.–MR. E. R. TURNER'S THREE DYNAMOS .

FEW particulars of my three dynamos may
interest readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
The largest machine, which is shown separately
in Fig. 2 , has an armature 34 ins. by 3 £ ins . ,
drum 24 slots, wound with 1 lb. of No. 22 D.C.C. ,
shaft has slotted keyway, and stampings are keyed
on . The shaft is { in. diameter at stampings, į in, at
commutator, and } in , at journals ; bearings are
cored out in. , except at ends, where they are same
size as spindle, the latter being coated with a film
of graphite and laid in position. The bearings
were then slightly heated, and block tin poured
into the chamber around the journals ; this gives a
good fitting bearing, and is, of course, sure to be
true as far as alignment is concerned . The com
mutator is 11 ins. diameter by in. long, by in.
bore, and is divided into twelve sections, and in
sulated with thin leather, as at Fig. 3 herewith .

A

The pulley is it ins. diameter by it ins. long, and
has one fange on inner edge. The base, pulley and
magnet I had cast locally from my own patterns
in soft iron ; all other castings were cast by myself
in aluminium . The fields are wound with 5 lbs.
of No. 22 D.C.C. on bobbins in the lathe. The full
output of the dynamo I do not know, but I have
had it lighting three 8 -candle-power lamps, which
it does easily ; the weight of machine is 56 lbs.
The intermediate machine seen in the photo
graph ( Fig. 1 ) has armature if ins. diameter by
1 in. long. The stampings were cut out by myself,
and have six slots, wound with 2 OzS. No. 26 D.C.C.
in six sections. Fields are cast iron, and wound
with 6 Ozs. No, 22 D.C.C.
This dynamo weighs
1 lbs ., and was made merely to ascertain how
small a workable machine could be made. At first
it was tried with a wrought -iron field as undertype,
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but the iron proved to be too soft ; an ironclad
field in cast iron was then tried , with little better
result. The Knapp field seen in the photograph
gives every satisfaction, and lights a 2 candle
power lamp very well.

Workshop

Notes

and Notions .

( Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
on publication, if desired, accord
paid for
contributions
merit. willAllbe matter
intended for this column should be
ing
marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)
A Jig for Making Small Nuts.
By P. G. P.
Having some occasion to make a number of nuts
for 1-16th in . bolts, I thought of the following
method so as to save trouble , and to produce a
more accurate result :
The nuts were made from a strip of sheet metal ,
as wide as the nut is across the flats. After being
drilled and tapped, the strip was cut up, and the
nuts thus formed placed in the jig described below
and filed up.
The jig was made by filing a slot in a piece of
sheet iron as wide as the nut is across the flats,
and about three times as long as tłe nut is across
the corners ; this was then riveted lightly to another
piece of sheet iron ; a hole of the same diameter
as the bolt was drilled in this on the centre line
of the slot , and about half-way down it .
Then the two edges of the jig were accurately
filed up , as shown in the sketch, so that the angle
between them was 120°, and that this angle was
bisected by the centre line of the slot ;
also that the two sides were the same
distance from the centre of the hole
as the sides of the slots were . The
whole accuracy of the nuts, of course ,
depends on this . A nut just cut from
the strip was screwed down into the
slot towards the end of filing up, and
filed up with it , being turned end for
end occasionally , and taken out and
tested. When this nut was down to
correct size, of course, the jig was true

Insulation

e Shaft
Nut

-Commulator sections
Fig . 3. – SectioN OF COMMUTATOR .
The smallest machine (seen in Fig. 1 ) has an
armature 2 ins. long by 2 ins. diameter, 8 -slotted,
drum wound with 4 ozs. No. 24 d.c.c. in eight

Q
O

O

MOOEBE

Bolt for fixing
nuls in ſig
Fig . 2.-THE LARGEST OF THE THREE DYNAMOS .

sections ; fields cast iron, wound with it lbs. No.
24 D.C.C. This machine also works very well.
OIL SUPPLY . - Oil is to be pumped 2000 miles
from wells in Indian territory to the Standard Oil
refineries in New York City. The route of the pipe
line, which is said to be now ready for operation, is
from Red Fork to Kansas City , to Whiting (near
Chicago ), to Cygnet , O. , through Pennsylvania to
Olean, N.Y. , across New Jersey, and under the
Hudson and East Rivers to Greenpoint, N.Y.

A JIG FOR MAKING SMALL NUTS.

also . The edges of the jig were tben slightly
case- hardened , to prevent the file damaging them
afterwards.
The nuts are bolted into the slot by means of the
hole in the jig , and filed up till the file lies along the
edge of the jig.
Finally , they are taken out , locked back to back
on a piece of straight screwed wire chamfered with
a file, being held in a lathe or drill chuck. A length
of 1-16th- in . brass wire, bent into a loop at one end
and screwed about 1 in . down the other, as shown ,
made a very handy bolt for fixing the nuts in the
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slot , when a nut had been screwed down to the end
of the thread on it .
After the strip has been made , the nuts can
easily be turned out at the rate of two dozen in an
hour.

A Repair Job.
By “ SREGOR."
The accompanying sketch is intended to illus
trate a practical method of repairing a cracked
water-jacket on a motor or even a cylinder wall

291

A Cheap Mallet.
By E. FITZGERALD .
Procure a it-in. steam tee-piece, with a 4 - in .
outlet, cut two pieces of any hardwood , and turn
them down to 2 ins . in diameter, 2 } ins . long ;
taper them down to it at one end , and screw them
as far as they will go into the it -in . openings of
your tee -piece. A piece of } in . steam barrel is
now required ; screw this into the -in. outlet-and
the mallet is complete.

The “ Model Engineer ”
Locomotive .

Electric

By A. W. MARSHALL .

Crock

A

Sheet copper B

C
O
METHOD OF REPAIRING A CRACK .
which is subject to the immense pressure from the
explosion , and will make a perfectly tight joint .
On referring to the illustration, A shows elevation
view of cracked water-jacket or cylinder wall ; B,
a plan of same in section . In A is shown the crack .
A slot should be milled along the centre of the
crack and should overlap the ends of it to prevent
the crack extending when the studs are screwed in
tight, which is described later. The milled slot
should be about #in , wide, and the bottom of slot
should be flat, as this forms the base of joint . A
piece of wrought iron or mild steel must be let in
this slot . The face next the crack in the slot must
be faced flat and should be an easy fit sideways or
the uneven expansion of the two metals may cause
the crack to open . When the piece is let in, a hole
must be drilled right through the piece and jacket
at each end of crack and tapped as shown. When
this is accomplished, the piece C must be with
drawn and a very thin piece of sheet copper let in
the slot and the piece C pressed tight on it . Now
the plain screws must be screwed in , and the lot
filed off level with jacket or cylinder side, as the
case may be.
The principle of the repair is in the fact that
when the sheet copper is inserted after the holes
are tapped it alters the pitch of the screw in holes
slightly, and as the screws are being screwed in it
pulls the piece C very tight on the copper and thus
forms a very efficient joint. The screw will require
to be a bit small on the end to enable them to start
into the slightly altered pitch of thread.

VI. - THE MOTORS.
(Continued from page 247. )
DUMMY armature consisting of a
A Dcylinder, havingra ciamistiens equal towane
armature diameter plus the clearance, would
be of great assistance : if fitted with a spindle it
would enable you to fit on the bearings perfectly
in line with the centre of the tunnel. To those
filing
having only facilities for drilling and
the following procedure should be adopted
First , file the edges of the magnet frame ( H ,
Figs . 26 and 27 ) flat, and parallel with each other,
and square to the sides of the frames ; then file
the surface ( J , Fig. 30 ) to take the core flange so
that it is square with the edges of the frame, and
drill the four holes for the screws which hold the
core flange. At this stage, lay aside the frame and
proceed with the bearings as follows : -File the
inner faces ( LL, Figs. 31 and 32 ) flat and to correct
thickness ; then drill the holes for the spindle and
fixing screws . Now take the dummy armature
previously referred to, place it in position in the
bottom pole face, slip the bearings on its spindle,
and mark off the holes for the fixing screws in the
frame so that you can thus get the bearings nicely
in position and true to the bottom pole face. Of
course, if the pole face is badly out of position , you
must file it until the spindle comes central with the
frame. With the bearings fixed in place and the
dummy armature in position , you can then take
the core in hand . By filing the top pole face and
the flange, you can adjust it exactly to the dummy,
When this is done, and the core is truly in place.
mark off the four screw holes in the flange by means
of a scriber placed through the holes in the top of
the frame so that, when drilled and tapped, the
magnet frame is complete with the bearings and
tunnel all ready to receive the armature. An oil
hole should be drilled in each bearing boss.
The armature is to be of soft cast- iron , but can
be cut out of wrought iron if preferred ; it cannot
very well be made of stampings without sacrificing
part of the polar surfaces, as there is not sufficient
room at the ends for projecting coils. It should be
noticed that the boss at one end of the armature
core is to be placed at the gear end, as it is intended
to act as a distance piece and prevent the coils
from rubbing against the inside of the bearing.
The commutator consists of a ring of brass cut
into three equal sections and mounted upon a bush
of ebonite or vulcanised fibre ; it will be sufficient
to drive this bush tightly upon the motor spindle ;

the sections of the ring are to be fixed in place by
countersunk screws tapped into the bush .
The brushes are of carbon and slide in brass tubes,
which are held in insulating blocks of ebonite or
vulcanised fibre. These blocks (see Fig. 33 ) are
made with a tongue at one side which fits into a
slot in the side of the bearing plate, so that they are
held rigidly when fixed by screws which pass
through the fibre near the brush holder and into

l
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brushes, the more lightly they press the better
so long as the brush does not chatter. The com
mutator is contained in the box projecting from
the bearing plate . This box is closed at the top
by the inspection lid, as shown in the drawings.
Before fitting on the caps ( Fig. 34), through which
the bogie wheel axle passes, it will be well to try
the distance between the centres of the gear wheels ,
as the distance between the centres of the armature
spindle and wheel axle must be adjusted so that
the teeth of the gear wheels will engage correctly .
To find this distance, place the gears flat upon a
surface with their teeth engaging in gear and with
a pair of dividers ascertain the distance between
their centres. You can now try the caps on the
bottom edges of the bearing plates , and fit them on
so that the holes for the axle will pass through
their centres . These holes must each be exactly
the same distance from the centre of armature
spindle and also in the same straight line. The
best way to mark off the centres for these holes
would be to draw centre lines through the centres
of the armature spindle to pass through the axle
bearing caps , and then to measure the distance of
the centres along these lines. It will probably be
noticed that the object of these axle bearings is to
keep the wheels in gear, whilst the motor can be
free to move up and down on its supporting springs.
The pinion can be made in one piece with the
spindle, and this method certainly disposes of the
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Fig . 30.-END ELEVATION OF FIELD MAGNETS
AND ARMATURE ,
the bearing plate . The brush holders are closed
at the outer end in any convenient way. A disc
of brass may be soldered in to form the end . To
press the brush against the commutator a coiled
brass spring is made of hard brass or steel wire and
inserted between the end of the brush and the end
of the tube (see Fig. 27 ). The brush holders are
clamped in place by means of the setscrews seen
in the drawing ; a nut is provided on the screw and
serves to hold the connecting wire from the brush
to the terminal, the wire being placed round the
screw and the nut screwed down upon it . It should
be seldom necessary to remove the brush holders
as the brushes will stand wear for a long time, but
they can be easily withdrawn by slackening the set
screw. The springs should not be made too stiff,
or they will produce a considerable load on the
motor by pressing the brushes too hard upon the
commutator as well as causing undue wear of the

Fig. 33.–FIBRE BLOCK .

176 "

y

Fig . 34 .-- BEARING CAP .
difficulty of fixing it on so that it will not come
loose . If this plan be adopted , the armature would
probably be better fixed to the spindle by means
of a setscrew instead of the small taper pin shown
in Figs. 29 and 30, as it may be necessary to withdraw
the spindle for the purpose of rewinding or repairing
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the armature coils ; but after all, it is not very
difficult to wind on the coils with the gear end
bearing in place, so that the question of with
drawal of the spindle is not of so much importance
as might appear on first consideration.

26 " .
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E

1

Fig . 31.-BEARING Plate .
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the fibre and are tapped into the brass ; the heads
of these screws should be sunk in recessed holes so
that they are quite 1-16th in . clear of the motor
frame. Similar precautions must be taken with
the commutator and brush gear : each commutator
segment must be absolutely
without metallic connection (ex
cept through the armature coils ) ,
L
with either the spindle or either
of these segments, and each
brush holder must likewise have
5
no metallic connection with the
frame or bearings on which it
is supported . It will be noticed
that the circular holes in the
box enclosing the commutator,
through which the brush holders
project, are of larger diameter
than the holders, so that the
latter do not touch the metal
of bearing ; these holes should
be of at least } in . larger diameter
than the holders. It should be
noted here that the bearings
must be made of non -magnetic
L
The side plates are
material.
so close to both poles of the mag
net that iron may not be used . A
small brass washer (see Fig. 29 ) is placed at the end
of the commutator to prevent wear of the fibre
bush when rubbing against the end of bearing .
( To be continued .)
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If the pinion is separate from the spindle the most
simple way of fixing it would be to sweat it on with
solder. The hole in the pinion should be slightly
smaller than the spindle so that the end of the
latter can be turned
down to allow a small
L
shoulder so that the
pinion can be driven
tightly up against it ;
D
both the end of the
spindle and the hole in
-pinion should be tho
roughly well tinned all
over ; warm them by
means of a clean flame,
and when the solder
runs press the pinion
firmly on to thespindle
with a slight twisting
movement and then
allow to get cold. If
well done, the pinion
will be firmly fixed .
L
A third way would be
to drive the pinion
tightly on to the
kung
turned -down end of the
Fig . 32.-BEARING PLATE : COMMUTATOR SIDE .
shaft and then to drill
THE KEARNEY - T110M MONORAIL SYSTEM . -At
the pinion
andofhalf
a small
hole half
shaft
thethe
in to
-to
a depth
equal
width
theinpinion,
and
the local Industrial Exhibition held last week at
then to drive a round pin firmly in the hole to act
the Battersea Town Hall, Mr. E. W. C. Kearney
as a key. The pinion must be a tight fit on the
exhibited a working model of the Kearney-Thom
spindle or the pin will tend to throw it outof truth .
Monorail Railway, which we understand a syndicate
The terminals at the side of the frame are to be
is applying for Parliamentary powers to construct
fixed on an ebonite or vulcanised fibre block , as
between London and the Sussex coast . In the
shown in the general drawing. It is fixed to the mag .
model the coaches were fitted with two-wheeled
net frame by two countersunk screws . Remember
bogies running on a rail centrally in the track ,
that each terminal must be absolutely without
and were kept upright by small trolley wheels
metallic connection either to any of the others or to
running between the flanges of a channel iron over
the frame of the motor ; therefore, beware of pro
head . The provision for the necessary strength
jecting screw ends. The four brass plates are to be
and rigidity of the overhoad structure would appear
fixed to the fibre or ebonite block by means of
to be not altogether easy, though in the case of iube
countersunk screws which pass upwards through
railways this difficulty would be lessened .
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The

Latest in

Engineering .

New Twin - screw Turbine Yacht . - The Fair
field Shipbuilding and Engineering Company
recently launched the twin-screw turbine yacht
Narcissus, built to the order of Mr. A. E. Miller
Mundy, of Derby . This vessel is 245 ft . long over
all , 27 ft . 6 ins . wide, and 16 ft . 3 ins. deep to the
main deck, and has a Thames measurement ton.
nage of 782 tons . She will be driven by twin screws,
and the propelling machinery consists of two inde
pendent Parsons compound steam turbines and one
condenser. There is one high -pressure turbine on
the port side and one low -pressure turbine on the
starboard side of the ship, and a reversing turbine
is incorporated with each . These two turbines will
each drive a separate shaft with one propeller on
each shaft. The boilers for generating the steam
are two in number, of the cylindrical , multitubular
marine type, adapted for a working pressure of
180 lbs . per sq . in .
Hill's Railway Coupling. - A new coupling
attachment , the invention of Mr. E. J. Hill , of Vic
toria Street , London , is designed to facilitate the
coupling and uncoupling of goods wagons by
means of the coupling pole , and consists simply of
a small hook clipped on the upper part of the third
link of the coupling chain . As things are at present ,
if a shunter wishes to couple one wagon to another,
he catches the last link of the coupling chain with
the twisted hook of his coupling pole and swings
it into the drawbar hook of the other waggon , dis
engaging the pole by a turn of the wrist just as the
chain falls into place . If he fails to give this turn
at the right moment , the pole is liable to be jammed
in the drawbar hook by the weight of the chain ,
and the projecting pole, carried along by the moving
wagon , may possibly knock him down or otherwise
injure him . In uncoupling he places his pole
under the last link and throws it out of the hook ;
but in so doing he has to force the link up the re
verse inclined plane of the hook , and the resistance
is sometimes so great that the pole snaps. In that
case he is supposed to get a new one before con
tinuing his work ; but often there is no new pole
near by , and rather than walk perhaps half a mile
to fetch one , he is tempted to take the risk of going
in between the wagons. It may be noted here that
there is an unfortunate lack of uniformity in the
shapes of the drawbar hooks affected by different
railways, and in some cases their points are so
much bent backwards that uncoupling is made
unnecessarily difficult . Further, since longer and
heavier trains came into vogue the difficulty of
manipulating the coupling chains has increased ,
because , in order to gain strength , they are now
made of 11 -in . , instead of 1f- in . , metal , and weigh
some 8 lbs. more than they used to . With the Hill
attachment there is no need for the twisted iron
hook at the end of the coupling pole ; in fact , a plain
pole , like a broomstick , is all that is required . In
coupling , the pole is slipped into the little hook
attached to the link and the coupling lifted upon the
drawbar hook , with no chance of the pole becoming
jammed. Similarly, in uncoupling , when the
shunter drops his pole into the little hook ( as it is
claimed he can readily do in the dark even ) and
lifts the coupling, the natural direction of motion is
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such that there is little or no pressure on the inside
of the drawbar hook ; in consequence, not only is
the operation easier , but the strain on the pole is
less , and the likelihood of its snapping diminished .
Moreover , if it does break , the chances are that
one of the pieces will still be long enough to be
used until a new one can be obtained. It is said
that a pair of these clip-hooks can be hammered on
to any wagon in a few minutes, without withdraw
ing it from service , at a cost of us. or 4s . , which , it
is suggested , will be partially set off by the saving in
broken coupling poles , not to mention the increased
ease with which the shunters will be able to perform
their work. Several British railways , we under
stand , have already determined to experiment with
this device .

Air-cooled Cylinders for Motor Cars. - Air
cooled cylinders are employed in the Mahoning
motor car, which is of the Oldsmobile type. The
radiating portion of the cylinder and head is
covered with rings of copper spirals . These are of
square section wire made into a triangular coil ,
i in . deep , that is strung upon copper ribbon, then
wound round the cylinder walls under a tension of
1800 lbs. , after which the whole is electroplated , by
which means the copper spirals become practically
part of the cylinder . An auxiliary exhaust port is
fitted ; 19 sq. ins . of radiating surface are pro
vided per sq . in . of cylinder wall , and with a cooling
fan running , it is stated that after five hours ' run
in the factory , at 900 revolutions per minute , the
cylinder head was cool enough to take hold of
without burning the hand .
Wireless Telegraphy.--Arrangements have
been made whereby messages may be sent to Cunard
mail steamers at any stage in their voyage across
the Atlantic . During the first three or four day's
after the vessels leave Liverpool the messages will
be sent from Poldhu, Cornwall , direct to the steamer.
During the next three or four days the messages
will be forwarded by cable to the North American
Continent , and repeated thence to the approaching
ship. The charge for the direct messages is 25. old.
per word , and for messages which have to be re
peated from the other side 35. 0 d . per word .

Stone Sawing by Wire. —This business is now
successfully carried out in France , and a complete
plant for this purpose comprises an endless wire
which passes round a series of pulleys , one of which
is a driving pulley. The necessary tension is ob
tained by a straining trolley working on an inclined
plane. Between the driving shaft and this trolley
the saw frame is situated , and on it the guide pulleys
for the wire saw are fixed . The wire , as it travels ,
is made to press lightly on the stone, and the
cutting is done by sand mixed with water . The
wire is formed with three strands , each strand being
a steel wire having a diameter 0.098 in . The strands
must be twisted fairly tight , and should make one
turn in 1 • 18 in . In the workshop the wire can be
driven at a speed of 23 ft . per second , but in quarries
or adits it is recommended that the speed should
not exceed 13 ft . per second. A uniſorm force niust
be exerted on the wire to produce the cut ; bu : the
force must also be capable of being easily varied ,
and it must be proportionate to the length of
the cut .
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A Small Power Flash Steam
Generator.

By R. H. BOLSOVER.
( Continued from page 279. )
N making the joints, the screwed ends of
IN the coils should be smeared with Dixon's
graphite pipe composition before the union
is finally screwed up. This composition is not
affected by heat , and its use enables the unions
to be easily removed at any time. The coils should
now be coupled up to a test pump and hydraulically
Algemene
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( the bottom ones dull red ) , a small quantity of water
should be injected by means of the hand pump.
Steam will at once show on the pressure gauge and
on pumping in a further small quantity , 180 or
200 lbs . will be indicated . Steam can now be turned
on to the engine , and on doing this the pressure on
the steam gauge will fall back , perhaps , 50 to 100
lbs . , but will quickly recover as soon as the engine
gets under weigh, and the engine force pump settles
down to work . As the steam from this generator
is very highly superheated , no engine should be used
in connection with it , in which the cylinders, slide
valves, or piston rings are of brass, or the engine
will quickly be ruined . It will also be desirable, if
the engine is a double -acting slide - valve one, to
have a coiled steam pipe between it and
the generator. This will cool off the
steam to a slight extent . To derive
the full benefit from this superheat ,
single-acting engines are the correct
thing. The hot steam can then be direct
to the engines, without damaging them,
and great economy will result from its
use.
The “ Cremorne
patent paraffin oil
burner which is capable of burning oil
having a flash point of 74 to 150°, and
is, consequently, especially adapted for
use in England or the tropics , consists
of a vaporising coil and baffle, a movable
inducing tube with expanded top called
a burner head, a nipple, and a tapered
needle . The tapered needle is attached
to the burner head , and moves with it ;
its tapered end enters the nipple. The
oil is forced under a pressure of from
30 lbs. to 60 lbs . per sq. in ., into
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Fig. 7.-GENERATING COIL.

tested to 800 lbs . per sq. in ., tightening up any
union that shows signs of leakage. Keep the
pressure on the coils for half an hour to give weak
places time to show themselves. The generator is
now complete , and , if fitted with a suitable burner ,
or efficiently fired with solid fuel , will be found
capable of giving 3 b.h.-p. at 200 lbs . pressure , and
considerably more at higher pressures. Fig. 9
shows diagrammatically how the connections from
generator to engine and from engine pump to
generator are to be arranged . From this it will be
noticed that the only fittings required are a small
spring loaded relief valve , back pressure valve , and
a small hand pump .
The method of starting up a flash generator is
as follows :-After the coils have got thoroughly hot

15

Fig . 8. —ANGLE IRON SQUARES .
the vaporising coil , where it is fully vapor
ised , passing down to the nipple , and thence as
vapour up the inducing tube . The bottom end of
the inducing tube being open, the velocity of the
vapour Sucks up air through the opening, and
passes through the small holes in the periphery of
the burner head, as a mixture of vaporised oil and
air . Upon issuing from the small holes the mixture
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again replenished with methylated spirits before
turning on the paraffin.
Among the points to be remembered is that all
regulations of the burner must be done by its lever ,
and not by throttling the oil to the burner, and also
that the pressure in the oil tank must not be allowed

27MB

takes up more air and is lit by the flame there ,
and burns with a clear bright flame .
When the burner head is in its lowest position , the
tapered needle almost entirely cluses the orifice in
the nipple, only allowing a very small amount of
vapour to pass into the inducing tube ; conse
quently the fame is very small, and the burner is
giving the minimum amount of heat.
In order to ensure the coinplete vaporisation of
the oil , the whole of this flame is thrown on to the
baffle surrounding the burner head, and from it on
to the vaporising coil above .
As the burner head is raised , the tapered needle
is simultaneously raised out of the nipple, allowing
more vaporised oil to pass through and into the
inducing tube, and consequently, a larger flame
is obtained ; but by the raising of the burner head ,
a number of the holes in its periphery are raised
above the level of the baffle, thus allowing the flame
to spread , and only a portion is thrown back on to
the vaporising coil .
When the burner head is raised to its highest
point, all the holes are above the level of the baffle,
and the needle is clear of the nipple , so that a
maximum amount of vapour passes into the in
ducing tube , and the whole of the fame is allowed
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Fig . 9.—DIAGRAM OF Pipe CONNECTIONS .
(H.P., Hand - pump ; S.V. , Steam Valve ; S.P. ,
Steam Pipe ; E. Engine; C.V. , Check Valve ;
E.P. , Engine Pump ; R.V., Relief Valve ; W.P. ,
Water Pipe .)
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to spread , and none of it is thrown back on to the
vaporising coil . At first sight it would seem that
as the flame increases , more oil has to be vaporised ,
and that consequently , more flame, instead of
less flame, should be thrown on to the vaporising
coil ; but this is not the case , because as the flame
increases, so the heat in the firebox increases , and
the radiating heat then suffices to keep the vapor
ising coil hot.
An evaporative efficiency of 15.6 lbs. of water
per lb. of paraffin oil has been obtained with the
burner under a “ locomobile ” boiler, which I
believe to be a record for the combination of an oil
burner and boiler .
In lighting up, first pump the air pressure in the
oil tank up to at least 30 lbs . Fill up the dish with
methylated spirits ; light with a match. When the
spirit has nearly burned out , raise the burner lever
one or two notches , then turn on the oil gently ,
when the vaporised oil will light up on issuing from
the holes in the periphery of the burner head .
Now turn the oil on full , leave the flame burning
at this until it burns clear, upon which the burner
may be further raised . If, in lighting up , the flame
appears to be blown about and not to be sufficiently
heating the coils of the burner, the dish should be

DO
O

PLAN .

Fig. 10. –3 H.-P. “ CREMORNE ” PARAFFIN
BURNER .
to get lower than 20 lbs . , to ensure the good work
ing of the burner . The burner should at all times
burn with a clear, bright , vellowish -white flaine ,
except when turned quite low.
CYANIDE . - Cyanide is being made indirectly
from barium carbide, which comes from the electric
furnace . Calcium cyanimide, also a product of the
electric furnace , promises to be an important source
of cyanide.
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Steam Yacht .

By THOMAS FISHER.
'HE model steam yacht illustrated herewith is
TH not a working model , inasmuch as there are
no engines or boiler in her, the model being
made only to occupy a glass case. The hull was
cut out of a block of yellow pine, and measures 4 ft .
long, 6 ins. beam , and 5 ins. deep. The lifebuoys,
some of which can just be seen in the picture,
are eleven in number ; they were turned from
ebony , and then painted white. The ventilators ,
davits, two steering wheels , and the anchors are
all made in brass ; whilst the cabins, skylights,
in
coinpanion
and wheel- house were made
mahogany. The steps leading to the bridge,
cabins, and down the side are of sheet tin , and
soldered. The particulars were taken from the
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Locomotive Tank Engines .
By “ LOCOMOTIVE."
' HE recent correspondence in our contemporary
TH the Engineer, upon locomotive tank engine
derailments — a correspondence arising out of
the G.W.R. Llanelly accident - is one which has
proved interesting to the writer, as, during its
course , reference has been made to experiments
with models. Mr. C. Stretton brought forward
the view that tank engines generally are more
dangerous at high speeds than tender engines,
owing to the former being subject to violent
oscillations," which do not present themselves
in express engines , even if of the same design ,
due to the steadying effects of the tender.
According to the Engineer, and to its several corre
spondents, it has not yet been proved that a

MR. THOMAS FISHER's MODEL STEAM YACHT .
tank engine is more likely to run off the rails
drawings of Capt . Brush's model steamer, which
than a tender engine. If the former class of loco
appeared in The MODEL ENGINEER of April 23rd ,
motives are at all dangerous at high speeds, it is
1903.
due to something in the design and construction
which makes them unsuitable for fast traffic, and
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY . -The Dominion Govern
it is not because the loco is a tank engine , but
ment has made a contract with the Marconi Wireless
because it is not a good tank engine. In addition ,
Telegraph Company for the erection of two new
it was asserted that in proportion to the numbers
stations on the St. Lawrence and the enlargeinent
of each class of engine in use, statistics do not
of all the present stations , so that they can keep in
show that the one type of engine is more dangerous
constant communication with each other in direct
than the other.
ing the movement of ships.
Mr. John Reikie, whose practical experience is
BOILER TUBE CORROSION . - Recent tests on the
well known , put forward the theory that the
corrosion of boiler tubes were made by forcing air
climbing of the flange of a wheel is not due to the
through tubes wetted by distilled water. In
weight being relieved off both journals, as the
sixteen weeks the loss in weight was 0'315 gr. per
result of
oscillation " longitudinally around the
sq . in . When, however, the water was made
driving axle, but owing to weight being relieved
alkaline the loss , was reduced to only o‘0997 gr ., or
off the journal of the wheel which climbed, throwing
31.6 per cent. of the former loss. This shows that
excess weight on the opposite journal of the samo
water in a boiler should be slightly alkaline, so that
wheel . With regard to the tender preventing
the corrosion of tubes may be minimised .
derailment , Mr. Řeikie pointed out that not only
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do tenders derail , but so do engines with tenders ,
each and every one for the same reason as that
which causes a tank engine to run of the rails.
For many years , he said , he had made a careful
study of flange climbing, and travelled below the
body of a vehicle to watch the process when the
vehicles were passing round curves . When noting
the defective vehicles, and testing the weights on
the journals, he found in every case that the wheel
prone to climb did so from want of weight on the
journal to keep the wheel down on to the rail , and
gave an instance out of hundreds which had come
under notice .
The diagram herewith represents the wheels
of a covered goods wagon , showing the weight
on each journal .
This vehicle had run for several
weeks in this condition ; when running empty
and when entering a curve, wheel B mounted
and went off the line .
It was found that there
was a slight rise in the rails under wheel A , and
opposite the spot where B first climbed the rail .
Under ordinary conditions this rise would have
been put down as the sole cause of the accident .
The wagon looked in first -class condition. Testing
the weights on each journal , however, showed the
true state of affairs. It must be obvious that ,
owing to the journals being outside the wheel , the
increased weight thrown on journal A , owing to the
slight rise in the road , tended to lever up the axle
and assist B to climb . It was found the unequal
weight on the journals was brought about by two
new springs having been placed under the vehicle,
one at A and cne at C.
The true remedy, Mr. Reikie contends, is, there
fore , to arrange for the automatic adjustment of
weight on cach journal to suit the ever - varying
conditions of road and vehicle .
Mr. Henry Lea, of Birmingham , examples of
whose work have often graced our pages , put for
Ward similar reasons for the derailment of the
engine, and said that his experience was that one
engine of a given type would run with the utmost
steadiness, evincing, as far as he could judge , no
tendency whatever to leave the rails , the whole
machine working with a beautiful rhythmical
smoothness which excited admiration . Another
engine of the same type , and at no higher speed
than the other, would plunge from side to side so
violently that it became almost inconceivable that
it could continue much longer to keep to the track .
Subsequently the unsteady engine was overhauled,
after which , no doubt , she ran as well as the others.
Both of these engines were bogie engines ; they had
driving wheels about 6 - ft. 9 ins. diameter, and had
heavy tenders behind them . Neither of them was a
tank engine. It , therefore , seemed to him that it
was scarcely conclusive to say that the fact of an
engine being a tank engine is sufficient to con
demnit in respect ofunsteady running . Some other
cause must be sought -- a cause probably common
to both . Unevenly worn wheels, axles slightly out
of square with the longitudinal centre line, springs
of uneven strength, are quite possibly causes which
would affect similarly both types of engines, and if
neglected might be said to be certain at some time
to cause the engine to leave the rails .
He then
mentioned his model railway and the engine which
runs on this track . It is a bogie single engine with
a.six -wheeled tender, and its speed is eight miles
an hour round the circle. If such things are com
parable by scale, this corresponds to a speed of
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about 128 miles an hour on a 4 ft . 81.in. gauge.
This engine and tender runs with the utmost smooth
ness at full speed , and, apart from the inevitable
centrifugal tendency, does not betray the least
symptom of leaving the track .
The whole of the mechanism is true and in good
order, and the springs are even and freely elastic.
Now, on the other hand , there is a four-wheeled
truck , which, having a longer wheel base than the
bogie of the engine, should be at least as safe, if
not safer, than the bogie ; and so it is , so long as the
weight in the truck is evenly distributed , and the
springs are of uniform strength and in good order .
The springs, however, are temporary and not
alike, and get out of order. Over and over again
this truck has left the rails distinctly from causes
which resulted in one of the wheels not being
properly held down upon the rail , and this at
speeds far below that at which the locomotive
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Mr. J. REIKIE'S FLANGE CLIMBING EXPERIMENTS :
DIAGRAM OF Weights ON JOURNALS.
travels quite safely. This seemed to support Mr.
Reikie's experiments in actual practice ; and in
model practice agrees almost exactly with observa .
tions from time to time made by the writer.
Although it was a little beside the point at issue,
Professor Greenhill's letter is very interesting. He
says :
" A speed of eight miles an hour in Mr. Henry
Lea's model engine corresponds to fourfold speed ,
or 32 miles an hour , in the full-size locomotive , on
a linear scale of 1 to 16, and not to sixteen - fold
speed , or 128 miles an hour ; and now the centri
fugal tendency, measured by vºr, is the same in
both cases . Abundance of steam in the model is
not surprising , as the pressure required is one
sixteenth the full-size pressure , or , say , 10 lbs . per
sq . in . "
In reply to this , Mr. Henry Lea demurred , and
said that Professor Greenhill's dittum that eight
miles per hour in a model 1-16th full size corresponds
with thirty two miles per hour in the prototype
required proof, and thought that he was mixing
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up speed scale with curve scale . Mr. Lea men
tioned that it is true the centiifugal force per i lb.
of weight is the same when a 1-16th model runs
round a curve of 1-16th prototype radius at a speed
of one fourth that of the prototype ; but that
centrifugal force is not the only consideration .
What should be the scale speed on the straight , he
asked ? Take, for instance, driving wheel diam
eter . A 7 ft . 6- in . wheel at 300 revs. per minute
gives eighty miles per hour. At what speed
should a 1-16th model wheel revolve ? Certainly
not less than 300 revolutions per minute - a very
poor speed for a model - which gives five miles per
hour. If, therefore, Mr. Lea's model runs eight
miles per hour, its prototype should run 80 x š =
128 miles per hour . These speeds would be on the
straight . On curves where the round trips per
minute? come in , to keep the centrifugal force per
1 lb. weight equal the prototype , curve radius must
be enlarged , or the model radius be reduced as the
speed? ; but this concerns the scale of the railway
curves , and not the scale of the engine itself. Mr.
Lea also said that if Mr. Greenhill had made and
run working models of iocomotives, he would not
speak so slightingly of abundance of steam in a

great a steadying influence to a tank locomotive
as the tender to a tender engine . Mr. A. G. Robins
showed that tank engines are every day running
at high speeds with , apparently, perfect safety ,
giving particulars of runs in which speeds of
seventy -two to seventy -five miles an hour were
recorded. Another gentleman pointed out that
imperfect balancing is the cause of much un
steadiness . As locomotive balancing is , except in
few instances , nowhere near perfection, and as
the higher the speed the greater the influence of
any disturbing element, it would appear that the
above constitutes a serious objection against the
use of small wheeled engines on express trains.

Model Oscillating Engines ,
By H. MUNCASTER .
(Continued from page 251. )
show how the ordinary valve gear is applied
T ° to the oscillating engine, the sketch is given
( Fig. 13 ) showing the diagram of the gear .
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FIG . 14. - LONGITUDINAL Section .

Fig . 15.—Steam Chest Cover REMOVED .

DETAILS OF AN Oscillating ENGINE CYLINDER .
1-16th scale, with a fire -grate 34 ins . by 21 ins . ,
or thereabouts . In actual use, the steam (super
heated ) pressure lies between 20 lbs . and 35 lbs.
per sq . in . in Mr. Lea's engine , with further
reference to which the writer will have something
to say at a later date.
Other correspondents on the subject of derail
ments argued from the many and interes ! ing
standpoints, some urging that the train was as

The eccentric is connected to a slotted link . The
slot is curved to the radius of a circle, the centre
of which , when the eccentric is at half stroke, would
coincide with the centre of the trunnions of the
cylinder.
A lever takes the motion given by the eccentric
to this link , and transmits it to the valve.
The steam enters through one trunnion , and the
exhaust makes its escape through the other ; a
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stuffing -box is formed in each trunnion , so that the
steam does not leak at the joints.
The details are given (Figs . 14 , 15 , 16 , and 17 ), to
show the construction of an oscillating cylinder, and
the arrangement of steam and exhaust passages
and trunnion stuffing -boxes.
Notice the exceptional length of the stuffing -box .
This is made much longer than is usual in fixed
cylinder engines, as there is considerable wear and
tear here , and in the piston -rods, due to the
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For the Bookshelf .
(Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.)

☆

PRACTICAL ELECTRIC LIGHT FITTING . By F. C.
Allsop.
Sixth edition .
Whittaker & Co.
Price 5s . net . Postage 4d.
The fact that this book has already run through
five editions is a proof that it meets the require
ments of considerable sections of the electric light
ing world, and there is no doubt that it fills the
ground indicated by its title in a very satisfactory
degree. It is essentially a book for the practical
man , and gives a considerable amount of useful
information , not only on the details of construc
tion of the various fittings and lamps in general
use, but also on the actual work of installation .
In preparing the sixth edition for the press, however,
the author has not modernised the book as much as
he might have done, particularly in regard to the
sections on arc lamps and on private installations.
In the latter section the dynamo shown in Fig .
211 is quite out of date, and the notes on gas
and oil engines might be revised with advantage.
The index , too , might be made more complete
than it is. This contains no reference to the Nernst
lamp, to which , however, three pages of the text
are devoted . Blemishes of this kind tend to
depreciate the value of what is otherwise a very
practical and helpful book.

FIG . 17.-END ELEVATION OF CYLINDER .
momentum of the cylinder when rocking , also to
the friction on the trunnions.
Sufficient details will be given in an early issue to
enable one to construct an engine either to the size
given , or to the half size , which would make a useful
The
model capable of driving a small lathe .
engine is intended to be double, The beds should
be made to the dotted line and joined together,
( Note that the beds will be R. and L. hand ; the
upper frame, however, will be the same for either
hand.)
In case the engine be made single , the crank will
be cut out of the solid, and a little more clearance
will be required in the crank race.
This example is on the lines of engines fitted to
paddle boats, and it will be seen from a comparison
of the various types tnat the oscillating engine
made for the real service is different in many im .
portant points from the models we are accustomed
to see in the shop windows .
There are many other interesting applications of
the oscilla ing engines which will have our attention
at some later period .
( To be continued .)

DANGERS OF THE ELECTRIC CURRENT . - It is
stated that a man holding some conducting surface
with one hand and touching the conductor with
the finger of the other hand , could support 1250
volts continuous or 400 volts alternating ; but if
he grasp the conductor with the whole hand not
more than 150 volts continuous or 55 alternating
can be endured .

Fig . 16. — CROSS -SECTION THROUGH TRUNNIONS .
GAS AND PETROLEUM ENGINES . Edited by A. G.
Elliott. Second edition . London : Whittaker
& Co. Price 28. 6d . ; postage 3d .

This popular little handbook, translated and
adapted from the French by Henry de Graſfigny ,
has now reached a second edition , advantage ofthis
fact having been taken to introduce a further
chapter on the recent improvements made in the
mechanical details of internal combustion engines.
Therein is described the well- known Diesel engine,
and some reference to other recent improvements
is also made .
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Railway Signals and Signalling .
By Chas . S. LAKE .
1. - EARLY RAILWAY SIGNALS : ELEMENTARY
PRINCIPLES OF SIGNALLING .
HE railway signal is , especially as regards the
T ! semaphore, a direct development of the old
semaphore telegraph which preceded the
electric telegraph and which now only survives to
limited
extent in marine signalling ; and its pur
a
pose is still the same , that of providing a medium
of communication between the signalman , who is
aware of the state of affairs in the district under his
control, and the driver of a train , who requires to
have a corresponding knowledge to be imparted to
him so that he can properly work his train . But ,
besides this elementary principle, railway signalling
has been elaborated and systemised to give much
more information than was originally considered
necessary , and has been raised to the level of a
special branch of railway engineering, so that now
not only does it provide for the communication of
varied instructions to the train officials , but it also
provides a check upon the signalmen , and com
prises nowadays , especially as practised in this
country, almost innumerable safeguards against the
human fallibi ity of the signalmen . So far has the
art been perfected, indeed , that it is now possible
to rin local trains with a headway between them
of as short a time as two minutes, and in the case of
express trains, with a minimum of five or six
minutes for long distances on fast timing, while a
mixed service of fast , slow, goods , and other trains
can be dealt with at the rate of many trains per
hour.
It is sometimes contended that the traffic con
ditions of to-day are the result of the vast develop
ments which have taken place in locomotive design ,
but this is due quite as much, in this country at all
events, to the improvements in railway signalling,
whereby it has become possible to control volu
minous and varied traffic . In fact , one is a direct
development of the other, for neither powerful
locomotives and insufficient signalling , nor efficient
signalling and inadequate locomotive power , could
have given rise to the existing conditions, and
modern traffic working is directly dependent upon
modern signalling.
In these articles it is intended to set forth the
main principles of railway signalling, more par
ticularly in reference to present day practice ; but
it will be advisable, in introduction, to briefly deal
with the early railway signals - signalling, con
sidered as a science, can hardly be said to have
existed then --and to sketch the development from
the candle of 1829 to the elaborate signalling
methods now general .
The earliest recorded use of a railway signal is
the practice upon the Stockton and Darlington
Railway of exhibiting a candle in a window when
the train was required to stop , the candle being
otherwise absent ; and for some years after this all
the signals consisted of red, white , and green flags,
and red and white lamps for night use .
In the early “ thirties," however, the flags were
superseded by boards and discs, for the fact that
flags blow about during the wind was soon found
to render them almost invisible to a driver unti
quite close. For many years these boards and disc
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were used on most railways in this country , and it
is only for about the last twenty years that they
have been almost universally superseded by the
semaphore, while in other countries, including the
supposed up -to -date. United States , corresponding
signals, but little improved , are to -day used very
extensively , except in crowded districts. Conse
quently, a brief consideration of some representa
tive signals will now be in place.
Fig. I illustrates an early form of board used on
the Grand Junction Railway ( now part of the
L. & N.W.R.). It consisted of a board painted red ,
which, with its face exposed indicated danger,
while when turned edgewise it indicated proceed .”
A lamp turned with it to show red in one position
and white in the other . Figs. 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , and 6 , show
four other forms of these signals used on various
lines, and variations of these were very generally
employed . In the case of the signals shown in
Figs. 3 and 5, the position to one side or the other
served to differentiate the signals for the up and
down lines, respectively . In all cases when turned
edgewise a line clear " indication was given.
In the arrangement shown in Fig . 7, used at one
time on the Great Western Railway, when the ball,
with the lamp suspended from it , was raised it
indicated " safety , ” while when lowered it indi
cated “ danger."
The kite signal shown in Fig . 8 is an early attempt
to provide for three indications . On the two
frames canvas screens were fitted and adapted to
be rolled up or to be exposed by means of cords ,
and when both were exhibited the indication was
“ danger,” one rolled up
caution ," and both
rolled up “ safety."
It may be advisable to
mention at this juncture that the “ block " system ,
connected signals, signal-boxes containing concen
trated signal operating levers , and interlocking
were then unknown , and the
policeman ” ( the
signalman of to-day ) usually controlled the trains
on the “ time interval system ,” keeping his signals
at
danger ” for five minutes after a train had
gone, at cai on for another five minutes, and
then at “ line clear " until another train had to be
dealt with .
The signal shown in Fig . 9 is similar to that
shown in Fig . 6, but was adapted to be turned
horizontally for “ line clear " instead of upon a
vertical pivot .
Another rather curious signal used on the Cale
donian Railway is shown in Fig. 10 . This also
was adapted for three indications as marked . A
somewhat similar device is represented in Fig . 11 .
The arrow pointed one way for “ danger " and the
other way for “ caution ," and was usually located
in close proximity to the line to which it applied .
This was generally used in conjunction with other
signals, its real purpose being to act somewhat after
the fashion of a distant signal , to provide for a
“ caution ” indication, the other signal with which
it was used showing the actual “ danger " and the
“ line clear " indications.
The combined disc and board signal shown in Fig .
1 2 was for many years used on the Great Western ,
Railway, and possessed the advantage over the
signals above mentioned, that it provided a positive
indication in the " safety ” position , whereas in the
other instances the absence of a signal meant
proceed ." To differentiate signals for up and
down lines, those for the up line had plain bars ,
while those for the down line had down -turned
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ends , as shown in Fig . 13. On some railways corre
sponding and similar signals had bars with up
turned ends for the up -line. In cases where one
signal controlled both lines , the signal shown in
Fig . 14 was used . In cases where main and branch
signals were used , as at junctions , signals with
double discs and bars were used for the branch ,
as shown in Fig . 15 .
The curious signal shown in Fig . 16 was used on
the London & South -Western Railway very exten
sively , and lasted for a very long time as a shunting
signal . The four positions indicate respectively
right -hand road blocked ,” “ left -hand road
blocked,” both roads blocked ,” and “ both roads
clear " (turned edgewise ).
In addition to the above, there were many
variations of those described , and a few other styles
of signals were adopted ; but enough has been said
to give a good idea as to the general characteristics
of the signals employed by our fathers well into
the latter half of the nineteenth century. As has
been remarked , corresponding signals are still
extensively employed abroad, whereof more anon .
So far we have only dealt with the physical
shapes and styles of signals employed , but a few
remarks will serve to dismiss the subject of sig
nalling , so far as there can be said to be any
system , as applied in those early days .
For many years the independent signal operated
by the stationmaster or other official at the station ,
or the policeman ” at a junction, usually on the
time - interval system , was g nerally employed , there
being no means of communication between one
signalman and another. Nor was there , as a general
rule , until later, any connection between signals
and points , or means for preventing the exhibition
of inaccurate and conflicting signals. In the case
of " distant ” signals — to show the position of the
next signal ahead - they were generally located
some distance behind the signal to which they
by the same signalman,
applied , and , operated
signals are always
whereas now the 64 distant
operated by the signalman behind, and controlled
by the signalman ahead. Indeed, for some time ,
the operation of the “ distant ” signal generally
necessitated a trudge of a hundred feet or so on the
part of the signalman each time it was actuated , and
the introduction of cords or chains for operating from
a distance is generally attributed to a lazy signal
man for the purpose of saving himself trouble.
In the case of junctions, it generally depended
upon the signalman to direct the train to one route
or the other by flags.
An early development of signalling was the con
centration of a number of signals close together , so
that one signalman could look after all of them
without having to walk from one to the other .
This practice introduced a source of danger, for
at a junction it meant that if the signals for one
direction were in front of the points, those for the
other direction were beyond the junction they were
designed to protect , so that the driver had to know
where the signals were before he came to them ,
and probably had to stop some distance before he
reached them . An early development, conse
quently, was to locate the signals at the best
positions , or to operate them by cords or chains
from a lever frame placed sometimes on the station
platform , or , for junctions, on a raised platform
placed between the branches . From this develop
ment is natural , as traffic grew in volume and
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complication , to the closed -in signal cabin , the
introduction of primitive locking devices to prevent
the exhibition of conflicting signals, and, later, the
electrical connection of one signal-box with another ;
and we are introduced , in embryo, to the methods
and practices of to-day.
The semaphore signal, now universal, was first
fitted at New Cross in 1841 by Mr. Gregory , but it
did not find great favour for many years, and even
then it was principally used at junctions, as by the
use of two or three arins it was easy to indicate
which of the roads was clear, while for ordinary sta
tion purposes the discs and board signals long held
sway . When once properly adopted, and especially
with the development of system and interlocking,
the semaphore rapidly custed all other signals,
until now , although someof the old signals are still
in existence (sometimes in use, but generally pre
served as relics of the past ) , the semaphore is uni
versally employed .
When first introduced , and in some cases for
nearly half a century afterwards , the semaphore
signal was employed to give three indications, as
shown in Fig . 17, the lamp indications being, as
usual, until quite recently, red for “ danger,"
green for “ caution," and white for " line clear."
The experience of years, however , showed that
it was beiter that a positive indication should be
given for “ line clear,” and so two positions only
became the rule , the arm being placed in the in
clined position for " proceed ," and the " distant
signals , when placed in the horizontal position,'
showing “ caution (" be ready to stop at the next
signal ahead , which is at danger " ), and lowered
to show “ line clear. ”
This is the present practice,
and the only difference made in recent years is the
abolition of the white light for “ line clear ." A
white light might be shown owing to a broken
spectacle glass or a deranged signal , while white
lights are liable to be confused with station and
other lamps ; consequently white is now treated
as a “ stop ” indication , green being used for both
distant signals. As a result of
stop ” and
this arrangement, the old green light for the
distant ”
“ caution ' (raised ) position of the
signal has been superseded by red. Indeed , for
many years before the abolition of the white light
the colours were red and green and red and white
for the " stop " and " distant” signals respectively
instead of red and green and green and white, as
formerly. In a few cases the semaphores were
adapted to be inclined up instead of down, and
there are some isolated instances of this practice
in existence to-day in this country, owing to special
circumstances. " Distant ” signals are usually
shaped with " fish -tail " or forhed ends ( Fig . 17A ).
( To be continued .)

GAS ENGINES . —The oldest installations of gas
engines operated with coke -oven gas in Germany
are those of the Altenwald Kokerei in the Saar
district and at Skalley in Oberschlesien , which
have been at work for ten years. A large number
of similar installations have, however , been erected
in recent years . The Ruhr coke -making district
is taking the lead in this application of the waste
gases to
power purposes, an installations
aggregating over 6000 horse - power are now in course
of erection .
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The Society of Model Engineers .
[Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of The Model
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
ticular issue it received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .)
London .
N Saturday, March 11th, by permission of
,
W
.
Barber , Esq . , about forty members visited
the Longhedge Works of the South Eastern and
Chatham Railway Co. The party divided into
three sections, and, under the guidance of Mr.
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graphed grouped round and on a S.E.R. tank
engine. This ordeal over, the members visited the
boiler shop, where boilers in every stage of dis
mantlement were to be seen ; also some large
punching and shearing machines for punching and
cutting boiler plates . The erecting shop was found
to be occupied by a large number of various types
of locos in varying stages of completeness —some in
course of being reduced to scrap, others receiving
their final coatof varnish before commencing active
service. The Smiths and spring makers ' shop ,
containing several steam and other power hammers .
spring testing machine, and other plant was gone

get

CR

THE LONDON SOCIETY OF MODEL ENGINEERS AT THE LONGHEDGE WORKS OF THE S.E. & C.R.
Barber and his assistants, made a very interesting
tour of the various shops, visiting successively the
wheel and axle turning shops where several large
wheel lathes were noticed with the steel tyres of
the largest driving wheels (6 ft . 6 ins. diameter ),
mounted for turning. In this shop was also noticed
a very powerful hydraulic press for forcing the tyres
off the wheel centres. The machine shop was
specially interesting, owing to the large number
and diverse nature of the machinery units, and much
of the motion work of the various types of locos
was seen in course of construction . The fitting and
pattern making shops, situated in the same building,
were inspected , after which the party was photo

through, but the daylight now beginning to wane
a hurried glance had to be taken round the carriage
shops and the tour of inspection brought to an
end by a visit to the electric installation . The
larger portion of the rolling-stock of the S.E. & C.R.
is now lighted by electricity, the current being de
rived partly from accumulators and partly from
dynamos slung under each coach and driven by
belts from wheels on the carriage axles. The plant
comprises a 28 h.-p. gas engine, driving a four
pole dynamo for charging accumulators, of which
latter several batteries were under repair and
inspection . Several of the dynamos used on the
coaches were seen, the electrical members being
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specially interested in the very ingenious device
adopted to enable the armature of the dynamo to
run in either direction, the direction of the flow of
current in the field windings being reversed auto
matically. A considerable number of pneumatic
tools are used in the works for riveting , chipping,
caulking , drilling, & c . , and the steam-driven air
compressor was pointed out and the action of the
tools explained . A portable steam -driven air com
pressor , mounted in a special van , was noted to
be shortly put into service on the Company's
system for repairing and constructing bridges, etc.,
by means of pneumatic tools.
The three hours occupied in traversing the works
passed all too quickly, and a very hearty vote of
thanks to Mr. Barber and his assistants, for the
excellent arrangements made for the benefit of the
members and the courtesy shown in answering
questions, brought a most interesting visit to a close.
Members of the party who wish to have copies
of the photo may obtain same at a charge of 7d.
per copy, post free , from Mr. A. J. Budd , 4 , Rush
Hill Road , Lavender Hill , S.W.
FUTURE MEETINGS. —The April meeting will be
held on the 13th of the month , when Mr. Alfred B.
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Practical Letters from our
Readers .
[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Laters
may be signed worth a nom -de-plume
desired, but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be aliached ,
Though not necessarily intended for publication .)
A Miniature Clockwork Railway.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR . — The photograph and description are
of a model clockwork railway and its accessories on
a dining table 7 ft . ty 3 ft. 6 ins .
Many of
the accessories I made myself, and the rails and
switches had to be altered , owing to the breadth and
length of the table. Nearly 70 ft . of rail, including
fourteen switch points , occupy the table. The
iails ( 11-in . gauge ) are in 10 -in . sections. Three
engines do the work of this system .
The rolling- stock consists of six passenger cars ,
two guard vans , four goods wagons, two horse vans,
two cattle trucks , and a 4-wheel bogie rail truck ,
There are three automatic block signals , a foot and
signal bridge with eight signals — four for arrival

TULLUD

A MINIATURE CLOCKWORK RAILWAY .
Harding (Fellow of the Physical Society of London ),
will lecture on and conduct experiments with liquid
air and liquid carbonic acid .
The May meeting is fixed for the 18th of that
month, when a lecture will be given by Mr. Eric S.
Bruce ( Hon . Sec. of the Aeronautical Society of
Great Britain ), on “ Airships, Balloons, and Flying
Machines.” Further particulars of these two
lectures will be announced later .
The Hon. Sec . would draw the attention of readers
of this journal who are thinking of joining the
Society to the fact that distinct advantages are to
be gained by doing so at once , as the payment of a
half -year's subscription now will cover a period of
seven months to the end of the Society's financial
year in October next. Full particulars may be
obtained from HERBERT G. RIDDLE , Hon . Sec . , 37 ,
Minard Road , Hither Green , S.E.

and four for departure for the terminus station ;
one railway bridge, two level -crossings, tunnel,
turn - table , water tank, goods shed , wagon gauge,
loading crane, engine shed , men's booth , coal
hole , one terminus station , one country and one
wayside station , and a signal cabin . There are two
arrival and two departure platforms , with brake
rails attached . The rails and switches are so
arranged that you can enter into any platform.
I visited several of our large railways to get an
idea of the accessories . Many of them I made
from cigar boxes . The rails , switches , engines and
cars I bought from the Clyde Model Dock
yard . It took me nearly a year to complete , the
difficulty being principally the space for the per
manent way . The engine travels at about ten
miles an hour, and is capable of drawing four
carriages . - Yours truly ,
J. V. H.

RUSSIAN Goods WAGONS. - Fifteen thousand
goods wagons have just been ordered from wagon
makers in Russia, and they are to be delivered to
various Russian railways before the end of this year .

A Simple Electric Alarm .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -Having read with interest the
different devices which have appeared in the
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columns of your paper re electric alarms, I now send
you sketch and particulars of an arrangement I have
had in use for three years. The clock is an ordinary
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A SIMPLE ELECTRIC ALARM.

light wood frame to save weight . Either engine
will pull easily two of these carriages and a tender
sometimes more -- at a dangerous speed on the outer
line , which, I suppose, is due to the curves being
more gradual. When this danger speed is attained
the train is switched on to the “ in ” line for a few
rounds , to “ hold her in .”
The points are controlled from two boxes, as will
be seen in the drawing, and are connected up to
same by wire rods and angles, the levers themselves
being window fasteners, which make a very con
venient form of lever. Besides being strong, they
are handy and quickly manipulated , as is some
times very necessary .
The signal arms are made from strips of lead ,
to ensure dropping easily , and are pulled to the
danger " position by a fishing line, which is attached
to a lever acting on the point rod of the point the
signal governs.
On the bridge across the line at the station are the

!
-H0
Platform

Tank
bridge

Entrance
bridge

box
Beginners

Main signal bar

Tunnel

alarm . I fitted up wires
with two pieces of brass
chain , with a piece of non
conducting material to
separate them , and in
serted a screw - eye in cen
tre to attach an ordinary
check spring—the same as
is used for crank be!ls .
This was to prevent clock
overturning when alarm
went off. To the end of
check spring I fixed an
ordinary tie clip—which
answers very well — to clip
Thus
on alarm winder.
the clock alarm rings ,
and in doing so twists the
two chains across each
other, making hell circuit
complete, and the bell
continues to ring until
This ar
switched off.
rangement may all be
fitted in one room or in
separate rooms.
I have
mine in separate rooms,
so that I must go on to
landing to switch off. In
this case the clock needs
no alteration .
Yours
truly ,
F. W. COLEMAN .
Harlow .
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A Model Railway.
TO THE EDITOR OF The
Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, —The model railway shown here was
originally built for two trains, to run in opposite
directions; but owing to the difficulty of avoiding
smashes in changing over now and then for variety ,
it was found to be far better to run the trains in the
same direction , when endless changes can be made
without fear of accidents.
The gauge is 14-in. , and the locomɔtives are
from Bissett -Lowke & Co. - one costing 15s. , and
the other los. All the rolling-stock is home-made,
the bogie carriages being built of cardboard on a

8 ft: -

PLAN OF A MODEI. RAILWAY .
tanks for re -filling the engines. The rails are of iron ,
about fin. deep by 3-32nds. in . on the running
surface. These , I find, are far better than the tin
rails supplied by model makers for any size loco
motives, as the engine always grips , however heavy
the load behind her. They are fixed down by
brads being driven in each side of the rail at fre
quent intervals, and are held down by a 4-in .
French nail at each end , the head being cut off, and
a short length of the nail turned over and driven into
a slot specially filed in the line to receive the

ian .
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bent-over portion . This holding of the line down I
found absolutely necessary, for whenever the line
was stacked away. I found the board would bend ,
and out would spring the rails .
The whole line takes apart in four pieces , and is
stood up against the wall, as I could not spare the
room for putting the line up as a permanency:
The section where the station is was originally
made up of only two 6-in. boards ; but owing to
extensions of lines and station building, it is now
getting on for 3 ft . wide , and has got quite beyond
the power of one man to put in position, although
two can put the whole affair up in four minutes.
Entrance to the circle is by lifting a section of the
line which is put on hinges.
Accidents are not very numerous when the line
is worked by my brother and14 self, but occasionally
do something,” gets
a friend , over anxious to
hold of the wrong lever. Result - two plunging
and kicking engines, and very often a flare up of
spirit .
Any further details can be gained by the sketch
of the line.-Yours truly ,
C. H. BOULTON .
Saffron Walden .

A LOCOMOTIVE CHART. -A useful and instructive
chart has lately been issued by the Locomotive
Publishing Co. , which , in one view, gives both
external and internal details1 ) of the new Great
type locomotives .
Central Railway “ Atlantic

Queries and Replies .
[ Attention is esp cially directed to the first condition eiren below
and no notice
will stated
be taken Letters
ofQueries
notcomplying
dleections
therein
containing
Queries with
must the
be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the enkelope " Query
Detartment. " No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scnpe nt this journal are replied 10
by post under the following conditions : - ( 1) Queries dealing
with distinct subiects skould be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name must be in
scribed on the back . ( 21 Queries should be accompanded,
xherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents
to keep a copy
of their
for
reference. are(3recommended
) A stamped addressed
envelope
(noiQuerles
post-card)
should invariably be enclosed, and also a “ Queries and Replles
Coupon cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
Issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible ander
receibt, but an interral of a few days must usuallyclapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . ( 5) Correspondents who requipo
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse betore the Reply can be published. The
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6) AU
Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26–29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
( 13,707] Model 2-4-4 Tank Locomotive. P. S. (New
port) writes : I am thinking of building a f-in . gauge locomotive,
like 'THE MODEL ENGINEER Steam Locomotive (illustrated in your
issue of January 7th, 1904 ), but I would prefer outside cylinders.
Iwant the engine to go round sharp curves of, say,8 or 9 ft. radius,
and to develop the maximum power. I should prefer to use
the proper locomotive type boiler shown in the above issue , and on
page 203 of your new text-book , " The Model Locomotive," with a
wide firebox ( see page 259).
The simplest way to make THE MODEL ENGINEER Locomotive

from
rail

7

"5.3
34

The drawing, which measures 22 ins. x 8 ins. , is
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A DESIGN FOR A MODEL f-IN . SCALE TANK LOCOMOTIVE.
to scale , and is beautifully shaded . Every part of
the locomotive has a reference number, and the
names of these details are given in full against the
respective number on the table printed in the
margin of the chart . We can heartily recommend
this chart to science teachers and students , as well
as to readers interested in modern locomotive
practice. The price is is . net, post free ( on roller )
IS . 2d .
WATER POWER. —The power going to waste at
the Victoria Falls on the Zambesi river, in South
Africa, is calculated at 25,000,000 h.-p. , or five
times that of Niagara.

to pass round sharp curves would be to reduce the trailing bogie
wheels to, say , it ins. diameter, and cut away the main frames,
so that they will clear. However, as you have decided on outside
cylinders, this alters the matter considerably, and the best wheel
arrangement will be the 2-4-4 type. As a consequence , the
engine can be shortened generally, and the rigid wheel base much
reduced. The front wheel should be mounted on a pony truck,
as shown in Figs. 81 and 82, page 85 of “ The Model Locomotive.'
The main frames should be set in at this point, and also at the
trailing wheel of the rear bogie. The cylinders may be
9-16ths in. by it ins. , and the driving wheels 24 inz. diameter.
The firebox may be provided with a Belpaire firebox, arranged as
in the boiler on page 203 of the above -named book, with a cast
throat plate. The firebox shell should be 3t ins. outside, so that
the inner firebox will be about the same width - a trifle wider, if
anything-than the distance between the main frames, which, by
the way, may be of 1-16th in. steel with advantage, and about
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24 ins. apart. Seven brass tubes, 7-16ths in. diameter outside,
may be used in this design.
( 13,616) Motive Power for Small Dynamo and Lathe.
G. D. (Sedbergh ) writes : I have long been trying to fit myself
up some power by which I could turn a dynamo, and also
drive a small lathe, but up to the present I have not been able to
get any satisfactory arrangement. I was wondering if a small water
motor would do. We have no stream near us of any size, but we
have our own water supply. Our tank is 50 ft. above our house,
The main from the tank is an inch pipe, but, of course , I could not
take all the water. I should think that I could take a t-in. pipe,
or perhaps f -in ., without taking too much water from the house.
Could you please tell me ( 1 ) what would be about the maximum
power I could get from the 50 ft. pressure and a f -in, pipe ? (2) Do
you think that a water motor or turbine would be the best ? (3) If
a water motor were used , what size wheel would give the best re
sults ? I should have to get something that I could either make
myself, or get the castings for it. Should not want to give more
than ros. for the castings. If it were possible, I should like to get
about 1 h.-P., but I don't know if I should get this, How do
you think I could best do these things ?
(1) About 1 h.-p. (2) A water motor of the Pelton or jet type.
( 3) Write to Messrs. Whitney, of the Scientific Exchange,, 117,
City Road, London, E.C., and see if they will supply you with a
set of castings to make one of their 1 h.-p. water motors. In The
MODEL ENGINEER for December 15th , 1901, you will find infor
pation and working drawings of a 1 h.-p.water motor ; or there
is a very simple one described in our handbook No. 9, which you
might make and try. The power will depend upon how much
water you can take trom your supply. You can fit smaller nozzles
to your water motor to take less water, if you find you are using
too much . Of course, you will get less power out of the motor with
a less quantity of water.
(13,623] Arc Lamp Resistances. “ SEGMENT" writes :
A pair of hand -fed arcs are being run in parallel on 110- volt alter
nating circuit (50 cycles, two-phase ). It is impossible to connect
these arcs in series , as sometimes only one light must be used at
athistime. A water resistance to each arc is being used at present ;
is wasteful. If choking coils were used in place of the water
resistances, what saving might be reasonably expected ? I have
a choking coil wound in parallel with two 8.gauge copper D.C.C.
wires (about 200 turns of each wire ). The core is built up ofcharcoal
iron plates 1-40th in. thick, the finished core being it ins. by
It ins. by 15 ins. What current woud this coil pass on above
circuit, and what would the winding carry ? Would it be advis
able to re -wind this coil with same wire, but using the wire in
series, thus giving about 400 turn ;? Quietness is essential both in
lamp and resistance. Kindly give some idea as to the construction
of a choking coil - one that could be regulated to pass from 8 to
12 amps., unless such an one would be unduly bulky and heavy.
It is surmised that the pressure at the arcs is 50 to 60 volts at io
amps ., so what is wanted is a coil that could be regulated to give
under or over the normal current. State length and diameter of
core, number of layers, size, and insulation ; also quantity of wire
and any other information that tends to a successful issue.
We advise you to make a transformer to transform down to
about 45 volts, large enough to supply the two lamps, and then to
use a small wire regulating resistance in series with each lamp to
steady the arc . You do not say precisely what current each arc
requires, but up to 15 or 20 amps. only about 40 volts will be re
quired - 50 to 60 volts is too much . A choking coil is not so
economical as a transformer, because you must still take the full
current required by the arc from the mains, whereasa transformer
will reduce the current taken from the mains. If we assume
10 amps . for each arc, then a transformer to give 20 amps. at
43 volts would be the thing. It would take about to amps. from
the mains. You will find a suitable design in THE MODEL ENGI
NEER for April 14th, 1904 (page 358). Make the iron core if ins.
wide by z ins, deep ; wind primary coil with 274 turnsNo. 16 D.C.C.
copper wire, wound half on each core ; wind secondary winding
with rio turns No. 14 gauge d.c.c, on each core . The primary coils
are to be joined in series with each other, but the secondary
coils are to be joined in parallel to each other, or can
be connected one to each lamp, as they will each give about
43 volts 10 amps . You can calculate out the sizes of your coils by
reckoning that No. 16 gauge wire will go about 12 turns to
the inch , and No. 14 about 10 turns to the inch ; the
secondary coils should be wound on top of the primary. For
resistances, use about 1 lb. No. 12 gauge Eureka, or similar resis
tance, wire. Choking coils must be adjusted by trial ; it is exceed
ingly difficult to calculate for them . The best way to regulate is
to wind the wire on a tube of insulating material, and then arrange
the core so that you can pull it in or out of the coil. Adjust by
winding on more or less wire. No 8 gauge wire would carry 20
amps. The transformer would only take about 10 amps, from the
mains when supplying 20 amps , to the lamps.
(13,653) Dynamo Failure. X. Y. Z. (Bridgeton) writes :
Some time ago I wrote to you regarding a small Manchester type
dynamo I was about to make. I got your sixpenny handbook,
but it did no good as I had an odd size of wire. The field -magnet
was if ins. by 3 ins. I put ten layers of this wire on each pole ;
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now I am going to wind the armature with same, or would 22
single- cotton covered do better, as I have plenty ? I suppose an
eight-slot drum armature with an eight-segment commutator will
do all right ? The armature will be 21 ins, by 21 ins. You might
let me know the voltage of this machine with per sample of wire,
and also the voltage if wound with No. 22 single cotton covered .
The casting is 7 ins. long by 2} ; tunnel, 2 } ins. by 2 ; ins.
With the sample gauge of wire which you send ( No. 24) you
should get about 20 volts to 25 volts, or with No. 22 gauge about
12 volts to 15 volts at about 2,800 revolutions per minute. We
should prefer to use a 12 -slot armature, but you can use 8 slots ;
commutator about if ins. diameter by i in. long on the useful part
so as to take a brush | in. or 4 in. wide. We think you will find
it better to put more wire on the field -magnet if there is room for
it. The resistance of the field coils for a shunt machine of this size
should be about 12 ohms for 12 to 15 volts, and 25 ohms for 20
volts — that would be about 24 lbs. of No. 22 gauge or 24 lbs. No. 23
gauge wire, respectively . You must be careful with single -covered
wire
that you
of 22to gauge
circuits
do not
; double
-covered
commutator,
safer
is
use . With
in the
andget8 short
sections
8 slots
or 12 solts and 12 sections in the commutator, you should wind
two coils in each slot. You could use 12 slots or 16 slots and a
6 or 8 -section commutator, winding one coil into each slot. Keep
the gap clearance as small as you can .
( 13,291) 60 -watt Motor Windings. R. H. (Newcastle -on .
Tyne)
writes:
I have
had and
given
to me
complete
and
armature
( H) for
a motor
I wish
to the
wind
them . castings
I think that
there is too little metal about them, as they are of soft cast iron .
The accompanying sketch is to scale. I should be much obliged

FIELD
COILS

ARMATURE
Query13291
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" long

FIG . 1.-- FIELD -MAGNET.
if you would tell me the windings to run on about 6 volts 3 ampsa
The armature is also of soft cast iron and is 4 ins. long and it inse
diameter. I have books Nos. 10 and 14 of your series, but cannot
find windings of this size motor.
Wind armature with No. 20 gauge d.c.c. copper wire ; get on as
much as you can ; about 6 023. will be required. Wind field-magnet
with 2 lbs. No. 16 gauge D.C.C. copper wire on each limb of the
magnet ; connect both coils in series with each other and in series
with the brushes (see sketch ). There is ample amount of iron in
this field -magnet for the size of armature, and it should work very
well
. We presume that the distance piece at top of magnet is of
iron ; it is absolutely essential that this should be iron and should
make a well -fitted joint. This machine should easily stand 12 volts
and 5 amps .
( 13,658) Accumulators ; Steam Turbine. A. R. C.
(Beccles) writes : Will you kindly answer the following ques .
tions ? (1) I am making an accumulator, using grids measuring
31 ins. by 4t ins. by I in., and pasting in the usual way. I am hav.
ing seven plates in a cell. What capacity can I expect ? ( 2 ) Where
can I get glass accumulator cells to hold seven plates ? I have
written to Mr. Avery, and he says thathe only stocks cells for fivo
plates. (3) I am also making a De Laval steam turbine. The
wheel is 35 ins. in diameter . There are thirty -eight vanes
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measuring at their broadest part 5-16ths in . I propose having
four nozzles, mea uring at the mouth | in. , and at the throat & in.
What pressure will be necessary for turbine to give i horse - power ?
( 1 ) Use three positive and four negative plates. Capacity will
be about 16 to 18 amp.-hours, provided cells are well made, etc.
( 2) Try Whitney's or the CentralElectric Co., or some other of our
advertisers. ( 3) See handbook , “ Steam Turbines," 7d. post free .
( 13,697] Windings of Induction Coils. E. S. (Norwich )
writes : I notice that in vour issue of April 28th, 1904, Mr. J.
Pike advises winding the secondary of a spark coil by the “ double
section " method, but gives no details. If you could give me
them, or let me know of an issue of THE MODEL ENGINEER which
does, I should be much obliged. Could you also n.ention , with
prices and names of publi-hers, one or two good recent books on
large spark coils, as I want to make one togive a 10-in. spark ?
I have your sixpenny handbook .
A description of the method of “ double section " winding re
ferred to , with illlustrations, is given in THE MODEL ENGINEER
for November 26th, 1903. The book which will help you in making
a ro -inIt. spark
coil is Hare's
“ Induction
Coils,"ofprice
6s. 4d., of
posta
free.
is practically
a complete
description
the making
large coil, with estimates of cost, & c .
( 13,700] Experiments with Induction Coils. J. F. (Wimble
don ) writes : With reference to experiment No. 6 in your hand
book No. 18- ( 1 ) Could this be done with a small coil ? If so, what
size spark coil would it be safe to use ? ( 2 ) Are coils giving it ins.
to 3 ins. sparks very dangerous ? Suppose an accident happened,
and the current passed through the body, what would be the effect ?
I know the greatest care must be used, but I was only wondering
as to the power of such currents. (3) Is the other handbook on the
X -rays published yet ?
( 1) The answer to your query is given by experiment No. 14 .
It is necessary to introduce the spark gap to prevent the condenser
discharging back through the coil. Practically any size coil can
be used. If by safe you mean as regards danger from shock , all
experiments with large induction coils and all experiments with
Leyden jars should be made with due precaution . ( 2 ) The danger
lies really in the physical condition of the person receiving the
shock. A person of sound and strong constitution would probably
suffer no ill-effects from the full shock of a 3h -in . spark coil, or even
from a larger one (but such a shock would be unpleasant, and
might produce unconsciousness ); to a person of weak heart it
might be fatal. But the shock from coils of this size is not con
sidered dangerous ; a great deal depends upon how the shock is
taken. (3) The new book on X -rays is not yet ready - some special
experiments are being made for it.
( 13,664] Daniell Cells. D. R. (Gomshall) writes : Could
you kindly answer the following question ? I have made five
Daniell cells for charging a 4- volt" accumulator (pocket type),
following the directions in your handbook, “ Electric Batteries,"
but cannot get them to work properly, for when connected up in
series, they only just ring a small electric bell, but will not drive
a small 2- volt " Little Hustler " motor. Saturated solution of
Cu sulphate, with strips of Cu in porous pot, and dilute H.SO.
withtaken
connections
outer
to Cu soldered,
Zn infrom
(1-12
parts)Zn's
The
cells
and amalgamated.
oldjar,
Leclanché
Cuso . I bought was in the form of a powder, and not crystals.
obliged
if you can tell me
Acid is best brimstone. I shall be much
what is wrong. I have a dynamo for charging, but very little
means of running it for any length of time, so thought I would
charge with batteries,
Perhaps the porous pots have not yet soaked through. Try a
slightly stronger sulphuric acid solution - 1 acid to 10 parts water.
A motor is not always a good test, as it may be wound with thick
wire and require a comparatively heavy current. The Daniell
cell has a high internal resistance, and is not suitable to give a
heavy current, but a small current for a long period. A pocket
accumulator must be charged at a very low rate of current-- half
an ampere or less. Your zincs may bebad, or your sulphate of
copper bad ; but persevere, and you will ultimately get the cells
to work properly. They may even now be all right, if you could
test them properly. They should give 5 volts in series. If you
can get a 5-vo lamp, which is made to take to 1 amp., you could
try the cells with this. If the lamp was brilliantly lit, it would
show that the cells were all right.
( 13,691) Partial Failure of Kapp Dynamo. E. H. (Leeds)
writes : ' I bought a small dynamo through your Exchange
column a short time ago (a No. 4 Kapp) , and I shall be glad if you
will help me with it. I have your book, " Small Dynamos and
Motors, but still I cannot get my machine to work. I got an
electrician to wind me the armature, and he says the armature is
in perfect condition . It has 8 ozs. of No. 22 d.c.c. wire
on , and
lb. of No, 20 D.C.c. wire on each field - 1 lb, in all. Will this give
30 volts 5 amps. ? I can get a small amount of current, because
on putting the two terminal wires in my mouth I can taste
it. Does that show that the armature is right, because I cannot
get the machine to fuse even a small 4 -volt lamp ? I am going to
try wipaing iron wire along the armature, according to your hand
book ; but should the projecting of the laminations be bare , be
cause mine is insulated ? Could it pick up current from the field
magnets ?
As you do not send a dimensioned sketch of your dynamo, we
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cannot say if it would give 30 volts 5 amps. ; but a machine to give
this output ought to have at least 3 lbs. of wire on the field -magnet.
The 1 lb. of 20 gauge wire is absolutely unsuitable. If you can
get 3 lbs. of No. 23 gauge s.c.c. copperwire on the field -magnet,
you will have some chance of getting that output. If you canonly
get 1 lb. of wire on , still use No. 23 gauge, and be satisfied if you can
get 10 volts 5 amps. Speed should be at least 3,000 revolutions
per minute ; field coils to be connected in shunt to the armature.
We do not quite understand what you mean about armature
laminations ; no insulation is required on the tops of the teeth .
( 13,670 ) Formula for Accumulator Capacity and Charg
Ing . J. E. W. ( New Brompton) writes : In reading your hand
book on “ Small Accumulators " there is a little re the charging
current I cannot quite understand . ( 1 ) On page 40 you give the
following example :
L * W
Current
* No. of plates in cell.
I2
denominator
Where does the
12 originate from ? (2) In calculating
surface of positive plate, am I to reckon both sides of the plate, as
I take it that in an accumulator I have there are two negative
plates, with a positive plate between them , that both sides of
positive plate are active surface ? (3) On page 35 you state that
charging current should not greatly exceed 4 amps. per sq. ft. of
positive plate surface. In my accumulator the plates are 4 x 4 .
Would not this be the correct formula to find what charging current
would be required :
32 sq. ft.
L4 x W4 x two sides of platu
144
144
And from this, at 4 amps. per sq. ft., we get
144 sq. ins. takes 4 amps.
I
141
8
4 Х 32 amp. --amp
32
.
1
9
144
But according to the formula on page 40 we get
16
4 X 4 Х
amps.
12
2 I 2 it
as charging current. ( 4 ) Is it possible to find capacity in amp.
hours by measurement of plates, or must this be found by taking
the time of discharging ?
( 1) This equation should read
L W x number of positive plates, 147
C - x
144
as we are dealing with sq. ins. - not sq . ft. (2) Yes. (3) In your
cell you have your plate : 4 X 4 = 16 sq. ins.; and as both sides
are counted 32 sq. ins. ; and
32 22and 2 of 4 8
144 9
9
9
( 4) Well-made cells should have a capacity of about 30 amp.-hours
per sq. ft. positive plate. To find the capacity accurately , of
course, a test should be made.
( 13,643] Reading and Scaling - off Drawings. J. H. D.
(Atherton) writes : On page 23 of your handbook, “ SmallDynamos
and Motors, " there is a set ofscales ; may I enquire what is the use
of them ? I have studied the book thoroughly, and I find , on
page 24, that if I wish to make a 40 -watt dynamo, I must first
transfer the 40-watt scale to the edge of a strip of stout paper ,
or Bristol board, and use this to scale off all dimensions from the
drawing. It also tells me to use the proper scale, if I wish to make
any other size of machine. To quote the words of the book : " Of
course , the proper scale must be used, as indicated by the references
marked on each drawing." What are these references on the
drawing ? I see nothing of them . And what size are the scales ?
It does not say: All the scales I have seen have been marked
something like this scale of 1 in . to the foot ; but on your scales
there is nothing like this. How am I to read them ? I would
like to know . Please explain .
We regret we cannot make the instructions given previously
much clearer. The various scales are used according to which size
machine you wish to build . Thus, taking the over-all dimensions
of, say, Fig. 12 with a 10 -watt scale, the readings in inches will be
less than those observed , were we to use a 500 -watt scale to
measure off the same drawing ( Fig. 12) ; and this, of course , is quite
correct, for it is obvious a 500 -watt machine will be larger than a
10-watt machine. We trust this is clear to you now . If you are
still in difficulties,you should try to get someone to explain itto
you personally. The references referred to are , of course , the
figure numbers.
( 13,762 ) Amalgamating Zincs ; Horse - power. F. J. R.
(Swallow Nest) writes : ( 1 ) How to charge a 4, 6, or 8-volt ordinary
pocket accumulator (5 amp.-hours) of a 240 -volt circuit by toning
down the volts, but retaining conductivity for the required current
( simplest method) ? (2) How to make the mercury adhere to battery
zincs, and easy method of amalgamating same ? (3) Difference
between h.-P., b.h.-P., i.h..p. ?
( 1 ) See recent query replies re charging accumulators. (2) Apply
mercury with a piece of rag or flannel until zinc is properly coated .
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(3) i.h.p. equals total h.-p. developed by the engine, including
that absorbed in driving itself. B.h.-p. equals brake H.-P., or
the actual h.-p. available for doing useful work - 1.2., total power
developed, minus that required to drive engine itself. H.-P.
meansanything or nothing. It is a vague term .
The News of the Trade .
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Messrs. C. W. Burton , Griffiths & Co. have, in response to the de
mand for B.A. screwing tackle, lately brought out some excellent
sets, two of which we illustrate herewith. Thelarger set includes
all sizes from o to 8, with one tap for each . The smaller box is
designed to provide an opportunity for the purchaser of the o to 8
set, subsequently completing the series, andcontains taps and dies
and the required smaller die stock for Nos. 9 to 12 ( inclusive) .
In addition to the two sets illustrated, boxes containing the whole
range, with taper and plug taps, and with plug taps only , are obtain .
able ; taps, stocks, and dies are also supplied separately . Two points

[ The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
samples
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion, no payment of any kind
being required or accepted. The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers .)
* Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.
The " Alligator " Hand Planer.
The Liverpool Castings Co., of Church Lane, Liverpool, have
recently added to their list of workshop appliances a new design

TALLIGATOR
MOREBATIK
TABLE FOR SOILLS
909
205 12 103
16
3930
195
34.no
30
THE “ ALLIGATOR ” HAND PLANER, BY THE
LIVERPOOL TOOL AND CASTINGS Co.

12 SY58SS $1

GHE

in favour of Messrs . Burton, Griffiths' tackle are that the dies are
provided with four cutting edges, and that all the larger sets
have a very neat brass tablet in the lid of the box giving diameters
of screws in decimals of an inch, and the sizes (Stub's) of tapping
and clearing holes. We have tried the tools, and find them in
every way satisfactory. Prices and particulars of all the sets,
and of the component parts, may be obtained from Messrs. C. W.
Burton, Griffiths & Co. (address, Ludgate Square, Ludgate Hill,

B.A. SCREWING TACKLE : Sizes 9 TO 12 .
Messrs . C. W. BURTON GRIFFITHS' & Co.'s B.A.
SCREWING TACKLE : SIZES O TO 8 .
of hand planing machine, which we illustrate in the accompanying
cut. The machine is of strong and heavy build, and the cross slide
runs on planed parallel vee guides, so that it cannot get out of
square with the bed . The tool-holder is capable of being swivelled
to any angle. The table, which has three tee slots, is provided
with an adjustment for taking up wear, and the screws are square
threaded. " The capacity of the machine is 6 ins. by 4 ins. in height,
with a stroke of 14 ins. Further particulars of this cheap and
handy little tool may be obtained from the above address on
receipt of a stamp to cover postage.
.B.A . Stocks and Dles.
There is, we think, no doubt about the superiority of the B.A.
standard threads for small model work , owing to the greater range
of sizes and the better proportions of the pitch of thread to the dia
meter of the screw . However, it is important that the threads
should be good ones, and to this end good tools are necessary.

London, E.C.), a stamp being enclosed to cover postage. Men
tion should be made of THE MODEL ENGINEER .

New Catalogues and Lists .

Johnson & Phillips, Old Charlton, Kent, have sent us a re
vised illustrated catalogue of every description of high and low
tension cable for electric light and power transmission. The list also
includes flexible cotton , silk and rubber-covered copper wires for
lamps, bells, instruments, and dynamo connections. Jointing
materials are also listed .
Edison & Swan United Electric Light Co., Ltd. 36
and 37, Queen Street, Cheapside. -Supplementary leaflets are, to
hand from this firm , describing several " Ediswan " specialities,
such as the “ pull " type button switch, H.V. fuseboards, and
fancy glass shades and globes for electric lighting purposes.
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The Editor's Page .

N the reports on boiler explosions periodically
IN issued by the Board of Trade there is often to
be found some information of much interest
and importance to users of small boilers . We
quote the following abstract of Report No. 1531 ,
which appears in the current issue of The Mechanical
Engineer :- “ Report No. 1531 conveys a lesson to
the owners of small boilers used occasionally for
small power purposes , which it is hoped will not be
lost . In this case the boiler consisted of a small
cylindrical vessel about 3 ft . 6 ins . long by 2 ft .
diameter, with dished ends, the vessel being set
upright over a fire, and used to supply steam to a
small vertical engine for driving a lathe , a circular
saw, and a meat -chopping machine. The owner
looked after the vessel himself , and had worked it
for about twenty years , steam being raised once or
twice a week , according to the owner's needs . The
vessel was not insured or inspected , and the owner
evidently had no conception of its condition or of
the risks he ran, for it seems the bottom end was
quite worn away , and absolutely unfit to withstand
any pressure , the plates in some places being
reduced until they were as thin as a sixpence . The
owner's ignorance and neglect of inspection , how
ever, cost him dear , for the escaping steam and
water, when the bottom blew out , so severely
scalded him that he died the same day. The
disaster shows the importance of these small and
apparently insignificant -looking boilers being sub
jected to periodical inspection just as much as large
ones . Their diminutive size causes owners some
times to imagine there is no risk, and that if they
burst the results can only be trifling. This, how
ever, is quite a mistake ; small boilers, even less
than the one under notice, have been responsible
in the past for the deaths of a good many persons ,
and when not properly equipped and looked after
may be pregnant with as much possibility of
damage as a bombshell.”
The next report also refers to the explosion of a
small steam vessel used as an evaporator, but not
as a boiler. In this case the failure was due to a
faulty circumferential weld , and in this connection
the Report calls attention to the great uncertainty
attaching to joints of this character. “ Welded
seams, " it remarks, even of the best description ,
have always an element of uncertainty about
them ; but circumferential welded seams of small
vessels like the one that exploded are always ex
ceptionally risky on account of the difficulty of
getting a suitable heat on the plates that are about
to be welded , and examining them after they are
welded, and it is not surprising that many such
welds prove unsatisfactory . A more reliable
method of construction of such vessels is to rivet in

the ends , even if the longitudinal seam be welded ;
but if the circumferential welds are preferred , the
ends of the vessel should be properly stayed ."
Reports such as these emphasise in a striking way
the need for the adoption of proper methods in the
construction of model and small power boilers , and
also the equally necessary periodical examination
of a boile “ in use to ensure that it is not developing
dangerous defects.
Answers to Eorrespondents.
66

READER . ” — See our handbook , " Model Boiler
Making," price 7d . post free .
L. W. ( Harrogate ) .--The information you require
will be found on page 221 of THE MODEL ENGI
NEER for October ist , 1900 .
F. S. Y. ( Croydon ) .—This is not within the scope
of these columns . See the book , “ Practical
Organ Building," by W. E. Dickson , M.A .;
price 2s . 6d ., post free 2s . iod . , from this office.
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and ail MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sentpost free to any address for 135. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made byPostal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How to ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and allnew apparatus and price lists, & c.,for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26--29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, “ The Model Engi.
neer," 25—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to wbom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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[ The asterisk ( * ) denotes that this subject is illustrated. ]
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A Linesman's Simple

Detector .

By A. E. BECKETT..

w

Time
Fig . 1.–MR. A. E. BECKETT'S SIMPLE DETECTOR.

HERE must be several readers who are in
want of a detector, but , like myself , un
THE
These will be inter
able to buy one.
ested in the way this one was constructed . The

cost is small , being made from odds and ends . It
is very simple, there being no inside needle , only
one which is magnetised , and forms both magnetic
and indicating needle.

April 6 , 1905.
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The first thing I did was to look round the scrap
heap to find anything likely to be of use. I found
some mahogany an inch thick ; from this I cut two
pieces 4 ins. square. The next thing I came across
was a gas globe ring, which made a bezel for glass
front ; and, breaking up an old dry battery, I found
a glass disc at the bottom , which just fitted my gas
globe ring-and there was my front complete . I
found a piece of quarter iron rod and piece of hoop
iron. A hole was cut in each piece of mahogany
as shown ; the hole in piece for front was

-Terminal

pivot to work in , and spring the needle in , seeing
that it works free in every way .
The glass disc I fastened inside bezel by springing
and soldering a ring of wire in . Three terminals
were then screwed on top of front piece of wood , and
the coils connected from the inside. The begin
ning of thick wire is taken to left - hand terminal, and
the finishing end and the beginning end of the fine
wire to the centre terminal , ihe finishing end of fine
wire going to right-hand terminal . The two pieces of
wood are now screwed together with four it- in.
brass screws from the front, the wood being cleaned
up and French-polished . With a single Leclanché ,
this detector will show 60 degs .

Bezel
Workshop

Mognetic
needle
Recess
for
coil

Diol

Needle
support
A
H

Fig . 2 .-- CROSS - SECTION.

fin . deep, and that for the back was only 1 in .
These holes were made to take the magnets, which I
made by cutting two pieces i in. long from my iron
rod , riveting them into the hoop iron to make
electro-magnets .
Two bobbins were made by fitting a tin -plate
tube over the quarter iron , and forming ends of
zinc discs about in . diameter. I afterwards took
out the iron , as it was too hard , holding magnetism
after current was cut off, thereby holding the
needle over.
One bobbin was wound with No. 24, six turns
for low resistance, and the other with No. 36, for
high resistance ; and I found that the bobbins
without core answered the purpose. The next
thing I did was to cut a circle in the front piece of
mahogany, } in . deep , 1-16th in . less in diameter
than gas globą ring ; this was to take the dial ,
which I made from sheet brass. It will be seen
from the photograph that the upper part of dial is
divided into degrees.
The needle was my next consideration . A small
piece of clock spring was softened , a hole being
punched in centre, and the needle was then shaped
and trued ; a small piece of sewing needle fin .
long was soldered in the hole of needle for the pivot
to work on . The needle was then magnetised
and cleaned up. Needle was suspended between
two pieces of sheet brass } in . wide and } in. apart .
This can be made either by bending one or insert
ing a piece of f in . brass plate between at one end
( see Fig. 2 ), the two being soldered together at the
bottom , and a hole drilled through to fasten it to
the case . The screw of this will also fix the dial .
With a sharp centre punch , make two small holes in
the top part of suspension piece for the needle

Notes

and Notions .

( Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired , accord.
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the envelope.)
Jig for Cutting Wire to Equal Length .
By “ SREGOR ."
The accompanying sketch is a design for a
handy jig for cutting off wire , &c . , to equal lengths .
A shows side elevation , B plan , and C end view .
The idea of this tool is that it can be held in jaws
of ordinary vice , and the wire held in the left hand
and dropped into the vee as shown in end view ,
and then pushed against the adjustable stop D ;
this stop is set to the required distance for length
of wire , and secured by the lock screw E. Then the
blade of hacksaw is inserted in slot F, and the piece
sawn off. The slot should be just sufficiently wide
to allow the saw to reciprocate. When cutting off ,
say , } in. silver steel , the quickest way is to revolve
the steel round in the vee when sawing ; this will
make a groove around the bar, say , about 1-32nd in .
deep; then the piece can be readily broken off in vice
and thus save about 70 per cent . sawing , and the
piece will break off as square as if parted off in
lathe. The vice will take any size of wire, from
zero to the maximum capacity of the vee . The
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A JIG FOR CUTTING WIRE TO EQUAL LENGTHS.

body should be shaped as shown at C to receive
the stop D , and then D filed so that it can be
pushed along by handand then gripped in position
by the setscrew E. The screw pressing the slide up
against the small vee. In Fig . C , the stop is not
shown , but plan and elevation view are shown in
detail at G and D.
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Spring Coiling.
By T. S.
The illustration herewith shows a handy and use
full tool for making long, close -coiled springs of
small diameter . It consists of a piece of Bessemer
steel , about 6 ins . by } in . by } in. , drilled through
to suit diameter of coiling mandrel M , then counter
bored on opposite side to outside diameter of spring .
The hole H , through which the wire is passed to
the mandrel and chuck is countersunk to give more

HН
M

AN ARRANGEMENT FOR SPRING Coiling .
free lom. Change wheels geared to the pitch of
spring, and the wire kept tight , enables the turning
out of good springs 6 ins. long by 4 in . diameter with
ease , and so does away with the old method of
making short ones , and afterwards soldering to
make up the required length .
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readers what a tangent is . The accompanying
diagram will, I hope, make it clear. Suppose at
the extremity of a radius A B of a circle a line BC
is drawn at right angles to A B ; and suppose that
from the centre of the circle A through any number
of degrees ( counting from B ) , say, F , a line is drawn
cutting B C at the point D , then B D is the tangent
of the angle B A F , and B D ( the tangent) measures
the angle just as well as the arc B F does . Now, if
we knew the tangents corresponding to the various
angles, and marked them off along B C, joining each
to A ( the centre ), we should get the angles marked
off either upon the big circle or the little circle.
Such tangents are given in any book of tri
gonometrical tables , and I have extracted the
useful ones below for the benefit of your readers .
In a table of “ natural ” tangents the tangents
are given as decimals , the radius (A B in our dia
gram ) being assumed as one unit of length, foot ,
inch , mile, or what not . Thus, if the tangent is
shown as 0.5 it will be į in . or 6 ins., according
as the radius is an inch or a foot . Similarly, if the
radius is 10 ft . the tangent will be half 10 ft . , that
is 5 ft .
Now, to mark off the swivel plate by this method ,
one must mark off on a smooth light wall the
tangents of the various angles desired , to a radius
of 10 ft . Care should be taken not to measure the
length with a one or two-foot rule repeated , as that
will multiply any small errors. A tape should be
stretched , the feet marks scribed with pencil hori
zontally on the wall, and the tangent distances
marked from each foot . Thus, the tangent for 25 °
is 4 ft . 7 31-32nd ins . The inches should be
marked from the 4.ft. point , not scaled out from zero .
Having scribed these tangents off upon the wall ,
the slide - rest must be set up level with the scribed
line , the centre of the swivel being exactly 10 ft .
from the zero of the line of tangents, and the line
joining the zero and the centre of the swivel exactly
B.
E
D
-C

F
G

Graduating the Swivel - Plate of a Slide - rest.
By F. J. NANCE (Cape Colony ).
Those readers of the M.E. who have, like myself,
made their own slide -rest, will, perhaps, have been
puzzled to graduate the swivel on it for turning
taper with the upper slide.
Two methods present themselves at once for
adoption. First , with a division plate. If one has
a division plate of seventy -two divisions, the job
is practically done , for each division is obviously
5 ° of arc. But few amateurs will make a division
plate before the sine quâ non of a lathe—the slide
rest .
The second method is to divide the angles with
a pair of dividers by geometrical methods. I
rejected this in my own case because it was difficult
to scribe the marks upon the cast -iron surface ,
because it was difficult to get the exact centre,
because the angles would be difficult to transfer if
the construction were first done on paper, and
finally because working with such a small circle as
4 ins. diameter, slight errors would be of moment.
I therefore determined to mark the angles from
the trigonometrical tangents, using a radius of 10 ft .,
which would reduce any errors in the swivel of 4 ins .
diameter.
Perhaps it is necessary to explain to some

A

at right angles to the wall. In the diagram , A will
represent the centre of the slide-rest swivel, B the
zero of the line of tangents, and DEC the tangents
of the various angles . To get the line joining the
centre and the zero at right angles to the wall may
seem to be difficult . It can be done this way .
From the zero , measure out exactly 10 ft . on the
tangent scale . Then when the centre of the swivel
plate is exactly right it will be just 10 ft . from the
zero and 14 ft . 1 ins. from the 10 ft . tangent line .
Suppose on the diagram B E is 10 ft . , then A E
would be exactly 14 ft. If ins.
A sighting arrangement must now be made .
Make a strip of wood to clamp in the toolholder of
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the slide-rest ( this should be about 12 ins. long ).
Down the centre rule a thin line with a knife point
at one end of it , stick a darning needle with the eye
up, and at the other a darning needle with the
point up . These should both be squared with the
scribed line. The strip of wood should now be
clamped in the toolholder, and the toolholder so
adjusted that the scribed line is as exactly as
possible above the centre of the swivel plate .
Remember that the more accurately these adjust
ments are made the more accurate the result
will be .
Finally , when the centre line on the swivel which
shows when the slide is set for turning parallel
( and which is supposed to be marked already )
corresponds with the centre line on the base of the
slide, the line of sights must be so adjusted that on
looking through the eye of the needle the point
of the other needle and the zero on the tangent
scale are seen in line. All that is now necessary to
complete the work is to sight each division of the
tangent scale of the wall one after another ,
by turning the swivel plate without touching the
sighting rod, which should be firmly clamped
in place .
That is to say , the swivel plate
should be rotated , so that on looking at the
point of the more remote needle through the
eye of the needle placed close to the observer ,
the former will be seen in line with the mark
on the line of tangents.
A line should then
be scribed on the edge of the swivel plate in
continuation of the zero on the base plate.
Another division on the tangent scale should
now be sighted , the angle marked on the
swivel plate, and so on till all are complete .
This will mark the degrees on one side of
To complete both sides the
the zero only.
scale of tangents must be extended in the
opposite direction , and corresponding sights
The above description may seem
taken .
very involved , but a little thinking and com
parison with the diagram will make it plain .
At any rate , the enquiry column is always
open .
TABLE OF TANGENTS CORRESPONDING TO А
RADIUS OF 10 FT.
Length of
tangent.
ft . ins .
Degree .
0 0
o 2 3-32
o 4 3-16
O 5
Brown & Sharp taper ( -in . to ft . )
O
Morse No. 2 taper ( f -in . to ft . )
69-32
3°
o 10
5°
95-32
1
10°
2 8 5-32
15 °
3 7 11-16
200
4 711-32
25 °
5 99-32
30 °
10 o
45 °

Cement for Slicking Leather Fillet on Brass
Patterns.
Melt together eight parts pure beeswax and two
parts rosin ; cut into strips when cold and apply
with a slicking tool of the proper radius. A piece
of wire set into a steel ball, and heated over a
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Bunsen burner is the best for this purpose .
The
pattern should be slightly warmed to enable the
cement to flow between the leather and brass .
When cold , any superfluous cement may be re
moved with a piece of waste soaked in spirits of
turpentine.

A

12 - in . Spark Coil .

By D. G. MAY.
EREWITH is given a photograph of my t-in .
,
tions given in your book on " Coils.” I have
removed the covering from coil , so that the winding
of the secondary can be seen in its four sections.
I followed the directions very closely, and the re
sult is a coil which is perfect in its working.
It
gives a } -in. spark quite easily. The condenser is
fixed in the base under the coil , and tbe whole space

MR . D. G. MAY's t.IN. SPARK Coil.
filled in with paraffin wax. I have added a switch
and a sparking rod , and the whole looks very nice .
Having been a reader of your splendid paper from
the commencement, I may say that I have profited
very much from it .

It has been found in experiments on explosions
of mixtures of cyanogen with oxygen alone that
the rate of explosion increases with the addition of
steam until the latter constitutes above 5 per cent.
of the mixture.
A Safety Device. For the protection of per
sons from the electric current , upon the rupture of
a trolley wire, a safety device has been placed on
the market. By the employment of this arrange
ment the current is cut off, and the wire rendered
harmless . The device is fitted to each section of
the wire , and consists of an ordinary connecting
ear, held in its proper position by the strain on the
trolley wire. Directly this tension is released , as
by the breaking of the trolley wire , the current is
immediately cut off the broken section .
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Practice .

By Chas. S. LAKE .
( Continued from page 202. )
SHUNTING AND CONTRACTORS ' LOCOMOTIVES.
THE interest of the majority of those who
THfollow the subject of locomotive engineering
is, beyond any doubt , centred in the design
and performances of main line , and especially
express passenger locomotives, little thought being
given as a rule to engines intended for other branches
of service which, although perhaps of a secondary

service , as it may well be called . How many
people out of the numbers which daily throng the
platforms of our railway stations (especially busy
junctions and vast termini), give a thought to the
part played by the little contractors' locomotives
in the construction of this important highway .
now a commonplace feature of daily communication

lui
1288

an

Fig . 10.-FOUR-WHEELS COUPLED SHUNTING ENGINE FOR THE STANDARD GAUGE , L. & Y. RAILWAY .
character, from a comparative point of view , are,
nevertheless, important as forming an indispensable
part in the operative scheme of every railway.
The reason for this is , to a gre extent , that as
the locomotives employed upon the class of work
referred to come less prominently before the notice
of the travelling public their doings are , as a
natural consequence, less heard of ; and the sur
roundings among which they labour being more or
less obscured from the public gaze , little inclination
to inquire into the subject of their design or to
study their conditions of service and the question
of efficiency displayed by them in fulfilling the
same is manifested, even by students of locomotive
practice and those who take a general interest in
the subject.
These remarks apply more particularly to loco
motives employed for shunting and railway con
tractors' purposes ; the drudgery of the railway

between one place or another , or who stay to con
sider for a moment that the finest express speeding
through the Junction or awaiting the fall of the
signal at the great terminal station had first to be
handled by the diminutive shunting engine, first in
the marshalling yards and then on the road to the
starting point ?
Yet the design and construction of these but
little recognised locomotives form the basis of a
large and important industry which flourishes not
only in Great Britain but also abroad , and in which
many firms of large proportions and high standing
are almost exclusively engaged . The qualifications
of a contractors' locomotive may be briefly sum
marised as follows :
( 1 ) Simplicity of design.
( 2 ) Accessibility of working parts.
( 3 ) Lightness and power combined.
Above and beyond all, they must be capable of
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withstanding the roughest usage, and must be so
designed as to lend themselves to cheapness of
maintenance and ease of repair. The same qualifi
cations apply, but to a much less extent , to “ Shunt
ing ” locomotives, for in their case the work per
formed is carried out upon regular and well-laid
tracks , with repairing facilities equally handy and
just as adequate as where main line engines are
concerned ; in fact , as need hardly be added , it is
quite common practice in this country to employ
standard type passenger tank engines for certain
classes of shunting work, whilst for similar opera
tions in goods yards, and so on , the locomotives
used are as often as not old ones which were
originally designed for a very different purpose .
Of locomotives specifically designed for shunting
operations , two built at Horwich works for the
Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway are shown in
Figs . 10 and 11 . The first is a four -wheeled engine
with outside cylinders and a saddle tank over the
boiler. The cylinders are 13 ins . diameter by 18 ins .
stroke, and the wheels 3 ft . fin . diameter , the
connecting -rods driving the second pair, which are
coupled to the leading pair . The wheels , as will
be seen , are of the disc or solid pattern , with balance
pieces cast on the cranks , the latter forming part
of the wheel centre in the ordinary way.
Each
wheel is fitted with a brake block operated by hand
gear , and a sand -box , located below the running
board and mid -way between the wheels , delivers
sand under the tread of both so that sanding may
be efficaciously applied in whichever direction the
engine may be travelling .
The safety valves are mounted on the back end
of the firebox inside the cab ; the columns being
provided with extension pieces passing up through
the roof, so that when the valves are lifting the
steam causes no inconvenience to the men . The
whistle is also placed above the cab roof , and , in
addition , there is a bell for use under special con .
ditions.
This little engine stands upon a wheelbase of
5 ft . 9 ins. , and weighs complete in working order
21 tons 5 cwts . Of this , 9 tons 13 cwts, rests on
the forward and 11 tons 12 cwts . on the driving
pair of wheels. The boiler tubes have a heating
surface of 432075 sq . ft . , and the firebox adds
43 sq. ft . , making the total 475.75 sq . ft . ; the
grate area is 7.2 sq . ft . The tank accommodates
450 gallons of water ; 14 cwts . of coal is carried in
the " bunker. "
The second engine is of much larger proportions
and is capable of performing heavy shunting and
hauling work , within prescribed limits. It has six
wheels coupled and the cylinders are outside the
frames driving the intermediate pair . Side tanks
are provided in this design , and there is a coal
bunker at the rear of the cab . The boiler has a
Belpaire firebox with two Ramsbottom type safety
valves mounted upon it ; the other mountings are
of standard L. & Y. Railway design , and the collec
tive appearance of the engine is a decidedly pleasing
one. The automatic vacuum apparatus is fitted ,
and, in addition, there is a hand-screw brake .
The cylinders are placed in a horizontal position ,
with the steam chests above ; single pattern slide
bars and " suspension ” crossheads are used. The
valve gear is inside , but the valve rod itself can be
seen outside the frame, worked through the medium
of a rocker.
The engines of this class are used on heavy
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shunting work in yards and occasionally in train
working, for which latter service they are well
qualified. They have cylinders 17 ins. diameter
by 24 ins. stroke ; coupled wheels, 4 ft . 6 ins.
diameter ; wheel base , 12 ft . ; and length over
buffers , 31 ft. i in. The boiler is pitched with its
axis 7 ft. 5 * ins . above rail level, and has a total
heating surface of 1,167.4 sq. ft ., the grate area
being 17 sq. ft . The weight in working order is
50 tons , the water capacity 980 gallons, and the
coal capacity 2 tons . The boiler in this, as in the
first engine described , is 160 lbs . per sq. in .
In the following illustrations will be shown some
representative types of four and six-wheeled loco
motives designed more especially for railway con
tract work, but applicable in at least threr cases
for shunting operations at stations , goods yards,
on standard
and for general use in a similar capacity
gauge tracks. The whole of the engines were built
at the works of the Hunslet Engine Co. , Ltd. , of
Leeds , who make a speciality of this class of work .
The locomotive shown in Fig . 12 is mounted upon
four wheels, and is intended for the 3 - ſt. gauge .
Outside cylinders are employed , this being prac
tically obligatory on such a narrow gauge , and the
rear pair of wheels are utilised as drivers. Both
axles are placed in front of the firebox to secure a
short wheelbase and a little more freedom in de
signing the firebox . Both wheels are braked , and
sand is delivered on the track in front of the drivers
by a straight pipe leading down from the sand -box ,
which , as will be seen , is placed on the running
board in front of the cab. The saddle tank carries
110 gallons of water , and the engine—which re
joices in the name of “ Stephen ” -has dimensions
as follows :-cylinders, 7 ins. by 10 ins. ; coupled
wheels, 20 ins . diameter ; length of wheelbase, 3 ft .
3 ins. The boiler has a total heating surface of
109 sq. ft . , and the grate area is 2.8 sq . ft. Loaded ,
the engine weighs 6 tons 16 cwts ., and it is designed
to traverse curves of 21 ft . radius with ease.
( To be continued .)

According to the Railway Official Gazette it is
rumoured that important negotiations have been
opened up between the Caledonian and London
and North - Western Companies for a readustiment
of the arrangements for dealing with through traffic
between Scotland and England . No details have
been allowed to transpire, but it is stated that the
object is to secure economy in working expenses .
VALVES FOR SUPERHEATED STEAM . –For use with
superheated steam , it is said that probably an alloy
with a nickel base would be most suitable for valves .
Copper becomes rapidly weaker beyond 400 ° F. ,
and is quite unsuitable as a material for super
heated steam . Copper alloys also appear to be on
the point of disintegration at the above -mentioned
temperature.
A MOTORISTS' DEMONSTRATION . —Sir John Mac
donald has proposed that in June motorists should
make a general demonstration , that they should
meet at centres throughout the whole country on
a given day in full force, and give the world a really
good opportunity of judging of the magnitude of
the movement . The committee of the Automobile
Club is going to consider details for the event at
its next meeting.
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FIG. 11. - Six -WHEELS COUPLED STANDARD GAUGE SHUNTING ENGINE, L. &?Y. RAILWAY.
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Fig . 12. -FOUR-WHEELED CONTRACTOR'S LOCOMOTIVE, BY THE HUNSLET ENGINE CO. , LTD .
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A Model Horizontal Engine
with Joy's Valve Gear .

By H. MUNCASTER .
( Concluded from page 275. )
IG . 13 shows details of a piece to be fitted
to the bedplate underneath the slides . This
FG .
forms a pivot for the lower rod of the valve
motion. The position of this is 10 } ins . , measured
horizontally from the crankshaft , and i 3-16ths in .
below the centre of the engine . The relative posi
tion will be clear on reference to Fig . 14, which
is a diagram of the valve gear. This will also ex
plain how the various parts go together.
-22

2 off
En tipo

loff

14
la screws

FIG . 13

-1* "

516 pins
Fig . 15
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Any alteration from the vertical position of the
guides will affect the movement so that a suitable
variation in either direction will give to the gear
the movement necessary for the engine running
backward or forward , as the case may be .
The arrangement for the control of the curved
links is shown in Fig. 20 . The forked lever is keyed
to the end of the trunnion at right angles to the
slides ; the keyway is shown in both cases. It will
be noticed that the end of the reversing lever has a
This is all that is necessary to
travel of it ins.
move the gear from full backward to full forward
position .
Referring to Figs. 18 and 19, it will be seen that
the arrangement of guides is rather a complicated
piece to make. It was made out of a gunmetal
casting. The trunnions were originally made right
through from end to end , and cut away after the
turning was completed. The faces marked A on
sketch were turned in the lathe to a plane surface.
From this , the faces for taking the curved slides
were gauged by calipers . The edges B were trued ,
so as to be all in one plane from these edges ; the
lip was gauged as shown, so as to form a shoulder,
against which the slides are set and held in position .
The curved guides were turned out of a ring of gun
metal ; a slight flange was left on the inside, which
was filed off to form a straight edge. A little flat
was filed on the back of the guide parallel to this ,
to fit the trunnion piece . Care must be taken to
make the centre of the groove coincide with the
centre of the trunnion (see Fig. 19) , otherwise the
motion will not be equal in backward and forward
gears .
A ring was turned , out of which the slide blocks
( Fig . 23) were cut ; these are also of gunmetal .
With regard to the working of this gear, a few
remarks may be pertinent . After being in use for
a quarter of a century the gear may be judged on
its merits, and may be said to be fairly satisfactory .

The link ( Fig . 15) is attached to the connecting.
rod by means of the pin shown through the jaw at
the left hand of the figure. This link fulfils two pur
poses, both important : ( 1 ) It shortens the travel
of the end of the upper or bridge link , which is
connected to it by means of the pin passing through
the middle hole ; ( 2 ) it compensates for the effect of
the radius of the upper link . If the upper link
• were attached to the connecting - rod directly, on
account of the movement of the pin in the latter
being an ellipse, a great part of which would so
nearly coincide with the radius of the link that
during the stroke, when the crank is
passing the lower part of its revolu
53
Lop + leod
tion, practically no movement of the
valve would result, while during the
return stroke the movement would
be very considerable . The links are ,
-Rodius oflink,Fdgdom
kudo- B'word
therefore, so proportioned that they
may be suitable to compensate for
this, and give an equal amount of
movement during each stroke .
To 1/6 * 16
The diagram shows the gear at the
end of the stroke. The centre of the
pivot on which the upper link swings
105 "
should exactly coincide with the centre
of the trunnions carrying the curved
FIG . 14.-DIAGRAM OF VALVE GEAR .
links, the upper part of the link being
just long enough to move the valve
The great point in its favour is the excellent dis
off the centre a distance equal to the sum of the
lap and lead .
tribution of steam given by a valve worked by it .
The same remark applies to the position of the
The facility offered of putting the slide- valve above
gear at each end of the stroke . It will be seen that
or below the cylinder may in some cases commend
it . It has, however, a great number of joints, the
the lead is thus constant, whether the reversing
pins of which are subject to wear. There is also
lever be full forward , backward, or at any inter
mediate point .
considerable wear on the guides and blocks due to
Figs . 18 and 19 give in detail the curved guides
the friction caused by the resistance of the valves
which control the motion of the upper link . If the
during the time that the slides are moving with a
guides be vertical , as in Fig . 19 , the movement of
comparatively high velocity. The lubrication is
rather more difficult than in the case of an eccentric,
the valve will not exceed the sum of the lap and
and this is emphasised by the fact that it is almost
lead at each side of the centre position , and this
impossible to exclude dust and grit. The wear here
movement will be in unison with the piston , but in
the opposite direction .
is more difficult to take up than it is in an eccentric,
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where it may only be necessary to reduce a liner to
make a satisfactory readjustment. On the whole,
there is no reason why the gear should not have a
very wide application , although it may not find
such an extensive use as the eccentric and link
motion . These remarks are intended to apply
more especially to actual work on locomotives or

was slightly dovetailed , and made to fit in between
the valve chest and the engine bed , so that no screws
were necessary to hold it. This makes a very nice
finish to the cylinders.
A tin grease tray was made to go under the cranks
and the valve motion , and the whole bolted down to
a hardwood base about if ins . thick .
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Details Of Joy's VALVE GEAR APPLIED TO A Model HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE .

engines doing useful work. For models with only
a periodical run the wear would be quite un
applicable .
The details of the engine are given so fully in the
accompanying illustrations that no further, de
scription will be necessary .
At the side of the cylinder a piece of thin steel
sheet cut out of an old saw blade was blued and
fitted as shown in the section of the cylinder. This

For finishing the castings, a few coats of good
paint , properly smoothed and rubbed down after
each application , finishing with a chocolate colour ,
and varnishing with carriage varnish , make a very
pleasing contrast with the bright parts .
When running idly the engine consumes a very
small amount of steam , an ordinary gas jet will
supply sufficient gas to keep it working continually,
if the gas be led by a piece of tubing to an ordinary
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boiling burner under the boiler , where the air is
mixed with the gas before combustion takes place .
The engine working at 40 to 50 lbs. of steam will
drive a 6 -in. lathe very comfortably indeed , and isa
very handy for work up to about x h .-p .;

' 9'dia .
FIG . 22.-FLYWHEEL .
14 - in . belt from the flywheel will be sufficient
to transmit the power . Details of the flywheel are
given in Fig . 22 .
The details of the motion , crankshaft, cylinders,
etc. , are suitable for a coupled express locomotive
to $ scale, say, 9-in . gauge, which would make
rather an imposing model with 12 - in . driving
wheels.

For the Bookshelf .
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A Model Torpedo Boat Destroyer .
By A. P. ISARD .
HE accompanying photograph illustrates my
TH model torpedo boat destroyer. I built it
with the idea of not only being a practical
model, but also a true model so far as outward
appearance goes.
The dimensions are : Length, 2 ft . 6 ins.; beam ,
31 ins .; depth , 4 ins . She is fitted with a powerful
Knapp motor, the power being taken from four small
bichromate cells, each giving an output of about
I volt, The drawings do not quite coincide with
the boat, the reason being that I drew them some
time before I made the model, and as I progressed
I became more expert and made alterations .
The deck fittings consist of full armament,
namely — one 12-pounder, five 6 -pounders, and two
deck torpedoes, six cowls, four ventilating shafts,
steering wheel, and binnacle compass , skylight over
engines, captain's gig on davits with canvas cover
ing, and a companion whose doors open and dis
close the switch for controlling motor, a searchlight
made of a piece of tube fitted with a small lens
and 2-volt pealamp.
In the forecastle are two bronze anchors, a pair
of bollards, conning tower, and 12- pounder gun
carriage. She is painted black above W.L. , red
below , with a white hair line dividing them. The
total weight is 11 lbs. 12 ozs. and is made up thus :
Hull, 2 lbs. 8 ozs.; engine, 14. ozs.; batteries
(charged ) , 1 lb. 6 ozs.; ballast, 3 lbs .; fittings,
4 lbs. : total, 11 lbs. 12 ozs.
The vessel took me about eleven months of my
spare time to build . Her speed is not great , about
three to three and a half miles per hour. I have
made part of the deck to be movable in order to
gain access to the engines and batteries, &c .

( Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
Model ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Stred , London , E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage .]
LOCOMOTIVE INJECTORS .
By “ The In
London : The Locomotive
spector."
Publishing Co., Ltd. Price 2s , 6d . Post
age 2d .
Although, as indicated by its title, this
book is specially intended for locomotive
men , the subject of the injector is dealt with
in so lucid and so practical a fashion , that it
may be strongly recommended to all engaged
in steam engineering. Aftir a chapter de.
voted to an explanation of the general princi
ples underlying the subject, the author pro
ceeds to describe different types of injectors,
these notes being illustrated by excellent
sectional and other views of the various appli
ances referred to .
He then deals with the
various faults which occur to stop an injector
ercoming
working, and the methods of over
Fig . 1.- MR. A. P. ISARD's MODEL TORPEDO Boat.
same , and finally gives a very interesting
chapter on the history of injectors . The book is
I have made a case for the boat with a movable
got up in very tasteful style , and is excellently
glass front ; this is very useful , because one can
printed .
carry it easily about , or hang it up on the wall , or stow
it away without any fear of its getting damaged.
The hull is made of pitch pine, other wood not
Height OF BUILDINGS. - In Berlin the height of
being obtainable. It had only one small knot and
buildings is limited by law to a little over 72 ft .
no cracks or splits, and its weight was 20 lbs .
Recently a petition was presented to the Ministry
of the Interior asking that the building laws be so
MARINE ENGINEER STUDENTS.—Sir Alfred Jones
modified as to allow of steel frame builuings of
has offered to take engineering students at Liver
greater height being erected. After consideration
pool University free trips on the Elder, Dempster
of the matter, the Ministry has refused the
steamers, in order that they may acquire practical
experience in the engine -room.
petition.
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Model

Railways .

No. XIV. - Mr. Henry Lea's Railway and Its
Recent Developments .
By HENRY GREENLY .
HE majority of our readers will, no doubt, re
TH member the accounts of Mr. Henry Lea's
achievements in model making , which were
published in April and May, 1900 , and the inter
esting notes by “ Atlas ” in The MODEL ENGINEER

FIG . 1. — THE WORKING PORTIONS OF TWO OF MR .
HENRY LEA's MODEL FLAP Nozzle INJECTORS .

addition to this , the " man " in the signalcabin can
put on and off the injector just as readily as if he
were riding on the footplate. This feature reduces
the attention to a minimum , and saves all running
after the locomotive . When the fire requires re
plenishing , you do not go to the engine, but by the
movement of the levers in the cabin , you bring the
engine to you , or to anyone else who may be stand
ing at a convenient place for firing purposes .
Having generalised so far , the writer will now
endeavour, with Mr. Lea's help - for which he is
indebted - to explain how these feats are accom
plished, and at the outset will deal with the im
provements to the locomotive itself.
Although Mr. Lea was quite successful in his
endeavours to make the simple Giffard injector
fitted to the locomotive ( as described in the first of
the above-mentioned articles) to work promptly
as soon as the water and steam were turned on
'vide The Model ENGINEER , page 115 , May, 1900 ),
the injector was not what is known as an automatic
one-that is to say , if the jet became broken , it
would not restart itself automatically — and he was
not satisfied . He has since then made about
eight injectors, of two sizes , of the class known as
" flap nozzle " injectors . In these injectors the
mixing chamber , or cone , is made in halves, one
portion of which is movable on a hinge pin . On
any pressure accumulating in the chamber ( nor
mally there should be a strong vacuum there)
the flap immediately opens to the overflow , and
allows the steam to rush freely out , when the in
jector will pick up the water again and restart itself
in the correct manner . The accompanying photo
graphs — which are one and a quarter times full
size - show the internal or working parts of two
model locomotive injectors — one for a 2 - in, scale
model, and the other for a -in . scale model , such as
Mr. Lea's .
The diameter of the throats are •03 in . and
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for March 12th , 1903. Since those articles were
Porcelain
Fig . 2 .
penned , Mr. Lea has steadily progressed with his
PORCELAIN CHAIR
various schemes , and although he has not quite
reached finality , the work is so far advanced , that
FOR
the writer took the opportunity of accepting his
ELECTRIC
CONTROL
kind invitation to Birmingham to witness , for the
benefit of other readers , the marvellous results he
CONDUCTORS .
has obtained with his locomotive and railway.
Single -handed , model locomotive driving is not a
really comfortable task on a warm day, even for
s
lain
k-porce
'blockraőwnmicdoapper rails
the youngest and most agile enthusiast , and no
d part
0
a
7
3.
one who has had the slightest experience will cavil
t
at the statement that some means of stopping and
abou 18
starting a miniature locomotive from
a distance is desirable in any case.
I
Buper elev sleepers.or circle only one
Mr. Lea, therefore , in completing his
every othermain sleeper
railway—which , by the way, now
takes the form of a complete circle
B
42 ft . in diameter , with a straight
K --Main Sleepers 10- 2 ný laid ' s apart
length of 100 ft . running off tangen
tially - has devised and fitted up an
FIG . 3 — A HALF SIZE CROSS-SECTION OF THE
elaborate and ingenious system of
PERMANENT WAY ,
control , which the writer may venture
to assert is far and away in advance of
•022 in . respectively. The diameter of the steam
anything that has been done heretofore .
Not only does his beautiful locomotive stop within
nozzles are .045 in. and .033 in . respectively.
an inch or two of where the operator requires it
The injector for the -in . model is fittel under
to stop, but it refuses to run over the points in a
the footplate in front of the driving wheel on the
trailing direction until the signalman has set them
right-hand side of the engine, the clack valve being
correctly, and has pulled off the proper signal. In
on the left -hand side. This valve was, at the time
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Fig . 4.—This View GIVES A GENERAL IDEA OF THE Railway .

Fig . 5.—THE JUNCTION WITH LOCOMOTIVE AND BALLAST WAGON .
MR . HENRY LEA'S MODEL RAILWAY .
For description ]

(see pages 324-327 .
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of the visit , an ordinary wing valve, but has since
within five minutes to such an extent, tlat further
been replaced by a bronze ball, which, it has been
applications of the injector were rendered out of
found, shuts down much more certainly than the
the question, and the boiler commenced blowing
former one used to do. The steam valve for the
off furiously . This was not so before the super
injector is situated in the cab , by the side of the
heater was fitted ; and now, to keep down the
regulator, and
kept closed by
a spring.
It has a hand lever ,
Z alive
b olive
so that the injector may be put
P
*KU
on independently of the system
of electrical operation. This is
necessary , as Mr. Lea has not
fitted the straight piece of rail
Ldist.
dist.
way with an “ injector control '
3 over
3 normon
2
i
rail. The engine has to come to
a stop sooner or later on this
portion of the railway, and the
injector can then be put on by
hand , if required.
Recently, a superheater has
been fitted to the engine, this
C dead
C alive
improvement effecting a con
siderable saving in steam an ),
of a consequence, water - as
much as 25 per cent., it is es : i
mated . It is now impossible to
FIG . 6.
work the engine on the testing
SIGNALLING
stand (see the article of March
a alive
deod
12th, 1903) at full load , and main
tain a lower pressure than blow
PLANS .
ing off, unless the intensity of
the fire is reduced by keeping
Up signals black
dist.
the firedoor open, or slackening
the rate of firing.
Mr. Lea
( 1 ) Line clear from straight to
( 2 ) Line clear all around circle or
kindly allowed the writer to try
ciicle ( Branch to Main ) .
main line (“ l'p " ).
this experiment. Starting with
production of steam, Mr. Lea
ob alive
b alive
nearly always runs with the
firedoor open.
The above little experiment,
together with other observations
which the writer made, shows
that Mr. Lea's model, viewed as
3 over
3 normale
an engine which in all its work
ing paris is a true miniature of a
real locomotive, is, per pound of
coal and water consumed, one
of the most efficient little steam
engines in existence. It would
be of the utmost value to the
C dead
C olive
mu :lel engineer if Mr. Lea would ,
at some future time, give to the
world a few results of scientific
tests of the engine.
Much of
a dead
alive
the efficiency of the engine is
due to its mechanical perfec
tions. This is evidenced by one
item of interest which cropped
up during the evening's conver
sation . The writer asked Mr.
Lea how he packed the glands
Up siqnols block
of the engine, the space being
His reply was to
so confined .
( 3 ) Line clear all around circle
( 4 ) Line clear ( “ ' Down " ) from circle
the point —they were packed in
1897, when the engine was put
( “ Down ” ).
to straight ( Main to Branch ).
together, and the nuts have had
water low in the glass , and half the normal work
one turn since. Packing, in model work (Mr, Lea
assured the writer ), does not present any difficulty
ing pressure of steam , the regulator full open , lever
where the parts are a good fit and in proper
in full gear , the steam steadily rose ; and although
gn
ment. The fuel used in the model is half -burnt
an attempt was made by repeated application of
coal from the domestic grate, charcoal being used
the injector , to prevent a rise in the pressure of
steam , the amount of water in the boiler increased
to start the fire.

or
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Passing on to the new “ control ” fittings, the
regulator and the injector steam valve are kept in
“ off ” positions by means of springs. Similarly,
springs are arranged to hold the brakes on . Under
the tender is an electric solenoid, and when current
is sent through it , the brakes are pulled off, and the
regulator is opened by means of a suitable series of
levers and links. This makes the control of the
engine from the
Board of Trade " point of view
perfectly automatic , and therefore safe ; as , if any
thing should go wrong with the electrical connec
tions and the flow of current become interrupted,
the engine will not proceed to possible disaster, but ,
by virtue of the already-mentioned spring brakes
and self-closing regulator, will come to rest from top
speed in a very few yards.
A smaller solenoid placed under the driver's
footplate comes into action , in series with the other,
when it is desired to work the injector , and , in the
same way , acts against a spring on the handle of
the injector steam valve. The valve of the water
supply from the tender always remains “ on ”
during running. To carry the control currents to
the locomotive, two separate insulated brass rails,
or conductors, are laid down between the running
rails all around the track - one for the “ driving
solenoid, and the other for driving, plus working
the injector. The conductors are not continuous ,
but are divided into sections, as shown on the
accompanying signalling plan . The straight por
tion of the line is not laid with an injector control
conductor, for reasons already mentioned .
The conductors ( see Fig. 3 ) consist of strip brass ,
in , by fin ., in seciion, and are insulated by means
of porcelain chairs, which are screwed down to the
cross sleepers of the permanent way. The con
ductors are not secured by any positive fastening
but are forced down into the slots in the porcelain
chairs with pieces of sheet rubber between , as
shown .
The main rails ( gauge 3.70 ins .) are of copper,
are of the flat-bottomed or Vignoles section , and
are held down to the cross sleepers by clips. As
stated in the issue of April , 1900 , the cross sleepers
are liid on longitu linals of 7 by 11 in . timber,
which are supported by the capitals of cas:-iron
columns embedded in masses of Portland cement
concrete. The longitudinals are placed 3 ins.
apart , and are bolted together, and , with the
sleepers affixed , the whole forms a very convenient
and, at the same time, firm and level model railway
track . The distance from ground to ruil varics
from about 18 ins. to 3 f . , according to ground
level. When last checked over, it was found to
be only about fin. out of truth in the 42 -ft . circle ,
and f in , out of level anywhere . The supereleva
tion of the circular portion of the railway is 5-16ths
in. , as shown in Fig. 3 , and the locomotive will
run at eight miles per hour around this part of the
railway with absolute safety. It would run safely
much faster on the straight , were the line long
enough to let it do so .
( To be continued. )

HEAT IN COAL.—The heating properties of coal
depend mainly upon the carbon content, the oxy .
gen being usually of no value, because it is com
bined with hydrogen as water. In gas coals, how
ever, the excess of hydrogen is a material factor in
heat production.
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Experiments with
Waves .

Electric

By C. J. WATSON .
INCE Hertz , in 1888 , performed his epoch
,
waves has received much attention from
scientific men. Owing, however, to their practical
utilisation in wireless telegraphy , more time has
been devoted to the investigation of comparatively
long waves ; that is, those of about 1000 ft . in length.
To the scientific student much more interest
CO
A

FGI .
B

D

attaches to the analogous behaviour of a ray of
light and one of electric waves . Hertz in his later
experiments obtained waves of 60 cm. in length,
and with these he was able to demonstrate the
phenomena of reflection, refraction, and polarisa.
tion . On account of the still considerable length
of the wave employed , very large and cumbrous
apparatus was necessary ; for instance, the concave
mirrors used to concentrate the waves were 6 ft .
с
А

H

B

DO

Fig . 2 .
high, and the prism used for refraction consisted
of 12 cwt . of pitch . Since that time other experi
menters have succeeded in reducing the length of
wave , and hence also the size of the instruments
used ; and , consequently, all these striking pheno
mena can now be shown by inexpensive means in a
moderately -sized room . On account of the com .
parative weakness of the -maller waves employed
a more sensitive receiver than that of Hertz became
necessary , and most public demonstratiors have
ben made by means of the coherer . This device
notwithstanding, and perhaps in consequerce of,
its exquisite sensibility is cap icious, and does not
lend itself to measuring purposes.

n
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In 1897. Righi published in Italian a work on the
Optics of Electrical Oscillations,” which con
tained a wonderfully thorough account of his
experiments, with full directions for their perform
ance. This book has, so far as I know, never been
published in English, although it has been so in
German . As many of his experiments are quite
within the reach of a simple amateur, I think that
I shall do our readers a service if I describe some
of those which I have repeated.
I shall not at
tenipt to enumerate fully all the experiments which
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Q

FIG . 3 .
Righi has performed with success, but only those
which I have found it easy to execute, and with
apparatus inexpensive and simple to construct .
The first necessity is the instrument for producing
the electrical oscillations, and which I will simply
call the oscillator. It consists essentially of two
brass spheres ( A and B , Fig. 1 ) , 8 cm , in diameter ,
fixed in two discs of ebonite , 15 cm. in dianieter
and 13 mm. thick , so as to leave about i mm . be
tween the balls . A membrane is fastened round
the edges of the ebonite discs so as to form a
chamber, which contains heavy mineral oil. The
two balls , C and D, are connected with an induction
coil giving a 2 -in . spark , their office being simply
to charge the two balls ( A and B ) with electricities
of opposite kinds . When these balls are sufficiently
charged , a spark takes place in the oil, and by the
to and fro motion of electricity in the act of neu
tralisation electrical oscillations are produced . The
oscillations pass out through the oil and membrane,
and spread themselves through space in waves .
The spherical shape is used for the discharging
conductors , because that form allows of the greatest
amount of electricity being discharged at once ,
and at the same time producing the shortest
possible wave -length. The use of oil between the
balls is twofold : it allows the tension of the
electricity upon them to attain a greater amount
before discharging than if they were in air ; and it
also avoids the disturbing influence of the rough
ness produced on their surfaces where the spark
passes. Even when the oil becomes carbonised,
it still retains for a long time its insulating property
and does not require renewal. Sparks also pass
between A and C, and D and B, but these do not
produce noticeable oscillations ; in fact , these spaces
are left in order to prevent the oscillations between
the two large balls propagating themselves along
the connections to the source of electricity.
Righi states that it is decidedly best to have the
large balls solid ; but that with the smaller ones it
is of no consequence . He also says that wood may
be used instead of ebonite for the discs ; but I have
not tried it , as I should be doubtful if it would be
oil-tight.
The use of the membranous wall is to allow the
distance between the large balls to be adjusted , as
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much depends upon the amount of their separation .
The distance separating the small balls from the
large ones is unimportant , depending upon the
intensity of the electricity supplied, and being
usually about i cm . The membrane is obtained
from a large pig's bladder , which can be got from
a pork butcher, blown and dried . Cut off the two
ends of the bladder, so as to form a ring . soak it
in water containing a little glycerine - which will
prevent it becoming quite hard again and fix it in
the grooves turned in the edges of the ebonite discs
with glue and several turns of twine . It will be
noticed that the balls are not fixed symmetrically
in the discs, but project most on the upper sides.
This is to enable the weights of the balls to be better
supported . The balls are fixed in the aperture
with seccotine, and , th : holes having been carefully
turned to fit the balls, I have had no trouble with
leakage of the oil . The upper disc has a projecting
rim , which is to enable it to be mounted in the
supporting frame, which I will now describe.
To a baseboard ( Fig. 2 ) 30 by 19 by 2.5 cm. is
fixed an end piece, 21 cm . high, and of the same
width as the base. To this latter is fixed two hori
zontal brackets, the same size as the base . The
lower one is further supported by another piece of
wood J , whilst the upper one is hinged at H, as
shown in the plan ( Fig. 3 ). Each of these brackets

Fig . 4 .

8см,
Focus

68cm

328

has a circular hole cut out of it, just large enough
to enable the ebonite discs to fit in it . The upper
disc is supported so as not to drop through the
hole by its rim before mentioned , whilst the lower
one rests upon some strips of wood fastened under
neath the bracket. It will be seen from Fig . 3
that the brackets do not completely embrace the
This is to enable the oscillator to be
discs.
brought into the focus of the concave mirror to
be described later on ; and for the same reason their
end corners, together with those of the base, are
also rounded off . A screw with a milled disc
mounted between the two brackets supports the
upper one , and allows the distance between the two
large balls to be properly adjusted ; a block of wood
fixed on the upper bracket carries a glass tube,
through which passes the rod conveying the elec
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tricity to the ball C, and a similar one does duty
underneath the lower one . In order to introduce
the oil into the space between the balls, two holes
are drilled in the upper disc , and these also serve to
allow the gas to escape, which is generated by the
passage of the spark . The oil must always be kept
well above the point where the spark takes place,
or else the spark may set fire to the liberated gases,
and cause an annoying explosion. Righi mounted
his oscillator, together with its mirror, upon an
horizontal axis, to enable the line of the balls to be
placed at any angle to the vertical ; but it is rarely
that this is required, and, in case of necessity, the
apparatus described can be turned on its side,
taking care to plug the hole, which would then be
below the level of the oil .
Instead of an induction coil, a Wimshurst
machine with a pair of 18 -in. plates may be used.
In order to transmit the electric beam to a con
siderable distance, it is necessary to furnish it with
a parabolic reflector . This constitutes no difficulty ,
as it is simply a cylindrical surface bent to a para
bolic section . Take a stout sheet of zinc 96 by
30 cm. , and bend it to the shape of a pattern
drawn on paper ( Fig. 4) ; fix it to shape by three
wires soldered to the top and bottom of the cylin
der, which will then form a mirror 30 cm . high and
68 cm. wide . The focus of the mirror has been
0

F

FIG . 5 :
taken as 8 cm. Strictly speaking , the focal dis
tance should be quarter the wave length employed ;
but it is difficult to get the oscillator so close to the
reflector, and the difference will not be found to
have any material effect.
To draw the parabola, take OFX (Fig. 5) for
the axis , and draw lines perpendicular to it at
I cm, apart . Then, taking F ( the focus) for centre
( at 8 cm . from o) draw with radius 9 cm . arcs
cutting the first line in 1 , 1 ; with radius 10 cm. ,
cut the second line in 2 , 2 ; with radius II cm ..
the third in 3, 3 ; and so on . Join the intersections,
and the parabola will be given .
To set up the apparatus , place the oscillator
inside the mirror, the plane of the parabola being
horizontal, so that the ebonite discs are in contact
with it , and the oscillator balls will then be in the
focal line of the mirror. Connect the small balls
with the induction coil by well insulated wires.
Allow the two large balls to be in contact, and
gradually separate them , until a light is seen ( in
semi-obscurity) shining through the oil and the
bladder. This will show that a spark is passing
between the balls in it, and a peculiar crackling
sound will indicate that the required oscillations
are being produced . If the balls are too much
separated, the action will, of course , stop .
( To be continued .)
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The Society of Model Engineers.
(Reports of medings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .)
London .
N ordinary monthly meeting of the Society
AN was held on Monday, March 20th , at the
Holborn Town Hall, Gray's Inn Road , Mr.
D. Corse Glen taking the chair , and upwards of
seventy members and friends being present. The
minutes of the last meeting
having been
read and passed , and future visits announced ,
the Chairman proposed a vote of thanks to the
Fortis Electrical Company for the 24-in. parallel
bench vice which they had presented to the Society
for the use of the members ; also a very hearty
vote of thanks to Messrs. Harry S. Wainwright and
J. W. Barber for the special facilities they had given
the members who took part in the recent visit to
Longhedge ; and , to more sincerely show their
appreciation of their kindness , those two gentlemen
were unanimously elected honorary members of
the Society :
Mr. Percival Marshall then gave a very enter
taining and instructive yarn of his
recent trip to America, pointing his
remarks by reference to a number of
original slides shown on the screen .
The lecture was thoroughly enjoyed
by the large number present , both for
ts special engineering interest and
for the happy manner of its delivery.
At the close a very hearty vote of
thanks was accorded Mr. Percival
Marshall. The lantern was operated
by Mr. Hildersley and the Secretary.
Another interesting feature of the
evening was the trial under steam on
the Society's tracks of the model loco
motives entered in the competition ; a full report
of this will be found in another part of the Journal.
FUTURE MEETINGS. — Thursday, April 13th :
Ordinary meeting, with special lecture by Alfred B.
Harding, Esq. (Fellow Physical Society of Lon
don ), entitled “ The Romance of Cold ,” illustrated
by a large number of novel and striking effects
shown by means of liquid air and liquid carbonic
acid. The experiments will include frozen mer
cury and wine, solid alcohol, pulverised rubber ,
leaves and beefsteak, fireworks on ice , artificial
snow, wonderful examples of the spheroidal slate ,
including the freezing of mercury in a red -hot
crucible , and the freezing of vapour formed in a
flame (an effect shown by no other lecturer) .
Thursday, May 18th : Ordinary meeting, with
special lecture by E. Stuart Bruce, Esq ., M.A.
( hon. secretary of the Aeronautical Society of Great
Britain ), on
Airships, Balloons, and Flying
Machines,” being a popular lecture on aerial navi
gation, introducing a working model of the Santos
Dumont balloon , which will navigate the hall in
any desired direction , the Bruce electrical balloon,
and experiments with flashing signals from the same,
his latest aerial inven
the meteo -parachute,
and a grand flight of miniature flying machines.
Herbert G. RIDDLE, Hon. Sec. , 37 , Minard Road ,
Hither Green , S.E.
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Practical Letters from our
Readers .
The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached ,
though not necessarily intended for publication .]
Steering Gear for Model Yachts.
To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - The following is a new method of
ering model yachts.
It is automatic in the
working, and has proved a perfect way in which

Vane
Linen

Wire
edging

Disc
Rudder head

her back on her course. If the yacht is close hauled ,
beating to windward , and a tack has to be made off
ashore, vane and tiller would have to be changed
over ; but if a course can be made without tacking ,
shewill go straight . The dimensions of the parts are
as follows : vane area , 8 sq . ins. , which must slant
upward a little ; vane disc, 1fins. diameter, 1-16th
in . thick ; spindle , 3-32nds in. ; brass wire for vane ,
1-16th in . ; tiller , 1-16th in. spring wire. Slots
should be fin . long to allow tiller to play ; rudder
should be long perpendicularly, but narrow ;
rudder area, about 4 sq . ins. The vane disc should
stand about 1 in . clear of deck , and the spindle about
i in . long. Dimensions given are not absolute, but
all should be as light as possible.
The vane is made of very thin linen-not cotton
sewn on over the edge of the wire , and then varnished
or oiled with linseed oil . The area of vane should
be double that of rudder. If vane contains 6 sq .
ins., rudder should be about 3 sq . ins . —Yours
truly ,
CHAS. R. WALKER .
A Simple Electric Alarm .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -Herewith I beg to submit particu
lars of an electric alarm clock which I have made ,
and which has been working very satisfactorily for

Spindle

ha
ma
Momnr
My

Arrow showing
direction of wind

Revolving disc
Rudder head
Tiller
Tiller

Vane
Fig. 1.-DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS .
Frame
of face

Wire
Screw

STEERING GEAR FOR MODEL YACHTS ,
to govern the sailing of a model. As will be seen ,
the principle is an adaptation of the vane. The
vane is attached to the revolving disc , which
fits over the spindle, which is attached to plate to
screw to deck either forward or aft rudder head
aft is best . As will be seen , the revolving disc has
small slots cut out close to the edge to take end of
tiller ; slots to be cut at every half point of com
pass ; the disc is held in place by a small brass
button .
The practical working is as follows : Point yacht
on the course intended , let the vane fly loose with
the wind , then set tiller into slot in the disc, taking
care, in all cases , to have it straight fore and aft ;
then trim sheets to suit , and send her off. If she
luffs or falls off, the vane acts on rudder, bringing

Insulated
copper
strip

Spindle of
alarm
FIG . 2.-A SIMPLE ELECTRIC ALARM .
several months. It has the advantage of regulating
the time by the existing indicator of the clock .
Take the hammer of the alarm off, and through the
top part of the frame screw a strip of insulated
copper, and solder on the wire ; then adjust it so
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that when the clock releases the spindle of the
alarm it makes contact with the copper. Now fix
the other wire to the frame of the clock , and connect
up in the ordinary way . -Yours truly ,
H. S. COOKE .
Edgbaston.
A Delicate Galvanometer.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,-Seeing a slight criticism of my
• Delicate Galvanometer ," which was described in
THE MODEL ENGINEER for July 28th , 1904 , and
subsequently reprinted in handbook No. 24, I
should like to reply to Mr. Stephenson, who says,
“ Why not make the whole pointer of paper,
instead of aluminium ? ” For the simple reason
it will get out of shape in a week or two , due to the
atmospheric moisture. I had one of paper , and
this occurred frequently. Also, appearance must
be studied. Do not use a brass centred needle
on any account , as the whole delicacy of the in
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One word more , which I noticed I had omitted
in my description. The strip of linen on primary
should be full length-say , half over primary wind
ing at each end . The ends should then be tied
down on to core , so as to form a sort of bag over
“ ERG ."
primary . - Yours faithfully,
A Danish Reader's Model Launch Engine.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , I am sending some photographs of
a model twin cylinder launch engine , made by one
of my friends, Mr. Otto Dörge, some years ago .
The engine was made without castings , and every
screw is made in the lathe. The cylinders are i - in .
bore by z- in . stroke . - Yours truly ,
A. HENNINGSEN , JUNR .
Copenhagen .

LUBRICATING Gas Engine CYLINDERS . -In the
January number of Graphite a letter appears on the

A MODEL Twin -CYLINDER LAUNCH ENGINE .
strument depends on having the least possible
friction at the pivot, and everyone knows how well
agate shows up in this respect. — Yours truly ,
Ř . F. M. WOODFORDE.
Liverpool .
A 7 - in. Spark Coil .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , —After I had sent you the description
of the 4 - in . spark coil given in the January 19th
issue , I fitted the coil with a viril break . This has
increased the thickness and length of the spark ; in
fact , with one quart cell the coil will give a fin .
spark.
But the break refuses to work nicely with
more than one cell. Since the break has been fitted,
the condenser was increased to sixty sheets .
One word of advice—have a lock nut on the
screw that knocks the contact spring apart ; if not ,
trouble will follow , for the screw will work loose ,
thus altering the regulation of the break. The coil
is enclosed in a box, with a cover to fit over break
when not in use.

subject of lubricating gas engine cylinders by means
of graphite . The method adopted is interesting,
and is as follows :—When the piston of the engine
is turned up, the last cut is made with a diamond
pointed tool, with a feed slow enough to leave very
fine lines on the surface , or what might be called
slight corrugations . The inside of the cylinder
can also be treated in the same way , if desired .
The object of this treatment is to form on the piston
a slightly broken surface , which can be loaded with
graphite, the result being that it faces up evenly ,
and the two materials , cast iron and graphite ,
come in contact with the cylinder . When once the
graphite is crushed into the grooves, it is said to
remain there permanently ; but for all that it should
be supplied regularly. In addition to the fine
corrugations, it is well to cut grooves in the form
of rings round the piston , which are always loaded
with graphite and oil to reinforce the lubrication in
the entire working surface. Engines treated in this
way are said to run for years without the cylinders
being re - bored .
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Queries and Replies .

(Atention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this fournal are replled 10
by post under the following conditions :-(1 ) Querles dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name must be ine
scribed on the back . (2) Querles should be accompanled,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre.
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed, and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
Issue. (4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval ofa few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded .. (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that soms
weeks must dapse betore the Roply can be published. The
Insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6) All
Queries should be addressed to The Editor , THE MODEL
BNGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Stred , London . E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
io recently :
( 13.769] Resistance of Rails. W. E. (Maidstone) writes :
I should esteem it a favour if you will kindly answer the following
queries :-(1) What is the resistance of a single rail of railway
line, one mile in length, as laid for ordinary traffic ? ( 2) Ditto
fitted with copper bonds at joints, as in tramway lines ? (3) How
many 8 - volt lamps would equal these resistances ?
( 1 ) It is practically impossible to decide this except by an actual
measurement, as the resistance of the fishplate joints is the chief
factor, and would vary in every case. ( 2 ) In Mr. Rider's book on
" Electric Traction ," he gives an actual measurement of one mile
of bonded tramway track rail as '06 of an ohm approximatelv , the
rails being 92 lbs. rails in 30 ft, lengths. According to Mr. Parkshall,
another traction expert, the resistance of one mile of single bonded
rail would be approximately '055 ohm, the rails being 100 lbs. to
the yard, and having 10 sq. ins, of sectional area ; the resistance
of the rails alone would be about .045 ohm per mile. (3) An 8 -volt
2} C.-p. lamp, which is an obtainable size , would have a hot resist.
ance of 8 of 10 ohms; it would be impracticable to get so low a
resistance as '055 of an ohm by means of lamps, as you would
require so many; one yard of No. 23 gauge S.W.G. copper wire
would have a resistance of '056 ohm, or one yard of No. 24 gauge
S.W.G. ' 066 ohm .
( 13,729] Primary Batteries. C. H. (Swindon) writes : I
wish to make some non -polarising bichromate batteries like those
described on page 45 of your sixpenny book , " Electric Batteries. "
( 1 ) Should the porous pot be soaked in paraffin wax to prevent too
rapid diffusion of the liquids ? (2) How often would the coke have
to be renewed. ( 3 ) Would this type be very suitable for lighting
two 5-volt 2 C.-P. H.E. lamps in parallel for half to one -and- a half
hours each evening ? (4) If you can suggest a bettercell which I
can make, please do so ,and state how many cells would be required
in either case .
( 1 ) No, it should not be soaked in paraffin wax. (2) A matter
for trial; it can be washed and may last indefinitely. (3) Two
lamps would be rather a drain on the battery, but you could try
them ; it depends upon what current the lamps take, small lamps
vary very much in this respect ; you should certainly be able to
run one lamp. (4) We cannot suggest a better cell ; this is pro
bably the best type for the use you intend to put the battery to.
( 13,754 ) Induction Coll. W. S. (E. Dulwich) writes: I am
just constructing a 3 - in . coil to the dimensions given in your hand
book, " Induction Coils for Amateurs," but fail to get same to work
satisfactorily. I have had it working off a dynamo giving about
15 volts, and can obtain a very fat i-in. spark. With a mercury
break the spark is slightly longer. The primary is wound with
14 ozs . No. 16 S.W.G. instead of No. 14, as I could not get enough
No. 14 on to go in the ebonite tube . The ebonite tube which is
slipped over primary is if ins, diameter and in. thick, and I can
find no pierced places in same. The secondary consists of about
31 lbs. No. 36 S.W.G., and is wound in twenty sections. Each
section is separated by four pieces of paraffined filter paper. The
wire was wound with a section winder in the lathe at a high speed ,
and then soaked in paraffin wax. Should the wire be wound in
layers ? When I place my finger near a secondary terminal it
sparks from the terminal on to my finger. Also, when a secondary
wire is placed about 1-16th in, from a primary wire it sparks. Do
you think the coil is earthed ? The coil ends are made of walnut ,
and the secondary terminals are fixed in same. Can there be any
leak through the wood ? If you could help me in any way I should
feel very much obliged, as I wish to use same for wireless telegraphy
and radiography. Could I work this coil off a 200 - volt alternating
main ? The house circuits are only supposed to take about 3-4
amps. Would it be safe to work the coil off same ?
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The coil ends should be of good quality ebonite ; wood has
not sufficiently good insulating properties. There is no need to wind
the sections accurately layer by layer, but they should be care
fully wound so as to avoid any turn being pulled down through
the others and crossing them , as this is certain to form a short
circuit, and greatly reduce the spark length . Theonly way tofind
out if there are any bad sections is to try the coil piecemeal, start,
ing with one section on and then adding the sections one by one
and note if the spark length increases with
each added section or pairs
of sections. Use an accumulator. A dynamo does not give such
good results as a battery. We doubt if there are any bad sections,
as you get a good r -in. spark , and recommend you to make your
first trial with a battery. The sparking mentioned does not mean
leakage in the coil itself, it simply means that you are discharging
the secondary to earth . An alternating current will not give you
the true induction coil discharge. You will not be able to use
it for radiography without a rectifying apparatus, but it inight be
of use for experiments in wireless telegraphy. The coil would
become merely a transformer, giving off high tension alternating
current, no contact-breaker being required . In either case, you
would require to use a step -down transformer, or a resistance to cut
down the volts of the mains to a figure suitable for the coil, and
which would require a trial to determine ; possibly 40 volts would
be near the pressure. The best plan would be to instal a motor
converter, consisting of a dynamo driven by an alternating current
motor , or drive your present dynamo by means of an alternating
current motor. For working an induction coil, a compound wound
dynamo gives best results . If yours is shunt wound , you can
easily wind some series coils over the shunt winding. If you will
send a dimensioned sketch of the machine and state its ratedoutput,
we can advise you as to gauge of wire.
$ 13,749 ) -in . Spark Coil Winding, F. R. (Lambeth)
writes : I am constructing a t-in. spark coil, as per your. hand
book, “ Induction Coils," and am at a lossto get a 16th-in spark
from the secondary. I have followed the directions out, but have
only two layers on the primary, as per some of the replies in THE
MODEL ENGINEER " Queries and Replies." I have also connected
the condenser temporarily, and cannot get a spark then . I have
tested each section , and current passes through each all right.
I notice in the book (Chapter IV) that “ all sections are to be
wound in the same direction ," but if that is so , the winding will not
correspond to the cut on page 33 ( Fig. 20), so I had to unwind two
--the second and fourth-to get the winding as per cut. Was that
correct ? On page 33, describing the condenser, it says they are
to be made of twenty sheets tinfoil, 7 by 3 ; yet in the table it says
forty sheets 4 by 3. Could you tell me which is right ? I have
made the one as per table . Will two quart bichromates, with
elements 14 by by 6, give the requisite current in series ? I
might add that I can get a spark off the secondary when the wires
are touching.
Keep to the instructions as given in Chapter IV. The sections
are all wound in the same direction, but the second and fourth
sections are merely turned round and slipped over the primary, so
that the inner and outer layers can be joined, as in the diagram .
You have given yourself unnecessary work ; if the coils are all right,
you ought to get a 4-in, spark off any one of them with the con .
denser on. Try them separately ; if they each give a t-in , spark ,
then it is only a question of connecting them up, as in Fig. 20 .
You may have them opposing one another, as they are at present.
Is your contact-breaker working well ? Two quart bichromate
cells in series should work this coil very well.
( 13,746) Kapp Dynamo Windings. W. H. R. (Newark )
writes : I have a small Kapp dynamo (I believe it is Ki), ob
tained through your columns, and found when I got it it went
round the wrong way (meeting the brushes) ; but I have altered
that by changing wires from field -magnet. Now I find that it
takes too much power to drive it - at least , that is my opinion .
The magnet is wound with d.c.c. wire, like sample enclosed, which ,
I think , is too thick. Please state what thickness it ought to be
wound with , if you can from my description ? The armature
(tripolar) is wound with much thinner wire than magnet. I want
to use it for a small model traincar to work on the three-rail sys.
tem , and to take about 4 volts to drive it. I may say that it
was not new - only second-hand -and magnet looks badly wound ,
Perhaps the brushes do not reverse the current in the poles of
the armature at the correct moment. As you cannot shift the
position of the brushes, try moving the commutator a little one
way or the other round on the spindle, and try if you can improve
the running. Possibly the brushes press too heavily on the com
mutator, or the spindle does not spin freely in the bearings. Your
sample of wire has not reached us. A suitable gauge of wire for
the field -magnet would be No. 20 D.C.C copper, and for the arma .
ture No. 24 D.S.C. copper, Field coil should be joined in series to
the armature.
(13,641) Lathe Gearing. E. J. S. ( Raynes Park) writes :
Would you kindly oblige me with a drawing showing how the self
acting surfacing me ns are produced- (a ) When а splined
lead screw is used , as in lathes of the “ Star " class or those of
the " Pedestal" type of the Pittler Co .; (b) where a backshaft
is fitted ? I am about to purchase an ordinary ( English) screw .
cutting 4 -in , lathe, I wish to have automatic cross feed , and
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also, if possible, self -acting surfacing motion without wear on the
lead screw except when actually screw -cutting, but wish to fit
it as far as possible myself to avoid extra expense. Should you
advise a or 6 ? As the lathe is to be made on order, I might get
the makers to spline the screw , or make any slight alteration which
would not necessitate costly alteration of patterns, if this would
much simplify matters.
(a) A worm is generally used to communicate the rotation of
the screw to a train of wheels under the apron of the saddle. Why
not go to the makers mentioned and inspect their lathes ? The
worm would slide over the screw and be driven by a feather sliding
in the groove in the screw . (b) The backshaft is driven by a belt
from the mandrel, and engages with a worm wheel on the cross
slide screw ; the worm wheel may be connected to some spur
wheels according to the particular arrangement ; the cross screw
is thrown in and out of gear by a friction or claw clutch. The
great virtue of the backshaft, however, is that it is used for moving
the saddle , and thus saves wear of the leading screw . There is not
much wear on a splined leading screw when used for surfacing.
The wear takes place when it is constantly used sliding the saddle
in ordinary turning and boring. If you wish to preserve the leading
screw we advise you to have sliding and surfacing motions off a
separate shaft, not necessarily by backshaft, as it is sometimes
placed at the front of the lathe; but also see that the hand traverse
is by separate rack and pinion, as for cheapness the leading screw
is often used as a rack . It depends upon how much work you are
going to do and how much the accuracy of the leading screw is
wort
h to you, You will find information on the subject in a book
called “ Lathes, Screw Machines, and Boring and Turning Mills,"
by Shaw ; it is an expensive book, but can be seen at the Patent
Office Library.
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voltage and current do not occur at the same instant, but follow at
regular intervals. The number of such currents is usually three .
In wiring, the number of wires is usually three only, as one wire
serves as a common return at any instant. A good book on the
subject is " Standard Polyphase Apparatus and Systems," by M. A.
Oudin, price 125. 6d. (2) A firing valve is sometimes - but not
always used. The length of the firing tube is so adjusted that
it will fire the charge when the compression reaches a maximum .
See our new handbook , " Gas and Oil Engines , " 7d. post free.
113.6361 Gas Battery and_Other Cells. L. S. (Essex)
write : : In No. 85 of The MODEL ENGINEER is an article on " How to
how to mix
Make a Gas Battery," and on page 232 it is described
a solution for same, as follows : -8 parts nitrate of soda, 8 parts
bichromate of soda. ( 1 ) Is
sulphuric acid (Nordhausen ), 1 partsolution
? (2) What is meant
there any water added to the above
by Nordhausen sulphuric acid ? In No. 126 of THE MODEL
for a bichromate
solution
a
new
is
given
309)
there
(page
ENGINEER
battery. ( 3) Is the usual quantity of bichromate of potash or
chromic acid added to the solution described ? (4) Is there any
solution that can be used in place of nitric acid for the carbon of
Bunsen batteries ?
( 1) No ; follow the directions given . (2 ) Nordhausen sulphuric
acid is ordinary sulphuric acid (H.10 .) in which sulphur trioxide
(SO.) has been dissolved forming H.S.O. (3) Yes; the corre
spondent states that the nitrate of potash is to be added to the
ordinary solution . ( 4 ) No ; nitric acid must be used , or the cell
will no longer be a Bunsen cell.
( 12,973] Amended Diagram of Telephone Connections.
We give herewith a corrected diagram of the telephone connections

i

Query 12973 .
AN AMENDED DIAGRAM OF TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS .

( 13,634) Starting up a Dynamo with Dead Fields.
Empire ” dynamo
L. É . (Haltwhistle ) writes : ( 1 ) I have an
(size 0 B), which I got from the Universal Electric Supply Co.,
Manchester, but I cannot charge the field -magnet. Kindly let
me know how to charge it. You have informed me as to how to
charge a dynamo, but it was of the Manchester type . ( 2 ) Why
cannot accumulators be charged with a dynamo having an K
armature ?
( 1 ) Connect the field coils to a battery, and whilst current is on
tap the magnet a few times lightly with a hammer. Almost any
battery will do, but the larger and stronger it is the better. When
starting up the dynamo, run it at a high speed without any lamps
or anything connected to it ; if it excites itself, you will know by
a sudden humming noise and strain on the belt. If it fails to ex
cite, try running in both directions, and also try crossing over
the wires from the field -magnet to opposite brushes. If you have
large enough battery, try running it asa motor ; if a shunt machine,
it will run in the same direction both as dynamo and motor.
( 2) Because each time the brushes rest on the slots of the com
mutator, the accumulator is short-circuited. You can charge ,
to some extent, by having the dynamo wound to give a mi ch higher
voltage than the accumulator - say double the volts and charging
through a resistance which will stop the cells from discharging.
(13,624 ) Polyphase Currents. F. T. (Hammersmith )
writes: I should be glad if you could inform me regarding the
following queries : (1 ) What is the meaning of multi-phase cur
rents ? What difference would it make in wiring for motors ? If
the subject is too long for you to inform me upon, could you sug
gest a book that would explain fully ? (2) How does tube ignition
on a gas engine work - does it have a separate inlet valve ?
( 1) Multi- phase currents are alternating electric currents , the
system being one in which several single-phase alternating currents
are combined together ; their periods of maximum and minimum

illustrated in December 15th , 1904, issue. We wish also to express
our
thanks to the two correspondents who brought the error to our
notice.
(13,652) Induced Currents by Magnets and Moving Coils.
W. H. H. (Coventry ) writes : Would you be kind enough to
answer me the following queries : ( 1 ) Is it possible to get a current
of any appreciable quantity by using strong permanent magnets
and a secondary coil by withdrawing, mechanically, magnet from
coil ? Would it be possible to get a current, say, of 2 , or even i
volt by using about six coils in series, as rough sketch (not repro
duced ) ? If practicable , what quantity and size of wire should I
use ? (2 ) Is it possible to get a current off a dynamo only going
at about fifty or sixty revolutions per minute ? I want to build
one up to get 4 volts at amp. Is it possible to wind one to get
this output at the above given rate ? The idea is the field -magnets
comprise stationary electro-magnets and the armature, the same
revolving in front of field -magnet at opposite poles. How many
pole-pieces should I require ? Also, amount of wire, and size ?
Yes, it is possible to get a current in this way. The volts would
depend upon the strength of the permanent magnet, upon the
number of turrs of wire in the coil, and upon the rapidity with which
the magnet was moved into and out of the coil. The amount of
current in amperes which you could get would depend upon the
gauge of wire in the coil ; the thicker the wirethe larger the current
which could be obtained . The current would not be steady, but
would be an alternating current, varying from nothing to a maximum ,
and reversing according to thein -and -out movement of the mag
net. You will see from this that it is a matter for experiment.
Get a strong bar magnet, a couple of pounds of No. 22 gauge s.c.c.
copper wire, and try an experiment. You will require a voltmeter
to ascertain what volts you are getting. But it is an inefficient
arrangement, only fit for an experiment. A small alternator of
modern design would get the same rosult in a much moreefficient
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manner. (2) Here again you propose using an out-of-date design
of machine. For what reason ? It is very doubtful if you could
get a machine to be self-exciting at so low a speed , unless it was of
verylarge size ; but a magneto machine might serve your purpose,
the field being produced by powerful permanent magnets,as such
a machine commences to generate the moment the armature is
moved ; or a machine with electro -magnet field , but having the
magnet coils supplied with current from a separate source, such as
a battery. Either machine, however, would have to be of a com
paratively large size to work at so low a speed - say, a 100 -watt
size machine, of ordinary design. The armature would require to
be wound with very fine wire .
(13,362] Model Locomotive Bullding . A. G. W. ( East
Dulwich ) writes : I am building an outside cylinder engine (my own
design ), and I intend making the steam chest similar to 251 G.N.R. ,

Cylinder
fixing to
screws

FIG . I.

Quory 13362
X
This should just project
beyond fróme's
8
FIG , 2 .

Query 13362

Foce for cylinders

Tapped for cylinder
'fixing screws

Jopped for
fixing
Screws of
sleam chest
to frames

Flonge 'for
fixing
steom
chest to
fromes

Query . 13362
FIG . 3 .

FIG . 4 .

Query. 13362
Model LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING,
as given in “ The Model Locomotive." I have cut hole in frame 1 $ ins.
by it ins., as shown ; but I cannot see from the drawings in the
bookmentioned how the transverse steam chest will be fastened to
the frames. I can understand it in those drawings where the
bottoin piece X is cut away. Your kind help will greatly oblige.
There is no difficulty, and if the steam chest is affixed when the
frames are built up, there is not any need to remove the piece X
shown in Fig. 1. Figs. 138 , 139 and 140 in the chapter on cylinders
in "The Model Locomotive " should make the construction quite
clear. In Fig. 140 the piece X is shown left out. Fig . 2 herewith is a

perspective view of one end of the steam chest, and shows the
projection through the frame, upon the face of which projection
the cylinder is attached , and also the steam chest fixing flanges ,
which abut on the inside of the frames, as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4
is a sketch of the steam chest affixed to the frames, as viewed from
the outside frames .
(13,613) 60 -watt Kapp Dynamo. H. P. ( Bramwell) writes :
I am making a 60 -watt (15 volts 4 amps.) dynamo of Kapp type,
as Fig. ii in “ Small Dynamos and Motors." Please let me know
the following :-(1) Would s.s.c. wire do for armature and s.c.c.
for magnet ? ( 2) The amount and gauge of wire on each pole
of magnet as series winding to convert into compound wound
dynamo ? (3) The amount and gauge of wire for solenoid meters,
as in Bottone's " Electrical Instruments," to read to 10 amps.
and 20 volts, respectively ? (4) What would be the area ofpositive
plate (with two negative plates) for an accumulator to be charged
at 4 amps, and having a capacity of about 28 amp.-hours ?
( 1 ) s.c.c. wire will do very well for the field -magnet; but if you
use silk -covered wire for the armature it should be double-covered,
as a single covering would be too thin, and likely to cause short
circuits when the wire is pressed down into place . ( 2) For a com
pound series winding, wind one layer of No. 16 gauge d.c.c. wire
on each core, the layers to be joined in series with each other ;
you can wind the layer at the bottom or the top of theshunt coils,
but we think you will find it more convenient to wind it on top .
( 3) Wind armature with No. 16 gauge d.c.c. copper wire ; adjust
more or less turns ofwire to obtain the exact pull.
Wind voltmeter
with No. 34 S.S.c. copper wire, and reel with No. 36 German silver
wire ; adjust the pull by winding more or less wire on the reel. You
will find some useful information in our new sixpenny handbook
on " Electrical Measuring Instruments. " ( 4) About 240 sq. ins.
area of positive plate ; both sides are to be reckoned . You could
charge at a higher rate than 4 amps. if the plates are good ; 8 amps .
would be a fair rate .
( 13,714] Capacity of Accumulators . G. B. D. (Bath )
writes: Kindly oblige me with an answer to the following ques
tions : -- (1 ) I have finished an accumulator on the lines of your
handbook . It has two cells, three plates in each -- one posi .
tive and two negative. Plates are 5 ins. by 31 ins. by 3- róths
sheet lead ; perforations are 5-16ths countersunk holes. " I had it
charged for twenty hours first charge, and ithas behaved splendidly
so far, lighting an ordinary 4-volt lamp. Not knowing the current
taken by lamp, can you tell me the capacity in ampere-hours of
accumulator ? ( 2) I have a Kapp type dynamo (by the British
Modelling and Electrical Co., Leek ), output about 4 amps. 25
volts . What resistance , either in lamps or German silver wire,
must I put in circuit with above dynamo and accumulator when
charging ?
( 1 ) About 2 amp.-hours if discharged at about $ amp. rate
that is, it should light a 4 -volt lamp taking about 4 amp. for about
four hours. ( 2) You can adjust the voltage of your machine by
running it at a lower speed so as to get lower volts ; the main
thing is to know what current is going into the accumulator. Your
cells should be charged at not more than 1 amp. rate of current.
Assuming that the dynamo is giving 25 volts, a 25 -volt 8 C.-P.
lamp in seriez with the accumulator would be about the thing to
ure, or about 5 ozs. of No. 22 gauge bare German silver wire made
up into resistance coils. You willknow if the cells are getting too
much current by feeling them . If they become hot, too much
current is passing, and it should be reduced . Never run the cells
right down when discharging, and recharge as soon as possible
after taking current out of them .
( 13,708 ] Building Laminated Armature . H. E. (Hornsey)
writes : I am making a small Manchester type dynamo, and have
just come to the winding of armature, Can you tell me if the
laminations are to be insulated from spindle ? What size cylinder
would be required to drive dynamo at 3,800 revolutions per minute ?
No, there is no need to insulate armature laminations from the
spindle. Re size of cylinder, this is very vague. Do you mean
steam or gas engine ? To drive this dynamo at full load the
engine should give about 1-16th brake horse-power ; you will find
a considerable amount of information in back numbers of THE
MODEL ENGINEER on engines and dynamos, which may help you .
(13,718] Relays for Bell Circuits. A. P. writes : ( 1 ) In your
handbook on " Electric Bells and Alarms" there is a diagram
( Fig . 42) of indicator connections with separate relays in circuit
which I do not understand, and should be pleased if you would give
me some advice on the various connections of relays to indicator,
and a sketch , if possible. Is there a type of indicator that will
work well without relays ? (2) How many ordinary Leclanché
cells would be needed to light a 4 -volt lamp for about fifteen
minutes at a time, and please state if porous pots of same can be
opened and renewed, and, if so , what with ?
( 1 ) This enquiry is very vague. A relay is simply an electro
magnet, which is worked by the line current from the push , and
switches in a local battery on to the bell so as to get better effect ;
a relay is described on page 48 of our handbook. (2) Leclanché
cells are not suitable for lighting lamps except for a few seconds
at a time intermittently. You can try some of the largest size
cells. Try four largest size in series with each other : if the lamp
goes dull too soon , try four more in parallel with the first lot; and
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so on until you get a result to satisfy you . See our handbook on
* Electric Batteries." It is scarcely worth while to recharge old
porous Leclanché pots, but the ingredients are 2 parts by weight
peroxide of manganese and 1 part crushed carbon (retort carbon ).
(13,526) Injector Troubles. J. K. H. (Herne Hill, S.E.)
writes : I shouldbe very much obliged if you could help me in the
following. Some time ago I worked up a set of force pump cast.
ings for my model engine. However , the engine laboured so much
over it that I had to remove it. The barrel was only | in. diameter,
and the stroke f-in . Not wantingahand pump, as they are so much
trouble, I set to work to make an injector, copying as near as
possible a section of Giffard's injector in the Encyclopædia
Britannica ." I cannot get this to work. The boiler is 6 ins.
diameter by 9 ins. high , excluding firebox, and works at 15 lbs.
per
enclose
not repro
ducedsq.
. in.
CouldI you
tell amefull-size
where drawing
I have oftheinjector
gone wrong ? The
check
valve is a No. 1 size ; so are the two union taps . I have tried
experimenting with the distance of the jet from the tube, but still
cannot get it to work . I should be very much obliged if you could
help me out of my difficulty.
One cause of your trouble, undoubtedly, lies with the check
valve. The stock pattern valve is quite unsuitable for model
injectors, and should be replaced by a ball clack valve. Another
source of trouble is the constricted discharge pipe. This is quite
wrong, as you will see by reflection that there must be a lot of
eddying set up by the abrupt change of cross section at this point.
The discharge pipe should be atleast of the same internal diameter
as the end of the delivery tube, and may, with advantage, be
slightly greater. If after making the two above changes the
apparatus still refuses to work, please let us know the diameters
of steam and water inlets and minimum diameters of steam nozzle
and throat of combining tube. We will then advise vou further .
( 13,535D) Small Charging Plant. J. A. J. (Guildford ) writes :
I have a small horizontal engine ( it by 2) and a Kapp dynamo
( 15 volts 34 amps.). I wish to charge smau accumulators. Could
you answer the following questions for me ? - (1) Would it be
possible to charge cells with the present H armature ? ( 2) If not,
would you recommend eight-cog drum ? (3) What length of
time would the cells need to be charging (two 2 - volt glass cells) ?
Re cells. ( 1 ) No. Marmatures are of no use for charging.
( 2 ) Yes. ( 3) Depends upon size and number of plates ; see recent
query replies.

The News of the Trade .
[ The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
sce expressions of Editorial opinion, no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.)
• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.
• The “ Fortis " Parallel Vice.
The Fortis Electrical and Engineering Co., of Coventry, have
submitted a very good parallel vice for our inspection. The tools,
which are, judging by the sample, of good design and excellent

FORTIS
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Messrs. Holmes' New Sensitive Drilling Machine.
Messrs. Holmez & Co., the tool makers, of Albion Works, Brad
ford, have just introduced to our notice a new sensitive drilling
machine suitable for model makers and amateurs. The tool, which

HOLMES' NEW SENSITIVE DRILLING MACHINE .
we illustrate herewith , has a table 6 ins. diameter, with slots cast
in it, and the distance from the centre of the drill spindle to the
columns is 4 ins . , the maximum height from spindle to table being
12 ins. The travel is 41 ins. A separate countershaft is not re
quired, as the fast and loose pulleys are adapted to the machine
itself. Castings as well as finished machines are supplied. A
leaflet giving fuller particulars and prices will be sent on receipt of
a stamp for postage.
* “ Fluxite " Soldering Paste.
We can strongly recommend model makers to use a soldering
paste, instead of killed spirits, when soft soldering parts together.
It is much more convenient to use , and does not make such a dis
agreeable mess of the work. " Fluxite," which we have tried,
is an excellent paste , and will joint almost any metal ordinarily
used by model makers, always excepting, of course, aluminium .
We received several specimens of work accomplished by its aid
from the Auto Controller and Switch Co., from whom " Fluxite
can be obtained - one of these being two pieces of cast iron joined ;
another a piece of ordinary compo pipe soldered to a piece of
phosphor bronze, without any other solder than the material of
the pipe itself; and the third a piece of copper tinned without being
cleaned. As it does not corrode the work, it is of utmost use in
electrical wiring and jointing. Further information and prices
may be obtained from the Auto Controller Co. , Simplex Works,
Vienna Road, Bermondsey, London, S.E. , a stamp being sent
to cover postage.
Small Model Gas Engines.
H. G. Kingston , of Tokenhouse Yard, High Street, Putney,
is now placing on the market a small water -cooled two-cycle gas
engines over those which
engine. The superiority of water -cooled
are not water -jacketed is universally admitted, so we do notneed
to impress this point upon our readers. Any who are thinking of
going in for a small engine of this kind should obtain prices and
particulars from Mr. Kingston at the above address by sending
id , stamp to cover postage.
“ Model Engineer " Loco Castings.
The completeset of patterns for THE MODEL ENGINEER Locomotive
havebeen purchased irom Messrs. Mackenzie & Co. , of East Ham , E.,
by W. J. Bassett-Lou ke & Co.,who will now be pleased to supply
whole sets as well as single castings. All readers who are think
ing of constructing the loco should write for the new list, which
will be published shortly.

THE " Fortis ” PARALLEL VICE .
New Catalogues and
finish , are listed in seven sizes with jaws measuring from 24 to
7 ) ins. in width , and three qualities -- two of these having iron
bodies, and the other steel. In all cases they are fitted with
hardened steel jaws, good screw threads, and steel bolts and
handles. We can heartily recommend these tools to all our
readers in want of a firm vice at the minimum of cost. Further
particulars and prices will be found in the special leaflet issued by
the Company.

Lists .

London Autocar Co. , Ltd., 182, Gray's Inn Road, London ,
W.C. -A fully illustrated listis issued bythisfirm , comprising
accumulators and charging apparatus, switches, contact-breakers,
volt and ampere meters, & c., &c. ; castings, accessories, and tools
for motor cars are also priced in this catalogue. List sent post free
to readers of this journal for three penny stamps.
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The Editor's Page .

ROM time to time we have received some very
FRON
interesting indications of the many and
varied places into which this Journal finds
its way, in the form of picture postcards sent to us
by our readers in various parts of the United King
· dom and abroad . Indeed , some of these pictorial
communications have reached us from places so far
removed from the influence of modern fads and
fancies, that it is surprising that our correspondents
should have been able to obtain a picture postcard
to send . It has occurred to us that a collection of
views of places where THE MODEL ENGINEER
reaches would be of much interest , and we accord
ingly make the following offer . To every reader at
home or abroad who sends us a picture postcard
of the district in which he resides, we will send, in
return , a coloured picture postcard of some well
known London view. Every such card sent to us
should bear, or should be accompanied by, the
sender's full name and address, so that our return
card may be properly directed . Our suggestion is
a somewhat novel one for the Editor of a Journal to
make , but we think that many of our readers will
approve the idea . The pictorial representation of
the circulation area of our Journal which we trust
will result will be a particularly interesting record
for us to have, and we shall much appreciate the
co -operation of our friends in this scheme .
We think our model locomotive readers will be
specially interested in the further particulars
we give this week concerning the model Midland
engine and track belonging to Mr. Henry Lea
M.I.C.E. , of Birmingham . Mr. Lea's work is as
noteworthy for its scientific design and planning as
it is for the beauty and accuracy of its workman
ship, and we know few model engineers whose pro
ductions combine these qualities in the same degree.
The electrical control not only of the stopping and
starting of his engine, but also of the working of
the injector , is particularly ingenious ; and we have
no doubt the advantages of this system will com
mend themselves to many other model railway
owners .
We now have pleasure in renewing our Gauge
Competition " for a further period . It will be
remembered that in this competition we offer a
“ Columbus gauge with fine adjustment , value
6s . 6d . , to any reader sending in a photograph and
description of a model he has made, provided such
contribution is accepted by us as being of sufficient
interest to be inserted in our pages . Successful
competitors may, if preferred, have any other tool
or tools of the same value in place of the “ Colum
All entries should be marked
gavge .
bus
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“ Gauge Competition," and should be addressed to
the Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26-29, Poppin's
Court, Fleet Street , London , E.C.

Answers to Correspondents.
L. DE V. F. ( Curragh) .—Many thanks for your
notes, which we shall be pleased to use.
F. M. ( l'pper
Edmonton ).- Please see our hand
66
book, Simple Mechanical Working Models,"
price 7d . post free, for particulars of how to make
this engine.
S. C. C. ( Uxbridge ) .-Any of our advertisers will
quote you.
R. B. (Hartlepool).— Yes ; 3 h.-p. would do very
well for ordinary work . A i h.-p. engine cylinder
would be about 34 ins . by 5 ins. at 450 to 500
revolutions per minute.
C. E. (Kettering ).— You will find some information
on page 168 , February 16th issue, and page 216,
March 2nd issue . The results will be announced
in due course .
Notices .
The Editor i zvites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 135. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Posta )
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, &c.,for review ,to be addressed
to The EDITOR, " The Model Engineer, " 26—29, Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, “ The Model Engi.
neer ," 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , B.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26–29.
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should beaddressed.
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Medallist's

Model Compound
Marine Engine.

Condensing

By Hugh Caldow .

Fig. 1. -REAR View of MODEL COMPOUND CONDENSING MARINE ENGINE .

' HE two photographs here reproduced give
some idea of the appearance of my model
THE
compound condensing marine engine. This
model, it may interest readers to know , was awarded
The MODELENGINEER silver medal at the Glasgow
Industrial Exhibition , 1904. It will be noticed
in Fig . I that the l.-P. valve cover is removed ,

showing the valve in position . I have also taken
off the end cover of condenser to show the tubes
and dividing plate. The castings were made in
Glasgow , from my own patterns, and I may say
that I was working on and off this model for five
or six years . After making a little boiler, and
firing by means of a methylated blowlamp, I got
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steam up , and tested the three cylinders separately.
The piston valve worked very fine, and I obtained
about 1,500 revolutions per minute from the engine .
The Junior

Institution of

Engineers .
ISITS of this Institution have recently taken
to
,
Worship Street, London , and to the New
Ritz Hotel , Piccadilly, where the skeleton cage
system of construction was seen .
At the former establishment the members were
received by Mr. James Brockie , the inventor of the
Brockie -Pell lamp, who gave a very interesting
account of its development and construction, and
described 'generally the necessary characteristics

April 13 , 1905.

House. It has a frontage to Piccadilly of about
230 ft . , and an average depth of about 100 ft . The
height from the street -level to the top of the build
ing is about 10 ft , and the basement floor is 20 ft .
below street-level. There are ten floors, including
the basement, lower ground, and ground floors.
The front of the building is carried up to within
2 } ft . of the roadway in Piccadilly, and an arcade
formed over the pavement. This arcade will farm a
special feature of the building. The foundations
are on the London clay at a depth of about 26 ft .
below the roadway.
A feature of special interest is the method which
has been adopted for constructing the building.
The type of construction is known as the “ cage
skeleton construction.” The new . Ritz Hotel affords
the largest example of the type in this country. A
skeleton of steel framework, capable of carrying
the whole dead weight of the walls, floors and roof

Fig . 2.- FRONT View of MR . HUGH CALDow's MODEL MARINE ENGINE .

of an efficient arc lamp . In the workshops a num
ber of lamps of different types were shown in course
of manufacture, and in the testing room demon
strations were carried out to illustrate the effect
on the arc of two methods of regulation , namely,
differential ( main coil and shunt coil working in
opposition ) and shunt coil only, the result shown
being that with the shunt coil alone the current
might be varied very considerably without affecting
the length of the arc, whereas with the differential
method the variation in length of the arc was very
considerable with the same change in the current
strength . The two lamps were run in series , so
that each had the same current passing through it .
The party visiting the new Ritz Hotel were
shown over by Mr. J. P. Bishop , A.R.I.B.A. (joint
architect with Messrs. Mewes & Davis ) and Mr.
Adam Hunter ( Assoc. M.Inst.C.E.). The hotel,
which is being constructed by the Waring -White
Building Co. for the Carlton Hotels Co., is situated
in Piccadilly, adjoining the Green Park, and occu
pies the sites of the old Bath Hotel and Walsingham

in addition to the live loads and wind pressure, is
being erected , and is at present nearly completed .
The walls are supported on girders at the level of
each floor of the building . They carry no loads,
but simply act as a protection from the weather
and for decorative treatment . The total weight of
the building, with the live loads, is carried on the
steel columns. Generally, the columns rest upon
cast -iron baseplates about 3 to 4 ft. square, which ,
in turn , rest upon a grillage of steel beams em
bedded in cement concrete of sufficient area to dis
tribute the load over the ground with a minimum
depth of foundation . Cantilever foundations have
been adopted for some of the columns next the ad
joining buildings, so as to retain the whole of the
foundations within the site. Some of these founda
tions may be seen in the basement .
The building is of fireproof construction through
out . The whole of the steelwork will be encased
in masonry or concrete . The floors and roofs are
being constructed of concrete steel on the Columbian
system.
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rigidly, stand firmly, and answer in every way ad
mirably.

Workshop Notes and Notions .

[ Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , it desired , accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the entelope.)

A Simple Drilling Jig.
By “ SREGOR . "
The accompanying sketches are a simple design
for a drilling jig I use when requiring to drill gluts
and split pin holes in a plain pin , and such pins are
found on the majority of machines of various sorts .
To drill these small holes in the centre of the pin in
the ordinary way is very difficult, and often breaks

A Handy Bench Stop.
By E. F.
Get an old 8 -in . file, soften it at the tang end,
and cut the tang off about 1 in . above the shoulder
of the file . If the tang piece is driven into a hole
made in the bench top, it will be found to be a very
efficient stop to plane wood against-much superior
to screws or nails .

Guide holes for drill

A

B
cer

An Easily - made Scribing Block.
By G. THORNE,
The handy little tool here illustrated and des
cribed is so simply constructed as to necessitate
very little explanation. A scribing block in the
writer's possession, on which this description is
founded, has a body ( A ) 14 ins . diameter and 2 ins.
in length ; a 5-16ths-in . hole is drilled from top to
bottom to allow the plunger B to slide up and
down. The plunger, which is 5-16ths in. diameter
and fin. long, has a screw attached to it, to clear
which a slot is cut from the 5-16ths- in . hole to the
periphery. Two washers ( C ), with a hole . drilled
between them , carry the scriber, which the winged

Tension screw
Clearance hole
A
LC

B

D
These faces
square and
flor

Son cul
-Tapping hole
A SIMPLE DRILLING JIG.

А

D

B

the drill . The sketch shows three views of the
jig-sectional elevation , side elevation , and plan
which can be made from a piece of square steel of
suitable size to suit the diameter of pins to be
drilled . A plain hole should be drilled through the
centre to suit size of pins to be drilled , and the end
recessed as shown in sectional elevation to take the
head of pins ; then the holes A and B should be
drilled the size of glut and split pin required, also
the hole C, and the one side must be sawn through
at D , which enables the hole to be made smaller
when screwing up the tension screw, and so adapt
the main hole to the varying sizes of pins . Two
sides of the jig should be filed flat, and square, as
these will be used next to drilling machine table
when in operation, the two holes can be drilled at
one fixing in the jig, the holes being slightly counter
sunk to facilitate entering the drills , as shown in
sketch .

A Cement for Castings.
A cement for filling holes in castings consists of
I } parts litharge, 2 } parts dextrin , 4 parts iron
borings or turnings carefully sifted. Mix the parts
well , and add water until the mass is of about the
consistency of mortar . With a putty knife or other
instrument, fill the defective parts and press into
every crevice. Let it set for forty - eight hours,
when it can be chipped, planed , bored , or turned
like the casting itself. Colour with lampblack to
suit shade of casting.

C

A

DETAILS OF A SCRIBING BLOCK .

( Full size .)

nut D clamps in position , a flat being filed on the
body to form a seating for the washers, which are
in . diameter . This block , which , of course, can
be made any size, will be found to clamp up very

AN ELECTRICAL PENDULUM. -An electrical pen
dulum with free escapement has been described by
M. Ch . Féry. The arrangement described is re
markable for the small expenditure of electrical
energy required to work it , less than 0.5 watt per
annum . The diurnal variation of a clock beating
half seconds fitted with the apparatus described is
less than 0.3 second .
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tact . Adjusting and clamping screws should be
accessible . It is very annoying when a machine is
screwed down , and the belt on , to find that some
screw underneath the brushes cannot be got at
except by lifting the machine , or taking off the
bearing and the brush gear with it .
Rockers are usually supported upon a cylindrical
extension of the bearing bracket, but the design of
bearing frequently does not permit a very wide
surface on which to mount the rocker , with the
result that it wobbles as soon as the clamping screw
A method of
is slackened .
getting over this difficulty,
and one which is also useful
when it is desired to fit a
rocker to a machine which
has been fitted with a fixed
brush gear, is to mount the
rocker upon a ring which is
bolted to the bearing or base
of the machine by means of
an arm (see Figs . 1 and 2 ) .
In Fig . 3 is shown a method
of mounting a rocker where
space is too short to allow
a ring of reasonable width , so
a disc is used , screwed against
the bearing bracket, and
having two circular slots cut
in it to take two screws , which

Lessons in Workshop Practice.
(Continued from Vol. XI , page 588. )
XVI . - Brush Gears for Dynamos and Motors.
By A. W. M.
VERY trying part of the design of small
,
is
A
occupies a much greater space in proportion

Ring

Ring

Fic . I.

Flange

MT

ol

FEST

7
co

to that taken up by the brush gear
of large machines. It is very conveni
ent to use a movable brush rocker, as
the exact position of the brushes is
most important in all dynamos and
motors, and though it can be previously
determined by a proper arrangement of
the armature connections, it is not
easy to do this with the first machine ;
and further , it will not be the same for
a dynamo as for a motor ; so that
the amateur who is only making one
machine , and will probably wish to
experiment with it as both a dynamo
and a motor, will be well advised if he
mounts the brushes on a rocker .
What to consider when arranging a .
Brush Gear . It is better that the
brushes should wear away , and not
the commutator , as brushes are easily
replaced . The brush must make good
contact with the commutator , or cur
rent will not readily flow ; it must
not be loosely held , or it will be liable
to jump and chatter when the machine
is running ; this will cause sparking
and loss of voltage . The brush should
not alter its position on the commuator as its tip
wears away , as this will also cause sparking .
If the brushes press heavily upon the com
mutator, there will be considerable friction ,
which will cause the commutator to run hot, and
will also absorb power. In the case of a small
motor , it is easy to put quite a heavy load upon the
armature in this way . The rocker , if one is fitted ,
should not shake about when its clamping screw
is slackened , as this causes sparking , and makes
it difficult to determine when the non -sparking
position has been reached . The connections of
wires to brushes should make good electrical con .

April 13, 1905 .

FIG . 6 .
screw into the brush rocker and clamp it into posi
tion as well as keeping it steady whilst the brushes

April 13 , 1905.
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Fig . 4 .
BRUSH GEARS FOR DYNAMOS AND MOTORS .

Fig . 5
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are being adjusted ; a very small shoulder is turned
on the disc to take the rocker , so that it will remain
concentric to the spindle when the screws are
slackened . Fig. 4 shows a similar arrangement,
but supported on the magnet poles instead of the
bearing bracket -a method which is sometimes con
venient , and which permits the brushes to be easily
handled . A brush rocker requires careful fitting

Insulation

Fig . 7 .

April 13 , 1905 .

holders must be well insulated from the rocker,
when this is made of metal . A general plan is to
drill circular holes at the ends of the rocker ,
sufficiently large to admit an insulating bush ,
through which thesupporting pin can pass ; this
method is shown in Fig. 7 , the insulating bush being
made with a flange at one end, and having an in
sulating washer slipped over its other end : this
makes a good job .
In
Fig. 8 two washers are
used , each having a boss
turned upon it which en
ters the hole in the rocker
and forms the bush .
Fig. 9 shows a third ar
rangement , in which the
bush is made separate,
two loose insulating wash
Figs . 8
ers being used .
and 9 are useful where
insulating stuff is not at
hand thick enough to
make a long bush , as in
Fig. 7. Fig. 9 may have
the bush made by coiling
up a flat strip of sheet
material. As regards in
sulation , Fig. 7 is the
best and more suitable for voltages of 100 and
upwards .
Figs . 8 and 9 are more suitable
for low voltages, when it is desirable to pre
vent the supporting pin from turning round ;
the hole is made square, and the bush and pin filed
square to fit it . The metal washer underneath the
clamping nut and the shoulder on the pin should be
of larger diameter than the hole in the rocker, or
there is a liability of cracking the insulating washers
when the nut is screwed up. The quality of the

in to the ring or boss upon which it rocks ; err on
the side of making too tight a fit rather than a
loose one , as it will soon work easy . It is better
to rely upon friction to clamp it in position rather
than the point of a set screw, as a set screw tends
to tilt the rocker, and to make holes in the boss , so
that a fine adjustment of position becomes trouble
some. Vulcanised fibre does very well for small
rockers, being sufficiently strong mechanically, and
obviating supporting collars for the supporting
pins of the holders.
Fig. 5 is a simple
pattern of fibre
rocker with friction
clamp ; after the
centre
hole
is
drilled , a slot is cut
across it with a saw ,
and permits of the
top and bottom of
being
the
hole
squeezed together
by means of the
screw .
clamping
Several forms of
rocker are shown in
Insulation
Fig . 6 ; types a and #
#
c could be placed
Insulation
in position behind a
Leakage
is likely to
flange on the sup
porting boss , but
Fig . 9
take place here
type b would re
a
quire
groove
FIG. 8 .
turned in the boss,
into which fits the point of the grub screw ,
insulation of such arrangements as these depends
to prevent the rocker from slipping off the
upon the length of the path over its surface from
boss when the clamping screw was slackened .
metal to metal ; hence the insulating washers
It is, generally speaking , advisable not to use
should be allowed to project well beyond the metal,
cast iron for small rockers ; if they are light
and the bush should be made of as great a thickness
and neat in design , and especially when split as
as convenient . Fig. 10 shows a method of tele.
Fig . 6b, they are very liable to break when being
scoping washers so as
get a high insulation at the
tightened up. Gunmetal is the best material to use .
bush where it is generally poor, as the path from
metal to metal is short ( see Fig . 8 ) . The path in
The supporting pins which carry the brush .

-

-
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the telescoped washers is very much increased , and
if the washers are made large — as they easily can
be—this arrangement is very well adapted for high
voltages. Fig . 11 is a different method of holding
the supporting pin , by making the ends of the
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A Model Colliery Cage, with
Automatic Check Gear.
By Edwin G. BARRETT.
' HE model colliery cage described and illus
THItrated herewith is of my own design and
make, and is fitted with automatic check gear,
so as to prevent the cage from falling if an accident
should happen to the wire suspending the cage.
It is quite a frequent occurrence to read of the wire
rope snapping and the cage dashed to the bottom
of the pit and smashed to pieces, as well as wreck
ing the shaftway . My.model is a single -deck cage,

Insulation

FIG IC .
rocker in the form of a clamp , which grips a split
insulating bush slipped over the pin , no end washers
being required . Fig. 12 shows the same arrange
ment adapted for high voltage by using two split
concentric insulating bushes , the cuts being placed
at opposite sides , as shown. This forms a very
good insulation if the bush is allowed to project

HGH

Supporling pin
for brush holder
FIG . ! 1 .

Insulation

Pro

o

CB
E
M

BВ

Fig . 1. - SECTION OF MODEL COLLIERY CAGE .

Insulation

FIG. 12 .
well beyond the sides of the rocker ; the method
has the advantage of permitting an end movement
of the pin , so that the brush can be set along the
length of the commutator and the wear equalised ;
but it is difficult to get the clamp to grip the pin
very hard , so that in the hands of a careless user
the pin is liable to turn round and throw the brush
out of adjustment ; however, with a suitable brush
holder, and in the hands of a careful user , this
arrangement is very good and convenient .
( To be continued )

but some have two decks, and , of course , carry
double the number of passengers. Under the floor
of the cage is fitted an arrangement as shown in
the drawing ( Fig . 1 ) , comprising two wedges (A )
working on two arms or levers (B ) ; two brackets
( C ) are fitted and screwed to the deck of the cage ,
and pins screwed into the brackets , which act
as fulcrums to the levers . On the end of one of
the levers is fixed a lead weight ( D ) , and the two
arms are coupled together by a strap ( E ) , so that
they shall both work together, and at the same mo
ment . It will be seen in Fig . I that when the weight
is kept up close under the deck of the cage, the
wedges drop clear of the guides of the cage. The
weight is kept up in position by a wire attached to
the main wire, so it can then easily be seen that
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directly the tension is taken off the main wire , the
strain is also taken off the wire suspending the
weight, and the weight will drop , and through that
the wedges will be driven up between the guides and
the rubbing strips on the sides of the cage , and the
whole concern thereby held rigid .
I erected a skeleton shaft (parts of which are shown
in the photographs, Figs. 2 and 3) 6 ft . in height ,
and I gave the model a series of tests down the
shaft . I found that , on loading the cage with
double its own weight , and on the suspending
cord being cut or burnt through , the cage answered
admirably by pulling itself up stationary after a
drop of its own length.
The model is 6 ins. in length, 8 ins . in height ,
and 34 ins. in width. The cage is made entirely of
steel, and the mechanical parts are of brass . It
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In the accompanying photograph ( Fig. 2 ) it will
be seen that the cage is on its way with everything
intact ; but in Fig. 3 it will be noticed that an
accident has happened and the wire has snapped,
but instead of the cage falling to the ground , the
wedges have got into position, holding the cage in
mid - air until assistance arrives .
The model is polished and the working parts
lacquered , and I must say if it is not quite so
" catchy " to the eye as a ship or locomotive, one
has certainly a model which is out of the ordinary ,
and which fufils its purpose quite as well .

According to a local newspaper, an Indiana
genius proposes to utilise cats for the generation
of electric current for lighting . His purpose is to

Figs . 2 AND 3. – Before and After the Breaking of the Wire.
A MODEL COLLIERY CAGE, WITH AUTOMATIC Check GEAR.
is suspended by four steel chains , which meet in
one large ring , to which is attached the main wire.
The steel bands F can be removed when the cage is
running between slides fixed to two solid ways ,
so that when the wedges go up into place they
shall have a solid bearing ; but in cases where the
guides run through space, with no support at the
back, then the bands must be fixed so as to take
the thrust of the wedges .

drive the cats through a chute so that they will pass
under rotating brushes, which will abstract the
desired current . This is from America !
ELECTRICITY AND THE HUMAN BODY. -It has
been found that 20 or 30 milliamps passing through
the human body is about the limit which can be
supported without danger by most persons : 50
to 60 milliamps may cause serious trouble ; while
an intensity of 100 milliamps is almost always fatal .
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Electric

By A. W. MARSHALL.
VI . — THE MOTORS.

( Continued from page 293. )
T has been assumed that the line pressure is to
IT be about 12 volts. The current which the motors
will take depends upon the work they are doing
at any particular moment, and cannot be exactly
determined beforehand ; but we can take 2 amps .
per motor as a guide to work upon . The motors
can be wound to take a higher or lower voltage
within limits, say, 6 volts and 25 volts, or the
windings given for 12 volts can be tried at lower
volts and more cells added if the speed is too low.
The coils are so easily rewound that an occasional
burn out may be risked ; as the field -magnet has only
one coil , it does not matter in the least in what
direction it is wound or which end is joined to any
particular terminal. It also does not matter
exactly how many turns of wire are wound on ; but
the two motors should be wound with equal quan
tities of wire so as to be alike . The core should be
made quite smooth and be wrapped round with
two thicknesses of thin tough paper ; a coat of
shellac varnish on the top layer would be advisable ,
but it is not essential. A washer of vulcanised fibre
or thick cardboard is to be at each end of the core ,
being sprung on -a cut through the washer enabling
this to be done.
The wire is to be No. 20 gauge s.c.c. copper
(about 5 ozs. will be the weight for each motor ). The
armature poles must also be made smooth and
covered with a single layer of thin rough paper all
over the cores on which the wire is wound . No. 26
single silk -covered copper is to be used ; about
2 ozs. will be required for each motor . The motor
connections are very simple : each end of the field
magnet coil is to be taken to a terminal and fastened
itlere, and each brush holder is to be joined to one
of the remaining two terminals by mrans of a wire .
These wires can be of some of the 20 gauge wire
used for the field . The second screw on each ter
minal plate is for the purpose of receiving the wires
whi h go to the controller. When the making of
this is described , it will be explained how the con
nections can be made so as to ensure the motors
running in the correct direction .
The following explanation may help the reader
who has little or no electrical knowledge to un'er
stand the action of the motors . When current flows
through the field coil it magnetises the core upon
which it is wound ; the magnetism passes into the
top pole face and through the armature into the
bottom pole face ; it then divides into two parts,
which return through the sides of the motor to the
top of the frame, and there they unite again and
pass through the flange of the core into the coil .
This will explain the necessity of making a good
joint at the core flange, as the less resistance the
magnetism has to meet in its path the more power
ful will the motor be. Now, air offers a very great
resistance to the passage of magnetism in com
parison with iron, so that you must give it as short
à length of air to go through as possible. The
current passing round the armature coils magnetises
the poles so that they are attracted to the poles
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formed at the pole faces of the field -magnet ;
but the action of a tripolar armature is peculiar
in this respect, that the armature pole which is ex
actly in the centre of either of the magnet poles at
any moment must be deprived of its magnetism and
rendered inoperative at that instant . For instance ,
in the coloured drawing the work is being done at
the particular instant by the two armature poles
nearest the bottom of the field -magnet ; the pole
in the centre of the pole face of the magnet core is
dead and is doing nothing towards pulling round
the armature. To properly understand the action
of the armature, however, the reader must keep in
mind the fact that when two magnet poles are
brought near to one another if they are unlike
poles-- that is , one is a north and the other a south
pole - they will attract one another · but if they are
like poles - that is , if they are both north or both
south poles- they will not attract, but repel , each
other. This is the principle upon which the tri
polar armature works. Referring again to the
coloured plate, the field -magnet poles remain con
stant --one being north and the other south . The
armature poles are constantly changing the altera
tion being done by the commutator which changes
the direction in which the current passes round each
coil as it passes the centre of a field-magnet pole
face . In the position shown in the drawing , the
top armature pole is dead, and the two bottom
ones are one a north and the other a south pole , so
that one is being attracted to the bottom pole face of
the field -magnet and the other is being repelled from
The top field -magnet pole assists this action ,
it .
and as the armature rotates it has a dead pole,
alternately first at the top and then at the bottom
pole face of the field- magnet . It will be readily
understood that if the pole on the centre line of the
field -magnet was not rendered inoperative it would
try and stick there, and tend to stop the movement
of the armature ; the moment it has passed the
centre line , however, the current passes round its
coil in the reverse direction and it becomes re
magnetised as a pole of like nature to the field
magnet pole and , therefore, is repelled away , thus
assisting in rotating the armature.
In order that the dead poles may be produced
at exactly the proper moment , it is necessary to
set the brushes in the correct position . As in this
motor the brushes cannot be moved , the com
mutator must be set to suit them ; so that it should
not be so tight on the spindle that it cannot be
moved with a pair of pliers. When you have put
the motor together it should be tried away from
the locomotive to make sure that it will run . To
test it , join a piece of copper wire to one of the
terminals to which a field -magnet coil wire has been
attached and to one of the terminals to which a
wire from one of the brushes has been attached ,
and connect the remaining two terminals to a
battery of two or three bichromate cells in series
or an accumulator which will give 4 or 6 volts ; if
the motor does not run freely and well , shift the
commutator round on the spindle a small amount ,
one way or the other , and try again ; try shifting
the commutator round until the armature runs
well. You should now test it to see how it will
run in the reverse direction . To do this, disconnect
the two brush wires from the holders and reverse
them—that is, join them each to the other holder
(do not disturb the connections at the terminal
board) so that the current may flow through the
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armature in the opposite direction to that in which
it went previously ; the armature should now run
in the reverse direction . If it does not run so well
as before, you should shift the commutator very
slightly until you find an improvement; then again
run the armature in the reverse direction , and con
tinue trying it in first one direction and then the
other, adjusting the commutator each time until
you get a mean position in which the motor runs
equally well both ways.
For instructions as to winding and other electrical
details, the reader is referred to THE MODEL ENGI
NEER handbook No. 10, “ Small Dynamos and
Motors,” and to the electrical sections of " Lessons

ian
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Railways.

No. XIV.-Mr. Henry Lea's Railway and Its
Recent Developments.
By HENRY GREENLY.
(Continued from page 327. )
HE signals are electrical, the semaphores being
moved by solenoids, the cores of which form the
THE
counter -weights, and bring the arms to “ dan
ger ” when the current is cut off by the signalman re
placing the lever in normal position . The coils of
the solenoid are sheathed with iron tube ; this is

Fig . 7.-A Peep THROUGH THE SIGNAL- Box Door .
( Note : The driving lever is nearest the reader, and is in its normal position ;
No. 2 signal lever is being moved . )

in Workshop Practice ” in back numbers of THE
MODEL ENGINEER.
( To be continued. )
COATING FOR BATTLESHIPS . —The battleships
now in dock at Devonport are being coated with
Moravian green anti-fouling mixture . The cement
has to be placed hot on the surface of the hull ,
and great care has to be taken to prevent any
orifice being left open which would allow of the
ingress of air or water, so as to obviate " shelling.”
The coating has been found to be very successful
in minimising corrosion , but at present its use is
confined almost entirely to battleships and first
class cruisers .

not only a protection for the windings, but creates
an easy path for the magnetic lines of force, and
greatly increases the pulling power. Just above the
solenoid the rod is provided with a spun flanged
copper cap, soldered on , which rises and falls with
the rod , and serves to prevent the wet getting into
the solenoid . The coils were soaked in hot paraffin
wax before they were fixed .
The points are worked mechanically , with rods
and bell cranks in the ordinary way, and , as shown
in the accompanying photograph — which , by the
way, is a peep through the door of the signal-box
depicted in the general views of the line (Figs. 4
and 5 )—the points and signal levers are also
mechanically interlocked in the orthodox manner .
A bar- locking frame is used, the locking or cross

The signal-box contains one points lever and five
signal levers — all of them interlocked with each
other, which prevents the operator from pulling
off a signal , or from
directing an electric
FIG. 8. control current into
STANDARD
any section , unless the
points and all the sig
SIGNAL .
nals are correctly set ,
thereby preventing any
possibility of accident .
The signal levers are

bars being provided with studs, which engage or
disengage notches in the rods attached to the levers.
To enable the reader to understand the system , the
writer shows a diagram of a typical arrangement for
a three -lever box, in which there is one point lever
for a single line branch and two signals — one for
the main, and the other for the branch road. The
locking bars are, of course, actuated by the studs
sliding on the inclined sides of the vee notches,
and for purposes of making the diagram quite clear,
the levers are not shown in line. When the levers
are back in the normal position , all signals are in
1 Branch line Signal "Ons locked
2 Points set for Main lino locked
Main lune Signal

3
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FIG , 9. - TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT OF INTERLOCKING FOR A
THREE -LEVER Box

3 Normal

Copper couard
Bobbur

Hinding
Lon tube
Brass bala

.
55

connected under the
Core
floor of the cabin to
long wooden rods,
which move verti
cally through two
transoms,
slotted
18 "
one above the other,
as the levers are
operated . One tran
the
som carries
spring contacts for
actuating the signals , and the other for
electrifying the control conductors on that
Fig . 10. - TABLE FOR WOODWORK IN THE LATHE.
portion of the line on which it is safe for
the engine to run .
Spring brushes of
“ danger ” position, and the points set for the main
hard flat copper strip collect the current from the
contacts on the vertical wooden rods.
line, which in this case is the circular portion .
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Besides the six levers already described, a seventh
lever without a hand -catch will be observed in
Fig. 7 nearest to the reader . This is the driving
lever. It has nothing to do with setting the line.
Its function is to close one of two final switches after
the line has been set , and thus to determine which
of the two mid-rail conductors shall be made alive .
Its normal position is vertical, kept there by a
spring ; pulled to the right, it electrifies one con
ductor which starts the engine ; pulled to the left ,
it electrifies the other conductor which starts the
engine and turns on the injector as well. Restored
to mid-position, it turns off the injector , closes the
regulator, and puts on the brakes .
It will be noticed by a reference to the signalling
plan that the finishing section of the straight track
does not have its controlling conductor connected
to the signal-box , but is entirely separate , and is
worked by a spring key switch at the end of the
line . This precaution is necessary to prevent dead
end collisions , otherwise the operator far away at
the signal-box might cause the engine to run on to
the end with disastrous results . The locomotive ,
therefore, always runs into a “ dead ” section at
the terminus and unless brought on by an operator
at this portion of the line , will not , even if it is sent
down the straight piece of line at full speed, run to
the end of this section. Similarly to start the
engine from the terminus the operation of the
spring key switch will make the engine pass on to
the portion of line under direct control of the
signal-box. The spring key switch cannot be left
“ on ."

Fig . 12.-BEADING TOOL.

Fig . 14.–MR. HENRY LEA'S VERTICAL ENGINE .
요

The signal- box is a very neat erection, constructed
of framed oak upon a foundation of Portland stone.
The most interesting part of the cabin - other than
Wood being
the internal fitments -- is the wood framed oak door.
morlised
The whole of the joints—mortises, tenons, and
Cutter ,
beadings — for this door were made entirely in the
lathe, by the aid of the overhead gear and a milling
Lothe
spindle. To accomplish this work , Mr, Lea first
Centre
fitted a casting shaped as shown in Fig. 10 between
che
the centres of the lathe. This casting screws on to
the nose of the lathe at one end and fits the centre
Special
bar
of the loose headstock at the other, and with a spirit
level is set exactly level transversely , the
Cramp.
mandrelf of the lathe being fixed in the
prescribed position by means of the
dividing plate. Upon this level table
(the lathe itself is level both ways , there
fore to get any work parallel to the bed
it is necessary only to use a spirit level)
the piece of wood to be worked upon is
g t re
w
n
i
e
t
r
t
Sc
-cu
nu he .
clamped, and supposing a bead is re
quired, a tool shaped as shown in Fig .
12 is fixed in the vertical milling spindle
and the latter arranged to run at its top
speed. The length of the bead is limited
FIG . 11.- CUTTING A GROOVE OR MORTISE IN THE LATHE .
only by the length of the iron table, and
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The solenoids on the engine and tender will then be
replaced by vacuum cylinders.
The interesting model shown in the accompany
ing photos, Figs. 14 and 15 , is an engine which Mr.

7
Gloss poper

Headstock

Level iron
table
0W

the scope of the overhead apparatus. For mor
tising and grooving a simple " end and side " tool
is used ( see Fig . 11 ) , and for tenons any tool which
will cut a rebate is employed .
Mr. Lea has now in hand an eight-wheeled double
bogie passenger coach , 2 ft . 6 ins. long over the
frame, which is of oak , mortised , tenoned , braced,
and bolted together. Each wheel has sixteen teak
segments— 128 in all — which were sawn out and
finished against a glass -papering disc revolving at
high speed in the lathe, occupying about 24 hours
in all , and inevitably all exactly alike , each segment
being pushed lightly into the triangular space at
A , Fig . 13 , until truly faced by the revolving glass
paper. One compartment in this coach will contain
a vacuum pump driven by an electric motor, and ,
when complete , it will be possible not only to control
the engine by vacuum as is now done by electricity,
but to reverse it wherever it may be on the line .

O

A
Guide plale
bolleg on

Fig . 13.— MAKING SEGMENTS FOR MODEL MAN
SELL RAILWAY CARRIAGE WHEEL .
Lea made some thirty - five years ago . It is fitted
with a two- arm flywheel governor , which alters the
throw of the eccentric as the load varies . It was
at one time used to drive Mr. Lea's lathe, but now
has been put on the shelf to make room for the
ubiquitous electro- motor .
The cylinder is it ins . diameter with a 24 -in .
stroke . There are three metallic packing rings in
the piston , each containing four plain springs , the
joints of which are evenly divided around the cir
cumference . The speed is 400 revolutions per
minute . It is very pretty to get the glint of the
light on the governor weights, and watch them
play about with an uneven load . Their action is
exceedingly prompt. The cylinder was originally
lagged with felt under mahogany strips secured by
brass bands, but these had been removed to repair
a leaky joint, and had not been replaced when the
photo was taken . The boiler is of copper, with a
very capacious furnace , which , when filled with
coke, would run the engine for about an hour.
When the steam blew off at the enclosed safety
valve it passed on to a cylinder containing a piston
lightly held by a spring . The surplus steam pressed
the piston forwards and closed the openings which
admitted air to the ashpit ; when the steam ceased
to blow off, the springpressed back the piston , and
admitted more air to the fire. Thus the production
of steam was automatically kept just about at blow
off pressure, no matter how much or how little
steam the engine required to do its work.
In conclusion , the writer must express his grati
tude to Mr. Lea , not only in consideration of his
kind hospitality, but for the trouble he took in
explaining the various and interesting details of his
work,

-H

Fig. 15. -ANOTHER View of MR. LEA's VERTICAL
ENGINE, SHOWING GOVERNOR .

New M.R. LOCOMOTIVES . -Mr. Deeley, the chief
mechanical engineer of the Midland Railway Com
pany, has in hand ten more of the new class of
compound express passenger engines which have
lately been introduced on the system . They will
have the same sized cylinders, but the length of the
steam and exhaust ports for the high and low
pressure cylinders will be increased , and the boiler
pressure will be raised from 195 to 220 lbs. per sq .
in . All tenders on the Midland are now to be
provided with water picking -up apparatus.
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on

inside and outside without unduly diminishing the
thickness ; but if, as sometimes happens, it is a good
bit out of true, the ring, when cut off the tube , can
be put into boiling water, and it will then be soft
enough to be stretched over a mandrel, either of
brass or ' iron , turned down to the proper size, and

Ornamental

Turning .

I

By F. G. T.
N compliance with “ Theta's ” request ,
and with the permission of the
Editor, I am sending a description
of the chucks, cutters, &c . , used in turn
ing and ornamenting the napkin rings
illustrated in the issue of THE MODEL
ENGINEER of the 19th January last.
I think it would makemattersclearer
if one ring were taken as an example from
start to finish, as the procedure for any
particular pattern is much the same,
differing only in the selection of the
cutter, and the counting of the di
I buy the xylonite tubing
visions.
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Fig . 1.-- BEECH OR MAHOGANY CHUCK .

(Half full size.)

11

FIG. 4 . ORNAMENTAL Tool.
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FIG. 3. - WORK ON THE CHUCK.

in lengths of a foot or more, and the
most useful size is a little over 2 ins, in outside
diameter, by if ins. inside ; it is fairly round , and
mually permits of turning down truly circular both

FIG . 2.-VERTICAL CUTTER.
(Half full size .)
made hot in the same water ; and the blank ring,
when removed from this mandrel , will be found
very nearly true, and ready for manipulation. I
cut my rings 7 in. wide, but, of course, any width
can be used . The blank is then fitted on a beech ,
or mahogany chuck, which has four saw cuts made
in its length, the cuts ending in four holes . This
chuck is illustrated by Fig. 1 , and is bored out to
the depth of the holes, and thus has sufficient spring
to hold the ring firmly , when a plug , turned slightly
taper , is inserted in the mouth. The back of the
wooden chuck is screwed to a small cast -iron chuck
which fits the nose of the lathe. ( I made several
of these lathe nose chucks, and find them most
useful.) The approximate size is given in Fig . I.
The blank is then turned down on the outside
with a round nose brass turning tool, that is, one
with no rake, and if the tool is sharp , and has a
touch of the oilstone before use, it will leave a fairly
polished surface on the work , showing the imitation
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grain of ivory very nicely. The diameter of ring
when thus turned down is about a sixteenth less
than when in the rough, but more can be taken off
if wished . I endeavour to keep the ring as large
as possible, and thin it down from the inside if
necessary . The sides are then trued up with left
and right-hand knife tools, no more being taken off
А
than is requisite to make the sides smooth .
sharp parting tool is then used to turn down the
centre of the ring, so as to leave two rings each
side , as shown in the illustrations ( January 19th ),
and this brings us to the determination as to what
ornamentation has been selected , and the necessary
shape and size of the cutter for the same, as the
space thus left on the main portion of the ring must
be proportional to the width of the cutter used for
the ornamentation . For the purposes of this paper
I have selected as pattern the spiral basket cut
shown in the illustration ( January 19th ), top of
second row, and the cutter used for the same was
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because if not this paper is useless to that individual.
The capabilities of any lathe are so much increased
with this appliance that every amateur (to whom
alone these remarks are addressed ) should at once
rig one up. My own was made at a cost of a few
shillings ; it is simply made of gas piping, screwed
into sockets fixed to the floor, separate from the
lathe in order to prevent vibration, and three or
four pulley wheels obtained from the ironmonger,
the driving cord being 3-16ths round leather belting,
obtained from the Best Belting Co. , London , at id .
per foot . This gives no trouble, and answers every
purpose. I got the idea from the English Mechanic
many years ago, but the Pittler people fit a very
similar overhead to their lathes in a more elaborate
fashion .
Fig . 2 represents the vertical cutter and the cutter
itself, the latter being filed up to shape first, and
then hardened and ground and sharpened on a
small fine emery wheel, a finishing polish being

Fig . 5.-PARTS OF A PEPPER- BOX , TURNED FROM SOLID ROD XYLONITE .
1-16th in. wide ; but this width is quite optional so
long as the centre portion of the ring is made the
proper width to take the cutter exactly right when it
is traversed so many times across it, that the space
between the two outside rings may be accurately
filled by the successive cuts. I hope I have made
this plain ; it is somewhat difficult, and so much
depends upon the particular lathe used ; but the
main point to consider is that the width of the
cutter should be such that a quarter, half, or one
complete turn of the traverse screw of the slide-rest ,
or the lead screw of the lathe, whichever is used ,
will advance the cutter exactly its own width .
With my own lathe ( a Pittler B2 ) I have to use the
lead screw for traversing, as the slide -rest is not a
compound one, and I suit my cutters to the pitch
of this screw . Supposing the blank ring advanced
so far,we come to theornamental cutting, and this
will, of course , necessitate some kind of overhead
to drive the cutter spindle. I take it for granted
that any reader interested in the work I am endea
vouring to describe, and desirous of experimenting
in this direction , has his lathe fitted with this,

given with the oilstone. The cutters are made from
3-16ths round silver steel , and they can be left dead
hard as they come from the water. The cutter
frame being now placed under the tool post of the
slide-rest , in a line with the bed of the lathe, with
the pulley facing the back headstock, and the band
from the overhead adjusted so that the cutter re
volves vertically downwards at a pretty fast speed,
the apparatus is ready for cutting, after first seeing
that the cutter is exactly on the level of the lathe
centres, and a stop in position to prevent the tool
penetrating too far when advanced to the work by
the cross slide. The tool in the given example was
set out to a radius of about 9-16ths, but this is
optional, a smaller radius resulting in a deeper cut ,
and vice versa. The lathe head must , of course ,
have a divided plate to provide for the sixteen cuts
on the circumference of the work. My plate has
100 notches, and works with a spiral wheel and
worm attached to the headstock spindle ; but with
a divided circle plate of ninety-sixholes , as usually
provided on other lathes, the spirall effect of the
cuts would be obtained by making the first cut
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round the work starting at ninety-six , and advancing
six holes for each cut ; the tool would then be
traversed just its own width along the work , and
the second circle commenced with the index in the
seventh hole, and the third circle commenced at the
eighth hole, and so on ; but the spiral can be varied
at will by altering the divisions , as will be apparent
to anyone who is in the habit oi using a lathe
with such a plate.
The actual depth of the cut must be ascertained

1997
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boring tool , and the inside edges bevelled round to
facilitate the insertion of the napkin . A good
polish can be got on the inside and the edges, and
any surface not cut into , by using wet whiting on a
linen rag , and finishing with dry whiting ; but it is
impossible to polish the deep cuts in this way, and
any polish there must be made by the tool, which
must, therefore , be very sharp, and well polished
before use ; and it is an advantage to give the tool
a rub now and then with a little splinter of oilstone
during the progress of the work ; care in this re
spect will amply repay the worker in the appearance
of the ring when completed. The patterns can be
varied to a very large extent by altering the divi
sions, by varying the width of the cutters, by letting
the cuts go right through the material in the centre
of each cut, and then inserting a lining of the
material stained black or red , which has a pretty
effect by showing through the uts ; and other
varieties can be had by substituting a drilling
spindle for the vertical cutter, and traversing it
across the ring between the outside rings with any
ornamental drill shaped as Fig . 4 .
I am afraid this paper is somewhat long , and will ,
perhaps , prove uninteresting to many readers, and
will also be superfluous to many skilled lathe
workers ; but I shall have my reward if it induces
some beginners in lathe matters to occupy their
spare time in turning out something totally different
to the usual model engine making, with the addi
tional advantage of being in a position to present
specimens of their skill to their friends, and at a
very small cost .
The Editor has my address , and I shall be pleased
at any time to reply through the post to any queries
which may not be deemed of sufficient interest or
importance to be answered through the medium of
Herewith is reproduced photo
this Journal .
com
graphs of a pepper -box ( Figs . 5 and 6) , just co
pleted, made from solid rod xylonite , as a further
example of this kind of work .
The Society of Model Engineere .

Fig . 6. -SPECIMEN OF ORNAMENTAL TURNING .
by making a trial cut first, and then moving the head
six divisions and making a second cut, when, if there
is a space between , the tool must be allowed to
penetrate a little more in each cut until the two
segments of circles just meet . The screw stop is then
fixed , and the exact depth of each cut is thus deter
mined , and is not altered during the progress of
the work,
The ornamentation being completed, the ring is
removed and placed in the chuck ( as Fig . 3 ) , which
is made of similar material , and in a similar manner
as Fig. 1 ; but has an iron ring to close the chuck
tightly when the ring is placed inside. The inside
can now be turned true and smooth with an ordinary

London .
FUTURE MEETINGS. — Thursday. April 13th :
Ordinary meeting, with special lecture by Alfred B.
Harding. Esq . (Fellow Physical Society of Lon
don ), entitled “ The Romance of Cold ,” illustrated
by a large number of novel and striking effects
shown by means of liquid air and liquid carbonic
acid . The experiments will include frozen mer
cury and wine, solid alcohol, pulverised rubber,
leaves and beefsteak , fireworks on ice , artificial
snow , wonderful examples of the spheroidal slate,
including the freezing of mercury in a red -hot
crucible, and the freezing of vapour formed in a
flame ( an effect shown by no other lecturer) .
Thursday , May 18th : Ordinary meeting, with
special lecture by E. Stuart Bruce, Esq ., M.A.
(hon. secretary of the Aeronautical Society of Great
Britain ) , on " Airships, Balloons , and Flying
Machines,” being a popular lecture on aerial navi
gation, introducing a working model of the Santos
Dumont balloon , which will navigate the hall in .
any desired direction, the Bruce electrical balloon ,
and experiments with flashing signals from the same,
his latest aerial invention , the meteo -parachute,
and a grand Aight of miniature flying machines.
HERBERT G. RIDDLE, Hon. Sec .,
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Readers .
[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de -plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached .
though not necessarily intended for publication .]
Model Steam Turbines.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -I was interested to read the descrip
tion in your last issue of the reversible turbine
designed by Mr. Wm . Ridley . An interesting fea
ture of the machine is that, although it is of the

pot
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EXPANSION DIAGRAM .

A Small Electric Lighting Installation .
TO THE Editor of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , —The following is a description of a
small lighting installation which may prove of
interest . The set comprises accumulators, switch
board , lamps , and connections, and primary battery .
The accumulators consist of seven 4- volt cells , in
celluloid cases ( Bluemel's No. 8 10 amp. -hour motor

2'

-Moins

Amps

Volts

V

single - wheel type , a low rate of revolution is
secured without the use of gearing . This is due to
the fact that in place of one or two small orifices
being used, admission takes place all round the
wheel through forty 1-16th holes ; the pressure
required to drive the steam through this large num
ber of holes is, therefore, very low , and steam enter
ing the turbine chamber immediately expands to
this pressure. The sketch herewith shows what
Steam expands from pressure p to P2,
happens .
at which pressure it enters the nozzles and expands
in them to ps . In expanding from P. to P3 it
acquires velocity in the direction of flow , and this
velocity is proportional to the work done during
expansion . This work is shown by the shaded area,
the unshaded area A representing the expansion
of the steam in the turbine chamber from p to P.:
an expansion which takes place in all directions,
the steam becoming superheated . As the useful
work area is small, the steam velocity will be low ,
and hence gearing can be dispensed with . The
arrangement is, obviously, not an efficient one, but
may be found to be of advantage in model work.
Yours truly ,
H. H. HARRISON .
Swansea .

cycle type ), connected in series, and enclosed in a
box. The switchboard is to a great extent the
same as described in your handbook on “ Electric
Lighting." It is made of stained wood , and looks
very well , the fittings being all screwed on . The
wires are only bared where secured to the binding
screws , the insulation being left on any portion in
contact with the wood .
The voltmeter and ammeter were bought, and ·
read up to 40 volts and 6 amps ., respectively. The
former has a self-contained spring plunger switch ;
the latter is always in circuit.
The two main terminals ( at top) are made from
two old Leclanché carbon terminals, mounted on a
piece of ebonite screwed to the board . Lights can
be lit from battery or accumulator, and the mains
can be cut off while charging if desired. The 3-way
regulating switch on left begins with twelve cells
( 2 volts each ), and cuts in an extra cell ( 2 volts) in
each of the two succeeding positions. This regulat
ing arrangement also enables one to charge those
cells most which are most used . The galvanometer
is horizontal and cost IS. It is most useful .
Care should be taken to cut it out if lighting from
battery, as it might get damaged . The switch
board is secured to the wall by four countersunk
screws, which pass through wood blocks, to give
about {-in . clearance from the wall . This gives
room for wires , &c . , at the back .
The lamps are 25 -volt į amp. H.E .. with bayonet
joint , and three are connected to the mains. One
is suspended from the ceiling, and has a large white
cardboard shade. Another is adapted to fit an old
brass candlestick , and has a long
wandering
lead ” ; the other is in the bedroom . All these are
controlled by switches in different places. As a
rule , only one lamp at a time is in circuit , never
more than two . They are slightly
overrun ."

"
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Accumulator
It

Bottery
Hille
DIAGRAM OF A SMALL ELECTRIC LIGHTING
INSTALLATION .

and give about 5 c.-p. The primary battery con
sists of twenty -four two fluid bichromate cells .
The pots , carbons, and zincs are all of the Leclanché
type, obtained for the most part from old cells .
There are two zincs to each celi. The zinc solution
lasts one week , the bichromate a fortnight, and the
zincs six weeks , or more. I find that even when
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agree with your contributor , Mr. Alfred Hiley, that
the correct solution of the problem depends
simply on a right interpretation of laws of me
chanics." But I am afraid that Mr. Hiley's inter
pretation of these laws is not the correct one. First
of all, he has taken the pressure of the wind in a
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Model Yacht Architecture.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,-In reference to the much discussed
question of the resolution of wind pressure on the
sails of a yacht increasing its displacement , I quite
Wi
nd

horizontal direction , and not perpendicular to the
sailcloth of the vessel , as “ N.S." points out should
be the case . Secondly , he has resolved a per
fectly horizontal force into a component acting
vertically downwards, being apparently oblivious

A

almost run down and left in circuit for three or four
hours, there is no discharge back through the
battery ; the galvanometer still shows a faint
current, and, if the battery is cut off for a few
seconds, it will show a partial recovery . The zincs
are amalgamated by dipping them for 4 -in. in
mercury (after they have been in circuit for about
thirty seconds) , and then rubbing with an old tooth
Should they at any subsequent time
brush.
require more amalgamation , this process can be
repeated. When not in use I remove zincs from
electrolyte. I use about 11-2 amp. -hours of current
every day, and always put the battery in circuit
every day, if possible making the cells " boil." It
only takes about thirty seconds to take out or
replace zincs. I tried Daniell and Leclanché cells
previously, but in the foriner case the zincs used to
disappear in no time in spite of amalgamation, and
in the latter case I got no current.
The installation above described works very well,
and is very handy. I use no other form of lighting.
The approximate cost is 45. a month for bichromate,
is . for mercury, 2s. 6d . for sulphuric acid , and 5s.
for zincs. I shall be glad to answer any questions
in connection herewith .
I may add that , owing to my being in Govern
ment quarters, there are no facilities for erecting
an engine and dynamo, which otherwise I should
have done . — Yours faithfully,
L. DE V. FITZGERALD, Lieut . ,
The Royal Warwickshire Regt .
Curragh , co . Kildare.
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FIG . 2 .
to the fact that a force has no effect in a direction
at right angles to its line of action. Of course, in
Fig . 1 of his diagrams, the force of 41 units has a
vertical component which exactly neutralises the
effect of the downward force of 34 units.
If, however, the wind pressure of 10 units be
taken perpendicular to the sail , and it be resolved,
as shown in Fig. 1 , forces of (roughly ) 9 units hori
zontally , and 4 units vertically , will result. The
latter, only, will increase the yacht's displacement,
though both forces will cause the vessel to heel.
In Mr. Hiley's second figure, the real wind should
act perpendicularly to the sail, while the apparent
wind will only do so if the yacht is stationary.
Hence the correct method of determining the head
way of a yacht for a given position of the sail, when
the apparent wind is known, is as shown in Fig . 2 .
-Yours truly,
R , MILWARD ELLIS .
Dartmouth Park Hill , N.W.
TO THE Editor of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—I have been following with interest
the discussion in your valuable paper as to whether
the wind acting on a yacht's sails produces down
ward pressure as well as heeling.
I feel certain that Mr. Wilson Theobald is right
when he says that there is no increase of displace
ment caused by the heeling of a yacht under the
influence of a wind acting horizontally.
Your contributor Mr. Miley endeavours to prove
that the displacement is increased by the laws of
mechanics. He has , however, made a mistake in
his reasoning, due, I think, to his forgetting that
in the case in question the forces all act at one point.
Thus, on pages 282 and 283 of The MODEL ENGI
NEER for March 23rd ( referring to Fig. 1 , which is
herewith reproduced ), he says that the force of
the wind represented in magnitude and direction
by line A B may be resolved into two forces , repre
sented by AC and C B. Now , this is not quite
right , for force AC acts at point B, and must ,
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therefore, be represented by BD. Next he re
solves C B into C F horizontally, and F B vertically
downwards. Here again CF, which acts through
B, should be represented by E B. However, the
forces with which we are now concerned are BD
acting up the sail , and FB acting vertically down
wards, both at point B.
Now let us take the vertical component of BD ;
this is BF acting vertically upwards. But the
only vertically downward force is represented in
magnitude and direction by FB, and this is neu
tralised by the vertically upward force B F, which

F
PD
A
E

B

FIG . I.

is equal and opposite to it . Therefore , there can be
no increase of displacement caused by the heeling
of a yacht under the action of a horizontal wind.
In conclusion, I should like to say that this is not
put forward at all in a carping spirit , but simply
with the intention of clearing away any doubt on
the subject . - Yours truly,
Carlisle.
G. TREVOR WILLIAMS.

The Fourth “ Gauge ” Competition .
in all its
model
further encourage
Tº branches,
we offer to
send making
an improved slid
ing caliper gauge , with screw adjustment, to
every reader who sends us for insertion in our
Journal a sufficiently good photograph and de
scription of any model, tool, or piece of apparatus
he has made. If preferred , any other tool, book, or
other article to the value of 6s . 6d. , will be sent in
place of the caliper gauge. Entries should be
title
accompanied by a separate letter, giving
of the article , and stating exactly what tool is
If other than a caliper gauge is re
desired .
quired, the page and number of the tool in the
firm's catalogue from which it can be obtained
should be mentioned. The article should be written
on one side of the paper only, with the name and
address of the sender on the back . The photographs
and separate sketches enclosed with the contribution
should similarly bear the name and address of the
sender, otherwise delay may arise in the awarding
of the prizes. It is essential in this, as in our other
competitions, that the copyright of the photo
graphs must be the property of the senders, and
the covering letter should contain a declaration to
this effect. The Competition will close on June 30th.
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Queries and Replies .

( Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below ,
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper onty, and the sender's name must be in
scribed on the back , ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommer.ded to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3) . A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be encloses, and also a Queries and Replies
Coupon ” cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4) Queries will be answered as carly as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually clapse before
the Reply can be forwarded. (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understar that some
weeks must dlapse before the Reply can be pullished . The
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed.
(6) AU Queries should be addressed to The Editor, The MODEL
ENGINEER , 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.)
The followingareselectedfromthe Queries which have been replied
to recently ;
(13,750) Accumulator Making. J. R. H. (Aldershot ) writes:
I should be glad if you could helpme over the following difficulties :
- ( 1) I am making some small accumulators in glass jars and wish
to seal them with pitch . How is the pitch kept in position whilst
in a liquid state ? I have tried filling the jars with sand, but have
not succeeded in getting it all out again from between the plates
and celluloid separators after the pitch has been run in. I have
read through your handbook, “ Small Accumulators," but see no
reference to pitch, only wax, and that I am afraid is not substantial
enough for my purpose. (2) Is there any rule to determine what
size and number of plates are suitable for a given capacity in an
accumulator ? For instance, I want to make a 4-volt 30 amp:
hour accumulator as small as I can , and should like to know if
the size of positive plates has any relation to the charging rate of
4 amps. per sq . ft. Also, can I gauge approximately the capacity
of any accumulator by measuring up the positive plates ? Also,
is the rate of charging current restricted to the size of the positive
plate in one cell, or to the total measurements of the positive plates
in the whole accumulator ? ( 3) I have a gas lighter (Clarke's
Patent, No. 5992) , which is out of order. It consists of an ebonite
cylinder divided into two parts. In one half a bunch of wire : re
volve when plunger is pressed, and in the other half is a bag con
taining what appears to be stout blotting paper saturated with
some solution and pressing against two strips of tinfoil fixed to the
ebonite cylinder. The bag is decayed and the “ blotting paper
is all in small pieces. Could you tell me what I could do to make
the thing work ?
( 1 ) Fit a thin vulcanite lid to the cell so that it is far enough
down to admit of a layer of pitch on top, and run the pitch on in
a liquid condition . ( 2 ) The charging rate and capacity depend
upon the area of the positive plates, reckoning both sides of the
plate ; the capacity also partly depends upon the weight of the
positive plates. In both cases you reckon the positive platez in
one cell only — that is to say, you take amperes per cell ; if the cells
are in series, as they usually are, the rate of charging current is that
for one cell ; if in parallel, you would then multiply by the number
of cells. As regards capacity, the same rule holds. It is not good
practice to charge accumulator cells in parallel. The information
is given in our handbook ; the smaller you make a cell the less in
decreasing proportion will be its capacity -- that means that it
becomes
less per sq. asft. of
Wecannot
givemachine
you ex
plicit
instructions
to positive
repairingplate.
gas (3)
lighter,
but the
works on a similar principle to a Wimshurst machine; the blottinge
paper, as you call it, and tinfoil appears to be the remains of a
condenser.
( 13,725) 50 - watt -Dynamo Construction . W. J. P. (Clap
ham )writes : I ambuilding a dynamo ( 50 watts 10 amps.). Having
finished the armature, I am going to start on the field -magnets.
I should like you to give me a few hints on winding them . I have
made bobbin as described in " A B C of Dynamo Design ," and going
to wind them in the lathe, the lathe running in opposite directions
for each . Should I çut insulated paper round before starting to
wind and between every layer ? Is it sufficient just to wind wire
on or should I use shellac varnish between each layer ?
You will find some useful information on winding field -magnet
coils in THE MODEL ENGINEER for December 17th, 1903, page 581
You should put two layers of good tough paper round before comº
mencing to wind on the wire. There is no need to use shellac
varnish on each layer, only varnish thoroughly the top layer. Do
not put paper between each layer ; there is no need for it, and it
will take up valuable space .
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(13,733) Accumulator Failure. R. H. P. (Crouch Hill)
writes : Ihave an accumulator (4-volt), used for an electric light
outfit, and it has suddenly gone wrong, inasmuch as it will not keep
the lamp burning. The lamp ( 4-volt) will burn properly for about
one and a half to two minutes, and will then gradually die out.
I switch the current off and re -connect in about one minute, and
the same performance occurs over again . The accumulator was
charged three days ago, and has stood still since until used with
the above-named effect. Can you please inform me the cause and
remedy ?
Is your accumulator a new one ? If so , it will have to be re
charged several times before you will get it to hold a charge pro
perly: It appears to be run down ; get itrecharged, and tryagain.
If it is an old one, the plates may be sulphated or buckled , causing
a short circuit, so that the cells run down as soon as charged.
Get it examined by an expert, if it is likely to be in this condition ;
or take it to pieces and examine it. Buckled plates can be
straightened by pressing them between two pieces of wood. Sul
phated plate ; are shown by being covered with a white or yellow
deposit; if badly covered , you can do practically nothing with them ;
if only partly sulphated , the remedyis prolonged and repeated re
charging at low rate of current.
( 13.716) Battery for House Lighting. H. P. L. (Chelms
ford ) writes : I shall be glad if you will let me know whether a
portable battery of 60 amp.-hours (50 volts) would be an eco
nomical means of house lighting - i.e .,how often would they require
to be charged if used for five 16 c.-p. lamps for about five hours per
day ? I would charge them myself with oil engine and dynamo
(costing about itd. per hour for oil).
By portable battery, we presume you mean a battery of accumu
lators. Each 16 C.-p. 50 - volt lamp will take about i amp., if of
good efficiency, so that you may reckon on a discharge of 5 amps.
Supposing that your cells will give 60 amp.-hours without being
completely discharged (it is bad to run the cells right out), you
will be able to run the lamps for about twelve hours before re
charging. As to cost, what do you mean by itd. per hour for oil
do you mean per b.h..p. ? If so, a rough approximation of cost
would be 25. 6d. for oil alone each time you charged the cells
probably rather more ; it would depend upon the efficiency of the
cells and plant as a whole. But for ordinary domestic lighting,
16 c.-p. lamps are too large, unless the rooms are of large size.
We think you would find 8 C.-p. lamp3 give quite a good enough
light ; the essential point is to keep the voltage well up to the
mark ; and for this purpose it is usual to arrange two regulating
cells to switch in as the main cells run down.
( 13,712] Electric Tramcar. G. M. F. ( Hampstead Heath )
writes: I should be very much obliged if you could answer me the
following questions : I have a model electric tram, worked on the
third rail system . It cost, when new, about 305., and they are
about the only pattern I have seen in shops up to now. It runs
very well off a 4 -volt pocket accumulator. I am anxious to set up
a small plant, engine and dynamo to drive it, and should be much
obliged if you could tell me about what size dynamo I ought to
get. I see a great many advertised in your paper, but am not
quite well enough up in the matter of what type of dynamo I should
get ; I don't want to pay more than I need . I don't know what
the windings of the motor are, but perhaps you know the model,
and could tell me. It has a three-pole armature.
We do not advise you to get a dynamo of less than 30 watts out
put or threabouts - say, 6 volts to 8 volts and 4 amps. It should
be compound wound - not that it deed be self-regulating, but because
a compound winding is better for driving a motor. We also ad
vise you to stipulate that it should give its output at a speed of
3,000 revolutions per minute, or less. The type of machine does not
matter, but it should preferably have a drum or ring pattern
armature , A shuttle armature will, however, do fairly well, if
you cannot afford ring or drum . If you cannot find a compound
wound machine , you can take a shunt wound one, and add a series
winding yourself. We shall be pleased to advise you as to wire, if
you send sketch and particulars of machine.. A good dynamo of
above output would require an engine giving about $ b.h.-p.
Your motor may not take more than 4 volts and, say, 3 amps. ;
but we are sure you will be well advised to have a dynamo which
will have a margin of output.
(13,731) Arc Lampl Adjustment. C. W. ( Bolton) writes :
Will you kindly answer me the following question regarding arc
lamps ? I am in charge of a plant 100 volts,where there are nine
arc lamps ( made by Crompton, of Chelmsford ), each lamp taking
about5 amps. at 85 volts at terminal ; and lately we have had con
siderable trouble with them . First, the globes kept bursting ;
carbons burn away 100 quickly ; sometimes positive carbon goes
in about fourteen hours ; and last, and worst of all, the series
coils in three of the lamps get so hot as to burn all the insulation
off. I have taken one lamp to pieces, and found in the series coil
about 77 yds. of No. 16 gauge d.c.c. copper wire, nine layers of
sixty-five turns each, and when wound is 2 ins. in diameter. Now ,
in the shunt coil it is wound to if ins. with the enclosed fine wire
30 or 32 gauge, I believe, and then one layer of No. 24 gauge
on top, making the shunt coil about the same size as the series.
Now ,I wantto know , is there too much fine wire, or is it too finein
the shunt coil ? Or can I wind them so as not to burn the insula .
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tion off and carbons too quick, or how can I determine the gauge
and amount of wire for an arc lamp ?
Apply to Messrs. Crompton & Co., for instructions as to working
Their address is Chelmsford . There is no rule for calculating arc
lamp coils ; they are determined by experiment. We are inclined
to the opinion that through some lack of adjustment in the lamps
the arcs are getting too short, and consequently the lamps take
too much current. Try and adjust the mechanism so that it strives
and maintains a longer arc .
( 13.726 ) Secondary Cells W. G. (Bridgeton) writes : I have
a 4-volt nine-hour accumulator and have connected it to five
Leclanché cellsfor twoorthreedays, but on connecting the accu
mulator to a 4-volt lamp, I find it only burns ten minutes or so and
then the light gets very dull. Could you explain the cause of this ?
Should I use more cells ? If so, how many ? The accumulator
is one of Armstrong's and was a new onelast December: they gave
it a first charge for meand it burned all right then. I think five
cells do notcharge itfully. The cells were bought new last week,
and each got 2 ozs, of salammoniac. When I connect the lamp to the
five cells it only burns to a dull red . Should this be the case ?
The accumulator is in a celluloid case and I can't see any sulphate
or
or any buckling of the plates. If I give it a rest of five minutes
so it clears up again, and then gets dull again , and so on . The
( positive ) is a very
plates are different colours ; one of the plates
black brown, and the other (positive) plate in the other compart
ment is quite a light brown. The negative plates are the same ;
one looks charged and the other half charged.
A new accumulator always requires several good charges before
it will hold its charge properly. Yours has possibly been standing
in a discharged condition,and would then require a thorough good
recharge. We advise you to get it well charged at some good
electrical depot and then to avoid running it completely down.
Your Leclanché cells have possibly not yet thoroughly soaked up
in the porous pots so that they are not quite in full working con
dition . Try adding one more cell in series. Possibly your lamp
takes a heavy current, comparatively speaking. It is very bad
practice to allow an accumulator to remain in a discharged state
with the acid in as sulphate forms on the plates and spoils them .
One or two good charges may put yours right.
( 13,742] Making Small Accumulators. T. C. (Falkirk )
writes : As I have started to make a 12-volt accumulator I would
be pleased if you would answer me one or two questions. I am
making the positive plate of red lead and the negative plate
of litharge. Do both the pastes require the same acid -- one of
water to one of acid -and can both be formed in chloride of lime,
and what time are they required to be left in the lime ? Would
bitumen or Callender's wax do to line the wooden cell , or can sheet
lead be soldered for the purpose with ordinary solder ? My plates
are 31 by 24, and I am putting seven plates in
each cell . What
would be the capacity and charging current for this battery ?
Yes, both pastes are made with the same acid solution ; the
positives only are to be put in the chloride of lime solution, and
remain in until they are a chocolate colour. This is only a pre
liminary operation to hasten the forming ofthe plates ; it could be
dispensed with altogether, but then you will have to give a very
much longer first charge to the cells. Bitumen , or any similar
pitch -like substance, would do to line the boxes; if lead is used,
the joints should not be soldered but be burned together with a
blow -pipe flame, according to the operation known as lead burning,
and the plates must be insulated from the lead lining by being
supported on glass strips or ebonite. The capacity of your cells,
presuming that you mean three positive and four negative plates,
should be about 4 amp.-hours : the charging rate should be about
1 } amps.
( 13,601) Dynamo Windings. C. B. K. (Handsworth ) writes :
I have a set of dynamno castings which I have fitted and wound ,
but with the wrong wire, I believe. It was supplied for 10 volts
4 amps, and the windings were to be : Field -magnets, lb. No. 22
each ; armature, twenty-four wires in each slot of No. 24, and eight
slots 5-16ths deep by 1 in. broad ; diameter, it ins. ; length,
I 13-16ths in. wound in eight sections. Should the windings be
as in your handbook, i.e., page 47-40 watts, 10 volts 4 ampi. ;
armature, 44 ozu. No. 20 ; field -magnets, if lbs. No. 20 ? This
dynamo works for some little time as a motor from a 4 -volt pocket
accumulator. Could I expect to get any current with the present
windings ? So far I have not gotthe slightest sign of current.
The sizes of wire on your machine are correct ; we doubt if you
can get 40 watts from it except at an excessive speed , but you
ought to get 20 watts . As the machine runs as a motor it should
work as a dynamo. How have you tested it ? The field -magnet
coils should be joined in series with each other and in shunt to the
brushes, as in Diagram 1, A , page 12 of " Small Dynamos and
Motors," It should be driven in the same direction as that
in which it runs as a motor ; speed, 3000 to 4000 revolutions
per minute. Perhaps you have not driven it at a high enough
speed. If the machine is working as a dynamo it will hum , and
there will be a sudden drag on the driving belt when the machine
excites. Try it with a 10 -volt 24 or 1 c.-p. lamp. Perhaps you
have been trying to get it to send current through a lamp of too
low a voltage, or through a resistance of too low a value. You
should try shifting the brushes to find the best position .
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( 13,743) Small Dynamo Failure . L, H. (Haltwhistle)
writes : I tried all you told me in Query No. 13,634 to make my
dynamo work, except crossing over the wires from field -magnet,
but,because one of the wire ends would not reach to the opposite
brush , I fastened a small piece of wire to the brush and connected
the end of the coil to it. Would this do ? If this wouldn't do I
think it is because there is not enough residual magnetism in the
field -magnet, as it will hardly lift a small inch nail. Do you think
this will be the reason ; if so , how far should it draw an inch nail ?
The dynamo is an O.B. size ( Empire dynamo) by the Universal
Electric Co., Manchester.
Yes, you can connect the end of the coil by means of a piece of
copper as you appear to have done. Perhaps you are not driving
fast enough. Try it in both directions at a very high speed . If
the magnet will lift an inch nail there should be enough residual
magnetism to start a current. Have you tried it as a motor so as
to get the magnet well magnetised ? Try again ; if it will work
well as a motor there may be a chance of it working as a dynamo.
( 13,756] Aneroid Barometer. E. W. (Kelvinside) writes :
I will be much obliged if you will kindly advise me on what prin
ciple the ordinary Aneroid barometer works. Is the “ metallic
bellows-like " apparatus generally seen in an open dial pattern a
vacuum chamber on which the different density of the atmosphere
presses with varying pressure according to weather conditions ( I
quite understand the mechanical movements) ? If so , where could
such chamber (notnecessarily exhausted of air) be obtained, as I
very much want one for a very dissimilar purpose to making a
barometer ?
The metallic box referred to is exhausted of air so that there is a
partial vacuum inside. The sides of the box are corrugated so as
to allow them to have a certain amount of movement which is
balanced against a spring. As you surmise, the varying pressure
of the atmosphere presses the sides in more or less, the movement
being transmitted through multiplying levers to the needle or
pointer. Such boxes may be obtained from Messrs . F. Darton
and Co., of St. John Street, Clerkenwell, London , who are makers
of aneroid barometers. The aneroid principle has been used for
other purposes - speed indicators, for instance.
( 13,186) Avery -Lahmeyer Dynamo Windings. A. W.
(New Jersey, U.S.A.) writes : I would be mu obliged if you will
answer me the following queries. I want to build an Avery type
ironclad dynamo ( 100 waits , 50 volts 2 amps.). Will you kindly
tell me if the enclosed sketch of carcase is rightly dimensioned ?
If not, will you state where it needs altering ? I have not put the
width of carcase in sketch, as that is fixed by length of armature,
which will be a cogged drum , 2 ins. diameter, 27 long. Will you
tell me the number and size of slots suitable, and gauge, and amount
of wire for armature ; diameter and length and number of sections
for commutator ; and diameter of shaft; also gauge and amount
of wire for field -magnets to be connected in shunt ? How many
lamps will it light that are listed in an electrical supply catalogue
“ 6 C.- P.; two in series , on 50 -volt main ; average current for each
series 75 amps." ? I have got THE MODEL ENGINEER handbook
78*
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query 13/86
AVERY -LAHMEYER DYNAMO FIELD MAGNETS .
No. 10, but that doesn't give this type of machine ; and I have
also the “ A B C of Dynamo Design, " but the arithmetic is too
much for me at present.
The dimensions of your magnet are about right. Wind the
armature with No. 24 gauge D.s.c. copper wire ; get on as much as
possible - lb. of wire should be ample to buy. Armature to have
iwelve slots, each 3-16ths in . wide by 5-16ths in . deep ; coils to be
twelve in number, wound two in each slot ; commutator to have
twelve sections. Field -magnet to be wound with No. 26 gauge
s.c.c. copper wire -- at least 14 lbs on each coil — both coils joined
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in series with other, and in shunt to the brushes. You should be
able to light six of the lamps referred to ; we presume they are
25 - volt lamps, as you intend to run them two in series at 50 volts.
Dynamo should be driven at about 3000 revolutions per minute.
(12,284 ). Telephone Connections. F. H. H. ( St. Albans)
writes : I have a " Byng " pattern telephone set - two transmitters
and two receivers -- with the letters 2 E, C, MC, L at the four
terminals. Connecting up as per instructions in No. 4 MODEL
ENGINEER series, I do not find any result . One difference, how
ever, I make--that is, I have one instead of two cells at each end,
so that a wire passes from C to positive pole and another from
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query 12284
Return
DIAGRAM OF TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS .
MC to same pole. Will you kindly inform me as to the exact
wiring of the telephones ? Should I have more than one wire
leading from MC ? Indeed , a rough diagram - if it is not too
much trouble for you to sketch - would aid me greatly , and make
me much indebted to you.
Appended is a sketch showing the method of connecting up two
Byng " telephone sets . One cell is scarcely sufficient. You may
manage with two cells if the line is short ; but if you fail with two,
a third can be easily added . You should examine the microphone
to make sure that its circuit is in order.
( 13,690) Effect of Shorting Accumulators . W. W. ( Har.
lesden, N.W.) writes : Will you please let me know what is likely
to happen when a " short between two plates of a cell, in an
accumulator, has been existing for some time without being re
moved , and also how to treat the cell after it has been removed ?
I have your handbook on “ Accumulators," but cannot find the
information required .
The positive plates will probably be badly buckled and also
sulphated -- that is, covered with a whitish yellow deposit. It
ther is very much of this and the cell is a small one, the best thing
to do is to throw the bad plates away. The only remedy which
may possibly restore the plates to good condition, is continual
charging at a low rate of current for a very long time; some of
the sulphate may be scraped off previous to starting the charging
process . The plates should not be washed with water, but with
the dilute acid which is used in the cells. If the plates are luckled,
straighten them by pressing between blocks of wood .
(13,666 ) Motor for Boat and Loco. H. W. W. ( Hastings)
writes : ( 1 ) I have built a boat 6 ft. 3 ins. long, and intend to drive
it with a " Don " motor, and I want to know whether 6 volts will
be enough to drive the boat with a 2-in. propeller, and whether
the motor would be better if wound with a finer or a coarser wire ?
( 2 ) Could you give me a simple design for an electric motor to drive
loco about 42 lbs. i .) weight ? I want it fairly powerful, but want
to make it without castings if possible , as my pocket is not very
big. ( 3 ) What voltage would an accumulator of four cells with two
negative and one positive plates in each , and how long would it
drive a " Don " motor in a boat 6 ft. 3 ins. long (size of plates,
3 inj, by it ins.), and can you tell me the best place to get cells
and plates ? I got my prezent plates from the Economic Electric
Company.
( 1 ) Six volts will be suitable if your cells will give 3. or 4 amps,
It is, of course, a question of speed. You do not give sizes of
armature and field -magnet of motor, so we cannot advise you
accurately as to sizes of wire . If you use about No. 23gauge on
the armature, and No. 19 gauge on the field -magnet, it will do very
well for a trial, Field coils should be joined in series to the arma
ture . ( 2 ) Re de ign of motor, you will find this in our handbook
No. 14, " Small Electric Motors." ( 3 ) Accumulator , 8 volts ; it
depends upon what amount of current vou have to draw from the
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cells. We consider that the plates are too small, or that there
should be several positive plates of this size in each cell. Plates,
about 4 ins. by 3 ins. would be better. You can try the size you
mention ; we should expect them to run down in about half an
hour or less, unless you gear down the motor and allow it to run
very fast ; but we advise you to get cells with larger plates. These
very small cells are only fit to discharge at about amp. rate, and
you should never run accumulators right down ; also do not let
them stand in a discharged condition ; they should be recharged
as soon as exhausted . For plates and materials try the Universal
Electric Supply Co., 60, Brook Street, C.-on -M ., Manchester ; or
Messrs. Archibald J Wright, Ltd., 318, Upper Street, London, N.
( 13,830] Oil Engine Trouble. H. J. P. (Sutton ) writes :
It would oblige me very much if you would kindly answer the
following queries with regard to difficulties which I am at present
experiencing with the erection of a small electric lighting and
charging plant. The engine is 1 b.h.-p. (oil), and is heated by a
small benzoline blowlamp. The difficulty I experience is that when
I heat the tube dull red-hot, and turn on oil at cylinder, I cannot
get a single explosion, although the wheels are turned round very
sharply. ( 1) With regard to ignition tube, how far should it be
heated (2) Need only part of the tube be heated, as with my
lamp I cannot concentrate the flame over the entire tube at once ?
( 3) Can you explain reason why I couldobtain no explosion when
I turned on oil , having heated the tube ? ( 4) When turning round
wheels without having heated tube some oil drops out of the ex.
haust pipe - why is this ?
( 1 ) Generally, the hotter the tube the better, though it depends
much upon the design of engine and amount of compression.
( 2 ) Yes, only part - not the whole length . The time of firing can
be regulated by the position of the hottest part of tube. This is
fully explained , with regard to gas engines, in our newhandbook,
“ Gas and Oil Engines," 7d . post free, to which you should refer
for full information . (3) May be due to a variety of causes
notably too much oil, i.e., flooding. Try different mixtures of oil
vapour and air, and also try different temperatures of the
vaporiser. (4) This points to bad vaporisation and flooding.
( 13,818] Small Accumulator Trouble . C. B. C. (Hamp
stead) writes : Will you be so kind as to answer the following
question ? I have made a single cell accumulator with two plates,
about 3t by it, which I bought ready pasted, and filled the celi
full with a solution of four parts water to one part pure sulphuric
acid . It has been charged about five times, but hardly gives any
current at all. I connected it to an electric bell, which it will some.
times ring for about two seconds, and then dies out and, after a
rest, comes again, and then, without being used at all, it will go
again. I tell this by putting the wires to my tongue. I may say
it was charged from two ordinary Leclanché cells. ( 2) Why won't
three 3-pt. bichromate cells work a small 6s. 6d . Ajax " motor I
have ? ' It will work all right from one of them , or three in
parallel ; but the same three in series will work a 4 -volt lamp, and
the motor is not wound for 2 volts. ( 3) Wil five Daniell cells do
for charging two accumulators (size as in Question 1) ? Will i pt.
size do ? Can a small quantity ofmercury be placed in the outer
jar of same ? Would Fuller cells be better, and what size should
they be ? Would a resistance be required ? If so, what gauge
German silver wire ?
( 1 ) We expect that the fault" is in the charging. Get the cell
well charged by some electrician who has facilities for charging
accumulators ; or try three Leclanché cells with some resistance in
circuit, such as a small lamp, so as to take a very small current,
and leave the cells on for, say, thirty -six hours. Anew accumulator
always requires several good charges before it will hold a charge
well. We doubt if yours has had a proper charge yet. ( 2) Read
our sixpenny handbook on " Electric Batteries ; perhaps that may
explain to you the reason . If you can work the motor from one
cell, you ought to be able to get it to run from three at a higher
speed. Perhaps one of the cells is defective ; try two in series.
( 3) Five Daniell cells should be sufficient; I pt. size is somewhat
small, but may do. Mercury should not be put into a Daniell cell.
Fuller pattern cells are very good ; perhaps you would find them
more successful than Daniell pattern. Their E.M.F. is 2 volts per
cell ; the larger the better.
( 13,819] Non - polarising Bichromate Batteries . A. R. W.
( Stoke Newington) writes: I should esteem it a great favour ifyou
would kindly answer the following queries:-(1) Would zinc rods of
Fuller pattern do instead of zinc cylinders ? ( 2) Can you account
for the zincs becoming coated with a brown deposit after being
in use for a day ? (3) When cells are not in use, charging accumu
lators, could all action be stopped by taking zinc out, and would
they be ready to use again in about a week by putting zincs in again,
as in ordinary bichromate battery ? (4) Do they require fresh
chromic acid every time they run down, or only a little fresh sal
ammoniac solution in porous pot ? ( 5) Would ordinary commercial
sulphuric acid do for the e cells, or must the brimstone acid be used ?
( 6) Would re - istance be required to charge a 4 -volt 15-amp.-hour
accumulator from four of these cells ( rt - pint size ).
( 1 ) Yes, Fuller zincs can be 11 ed, but you will then have a higher
internal resistance in the cell, and will not be able to obtain so much
current. ( 2 ) Perhaps you have not well amalgamated the zincs.
(3) Yes, all actionwould be stopped, and cells be ready to use again,
as with ordinary bichromate cells. (4) When the cell is run down,
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fresh chromic acid solution is necessary. (5 ) Ordinary sulphuric
acid can be used, but it is not pure, and would not give such good
results as brimstone acid. (6) Yes, about 6 yds. of No. 22 gauge
German silver wire.
(13,774 ) Wimshurst Machine. A. E. W. (Handsworth)
writes : Would you kindly answer the following queries concerning
a Wimshurst with two 18-in. glass plates ? ( 1 ) Number and size
of sectors to give best results ? (2) Number of points on collec
tors ? (3) With the platest in apart, and rotating 380 revolutions
per minute, what length should the spark be, and how frequently
should it occur ? Please answer the same questions for a two 12
in. plate machine. Would latter machine be suitable for X -rays,
and, if so, please state kind of tube ?
(1) There is no best number of sectors, but they should not be
too close together -- say about twice the width of the narrow end of
the sectors between them at least ; twenty - four would be a good
number. Read the descriptions of Wimshurst machines in The
MODEL ENGINEER for January 14th , 1904, and November 17th ,
1904, and use your own discretion. (2) May be a single point or
several ; we should try three or four. (3 ) About s ins. to 6 ins.
length of spark. Frequency cannot be stated ; it will largely depend
upon the size of the Leyden jars . The larger the capacity of the
jars, the thicker and less frequent will be the sparks. For X - ray
be used . Buy your
work, jars of very small capacity sh
tube from a maker of repute, and state exactly what you want to do
and the size of your machine, and he will supply one suitable.
See also our handbook on X -rays. For two 12-in . plate machine
details, see The ModeL ENGINEER for September ist, 1904.
(13,055) Electric Footlights. A. P. B. (Chiswick) writes :
I am thinking of having about half a dozen lights (electrical foot
lights) which are to be as cheap as possible, temporary for one day
only . The connections available are from two light pendant
Wood Stretchers
Lampes

Query 13055
Fig . 1 .

ELECTRIC

Fig . 2 .
FOOTLIGHTS .

Wire

Wire,

© query 13055.
16 c.-P. each , 220 volts. I have plenty of 16 c.-p. lamps, but no
spare lamp -holders. Could a makeshift be used ? I have a well
filled workshop, but no lathe. I have just read your new book
by F. H. Taylor, and can find nothing quite suited to my case .
As far as I can gather from it, I might be able to have more lamps
than pendants (if not too many in that circuit), or have four hali
the c.-P., if the circuit is full number ; but am not quite certain ,
so write to you for advice and any suggestions.
The simplest way would be to run a pair of bare copper wires
about 4 ins. apart-- say No. 14 gauge wire - and strut them at in.
tervals with pieces of wood to keep them stiff and apart ; then to
solder on to each lamp a couple of thin strips of brass - one to each
terminal of the lamp, so that the lamps could be clipped on to the
wires. As the smallest wire used for electric lighting is always
larger than necessary, so that it may be mechanically strong, you
will not be likely to do any harm by drawing current for six or
eight 16 C.-p. lamps from the two-light bracket. You may have to
put in a heavier fuse ; but this is not altogether certain . The two
wires ought to be supported on porcelain insulators or blocks of
shellac varnished wood .
( 13,627) Running Dynamo as Motor. P. W. ( Ebbw
Vale) writes : I have a dynamo which I wish to run as a motor
and also to magnetise by means of a 100-volt lighting circuit .
The details of the dynamo are as follows : voltage 25, amperage 4 :
armature wound in eight sections, and the magnets shunt wound.
What resistance in lamps or wire would I need to put in the circuit
to reduce the volts and amps , to the desired amount, and in what
way should I connect in a circuit in parallel ?
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Try several lamps in parallel until you get enough current flow
ing to run the machine. Start with two 32 c.-p. 100 -volt lamps,
or four 16 C.-p. lamps . If these do not pass enough current, add
more.
(13,763 ] Telephones. H. R. (Colne) writes : Will you please
kindly give me your assistance in the following matter ?
have recently constructed two wall telephones, similar to the ones
described in Chapter IV of your handbook on Telephones, but with
out induction coils. The receivers are bell telephones, as used at
post office ; these I purchased. Will you please say— ( I)if the above
instruments could be used to connect two shops across a street
40 yds. wide, without induction coils ? (2 ) Would the speech be
plain (I want it to be plainly understood) ? (3) Will the micro
phone transmitter described for the instruments in Chapter IV do
for the above distance ? (4) What size and kind of wire shall I
require for outdoors ? (5 ) How many batteries shall I require at
each end ?
( 1 ) In view of the line being an aerial one, and subject to break
age, induction coils should be used. ( 2 ) See above. ( 3 ) Yes.
( 4) No. 18. ( 5 ) Two or three .Leclanchés.
(13,77 ] Permanent Magnet Dynamo . W. J. ( Pontypool)
writes : 7I intend makin
g a continuous current hand dynamo with
permanent fields, and I want to get as high a voltage as possible .
Diameter of armature if ins. , length 3; ins., made up of 8 -section
laminated drum stampings. Would No. 36 s.s.c. be suitable for
same, and how much would be required ? It will be geared up
twice, about four to one on each . How many volts would above
give at about 1000 revolutions ?
You can try No. 36 gauge wire. The finer the wire the higher
will be the voltage ; but the current will be very small . About
5 ozs, of wire will be required. We cannot say what voltage you
will obtain-it must be determined by trial. One thousand revolu
tions per minute is a low speed for an armature of it ins. diameter.
The voltage will depend upon the quality of the magnet, the num
ber of turns of wire which you can geton the armature, and the
speed . You should have as small a gap between the armature and
magnet as possible ; 1 •32nd in., if you can manage it, would be
suitable .

The News of the Trade .

( The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion, no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted, or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.]
•Reniews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial Inspection of the goods noticed .
* Small Accumulators for all Purposes.
Messrs. Armstrong & Co., of Twickenham , whose name is a by
word with our readers in the matter of accumulators, have sent a
splendid set of their specialities for our inspection . The accumu
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reservedly recommended to our readers. The samples sent include
cells suitable for motor ignition purposes, the small 4 - volt s -ampere
hour " spare?" cells being especially noteworthy. Several types
of horizontal accumulators were also sent, these cells being in
tended for use in model boats, tramcars, and other models where
" head room " is limited. One style is shown in the accompanying
Fig. 2. The electric hand -lamp depicted in Fig. 3 is an excellent

FIG. 2.-One
TYPE OF
HORIZONTAL
ACCUMULATOR
FOR
MODEL BOATS, ETC.

Fig . 3. -AN ELECTRIC
HAND LAMP .

and thoroughly well made article. Further particulars of Messrs.
Armstrong & Co.'s electrical specialities will be sentupon application .
Agency in Holland.
Messrs. W. J. Bassett-Lowke & Co., Northampton, inform us
that they have appointedan agency in Holland - The Technisch
Bureau voor Modellen " (Technical Office for Models), 23, Prince
gracht, The Hague, Holland, where a full range of their engine and
boiler fittings and other specialities can be seen .

New Catalogues and Lists .

Stuart Turner, Shiplake, Henley -on - Thames, has sent us a
copy of his new list of castings,which is excellently illustrated ,
and comprises particulars and prices of all hiswell-known model
high -speed engines, anddirect- coupled sets. The locomotive sec
tion includes the L.N.W.R. tank engine already described in our
pages, and full details of the new scale model of the Great
Northern Railway " Atlantic " loco . No. 251. Several "llustra
tions of a completed model are depicted in the list, and prices in .
cluded for castings, forgings and sheet material, and for machin
ing the most difficult parts. The catalogue also
comprises a good range of locomotive wheels and
other useful castings . Any reader who is unde
cided as to what model heshall build should not
fail to send for this list, enclosing 3d. in stamps ,
and mentioning THE MODEL ENGINEER .
Whitney, 117, City Road , London , E.C.- This
well-knownfirm has just published an attractive
list ( B) of model engines, boilers, pumps, and fit
tings, which should prove of service to many of
our readers. The list includes pressure and water
gauges, whistles, cylinders, check valves, safety
valves , cocks and wheel valves, hand and eccen
tric pumps, locomotive wheels, pulleys, rails and
sleepers, gear wheels, screws and bolts, Primus
burners, and other accessories of utmost import
ance to the maker of model steam engines. The
list will be sent on receipt of 2d. in stamps.
Arthur Keighley, East Morton , Bingley
Yorkshire . - We have received from Mr. Keighley
an excellent list of small power gas and oi
engines. The list, which is well illustrated and
can be recommended to our readers, catalogues
engines from $ to 8 h.-P., and includes particu
lars and prices of castings and for machining
parts. One interesting item in the list is the
FIG.1 .- SOME ARMSTRONG " ACCUMULATORS .
| h.-p. gas engine, combined with a single-acting
ram pump : The pump is attached to the bed
plate of the engine, and is driven by gearing,
the pump being capable of lifting 100 to 200 gallons per
lators received are of various forms and capacities, and in all cases
hour to a height of 25 ft. The list will be sent to any reader on
are of excellent design and finish. Judging from what we have
receipt of two stamps.
Seen of them, they should give no trouble in working, and can be un
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The Editor's Page .

HE MODEL ENGINEER Locomotive Competi
tion , which was adjudged at the meeting of
TH
the London Society of Model Engineers on
the evening of March 20th , resulted in the silver
medal for the best model being awarded to
Mr. T. P. LONGWORTH ,
198 , Tong Moor Road ,
Bolton ,
for his thoroughly well- made engine · Lizzie ."
This locomotive was complete , and except for a few
fittings
is entirely the work of the competitor ,
incluuing the whole of the patterns , which were
exhibited with the engine at the meeting .
Mr. PAUL BLANKENBURG ,
109, New Oxford Street ,
London , W. ,
was awarded a MODEL ENGINEER bronze medal .
Mr. Blankenburg's model , although it was not
quite completed , was much admired for its excel
The locomotive ,
lent workmanship and finish .
“ Winnie ,” placed third in the order of merit , was
built by
Mr. W. H. HUNT ,
40 , Middle Street ,
Brighton ,
who will be presented with a MODEL ENGINEER
certificate of merit .
*
*
The above competition -- the first model - making
competition held in connection with our journal ,
and as far as we know, the first in which all engines
were of the same design - created a considerable
interest amongst the members and visitors present
at the meeting, and altogether was very satisfactory
from our point of view. We have to express our
thanks to all the competitors for the trouble they
took in sending the models to the hall, and also to
the Society of Model Engineers for the use of the
meeting and the appointment of the judges. We
hope that the offer of silver and bronze medals for
the best model electric locomotive built to the
drawings published in the first issue of this volume
will result in a larger number of models being
entered for competition . As before, the exact date
of the competition will be subject to the wish of
the majority of those readers who intend to com
pete .
Those readers who have any fancy for using
their metal - working abilities for the production of
both useful and decorative articles of artistic
design may be interested in the new section we
have just introduced into the pages of our other
journal - The Woodworker.
This is a section de .
voted to art metal work, in which repoussé , bent
and hammered metal work will be treated by
skilled craftsmen and designers. The issue of The
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Woodworker and Art Metal Worker—as it is now
called—for April ist contains some interesting
contributions of this kind .

Answers to Correspondents.
PRESCOTT . –We have no reason to believe these
attachments are anything but good . We can
not speak from experience, as we have not tried
them personally . Speed depends upon many
unknown factors , such as gearing, &c .
Under
normal conditions you should be able to attain
15 to 18 miles per hour.
E. W. (Sunderland ).- If you drop Mr. Avery a line,
enclosing a stamped addiessed envelope, he
would, no doubt , tell you the weight of these
castings . We cannot say exactly , as we have not
a set on hand .
C. H. T. ( St. Albans ).- If you were sufficiently
informed to be able to appreciate the purpose of
an electric alarm , your critical effusion might
have some point . At present it is quite beside
the mark .

Notices .
The Editor iavites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. Per
Remittances should be made by Postal
,
annum
Order. payable in advance .
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager .
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus andpricelists, &c., for review ,to be addressed
to The EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to The ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, “ The Model Engi
neer," 26—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating tosales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29 ,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to wbom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
Contents .
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S.M.E. Medallists and Their Work .

Mr. H. Hildersley.

M.

Fig . 1.-MR. H. HILDI SLEY'S 160 -WATT DYNAMO .

CHE dynamo which is illustrated herewith was,
constructed by Mr. H. Hildersley, for which he
was awarded the Society of Mcdel Engineers' Silver
Medal on May 3rd of last year.
The calcula
tions were made from instructions in A B C of
Dynamo Design , by A. H. Avery, although in the
book this particular size is not described. It is a
160 -watt machine ( 20 volts 8 amps . ) , at 2000 revo
lutions per minute .
Following is a description of the construction :

-The armature is a cogged drum , 21 ins, diameter
by 34 ins . long , with twelve teeth, built up of
stampings insulated from each other with shellac
varnish. The shaft is mild steel, turned to fit,
and a shoulder left at one end and screw and nut
at the other. The stampings are keyed on the
shaft and screwed tight against the shoulder, and
a key driven in to prevent the nut working loose.
The commutator is copper, cut in twelve sections,
built up on gunmetal sleeve, with conical end and
washer keyed on shaft ; the whole is insulated with
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mica and screwed up, grooves being made for sol
dering the connections in. The core is insulated
with tape , and wound with No. 18 d.c.c. in the

in boxes, milled out of the solid pillar, thus ensuring
thorough lubrication , the oil being used over and
over again . The bobbins have brass flanges fastened
together with sheet - iron
24004
clips, lugs being soldered on
hours
2
for
12a
17
v
back to fasten to magnet
2370+ 20 volts x 105 amperes or
with screws .
The brush
is entirely his own idea .
gear
2300
giving end feed with adjust
ments for different strengths
2200
of spring and simple holding
The
off arrangements.
brushes are always at the
2100
same angle with the commu
tator , so do not want filing
20601 24 v x 7a.
up after being once set , and
Temp
by
Yull
.
Thermometer:
°
45
obour
6
89
20v
lood
Сen.
for
hours
x
can be used to within 1 in .
2000
long , so there is very little
waste .
19201 23 • x | 6 : 59.
It has a flywheel and
1900
pulley cast in one piece ,
1864+ 22.4 x 6.250.
weighing to lbs. , and runs
very regular . As result of
1800L 20v x 60
actual trial it gave 23.5 volts
x 7 amps. at 2,030 revolu
tions per minute for one hour
190
180
170
160
150
140
200
without getting too warm.
110
120
130
yoo
The iron parts are painted ,
Watts
and the brass polished bright
Fig . 3.- DIAGRAM OF DYNAMO OUTPUT.
and lacquered .
All the work has been
manner devised by Mr. Avery , and is as nearly as
done with the aid of a 31-in . centre home-made
lathe and slide-rest , with the exception of the
possible symmetrical .
tunnel , which was bored on a larger lathe belong
There are 360 conductors on armature. Total
ing to a friend . The patterns are also the work
resistance = .195 ohms x 10 amps ; the total current
lost
of Mr. Hildersley .
( 2 amps . being for exciting the field -magnet)
volts 1.95 . Then the number of lines of
force to be supplied by the field -mag
net =
( 20 + 1.95 ) X 100,000,000
Speed per second 33.3 X 360
= 183100 X 1 • 12 for leakage lines
205072 .
Then, to find how many ampere turns are
required to supply the number of lines ,
we have to find the length , area, and
permeability of the separate parts.
Fields.
Air -gaps.
Armature .
•258 . . 16
2.04
Length
7
10.248
3.265
Area
I
445
2.926
Armature
2.04 X.3132 X 183100
13
3.265 X 2926
Amp. turns
Air space • 258 x .3132 X 183100
: = 1444
10.248 X 1
Amp. turns
X.3132
205072
16
X
Fields
3309
7 X 445
Amp . turns
90 YO
= 225
Back turns =
2 х 2
Fig . 2. -ANOTHER VIEW OF THE DYNAMO .
Total amp. turns = 2012 *
FIREPROOF CEMENT . The American Machinist
The field magnet is the “ Lahmeyer " ironclad
type , cast from my own pattern . The bearings
gives the following recipe :-A good fireproof cement
can be formed of iron filings 140 parts, hydraulic
have gunmetal bushes with self-oiling rings hanging
lime 20 parts, quartz sand 25 parts, salammoniac
* As we have allowed 2 amps. for excitation
5 parts, and enough of vinegar to make a paste. A
2012 - 2
similar cement consists of iron filings 180 parts,
1006 turns of wire on the fields , 503 on each
lime 45 parts , and common salt 5 parts, converted
pole , No , 20 D.C.C. , total resistance = 10 ohms.
into a paste with strong vinegar.

minute
per
revs

Speed
-
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Workshop

The Model Eagineer and Electrician .

Notes

and Notions .

( Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. . Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired , accord
ing to merit. Al matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the envelope.)
Making Small Copper Tubes.
By F. HILTON.
In recently building "a small launch engine and
boiler, I experienced difficulty in obtaining small
copper tube both for steam and exhaust pipe. I
A

B

C

Witte
Fig . 1. - METHOD OF MAKIN
TUBES .

SMALL COPPER

FIG . 2. -DRAWPLATE .

thought the following process, which I adopted ,
would be of use to model makers :-Take a piece of
copper, or what metal you wish , and cut off the
required length , the width to be the same size as
circumference of tube. First knock over the ends
shown at A in the sketch herewith , proceed to bend
over the side, as shown at B, then pull through the
drawplate, giving it easy stages until it is drawn
the right size. The seam must then be soldered
with either silver, brass, or soft solder. I should
not recommend soft solder, except for exhaust
pipes. If a pair of draw pliers is not available, a
small hand vice will hold the tube well. I have
drawn 5-16ths -in. tube, 2 ft . long, and also 3-32nds-in .
tube for lubricating.
Forging Lathe Tools in Blowlamp.
By F. J. NANCE ,
The advice to “ S. H. W.” given on page 118
is no doubt good ; but as there are possibly readers
who may have to think twice before spending 30s.
or £2 , when a makeshift can be secured , my method
may be interesting and useful to them .
square tool
I have forged lathe tools from
steel in an ordinary kitchen “ Primus " stove ,
having made right and left hand tools, and drawn
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out an ordinary boring tool to cut as small as a
-in . hole-all from this size of steel.
The “ Primus ” I have has a spreader, consist
ing of a couple of caps fitting on the burner. I
remove these so as to get the undeflected blast of
rapour. To keep the heat in , I use a small tunnel
of asbestos, made from a small piece of asbestos
cardboard ; this is laid on a piece of ordinary tin
plate ( the stouter the better) the same length, but
about i in . wider. Half an inch of the plate is then
turned up at both sides, and pinched down so as
to enclose the asbestos. The whole is then bent into
a semi-cylindrical tube or tunnel 2 or 3 ins. in dia
meter . A loop of wire to lift it by, let into the
tinplate, would no doubt be an advantage.
This asbestos tunnel is put on the circular plate
of the stool just above the blast pipe. The stove
must, after being started with spirits of wine in the
usual way, be pumped as hard as possible, when
there will be no difficulty found in raising the steel
to a low forging heat. A heavy hammer should be
used , so that each blow makes a good effect on the
steel. The best place to hold the steel in the stove
can readily be seen by observing where the asbestos
flows most brightly .
I have also forged a piece of bicycle crank , į in .
by fin ., from which I made a cutter bar. This I
found a tough job—not because I could not get
the steel hot enough, but because my hammer was
not steady enough, and having no proper tongs,
the metal slipped out of the pincers.
I suggest as an alternative for the asbestos a
slab of unburnt fireclay. This might be fixed to
the tinplate by bending up a number of little strips
of the latter to hold the
clay, which could then be
baked on the “ Primus >> stove itself.

The Fourth “ Gauge " Competition ,
Tº further encourage model-making in all its
branches , we offer to send an improved slid
ing caliper gauge , with screw adjustment , to
every reader who sends us for insertion in our
Journal a sufficiently good photograph and de
scription of any model , tool, or piece of apparatus
he has made . If preferred , any other tool, book , or
other article to the value of 63. 6d . will be sent in
place of the caliper gauge.
Entries should be
accompanied by a separate letter, giving the title
of the article , and stating exactly what tool is
desired .
If other than a caliper gauge is
required , the page and number of the tool in the
firm's catalogue from which it can be obtained
should be mentioned . The article should be written
on one side of the paper only, with the name and
address of the sender on the back . The photograph ,
and separate sketches enclosed with the contribu
tion should similarly bear the name and address of
the sender , otherwise delay may arise in the award
ing of the prizes . It is essential in this, as in our
other competitions , that the copyright of the photo
graphs must be the property of the senders , and
the covering letter should contain a declaration to
this effect . The competition will close on June 30th .

MIDLAND RAILWAY EXTENSIONS . — The Midland
Railway Company is engaged in great extensions
in the neighbourhood of Leeds, in pursuance of its
determination to have four sets of rails between
Leeds and Bradford .
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Another Electric Lamp.

Horizontal Engine .

By W. WILLOUGHBY PRICE.
N THE MODEL ENGINEER for March 3rd , 1904 ,
By J. A. JEFFERY.
IN was published a description of an electric
night- light. Not long ago a reader of The
HE
photographs
two
reproduced
herewith
show my model horizontal engine , which I
MODEL ENGINEER sent me a communication in
T
which he pointed out several defects in the night
have just built for the purpose of driving a
light referred to , sending, at the same time, a
small dynamo. I may say that this engine has
suggestion for an electric lamp in which the defects
recently gained for me the first prize in an exhibi.
of the night- light were absent, and which he, there
of cylinder
models atis school.
tion
The
cast in brass, and bored to if ins. ,
fore , concluded was a decided improvement on the
and stroke is 24 ins. Flywheel, which is of cast
general arrangement and construction of the night
iron , is 81 ins . in diameter ; the pulley is also cast
light. I may state that the great point claimed by
my correspondent in favour of his lamp is
simplicity of construction . Fig . 1 is a per
spective sketch of his lamp , and from it
will be seen the general appearance of the
finished article , and also the arrangement
of the various parts. The details of the con
struction are shown in Figs . 2 and 3 , from
which all measurements may be obtained .
The battery used consists of four 31-in . by
1 }-in . square Dania dry cells (obtainable
from Pulford Bros. , Ltd., 108 , Whitechapel ,
Liverpool, for is . 6d . each ), which are con
nected up in series as shown in the plan ,
Fig. 3. This small size of Dania cell, if not
in stock , can , I believe, be made to order.
The lamp ( E ) is a 4 -volt high -efficiency
incandescent loop lamp, and is hung from
the lid ( A ) by two wire hooks . My corre
Fig . 1. -ELEVATION OF MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE .
spondent suggests that the spring of the
wire hooks would be sufficient to form a
iron. The piston is gunmetal , and has two t-in .
good connection ; but I fancy it would be found
brass rings ; screws , rods, and crankshaft are of
more satisfactory to use a spiral spring , as shown
steel. For the bedplate I procured a piece of
at B in Fig. 2 . CC are two small mirrors ( 2 ins .
sheet brass 18 ins. by 8 ins . by } in. ; this was fixed
by 2 ins., 4d. each from “ Hobbies' " Ltd. , 12 ,
to a polished oak stard by twelve round -headed
Paternoster Square , London , E.C. ) fixed at right
brass screws.
Taking the advice of a recent corre
angles to each other behind the incandescent lamp ,
spondent in THE MODEL ENGINEER, I lagged the
D being a piece of glass which excludes all dust
cylinder with plaster -of- Paris ;
not liking
the appearance, I lagged it with -in . strips
of cigar box -wocd, and afterwards var
nished.
I have tested the engine under
steam with a small horizontal boiler ( 10 ins .
by 5 ins . ) , and find it runs very satisfac
torily.
allo

AN APPOINTMENT .- It is understood that
Mr. L. S. Smart , the manager of the loco
motive works at Brighton of the London ,
Brighton & South Coast Railway Company ,
has now been selected for the position of
chief locomotive superintendent of the Central
South African Railways - Transvaal and
Orange River Colonies .
RADIUM . It is stated that some remark
able resemblances between the penetrating
radium rays and N-rays on the one hand,
and between the non -deflected “ polonium
rays and the N -rays on the other, have
been discovered by J. Becquerel. These analogies
appear in their respective behaviour to a sulphide
Both the former make the screen emit
n.
scree
N -rays , which stimulate the visual
secondary
faculty , while the latter reduce the visibility of a
cross or patch of the sulphide.

FIG. 2.- PLAN OF ENGINE .
when the lid is closed .
Fig. 3 , it will be noticed ,
shows the lid open , and the position of the incan
descent globe E fixed to it, E being the position the
globe occupies when the lid is closed, as shown also
in Fig . 2 . F is a small bell push used to switch
the light off and on , the connections being as shown
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in Fig . 3. When the push is pressed the current
flows through the connecting wire G, through the
push to the globe E, and back through H and J to
the battery .

F

A

B

UM

E

2

+ D

o
Fig . 2. -SECTION THROUGH X X.
Fig . 1. -GENERAL VIEW OF LAMP.
To renew the battery, in the case of the present
light, each cell has to be connected up to its
neighbour, and then when placed in position in the
box, the battery has to be connected to the two
wires G and J ( Fig . 3 ) . On the other hand, the

left lit , “ put a weight on the bell push .”
Primi
tive ” is the only suitable word I can think of at the
present moment .

BATTLESHIP Tests . -The new cruiser Mil
waukee, now nearing completion , will undergo a

G

O

E

D

-X

x
H -1

A
Fig . 3.-PLAN OF ELECTRIC LAMP, SHOWING CONNECTIONS .
night- light battery has simply to be slipped into
position and the small door closed.
My correspondent advocated the use of a bell
push as a switch for his lamp, saying that it is " an
True,
advantage, as less likely to waste light."
I think one would be less likely to waste light if one
had to sit on the push (metaphorically speaking)
all the time one wanted a light . Much better, to
my mind , to be able to switch the light on and
leave it on till one wishes to turn it out . My
correspondent suggests if the lamp is required to be

novel test on her official trial trip . In addition to
the usual tests, note will be taken of the amount of
smoke she emits from her stacks. A series of photo
graphs of the cruiser will be taken, at fixed inter
vals of time, while she is under weigh , and from these
the amount of smoke may be determined with fair
accuracy . It is further desired to measure the
smoke emission on account of its being a valuable
index of the efficiency of bɔilers and furnaces,
excessive smoke indicating indifferent fuel or im
perfect combustion of the fuel .
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Latest

Roller Bearings for Railway Stock.-In
January of last year the London , Brighton, and
South Coast Railway Company put into regular
service for main line traffic a bogie coach fitted with
the roller bearings of the Empire Roller Bearings
Company. This coach has since run over 80,000
miles, and the behaviour of the bearings has been
such as to decide the railway company to under
take further tests with them. For this purpose
they have been fitted throughout a complete train
of close -coupled bogie vehicles, and it is now in
tended to run this train for a considerable time on
the same service, and with the same engine as
another similar train of the same weight and length
having ordinary bearings. Careful records of coal
consumption , &c. , will be kept throughout the tests
in both cases , and it is hoped that in this way

in
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Engineering .

are owned and operated by the same company
one being a steam -driven station , and the other
being driven by gas engine. A very accurate com
parison of the cost of producing a unit of current
in these two stations is therefore possible. The
figures which Mr. Campbell quotes show for every
month a considerable saving in works cost per unit
generated in favour of the gas -driven plant. The
unit generated is taken as the standard basis of
comparison in order to eliminate the loss due to
transforming and transmitting the current. For
the month of October the works cost per unit
generated is • 7 of a cent for the gas - driven station,
and about i cent for the steam-driven station,
A New Flexible Shaft. -From the point of
view of reliability and cost of upkeep , flexible

Fig . 1. -A New FLEXIBLE SHAFT.
trustworthy information will be obtained regarding
the advantages of roller- bearings for railway work .
The Crocker Steam Turbine. —This turbine is
constructed on the principle of expanding steam
in a diverging nozzle down to a given pressure,
when it impinges on a first set of buckets fastened
to a revolving disc . It then passes to a stationary
set of guides, which further expands and directs it
to a second set of buckets on a second revolving
disc, and so on successively until the steam is de
livered to the exhaust at practically no pressure.
The nozzles are cut by an automatic machine out
of the face of a solid bronze ring, which gives nozzles
with a curve approaching that of the expanding
steam. The guaranteed steam consumption of a
non -condensing turbine of 300 kilowatts capacity
with 150 lbs. steam is 28 lbs. steam per brake horse
power hour.
Up to 300 kilowatts size, 3600
revolutions per minute were obtained.

Cost of Gas Power , -A recent paper read by
Mr. Hugh Campbell before the Leeds Local Section
of Electrical Engineers of Great Britain, on gas
engines for central stations , gives some very inter
esting figures for two stations in Guernsey, which

shafting cannot be regarded as everything that can
be desired . In particular, the cost of replacing any
part which may be broken through overstraining
often represents a very considerable item . In the
new shaft shown in Fig . I , which has been designed
to meet these objections, the action is mechanical
throughout , no springs being employed .
The
arrangement of universal swivel joints is so clearly
shown in the illustration that no description is
necessary ; but it should be added that the covers
are metallic and form an oil bath in which the
whole shaft runs. This form of flexible shafting
finds an extensive use as a means of driving tube
expanding and beading appliances, and in this con
nection the makers have introduced a neat form
of reversing clutch , of which a section is given in
Fig . 2 . The expander socket is attached to the
horizontal spindle, on the central portion of which
two bevel wheels are rotatively mounted . These
wheels are continuously driven ( in opposite direc
tions ) by the bevel pinion actuated by the flexible
shaft. They are each provided with extensions
forming coned friction surfaces, which can be
brought in contact with correspondingly coned
pieces fixed on the spindle. To change the direction
of rotation , the spindle is drawn to the right or left ,
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as the case may be, and to effect this the small end
of the spindle is carried in a socket forming part
of a cylindrical nut , which is capable of being
screwed backward or forward on the square thread
on the clutch body as shown . Ball bearings are
freely used to take the thrust , and the whole forms
a very compact and convenient arrangement .
Messrs. Charles Wicksteed & Co. , Kettering , are the
makers.

New Locomotive Designs. - Mr. Ivatt , of the
G.N. Railway , has recently brought out a new class
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every week , the shifting of the cars to various
departments forms no unimportant detail of the
work , and has hitherto been a problem , which is
now satisfactorily solved by this new locomotive.
In general outline it resembles some of the earlier
models of electric locomotives built in certain cases
for special classes of work, and it bears a striking
similarity to the new electric goods locomotive
lately put in operation on the North -Eastern . It
is stated to be the first electric locomotive built in
its entirety by a railway operating company, and
a curious feature in its construction is that all its
details were taken from discarded motor and car

Fig. 2. - CHARLES WICKSTEED & Co.'s REVERSING CLUTCH .
of 4-4-2 ( " Atlantic ” wheel arrangement) loco
motive. The engine is a compound, and has four
cylinders. On the L.S.W.R. some new engines are
being built with four cylinders—all high pressure.
The new six-coupled tank engines on the G.W.R.
are provided with standard taper boilers , and have
side tanks with sloping tops .

A Shifting Locomotive for Repair Shops.
The Street Railway Journal describes a new elec
tric locomotive built by the Brooklyn Rapid Tran
sit Company for the purpose of shifting cars in
their large repair shop in Brooklyn. As their shop
has eight longitudinal tracks, accommodating up
wards of 100 cars, about seventy being, as a rule ,
under repair, while eight to ten cars are turned out

equipments, or from unused or waste stock at the
shops.
RAILWAY RATES AND TAXES . - During the past
ten years the railways of the United Kingdom have
paid in rates and taxes the enormous sum of
£ 35,753,072 , or an average of over three and a half
millions a year. Last year the sum paid amounted
to nearly four and a half millions .
RAILWAY MOTOR CARS . —The Great Eastern
Railway directors are satisfied with the results
which have attended the experiment they have
made with road motor cars between Lowestoft
and Southwold , and have ordered ten additional
cars , which will be run in suitable districts in con
nection with the railway service.
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My Model L.T. & S.R.
Locomotive .

Tank

By C. ROMPLER ( Germany) .
UR friend , the Editor , when he gave me the
pleasure of a visit some eighteen months
O
ago, suggested to me that , while model loco
building ofsmall scale was very nice and enjoyable ,
the building of a loco which would be able to pull
her owner was of greater educational value so far
as practical model engineering was concerned, and
much more fun might be got out of the model when
finished .
His arguments proved convincing, and he assisted
me in selecting the L.T. & S.R. tank engine of 1 -in .
scale as a suitable model on which to exercise my
talents ( ? ), and as some very clear papers and
drawings had appeared in “ Ours," I ordered a
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my model loco No. 1 , they would have been aston
ished, for of the whole set nothing remained on the
finished modelbut the chimney ; however, the engine
went fairly well.
The building of the L.T. & S.R. model took
me, roughly, six months of spare time for the engine
part ; that is, after this time I could put steam into
her from a vertical boiler, which, with a “ Primus
cooking stove, was tied on to the footplate, and just
sufficed to make her go along at a slow rate .
I then started on the boiler, and knowing from
experience that only thorough work is wanted for
this, I put my best into it , and found, with great
satisfaction, that it did not shed a single tear when
pressed cold to 200 lbs .
It was soon settled on the engine, the smokebox
was made air-tight with red lead, superheater and
steam connections and exhaust pipes fitted and
fixed ; then I tried the engine again on the lines.
This was exciting pleasure, as she wanted careful

IL
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MR . C. ROMPLER's Inch SCALE MODEL TILBURY TANK LOCOMOTIVE .
complete set of castings, &c . , and boiler parts of
Messrs. Martin & Co. , West Ham , and studied the
drawings while waiting for the parts to arrive .
In building the engine I followed closely the lines
laid down in THE MODEL ENGINEER, Nos. 64 to 66,
and the full size drawings which accompanied the
castings , and here I must say that the articles and
drawings have been so carefully prepared , and the
castings so well made in accordance with the
latter, that the work went on smoothly, that all
parts fitted well. Not one piece of casting or
forging was wasted . This proved to me how im
portant it is to have good full -size working drawings,
and the fact that nothing had to be replaced or
made over again , was a revelation to me, who had
till then made model locus without drawings, using
only rough-and -ready sketches of my own .
If some of my fellow engineers in the model way
had seen my first attempt at model loco building ,
and how I made shift with the various parts of the
set I then had bought, and later on had also seen

watching , for once she got out of hands and tried
to run through a brick wall; my assistant , trying to
catch her up, got his fingers between the clearing
hole for drivers in footplate and connecting -rod,
and was badly cut . This, however, did not damp
our fervour, and we soon got to know her little
ways.
Cab, tanks , and blowers were fitted and fixed.
I use two blowers, one , the left handrail , blows
while steam is being got up by means of a double
air bellows . The right handrail serves as steam
blower as soon as a few pounds of pressure are
available.
I replaced the temporary burner by the proper
burner, fixed the oil tank , and began new trials,
this time with a car “ made for two. "
Pressure gauge showing 55 lbs . , and safety valves
blowing off, I coupled the car on the engine, took
my seat , and turned on steam . She responded
well and pulled the car and driver over the length
of rail , 25 yards , in splendid style ; so well, indeed,
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that I felt justified to invite my assistant to take a
seat with me for the second trip , which was also
accomplished satisfactorily , if not so quickly.
I weighed the engine , car , and ourselves after
wards, and found as result-engine in working
order, cwt . exactly ; car and two men , 3 cwt . , or
4 cwt . in all .
Next came the question of water supply during
the running, and I decided to use a force pump
screwed to the motion plate, driven by a separate
eccentric on driving axle, -in . stroke.
After
several trials a barrel of k -in . bore was found suffi
cient to keep the water level during forty return
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I have repeated my 2000 yards journey several
times since then ; the engine never ran off the lins ,
and behaved splendidly right through.
In regard to firing, the writer of the articles
advises two No. 4
Primus " burners . I found
that one burner always burnt badly, and seemed
to be suppressed by the heat of the other. Since
that time larger burners (4- in . ) have been intro
duced , and I fitted one of these to the engine . The
sides had to be bent in considerably , but I found
that this one burner worked very much better ,
giving more heat and using less oil .
The pistop -rods of the engine are of steel . and
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Mr. C. ROMPLER'S LOCOMOTIVE :
trips of 25 yards - i.l . , 2000 yards in all were
covered , when the oil for burner gave out. The
time taken was forty minutes , and of these at least
twenty minutes must be reckoned for stopping and
reversing at either end, filling water into tanks, hot
water being used . During the stoppages the steam
blower is turned on by shutting off steam , the
regulator handle being connected to steam blower
tap.
By the way , always use inverted leather cups
for my force pump, screwing these on the end of
the plunger , and find that they do not let a drop
of water escape during pumping, and no glands nor
packing on the plunger are required .

AN EASY LOAD .

during time of rest become rusty, and stick in
stuffing-boxes and glands so much that one can
hardly move the wheels , &c . I shall therefore
change these steel rods for German silver rods , and
also fit drain cocks to cylinders , as I have found
these two items a great improvement in an hori
zontal engine of 13 ins . by 2 ins. I have just finished .
I have not painted the engine- a painted engine
is hardly ever used afterwards — and I intend
driving her a great deal yet . I blackleaded her
instead , which gives also a nice finish , and can
easily be renewed .
The photographs show this even coating. The
small photograph of loco pulling my boy and
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assistant does not show up very clearly on account
of too long exposure ; the engine moved along
during the exposure. I shall take some n.ore
of the engine running and pulling her load later
on , and will send these in for publication , if the
Editor will spare the space .

Railway Signals and Signalling .
By Chas . S. LAKE .
I.-- ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES or SIGNALLING .
( Continued from page 304. )
T is now time to deal with that mysterious sys
I " tem of signalling now so universal here, and
known as the “ block " system . The phrase
“ the block system " falls very glibly from the lips of
some people ; but although it is, in reality , almost as
simple as A BC , as regards its main features , it is
astonishing to what a limited extent it is under
stood ; and to a large number of people to speak of
the “ block system ” is to mention some complicated
and abstruse method of working włich cannot be
understood without long and close study. Really ,
however, all the complication is comprised in the
electrical instruments used in connection with it ,
and much of that is due to the introduction of
traffic complexities, while the “ block system
can be simply explained in a single sentence . For
the purposes of block working the line is considered
as divided into
sections
or “ blocks ,” and a
second train is not permitted to enter any one of
these sections until the previous train has left it .
In most places traffic is worked on the " absolute>
block system ” -that is , the “ block system
interpreted strictly ; but at big junctions and
stations, and in some special circumstances, what is
known as th? “ permissive system is employed ,
by which strict block working is suspended to suii
particular conditions to facilitate the conduct of
traffic . There are also a few other considerations
affecting
traffic working which cause some
little complication , but thrs : can be best explained
in reference to particular examples , and in connec
tion with our study of various signals as employed
in present practice .
Fig . 18 shows, in diagram form , a length of
double track road with three sigail-boxcs and two
stations , “ distant ” and other signals being omitted .
The section where a station is concerner! is always
reckoned a ., extending from the signals at the
entrance , and not from the exit , and terminates , in
the case of a station , at the entrance ; consequently
the sections shown on the diagram are, for the
" down " line -signal a to signal b , and signal b to
signal c , and for the “ up ” line, signal c? to signal
b !, and signal bl to signal a”. Thus , if there
is a down train between signal-boxes A and B,
another train must not be permitted to pass the
“ home or “ stop ” signal a until the train in
front has passed signa! b. To enable a train to
enter the station at A , it is usual to allow it to run
in , but the “ starting
signal al must not be
! owered on any account until the section to B isclear.
Strictly, all trains ought to be stopped at a if the
section is blocked, and then allowed to draw into
the station ; but although this is adhered to for
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express trains booked to run through the station ,
it is very usual to allow stopping trains to run
right in . Justification for this latter practice is
found in the fact that for all practical purposes the
station itself comprises a section, so that the sec
tions in reality are a-al , al-6, 6-c, and 64-0", the
sections a-a' and c - 6 being under the control
of one signalman only . In the case of big stations
with signal-boxes at each end , the station is usually
treated as constituting an independent section ,
though it is not generally classified in this way .
When there are extensive sidings and bays in
a station , additional " starting " signals beyond the
ordinary “ starting " signals are provided , and
termed “ advanced starters," and " outer advanced
starters are sometimes fitted to cover any shunt
ing and like movements within the limits of station
control.
Fig . 19 shows the same length of track , with the
" distant " signals added . It will be noticed that
for the short section from A to B the distant
signals are placed below the “ home ” or “ stop
signals on the same post ; while in the case of the
longer section from B to C , the “ distant " signals
are placed on separate posts a reasonable distance
behind the “ home signals to which they apply .
The various adjacent signals are often combined
on the same post , but such arrangements will be
considered in a later article ; for the present we are
only dealing with the principles of signalling.
In applying the block system ,” the signalman
by means of his instruments, when informed of an
approaching train , asks the signalman ahead
whether his section is clear- “ Is section clear ? "
and when informed “ Train out of section ," lowers
his signals to admit the train he has now to deal
with ; and as soon as the train arrives he gives the
" Train out of section
to the signalman behind .
As a rule , the instruments give visible indications,
by miniature semaphores, or by labels bearing the
wording of the message to be given , and appro
priately uncovered electrically .
The “ distant ” signals are operated by two
signalmen , the signal being first unlocked by the
signalman who controls the “ home " signal , which
it duplicates, and then actually lowered by the
signalman to whose box it is attached . Morcover ,
home
when it is placed below the preceding
signal, it is impossible for it to remain lowered after
that “ home ” signal is replaced to “ danger .”
Fig . 20 shows the arrangement of signals at a
simple double line junction. For down trains, the
signal b controls the actual junction , the arm for
the main or most important line-in this case
straight on -being higher than that for thebranch .
The signal a , the preceding “ home ” signal, carries
also two
distant arms, corresponding to the
junction signals b . Thus, for the niain line the two
arms on the higher post would be lowered when the
junction signals are clear , and for the branch , the
top signal—the “ home ” -would be lowered , to
gether with the “ distant " arm on the shorter post .
The other signals are self-explanatory.
Before concluding this article, a few notes relative
to the principles of interlocking will be in place ,
in particular reference to the circumstances of
Fig . 20.
When the branch arm of b is . lowered , the main
' up ” starter C cannot be lowered, even if the
signalman should try to do so. Similarly, if c is
lowered the branch arm of b is locked . It is also
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impossible for both c and d to be lowered simul
taneously-one locks the other. The “ distant
home signal at j, is
signal e, duplicating the
used, whether the train comes from the“ up main ”
or the “ up brunch " line . A rule of signalling is
that two trains in the same direction must not
approach a junction simultaneously ; but this is
not always adhered to strictly . In this respect ,
however, Fig . 20 introduces us to an aspect of
which may not be properly
“ block working
realised on first inspection. It will be remembered
that it was pointed out that the section is reckoned
from the entrance of the station , and , consequently ,
the “ up ” sections are from the " home" signals
not the starters - of the “ up ” main and
up
branch " signals to signal f. Consequently, if the
“ up ” main line is cleared throughout , an " up
branc'ı ” train has to be stopped cutside the station.
If it is booked to stop , the signalman will generally
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Design for a Model Electric
Locomotive Crane .

By J. Case .
N designing a model crane whose motive power
is to be electricity , the first question to be
decided is , after the gauge and scale have been
fixed , shall one or three motors be employed ?
The former entails the use of more complicated
gearing , but is chcaper to build than when three
motors are used , and more work and time would
have to be expended on the construction of a model
having a separate motor for each motion . One
advantage, however, is gained by the use of three,
namely , that the mo lel could be under entire con
trol from the switchboard .
In the present design only one motor is used,
с
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RAILWAY SIGNALLING DIAGRAMS .
allow it to draw up to the starting signal at the plat
form ; but at a junction like this he generally
makes a point of first bringing the branch train
almost , if not quite , to a stand, and never allows
it to run right into the platform.
In the next article the various types and con
structions of railway signals as employed in this
country will be dealt with , and in succeeding articles
more complicated signal combinations and the
signalling arrangements of various stations and
track arrangements will receive attention .
( To be continued .)
STEAM EXPERIMENTS. -In an experiment with
a cubical metal box, internally heated and sub
merged in water , it was found that steam was gener
ated from its upper surface more than twice as fast
per unit of area as from its vertical sides, and that
the bottom surface generated no steam at all .
These differences are owi
to the difficulty with
which steam separates from a vertical surface to
give place to fresh charges of water , and to the
impossibility of its escape from an inverted surface .

and the gauge is 3 } ins . ; no pretence at a scale
model being made, although it more or less refre
sents a locomotive breakdown crane . The model
should have a good appearance when finished , and
will prove a good adjunct to any model railway
of the same gauge . It is designe ] to perform four
movements, either separately or all at once. They
are— ( 1) Travelling (in either direction ); ( 2 ) slew
ing (both ways round ) : ( 3 ) raising and lowering
bodies ( the latter by their own weight ) ; (4 ) raising
Some may be
and lowering the jib (derricking ).
inclined to say that the last movement is unneces
sary , but as the model will in all probability be
used in conjunction with other rolling -stock , and
therefore have to go under tunnels , the jib must be
lowered from its ordinary position to allow the
latter , and it is much better to be able to do this by
“ power."
The motor runs at a speed of about 1000 revolu
tions per minute, the speed of the winding drum
being reduced to 25 r.p.m. The latter is 13 ins , in
diameter, and , using a pulley and double rope, the
lifting speed is
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A DESIGN FOR A MODEL ELECTRIC
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} x
= 3:14 X 1.875 X 12 : 5 ins. per minute
= 6:13 ft. perminute .
The reduction in speed is obtained as follows :
Motor axle , icoɔ revolutions , spur wheel ( fixed ),
48 teeth .
First countershaft, 500 revolutions, spur wheel
( fixed ), 96 teeth ; pinion ( fixed ), 24 teeth.
Second countershaft (all motion is derived from
this ) , 125 revs. Spur wheel ( fixed ), 96 teeth ;
pinion ( slides into gear ) , 20 teeth .
Drum shaft, 25 revolutions, spur wheel (fixed ),
100 teeth .
Jib drum shaft , 250 revolutions , spur wheel
( slides into gear ) , 48 teeth .
On the second countershaft are three t-in . bevel
wheels , two of which are free to slide, but all re
volve with it . The third one, which is fixed , is
used for the slewing motion ; it engages with a bevel
wheel, if ins. diameter . fixed on the top of a vertical
side shaft having on its bottom end a third bevel
wheel in . diameter , which in its turn gears with
another one it ins , diameter on a horizontal side
shaft ( this wheel being thrown in or out of gear as
required ). On the other end of this shaft is a f-in .
bevel wheel engaging with one içins . diameter
fixed to a vertical shaft having underneath the crane
base plate a pinion which has 15 teeth ; this en
gages with a large fixed spur wheel , and thus the
crane is turned , the large wheel having 195 teeth .
The crane takes about one minute to revolve
through a complete circle . Its direction is altered
by reversing the motor.
The two other ; -in . wheels are used for the
travelling gear , either one being thrown in or out
of gear as required , according to the direction it is
required to travel. If, however, the crane is not
wanted to slew at the same time, the direction of
movement can be altered by simply reversing the
motor. The wheels in question gear with a it -in .
bevel wheel on the top of shaft running right
through the pillar and bedplate. On the bottom
of this is a { -in . mitre wheel engaging with one of
the same diameter on a horizontal shaft having on
its rear end a { -in . wheel gearing with one i } ins .
in diameter, whence by mitre wheels the bɔgie
wheels are set in motion. The travelling speed is
about 30 ft . per minute. All this gearing may
seem complica'ed in the extreme, but on reference
to the drawings, where the system is clearly set
forth , it will not seem so terrible , as it takes such
a lot of words to express simple things .
Dismissing the theory, we will now turn to the
practical side of the question.
It will be better to take all the plate " work in
hand at the same time , at least , in regard to the
marking out, as by this means more economy may
be used in material, which may be either brass or
steel ; the latter is stronger and cheaper, but unless
painted, has the disadvantage of rusting. Out of
1-16th in . stuff cut the bogie side frames , main
frames , bedplate, top-plate of jib , stretchers for
bogies, and steps. All the dimensions of these
may be taken from the drawings. Out of 3-3 2nds
in. material , the buffer planks must be cut , and out
of } in . the side plates for jib , and the baseplate of
the crane proper . The side plates, which form the
stuff ,
bearings for the gearing, can be cut from
but these had better be of brass .
Patterns will have to be made for the axlebox
guides , axleboxes, bearing for horizontal side shaft
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and bearing for under horizontal shaft, and castings
obtained in brass or gunmetal . The bogie castings ,
bogie pin castings , wheels , buffers , bracket for jib,
pillar, brackets for vertical side shafts, bracket for
levers for travelling motion , bracket for band brake ,
winding drum , jib drum , and slewing wheel castings
must be made in iron . Those which are to receive
ball bearings -- viz., pillar, brackets for vertical side
shafts, and slewing wheel castings , had better be
case -hardened on the part to receive the bills ; this
can be done by heating to bright red the part to be
hardened, rub’in potassium ferrocyanide until it
cools to a dullish red , and then cool out in water .
The following is a list of the gear wheels which
will be required :
2 spur wheels, 2 } ins . diameter ( pitch circk ),
96 tecth .
2 spur wheels , 1 7-16ths in . diameter (pitch circle ) ,
48 teeth .
i spur wheel, 3 ins . diameter ( pitch circle ) , 100
teeth .
i pinion , 19-32nds in . diameter ( pitch circle ) . 20
teeth .
i pinion , 23-32nds in . diameter ( pitch circle ) , 24
teeth .
i piir of bevel wheels , į in , and if ins . diameter .
5 pairs bevel wheels, & in . and if ins . diameter.
2 pairs in . mitre wheels.
2 pairs i in . mitre wheels .
I pinion ,. 7-16ths in . diameter (pitch circle ) , 15
teeth .
These may be made at home if the buil ler has the
requisite apparatus, otherwise they must be bought
ready -made, or , if necessary, made to order .
Having obtained all the stuff, we can set to work
on the actual construction .
( To be continucd .)
For the Bookshelf .
(Any book revie oed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage .]
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY ( Vols. I and II ) . By
C. H. Hewitt . London : Iliffe & Sons, Ltd.
Price is, each volume : postage 2d. extra.
Tnese tw ) excellent books should find great
favour with apprentices, operators, and others en
gage l in photography as a profession. The volumes
deal with business premises and methods, the
apparatus require l, picture making, principles of
composition, lighting the subject , and general
information on the many processes employed in
producing a professional photograph, illustrated by
specimen pictures.
Notes ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF CRANES AND
OTHER LIFTING MACHINERY . By E. C. R.
Marks, M.I.MechE Manchester Technical Pub
lishing Co. Price 3s. 61. net ; postage 3d.
Tois useful work has been revised , and a new
part ( III ) added , comprising numerous examples of
the latest practice of some of the leading manu
facturers of cranes and lifting machinery, which
serve to illustrate the recent extension of elec
trical power in the operation of machines of this
kind. We can heartily recommend this book to
all engineers and students interested in the sub
ject as a very cheap and reliable text- book ,
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A Home - made

Gramophone .

By G. H. ATKINSON .
HE accompanying photograph and drawings
serve to illustrate a gramophone I have
THE
made . Being driven by hand , objections
may be made as to its regularity of speed, but, if
fairly balanced and weighted, a little practice on a
trial record will wear the objection away .
The over- all size of the body ( or
box ) is 16 ins . by 10 ins. by 9 ins .
deep , and it is made of tin , white
wocd, which can be stained any
colou .. The top is let in and fixed
by screws round the top edges , and
the bottom overlaps all round
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method of fixing trumpet support to box , and the
height of trumpet is adjusted by the cone -bearing
screw shown in Fig . 2 . The additional support
shown is a piece of 5-16ths, in , mild steel bent at
right angles , and fixed to box and trumpet support
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Fig . 2 .-- TriMI ET-ADJUSTING ARRANGEMENT .

M

FIG . 4 .-- PLAN AND SECTION OF SOUND Box .

by brass flanges. The bell-mouth was bought
ready -made.
Fig . 3 shows a section of working parts in box,
the dotted line representing a small leather belt
connecting a driving and driven pulley of equal
size . On the table spirdle is shown a rectangular

7,01
FIG.1. - PLAN OF GRAMOPHONE .
4 in . The door shown in the photograph allows of
bearings being oiled , &c .
I have dispensed with the usual swing - arm , the
trumpet itself acting as such . ' Fig. 5 shows the

piece of f - in . iron , and a flywheel , both of which
aid in uniformity of motion . Both spindles are of
5-16ths in . mild steel, and rest on cone bearings at
the bottom of the box .
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Fig . 4 shows a plan and section of sound-box,
and this is the part that took me by far the lorgest
time to get right. Repeated experiments showed
me that the deeper the sound - box the weaker the
sounds that left it , and at last I made the one shown
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stylus . To the other end of the bar is fitted a piece
of -in . round brass drilled for the needle and a
setscrew for holding same . The chief things to
remember in making a good sound-box are : ( 1 ) It
should be substantial ( preferably of brass ).

Ela

T

16 "

FIG . 5. - METHOD OF FIXING TRUMPET
SUPPORT.

Fig . 3. -LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF Box.
with only k-in . depth between the diaphragm and
the back of the box . The diaphragm M is of mica ,
and is held between two round rubber rings R ,
} in . diameter. The stylus bar is a piece of 1-16th
in . flat brass, pivoted at P between two fixed sup
ports of flat brass ( the bar must work easily, but

( 2 ) Mica should not touch the sound-box anywhere ,
only the rubber rings . ( 3 ) Stylus should be firmly
fixed to diaphragm . ( 4 ) There should be no play
where pivoted , or else a squeaking or jarring noise is
added .
I should advise that the outlet tube from the

FIG 5.-MR. G. H. ATKINSON'S GRAMOPHONE,

must have no side play ) . Two circular nuts N , one
each side of the mica, are screwed up tight on a
brass bolt, and to this bolt is soldered the end of the

sound -box be - in . outside measurement, and then
the maker could try the sound -box on a friend's
standard gramophone.
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Improvements in Locomotive
Designs.
PAPER on this subject was read by Mr.
Walter Longland, A.M.I.Mech.E., before a
recent meeting of the Junior Institution of
Engineers. The author pointed out that the de
mand for powerful locomotives had hitherto been
met by increasing the size of the firegrate, the
length of the boiler, the steam pressure, the weight
carried by the driving wheels, and the number of
coupled wheels. There was, however, a limit to
what could be done in these directions, and it was
apparent to engineers that a radical change in
design must be introduced if the locomotive was
to keep pace with the more onerous requirements
of modern railway service. More power could only
be realised by increasing the quantity of steam
generated per pound of fuel, by diminishing the
amount of steam wasted, and by reducing the
losses which resulted in only 6 ) per cent . of the
horse -power developed in the cylinders being
available at the drawbar of the train . Improve
ments to be effected in the bɔiler were by obtaining
a continuous supply of fuel on the grate in quanti
ties relatively small to the burning mass already
there ; by the complete combustion of the gaseous
fuels formed on the grate before it could be cooled ;
by reducing the amount cf air drawn through the
boiler over and above that required to generate
the gases and to burn them ; by a thorough extrac
tion of as much heat as possible from the gases,
once they were completely burnt; by having as
much heating surface as possible exposed ; and by
preventing loss of heat from the external surface of
the boiler.
The author exhibited diagrams showing suggested
departures in design , which related mainly to the
details of the firebox and barrel. The new firebox
would be composed of two new steam drums at the
top, each connected by four rows of tubes to a
water drum at the bottom. The barrel would con
tain at the end near the firebox a set of water tubes
crossing it diametrically with an annular water
space surrounding them in the next division there
would be a set of horizontal fire tubes as ordinarily
used , and finally, at the smokebox end, another
set of water tubes and an accompanying water
space . Each of the three divisions was separated
from the adjoining one by a partition, in which,
however, holes were placed , so that the three
divisions were in communication one with another
at definite points . The annular water space at the
firebɔx end of the barrel was in free communication
with the steam drums . This arrangement was to
ensure the gases being at a temperature consider
ably lower than was usually the case on their enter
ing the smokebɔx, for the water being fed into the
bɔiler at the smokebɔx end became heated in that
portion of the barrel. Not being in free communica
tion with the rest of the bɔiler, the temperature of
the water could be much lower than that of the
steam. Thus the gases could be at a lower tem
perature also . In that way the smɔkebox end
division acted as a feed-water heater. In the
middle division the water was heated to the tem
perature of the steam, but very little steam was
generated . Here, also , the temperature could be
comparatively low, no heat being required to con
vert the water into steam. The water finally
A
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reached the division of the bɔiler containing the
cross tubes, and the steam drum in the firebox ,
where it was evaporated .
The aim of the suggested change in design was
the reduction of heat losses. For reasons with
which the engineer was familiar, it was necessary,
in order to secure correct combustion, that there
should not only be the requisite supply of air , but
that its temperature should be as high as possible.
To accomplish this it was proposed to entirely
close the fire hole, a mechanical stoker and coal
crusher to be combined for that purpose, and to
introduce pre-heated air into the combustion cham
ber through an inlet just above the fire-hole, and
generally to utilise heat which would be lost by
radiation . The steam should be effectually super
heated. Attention was also directed to the need
for an improved form of draught-producing appar
atus . It was proposed to supply the air required
for combustion by forcing it into an air-tight ash
pan , and also into the combustion chamber. This
could be achieved by the employment of a fan
placed on the front of the engine and driven by a
small steam turbine. The fan would force the air
through the ducts round the bɔiler. The duct at
the back of the firebɔx, where the air necessary to
complete combustion was heated, would be isolated,
thus ensuring a regular supply of very hot air to
the combustion chamber .
Having thus dealt with the suggestions for the
more economical generation of steam , the next
point was that of economical use . Superheating
the steam was a remedy for certain losses , and
separate inlet and exhaust ports would be an ad
vantage, as the steam passage could be shortened ,
and the live steam would not have to flow over sur
faces previously cooled by exhaust steam. The
exhaust valves should have a fixed travel, and the
inlet capable of being cut off at different parts of
the stroke . Particular attention should be given
when designing cylinders to so proportion the parts
that the truth of the valve seat and valve face , were
unaffected by high temperatures. Leakage to the
exhaust passage might thus be reduced to a mini
mum. Forced lubrication might also be adopted..
Reciprocating engines only had been referred to,
but it was not improbable that steam turbines
might ultimately be adopted for locomotive work.
The discussion elicited the opinion that the sug
gested improvements were of somewhat too revo
lutionary a character to be adopted.
The Society of Model Engineers ,
( Reports of medings should be sent to the offices of The Model
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .)
London.
FUTURE MEETING .–Thursday, May 18th : Ordi
nary meeting, with special lecture by Mr. E. Stuart
Bruce, M.A. (of the Aeronautical Society), on " Air.
ships, Balloons, and Flying Machines ,” being a
popular lecture on aerial navigation , introducing a
working model of the Santos Dumont balloon , which
will navigate the hall in any desired direction , the
Bruce electrical balloon, and experiments with flash .
ing signals from the same ,
latest
ial invention,
the meteo -parachute , and a grand flight of minia
ture flying machines . —Herbert G. RIDDLE, Hon.
Sec. , 37, Minard Road , Hither Green , S.E.
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of boat on the water line when at that angle ; and
also the inclination of the plane of the sail to the
direction of the boat's motion ?-Yours truly ,
W. S.

Practical Letters from our
Readers .

Wi

nd

( The Edttor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Leters
may be signed with a nom -de -plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached,
though not necessarily intended for publication .)
Model Yacht Architecture .
To The EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—I have been much interested in the
discussion which has been going on in your paper,
and while “ W. J. T.'s ” explanation is both clear
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FIG. 2 .

A Novel Miniature Traction Engine.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , —My fourth model of this kind is a
miniature traction engine, which can be put out
of gear and used as a stationary engine, it having
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and mathematically correct, the question
appears to be one for the physicist to decide
- viz., what becomes of the particles of air
after they strike the sail.
Supposing the particles of air to be per.
fectly elastic and smooth spheres, they would
rebound, so as to make the same angle with
the sail as the wind does. Suppose the mast
to be inclined at 30° to the vertical, as in
Fig. 1 . If now the wind is travelling at
25 miles an hour, the pressure is, roughly,
3 lbs. per sq . ft .
Taking the sail area at
400 sq. ft . , this would give a pressure of
1,200 cos. 30 lbs. at right angles to the sail
= 600 V3 = 1000 lbs, about . The downward
pressure would be 1000 cos. 60
500 lbs . ,
which is, approximately, equal to the weight
of 8 cubic ft. of water.
If the boat is 40 ft . long , the horizontal
section on the water line might be something
like Fig. 2, giving an area of about 200 sq. ft.
The boat would , therefore, be depressed
8-200 ft . = } in, roughly, or i in . if the sail
area were 800 sq. ft .
Could some of your nautical readers supply the
following information — viz., the angle at which the
mast would be inclined by a 25 -mile an hour breeze,
the sail area , and the area of the horizontal section

Perfect Scale Model Locomotives .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—Having been a reader of THE MODEL
ENGINEER since the first number, I need hardly
say that I am greatly interested in model making,
and have made very many of all types. I have
read the particulars, and looked at the photographs
again and again, of that magnificent scale model
of a G.N.R. Co.'s locomotive published in your
issue of March 9th, made by Mr. Baines, and can
not help thinking how many of our readers (in
cluding myself) would like to do the same.
So I merely suggest that you should bring out
in THE MODEL ENGINEER a series of articles, with
full particulars and dimensioned drawings of every
single part of some similar perfect scale model,
together with details of the building. I suggest
this to you , as probably you would more easily
obtain complete working drawings from any large
company.
Perhaps you will publish these suggestions and
see what call there would be from other readers
for such a series.
With regard to the type of model, I would men
tion an L. & N.W.R . Webb's three -cylinder compound ,
or one of the latest Midland expresses . Anyway,
I would strictly adhere to this-let it be an abso
lutely perfect scale model in every detail, such as
the model of Mr. Baines. —Yours faithfully,
P. C. S.
Kingston - on - Thames.

A NOVEL MINIATURE TRACTION ENGINE.

The gilt covers of Fry's cocoa
a pulley on shaft.
tins are used for wheels ; a cartridge case is made
use of as a chimney . The cylinder and piston are
made from brass tube, the disc crank' and cog
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wheels from several clocks. The steering gear was
part of a lamp . chain , etc. The boiler is made of
copper, with water tubes underneath , and the frame
from sheet brass ; also letters cut from sheet brass
with fretsaw , then sweated and riveted in position .
When under steam the model works well , and looks
very realistic . — Yours truly,
W. H. WEBB .
Bristol.
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This gives the current in absolute units, so that
it has to be multiplied by 10 to bring it to amperes .
In my galvanometer
N = I.
1 = 9cms .
.161 .
H
Theoretically
..K = 9x : 161
= ' 2306 absolute units
2X3.1416 x 1
= ' 2306 amps .
Found practically
K = 2.301 amps .
The error is probably due to the working out .

Model Railway Coaches.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
photograph
DEAR SIR ,—The accompanying
shows a bogie passenger coach and guard's
van I have recently con
structed for my model rai)
way. They are made of
+ in , oak ; the sides, bottom ,
and ends, and the top are
zinc : the doors are made to
open, and the windows are
glazed . The passenger coach
compartments are uphol
stered in red plush. The out
FRYS
side is painted dark green at
COROA
the bottom , and the top is
COL DA
panelled in cream colour, and
lined orange, and the roof is
enamelled black ; they are
fitted with spring buffers,
The
and are 24 - in . gauge.
guard's van weighs 44 lbs .,
and the passenger coach
5 lbs . The cost of material
POLTTOR ODMOR AVEY
for each was about ros. The

signals shown in the picture I
also made myself, and the
lamps on them burn gas.
Yours truly,
H. BRIMLEY.
Cardiff .
Tangent Galvanometers .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR ,—The usefulness and interest of a
tangent galvanometer are greatly enhanced if its
“ reduction factor " is known . Few , if any,
amateur electricians have a balance at hand to
accurately determine this factor practically , so the
following method of calculating it theoretically may
be acceptable to many. As is well known , if C bc
the current flowing through the galvanometer and
O the angle of deflection of the needle
C = K tan .
This K should be more correctly written
H
G
Where H is the horizontal component of the
earth's magnetic force and
2n
G =
1
Where
h = 3.1416 .
n = number of turns of wire in galvanometer coil .
r = radius of coil in centimetres.

:: K = " _ X H
2 na

MODEL RAILWAY COACHES.
Below a table of the values of H is given for various
parts of Great Britain :
• 167
.181 Newcastle
Cambridge ..
.181 Dublin
London ..
• 167
.166
.176 Carlisle
Birmingham
Nottingham
• 175 Edinburgh
• 162
Stafford
.161
• 175 Glasgow
• 161
• 173 Dundee
Sheffield
Manchester
• 172 Aberdeen
• 158
• 171 Inverness
Liverpool ..
• 156
York
• 171
Hoping this may prove of value to many users
of tangent galvanometers .-I remain , yours truly ,
A. McCANCE .
Glasgow .
A Miniature Clockwork Railway.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , —In reference to “ J. V. H.'s ” contri
bution on the miniature clockwork railway ; has he
not made a mistake in stating that his engine runs
at about ten miles an hour ? If he has built his
model strictly to scale ( 14 -in . gauge ) , the largest
wheel could not exceed ån inch diameter, and to
travel at the rate of ten miles per hour would mean
over three thousand revolutions per minute, which,
to me, seems an impossibility for a model propelled
by clockwork running on such a small radius.
F. G.
Yours truly ,
[ About one to two miles per hour is the average
E. ]
speed of such models . - ED . M.E.
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Queries and Replies .
( Atention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope ." Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects shoulă be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name must be in
scribed on the back. ( 2) Qucries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3) . A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed, and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
ſ issue. (4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published . The
Insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6)
Au Queries should be addressed to The Editor, The Model
BNGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
(13,632] Resistance of a Divided Circuit. T. C. (Saint
Etienne) writes : I have just met in " The Interpretation of Mathe
matical Formulæ ," by Edwin J. Houston and Arthur E. Kennelly,
with a problem which I do not quite understand. It runs thus :
* In the discussion of electric circuits, in which two resistances of
11 ohm , and 2ohms, are connected in parallel, then it may be
shown that the joint resistance R of the pair is :
R = '12 ohms
+1.
thus, if , = 5'5 and 1, -- 3º7, then R, the joint resistance, is
R - 55437
5 * 5 + 37
20'35
92
= 2*2 12 ohms approximately,
212
or 2
ohms."
1000
Now, I cannot think of the separate resistances being, respectively
5 *5 and 37 ohms, whilst joined together they sum only 2 212 ohms
Please kindly explain it to me ?
You are confusing resistances in series and resistances in parallel.
In series, the current would be bound to keep to one path and go
through first one resistance and then the other, thus it would have
to
overcome a total resistance equal to the sum of the two resist.
ances.
But when in parallel the current has a choice of two paths
as stated. Suppose ri to be 4 ohms, and r2 to be 6 ohms, then the
current flowing in rı compared to the current in 12 will be as the
resistance of 11 is to the resistance of r2; that is, of the total current
four of the ten parts will flow in rı andsixof the ten parts will flow
in ra,and ihe jointresistance ofthedivided currentwill be less than
either path taken alone, as the current has choice of two paths.
You will see how the formula you refer to is arrived at trom the
following. The joint conductivity (and conductivity is inversely
as the resistance) of the two circuits rı and r2 will be the sum of
the two separate conductivities ; that is,
It 1.tr
and this equals the joint conductivity I
R

The formula is now

+

bence R

1. +
Therefore, the joint resistance of a dividel circuit is equal to the
product of the two separate resistances divided by their sum.
Thanks for enclosed stamps, but we make no charge for reply to
this query . Allwe require is the couponto be found in the adver.
tisement pages of each issue.
( 13,436 ] Running Dynamos in Parallel. A. M. B. ( Bridge.
ton ) writes : I am in charge of an electric plant, partly consisting
of two dynamos, compound wound, undertype, with gauze brushes,
and they each give an output of 340 amps. at 115 volts. I am
running them in parallel. They used to run well, but I have ex.
perienced a lot of trouble the pastmonth . They keep the balance
till I have 150 amps,on each , then No.I machine takes all the extra
load above that, till it reaches 380 amps. ; while No. 2 has only
come up to 200 amps. I have had the field coils off No. 2 and taped
up the series coils, as they were bare in a few places, but not much
improvement. I then tested the armature, and found that the

coils were shorted at the commutator. It is a ring-wound arma .
ture, wound with seven stranded laminated wire, two wires wound
in parallel. I am busy repairing it just now. The strange thing is
that this machine would take 320 amps. when runningitself, and
if I switched in the other machine it would leave No. 2 with about
120: amps., the voltage of each machine being equalled before
switching in . Another strange thing is, if I give the load to No. 1 ,
the voltage drops to roş from ris volts ;if I take back the brushes ,
the voltage improves, but terrible sparking at the brushes. Can
you helpme to get out of this difficulty ? The brushes of No. 2
dynamo
have to be set at about one segment in advance please
state the reason . Do you think, after I have cleared ; all the
“ shorts," I will be able to set the brushes opposite each other .
I shall be greatly obliged if you could give me ananswer.
Have you an equalising wire between the positive brushes , or
brushes to which the series coils are joined , of the two machines,
as shown in sketchherewith, and, ifso, has this wire become broken
or badly connected ? Supposing No. i dynamo is running on
the mains to switch on No. 2 it must be run up to speed and correct,
voltage, with switches B and E open ; when voltage is correct,
close first switch E , and then switch B. To cut out No. 2 dynamo,
open switch B, and then switch E. The equaliser wire is neces
sary when running compound wound dynamos in parallel, so as to
equalise the effect of the series coilson all the machines ; without it
they tend to rob one another of the loa
Th should be un
doubtedly an improvement when you have removed the faults

Il

Dynem 11

Series

Welce
shunt

Dynamo 2

Series
leeeeeee
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shunt

Query 13436
Equalizer Wire
RUNNING DYNAMOS IN PARALLEL .
A, B, E are switches . The equaliser wire should be able to
carry a moderately heavy current.
from No. 2 armature, and the brushes ought to be exactly opposite,
unless there is a wantof symmetry in the corners of the magnet
poles.
[ 13,785) Miniature Four - pole Motor. F. S. (Lavender
Hill) writes : I have an aluminium model of a brush standard en
closed dynamo, as per rough sketches (not reproduced ), which has
been sent out to the trade as a paper-weight. The inside is, of
course, hollow. I should feel obliged if you would answer the
following :-( 1 ) Can I make a small four-pole motor (shunt) out of
this ? I have a quantity of extremely fine wire about 45 and 40
gauge, used for annunciator and bell bobbins. I don't want much
efficiency in the motor ; I only want it to turn round as fast as it
likes. (2) Can I use the cores of the bobbins I have for the field
magnets by riveting them in the casting ? Or does the fact of the
casting being aluminium mean that I must put in a wrought-iron
ring (likesketch ) ? If so, will the rivets or screws which fasten it
to the aluminium tend to affect the magnetism ? (3) Will a
2 -volt 8 or 12 amp.-hour cell give too much currentfor this motor,
and burn the coils ? And would thin steel conduit or gas-pipe,
slit and the ends bent over and fastened, do for the field ring ?
Will soldering in any way decrease the magnetism ? Would
this motor be too small to work at all ? You recently discussed
in THE MODEL ENGINEER a motor to weigh no more than an ounce ,
I wish to make it four- pole, because the firm I am with recently
installed a large four- pole dynamo, of which the paper-weight is
an outline model. In your Small Electric Motors you give a
scale drawing of a four-pole motor on page 31, and I thought of
making my field coils , & c., to the actual drawn size in the illus.
tration. I shall have great difficulty in getting the field coils into
position , as I can only remove the baseplate to fit up the inside.
( 1 and 2) Aluminium is non -magnetic, so you must fit in an iron
ring, as per your sketch . The fixing screws can be tapped into the
aluminium without affecting the magnetism . We advise you to
wind it as a series motor, using about No. 30 gauge s.s.c. for the
magnet poles, and, say, No. 34 gauge for the armature. We
presume that your 'sketch is about[full size. Your No. 40 gauge
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wire will be difficult to wind and connectwithout breaking. (3) Try
the accumulator on the motor by just touching the wires to the
terminals, and see if the armature runs too fast ; if so, you can use a
resistance in series with the motor, or try it with a single Leclanché
cell. Whatever you use for the field -magnet must be capable of
being magnetised ; there is so much softsteel of doubtfulmagnetic
quality used for all kinds of purposes that it would not be safe to
use tubes withouttesting it, to see if it could be magnetised. You
can try it by winding on some insulated wire and passing current
through the coil, and observing if the tube becomes a magnet ;
steel conduit would be too thin. Soldering will not decrease the
magnetism , if you do not use it for the joints in the ring so that
they are separated bysolder. You cannot do better than copy the
four-pole motor described in our handbook No. 14 . Get plenty of
iron in the magnet ring and poles, and the motor should run very
well, and evendrive asmall fan. You will be practically putting
a motor inside the aluminium casing. Why not build up a field
magnet out of thin plates cut out of good sheet iron ?
(13,808) Windings for Model Dynamo. F. H. F. (Nun
head) writes : I have the castings of a model Elwell Parker overtype
dynamo, and shall be obliged if you will kindly let me know what
would be the best sizes and quantities of wire for armature and field
coils. I wish to use it as a shunt machine. The following are, I
think, sufficient details :-Armature core, six -pole, it ins. long,
It ins. diameter, solid cast iron. I have made up six - segment
commutator. Field -magnets are if ins. long, I in . thick
at foot. I should, if possible, like to obtain a current of 2 amps .
at 10 volts ; but perhaps you can give me a better output and
method of winding.
Wind the armature as a drum with six coils, two in each slot ,
wire to be No. 25 gauge s.s.c. copper wire ; get on as much as you
can - about 3 ozs. will be required. Wind field -magnet with No.
24 gauge s.c.c. copper wire ; get as much as youcan on each pole
probably about 6 oz . will go on each . Join both coils in series
with each other, and in shunt to the brushes ; run at 3000 revolu
tions per minute. The volts can be adjusted by altering the speed.
You should be satisfied if you can get 10 volts 2 amp3. ; we doubt if
you will obtain as much .
( 13,572] To Increase Speed of Small Motor.
C. J. H.
(Salford) writes : I have been passing my spare time making a
small motor from your handbook- " SmallMotors," which describes
a solid iron magnet 1 in. by 3-16ths by at ins., with a laminated
H armature r in . by 1 in . ; but I couldnot find any directions for
wiring the same, or what size wire. I wired the armature with
32 ft. of No. 28 s.c.c. wire and 64 ft.of 24 S.c.c. wire on the magnet,
but it does not work properly, for it takes too much current
two large bichromate cells won't move it, and it will not gain
a great speed with two large accumulators; so I would be much
obliged if you would tell me how much, and what size ,wire to use
as I have looked through all my back numbers and cannot find
any enquiries like this.

a

N

S

query 13572

DIAGRAM OF Motor CONNECTIONS.
Your winding is suitable for a higher voltage. It does not take
too much current, as you express it, but, on the contrary, will take
a very small current. The reason your cells would only run it at
a low speed was that there were not enough volts. You should
try it with the accumulators and bichromate cells all in series,
Also, try joining your field coils in parallel (as sketch ), taking care
to maintain proper N and S poles. If you do this, you may get a
good speed with your two bichromate cells. The brushes should
be tried in various positions to get best result. If this is not satis
factory, re -wind armature with No. 22 gauge , and field -magnet with
No. 20 gauge ; join field coils in series to the armature . For in
structions as to winding, see our handbook — " Small Dynamos and
Motors ."
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(13,521) Windmill Salls ; Polishing Olass. E. C. (Hamp
stead ) writes: In making an ordinary windmill with four sails,
what is the most effective angle to fix the sails with respect to the
plane of the face of the windmill - i.C., to the wind ? ( 2 ) I have a
piece of plate glass , one face of which has been filed or roughened
to such an extent that the glass is absolutely opaque. How can I
polish this so as to make it transparentagain ? It is only a small
circular piece, about 4 ins. in diameter.
To get the best effeet, the angle of the sail to the plane of rota
tion should be about 28 ° at the inner circumference, and 13° at

direction of
rotation

E

query 13521.
WINDMILL SAILS .
the outer circumference. Smeaton, an experimenter, found soine
years ago that 70 at the outer circumference, and 180' at the inner,
gave the best results when the sail was of the proportions shown
above. Later experiments have shown that the best angle is not
a constant factor, but varies with the speed of rotation and the
wind pressure, so that in some cases we find the sails are built to
special curvesand varying concavity. The first figures givenabove
are for a wheel 11 ft. diameter outside and 3 ft. 8 ins, inside.
(2) Stones of different degrees of hardness are used for grinding and
polishing ; also sands of various kinds. The stones rotate in a
horizontal plane and the glass is manipulated on their surface.
H. Ladd & Co., 614, Mintern Street, Hoxton , N.; or Ramsey's
Glass Works, Ltd., 78, Farringdon Street, E.C., would probably
do this job for you, though it would no doubt be cheaper to buy
a fresh piece of glass.
(13,907) Electric Oscillations and Waves . H. M. A.
( Penzance) writes : Can you give me an explanation of the follow .
ing :-When I put a 20 -volt lamp,which I know uses i amp. in the
coil circuit, in the manner shown, and work the coil, it is brilliantly
illuminated, just as if it were on a 20-volt supply. But instead,
the current has traversed an air-gap of 1 in. By a voltmeter
across the primary terminals, I get a reading with the coil working
of 20 volts, and I know it gets 6 amps . Therefore the power put
in is 6 * 20 = 120 watts. But the power given out is i amp.,
through
in. of air space, equals 1 x 25,000 = 25,000 watts,
which is an absurd transformation , althoughit is easily proved by
the experiment.
The experiment you describe is interesting, though easily ex
plained. If you read up articles which have appeared in The
MODEL ENGINEER during the past two years under the title of
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves,” you will find
the following experiment described : A is an induction coil, which
charges the Leyden jar or jars B. The capacity B discharges
across the spark -gap C, and through the loop D, É being a lamp
with wires attached , so that it can be connected across a greater or
less portion of the loop D. As explained in the articles mentioned
above, the discharge of the jar through the self -induction of the
loop D is oscillatory --that is, it vibrates or alternates at the rate
of several hundreds of thousands of times per second , performing
perhaps ten or twelve complete oscillations, each less than thelast,
and dying awayeventuallyto zero. Self-induction or choking effects,
which' in a single loop of wire would be quite insignificant at a fre
quency of 100 per second, become prodigious when the frequency
is upwards of 1,000,000 . There is, consequently, a very high
E.M.F. between the ends of even very short lengths of the copper
hoop D and the discharge , rather than pass through 2 or 3 ft.
of its length , will brilliantly light the 100 -volt lamp connected as
alternative. When the proportion of the resistance to the self
induction and capacity in a circuit rises above a certain definite
value, the discharge ceases to be oscillatory. Probably , although
your lamp resistance is high, it isnot sufficiently so to prevent
the oscillatory discharge, and you will see that if the portion of the
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loop which is cut off or tapped off by the lamp, be removed, the
connections become identical with those used in your experiment.
The discharge might be capable of lighting the lamp, even if it
were not of an oscillatory nature. Whether or not it is oscillatory
can easily be determined by providing an alternative spark -gap as
a shunt to the lamp. If a noisy and bright blue spark jumps
across this gap, rather than go round the lamp filament, you have
a sure sign that the discharge oscillates, and meets with this great
resistance in the lamp by reason of the self-induction of the fila
ment. The fallacy of your calculation lies in your assumption that
you have one ampere flowing across the gap at 25,000 volts. It
is true that 25,000 volts are required to jump a gap of fin ., but
until a spark occurs there is obviously no energy used in the cir
cuit. The breakdown of the column of air is, however, complete ,

Fig . I.

U

Query 15907

and whether or no there is an oscillatory rush of current, a tube or
channel of hot gas is formed, and its resistance is so low that only
a comparatively very small voltage is required to drive a con
siderable current through it. It is during the existence of this
easy path that the energy necessary to light the lamp passes
through. It may seem to you that your difficulty has only been
added to when you hear that the lamp may be taking an ampere
and yet may have a voltage of several thousand - enough to jump
an air-gap between the ends of its filament. To understand this
you will require some knowledge of alternating electric currents,
and it must here suffice to say that the choking effect of self
induction requires a certain voltage to overcome it, and that the
component of the voltage so used does no work in the circuit. The
energy component or part of the voltage which does real work in
heating the filament is only that which is required to drive the

QuartLeydendar

FIG . 2 .
Coil

Vegano
20 Volt Lamp
ELECTRIC OSCILLATIONS AND WAVES.
current through the plain resistance of the circuit. Two other
points must be borne in mind : (1)In a wire carrying an alternating
current, the tendency is for the flow to concentrate towards the
surface of the wire, for reasons which have been explained in the
above -mentioned articles. This effect increasez greatly with fre
quency until, when oscillating condenserdischarges are being used,
the current only penetrates a very small fraction of a millimetre
below the surface, the effective resistance being, therefore, pro
portional to the surface, or, more strictly speaking, to the circum
ference rather than to the sectional area. In fact, the conductor
may be considered, for the purpose, as an exceedingly thin tube .
The heat qualities of the lamp filament-- that is the rate of heat
loss by radiation and connection , will be the same as for ordinary
currents ; but it is conceivable that a smaller oscillatory current
is required to light the lamp, because the resistance is larger than
for continuous current. ( 2) The resistance being thus larger, a
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larger portion of the total E.M.F. between the lamp terminals will
be usefully occupied ; also, as has been explained , the current will
be less than with continuous currents. There will therefore , be
less than 1 ampere flowing through the spark-gap.
( 13,845) 4 - in . Spark Coil. S. L. ( King's Norton ) writes
I am building a 4-in .spark coil from one of your handbooks ( No. 11 ) ,
but I find that I cannot get the amount of wire (secondary) stated
for the given space -- viz., 6} ins. The wire is No. 36 s.c.c. , and I
have carried out your instructions minutely. I have put on 3 lbs.
of No. 36 and there is not enough space for the other if lbs. When
testing the coil with the contact-breaker and condenser I only
get f-in. spark. The iron core weighs 12 Ozs. only ; if I put the full
# Ib. the primary would not fit in the ebonite tube. The core is
packed very tight , also the primary windings, having had special
apparatus for this kind of work. Could you please tell me what
length of spark I should get without the condenser with the 3 lbs.
of 36 s.c.c., as it would be no use putting on more wire ? " The
Sections are put on tight. If you would please advise me what to
do, I should be greatly obliged.
You will notice that it is stated in our handbook that the quan
tities given are a liberal allowance and only intended as a guide.
You
should
get quite
if notbeing
the full
4-in.,
as the
wire
sample
you send
is finer3-in.
thanspark,
36 gauge,
No. 37
gauge.
With
out a condenser you shou only get about fin . spark . The fault
may be on your battery ; perhaps you have not put on sufficient
battery power . The contact-breaker may be at fault. The spark
length depends largely upon the way the contact-breaker is
working. Your secondary sections may be at fault , either some
of them are opposing one another, or some may be short- circuited .
owing to some ofthe turns having been pulled down across the
others when being wound. Two or three such sections would reduce
the spark length to a very small amount. You can test for this by
putting on a few of the sections and trying what spark length they
give. If all are good, the spark length will increase as you add
more sections.
( 13,854) Dynamo Windings. J. S. B. (Market Harboro ")
writes : Will you kindly advise me as to what gauge wire and
amount to put on the armature of dynamo ? Field -magnets, 2 ins,
by k in.; armature tunnel , 1 9-16ths in . diam ., 2t ini, long ; field
magnet , 2} ins. high. I am advised that the F.M.'s are wound with
11 Ozs, of the enclosed sample of wire. I should say there are
about five layers on each . I should like to wind armature in eight
sections. Kindly give an answer to suit a 20 -volt circuit, if it is possi
ble to do so without disturbing the present winding, and approxi.
mate speed that it should run at.
The present field winding is only suitable for about 8 volts ; for
20 volts the field -magnet should be wound with No. 25 gauge
S.c.c. copper wire, and we advise you to try and get on more than
II Ozs. The armature should be wound with No. 26 gauge s.s.c.
copper wire ; about 5 ozs. will be required . Field coils to be joined
in shunt to the brushes ; speed, 3000 revolutions per minute approxi
mately.
(13,824) Dynamo Pallure. H. G. (Cheltenham ) writes : I
should be much obliged if you could answer the following questions.
I have a small dynamo ( dimensions below ) and cannot get it to ex
cite . The F.M.'s will not magnetise i though a battery has been con .
nected to them ), so I think there must be a short circuit. (1 ) In
re-winding what gauge wire, and s.c.c. or D.c.c. ? (2) What should
output be, and how many lamps should it light ? (3) To make
re-winding easier, would sawing through baseplate spoil the mag .
netism ? When finished it would be bolted down to iron plate.
(4) As single coil dynamos are much easierto build, how is it that
they are not more generally built than D.C. ?
( 1 ) Perhaps the coils are conirected up so as to oppose each other,
or your battery may not be powerful enough. See our handbook,
No. 10 ; try it as a motor. If it will not run as a motor, it will not
work as a 'dynamo. (2) About 30 watts ; if wound to give about
10 volts 3 amps. It may light, say, three or four 10 -volt 2 } C.-P.
lamps. If you decide to re -wind it, use about 6 ozs. No. 23 gauge
D.s.c. copper wire for the armature, and about 1 lb. of No. 22 gauge
s.c.c. copper wire on each field -magnet pole . Get on as much as
you can . Join both coils in series with each other and in shunt
to the brushes. The voltage can be adjusted within limits by
varying the speed ; try it at 2000 to 2,500 revolutions per minute.
( 3) If you use a fair thickness of iron for the bedplate so that its
sectional area is at least equal to that of one field core , and make
a good joint between the bedplate and the magnet, you will do
no harm by cutting through the yoke. (4) In small machines,
design is rather a matter of fancy ; there is more magnetic leakage
than with the two-coil pattern , but all patterns are a compromise .
( 13,833) Voltmeter Connections to Mains. J. C. writes :
Will you kindly answer the following queries :-( 1 ) How is it that
when the load is taken off the dynamo, the current does not rush
through the thin wire to voltmeter and burn it out, for I always
thought the current took the path of least resistance ? (2 ) Also ,
will you tell me the reason for black streaks on nickelled work.
The anodes are of best nickel and the work is kept in motion .
How much current oughtto be on for nickelling about i cwt. of
trinketry at a time ? The work is thoroughly cleaned before
nickelling.
( 1 ) Because the amount of current which will flow through a
coil of wire depends upon theresistance ofthat coil of wire . When
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a voltmeter coil is designed its resistance is calculated according to
the volts of the circuit on which it will be u ed, and is made high
enough to prevent an excessive current from flowing through the
instrument. As long as the volts on the mains remain the same,
the voltmeter will take precisely the same current no matter whether
there is any load on or not, because the re istance of its coil remains
the same. ( 2) See Bonney's Electroplaters' Handbook.
(13,853] Winding for Kapp Motor. H. N. M. ( writes :
Would you inform me what wire and how much I should require
to wind the field -magnets of No. 3 Kapp motor to run off three or
four primary batteries ? The armature is wound with No. 20.
I have bought your books on " Small Dynamos and Motors," but
cannot find the information I want as I do not know the voltage
or what it will do. Could you inform me of the list price of the
same ? Will the same act as dynamo ?
We cannot tell you the weight of wire, as you do not give a
dimensioned sketch of the motor, but a suitable gauge for the
field -magnet would be No. 17 or 18 gauge, connected in series with
the brushes. Get on as much wire as you can so long as the depth
of winding is not greater than the diameter of the core. If you
decide to try the machine as a dynamo, you should re -wind the
armature with No. 25 s.s.c. copperwire, and the field -magnet with
No. 24 gauge s.c.c. copper wire connected in shunt to the brushes.
(13,560 ] “ Barths." V. G. D. (Woolwich ) writes : I have
always understood that to have a flow of yelectricity there must be
a complete circuit. But I have frequentl had shocks by standing
on an earth connection , and then accidentally touching one pole of
a generator. Also, I have been able to light up an incandescent
lamp by .“ earthing." one wire, and then joining the other one to
The lamp glows
circuitd asuproughsketch
of the
the positive
due to
in this way.. Is this
faintlypolewhen
rather
connecte
taulty insulation, and, if not, what is the voltage between the
positive pole and earth ? the voltage of the supply being 110
volts.
There is always leakage over a network of electric mains. By
touching the positive pole you introduce a new leakage circuit to
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(3) It will affect the machine to a very small extent, not worth
considering ; the field coils will take slightly more current and will
warm up to greater extent. You will find som
very useful infor
mation in The MODEL ENGINEER for February 5th and 12th , 1903 ;
a description is given of a four-pole 750-watt dynamo. This will
give you a
armature . very good idea of the method of making a form wound
(13,877] Shocking Coil. J. S. B. (Johannesburg) write ; ·
I would be very much obliged if you would advise m on the fol.
lowing ? I got a well-finished coil some time ago from a friend
I believe it to be a small spark coil because it had a condenser
underneath, it also has a parallel reversing switch. It, however
was of no use as I could only get the faintest shock fron three
bichromate cells . I lately began investigating and found that the
secondary was wound with uninsulated wire, being wound slightly
apart and two layers of tissue paper between each layer. Many
of theturns were touching each other, so I completely unwound the
secondary: ( 1 ) What would be the best gauge insulatd wire to
use with the existing primary to give the best results ? ( 2) Should
it be wound in sections ? If so , how many ? (3) Would better
results be obtained with another gauge for the primary ? ( 4) In
any case, what would be about the spark length ? Would it light
a 4-in. Geissler tube ? Condenser consists of twenty sheets, it
by 41 .
( 1 ) Re wind secondary with same gauge wire as that of the old
secondary, or as near as you can get, as long as it is not smaller
than No. 38 gauge ; the old wire is No. 40 gauge. Use single silk
covered wire . (2) It is not necessary to wind in sections, wind in
layers, each layer being kept at least 3-16ths back from the edge
at each end ; the layers must be separated with two thicknesses
of tissue paper preferablysoakedin thin paraffin wax . (3) No,
the present primaryis quite suitable. (4) Length of sparkabout
f -in . ; it should light a 4-in, tube very well if tube not of high
resistance. Many interesting experiments can be made with such
a coil and small vacuum tubes. It is probably one of the small cheap
French made coils. They are usually wound with bare wire on the
secondary by a special machine which spaces the turns. They work
verythewell,
if any
of use
the turns
touch itand
is fatal
to the platinum
working
of
coil.butYou
must
a condenser
use heavy
contacts for the break if you can afford it.

Terminals
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Query 13560.
earth and back to some point of the negative side of the system , or
to some point of lower potential. On a wet day this leakage is
always more pronounced than in dry weather. It does not neces .
sarily mean that the particular local part of the installation has a
bad insulation. In some systems the negative main is deliberately
earthed , and kept so .
( 13,886 ] 2 h.-D. Four - pole Motor. D. F. (Greenock ) writes :
Will you kindlyanswer me the following queries ? I have the
finished parts of a 2 h.-p. four-pole motor ready for winding ;
armature core , 63 ins. diameter and 31 ins. broad, with forty -seven
slots in same. It is intended to be form wound with forty-seven
coils. (1 ) What is meant by “ form wound " ? ( 2) How many
sections will I require on commutator, and method of connecting
to same to use one pair of brushes 90 ° apart ? (3) I have the wire
for winding it for 230 volts, speed 950 revolutions per minute.
How will it affect themachine beyond increasing the speed, to run
it on a 250-volt circuit when it is wound for 230 volts ? I may say
the instructions I got with it were : Armature coils, dimensions
5 fins. by 41 ins. to embrace twelve core teeth, ends to be left
8 ins. long for connection to commutator, same to be connected up
I and 24 . No mention was made of number of sections.
( 1) “ Form wound " means that the coils are wound on a mould
or former to a suitable shape, so that they can be pressed into place
on the armature at one operation instead of being wound on to
the armature core. (2) The commutator must have as many
sections as there are coils, and should correspond to the number of
slots in the armature core, if two coils are wound into each slot.

[ The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samplesand
tools, apparatus,
materials
for amateur particularsof
use . It must benewunderstood
that theseandreviews
are
free expressions of Editorial opinion, no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted, or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers .)
* Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial Inspection of the goods noticed.
• Rivets for Metal Work.
The Liverpool Castings Company, of 5 , Church Lane, Liverpool,
have sent us a sample of rivets of various sizes and lengths which
we can recommend to our readers as exactly suited to the needs
of The Model ENGINEER. Further particulars will be sent upon
application .
Telephone Installations,
Under the name of the Telephone and Electrical Installations
Company, Messrs. Horatio Bell, A.M.I.E.E. , and Stanley C. Russ,
both possessing a wide range of experience with the National
Telephone Company, Ltd., announce that they have started in
business at Mansion House Chambers , 11, Queen Victoria Street,
London , E.C., as telephone experts and contractors for practically
all kinds of electrical installation work .

New Catalogues and Lists .
Lehmann Bros. , Hampshire Works, Station Road, Waltham .
stow, E.-We have received from Messrs. Lehmann Bros., the well
known makers of British Association standard screwing tackle, a
copy of their latest list. This catalogue is an attractive production,
and besides listing complete and partly complete cases of stocks,
dies, taps, and screwing accessories, comprises B.A. pitch gauges,
cutters for screw making machines, wire and drill gauges, tap
wrenches, pin vices, screwplates for both Whitworth and B.A.
threads, fluted, squared, plain cut, master, and Post Office standard
terminal taps, reamers, and core cutters. We can unreservedly
recommend this list, which will be sent upon receipt of two penny
stamps to all readers of our journal.
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The Editor's Page .
TE think our locomotive readers will find the
We
article in this issue containing an account of
Mr. C. M. Rompler's latest model very in
structive reading. Mr. Rompler is an amateur who
insists on making his work right in every detail , with
the result that his models when finished are successful
to a degree. He is not above learning by experience,
and if any portion of his model does not answer
properly he alters it, and , if need be, alters it again
until he gets it right. This will be roted from his
reference to his first model locomotive, which ,
before completion , was rebuilt entirely, with the
exception of the chimney . This question of
alteration and rebuilding, however , depends very
largely on whether the model is built from
proper working drawings or not, and we com
mend Mr. Rompler's remarks on this point to the
earnest consideration of all our amateur readers. We
have on more than one occasion emphasised the
important advantages of first preparing, or obtaining,
proper complete scale drawings of any model or
other piece of work which is to be put in hand . The
professional mechanic knows too well the troubles
which arise when a new design has not first
been completely put down on paper ; but the amateur
is too often prone to regard the preparation of such
drawings as a waste of time, or, to say the least , a
nuisance . The satisfaction of finding everything fit
exactly into place without being too long or too short,
and to find the working parts “ clear " in all their
movements, and the motion to be of just the right
amount required, is so great that we feel that once
an amateur has experienced the case with which
his work goes through when made to drawings,
he will never wish to work again without them . It is
in any case a source of pleasure to us to find our
reinarks so fully corroborated by an amateur of Mr.
Rompler's experience and skill.
*
*
We have already received a large number of
interesting views in response to our picture post -card
offer, and many of our correspondents have expressed
a very kindly appreciation of our scheme. To those
who may not have seen our previous notice, we may
say that our offer is to send a coloured picture post
card of some well -known London view to any reader
who will send us a picture post- card of the town or
district where he resides. This applies to foreign and
colonial readers, as well as to those at hoine.
Answers to Correspondents.

A. C. -See “ Practical Telephony,” by Bell & Wil
ton , price 2s . 9d . post free .
ACCUMULATOR . ” — See recent issues for the in
formation you require .
H. R. (Woolwich ). — Please refer to recent queries
and replies upo :1 this subject.

W. L. R. (co . Durham ). - Apply to either Prof.
Jamieson , 16, Rosslyn Terrace, Kelvinside , Glas
gow ; or The Electrical Engineer Institute of
Correspondence Instruction . See advertisements
in this Journal .
J. G. (co. Down ) .— Did you thoroughly clean the
work ? We think the flux is all right.
G. E. B. (Chesterfield ).- We do not think you
would be able to sell your design unless it were
protected by patent. If you think your idea is
novel, you should seek advice from a local patent
agent . Otherwise you had better continue the
manufacture and sale yourself, or try and arrange
with one of the model making firins to take them
up for you and pay you a small royalty for each
one sold . Try one or two of the firms who
advertise in THE MODEL ENGINEER .
J. W. Shaw ( Trawden ).- We think the address you
require is A. McKnight, Clyde Model Dockyard ,
Argyll Arcade , Glasgow ; but you have the name
incorrectly spelt . If you mean someone else ,
please give us fuller particulars .
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 135. pet
annum
Order. , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Posia )
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, &c., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26—29 , Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, “ The Model Engi.
neer." 26—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26–29 .
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, B.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to wbom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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Mr. Harold Soper's Model

“ Atlantic "

Fig . 1.-MR. HAROLD SOPER'S MODEL

' HE model illustrated in the accompanying
by
,
of Brighton, and represents the largest
engine that could be built on a rail gauge of 3 ins.
The scale is about in, to foot, and , therefore, may
be imagined as a large express locomotive on a
gauge of 4 ft . , instead of the British standard of
4 ft . 81 ins.

Locomotive .

ATLANTIC " LOCOMOTIVE .

The engine is the fourth model Mr. Soper has
constructed , and has outside cylinders. The
Stephenson's link motion is right outside the con
necting and coupling rods, and is actuated by return
cranks, as will be seen by the photograph. The
steam chests are outside the cylinders, so that
rocking levers are not required .
The cylinders are 1 in . by i ins. , driving wheels
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s ins. in diameter, boiler 4 ins, in diameter by 16 ins.
long, and firebox 9 ins. long, with water tubes across.
The working pressure is 80 lbs. per sq. in. , the
firing being two “ Primu's " silent burners . The
engine is fitted with screw reversing gear and hand
and eccentric feed pumps. The locomotive pulls
10 stone quite easily .

The Junior Institution of Engineers.
LARGE number of members of this Institution
A visited the Willesden Power House of the
North Metropolitan Electric Power Supply Com
pany, at Taylor's Lane, on Thursday evening,

1
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it were , rotary converters driven by engines .
Step-up transformers, with a ratio of 1 : 9 ,
are employed , raising the pressure to an average
of about 2,850 volts, at which it is trans
mitted to the sub-station . There variable-rate
step-down transformers and rotary converters
once more reduce the pressure down to that suitable
for a 2 by 240 -volt three -wire continuous current
distribution. The site of the station occupies an
area of 34 acres , and adjoins the Midland and
South -Western Junction Railway, to which access
can be gained to all the Great Northern lines. The
boilers are of the Babcock -Wilcox type, arranged
in pairs , built in glazed brick settings. Draught
registering
gauges are fitted, and an
Ados
Č.02 recorder. There are Hall steam feed pumps,

Steam pressure
80lbs. "

105

Healing
surfoce
244 soins.

TEU

1734

(281dia

51 dia.

4h

4"
23 "

Fig . 2. —SIDE AND END ELEVATIONS .
April 6th . In the absence through illness of the
engineer ( Mr. E. T. Ruthven Murray ), they were
conducted round by the Station Superintendent
(Mr. F. D. Napier ) and his assistants . The Vice
Chairman of the Institution ( Mr. Adam Hunter ),

and a Mather & Platt electrically -driven pump, the
latter having a special device for effecting its
regulation . The arrangement of steam mains is
novel. A jet condenser by Ashton , Frost & Co.
is provided for the two 300 k.w. sets, while the

BSR

Fig . 3.—MR. HAROLD SOPER'S MODEL LOCOMOTIVE AND TENDER .
at the conclusion of the visit, expressed the ac
knowledgments of the members for all that had been
arranged for their reception .
• The continuous current is generated directly at
a pressure of from 490 to 540 volts , suitable
for the 2 by 240 volt network surrounding
the works, and this fixes the average pressure
of the alternating current terminals of the same
generator at 316 volts, the machines being, as

other sets have their own surface condensers.
There is a cooling plant supplied by Korting Bros.
on which are four lines of spraying jets .
The
surface of the pond is 30 ft . by 200 ft., and it is
capable of dealing with 100,000 gallons of water
per hour, which is the storage capacity of the pond .
All water is softened by a Brunn -Lowener appar
atus, in which milk of lime and soda is used . For
the general arrangement, and for the design of many
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of the special details of the low - tension, continuous
current switchboard, Mr. Ruthven Murray was
responsible. His object was to arrange a switch
board embodying the distinctive and valuable
features of the Ferranti high-pressure cellular type
The
of switch gear for low pressure working .
principal feature of novelty in the low -tension
switchboard is that four separate ' bus bars are
provided , and there are Selector Switches ” which
enable any machine or feeder to be connected to
any ' bus bar. The battery room contains 250
Tudor cells, with a capacity of 840 amp .-hours, at
a 10- hour discharge rate.

A Small
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for a 2 ft . 6 ins . boat, or a 4- in . scale locomotive
boiler. For heavier work , several burners might
be clustered together. Petrol is much cleaner than
paraffin , and gives much less trouble in work .

Petrol Lamp for

Firing Model

Boilers.

E illustrate in the accompanying photograph
blowlamp, the work of a reader of the
M.E., Mr. W. Heywood ( whose Great Northern

Wire
qouze )

0

Fig. 1.-SMALL PETROL LAMP FOR FIRING A MODEL
BOILER,

Pinhole
The burner, also , is much easier brought to a
vaporising heat . The nozzle was , in the burner
in question , punched by the point of a needle, a
countersinking with a large drill being made first,
so that the metal wasnearly pierced through . This
precaution gives very little work for the needle to
do. To get the burner to work successfully, the
proper proportions of the various parts must be
determined by experiment , this applying more par.
ticularly to the size of nozzle. The distance of
the nozzle from the air or Bunsen tube, and the
size of the latter , is important . Care should be
taken to see that every joint is absolutely spirit
tight, and that the pin valve—which , of course,
need not be so near to the burner as in the present
case-shuts down properly. The non - return valve
on the container is in Mr. Heywood's burner a French
pattern cycle valve. A burner like that illustrated
should prove useful in the workshop for soldering
generally.

Fig . 2. -DETAILS OF SMALL PETROL LAMP.
model was illustrated some years ago ), which , if
suitably arranged, should prove very useful for
firing model locomotive, steamer, and stationary
engine boilers.
The construction is extremely simple , and the little
burner shown , and which we have tried , gives a
beautiful flame about 3 ins. long, quite sufficient

CORUNDUM . - An important deposit of corundum
has been found in Methuan Township , county of
Peterborough, Canada . A sample of the deposit
has been assayed by Professor Wilmot , Director of
the Government Geological Survey , and found to
be very rich . Its specific gravity is 3.99, while
that of good corundum is 3.85. The value of the
mineral is placed at £79 per ton . The feldspar in
which the corundum is found is also very valuable.
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found much easier to work . The joints also may
be soldered, as well as screwed or riveted . The
endeavour of the builder should be to get the work
square, to the proper shape, and at the same time
flat and free from kinks. With regard to the fixing

( Continued from page 346. )
By HENRY GREENLY.

VII . - MOTOR COVERS AND CAB.
complete the external features of the loco .
motive , the cab and motor covers — which
T°
are separate from each other - must be
made and fitted . With regard to the latter, the
easiest method of construction would be to make
them entirely out of wood , and there is no
reason why this material should not be adopted.
Any hardwood , about 3-16ths in, or 4 in . in thickness,
may be employed for the sides, top , and front ends ;
but for the curved angle -piece between the front
and top a thicker piece of wood should be used, so
that the curved face may be wrought out of the

Fig . 36.-CROSS-SECTION OF MOTOR COVERS ,

mu

of the motor covers to the foot
plating, the most secure method
is, of course, to screw them down
to the footplates, as shown in the
details herewith and in the
general arrangement, the screws
dit
is cre
being driven from underneath .
This method does not , however,
facilitate the ready access to the
motors , and the writer, therefore,
suggests an alternative, in which
by removing one screw the cover
may be drawn off.
This idea is shown in Fig . 38 ,
at A and B, the sketch A show
6 %"
ing the fastenings for the sides,
and B the arrangement at the
O
front, two of each being used
in each case. The screws in the
footplates, which should be tap
ped so as to drive in tightly ,
should project a little more than
the thickness of the angle brass
used . It will be advisable to
arrange that the angle does not
bear on the footplate - i.e., that
it is not flush with the edge of
the plate ( see Fig . 38 , D), so that
the drawing down of the angle
by the screws ensures a perfect
joint of the side-plates with the
footplating , and does not show
an unsightly and unworkmanlike
opening at any part . This pre
caution applies equally to all
methods of fixing. The key slot
fastening may suggest other ideas
O
of effecting the purpose in
Ł
tended, which may possibly be
much better and easier to ac
Fig. 35.- ELEVATION AND PLAN OF MOTOR COVERS . (Half full size .)
complish . To secure the motor
cover, a piece of angle may be
riveted or screwed to the cab, as shown at C ( Fig . 38 ) .
solid . Wooden motor covers should ensure a good
square and flat finish , and should take the paint
To remove the cover, the hexagon screw need only
be withdrawn .
very well indeed .
The cab will be found a much more difficult
The coloured general arrangement shows I -20th in .
sheet steel for the cab and motor covers , but brass
task than motor covers , and must peeds be made
about 18 S.W.G. may be used instead , and will be
in sheet metal, either steel or brass — but brass for
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preference. If a fretsaw machine is available, the
work of cutting out the windows and doorway in
the cab sides and weatherboards should be no trouble,
but in any case it will not be advisable to cut
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and may be fixed by projecting pins being screwed
into the corners, which shall engage into holes in
the cab roof. The roof will look better if edged with
half -round edging, but this is not very important .

A

А.

ро,

-1th 1

40

16

С
(0000
B
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mo
Fig. 39. -MOTOR COVER FIXINGS .

Y"
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k

FIG. 37. - WEATHERBOARD OF CAB .
away the gangway right down to footplate level
until it is quite ready to fix, and the length of
square section rod brass , which acts as a strengthen
ing piece , is soldered and riveted in place. Brass
in . angle may be used for the attachment of the

6%
Opening 35 " squore

( Full size .)

Amongst the drawings given this time will be
found a full -size detail of the drawhook and rubber
pad behind the buffer plank.
( To be continued .)
Wireless TELEGRAPHY TO LIGHTSHIPS . — The
proper sphere of wireless telegraphy is rather com
munication between ship and shore or ship and
ship than as a rival to a submarine cable. Es
pecially is it applicable for communication
with lightships and lighthouses, where, on
account of stress of weather, any cable is apt
to get frayed and broken down. An agree.
ment with the Marconi Company is about
to be signed and a start made on six light
ships. Of course, any ships provided with

ODOU

1
IN

III

|

( Full
Size .)

Fig. 40.- DRAW HOOK AND RUBBER PAD .

6
-35
E
FIG. 39.-SECTION OF CAB.
weatherboard and roof to the sides, as shown in
the accompanying drawings. The edging of the
windows may be f in. by in .
section brass wire
soldered in place. The roof should have a hole cut
in it and a cover fitted . This cover is shown raised
up by a strip of brass to give it a better appearance,

similar apparatus will be able to communicate
with the lightships, and may thereby be
warned off in a fog.
Tests made by a
MOTOR CAR TYRES.
French engineer to ascertain the tractive
resistance of various forms of tyres for
motor car work gave the following results :
Solid rubber, 33 to 39.6 lbs. per ton ;
pneumatics , 99 mm. cross section , 44 to
53 lbs.; pneumatics, 90 mm ., not fully inflated,
53 to 61.6 lbs.; pneumatics, 120 mm ., 64 to
70 lbs . ; non -skidding band of leather with studs,
8.8 lbs. in addition to the above. The results
were obtained on good, dry macadam , free from
dust , at thirteen miles per hour.
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Model Oscillating Engines .
By H. MUNCASTER.
( Continued from page 300.)
FIG. 18 gives a front view of the engine, showing
FIGgeneral arrangement of the parts when made
as a pair. The steam enters through the
pipe between the cylinders. The method of join
ing the various parts of the bed together will be
readily understood. Only one eccentric to each
cylinder is shown ; this can be replaced by the
Stephenson link, if it is desired to make the engine.
reversing. It is customary in paddle engines to
use a single eccentric, which runs loosely on the
shaft, and is turned by a catch fixed on the crank .
shaft. Such an arrangement is shown in detail
( Figs. 2,0 21 , and 22 ). This is designed to be the
same size as that shown on the general arrange
ment , which is also shown in detail (Fig . 23 ) .
The eccentric is not keyed to the shaft, but is
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the attendant by means of steam or hydraulic
power.
Attention is drawn to the shapeofthe lever ( Fig . 26 )
which transmits the motion from the slotted link
to the slide- valve. The link works on a plane at
some considerable distance from the plane in which
the valve oscillates, and the lever must move on a
pivot with its axis normal to these planes. There
will, however, in spite of this, be no undue twisting
strain on this lever, if the middle point in the pins
at the ends and the middle of the fulcrum be in the
same straight line. This holds gocd also where
the lever is of different lengths at each side of the
fulcrum . A reference to the plan (Fig. 19 ) will show
how the fulcrum pin is fixed .
A peg is driven into the lever , which fits into a
groove turned in the pin, and prevents the lever
from slipping off, but not from turning on the pin .
This takes the place of a peg in the end of the pin ,
which , in this case, cannot be applied on account of
the limited space between the lever and the column

H30
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FIG . 22.
FIG. 21 .
DETAILS OF EccentRIC FOR MODEL OSCILLATING ENGINE .

free to turn through about one- third of a revolu
tion, a distance representing the angular distance
from the forward to the backward positions of the
eccentric, or, in other words, 360 ° - 2A, where A
= the angular advance of the eccentric . Referring
to the drawing ( Fig. 22 ) , the eccentric is cast with
a sleeve ; on to this , which is turned, a disc is fitted,
which is intended to balance the eccentric and
strap. Part of the sleeve is extended to form a
catch, which engages a similar catch on a collar
keyed to the shaft. The hatched parts show the
catch on the collar and on the eccentric.
The loose eccentric method of reversing is still
largely in use on paddle engines, and is also some
times fitted to winding engines in collieries. It
is very satisfactory and easily operated. It is
necessary to have an arrangement for disconnect
ing the valve so that the latter may be operated
by hand. Only one stroke , however , is in most
cases all that is necessary for the reversing by hand,
as the gear comes again into action whenthe rod is
dropped into place. However, in best class of
engine, paddle ard winding, some for of positive
reversing gear is generally applied . Moreover , it
is often supplemented by appliances for assisting

supporting the crank race, &c . The pins are
riveted into the ends of the lever ; this makes a
satisfactory job, if carefully done, and looks neater
by way of fastening than using a nut . The con
necting -rod is of the usual marine type, with gun
metal bearings between steel plates. Working details
are given ( Fig. 24). Fig. 25 shows two views of the
link for the valve gear ; it is made of mild steel ,
and machined all over . A method of utilising the
motion of the cylinder for working the valve will be
shown later and the way the required lap and lead
can be given , and an efficient reversing motion ob
tained without the use of eccentrics, the result being
almost identically the same as in the Walschaert
gear .
The crankshaft is sufficiently set out in the
general views to be fully understood. It is assumed
that the same conditions exist as in a paddle steamer,
and that power is to be taken off on each side of the
engine ; also that a bearing is fixed to carry the
outer ends of the shafts ; this is done for the con
venience of any who may desire to make this de
ign of engine, to
small scale, as a model of n
engine suitable for a paddle steamer. It is usual
to allow a little play in the outer crank , so as to
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FIG, 18 -FRONT ELEVATION.
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FIG. 19. -HALF PLAN OF ENGINE AND CRANKSHAFT .
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can

save the pin from fracture, if there be any eccen
tricity in the line of shafting or any springing that
would throw the various parts of the shafting out
of line. It will generally be satisfactory if the crank
pin be a nice fit, but not fastened by shrinking or
by being keyed into the outside crank, the inner

-56

bolls

is , therefore, to throw the shaft out of line, hence
the need to relieve the crank pin of the strain likely
to arise from this cause . The bearings taking the
cylinder trunnions are of cast iron ; no bushes are
required , as the amount of wear is extremely small,
due to the fact that the friction between ca stiron
surfaces, if properly faced and lubricated , is very
little — a fact that is often overlooked .
The writer has found cast iron generally superior
to any other material in this respect, and has made
a practice of using cast iron for eccentric straps,
guides for piston rods and valve spindles, and , in a
few cases, for main bearings, with the best results .
The heat of the bearings, due to the steam in the
trunnions, does not cause any trouble, if the proper
sort of oil be used for a lubricant. For the model
maker, an engine of this type , of small dimensions,
is very suitable, and makes a pretty and instructive
subject for the exercise of his ingenuity and skill.
As, however, the cylinder is too complicated for
small casting, it may be wise to build it on the lines
of that shown in Figs. 7 , 8 and 9 (page 250), which
is given as an illustration ofhow this may be done
best on a small scale . Besides the difficulties of
making the ports, the trueing of the valve face on a
small cylinder if the steam chest were cast- iron
would involve a lot of trouble .
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FIG. 23. -GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF ECCENTRIC
"
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cranks being shrunk on the middle length of shaft
ing and on the crank pins, and then tightly keyed
up. A drag link is sometimes used to connect the
crank pin to a pin in the outer crank , which follows
at an angular distance of, say, 30°. The drag link
will be illustrated in a following paper , giving
details of an engine with oscillating cylinders
arranged diagonally to work on the same pair of
cranks.
A method the writer has applied with success
is to flatten the end of the crank pin , bore the
eye in the outer crank slightly larger, and fit
two steel slabs to the flat sides of the crank
pin , arrangements being made for lubricating
both cylindrical and flat surfaces . The various
parts of the shaft may be then considerably out of
centre or out of line without any harm resulting.
This is a consideration that , in practice, must not
be overlooked , as wear must take place in the bear
ings. There is a great liability to wear in the
bearing next the paddle wheel, partly on account
of the weight of the paddle which overhangs the
bearing, and also , to a greater extent , due to the
forward thrust of the paddle when going ahead.
On the other hand , the wear next the crank is
pretty nearly even in every direction ; the tendency

7

2 oft.
Fig. 24. -CONNECTING- ROD DETAILS.
This type of engine may be further simplified by
adopting a frame similar to that shown in Figs. 3.
4 and 5 , where the pivots may be replaced by
plummer blocks in which the cylinder trunnions
work , the blocks to be carried on flat plates, as in
the case of the shaft bearings. For engines for
driving model steamers this is an effective and
easily made type, and if fitted with loose eccentric
reversing gear would be very simply operated , as it

-
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would only be necessary to give the paddles a turn
by hand of about one-third of a revolution to en
sure the engines working in any required direction.
With regard to the size of paddle engines for
models, a friend suggests the following rule for
two-cylinder engines, double acting :

á hole.
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Examples :
( A ) Find the diameter of cylinders ( two ) re
quired for a model, 4 ft . 6 ins, in length .
Answer.- + 4 : 5 = 1 • 15 ins . diameter of cylin

der.
( B ) A model steamer has a beam of 6 } ins . and
gives an average in ten vertical ordinates below the
water line of 2.4 ins., what size of cylinder is re
quirel ?
Answer. 6.5 X 2 : 4 = .66 ins. area
91 in .
23 6
diameter, 9 X '91 = 1:02 stroke .
8
Practical considerations will probably modify
these results to it ins . diameter x if ins. stroke in
( A ) , and i in . diameter x if in . stroke in ( B ) .
These results give ample sizes for fast running.
The steaming qualities of the boilers require to be
good to keep up an efficient steam supply .
There are several factors which will modify both
these formulæ , such as steam pressure , size of
paddles, &c . , and the results may be taken in a
general way as approximate only.
( To be continued .)
For the Bookshelf .

2 oft.
Fig . 25. -LINK FOR VALVE GEAR .

I.
where
5
Iš x diameter .
L = length of hull in feet ; stroke
Diameter of crankshaft diameter of cylinder x ] .
* +

"26

Diameter of cylinder in inches

26"

2 off.

FIG . 26. -REVERSING LEVER .

Another rule is :

A
the area
where A
23 :6
of cross section amidship below the water line,
Area of cylinder

(Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
Model ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Flea Street, London, E.C. , by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage .]
ENGINEERING DRAWING AND Design. By Sidney
H. Wells , Wh.Sc., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E . London :
Charles Griffin & Co. Fourth Edition. In two
parts . Price 4s . 6d . each . Postage 3d, each
extra.
It is not surprising that this excellently planned
text -book should have reached a fourth edition ,
and this opportunity has been utilised to add as
an appendix to Part I a series of questions selected
from the Board of Education examinations, which
will doubtless be found useful in helping students
to test their knowledge.
Part I deals with the
geometrical side of engineering drawing, and gives
the student a course in practical geometry which
will be found of the utmost value when he comes to
the actual drawing and designing of engines and
machinery. The author has throughout kept in
mind the special purposes to which the geometry
is to be applied , and in addition to the usual pro
blems we find special attention devoted to such
matters as the construction of scales , loci problems,
wheel teeth , construction of cams , sections, and the
interpenetration and development of surfaces and
solids. Part II is devoted to engineering draw .
ing and design , and this subject is presented in a
very practical fashion. The student is really
taught how to design , and is not merely given a
number of drawings to copy. The primary and
common parts , such as bolts and nuts , joints,
couplings, bearings, cocks, valves , & c . , are first
explained , and the reader is subsequently taken
through the various steps in designing two selected
types of engines . Additional designs are also given
so that comparisons can be made . Altogether this
is one of the best books we know of for the junior
draughtsman or engineering student,
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Design for a Model
Yacht .

April 27 , 1905 .

Sails of best quality model sail cloth and taped .
Fittings—Best quality model yacht fittings,
silver-plated .
The hull to be painted brown to just above water
line , top sides white with gold line just below
covering board.
The particular dimensions of the model are as
follows :
L.O.A.
54.6 ins.
39.6
Length L.W.L.
Beam extreme
11.5
II.2
Beam L.W.L.

Sailing

' HE design given herewith of a 42 - foot linear
THIrater model sailing yacht has been sent to us
by Mr. R. P. Kitchingman, of 11 , Marlborough
Terrace , Kirkley Street , Lowestoft, together with
the following building specification of the same :
The keel , stem , and stern -post of elm should be all
sided and moulded as per drawings ( Figs . 4, 5 , 6 ,
and 7 ).

"

"
.1
47

25

"

.6

23

.2

14.84

33
"
3
" 3

3"
30
24.8

جو
:
Ot

C.E. Including Topscil
CE Less topsoil

Scale of inches
10
5

titetstest

15

20
20

38-6 "
12.7 "

Spon

12.5 "
CE CLR

Fig . 1. -A MODEL 12 -FT. LINEAR RATER SAILING YACHT.
The frames to be of pine spaced 3-3 ins. from
centre to centre , 4 - in . sided and { -in . moulded .
Planking of mahogany, } in. thick .
In-wale of pine , f in . square.
Mast partner, 4 in, thick.
The fashion piece of elm .
Deck of mahogany , } in , thick .
Fastenings are brass screws.
Caulking - All seams payed with gold -size putty.
Painting – Boat thoroughly painted and var
nished inside and out.
Ballast-Lead .
Spars of pine and varnished .

Draught ( extreme )
8.35 ins.
7.0
Overhang fore
8.0
Overhang aft
24.7 lbs .
Displacement
C.B. aft from foreside of stem at L.W.L. 21.68 ins.
do .
do.
do .
C.L.R.
23:39 . ,
Total sail area , Y.R.A. = 1664.25 sq . ins.
Area of fore triangle = 499-5 sq. ins .
L.
B.
075G . 4d . 0-5VS.A .
39.6 + 11.5 +13:65+ 3'0 +29 :39
Rating
21
= 41'97 .
The boat is shown fitted with Mr. Kitchingman's
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automatic steering gear , drawings of which are
reproduced ( see Figs. 2 and 3). The following
instructions are given for using this gear for model
yachts : ---
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strike the boat, the check line will prevent any run.
ning off the helm . Trim the sheets in the ordinary
wav.
Running before the Wind to keep Boat on her new

Boom

in eet
Ma sh

Pin rock
Main sheer

Tiller
Rubber band

Check line

Horse

LWL
1

1

Scole of inches
2
5.
Li
i
i

7

8

1

Fig . 2. -LONGITUDINAL ELEVATION .
Sailing Close Hauled.- If boat should require no
helm, tighten up check line until tiller is amidships.
Trim sheets in the ordinary way .

Gybe, ease up the check line and regulate rubber
band with pin in centre, pin rack until it allows
tiller to go off sufficiently to keep boat

Mo
in
she
et

Boom

Pin Track
Rubber band
Pin rack

Main sheet
Check line

Tiller

Herse
Running bandar
Pin rach

Fig . 3. - PLAN OF MR . R. P. KITCHINGMAN'S STEERING GEAR FOR Model YACHTS .

Sailing with Wind on Beam or Quarter , ease up
check line, regulate rubber band with pin in centre,
pin rack until it allows tiller to go off sufficiently
to keep the boat on her course. If a squall should

on her course . Trim the sheets in the ordinary
wav .
Running before Wind to keep Boat on same Gybe
as at starting , ease up check line until it allows

r
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MODEL 42-FT. LINEAR RATER
SAILING YACHT.

--

By R. P. KITCHINGMAN .

( For description see pages 394-398 . )
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tiller full play. Take off rubber band and substitute
running band which is shown in dotted lines on plan ,
and is only used for this purpose. If the boat is to
carry her boom to starboard, then put pin of run
ning band into pin rack on port quarter , regulate it
by pin and bowsie until it allows tiller to go off
sufficient to keep boat on her course . Before trim
ming main sheet, unhook it from main sheet horse .
If the boat gybes the tiller will be then brought
hard over as far as it can go , thus causing the boat
to gybe back . With this gear the same main sheet
is used on all points of sailing.
The advantages claimed are : Effectiveness,
lightness, simplicity, weight at stern constant , no
pinning of rudder, and any tendency to gripe auto
matically checked .
When running dead before the wind , should
a boat gybe when fitted with this steering
gear , she may be made to at once either
gybe back (thus always keeping to her
original gybe ), or keep her new gybe, which
ever the yachtsman may decide upon when
starting his boat on a run . Sailing close
hauled the rudder may be kept stationary .
With wind abeam or on the quarter, this
gear will be found most useful in auto
matically steering the boat on her course .

THE SMOKE NUISANCE. -An interesting re
port on the smoke nuisance from railways
was made recently to the London County
Council by the Public Control Committee.
The Council's frequent prosecutions of com
panies have not been without effect. As a
result of them, most of the companies whose
trains run into or through London have
gradually returned to the use of smokeless
coal in their locomotives, though in some
ins ances the nuisance still continues to be
caused. Why did they ever take to the use of
smoky coal ? The Committee explains that
smoke nuisance from locomotives was not
experienced in London to a serious extent
before 1898 , as Welsh smokeless coal was
mainly used ; but the coal strike in South
Wales in that year compelled the companies
for a time to use bituminous coal , with the
result that many complaints were made of
nuisance from smoke. " The use of this coal
caused a considerable reduction in the cost
of fuel , and apparently some of the com
panies were reluctant to return to the more
costly coal. Hence the necessity of the
Council's campaign. The smoke ' nuisance
records for the past five years of the
various companies are tabulated by the
Committee, and the fact that no cases of
nuisance have been reported against the Great
Western , the London & South Western, and the
Metropolitan shows that it is quite possible to
comply with the law. Far beyond all the rest is
the offending of the L. B. & S.C. , with the S.E. and
Chatham a good second, the amounts in fines for
the whole period being £ 1,287 155. 6d . and £772 45.
respectively. It is a big drop to the next worst
the Great Eastern, with £ 239 25. Against the
Metropolitan District Railway only one conviction
was secured, for which the fine and costs amounted
to £ 2 3s .

A
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Model
Beam
Engine
Vertical Boiler .

and

By JOHN WHEELER .
N describing briefly the model beam engine, of
IN which a photograph is given , I may say that
no castings whatever were used in its con
struction , all the parts being made up from sheet ,
rod , or tube.
The following are the principal dimensions :
Cylinder bore , i in .; stroke , i in . The boiler
is 10 ins . high and 5 ins . diameter, and lagged
with mahogany, and has two t -in . tubes . The

MR . JOHN WHEELER'S MODEL BEAM ENGINE AND
VERTICAL BOILER,
crank is built up in parts and brazed together.
Regarding the pump, which in this case works
with an oscillating valve of my own invention
off the engine beam , as may be seen in the
illustration, I think the ordinary clack or ball
The bore is 1 in . by :-in.
valve would be better .
stroke. An adjustable lever works the slide valve.
The steam gauge is a dummy , being too small for
actual use. The safety -valve , as shown, has a
spring lever, and the steam valve is of the screw
down type .
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Experiments

with

Electric

Righi, showing also the dimensions of other oscilla
tors used by him :

Waves .

By C. J. WATSON .
( Continued from page 329. )
' HE electrical oscillator now working vigorously
TH inside the reflector, any two pieces of metal
such as two pennies-held one in each hand ,
so as to be vertically the one over the other , and
separated by about 1-1ooth in . , will , in a dark
room , show sparks passing between them any
where within a short distance of the oscillator, and ,
of course, being opposite the opening of the re
flector.
A much more delicate arrangement is the follow
ing : -Take a strip of glass 22 cm. by 2 cm . , and fix
centrally on it with paste a strip of tinfoil 20 cm . by
I cm. When quite dry, make, with a sharp pen
knife , a narrow slit across its centre ; then , on
holding this vertically by the ends within a few
feet of the oscillator, sparks will be seen to pass
across the slit . The narrower the slit , of course ,
the more sensitive will be the detector. If the
strip be held horizontally, the sparking will cease ,
showing that it must be parallel to the common
axis of the oscillatory balls, in order to exhibit any
action .
If detectors of different sizes be taken , they will
still more or less exhibit a response to the electric
waves. This matter requires a little explanation .
Righi found, even as Hertz had done, that a given
oscillator produced the best result in a receiver
that was of certain corresponding dimensions , and
hence the latter was considered to be in tune with
it , and was, consequently, named a resonator. By
means of the experiment of stationary waves pro
duced by reflection from a plane surface , the wave
length supposed to be given out by the oscillator was
measured, and the receiver, having the same period
of oscillation, naturally responded to it . The effect,
however , obtained by another resonator of different
dimensions differs little in strength , but when used
for the experiment mentioned, indicated a wave
of length corresponding to the new resonator . At
first it was supposed that this must be due to the
oscillator giving out waves of many different
lengths , even as a ray of white light contains waves
of many different lengths , and that the resonator
simply picked out the one suiting its own oscillation
period . It has, however, been more recently
determined that the explanation lies in the fact
that the oscillator described has a strongly damped
oscillation , that it makes only one or two swings
before coming to rest ; in fact , it is almost dead
beat . This , however, does not prevent it setting
up tolerably persistent oscillations in the resonator,
even as a sudden detonation will produce resound
ing vibrations on all the undamped strings of a
piano. Hence we may use receivers of any size
found suitable , still retaining for them the name of
resonator, and remembering in our experiments
that we may consider that we are dealing with
waves corresponding to the resonator, and not to
the oscillator. Provided that the length of the
resonator is great compared with its breadth, the
wave length corresponding to it will be a little over
twice its length . The annexed table is given by

Diameter of Oscil
latory Spheres.
cm .
0.8
3:75
8

Length
cm .
0.9
3.6
10
3.6
IO

Resonators.
Breadth .

Wavelength.

cm .
0: 1
0.2
0.2
0.6
0.6

cm .
2-6
10-6
20
II.8
21.4

In order to reduce our experiments more nearly
to the dimensions of those relating to light, it is
necessary to use resonators of as small dimensions
as possible . The sparks in the gap , however, then
become much feebler , and , in order to obtain
greater sensitiveness, it becomes advisable to con
struct them of the thin silvered glass , which has
taken the place of the old tin- amalgamated kind ,
and also to furnish them with concave reflectors .
For general purposes, I have found resonators of
10 X 0.5 cm . to be the most suitable . Larger ones
are more visible at a distance , whilst smaller ones,
which are necessary if the result of the experiment
is liable to be interfered with by diffraction, may
be required to be made with glass having a specially
thin coating of silver , and to have an excessively
fine spark gap :
It is to be noted that, under the
influence of the passage of the sparks , the gap
with silvered glass gradually becomes greater, and
the sensitiveness becomes less.
It is, therefore ,
advisable to prepare a considerable number of
resonators at once, and in any delicate experiment
to make use of a new one , whilst the older ones will
be found to give a more uniform result ; or , for
experiments where heavy sparking is expected , a
tinfoil one will keep longer in order.
The number of resonators required is no objec
tion , as they are very easily made. Take a piece of
silvered glass 10 cm. wide , and as long as convenient .
Remove the paint by which the silver is covered ,
along the centre, within a band of about 2 cm. , by
means of caustic potash solution and gentle rubbing
with cotton wool ; or with some kinds, by means of
turpentine. Down the central band draw as fine a
slit as possible, either with a very sharp penknife
or with a writing diamond . If it can be obtained , a
splinter of diamond , as used for ruling glass mi
crometers, will give the best results. Now cut the
glass up at right angles to this slit , into strips
5 mm . wide, and the resonators are complete . Some
times, when a new one refuses to spark, it may be
found that the silver has not been completely cut
through, but that , by passing a strong spark
through it , the little bit of silver bridging the gap
will be burnt up , and the resonator made effective.
If the length of wave is important in an experi
ment , the resonator must not be held in the hand,
nor any conducting body be in its vicinity , so that
it is best to mount it properly on a stand . Fig. 6
shows such a stand , where the resonator is held in
the focus of a reflector having a focal distance of
5 cm . , being that which is suited for the 10 cm .
resonator employed . The reflector, together with
the resonator, is arranged so as to turn around a
horizontal axis , and in order to allow the sparks
in the resonator to be seen , without blocking the
entrance of the waves , this axis is made hollow.
Having drawn a parabolic pattern on paper, by the
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itself , but at right angles to the direction from the
oscillator ( or its axis ), and the action will cease ,
showing that we have to deal with a beam of
parallel electric rays.
Experiment 3. -Try the effect of interposing
various substances in the path of the beam , such as
a sheet of plate glass, a slab of wood 3 ins. thick,
a block of paraffin wax up to a foot in thickness,
sulphur, pitch , &c . , all of which will be found not
to appreciably stop the electric waves. It will be
noticed that all these are so-called non -conductors
of electricity. Try now a plate of any metal, which
is commɔnly reckoned a conductor, and it will be
found that the beam is entirely arrested. It is re
markable how thin a sheet of metal will stop the

cm
25

method shown in Fig . 5 , but with a focal distance
of 5 cm . , make two wooden frames , as seen in Fig . 8 .
Take a sheet of zinc 57 x 25 cm. , and fasten it
round these frames , and it will then form a mirror
having an opening of 37 cm . , as seen in Fig . 7 . At
F is fixed a strip of wood , so that the back of it
i.e. , the side next the reflector - is 5 cm . from the
zinc . This carries the resonator, which is, of course ,
invisible from the front , but which is, nevertheless ,
reached by the electric waves. The resonator can
be held in position by elastic bands passing round
the strip F. A hole is made in the zinc opposite
the spark gap of the resonator, and a strengthening
piece of brass soldered to the zinc , and this, in its
turn , fixed to a tube , through which the sparks can
be seen . This tube turns in a strip of brass bent up
to form another tube , which is fastened to the top
of the wooden pillar P. At the outer end of the
tube is fixed a small blackened disc, and in this is
mounted a lens ( L ) to focus upon the spark- gap.
A convex spectacle lens will answer , although prob
ably its focus will be longer than it ought to be .
Behind this disc there should be fixed on the pillar
a graduated circle , so that a mark on the disc will
show how many degrees the resonator may be
turned from its vertical position.
Experiment 1. - Having placed a satisfactory
resonator inside the receiver, place it opposite the
oscillator , and on looking through the lens, sparks
should be seen when the receiver is within 10 yds.
of the oscillator ( Righi says 20 ). If not successful ,
move the receiver nearer the oscillator , keeping
the resonator vertical until the sparks are seen .
It is advisable to put a screen , such as a sheet of
dark paper in front of the oscillator, to prevent the

37 cm

Fig. 8 .

O

FIG . 6 .
P

light of the sparks there taking place falling upon
the receiver, and , of course , the sparks are seen most
easily in a darkened room .
Rotate the receiver around the tubular axis , and
it will be found that the sparks diminish in
brilliancy , and cease entirely when the resonator
is horizontal . The amount that the receiver
can be rotated before the sparks cease is an
indication of the intensity of the electric beam ;
in fact , its intensity is inversely proportional to
the cosine of the angle , through which the receiver
can be turned before extinguishing the spark .
Experiment 2. — Turn the receiver to face to
wards the right and left ; also move it parallel to

Fig . 7 .

F

cm
19
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rays . The thin film of silver on a mirror is suffi
cient , or even a sheet of the so-called tinfoil paper.
For sheets of metal I have commonly used those
of iron . For about 6d , there can be obtained from
a grocer an iron tea -chest, which will yield about
12 sq . ft . of plates. They are coated with a thin
layer of lead (known as terne plates ), and are
thicker than ordinary tin plates .
The transparency of liquids may be tested by
placing them in troughs , made of two pieces of
window glass cemented to a wooden frame. For
troughs to contain oil , &c . , use glue for cement ;
for one to contain water, marine glue. It will be
found that oil , turpentine, petroleum, and alcohol
readily pass the rays. A layer of water i in . thick
allows them to pa s tolerably ; but if some common
salt be dissolved in it , it becomes practically
opaque. This fact is significant when considering
the ready transmission of wireless telegrams over
the sea . I have sent the electric beam through a
14 - in , brick wall ; but for this rather longer waves are
advisable .
Experiment 4. - It has been assumed , in directing
the construction of the parabolic reflectors, that
reflection does take place from metallic surfaces,
even when not polished. This should now be tested
more accurately in the following way . The
oscillator ( O ) and receiver ( R ) ( Fig. 9) are placed a
yard or two apart , with their axes at right angles,
when no effect should be produced in the receiver .
On now placing a metal plate 40 cm . square at M ,
forming an angle of 45° with each of the axes,
vigorous sparking will be seen at the resonator,
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A very slight deviation of the mirror from the
proper angle will cause the action to cease . Of
course, by the use of several metal plates the
beam can be repeatedly reflected .
Experiment 5. - Construct two or more cylinders
of stout sheet zinc, i ft . in diameter and 5 ft. in
length . Place them end to end, remove the oscil
lator from its reflector, and place the end where
the sparking balls are situated, close to the end of
the cylinder. Then , on holding in the hand a
resonator opposite the other end of the tube, it will
spark as strongly as if placed close to the oscillator.
The beam will travel undiminished in strength
along 20 to 30 ft . of such tubes, though the plane of
oscillation has a tendency to become uncertain .
These tubes are very useful in performing many
experiments, since by their means one can obtain a
powerful and compact beam, undisturbed by any
stray radiations direct from the oscillator. Thus
Experiment 4 can be very beautifully repeated by
this means , as also the next experiment.
Experiment 6. - Construct two light wooden
frames 45 cm. square, and stretch across them,
parallel to a side, some fine wire, as No. 26 copper,
at intervals of 1 cm. apart. The wire maybe con
tinuous and passed round small wire nails driven in
the edges of the frames. Place one of these with

M

FIG. 9.

R
the wires vertical in the path of the electric beam
and it will be found that no radiation can arrive at
the receiver . Now place the grid with the wires
horizontal, and it will be found to offer no obstruc
tion to the waves.
Now arrange the experiment for
reflection as in Experiment 4 , but using one of the
wire grids for the mirror M. First place it with the
wireshorizontal, when no reflection will be obtained ;
but on placing the grid with the wires vertical, it
will reflect practically as well as a metal plate.
Hence it will be seen that with wire grids trans
parency and reflective power are mutually re
ciprocal, and related to the plane of vibration of
the oscillator and its axis.
( To be continued .)
New MeTALLIC THERMOMETER. -A new metallic
thermometer for ordinary temperatures, devised
by M. Ferry, and lately brought before the Paris
Academy of Science by M. Loewy, is fitted with
clockwork for continuously registering the indica
tions.
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The Society of Model Engineers.
[ Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of The Model
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .]
London .
FUTURE MEETING.–Thursday , May 18th : Ordi
nary meeting, with special lecture by E. Stuart
Bruce, M.A. (of the Aeronautical Society ), on " Air
ships, Balloons , and Flying Machines,” being a
popular lecture on aerial navigation , introducing a
working model of the Santos Dumont balloon , which
will navigate the hall in any desired direction, the
Bruce electrical balloon , and experiments with flash
ing signals from the same, his latest aerial invention,
the meteo -parachute, and a grand fight of minia
iure flying machines.-HERBERT G. RIDDLE, Hon .
Sec . , 37, Minard Road, Hither Green , S.E.
The Fourth “ Gauge ” Competition .
Tº further encourage model-makingin all its
branches, we offer to send an improved slid
ing caliper gauge, with screw adjustment , to
every reader who sends us for insertion in our
Journal a sufficiently good photograph and de
scription of any model, tool, or piece of apparatus
he has made. If preferred , any other tool, book , or
other article to the value of 6s. 6d . , will be sent in
place of the caliper gauge. Entries should be
accompanied by a separate letter, giving the title
of the article, and stating exactly what tool is
desired .
If other than a caliper gauge is re
quired, the page and number of the tool in the
firm's catalogue from which it can be obtained
should be mentioned . The article should be written
on one side of the paper only, with the name and
address of the sender on the back. The photographs
and separate sketches enclosed with the contribution
should similarly bear the name and address of the
sender, otherwise delay may arise in the awarding
of the prizes. It is essential in this, as in our other
competitions, that the copyright of the photo .
graphs must be the property of the senders, and
the covering
letter should contain a declaration to
this effect. The Competition will close on June 30th.
An Early ELECTRIC FURNACE .--- An electric re
sistance furnace was used by Pepys in 1815 for the
cementation (case-hardening) of iron. In a piece
of pure soft iron a slit was cut along its length . The
slit was filled with diamond dust , kept in place with
fine iron wire, the part containing the dust being
wrapped in mica . The whole was then heated
quickly to redness by the current from a battery,
and, on opening it afterwards, Pepys found that
the diamond dust had disappeared , and that around
where it had been the iron was converted into steel .
TRAIN FERRY PROPOSAL. -One of the most
interesting of the schemes for which the sanction of
Parliament is being sought this Session provides for
the establishment of a train ferry across the English
Channel between Dover and Calais. The purpose
of its promoters is to secure continuous physical
communication between the railway systems of
Great Britain and the Continent , and thus to do
away with the double transhipment which is in
evitable under present conditions for both passengers
and goods.
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Practical Letters from our
Readers .

( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom-de-plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached .
though not necessarily intended for publication .]
A Small Electro -Motor.
TO THE Editor of The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir , —The following description of a small
electro- motor I have made may interest other
readers of the M.E. The base is mahogany , with
a block of wood screwed on to support the magnet.
The magnet is fin . diameter, soft iron, with poles
i in . apart ; they are covered with thin paper, and
wound with six layers of wire taken off an old bell
and shellaced .
The magnet M (with its coils C C ) is shown in
Fig. 1 , and is fastened to its support with a screw
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FIG , 1.- PLAN OF ELECTRO -MOTOR.
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Fig. 3. —REVERSING
LEVER AND BRUSHES.

Fig. 2 .
ARMATURE,

eye and brass button . The shaft is 2 } ins . long , with
the ends filed to points to run in the conical holes
in the bearings H H. The armature A is an iron
cross, 1-16th in . thick , i į ins. diameter, with arms
* in. broad , and the commutator N is a brass nut ;
these two are soldered on the shaft in the position
shown in Fig . 2 .
The flywheel F is iron , it ins . diameter, and is
firmly fixed at the other end of shaft ; the pulley
is detachable, and is not shown .
The brush B is of thin sheet brass, and really
consists of two brushes soldered together , as in
Fig . 3. It is arranged to press against the com
mutator on the right , but by moving the lever in
the direction shown, the other part of the brush
comes in contact with N , and when properly ad .
justed , it has the effect of making the motor reverse
very readily.
The connections are shown in Fig. 1 , and the
wires are laid in channels under the base, and
covered with a piece of cloth ; the top is varnished.
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The motor works well and at a very high speed ;
it is, however, rather noisy at slow speeds ; it has
worked a miniature crane, but as it is only self
starting in four positions, and only receives that
number of impulses in each revolution , it is hardly
suited to such a task .
I might state that the whole motor was made
from scrap, the magnet being a rod from some old
iron railngs, and the shaft is a skewer .
The
diagrams herewith are not to scale. — Yours truly .
BERNARD F. ARIS .
Sidcup .

Steering Gear for Model Yachts.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Enginecr.
SIR , In your issue of the 6th inst. your corres
pondent Mr. Chas. R. Walker describes a method
of automatically steering a model yacht by means of
a linen vane acting in conjunction with the tiller
and rudder head , and illustrates the method of
working by means of sketches.
Would you allow me to ask the following ques
tions regarding this steering gear ?
( 1 ) How would the vane act on the tiller , sup
posing it to be ( as it most often is in fast models )
at an angle of 45 ° or 50° to the plane of the deck ?
I maintain it would not act at all, because of the
segment of the arc described by the tiller .
( 2) When running before the wind with loaded
rudder and spinnaker set , where would the vane
come in ?
( 3) How about the wind pressure on the vane
when the yacht is at an extreme angle of inclina
tion , as all models are when sailing fast ?
( 4 ) When sailing in a seaway or rough water ,
when the action of the waves exerts a very strong
under pressure on the rudder, which would be the
greater — the wind pressure on the vane, or the
under-water pressure on the rudder ? I maintain
the latter. If it be not so, how would these opposing
forces be counteracted ?
( 5 ) Does not the system he advocates necessitate
an abnormally small boom , for it would , of course,
always have to swing clear of the vane ? -Yours
truly,
H. M. SAVAGE .
Winchmore Hill, N.
A Model Steamer.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , I am sending herewith a few details
and illustrations of my model steamer Iolanthe .
The hull is cut from a solid piece of pine 5 ft . long
by 84 - in . beam , having a raised forecastle and
poop. The boiler is a compromise between a
Scotch return tube type and Lancashire, fitted with
cross tubes in furnace. The working pressure is
40 lbs . The engine is a single cylindered, reversible
slide -valve one, with a bore of 1 in. and it-in .
stroke. The model is also fitted with feed and
bilge pumps . The propeller is a gunmetal, three
bladed one , 4; ins. diameter , and is drilled taper ,
and secured to propeller shaft by a small nut . The
lamp for firing boiler is a double nozzle “ La
Française, ” burning benzoline.
The model is painted white above water , and
vermilion below , and has a draught of 5 ins. at
the stern , and 4 ins. at the bow . She has proved
herself a rather notable model in more ways than
one, the most notable being her foundering through
collision in February last. — Yours truly ,
Manchester.
Percy H. LEE .
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A Suggested Water Analogy of the
Wheatstone Bridge.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,-Seeing a water analogy of the elec
trical circuit in a back number of The MODEL
ENGINEER, I send you one which I consider to be
a new idea , not having seen it in book form.
It is an analogy of the well -known Wheatstone's
Bridge. The model consists of rubber and glass
tubing placed as,shown in the diagram . All the skill
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DIAGRAM OF WATER ANALOGY OF THE WHEATSTONE
BRIDGE .
required to make it is the ability to construct glass
T-pieces, of which there are four. Instead of a
galvanometer a cork is put so that it just fits in C ,
and will move about easily .
To perform the experiment , pinch A and B at
different pressures, therefore different resistances ;
these are the ratio arms in the Wheatstone Bridge.
Then pinch X. Now adjust R by pinching till the
cork is steady in the centre of C. - Yours truly ,
KILOWATT."

Greenwich Engineering Society .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, ---We are starting , in Greenwich , a
Junior Engineering Society for young men under
21 years, for mutual improvement and help . The
methods we are adopting are meetings for dis
cussing given subjects, lectures from men of practical
experience, and the visiting of neighbouring fac
tories. If any of your readers in this district feel
interested, they can obtain further particulars by
writing to the undersigned .-- Yours truly,
EDWARD CODDINGTON .
54 , Lenthorpe Road, Greenwich .

( Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below .
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper onty, and the sender's name must be in
scribed on the back . ( 2) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3) A stamped addressed ennelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed, and also a " Queries and Replies
Coupon ”(4 cut
out from
advertisement
pagesas ofpossible
the current
issue.
) Queries
will the
be answered
as early
after
receipt. but an inten al of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded. (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be pullished. The
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed .
( 6) All Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C ]
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
( 13,976) Model “ Atlantic " Locomotive. A.W. ( London )
writes : I am desirous of building a 6 -in . scale " Atlantic " type
locomotive of much the same design as sketch enclosed herewith
(not reproduced ), and I shall be glad of your advice on the matter.
I wish to adopt as much standard material andcastingsaspossible,
and want to use a pair of Bassett- Lowke Midland cylinders with
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THE LARGEST RAILWAY STATION . -A railway
station , which will be the largest in the world , and
will cost £ 7,500,000, has been begun at Leipzig.
Its length will be nearly 1,000 ft . , and its thirteen
platforms each over 1,000 ft. long . Seven gigantic
steel arches will span the station , each nearly 140 fi .
wide . The city of Leipzig will contribute ( 800,000
towards the cost, the State contributing the
reinainder .
LUBRICATION for Hot BEARINGS. - For cooling
a hot bearing Professor Lecocq , of the Charleroi
Higher Industrial School, recommends that the
oil usually employed for lubrication be dissolved in
an equal quantity of petroleum spirit, the evapora
tion of which latter will , he says, afford the cooling
desired.

Queries and Replies.

FIG . 2. - FRONT VIEW OF MODEL " ATLANTIC "
LOCOMOTIVE .
connected steam chest, as shown in your book, The Model Loco
motive, " and in the issue of September toth , 1903.
We herewith show an amended and dimensioned drawing of the
locomotive you wish to build . The wheelbase has been shortened
compared with existing types (a great advantage as regards model
work ), and the drivers have been made smaller withoutdetriment to
the appearance. Thewheels under the cab may be the same as
those used for the M.E. electric locomotive of this year, and if you
require the engine to pass around sharp curves, the bogie wheels
may be 17 ins. diameter, as shown ; but if this is not a very im
portant point, then The MODEL ENGINEER steam locomotive bogie
wheels may be used. The outer shell may be a piece of 31 tube,
and the Midland Belpaire casting may be used .
The inner barrel
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may be 25 or 24 ins. diameter. The water tubes should be
five in number, and 5-16ths in. diameter. The height of boiler from
rail level should be si ins. With regard to the Midland cylinders,
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these will require to be altered so that the distance between the
centres of the pistons is, at least, 4 7-16ths in . ; 41 ins. would be
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better. Probably this can be done without trouble. To keep the
spring of the trailing wheel clear of the firebox, we suggest a com
bined lever and axle-box . The safety valve casing may enclosea
M.E. loco safety valve. You will notice that theflame
guard at the throatplate is bent to clear the eccentric
sheaves and straps. Full information as to all details,
such as the proportions of the lap of valve, throw and
advance of eccentrics, slip gear, boiler details, fittings,
and steam -pipe connections, is given in "The Model
Locomotive," price 6s. net, 6s. 4d . post free from this
office.
[ 13,816 ] 10 -watt Dynamo Failure. W. D.
(Southall) writes : Will you kindly inform me what is
wrong with under -mentioned ? I have constructed a
10 -watt 5-volt dynamo, as per your handbook on
" Small Dynamos," and can get no result. Have tried
reversing brushes and changing over leads ; I have
tried it with field . connected to battery, and run
machine at full speed. I then geta spark on brushes
but no output. Have tested for short circuit, but
fail to find any fault. The machine is to specification ,
only that the fields are of wrought iron . Would that
affect it in any way ?
Have you tried the machine as a motor from , say ,
two bichromate batteries in series ? If itwillnotrun
as a motor there is something wrong with the wind
ings; but if it runs, then it should work as a dynamo.
It should be driven in the same direction as tha: in
which it runs as a motor. As you have made the field
magnet entirely of wrought iron, it may not excite
itself; but before you can decide that point, you should
thoroughly magnetise it from a good bichromate or
similarbattery of at least two cells inser.es. It should
certainly give some output if the field is separately ex
cited from such a battery. Perhaps you have not
made a proper test to see if the machine will give
current. Try it with a 5 -volt i C.-p. lamp ; if it will
light this you should be able to get 10 watts. If you
get it to work all right as a separately excited machine
-but it still will not excite itself - try re-winding the
armature with No. 25 gauge s.s.c. copper wire, so as to
get more turns and give it a better chance.
(13,852] Small Dynamo Construction . G. McC .
(Cullybackey) writes : Will you please enlighten meas
to the construction of a small dynamo ? I have got
castings to the drawing enclosed ; they are of cast iron .
Should the magnets not be wrought iron ? I give the
sizes of the castings on the drawing (not reproduced) ;
please state what size of wire to wind armature and
field -magnets. I have got your handbook on " Small
but cannot solve these questions. What
LOG Dynamos,"
size of wire is this that I have enclosed ?
Cast iron is preferable to wrought iron for such small
dynamos, as it retains more magnetism , and, therefore,
there is a better chance of the machine exciting itself.
You do not give the length of machine, so that we
cannot tell you exactly what weight of wire will be ;
but if you reckon about 4 to 5 ozs . for the armature,
and about 6 ozs. for each field -magnet core, it will be
near the mark , unless the machine is of abnormal
length - but get on as much as you can . For the
armature use No. 24 D.S.C. copper wire wound in six
coils, one in each slot, and joined to a six -section com
mutator ; and for the field -magnet use No. 23 gauge
S.C.C. copper wire ; join both coils in series with each
other, and in shunt to the brushes ; run at about
3000 revolutions per minute. The sample of wire which
you enclose is No. 34 gauge.
( 13,917] Induction Coil Failure. R. S. (Edgbas.
ton ) writes : I have just completed a coil made from
the instructions in your handbook for a 4-in . spark coil,
but I am disappointed in the result. I was extremely
careful to follow out the directions there given , and
I believe I have done so as closely as possible . I
purchased the 45 lbs. of s.c.c. wire No. 36, but find
after completing the forty sections I have about 4 lb.
of wire left. I enclose one of the sections which may
be taken as a fair sample of the winding; but I dis
carded this, as you will see that some of the coils of
wire have slipped down towards the top . I simply
put the thin paraffined paper over tohold the wire
together. I did this in every case . Themere warm
ing of the wireover a spirit lamp tomelt the paraffin I
found insufficient. The wire on this section weighs
nearly 2 ozs., but most of the sections weighed only
I } ozs., accounted for, I think, by the thicker cover
ing of cotton, and this explains why I haveso much
wire left. I was most careful to see that none of the
sections were reversed, and I also paid particular atten
tion to every other part - primary, contact-breaker,
condenser, & c., and certainly expected I should get
good results . But I can only obtain the following : With one
bichromate cell ( two carbons and one zinc, size 5 by 25 ins.
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square, pint cells), I get f -in. spark ; two cells, it-in. ; three,
If -in . ; four, it -in.; five, 2-in. ; six, 2f -in ., and not continuous
in any ' case. This is the greatest | battery power I have tried,
as the platinum contacts are burnt away with this. What I should
like to know is :-( 1 ) Should not I get a better result with the
amount of secondary wire, say , 34 lbs. or thereabouts ; and if so,
may
can you suggest any reason why I do not ? I think you
assume that the usual causes failure do not exist here. ( 2 ) Will
the rather imperfect winding of the secondary wire account for the
small spark obtained ? ( 3) Should you suggest an increased
battery power or (4) enlarging the condenser ? It is the size
named in book . (5 ) Should I be likely to get any better result
with a mercury interrupter ? (6 ) What is the longest spark I
should get with the 35 lbs. wire ? (7) Any other suggestion as to
cause offailure ?
We are inclined to say that the fault is in the battery and contact .
breaker . It appears that the battery does not give enough current,
and that the platinum points of the contact-breaker are too small .
Try cell: of largersize, say three- pint capacity ,and larger platinum
that is, larger in diameter. If this does not result ina considerable
improvement, we should suspect some defective sections -- that is,
sections in which some of the turns have slipped down and are short
circuiting ; others so as to form closed circuits which impede the
magnetism in the core ; or there may be interual leakage which may
be detected by trying the coil in a dark room . A mercury interrupter
would probably make an improvement, but the quantities of wire
given in our handbook are ample, and we consider you should be
able to get practically a 4-in. spark. The sample coil which you
send is not so badly wound. We presume you have more than
the thin paper between the sections ; it is not thick enough to use
alone.
( 13,340] Overtype Dynamo Windings. A. E. E. (Great
Horton) writes: I should be very much obliged if you would
inform me, either by letter or in your “ Queries and Replies," of
the correct sizes and weights of wire for winding the dynamo
( sketch of which is given ) at 30 volts, in shunt, for incandescent
lighting, and kindly reply to the following : ( 1 ) How many lights
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Query 13340
OVERTYPE DYNAMO FIELD - MAGNETS .

( 30 volts) would the dynamo sketched supply ? (2) How many
revolutions per minute should it be run ? Having some No. 22
S.W.G., it would be convenient to use this to wind the armature with.
Wind armature with No. 22 gauge copper wire ; get on as much as
you can - about to f lb. should be about the weight. Wind fields
with 24 lbs. No. 22 gauge copper wire on each co i; join both coils
in series with each other, and in shunt to the brushes. Output
should be about 30 volts 5 amps., at about 2500 revolutions per
mninute. Should light abouteight 5 C.-p. lamps. The wire should
be D.c.c. for the armature and s.c.c.for the fields.
(13,614) Telephonic Intercommunication . H. P. ( Barnsley)
writes : In reference to my Query No. 13,614, I enclose sketch of
telephones and wiring. WhatI want to do is to connect the instru
ment marked A (sketch not reproduced ), so that any station can
ring this one up and speak without the switch being moved to the
proper place, except when the office (A) wishes to speak to that
particular place. If it cannot be done, could I fix an electric bell
indicator, so as to tell which linehad rung up, and then they would
switch that number on in the office ?
The best arrangement would have been to adopt intercom
munication pattern instruments throughout, as per Fig. 29,
page 77,
of the sixth edition of our Telephone handbook . As it is,
you will have to fit a bell battery and four indicators at the central
office, as shown in sketch , and the arrangement involves running
three extra wires . The pushes can be those already fixed on the
Instruments,
(13,327) Induction Coil Connections . C. R. (Badshot Lea )
writes : On looking through The MODEL ENGINEER of June 30th ,
1904 (No. 166 , Vol. X), I found instructions for making a shocking
coil by P. Taylor, which says a diagram of connections is given,
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which I cannot find . Will you kindly send me same, if possible,
as I propose making coil ? Also , will you tell me the nunber of
cells it requires to work it ?
This was an error in printing, as no diagram was given in that
article. The connections, however, are the same as for any other

Secondary Terminals

for

Condenser

Query 13327
INDUCTION COIL CONNECTIONS .
small spark coil. (2 ) Use two or three bichromate cells. (3) For
fuller particulars of similar coils, see handbook- " Induction Coils
for Amateurs," 7d. post free .
(13,891] Resistances for Arc Lamps. F. S. ( Brighton )
writes : I should be glad if you could give me the following infor
mation :-Is it necessary
that a resistance connected to an arc
lamp should have plenty of ventilation in the windings ? Would
the wire get overheated by being wound on porcelain cylinders,
one cylinder covering another uutil the required resistance is
obtained ?
It is necessary to provide space so that the heat can easily get
away. You can use porcelain cylinders, but should provide air
spaces between them . Provided the wire cannot get out of place
by reason of it becoming soft, you can run the wire red -hot if you
care to do so ; it will, however, be liable to get into a brittle con
dition .
(13,899] 200- watt Dynamo. J F. (Barrow -in -Furness)
writes : I have made a dynamo with H -armature, sketch enclosed .
What I want to know is, could youtell me the voltage and amperage
of the machine ? How many lamps will it light and what candle
power, and what horse - power will it take to drive it ? There are
7 lbs. of No. 22 wire on the field -magnets, 31 lbs. on each . The
armature is built up of stampings, and wound with about it lbs.
of No. 18 wire. I may say the machine works splendidly . The
wire is wound on bobbins made of sheet brass. (Sketch not repro
dured ).
Your dynamo ought to give about 40 volts 5 amps. at 2000
revolutions per minute approximately. You can adjust the volts
to some extent by running at higher or lower speed ; it would be
advisable to make a test with volt and ampere meter, If you
cannot do this, then put all the lamps in circuit and gradually
raise the speed until they are bright, starting at about 1,200 revolu
tions per minute so as to find out its voltage for a given speed, as
the volts will vary very much between no load and full load . It
should light, say, six 8 C.-p. lamps of 35 to 40 volts each in parallel.
At least,1 b.h.-p. would be required to drive it at anything like full
load,but you could run a lighter load with less power.
(12,599 ) Model Reversing Gear. F. J. F. (Wimbledon )
writes : Would you kindly let me have a complete drawing of some
simple form of reversing gear for a locomotive I am building ?
You will find several devices included in our new book, " The
Model Locomotive : Its Design and Construction , ” by H. Greenly,
price 6s. 4d., post free.
( 13,789] Wimshurst Machine. W. P. (Aston ) writes : Would
you kindly advise me on the fullowing : -I have started making a
Wimshurst machine with eight 20 in. diameter glass plates. Would
you tell me what would be a suitable number of sectors to put on ,
same as sample ? What is a good cement for fastening plates on ?
I have made one of these machines with four 18-in . diameter plates,
twenty -four sectors on each, same as sample, but can only get a
34 -in .spark off. The conductors stand in glass bottles, which also
act as Leyden jars, and are filled about it up with shot shellaced
brass wire with
inside and out'; the collectors are made from
eight points on each side. Do you think if I were to have ebonite
supports and Leyden jars separate that would lengthen the
spark ? It is made same as the one illustrated in The MODEL
BNGINEER, November 17th , 1904, only I have glass plates and
brass sectors. I put brass sectors on before without buttons, but
could not get a spark at all till I warmed it. They were 24 long,
by t, thirty -two on each plate. Sometimes when it is sparking
it will stop all of a sudden ,and then it will begin to blow -off the
smaller ball and won't go again till I Evverse them . I should be
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extremely
obliged to you, if you could give in any idea as to where
I might have gone wrong.
The actual number of sectors does not matter . Study the
descriptions of machines which have appeared in The MODEL
ENGINEER, such as drawings given in the issuefor November 17th,
1904, and use your own judgment. They should not be too close
together, say not less than | in . between each sector and the next
at the inside ends. For fastening on plates try .he cement which
is used for fixing rubber tyres on cycles and perambulators. Some
methods of mechanical clamping are given in back numbers of THE
MODEL ENGINEER, such as a washer and screws passing through
the hole in the plate, thin sheet rubber being placed each side of
the
The spark
length of or
Wimshurst
machines
very
muchplate.
. Is there
any roughness
point about
your varies
brass work
which may be allowing the charge to dissipate ? Try shorter collect.
ing points and not so manyof them ; also try without the Leyden
jar; orwith
jers of smaller capacity — that is, have less area of inner
and
outer coatings.
( 13,772] Watt-Meters. R. C. (Oxford ) writes : Would you
kindly answer the following questions: (1) Do you know of any
firm supplying small wattmeters for measurin the electricit
supplied by small dynamos (Iwant one for ag dynamo givingy
10 volts and 2 amps.) ? (2) If so , what price would they be ?
( 3) Are they difficult to make ? If not, could you tell me of any
cheap book giving instructions for making ? (4) Have any such
instructions appeared in The MODEL ENGINEER ? (5) How are
wattmeters connected to the mains ?
( 1) Yes, Messrs. F.Darton & Co., 142, St. John Street, Clerkenwell,
London. (2) Price ismoderate. The firm will no doubt send you
a list on application. ( 3) Ammeters and voltmeters require some
skill and care, and also means for calibrating — that is, adjusting
and marking off the scales so that they read correctly. Instructions
for making
and calibrating are giveninour sixpenny handbookon
" Small ElectricalMeasuring Instruments.” (4) Instructions have
also appeared in back numbers of TheMODEL ENGINEER. (5) The
particular connections are made in thewattmeter itself. Themains
are merely joined to two terminals. You will find some informa
tion in the handbook referred to.
( 13,728] Wimshurst Machine. H. B. (Altrincham ) writes :
Iam making this machineafter the illustrated instructions given
by Mr. B. ř . Tole in THE MODEL ENGINEER of November 17th
last, and there are just one or two little points upon which I should
bevery pleased tohave a little further information. These are as
follows : ( I) Brush holders, shown in Figs. 10 and 11 : Should the
top brass tube of holder be divided into three short lengths, mov .
able, on an inner rod, so as to set brush holders at variable angles?
And are the compass-like lines in Fig. 11 intended to represent the
holder so set ? If not, what are those lines to indicate ? (2) Spark
ing balls : In describing these (in fifth line from bottom
column, page 466) it says, " and solder a small collar onof2 first
ins
for the end." Should not this read " from the end " ? (3) For
what purpose is the half circle of ebonite tube with short length of
brass tube with small ball at each end, as shown , connected with
sparking rod ? ( 4 ) May all brasswork be lacquered after being
thoroughly polished ?
( 1) The " compass like " lines are the brush h lders ; they are
not intended to be set at variable angles, but fixed once and for all
in the position shown ; but the frame carrying the brushes is
movable, so that the entire set of brushes can be together moved to
the best position for working. A photograph of the finished machine
is given in THE MODEL ENGINEER for August 4th, 1904. ( 2) Yes,
it should read “ from the end ." (3) This arrangement is not abso
lutely necessary, but is a very good addition ; its object is to pre
vent the charge produced by the machine from leaking away to
earth as fast as it is made when the machine is used for any pur.
pose requiring conducting wires to be connected to it ; for giving
shocks, for instance, or use with X -ray or vacuum tubes . We
decidedly advise you to fit this spark -gap ; the discharge flows in
a stream of little sparks across the gap. (4) Yes, except the dis.
charging balls.
( 13,834 ] Use of Shocking Coll for Medicinal Purposes.
J. H. B. (Sheffield ) writes : Pl
give me (1) size of coil. I have
your handbook on induction coils. (2) Size of Leyden jars .
( 3) Dimensions of solenoid, to be used medicinally, and as small as
would be useful. Also any book you can mention as cheap as
possible that would more fully describe this particular branch of
electricity than your handbook . Is there any danger in using high
frequency currents ?
( 1, 2, and 3) The actual dimensions of the apparatus are not fixed ;
of course, the larger the induction coil and jars the greater will be
the effect. We doubt if you will be able to produce sufficient
effect for medical purposes with less than a 10 -in. spark coil ; but it
depends upon the kind of treatment. You should not undertake
serious medical treatmentexcept under the direction of a qualified
medical man . You could probably do some satisfactory experi.
mental work with a 4 -in . spark coil; Leyden jars, say, 2 ins. diameter
by 6 ins. long ; jars coated up to about 2+ ins. inside and out ;
wire solenoidof No. 14 gauge copper wire 2+ ins, diameter. As
regards danger, you should feel your way by degrees ; the 4 -in .
spark coil need not be worked at full power to start with, and you
could try smaller Leyden jars and solenoid . High frequency
currents are considered harmless by the very reason of their rapid
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oscillations. You may get some shocks which may or may not
produce serious effect, depending upon the constitution of the
person and the precise way in which the current was received ;
but such apparatus is not dangerous in the same sense that a high
tension electric light wire would be.
(13,875] Manchester Dynamo. H. K. M. ( Smethwick )
writes : Iam desirous of making a dynamo of the Manchestertype,
with armature of laminated cogged drums (as Fig. 12 in your hand
book No. 10, “ Small Dynamos and Motors " ). The voltage I
should prefer to be 200 at 1'25 amps. The wiring table in
above-named handbook, I notice, does not give S.W.G. and weight
of wire for field -magnets and armatures for so high a voltage ma
chine, so I am at a loss to know how much and what S.W.G. I shall
want. If you could favour me with the above, I should be greatly
indebted to you .
Wind armature with No. 26 D.s.c. copper wire ; get on as much
as you can - probably about it lbs. will be sufficient. Wind field
magnet with at least 5 lbs. of No. 28 s.c.c. copper wire on each coil ;
both coils to be joined in series with each other, and in shunt to the
brushes. Be careful to make the clearance between the armature
and pole faces as small as possible.
(13,5181 Model Yacht Desiga. P. K. ( Twickenham )
writes : ( 1 ) In designing a yacht, can the position of the centre of
buoyancy be decided upon and the design completed , so that on
calculating for the position of C.B. it is found at the point desired ?
( 2) Can this be done from a curve of areas in any way ? (3) If pos
sible to do this, will you kindly give the method ?
In a well designed craft the centre of buoyancy falls about '04
to '05 of the L.W.L, aft of the centre of the L.W.L. It would be a
most lengthy job of trial and error to decide on the position of the
C.B. beforehand, and then make its position agree with that
decided upon. Of course , it can be done by a curve. Draw the
curve you want, and make the areas of the sections agree with the
areas as shown on the curve. We are afraid you do not read the
articles you refer to very carefully. A recent article gave reason and
calculations covering the whole question of centre of buoyancy,
and we think you should , in justice to yourself, sit down, and with
plenty of slips of paper and a pencil worry out these figures. Make
up your mind to understand every line of the article before pro
ceeding to the next.
New Catalogues and

Lists.

The Universal Electric Supply Company, Brook Street,
C.-on -M ., Manchester .- We have received fromthis well-known firm
a copyof a useful supplementary list of materials, tools, and
appliances for electrical work , which comprises amongst other

Water
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Export

Balleries

THE “ EXPORT ” REFILL FOR POCKET
FLASHLIGHTS.

things pliers, spanners, wire cutters, screwplates, bellman's
gimlets and other tools , newdynamos, voltmeters, ammeters,
batteries, bells, autocar accumulator charging sets, accumulator
boxes , and electro massage outfits. One interesting item is the
new
Export " refill for pocket flashlights. This refill is a
decided improvement over the oldertype, as the battery will keep
indefinitely, and requires only a little water to put it in working
order. Colonial readers will, therefore, be able to order this type
of refill without fear of the battery arriving exhausted.
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The Editor's Page .

HE inauguration of our new Expert Service De.
THEpartment seems to have met with a wide
appreciation , judging from the variety of
inquiries we have received in connection therewith ,
and from the fact that we have already satisfactorily
fulfilled the requirements of a number of the
applicants for assistance. In this work, however, as
with our ordinary Queries and Replies Column , it is
quite evident that a few of our correspondents do not
realise the cost of the work they ask us to do. It should
be fairly obvious that information or calculations
which require the personal attention of a trained
engineer or electrician for several hours, cannot be
supplied for two or three shillings, nor can special
drawings to suit individual requirements be prepared
for similarly small sums. In our " Queries and
Replies” column the question of the cost of preparing
the information is not a consideration with us, pro.
vided the matter is likely to prove of general
interest to our readers, and for that reason we
frequently give replies to queries which have
involved a good deal of careful and pains
taking work in their preparation. The Expert
Service Department is, however, on an entirely
different basis, as the information supplied is intended
to benefit one person only, and, therefore, that one
person must expect to bear the entire cost of its pre
paration . We are pleased, however, to find that, in
the majority of cases, our quotations for expert
service are accepted on their merits, and there are
signs that this department is one which is likely to
, develop to considerable proportions.
Our older readers will remember the examples of
Mr. Harold Soper's model locomotive work, descrip
tions and photographs of which we published in our
New Year number for 1901, and subsequently in the
issue of March ist, 1902 , and doubtless will join us in
congratulating him on his latest and most successful
model. In designing such a large locomotive on the
given gauge, Mr. Soper has shown considerable
ingenuity, and the model, which we have seen at some
of the Society of Model Engineers' meetings, is
altogether a very creditable piece of work.

Answers to Correspondents .

C. A. (Liverpool).— There is an instrument known
as the electrical ore finder , which is now being
used for the purpose named, but we cannot give
you instructions how to make one. You may
find some information on the subject in back
numbers of the various electrical journals.
J. M. R. (Heaton ).- See “ The Slide Rule ," by
R. G. Blaine, price 25. 8d . post free from this
office.
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M. J. M .-- Pleaserefer to the recent replies to simi
lar queries which have appeared from time to
time in these pages. We strongly advise work
shop first; and if you can run the theory with
the practical, by means of evening study, so
much the better .
W. J. W.(Dartford ). --About 1-20th b.h.-p. in actual
practice .
See our handbook , “ Model Boiler
Making,” price 7d . , post free .
A. H. (Copenhagen ).— Many thanks for your photos ,
which we hope to use .
H. W. P. (Forest Gate).—Yes. Put one or more
16 c.-p. lamps in the circuit ( in parallel) until
your motor is getting enough current . See
recent replies.
A. E. J. ( Somerset ).—We have not been able to get
any information .
G. J. (Lancaster ).— Any of our electrical advertisers
will supply you with small bichromate batteries .
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions op
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom .
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appoi nent in advance.
This journal will be sentpost free to any address for 135. per
annum , payable in advance . Remittances should be made by Posta )
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of thepaper,
andall new apparatus and pricelists, &c .,for review ,to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26-29, Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
Deer, " 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, B.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating tosales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29 .
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to wbom
ali subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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Horizontal Engine and

Boiler .

By H. C. WALLER.

-

Fig . 1.-MR. H. C. WALLER'S MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE AND BOILER .

' HE two photographs herewith are of a model
engine and boiler, which it was desired to
THE
have compact and at the same time efficient,
capable of running for hours together, if necessary,
to which end I have succeeded , in that it has run
for hours on end without trouble . The cylinder is
i in . by it ins . , flywheel 5 ins . diameter . The boiler is
of solid drawn copper tube 3 ins . in diameter, 9 ins .
high , fitted with seven tubes, six being į in .
diameter, and the centre one i in . diameter ; the

same are screwed into tube plate at firebox end ,
and expanded at smokebox end, and all thoroughly
sweated together, the tube plates being also riveted
to barrel . The boiler is fitted to a brass foundation
ring turned to fit tight and secured by two set.
screws ; this makes a splendid finish to the boiler.
There are the usual mountings, viz . , three-tap
water gauge, check valve, blow -off tap, safety
valve. The steam gauge, being rather large for
the model ( 24 ins . diameter ), was mounted on the
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base, the steam being taken from the top of boiler
down one of the tubes to the elbow , in which the
gauge is screwed : the steam is superheated on its
way. The pump is fixed on the opposite side of base ,
and water is taken from the tank fitted under the
base ; the same is filled through the funnel shown
in photograph ( Fig . 2 ) . The exhaust steam is taken
from thecylinder , and part of it is passed through
the top of tank , thus warming the feed water . The
whole is mounted on a polished stand ; the boiler is
lagged with mahogany , and fitted with brass bands .
The only castings used were for the cylinder and
flywheels, the remainder being made out of scrap,
etc. The average working pressure is 15 lbs . , but

Workshop

Notes

and Notions.

[ Readers are invited ] to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience .. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , it desired , accord.
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]
Hints to Amateur Brassfounders.
By “ CYMRO ."
Thinking that perhaps some of my fellow
readers may find it very expensive buying all their
brass castings, I enclose a description of a furnace
which — though as satisfactory in operation as most

Fig . 2.-ANOTHER VIEW OF MR . H. C. WALLER'S MODEL ENGINE AND BOILER .

BATTLESHIP DEFECTS . -It is stated that the
battleships Swiftsure and Triumph, which were
purchased from the Chilians, are developing rather
serious structural defects , especially in the wake of
the heavy guns . In other places where the strains
are abnormal signs of weakness are also noticeable .
All possible precautions are being taken by the
ships' artificers to prevent , or rather to minimise,
the dislocation of work and loss of efficiency, but
there is no doubt that the defect lists when the
ships come into dockyard hands for refit will be very
considerable.

-

the engine ,will run with only 4 lbs. of steam . Oil
cups are fitted to all bearings and cylinder. The
means of firing boiler is by two incandescent gas
burners fitted close together, first being stripped of
all their galleries or globe carrier and these answer
splen.lidly for the purpose .

of those elaborately constructed — is yet so cheap,
that its cost may be ignored-my own cost 4d . to
make, the bulk of the accessories being from scraps
A metal bucket was first procured (Fig . 1 ), and a
hole ( A ) drilled about i in . from the bottom , in
which a nozzle from foot bellows was fitted . A
piece of sheet metal ( rather larger in size than the
bottom of bucket ) was next obtained , and was
drilled as illustrated in Fig . 2 , the holes being about
i in . from outer edge . This disc was then fitted as
a false bottom, the section below ( S , Fig . 1 ) being
the air reservoir, and so assuring a constant pressure
of draught. This false bottom , and the sides above
it , then receive a good lining of fireclay, taking care
that the holes be not obliterated . Our furnace is
now complete, and , as in my case, will be found to
give complete satisfaction. The crucible used is
also home- made , and, I think , can hardly be beaten
for cheapness . A piece of fireclay was first worked
into a stiff paste with water, and some very small
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pieces of gas coke ( previously riddled to remove
dust ) were added , the proportion þeing about one
third coke. The whole was then förnied by hand
into the shape of a teacup, minus the handle, and
a spout formed at one side for pouring the metal .
Care should be taken that the clay is wet enough ,
otherwise cracks are apt to be shown when the pot
is dried . Tne crucible is now ready for burning,
which can be accomplished by leaving in the kitchen
oven till it attains a snowy whiteness. It is im

the whole is then turned . The collar is mounted on
the faceplate, and bored out to fit over the body,
and is then fastened to it by means of screws. The
jaws may be filed from steel rod, or cast and finished
a sliding fit in the groove in body. They must be
put into the groove before the collar is finally fitted .
The collar is bored and tapped for the screws for
tightening the jaws.
I may say that I have turned an eccentric for a
small engine in this chuck , and also used it as a
drill chuck . Anyone making such an accessory will
be amply repaid for his trouble.
A

“ Ring ” Centre Punch .
By H. S. GILLETT.
Having to cut out a great many square holes in
heavy sheet iron , the only way was to drill 4 -in .
holes, then chip and file to the line . Laying out so
many small holes with dividers meant a very long
and tedious job, and this led me to think of the

kansas
C's
a

Fig . 1 .

A

False bottom
FIG . I.
FIG. 2 .
A SMALL BRASS FURNACE ,
perative that before charging with metal the
crucible be placed mouth down in the furnace until
red -hot.

A Simple Chuck.
By E. TOMPKINSON .
The following is a description of a simple chuck
which I have made, and which has proved very
useful in many ways . The purpose for which it was
originally intended was to hold shafts of small
diameter while being turned in the lathe, in the place
of an ordinary driver and carrier, as I had not a
good one in my possession . The chuck consists
of three parts, viz. : the body A , which is of cast
iron ; the collar B ,with two set scr :wsfor tightening
F

FIG . 2.
A “ RING ” CENTRE PUNCH .

“ Ring ” centre punch
which is shown in Fig. I
herewith .
With this tool
all that is necessary is
JA
A
the outline of
out
lay
to
B
holes to be cut out ( see
Fig. 2 ), take the punch, and
ic
с
с
set it close to the line, and
strike a light blow with a
The punch will
hammer.
make the circle to drill by and
Drilled
I mark the centre. Then take
ond topped
a large centre punch, and
to suit
mark for the drill point to
enter.
mandrel
I have a set of these ring
BВ
punches of different sizes, and
I would not be without them .
I think any machinist that
SECTION THROUGH F. G.
ELEVATION .
makes one of these punches
A SIMPLE CHUCK.
will have a set of them in his
time. Anyone
short
very
a
in
tool-chest
the
and
;
iron
cast
of
the jaws, which is also
knows what a time it takes to lay out holes
jaws C , which are of cast steel , hardened and
with dividers. With this punch you can make
roughened in the V groove . In the body is a groove
which is cored out , and then filed to make it smooth ,
the line heavy enough , so that you do not have
so that the jaws may slide easily along in it . The
to prick -punch the circle, as when dividers are
shank is bored and tapped to fit over mandrel, and
used. -American Machinist .
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The

Latest in

The New Racing Boat “ The Napier."
A new featherweight racing boat, The Napier, has
just been built by the Saunders Patent Launch
Building Syndicate, to the designs of Mr. S. E.
Saunders. Her hull consists of four skins of
mahogany ; she is 39 ft . 41 ins . long, 4 ft . 6 ins .
beam , and is fitted with an 80 horse -power Napier
engine. Her weight complete, inclusive of engine,
is under one ton . The shaft is practically parallel
with the water-line , thus giving a straightforward
direct drive ; the base of the engine and the greater
part of the weight of the machinery are at and
below the water-line, which ensures the stability
and adds considerably to the steering qualities and
seaworthiness of the boat . There are two water
tight compartments—one forward and one aft .

Railway Progress . - Lord Stalbridge, in the
course of his remarks as chairman at the half
yearly meeting of shareholders of the London and
North-Western Railway Company , said he had
every reason to believe that the expenses of relaying
had reached the highest point and that for the
future there would not be an increase. They pro
posed to relay with a heavier standard rail ; the
weight of the new rail would be 95 lbs . per yard .
In locomotive power considerable saving was ex
hibited , greatly owing to the more powerful engines
which had been built , as well as, of course , to the
reduced mileage of the goods trains. A large
diminution was also shown in engine mileage ,
owing , among other causes , to the additional power
of the engines , so that one engine only was required
where two were needed before .

A Novel Electric Suspension Bridge. — The
great bridge which has just been built across the
Mersey between Widnes and Runcorn marks a
novel departure in bridge building. Its size alone
would make the structure notable, for with its span
of 1000 ft . it is the largest suspension bridge in
England , and has taken nearly three years to build .
In order to make it so high that it would not
interfere with the shipping, the designers decided
to abandon the ordinary form of road on the bridge .
It has no footway , but all its traffic will be carried
by a gigantic electrically-driven car, which will run
from side to side of the river . This car is 55 ft .
long and 24 ft . wide , and it will accommodate four
two -horse wagons and 300 passengers. Hanging
by steel cables from the trolley on the bridge
which is 82 ft . above high-water mark- the car will
travel only a few feet above the water, the con
ductor in the glazed conning- tower on the top of
the car being able to stop it , or, if necessary, send it
backwards, so as to avoid collisions with the masts
of passing ships.
Safety in Sea Travel . - A new system of auto
matic-closing bulkhead doors has been installed
on board the new Cunard liner Caronia under the
Stone-Lloyd patents. The special feature of this
invention lies in the fact that upon the advent of
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danger, such as collision with another vessel , an
iceberg, or a rock , the officer of the watch can , by
merely pulling a lever on the bridge, close simul
taneously the whole of the bulkhead doors, thus
shutting off every compartment from its neigh
bours, and rendering the ship practically unsink
able . For 20 secs . before the doors begin to close
an electric bell rings in each compartment , giving
any members of the crew time to escape. Should ,
however, any man be left behind , he can open that
particular door and get out , and the door will then
close behind him automatically . Even if the officer
of the watch failed to pull the bridge lever, the
doors would close of their own accord directly any
dangerous quantity of water entered a compartment.
The Caronia, with twenty -five bulkhead doors, is
the first British steamer to be equipped on the
Stone-Lloyd system , which can be adapted to all
kinds of vessels, whether mercantile or naval.
A New Type of Lifeboat, designed by
Capt . 0. Brude, of Norway , has successfully sailed
from Alesund , Norway , to St. John's, on the other
side of the Atlantic , occupying about fourteen weeks
on the journey . It is of an original type, and ,
judging from her remarkable trip across the At
lantic, she may claim to be an extraordinarily safe
craft . Its name is the Uradd, and it may be
roughly described as egg-shaped ; it is 18 ft . in
length over-all, and measures 8 ft . on the keel. She
is built entirely of steel, the frames being steel
angles, and the skin being thin steel plating. She is
almost entirely covered in . She has been designed
to accommodate as large a number of people as
possible, and it is claimed that twenty persons can
be made fairly comfortable , and that she is capable
of carrying safely, in an emergency, as many as
twenty -five. She is of 4 tons burden . On her trip
she carried a crew of three men besides the captain ,
and they arrived after their long voyage in the best
of health and spirits . The vessel carries a lug-sail,
which can be operated from below decks, the hal
yards and sheets being led in through holes in the
plating, and coiled conveniently inside. A couple
of life - lines run fore and aft on the deck, and an
anchor is secured forward near the stopping of the
mast. Forward on each beam is a large port -hole,
and aft is a conning-tower pierced with four water
tight portholes, through which a look-out may be
kept in stormy weather. The steersman stands
with his head in the conning -tower and his hand on
the tiller, and the sheets and halyards are led to
convenient positions within the cabin . There is a
water- tight hatchway. The vessel is provided with
a paraffin cooking stove, and has abundant store
room .

AUTOMATIC RAILWAY BOOKING .–There is a
penny-in - the-slot booking clerk at Southport . It
stands outside the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway
station, and on receipt of a penny promptly issues
a ticket for St. Luke's, a local station . The auto
matic clerk also bears the times of the trains
printed in large figures.
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A Bichromate Battery for
Beginners.

By F. A.
ERHAPS an account of a small two-cell bi
chromate battery I have made may be of use
PERHE
to other experimenters . I first made a box
of American basswood, to accommodate two 3 -lb.
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of the clamp touch the top of the zinc plate. I
subsequently abandoned this method for that
shown in Fig. 5 ; here the carbons are screwed to
pieces of wood , which are held tightly together by
three bolts (shown in Fig. 1 ), with the points of the
screws pointing outwards, and their heads against
the thin pieces of wood which insulate the two car.
bons from the zinc . The two carbon plates in each
cell are connected , and one couple joined to the
zinc of the next cell , and the other couple and the
remaining zinc connected to terminals at each end
of the frame. These terminals are connected by
flexible cords to two other terminals in a slab of
ebonite at the front of battery, which gives a neat
appearance ; hooks are placed at each end of the
frame, which hang on the screw - eyes at each end of
the battery when not in use. The zincs are amal .
gamated , and the cells charged with a saturated
solution of bichromate of potash, with about 2 ozs .
of sulphuric acid added to each .
I have fitted a handle on the frame for rocking
the plates to keep the current constant , which is
about 4 volts at first. I keep the jars—which are
glass, and not stoneware - about three-quarters
full ; if, however, they are not filled so full, the zincs,

FIG . I.

TI

3 프

Fig . 3 .

ee

FIG . 2 .
jam jars; this was made with two side pieces screwed
on at each end to hang the plates on when not in use ,
and also to serve as handles ( as shown in Fig . I ,
which gives a general idea of complete battery ) .
The next consideration was the plates —four car
bons, each 6 ins . by 11 ins. by 4 in ., with zincs | in .
thick to match . I first tried fixing the plates as in
Fig. 2 ; here the plates are necessarily far apart ,
thereby increasing the internal resistance of each
battery , rendering the battery inefficient.
If the plates are brought nearer , the screws come
in contact with the zinc plate , and short -circuit each
cell ; and to overcome this difficulty, the way shown
in Fig . 3 was tried ; here the corners of the zinc
plate are cut away to allow the bolts and nuts which
hold the carbons to pass through the insulating
pieces of wood without touching the zinc plate.
This method is wasteful of zinc , and I did not relish
cutting f- in . zinc with an old pair of scissors , so it
was abandoned .
I next tried the method shown in Fig. 4 ; here a
Bunsen clamp is used to hold all three plates in each
cell rigidly together , and the zinc plate is cut with
a projecting lug, on which is fixed a zinc clamp .
This way was successful, but care must be taken
not to chip the carbon plates by clamping too tight ,
and not to short-circuit the cells by letting the bridge

FIG . 4

een

FIG . 5 .
when worn , may be used the other way . My zincs
would break in the middle, however , if I did so . I
have given no dimensions , as none were used , and
I think the diagrams will illustrate what I mean .
In conclusion , I have found this battery very use
ful for motor coils and general experiments.
The London & North Western Railway Company
will adopt the new pattern of 95 -lb . rail suggested
by the Engineering Standards Committee for all
renewals.
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Notes on

Locomotive

Practice ,

By CHAS. S. LAKE .
SHUNTING AND CONTRACTORS' LOCOMOTIVES.
(Continued from page 318.)
and is of a very familiar design among railway con
' HE next engine ( Fig . 13 ) is also a four -wheeled
one with outside cylinders , but it is of larger
tractors. It will be noticed that two sets of buffers
THE
size than that last described , and is , moreover,
are fitted - one set being solid , and the other of the
spring variety ; a description of “ fender " is also
intended for the 4 ft . 81- in . gauge . A saddle tank is
provided at both ends of the framing, held in posi
provided for carrying the water supply, and a bent
tion by means of angle iron elbow pieces bolted to
plate or weatherboard does duty as a cab. The
the latter . The brake rod runs along outside the
( ylinders are inclined downwards towards the

LEEDS
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Fig . 15.— SIDE Tank CONTRACTOR's LOCOMOTIVE, BY HUNSLET ENGINE Co.
second axle , and the slide valves work inside the
frames , link motion of the ordinary pattern being
used for actuating them . Each wheel is fitted with
a brake -block , and the upper ends of the hangers
are connected by a rod worked by the vertical
spindle and handle on the footplate. Sand pipes
are fitted at the front of the leading wheels and the
rear of the trailing pair. The principal dimensions
are :-Cylinders, 10 ins. diameter by 15-in . stroke ;
diameter of wheels , 2 ft . 1o ins . ; length of wheel
base, 4 ft . 9 ins . ; tank capacity , 300 gallons ; fuel
space, 13.5 cub. ft.; heating surface, 293 sq. ft . ;
grate area , 5.5 sq. ft .; weight in working order ,
15 tons 15 cwts. The engine exerts a tractive
force of 4 :410 lbs . , and will traverse curves of
45 ft . with ease .
Fig. 14 illustrates a still more powerful loco
motive for the standard gauge. In this design
three pairs of coupled wheels are used , and the
cylinders are placed inside the frames to drive the
intermediate pair. This is a handy -looking engine,

wheels near the top , each of the hangers being
attached to it , as seen in the illustration . The
leading and trailing wheels have two spokes blocked
in opposite the rods , and also solid webs between
two spokes in each at the bottom. The top weight
is , of course, omitted in the driving wheels, but the
weight below the axle is heavier for balancing the
connecting-rods inside. An enclosed cab is pro
vided , with a coal bunker at the rear ; the brake
column is placed centrally, and the cab fittings
generally are well arranged for facilitating handling
of the engine. The cylinders are 12 ins. diameter ,
with a stroke of 18 ins . , and the wheels measure
3 ft. 21 ins . on tread ; they are distributed over a
wheelbase oi 10'ſt. 6 ins. The total heating sur
face of the boiler is 401 sq. ft. , and the grate area
7:37 sq . ft . The engine weighs, in working order ,
20 tons, has a tractive force of 6.730 lbs., and is
designed for traversing curves of not less than
220 ft , radius .
A very similar locomotive to the foregoing is

--

--

--

-

--
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Fig. 13.-FOUR-Wheels COUPLED STANDARD GAUGE CONTRACTOR's LocoMOTIVE, BY HUNŞLET ENGINE Co.

CHINGFORD

LELOR

253

FIG. 14. - SIX -WHEELS COUPLED SADDLE TANK LOCOMOTIVE , BY HUNSLET ENGINE Co.
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illustrated in Fig . 15 , but there are noticeable
differences, both in respect of detailed design and
also in dimensions, the latter being larger than
those of the preceding engines . In the present case
side tanks take the place of the saddle tank , and the
firebox is flush with the top of the boiler, instead
of being raised above it , as in the “ Chingford ’
( Fig. 14) . In that design the presence of the saddle
tank necessitates a lower pitched boiler to bring the
over -all dimensions within the desired limit , and
to keep the centre of gravity low. With cylinders
151 ins. diameter by 20-in. stroke , and coupled
wheels 3 ft . 4 ins. diameter, the engine under notice
is quite suitable for heavy shunting or contractor's
work . It has a tractive force of 12'010 lbs . , and
weighs 29 tons 17 cwts. The side tanks have a

May 4 , 1905 .

with double riveted longitudinal seams ; the firebox
is of copper , and the tubes of brass . The frames are
of mild steel , and the wheel centres of cast iron or
steel . Cast iron or cast steel axle - boxes with gun
metal bearings are used . In many cases steam
brakes are fitted , in addition to the hand brake .
and the cast iron blocks bear on the flanges as well
as on the tread of the tyres . The valve motion is
of best Yorkshire iron or mild steel, thoroughly case
hardened .
The writer is not in a position to say whether the
“ contractor's " or shunting locomotive is a javourite
prototype among model- making engineers , but he
would venture to suggest that where an opportunity
to examine into the design and construction of such
locomotives , and to enquire into the work they do

CALPE

263
Fig. 16.- NARROW GAUGE SHUNTING LOCOMOTIVE FOR ABROAD , BY HUNSLET ENGINE Co.
capacity for 600 gallons of water , and a fuel space of
55 cubic feet .
The engine shown in the concluding illustration
( Fig . 16) was built for service on a metre ( 3 ft . 3 } -in . )
gauge railway abroad , and the design of the chimney
suggests that it is intended for either burning wood
or fuel of an unusual kind likely to increase the
danger of sparking. The four wheels are spread
over a longer base than usual, viz. , 6 ft . , and the
boiler is correspondingly greater in length , with an
increased . water capacity in the saddle tank . The
footplate is covered over by an “ awning,” but no
sides are provided to the " cab ," neither is there
a front or back plate , the engine being evidently
designed for service where climatic conditions ren
der an open cab a necessity. The cylinders are
10 ins . by 16 ins . , coupled wheels 2 ft . 6 ins. dia
meter, and tank capacity 360 gallons . The total
heating surface is 324 sq . ft . , and the grate area
5 sq . ft .
The engine weighs 15 tons ? cwts . in
working order, and has a tractive force of 5.335 lbs .
In each of the foregoing engines the boiler is
made of best Yorkshire iron, or mild steel plates

presents itself,
advantage of.

it

should

certainly

be

taken

( To be continued . )

MOTOR OMNIBUSES IN GERMANY. - Motor vehicles
are to replace the horse - drawn omnibuses in Ber
lin . It is intended that in the course of the next
twelve months the omnibus horses shall be com
pletely abolished in the German capital.
A CASE -HARDENING PREPARATION.— The follow
ing formula for case -hardening preparation may be
welcomed by some readers : -Yellow prussiate of
potash , by weight , 7 parts ; bichromate of potash ,
i part ; common salt, 8 parts ; pulverise the crys
tals and mix thoroughly. Heat the piece to be
hardened to a dark red , and dip into the prepara
tion or sprinkle it on the piece . Return to the fire, ·
then let it soak , and repeat several times according
to the
of hardened surface wanted . Finally
plunge into water or oil . This may be used on tool
steel, soft steel , or iron.

---
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Design for a Model Electric
Locomotive Crane .

By J. Case.
(Continued from page 374. )
'HE bogic side frames , after being cut roughly to
T shape must be riveted together andmedup
true, and then drilled with the requisite holes,
and then taken apart . The two end stretcher plates
can either be flanged and riveted on , or fixed by
means of angles and screws , taking care to get the
whole square. The bogie castings must have their
ends filed parallel,the top being faced up in the lathe ,
and drilled for the bogie pin 3-16ths in, clearance .
The " driving " bogie casting must have the holes
for the horizontal shaft drilled or bored , and the hole
for the vertical shaft likewise . It is proposed to
fix a cover under the gear case of this bogie to keep
out the dust , as it is so near the rail level , the cover
being fixed on by 1-16th in . cheese -headed screws .
The bogie castings should be affixed to the frames
by countersunk or cup -head screws. The axle -box
guides must be filed up true and riveted to the
frames. Coming now to the axle -boxes, these are
not of the usual type employed with outside
frames , but keep the external appearance of such ,
having only holes drilled for the axles. Small holes
must be drilled in the top for the reception of the
spring pins. The axles had best be turned up from
1 - in.silver steel , run between the centres. The wheels

The main frames and buffer planks should be
fixed together by angle iron and countersunk screws,
the whole being kept quite square. The front
bogie -pin casting must be treated the same as the
bogie casting, except that the centre hole must be
tapped 3-16ths in . Whitworth. The driving bogie
pin casting is practically the same, but must have
a 4 -in . hole drilled through to receive the vertical
shaft. The buffers can be fixed to the planks by
four cup -headed screws ; the draw -hooks may be
riveted over at the back . Screw -couplings are
shown in the drawings, but need not be used if the
reader does not care to go to the extra trouble , but
they considerably enhance the appearance of the
Fig . 7. ( Full size .)
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call for no particular comment ; they are 2 ins .
diameter on tread , and have ten spokes ; they can
be fixed to the axles by a grub screw. The brackets
for the rubber blocks for springs can be filed up out
of 7-16ths in . angle brass and riveted to the frames .
The hangers can be cut out of the solid ; the springs
themselves have eight plates , 3-16ths in . wide,
and not too stout ; their construction need not be
dwelt upon here , as this subject has been ade
quately dealt with in The Model ENGINEER . The
hornstays are plain strips of steel or brass 1-16th
in, thick by 5-32nds wide , and fixed to the frames
by cheese-headed screws . In the case of the
driving bogie a i -in , mitre wheel must be fixed on
each axle, but each must be on opposite sides of
the horizontal shaft , otherwise both axles will
revolve in opposite directions .

3holes
ropped to

Strap
Clutch complete Sheave
Details or Clutches
Fig. 6. ( Full size . )
model . Two small iron chains can be hung at
either end , being spaced at 1 } in . centres . The bed
plate , before being fixed to the frames, must have
the bearings for the horizontal shaft fixed to the
underside, also the spur -wheel casting screwed on
from the underside ; but before the latter can be
fixed it must be treated separately. It can be first
turned up all over in the lathe, and have the seat
ing for the balls case-hardened , as directed earlier
in the article . The teeth must then be cut, either

er and Bloctrician .
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" out ” or at home. It has 195 teeth , and its
diameter over these is 51 ins. full ; a 5-32nds- in .
hole must be drilled through it for the reception of
the vertical shaft . The bedplate had better be
strengthened by three pieces of T -brass fixed under
neath . This completes the under carriage, and the
upper portion , or crane proper, may be treated ,
leaving the motor till last .
After filing the baseplate up true to size , the

-H

bracket which takes the spindle with the slewing
pinion may be turned up from a piece of 14-in , iron
rod , and the top case-hardened . The three cast
ings should be affixed to the baseplate by cup
headed screws . The bracket for levers for travel
ling motion must be faced on its underside, and
drilled with the fin . holes for the rods , and fixed
to the base by similar screws . The bearing for the
horizontal side shaft must be bored out 3-16ths in .
to receive the shaft , an oil
hole being drilled on top .
It should be fixed as the
other castings are. The
detent
bracket for the band Ratchetwheel
+
brake should be faced up
30 teeth
brass tube
on the bottom, and drilled
" dia
316 thick
with an k -in. hole for the
rocking-arm spindle, and
Het
one drilled and tapped
Spur wheel
3-32nds in . to receive the
pin to which the band is
ladia
fixed . The rocking -arms
48 teeth
s pitch.
may be filed up out of
solid steel , all the pins
B 于
2
Bevelwheel dia
being turned from silver
steel rod ; the whole is
edia
fixed to the base by
screws. The side plates ,
after being filed up to
shape , and having one of
Bevel
Spurwheel
the necessary holes drilled ,
wheella Slia
2dia
must be riveted together,
96 teeth
"pitch
and the other holes drilled ,
when they may be separa
ted. To the left -hand one
{ 'angle
( looking from the jib end
towards the motor) the
four brackets carrying the
lever rods for " clutch ”
gear must be fixed by
screws ; these brackets
242 "_._
232"
can be filed up from angle
ráscrewed
brass, and drilled . To the
right-hand one must be
fitted the detent ( brass)
MYO1
for the ratchet wheel on

Alw

steelbatts
pifch circle
55 "dia
193 teeth
izpitch.

VIE

1

Spur wheel
dia
96 teeth
pitch

jib-drum spindle.
We will now take each
spindle in turn , and put on
them their various attach
ments as far as possible.
The first countershaft
To
is to be turned up from
3566" +
4 -in . steel rod. Its total
over steps Axlebox keep
AxTebox keep
length is 6 ins . , its dia .
meter being reduced to
3ž" gouge.
3-16ths in . for 1 in . at
each end. There is nothing
to be fixed on this yet.
The second countershaft
Fig . 9. -END ELEVATION OF CRANE . (Half full size .)
is i in , diameter for all
under casting must be machined ready for fixing.
its length (54 ins . ) . It must have a keyway cut
It should be treated the same as the wheel -casting
in it for the two 4 -in . bevel wheels which actuate
upon which it rests, except of course, for the cutting
the travelling gear . This should be 2 3-16ths ins .
of the teeth ; 3-16ths in .steel balls should be placed
long by 3-32nds in . broad, commencing 1 13-16ths
between the two, sufficient in number to leave about
in . from one end .
Two “ clutches," as shown in
fin , to spare . The turning pillar should be faced
the drawings , must be made } in. diameter, and
up on the bottom , drilled for the shaft , and the top
fixed to the larger face of the bevel wheels by
turned to receive f - in . diameter balls, and then
silver solder , and a keyway is then cut through the
case - hardened. The same treatment should be
two to correspond to that onthe shaft . In fitting
given to the vertical side -shaft brackets . The
the wheels, they must be placed so that the
44" —
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clutches
are on the outside , and the wheels
must be free to slide . The third bevel whcel must
be fixed permanently, or in the position shown in
the drawings. On the other end , the 19-32nds in .
pinion must be fixed 5-16ths from the end , together
with a “ clutch
in . diameter, the two being

May 4, 1905 .

5 ft . 6 ins . ( carrying up to jo ins. circular saw ) ,
one combination ditto and moulding machine, one
16-in. planing machine, 32 -in . band saw , tenoning
nachine ( these two are not shown in the photo
graph ), n ortising machine and mitreing machine,
driven by a 6 h.-p. oil engine ; the engine can just

BUSTIN

LANI RED

Fig . 1. – MODEL AMERICAN RAILWAY COACH .
fixed together, but free to slide on the shaft to
which they are keyed .
(To be continucd. )

The Workshop and Models of
a South African Reader .
By P. B. M. (Natal).
EREWITH . are a few photographs of models
THE MODEL ENGINEER. The models are of
the American type, as will be seen , but are not quite
finished , all being done in my spare time ; I may say ,
off and on , I have been at them about seven years.

FIG .

be seen over the la he ; it is in a separate room .
The wo dwerking machinery belongs to my
brother, his hobby being cabinet making.
Returning to the models, they consist of the
following : One Pullman coach , one box car , one
tank car, one gondela car, one flat -bottom car (or
platform ), scale about 1 in . , gauge 5 ins . The
coach is carried on two six-wheel trucks ( bogies ) ,
built of steel and gunmetal , equalisers having
spiral springs, and the bolster frames are carried on
four pairs of springs arranged in couples (these are
not fixed ). The other cars have what is known as
the diamond ridged trucks .
The reason for building the cars first is on
account of having to wait for the castings of the
locomotive , which were obtained from the U.S.A.
In the photograph ( Fig . 2 ) can be seen the frams,

2.-MODEL AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE AND PARTS .

This
Two views are also given of our workshop.
is not a business of ours, as the photographs might
lead one to believe , but merely the “ play room "
of my brother and myself. Our machines consist
of two lathes ( one 16 ins . by 77 ins. between centres,
9 ft . bed ; one in ins . by 34 ins. between centres ,
treadle ) , one milling machine, two bench drilling
machines, one circular saw bench ( 2 ft . 3 ins. by

drivers and tender partly finished . The picture
will give some idea of the length of the locomotive
and tender, as the parts are spaced the correct
distance they will stand from each other when the
boiler is fixed . This photograph seems out of pro
portion to the others ; this is due to the distance
between the object and the camera being altered .
Length of small engine and tender, 39 ins. ; length

--
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A SOUTH AFRICAN MODEL ENGINEER'S WORKSHOP.

For description ]

Tsee pages 420 and 422 .
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of large engine, when finished , over- all about 48 ins .
When all are complete, I hope to send further
photographs. The small locomotive is of my own
make (gauge 34 ins . ) , but the boiler is not the suc
cess I should like it to be. At some future time
I shall turn my attention to it .
The trucks of the tank and platform cars I am
now building , and have the brakes to apply to all ,

May 4, 1905.

side, 9 ins . ; width over- all , 10 % ins . ; total height
above rails , 1of ins. ; diameter of wheels, 3 ins . ;
wheelbase of each truck, 5. ins . ; distance between
centres of trucks, 27 } ins. ; total wheelbase ,
23 ; ins .
Tank Car. -Length of bottom .frame , 38 ins . ;
width over- all , 10 } ins . ; diameter of tank , 61 ins . ;
length of tank , 324 ins . ; diameter of dome , 2 } ins .

Fig . 3. — MODEL FREIGHT CARS .
after which I start on the locomotive. I omitted
to say that the coach is built of pine framing , and
covered outside with teak, beaded ; the roof is
screwed down to facilitate removal in one piece , so
that the inside fittings can be put in place without
trouble.
The couplings are automatic ; the centre buffer
has a footplate connected to it that slides under
the platform , which bridges over the space when
two cars are coupled up. The uncoupling is done
by means of a lever on the platform .

height from bottain of tank to top of dome , 8f ins .;
total height above level of rails, 121 ins. ; distance
between centres of trucks, 28+ ins. ; diameter of
wheels, 3 ins. ; wheelbase of each truck, 51 ins . ;
total wheel base, 23 $ ins.
Gondola Car . - Length of bottom frame, 34 ins. ;
length over-all , 35 ins. ; length of body inside ,
314 ins . ; depth ( height ) outside, 34 ins. ; depth
(height) inside , 2f ins. ; distance between centres of
trucks, 247 ins. ; wheelbase of each truck , 5+ ins .;
total wheelbase, 29 } ins .

Fig . 4. – MODEL " TANK AND FLAT CARS .

The principal dimensions of the cars are as
follows :
Coach . - Length of bottom frame , 70 ins . ; total
length over couplings , 798 ins . ; distance between
centres of trucks, 524 ins . ; wheelbase of each
truck , 104 ins . ; diameter of wheels, 3 ins . ; width
of body inside , 84 ins . ; width over- all , 10 % ins . ;
height inside at centre, 107 ins . ; height above level
of rails to underside of body, 3f ins. ; total height
above level of rails , 15 ins .; total wheelbase , 63 ins.
Bor Car . - Length of bottom frame , 377 ins . ;
width of body outside , 1of ins . ; width of body in.

Flat Car . - Length of bottom frame , 41 ins .;
width outside, 9 ins. ; distance between centres of
trucks , 31+ ins. ; wheelbase of each truck , 51 ins . ;
total wheelbase, 363 ins . ; diameter of wheels , 3 ins .

MR . W. B. WORTHINGTON, who for the past eight
years has held the position of chief engineer of the
Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway , has accepted the
position of engineer -in - chief of the Midland Rail
way .
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More Instances of Engineering
Rascality .
OME further instances of engineering roguery ,
such as described in our issue for March 9th
last , are given by " Vulcan " in the Mechanical
Engineer. A striking instance was revealed in
the Board of Trade report of a boiler explosion
some years ago , showing the reckless extent to which
some people are prepared to go to hide mistakes in
their work. The shell of the boiler, which was of
the ordinary vertical type, when ripped to pieces
by an explosion , laid bare the fact that the bottom
circular seam where it was united to the shell had
had a second row of rivet holes punched in the metal
between the original holes. It was evident from
the defect that those who made the boiler com
mitted an error in the marking out , and when the
firebox and shell were put together , found the holes
did not come opposite each other . To rectify
matters , a second set of holes was then punched in
the shell , and the defect covered with the angle .
iron ring which formed the base of the boiler.
That those who did this trick were conscious of
their iniquity was clear, since the blind holes were
filled with punchings taken from the same plate .
The appearance of the defect is shown in the
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For the Bookshelf .

(Any book ra'iewed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C. , by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.]
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DEFECTIVE BOILER SHELL .

accompanying illustration , which shows a por
tion of the ring seam after the two sets of holės
were punched .
On another occasion, it is stated , a cute but
unscrupulous boiler- maker made a boast of the
excellent character of his work, and instanced as a
proof of it that his boilers were drop dry even
under hydraulic tests of double the working
pressure . There was no gainsaying this evidence
on the face of it , for the purchaser could personally
witness the test and see the pressure recorded on
ihe gauge . The demonstration was very effective
to steam users and “ inspecting engineers ” who are
content to regard inspection from a superficial
point of view . One day, however , the beauty of
the demonstration was sadly deface :1 . The in
spector was of the ordinary boiler insurance kind,
and as part of his duty it was necessary to enter
the boiler and obtain particulars after witnessing
the test . To his surprise, he found the inside of
the boiler dry . This, like the saw marks on the
stub ends of the bolts described recently, was a
trifling circumstance, but it set him thinking and
investigating, and his inquiries shed a flood of light
on the “ drop dry ” tests and the boiler-maker's
ingenuity. The boilers were drop dry " under
hydraulic tests because they never had any water
in them , the test pump being coupled with a pipe
inside the boiler directly to the gauge , which thus
recorded a pressure of any desired amount without
imposing any stress on the boiler. We should be
sorry to imply that unscrupulous smartness of this
kind is a common characteristic.

TALKING MACHINES AND RECORDS . By ' S. R.
Bottone . London : Guilbert Pitman . Price
Is. 6 1. net ; postage 2 :1 .
In this handbook the author puts before the
reader some very useful general information con
cerning the now well-known phonograph and
gramophone. He deals with the principle upon
which these machines work, and give a few histor
ical notes bearing on their evolution . Instructions
are also given which will enable anyone interested
in the subject and handy with his fingers to make a
simple yet efficient form of machine. The subject ,
which is a fascinating one , has been treated in a
thoroughly understandable manner . It would ,
however, have been better, perhaps, had the book
been divided up into chapters, or sections, of a
more distinctive character. As it stands, however,
it will particularly appeal more to those who know
little about phonographs. and yet are bent on
making a machine to work. The index serves its
purpose well, and compensates for the seeming in.
discriminate continuity of the other matter. The
notes on what the modern machine is capable of
doing in the way of truthfully reproducing the
various kinds and qualities of sound are good :
there is evidently room for considerable improve .
ment in even the best machines as the author gives
us clearly to understand , for he says that
the
fashionable vibrato " comes out very badly .
· Singers who adopt that style, especially male voices,
produce records which, on reproduction, remind
one forcibly of the baaing of sheep.” Again : “ It
must be borne in mind that the most pleasing
voices are not always those that give the best re
sults ; a rather hard , blatant voice usually furnishes
a better record than a soft sweet one.” Evidently ,
there is scope here for the experimenter who hits
on the right method to achieve considerable success,
or, at least , improvement ; and this little volume
will materially assist the young experimenter .
El.ECTRO PLATING . London : Cassell & Co. , Ltd.
Price is. ; postage 2d .
This is one of the series of handbooks issued in
connection with Work , and thoroughly maintains
the reputation attained by the previous volumes .
The various chapters deal successively with the
tanks , vats , batteries, dynamos, and other appli
ances required for the electro - plater's outfit ; and
then come practical instructions for plating in
silver , copper, gold , nickel , and various metals and
alloys. Special attention is given in Chapter VII
to the nickel plating of cycle parts. A large num
ber of illustrations are included. The amateur, and
also the professional worker, who wishes to under
take electro plating on a small scale will find this
book excellent value .
Dicks' LONDON STREET GUIDE. London : John
Dicks . Price id . ; postage id . extra.
This extremely useful book contains the names
and postal districts of over 7000 London streets ,
and in each case, also , gives the name of the nearest
main thoroughfare and railway station. A visitor
to the Metropolis should not be without a copy .
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An Electrical Question and
Answer Board .
By Geo. H. ATKINSON.
THE accompanying photograph shows an
THEelectrical question and answer board, which
consists of a shallow box with hinged glass
fronts ( the question and answer board proper ),
a small magnetic catch arrangement for holding and
releasing glass front, and an electric bell and push ;
a two -cell Leclanché battery works the apparatus .
The box ( Fig. 2 ) is made of 4 - in . wood, outside
measurements being 134 ins. by 10 } ins. by 4 ins .
The glass front is fixed to box at the bottom by two
brass butts, and pieces of flexible wire fixed outside
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switch for ready reference, in case of using the board
for other purposes, such as the alphabet, riddles
and answers, names and numbers of photographs in
the album, &c . A piece of $ -in. bead is fitted all
round the back to form recess for connections behind
and a f-in. back screwed on to this bead .
In the
centre of this f- in . back is bolted a small double
pole electro-magnet ( see Fig . 4 ) , the pole pieces of
which project -in . above the top. On the face of the
board, in the centre at the top , a terminal is fixed ,
which connects by bell wire with one bell terminal,
and by flexible wire with a brass plug for fitting in
the brass tubes . A similar terminal at bottom .
connects with one of the bottom terminals, and
another flexible wire and plug.
The other terminal at the bottom connects
directly by wire with the other bell terminal , so

TEO I ATKINSON

Fig . 1.-MR. GEO . H. ATKINSON'S ELECTRICAL QUESTION AND ANSWER BOARD ,

prevent it falling open too far. A catchplate is
fitted inside to the centre of the top frame. The
box has two terminals at the top , between which
the bell is placed , and two at bottom for connecting
to battery. A small lever switch is placed at the
side to control the magnet working the lever catch .
An ordinary bell push will do .
The board ( Fig. 3 ) is a piece of 3 -in , mahogany, in
which fifty -four holes are drilled , and in each of
these holes is tightly fitted, flush with the face of
the board , a piece of small brass tube 4-in . long .
The twenty-seven top tubes, which are for questions,
are connected to the twenty-seven bottom tubes
( answers ) in pairs in the order shown by the numbers
on the three bottom lines. A key to the bottom
connections is made, and put at the side over lever

that when the top plug is placed in any one of the
top three rows of holes, and the bottom plug in the
brass tube over the answer, the circuit is complete,
and the bell rings.
The lever catch ( Fig. 7 ) consists of a piece of flat
brass about 2 } ins, long , filed at one end to form a
hook ,and at the other end is sweated a piece of flat
iron acting as armature for the electro -magnet,
fitted at the back of thequestion board . The lever
is pivoted to the under side of the top of the case ( to
allow board being freely removed for alterations ) ,
and a small spring between pivot and armature
keeps the catch in a locking position. The switch
or push at the side simply closes and opens the
circuit from right -hand battery terminal, through
windings of magnet, to left-hand battery terminal,

-

-
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so that when lever is depressed the electro -magnet
draws down the armature, and thus lifts the hook
away from the catchplate, and the front drops
down as far as cords allow,
The following inscriptions are not seen on the
photograph :-(1 ) On the glass front , “ To release
this shutter depress knob of lever on right -hand side
of board .” ( 2 ) On the glass front (inside ) :
“ Kindly take out plugs, and replace shutter when
finished with ." ( 3) On the board itself ( not quite
distinct in the photograph ): “ To work the board ,
take one of the plugs and place it in the hole over
the question you wish answered ; then with the other
plug touch the hole over which you think the answer
is, and , if correct , the bell will ring .”
It will be noticed that I have covered up all the
answers and replaced them by numbers , which show
plainer where the right answers are stuck .

when Mr. Eric S. Bruce will deliver his lecture on
“ Airships, Balloons, and Flying Machines .” As
very special arrangements have been made for this
lecture, and the subject being one of universal
interest, the Committee have decided to allow
readers of this journal and others to be present on
their purchasing tickets. The tickets (price is.
each ) may be obtained before the date of the
meeting ( not on the night), by application to the
Secretary, as at foot. This arrangement will not
preclude members exercising their privilege of
' introducing one visitor each to this meeting; but
members wishing to do so should apply to the
Secretary for a special ticket ( free of charge) to
secure the admittance of their respective guests.
HERBERT
G. ,Riddle,
Hon . Sec . , 37 ;, Minard Road ,
Hither
Green
S.E.
Practical Letters from our
Readers .

The Society of Model Engineers .
(Reports
of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER
without delay, and will be inserted in any par.
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .]
London .
N ordinary monthly meeting of the Society
AN was held on Thursday , April 13th , 1905 , at
the Holborn Town Hall , Gray's Inn Road ,
Mr. D. Corse Glen taking the chair at 7.45 , and
upwards of sixty members being present .
The minutes of the previous meeting were read
and signed , and five gentlemen elected members of
the Society . Future meetings and visits were
announced as follows :—Thursday, May 18th ,
Ordinary meeting. Saturday, June 24th : Launch
trip and the annual all-day summer trip for July
to Chatham Dockyard and the works of Messrs.
Aveling & Porter , Rochester.
The formal business being over , the Chairman
introduced Mr. Alfred B. Harding ( Fellow of the
Physical Society of London) to give his lecture ,
entitled “ The Romance of Cold .” The lecturer
kept his audience enthralled for an hour-and - a -half
by a lucid description of the effects obtainable
from the latest triumphs of physical research
liquid carbonic acid and liquid air. The lecturer
illustrated and proved his remarks by some of the
most astonishing experiments ever performed be
fore this or any other Society : he , indeed , stated
that some of the experiments had never yet been
shown outside the conversaziones of the Royal
Society . The production ofartificial snow and hoar
frost , the freezing of alcohol and mercury ( the
latter while in a red hot crucible ), the freezing of
vapour formed in a flame, the turning of beef steak
almost instantaneously into a substance resembling
stone , and particularly the turning of water into
lumps of ice in . thick while in a saucepan over a
Bunsen flame, were but a few of the apparently
impossible experiments successfully performed .
Mr. D. Corse Glen , in proposing the heartiest
possible vote of thanks to Mr. Harding , fittingly
described the lecture as being perhaps one of the
most interesting and instructive ones ever given
before the Society, and the members present by their
vociferous applause had certainly the same opinion ,
The meeting terminated at 10 p.m.
FUTURE MEETINGS . —As already announced , the
next meeting will be held on Thursday, May 18 ,
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( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom-de-plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attachea ,
though not necessarily intended for publication .)
A Simple Electric Alarm .
To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -I have read with interest " Or
lando's " letter re insulated foot for electric alarm
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ARRANGEMENT OF SIMPLE ELECTRIC ALARM .

clock . As I had altered mine before this appeared ,
I am sending you particulars and sketch showing
the inside and outside connections. Instead of
using one wire , as described in a recent issue , I got
two insulated wires ( A A ) , and placing screw B
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between them at such a distance as to allow the ends
of wires to reach cog-wheel C, and then binding them
together both sides of screw B with cotton thread,
then placing the screw B back again and screwing it
up tight, and adjusting the wires so that the cog
wheel C will come in contact with them when it
moves forward - which is caused by a slot in centre
and a spring D at the back of it .
I then brought
the other end of wires A A inside the clock to two
holes E E , and for the outside connections I got a
piece of copper F, about fin . wide and 3-32nds in .
thick, and long enough to allow for the ends to be
bent down (as shown in sketch ) , and making holes
E E for the wires to pass through , and holes for the
screws GG and legs H H ( the screws G G take the
place of the ordinary legs), and insulating both
ends of F with stiff paper.
For the legs H H I got two pieces of steel wire
( KK ) and six brass nipples - three for each leg
( which are used for cycle wheels). I put a thread on
the wires K K, and screwed the first nipple on each
wire, filing them down so that they would have the
appearance of a bolt head. I then placed them in
their positions , putting a washer next to the in
sulator, and screwing them up with the second
nipple , after which I placed the connecting wires
between the second and third nipple .
This has worked much better than having only
one wire , as the frame L is of cast iron , and does not
allow the current to pass through very freely ;
and I have also made the other connections of brass
and copper , instead of spring steel. - Yours truly,
WALTER COPE .
Crewe.
Model Yacht Architecture.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I think the fact that the wind pres
sure on the sails of a yacht adds to the displace
ment may be proved in the following manner :
Place a set -square A B C against a straight
edge X X ; now press against the set -square with a
stick Q Pin the direction of Q P, and the set - square
will move along X X from A to C — that is , if X X
is fixed . Now, in the case of a yacht , we have much
the same arrangement . A B represents the sail ,
the force along Q P represents the wind , and X X

A

EXPERIMENT
SHOWING

INCREASE OF
MODEL YACHT
B
DISPLACEMENT,

X
represents the resistance of the ship to leeward
motion . The only real difference in the two cases
is that the yacht is only partially stopped by its
resistance from making leeway. But the principle
of motion is the same in both instances, and as the
set -square moves in a direction A C, so the yacht,
moving the same way, sinks deeper in the water.
Yours truly ,
J. Huck .
London , S.W.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , --Graphical demonstration of the fact
that wind acting on the sails of a heeled yacht
causes her displacement to increase does not seem
to satisfy your readers. Perhaps someof them may
care to make the following experiment arranged as
in the diagram below :

EXPERIMENT
SHOWING
INCREASE OF
Model YACHT
DisplACEMENT
WHEN:
HEELING.

O

In one pan of a pair of small postal scales put a
model yacht , and balance her by weights placed in
the other pan ; then direct a continuous steady
blast of air horizontally upon her sails . If this
treatment causes her to descend , then the hori
zontal blast must have an unbalanced vertical
component tending to increase her displacement.
Q.E.D.
A light chain hung from the above weighted pan
and extending nearly, but not quite, into contact
with that pan when the scales are horizontal , will
serve , in the rise of the weighted scale, to represent
the increasing resistance of the water to the in
creased submersion of the hull .
A further refinement would be to so counter
balance and support pivotally on the scale that she
should not merely lie over on her bilge, but rest
vertically to commence with , and assume an in
clined position under the action of the blast .
If three or more of your readers would make such
a test , independently of one another, and report
results to your office , we might get a little nearer to
a solution of this much debated problem .
But in arranging the apparatus, the dictum
attributed to Sir Benjamin Baker should be borne
in mind by the experimenters— " There's nothing
more inisleading than figures - except facts.”
Yours faithfully,
W. J. T.
London , E.C.
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Queries and Replies .

( Amention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must
be
19
marked on the top left -hand corner of the envelope Query
Department. " No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only , and the sender's name must be in
scribed on the back . (2 ) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post- card)
should invariably be enclosed, and also a Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
The Reply can be forwarded. (5) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
woeks must dlapse before the Rep can be published. The
Insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6)
Au Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
BNGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.)
The following are sdected from the Queries which have been replied
lo recomity :
(13,826 ] Galvanic and Faradic Currents . J. M. (West
Hartlepool) writes : I enclose a full -size plan (not reproduced)
of the Universal Electric Supply Co.'s shocking coil “ Hercules."
I have been under a doctor's treatment applied by electricity. He
was always careful that the sponge cloth with the medicine on was
fixed to the positive wire (his was the town'selectricity ). This coil
leaves no mark on the pole- finding paper. Is there any paper that
an intermittent current will mark , or can I rely on À terminal
always being positive ?
The current from a medical coil is quite different from the steady
current given by a battery or a continuous current electric light
main . Doctors call the steady current a galvanic one, and use it
for certain purposes, such as the introduction of medicines through
the skin, in which case the medicine is always placed upon the
positive electrode ; hence the care exercised by your medical man.
The current from a coil is termed by doctors a Faradic current,
and they would not use it for the same treatment as galvanic, be
cause it is not suitable, being not only unsteady, but alternating ;
though, as a matter of fact, it is somewhat more powerful in one
direction than in the other, and therefore is slightly galvanic in
its action , but so slight as to be of very little use . If your treatment
is to be galvanic, as would appear from your letter, you should
not use a coil, but a battery, which may consist of dry cells ; the
number would depend upon the voltage and current required by
your particular case. You should act under the advice of your
medical man. Your diagram of coil connections is not clear . If
you will read the chapters on coil connections and medical coils
in our handbook No. II, you should be able to trace out the cir.
cuits of your coil. The ' shock terminal, which is connected to the
circuit joined to the positive pole of the battery, will be the one
from which the larger impulse of current will flow , and would be
the one having a more positive character than the other ( this
refers to coils giving a primary shock ); but, as before stated, it will
be of small use for galvanic applications.
(13,771) Gravity Cells. G. H. (Harrow ) writes : I have just
completed a 12-cell gravity battery, of the form described in The
MODEL ENGINEER for March 12th , 1903. I imagined that such a
battery would give about 12 volts i amp. ; but on connecting to a
12-voli H.E. lamp, the filament was only made red -hot. Can you
account for this ? I have followed the instructions exactly , crush.
ing up some retort carbon to the right size, which I obtained from
the localgasworks. All the connections are good . As the voltage
of the cell was not stated in the article, I imagined it would be about
I volt per cell, like other formsof gravity batteries. Was I right ?
I should be obliged if you could offer any suggestions as to where
I have gone wrong .
The E.M.F. of these cells should be about i volt per cell. Prob
ably your lamp takes too much current to suit them ; about | amp:
would be nearer the amountwhich such a battery should be called
upon to give. But have you taken the precaution to close the
outer circuit directly the cells were filled , as directed in the de
scription ? If not, this may be the cause of your failure. This
kind of battery , which is practically a gravity Daniell cell, should
always be sending a very small current when not in use, to prevent
copper depositing upon the zinc and stopping the action of the
cells. Make some further trials ; the battery should improve after
being in action some little time.
( 13,851 ) Charging Accumulators. S. E. writes : Supposing
you had a " Simplex " dynamowound for 6 volts 10 amps. , and you
wished to charge a ro -amp. accumulator, taking ij amps. as
charging current, how would you reduce the current from 10 amps.
to the required volumewithout affecting the voltage ? (2) In case
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you wished to charge four accumulators at the same time, sizes
as follows : one 60 amps.; one 40 amps. : one 20 amps. ; and one
10 amps ., what would be the required current ? ( 3) For each
accumulator which is added to the circuit, is it necessary to increase
the volume of current accordingly ? For instance, assuming a
10 -amp. accumulator was being charged requiring it amps., and a
60 -amp. accumulator was added , would it be necessary to increase
the current to 71 amps. ? And, after that, if you added a 20 -amp.
cell, would you increase the charging current to 94 amps. ? Or
supposing the three aforementioned accumulators were connected ,
would thebattery
charging current have to be kept at If amps. to suit the
smallest
?
(1 ) If the voltage of the accumulator is about the same as the
voltage of the dynamo, the currentwill, to a greatextent, adjust
itself ; but it is advisable to use asmallamount of wire resistance
in series with the dynamo, in case the cells are very much rundown,
in which case the dynamo would probably fail to excite without a
resistance. Generally speaking, for small cells and low voltages
the use of a wire resistance which can be adjusted so as to permit
the proper current to pass is the easiest way ; you can , however,
raise or lower the volts of a dynamo to someextent by running at
lower or higher speed. (2) Accumulators should always be con
nected in series for charging ; therefore the same current will pass
through each one, and the value of this current must be that of the
charging rate for the smallest of the accumulators. This also
partly answers section 3. (3) You could remove any one which
had become fully charged , or add cells to those which are being
charged , subject to the remarks above in section 2.
( 13,909] Altering Output of Dynamo. A. C. (Glasgow )
writes : I have justfinished a dynamoof 60 watts described in your
handbook. It should give 10 volts 6 amps. I cannot get it to
light a 10-volt lamp. I have wound fields with wire as sample
about 3 lbs., and armature a drum ,with twelve slots 2 ins, by z ins.,
wound with same wire, and connected to a 12-part commutator
field
in cast
iron can
of massive
proportions.
runs first
rate -masagnet
a motor.
What
I do to get
the named Itoutput?
It
gives current, but not more than 4 volts. Air gap is right. Where
can I obtain an accumulator box (vulcanite or celluloid) to hold
six plates 4 ins. by 4 ins., to give 4 volts ?
Re-wind field -magnet with 3 lbs. No. 21 gauge s.c.c. copper wire ,
and armature with No. 22 gauge d.s.c. copper wire ; field coils to
; speed about 2800 revolutions per
be joined in shunt to armature
minute. If your armature core is only 2 ins. long , it is short for
the tunnel, which is 3 ins. long. Your armature core should be
3 ins. long also ; but, of course , you can still get a fair output with
the present core. For accumulator box, try Universal Electric
Supply Co., 60, Brook Street, C.-on - M ., Manchester , or other adver
tisers of electrical supplies in THE MODEL ENGINEER.
(13,898) Electric Lighting from Accumulators. G. A. F.
( Eastbourne) writes : I am proposing to light several bedrooms with
electric lights, just powerful enough to read by. I am going to
fit one room to start with, just to work out the expense, & c. I
intend to charge accumulators from a number of Leclanché cells,
as I haven't convenience for a dynamo. Will you please advise me
on the following questions : (1) What size (candle -power or volts)
globe; shall I require to give a fair light ? ( 2) What volt and ampere
size accumulators for six-hour charge ? ( 3 ) How many 2-volt
size Leclanché cells shall I require for one accumulator ? ( 4) Will
you please give me a few precise hints how best to arrange and
manage the charging process ?
( 1 ) We advise you to try one or two 8 -volt 1 c.-p. lamps to com
mence with . (2) Accumulator to give 8 volts, and have a capacity
of about 4 amp.-hours. (3) All Leclanché cells give about it volts ;
there are no 2-volt cells of this pattern ; you would require 9 cells
in series, the largest size. (4) See articles on small accumulator
and battery installations, and replies to queries in recent volumes
of The MODEL ENG!NEER ; also our handbooks Nos. I and 5 ; also
No. 22. As all the current must originally come out of the Le
clanché cells, it can only be of a very small amount ; therefore you
cannot expect to do more than light on or two very small lamps,
Keep the accumulators as fully charged as possible --never let them
run right down.
( 13,843] Dividing Appliance for Lathe. W. A. R. (Glas.
gow) writes : Having read the interesting article by "Cross Keys
in your valuable paper, I would like to ask him for a little more
information with regard to the table which was issued in The MODEL
ENGINEER for March gth ; for instance
Turns of Handle I.
No. of Divisions.
1 *09 09 09
165
I '00 55 8
179
81 08 II
222
.62 50
288
( * You will see this one is only marked twice .) I hope that " Cross
Keys " will favour me with the desired information , as I consider
that it is the best dividing appliance I have ever seen .
Our contributor replies as follows: " I do notquiteseehis difficulty.
unless it is that he considers something is wanting in the particular
division referred to, viz. 288. In my article it is explained that the
divisions are worked decimally, so that any one number of divisions
required multiplied by the figures set opposite in the printedtable
equals 180, the number of teeth assumed in the worm wheel on
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dividing spindle (or lathe spindle). Taking number of divisions
required as 288, it will be seen that 288 by 6250, equals 180 ; thus :
288 6250 = 180'0000
So that no divisions are required to be taken on the micrometer
for this particular division , which works out exactly accurate.
The other divisions mentioned - viz., 165, 179, and 222 — will not
go into 180exactly, and the table is carried tosix places ofdecimals,
in order to bring the calculated error far below the degree of accuracy
obtained with most high - class machine tools. I shall be pleased to
assist W. A. R. further if he writes me privately. The Editor
has my address."
( 13,911) Telephone Set and Relay. W. N. (Fence Houses,
co. Durham ) writes : I send you a diagram of a telephone (not
reproduced ) with separate bell and relay, and I would be very much
obliged if you would send me a sketch of how to couple it up. It
is to connect on to a telephone line where earth returns are used .
I have never connected one up before with separate bell and relay,
all the telephones being fitted with bell and relay. The bell tele
phone and relay will all fix on to one board .
You do not give the internal connections of your telephone set
and relay, but the diagram below will enable you to see how the
connections should be made. You should trace out the connec
tions of the relay, and see which are the coil terminals and which
the relay tongue. The separate battery for ringing the bell is
preferable to branching off from the main battery .

429

phated condition ; this sulphating of the platesisa co n :non trouble,
and is due to the acid solution in thesecells being too weak, or to
a local short circuit (which causes them to run down) due to a
leakage or other cause . The yellow substance is sulphate of lead,
and its presence is a sure sign of the cells being in a discharged
condition. If you leave a battery for a long time in a discharged
state it will appear and spoil the plates . As all the other cells are
good, we conclude that the cause must be local to the bad cells ;
they should be taken out of circuit and treated separately. The
treatment consists of prolonged charging at a slow rate until the
positives look healthy again , and all the slate colour and white or
yellow scales have gone. If in a very bad condition, the best plan
is to scrap the bad positives and put in new ones. You should ,
of course, try and remove the cause of the trouble ; perhaps some
paste has lodged between the positive and negative plates and is
causing a short circuit. The two things above all to avoid are
discharging the cells below 118 volts per cell, and leaving the cells
in a discharged condition .
( 13,859] 100 -watt Kapp Motor. J. H. (Poplar) writes :
I am making a 100 -watt motor, Kapp type, with wrought-iron,
field -magnets, as described in " Small Dynamos and Molors ."
have got on satisfactorily except for the winding of the field .
magnet. I can only manage to get half the quantity of wire
(31 lbs.) on them , though I have wound as tight as possible. Please
would you be kind enough to advise m: where I am wrong and
whether my measurements are right ?
Line
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Query 13911
DIAGRAM OF TELĖPHONE CONNECTIONS .

(13,864)Accumulator Installation . F. G. ( Curragh Camp)
writes : May I again trouble you with a few questions ?
have a small accumulator installation, the cells being “
No. 8 , " in celluloid cases, 10 amp.-hour, 4 volts. The plates are
about 4 £ ins, by 2 ins., and there are two negatives and one
positive in each cell. (1) To begin with , I doubt their capacity
being as great as stated . (2) Two of the positive plates have more
or less lost their dark slaty colour and have somewhat approached
the negatives in colour. ' These do not gas " freely — in fact,
hardly at all. Moreover, at the top there seems to be some creep
ing of a fluffy white substance which has, to a great extent, fallen
away in pieces and gone to the bottom . What is this and whatis
the cause ? I have given them no hard work , and they seem to
show a fair voltage in spite of this. The remainder of the cells
work extremely well. They have all been treated alike. 1 use
them (Seven in all) to run a 25 -volt tamp. lamp, and recharge
them from a bichromate battery of twenty -three cells. An engine
and dynamo are out of the question for me as I am in barracks.
( 1) We agree with you , though the cells of various makers differ ;
we should be inclined to rate them at about 5 amp .-hours' capacity.
2) The faulty cells have positives which appear to be in a sul

Your field winding will be of too low a resistance to use as a
the two coils in parallel
shunt winding for 20 volts ; but if youjoinarmature,
it will answer
with each other and in series with the
well as a series wound motor . The dimensions of your sketch arc
correct.
[13,741] Pole Finder. W. E. R. writes : Can you inform me
as to what chemicals I should use in a pole finder ? Also , what
sort of electrodes should be put into the glass tube which holds the
chemicals.
Try a solution of sodic sulphate coloured with syrup of violets ;
positive end should become red and negative end green when
current passes. Electrodes should be made of platinum wire.
( 13,881) Consumption of Elements in Primary Cells.
A. B. (Trowbridge) writes : Can you inform me how to calculate
the amperage of a primary batteryfrom the amount of zinc used ?
In an essay on the Daniell cell by J.I. Sprague (English Mechanic,
February 16th , 1883), he says : My chemic unit requires the
equivalent in grains of each agent taking part for every ten hours."
5:68 chemics equal i amp. Therefore, there must be 126 grains
copper sulphate for every chemic ten hours · or 72 grains per amp.
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hour." How does he arrive at 126 grains, which , on his basis of
24 per cent. pure copper, equal 30* 24 grains copper ?
The current given by aprimary battery depends upon its E.M.F.
andinternal resistance ; the internal resistance will vary according
to the construction and size of the cell. To give 1000 amp.-hours
would require a consumption of 2*67 lbs.(approximate) of zinc ;
but you could only get, say, i amp. for 1000 hours if the cell was of
such a nature that its internal resistance would not allow it to give
more than i amp. flow of current. We advise you to study a good
advanced book on primary batteries, such as “ Primary Batteries,"
by Cooper ; price ros. 6d .; postage, 4d,
(13,101) Electric Bells. H. H. ( Forest Gate) writes : I
have two bells and four pushes, and a set of two-quart cells. One
bell and one push are at top of house; the other bell, cells, and
three pushes are at the bottom ( two pushes at outside door, the
other in dining-room ). I want each push to ring both bells . Can
you tell me the best way to wire up so that they are not always
going wrong ?

tit

query 13/01
WIRING FOR ELECTRIC BELLS .
We understand you have altogether two bells, four pushes, and
a couple of cells, and require every push to ring both bells at the
same time ? Your connections will then be arranged in a simple
and compact form , as sketch above - i.c ., connected in parallel.
Your pushes and bells, of course, will be distributed over the
house, but the method of connecting up is as shown .
( 13,776) Rotary Transformer. B. E. (Sparkhill) writes :
I am desirous of making a motor generator to transform down
from 220 volts to 8 volts, and about 8 amps, Could I trespass on
your time to give me the dimensions, & c., on the other side ? I do
not find anythinganywhere like it inmy back numbers, and am not
sureof my own calculations, so would beextremely glad if youwould
oblige - Lahmeyer, undertype, or Manchester ? Length of fields ?
Thickness and width of yoke ? Dimensions of armature and num
ber of slots ? High voltage winding and low ditto winding for
fields ?
Machine to be Manchester pattern , as Fig. 12 of our handbook
on “Small Dynarnos and Motors," made to the 150-watt scale .
Field -magnets to be wound with 3 lbs. (or as near as you can get
on ) ; No. 32 gauge s.c.c. copper wire on each core, both coils to be
joined in series with each other and in shunt to the high voltage
brushes. Armature to be 3} ins. dia neter, with 16 slots, each
5-16ths in . wide by deep ; the low voltage winding to be wound
on first, and to consist of 15 turns of No. 20 gauge d.c.c. copper
wire, wound in eight coils -- one in each slot-and connected to an
8 -section commutator ; a quantity of about } lb. will be required .
The high voltage winding to be wound on top of the low voltage
winding, and to consist of 16 coils, wo in two in each slot, and
connected to a 16-section commutator ; each coil to have 150 turns
of No. 32 gauge s.s.c. copper wire; a quantity of about 14 Ozs, will
be required. The machine must be started by means of a proper
starting switch, so that current is switched on to the field whilst a
resistance is in circuit with the armature.
( 13,949) Cable for Electric Lighting. J. G. S. (Cheddle
ton) writes : I should be much obliged if you could instruct me on
the following : I enclose a piece of fexible electric light cable ;
please say how many amps, this would safely carry . The voltage
inay be either roo or 200. It is my intention to use this wire to
carry current for lighting purposes from a works 200 yds, from my
house, taking it overhead on poles. Would this be quite prac
ticable ? Would the wire require covering with any preparation ?
If so, what do you advise ? Would it be more advisable to connect
up to a 100 or á 200-volt installation ?
This cable should not be loaded to more than 4 amps . on each
bundle of wires ; butyou will get a heavy drop in volts over 200 yds.
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length, if you work up to this density of current ; and your lamps
will be dull if they are of the same voltage as the supply. You can
get over this by using lamps of lower voltage--say 90 volts. or 95 .
volt lamps off 100 volts. We do not recommend 200 volts for this
cable. It is not suitable for outdoor use, unless run in a pipa. Ii
you decide to try it on poles, it should be well coated with pitch , and
run on porcelain insulators. About six 8 C.-p. lamps would be a
tair load. If you find the lamps too dull, run a second cable , and
solder the wires together in each cable at each end , so as to make
really one cable of double the capacity for current.
( 13,959] Primary Cells for Small Lamps. A. E, P. (Clif.
ton ) writes : I have constructed a battery of fifteen cells of the
constant bichromate pattern (as described in handbook on electric
batteries), to light a H.E.lamp ( 20 volts, 8 c.-p.), " Ediswan ” make,
fixed in an underground coal cellar. ' I charged the cells with
chromic acid and part sulphuric and part muriatic acid for the
outerjar, and sal ammoniac for the porous pot; but I did not use
coke in the outer jar, as described in book . The light is required
practically only half a minute at a tim , and probably twelve
times in a day. After the battery had been in use a day, five of the
porous pots showed signs of small surface cracks, not penetratin :
through the pot; and on three purple crystals clung to the surface
over the cracks. Would you kindly explain what is the cause and
remedy ? Some of the pots were new , others taken from used
Leclanchés. Considering the small amount of work the battery is
required to do, as regards a constant current, do you think Le.
clanchés would answer my purpose better ? Or what is the best
form ? Are the cracked porous pots now rendered useless ?
We do not advise you to use Leclanché cells, but to persevere
with the present battery, and also to follow the instructions in our
handbook. Tae small cracks may not do much harm . The crystals
are chrome alum , and suggest that your chromic acid is not pure
but either crushed bichromate of potash, or else that there is some
mixed with the chromic acid. We do not recommend the use of
old Leclanché pots ; better get some good new ones. The constant
bichromate pattern batteryis a very good type, and we think you
will be able to overcome your troubles with patience and experi
ence. Try a lifting arrangement, so that the zincs can be lifted
out of the solution when battery is not in use , as during the night.
( 13,673) Secondary for Shocking Coils. A. N. (Wake
field ) writes : In your handbook on induction coils, referring to
chapter on shocking coil, it does not say how much ,nor what size
wiremeforknow
secondary
. I should be extremely obliged if you would
let
.
You will find that on page 16 No. 34 gauge is recommended for
shocking coils ; use this gauge, either silk or cotton covered will
do -- silk by preference. The exact quantity does not matter
about lb. will do ; fill up the bobbin comfortably full.
(13,678] Concerning Magnets. J. W. A. (Gainsborough )
writes : ( 1) What will a parallel magnet 8 ins. lift ? (2) Does it
injure the magnets to keep bringing two north or two south poles
together. (3) Can a magnet be re -magnetised again ? (4) Is there
a thin material of any kind which a magnet cannot attract through ?
( 1) This question is too vague, What do you mean by a parallel
magnet ? If you mean a steel permanent magnet of horseshoe
shape, it will depend upon the quality of the magnet -- that is, the
density of magnetism . Theyvary very much in quality. The size
of the steel will also affect the question. It is almost impossible
to say except by experiment. (2) Yes, it tends to destroy the
magnetism . (3) Yes, a magnet cam bere magnetised any number
of times ; see query columns of THE MODEL ENGINEER. (4 ) No ;
the only way to screen an object from magnetic attraction is to inter
pose a sheet of iron of sufficient thickness to absorb all the mag.
netism proceeding from the magnet towards the object. In the
case of a small magnet, however, thin sheet iron may be sufficient ;
it is a matter for experiment. The most powerful steel magnets are
made by building them up with a numbar of thin magnets side by
side .
( 13,984 ) Gas Engine Difficulties. H. D. (Killeen Farm )
writes : Please let me know what it is that is wrong with a motor
which I have made from a set of castings that I got from one of
your advertisers. I enclose a sketch (not reproduced ) of the
cylinder and head, which are in two pieces. The bore is 21 ins., and
the stroke z ins. What I want to know is this : You will see by
the sketch —which is full size -- that there is very little space at the
top of the piston for so much gas to be compressed into. I can
not get it over the compression. I have tried turning it with the
foot wheel of a lathe, with the exhaust open , but immediately the
valve is shut the engine stops on the compression. Also, I turned
the pulley with my hand, and got the piston at the top past the
dead centre by letting the gas out by the exhaust ; waen I made the
contact for the spark it would drive the piston round to the next
compression, and stop ; it does this as often as I please . What
is the reason it will not continue to work ?
Either the engine is of faulty design, or the flywheel is not heavy
enough to carry the piston over the compression stroke. Are you
sure all the working parts are free and run easily ? In such small
engines this is a matter which is of very great importance . Are
you certain it is not due to early firing that engine stops ? If you
will read our newhandbook , “ Gas and Oil Engines "(7d. posttree ),
you will find much useful information which may help you over
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your difficulty. If you have more trouble after perusing this hand
book , write us again , and we will be glad to assist you further.
You might try running up to speed on what is termed the " half
compression." On many engines especially those with high
compressions — the exhaust cam is fitted with a lump which holds
the exhaust valve open a certain length of tim:-usually during
that period in which the crank travels from its position at completion
of suction stroke to the bottom centre in the compression stroke.
This makes starting up much easier. Perhaps you can fit up some
device for doing this yourself.
( 13,902] E.C.C. Cells. W. W. S. (Clapton) writes: I am
making an apparatus, and would be glad if you would kindly
give your opinion on the following : ( 1 ) How long would an E.C.C.
battery (size 2 ; ins. by 6 ins.) last on a very short circuit, with
a 21- in . single stroke bell, making practically an instantaneous
contact every five minutes ? ( 2) How long will the same battery
last if standing not in action? ' (3) If the cores of the bell are
turned with a head twice the size of the core, would it make it more
powerful to draw the armature ?
( 1 ) Impossible to say ; but we doubt if it would last very long
perhaps a month . A regular contact at a short interval, such as
this, going on night and day is very trying work for a battery.
(2) An indefinite time- probably some years . (3) No ; it would not
pull so well.
( 13,897] Telephone Receiver and Connections. J. E.
Bolton ) writes : ( 1 ) Is it possible, when making a telephone re
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The News of the Trade .
* Revicos distinguished by the asterisk hane been based on actual
Editorial Inspection of the goods noticed ,
* Model Clockwork “ Precursor " Locomotive.
Messrs. W. J. Bassett-Lowke & Co. have sent us a sample of their
latest production — a fin . scale model of the famous “ Precursor "
class of locomotives. These models, which have been made to the
special instructions of the London & North -Western Railway Co.,are
on view at many of the Company's depots, and are fitted with
the best quality clockwork mechanism , two speeds, brake, and
reversing gear. They are excellently finished and enamelled, and,
as the accompanying illustration shows, represent the prototype very
well indeed . As our readers well know , where small models are
required to traverse the sharp standard curves , wheels of a size
smaller than the scale equivalent have to be fitted ; but to satisfy
those who have large radius curves and desire a more realistic
model, Messrs. Bassett-Lowke & Co. are supplying the locomotives
with large bogie wheels, as shown in the illustration. Further
particulars of this model will be sent on receipt of a penny stamp,
mention being made of The MODEL ENGINEER.
A New Mitre Block.
The uses of a mitre block are too well known to our woodworking
and pattern -making readers to need special description , and the
“ Pass " mitre shute which we illustrate herewith appears to be an
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W. J. BASSETT- LOWKE'S MODEL CLOCKWORK L. & N.W. " PRECURSOR " LOCOMOTIVE .
ceiver, to wind the bobbins so as to produce opposite poles to those
of the permanent magnet ; and, if so, would it not spoil the work.
ing of the receiver ? (2) I have purchased your book on “ Tele
phones and Microphones," and have constructed a pair of wall
telephones as described therein , but find that when the push is
pressed at one station the bell rings at the other station , but will
not ring at the end where the push is pressed. Is this as it should
be ? If so , can you tell me any method by which I
can ring both bells at once , like the instruments
used in our works that were fitted up by profes.
sionals ? I do not want to use a magneto machine.
( 1 ) Not a serious matter, as the speaking currents
are not strong. ( 2 ) It is not usual to arrange that the
house bell rings when the push is depressed, and we
can see no useful purpose served by such an
arrangement. If, however, you wish to do this,
you will attain the required result by connecting
the top of the bell push lever 10 the right-hand
contact spring, when, if your connections are exactly
the same as in Fig. 17, page 49 of our handbook,
the house bell will be rung when you are calling the
distant station .
( 13,841) Cells for Model Telegraph. S. H. T.
(Brighton) writes : In your No. 8 book of The
MODEL ENGINEER Series, " Simple Electrical Working
Models," the first model is a telegraph. I am at work
on this model at present, but owing to circumstances
I find myself unable to make the batteries. Could you kindly tell
ine of any battery which I could purchase that would do as well
telegraph?
forAthis
Leclanché battery for each instrument, such as are used
single
for ringing electric bells, will answer very well, or any good dry
cell, provided your line is not very long. If the effect is not suffi
cient, try two cells in series for each instrument.
(13,779] Winding for Linesman's Detector. W. B. A. S.
(Dublin ) writes : In your very practical little manual, “ Small Elec.
tric Measuring Instruments," in a vertical detector ( linesman's),
could you kindly inform me about how much in ounces of No 40
and No. 22 s.c. wire respectively would be required to wind the
formers of the described instrument, with the number of turns
given,
About oz. of each gauge wire per bobbin.

excellent improvement on the old form of appliance, as by its aid
the amateur can ensure a perfectly true joint. Indeed, as the
plane cannot move except in a straight line, it would be difficult
to make a bad mitre . These machines are made in various sizes,
full particulars and prices of which are given on a leafletissued by
Mr. A. Pass (address : 138B, Bedford Road, Rock Ferry , Cheshire),
which will be sent to any reader on receipt of stamp to cover postage.

THE

Pass ” MITRE BLOCK .

New Catalogues and Lists .
Peto & Radford , Ltd., 55, Hatton Garden , London , E.C.,
have sent us their illustrated catalogue containing prices and
particulars of their accumulators in ebonite and celluloid cases,
and teak, lead -lined boxes, sparking plugs, pocket voltmeters,
ampere meters, lamps for testing and inspection purposes , charging
switchboards and apparatus for recharging accumulators, aluminium
rectifiers, ironclad charging dynamos . and other automobile
electrical accessories
William Hanson , 11, Queen's Crescent, London , N.W.The
price list we have received illustrates bench and other drilling
machines, hand and power -driven , with lever or foot feed . Smal)
wall and bench drills are also included in this list.
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The Editor's Page .
' HE enterprise of the Executive of the London
THE
Society of Model Engineers is exemplified in a
very marked degree by the excellence of the
lecture arrangements they have made during the
current session. The lecture at the last meeting on “ The
Romance of Cold ,” was one of exceptional interest ,
especially as regards the brilliant experiments shown
by the lecturer, Mr. Alfred B. Harding. Not content
with this success, the Society have arranged, at con
siderable expense, a lecture for their next meeting
which will , perhaps, have an even stronger attraction
for model engineers. It is to be given by Mr. Eric S.
Bruce, and will be entitled, “ Airships, Balloons,
and Flying Machines.” We understand that the
lecturer will not confine himself to a verbal descrip
tion of the machines referred to in his paper, but
will show some most interesting working models.
In view of the large attendance which this lecture is
likely to attract, the committee of the Society are
unable to extend their usual liberal hospitality to visi
tors as regards admission, but are issuing tickets at a
charge of is. each . These can be obtained from the
Hon. Sec., Mr. Herbert G. Riddle, whose address will
be found under the Society's report elsewhere in this
issue. We can cordially recommend all our readers
who are at all interested in flying machines, both
model and real, to make a special effort to attend this
lecture.
We have recently received from our New York
agents, Messrs. Spon and Chamberlain , three new
electrical handbooks which they have issued in the
interest of amateurs and students. These are entitled
respectively “ The Study of Electricity for Beginners, "
“ Dry Batteries—How to Make and Use Them ," and
Electrical Circuits and Diagrams.” The first is a
simple explanation of the elementary principles of
electricity, exactly suited to a beginner making a
first acquaintance with the subject. The next is an
excellent and thoroughly practical guide to the
making of dry batteries, the whole of the details of con
struction being clearly illustrated and explained. The
third book gives no less than 217 diagrams of electrical
circuits for all purposes. The diagrams are
beautifully drawn , and should form a valuable reſer
ence book for the practical electrician . Included
in the drawings are circuits for alarms, telephones,
bells, dynamos, motors, storage batteries, telegraphic
wireless telegraphy appliances, electric instruments,
gas lighting, street railways, &c. These three books
are bound in limp cloth covers, and cost is. 6d . each
They may be obtained from our Book Department,
post free, for is. 7 d . each.
Answers to Correspondents.
A. B. ( Barrow -in -Furness ).— See “ Petrol Motors '
by Hawley, is. 2d . post free .
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E. SIMPSON (Montreal).— Thank you for your letter.
“ CONSTANT READER " (Gosforth ).—You will find full
directions for making small self-acting fountain in
our issue for June 16th, 1904.
E. H. B. ( Wynberg, S.A .).— We are having a book and
catalogue sent out to you. The best way to send
money from abroad is by a post -office money order
Thos . G. K. ( Bolton ).— You do not comply with
the rules of the Query Department .
F. G. W. (Seaton Deiaval).— See Bonney's “ Electro
Platers' Handbook ," price 3s. 30. pos: free .
A. R .— “ Electric Wiring ,” by W. C. Clinton , pos :
free is . 9d .

S. P. (Hull).— The chapter on " Hints and Repairs "
in “ Small Dynamos and Motors," 7d . post free.
will perhaps assist you. See also recent query
replies on similar subjects .
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions op
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, wbether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection Readers desiring to see the Ėditor personally can only 10
so by making an appointment in advance.
Thisjournalwill be sent post free toany address for 135. per
annum
Order. , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Posta
Advertisement rates may be bad on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to be addresse
to The EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 20—29, Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London , B.C.
All correspondende relating to advertisements and deposits co be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Bagi
Deer," 26--29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, B.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of tbe paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marsball & Co., 26-29
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon anu
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to wbou
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
Contents .

[ The asterisk ( * ) denotes that this subject is illustrated .)
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MR . J. Pyke's MODEL LOCOMOTIVE .

'HE following is a description of a model I have
TH been engaged in building during about two
years of my spare time, and my first attempt
in anything of the kind , myoccupation is so different,
being a railway labourer.
The cylinders were first taken in hand, two
lengths of 1 in . brass covered steel tubing, it ins.
long , with a block of brass sweated with solder to
each piece . This being done , the port-holes and
exhaust were drilled with a brad -awi, and then the
blocks faced down on a file, and the size of valves
taken . I made them of brass and let the spindles
in and soldered them , also making the steam chests
and stuffing glands, and the pistons with cups ,
each end . In each cylinder there are about twenty
separate pieces all soldered together, and perfectly
strong, brass guides and crossheads making them
complete.
My next job was the frames , 12 } ins . long , 2 ins .
wide, riveted at the corners, using galvanised
iron . This being done, I fixed the cylinders to

them , and put the bearings for the driving wheels
on , using brass terminal nuts fin . thick . The eccen
trics are made out of two farthings soldered to each
end of a small piece of tube at right angles, which
reverses on the driving axle. The eccentric rods
are mild steel cut out of an old door lock case , and
the connecting rods are hammered brass, these being
cut to length , drilled, and fixed . I could move the
driving wheels a rapid speed with my breath . Being
satisfied with this, I put it aside and commenced
the boiler, cutting out with a chisel two brass discs
in , thick , 21 ins . diameter, and a thin sheet of gal
vanised steel 84 ins . by 8f ins . , this being bent round
the rolling -pin and riveted together with rivets fin .
apart , and solder allowed to run along the joint to
make it tight . Then I drove the ends in with a block ,
sweated , and flanged them in ; three tubes, $ in.
bore , were used , and a tee piece downcomer, so as to
ensure a good circulation for the water.
The outside casing ( galvanised iron ) is 9f ins.
long, 3 ins . diameter. The boiler is held to this by
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a little brass bolt , seen in photograph , and the water
filler under the dome and safety valve are driven
tightly , and soldered when the boiler is fixed . I may
say that the smokebox door has got imitation hinges
and handles, and can be taken out when required .
The footplate, cab , and sides are made of tin , and
the handrails are knitting needles, kept in their
place with picture frame hangers (the rings taken
out ) . The exhaust goes up the funnel, drawing the
fire up beautifully. I have placed the regulator in
the cab , and the steam -pipe goes through the fire ,
up the flue, to the cylinders under the smokebox.
All the wheels, with the exception of the drivers ,
have springs made from an old clock . I made all
the six wheels on the tender ; they are without
spokes .
The engine is fired with methylated spirits in a
2 oz. tobacco box, and goes splendidly, quite six
or seven miles an hour with the tender on ehind
and will not refuse to pull 8 lbs. at a slow pace .
along the floor. I have no track yet , but shall have
in course of time . The whole is enamelled L. &
S.W.R. colours , kindly done by a friend of mine,
and has a handsome appearance .
The leading dimensions of the engine are as
follows: -- Cylinders, 4 in. bore by in. stroke ;
wheels : driving , 2 ins. diameter ; trailing, i } ins.
diameter ; bogie , ifins, diameter ; tender, it ins:
diameter ; boiler, 7* ins . long by 21 ins . diameter ;
boiler casing , 9. ins. long by 3 ins. diameter ; fire
box, 34 ins . by 2 ins. ; height to funnel , 7 ins . ;
footplate, 4 ins. ; length of engine , 13 ins. ; length
of tender , io ins. ; weight of engine , 5 lbs. 12 ozs. ;
weight of tender, 21 lbs.

or any cardboard handy . This filling stands better
than sealing -wax, and will not dissolve and blur
when lacquered, if the lacquer is put on properly.
Another filling is japan, which is applied with a
brush , cold , and cleaned with a card , as before . It
is then baked , and when the work is finished the
filling will be found to be glossy and permanent,
and will not be dissolved by any lacquer or heat .
The piece to be silvered should be thoroughly
cleaned with emery cloth or paper just before apply.
ing the paste, which is to be put on by hand and
rubbed well in the surface of the work . After this
is done the work should have a dirty , silvery yellow
tinge, which will be brightened by rubbing with a
dry mixture of į lb. cream of tartar and 10 lbs.
salt , well mixed . The work should be thoroughly
washed to clear it of the surplus salt , and then dried
in sawdust and lacquered .

A Useful Angle Gauge.
By C. CRAWLEY .
The sketches herewith are of an angle gauge I
made some time ago, which may be of some use to
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[Readers are invited to contribute short practical Hems for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired, accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the ens clope. ]
Silver Paste for Brass.
This pasie is used for silvering the scales on
thermometers and the dials for clocks, aneroid
barometers, steam gauges, &c. Put in an ordinary
teacup , or other suitable vessel , 1 oz. of silver
coin silver will do, but pure silver is better and
cheaper. Fill the cup half full of nitric acid , and
place it in a vessel containing water, which must be
heated . As the acid heats it throws off fumes in
shape of a brown smoke , very poisonous. When
the smoke ceases to appear, add a teaspoonful of
common table salt , and when the fumes caused by
this cease, take the cup from the heat immediately
and fill slowly to the top with cold water. Allow the
white powder that will now be found in the cup to
settle to the bottom , and then slowly decant the
liquid . When almost empty, fill again with cold
water, and decant again , repeating this process at
least half
dozen times . Mix the powder ( com
mercial chloride of silver will do instead ) with 10 lbs .
table salt and } lb , cream of tartar. Mix thoroughly
dry, then add enough cold water to make a paste.
Add the water slowly, so as not to get in too much .
Keep in a covered vessel , and from the light .
The graduation marks , figures, and letters
stamped or cut into the work may be filled with
ordinary roofing tar, which is supplied by heating
the work enough to melt the tar. Most of the sur
plus tar may be scraped off with the edge of a card ,
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Workshop Notes and Notions .
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DETAILS OF AN ANGLE GAUGE .
readers of The MODEL ENGINEER ; it has proved a
very handy tool to me. To make this gauge, you
will require one piece of mild sheet steel, to finish
5 ins . long by 9-16ths in . wide by 1-16th in. thick ;
this is for A (Fig . 1 ) , which we may call the blade.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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Carefully true all edges before marking out the slot ,
which is central of the blade ; the slot is 4 } ins .
long by 3-16ths in . wide ; drill out with a 5-32nds-in .
drill, then file out to 3-16ths in. , keeping slot nice
and true . Now another piece of sheet steel must be
obtained for B B (Fig. 3) , to finish 5 ins. long by
If ins. wide by 1-32nd in . thick . Carefully true all
the edges up . Readers will have a good idea how to
cut the two angles B B out from Fig . I. Get the slots
out before sawing out BB ; do not cut out with
a chisel , as it will put a twist in them ; two studs will
be required , as shown at D D. Two knurled nuts
CC can be procured from most electrical sundries
stores for a few pence ; then screw the two studs to
suit them . The two washers E go between the
plates B and C.

Some Useful Home - made Tools.
By “ S.”
Herewith is a photograph of surface plates ,
surface gauge , squares , &c . , made by the writer
some time ago .
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made from old 7-in , mill saw files, a few teeth were
ground off at both sides and edges previous to
forging , and then it was hammered out, so that the
cutting edge was about 1-16th in . thick and slightly
rounded ; it was hardened dead hard in water , and
was ground on a grindstone, and finally sharpened
on an oilstone. The writer finds it is always best
when making cutting tools from old files to grind
the teeth off near the cutting edge previous to
forging. Afterwards two turned handles, 33 ins .
long, made from j -in . mild steel , were screwed
( in . Whitworth ) into the plate base ; these handles
make the plate more easily manipulated on work
being tested . The casting for the plate was got
from Messrs . T. Thwaite & Co. , Todmorden , Yorks .
A is a surface gauge, a very useful tool in the
amateur's workshop . The post is of mild steel ,
turned 5 ins. high and 5-16ths in . diameter . The
scribing needle is of fin . silver steel , 5 ins. long,
bent at one end and sharpened , then hardened and
tempered at both ends to a straw colour. : The
base is of cast-iron , 21 ins . diameter, recessed on
the bottom , and then turned exactly true between

A

F

B

C
SOME USEFUL HOME - MADE TOOLS.
A surface plate, 5 ins. by 4 ins . , is shown in the
photograph at F. This was made from an iron
casting. It was planed both sides and edges, also
the feet were trued up, so that it would stand firmly
on the work bench . A rough cut was first taken
off by a small hand planer, that works 9 ins . by
6 ins., and it was then laid away for a week or so ;
afterwards it was again fastened on the planer, and
a very light cut was taken with a sharp tool on both
sides and edges so that the surface might be left as
true as possible. Then the top surface was truly
scraped by a hand-scraper by the aid of a very
accurate plate lent by a friend . The scrapers were

lathe centres after being keyed to the post. The
milled headed screws and nut are screwed and tapped
3-16ths in . Whitworth . A small piece of brass is
inserted in the hole of the screw that binds the
block to the pillar, so that the pillar does not get
damaged by the end of the binding screw.
At C is shown a set of mild steel V- blocks , ik ins .
long, g -in . by k -in . These are extremely useful
when drilling holes in round work , or when holding
round shafts on the planing or milling machine, or
for setting out work on the surface plate . The
V was cut out by a hole being first drilled , and then
it was finished out by a file . The V is cut at an
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angle of 90 °. These were very truly filled up, and
one was made an exact duplicate of the other ;
afterwards they were hand scraped by the aid of
the surface plate before mentioned . The top of the
V is } in , wide .
A small square is shown at E , the stock of which
is it ins . long , 7-16ths in . wide, and 3-16ths in .
thick , of mild steel . The blade is made from a
cutting off an old band saw blade ; it is if ins . long ,
7-16ths in , wide , and about 19 B.W.G , thick . A
groove was cut for the blade in the stock with a
* Star " hack -saw ; it was then riveted in with two
steel rivets, 1-16th in . diameter, countersunk headed,
set diagonally. The whole tool was accurately
filed up and finally tested with a scriber on a truly
planed cast-iron block, and slightly adjusted where
necessary
D is a T-square also , very useful for some jobs .
The blade is 24 ins . long, 4 in . wide ; the stock is
If ins . long, } in , wide, and 3-16ths in , thick, made
from the same materials and tested in the same
The blade is
manner as the above -mentioned .
checked flush in the stock, and is fastened with two
1-16th in , countersunk steel rivets .
B is a centre square — for centres round shafts ,
etc .-- for the lathe, with a scriber ; it can also be used
as a mitre bevel . The stock is it ins . long each
way, 7-16ths ins . wide , and 3-16ths in , thick ; the
blade is 24 ins , long , and both are made from the
same materials as the other squares ; and it is care
fully tested at completion. The blade is fastened
to the stock by two 1-16th in . cheese-headed screws .
The clearing holes for the screws in the blade are
drilled a full fit, so that the screws will hold the
blade thoroughly firm to the stock .
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the general suburban tank engine. That is the
usual fate of everything that gives up being strictly
special. When the time comes we shall suggest , as
a suitable title for such engines, the Maids -of-all
work class .- The Engineer.

The

Latest

in

Engineering .

A New Electric - Light Pendant. - We illus
trate below an ingenious form of electric -light
pendant, which has recen ly been put on the mar
ket , and which ought, from its simplicity and
handiness, to prove useful to anyone requiring a

Self- Propelled Railway Coaches .
now got their self
MANY of our railways have
propelled coaches, and are doing good work
with them. The South-Western started , or re .
vived the movement , and so successful were the
results, that its example was quickly followed by
other companies . But there are now signs of some
uncertainty. Locomotive superintendents are be
ginning to inquire if, after all, the real solution of
the problem of dealing with small local traffic has
been found . There is a vague feeling that the sys
tem lacks flexibility, and that the permanent
tying of a particular locomotive to a particular
carriage has disadvantages. Hence the suggestion
that fission should take place — what could be easier
with designs like that of the Glasgow and South
Western Railway ?-between the locomotive and its
tail, and that in place of the combination there should
exist a neat little waistcoat -pocket engine with
four wheels, capable of being attached to any coach
out of a train , and so obviating in many cases the
inconvenience of changing carriages. Moreover ,
would not such a little engine be invaluable at small
stations for shuntng purposes and a hundred - and
one little jobs for which the combined engine and
coach is unsuitable , or too dignified ? The sugges
tion is so good that we may expect in a few years
to see such little engines at local junctions, and by
degrees the insatiable traffic superintendent will
find new uses for them ; their four wheels will be
come six ; their cylinders will increase from 94 ins.
to 16 ins. ; at length we shall have Mr. Stroudley's
“ Terriers, " and they will go on increasing till
there will be no distinction between the type and

A New
ELECTRIC
LIGHT

PENDANT .

movable light . It is the invention of Mr. Henry
Lea, of Messrs . Henry Lea & Son , consulting
engineers, Birmingham , and seems
specially
adapted for drawing -office work, where it is fre
quently an advantage to be able to bring the light
close down on a board . It is , however, well adapted
for many other purposes, particularly for lighting
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machine-tools where very accurate work is done .
The arrangement , as will be seen by our illustration
( Fig . 1 ) , consists of a tube which is hung from a ball
supported on a ring bracket, which latter may be
carried in a variety of ways. The method we
illustrate is one in which a bracket is fired to the
wall above the spot where the light is desired, and
the tube is hung from this bracket . A wall plug
above the bracket enables the current to be led
by a flexible connection to the fitting. According
to another method, the tube is supported in front
of a window by two side brackets , the brackets
being fixed to the window framing. In both cases
the hanging tube is extended beyond the ball that
forms the hinge, and there has a balance-weight
attached , which supports the weight of the hang
ing rod and the lamp. There is an extension tube,

Fig . 2 .

Fig . 3.

which fits inside the first tube mentioned , and on
this extension tube the lamp and shade are fitted .
There is enough friction between the ball and the
ring to keep the rod and lamp in any required
position, even with the extension tube drawn out
to the full . By means of the links , which are seen
directly above the lamp , and are shown in detail
in Figs . 2 and 3 , the lamp can be placed at any
angle , so as to direct the light wherever it may be
required, as , for instance, into a hole that is being
bored out in a lathe . The fittings are made in four
sizes , the largest size being suitable for workshop
use . The smallest size ( No. 4 ) is designed for office
purposes, and is therefore much lighter and more
ornamental than the other sizes . Each fitting is
sent out with wire complete, and with three card
board shades for the lamp-holder. The manu
facturers of the apparatus are Messrs. Player and
Mitchell , of Cambridge Street , Birmingham.
The University of Liverpool Faculty of
Engineering . - Messrs. David Rollo & Sons, the
well-known Liverpool engineers, have offered to
take two students into their works every year ,
allowing them to count the time spent at the Uni
versity towards their apprenticeship . The con
dition laid down is that the students must have
graduated as bachelors of engineering, preferably
in honours. Thus a full apprenticeship can be
served by three years at the University and two
years with Messrs. David Rollo & Sons, making a
total of five years . This arrangement will also
satisfy the Board of Trade requirements, the Board
having undertaken to recognise the time spent at
the University under the Faculty of Engineering
in the proportion of two years for every three
years , but a total of four years' apprenticeship only
is required by the Board . A student, taking ad
vantage of Messrs. Rollo's offer, and spending his
vacations in the manner recently suggested by Sir
Alfred Jones , would obtain an excellent training .
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For the Bookshelf .
HINTS TO YOUNG YACHT SKIPPERS. By Thomas
Fleming Day . The Rudder Publishing Co. ,
New York and London . Price 4$ . 6d . net ;
postage 2d .
This book has been written in response to the
constant and very numerous appeals for informa
tion from young men and boys just entering that
most delightful and health -giving sport , yachting .
It contains some 122 pages , and into this space the
author has contrived to get a surprising amount of
useful information , and just that information which
anyone having anything to do with the handling
of small craft absolutely requires . The letterpress
is divided up and placed under subject -headings ,
thus making reference to any particular point an
easy matter. Mr. Day deals with everything in his
usual practical manner . A few of the paragraph
headings will, perhaps, give the prospective reader
some idea of the variety and extent of the ground
covered by this excellent little handbook : Buying
a boat ; buying from fads ; buying from reason ;
nautical instruments, charts , & c.; masts, booms ,
etc. ; spinnakers ; crew stations ; handling light
sails ; sails ; shifting jibs in heavy weather ; run
ning gear ; mainsail hoisting on track ; reefing at
night , running off in a seaway ; jibbing a mainsail ;
weaving a yawl ; clubbing ; sailing in a current ;
towing ; to lay out an anchor ; moorings ; lights ;
water tanks ; winds ; weather ; squalls ; tides ;
attraction ; coasters ; accidents ; leaks ; watch
tackle ; right -of- way ; pumping ; ballast ; bilges ;
standing by. These are only some of the matters
on which hints and advice are given . Referring to
the paragraph on “ Attraction ” (page 94) , the
author gives us to understand that the universal
law of attraction accounts not only for your
dinghy insisting upon lying against the stern or
side of your vessel on a still night, but also for
y of the collisions at sea in thick weather .
man
$
“ Many strandings are also due to this attraction
which draws vessels towards the land . In sailing
at night , or in thick weather , this force should be
allowed for.” Of course , such a force exists , but
whether it accounts for all the author attributes
to it or not is extremely doubtful . There are so
many conflicting conditions to be taken into
account in the first place , that it is practically
impossible to “ allow for " this force . When is one
certain that it is sufficiently calm as to enable us
to say that any apparent movement of one vessel
or another towards any given object is due to the
law of attraction and not to some unseen movement
of wind or water ? For instance , one can often
see a breeze in the main royal and no wind at all
in the top -gallant ; and we have also seen in a yacht
the same thing regarding her gaff topsail and the
mainsail . With regard to land attraction , it is
quite a common thing for vessels to drift of the land
when it is calm . We think this paragraph on
' Attraction ” might well have been left out without
in any way detracting from the usefulness of the
book .
TONING BROMIDE PRINTS. By R. E. Blake Smith .
London : Iliffe & Sons, Ltd. Price is. net ;
postage 2d .
This book , which comprises 104 pages and an
index , is to be recommended to all who take more
than a passing interest in photography.
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The “ Elektra " Steam Turbine .

By H. H. HARRISON .
' HIS turbine, for particulars of which the
TH writer is indebted to the courtesy of the
Gesellschaft für Elektrische Industrie of
Baden , is distinct from all other single-wheel ma
chines, as by the arrangement of the casing the
steam passes through the wheel four times .
Referring to the illustrations ( Figs. I and 2 ) , the
casing is seen to consist of two concentric steam
passages a and c . Steam enters the casing through
a, and is exhausted at c.
Two nozzles ( p ) of the
well- known form are provided, and steam is in them
expanded down either to the atmosphere or the
condenser pressure . The course of the steam
through the wheel is clearly shown in Fig . I. After
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and are fastened in a groove in the rim.
The free
ends of the vanes are shrouded, as in the case of
the De Laval , though in this case there is no centri
fugal action tending to throw the steam out of the
vanes . A series of grooves are turned in the casing
where the shaft carrying the wheel enters this, the
object being to prevent air getting in and destroying
the vacuum. The grooves engage with projections
turned on wheel boss and shaft , and form the well
known “ labyrinth packing ,
used by Parsons .
The vanes are of steel, as is also the disc, and
whereas with the ordinary single-wheel turbine
peripheral velocities of 600-1,200 ft . are attained ,
in the case of the “ Elektra " these do not exceed
240-300 ft .
The turbine is constructed in seven sizes , ranging
from 10 to 100 h.-p. The r.p.m. varies from 4000
for the smallest down to 3000 for the largest size ;

a

FIG . 2 .

FIG . 1 .
ELEKTRA

passing through the wheel , it enters the curved
passage g, by which it is again directed through the
wheel, and passes in this way no less than four
times , exhausting finally at 9. The loss of steam
velocity by friction , eddying , and so on , requires
that the passages g be progressively enlarged, as
clearly shown in Fig . 1 . The result of the multiple
steam admission is that the wheel can be run at
much less than half the velocity of the steam jet ,
gearing is abolished , and the wheel is not subjected
to the severe radial and tangential stresses arising
from high peripheral speeds, and can , therefore,
be made of ordinary material and does not require
that care and skill in its design necessary in the
case of high speed wheels.
A certain amount of clearance has to be left be
tween the wheel and the various guide passages,
but as the steam is previously completely expanded
in the nozzles , there is no leakage loss ,
The construction of the wheel is more clearly
shown in Fig. 2. It will be seen that the vanes n
are at right angles to the vertical plane of the wheel ,

STEAM TURBINE .
but by putting several wheels side by side and in
creasing their diameter , speeds as low as 500
r.p.m. could be efficiently maintained .
The following are the guaranteed figures as to
steam consumption per b.h.-p. hour, the table
including also other figures
IO

H.-P.

Non con
densing

15

20

30

50

75

100

Stm
C. on

THE

48 5 460 44°0 39'5 38-5 370 350 lbs.
Condensing
27-5 273 271 24'2 230 220 21
No. of Rers.p.m. 4000 4000 3500 3500 3000 3000 3000
We'ght of
Machine. Tons 027 032 0 44 0 59 o'88 126
147
The “ Elektra ” turbine has found considerable
application in driving small high speed launches,
Its
work for which it is peculiarly suitable .
normal rate of revolution is so comparatively low
that by using gearing the propeller shaft can be

-
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revolved at any desired speed. The gear actually
used is a variable one, and in addition provides for
reversing the propeller shaft when necessary, the
turbine running continuously in the same direction .
The gearing absorbs only about 3 per cent . of
the total power, and is thus efficient, and not
subjected to heavy wear.
The “ Elektra
turbine is specially inter
esting from the model maker's point of view ,
and the construction is advantageous for small
turbines of from ļ to i h.-p. Larger size
De Laval turbines than those described in
THE MODEL ENGINEER handbook would be
difficult to design and make so far as the
disc is concerned , and , in fact , would be dan
gerous, as the amateur cannot rely on the
excellence and soundness of the material used,
and the wheel would probably burst.
It is interesting to note that Robert Wilson's
Patent Specification of 1848 describes just
such a turbine as the “ Elektra ,” except that
guide vanes are used in place of the diverging
nozzle .

An
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Ingenious

Model

drilled through the centre , and a steel knitting
needle driven in tightly to form a spindle. Two
brass bearings were then screwed on to the outside
of the frame, with rather large holes in them, so

1
0

Electric
Fig . 2. - PLAN OF TROLLEY .

Trolley .
that the armature can be adjusted nicely, with the
binding screws between the pole-pieces, and give
clearance all round.
The wheels are made from 7 -in , round brass rod,
and are fitted on to steel axles, which are also pieces
cut off a knitting needle ; these axles run in brass
bearings, which are screwed on to the outside of the
frame by two screws in each , which hold them quite
rigid . The wheels on one side of each axle are
insulated by an ebonite bush , and have grooves
turned in them to allow wires to press against them ,
so as to pick up the current from the rail. The
power is transmitted from the armature to the
wheels by a small spiral spring of steel wire
running in ordinary V-pulleys made to a gear
of 3 to 1 . I find this spiral spring to answer
admirably , because it always keeps at one
tension , and does not slip like a leather or cotton
belt .
The commutator is made from a piece of
brass tube 4 in . diameter, which is driven on
to an ivory bush , and then slit into three
sections ; these are then held together by a
fibre ring driven tightly over them.
The
brushes are simply copper wires flattened at
the ends , and secured in ebonite blocks
screwed on to the frame. The armature and
field -magnets were then wound with No. 26 s.c.c.
-about 2 ozs. On the armature and 4 ozs , on
the fields, and then connected up in shunt .
As there is no centre rail needed for this
model, the current is picked up from the two
rails, which must , of course, be insulated from
Fig . 1.-MR. A. P. WHITTLE's MODEL ELECTRIC TROLLEY .
each other, as is the case on ordinary wooden
sleepers . One side of the motor is connected
the wires pressing against the insulated wheels
pieces
to
two
screwed on to them . These consist of
on one side , and the other side of the motor is
of {-in . round iron, which have pieces of flat iron
connected to any part of the frame, and , there
screwed on them , curved to a circle slightly larger
fore, reaches the other pair of wheels which are
than the armature, which is it ins, diameter, so
not insulated, thus completing the circuit to the
as to give the necessary clearance. The armature
two rails.
itself was cut out of solid wrought iron — a rather
I may say that I have had this model running on
laborious task ; but it makes a good sound job,
then
a circular track , the current being supplied by a
especially for a small armature. A hole was
By A. P. WHITTLE.
' HE following is a description , with photo
Theraphs,wong ale smalleseedprice troiey that ;
made some time ago in my spare time. I
have designed it so as to get the centre of gravity
as low down as possible, thus enabling it to take
curves pretty sharply without overturning. It is
fitted with a tripolar armature, and is, therefore,
self-starting. I made the frame 3 ins . long by
2 ins . wide, out of f-in . by -in . bar iron , in two
pieces, which are joined together by the pole-pieces
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4-volt accumulator connected to the two rails. It
will travel at the rate of about four miles an hour ,
and will climb a gradient of 1 in 4 .

Railway Signals and Signalling .

By Chas . S. LAKE .
II . -TYPES OF Signals · TRACK EQUIPMENTS.
( Continued from page 371. )
N the first article of this series , besides our study
methods of to- day were only considered in
order to describe the elementary principles of
block signalling. In the present section, how
ever, we propose to describe, firstly, the styles and
types of signals now in use ; and, secondly, to
set forth representative track equipments in order
to show the practical considerations which
govern the various signal arrangements and
combinations which are now employed .
The principal signal now in use is that which
indicates “ stop ” or “ danger," and although there
are various styles of these in use , and these signals
are differently titled according to circumstances,
the arms of these always occupy a horizontal
position to indicate “ stop," and they are always,
in this country , formed with their ends cut off
straight . In all cases, too , the arms point to the
left of an approaching driver, and are placed as far
as possible on the left of the track to which they
apply, while it is an invariable practice to paint
the arms red, as this colour is found to show up
best both against the sky and against green foliage.
As a rule, a white or black (usually white ) vertical
stripe is painted near the outer end of the arm to
assist distinctiveness. For the “ off ” position the
arm takes up an angle of about 60 °, except in the
case of the somersault
signal , to be described
later.
When placed at the junction of two block
sections ( at the commencement of a station and
just behind any junctions or points thereat , or near
an intermediate block signal cabin ) , these signals
are termed on most railways “ home
signals ,
though in a few cases they are described as “ stop
signals . When at the exit of a station they are
known as “ starters," and when further signals are
employed beyond these to govern movements of
trains within the limits of station control , as
“ advanced starters ” and
outer advanced
starters " ; but in all cases these signals are of
identical construction , except that the home
signals , as being the more important , especially
where fast traffic is concerned , are usually placed
on higher posts than the “ starters,” which generally
govern movements of trains going slowly , and do
not always require to be seen a long way off.
On the group of diagrams annexed , which show
various types of signals as now employed , con
structional features and mechanism being omitted
for convenience, A is a representative high main
line signal . As the top arms are often 50 or 60 ft .
high - there are many instances where they have
to be seen over the top of booking office buildings
situated on an overbridge over the railway - it
would be very difficult to note their position from
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an engine close to them or stopping at them , so
they are usually duplicated lower down , as shown,
the two arms being connected to work together.
In some instances , where the signal is placed on the
side of a cutting up the slope, so as to be readily
visible a long way off, the duplicating signal is
placed on a separate post alongside the line ; and
there are cases where the main signal is on the
right side of the line, right away from the track it
governs , and the duplicate is placed in the proper
position on the left. In railway parlance these
duplicating arms are described sometimes as
" repeating ” arms, but generally as “ fog ” arms,
as they are specially useful when fog hinders the
main arms being seen at all.
When these duplicating arms are of the same
type as the main arms , as in diagram A , they are
generally both fitted with lamps and spectacle
glasses, especially on lines with fast traffic ; but
on some railways, particularly when circum
stances do not require duplicating lamps, small
arms such as that shown at Á are employed instead .
These small arms are particularly noticeable on the
Great Eastern Railway. On that railway, espe
cially when the main signals are not very high, the
small arms are sometimes placed on a side wall
close to a fog-signalman's hut a little way be.
hind the signal, so that their principal purpose is
to advise the fogman of the condition of the signais.
When there is more than one track for either
direction , it becomes necessary to differentiate them ,
to avoid a driver mistaking a signal for the other
track for that applying to the line he is travelling
upon . In fact , notwithstanding the attention paid
to this matter nowadays, a comparatively large
number of accidents have occurred from this cause,
though usually owing to the driver's own forget
fulness rather than signal confusion. The genera)
method for distinguishing “ fast line " and " slow
line " signals is to arrange that the former signals
are higber than the latter ; but on the London and
North -Western Railway the " slow " or " relief”
line signals are distinguished by a ring attached to
the arm , as in diagram C.
Diagrams A, C, and D set forth three ordinary
constructions of
stop ” signals , but as regards
methods of construction or arrangement the
practice of the various railways differs considerably.
The metal frame for the spectacle glasses , the top
one red for “ danger," and the lower one green for
" caution ” or “ line clear, " are constructed and
arranged in various ways. Sometimes, too , the
lamp is placed some distance below the signal arm ,
and consequently the spectacles have to be operated
at the lamp instead of being attached to the arm
as usual . When a driver is stopped nearly under
a high signal it has been found that it is possible
sometimes to see the light through the green glass
when the signal is at danger, and on some railways,
notably the London & South -Western , a metal
shield is attached to the lower part of the spectacle
frame to prevent this.
Diagram F shows a distant " arm placed below
and corresponding to the “ home ” signal E.
As
already explained , the
distant " signal, distin
guished by the
fish -tail ” or “ forked ” end , is
designed to show the position of the next " stop
signal ahead. In practice, its meaning is “ Get
train in hand to pull up if necessary " ' when in the
danger position ; and its use practically enables
the signalman to give three indications to the driver .
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In the example, with the arms E and F on one
post , the messages are : Both arms at “ danger
stop ; top arm lowered , “ distant ” arm at " danger"
-proceed with “ caution ,” as the next signal is still
at danger ; both arms lowered— “ line clear.” When
the arms are on separate posts, as is always the case
when the sections are long , the indications , of course,
correspond, though the components are separated .

an

А

C

control it is situated . It may be stated as a fact
that , were it not for the employment of " distant "
signals, high speed traffic with heavy trains would
be practically impossible, for a driver could not , in
many cases, get his train in hand to stop at a
“ home” signal did he not have previous warning
before that signal came into view . Even on the
Underground railways “ distant " signals are very
necessary, as it often happens that the signals are
hardly visible owing to curves and smoke and steam
in the tunnels until the train is almost on them ,
and they are employed on the Tube electric railways.
Nowadays " distant ” signals show red and green
lights, as in the case of the “ stop ” signals, and
at night a driver has to know his signals to dis
tinguish between them, particularly when on
separate posts. In some places distant signals
have been fitted which show, alongside the light , a
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Referring to the arms E and F again , it should be
noted that it is quite impossible for the " distant
arm to be lowered while the “ stop ” arm is at
danger, and it is equally impossible for the
“ distant ” signal to be lowered if the
stop ”
signal which it duplicates is at
danger. "
In
practice, the " distant ” signal is locked and un
locked by the signalman ahead , and actually
operated by the signalman under whose immediate

white angle , thus > , exhibited from the main
lamp , and it is probable that this practice will be
considerably extended. It has also been proposed
to illuminate the arm by reflection to assist dis
tinction. But the vast majority of “ distant "
signals are not differentiated , and as the drivers
know the lines well, there is little difficulty ex
perienced. The " distant ” arms are coloured the
same as the " stop " arms—they used to be painted
green , but this has long ago been discontinued
and on two or three railways the white stripe corre
sponds in shape to the fishtail end.
In diagram G what is known as the “ somersault
signal, employed by the Great Northern and Taff
Vale Railways, is shown . It is generally stated
that these signals were introduced through the
failure of signals of the ordinary type when over
weighted with snow and ice, but so far only the
two railways mentioned use them. The arm is
pivoted centrally upon a bracket attached to the
pust , and the vertical position shown indicates
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“ line clear,” the dot-and -dash lines showing the
danger ” position . The spectacles are mounted
on the post instead of being attached to the arms.
For controlling shunting movements arms such
as J and K are employed . These are smaller than
usual , and are often placed low down at the sides
of more important posts . The openwork arm J is
generally used to govern shunting movements “ to
wrong road ,” that is, in the face of approaching
trains, while more ordinary arms, such as K , are used
for other purposes. Instead of being marked with
a large S , these shunting arms are in many cases
similar to ordinary arms, and have painted on them
such indications as 5 to T T-No. 5 road to turn
table. On some railways these shunting signals
show a purple light at danger, ) especially when of
the type J for * wrong road
shunting, and on
other lines “ purple " is used for the “ off ” indica
tion.
The signal L is what is known as a calling.on ”
arm , and it is used when, for special purposes, a
signalman requires a train to pass a signal at
“ danger .” In the usual way, the signalman would
stop a train and then tell the driver what to do,
signalling him by flag or lamp, but some railways
employ these special signals for the purpose. The
“ calling -on ” arm shows no light at danger," as
it is then inoperative, but when lowered a small
green light is uncovered by the arm itself .
Diagram M shows what is termed a " dwarf ”
signal . It is really a small construction of the
semaphore, with the spectacles fitted in the arm
itself . It is used sometimes as a shunting signal
attached to a main post , and sometimes instead of
ground discs. These signals are occasionally used
for main purposes in inconvenient positions, as in
tunnels .
The ground disc signals shown in N and O are
almost universally shunting signals pure and
simple , governing principally cross -over and like
movements . In the first case the front of the lamp
is covered with a large white disc round a small
red purple or white lens, and at the side there is a
small green or purple lens. With the white disc
facing the signal shows danger, but when turned
through a right angle on a vertical pivot , it in
dicates
proceed ." These signals are usually
located on pedestals between the rails adjacent to
the points they relate to. It is becoming a very
usual practice to make " white " the danger in
dication, as in this position they have little import
ance ; and with many of these dotted about the
ground the red lights may cause confusion , while a
small green or purple light is the “ off ” indication .
The disc shown at O has a white or black plate
which normally covers the light , but when this
plate is turned down—it is generally arranged to
fall with a clatter to attract attention the small
green light is shown for “ proceed . ”
On the underground and tube lines, and in
tunnels, disc signals are sometimes employed for
and as
home
main line purposes, both as
“ distant ” signals ; while on some lines , shunting
movements are controlled by ordinary semaphores ,
the arms being perhaps shorter than the main arms,
or specially marked .
It should be mentioned also that the backs of
semaphore arms are usually painted white with a
black stripe, and that the lamps have small " back
lights,” which are obscured by a piece of metal
attached to the arm when at “ danger," and un

.
covered to show a small white light in the “ off ”
position. This is done principally to allow of the
signalman and station officials being able to see
when the signal is “ off," from the back .
In concluding this section , it should be men
tioned that it is a universal practice, nowadays,
to arrange the balance-weights of the signal opera
ting mechanism so that as soon as released by the
signalman , or through the breakage or stretching
of the operating wire, the signal if lowered will at
once rise automatically to “ danger .” When there
is a long stretch of wire between a signal-box and
a signal, as in the case of country “ distant ”
signals, special compensating devices are sometimes
fitted to compensate for the effects of expansion
and contraction.
( To be continued .)
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Holmwood Model Railway . "
By R. W. Wright.
HE following description is of a model electric
TH car just completed by me for Lieut. Col. J.
R. Harvey, D.S.O. It is the latest addition
to that gentleman's already well -known “ Great
Holmwood Railway," and the photographs show the
car as finished and lined up. The model is
made entirely of brass and gunmetal, with the
exception of course of the axles.
The windows
are mica, giving a most realistic appearance. A
Marshall & Wood's motor, similar to that used in
the electric locomotive described in the issue of
August 20th , 1903, is fitted , It has a reduction of
speed, 2 to 1 in the spur gear, and 2 to 1 in the
bevel gear. The two axles are coupled together by
two flexible bands, making all the wheels drivers .
Length of car over frames, 161 ins. ; wheelbase ,
64 ins. ; height from rails, 8f ins. The weight of
the car is 21 lbs . only. All other particulars will,
I think , be seen from the sketch and photographs.
The method of supporting the motor and gearing
is as follows :-On either side of the motor is a
link, free to move at point A , where it is attached
to the magnet , at point B to the frame , and at point
C on the main axle. The axle -boxes are thus free
to move in the frames without altering the gear in
any way . D is a gunmetal bracket bolted to
bottom of motor to carry intermediate shaft and
gear. E is also a gunmetal casting carrying the
other end of intermediate shaft , and through which
the axle passes . This is clearly seen in the view of
undergear.
When finished , the car was placed on the track
for the first time , and run light a time or two. A
load of five trucks was then coupled up, which
appeared to make little or no difference to it. The
load was increased until it equalled thirteen coaches,
With this load it would stand at the bottom of an
incline i in 70, and start up the hill, without slipping,
quite easily ; the whole train standing on the
incline. It would also start this load on the curves
without any trouble.
I might mention that the vehicles were drawn
out of the running sheds without being oiled , and
were , therefore , rather stiff, as they had been
standing there for the past four months. Neither
had the track been used for that same period,
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having stood the winter unprotected , but was in
splendid order. Later on , twelve coaches were put
on , and from rest the car started the whole train on
the steepest incline of the railway, which rises
i in 40. It may interest the readers to know that
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cross sleepers are laid . There are now some 600 ft .
of track, and , roughly, 3,600 sleepers , 7,200 chairs,
and 10,800 screws . There are three through loops ,
eight sidings, five running sheds , each 18 ft. long ,
· and two 8 ft . long each , four principal stations (two

Fig , 1. -SIDE VIEW OF MODEL ELECTRIC CAR .

FIG . 2. -- UNDERSIDE VIEW OF CAR FRAME AND GEAR .
this track was entirely re- laid last season with
Messrs . Bassett -Lowke & Co.'s scale brass rails and
chairs , the whole being fitted up in the “ Great
Holmwood Railway ” workshop . Longitudinal
sleepers are let in level with the soil , and on these

glass roofed ) , three bridges , two tunnels , an engine
shed , and a turn -table. One running shed is
(through ) on a main loop. There are two pits for
firing up , one having the rails hinged to drop for
getting at the burners. There is also a tank with
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of July 23rd, 1903) ; a four -wheel coupled inside
cylinder tank engine, and a four-wheeled shunting
engine. The rolling -stock comprises some forty odd
vehicles, ranging from the plate -layer's trolley to
the mail coach and sleeping and dining saloons.
There are open trucks, closed trucks, crane trucks ,
tipping contractors' trucks, goods and passenger
brakes, with various types of carriages, the whole
of which are now fitted with central buffers.
One other vehicle must not be forgotten — it is a
pressure feed tank .
I am not quite sure if
this tank has been described in the M.E.,
but for the benefit of those who have not
heard of it , I may say that it is a fine model,
mounted on two four -wheel bogies, and is
fitted complete with pressure gauge , water
gauge , back pressure valve, regulating valve ,
and flexible connection . The tank , when being
used, is partly filled with water , and pumped
up with air to 100 lbs . per sq . in . It is coupled,

GILMU
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distilled water supply, numbers of signals and
points with footlights ; in fact , one needs some
apprenticeship to be able to work the track , but
Colonel Harvey has them all at his finger ends at
once . Another point adding greatly to the effect
is the use of gradient boards and niile posts ; the
latter are marked in miles , but really represent feet .
The whole of the line i . Joctrified , the motor
taking current from a third rail .
All electrical
models can be worked from a controller -box on the
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FIG . 4.- ARRANGEMENT FOR SUPPORTING
THE MOTOR .

Fig . 3.-END VIEW OF MODEL ELECTRIC CAR .
track, placed in such a position as to command a
view of the whole line . There is also a switch on
the track to start the generating plant in the work
shop . The electrical models at present comprise a
“ Tube loco " fitted with a special design of motor
by Messrs. Marshall & Woods, described in the
M.E. , August 20th , 1903. A four -wheel coupled
tank engine, painted G.E.R. colours, with lead
ing and trailing carrying whcels , fitted with an
Avery motor . This model was made in the G.H.R.
workshop, as Colonel Harvey stocks a quantity of
fittings and materials , together with numerous
tools for dealing with the various models . It has
the bevel gear only , and the reduction only being
2 to 1 , does not pull so much as the others . The
switches are placed in the bunker.
The other
electrical model is the car already described in this
article.
The steam locomotives comprise the following :
A fine four -wheel coupled outside cylinder bogie
tender engine ; a four-wheel coupled bogie ten
wheel tank engine with outside cylinders ( see issue

of course , to the engine when on the track , the
supply being regulated as required , without
This tank has supplied an engine
stopping.
for the whole afternoon before the pressure
has dropped too low to feed into the boiler .
It will be seen this arrangement allows very
This very
long non - stop runs to be made.
fine model was designed by Mr. Henry Greenly,
and is shown in the accompanying photo
graph .

MOTOR WAGONS. — Trailers for motor wagons
must be fitted with brakes. If the trailer brake
can only be applied from the trailer , a person com
petent to apply the brake must ride upon the
trailer. It is not necessary to have anybody on
the trailer if the brakes can be applied from the
motor tractor independently of the motor brakes .
IMITATION CELLULOID . -A useful imitation cellu
loid is produced according to a German method ,
by dissolving in 16 parts by weight of glacial acetic
acid , 1.8 parts of nitro -cellulose, and adding 5 parts
of gelatine . Gentle heating and stirring are neces
sary . After the mass has swelled , it is mixed with
7.5 parts of 96 per cent . of alcohol, with continued
stirring. The syrup produced is poured into
moulds , or, after further dilution , may be spread
in thin layers on glass . As an underlay for sensitive
photographic films the material has important
advantages, not the least being that it remains flat
in developing .
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Lessons in Workshop Practice .
XVI.- Brush Gears for Dynamos and Motors.
( Continued from page 343. )

By A. W. M.
Material for insulating Bushes. - Vulcanised fibre
is useful for low voltages, and its insulating pro
perties are improved by giving a coat of shellac
varnish all over the finished bush and washers ;
but for high voltages , ebonite or mica should be
used .
Brush -holders. - A most useful pattern for small
machines is the tubular holder, the brush being
fed in a direct radial line with the centre of the
commutator does not shift its position as the tip
wears away : It is an easy pattern to make , and is
compact. Fig. 13 shows a simple form , which
consists of a short piece of round brass tube , one
end of which is closed ; inside the tube slides
the brush , pressed against the commutator by
a coiled spring . The supporting pin is made in
the form of a clamp , and grips the brass tube,
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Fig . 13
when the set-scrow is tightened up ; this arrange
ment allows the tube to be readily removed
for inserting a new brush, and to be adjusted
to the right distance from the commutator as
the latter wears away ; the tension of the spring
must be found by trial of several springs. For
the brush to work nicely , it must be a fairly good
fit in the tube, which should be adjusted so that
it is very close to the commutator. If the brush
projects far out of the tube, it tends to jamb, and
does not run so sweetly as when supported close up
to the commutator. This type of holder may be
made out of ebonite or other insulating material ,
and thus do away with the need for other insula
tion : this is a convenient method where there is no
room for a rocker or supporting pins, such as in
small motors used in confined spaces, or where
great simplicity is essential , as the brush -holder
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can be fixed direct in the bearing bracket or frame
of the motor. It is only suitable, however for very
small currents, as the current must be led through
the spring , unless a flexible wire is attached to the
brush . A design for a rocking brush gear to carry
tubular holders is given in Fig . 14, the holders being
made of insulating material ; if metal holders are
used , they would be insulated from the rocker by
means of a split tube of insulation , as shown in
Fig . 14 , A. The arrangement with holders made
entirely of insulating material , such as ebonite ,
would be excellent for a small high - voltage motor ,
carbon brushes being used .
For very small motors and dynamos which are
not required to run for long periods without atten
tion , the brushes may be merely flat pieces of thin ,
springy metal ; such brushes absorb very little
power, are easily made and adjusted , and form a
very satisfactory kind for the beginner to use ;
their only drawback is that they soon (say several
hours ) wear through ; but as the user is probably
personally attending to the machine during the
whole time it is running, this drawback is not worth
considering. The best material to use is that
known as stencil copper, or hard rolled copper, of
about the thickness of a watch main spring . This
material possesses a sufficient spring to press hard
enough upon the commutator without any assist
ance. Fig. 15 shows some of these brushes and
methods of holding them. A is by means of a
clamp screw and washer ; B is clipped in a slot
sawn through the supporting pin ; C is also held
in the same way , but bent round to obtain a very
flexible spring. The brush should be slit up with
a fine saw, two or three cuts being made according
to the width of the brush , so as to ensure a good
contact with the commutator, over which the end
of the brush should project as shown . The brush
should be quite fiat , as shown at D , so as to obtain
good contact . A common fault is to get the brush
on the twist , as at E , when contact is only being
made at a few small places . These flat spring
brushes work very well on commutators which have
open slots between the sections, in which no mica
or other insulation has been placed, and such as
are often found on very small motors. Gauze is
apt to catch in these slots and cause trouble . Fig .
16 shows another useful brush for small machines ;
it is made of a number of thin copper or brass wires ,
held together at one end by a band of thin metal,
the wires and band being soldered together, so
that the wires are free during their entire length ,
except where clipped by the band . These brushes,
if made of very thin , springy wire, work very well ,
and are light running ; they are liable to wear
through quickly, but when this does not matter,
are a good pattern to use. Fig. 17 shows a method
of using wire gauze when a spring brush -holder is
not available, for small machines having com
mutators with filled slots between the sections ,
This is a smooth running and quiet type of brush :
it consists of a strip of thin, hard, springy sheet
brass , to the underside of which is attached a strip
of copper gauze ; the gluze is soldered to the brass
strip for a short distance at the fixed end of the
brush, as indicated by the dotted line in the sketch ,
but is free for the rest of its length. The spring
brass presses the gauze on the commutator , and
one of several thicknesses of gauze can be used .
When the gauze is worn through it should be re
newed.
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A much used brush -holder for flat brushes is
shown in Fig. 18 ; it is a simple pattern, and works
well. Its chief defects are that there is no pro
vision for holding the brush away from the com
mutator, and that the position of contact alters
as the point of the brush wears away ; these defects
do not , however, matter very much . It consists of
a casting having a hole squared through it to re
ceive the brush , and a pair of lugs through which
passes the supporting pin . A coiled spring,
threaded on the pin between the lugs, presses the
holder round towards the commutator. One end
of the spring is pressed through a hole in the pin,

with plumbago , so as to be self-lubricating. As a
rule , a gauze brush requires supporting with a flat
plate of metal, as in Fig . 18 , which forms an ex
cellent connection to which the wires carrying the
current may be attached. For use in cylindrical
tubes, such as Figs . 13 and 14 , a strip of gauze is
rolled up into a cylinder ; but these holders are
more adapted for carbon brushes, as gauze is apt
to fray out and refuse to slide in the tube, unless
a very loose fit. Brushes may also be made of a
number of strips of very thin copper, soldered to
gether at one end. The kind already referred to
as stencil copper (because it is used for making
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FIG . 14 .
or fixed to it with a small screw, and the other end
is bent so as to engage with the holder lug at that
end . The springs should not be made too stiff.
Some good designs for small brush gears are to
be found in THE MODEL ENGINEER for July 14th
(page 44 ) . March 17th (page 258 ) , May 19th ( page
475), and August 4th (page 115 ) —all 1904 ; also
November 26th (page 512 ) and December 10th
( page 561 ) of 1903.

stencil plates ) is suitable. When making such a
brush , the strips should be slit for the greater part
of their length , so as to make the brush flexible
( see Fig. 19), and placed so that the slits make and
break joint. One uncut strip is placed at top and
bottom , and then all the strips are soldered together
at their uncut ends. This is a good brush for use
with hard commutators ; but if the commutator
has been made of brass or soft metal , the brush will

a
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Fig . 15 .
Points of brush ,
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Brushes. - A favourite material is copper gauze
the kind used for making sieves of very finemesh is
suitable ; it is to be obtained from makers of wire
articles . A simple method of making a flat gauz .
brush is to roll up a strip upon a round piece of
metal or wood so as to make a hollow cylinder, and
then to flatten it with a hammer ; dip one end in
some solder to prevent it from unrolling. There
are some very good patterns of gauze brush made
by various trade firms; some have a core of plaited
or straight copper wire ; some are crimped up so as
to form a kind of locked core ; others are saturated

Points of brush , E

tend to cut it away , unless a light pressure is
applied , and the surface is kept slightly lubricated.
Carbon brushes can be used in almost any type
of holder ; they are made from special grades of
carbon , and can be obtained of various degrees of
hardness ; they wear very slowly, and are specially
adapted for use in radial holders, such as the tubu
lar holders shown in Figs. 13 and 14. One of the
drawbacks to carbon is the resistance which it offers
to the passage of the current , especially when used
loose in tubular holders, as it does not make good
contact with the holder . There are two methods
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upon it ) . There is no absolute need to giind up
of reducing this defect : one is by coating the brush
all over, up to about
in. of the end in contact
the commutator ; carbon brushes can be used even
with bad surface and commutator out of truth ;
with the commutator, with a deposit of copper ; in
but the author has placed stress upon this question
fact , copper-plating it . This may be done in any
of surface because carbon brushes require a smooth ,
copper electro - plating bath ; or the brushes are sup
plied by the makers with the coat of copper on, if
true running surface to work nicely, whilst a
flexible copper brush can be made to run well
ordered as coppere i brushes .
The second method is to attach a wire to the
end of the brush . With tubular holders , a general
practice is to make a small groove in the brush , and
Supporting
to twist one end of the pressure spring round the
plote
groove, the other end of the spring being clamped
by a screw , which also clamps the wire leading to
the terminals of the machine : as by this method the
current passes through the spring, it is only suit
able for very small currents. The arrangement is
illustrated in Fig. 14. Carbon brushes do not work
well with an uneven commutator, as they do not
FIG. 18 .
accommodate themselves to an uneven or untrue
surface , as a flexible copper brush does ; to
use carbon satisfactorily, therefore , the com
mutator must be true and have a smooth
Top ond bottom strips
level surface. Owing to the difference in
Complele brush
hardness between the mica, which is used to
and method of
separate the segments of the commutator and
applicolion to
the copper , or other metal of which they are
commutolor
made, the lathe tool does not produce a per
fectly cylindrical surface, but a series of
humps-not , perhaps, perceptible to an in
experienced workman, but which can be felt
Alfernale strips
by passing the thumb and finger round the
commutator . The effect of this surface is
that a carbon brush is in a continual state
of vibration as it jumps from one segment
to the other, with the result that there is
Fig . 19 .
likely to be a perpetual sparking going on
under the end of the brush . The only way to
upon a comparatively bad or untrue surface . A
very good feature of the carbon brush is that it ,
to some extent , protects the commutator , as spark
ing tends to burn the brush rather than the com
mutator segments .
Brushes for reversing Motors should be fitted so
that they will work smoothly with the commutator
running in either direction . Carbon brushes are
suitable, and can be used for reversing motors in
Fig . 16 .
any pattern of brush-holder, though radial holders,
such as Figs . 13 and 14, in which the brush passes
Spring brass strip
directly end on to the commutator , are to be pre
ferred . Gauze does not give such good results in
Gouze
these holders as carbon , but it can be used with
fairly good results if the holder is close to the sur
Soldered here
face of the commutator ; gauze brushes, or those
made from copper strip , must not be used for re
versing motors in such holders as Fig . 18 , as they
tend to catch and buckle up at the point , when
the direction of rotation is towards the brush .
Copper brushes ( as Figs. 15 , 16 and 17 ) which piess
flat upon the commutator are satisfactory for re
versing, and work silently. Carbon brushes fre
Underside of brush
quently make a singing noise , especially at high
FIG . 17 .
speeds.
Size of brushes should , strictly speaking, be pro
produce a perfectly satisfactory surface is to grind it
portioned to the amount of current which they
truly cylindrical, either by means of an emery wheel
have to carry , but the following sizes will be found
in the slide-rest , or by making a clamp or block to
to give good results for small machines up to about
fit the commutator , so that a sheet of fine glass
500 watts size . Copper brushes will carry about
paper can be pressed evenly over the surface, and
five times as much current for a given size as carbon
the inequalities ground down ( see Fig . 20, which
brushes , and are to be preferred for low-voltage
shows a block of wood turned to the shape of the
dynamos , especially when the current is heavy , as
commutator , and pressing a sheet of glass paper
in dynamos for electro -plating.
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Small motors and dynamos up to about 15 watts
size work well with copper brushes as Figs . 15 , 16
and 17 , having a width of5-16ths in . ; up to 60 watts
size ; a width of 4 in. ; up to 100 watts size, a width
of fin .; up to 150 watts , a width of i in . Copper
or gauze brushes, for use in holders such as Fig . 18 ,
may have the following sizes : for machines up to
60 watts output , } in . wide by } in . thick to 3-16ths
in . thick ; up to 150 watts , fin. wide by 3-16ths in .
thick ; up to 250 watts, i in . wide by 1 in . thick ;

FIG . 20.
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Two Model Railway Coaches .
By C. BARRINGTON Brown .
' HE
model railway coaches I have made in my
spare time during the last year. They are
{ -in . scale models ( gauge 21 ins. ) of a Great Western
Railway mail van , and a composite passenger
coach . I intend them to run on a railway which I
am constructing out of doors .
I call them
scale models," but since all the
measurements were taken by " eye,” perhaps I can
hardly claim them as such ; but still, I think the
proportions are fairly accurate.
The composite coach I made first. The length
over- all is 27 ins . The body is carried on two
four -wheeled bogie trucks , each of which tuin on
a t -in . bolt fixed rigidly to the truck, and screw
into two nuts in the underframe. The wheels are
if ins . diameter , and the bearings are T-shaped
pieces of thick sheet zinc , screwed into the sides of
the trucks .
The axle -boxes, to prevent undue
lateral movement , and also the springs, are dummy,
and are made of wood .
The underframe is built up of two lengthsof wood ,
} in . by i in . by 24 ins . , on which is screwed the

up to 500 watts, i in . wide by # in . thick to 5-16ths
in . thick. Machines which are to run for long
periods without attention should have large brushes
to prevent rapid wear, and because large brush
surface means light pressure and cool running.
Carbon brushes for use in tubular holders ( as
Figs . 13 and 14 ) can be in . diameter
for machines up to 30 watts size ,
5-16ths in . diameter up to 60 watts
size , fin . diameter up to 100 watts
size , } in . diameter up to 150 watts
size , & in . diameter up to 500 watts
size . It will, however, be seen that
as the diameter increases the brush
will spread over a greater number of
commutator sections than if a flat
brush of equal area is used ; but this
is not likely to cause trouble .
Of
course , two smaller diameter brushes
could be used in holders side by side .
The carbon brush should be con
sidered as very suitable for motors
Fig . 1.–MODEL RAILWAY PASSENGER Coach .
of , say , 25 to 250 volts , taking cur
rent up to about 20 ampères per posi
tive brush - rather less than more .
The heavier the current for a given
area the softer should the brush be .
The hard kinds do not clog the com
mutator , wear very slowly, and are
preferable for motor work generally ;
but they make more noise than the
softer kinds, which will , however ,
wear more quickly and deposit carbon
dust on the commutator, so that it
must be cleaned more often to pre
vent possible sparking or flashing from
positive to negative brush . There is
one kind which is composed largely of
graphite-very soft , and suitable for
heavier currents ; it is very useful
Fig. 2. -MODEL G.W.R. Mail Coach .
under suitable conditions . No carbon
brush should be gritty . Occasionally
a hard spot will appear, and , when detected , should
floor of the coach . The sides , which are each cut
be removed , or it will cut into the commutator .
out in one piece, are kept rigid by being screwed
As usually supplied by the makers, brushes have
to the partitions of each compartment, and have
flat ends, so that they do not match the curve of the
the proper inward curvature at the lower part .
commutator ; the ends should be shaped to bed
The windows and door are fitted with glass , sunk
flush with the inside . The door handles and hand
down to the commutator surface .
nicely
( To be continued .)
rails are made of copper wire . The compartments
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are painted white inside , and the seats are
upholstered , the first - class in red American leather,
with arm and head rests ; second-class in green
cloth ; third class in blue ; there are also mats on
the floor. The guard's compartment has “ look
outs and a parcels' rack . The roof is of clerestory
pattern , and is detachable to show the inside . There
are steps and rails at each end of the coach , imita
tion vacuum brake couplings, and spring buffers.
These buffers and the wheels are the only parts I
did not make myself .

May il , 1905.

The Society of Model Engineers.

[ Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .]
London .
FUTURE MEETINGS . - As already announced , the
next meeting will be held on Thursday, May 18th ,
when Mr. Eric S. Bruce will deliver his lecture on
Airships , Balloons , and Flying
Machines.” As very special arrange
ments have been made for this lecture,
and the subject being one of universal
interest , the Committee have decided
to allow readers of this journal and
others to be present on their purchas
The tickets ( price is .
ing tickets .
each ), may be obtained before the
date of the meeting ( not on the night ),
by application to the Secretary as at
foot. This arrangement will not pre
clude members exercising their privi
lege of introducing one visitor each
to this meeting , but members wishing
to do so should apply to the Secre
tary for a special ticket ( free of
charge ) to secure the admittance of
their respective guests.—HERBERT G.
Fig . 3. - ANOTHER VIEW OF MODEL G.W.R. MAIL COACH .
RIDDLE, Hon . Sec . , 37 , Minard Road ,
The coach is painted and lined in G.W.R. colours .
Hither Green , S.E.
The next photograph is of a mail van , which is
to the same scale . The construction is very
The Fourth “ Gauge ” Competition .
similar. The doors are of the sliding pattern . The
Tº
further encourage model-making in all its
inside is painted green, and has sorting benches
branches, we offer to send an improved slid
round . The net is opened and shut by a lever
ing caliper gauge , with screw adjustment, to
below the underframe , and is intended to be worked
every reader who sends us for insertion in our
automatically by projections on the line ; but i
Journal a sufficiently good photograph and de
have not yet been able to put it to the test . The
scription of any model, tool, or piece of apparatus
mail coach has rain guards on the roof , footboards ,
he has made. If preferred , any other tool , book , or
other article to the value of 6s . 6d . will be sent in
etc., as in the other . The length over-all is 22 } ins .
Entries should be
The wood I used for the greater part of the models
place of the caliper gauge.
was j-in . fretwood .
accompanied by a separate letter , giving the title
of the article, and stating exactly what tool is
ACETYLENE .— Acetylene as an explosive has been
desired .
If other than a caliper gauge is
investigated by Marcel Guedras , of Paris , who has
required , the page and number of the tool in the
shown that acetylene can be used as an explosive
firm's catalogue from which it can be obtained
in place of dynamite. The explosion takes place
should be mentioned. The article should be written
in an air chamber, the ignition being by means of
on one side of the paper only, with the name and
an electric fuse . The calcium carbide is granulated
address of the sender on the back. The photographs
con
cartridge,
of
form
and charged in a special
and separate sketches enclosed with the contribu
sisting of a sheet-iron cylinder ; the carbide is placed
tion should similarly bear the name and address of
on the bottom , and above it - separated by a mem
the sender, otherwise delay may arise in the award
brane — is a charge of water , there being finally a
ing of the prizes. It is essential in this , as in our
hollow place for the electric fuse. On the side of
other competitions, that the copyright of the photo
the cartridge is placed an iron rod , which forms
graphs must be the property of the senders, and
the striker. It pierces the membrane and allows
the covering letter should contain a declaration to
the water to reach the carbide. For coal-mine
this effect . The competition will close on June 30th .
explosion, for instance, the hole is drilled as usual
and the cartridge run in. The opening is closed
with a wood stopper. By striking on the rod ,
X- RAYS IN PEARL FISHING . —It is said that the
which projects out of the hole, the acetylene is
use of x-rays has proved of value to the pearl
given off, and mixes with the air in the cartridge
fishing industry in Ceylon . Formerly a considerable
and in the hole. The gas is allowed five minutes to
number of pearl oysters were destroyed through
accumulate, and the current is sent into the elec
being prematurely opened , when they were found
tric fuse . This causes an explosion, but , contrary
to contain either no pearls at all, or, perchance , one
to what might be expected, there is no projection of
in an immature state . By the application of *
rock, it being only crevassed. It is then easy to
rays it is possible to discriminate, and such oysters
take the coal down with the pick.
Fifty gramme
as are useless, from the pearl-fisher's standpoint,
are thrown back into the sea.
( 750 grains) of carbide gives 15 litres of acetylene.
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Practical Letters from our
Readers .

{ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume it desired, but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached .
though not necessarily intended for publication .}
Model Yacht Architecture.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I notice Messrs. Ellis and Williams do
not quite grasp my interpretation of what occurs
when a yacht is heeled over by the wind force .
If your space will permit, I should like to meet
their statements, whilst avoiding too much unneces
sary argument .
Regarding the wind pressure
acting on the yacht
(0
sails, Mr. Ellis remarks : He ( myself ) has taken
the pressure in a horizontal direction, and not
perpendicular to the sailcloth, as N. S.' points out
should be the case.” I would ask Mr. Ellis to ob
serve that I made it the fundamental condition
that the force resolved , acting perpendicular to the
sail , was the force which is our only concern .
Mr.
Ellis must have overlooked this when he made his
assertion . I would respectfully intimate to Mr.
Ellis that I am by no means oblivious ( as he sug
gests ) to the fact that a simple force has no action
at right angles to its own direction , nor would it
have in our case if the yacht would not heel over .
When the yacht heels from the upright the sail
forms an inclined plane which makes it possible to
exert a force in a direction perpendicular to the
wind's direction . I refer him to the windmill to
explain what makes it rotate if the wind does not
exercise a force at right angles to its direction .
I would like to point out that the action of fluids
(which really bombard an inclined plane ) is not
identical with what would occur if instead the force
was applied by pulling horizontally at a rope
attached to a fixed point .
It is here that the misapprehension occurs .
My critics' arguments would be quite correct if
the yacht were simply heeled over by pulling
horizontally at a rope attached to the mast at a
fixed point. The force , 41 units , acting parallel to

da
10
Soil

the sail , has merely the frictional effect of moving
the perpendicular force of 9 units up along the sail ,
being followed up by more similar forces con- .
tinuously .
If the sail were a frictionless inclined plane there
would be no upward force exercised by the 4t units
moving the force up along the plane. The friction
of the wind acting up along the sail is so small as
to be practically negligible. But to resolve the
9 units into a downward direction is very different,
as you then obtain the component of an actual
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force of 9 units , which acts square to the sail, by
virtue of the wind being a movable bombarding
fluid .
If Mr. Ellis will study the effect of wind supporting
a kite , to which even weight may be attached , he
will see in it a closely allied problem , and it must
be admitted that the ground string has an upward
pull, which is identical with the downward thrust
on the yacht sails.
Regarding the last remarks of Mr. Ellis , I fail to
see their import. If they are intended for a correc
tion I entirely disagree with the attempt .
Regarding Mr. Williams' criticism , I cannot
concur with his attempted correction “ to clear
away any doubt on the subject . ”
I wish Mr. Williams had proceeded further, and
in addition to his showing that the force acting
parallel to the sail being balanced by the resolved
downward component of the perpendicular force,
also applied his proof to the wind's force pro
ducing headway ( Fig. 3 , page 283 ) , for he would
have proved that the forward component producing
headway was balanced by the force acting parallel
to the sail . Therefore, the yacht could not move
forward , which is absurd . Hence, I respectfully
state that I adhere strictly to all that I wrote on
the subject in The MODEL ENGINEER , pages 282-3 ,
March 23rd , and maintain that the reasoning is
correct, and the principles are the same as are em
ployed in problems of a similar character, although
in this instance the exposition may be somewhat
original. —Yours truly ,
Barrow-in- Furness.
ALFRED HILEY.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir, -With reference to my letter originat
ing the discussion now going on in your columns
as to whether or not a yacht increases its displace
ment when heeled and under way, and Mr. Wilson
Theobald's rejoinder thereto, wherein he challenges
the authority I quoted as supporting my contention
in the affirmative, I have now the permission of
the Editor of the Yachtsman , the expert in question ,
to give his name.-- Yours faithfully,
Stoke Newington ,
H. M. Y. C.
Perfect Scale Model Locomotives,
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, —With the photographs we have had
of late in THE MODEL ENGINEER , followed by Mr.
Baines ' splendid model, our locomotive modellers
have been roused . I think “ P. C. S.," in his
letter which appeared in the issue for April 20th ,
has just brought to light what was wanted ; also
that such a series of articles would be greatly
appreciated. Personally, I should choose one of
the modern designs, such as the N.E.R. Atlantic
type express , or other equally smart type . — Yours
J. W.
truly ,
Great Harwood .

A RECORD Ship's TELEPHONE SYSTEM . - The
largest telephone plant on any vessel has been
installed on the U.S. steamer Minnesota . It is
both an intercommunication and regular exchange
system . The switchboard can be connected with the
system of any city in which the ship may dock .
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Can you tell me the best way to disconnect them ? Is it possible ,
in a two-plate machine, to have one of glass and the other of vul
canite ? And where is the best place to obtain the latter ?
Try soaking in hot water. It is possible to make a machine with
one glass and one ebonite plate --but whatwould be the advantage ?
The only reason for using ebonite is that it is less liable to fracture,
when machine is in transit from one place to another. Glass is
preferable,as ebonite warps ;itcan be obtainedfromfirms adver
tising electrical supplies in The MODEL ENGINEER. You will find
information on fixing Wimshurst machine plates in back numbers
of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
(13,914 ) Electro Motor. S. B. (Ilford) writes : I have just
lately made a small electro-motor (10 watts), partly from instruc
tions in your No. 10 handbook . The field -magnets are Kapp type,
being wound with 5t ozs. ofNo. 22 wire . The armature is an
eight-cogged laminated drum , wound in four sections with it ozs.
No. 22. As I have no lathe, the tunnel was filed out as accurately
as possible ; but, of course, there may be a few defects, and these
have to be allowed for in the machine. Could you oblige by letting
me have a reply to the following questions ? (1 ) Are my armature
coils connected rightly ? Two of them are shown in sketch (not
reproduced ), and the brushes bear on the same two segments.
I have taken and passed an examination in the Junior Electrical
Engineering Course at the West Ham Municipal Technical Insti
tute, and in oneof the lectures I believe the rule was given-" Any
conductor carrying a current in a magnetic field tends to move at
right angles to the lines of force of magnet." ( 2) Is it possible to
supply this motor with a current of 6 amps. at 5 volts pressure
( this, I suppose , would be about right) from a 230-volt continuous
main ? If so, could you let me have the equation by which the
resistancenecessaryin circuit couldbe worked out ?
(1 ) Your armature coils are not connected correctly ; see Fig. 42
of "Small Dynamos and Motors.” ( 2) Yes ; the most simple way
is to place a number of incandescent lamps in series with the motor.
The lamps being made for 230 volts, and placed in parallel, you

Queries and Replies .
( Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below ,
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope * Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions : - (1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper onty, and the sender's name must be in .
scribed on the back . ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should inrariably be enclosed, and also a " Queries and Replies
Coupon ” cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt. but an inter -al of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . ( 5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must dlapse before the Reply can be published. The
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed .
(6) Al Queries shoula be addressed to The Editor. THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C ]
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
(13,413) Link Motion for Horizontal Engine. A. H. P.
(Accrington) writes : (1 ) I have made a horizontal engine, and
desire to now add reversing gear to same. Will you kindly draw
me a full size sketch of same to sketch sent ? I want size
and shape of link and other particulars. The eccentric has ; in ,
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LINK MOTION FOR A HORIZONTAL ENGINE .
travel. I do not intend to use the loco type link. (2) Sizes of
pump ram diameter, stroke, and diameter of suction and delivery
pipes, and valve balls foc diagonal pump to feed boiler 10 ins. by
5 ins., vertical central flue, 15 Ibs. pressure, to work off this engine
with eccentric.
The whole method of designing model link motion is shown in
our new book, “ The Model Locomotive." However, the enclosed
sketch may help you . The valve you already have in the engine
has too small an exhaust cavity, and we suggest you should alter
it as shown. The over-all length of the valve may remain . The
3-in . throw eccentrics give ample travel, and the link need not be
very long . If the curved link or weighshaft arms foul the bedplate ,
you will have to make slots or other suitable arrangements, so that
they may clear. As it is suggested that a valve spindle guide be
dispensed with , the valve spindle being tailed through the front of
the chest , we would advise you to make a new long gland, as shown .
The pump may be reduced from the design used on the “ under
type " design (see issue of September 29th, 1904). Ram 7-32nds in.
or in , diameter, pipes 3-16ths in. outside diameter, The air
chamber should be the same size as the one described ; balls
3-16ths in . diameter.
( 13,965 ) Fixing Plates of a Wimshurst Machine. A. F. C.
(Sunderland) writes : Will you kindly answer me the following
questions ? I am constructing a Wimshurst machine, with t-in .
plate glass discs . I have fixed these to their respective bosses, with
a flannel washer between , using Le Page's glue , but finding they do
not run true, I want to dismount them again and reface the flanges.

merely add lamps until you get enough current. Supposing the
lamps took amp. each , you would require twelve lamps. 17 you
prefer to use a wire resistance , then you can calculate it by the
formula E equals CR ; that is, you must absorb in the resistance
the difference in volts between the mains and the motor, which is
225 volts ; then E is the excess volts to be absorbed . Your re
sistance wire must be of sufficient thickness to carry 6 amps.
T13,916] Spark Coil ; Wimshurst Machine. C. McD.
(Glasgow ) writes : If you would kindly answer me the following
question , I would be very much obliged to you . I have a it- in .
sparking coil, which is made according to instructions in your
handbook , " Induction Coils." It will not spark any more than
in. I made another condenser, thinking the first one might be
bad ; but not a bit of difference did it make. The battery power
is four bichromate batteries ; the t-pt. size is what I am at present
using,
although
zincs are a little bit the worse for mercu
use. ry1
think the
batterythe
power
is enough , is it not ? I made the
interrupter for the coil, and when it was connected up to the
armature of the coil it stopped the coil, instead of increasing its
efficiency. Would you kindly give me a sketch of connection
from interrupter to coil ? Is the armature of interrupter to be
quite steady when working, and the contacts to be separated
by cardboard ? I am going to make a Wimshurst machine . Could
you kindly give me the size of the plates and how mar y sections ?
It is intended to give a 6 -in , spark. "I have four small accumulators,
and the sizes of plates are zi ins. by If ins. ; there are five in cell.
Could you kindly tell me if they would work a It - in , sparking coil,
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diameter of tube is about 3 mm. Good Preliminary Adjustment.
Incline tube to 35° or 40 ° to horizontal, and adjust upper electrode
until space between it and drop is about '2 to 5 mm. Final regula
tion obtained by listening tubes in which decohering if imperfect
makes noise like oil frying at a distance ; in such case move electrode
outwards about 1-10th min . Often a light finger tap causes frying
to cease . Flat ends of plugs must be quite square. The coherer
Telephone

cell ( single dry )

Coherer

는

and the output of them ? Will you kindly answer the questions,
as I am completely in the dark.
Battery power is not sufficient; cells should be larger - say , quart
size at least. If the coil is made in sections similar to the illustra
tion on page 36, some of the sections may be short-circuited in
side, owing to the wire slipping in the winding process. They do not
require to be exact in layers, but should be carefully wound . Try
the coil with a few sections on at a time, and see if you can detect
some bad ones . The spark length should increase with the number
of sections, When using a mercury interrupter, it must be con
Dected as explained on page 52, so that the contact-breaker on the
coil is out of action - have you done this ? Wimshurst machine :
the one described in THE MODEL ENGINEER for November 17th ,
1904, page 465, should suit you . Accumulators : these are not
large enough to work a 1f-in . spark coil : they might do so for a
short time, but would soon run down, and the discharge would be
really too heavy for them to stand well.
( 13,628 ] Dynamo Queries. C. A. (South Shields) writes :
Enclosed is sketch_ (not reproduced ) and sizes of dynamo field
magnets similar to Fig. ur in your No. 10 handbook . I worked to
100 -watt scale, and you will find I have kept well on the big side.
Fields are wrought iron, and armature of soft-iron stampings,
eight slots } by , speed about 2,700 per minute. Wire given in
page 49 for 30 volts, 3'3 amps. No. 21, whi I cannot get. I have
a lot of wire as per sample enclosed - can I use it, and what is the
gauge ? Will 22 on both armature and fields do, and , if so, please
state what quantities on each ? I am not tied to output. I can
get 20 or 22 wire, but not 21.
The sample of wire which you send is No. 22 gauge s.s.c. copper
wire. It can be used for both field -magnet and armature, but as
the covering is thin , you must be very careful, when winding the
armature , not to get any short-circuits between adjoining wires ;
better put a thickness of thin paper - such as good tissue paper
between each coil at the ends and in the slots ; we do not mean
between the turns of each coil, but between the complete coils. Get
on as much wire as you can in each case . This should make a very
nice machine, though we should have preferred a larger number
of coils and commutator sections.
( 13.931) Watch Receivers. H. S. W. (Nottingham ) writes :
Will youplease give me some information on the construction of a
couple ofwatchreceivers, as described in your handbook on tele
phones (page 57) ? ( 1) Is the circular-shaped magnet M to be made
a permanent magnet ? ( 2) Ifso, how do I magnetise it ? (3) How
much No. 38 gauge wire will be required for each magnet coil ?
( 1 ) Yes . (2) Should be placed in strong field , such as between
the poles ofa dynamo ; or you could wind some thick wire about it
-say No. 10 — and keep a strong current on it for a time. ( 3) 40 yds.
of No. 38 for each limb, provided wire is covered with silk, not
cotton .
(13,721) Coherer for Wireless Telegraphy. A. B. (Hey
sham Harbour) writes : I shall esteemit a great favour if you can
answer the following queries 16 cohererfor use in wireless telegraphy.
I understand that the latest form of coherer consists of a small
quantity of mercury, enclosed in glass tube, with silver plugs,
which does away with tapper, as used in old style. Please say
if this is so, and , if possible , give me particularsand dimensions of
same. This is only required for a distance of 10 ft. between
sender and receiver .
The coherer which you describe is known as the “ Castelli "
coherer, but appears to have been first used by Prof. Tommasina.
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decoheres too quickly to actuate any relay or recorder device, and
the signals must therefore be listened for in the telephone, the
connections being as shown in Fig. 2 herewith .
( 13,894) Regulating Output of Small Dynamo. F. N.
(Sheffield ) writes : I have just finished a small dynamo (Avery de
sign ). It was to give io volts and 3 amps ., but when tried it gave
8 volts and 7 amps. at 3,000 revolutions per minute. The arma
ture is 8-slot drum , 8 sections, and wound with 4 ozs . of c.c. wire
(No. 24) ; fields wound with 1 lb. of 22 c.c. wire ; size of armature,
2 ins. by if diameter, 480 conductors. Have I got too much wire
on armature, and not enough on fields ; or am I running too fast ?
I should be very much obliged if you would tell me how I may
rectify the above.
Use a higher resistance in the outer current, so that the current is
cut down to 3 amps., and you will find the volts rise automatically .
You are losing volts in the armature by drawing so much current
from it ; speed is all right. No. 23 gauge wire on the fields may be
an improvement, if they get hot at 10 volts. The volts can be
adjusted to a limited extentby running at a higher or lower speed .
We should prefer to use rather more wire on the fields, if you can
get it on , and drop the speed a little. Armature winding is all right.
(13,924) Model Undertype Motor. J. T. N. ( Hoole)
writes : I should be extremely obliged if you could enlighten me
upon a few points concerning a model undertype motor I am
building. Itis wound for 35 watts in shunt. I am going to use
four cells for battery ; armature , 8-cogged drum ,
wound with 4 ozs , No. 22 D.C.C.; magnets, 1 lb. No.
18 D.C.C. I am making a small starting switch (with
out magnetic device ) ; there are three contactstuds
CO00000NOUDODO 000 M on
с
it. What gauge of wire will it require for resist
Fe
ance coils ? Also , what quantity ? Also , what gauge
fuse
wire will be necessary for the fuse of such a
of
THg
machine ? Please tell me what size of cells they will
need
to
be to equal two 4-volt accumulators ?
Query 3721
14
Wire for starting resistance can be about oz . of
No. 22 gauge bare German silver or similar resistance
FIG . I.
wire divided into equal parts between the stops of the
resistance switch . Fuse with No. 22 gauge pure tin
wire ; battery to be four bichromate pattern cells,
at least 3-pt. size, with chromic acid solution . The larger the cells
It is not the latest or best coherer, but is quite good enough for
your purpose , and shouldrespond to the feeblest discharges at the
the better ; join them all in series.
distance namedby you . The most approved form is shown in Fig. I.
(13,927) Ignition failure . T. F. (Curdridge) writes : Can
C is a carbon (battery or gas or arc carbon) plug fitting tightly in
you tell me what is wrong with the coil of my motor cycle ? I
a glass tube, and Fe is a steel plug which can be screwed in and out
enclose
a rough sketch of the wiring (not reproduced ). My trouble
of the tube by milled head M. Hg is a small globule of mercury
is that unless I disconnect the wire from engine to contact-breaker
lying between C and Fe. The electrodes or plugs should be clean
marked
D, thus making and breaking contact at the cam , instead
andfree fromdust and oxide, and well polished. Polishing much
of at the platinum tips, I get practically no spark at all ; but making
augments sensitiveness. Moist state of air is unfavourable , unless
contact at the cam produces a nice long spark nearly
breaking
and
tube is sealed, therefore the plugs must be tight. The cleaner and
in. The coil is a Bassee -Michel non -trembler, and the contact
treer the tube is from dust, and the purer the mercury is, the
Dion. I may add that I am sure the accumulator is
breaker
De
a
sharper and cleaner will the signals be. Within certain limits, the
all right.
signals are cleaner and sharper as the size of the drop is diminished .
appears
fault
The
to be due either to dirty platinum contacts,
Size of dropshould be between it and 3 mm . Drops smaller than
which do not allow current to pass freely from the accumulator,
aj mm . diameter are insensitive ; those larger are less sharp in
between
break
the platinum contacts being insuficient.
action. Distance between electrodes is very important. Internal
or to the
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Try cleaning the platinum contact surfaces. If this does not
suffice, and the break is not long enough , you should adjust the
contact screw so that the car will lift contact-breaker farther away
when breaking circuit. You certainly should not break at the cam ,
as the timing will be wrong.
( 14,075) Running Compound Dynamos in Parallel. G. K.
(Netherton ) writes : Ishould be very pleased if you could help me
in the following : We have two dynamos running in parallel.
They have run together very well for eighteen months, but
have recently gone wrong. No. I compound wound, four -pole ,
500 volts 100 amps., coupled direct to Santinell engine (by Alley
and Maclellan ), 360 revolutions per minute ; No. 2 same output as
above, but coupled direct to Willans & Robinson's engine, making
460 revolutions per minute ; also compound wound . No. I has a
tendency to take the lead-30 amps . or so --when we have heavy
load on - say, 150 amps. When the load drops off to 10 amps.,
No. 2 will take the 10 amps ., and No. I drops to nothing ; then the
bother begins by No. 1 flashing across the brushes, or from brush
spindle to frameof machine ; No. 2 will follow suit very quickly, as
regards the flashing. When the machines were running right,
No, I always kept the lead.
We advise you to refer to the engineer who planned and in
stalled the plant in the first instance. We presume you have your
equaliser connection all right ; refer to the sketch on page 43 of
THE MODEL ENGINEER for January 12th , 1905 , which refers to
compound dynamos in parallel. We are inclined to suspect the
trouble is due to the governing of the engines being out of adjust
ment, and that No. I drops in speed at light load behind No. 2 ,
so that No. 2 is sending current into its armature, and trying to
run it as a motor. Try the effect of speeding up No. 1 at the light
load .
( 13,866) Telephone Connections. E. T. H. (Cardiff)
writes : I shall esteem it a favour if you will kindly answer the
following queries regarding telephones: I have at present a telephone
system consisting of two " Hunnings cone Deckert Reply and Call "
instruments, and a table instrumentfor calling up the two stations
at different parts of the building. The difficulty is that the system
is unworkable, although I have renewed the batteries. The wiring
is done in what seems to be a very complicated manner , and it is
here I think the fault lies, so I intend to re-wire the whole system ;
and I shall be glad if you will give a rough sketch showing how the
instruments should be connected . I shall also be glad of a rough
sketch showing how to connect up two ordinary H and D battery
instruments, which I want to put in to connect two buildings.
about 200 yds. apart ; and also say how many batteries you would
recommend to work the system .
The arrangement will be shown in Fig. 29, of the sixth edition
of our telephone handbook, to be published in a few weeks. See
also in the same book the diagram of connections for a wall tele
phone and the desk telephone,which will give you the iniormation
you require. Two to three Leclanchés should be sufficient.
(13,839) Demagnetising Watch . A. H. R. (Newton - le
Willows) writes : Having magnetised my watch while following
my employment, I wish to demagnetise it, and having seen an
article on the subject in the issue for January ist, 1902, I should
be glad if you would answer me a few questions concerning it.
(1 ) What will be the size of the groove of the solenoid in which to
wind the wire ? ( 2 ) Where can it be obtained ? (3) What voltage
is it designed for ? (4) Does it matter if the watch revolves in two
directions -- that is, one way on entering the solenı id, and the other
on leaving it ?
( 1 ) You can take proportions from the illustration ; judging by
the size of the watch as shown, the hole in the solenoid should be
slightly larger than the diameter of the watch. (2) Must be made,
as it is doubtful if anybody keeps just the thing in stock ; but you
can very easily make one, as it merely consists of a cardboard or
wood reel, wound with some insulated wire - say No. 24 gauge
s.c.c., about | lb. Groove can be aboutf in . by tín. to in. deep ;
exact size does not matter. (3) A battery giving 2 or 3 volts can
be used -- say a couple of Leclanché cells in series. (4) No ; the watch
can revolve in either and any direction ; the rotation simply con
tinually reverses the magnetism in the watch , and causes it to be
come weaker and die away as the watch is withdrawn.
( 13,935] Wimshurst Machine . C. B. (Ipswich) writes : I
have built a Wimshurst machine, but cannot get it to work. It
has two glass plates , 8 ins. diameter (ordinary window glass), and
has sixteen sectors of tinfoil on each plate. The Leyden jars are
tubes i in . diameter, which I had by me; they are marked 50 cc.
I coated them 2 ins. up inside and outside and bottom with tinfoil
put on with glue, and filled to same height with small shot about
1-16th size. Would you kindly answer the following questions ?
( I) Is it necessary to varnish plate ? If so , what kind is best ?
( 2) Have the brushes to be insulated from each other, or only in
pairs from the spindle, or do they have to be insulated from spindle
at all ? (3) Do bottoms or outsides of Leydens require to be con
nected ? (4) Do the Leyden jars have to be sealed or air-tight ?
Ought the rods in jars to be brass, and is it necessary to have a
piece of chain in bottom of jars ? (5) Is it necessary to have sparking
balls ? If so, what size? (6) Should collecting combs touch
plates ? ( 7) Do plates have to touch each other ? If not, how
far apart should they be ? (8) How are the connections made and
the current obtained ?
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( 1 ) Yes, it is necessary to thoroughly coat the plates with shellac
varnish before the sectors are put on ; these latter are also stuck on
· with shellac varnish. ( 2 ) No, the brushes are not insulated at all,
either from each other or from the spindle. (3) The machine is
used in two ways, either with or without the outside coatings being
connected metallically ; it is usual to connect them so . (4 ) No ;
the essential thing is that the inside coating and its connecting- rod
must be highly insulated from the outside coating ; an air space
round the central rod is rather an advantage in this respect. The
rods must be of metal, and must make metallic contact in any con
venient way with the inside coating. (5) Yes, balls are necessary :
the size does not matter ; but one should be smaller than the other,
and
to the positive discharger rod , which is found by
trial,be connected
See articles in THE MODEL ENGINEER on Wimshurst
machines for general information on sizes, &c. (6) No, collecting
combs should be near to the plates, but not touch them . (7) No ,
plates should not touch each other, but work as close together as
practicable. (8) The current passes in the form of sparks from one
discharging ball to the other ; nothing may be attached to the dis .
chargers directly, unless very highly insulated , but always through
a spark gap , or else the charge leaks away. It is absolutely neces .
sary to have no points or sharp edges anywhere on the metal parts ,
except the points on the collecting combs.
(13,814] Commutator for Manchester Dynamo. W. M. Q.
(Workington) writes : I am intending to make a 250-watt Manchester
type dynamo from design Fig. 12 in “ Small Dynamos and Motors . "
I am rather perplexed as to correct sizes for commutator, and I
beg you to assist meby answering the following questions. ( 1 ) The
armature is 31 ins, diameter, with 24 cogs. Will it be best to wind
it in 12 or 24 sections ? ( 2) Will it make any difference in quantity
of wire whether it is wound in 12 or 24 sections ? If so , what
quantity will be required to givedimensions
30 volts 8'3 amps.
, with 9 lbs.
will the commutator
No. 20 on magnets ? ( 3) What
be to suit 3 -in . armature ? ( 4) What diameter spindle will be
also proportional with armature ? ( 5 ) I have noticed, in photo
graphs, &c., setscrews placed in yokes. Will you kindly tell me
their exact purpose ?
( 1 ) The larger number of coils is the better plan, as there is less
risk of sparking ; but 12 coils would do very well for 30 volts, and
would be a more simple winding. The number of sections in the
commutator should be the same as number of coils on arma
ture . ( 2) No, the number of sections will make practically no
difference in the quantity of wire. ( 3) Not particular ; but if you
use 24 sections, you must take care to makeit large enough to get
reasonably thick sections ; 2 ins. diameter would be a good size
to adopt for 24 sections, or if ins. diameter for 12 sections , but you .
can use smaller if preferred. Length can be i in. where the brush
presses, so as to take a l in. or fin. wide brush . (4 ) Diameter of
spindle can be 9-16ths in . at centre, and 7-16ths in . at bearings ;
but you can make it slightly larger, if you find it convenient to do
so . ( 5) The setscrews referred to are for the purpose of holding
the cores in the yokes ; they are tapped through the yoke, and
their points press into countersunk holes in the cores.
(13,827) Bennett's Tin Pot Battery. G. D. (Sedbergh )
writes : I heard lately of some batteries called the “ Bunsen Tin .
pan " batteries. I believe they were mentioned in TAE MODEL
ENGINEER about year or so ago. The whole is filled with caustic
potash . I heard that these batteries would work constantly night
and day for about three months, and that at the end of that time
all they wanted was a new zinc, as the old ones got eaten away.
Nothing else wants doing to them . They give about 2's volts.
Could you tell me if these are the facts about such a battery ?
Would it be possible to leave them always connected to some
accumulator, so that they would be constantly charging, and then
use the accumulators whenever I wanted to ? You could have a
cut-out, so that the accumulator would not be overcharged . Could
you also please tell me what proportions of water and caustic potasb
there ought to be ?
This is not a Bunsen cell, but an improved form of the Bennett
tin-pot battery. A full description of how to make it, with pro
portions for solution and other particulars, is given in THE MODEL
ENGINEER for April 9th and 16th , 1903. The zincs and solutions
will require renewing when exhausted. You will find all informa
tion in The MODEL ENGINEER of above dates,
( 13,975] Small Underty pe Dynamo. G. W. (Dalston )
writes : I have had the parts of a small dynamo given me, as per
rough sketch herewith (not reproduced ). It has a tripolar arma
ture. I have wound both field -magnets and armature with No. 22
S.C.C. wire. I have put as much on as I can get-- about 4 ozs. on
fills, and about 2 Ozs, on armature. I have had it running oft
thedry batteries (in parallel), but I cannot get any current off,
using it as a dynamo. " I have tried magnetising the field -magnets
by connecting batteries to it and driving it at a high speed , but I
can only get the very slightest trace of current. I bave your six
penny handbook, but that does not help me. Can you please tell
me (1 ) is the wire of the right gauge ? (2) What should be the
output of such a machine ?
Re-wind armature with No. 26 gauge s.s.c. copper wire, getting
on as much as you can . A quantity of 4 ozs. is very smal for the
field -magnets. We advise you to re-wind them with No. 26 gauge
s.c.c. copper wire, and get as much as ever you can on them .
Join in shunt to the armature ; run machine at 4000 revolutions per
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Telephone Receiver

_SKY_ROD

minute at least, and try a 6-volt 1 c.-p. lamp with it . You cannot
expect to get more than about 6 volts - say 6 volts i amp.- from
this machine. When buying your lamp, get one which takes a very
small current - say not over samp.
(13,840 ) Wireless Telegraphy. G. C. M. (Clapham Park )
writes : Having read Bottone's book on wireless telegraphy, I am
desirous of fitting up cheap and reliable apparatus to work at a
distance of about 1,800 yds.
enclose a sketch of instruments I
propose to use , and should be pleased to be enlightened on the fol
lowing points : ( 1) If the instruments and connections as shown
in sketch are sufficient for purpose, and correct in connection ?
(2) Are decoherers and relays necessary with telephone receivers ?
( 3) Are two skyward rods essential at each station for communicating
both ways ? (4 ) Would Rhumkorti coil giving a h -in . spark be
sufficient, or could one giving t-in .spark be safely employed ?
How much would such coils cost ? ( 5) Is it necessary to fix any of
the apparati, except skyward rods out of doors ?
(1 ) The instruments and connections shown in Fig. I would,
with modifications, be suitable for signalling the distance named .
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of a house about 40 ft. high , and the arrial wire was brought down
the side of the house (carefully insulated ), and in at a window on
the ground floor. Fig. 4 shows end view of the house and aerial .
The network is horizontal or slightly slanted ( the exact angle is
not important), and the whole arrangem 'nt is conveniently made
with much greater ease than the much longer vertical wire . ( 2) De
coherers and relays must be used with filings and tube coherers, unless

FIG . 4 .
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The lodge oscillator shown in your diagram is quite unnecessary,
except insomuch as there is a slight gain in using a double spark
gap, this end being attained equally well by three balls of equal
For ordinary working, however, iwo
size - say 4 in. diameter.
balls are all that is necessary . The wings shown in your trans
useless, or worse than use
mitting and receiving arrangements are
less, You must remember that the combined self- induction and
capacity of your sky -rod will give you a definite period of oscilla
tion, and that the waves transmitted by it are by far the most power
ful which you can send out. With the arrangement depicted by
you three sets of waves would be sent out - all of different frequency
or length : one due to the sky rod, one due to the wings, and one due
across the large centre
to the surgings taking place diametrically
ball. Of these, the two latter would be quite useless for such a
distance. The wings would be equally useless on the receiving
apparatus . The only useful arrangement would be as in Fig . 3.
For 1,800 yds. you would possibly require an aerial wire rising
from 20 ft.to 40it. or go ft. above the ground level, according to the
nature of the surroundings and the space intervening between the
ASKY ROD
WING
gott.
itt
-tuolit
LODGE TRANSMITTER

i tapping Key

SPARK COIL

FIG . 2 .
two stations. Overland work is many times more difficult than
over -water; while houses, hills ,and treesespecially in close proximity
to the aerial very greatly diminish the distance covered by a given
set of apparatus. Much also depends, of course, upon the sensi
tiveness of the coherer. The height of the aerial will be
diminished by the use of a horizontal network of copper wire, with
two diagonals and two cross-pieces as shown in Fig. 4. Such a net
work as that shown in Fig. 4 was employed for signalling of miles
with houses between . The network was hung 13 ft. above the roof

the filings are magnetic, when an electro -magnet placed above them ,
and actuated by the current which flows through them after co
herence, is sometimes sufficient. We cannot say whether this
method is satisfactory. No relay or decoherer is necessary with
the Castelli coherer, nor with the Lodge-Muirhead, the former being
20 '
13 '

coul
Secondary

FIG . 5 .
Puery 13840
very easily constructed and fairly good . The latter is less easily
made, but is by far the better of the two, and is probably the best
wave detector at present known. (3) Two aerials are not neces
sary at each end, the one aerial being changed over from trans.
mitting to receiving apparatus as desired. Means of protecting
the receiving apparatus while sending is in progress should bepro
vided . (4) For 1,800 yds. you would require a coil giving about
a 4 -in . or 6 -in, spark , and neither in . norin . would be at all
suitable. Rernember that the charging of the aerial capacity to
the required voltage tremendously reduces the spark length of the
discharge, and asthe charge potential depends not only on the
spark length of the coil, but on the quanti'y of electricity it is
capable of giving at that spark length, therefore get a coilwhich
gives a good fat spark. The coil should give a very rapid make
and break, and should, preferably, be worked in conjunction with
a mercury interrupter. A suitable coil (new ) would cost you
from £ 7 to £15, according to the conditions of working -- sensitive
ness of apparatus, & c. (5) All the apparatus should be in a room ,
aerial and sky wires being brought in, carefully insulated , through
the window . All this sounds discouraging , but dimensions of
aerials, coils, & c ., could be greatly reduced by very sensitive
apparatus, such as a very carefully made Lodge-Muirhead coherer.
Important. - We suppose you know that if you set up wireless appar
atus without a licence you are liable to a very heavy penalty ? A
licence for experimental wireless telegraphy is easily obtained on
application to the Postmaster -General.
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The Editor's Page .
UR railway readers will probably have perused
O ' with no little interest Mr. Chas. S. Lake's
articles on “ Railway Signals and Signal
ling
which are now appearing in our pages.
Although so much has been written on model
railways from the locomotive and rolling-stock
point of view, but little has so far appeared on the
subject of signalling, and indeed the same interest
is not usually taken by model engineers in this
department of railway practice. Proper signalling
has not the same vital importance on a model rail
way that it has on the real railroads , but it is still
a feature which adds much to the realism of a
model system, and we feel sure that these articles
will give our readers such a clear grasp of the
principles of the subject that they will be able to
materially improve their model systems in this
respect . We have no doubt, too , that Mr. Lake's
notes will be of interest to our many other readers
who take a keen interest in railway matters without
being actually engaged in model building.
*
The re -starting of our ' Gauge Competition "
has brought us a considerable number of entries
from readers desirous of one of these handsome and
useful prizes. A fair proportion of these entries
are of sufficient merit to secure an award, but there
are a number of others which do not at all come up
to our standard of quality. These we are obliged
to return " with regrets ,” but we hope that the
competitors who do not succeed at present will
persevere, and send us something more worthy of
acceptance at a later date. Many of the unsuc
cessful entries are first attempts at model making ,
and though extremely creditable as such , lack the
characteristics of good design , finish , or originality
which are required to enable the subjects to qualify
for insertion in our pages .
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H. B. (Knottingley). - We do not know of any firm
making the articles you refer to.
C. T. P. (West Kirby).- If you will read through
the articles by Mr. Wilson Theobald carefully ,
you should have no difficulty in working out a
sail plan for yourself. It is easier than the
problem you have already worked out - righting
lever. See September 15th , 1904 , issue, Calcu
lation of S.A. for given angle of heel ; Septem
ber 29th , Calculation of areas ; October 13th ,
Calculation of centres ; October 27th, Position of
C.E. of sails .
A. W. (Consett ).— Many thanks for your inter
esting communication , but we do not see our way
clear to publish .
J. B. (Brighton ). --See our issues for January 19th ,
26th , and February 22nd, 1905 , for working
drawings of Model Railway Dining Saloon
Carriage .
N. A. (Ventnor ).- Recent replies to Queries will
help you .
Notices .
The Editor iavites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance . Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and pricelists, & c., for review ,to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Ali correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, “ The Model Engi.
neer," 26—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
Contents .

Answers to Correspondents.
L. B. (Sutton ).- Please comply with the rules of our
" Queries and Replies Department.
J. L. A. (Bedford ).- If you require the engine to
develop useful power, we should suggest an oil
engine in preference to hot -air . A small hot - air
engine is described in our sixpenny book
Simple Mechanical Working Models."
F. P. G. ( Barnstaple) .--Thanks for your post -card.
We appreciate your kind offer of photograph, but
do not think we could make use of same.
C. C. B. ( Westcliff-on -Sea).—The only suitable book
Practical Boat - Building for
we know of is
Amateurs," by Adrian Neison and Dixon Kemp,
price 2s . 9d . post free .
H. P. (Barnsley).— Try Whitney's, 117 , City Road ,
London , E.C.
J. L. (Dundee ).--- It would be cheaper for you to
buy some fresh wax .

[ The asterisk ( * ) denotes that this subject is illustrated . ]
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A Small

Power Gas

Engine .

By J. R. G.

A SMALL POWER GAS ENGINE .

HE photograph and short description herewith
T is of a small power gas engine which has
just been completed in my spare time . It
has a bore of 2; ins. , with a piston stroke of 4 ins.
I have had a few trial runs with it , the speed being
about 700 revolutions per minute . The cylinder is
fitted with a separate liner, which is a great advan
tage over a cylinder with liner cast in , as it is easily
replaced if the casting be blown or otherwise de
fective ; this part of the engine being most important
in having to withstand the compression and expan
sion of the working charge. The engine works on
the well -known “ Otto cycle " principle. The gas,
air, and exhaust valves are all worked by means of
steel cams on the side shaft . The cam movements
transmitted to valve spindles by means of levers.
These levers are fitted with steel trucks for cams to
act upon at one end , the opposite end being fitted

with setscrews , and lock nuts for regulating the
valve openings. The valves are made from steel,
and their seat facings turned to an angle of 45 degs.
Air valve is in .; exhaust , in .; gas. fin . diameter,
respectively, and all are fitted with taper steel
springs and pins. The side shaft is driven by the
usual two -to- one gearing, in this case skew wheels
being used . A gunmetal wheel of ten teeth keyed
on crankshaft gears into one of twenty teeth on
side shaft ; this wheel being bored taper , and fitted
on to side shaft , which is turned to suit , and fitted
This
with nut for holding wheel in position.
arrangement allows side shaft to be adjusted
slightly at any time without much trouble. I
have found this very useful in experimenting with
engine . The piston is turned to fit cylinder freely ,
but accurately, and fitted with three cast -iron
rings
in . wide. These rings were rough turned
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larger than cylinder bore, and then a piece cut out ,
the ends being filed and made to fit at a slight
angle. They were then clamped up and turned to
size of cylinder bore. This done, they were after
wards bored eccentrically, leaving the thin side
nearest the cut part of ring.
They were then
sprung over top of piston into the grooves made to
receive them .
The crankshaft is made from a mild steel forging,
and is turned up to } in . diameter, the pin being
same size. The connecting -rod is also made from
a steel forging, this being fitted with brasses at the
big end of the marine pattern, and lubricated with
a small syphon wick oiler ; the small end is fitted
with a brass bush bored 7-16ths in . to fit gudgeon
pin in piston . The charge is fired by the hot tube
method, these tubes being porcelain about į in.
diameter by 21 ins. long, and are fitted and screwed
up between two machined faces , the joints being
made with small asbestos washers . The tube is
heated to a bright red by means of a Bunsen burner
of the ring type . The chimney round the tube is
fitted with an iron tube lined with asbestos to pre
vent loss of heat . I find these small porcelain tubes
to be much superior to the ordinary metal tubes,
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Workshop

Notes

and Notions .

[Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for kis
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired, accord.
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked WORKSHOP on the envelope.]
A Boring Head .
By
Pap.”
The boring head shown is a very useful tool , and
can be made at a very small cost . This particular
tool was made to bore out connecting- rods on the
vertical milling machine . The head proper is made
of soft steel , and is slotted to carry three self
hardening steel cutting tools, fin . by it ins . , each
held by two setscrews at the side . The tools are
inserted on an angle , to permit them being adjusted
to different diameters of bore.
It was found convenient to attach a scribe, or
scratcher, for centreing purposes , the same as any
other centreing operation requires ; it is also used
in setting the tools by first scribing a circle the
desired diameter and setting the tools down to this
line. An oil groove is cut round the top of the head ,

bro

OIL Groove

Section .

End View

A BORING HEAD .
there being no scaling up to trouble with , but leak
age of water into cylinder must by all means be
avoided . Engine is fitted with flywheel 134 ins .
diameter by 2 - in . face, and I expect to get ļ b.h.-p.
from it . The crankshaft runs in gunmetal bearings,
which are adjustable for wear, being fitted with
wrought -iron holding down caps, and studs fitted
with lock nuts and split pins, and lubricated with
syphon wick oilers . I am going to drive my lat he
with it , which has a 31- in . centre , on which most of
the work has been done.
A NEW ALLOY.-- Zimalium is the name of a new
alloy of aluminium , magnesium , and zinc . The
specific weight is 2.65 to 2.75 ; in casting , it is 2.68 ,
as against 2.64 for aluminium . It is harder and
more easily worked . A softer variety serves for
rolling, stamping, &c . , and a harder one for casting.
The tensile strength is claimed to be double that of
aluminium , and the ductility rises up to 10 per
cent . Wires and sheet metal behave like brass .
The caştings can be filed , forged , cut, planed, etc.
The alloy is less resistive to chemical actions than
is aluminium . The electric conductivity is
thirds that of aluminium . The alloy is 10 to 12 per
cent. dearer than aluminium .

and a small drill run down towards the cutting
point of the tool . Into the head is fitted a tapered
arbor fastened by a key . The upper end of the arbor
is made to suit the socket in the spindle of the ma
chine , and the lower end long enough to form a
guide.- American Machinist.
Automatic Cross - Feed Attachment for Latbes.
By W. J. STRICKLAND .
The accompanying drawings show an arrange
ment for providing an automatic feed for the
slide-rest in a direction at right- angles to the
bed . It is for a 44-in . Barnes lathe , but can easily
be adapted for any lathe . In shops , men use a
similar arrangement by fixing an ordinary ratchet
brace on the slide -rest, which , however, works only
one way . A stud ( shown in Fig . 1 ) is screwed into
the back of the chuck , as far from the centre as
possible. This pin is finished with a brass sleeve,
which turns easily, but not loosely , on the stud .
The feed handle of the slide- rest is replaced by the
ratchet arrangement shown in Fig. 2 ; this works
to the right, as shown in the diagram , but would
work to the left if the other pawl were used . The
pawl not in use is kept clear of the ratchet wheel
by means of the wire clip shown in Fig . 6.
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A f-in . hole is tapped in the lathe head to carry
the oak lever ( Fig. 5 ) ; a cord is attached to this
lever, and, passing over a pulley on the ceiling,
descends, and is attached to the hook ( A, Fig. 2) ,
where a weight is also suspended ; this weight will
vary with the amount of friction in the individual
machine - mine is about 3 lbs.
The effect of the weight is to keep the end C of
the lever up and the end A of the ratchet down ;
but as the chuck revolves the brass sleeve on the
stud strikes the lever and forces it down, thus
raising A and giving a partial turn to the ratchet
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fixed to the feed screw by two lock nuts. I found
it necessary to screw a f -in. stud into the slide-rest
to carry a t-in. bolt to take the thrust at the free
end of the feed screw . When it is required to feed
the other way the cord and weight are attached to
hook B ( Fig. 2 ), and the other pawl is used.
A New Lock - Nut.
Mr. C. W. Gibbs, of Bridgeport, Conn . , has
patente: a new lock - nut , of which we give a sketch ,
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DETAILS OF AN AUTOMATIC CROSS - FEED ATTACHMENT FOR LATHES .
comprising a female member having
threaded
portion to engage a bolt , a tapering recess, and in
its outer face an inwardly extending quick-acting
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A NEW LOCK- Nur.

wheel . As soon as the brass sleeve is clear of the
lever, the lever is drawn up again by the action of
the weight , the point A falls , and the pawl is dragged
back and engages the next tooth. When feeding
by hand is desired , the cord is detached and the
ratchet worked by hand .
Fig . 5 shows an arrangement for adjusting the
tension on the cord . The dotted lines in Fig. 4 are
tangential to the f-in , hole, and show the angle
to which the teeth should be filed . The ratchet is

incline which runs into the recess, and a threaded
male member having a tapered sleeve shorter than
the depth of the recess in the female member, and
shaped to correspond with the taper of the said
recess, the male member having also an abrupt
quick - acting incline corresponding with the incline
in the outer face of the female member, a slot
extending its entire length, and an external groove
diametrically opposite the slot , substantially as
described , for the purpose specified .
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Lessons in Workshop Practice.
By Chas. W. Cook.
( Continued from page 449. )
XVII . -Metal Finishing, Polishing, Colouring,
Lacquering
ETAL finishing, in one or other of its many
,
ME
either as an ornament to increase its value,
or to protect it from the action of the air and water,
or , as in most cases, for the purpose of giving effect
to the workmanship , etc.
It is intended in these articles to briefly describe
some of the methods and operations employed for
the purpose, dealing only with those metals and
materials, &c. , that are easily obtainable, and which

FIG . I.

come within the scope of the average worker in a
small workshop .
For our purpose, we may regard this subject as
a process consisting of three operations in the
order given above. Polishing, to obtain a fine
smooth surface ; colouring—as its name impliesto alter the appearance and colour of the metal ;
and, lastly, lacquering, to fix the colour and increase
the ornamental effect, and protect from oxidation
or rusting due to the action of the air.
The metals mostly used are the various alloys of
iron and copper, these being wrought iron , cast
iron and steel, and brass and gunmetal, and it is
with these metals that we shall deal , although the
methods to be described may also in most cases be
applied to the other metals.
Polishing may be regarded as an operation of
scratching or grooving by rubbing the surface with
some material harder than the metal operated
upon , the finer the scratches the higher the polish ,
the whole business merely consisting of removing
the coarser scratches and substituting for these
finer ones, this being continued until the scratches
are no longer visible to the naked eye ; but even
after that , if the surface is examined under the lens
of a microscope, it will be found completely covered
with scratches running in all directions; conse
quently, to obtain a highly polished reflecting
surface, we must first remove the scale of oxide
which covers the metal when received from the
foundry and forge, and then reduce the surface to
a flat smooth condition with as few scratches as
possible, as upon this and the smoothness of the
surface will depend the degree of polish obtainable.
As in this article we do not propose to deal with
the matter from a professional polisher's point of
view , we shall consider the following tools and
materials as sufficient for our purpose :
The lathe, files, emery cloth or paper, emery
powder, the oxides of iron , known as crocus and
rouge powders ; the oxide of tin , known as putty
powder ; rottenstone and tripoli, together with
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paraffin oil and a piece of hard felt, about } in .
thick. These will form a fairly complete polishing
equipment suitable for a small workshop , and with
these, or, in fact , only part of them , all of the
polished work of a machine, as indeed that also of
even fine apparatus , may be successfully managed.
The lathe, as a polishing appliance, is probably
more used for this purpose than any other tool ;
at any rate, most of the polished work to be seen
on any machine or apparatus has been done by its
help ; we will , therefore, first consider some of the
methods adapted for lathe work. Turned work
that requires to be very accurate in regard to its
roundness , parallelism , or flatness must be finished
and polished at the same time with the turning
tool , as on this class of work the use of the file and
the abrasive powders , such as emery, are not
permissible, on account of the fact that their
employment would tend to destroy the good results
obtained by the turning ; and , moreover, a better
finish can be obtained with the turning tool alone ,
if of the right shape and used correctly.
For wrought iron and mild steel , the tool for the
finishing cut, which is at the same time the polish
ing cut, and should be a very light one , is shaped
like that shown at Fig. 1 , having what is called
both top ,bottom , and side “ rake " or " clearance,"
plenty of soapy water being used when the tool is
cutting , the feed of the tool along the work being
fine, and the speed as quick as would be consistent
with the diameter of the work , which for, say ,
i in . diameter , would be about 35 ft . per minute.
For cast steel , the same tool will answer, the feed
being fine, the speed slow, and turpentine used in
place of the soapy water.
For cast iron , the tool should have a square
nose similar to that shown at Fig . 2 , the feed
used being in this case coarse , " and the speed
slow ; and although most “ turners are opposed
to the use of soapy water for cast iron , it will be
found that with a slow speed and plenty of water,
an excellent finish can be obtained ; this method
having the additional merit of leaving the work
accurately finished and inore desirable from a
workmanlike point of view.
The tools used for this class of work should

FIG. 2 .

FIG . 5.
always be bolted as far into the rest as possible ,
very little overhang being allowed , or the tool will
vibrate when cutting, and chatter marks be the
result ; the lathe mandrel should also be adjusted
as tightly as possible , to run without any slack .
As there are probably some readers whose lathes
are not fitted with a slide-rest, a few remarks on
finishing with hand tools may not be out of place.
For iron turning -- which is usually very small
work when operated upon with hand tools -- three
tools will, as a rule, be sufficient ; these being the
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" side,"
graver,” and “ round -nose .” The first .
named may be made from an old three-cornered
or saw file, just ground along one of the corners to
form a sharp edge, the other corners being left
rough , as these make a good grip on the rest .
It should also be ground at the point and finished
with a piece of oilstone, and fitted with a good
handle ; it then becomes a very useful tool, and
will give an excellent polish to the work. The
graver " is made from a piece of square steel , and

FIG . 4.
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square steel drawn down flat at the end, or an old
small flat file flattened out at the end and ground
to shape , flat, round -nose, or any desired shape or
angle.
These scrapers should be ground down thin at
the end with just a little rounding along the cutting
edge, as indicated at Fig. 7 , and no top clearance ;
and then if kept in good condition , a really beautiful
finish can be obtained on brass, gunmetal, bronze ,
etc. , rotating the lathe at its highest speed , and not
using any lubricant on the work or tool . A
difficulty experienced by most workers with these
tools at some time or other, is the possibility of
getting chatter marks on the work due to vibration
of the rest or work, or both ; but in the event of
this occurring, a piece of leather placed between
the tool and the rest will, as a rule, get over this
trouble .
In the use of these tools , particularly those used
for iron and steel , some little practice is necessary

FIG . 7 .

shaped as shown at Fig. 3 , ground at an angle at
the end, and applied to the work as shown at Fig. 4 ,
sliding it along a hand - rest that has been filed
smooth along its top side. This tool is also
finished with oilstone and fitted with a good handle,
this last being an important factor in the produc
tion of good work.
The “ round-nose " tool is, as its name implies , a
tool for rounding out curves and hollows , and as
shown in Fig. 5 , is made from an old flat file, about
in. thick and į in . wide, ground at the point or
nose to a semi-circular shape ; and, as with the
others , finished with oilstone and fitted with a
handle.
The important points to be observed when
finishing iron, &c. , with hand tools, are plenty of
soapy water ; keen tools kept in good condition by
the use of the oilstone ; a good rigid hand -rest
close up to the work , and as fast a speed as can
be used for the character of the work . A piece of
oilstone of a size convenient for this kind of work
would be the half of an oilstone slip, such as used
by woodworkers for sharpening gouges ; the piece

FIG . 8 .
used by the writer being half of a Turkey stone
slip which had previously been immersed in a jar
of oil for about two months.
For finishing and polishing brass and gunmetal,
etc., by hand tools , another tool is required ; that
known as the " scraper," or as sometimes called ,
the “ planisher " ( Fig . 6 ), made from a piece of

Fig. 3 :

FIG . 6.

to ensure good results ; but when once the knack
has been acquired, it is pretty safe to say that very
little emery paper or powder will henceforth be
used , and the file for turned work left severely
alone , there being no comparison between the
results obtained by the two methods.
We now come to the method of finishing brass
and gunmetal, &c . , with the ordinary turning tools
fixed in the slide-rest of lathe, and the work rota
ting, or vice versa, the tools rotating and the work
fixed .
Many jobs will present themselves to the mind
of the lathe worker, such as the boring of cylinders
fixed on the lathe saddle, the boring and facing of
the ends being done with a boring bar , and the
turning and boring of irregular shapes , &c . , where
it would be impracticable to finish with a file or
emery cloth ; and it is particularly for this work,
although equally well adapted for ordinary work,
that this method is of value.
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The principle of this system of turning and
finishing at the same time, is nothing more than
the clearance angle and edge of the tool, this angle
being such as to enable the tool to both cut and
burnish , the tool being thus a cutting tool and a
burnisher.
The tool is made by first 'grinding it with very
little clearance on any side , and with the top side
flat, and finishing by rubbing along the cutting
edge ( but not on it ) , with a piece of oilstone, as
before mentioned .
Fig . 8 will explain the principle, and shows
inside and outside turning respectively,
It will be seen that the portion of the tool in
contact with the work is both the cutting edge,
and that part just under the edge ; this latter part
being the burnishing piece which lightly rubs the
metal after the cutting edge has done its work.
In the illustration this is purposely exaggerated,
as in actual practice a few rubs with the oilstone

FIG . 9.

Latest in

Engineering .

The World's Largest Sheer Legs. —The sheer
legs which have been erected at Chatham Dock
yard have been tested up to 180 tons at the maxi
mum overhang of 64 ft. from the perpendicular.
These sheer legs are believed to be the largest in
the world . The front legs are 160 ft . high, 5 ft .
in diameter at the centre, and each weighs 44 tons .
The back leg is 210 ft . long , 6 ft . in diameter at the
centre , and weighs 53 tons. It is worked by a
screw 85 ft . long by 114 ins. diameter, and weighing
over i tons , the screw being operated by a set of
steam engines . There are three hoisting winches,
each driven by its own set of engines. Two of the
winches are each capable of lifting 90 tons , and the
180 ton test load was lifted simultaneously by
these winches with the greatest ease , the rate of
hoist of each winch , with 90 tons weight suspended ,
being over 10 ft . per minute.
A New Fan .-We illustrate herewith a new
type of fan and propeller blade which has recently
been patented by Mr. A. H. Avery, A.I.E.E, of
Tunbridge Wells. The fan has given, under test ,
some remarkable results, and should be of very
general interest to marine and ventilating engineers.
The inventor has provided us with the following
details of some carefully conducted tests with a
small 9- in . flat -blade fan of the ordinary type and
a 9 -in . fan of the improved pattern :
RELATIVE EFFICIENCIES.
TIP SPEEDS.
In feet per minute. 6- blade fan . Improved fan.
I
2000
7
3000
2.50
4000
2:17
1
5000
2:25
The improved fan is quite simple in consiruction ,
and consists of a plain circular disc cut radially to

I 1

after the tool has been ground is all that is re
quired to form this burnishing piece .
The tool should be tempered to a pale straw
colour, and for both inside and outside finishing,
of the round - nose variety, having just a little flat
or bearing surface at the cutting edge ( Fig. 9).
The width of this fiat or bearing surface should
a little more than equal the pitch of the feed
of the tool along the work ; the reason for this being
that whether the tool is geared to feed itself or
self act , as it is generally termed, or whether fed
by hand , in both cases a thread is being cut ,
although very fine, and it is just this that we do not
want ; so we do in this case exactly what we do
not when we screw cut-that is, we make our tool
a little wider than the width of a thread and a
space , and so clean the whole surface at one cut .
In actual practice, this is, of course, not noticeable ,
but it is necessary to mention it in order that the
reason and object of the bearing surface should be
understood , as some workers grind this flat without
regard to the feed , and in consequence , if the flat
is too wide , a dig in ” is often the result .
For small work , the tool is usually fed along the
work by hand — that is to say, the slide is not
geared to self act, and under these conditions the
fastest speed is used ; but for larger work the speed
would be slower and the feed somewhere about
sixty threads to i in . , and the work run dry , except
in the case of copper and some of bronzes, when the
use of soapy water or oil will often be an advantage.
Should the job be a casting, which, after turning,
shows the metal to be dirty or dotted with little
sand-pits and blow -holes, it should either be re
jected as unsuitable or finished by the method to
be described in the next article, in which will also
be given a description of the method employed by
the writer for the boring and finishing of work fixed
on the lathe saddle.
( To be continued .)

The

MR. AVERY'S NEW FAN AND PROPELLER BLADE .
the centre, and the two edges thus formed opened
out in opposite directions until they lie at right
angles to the original plane of the disc. Concerning
the claims made for the invention , it is remarked
that in propeller blades the maximum effect occurs
at the edge of impact , and there is little advantage
in widening each blade , as the air or water is de
flected at once at the prime impact , and is but little
affected by the following portions of the blades or
vanes. The principle involved in Mr. Avery's fan
is one of gradual and increasing deflection of the
impinging medium , owing to the constantly in
creasing curvature of the blades ; moreover, as the
entering edge is exactly in the same plane as the
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motion of rotation there is complete absence of
“shock ” and remarkable smoothness of running.
The whole area of the fan or propeller is effective .

Miniature

Develop

Railway
ment .

NEW company, · The Miniature Railways
of Great Britain, Limited,” has lately been
formed at Northampton (secretary, Mr. C.
H. Battle ; managing director , Mr. W. J. Bassett
Lowke, 22, Kingswell Street ) for the purpose of
manufacturing miniature locomotives and railways,
and working them at exhibitions, public parks, and
pleasure grounds on the lines of that already done
by the Americans, and also for equipping gentle
men's estates and parks with complete railways .
A

THE OPENING DAY :
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considerable portion of the length on an embank
ment.
Some very fine 3 - in . scale model
Atlantic 19
express locomotives (15-in . gauge ) are now being
built in the company's workshop to the designs of
Mr. Henry Greenly , consulting engineer to the
company, the first of which is at the time of writing
practically complete and ready for testing. This
engine is intended for the new miniature railway at
South Shore, Blackpool, which will be opened at
Whitsuntide. The locomotive weighs about 30 cwts..
and measures 14 ft . 6 ins. long over engine and
tender.
We hope to be able to illustrate this
engine in an early issue .
RADIUM INFECTION.- Laboratories where ex :
periments in physics are made must now be guarded
against a curious disorder - that of infection by
radium . Several electroscopes recently made in

THE MINIATURE RAILWAY AT NORTHAMPTON .

64
The company took over the
Nipper ” 10 - in .
gauge locomotive and the plant installed at
Bricket Wood last year, and opened this as their
first railway at Northampton on the Saturday
following Good Friday. It was originally intended
to lay the line in the Abington Park , but the neces
sary permission was not received from the Cor
poration in time, and the company , wishing to open
the railway for the Easter holidays, therefore ac
quired a piece of land just outside the Park , where
it was well received by the inhabitants of the town ,
the younger section more especially .
The railway is provided with an enclosed station ,
which enables the traffic to be regulated without
trouble, and on Easter Monday established quite :
record in miniature railway work , running fully
loaded trains every three minutes continuously for
ten hours . The first train is shown in the accompany .
ing photograph running at a speed of about ten
miles per hour. The ground not being quite level , the
railway runs over a viaduct 50 ft . long, and for a

the physics building of McGill University were
discharged by natural leakage from 60 to 100 times
as rapidly as similar instruments used in the same
building two years before, and this extraordinary
leakage continued when the electroscopes were
removed to another building. The cause proved
to be radio -activity of the raw materials. Other
electroscopes were made in the chemistry building
from other materials, and discharged at the usual
slow rate , and with these it was shown that the
emanation from radium had infected every part of
the physics building , even drawers and closets ,
and had imparted activity to sheets of mica ,lead
foil , iron, zinc , tin , and other substances. It is
calculated that if the emanation were now to be
stopped by removal of the radium , the building
would continue to increase in radio-activity for two
or three years , the infection failing only one -half at
the end of forty years. Infection can be avoided
by keeping radium in sealed vessels, and can be
mostly removed by acid .

Experiments with
Waves .
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Electric

By C. J. WATSON .
( Continued from page 401. )
Experiment 7. —Make a parabolic mirror with a
wire grid for the reflecting surface, and having a
focal distance of 10 cm . ( Fig. 10 ). Fix the wires
around the curve, stretched parallel to the focal
line , the height of the mirror being 24 cm .
On
now placing a resonator 20 cm . long within it at F ,
with its spark gap turned towards the curve , it can
be watched between the wires, and hence this
arrangement forms a very convenient method of
exhibiting the effect to a number of people at the
same time. In order to make the action still more
visible, it is useful to draw close together several
cuts across the resonator , which will multipiy the
sparks, but at the same time somewhat lessen the
sensibility .
Experiment 8. - Ascertain the wave length corre
sponding to a given resonator by reflecting the
waves perpendicularly from a sheet of zinc 3 ft .
square. Set up the metal plate opposite the
oscillator in its reflector, and at the distance of about
6 ft . Fix the naked resonator vertical on a small
wooden stand upon a board opposite the centre of
the reflecting sheet , so that it can be displaced
from it along the line of the axis of the oscillator .
It will be found that when the resonator is close
to the reflector, it will not spark . Then on with
drawing it slowly in the dark, it will begin to spark
at a distance depending upon its sensitiveness.
On continuing its movement it will again cease
sparking. Farther on it will again spark and again
cease, and so on , until its indications become in
distinct . Now the distances of the points , at which
no sparking takes place , measured from the reflector,
represent , , &c . , of the wave length , whilst
the points of maximum sparking are at the distances
of t, d, 4, &c . , of the wave length . In order to
determine these points, one takes the mean points
between those of beginning the spark and those of
ceasing to do so . Thus , in a rough experiment of
mine there was sparking at from 2 : 1 to 4: 3 cm . ,
7.2 to 9 : 5 , 12.5 to 15.5 . 1 being the wave length ,
this gave 1 = 3.2 , } \ = 5.7 , # 1 = 8.3 , 1 = 11,
= 14
The mean of these results give the
wave length of 11 cm . as corresponding to the
resonator used, which was 5 • 2 X .4 c.m. There are
other and more accurate ways of measuring the
wave length, but this is the simplest and easiest to
understand . It may seem a paradox that the
maximum sparking should take place at points
} , } , &c . , times the wave length from the reflector,
when the reflected wave would appear to be 1 wave
length different in phase to the direct wave ; but
this is explained by the fact that the wave loses
a 1 wave length in the process of reflection .
For experiments on refraction, the best substance
to be used is paraffin wax , as it may be readily
melted and cast into any desired shape . Sulphur
may be used as having a higher refractive index,
but it is difficult to melt without becoming in
flamed , when , unless it be out of doors , the result
is decidedly unpleasant. To cast the paraffin wax
into , say , the shape of a prism , make a wooden
mould of the proper size , and fasten it together with
screws, so that it can be taken to pieces to get the

-
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prism out . To prevent the wax sticking to the
wood , the latter should be faced with paper
fastened to the edges with glue, before the mould
is screwed together. The wax should be only just
above the point of solidification, and , in order to
prevent the large amount of shrinkage which takes
place on cooling, it is advisable to put into it a
Make
number of pieces of the unmelted wax,
thus two right -angled prisms with faces 20 x 20 cm . ,
and the hypothenuse face 28 x 20 cm . , which will
require about 7 lbs . of wax each .
Experiment 9. — Place in front of the oscillator a
metallic screen with an aperture 20 cm . high and
15 broad ; or, better still, put it at the end of one
of the 5 ft . tubes mentioned in Experiment 5 .
Place one of the wax prisms in front of the aperture ,
with its refracting edge vertical, so that the beam
falls upon one of its smaller faces, and making an
angle of 40° with the perpendicular to its surface.
Paraffin wax having a refractive index of 1.43 , the

-28cia

cm
24

404

FIG. 10.
deviation of the beam will be 250. In order to
determine the direction of the refracted ray , it is
advisable to fit the resonator with a reflector only
10 cm . wide . This can easily be viewed from the
front , but it should be mounted so that it can turn
around an horizontal axis. In order to measure
the deviation , mount the receiver on a strip of wood
30 ins . long , turning around a pivot at one end ,
placed underneaththe little platform , on which the
prism is placed . Before interposing the prism the
receiver will be found to spark to about equal dis
tances on each side of the axis of the beam . With
the refracted ray ascertain in the same way how

-

-
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far the receiver can be moved to the right and left
whilst still sparking. The mean of these two points
Of
will give the centre of the refracted beam.
course, by the use of the second prism a still further
deviation is produced .
Experiment 10. -As in the case of light with a
glass refracting angle of 90 °, so an electric beam ,
passed into the wax prism perpendicularly to one
of the smaller faces, undergoes total reflection at
the hypothenuse, and issues at the other face , as is

Fig . 11 .

R
shown by a receiver placed at right angles to the
original beam. I have generally found that some
radiation appears to get through the hypothenuse,
but this may be owing to diffraction .
Experiment 11. -Whilst the prism is as in the
last experiment , place the other prism so that its
hypothenuse is parallel to that of the first one, and
within 2 cm. of it ( Fig . 11 ) . It will now be found
that the so-called total reflection has ceased , and
that the beam passes undeflected through the two
prisms . This is a very remarkable experiment , as
the corresponding effect in optics has, I believe ,
never been obtained . Theorists , however, tell us
that there can be no reflection , if the two surfaces
are not separated by more than a t wave length .
In fact, we may look at the intervening space as a
thin film ; and we know that with Newton's rings ,
obtained by reflection , the centre part where the
air space is less than the 4 wave length , exhibits
a black spot , due to the interference of the light
reflected from the two surfaces. This leads us to
consider whether we can obtain interference effects
with plates transparent to electric waves .
Experiment 12. —Take a plate of paraffin wax
2 cm. thick , and endeavour to obtain the reflection
of the electric beam , as in Experiment 4. It will
be found that no effect is produced . Now increase
the thickness of the plate up to 5 or 6 cm . , and
some reflection will be found to take place. If ,
however, the thickness ofthe plate be such that the
ray reflected from the back of the plate be delayed
half a wave behind that reflected from the front ,
interference will take place , and hence no reflection
will be obtaine.l . The large face of one of the prisms
mentioned in Experiment 9 will very well exhibit
reflection from its front . A thin sheet of glass
shows no reflection , but one of thick plate- glass does
do so. This is because glass ( for electric waves ) is
not so transparent as it looks ; the portion of the
ray reflected from the back surface is so weakened
by absorption , that it cannot fully interfere with

that reflected from the front . The glass trough of
water described in Experiment 3 will for the same
reason reflect almost as well as a plate of metal.
Experiment 13. -Electric lens. This is made by
casting paraffin wax in a mould formed by a board ,
and a sheet of zinc bent to a portion of a circle .
The lens will then be a segment of a cylinder, which ,
although the correct curve should be a hyperbola,
will be sufficiently near to give evidence of con
verging power . To test this, place a resonator
furnished with a narrow reflector so far off from
the oscillator as just not to spark . Then on inter
posing the lens , and moving it backwards and for
wards, a position will be obtained that will cause
the resonator to spark. The oscillator should
be furnished with its reflector, so as to emit a
parallel beam , and the lens turned with its flat
side towards the resonator . A suitable size
for the lens is 32 cm . wide , 7 cm . thick in
R ' the centre, and 22 cm . high ; the weight being
about 10 lbs . , and its focal distance probably
appearing to be about 20 cm .
With a double glass lens a foot in diameter, such
as is used for enlarging photographs, I have obtained
convergence , the focus being very much shorter
than that for light.
Experiment 14.—Take a glass jar of water 10 cm.
in diameter , place a resonator in an empty test
tube , and immerse it in the water, the jar being near
the oscillator. It will probably spark only in the
centre of the jar, where the concentration of the
electric waves is sufficient to make out for the
general absorption by the water . The index of
refraction for water is very high , being said to be
8.7 ( Fleming ).
In all the experiments so far described , it has
been necessary to keep the resonator parallel to the
line of discharge in the oscillator. This corresponds
to the phenomena of light , only in so far as the

90 cm

32 cm

FIG . 12 .
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FIG . 14.
latter is polarised ; in fact , the oscillator and
resonator have to be treated as if they were two
Nichol's prisms , so that we must regard the electric
beam as being polarised .
Experiment 15. - Having placed the receiver op
posite the oscillator - preferably with the zinc
cylinder between them — and the resonator being
horizontal, nothing is seen in the receiver. Now
interpose in the path of the beam one of the wire
grids used in Experiment 6, with the direction of
the wires at an angle of 45 ° with the vertical ; when
the receiver will spark vigorously, showing that
the original plane of vibration has been partially
changed into a horizontal one . This is analogous
to placing a plate of a doubly refracting crystal
between crossed Nichols . The wire grids also are
comparable to tourmaline plates, for , if the receiver
be rotated , it is found that the electric beam is still
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plane polarised , and that its vibrations are taking
place in a plane at right angles to the direction of
the wires of the grid.
Experiment 16. -If a glass cylinder 5 cm . in
diameter and 30 cm . long - or, what is perhaps more
easily procurable, a glass jar of water of the same
dimensions-- be similarly interposed inclined at 45 ° ,
the plane of vibration will be again changed , but
this time into the direction of the length of the
cylinder . Paraffin wax does not seem to answer
so well for this experiment, probably on account
of its lower dielectric coefficient.
Experiment 17. - A slab of wood 10 cm . thick ,
also placed with its fibres inclined 45°, will again
make the receiver spark , on account of the unequal
conductivities along and across its tissue.
A still more striking arrangement for showing
this result is to take a pile of bound volumes of
books ( I used sixteen volumes of the Scientific
Americ.in ) , with their edges in the direction of
the beam , and the plane of the leaves making the
requisite angle of 45° with the vertical.
Experiment 18. - In the last two experiments, if
the receiver be rotated in order to discover the new

k
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the waves emitted by a vertical wire travel so much
farther over the sea than those sent out from a
horizontalone, and which would penetrate the water
and become absorbed .
One other property of wave motion , with which
it is necessary to be acquainted in order to avoid
errors in interpreting electric wave experiments, is
that of diffraction. In the case of light, diffraction
experiments are difficult on account of the exceed
ingly short wave lengths of the rays used . In the
case of electric waves, the difficulty arises from the
too great length of the waves, this being frequently
almost as great as the width of the beam employed .
To get results comparable to those obtained with
light , it is necessary to use very small resonators ;
so that I will only give a few examples , that can be
performed with those of the lengths which we have
employed, when , however , the results will be more
qualitative than quantitative.
Experiment 21.- A metal plate 40 cm . square was
placed 90 cm . in front of the oscillator (Fig . 12 ) ,
and at 32 cm . behind it a 21 cm . resonator with a
narrow reflector was placed . Sparking of the
resonator took place, but when the metallic screen

11cmxk

40 cm

plane of vibration , we shall probably find
that the resonator will spark more or less at
whatever angle it be placed ; and that , if the
thickness of the interposed material be that
which is suitable, it will spark equally all
This , again , is similar to what is
round .
known as circularly polarised light , which
cannot be extinguished by a Nichol, and is
due to the one component of the ray being
retarded a wave length behind the other .
Experiment 19. - Another way to obtain
a circularly polarised electric ray is to reflect
it hy a combination of the two grids of
Experiment 6 , placed at a distance of a
wave length ( 5 cm. ) apart , and with their
wires crossed , and mutually at an angle of 45 ° with
the vertical . The reflecting angle being 45 °, the
receiver will be found to spark all round the
axis.
Experiment 20. — It is well known that when
polarised light falls at the polarising angle upon a
transparent surface, it can only be reflected when
the plane of incidence is that also of polarisation .
In like manner, when the electric beam strikes a
5 cm . plate of paraffin wax at an angle of 55 ° ( its
polarising angle ), it is reflected with our ordinary
arrangement; but if the oscillator be placed on its
side, so that the plane of oscillation is horizontal,
and the resonator being also turned into the hori
zontal position, no reflection is obtained ; whilst on
substituting a plate of metal for the wax reflection
would still take place. This experiment is important
in so far that it settled a long disputed point,
namely , that in light the plane of polarisation is at
right angles to the plane of vibration of the ether ;
and hence, to be consistent, we must say, that an
electric beam is polarised in the plane at right
angles to that in which the electric displacements
take place. This experiment has also an important
bearing on wireless telegraphy, as it explains why

28
.cm

24CM ..

FIG . 13
R?
was slid sideways , so as to stop the half of the beam
on one side of the axis, the sparking ceased .
Experiment 22.-A metal screen , with an aperture
of 11 cm ., was placed in front of the oscillator ; a
10 X.6 cm . resonator, placed at R opposite the
aperture at a distance of 28 cm . , naturally sparked.
When moved sideways , it ceased to spark , until
on arriving at R it again gave evidence of action
( Fig. 13 ) .
Experiment 23. - A converging grating was made
by pasting strips of tinfoil on a sheet of cardboard ,
with intervening spaces. A section is shown in
Fig. 14, where the central band is 22.5 cm . in
width , followed on each side by a space of 4.6 cm . ,
then by tinfoil of 3.6 , a space of 3, a band of 2.7 .
a space of 2.5 , and a band of 2.3 . It will be seen
that the distances O A, OB , OC , OD , &c . , are
proportional to 1 , V2, V3 , V 4 , &c . The length of
the strips, or height of the grating , was 40 cm . On
placing a 7.2 X : 3 cm . resonator with narrow re
Hector ( 2 cm . wide) just beyond the sparking dis
tance from the oscillator, the placing the grating
10 cm . in front of it caused it to spark.
( To be continued .)
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(Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fled Street, London, E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage .)
THE MOTOR MANUAL . Seventh Edition . London :
The Temple Press , Ltd.
Price 18. net ;
postage 2d .
This popular manual , compiled by the staff of
our contemporary The Motor , has now reached its
seventh edition, and has been completely revised
and brought up to date . It contains over too pages,
giving not only an excellent resume of the prin
ciples and constructive details ofmotor cycles and
cars, but also a lot of useful information on the
management of motors, repairs and adjustments ,
driving, technical terms and units, speed tables ,
legal notes, touring at home and on the Continent ,
and a short dictionary of English - French motor
terms. It is freely illustrated, and may be
thoroughly commended to all motorists.
BUILDING A LATHE. By A. W. Burford , A.M.I.C.E.
London : Dawbarn & Ward , Ltd. 6d. net
postage id .
In this little book working drawings and in
structions are given for building a 31 - in . centre
plain lathe, with slide -rest. The lathe shown is
very suitable for light amateur work, and as the
instructions given are very full and clear , the book
should prove a decided help to the novice wishing
to construct his own lathe . A slight slip is made
on page 61 , where the author refers to the ordinary
catch - plate, or driver-plate, as the faceplate.

The Fourth “ Gauge " Competition .
"
O
further encourage model-making in all its
То branches
, we offer to send an improved slid
ing caliper gauge , with screw adjustment, to
every reader who sends us for insertion in our
Journal a sufficiently good photograph and de
scription of any model , tool , or piece of apparatus
he has made. If preferred, any other tool, book, or
other article to the value of 6s . 6d . will be sent in
place of the caliper gauge. Entries should be
accompanied by a separate letter, giving the title
of the article , and stating exactly what tool is
desired .
If other than a caliper gauge is re
quired , the page and number of the tool in the
firm's catalogue from which it can be obtained
should be mentioned . The article should be written
on one side of the paper only, with the name and
address of the sender on the back . The photograph
and separate sketches enclosed with the contribu
tion should similarly bear the name and address of
the sender, otherwise delay may arise in the award
ing of the prizes. It is essential in this , as in our
other competitions, that the copyright of the photo
graphs must be the property of the senders, and
the covering letter should contain a declaration to
this effect. The competition will close on June 30th .
We are indebted to Mr. Chas . S. Lake for the
Con
accompanying photograph of the G.E.R.
tinental train. It gives a very good idea of the
loads Mr. J. Holden's new engines have to cope with .
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side of the tube . The ratchet wheel is of brass
in . thick , and may be made at home, even if no
milling appliance is to be had , as follows : Turn up
a disc of brass } in . thick and 1 9-16ths ins . diameter,
and set out the teeth on it ( thirty in number ) , and
file up to shape , as shown in the drawing (Fig . 7 ) ;
or the teeth may be sawn out . The wheel is then
mounted firm and squarely on the tube 1-16th in .
from the longer end , as shown in the drawing.
Now put the steel rod in the tube , so that 1 in . pro
jects from the ratchet wheel end , and drill a
3-32nds in . hole right through the rod at the other
end of each slot in the tube, and silver solder , or
screw in a steel pin in each , projecting about } in .
from one side . A “ clutch " must be fixed on the
steel in the position shown in the drawings.
The side plates are fixed i in . from the edge of the

A Design for a Model Electric
Locomotive Crane .

By J. CASE .
(Concluded from page 420. )
HE next item to take in hand is the winding
THdrum shaft. This is 4 in . diameter and 51 ins .
long . It has two fixtures --the drum and the
spur-wheel ( 3 ins . in diameter ); the latter is fixed by
a key 5-16ths in . from one end . The drum has the
band - brake wheel cast in one with it ; the latter is
2 } ins . diameter on the flat, and 21 on the flange,
as shown in the plan and side elevation ( Figs . 9 and
10 ) ; in the end elevation the brake wheel has been
accidentally drawn the wrong diameter ; the
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Fig . 15.— SIDE ELEVATION AND Part PLAN OF BOGIE.
correct size is, however, marked on it . The cast
ing, after being bored for the shaft , should be
mounted on a mandrel and turned up all over be
tween the centres . It can be fixed to the spindle
by a set screw through its narrowest part , and a
small key the other end .
The remaining axle is a jib-drum spindle. This
is in two parts—the steel part is a straight length
of 3-16ths in .steel rod, 6 1-16th ins . long ; the other
part is a brass tube to fit on this ; it is 4 ins . long .
The casting for the jib -drum should be treated in
the same way as the winding drum , although, if
preferred, it may be built up from tube and sheet .
It should be permanently fixed to the tube , i 9
32nds ins . from one end . Two small slots must be
cut out of the tube 3-3 2nds in . by 5-16ths in.
distant , fin . from the sides of the drum on the same

(Half full size . )

baseplate . Fix one on first by k-in , angle and screw
and fix the angle on the other . Then put each shaft
in position , and put the other side plate in position ,
and then screw down .
If all, so far , runs true , the spur -wheels, which
are outside the plates , may be fixed on. They may
be screwed on and then keyed, or a grub - screw
screwed half into the axle and half in the wheels.
The system of rods and levers is shown quite plainly
in the drawings, and calls for no comment ; they are
made of steel. The band brake is to be a strip of
clock spring. The levers are of the ordinary type,
with ratchets . The quadrant blocks are built up
of brass , and fixed to the baseplate by cup -headed
screws.
The jib is the next part to put together. The
side plates are 27 ins . apart at the bottom for a
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distance of about it ins . ; they then taper in to } in .
at the top . All the holes , except the two at the
extreme ends, must be enlarged a little with a pin
drill to let the stays, &c . , set level. The top plate
may be flanged and riveted on , or fixed by angles,
the latter being , perhaps , neater. The pulleys can
be turned up at once from a length of f in .
brass rod run between the centres. The jib is
affixed to its bracket by a -in. bolt and nut , two
washers intervening between the jib plates and the
bracket .
The pulley blocks may be castings, or they may
be built up. The author, however , hardly thinks
it worth while to make two patterns, as while these
are being made the blocks can also. One has two
pulleys , the other one .
For the “ chain ,” very stout brass picture wire
may be used . It should be fin . diameter, or small
brass chain may be adopted. The lifting block or
hook is a brass casting, with the hook made from
wire and screwed in . The pulley is 1 in. thick by

May 18, 1905 .

collecting the current is shown , as this must be
arranged to suit individual requirements .
N.B. —All diameters of spur wheels and pinions,
unless otherwise stated , are the diameters of their
pitch circles .

A

Cheaply -made

Model

Liner .

By T. F. DUNNING.
" HE photograph reproduced herewith is of my
much as the hull is solid . The dimensions of
the boat are : Length (over all ), 3 ft .; beam , 51 ins .
at belly ( below water line) and 5 ins . on deck ;
depth ( from main deck ), 64 ins. ; draught , 3. ins .
To commence with , I obtained two pieces of soft
yellow pine , 3 ft . by 7 ins . by 3 ins. , and rough
hewed them to the shape required . After glueing
and bolting together, I finished the hull off, leaving

MR. T. F. DUNNING'S MODEL LINER.

14 ins . diameter. Nothing is now left to be de
scribed excepting the motor, about which but little
need be said. It is, to a great extent , the same
as the model four-pole motor described in THE
MODEL ENGINEER some time ago , the largest size
being used ; the chief differences being in the arma
ture , end covers, and brush -rocker.
The armature is of the slotted drum type, in
stead of quadripolar. It has eight slots to be wound
in eight sections . The end caps are brass , and have
gunmetal bearings . The field -magnet windings are
the same as described for the motor in The MODEL
ENGINEER, being wound for 4 amps. at a pressure
of 16 volts, 11 ozs. of No. 18. The armature wind
ing is 5 } ozs. of No. 22. The shaft can be turned
from - in . steel rod . Its diameter is 5-16ths in .
at the armature, reduced to fin . at the commutator
and bearings ; one end is enclosed , and on the other
is fixed a 1 7-16thg spur wheel . The reversing switch
is similar to that described in “ Small Electric
Motors," page 71. The wire from motor to switch
had better be enclosed in small rubber tube - that
obtainable at cycle shops for valves . No means of

the bottom flat to screw to the bottom of the glass
case .
A " swan neck " bow with short bowsprit, in my
opinion , looks smarter when making a show model,
although one seldom sees present -day liners, except
perhaps the Hamburg- American boats and a few
others, so built . The hull of the model, after being
well sand -papered , was given a coat of size. Holes
were then bored all round for port - holes, and into
these were let small brass eyelets, the latter being
filled with a green coloured putty. Two coats of
black enamel were put on above water-line and
red below . The B.T. load lines, name, and draught
scale were put on in white enamel with a fine camel
hair brush. The decks were enamelled mahogany
brown , and the whole then given a coat of carriage
varnish . Now as to the upper works and fittings.
I used yellow pine for the cabins , &c . , these all being
enamelled white , and the windows, doors , etc. ,
shown in black . Brass eyelets were used for port
holes for chart room , cabins, & c ., fixed as in hull.
All round the outside of cabins a brass wire hand
rail is fixed . The upper decks are of cardboard , as

-
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By H. MUNCASTER .
' HE difference between the high -speed engine
THE
and the ordinary type is more one of quality
than of kind , the principal requirements
being ample port areas, large wearing surface with
perfect adjustment, and , to some extent , balance of
cranks and reciprocating parts . As regards steam
distribution , it is necessary to have early admission
following a period of compression , which will bring
the pressure in the cylinder up to the initial or
boiler pressure. This will give all the pressure
available to overcome the inertia of the recipro
cating parts, which is greatest at the beginning of
is
the stroke. The term “ high -speed engines
to some extent ambiguous, but is generally under
stood to mean an engine giving a great number of
cycles in a given time, though not of necessity an
engine with a high piston speed. It may be taken
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PRESERVING INDIARUBBER . -A composition for
preserving indiarubber consists of one part turpen
tine,and as much camphor-gum as the turpentine will
readily dissolve , and one part linseed -oil propor
tioned to the combined part of turpentine and
camphor-gum.
THE “ ISOPHONE ." — The new telephone micro
phone of M. Scheer, of Brussels, is to be known as
the “ Isophone," and it is claimed to give a much
softer and more accurate reproduction of the voice ,
misic , &c . , than the ordinary transmitter. It is
essentially a hollow disc sounding-box, enclosing a
simple carbon system . The carbon granules are
contained in a movable leather receptacle, which is
adjusted behind the vibrating plate , so as to re
ceive the vibrations through a small , blunt point of
ebonite , and which has also , on the opposite sides ,
two small pencils of carbon, terminating the poles
of the battery. Its sensitive and certain action is
attributed to the readiness with which the granules
adjust the pressure between the carbon pencils by
their own weight,

High - Speed Engines .

مداه

I found this better for the purpose than thin wood
which is apt to crack. There are twelve lifeboats ,
sixteen life-belts (wire rings, wrapped with cotton
and white enamelled ), sixteen buckets (made from
old penholders, hollowed , and enamelled in proper
colours ), the handle being a piece of white string .
The upper deck skylights to cabins and saloons are
of wood , the top being hollowed out about 1-16th in . ,
and enamelled green , and brass wire rods fitted in
as glass protectors. The ventilators , of which there
are sixteen ( four large , six small, and six smaller
still ), are cut from wood with penknife and hollowed
at mouth , being enamelled red inside and yellow
outside. The funnels ( made of cardboard ) are
also enamelled yellow, with red band at top. The
rail stanchions are made from fairly thin wire with
loop at top ; cotton is used for the rails, and the
whole enamelled white. The deck supports and
the davits are of thick wire , and the lifeboats are
There are two
hung on small double strop blocks.
sets of side-lights -one on the poop and the other
on the bridge. A steam winch made from watch
wheels is on the poop, as is also a small crane for
raising anchors. Two winches covered with “ tar
paulins ” are also placed on the lower deck, near
each hold, for hoisting luggage and cargo by means
of derricks on fore and mizzen masts . Ladders are
provided for getting to each deck , and a gangway
runs from the second to stern deck . The rigging
is of ordinary cord , the steps up being of fine copper
wire. Two engine room telegraphs , compass , and
wheel are on the bridge, they also being duplicated
on the deck below . With the exception of the
chain , anchors and wheel , I made every part my
self on an ordinary dining -room table , with tools
which cost about 58. - chisel, small plane, saw, etc .;
and the total cost of the ship and fittings was not
more than about gs . I afterwards made a glass
case and " sea " to stand the ship in . This latter
is of cotton wool, coloured and mounted on a card
board platform about 3 ins . high from the keel. I
have followed no particular vessel for a design , all
being done by memory. The name “ Clio " is that
of one of the Wilson Line, on whose boats in Hull
my shipping knowledge originated . I shall be
pleased to enlighten any reader who desires further
information .

2
25

PS
to mean that the reciprocations are timed so that
the moving parts balance a high rate of expansion
in the cylinder and an extreme initial pressure
matters that were not generally taken into account
in the older types of reciprocating engines.
In the case of the heavy beam engines , which
gave at a comparatively slow speed satisfactory
results — due in a large measure to the effect of the
inertia of moving parts of massive construction in
modifying the stresses on the crank-pin caused by
high rates of expansion, and giving a steady turn
ing effort to the crankshaft-the excellence was
probably due to charce more than to a careful
computation of the relations between speed and
inertia . That these matters were not, in a
great many instances , taken into account is the
conviction of the writer , who had , in one instance
for years, to fight against a wrong conception of
the functions of the heavy parts of large beam
blo
ines, where the inertia of parts weighing
several tons was entirely neglected , and late steam
opening, no expansion , and an entire absence of
compression were arranged for to suit a similar
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diagram in the blowing cylinders. As a consequence ,
a heavy double thud at each stroke ( increasing if
the speed were increased to such an extent that the
limit of speed was soon reached ) was unavoidable,
and no adjustment of bearings would prevent it . As a
remedy, the writer suggested, after having calculated
approximately the strains due to the inertia, and
estimating the necessary cut- off and compression ,
an alteration amounting to an increased angular
advance of about 30° of the cam shaft controlling
the steam valves . This looked so outrageous a
O
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equal only 16 ft . in the end of the first second , al
though the body has acquired a velocity of 32 ft .
per second . Let 2 represent the distance fallen
during one second ; then the space (S ) the body will
8
(2)
fall through in a given time ( 1 )
2
a
that
distance
Example . - What is the total
body will travel , falling from rest freely , during a
period of five seconds ?
32
8 x 12
2
2 x 25 = 400 ft . - Answer.

This will give a good illustration of the effect of
a constant force in overcoming inertia . By a
simple deduction we can demonstrate that under
a greater force than gravity the body will acquire
a greater velocity in a given time , but always in the
ratio given by the preceding formulæ ( 1) and ( 2 ).
The rule is shown graphically as under :
Draw the verticals 1 , 2, 3, 4 , 5 ... at con
venient intervals of equal distance apart, which
may represent quarter Seconds of time . Draw
horizontal lines on any scale at a distance from O
which may
proportionate to 1 , 4 , 9 , 16 , 25 .
represent the distance fallen in feet , being the
square of the numbers 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5
Through the points of intersection , OP, PIP2, P3
draw a fair curve . To draw a tan
P4, P5
gent to any point ( say T ), extend the axis (o S )

Fig . 2 .
IX

'D
proposal, that it was only done under a very strong
protest from the opposition . However, the re
sult was such that 30 per cent. more speed , and work
in proportion, was obtained, with a saving of at
least 20 per cent. of steam , and an absence of
knock, that was a very powerful testimony to the
utility of inertia when its effects are rightly under
stood and provided for . This is an extreme case ,
but it indicates that there is some relation between
the inertia of the piston group, the expansion
range, and the speed or number of revolutions of the
crankshaft. We propose, first of all, to investigate
and determine these relations , so that we may know ,
approximately, what speed is suitable for certain
given weights of piston group under various con
ditions of steam pressure and rates of expansion .
We may best understand inertia by examining
the behaviour of a body falling freely from rest.
We find that a constant force, gravity, acting on
such a body causes an acceleration of speed or
velocity in a ratio that is constant. If at the end
of one second the body has acquired a velocity of
32 ft . per second, at the end of two seconds the
velocity will be 64 ft . per second ; at the end of the
third second, 96 ft. per second ; and so on, increasing
at the constant rate of 32 ft . per second per second
the force of gravity
additional velocity. Let g
measured by the velocity acquired in a body during
the first second of time ; then the velocity ( V )
during any given time ( t ) in seconds = g * t. ( 1 )
Example. What velocity will a body acquire
falling freely during five seconds, when the velocity
acquired at the end of the first second equals 32 ft .
per second ?
16) ft . per second. — Answer.
8 x t = 32 X 5
To find the total distance fallen in a given time,
we find the distance fallen during the first second ,
and multiply this by the square of the number of
seconds in the given time . The distance fallen will
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to X , making o X = 0 S. From X draw the
straight line X TQ , which will be a tangent to the
curve . This curve is a parabola , one of the pro
perties of which is that “ the square of the ordinate
(representing time in the above) is proportionate
to the obscessa ” (representing distance ). A tan
gent drawn to any point ( T ) , and cutting the axis
(in X ), will then give the corresponding velocity to
the time. Observe that
SX
o X = 0 S , and that S T
velocity at S.
If gravity were to cease at T, the velocity would
continue at the same uniform rate, and the dis
tance travelled during the next interval of time
would be representež by the vertical line RQ ,
where the tangent cuts the vertical in Q.
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With regard to the momentum acquired , it may
be demonstrated in a similar manner that when a
constant force retards a body already in motion at
a given velocity, the body will be brought to rest
by the force acting through the same distance,
during the same time as would be required to pro
duce in the same body the given velocity from a
state of rest .
Example. - If a body is projected upwards with
a velocity of 140 ft . per second against the force of
gravity , how far will it ascend ?
140
4.3 seconds .
32
( 4: 3 )2 x 16
296 ft.-- Answer .
We have, however , in the steam engine to deal
with the acceleration and retardation of velocity
where the rate is controlled by a crank moving in
a circular path with a uniform angular velocity.
Suppose ( Fig . 2 ) the circle o D to represent the
path of a crank-pin , of which C is the centre, o D
the path of the piston , the radial lines 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ,
5 ... are at equal angular distances apart,
representing equal intervals of time . If we assume
the connecting-rod to be infinitely long , we can
ascertain the distance travelled by the piston during
any period of time from the corresponding point
( say 4 ) in the circle by drawing a line (TS) per
pendicular to the line o C. The distance from o
to this ( S T ) perpendicular will equal the travel of
the piston during the given time. The line St
bears no fixed proportion to o S , as in Fig . 1 . At
any po ition of T ,
( ST ) = (o S ) X ( S D ) .
The rate of acceleration is not uniform , but de
creasing . The maximum velocity would be reached
when o S = SD, where the resistance due to inertia
will disappear, after which it becomes a negative
quality .
To find the force necessary to overcome the
inertia of a piston group at any point in
the circle described by the crank -pin, assuming
the connecting -rod to be of infinite length , let
OD ( Fig . 3) represent the circle , of which
C is the centre . Set off o X = the centrifugal
force * of the piston group, as if the whole were
revolving in the circle o D. With Cas centre ,
draw circle X E. Let T be the given point ;
draw the radial CT , and extend to E, from R
draw G R parallel to CE, and from T draw TG
parallel to oC . Then GT = force required to
overcome inertia at T. As the triangles CST and
TGR are symmetrical , and C T and T R are both
constant at any position , GT is always propor
tional to SC, and disappears when the crank
reaches F, becoming a negative quality when the
crank has passed F, but equal in quantity to the
corresponding position between F and X. In
the diagram the inertia is shown by the vertical
lines drawn from the points 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 .... The
lines drawn from points 7 and 8 are in the opposite

* To find the centrifugal force
Let W = weight of piston group lbs .
R = radius of crank in feet.
N = revolutions per minute.
.00034 W RN2 = F = centrifugal force lbs.
2941 F
W
RN?
2941 F
N
1294
WR

(3)

( 4)
(5)
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direction, and show the momentum during the period
in which the piston speed is being reduced . We
thus see that the whole amount of energy employed
in overcoming inertia during the first half-stroke
is given back in retarding the momentum during
the latter half -stroke.
( To be continued .)

The Steam Consumption of
Small Steam Engines .
By J. S. V. BICKFORD .
W Hestcome
years Iasfound
ou nandertook
almost
that it wasto design
a steam autocar,
impossible to get any reliable information
on the steam consumption which should be reached
by engines of 3 to io horse-power. I hope the
following, which gives details of my own results
and experiences, may be of interest.
My first idea was an engine for a steam tricycle
with two opposite cylinders. Both these were
single- acting , the pistons being rigidly connected to
gether by a bar, and one connecting-rod used .
The steam valves were of the lift or mushroom
type, operated by a cam , and the exhaust took
place through the side of the cylinder. The cylin
ders were 3.5 ins . in diameter and 4- in . stroke .
Under test, when supplied by steam from a flash

Н.

-E
B

A

VC
F

FIG . I.
boiler, these engines gave about i brake horse
power only with a pressure of 150 lbs. per sq . in .
at 250 revolutions per minute. The steam con
sumption was nearly 80 lbs. per brake horse- power
hour.
A little calculation will show that the above
result is poor, both in power developed and in
steam consumption , and it was very soon found
that the arrangement of the exhaust through the
cylinder walls at the end of the stroke was a very
bad one indeed . I have since noticed that many
experimenters have traversed this same path . The
idea of letting the piston act as its own exhaust
valve is so very charming in its simplicity, that
most people who have tried to design a novelsingle
· acting engine have used it , but I do not believe
there is a single such engine on the market to- day
that has been in existence more than two years or
thereabouts . All these little engines run silently
and at a great speed, light ; but the pinch comes
when the load is thrown on. Knocking and trouble
are the result at once.
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My next idea was a Woolf type compound,
which , as most people will know, is one in which
there is no receiver ; that is to say, the exhaust
from the high -pressure cylinder goes direct to the
low - pressure cylinder, the two pistons moving in
opposite directions at the same time. The cylinders
of this engine were 2 ins . and 4 ins. by 4-in . stroke .
One piston valve controlled the whole of the steam
distribution to the two cylinders . Of course, to
make this possible the cranks were at 180 °.
Fig . I shows the engine in outline , as at first con
structed . The details are fairly apparent . The
piston valve C was intended to be worked with a
cam , but this was abandoned in favour of an
eccentric. No reversing gear was arranged for .
The steam is in open communication with the upper
side of the piston valve at D. On the dropping of
the valve and the uncovering of the ports E, steam
enters the high - pressure cylinder A. At the end of
the working stroke here and on the valve again
rising the steam passed through the annulus of
the valve F and through the passages g to the low
pressure cylinder, which it enters through a copper

C

A

B

FIG. 2 .
pipe H. On the completion of another half revolu
tion , and the dropping of the valve again , the steam
from the low -pressure cylinder leaves the engine
exhaust under the lower edge of the valve by the
ports J. Thus , while the upper edge of the valve
was admitting steam to the high -pressure cylinder ,
the lower edge was exhausting the low-pressure
cylinder through the annulus, while the same
annulus of the valve established communication
between the high and low pressure cylinders at the
other half revolution . The valve case was lined
with a cast-iron liner, and the ports consisted of a
ring of holes in all cases , twelve f- in . holes to the
ring.
The first trouble we encountered with the engine
was that we could not keep the pistons tight. It
was many months before weovercamethis difficulty,
and it was done at last by using the standard
method of ring construction and turning the rings
after splitting onfa faceplate. This cures the trouble
if the work is cajefully done. Before we cured the
ring trouble in this way , however , we cured it in
another which was quite satisfactory. We formed
a piston as shown io Fig. 2 , having the loose sleeve
A round it . This slerve was drawing up the bolts
B and compressed packing in the annular groove
C, thrusting it against the cylinder wall .
This arrangement worked very well indeed , and
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is interesting in that it is a throw - back to the days
of James Watt . It is a handy arrangement in
some situations as a substitute for a gland where
there is not room to get a gland in . After curing
the piston trouble we waded in to cure the piston
valve , which worked far from well . In the first
place , we made it with a pair of rings, and it leaked
enough steam to run a small steamboat. We then
bored out the valve case with a standard reamer ,
and turned a solid valve to fit. After this there
was comparatively little leakage.
The following notes from my note- book, made it
the time of the test , will be of interest as showing
the actual course of the experiments made and the
varying opinions I held at various times on the
troubles developed .
The low - pressure piston worked like a charm ,
and seems to cause less friction than when fitted
with rings . It may be noted that this is not niy
present opinion ; I believe that piston rings give
considerably less friction than the packing used in
the above experiment . Not only had we a lot of
trouble in getting the engine going, but though the
engine turned easily by hand, the internal friction
under steam seemed very great . The steam con .
sumption, running light, was found to be 56 lbs .
per horse-power hour . On one occasion I happened
to open the low-pressure pet cock , when the engine
raced at once . It turned out that the trouble was
due to the presence of water in the low- pressure
cylinder. The steam enters and leaves the cylincer
through a pipe in the middle of the cylinder cover ,
which does not take off the water well . The result
was that any water condensed in the engine col
lected in the low-pressure cylinder, and not only
made the engine hard to run , but enormously in .
creased the steam consumption . We are now
going to drill a small hole in the low- pressure
cylinder at the bottom of its stroke to drain the
engine .
The steam consumption was 371 lbs . per hour ,
engine light ; steam temperature, about 400 ° Fahr .
Second experiment gave consumption of 30 lbs.
We then put the brake on , corre
steam per hour.
sponding to i brake horse -power at about 380 revo
lutions per minute . Could only just keep steam
and engine required 150 lbs. pressure . Tried a
condensation test , but only ran about seven minutes
before the boiler failed . Steam consumption dur
ing this time at rate of 52 lbs . per brake house
power hour .
The inexplicable point is that the pressure in the
low - pressure cylinder, as taken by a gauge in its
top, should correspond to 3 indicated horse -power,
and allowing 40 per cent . for friction , this should
give a brake horse-power of 1.8 , whereas the actual
result was only about ļ brake horse-power. It may
be that there is something wrong with the valves
but if so , it is not to be seen . We examined the
valves for obstructions , and found all clear .
It struck me that there was no means of lubri
cating gudgeon pins , and I attributed trouble to this .
Unfortunately , the high -pressure cylinder was
being bored out to 21 ins., so that it was impossible
to test this theory under old conditions .
Then followed a calculation to convince myself
that gudgeon friction might have accounted for
i brake horse- power , which is mostly of interest
in showing what one will try to convince oneself
of when cornered for an explanation . We are now
putting in roller bearings throughout . If the
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engine was actually developing 3 indicated horse
power, the steam consumption recorded was quite
good . If friction could be brought down by the
roller bearings to correspond to } brake horse
power, this would give 24 brake horse- power for a
steam consumption of60 lbs. of water, which would
be very fair.
( To be continued. )

The Society of Model Engineers .
[ Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par,
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .]
London .
FUTURE MEETINGS. – Thursday, May 18th (to
night ), at Holborn Town Hall , Mr. E. S. Bruce's
lecture on “ Flying Machines .”
Saturday, June 24th : Annual River Excursion
( particulars have been posted to all members).
HERBERT G. Riddle, Hon . Sec . , 37 , Minard Road ,
Hither Green , S.E.

Practical Letters from our
Readers .
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached.
Though not necessarily intended for publication .)
Spark Coils.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR,-As I am always interested in the
queries on spark coil construction , and seeing that
in Queries Nos. 13,845 and 13,917 some trouble
has been experienced in the inability to get the
prescribed amount of wire in the space allowed in
THE MODEL ENGINEER handbook on “ Induction
Coils," a few words on the same would not be out
of place .
The dimensions for coils giving a 2 - in . spark
and over are, in my opinion ( I have constructed five
coils giving a 2 -in . spark and over) , too small in the
way of length . For instance, the 4-in . spark coil ,
with a core of 8 } ins. by 15-16ths in . , is too short ,
when single cotton - covered wire is employed , as
it is next to impossible to wind a given amount of
s.c.c. in the space previously occupied by a similar
weight of s.s.c. A core 12 ins . by it ins. would be
nearer the size ; with this core a space of 94 ins .
could be devoted to the secondary windings, which
allows for about sixty-four t-in. sections, or thirty
two double sections.
A short account of the method I adopt when
designing a coil before starting on the actual con
struction would , perhaps , be of interest .
I always make a drawing in the way described
below , even for a } or 4 -in. spark coil .
Coil building is expensive, and the time taken in
making a drawing is amply repaid by the certainty
with which the coil is constructed. The length
and diameter of the core is determined in this
case, 12 ins. by 11 ins . It is then made and wound
with the primary wire ; and a full -sized drawing is
now started on . The exact dimensions of core and
primary are at hand . The insulation between
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primary and secondary , which should be same
length as core, and from
to 3-16ths thick ( I should
prefer 3-16ths ), I should allow it ins. from the
ends of insulating tube to inside of secondary
bobbin ends. The length of secondary now being
known , 91 ins . , is drawn in and divided into f - in .
sections, which would be , as mentioned before,
about sixty-four sections . Only the lines to repre
sent the waxed paper discs are put in (very lightly
drawn ). Now 43 lbs. of No. 36 s.c.c. has to go on ,
which is 72 ozs.; now with sixty - four sections , the
average section should contain i oz . 2 drams of
wire . So i oz . 2 drams is wound on to an empty
cotton reel , the weight of the reel, of course , being
known . When the required amount is wound on
- which can be found by weighing occasionally
the wire is cut and a section wound, running the
wire through hot wax in the process. Of course , the
paper discs used should be of sufficient diameter,
as their finished diameter up to the time of winding
is not known . The average diameter of all the
sections is thus decided : 3-16ths in . is allowed for
cotton or wax insulation , whichever is used , in both
the end sections, decreasing to the insulating tube
at about the eighth section from each end , and the
wire displaced by the cottoned wax insulation
added to the middle sections . The wire spaces are
now filled in on the drawing and diameter of finish
ing insulation—i.e. , wax covering — the base line
drawn , contact-breaker, &c . put in , and case
finished .
Everything is now ready for the paper discs to
be cut and wire wound in to the diameter given in
the drawing. By this method I have only once
succeeded in getting any wire left over ; this was
caused by using thicker dividing discs than I had
allowed for in the drawing, there being three or
four - I forget which - sections over after I had
mounted them on tube.
Unfortunately, my working drawings for a 4-in.
spark coil , wound with s.c.c. , I let go with the coil,
which is across the sea , so out of my reach . I have ,
for the last four coils , used a winding apparatus
similar to the one described by Mr. J. Pike in The
MODEL ENGINEER for November 26th , 1903, and I
can vouch for its efficiency. The only alteration is
keeping the bobbin of wire in hot wax , and a spring
to press on to the reel or bobbin ends , to act as a
brake in case the wire travelling between reel and
former should break, thus preventing the reel from
continuing to revolve, and the wire becoming en
tangled .
Hoping I have not trespassed too much on your
valuable space, and have made myself clear, - Yours
“ ERG ."
faithfully,
Hereford .
P.S.- In my letter in the issue for April 6th,
“ The strip of linen on primary should be full length
Say
-say. half over primary," should read,
} in, over primary .”
A Small Electric Light Bracket.
To The Editor of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - The following description of my way
of making small electric light brackets may be
interesting :-A piece of deal about a foot long
and 6 ins. wide is procured ; I then stair
ad
black , and fix to the back two pieces of wood } in .
thick - one at each end. A piece of brass tubing
is then bent to suitable shape, and fixed in a small
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rose ( Fig. 3 ) . A small home-made switch is then
placed on one side, and the lamp -holder on the
other ; and when fixed it has a very neat appear
ance . With the exception of the lamp and holder ,
all the other part is made of scrap.
In Fig . I , S is the switch, L the lamp, and B the
brass tube. In Fig. 2 , W' represents the slo's of wood
in . thick , Bi back ' of lamp-holder, Si back of
switch , R1 wire from lamp to battery, R² wire from
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FIG . 3 .

A SMALL ELECTRIC LIGHT BRACKET .
switch to battery. I might mention that I have
one in use every night, and with a 6 -volt lamp it
is everything that can be desired . — Yours truly ,
Peterboro ' .
C. WRIGHT.

SUBMARINE EXPERIMENTS .-Several experiments
have recently been made at Camogli , near Genoa ,
Italy , with a new submarine boat. The craft is
intended to recover objects from the bed of the
sea , and for this purpose is provided with powerful
hooked arms worked by electricity. So far the
greatest depth reached is 58 fathoms , and at this
the men were able to breathe and work freely.
A NOVEL GALVANOMETER.—The novel and
highly sensitive galvanometer of M. Einthoven con
sists of a silvered quartz fibre, stretched like a
violin string between the poles of a powerful electro
magnet . The passage through it of a small current,
causes the wire to be deflected perpendicular to
the field, and the deflection can be measured
directly by a microscope carrying a micrometer,
or it can be photographed with a suitable scale to
show the curve . The sensitiveness can be regu
lated by adjusting the length of the wire .
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Queries and Replies .
( Attention is especially directed to the first condition given bdos
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stuted. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-handed corner of the envelope, " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name must be in
scribed on the back . (2) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post -cara)
should invariably be enclosed, and also a " Queries and Replies
Coupon cut out from the adnertisement pages of the current
issue. (4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published. The
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed .
(6 ) AU Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
(13,943) Enamelling Slate Switchboards. W. J. W.
(Derby) writes : Can you please tell me how the glossy black surface
is obtained on the slates of electric switches, cut-outs, &c. , and
what is the kind of paint or enam 1 used ? If you can do so, I
shall be extremely obliged.
You could not produce the black glazed surface used on the
earthenware fittings, as this is pottery work ; the glossy black
surface used on slate switchboards and slate fittings is black enamel
baked in an oven . You can obtain stoving enamel from Messrs.
J. Po & Son, Fitzroy Place, sto Road, London , who will, no
doubt, tell you the best temperature at which to have your oven
.
The same firm also make a good non -stoving enamel called “ Chez
Lui," which is applied like ordinary paint, but you cannot get such
good appearances as with stoved enamel. If you can get access
to a book on japanning and enamelling, you will have a better
chance of success with the work .
( 14,023] Induction Coil. G. H. ( Bembridge) writes : I would
be very much obliged if you would answer me the following queries ?
About a week ago I bought a coil wound withmeasurements
the primary and
secondary wires, which I enclose. The
are
Diameter, 2} ins. ; length , 4 4-16ths ins. ( 1 ) What size spark was
this coil built for, and how many volts can I give it with safety,
as I think the insulationis not very good ? (2) Shall I insertcoil
in hot paraffin wax ? (3) When I putmy finger near the secondary
terminal, it sparks. Does this mean that the coil is earthed, and,
if so, how can I stop it ? Can I connect an 4 -volt pocket accumu
lator with a bichromate cell, 2 volts, in series ?
( 1 ) Depends very much upon the make of coil ; probably meant
to give 3-16ths in . spark. You should be quite safe in trying it
with two bichromate cells in series, say, 4 volts. (2 ) Doubtful if
this will do much good ; it cannot do anyharm , if you care to try.
We should prefer to try the coils first with one cell of the battery,
then, if it works all right, try two cells. (3) No, it does not mean
that the coil is earthed ; it means that it is sparking to earth through
your body. All coils do this ; it is no defect. Re accumulator;
you require three bichromate cellsin series, as a 4-volt accumulator
requires 5 volts to fully charge it. A small length of resistance
wire
required
incircuit
regulate
the current - say, a yard
of No.maybe
24 gauge
German
silver to
wire
.
(13,940) Ingredients for Cells. W. S. (Eccleston ) writes :
In THE MODEL ENGINEER for August ist, 1901, there is an article
on " How to Make a Dry Battery." One of the elements named
in the above is granulated chloride of zinc, but when I asked the
chemist for this, he said he did not know of such ; the word " granu
lated " appeared to puzzle him . Another chemist I asked said it
might bespirits of salts after it had been, what is commonly called
killed . Can you please enlighten me on this point ? Another
question I would like to ask is -- whether the powdered carbon
mentioned inthe article is the carbon that is used in the bichromate
battery ? I have bought carbon from the chemist, but it is white
in colour. Is this the right sort or not ?
For the granulated chloride of zinc, try Messrs. Townson and
Mercer, 89, Bishopsgate Street, London . The
carbon is to be
crushed retort carbon ; that is, similar to that used for battery
plates. Try Messrs. Whitney, 117, City Road, London , for this .
(13,981] Gas Engine Difficulty . C. B. (Dorset Square)
writes : Will you kindly advise on difficulty with gas engine ?
( 1) I have trouble with slides of engine, and I find unless I
keep same loose, there is a bad knock and dragging on the slide
arm and cam shaft, causing the eam and gear shaft to jump ; and
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on the other hand, I find that by working them loose, I cannot
for less than 15 volts, but you can get to volt 5 C.-P. , and 24 C.-P
get the engine to start unless I relieve the compression by pressing
lamps in the usual market.
down the compression tappet on the cam shaft. I can get eng ne
( 14,600] Automatic Switch for Telephone. J. R. M.
to
start without doing this if slides are a mere shade tighter : but the
(Walton) writes : Can you oblige me with sketch and details of a
knock
occurs, and rather badly, especially when slides are a bit
switch to connect to different lines with an automatic
telephone
warm and full load is on engine. The engine runs all right when
arrangements so that when receiver is hung up the switch is released
they blow a little. Will you kindly explain
but
are
loose,
slides
returns
to its normal position ?
and
cause of this ? Fresh slides have only been refaced and working
a month ; do you think it the fault in the facing of them ? I find
The attached sketch shows the arrangement of a switch of the
when cleaning the ports that the slides are bright in the centre
character you require. A disc D is fixed on the switch axle a so
and dull and burnt on the top and bottom of them . ( 2) Another
that it turns with it. Encircling the disc is a steel band B, one end
little difficulty I am experiencing withengine is, I find on starting
of which is fastened to the switch hook in the rear of the pivot po
that a clanging noise is heard from piston, but only on starting,
the other end terminating on a bracket independent of the hook.
and again when oil is running a little low from the oil reservoir to
The switch axle projects through the disc and is oblong in shape.
cylinder . The brasses seem in good condition, and a fair fit, and
In the vertical position this projection is clear of the two springs,
not too loose. It occurred to my mind that when starting there
but as the switch is turned, the opposite corners engage with the
is a little blow through from the rings, and does not allow the oil
two flat springs ss. With the position of the switch as shown in
to drop through to the gudgeon pin until engine is fairly warm ,
sketch , the contact arm should be in the vertical position, but
and oil has found its way through , and noise starts again when
it is displaced in order to show all the stud contacts clearly.
the oil reservoir is getting low - about 24 hours after starting
Normally, the telephone is on the hook . The latter is thus de
and the oil not dropping quite so many drops as when full , the
pressed against the resistance of the spiralspring, and the left-hand
blow tends to drive the oil away from the feed hole to gudgeon
end being raised, the band B is loose on the disc D. If the switch
pin . New rings were fittedWhen
last fitting
July. Should
they
not
give
a
handle is now turned, the springs ss are bent outwards by the
better result than this ?
new rings, say, one at a
oblong cam x . Keeping the switch in the desired position, the
time, would the last one on the junk (one nearest explosion) be the
telephone is lifted off its hook. This raises the latter by the action
best one to renew ? The oil I am using is is. 6d . per gallon for
of the spiral spring, and the band B acts as a brake and
40-gallon barrel. Do you consider this too cheap an oil ? It
keeps the switch in position . When conversation is finished ,
seems very suitable , has a good body, and does not carbonise or
the telephone is replaced, thus releasing the brake, and
burn , and I use one gallon in eight days of ten
hours perday. Do you think this consump
tion of oil too much for a 7 horse nominal
engine ? (3) Will you kindly tell me the
difference between brake horse -power of an
l horse-power ? In refer
engine
nomina
Query
ence toand
1 , I may
add that engine has
been running sixteen years, and there is a
little play between the slide arm and cam
shaft, but nothing out of the ordinary. Could
the slide-arm be successfully bushed ?
(1) It is only to be expected that a knock
will be heard when slide is tight and bearings,
etc., worn . You could have the bearings of
slide -arm re-bushed . The play in the gear
wheels can often be taken up by raising the
lower gear wheel on the bracket which sup
D
ports it. This, however, depends upon the
design of engine. It is not always possible in
the old style of engine to compensate for wear
in this way. (2) Piston and cylinder may
B
both be worn . New piston rings do not
r
altogethe make up for badly worn cylinder.
Have cylinder re -bored and new piston fitted, if
you think the engine worth it. We hardly
think it is. The oil you are using seems
good, and consumption not very high. ( 3 )
Nominal horse -power means nothing now ; it
merely denoted a size, which may vary
enormously . Brake horse -power is the actual
power available for useful work . The slides
Query . 14000
should be faced up high round the edge of
ports, and not absolutely flat and true all
over .
AN AUTOMATIC Switch FOR TELEPHONE .
( 14,041) Kapp Dynamo. J. C. (New
Galloway) writes : I will be grateful to have a little in
the switch is returned to its normal position by the action
of s s acting on *.
formation about a Kapp dynamo I have just lately pur.
list illustrated.
., 5,notas able
in price
20 ; amps
chased short
; voltage,
(14,040) Current for Running Motors. S. B. (Plumstead)
Being
her at a
of power
I am
to run
writes : I purchased, through your columns, a 2-volt 4 amp.-hours
veryhigh speed. may say for your guidance Ihave been charging
accumulator (not amateur made) ; also a No. 2 Kapp motor
a 20 amp.-hour accumulator with her, and having no resistance in
( solid tripolar armature, It ins. wide and it ins. diameter, wound
the leads other than the accumulator, and having an ampere
with No. 24 s.s.c. wire ). The F.-M.s are wound with wire, as sample
meter in circuit, I have got 2 } to 3 amps. of current flowing. I
enclosed. The motor runs at a good speed for about one minute,
particularly wish to first know how many lamps she would light and
either with or without a 7-in. fan attached ; it then stops, and after
what voltage you would recommend. I would be pleased with
about fifteen minutes' rest repeats the performance. The insula .
say, threelamps, suppose they were small, provided theywere
tion is perfect, and it takes amp. whilst running . The brushes
well lit. I understand she is a shunt-wound machine, and her
are shown in sketch ( not reproduced ). The commutator slits are
principal use would be for charging purposes. I hope to have more
exactly
central with the wire coils on the armature, and brushes
power in a few days to drive my dynamo,and hope to be able to
are parallel with the F.-M.s. The accumulator is in good order,
get 5 amps. of working current. I shall be extremely thankful
plates are good, and no short circuit ; is it powerful enough for the
for information regarding lanzps before purchasing any.
motor ? Will two constant bichromate batteries (as in your six
When purchasing small incandescent lamps, only buy such as
penny handbook) be sufficient for charging the accumulator ?
are of high quality ; very low -priced ones, of which there are plenty
Which is best, bichromate potash or chromic acid salts for the outer
on the market, are not much good. We should advise you to
jar ? How long would it take to charge the accumulator ?
use 15 volt lamps, so as to have two or three volts to spare forloss
How do you know that the motor is only taking # amp. ? We
in the wires, & c., and also by keeping the volts, if anything, slightly
are of opinion that it is taking more. Evidently the capacity of
in excess of the nominal voltage, you ensure a brilliant light. You
the accumulator is too small ; a 4 amp.-hour accumulator ought
can use 8 C.-P., 5 C.-P., or 2 c.-p. lamps, or a mixture , but each
not to be discharged at more than amp. rate - rather less would
be better. Two constant bichromate batteries in series would be
must be made for the same voltage as the others ; 5 amps. would
light, say, three 8 C.- p : lamps, or five 5 C.-p. lamps or ten 2 } C.-P.
ample for charging this accumulator. You should use some resist
lamps. If you are using the lamps to light your shop or a room ,
ance ir, the circuit to cut down the current to the proper amount
we recommend 8 c.-p. lamps. The above figures are given for
for charging, as stated by the makers, probably | amp. Chromic acid
15-volt lamps. If your work at less volts, you will get less candle
is preferable to bichromate of potash . It should take about ten
power ;but, of course, the lamps mustbe made to suit the voltage
hours to properly charge this accumulator, which should never
at which you intend to work ; 8 C.-p. lamps are not usually made
be run until completely exhausted.
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(14,032] Bichromate Cells. W. J. Y. (Newbury ) writes :
I should be glad if you could answer my queries. I have a bich
romate battery, four cells, each cell containing two zincs and three
carbons, 6 by it ins. Zincs and carbons are samesize. ( 1 ) What
current should I get from them in series ? Plates are } in . apart.
( 2) Can you tell me what is wrong with my solution ? I use 3 ozs.
of bichromate, i pint of water , it ozs. of pure sulphuric acid. I
find that I can never get all the bichromate to dissolve. There
is about 1 oz. left after giving it a week to dissolve. I know of
one or two others here who have found the same difficulty.
( 1 ) About 2 or 3 amps. It depends very much upon the work
you set them to do. For a short time you may take double this
amount; but for regular use , such as forrunning a motor, we should
prefer to take about 2 amps. ( 2) You are not using enough acid
solution. The following aregood proportions : - 1 lb. bichromate,
2 lbs. acid, 12 lbs.water. We advise you to try chromic acid (sold
in a red powder), instead of bichromate of potash, in the following
solution : 5 ozs. chromic acid, 2 pints water, 3 ozs. sulphuric acid .
( 14,024] Telephone Queries. H. G. P. (Devizes) writes :
Will you be so kind as to answer me the following questions, taken
from M.E. handbook No. 47- ( 1 ) Is the Hunnings transmitter
shown on page 55, Fig. 21 , drawn to full size ? (2) Why is such
heavy wood required for making the door of the telephone station
( page 47) ; the measurements are fins. by 51 ins.by 8? Also can you
give me any information on the following ? I am intending to put
up two telephones between two houses ; the wire will cross the
public road in two places, and will also cross some private property.
Now what I want to know is, shall I have to apply to any of the
councils — ie , parish or district, for permission to cross the roads.
Both houses are the property of the Crown. If you can oblige me
with any information , it will be thankfully received .
( 1) Yes, about full size. ( 2) To contain the transmitter easily.
(3) Provided that the wire is more than 30 ft . above the ground,
thereis no need to apply for permission from the local authority;
it must, however, comply with the Board of Trade rules for aerial
lines ,whichin the case of a telephone wire, practically means that
it shall not cross at a less angle than 60 degs. Over private property
it is absolutely necessary toobtain the consent of the owners or
occupiers of the property. The freeholder has absolute rights to
remove any wire which may be carried over or under his ground
without his consent. In a case in which the local authority
happened also to be the freeholder of the road, or part of theroad,
over which the wires were carried , it would be necessary to obtain
their permission . It would be as well to ascertain if there are any
local bye-laws affecting the question, but the most they could do,
as far as we are aware, would be to order you to take the wires
down , and to pull them down if you did not do so .
(13,952 ] Model Electric Tramcar.
R. H. ( Birmingham )
writes : I am making a model tramcar (electric) with two bogies,
and a motor to each bogie. I wish it to be as complete as possible,
so am desirous of including an electric brake ; but I do not under
stand what controller parts I shall require, and what connections
have to be made. Have you any book or back number that will
assist me ; or can you tell me what connections are required for
this brake, and how it operates ?
You will find drawings and description of electro -magnetic
brakes in THE MODEL ENGINEER for August 15th , 1902 (page 76).
There is also a drawing and description of a controller in THE MODEL
ENGINEER for Marcn 5th, 1903. The description now appearing
in THE MODEL ENGINEER of the arrangements for the Model
Electric Locomotive in th? coloured plate of January 5th last may
also help you .
( 14,003] Boosters. " AMMETER " ( South Wales) writes :
(I) Ihave a small plant to light fifty 16 C.p . lamps. Can I run it
without lighting arresters ? If not, kindly let me know how to
put them up . (2) What are boosters ; what are they used for ;
and how are they driven ? (3) What must we do to form an elec
tric lighting company to lightup this village ?
( 1) Lightning arresters are only required for overhead wiring
outdoors. (2) Boosters aremotor dynamos, and are used for raising
the voltage on a given cable, either to compensate for loss of volts
in that cable, or for charging batteries of accumulators. (3) You
should form a limited liability company ; consult a solicitor, prei.
ably one with experience in company work . We shall be pleased
to advise you further through our Expert Service Department.
If you will state exactly what information you require, we will
quote fees we should charge.
(13,989) Motor for Model Launch . C. S. R. (Wallington)
writes : I should be much obliged if you could inform me as to the
best method of fitting a sailing-boat hull as a fast electrie launch .
I enclose a description of the hull. The lines are full for a sailing
boat, but scarcely full enough for my purpose. The length is
3 ft. , beam 7$ ins., keel to deck 7 ins., draught at stern 6 ins.,
bow 31 ins., weight 61 lbs. ( 1 ) Would reducing the thickness of
the hull from $ in . to 1 in . halve the weight of the hull, and there
fore double the carrying capacity ? (2 ) What type of motor would
be most suitable under the above conditions ? ( 3) Would the use
of wrought iron for the entire field -magnet reduce the weight of the
motor, and also amount of current consumed , the power remaining
the same ? (4) What would be the chief dimensions of motor to
drive the boat at a high speed (according to calculations) and
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weight ? (5) What would be the current consumed by such a
motor at 4 volts ? (6) What would be the minimum capacity
accumulator to drive this motor at 4 volts, normal load, without
discharging so much above its correct rate as to absolutely endanger
its working and durability ? This will also be Bottone's best make.
I should want the boat to run for at least 1 hour-not straight off.
What would be the weight of this accumulator ? ( 7) Should 18s.
cover cost of motor, and 155. the cost of accumulator ?
( 1 ) You will be able to put in weight to extent of the weight of
wood removed by reducing the thickness of the hull ; that is, if
the weight of wood removed is 1 lb., a pound of metal put into the
hold of the boat would bring her down to the same level in the
water as before ; it will have no effect whatever upon any load
beyond this. ( 2) An undertype motor is most suitable if you in
tend to drive the propeller shaft direct ; that is, simple horseshoe
pattern magnet with armature below its coils . If you are going to
gear down, then the same pattern, but with armature above the
field coils, would be more convenient. (3) For equal weights of
iron, wrought iron will give more power than cast iron ; or it will
give equalpowerfor half the weight ofmetal,the speed of the motor
being taken as the same in each case. ( 4) We advise a motor to
absorb about 20 watts ; but as regards speed, high -speed is an in
definite term . To produce an electric launch which would be fast
as compared to others of the same length , you should design and
make a proper launch hull. To adapt a sailing model hull to elec
( tric propulsion is an experiment, and must be a matter of chance
as to whether such a hull gives good results or not . Read our
handbook No. 12. The motor illustrated on page 17 of our hand
book No. 14 would be a good design made to the largest scale , as
given on page 18. Use a tripolar or drum armature. ( 5) The
current will depend upon the actual effort required to force the
boat through the water, and may vary from 2 to 5 amperes at
4 volts. We advise you to use a fine pitch propeller, and allow the
motor to run at as high a speed as possible ; also to work at 8 volts
and lower current, rather than 4 volts. (6 ) Get accumulators as
large as you can in the space ; they should be of at least 8 amp.
hour capacity. (7) These prices cannot be judged , as you do not
say what is being offered to you ; but they seem reasonable for
machinery for this size boat.
( 14,020 ) Chromic Acid Cells. F. G. ( Curragh ) writes :
May I once more trouble you with a few questions ? I have your
handbooks on the subject, but would like a little additional infor
mation. ( 1) I intend trying chromic acid for my batteries, instead
of potassium bichromate, and would like to know how it is used .
Is sulphuric acid necessary with it - my cells are of the two-fluid
type ? I am informed chromic acid costs 35. 6d . and is. per Ib .
Will that at is. per lb. do ? Is it cheaper than bichromate ?
( 2) When charging my accumulators by primary batteries, I can
easily get them all tó " gas freely and register 35 volts (seven
4 -volt cells). On switching off the charging current and waiting
three or four hours, the voltmeter, on again being “ cut in ," shows
31 volts, at which it remains for an indefinite period. On again
switching in the charging current, the voltage again rises in about
thirty seconds to 35 volts - the cells, of course, not having been
used at all during the period of these observations. Is this fall in
voltage a normal feature ? As far as I can see, the connections and
insulators are perfect.
( 1 ) Chromic acid is mixed in the same way as bichromate of
potassium - with water and sulphuric acid ; proportions : 5 ozs.' of
chromic acid to i qt. water and 3 ozs. of sulphuric acid. It is
superiorto bichromate, and one-third less quantity is required ,
so thatthe cost is much about the same, as good chronicacid can
be obtained in London at rod , per lb., and bichromate at 8d . The
quality offered to you at is. should be quite good enough , though
you should use some care in buying, as powdered bichromate
appears to be sold as chromic, or perhaps a mixture of the two.
(2 ) The voltage of an accumulator rises to 25 volts per cell when
fully charged . If allowed to stand , this voltage will drop slowly
(at a rate depending partly upon the quality of the plates, and
partly upon the general insulation of the cell). When discharging
on closed circuit -- that is, in normal work — the voltage rapidly
falls to 2 volts per cell, at which point it remains for a long time.
When the cells are getting towards the discharged state, the volts
drop steadily, and will ultimately fall to nearly zero ; but should
never be allowed to fall below 1'8 volts per cell, as the plates com
mence to deteriorate if discharge is continued below this point.
Your cells are acting in the usual manner .
( 13,964] House Wiring. G. R. (Weymouth) writes : I am
thinking of wiring up part of my house for the electric light, and
should like information on the following points, if you will be good
enough to give me same. I intend to fit up about seven lights at
first - a cluster of three 8 C.-p. in one room , one 8 C.-p. or 16 C.-P.
in two other rooms, one 5 c.-p. in passage, and one 5 co- p . in
scullery. As I shall probably extend the light to the first floor in
the future, adding another six lights & c.-P., please say : ( 1 ) If
I can wire up with sufficient size to carry the extra current for
extension when made ? I may say that I intend to bring wires
from meter (which would be placed just inside the door) to a
point in passage nearly central for lights first required . (2) I am
of first
thinking of running wires through ceiling, and sounder floor
floor : would it be safe to run these wires ( using best insulated
ones) without casing, taking care to keep them well separated ?
The pressure is 230 volts. ( 3) What is the lowest consumption
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in watts per C.-P. obtainable for lamps of this voltage , and what's
the life of H.E. lamp as compared with ordinary lamp ? ( 4) Am
also thinking of fitting Nernst lamps for a shop. Please give me
cost of these lamps, current consumption , average life of sarre,
and cost of renewal. (5 ) Will you kindly tell me of a good book on
electric lighting ? I have your book on electric lighting ; also
MODEL ENGINEER handbook and Bottone's “ Lighting for Country
Houses " ; but these do not seem to give full enough information
on the points I require. (6) I have also an 8 -volt Armstrong's
cycle lamp, with double filament, which takes 4 amp. each fila
ment. AsI only require light for from half an hour to an hour at
a time, anddo not want to be burdened with a heavy accumulator,
I am thinking of using two 4 volts 4 amps. pocket accumulators.
Would it be too great a strain for these to light this lamp ? I
may say these accumulators are of very bust make-E.P.S. plates,
outside lugs — in fact, they have been specially made. (7) Is there
any rule by which one can calculate maximum rate of discharge
byknowing current capacity ?
( I) Certainly the wires leading to your distribution point can
be large enough to carry current for contemplated extensions.
( 2) No, certainly not ; under the floor is the very place where the
wires should be run in casing or piping, as you cannot tell what is
going to happen to them . (3 ) About3 watts per c.-p. for reliable
lamps. Some so -called high efficiency lamps very soon deteriorate,
and take more current per c.-p. than good lamps of lower efficiency
at the start. There is no definite life for a lamp - 500 to 600 hours
is a fair length to take. ( 4) Nernst lamps are made to take a
definite amount of current according to the size of the lamp.
There are the + amp. , 1 amp., and i amp. sizes ; also multiple
filament lamps , taking more current. Apply to one of the elec
trical firms advertising in The Model ENGINEER: for particulars
and prices. ( 5) Perhaps " Electric Wiring, Fittings and Larnps,"
by Perren Maycock ( 6s. 4d. post free), will suit you. (6 ) The
plates will probably stand the discharge, but you get a lower
efficiency by discharging at a heavy rate -that is, less ampere
hours. ( 7) The maximum rate of discharge is practically limited
by the mechanical strength of the plates ; there is no hard and fast
rule - only a general rule of safe discharge rate.
( 13,751 ] Telephone Trouble. H. S. W. ( Nottingham )
writes : I have just completed a telephone, made from instructions
given in your handbook . The receivers are the ones on page 24,
the transmitters as on page 21 , and the coils as in Chapter IV;
and everything connected up as shown. I read in the handbook
that with an induction coil the reproduction of speech should be
much better than without one. In my case it is just the reverse .
Would you please explain how this is, and the remedy ?
The trouble would clearly seem to be with one or both of the
induction coils. Are you sure you have not reversed the connec
tions of one or both, or that a section of the secondary coil is not
short-circuited ? If you find that both coils are in order, send us a
complete sketch of your connections.
( 13,233) Engineering Examinations. “ Modeller " writes :
What are the degrees of the electrical engineering profession, and
how attained ? I have a son age 18 who has had one year in
mechanical engineering works, and has now gone for three years
as pupil or improver (premiumed) at an electricity generating
statio
What examinations are there for M.I.E.E. , and could
preparation be had from evening classes and home study ? I
suppose his ultimate object will be to become chief engineer at
some generating works. What other degrees are necessary or
advisable ?
There are nodegrees in electricalengineering ; the letters M.I.E.E.
mean Member of the Institution of Electrical Engineers ; the
entrance to that Institution is not by examination but at the
discretion of the Council, according to the experience and
qualifications of the candidate for admission. Electrical engineers
are admitted either as students, associates, associate members, or
as full members ; particulars are to be obtained of the Secretary,
92 , Victoria Street, Westminster, London. There is a degree of
Master of Engineering at one of the Universities, we believe at
Dublin, but not necessarily of electrical engineering ; there are
also the degrees of Science at London and Cambridge. Your son
would be eligible to enter the Institution of Electrical Engineers
in the student class, from which he might transter to one of the
other grades when older and qualified. It is, however, possible to
attain the very highest position in the engineering world without
a single degree or letter after one's name, or passing a single exa.
mination. No degrees are necessary to enable a man to practise
as an electrical engineer. Evening study will be a great help to
advancement; drawing, mathematics, experimental physics, and
mechanics should all be studied. Perhaps the Electrical Engineer
Institute of Correspondence Instruction will suit you. Write to
them and get a prospectus. Address : 203-208 , Temple Chambers
Temple Avenue, London. The evening theoretical study will go
hand in hand with the practical work of the day. The great
qualification for progress is experience, push , and as much theory
as can be usefully absorbed .
(13,880) Battery for Small Lamps. J. M. (Glasgow ) writes :
I have just fitted up a small electric lamp for intermittent lighting
of, say, ten minutes daily, and I am at a loss to get a battery suit.
able for the purpose - that is, a battery that will not require much
attention, nor cost too much, and one that will last at least six

months. The lamp is 3 volts, and I would like to fit up another,
but if the cost is too great for the upkeep of batteries, I will have
to be content with one only. If you would kindly advise me in the
matter, I will esteem it a great favour.
Try three cells in series of the battery described in TRE MODEL
ENGINEER for April 9th and 16th, 1903. You will also find useful
information in our handbook No. 5, on Electric Batteries."

The News of the Trade .
( The Editor will be pleased to receire for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
tree expressions of Editorial opinion, no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.)
*Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial Inspection of the goods noticed.
*Model Engineers' Tools.
The Clyde Model Dockyard and Engine Depot, of Argyll Arcade,
Gla gow , have just brought out a new model grindstone, shown in
the accompanying illustration, which is a distinct improvement
over tho e usually supplied , as in such models the " stones " are
very often only made of wood covered with glass paper or emery
cloth. The sample we have received, however, is of excellent
finish , is a substantial article, and is provided with a good cutting
stone measuring 3 ins, in diameter by i in. in thickness, which may
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A MODEL ENGINEER'S GRINDSTONE .
be put to practical uses for sharpening small tools and cutters.
It can be operated either by a belt or be worked by the handle
supplied. The stone is sold at a very reasonable price, which is
considerably reduced if the cover is not required . Further particu .
lars may be obtained from the Clyde Model Dockyard upon appli
cation, á stamp being sent to cover postage.

New Catalogues and Lists .
Hughes & Butterfield, Electrical and Motor Engineers, Vic
toria Road, Stechford Junction, Birmingham , have issued a folded
card, giving some useful information, such as motor cylinder capa
cities, giving bores and stroke in inches and mm ., counties and
county borough motor vehicle index marks ; also a lighting-up
table, & c. A copy will be forwarded to readers of this journal
upon receipt of stamp.
R. J. Nicholson & Co., 26, Cannon Street, Manchester,
An illustrated pamphlet is to hand, descriptive of the " Ideal "
electric light installation for country houses, & c., consisting of
petrol engine, storage battery, and switchboard. List sent to
readers of this journal upon application .
J. J. Harley, Ltd. 27, Old Haymarket, Liverpool, have sent
us their illustrated catalogue of tools for woodworkers, plumbers,
electricians, engineers, &c., &c. 4 mongst other engineers tools are
listed chucks, vices, emsry grinders, hand and power hack-sans ,
drills, etc.
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The Editor's Page .
' HOSE of our readers who are interested in model
THOS
yachting and steamer matters will share the
great regret we have in recording the death of
our valued contributor, Mr. W. H. Wilson Theobald,
M.A., who has just passed away after a long and trying
illness. Although Mr. Theobald did not himself
indulge in model sailing to any great extent, he was
most keenly interested in everything pertaining to the
sport, and was equally enthusiastic in regard to boats
of larger build. His favourite hobby was yacht de
signing, and in this work he coupled with his practical
knowledge a very sound scientific and mathematical
training. The various designs and articles from his
pen which we have published in our pages bear
eloquent testimony to his proficiency in this hobby,
and we know of many of the models he pro
jected on paper which have been built by our
readers with conspicuous success.
In the de
signing of larger craft, too, he was equally
at home, and he distinguished himself in more
than one of the designing competitions promoted by
our contemporary, the Yachtsman. In spite of his
continued ill- health he took an active interest in our
pages almost till the last , as his share in the recent
correspondence 911 “ Model Yach . Architecture " has
slown, and his death , at an early age , leaves a gap in
model yachting circles which will not be easily filled.
The Junior Institution of Engineers comes of age in
June next, and its 21st birthday will be celebrated by
a special summer meeting to be held in London . The
proceedings will commence on Monday, June 26th ,
with a visit to the Guildhall, where the Institution
will receive a welcome from the Lord Mayor and
Sheriffs. The visits for the remainder of the week
include St. Paul's Cathedral , Woolwich Arsenal, the
Royal Mint , the Houses of Parliament, the Naval
Exhibition at Earl's Court, and the works of Messrs.
S. Cutler and Sons, at Millwall, and Messrs . Yarrow
and Co. , at Poplar . Not the least important item in
the celebration programme is the application to the
Board of Trade for a Charter of Incorporation, which ,
when granted, will form an official recognition of the
status which this enterprising and useful Institution
has now attained. The membership is now close
upon one thousand in number, and it is increasing
very rapidly. It is a body to which every young
engineer bent upon rising in his profession should
belong.
Answers to Correspondents.
S. G. SUTTON ( Tynemouth ). -An article on making an
electric motor without a lathe appeared in our
issues for May 15th and June 1st , 1902. We can
supply these post free for 3d . each . See also our
handbooks- " Simple Electrical Working Models "
and " Small Electric Motors," post free 7d. each .
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M. H. S. (Wandsworth ).— Water -cooled would be
better. Rather more would be necessary- say,
* in . or i in . This is a large matter and rather
beyond the scope of these columns. See “ Text
Book on Marine Motors," by Captain E. du Boulay ,
Ios.6d. ; post free iis . Depends on many unknown
factors -- diameter, pitch , & c . No ; reversing is
generally done by means of reversing clutches to
shaft, or reversible propellers. See above -mentioned
book . Yes.
H. S. B. ( Hyde Park ).— You will get addresses of
second -hand machine tool dealers from the Post
Office Directory ; but we think you would get
better value by buying from a private seller through
our Sale and Exchange column . You will fre
quently see what you want advertised in our
columns.
P. G. ( Eastbourne ).- W . J. Bassett- Lowke & Co. ,
Northampton, have several patterns. A “ Midland
hand -pump should suit you very well.
Notices .
The Editor iavites correspondence and original contributions de
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contribution , whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accum
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can oniy do
so by making an appointment in advance .
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order
Advertisement rates may be had on application ) tile Adveruse
ment Manager.
How to ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary poction of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to be addressed
to The EDITOR, " The Model Engineer, ” 26—29, Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, “ The Model Engi
Deer," 26—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relatingtosales of the paper
and books to be addre :sed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26—29.
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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A Model Traction

Engine .

By J. Dowse .

MR. J. Dowse's MODEL TRACTION ENGINE .

HIS is a photograph of a model 8 h.-p. traction
,
a set of castings supplied by Mr M. S. Don ,
of Goudhurst . The boiler is made of copper , with
four tubes — one if ins . and three { in . ; the tank is
made of zinc so that no part containing water is
liable to rust; the capacity of boiler and tank is
two pints each .
The cylinder is steam jacketed , and the engine
has all the gear and boiler fittings usually found on
real engines, except compensating gear ; it burns
charcoal, and makes steam quite freely , and travels
at a tremendous speed . I have known it to
make goo revolutions per minute, and it will pull
I cwt .

· The principal dimensions are as follows :
Cylinder, i 1-32nd ins. hy it ins. ; body of bojler,
3* ins . by 8 ins . ; firebox shell , 5 ins. by 4 ins ;
firebox (arched top ), 4 ins. by 3 ins. : total length ,
261 ins. Flywheel, 6 ins. by 4 in. ; front wheels,
6 ins. by i in . ; hind wheels, 98 ins. by 2 ips.;
height to top of funnel, 164 ins. ; width , ui ins.
working pressure , 20 lbs . per sq . in .
I made this in my spare time with a 24 - in , centre
plain bench lathe on a packing case for a bench
in a kitchen . Now I have a Drummond's 31 -in .
screw - cutting lathe and several good tools, I hope
to be able to turn out some better work . I must say
that without the help of THE MODEL ENGINEER the
above job would never have been accomplished .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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Workshop Notes and

Notions .

Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
calumn, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, it desired, accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked WORKSHOP . on the entelope.]
Making Lead Hammers .
By “ SPLIT PIN ."
This short article describes how to make a good
lead hammer , such as are used in all machine shops
where it is important not to disfigure the parts
when assembling them together . Take a piece of,
say, 2 -in . tube, about 3 ins. to 4 ins. long ; in the
rentre of this drill a hole in. diameter ; then saw
the tube in halves, cutting through the centre of
the f -in . hole . Now obtain a piece of 2-in . tube ,
about a foot long, and drill two holes about fin .
diameter through the tube at right angles to each
other - one about & in. from the one end , and the
other about it ins. from the same end . This piece of
tube serves as the handle . When ready to cast a
hammer, get some ordinary moulder's sand, and
bed the two halves of the large tube in it , the sand
serving the purpose of holding the halves together .
Now insert the handle tube into the in , hole ( the end
with the two holes in ), and place a piece of tin or
sheet iron , &c. , against each end of the 2-in . tube to
prevent the molten lead running out ; now bank
the tube and ends well up with sand, leaving a
vent hole on top for air to escape ; then pour the

Fig . 2 is an end view of same. This tube can be of
such dimensions to suit the makers' requirements .
Fig . 3 shows the -in . tube which forms the handle ;
the outer end of this should be filed around the
edges , or it may have a plug driven in with half
round ends. Fig. 4 shows view with mould and
handles fixed ready to cast.
A Drill Chuck.
By “ Pap."
The drill chuck shown in Figs . 1 and 2 is a
The section and
good, strong tool easily made.
elevation , I believe, will be self-explanatory as to
construction and operation . The first one of this
style we made was designed to take drills from
The main point of
1-16th in . to fin . inclusive.

Fig . 1. -SECTION .

Fig . 2 .

Fig . 1 .

IA .
T

Fig . 2. -ELEVATION .
A DRILL CHưCK .
Joint
JB.

Section thro' AB.

Plug

advantage claimed for this chuck is that the
drill can be firmly clamped , allowing no slipping
of the drill and " chewing up ” of the shank , which
causes so many drills to be thrown out before they
are used up . - American Machinist .

Pour lead
A Use for Broken Hacksaw Blades.
By John HEYES .
The amateur , as a rule , cannot afford to replace
a hacksaw blade every time one breaks , conse
quently the file is requisitioned to do the work of
the saw . The following is a method I have adopted
to use parts of the broken blades , 3 ins , and over in

Fig . 4.
Vent

End plore
Sand
O

11
1 End
plale

FIG . 3 .
A USE FOR BROKEN HACKSAW BLADES .

METHOD OF MAKING LEAD HAMMERS .
molten lead down the inside of handle , sufficient to
fill up the large tube . When cold the halves can be
removed , and the head is secured to handle by the
two f-in . holes , and is ready for use .
Referring to the sketch , Fig . I shows sectional
elevation of the 2 - in . tube which forms the mould ;

length : The hacksaw frame I have is of American
make , tightened up by screwing the handle . In the
handle is a thread, slotted steel bar, similar to the
sketch . When fully tightened up it will stretch
an 8 - in . blade, and it will also unscrew and tighten
a 7 -in . blade. It has, therefore , an adjustment of
I took a Å piece of steel , 51 ins . long , filed
I in .
down the end as shown , and then screwed in the
The
small stud ( as shown ) 3-16ths in . from end .
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nut is to be screwed back, when blade is tight, to
make the screwed bar rigid . With this bar I can
use 5 and 6-in . pieces of blade. I then made
another, similar in every respect , except the length,
this latter bar being 7: ins. long . The broken pieces
of blade are held in the vice , broken end up . The
extreme end is then softened with the blowpipe,
and a hole punched through to fit stud .

Railway Signals and Signalling .

By Chas. S. LAKE.
11. - TYPES OF SIGNALS : Track EQUIPMENTS.
( Continued from page 442. ) :
AVING now introduced the subject of modern
ciples of signalling as practised in this
country, it will be well to consider how signals for
more or less complicated track arrangements
(ordinary two- track work hardly requires further
consideration, for, in the light of foregoing remarks ,
the signals are practically self-explanatory) are
combined and arranged to provide for various traffic
operations , and to aid in the ready distinction of
signals governing particular movements . It will, of
course, be understood that the more complicated the
track the more elaborate the interlocking and safe
guarding appliances provided, but signal and inter
locking mechanism will be treated in a subsequent
article, and for the present it must be understood
that all the signals connected with a station or a
signal location (adjacent to an intermediate signal
box ) represented in the accompanying diagrams
are interlocked , so that it is impossible for any
signal to be lowered which will confict with another
train movement provided for ; and with the ex
tension of electric controlling apparatus , by which
a train after it has entered a block section, or is
standing at a platform, itself closes locking circuits,
locking bars which prevent the movement of points
while a train is passing over them, and facing point
locks which ensure that the points are properly
closed , safety is almost absolutely ensured .
The diagrams on the next page represent
the signal arrangements for two of the most
general arrangements of track when more than
two tracks are provided , the stations belonging to
each being marked A, B, C and D ( Fig . 23 ) ; and
E , F and Ğ ( Fig . 24) . For convenience, the various
signal posts are indicated by a reference number ;
and the directions of traffic of the various tracks are
shown by arrow -heads. None but running lines are
shown, as the arrangement of sidings is so variable
in practice, and the necessary movements in con
nection therewith are generally governed by disc
or ground signals ; or, if ordinary signals are neces
sary, the situation is practically that of a branch
line, the siding corresponding to what is, in other
circumstances , the branch. It will also be under
stood that a considerable distance separates each
set of signals, though they are shown close together .
We will consider first the topmost length of
track , in which there is only one track for " down "
trains-trains starting from a terminus can be
easily arranged to fit in , whether fast or slow
and two for the more uncertain “ up ” traffic, the
centre line accommodating the fast trains. А
good example of this track arrangement is provided

between London Bridge and Peckham Rye stations
(L.B. & S.C.R. ) on the South London line, and is
very common for short lengths, though many such
sections have been recently provided with a separate
down slow ” line. With this arrangement , it is
usual not to provide a platform for the “ up fast "
line at the less important station13s as at station A,
and at others a single island platform serves
for both up lines, as at B, while at the junction
station C, the up fast line has its own platform ,
sometimes island , so that passengers can easily
change from fast to slow trains sometimes closed
in , so that the up slow line runs behind , as at
Peckham Rye .
All “ down ” signals point to the left - hand side
pointing upwards in the diagram - so that they can
be easily distinguished . It is usual in signal
diagrams to show down signals at the right
hand end of the line denoting the post, and the
up signals at the left -hand end ; but as many
posts carry signals for both directions, we have
preferred to show them in uniform fashion.
Considering the down trains, we will trace out
the signal sequence for them , irrespective of up
traffic . The first signal encountered is the dis
tant ( 1 ) for the “ home” signal ( 2 ) of station A.
This latter signal is usually on a high post, whereas
the “ starting " signal ( 3 ) is on a short one. At 4 the
first notice of an approaching junction is received,
for besides the home signal on the higher post
it is placed on the higher post because that post
corresponds to the principal line ahead — there are
two distant signals, either of which is lowered with
the home signal , according to the indication of
the station home signal (5 ) at station B. At
this station there is provided a loop line round the
island platform , so that, if necessary, a fast
train can pass a slow train , and in general practice
all stopping trains are diverted to the loop . The
starting signals at 6 belong, the higher to the main ,
and the lower to the loop lines . At 7 there are
again duplicate distant signals, for at station C
there is a branch line to the right , and the home
signal with its main line distant are on the
higher post , as being of greater importance. It
may be mentioned here that special whistles are
usually employed if a driver has to whistle for
signals , and in these circumstances , if neither
distant at 7 is off, a driver will whistle once
for the main line, and twice for the branch . In
fact, the whistling codes of our railways are very
elaborate ones , and provide for almost every
circumstance .
At 8 the station home and
junction signals are met with - one for the main ,
and the other , the lower, for the branch . No. 10
is the main “ starter ," ii the “ distant " to the
stop arm of 12 , and at 12 there are again distants
for the through " line at D (without platform )
and the platform loop, access to which is governed
by the signal 13. Separate starter ( 14 and 15 ) are
here shown, the latter, for the through line, being
on a high post. From the branch platform at Č
the signal 21 governs direct procedure , or, by the
lower arm , access to a terminal siding just beyond
the station . When terminal accommodation is
provided at a junction station, it is arranged as far
as possible on thebranch or less important side.
For up trains there is only a single line from
D to C , the duplicate up tracks only com
mencing at C ; but a platform loop is provided at D ,
governed by the home signals 16 and the
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starting signals 17 . The distant arm 17A, just
beyond the points, duplicates the home signal
18 , and at 19 the double distants foreshadow
the duplication of tracks at C governed by the
signals 20 . From the branch traffic is admitted to
the station by the home signal 23 or the siding
starter 22.
The three-armed starting signal 9
governs by the highest arm direct travel on the
up fast line, by the next highest, from fast
to slow ( this facility is not always provided, as
it already exists at the other end of the station ) ,
and the lowest controls the slow line, No. 24
permits of up branch trains proceeding to either
No. 25 carries the distant arms
up line .
respectively for the fast and slow up lines , and
at 26 there are home signals for each , with a
corresponding distant arm to 27 under each of them.
To the left of station B, cross-overs from fast to
slow and slow to fast lines are provided , and the
starter 28, therefore, has four arms, governing
in order from the highest , fast line, fast to slow ,
slow to fast, and slow lines .
At 29 there are again fast and slow line home
and distantsignals ; in this case , to the start
ing signals 31 at A. As there is no platform for the
up fast line, only one signal is necessary ; in
this instance , the higher arm ( actually a home
signa !) of the starter 31 , while the slow platform
line has its home signal at 30. At 32 there are
again distant signals for the two lines.
For purposes of drawing the signals are in some
cases located where convenient , and not in the
positions they would occupy in practice ; but , as
a rule , the signals are placed as close to the lines
they govern , and arranged to facilitate ready dis
tinction and understanding. Moreover, the actual
combinations on a post are diversified somewhat ,
whereas there is as much uniformity in actual
practice as possible . When signals are close to
gether , it is general to arrange “ distants " under
home ” signals , as at 29 ; but when further apart,
the distants may be arranged on separate posts,
as at 32. Also , the signals for the two up lines
may be placed on separate posts.
In the second series of stations , there are two
up and two down lines arranged in two dis
tinct sets. This method is employed on the Great
Western ,London and North-Western , Great Eastern ,
and other lines . When this arrangement is em
ployed , the down signals for both fast and slow
lines are often placed together on the down fast
side , as at 33 , and the up signals on the up slow
side, as at 74 , except at stations and junctions where
they require to be separated . A down fast
train first encounters the distant signals 34,
At 34
but is only concerned with the higher arm .
there is the station home, and on the same post
is the up fast “ starter .' No. 36 is the station
starter , and this governs a cross over connection
with the up slow line. No. 38 is a particularly neat
design of post, which applies only to the fast lines
in both directions, but home and distant arms
only apply to the down fast trains . No. 40 is the
station home for F , and 41 the starter ; but at 43
there is one high stop arm (on the centre post, for
convenience of construction only ), and three distant
arms governing the station home and junction
signals 44 respectively for fast line , fast to slow,
and branch . No. 47 is the station fast starter
at G. On post 49 is a distant arm to 51 , which
carries home and distant arm , and the signal

156 55
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53 governs the down fast road where the four tracks
become two.
Down slow trains are governed first by the lower
distant arm of 34 ; then by the station home signal
on post - 35 at E ; then by the starter 37 , the higher
arm of which passes trains across to the down fast
line ; then by the down stop and distant arms of 39.
On post 70 is the station home signal for F, and 42
is the down slow starter . No. 44 is a rather peculiar
style of signal only very occasionally met with,
and the down arms of this are a stop signal and
distants for the slow and branch lines at G,
and corresponding to the down arms of 46. No. 48
allows access to the down fast line ; on post 50 is
a down slow distant ; No. 52 carries down slow,
home , and distant arms ; and the down arm of 54
admits to the two-track section . No. 59 carries
the branch down starter , and a distant signal under
it. This latter is a very commonly employed type
of arm , particularly in the busy districts .
Up fast trains are admitted to the four- track
section by the higher arm of 55 , and then encounter
the distant arm of 54. At 51 is a home and
duplicate distants for the signals at 49 , which
permit of cross -over connection with the up slow
line . Up slow trains , after passing 55 , have a
distant at 56, a stop and distant at 52, and the
station home at so . Up branch trains are admitted
by the top arm of 59 . No. 57 is the up fast starter
at G , and 58 governs slow line traffic to fast or to
slow line. Similarly No. 60 admits branch trains
to either line. No. 45 carries a distant for the up
fast line, and No. 46 a distant for the up slow
line , these arms being thus placed immediately
beyond the station junctions, so as to apply to
trains no matter what line they actually come
from in the station . Signal No. 44 carries on the
high post stop and distant signals for the up fast
line, and on the second post stop and distant
signals for the up slow line . No. 42 carries the up
fast home arm , and No. 42A is the corresponding
slow line signal . Nos. 70 and 71 carry the respec
tive starters with their distants , and at 38 and 39
are the up stop signals , each with duplicate dis
tants for the cross -overs at the entrance to station
E governed by the signals 72 and 73 . The station
up starters are on the posts 34 and 35 , and at 74
are the distants for the two up lines on one com
bination post .
With four tracks arranged in two separate pairs,
it sometimes occurs that no platforms are provided
for the fast lines (Globe Road , Coborn Road , etc. ,
Great Eastern Railway, for example) , or that only
the up fast line has a platform , this being obtained
by using both sides of the down slow platform
( Shoreditch and Haggerston , North London Rail
way, for example ) . In this case it is not always
necessary to fit both home and starting signals ,
though generally both are provided, as in the
majority of instances such stations are located in a
busy local district .
When providing four tracks the practice of the
various railways is divided into two sections, the
one having them in two separate sets, as just de
scribed , and the other having the two lines of same
direction together — the fast inside and the slow
outside. The former arrangement possesses many
advantages, especially adjacent to a large terminal
station , as, to a great extent , the station can be
treated in two distinct sections , and the traffic into
or out of either section confined to one pair of

tracks , and worked almost independently of the
other section . Also , the traffic over the two sec
tions can be largely kept - quite separately . On
some railways , during the night and the slack hours
of the day, most of the passenger traffic, both slow
and fast , is worked on the fast lines , the slow tracks
being reserved for goods and mineral traffic.
The other arrangement is, however, most con
venient for railways having a very varied traffic
having numerous junctions ; and if what are known
as “ fying junctions ” are provided, it is most
suitable for complicated local services .
To be continued . )

The

Fourth

" Gauge "

Com -

petition .
O further encourage model-making in all its
Tº
,
ing caliper gauge , with screw adjustment, to
every reader who sends us for insertion in our
Journal a sufficiently good photograph and de
scription of any model, tool , or piece of apparatus
he has made. If preferred , any other tool, book, or
other article to the value of 6s. 6d . will be sent in
Entries should be
place of the caliper gauge .
accompanied by .. separate letter , giving the title
of the article, and stating exactly what tool is
If other than a caliper gauge is
desired .
required , the page and number of the tool in the
firm's catalogue from which it can be obtained
should be mentioned . The article should be written
on one side of the paper only , with the name and
address of the sender on the back . The photographs
and separate sketches enclosed with the contribu
tion should similarly bear the name and address of
the sender, otherwise delay may arise in the award
ing of the prizes . It is essential in this , ' as in our
other competitions, that the copyright of the photo
graphs must be the property of the senders , and
the covering letter should contain a declaration to
this effect . The competition will close on June 30th .
A RAILWAY SIGNAL LAMP , said to have been
installed on one of the big American railways, is
used only on the dwarf switches, and will burn seven
days and nights without attention . It is fitted
with strong reflectors, which throw a powerful
light which will penetrate thick fog for a consider
able distance. It cannot be extinguished by the
strongest wind, and is a great improvement over
the old - time oil lamp . Several of these lamps have
been placed along the tracks in the yards of the
company, and burn all day and night .
SOURCES OF Radium.-It has been discovered
recently that the slime or residuum from the
thermal springs at the city of Baden- Baden , Ger
many, contains very powerful radium . Prof. H.
Gertel, of Wolfenbüttel, Germany, says this radium
is forty times more powerful than that found in
the residuum of cold water springs or in mud baths.
Previously the residuum from the water at Baden
Baden was considered worthless by the scientific
world and was discarded , but it is now carefully
collected and sent to laboratories. For hundreds
of years , in fact since the time of the Roman occu
pancy, persons have claimed that this slime
possessed healing qualities, but the matter was
regarded by scientists as a superstition .
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An Amateur's

Dynamo ,

By L. R. TANNER .
'HE dynamo, of which two photographs are
THEherewith reproduced , is a 60-watt , under
type, shunt wound machine, giving 40 volts
at i } amps. Full-sized working drawings were first
made, after which the patterns for the various parts
were started on. This occupied a very considerable
time, but the result fully repaid the maker, as the
castings, when received , were exceptionally clean .
Whilst the patterns were at the foundry, the shaft ,
armature, commutator, and pulley were made .
The shaft , which is of best tool steel , was first
turned to fit the bore of the stampings , which is
if in . , and then screwed to take two j - in , nuts with
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was built up of five pieces of copper, 5-16ths in .
thick, which were forged roughly to the shape re
quired , and afterwards filed to the proper shape
and size. The segments were insulated from each
other and from the shaft with mica about 3-64ths in .
thick, and held together collectively by two fibre
rings, one at each end ; these were finally tightened
up with a nut and washer on the shaft .
The
armature coils and commutator segments were then
tested both between the segments and to the frame ,
on a 200 - volt direct current circuit, which it stood
without bulging in the least . The pulley was turned
out of an old piece of cast iron , bored and tapped ,
and the shaft screwed to receive same. When the
castings were received the faces of the field -magnets
( where they are bolted together at the top of the
machine ) , were first filed as flat as possible. Holes

Fig . 1.- MR. L. R. TANNER'S UNDERTYPE DYNAMO .

which to screw up and lock the stampings, having
previously turned it down at that end to 5. 16ths in .
for the bearing and pulley. The other end of the
shaft was then turned f in. to take the commutator
( first leaving a shoulder 7 in . in length for clearance
for the armature coils, between armature stampings
and commutator ), and again reducing at the end
to 5.16ths in . for the other bearing . The shaft was
then screwed for a j -in . nut with which to tighten
the commutator against the shoulder on the shaft .
The armature is a laminated cogged drum , 2 } ins.
long, and if ins . diameter, having ten slots, and
was wound with 6 ozs. of No. 24 D.C.C. wire, formed
into five coils (one coil takes up two slots ), and
connected to a five -segment commutator made of
copper . The coils were insulated from the arma
ture, first with a good coat of Brunswick black,
and then with prespan cloth. The commutator

were then drilled in the lugs to take 5-16ths in .
bolts. The field -magnets were then bolted to
gether, clamped on to the faceplate of the lathe,
and the armature tunnel bored out, allowing f -in .
clearance - i.e., 1-16th in . clearance between each
side of the armature and tunnel. The field -magnets
were each wound with it lbs. of No. 26 d.c.c. wire,
and insulated with shellac varnish .
Attention was next turned to the bearings,
which were cast with a chamber inside them to
receive a white or anti -friction metal liner, leaving
a thickness of metal at each end about 3-16ths in.
The base of the pedestals was filed flat, and holes
5-16ths drilled in each side . They were then
bolted to an angle- plate, which in turn was bolted
to the faceplate of the lathe and bored out to suit
the shaft . A hole 5-16ths in . was next drilled
through the top of each bearing to pour molten
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white metal through. To line the bearings with
white metal, they were first heated , placed on the
shaft , and on a flat slab, molten metal was then
poured into the chambers, through the holes in the
top of the bearings until they were full. To enable
the shaft to be withdrawn, it had previously been
turned slightly taper and greased a little. The
holes through the top of the bearings were then re
drilled to allow for the lubrication of the shaft .
The brush gear consists of a rocker made of brass,
three holes being bored in it ; one for it to fit on
the bearing easily, and two others for the pins on
which the brush boxes fit loosely . A vulcanite
handle was then screwed on the rocker, the latter
being held in place by a setscrew .

FIG. 2.- END VIEW OF DYNAMO .
The pins were turned out of a piece of Muntz
metal, and screwed at both ends—one end to fasten
them to the rocker, where they are insulated with
fibre bushes, and the other end to keep the brush
boxes in place. Midway between the box and the
rocker, two holes were drilled at right angles, one
being tapped to insert a sciew so that the leads
may be taken from there to the terminals .
The brush boxes, which were made of brass , have
a screw for holding the copper gauze brushes fixed ,
the brushes being kept in contact with the com
mutator by small springs underneath the boxes.
The terminal block was made from a piece of black
fibre, f-in . thick , it ins. wide, and 2 ins. long , and
is screwed down to the field -magnets by two round
headed iron screws . Mounted on it are four ter
minals, these terminals are in pairs , each pair being
connected together by a brass link, so that the
current can be led to two of the terminals and
taken away by the other two. The field- magnets
and bearings were each given three successive
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coats of blue enamel , and the wood work nicely
french polished, whilst the brush gear, terminals,
pulley and nuts were polished up and left brigh:.
In conclusion, I may say the machine acts very
well, either as dynamo or motor.

The

Latest

in

Engineering .

A New Gauge Glass . — Messrs. Joseph Tomey
and Sons, Ltd. , Birmingham , are introducing a new
gauge glass for special high pressure. The nature
of this glass is very different from anything prt
viously made, its main feature being its
high resisting power to highly superheated
steam, and it is not affected by change of
temperature , as other glasses are. Recently oi .
several occasions a number of these were tested
to 310 lbs. steam pressure on a Babcock and
Wilcox boiler --this being the limit of the boiler's
registration -- none bursting or showing signs oi
strain . Further on July 16th , 1904, others
were tested at Glasgow to 350 lbs. , all success
fully standing this extraordinary steam pressure .
An Engineering Feat at Sea. — News has
been received in North Shields of a clever
feat , accomplished at sea under difficult
circumstances. The steamship Matoppo was
on her maiden voyage from London to Cape
Town with a valuable cargo. During a S.E.
gale , in lat . 26 S. , long. 12 E. , the four blades
of the propeller were stripped off by coming
in contact with some object .
The shir
drifted 200 miles northward in a perfectiv
helpless condition, and in a rough sea. Fo:
five days and nights the officers and crew
laboured to fix two blades to the propeller. To
get at the shaft it was necessary to raise the
vessel's stern , and to do that 800 tons of cargo
had to be carried forward . This was a work
of considerable difficulty, but when it was
accomplished the men had a still harder task
to face. The shaft was almost continuously
immersed in the sea with the heave of the vessel ,
and the work of fixing the blades was only
accomplished after much risk and trouble, the
men being on stages hung over the stern
and the blades slung into position with
blocks and tackle. When the work was com
pleted the ship was 700 miles from Cape Town ,
and after she had proceeded about 250 miles
she was overtaken by a hurricane , during which
one of the blades was torn away. The other was
broken and the cargo shifted , but the determination
and seamanship of the officers and crew were equal
to all emergencies, and with but a portion of one
blade the ship reached Cape Town in safety:
While there the necessary repairs were carried oui .
and the vessel afterwards sailed for Calcutta . She
has since arrived in an American port. The
Matoppo belongs to the Bucknell Steamship Com
pany, of London, and is commanded by Captair.
W. S. Smith , the chief officer being Mr. R. S. Walton ,
of North Shields.

A GIANT WATER VALVE .—A water -pipe valve ,
6 ft . in diameter, is to be used in connection with
one of the new hydro- electric plants at Niagara .
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be the fitting and making of the contact -pieces on
the cylinder. The best way to proceed , is to take
a piece of brass tube, 34 ins . in length and about
3-32nds in , thick , fit it on to the cylinder, and paste
on to it a reproduction of Fig. 47 , which shows the
actual shape and arrangement of the contacts .
With this as a guide, the various sections can be
drilled and fixed to the cylinder by means of
countersunk screws before they are cut apart ;
finally, the tube is removed from the cylinder and
cut up into the various parts , which are then re
placed in their former position on the cylinder.
It is important to note that these sections must be
quite free from metallic contact with one another ,
except where connected by the connecting wires .
The two switches fitted to the sides of the cab must
also be fixed on insulating material, and be free
from metallic contact with the cab. All connecting
wires must be well insulated .
The working of the controller is as follows :

The “ Model Engineer " Electric
Locomotive .
By A. W. MARSHALL .
( Concluded from page 389. )
THE CONTROLLER .
THIS is really quite a simple construction, and
2 ins . diameter, of
THconsistsingof a cylinder,
material , such as ebonite or
insulat
vulcanised fibre, coloured red in the general
arrangement drawing , upon which is mounted a
system of brass contacts which make the necessary
connections between the contact studs, shown in
section to the left-hand of the controller casing,
when the cylinder is rotated to the right or left of
the stop position . There is a second set of these
contact studs at the right -hand , the nuts of the
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DIAGRAMS OF ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS.
upper two being seen through the right-hand
window of the cab . The fibre cylinder is supported
by a vertical spindle passing right through it : the
lower end of the spindle fits into the floor of the cab,
and the upper end passes through a bearing in the
top of the controller casing to receive the handle,
which is clearly shown in the plan and coloured
blue. The spindle must be firmly fixed to the
fibre cylinder. The casing is of brass, and forms a
circular cover, which surrounds the cylinder, and
is fixed to the floor of the cab. It is provided with
twelve bosses, six on each side , exactly diametrically
opposite and in a vertical line ; each boss is drilled
through to take an insulating bush of fibre as shown
in the section . A turned plunger works in each
bush , as shown , being pressed against the contacts
on the cylinder by means of a spring. The outer
ends of the plungers are screwed , and each is fitted
with two nuts to take the connecting wires ; the
twelve plungers are all exactly alike and of the
same size,
The most difficult part of the work will probably

When the handle is on the stop position , current
does not pass ; when it is turned to right or left , the
current passes to the motors, which are arrange. I
in the following way : At point i they are both in
series with each other, and the locomotive is at slow
speed ; at point 2 the field coils are in series with each
other, but the armatures are in parallel, and the
locomotive is at intermediate speed ; at point 3
the field coils are in parallel as well as the armatures,
and the locomotive is at full speed . Turning the
handle in the opposite direction effects the same
arrangements , but with the current reversed through
the armatures , so that the locomotive runs in the
reverse direction .
As it woull be impracticable to clearly show the
controller cylinder by means of an ordinary eleva
tion drawing, Fig. 47 has been prepared , which shows
the surface of the cylinder spread out flat, the
circular diagrain ( Fig. 46 ) giving the different
positions , which the contact studs take as the
cylinder is rotated . Imagine. the surface of the
cylinder like a skin, cut through at the point Z ,
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unrolled and spread out fiat ; the line of contact studs
Y would then appear as shown by the white circles
H , D, B, G ?, H , F ?, which represent the studs at one
side, whilst the line of studs at Z would be cut in
half and appear as shown by the white half circles
G, E, F , C, A. There is, however, no need to trouble
k
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letters are to be joined together thus - A is to be
joined to stud A of controller, B to stud B of con
troller, and so on . You join the wires and the
controller does the rest of the operations. There are
two important things to attend to — a wire must
be joined from stud fi to stud F ?, and another

2113
6

ندان

=
35 "

10
Fig . 43. - DETAILS OF CONTROLLER CASING.

about the action of the contact sections as long as
the handle is so fixed that they are opposite the
contact studs in the position shown.
Figs. 41 and 42 are diagrams of the motors . When
connecting up to the controllers, the corresponding

Fig . 44:: -HANDLE OF CONTROLLER .
wire from stud G1 to stud G' . You can connect
the corresponding motor letters to either No. I or
No. 2 studs, so long as the letters are the same ;
secondly , take note of the connecting lines shown
in black in Fig. 47. These are wires which join the
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contact sections as shown. It would be well to cut
faulty motor cut out of circuit by disconnecting the
grooves in the fibre cylinder to allow these wires
wires from its terminals.
to lie snugly in and be out of the way. Take care
When putting the controller together , it is neces
that they do not make contact at the places
where they cross one another. The dotted
T T
Г.
Stop
lines across the diagram show the paths of
the contact studs . The wire H in Fig. 42
Z
F
/B
is to be joined to the two studs marked
H, H in Fig. 47 .
Though the circuit is broken when the
controller is on the stop position, it has
2F
2B
been considered advisable to provide
means for cutting off the current indepen
dently. This is done by either of the
two switches shown at right and left of
the cab, and marked S , S in the wiring
3F
Зв
These switches are shown on
diagram .
the general arrangement in a different
position to that shown on the wiring
diagram herewith , but the latter method
is, perhaps , the best as the movement
of either switch will break the flow of
Зв
3F
the current to the controller .
correct
the
in
run
not
do
motors
If the
direction, it is only necessary to cross over
the brush wires , as explained in the article
2B
dealing with the construction of the
2F
motors. If one motor should break down ,
the locomotive can still be run with the
remaining motor, but only at full speed ,
/F
/B
32

1
B

Stop
Y
7F

Fig. 46.-DIAGRAM OF CONTROLLER SEGMENTS .

sary to make sure that the handle has been fixed
so that the contact studs press exactly upon the
positions shown in Fig. 47 , when it is at the stop
notch .
In the detail drawings,Fig . 43 shows the con
troller casing ; Fig. 45 is the top cover; the handle
is shown in Fig. 44 ; the spring portion presses into
the notches in the cover, and thus locks the con
troller cylinder in any position ; the spindle is shown
in Fig . 48. As the handle is fixed at right-angles
to the line of inotion of the locomotive, the con
nections can be so arranged that it is moved
towards the direction in which the locomotive
will go .

3

Fig . 45. -THE CONTROLLER COVER .
because the method of control depends upon a
combination of the two motors. The controller
must, therefore, be set to position three, and the

First CONTINENTAL TURBINE STEAMER. – The
Princesse Elisabeth , first turbine passenger steamer
built on the Continent, was successfully launched
at the Cockerill shipyard, Hoboken -lez - Anvers, on
March 30th . The new steamer, destined for the
Dover and Ostend mail service, is 108.31 m .
= 355 ft. long, 12.19 m .=40 ft. beam , and 9:37 m .
301 ft . deep under bridge. Begun on August 12th
last year, she is due to commence running in July,
and is expected to attain a speed of 22 knots, while
being capable of carrying 1000 passengers. There
are to be two groups of four multitubular boilers
each and three steam turbines, each working on to
a propeller shaft . The masts are to be fitted with
instruments for wireless telegraphy ; and eight life
boats, besides eight whale-boats and two others,
are to be carried .
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Model L. & S.W.R. Locomotive .

By S. L. THOMPSTONE.
' HE accompanying photographs are taken from
THIa {-in . scale model express passenger loco
motive of the L. & S.W.R. Co.'s “ 580 "
class, which I have recently completed.
The model was commenced in September, 1900 ,
and has occupied most of my spare time since that
date. The photograph ( Fig . 5 ) shows what progress
had been made on the model after nearly twelve
mɔnths' time had been worked ; Fig . 4 represents
the locomotive twelve months later, in 1902 ; Fig . 6
is a photograph of the boiler, showing the firebox
and flue ready for fixing to the outer shell , taken in
December, 1902 ; Fig. 3 shows the model March ,
1903 ; and figs. 1 , 2 , 7 , 8 and 9, March and
April, 1905. Paotograph ( Fig. 8 ) shows half the
cab plating taken off, and the other view
shows the complete model. It will be noticed
by the photographs that it is not painted ;
this it is not intended to do at present , as
all the parts are brass and bright steel , and
it would be a pity to cover the same with
paint.
The side frames of the engine and bogie
are f-in . brass , and were cut from the sheet ;
this gauge of brass was used so as to give the
screws a good screw hold , as there are only a
small number of rivets used in the model,
and these come in the boiler. The bogie and
main side frames have cast brass brackets
and turntable securely screwed thereto. The
turntable is so arranged as to give lateral
play, and is fitted with small steel springs
to bring same back to the proper position
after going round curves, etc.
The bogie
The wheels are of gunmetal.
wheels are 2 13-16ths ins. diameter, with ten
spokes, and the drivers 5 5-16ths ins . diam
eter, with 22 spokes, and are securely driven
on to the axles ; there are two spiral steel
springs to each wheel , adjustable by a
The
washer plate and nuts and lock nuts .
axles are of cast steel, working in gunmetal bearings ,
the latter being fitted into proper horn blocks .
The cylinders are of gunmetal , and are
27-32nds in . bore by if ins . stroke , with two drain
cocks to each . The cylinders are bolted to the
side frames by four -in. screws each . The pistons
are of gunmetal, with lamp -cotton packings ; the
piston and valve rods are of silver steel , and the
slide-bars and connecting-rods are of mild steel ;
the connecting-rods being fitted with brasses at
the big end . The coupling rods are of iron,
with circular gunmetal bushes working on to
silver - steel crank- pins. The crank -pins have steel
collars , with taper pins through same at the ends
for keeping the coupling-rods in place. The cross
head and slide bar brackets are gunmetal castings;
the crossheads being milled out for slide bars and
connecting-rods .
The motion work is the usual type of Stephenson
link motion ; the links, lifting links , blocks, weigh
bar shaft , lever and reversing lever are all cut
from mild steel, and polished. The eccentrics,
sheaves, and rods are all gunmetal castings , and
finished bright. The sheaves are fitted with lock
nuts and split pins. The reversing lever works in
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a gunmetal and steel quadrant in the cab, which is
notched out to give a half and three - quarters cut .
off to the valves.
The four coupled wheels are braked by means of
a hand brake ; the blocks are of gunmetal fitted to
steel hangers, which hang from studs on the side
frames ; these hangers are connected to each other
and the brake lever by flat steel rods. The brake
handle shaft works through a gunmetal column to
the brake lever, and by a turn of the handle all
the four wheels are firmly locked . The arrange
ment of levers, &c . , is clearly shown in the photo
graphs.
The sand - boxes are cored-out castings , and are
fixed to the inside of the main frames immediately
in front of the driving wheels , and the pipes from
same are bent to come directly over the rails.
The boiler, as will be seen from the photograph ,
differs from the usual type of locomotive boiler
with regard to having one main flue tube from the

JA

Fig . 6. - BOILER , FIREBOX , AND FLUE .

firebox ; this tube is made oval, and crossed zig
zag by eight 4 -in , copper water tubes. This form
of flue was chosen from experience I had of one
I fitted in a boiler for the model steamer Ivy (de
scribed in THE MODEL ENGINEER , June 30th , 1904 ),
and which has proved itself so satisfactory.
The boiler plating generally is of 1-16th in .
copper. The barrel is a piece of 34 ins. outside
diameter solid drawn tube, and is riveted to the
outside firebox wrapper and throat plate with
flush rivets ; these were made flush so as to give
more room for the lagging. The boiler back and
tube plate are brass castings, and these are screwed
in with 1-16th-in . screws. The firebox is flanged
and flush riveted , and tapers inwards slightly
towards the crown ; it contains five 1-in . cross
water- tubes . The oval flue is flanged and riveted
to the firebox, and the whole thoroughly well
brazed , being afterwards tinned all over, both in
side and out, as a safeguard for any tiny pin -hole
which might have escaped observation. The flue
at the smokebox end was carefully flanged over and
sweated .
The firebox crown has two gunmetal bridge stays.
with two gunmetal bolts through each , and screwed
into lugs in the firebox crown. The sides of the

.
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firebox and outside wrapper plate are stayed by
nine f -in . stays on each side, and with one at the
throatplate and two in the back plate ; there is
also a stay through the centre of boiler from back
to tube plate. The foundation ring is a brass cast
ing , and riveted in position by 1-16th in. diameter
rivets , the rivets inside being flush to allow of the
fire bars to pass into the firebox freely. The
foundation ring is provided with two lugs on each
side to receive the bolts to attach the ashpan and
fire bars . The firedoor ring is cast with the back
plate, and the inner firebox is riveted to it by
3-32nds in . diameter rivets . The firebox door
consists of two plates, and which slide in
grooves . The fire burs are made of steel , and are
filed to the proper shape and fit in a frame , which
is held by the lugs on the foundation ring. The
ashpan fits close up to the ring , and is held in
position by two nuts and bolts from the fire bar
frame ; the damper to same is actuated by a steel
lever and rod from the cab ; this lever comes
directly in front of the brake column ; the rod
from same to ashpan passes between the side
frame and outside wrapper of firebox ,
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this blower has two very small holes in same, and
when only air is pumped into the boiler, and this
blower turned on, it will draw a taper flame
through into the firebox 2 ins, away from the fire
door. The steam supply is taken from the dome
to the smokebox by a in , diameter pipe, and to the
cylinders by a n . pipe, and connected thereto by
two unions. The exhaust pipe is brought through
the footplate and to the inside of the smokebox
by suitable castings, and taken directly under the
funnel by a breeches pipe , the end of which is
nozzled down slightly from the 4 -in . ripe, the
exhaust being very clean and sharp, giving a ſer
fect draught when the engine is working without
the blower. This exhaust is so arranged that the
boiler may be removed without disturbing a single
pipe . There is also a protector plate in front of
the exhaust pipes , kept in position by a turn catch .
The smokebox was built up from sheet and brass
castings, and all flush screwed , and is lined with
asbestos sheet inside. The smokebox is attached
to the boiler by means of four 5-32nd -in . studs and
nuts. The door of smokebox is fitted with pro
tector plate , and is hung on bands and gudgeons,

Fig . 7. -UNDERSIDE VIEW OF MODEL L. & S.W.R. LOCOMOTIVE .
The inner dome was made from a piece of 14 ins .
diameter drawn copper tubing, and flanged out at
the base to the shape of the boiler barrel, and
screwed thereto . The dome crown has an angle
ring and plate ; the ring is screwed and sweated in ,
and the plate is secured by six f-in . screws. The
outer casing of dome was made similar, only with
a semi -circular top, and is fastened down by a small
nut screwed to a pin from the cap of the inner dome .
The boiler mountings consist of Ramsbottom
safety valve set to blow at 70 lbs. ( the boiler having
stood a steam test of 103 lbs . per sq . in . ) . Water
gauge , check valve, jet cock, and pressure gauge
t - in . dial to 100 lbs . The whistle on the cab roof
is a dummy. The waste blow -off water from the
water gauge is carried down by a pipe under the
footplate and round by the left -hand steps. The
water for filling is taken to the check valve from
back of cab under the footplate, and is fitted with
cock and union . The piping for the jet is taken
down by the side of the wheel case and along the
framing and under the smokebox , where it is taken
through and coupled with a union to the ring
blower which encircles the blast or exhaust pipe ;

and fastens in the usual way with crossbar , turn
and lock handles.
The funnel is a casting, and is turned all over ;
this shape of funnel was taken from the latest of
the L. & S.W.R. locomotives , it being more to my
taste than the plain funnel of the “ 580 " class.
The boiler lagging is asbestos board with a
cleading of hard rolled sheet brass, No. 26 gauge ;
this is in one piece, and was rather an awkward
thing to fix , the gauge being too thick for easy bend
ing ; however, with softening it slightly , it finally
took the form required . It is secured along the
joint with 1-16th - in . screws, these screwing into a
1-16th -in . by k-in. strip of brass attached to one
edge of the cleading. The bands round the boiler
are of brass, and have small angle pieces riveted
to the ends , and are tapped to receive 1-16th -in .
screws, which when screwed up pull the bands
quite tight .
The footplating was cut from 1-16th -in . sheet
brass , and has angle brass riveted round the edges
Immediately above the slide bars there is an open
ing cut for access to the crosshead ; this has a
cover plate secured by eight 1-16th -in , screws .
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The cab plating, splashers, roof, &c . , were cut
from No. 20 gauge sheet brass, strengthened at the
angles by angle brass. The plate for front of the
cab is made in two pieces, and joined up by a cover
strip . By having this plate in halves — and the cab
roof is so arranged that it will slide off — it enables
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plates and main side frames by 1-16th-in, screws .
The beading round the edge of the cab is split brass
tube , sweated on ; there is also a flat strip of brass
running round the wheel and crank splashers, and
also on the cab roof at the froirt, and an angle
brass on the top, and underneath at the back ;

Fig. 8. — MODEL L. & S.W.R. LOCOMOTIVE, CAB SIDE AND WHEEL SPLASHERS REMOVED.

IM

Fig. 9.—MR. S. L. THOMPSTONE'S MODEL L. & S.W.R. LOCOMOTIVE.

the whole of the cab and side plates to come away
without difficulty by merely unscrewing a few
screws ; this is a convenience, and makes it a com
paratively easy matter to pull off the boiler at any
time, if found necessary for repairs, &c . The
splashers, cab sides, & c ., are screwed to the foot

this gives a nice finish . The cab roof, as before
mentioned , is movable ; this slides by means of
slotted lugs, which clip the angle brass round the
top of cab, and give easy access to the fittings.
The spectacle glasses are fitted into turned brass
bezels, and these are fixed in position by screws.
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The number plates were filed out of sheet brass.
and a beading sweated round ; the figures were also
filed out and soldered on .
The handrails are of 3-32nds-in . silver steel, and
run round the boiler and smokebox through brass
handrail brackets, which are screwed and sweated
into the cleading, and screwed into the smokebox ;
the ends of the handrails pass through the spectacle
plate, and have nuts on either side. There are
also handrails on either side of the cab, and also
hand pillars above the steps .
The following are the principal dimensions :
Length over buffers, 241 ins .
Length over buffer beams, 231 ins .
Front buffer beam to centre of bogie, 5 5-16ths ins.
Bɔgie centres, 54 ins .
Centre of bogie to centre of driving wheel,
8 1-16th ins .
From centre of driving wheel to centre of trailing
wheel , 6ſ ins .
From centre of trailing wheel to end of buffer
beam , 3 9-32nds ins.
Height to top of footplate from rails, 3 } ins .
Height to top of chimney, 10 % ins.
Height to centre of boiler, 6 } ins.
Width over footplate, 6 3-32nds ins.
Width between frames, 2 57-64ths ins.
Thickness of main frames, | in.
Diameter of boiler barrel, 37 ins .
Diameter over lagging , 3 7-16ths ins.
Length of boiler without smokebox, 12} ins .
Length of smokebox, 2 ins .
Length of firebox outside, 4 5-16ths ins.
Length of firebox inside, 3 13-16ths ins.
Width of firebox outside, 2 $ ins.
Width of firebox inside, 2 1-16th ins.
Height of firebox inside, 44 ins .
( This height comes about 1-16th in . below centre
of boiler. )
Number of fire bars, 13 .
53 sq . ins.
Heating surface ( firebox )
Heating surface (firebox tubes ) 16
Heating surface (main flue)
40
Heating surface ( main tubes ) .. 16

125 sq . ins.
Total
Bore of cylinders , 27-32nds . in .
Stroke of cylinders , if ins .
Diameter of coupled driving wheels, 5 5-16ths ins.
Diameter of bogie wheels , 2 13-16ths ins.
Driving wheels , 22 spokes .
Bogie wheels , 10 spokes .
Gauge of rails , 3f ins.
Width between fanges on the inside of wheels ,
3 } ins.
Weight of locomotive empty , 40 lbs.
The lamp brackets were cut from sheet steel,
bent to shape and fixed by screws on the front
platform and footplates, and one on the top of the
smokebox.
The buffer beams are of -in . sheet brass, and
strengthened to the side frames by stout cast
brackets, to which are attached the spring buffers,
and draw -hook and chain ; this hook has rubber
washer packings, so as to give a little when subjected
to a sudden pull. The back buffer beam has
squares riveted on to take the ends of the tender
buffers. Preparation is also made for the tender
draw link , a steel pin and bracket being fixed under
the footplate to receive it .

The step brackets are castings, the steps them
selves being bent up from sheet brass and riveted
thereto. The line clearers were cut from mild
steel plate and bent to shape and fixed by three
3-32nds-in, steel screws.
The locomotive works exceedingly well with only
compressed air supplied by a cycle pump through
the water gange blow -off pipe. It will be seen by
this that the engine requires but little air, as the
hole in the water gauge cock is only small . It is
intended to make a set of friction rollers, when a
proper test will be made, as I have no track at
present to run on .
In conclusion , I may mention that the whole of
the patterns, drawings, turning, fitting, &c . , with
the exception of the taps, were made by myself
in leisure time, and which is purely amateur work,
I being in no way connected with engineering work .

The
Steam Consumption
Small Steam Engines.

of

By J. S. V. BICKFORD.
Continued from page 475. )
FEW days later I ran a short trial with
high - pressure cylinder bored out to 2 } ins.
A
Steam consumption about 50 lbs. per brake
horse-power hour, and pressure still excessive
Bored out the port holes in
for the work.
valve case from $ in. to 1 in . , and the pres
sure immediately fell to what it should be .
This is a very instructive course of experiments,
as indicating the absolute necessity of giving de
cent port area for exhaust . Of course, most steam
engine engineers are already aware of this , but
many of the makers of small engines have to find it
out for themselves by costly experience. There are
still many engines on the market with absolutely
insufficient exhaust ports. The steam velocity in
the exhaust should never exceed 100 ft . per second .

L.P

H.P.

FIG . 3 .
The boring out of the high - pressure cylinder so
weakened it that it cracked , and as we were in a
hurry we adopted a new arrangement of valves ,
which it was hoped would give better results as
giving shorter ports, less clearance, and a good port
opening. Fig. 3 shows a sketch of the arrangement.
It may be said that it worked very well indeed for
a long time - in fact, until we abandoned it in favour
of a three-cylinder engine. The cylinders were as
before , 2 } ins . and 4 ins. by 4 -ins, stroke ; cranks,
pistons, &c . , identical in both cases. The piston valve
A, lying on top of the cylinder covers and parallel to
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the crankshaft, was operated by an eccentric , bell
crank , and side rods . Th ports were in the cylin
der covers , and the action of the engine is the same
as that previously described .
We tested this engine under steam , and got 1.02
brake horse -power for a steam consumption of 38 lbs .
per hour . All these consumptions were taken by
condensation of the exhaust in a surface con
denser . This consumption of steam was obtained
with roller bearings throughout the engine , and
these seemed to give a small friction , but made a

longer agreed with theory. This is probably due
to the leakage past the valve, which was solid .
* The next engine constructed wás of the three
cylinder type, and was so arranged that all three
cylinders might be worked" high pressure, or, by
giving one valve a turn through a right angle, one
cylinder could be worked as a high -pressure and
two as low-pressure. We made a careful series
of tests with this engine, which are given in the
accompanying table .
It will be noted that , somewhat strangely, the
water not accounted for , and which includes
leakage past the piston , boiler leakage , gland
leakage , &c . , is much heavier in all cases running
simple than when running compound . The steam
condensed is not very different under the two con
ditions .
All the tests were made with fairly
high superheated steam , the steam temperature
probably being about 600 ° Fahr. The valves were
arranged in this case in the cylinder covers, and
were of the lift type , the steam valve , of course,
working outward , and the exhaust valve being de
pressed into the cylinder. The whole of the valves
were worked by three eccentrics on a rock shaft
about level with the cylinder covers, and behind
the engine. These eccentrics worked short rocking
links, which worked the valves. In practice it was
found that this was not satisfactory ; there were too
many small pieces , and the engine shortly worked
loose , and the little pieces kept breaking and
coming adrift. This is only another example of the
fact that too much may be sacrificed to a theoreti
cal economy . It is not good practice to save one

Beoring
shell

deafening noise, roaring like a mill full of grind
stones.
We therefore tried the engine with bronze
bearings . Silence was restored . There appeared
to be next to no difference in the friction , the
brake pull for a given steam pressure in the high
pressure valve chest being about the same in both
cases .
In theory 10 lbs . per sq . in . in the valve chest
should give about 15 lbs. brake pull, showing an

SIMPLE.

COMPOUND .

3

1.9
365
7.8
30

1.85
1.9
366 . . 377
11
8: 5
33
33

7.5 : . 8

8

8.5

1 :9
- 368
22 .
33

8 ..

8

O

10
1

1 :9
1.8
358
380 ..
193 .. 84 . .
27.6 ..32 : 5 ..

efficiency of from 60 to 75 per cent . , which is very
fair for an engine of this size. A condensation test
under the new conditions of brass bearings gave a
consumption of 40 lbs . per brake horse-power hour
at about i brake horse -power . Roller bearings
were again introduced as per Fig . 4 , alternate
rollers being different sizes, the idea being, to .
eliminate rolling friction between adjacent rollers ,
the motions of the rollers being as shown by the
arrows , Stcam consumption, 37 lbs. per brake
horse - power hour . A second trial with a slight
alteration to the arrangement of the rollers to keep
them from rubbing the ends of the bearings, gave
a consumption of 35 lbs. per brake horse -power
hour , which was the best result with this engine at
i brake horse -power. We then tried the effect of
reducing the travel of the valve in order to get an
earlier cut-off, but the result was not encouraging.
Originally the valve had travelled i in .; now it
travelled å in ., with the result that the steam con
sumption rap up to 43 lbs. per brake horse -power
hour.
In all these cases the steam consumption was
very near what it theoretically should have been .
Some months after this the engine was tried again ,
and it was found that the steam consumption no
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Test No.
Cut -off
B.H.P.
..1.78
Revs . per ininute
364
81
Water not accounted for (lbs.)
Water per B.H.P. hour
35
Water evapora ed per i lb. kero
sene
7.8
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FIG . 4 .
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1.7
1.9
1.9
366 .. 361
379
14
· 13
39
37
36
8.5 .. 7.3

· 7: 5

dollar's worth of fuel and spend three dollars in
repairs in order to get it . It was hoped that con
siderable economy would result in this engine from
the placing of the valves in the cylinder covers ,
and thereby reducing the clearance to about 3 per
cent . , as compared with the arrangement whereby
the steam valves are alongside the cylinders, and
are placed in pockets off the cylinder cover, where
the clearance cannot be reduced much below 10
per cent . The reversing gear of this engine will be
of interest . It worked quite well in practice, but
was rather noisy. The eccentric shaft was driven
from the crankshaft by two equal size sprocket
wheels and a bicycle chain . This chain was made .
about 12 ins. too long for its work , and the slack was
carried by an idler pulley, as shown diagrammat
ically in Fig. 5. If it was desired to reverse the
engine , the slack was pulled over to the other side
by moving the A frame, and with it the two jockey
pulleys B and C ; keeping the chain tight .: Of course
this reversed the engine by changing the advance
only, and incidentally it was nseful in trying ex
periments with increased lead.. It was found that
there was never any noticeable advantage in in
creasing the lead beyond zero - that is to say, in
having any lead ' at all . In practice; on a motor
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car , we never used the engine compound , and the
compounding valve was screwed up. This was done
because, as already pointed out , little economy
resulted , and it was also found, as might have been
expected , that the engine would only run compound
with a heavy flywheel, whereas it would run simple
without a flywheel, so that a considerable saving in
weight resulted from simple running.
In conclusion , I may say that a very considerable
experience with small steam engines leads me to
believe that about the best results which can be
expected at 1 brake horse-power is a steam con
sumption of 30 to 35 lbs . per brake horse -power
hour ; that no corresponding advantage is
gained by complicating the engine by com
pounding, reducing clearance, &c . , if com
plications have to be introduced to gain these
advantages ; that there is no advantage in reducing
the cut -off in a simple engine below about stroke ;
that lead should be reduced to the lowest point
Eccentric shoft.

KOB

Crank shaft

FIG . 5 .
possible consistent with absence of knock ; that
compression should be avoided as much as possible
consistent with smooth running ; that , above all,
everything must be as simple as possible, and in no
case must simplicity and smoothness be sacrificed
to theoretical economy, unless the resulting
economy is going to be very great.
I have no exact data as to the steam consumption
of this type of engine at higher pressures and
powers, but the following deductions are the result
of carefully noting the water consumption , oil fuel
consumption, steam pressures, &c. , and comparing
them with the previously known output of the
boiler. Maximum power developed, probably 7
to 7 } brake horse -power ; maximum output of
boiler of 22 sq. ft . heating surface, probably 230 lbs .
steam per hour ; maximum oil consumption , about
24 lbs. per hour. This would give a steam con
sumption of, roughly, 30 to 33 lbs. per brake horse
power hour. It is possible, however, that the con
sumption may have been a little lower than this,
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though I do not think it would have been lower
than 27 lbs . in any case. On the whole, it will be
safe to estimate a consumption of 35 lbs. per brake
horse -power hour in this type of engine to be on the
safe side.- Power .

The Society of Model Engineers .
( Reports of medings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .)
London .
about twenty:
party of
6th , avisited
On Saturday,
five of the May
members
the fine works at
Acton of Messrs. D. Napier & Son . They were met by
Mr. A. M. H. Solomon and Mr. Lane , and conducted
in two groups over the extensive workshops, in
which were to be seen all types of Napier motor
cars and engines in every stage of construction .
The shops are modern, well lighted and arranged ,
and contain a very fine assortment of the latest
English and American machinery for the produc
tion of work of the highest class, for which this firm
is famous. A very complete set of Brown and
Sharpe's grinders for finishing work after machining
was noticed ; also a Fellowes' gear- cutting machine,
shown cutting teeth in three steel gear wheel blanks
at one operation by a straight up -and -down motion ,
the cut being made on the up stroke . An ingenious
machine for forming the cams on the 2- to- I shaft
out of the solid , proved of much interest , as well as
the four- and six -throw crankshafts that were seen
being made from the solid steel forgings .
The works' machinery is at present driven by a
three-cylinder 160 h. -p : gas engine, and also by a
large electric motor , and a very extensive system
of shafting is in use. This method of driving is
about to be replaced by a 350 h.-p. Ruston- Proctor
steam engine, fed by two large Lancashire boilers ,
which will drive a large dynamo for supplying
current to separate motors attached to the different
machinery units .
In addition to the main machine and erecting
shops, the members inspected the foundry, smiths,
coppersmiths ', and testing and repairing shops, and
fortunately were able to closely examine a four
cylinder 80 h.-p. Napier racing car belonging to
Mr. John Hargreaves, which had been constructed
to take part in the eliminating trials for the forth
coming Gordon - Bennett Race. The car left the
works during the afternoon, and the perfect con
trol and rapid acceleration of speed from a very
gentle start astonished everyone present.
A very hearty vote of thanks was, at the close,
proposed by Mr. J. Glover to Mr. M. S. Napier for
having so kindly given permission for the party to
view the works , and to Mr. Solomon and Mr. Lane
for acting as conductors .-HERBERT G. RIDDLE
(Hon . Secretary ) , 37 , Minard Road , Hither Green ,
S.E.
The New THAMES STEAMERS.— The first of the
ten paddle steamers being built for the London
County Council by Messrs . Napier & Miller , Clyde
bank , ran a preliminary trial on the Clyde recently ,
and exceeded the contract speed of 11 knots by a
quarter of a mile. Each boat accommodates from
400 to 500 passengers.
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Practical Letters from our
Readers .
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de -plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender' MUST invariably be attached ,
Though not necessarily intended for publication .)
Model Railway Work.
To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear SIR , -I enclose herewith a photograph of
my f- in . scale model G.W.R. type tank locomotive,
which I had built for me last year, and the train I
have lately added to it . The eight-wheeled brake
van is for the most part my own work, and is the
first model railway carriage I have built . The
whole of the body is of mahogany, and the doors
are arranged to open . The mouldings are applied
to the sides in the orthodox way . The bogies are
made of hard sheet brass, 1-16th in . thickness, with
wooden cioss -pieces to connect the two side frames
together . The laminated springs were cut out of
the solid, and conceal in the buckle a small spiral
spring, the bottom of which takes bearing on the
axle -box . The painting and lining were done by
myself, the latter with the aid of a drawing pen
instead of the usual coach painter's lining brush,
and although quite a novice in the art , I found this
method much preferable, producing better results
with less trouble . " The “ milk and fruit van " was
given to me by a friend , and I have only repaired

Sealing Accumulators .
To the Editor of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -I noticed a few weeks ago in the
“ Queries and Replies ” column , a reader asking for
advice about sealing off accumulators. Perhaps
the method I adopted will be of interest to fellow
readers. I melted candle grease (paraffin wax ) till
it was soft and pliable , and then moulded it on top
of the plates till a thin layer covered the whole.
I then poured over this layer the melted compound
or pitch level with the top, and left to cool . It
should not be touched while cooling , because if
untouched till cool it presents a very nice glossy
appearance. If the accumulator is of celluloid , a
coating of black paint all round the top as far as
the plates will greatly improve the appearance.
J. F. Potts .
Yours truly,
Dollar .

Wireless

Telegraphy .

FTER months of careful experiment made in

United States Signal Corps, has discoverel
that trees may be used to catch wireless messages, and
to convey them to an observer standing on the
ground. He has found that trees muy serve the
purpose of Marconi's metal feelers , or antennæ ,
as they are called , and that tree trunks , while
serving as masts or towers , also serve as wires to
bring electro-magnetic cur
rents to earth . The healthier
the tree, the better it serves
as a conductor. For highly
oscillating currents , the leaves
of trees or of plants behave
precisely as if they were
made of metal , and they
will transmit these oscilla
tions from the ground sur
rounding them through their
leaves. At Fort Mason Major
Squier attached his tele
graphic apparatus to trees
and communicated with the
A MODEL G.W.R. TANK LOCOMOTIVE AND TRAIN .
wireless station at Alcatraz
and painted it , fitting several new parts . I am at
Island , about two miles distant. He also com
present engaged in constructing further coaches, as
municated in this way between Goat and Alcatraz
I intend to provide myself with plenty of rolling
Islands, a distance of three miles and a half. Major
stock before proceeding with an elaborate railway.
Squier claims great advantages for his system of
tree telegraphy in army field operations. He
A. W.
-Yours faithfully ,
experimented across the bay to determine to what
Muswell Hill , N.
extent electro-magnetic oscillations of low fre
quency are absorbed by vegetation. He used the
The Sefton Model Steamer Club.
long-distance transmission line of the California
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Gas and Electric Company, bringing the electric
Dear SIR,—The first race of this Club was held
power from Yuba county, clear across the State.
on Easter Monday, at Sefton Park , the weather
Two nails were driven into a tree , and a telephone
was placed in connection between them , the result
being rather boisterous for the event. However,
there were ten entries, and a goodly number of
being that the current flowing through the tree
spectators were present. The course was the
trunk was indicated with great clearness in the
length of the lake ; approximately, 400 yards. The
telephone. If plants are massed close together, a
best times (handicap ) were Mr. Carter's K’ate,
heavy discharge will take place between the
3 mins. 31 secs . : Mr. Smith's Sunbeam , 3 mins.
nearest leaves.
35 secs. ; Mr. Hughes' Albert, 3 mins . 48 secs .
Ta !
everything into consideration, the race
SMALL INJECTORS .-In fitting a small injector
meeting was very satisfactory . - Yours faithfully,
care should be taken to provide passages of ample
PAUL ROBERTS, Hon. Sec .
area in the check valve , as upon this much of the
Liverpool.
success of a model injector depends.
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Queries and Replies .
Atention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left -hand corner of the envelope Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the. Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope ofthis journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name must be in .
scribed on the back. (2 ) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed, and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
Issue. (4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
wecks must elapse before the Reply can be published .
The
Insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6)
Al Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recenily >
( 14,081 ) Motor Dynamo for Charging : Lathe Head
Bearing. H. T. A. (Doncaster) writes : Will you please give me
the dimensions of a motor dynamo for charging accumulators off
230 volt mains; secondary current to be 6 volts 2 amps., and primary
as small as possible . Machine to be of the shape advised in
Avery's " A.B.C. of Dynamo Design ," the primary winding and
fields to be in series (using a regulating resistance ), and both wind
will
ings on one armature. Any hints on building this machine
current will it take at 230 volts ? I have a
oblige.
About
lathe head
spindwhat
le, an shou like to know if I could av a
bearing made for same by having a block of brass cast round it, as
dotted lines in sketch (not reproduced ),without thebrass sticking
to the spindle when casting , by coating the spindle with something ?
Or could you suggest any other inexpensive way of making a
bearing for it ?
It is not advisable to try and make a machine just the siz:
theoretically required, as it would be too small to wind for such a
pressure as 230 volts. We advise you to make it of at least 60 -watt
size, with a comparatively large diameter armature - say, at least
2 ins . diameter, cogged pattern, with 12 sections wound with 12
coils for the primary and 6 coils for the secondary. The volts will
be proportional to the number of turns in either coil; but we advise
you to wind on the primary first and the secondary on top of it, so
that you can easily re -wind the secondary with more or less turns,
it youdo not get the voltageyou want at firstattempt. Machine
should be shunt-wound. As regards gauges of wire, take No. 36
gauge s.s.c. wire for the primary, and for secondary No. 24 gauge
D.S.C. Allow space on the field -magnet for about 3 lbi total
No. 36 gauge s.c.c. copper wire. Fill up the slots to about three
quarters full with the primary winding, as you will only want a
few turns of secondary — say, one layer on each slot. It should
take a very small current, possibly about ț amp., from the mainsprobably less . If you prefer to try a series winding for the field ,
use No. 30 gauge s.c.c, copper wire. The secondary winding must
be well insulated from the primary. Re mandrel bearing, try
white metal - either some of the anti -friction metals on the market
or some old stereotype metal, which you can get for a few pence
from a friendly printer · old type metal will do just as well, but
printers usually have plenty of old stereo plates which they sell
to old metal merchants. Fix the mandrel accurately in place in
the headstock, and place a clay or other mould round it, and pour
the metal into the bearing space. The mandrel and headstock
should be slightly warmed first, so as not to chill the metal, and the
mandrel cone should be greased to prevent metal sticking. The
stereo metal is melted as easily as lead on an ordinary fire .
(14,076) Troublesome Accumulators. F. D. (Nottingham )
writes : Can you inform me what is the matter with my accumu
lators, and the remedy ? After they have been charged, a continual
bubbling goes on inside them, and the charge is run out in about
two weeks, without being used. There do not appear to be any
loose pieces shortening theplates. There are seven plates in a
cell (size, 6 by 4). I have other accumulators with patches of white
on the positive plates ; but I cannot get at them , as they are en.
closed in celluloid cases. Is there any means of opening them , and
what is used for fastening them again ?
The discharging is probably due to internal leakage or local
action on the plates-- that is, the plates are made of inferior metal.
All accumulators lose their charge by degrees when standing out of
use , the rate at which the charge dissipates depending upon the
quality of theplatesand condition ofthecell. Can you not refer
to the makers ? The white deposit on pozitive plates is sulphate
of lead ; it is chiefly caused by allowing cells to stand in a dis
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charged condition for a long time ; it is most detrimental to their
working, and difficult to get rid of. The best remedy to try is the
prolonged charging at a low rate of current. This may cause the
sulphate to loosen and drop off ; if the plates are badly sulphated ,
the best thing to do is to scrap the positives and put in new ones.
Sulphate is also caused by over discharging and by using too weak
a solution of acid. For unsticking celluloid cases , try amyl acetate .
(14,083) Winding Armatures, & c. R. R. writes : (1) Please
explain why, in Mr. Bottone's Electro-Motor Handbook," page
41 , there is a ring illustrating the Pacinotti machine, and showing
how ring is magnetised. Is this right ? According to Ampere's
rule it would be entirely different. (2) In your handbook , " Small
Electric Motors," page 14, it says : “ Unfortunately the fact that
the current proceeds in opposite directions in the shunt, and the
series coils involves a considerable waste, & c." Is this right ?
( 3) Now , re induction coil. In your handbook on coils it says
(page 31 ) : " The method of winding layers from end to end, etc.,
is too liable to lead to breakdowns." Why ? I have 18 ozs. of
wire, gauge as enclosed sample. What are best proportions
for primary and condenser, so as to be economical of current, etc. ?
Can I wind from end to end ? If not, why not ?. What spark can
I get ? (4) What are the right proportions of the Niaudet cell ?
Is there a.porous pot, and are the elements suspended as in the
bichromate cell ? What are the best proportions for the exciting
fluid and depolarising fluid , and how mixed ? Is the cell eco
nomical, and does it run down quickly ? Would it do for inter.
mittent lighting ? ( 5 ) Does an M armature commutator in a shunt
machine short source of supply every time it commutates ? Is
it nearly as bad in a series machine ? If not, why ?
( 1) This is quite correct. If you trace the current round, you will
see that it divides when it enters, and goes round the coils in oppo
site directions, the currents unitingagain and leaving the ring at
the opposite diametrical point. The poles will be produced
exactly according to Ampere's rule. (2) This is quite correct, pro
vided you remember that the action is differential -- that is,
the series coils oppose the shunt coils. The paragraph is written
from the point of view of motors to run at constant speed at
varying loads; the action is quite different from a compound wound
dynamo. Compound cumulative winding is used for motor field
coils—that is, with the series coils aiding the shunt coils for the
purpose of providing greater starting power ; but the speed regu
proportion
lation then
becomes
power of the
series
coils.
A comp
und worse
woundin motor meansto athedifferential
winding.
When cumulative series winding is used, it should always
be particularly referred to as such. (3) Because owing to the great
difference of potential between any two layers there is liability of
sparking from layer to layer down the ends. Small coils can be
made in this way, but large coils are nearly always made on the
section plan. It is comparatively easy to repair a section coil ;
but to repair a breakdown in the centre of a large wound coil is a
long job, if not impracticable. The sample of wirewhich you send
is about No. 25 gauge, and absolutely useless for the secondary of
an induction coil. You must have wire of No. 36 gauge; propor.
tions are given in our handbook. (4) The best cell for intermittent
lighting --that is, for lighting small lamps for half an hour, or even
a few sinutes at a time is the constant bichromate pattern ; or
you will find a good, cheap battery described by " F. E, P." in
THE MODEL ENGINEER for April 9th, and 16th 1963. (5 ) Yes
but in a series machine the field coils are always in circuit with the
brushes, so there is no short circuit in the supply.
( 14,086) Manchester Type Dynamo. G. D. ( Plymouth )
writes: I am wishing to make a Manchester type dynamo, with a
cogged ring armature, with 12 cogs, and this armature has to be
wound with 4 lbs, of No. 16 S.W.G. cotton -covered wire. The
arınature is 6 ins. diameter and 6 ins, long. ( 1 ) Could you tell me
what size to make the cogs and the wire spaces, and what thickness
should the core of the armature be at the wire spaces and at the
cogs ? And also what size and thickness should the commutator
be ? ( 2 ) In making the top and bottom pole-pieces, does it make
any difference how near the tips of the pole -pieces are to each
other without touching, and should the pole -pieces be the same width
as the armature ? (3) Does itmatter how many laminations the
armature is composed of? (4) Would you recommend a 1 h.-p.
engine, or would a h..p. be sủfficient ?- The output of this
machine is so volts 10 amps. If you would answer the above ques .
tions, I should be very much obliged.
( 1) Use the stock pattern of stamping made by any good maker
of armature stampings, such as A. H. Avery, of Fulmen Works,
Tunbridge Wells. Commutator can be bad of any reason
able size. (2) Pole-pieces should be as wide as armature is
long ; the pole horns should be about it ins. apart- exact
distance does not matter. (3) No ; the usual thickness is about
40 laminations to i in . (4) At least 1 b.h.-p. will be required
it b.h.-p. will be nearer the mark. If you intend to make the
armature laminations yourself, then make the slots & in. wide by
#in . deep, and inside diameter of ring about 4t ins. diameter.
(14,084] Miscellany. F. W. C. B. (Oxford) writes : I shall
be much obliged if you will enlighten me on the following sub
jects throughyour query Department:-(1)Willa t-in , bore by
1-in. stroke horizontal steam engine drive a 4-volt dyriamo ?
If not, what will ? (2) I am making a lathe. It would be most
convenient to use iron for mandrel. I can case-harden and harden
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it . Please tell me what would be best for bearings would iron ,
hardened as above, do ? Would it wear well ? ( 3) What kind of
treadle ? (4) I am rather puzzled about charging accumulators.
I have got your sixpenny book on the subject. Take, for instance,
charging a 20 amp.-hour accumulator from a 100 -volt main . Do
the lamps alter the voltage as well as amperage ? If so, kindly
explain . I take it that any 4-volt accumulator requires 5 volts
ta charge it. A 20 amp.-hour accumulator on a 100 -volt main
requires three 16 C.-p. lamps to pass 2 amps. Would four or more
accumulators in series require the same lamps ? If so , how can the
voltage passing into the cells alter ? (5 ) Can you tell me the actual
voltage at the end of two wires - positive and negative - on a 100
volt main after passing through three 16 c. p . lamps ? Also
please tell me how to calculate voltage for different lamps. The
2 amps. at the end of two wires as above, I suppose, passes into
every accumulator that may be connected thereto. " Is this so ?
Is it cheaper to charge more than one accumulator at once ?
( 1 ). This will depend upon the steam pressure and the output
you wish to get from the dynamo. Assurning it is a very small
machine say, one to give 4 volts and 1 or 2 amps. - you may

1

pole machineto give 25 volts. Would you kindly let me know the
dimensions of field -magnet frame and pole -pieces ? Likewise , size
and quantity of wire on armature and field -magnets ? I have
been looking through the last twelve months of your paper and
your small book on dynamos, but can find no answers to such
questions.
We give you a simple design for four-pole field -magnet, to be of
cast iron ; poles to be wound with No. 24 gauge s.c.c. copper wire,
about 10 ozs. per pole. Get on as much as you can in the space ;
but if you use former wound coils, and slip them on over the poles,
this will be somewhere about the weight. Try one coil first ; ali
coils to be joined in series with one another, and in shunt to the
armature Armature to be wound with No. 28 gauge s.s.c. copper
wire, two coils per slot, about 8 ozs will be required . For method
of winding, see diagram 49, page 36 of our handbook “ Small
Dynamos and Motors." Commutator must be cross connected to
opposite sections, if you use two brushes at 90 ° to each other , or
you can use four bruishes at 90 ° to each other, and cross connect
opposite brushes, instead of cross connecting the commutator.
Armature should run as close as possible to pole -pieces.

-fy
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Puery 12078
A FOUR -POLE DYNAMO FIELD -MAGNET.
succeed if you use a fairly high steam pressure and the engine is a
good one which will run at a high speed. ( 2 ) We should prefer
good gunmetal or phosphor bronze of suitable composition.
(3) You will be on safest lines if you adopt the usual
crank and connecting -rod. (4) The lamps being made to take a
certain current at 100 volts, cannot allow more than that amount
of current to pass. The resistance of the lamp is so high , in com .
parison with the resistance and back E.M.F. of a small accumu.
lator, or one of low voltage, that the addition of the accumulator in
circuit makes scarcely any difference to the total resistance, and,
therefore, almost as much current flows as before. If you add cells
until the back E.M.F. becomes of importance , then you must use
lamps of lower voltage or a large number of lamps in parallel,
because you will appreciably cut down the current per lamp. By
cutting down the current per lamp less volts are absorbed in the
filaments ; consequently more volts are left to balance the E.M.F.
of the cells. The equation is - E , the voltage absorbed by the lamp,
is equal to the current passing, multiplied by the resistance of the
filaments. Matters are somewhat complicated by the fact that the
filament resistance decreases with the temperature to which it is
heated. (5 ) See reply to Query No. 8,106 in March 5th, 1903, of
THE MODEL ENGINEER .
( 12,878 ) Four-polo Dynamo. W. G. (New Malden) writes :
I have a drum armature and commutator already on shaft ; dimen
sions as follows :-Diameter of armature, 2) ; length of arınature,
24 : 16 slots ; commutator, 16 sections. I wish to make a four

( 14,029) Armature Winding . E. E. F. (Brentford) writes
I have just wound an eight-slot drum armature in eight sections
connecting to commutator as shown in your book ," Small Dynamos
and Motors," page 34, Fig. 43. Diameter of armature is 2 ins.,
and is wound with 6 ozs. of No. 26 copper wire.. But I can only
get | volt from it. I have tested it thoroughly for " earths,
broken circuits, & c., but find it all right in every way. Can you
tell me where I have gone wrong, and what voltage I might expect
to get from it ? The armature was formerly wound in four sections
(as Fig . 42 , page 34 , of " Small Dynamos and Motors " ), and with
stouter wire(No. 22 , I think ), and generated 24 volts, but I thought
by putting finer wire on I could increase the voltage at the same
speed, as the speed cannot be increased. I want to get about
5 to 6 volts. The machine is a 30 -watt one of the " Simplex OP
type. If I wound the armature in four sections with the No. 26
wire, would that increase the voltage enough ? Could you please
tell me if a 1 h.-p. gas engine would be powerful enough to get full
output from a 30 -watt machine ? If not, what output would it
probably be ?
We expect you are trying to take too much current from the
armature ; perhaps the field winding is also of too low a resistance
You should not try to take more than it amps, from No. 26 gauge
wire . Certainly, by using finer wire you will get a higher voltage
at the same speed in proportion to the numberof turns, but owing
to the greatly increased resistance of the wire, you cannot take
much current ; as soon as you attempt to draw more current, the
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internal resistance of the armature absorbs the volts, hence the
machine fails to give any appreciable output. At 6 volts the
resistance of your field should be quite 6 ohins for use with No. 26
on the armature. It is a difficult matter to get small machines to
work at low speeds ; if this is what you are trying to do, winding
the armature in four sections will not make much, if any, difference.
The output of any given dynamo is proportional to its speed. If
you run at slower speed you must reduce the output. À $ h.-p.
gas engine should run a 30-watt dynamo easily at full output.
(13,933] Methylated Spirit for Gas Engine. A. C. B.
(Stoke Newington , N.) writes : I have a gas engine, ! | bore, 24
stroke, well-made and costing £5 ios. It has electric ignition ,
and runs all right on petrol vapour from a wick carburettor, as
described in M.E. some time ago. I wish to discard petrol, as it
is too dangerous at night with oil lamps near at hand ( there is
no gas in the workshop in garden) . Is there any way I could use
methylated spirit ? I would have no objection to using a lamp to
assist to vaporise same. I ask this as I saw in a shop in London
recently a spirit gas engine to use methylated spirit, but the
price was prohibitive. If this cannot be done, do you think the
engine would work on paraffin using the ordinary oil engine
vaporiser as supplied by one of your advertisers ?
We believemethylated spirit could be used with no extra trouble.
a slightly higher temperature to
You might find itthisrequires
can easily be found by experiment. The
vaporise it, but
same means should suffice - i.e ., the wick carburettor. To use
paraffin , another and totally different vaporiser would be necessary
We advise you to try the methylated spirit and see what results
you get . See also “Gas and Oil Engines," 7d. post free.
( 14,064) • mall Manchester Uyna no Windings, &c. F. L.
(Kirkstall) writes : I have a small dynamo which I built some time
agó (sketch not reproduced). Both the armature and fields
were wound with No. 18 ( B. and S.), but this winding being un .
suitable - resistance of fields equals 5 ohms - the fields taking too
much current- 6 or 7 amps . - I re-wound the fields with No. 21
S.W.G. to increase the resistance, which is now, approximately ,
9 ohms each. This I find is rather too high , if connected in series,
as, although the machine buildsup, only about i amp. shows on
meter, therefore not getting sufficient field strength ; so I have
coupled up in parallel, reducing the resistance to about4 or 5 ohms,
and placed a wire resistance in the field circuit (owing to small
size of wire), thus making it practically the same as it was before.
This method, I understand, is wasteful. Not possessing a low
reading voltmeter, am unable to tell exactly the voltage, but cal
culate about 30 (from amount of active wire) it reaches the voltage
for a single 33-voltlamp,but with about 4 amps. excitation current
- this pressure falls slightly with six 33 volt 8 C.-p. lamps, speed
from 2000 to 2,750 r.p.m. I ran it on trial through a water re
sistance in external circuit for about half an hour, driven by a 1 h.-p.
motor, just to get an idea of output ; fields in parallel. This is the
data roughly :
Ammeter for
Ammder in
Exciting Current.
External Circuit.
I
(with
2
load
on)
3 (steady)
I'5
2'5
5
3
7
25
97
35
8.5 .
6
4'25
II
1
Also 15 with same excitation current, when fed to a pair of carbons
and the
overloading,
for small arc lamp. Of course, this was
brushes sparked a little, but believe thiscould have been remedied
to a certain extent by adjusting them better, as shown in table.
The exciting current lowered by about i amp. in each case, when
load was put on in external circuit. Now I wish to get the voltage
as high as possible - say, 40 to 50 . Is it at all possiblein this case
to raise voltage without re-winding armature ? ( 1 ) Would it in .
crease voltage if a layer or two were taken off field -magnet to
reduce resistance, and then couple up in series ? (2) Which do you
advise - series or parallel ? (2 ) Is my calculation right with winding
field -magnets with No.21 ? Is it proportional to the armaturewind.
ing,No.19 S.W.G.? Ifnot, whichsize would have been a better one?
(3 ) What is the full output (useful) that I can reasonably expect,
volts and amps ., from the present windings ? Taking into con
sideration the dimensions of machine, is it as much as could
be got with any other winding (combination ). ( 4 ) Does it affect
the magnetisation , or cause any loss, to bolt the baseplate (cast
iron) direct to bottom yoke of Manchester type ? (5) If the two
field -magnets are in series ( No. 21), could í safely run 2 - amp.
exciting current without harmful heating ? (6) In case No. 5,
if I were able to get three or four layers of, say, No. 15 or 16's in
the place of the No. 21 Itook off, thus making it compoundwound ,
would the result be at all efficient and enough to repay the trouble,
in such a small machine ? Please tell me what you think of the
initial trial, taking into account the compactness and small size of
machine ? From descriptions of various others I have seen of
similar and much larger size , the safe output I am able to get, I
think, compares most favourably with the best of them . No
doubt this is due to a great extent to the soft and good quality of
is itnot ?
iron
( 1 ) used,
You ought not to have more than about 40 watts on the field
coils of a machine of this size -- rather less than more, unless you do
not mind low efficiency or heating. For working at 33 volts a
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field resistance of about 30 ohms would be suitable. To put
your present field coils in parallel, and then use a resistance in cir
cuit with them is distinctiy bad practice . The difficulty is prob
ably that as the machine is all wrought iron, and has a smooth
cored armature, you may not get it to excite, unless with an abnor.
mally low resistance field winding. You should certainly be able
to work with the present coils in series, if you do not care to try
finer wire. (2) No. 22 gauge is the correct wire for 33 volts ; but it
is doubtful if you are wise in trying to force so high a voltage.
(3) We should consider 10 amps. and 15 to 20 volts a very good
output at a lower speed. ( 4) It will increase the magnetic leakage,
but is quite a legitimate thing to do. (5) No. 21 gauge wire will
stand 2 amps., but if amps. is a better rate, as the greater
current is likely to cause considerable heating. (6) A compound
winding is useful, but not entirely a success as regards regulation,
in so small a machine. No. 14 gauge, one layer on each coil, and
joined in parallel, would be about right to try. An output of
il amps. at 33 volts is certainly good ; but you are running at
very high speed , and would probably find the coils get very hot
with a prolonged run . If you wish to raise voltage to 40 or 50 ,
the only course we can advise is to re -wind both field coils and
armature with finer gauge wire ; at so volts, an output of 4 amps.
would be good . If youcare to try running at very high speeds,
you may get the 40 to 50 volts with the present armature wind.
ing, but should re -wind the field coils with No. 23 gauge wire,
both coils joined in series.
(13,993] Electric Locomotive. T. H. G. (Birmingham )
writes : I think of constructing a small electric locomotive , The
height must not exceed 5 ins. The gauge of the lines is it ins.
The radius of curved rails is 2 ft. I shall require it t pull
* four or five trucks at a moderate speed . I shall also want to be able
to reverse it by altering the direction of the current in the rails .
( 1 ) Will you tell me what type of motor ( or motors) I shall need ?
( 2) Particulars of motor, including gauge and amount of wire.
( 3) Which would be the best firm to get parts ?
( 1 and 2) The actual type does not matter ; it should be series
wound and have a drum or tripolar armature if it is to be self
starting. You will find a variety of designs in our handbook No. 14 .
A 10 -watts size would do, but the smallest size of design on page31
would do well. ( 3) For parts try Messrs. Whitney, 117, City
Road, London . For particulars of methods of reversing your
switchboard , see THE MODEL ENGINEER for June 4th , 1903, and
September 17th, 1903 ; the latter giving , perhaps, the more certain
arrangement.
( 12,886) Bending Piping . E. G. ( Spennymoor) writes :
I should be very much obliged if you would let me knowof one or
two methods of bending (1) iron piping, ( 2) copper piping.
( 1 ) Iron piping is bent whilst hot by coiling it round a mandrel
or former. A lever and roller is often employed to press it into
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PIPE BENDING .
shape (see sketch ). (2) Copper piping is bent in a similar manner,
but cold . The pipe is filled with molten lead before bending to
prevent buckling, the lead being afterwards removed by heating
the pipe. The copper should be well annealed. There are special
machines made for producing copper spirals.
(13,996 ) Large Induction Coils. F. G. C. ( East London ,
Cape Colony) writes : I am intending to make an induction coil on
the principle given in your article in THE MODEL ENGINEER,
March ist, 1901 ; but I would like one to give a 12-in . or 14 -in.
spark . Could you give me an idea of the dimensions, especially
as to ( 1) secondary wire and primary wire, lengths and gauges, or
weights ; (2) amount of tinfoil and number of sheets, sizes , etc.;
and (3) could you please give me the dimensions for the parts
I would also like toknow what the voltage would be in secondary.
Could you arrange either in answer to this or in a short article to
instructions for designing coils for given spark length ? I am
very interested in your paper and have obtained many wrinkles
from it. Also could you give me dimensions as above for making
a Rankin Kennedy spark coil, as described in his . “ Electrical
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Installations, " for 14-in. spark ? I hope I am not troubling you
too much , but I cannot get the information in this country.
It is impracticable to give you directions for making such a
large induction coil as this in our Query columns. We advise you
to buy the book called “ The Construction of Large Induction
Coils," by Hare, price6s. 4d.post free. The construction ofa12 -in.
Or 14-in. spark coil is no easy matter, and you must be able to profit
by the experience of others such as is detailed in this book . Induc
tion coils are proportioned entirely by results gained by experi
ence , it is not all theory ; there are no formula to go by. The
secondary voltage is, roughly, 25,000 volts per inch of spark .
Materials for such a coil will cost about £10 ; these large coils are
now usually worked by means of mercury breaks, but the hammer
pattern is also still used .
( 12,84 ) Small Water Motor. H. G. C. ( Colyton ) writes :
Having seen in The MODEL ENGINEER of June ist, 1901, a small
water motor, which I am about to make, and being unable to grasp
the instructions, I thought perhaps you could help me. ( 1) When
you cut the round ring out of the square piece of board , do you use
the ring or the square? If so, must the two pieces at the sides be
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the same size in diameter as the ring or square, as it may be ?
( 2) How wide must the wire gauge be ? ( 3) What does the water
play upon ? I am sending you a sketch (not reproduced ) of my
own drawing - is it made like this ?
(1 ) You use the square, the wood disc is waste . The hole in the
square forms the chamber in which the water wheel works ; the
pieces of wood for the sides should be square also, but without
any disc cut out of them , as they form the sides of the chamber
( see sketch , which is a section cut through centre of casing ). ( 2 ) The
wire gauge must be of fairly fine mesh - that known as 30 mesh, or
pear it. (3) The water plays upon the gauze, which formsa rough
side to the disc, and enables the water to get a grip on it. You
must incline the nozzle so that the water will strike on the gauze
as shown in the sketch in The MODEL ENGINEER. The exact
thickness and mesh of the gauge does not matter.
( 14,012
) Accumulators
forfavours,
Motor cycle.
writes
: Thanking
you for past
I would A.
likeG.to(Thurnscoe)
ask a few
questions regarding the following. I havetwo accumulators, P.R.'s,
with themotor cycle. The dimensions of each one are 5 ins. long,
ins. wide, 2 ins. thick . I should like to charge them myself from
Leclanché wet batteries. have three such batteries lying idle,
and I think it would be more convenient, as I have to take them
a good distance to have them charged and it costs is, each . They
are termed 700 -mile accumulators. I think the batteries are what
are called quart -size, square glass. Could you please give me an
outline of the position of batteries and accumulators, also method
of wiring, also quantity of acid and water to each cell , and cost
of same, and how long the accumulator should stay on to be fully
charged , and what itshould register by the voltmeter, and how
often the batteries should be replenished, and what you consider
is the lowest an accumulator should be worked to on the motor
cycle ?
You will find this information in our sixpenny handbooks,
Nos. I and 5. A battery giving 2 } volts is required for every
accumulator cell — that is, a two -cell accumulator requires a battery
giving 5 volts to charge it, and so on. An accumulator should
never be discharged below 1'8 volts per cell. See also articles
which have appeared in The MODEL ENGINEER on Charging
Accumulators from Primary Batteries. "
(14,017) Wimshurst Machine. E. A. ( Belfast) writes : I am
constructing a Wimshurst and would be very much obliged if you
will kindly answer the following questions :-(1) Should the glass
plates be shellac varnished under the sectors ? (2) What is the
advantage of having brass balls at end of dischargers ? (3) The
glass plates ( two) are 10 ins. in diameter, with two Leyden jars
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connected . What length of a spark should I expect ? (4) Would
ordinary tin plate, such as tin canisters are made from , do for the
sectors ? (5) For the collecting combs is it necessary to have
be
as well. (6) What would
the points of iron , or would brass do had
the machine put together
the best number of sectors to use ? I
took it down again .
but could not get more than t-in . spark , so Isectors
were made of
The collectors were made of all brass, the
tinfoil (specimen enclosed ), sixteen on each plate.
(1 ) Yes, it is absolutely necessary to varnish the glass plates
with several good coats of shellac varnish all over, under the sectors
as well. ( 2) As the Wimshurst is a static machine - that is, pro
- great precautions must be taken to prevent
ducing static electricity
the charge leaking away. If the dischargers were not provided
with balls, the electricity would stream away invisibly as fast as
it was produced. Points and rough places or sharp edges must
be avoided everywhere, except the points at the collecting combs.
(3) About 3-in. spark length under good conditions ; it is very
difficult to say exactly . (4) We advise tinfoil or thin brass, though
any metal can be used. ( 5) No, the points can be of any metal
you please. (6) Not less than sixteen on each plate. Leakage is
probably going on somewhere ; try Leyden jars of smaller size.
One of the discharging knobs should be very much smaller than the
other, and to get maximum spark length the smaller knob must be
on the positive discharger. As you do not know beforehand which
will be positive, the balls should be made to take off so that you
can try thein on either rod .
( 14,011) Kapp Dynamo. C. R. (Badshot Lea ) writes :
Would you please be kind enough to answer me the following
questions ? I am making a small dynamo of the Kapp type, as
in Fig. 11, “ Small Dynamos and Motors." Are the dimensions
right as follows, for 30 watts at ro volts 3 amps. :-Field -magnet,
each side, 64 ins, high, 24 ins. wide by i in. thick ; armature, 3 ins.
diameter by 2 } ins. long ? If dimensions are not correct, could
you tell me the winding ( quantity and gauge) of a machine of that
size, also output, and could you tell me the best place to get
pedestal bearings ?
A dynamo of this size and with wrought iron field -magnet, should
give about 150 watts at, say, 2,400 revolutions per minute approxi
mately. A convenient winding would be 20 volts & amps . ; wind
armature with No. 20 gauge D.C.C. copper wire. Get on as much
as you can ; about lb.will be wanted . Wind fields with as much
No. 22 gauge s.c.c. copper wire as you can get on ; probably about
If lbs. on each pole ; connect in shunt to the brushes. With cast
iron fields the volts would be halved . For bearing pedestals, try
Messrs. Thompson & Co., Deptford Bridge, Greenwich ; or the
Electrical Sundries Manufacturing Co., 152, Grey Mare Lane,
Manchester ; both firms make Kapp type machines. Field
wire for 10 volts should be No. 21 gauge. We presume armature
is laminated cogged drum pattern , running very closely to the
pole faces. Your dimensions are altogether different to the 30-watt
scale given in our handbook .

The News of the Trade .
[ The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these revicus are
free expressions of Editorial opinion, no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted, or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.)
* Rariews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial Inspection of the goods noticed .
• Locomotive Picture Puzzle Blocks.
Amongst the many instructive toys now obtainable we do not
think that there is a better one to give a child who takes notice of
railway locomotives than the new " Locomotive Picture Puzzle," a
sample of which we have received from Messrs. W. J. Bassett-Lowke
and Co. , of Northampton. It comprises two pictures- one, a sec
tional view of a Great Central Railway “ Atlantic " tyre locomo
tive and the other a correctly coloured external view of a Great
Northern " 8 -footer "—whichare mounted on each side of the usual
irregularly -shaped wood blocks. The puzzle is accompanied by a
table giving the names of all the parts of the " Atlantic type
engine , and the whole is contained in a strong wooden box. Further
particulars may be obtained upon application .
New Catalogues and Lists .
Lassen & Hjort, 52 , Queen Victoria Street, London , E.C.- A
descriptive booklet is to hand from the above firm illustrating the
Brunn -Lowener water softener and its advantages in engineering,
and other works where water is greatly used .
Edis 'n & swan United Electric Light Co. , Ltd., Queen
Street, London, E.C. - We have received leaflets giving particulars
of the Radio - lite ” lamp, the " Clincher " plug (recommended to
wiremen , &c. ) for plugging holes in brick or stone work ; also the
Triton extension -box for connecting wires for electric lighting,
doing away with soldered joints.
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The Editor's Page .

have in the press
shilling series of Practical Manuals, entitled,
“ Model Sailing Yachts : How to Build, Rig,
and Sail Them ." So many requests for an up -to -date
and really practical treatise on this subject have
reached us during the past year or two, that
we feel sure this new work will find a large
While we have included
number of readers.
in its pages a good deal of information on
designing and building model yachts from the back
issues of this journal, this has been supplemented with
some entirely new chapters on the various types of
boats, and on the proper methods of sailing them
when finished. Altogether, this volume will be found
a complete guide to the model yachtsman, and will ,
we hope, do much to popularise and improve this
delightful pistime. The book will be on sale at all
our usual agents, or may be had, post free, from our
publishers for is . 3d .
We much appreciate the spirit in which inany of
our readers have responded to our picture post -card
offer . We have already received a large number of
cards from different parts of the United Kingdom and
the Continent, and ' now the cards from the Colonies
are beginning to arrive. In almost every case the
card bears a message of appreciation and good
wishes, which is extremely gratifying to us. We still
have a supply of London views, one of which we
shall be pleased to send to any reader of THE MODEL
ENGINEER who will send us a picture post -card of his
own district.

Answers to Correspondents.
E. M. P. (Hyderab.id ).— Thanks for your letter. We
regret we are unable to help you without knowing
name of firm referred to.
J. B. ( Bristol).— You will find full instructions on
making patterns for Aywheels in our issue for
January 2Sth , 1904.
F. P. (Leeds).- No ; a slide-rest is not absolutely
necessary for light metal turning. See our biok
“ The Begianer's Guide to the Lathe."
K. F. (Birmingham ).- A useful device for varnishing
glass plates for Wimshurst machines was described
on page 316 of our issue for April 7th , 1904.
" Novice " (Bedford ).- A single -acting steam engine
is one in which the steam is admitted to one side of
the piston only . In a double -acting engine the
steam is adınitted to both sides, alternately .
J. K. L, (Loughborough ).- For information on experi
ments with an induction coil, see article on this
subject in our issues for August 13th and 20th , 1903.
Weare pleased to hear your coil has turned out so
well .
J. S. (Bath ).— Please observe the rules of our Query
Department. We cannot reply unless these are
attended to.

C. W. (Haliſax).-The finish is obtained by enamelling
and baking.
V. A. M. B. (Camberwell). --Thank you for your letter.
We are pleased your visit proved so enjoyable .
R. C. ( London , S.W . ).— All letters must bear letter
rate postage ; the fact of a letter being leſt unsealed
does not enable it to be sent for a halipenny.
G. C. N. (Woodford ). — The subject has been dealt
with very fully, and for the present we do not see
our way clear to insert your letter.
T. R. G. (Liscard ).— Unless your idea is to simply
build the locomotive for the pleasure derived from
the work, we would advise you to either go in for a
* -in. scale model, or for one built to a gauge of
about 6 ins. ( If in. scale), behind which you will be
able to ride comiortably . An inch scale model is
too big to let run unattended or ungoverned .
A. C. ( New Cross, S.E . ).— We have no letter of yours
in hand.
C. J. P. (West Kirby ).— We have no query of yours in
hand .

Notices .
The Editor iavites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection Readers desiring to see the Éditor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journalwill be sent post free to any address for 133. per
annum
Order. , payable in advance . Remittances should be made by Postal
Advertisement rates may be bad on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How to ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to beaddresses
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26-29, Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to The ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi.
neer ," 26-29, Poppin's Court, fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Mar hall & Co., 26—24.
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to wbom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.
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Hot - air Engine .

By C. H. LAND .

FIG, I -MR . C. H. LAND'S HOT- AIR ENGINE .

' HIS engine is an adaptation of the one described
TH in No. 9 , MODEL ENGINEER Handbooks ,
Simple Mechanical Working Models : How
Made and Used ,” and was made up from 1-16th in .
sheet brass and f-in , rod material, no castings being
used . The standards , if ins . from bedplate to
centre of crankshaft , were cut from 4- in , sheet
aluminium , as also the bedplate, 7 } ins . by 5 * ins .
The flywheel of iron , 4, ins . diameter by 7-16ths in .
full on face, weighs 1 lb. 38 ozs . , and is really too
heavy, retarding the speed .
The power cylinder, 24 ins . long by 1 in . bore
and 1 -in . stroke, made from an old cycle tyre pump
tube, is much too thin , having caused , in fitting
piston , a lot of trouble, owing to its tendency to
spring out of shape. The piston of bucket pattern
is i in. long. The displacer cylinder, made out of
a stout piece of brass tube, originally a spirit blow
pipe , 4 ins. long by it-in. bore, a circle of sheet

brass at the bottom , and a rim of the same material
at the top , being brazed on , as also a large circular
piece to the bottom of tube for power cylinder.
The displacer, made from a thin piece of steel cycle
tube , 2 } ins. long by i in . outside, with circles of
brass brazed on top and bottom ; the displacer rod ,
a very stout knitting -needle, running the length of
displacer, and right through the centre of brass
ends , being also brazed in . The support for the
cylinders was cut out of 1-16th -in , sheet aluminium
bent L shape , and bolted to bedplate. The bottom
of power cylinder , and the flange and cover of dis
placer cylinder being at the back of this support ,
an oval hole the shape and size of top of stuffing
box , and a circular hole for the power cylinder,
was cut out for these to pass through . This sup
port serves to bind the cover of displacer cylinder
to the flange, small bolts passing through the
aluminium cover and flange, thick brown paper
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out thin ) will go . The flywheel being obtained
washers being used as packing between flange and
ready to key on , very little turning was necessary .
cover. The stuffing-box turned from t-in. rod ,
The cover, bottoms, and other circles of brass
with small oval pieces of sheet brass for bolts to
were struck out with compasses ,cut out with shears,
pass through, brazed on . The cover , a circle of
and trued up with the file. The flange of displacer
sheet brass with a hole drilled through the centre ,
and the stuffing -box , shouldered
down , riveted in and sweated
with soft solder. A 2 } in . length
of 5 in . (outside) brass tube,
brazed into the side of dis
placer cylinder , leads and is soft
soldered into the end of the power
cylinder, a very short piece of
tube being mitred and brazed on
at right angles for this purpose.
The connecting-rods and crank
shaft, 2 } ins . long, turned from
in . brass rod . Power cylinder
connecting -rod being 3 ins. long
from centre of piston pin to
crank- pin centre. Displacer con :
necting -rod, 2 ins. from centre
of crosshead to crank pin . The
cranks , t - in . throw , being built
up of four pieces of sheet brass ,
soft soldered , and then riveted
together. Two small squares of
brass drilled to fit the crank
Fig . 2.-ANOTHER VIEW OF HOT- AIR ENGINE .
ends of connecting-rods brazed
on , afterwards split and drilled
for the crank pins.
cylinder taking the most making , as the inner
The flywheel is keyed on, the cranks being
circle had to be cut out and filed a tight fit on to
drilled down into and through the crankshaft , and
the end of brass tube before being brazed .
The
secured with steel pins . The standards are bolted
heat for driving is derived from a small Bunsen

Power cylinder

Bottom of power cylinder

Brass Tube
Piston
00

|

Qlo
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Displacer
Displocer cylinder

76 "
Fig . 3.— PLAN OF SMALL HORIZONTAL HOT- AIR ENGINE.
to the bed plate, if ins . apart . An old cocoa tin
soft soldered on to the displacer cylinder acts as
a water jacket . For brazing , silver was used in
place of soft brass wire or spelter, as being easier
to manipulate . With tight fitting joints , it is
astonishing how far a sixpenny piece (hammered

(Half full size. )

burner , made from a short length of f -in . brass
tube , laid in a horizontal position , and half- a - dozen
slots across and nearly through the tube, cut with
a hacksaw , at the opposite end to the gas and air
inlet. The end of tube being plugged , a nice long
flame is procured .

June 1 , 190 ;.
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For the Bookshelf .
Any book review :d under this herding may be ostrined from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London,
the cost of postage .) E.C., by remitting th: published price and
MACHINE TOOLS AND WORKSHOP Practice . By
ALFRED PARR . London : Longmans, Green
and Co. Price ios. 6d . Postage 4d.
Recent years have seen such vast changes in the
methods and equipment of engineering workshops
that text-bɔoks on this subject become out of date
much more quickly than was formerly the case . In
the volume before us we have an excellent survey
of machine shop practice as it exists to -day, and a
comparison of its pages with bɔoks of similar scope
issued but a few years back illustrates , in a striking
fashion , the remarkable advances in the design
and uses of machine tools which have been made.
The subjects dealt with by the author include
measurement , marking out, materials , drills and
drilling machinery, treadle , power , and turret
lathes , lathe appliances, bɔring machines, grinding
wheels and machines , sawing, planing, shaping ,
and slotting machines, milling machines, gearing
and gear cutters , fitting and erecting , forge shop
tools and processes , hydraulic machine tools ,
transmission of power , and methods of working.
From this it will be seen that the ground indicated
by the title of the bɔɔk is very thoroughly covered ,
and as the volume covers some 432 pages , the
author has been enablel to treat the various
A
se : tions of his subject in considerable detail .
strong feature of the book is the large number of
A
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to a particular subject , instead of having, as at
present , to dodge abɔut from one part of the book
to another . Subject to this comment , we can very
cordially commend Mr. Parr's book as an admir
able treatise for the student who wishes to get a
good general grasp of the methods and machinery
of a modern workshop . It should receive a hearty
welcome in every technical school where engineering
We may perhaps call attention to a
is taught .
little slip on page 106, where the wording in
Fig. 114, indicating the fixed bush in the two sec
tions of the lathe headstock , is wrongly placed in
each case .

Workshop

Notes

and Netions .

( Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired, accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the envelope .]
A Parting - Tool for Small Work in the Lathe.
By A. PERCY HANN .
Having had occasion to part two small brass nuts
in the lathe a short time ago, I made a tool as fol
lows : A broken hacksaw blade was softened , and the
end filed up to form a cutting point , as at A ; it was
then made red -hot and quenched . The surface of
the blade around 'A being cleaned with a piece of
emery paper, a Biinsen flame was applied at B ;
immediately a light straw colour reached A, the
blade wis again quenched in cold water.
This tool will cut between very close surfaces, and
is thus very useful for small work . As my lathe has

Fig . 1.-- THE PARTING TOOL .

B
Work

Clampy

Parting tool

JY

FIG . 2.
USING THE
TOOL BY
HAND .

FIG. 3. —USING THE TOOL IN A SLIDE - REST.
A PARTING -TOOL FOR SMALL WORK IN THE LATHE.

illustrations, many of them being photographs and
drawings of typical examples of modern machine
tools . Mr. Parr states in his preface that the sub
jects have been taken up in the order found by
experience to be the most suitable for the beginner
to grasp . We do not , however, quite follow him
in the reasoning which prompts him to introduce
the complicated automatic turret lathe to the
beginner before the simple foot lathe ; or to explain
the mechanism of the screw -cutting lathe and the
method of cutting screws in one part of the book,
and to defer the illustrations of screw-cutting
tools, gauges, and tool-holders till 100 pages later
on, the intervening matter being on totally different
subjects. Although the author has doubtless
done this after due deliberation , we, for our own
part, are inclined to think that the book would
be materially improved by a rearrangement of
some of the matter, so that the student might find
in any one section all the information pertaining

no slide rest , I ased the parting - tool on a T-rest
by hand . The blade was held close up to the point
in one hand, and steadied by the other ( Fig. 2 ) .
For use in the slide-rest , I suggest that the blade
be clamped between two rectangular pieces of iron
or steel , and held in the holder as usual (Fig . 3 ) .
The two clamping pieces X and Y should be
slipped up the bla le as near to the point as work
will allow , and thus support the blade under the
reaction of the cut .
An Inexpensive Grinding Arrangement and
Soldering Bench.
By G. DE S. DUDLEY.
The photograph and sketch ( Figs. I and 2) show
a method which I have adopted of mounting an
emery wheel and small grindstone. The whole
arrangement cost me less than 4s. The spindle is
10 ins. long , of k- in . round iron , turned down to
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in . for bearings ( which I had cast in gunmetal ) ,
and at either end to suit the holes in the emery
wheel and grindstone. The extreme ends were
tapped to take hexagonal nuts . A wooden washer
was placed on either side of each grinding wheel ,
and the nut screwed home. The pulley was turned
out of wood and fixed by an ordinary wood screw,
with the point filed down. The bearings were
screwed to a block of wood to give room for the
grindstone to swing , and this block again screwed
to a piece of -in . board , which was fixed at one end
ot the top of my metal work bench A.
Underneath this attachment I fixed a piece of
5 - in . by 4- in . deal as an extra support, and to take
the driving gear. This latter consists of an old
back wheel of a bicycle given me by a bicycle
I mounted this as follows: I got the
maker.

FIG . 1.- AN INEXPENSIVE GRIND
STONE
spindle as far as possible through the hub of the
wheel towards the side away from the toothed
wheel for the chain , allowing for the nut on the
toothed wheel side of course . I then got a piece
of f - in . by 2 - in . iron , 10 ins . long, and drilled a hole
in the centre for the spindle of the wheel , and one
at either end , countersunk for wood screws . I put
the spindle through its hole, and locked it there
with two nuts . Having sunk a recess for these
nuts , I screwed the plate and wheel to the 5 -in . by
4-in . upright support to the table , having pre
viously arranged that the pulley and wheel should
be in same vertical line .
To drive the wheel, I turned up a 5 -in . block of
pine, and recessed it on one side to take the toothed
wheel on the bicycle wheel, cutting notches for the
teeth . I then sawed this block in half, placed the

ician

and Electr

.
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halves in position , and fixed it by bringing the
halves together with two large wood screws. A
small coach screw in the block acts as a crank pin ,
and pedal hinged at one end to a block on the floor,
and connected to the crank pin by a piece of
3-16ths in . iron wire , actuates the wheel .
I use
a belt of 3-16ths- in . round leather, and can grind
any lathe tool in a few minutes .
The grindstone I do not use mucb , except for
wood tools; but it acts as a flywheel when using
the emery wheel. The tool rest shown in photo
graph is simply a piece of wood supported at the
requisite height by an iron angle bracket.
The photograph (Fig. 3 ) shows my soldering
Two
bench , which is covered with lead sheet .
blowpipes are shown -one for brazing, which has a
heavy lead stand, and the other for light work .

FIG . 3. - ARRANGEMENT OF A SOLDERING
BENCH .
Both are made out of gas fittings and piping of sorts
The blower is also of my own make, and is of the
ordinary laboratory pattern. On the right of the
bench is an oven lined with asbestos sheet for
heating my soldering iron .
TIGHTENING DRIVING BELTS . — Instead of tight
ening a belt by cutting out a piece , certain up- to
date shops now apply a belt which is originally
i ft . or 15 ins. too short , and insert in the gap a
short section of the same width . In the toolroom
are kept a variety of lengths of each width of belt
used in the shop, and when a belt becomes slack a
shorter fill- in piece is substituted , this being re
peated as often as may be necessary . The removed
sections may be used in other belts.

-

-

-
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Experiments with
Waves .

Electric

By C. J. Watson .
(Continued from page 466.)
HE experiments in the preceding articles have
TH all been taken from Righi's book, which con
tains many more of more strictly scientific
interest ; the next one is by Garbasso , also an
Italian . It demonstrates that a bɔdy absorbs the
same kind of electric waves as it would itselt give
out when properly excited .
Experiment 24.-Construct a screen of a sheet of
cardboard , placing on it , in regular rows , a number

服
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same size as the strips , but not one of different
dimensions.
The following experiments have been taken from
various sources. They relate to waves of greater
lengths than those employed in the preceding ones ,
and are , therefore , not easily exhibited in the form
of a beam . They can all be performed with suitable
Leyden jars , but I have found most of them to work
more easily with a special form of condenser
adapted from Lecher's arrangement :
Mount two sheets of plate glass 48 cm . square in
wooden frames, so that they can be placed ver
tically. The thinnest plate should be obtained ,
and there is no necessity to have it with a truly
plane surface . On both sides of each of the plates
paste squares of stout tinfoil 40 cm . square , or very
thin sheet zinc of the same size . If zinc be used ,
some wires can be previously soldered to their
centres for connections ; or , in the case of the tin
foil coatings, a small piece of sheet metal , with
wires soldered to them , can be fastened against the
foil by pieces of strong paper covered with secco
tine . It is essential in all experiments with oscil
litory electric discharges, that good metallic con
nections should everywhere be made . If Leyden
jars be used , they should not be closed at the mouth ,
but the centre rods fixed in position by means of a
crossbar and springs , as shown in Fig . 15. A thin
copper band should also be fastened round the
outside, to which connections can be made . Re
turning to the plate condensers , place them side by
side , and attach on the one side of them two brass
rods about 67 cm . long and 5 mm . in diameter,
whose other ends are to be connected to the
secondary terminals of the induction coil, giving a

10
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Fig . 2. - ARRANGEMENT OF GRINDSTONE .

of tinfoil strips 5 by 0.2 cm . The strips are to be
2.5 cm . apart sideways, whilst the rows are separated
by i cm. (that is, the distance between the ends of
one strip and of the strip of the next row ). Take
now a resonator 5 cm . in length , and place it at such
a distance from the oscillator that it just sparks.
On interposing our screen the action stops , because
the little strips of foil have taken up the precise
wave which would excite the resonator. If, how
ever , a 12 cm. resonator be used , it will be found
that the waves proper to it will readily pass through
the screen . Another such screen as this may be
bent so as to form a concave mirror , and will be
found to excite at the focus a resonator having the

FIG . 15 .
2 -in . spark. If necessary, the rods may be sup
ported on insulating pillars . Across these rods is
placed the spark -gap , so that it can be slid along
them, and thus vary the discharging circuit of the
condenser . The spark-gap is formed between two
rods terminated by t - in . balls, placed inside a
piece of glass tube about 3 cm. diameter and 10 cm.
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in length, filled two -thirds with heavy mineral oil.
It is best to have the gap nearer to one end of the
tube, and towards the other to have a hole on the
top side to let out the gas generated by the passage
of the spark. The rods can be made to slide
through corks closing the ends of the tube, and it
will be found that the presence of the oil will reduce
the striking distance of the spark to about i mm .
The whole arrangement is shown diagrammatically
in Fig . 16. When the coil is in action the plates
A and B become charged , and discharge across the
spark -gap, the period of oscillation varying with
the distance A GB . The plates C and D , if not
shortly connected , do not materially increase the
capacity of the plates A and B, which latter, there
fore, act as a single condenser, with a period very
little affected by any circuits attached to the two
other plates .
Experiment 25. —Mount on a light wooden frame
a square of No. 12 copper wire of 70 cm . side . In
the middle of one side leave a gap in the wire , and
terminate its ends with pieces of springy brass, so
that there can be placed at will under these one of
the Righi's resonators of tinfoil or silvered glass.
If the latter be used , it will be necessary to remove

Alle
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Fig . 16 .
the paint from the silver , where the springs make
contact. Of course, the tinfoil gap should be used
where bright sparks are expected, and the silvered
glass ones where sensitiveness is required . Now
connect one of the plates C or D by means of a piece
of Alexible wire to the middle of the side of the square
opposite to its spark- gap , and set the coil in action.
No spark should be seen at the resonator ; but if
the connecting wire be moved a short distance on
either side of the centre of the side of the square,
a spark will be produced at each discharge of the
condenser. With a sensitive spark-gap a displace
ment of 1 cm . should be sufficient. This is ex
plained by the fact that if the divided impulse has
to travel different distances to the two sides of the
spark -gap, there will be a diffe nce of potential
across it .
Experiment 26. -Construct the square used in the
last experiment so that the one half is of No. 12
copper wire , whilst the other half is of fine German
silver, the junction being where the connecting
wire brings the electric impulse. It will be found
that the result is still the same as in the last ex
periment, thus demonstrating that in these rapid
oscillations ordinary ohmic resistance is practically
of no account .
Experiment 27. -Take such a rectangle as that
used in Experiment 25 , but of smaller dimensions—
say 30 cm . by 15 cm .-- so that the spark-gap is in
the middle of the longer side . Whilst the connecting
wire is placel symmetrically, immerse one of the
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shorter sides in petroleum , when the resonator will
immediately spark. By displacing the connecting
wire towards the immersed part the sparking may
be stopped, and by measuring the excess of
wire in the air on the one side of the connec
tion, and comparing this with the length immersed
in the petroleum, the relative velocities of the
electric wave in these two media can be obtained ,
and hence the index of refraction of the petroleum .
By covering part of the wire with a piece of india
rubber tubing, that part may be immersed in water,
when a still more powerful action will be noticed.
Experiment 28. —This , the old experiment of the
inductive action of a flat spiral upon another one , is
well worth repeating in the light of our more recent
knowledge. Obtain two circular pieces of board
30 cm . in diameter and 2.5 cm . thick. If no means
of making a spiral groove be at hand , turn a number
of circular ones at intervals of i cm . An oblique
cut from each circle to the next will enable a wire
to be laid continuously from the centre to the cir
cumference, and the grooves can then be filled up
with wax . The terminals of the wires are to be
taken to the backs of the discs — in the one case for
connection to the plates C and D , and in the other
to be fitted with a Righi spark -gap. On now
placing the two discs opposite each other at dis
tances up to a foot , the inductive action will cause
sparks to appear at the gap , and the result of
interposing glass or metal can easily be seen . Also ,
by placing the two discs at right angles to each
other, the reflecting power of a metallic sheet can
be very simply shown.
Experiment 29. - Wind a single layer of No. 32
silk -covered copper wire on 15 cm . of glass tube
1 cm . diameter, connect the ends to the plates C
and D , and also arrange an adjustable spark-gap
in parallel to the tube. It will be found that the
oscillatory discharges from the plates will jump
over a space of 1 or 2 cm . , rather than pass through
the coil . If, however , a rod of metal be placed in
side the glass tube, the possible length of the spark
will be diminished, since the currents induced in
the rod lessens the inductance of the coil.
Experiment 30. —Make a hot wire current measurer
by stretching a very fine iron or German silver
wire in a T - tube , the wire passing through air
tight plugs . The other limb of the tube is to be
connected to a piece of thermometer tubing with a
bore of about i mm . , and its end made to dip into
some coloured liquid . ' Now, on attaching the ends
of the wire to the plates C and D , with the spark
gap G so wide that no spark passes there, little
heating of the wire in the meter will be found to
take place , although a considerable amount of
induced electricity must pass through it. If , on
the contrary, a discharge takes place at G , a con
siderable depression of the column of coloured
liquid will be seen .
Experiment 31. – Attach to the plates C and D
two gutta-percha covered wires ; make bare only
I mm . of the copper at each end , and immerse these
ends in water almost touching. When the con
denser discharges, a vivid spark will take place in
the water with a loud crackling sound, and with a
force that will sometimes break the glass vessel
in which the experiment is conducted . This is
the so-called B spark of Sir Oliver Lodge, and which
he has patented for ignition purposes in petrol
engines .
( To be continued .)
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Practice .

By Chas, S. LAKE .
( Continued from page 416. )
TANK LOCOMOTIVES ON British RAILWAYS .
PROMINENT feature of railway operation in
locomotive is , of course, pre-eminently suited .
Other wheel arrangements which are commonly
A
double -ender
resorted to are the 2–4–2 or
which
a
use
”
locomotives,
tank
"
of
made
type, and the 0-6-2 type ; whilst more latterly
is not by any means confined to any one class of
2–6—2 and other arrangements have been coming
traffic, although , of course , it does not include the
into vogue.
heaviest grades of work in each class , for which
Before passing on to a description of repre
heavy engines fitted with tenders are naturally
sentative examples of the various types , however,
more suitable. It is, however , a fact , that tank
it may be well to briefly consider what the principal
engines are alike employed for working express
advantages of the tank locomotives are . These may
passenger and heavy goods traffic, whilst between
these two extremes there exists a wide field of
be classified as follows :
usefulness to which such engines are put , and in
( 1 ) General adaptability to varying circum
stances .
connection with which they find their most natural
( 2 ) Ease of handling at terminal stations.
and proper sphere of action .
( 3 ) Ability to run in either direction with
So many people, and among them many whose
equal facility.
interest in railways is something more than a super
( 4 ) Reduced total weight .
ficial one, are inclined to look upon any locomotive
The whole machine is carried upon one set of
which is not provided with a tender as only suitable
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Fig . 17.-LATEST CLASS OF 0–4–4 TYPE TANK LOCOMOTIVE , S.E. & C. RAILWAY .
forwork of quite a secondary character ; but if they
would devote a little time to the task of observing
the class of work performed by tank locomotives
on the majority of our railways, it is more than
probable that they would be astonished , not only
at the variety of service to which such engines are
put , but also at the remarkably efficient manner in
which they discharge the duties imposed upon them .
To cope with the different kinds of traffic, and in
order that the engines may be better fitted for the
particular needs and conditions of the service upon
which they are to be employed , they are divided
into many different types, some of which are en
tirely unknown among the ranks of locomotives
with tenders . The most popular of all is the
0—4—4 type - i.e., four-wheels coupled leading ,
with a bogie truck under the cab . This type is a
very convenient one for all but the heaviest and
fastest passenger work , and is perhaps the best
for all -round suburban traffic, for which the " tank "

framing, and a sufficiently powerful engine is
obtained in a compact and handy form. The
majority of railways possess a number of tank
locomotives of the o - 4-4 type, this being, as
before said , a popular wheel arrangement for the
class of engine under notice. The four-coupled
wheels being ahead of the firebox, and the truck
wheels behind it , freedom in designing the firebox
is assured , whilst a short rigid wheelbase is easily
secured , following, indeed , as a matter of course .
The most recent example of the 0-4-4 type of
locomotive to be placed in service on a British rail
way is that illustrated in Fig . 17 , which shows one of
the engines recently built at the Ashford Works
of the South - Eastern and Chatham Railway, from
the designs of Mr. H. S. Wainwright, Locomotive
Engineer, through whose kindness the writer is
enabled to illustrate the design . The engines of
this class are similar in many respects to those
previously at work on the same railway, but they
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have larger cylinders, a greater amount of boiler
power, and they carry a higher steam pressure .
The design is thoroughly typical of modern prac
tice, and the appearance ofthe engines is a neat
and symmetrical one . The cylinders are inside
the frames , with the steam chests between them .
Slide-valves of the ordinary D pattern are used , and
these are actuated by Stephenson link motion .
Steam reversing gear is fitted , and a spark -arresting
device, on Stone's system , is located in the smoke
box . The engines are engaged on the heavy
suburban traffic of the South -Eastern and Chatham
Railway , principally in the London district ; but
they also work on other sections of the line . Their
principal dimensions are as follows : -Cylinders, 18 ins . diameter by 24 ins . stroke.
Coupled wheels, 5 ft . 6 ins . diameter.
Total heating surface, 1072-3 sq . ft .
Grate area, 16.25 sq. ft .
Working steam pressure, 170 lbs .
Total weight in working order , 53 tons .
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engines at Stratford Works. The design is ident
ical, so far as appearance goes, with engines already
in service on the Great Eastern Railway, but in a
few particulars the size of the dimensions has been
reduced to meet conditions of local traffic and to
render the engines suitable for working in certain
districts where the circumstances are such as to need
locomotives of more moderate size and power than
on the main line , and at more congested centres.
The design is illustrated in Fig. 18. The cylinders are
inside, and drive the first coupled axle. The steam
chests are placed below the cylinders in this case,
and single slide bars are used, as in all Great Eastern
locomotives ; the valve gear is Stephenson's. A
commodious cab is provided , and all the details of
the design are of a simple and straightforward
character. The first engines of this class have
been put to work in the Lowestoft and Yarmouth
districts, where the company have a rather con
siderable local traffic, especially during the summer
months . The cylinders are 171 ins . diameter by
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Fig. 18. —TANK LOCOMOTIVE ( 2—4—2 TYPE ) OF THE SMALLER Class :
Another popular wheel arrangement for tank
locomotives is the 2-4-2 or
double-ender "
type , especially in cases where the engines may
have to work trains booked to run at higher average
speeds than usual.
The leading and trailing
wheels are of small diameter, and are usually
arranged for flexibility of movement when rounding
curves, so that no matter in which direction the
engine may be travelling , equally flexible action is
assured , as under no circumstances does a rigid
axle lead. The coupled wheels are well situated
for the distribution of weight upon them , and the
wheel arrangement may be described generally as
a convenient one for engines of rather larger size
than usual. On the Great Eastern Railway the
type has long been a favourite , but on other rail
ways—notably the L. & N.W., L. & Y. , North
Eastern , and Great Central —it has been largely
used ; whilst the Great Western is now largely
introducing it . Quite recently
James Holden ,
Locomotive Engineer of the first- named line, has
built a further number of 2—4—2 type tank

GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY .

24 ins. stroke ; coupled wheels , 5 ft . 4 ins. diameter ;
total heating surface , 1133.2 sq. ft .; grate area,
15.3 sq . ft . ; working steam pressure , 160 lbs. per
sq . in .; total weight loaded , 51 tonsj 10 cwts .
3 qrs .
Some engineers prefer to carry the leading end
of the locomotive upon a four-wheeled truck , and
this arrangement provides an unusually handsome
engine. On the Great Central Railway locomotives
of this type, designed by Mr J. G. Robinson ,
Chief Mechanical Engineer, are in use , and one of
their number is illustrated in Fig. 19. Inside
cylinders, with slide -valves working above them ,
are used , in conjunction with Stephenson motion .
The boiler has a Belpaire firebox , and a large steam
dome is provided . The cylinders are 18 ins. by 26 ins . ,
coupled wheels, 5 ft . 7 ins. diameter. Total heat
ing surface, 1,143 sq . ft . ; working steam pressure ,
170 lbs. ; total weight , 62 tons 17 cwts . At a later
are to be used in the London dis
date these
trict .
( To be continued. )
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Notes on the Design of
Steam Turbines .
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By H. H. HARRISON
INCE the publication of the handbook on the
SINabove, several readers have addressed queries
to the Editor on various points. The typical
query is as follows :
( 1 ) Size of wheel ? ( 2 ) Size of nozzle ? ( 3 ) Num
ber of vanes ? (4) Steam pressure ? ( 5 ) What
h.-p. will it develop ?
The whole of these questions can be answered by
reference to the various tables given in “ Model
Steam Turbines " ; but readers do not seem to be
able to combine the information given when they
wish to design a turbine.
Let us suppose that it is required to design a steam
turbine of 1 h.-p. ; the first thing we have to decide
on is the steam pressure to be adopted. Obviously,
the higher this is the better, because then the ex
pansion ratio increases with the initial pressure of
the steam , and the work done per pound of steam
increases also ; this is easily seen by reference to
Table I , page 22 , of handbook . At gauge pressure
15 lbs . per sq. in., the terminal velocity of the steam
when leaving the nozzle is 1,600 ft . per second ;
and at 80 lbs ., 2,720 ft . per second . The kinetic
energy of the jet ( Equation 10 , page 11 ) is 40,000
and 115,000 ft. lbs. per second per pound of steam
respectively ; that is to say , the energy available
in the case of the high-pressure is nearly three times
that of the low -pressure steam.
We will take 80 lbs . as the pressure, and the next
question is the weight of steam required to give
b.h.-p. Taking the efficiency of the turbine at
40 per cent . (see page 41 ), the i.h.-p. becomes
100
it.
40
it h.-p. = 1.25 X 33,000 = 41,250 ft . lbs. per
minute ; or 704 (nearly) per second.
Calling the weight of steam required per second
W, then
W X 2720 X 2720
= 704
2 X 32.2
and
I
704 X 2 X 32 : 2
W
or • 006 lb. per sec .
2720 X 2720
170
From Table II ( page 26 ), 1.09 lbs . of steam are
passed per second per sq . in. of nozzle area ; so that
the area for the nozzle in question will be
·006 : 1.09 :: 4 : 1
· 006
or
= 0.0055 sq . in .
1.09
The final area of the expanding nozzle will be
( Table II ) 1.53 times this = .0055 X 1.53 = .0085
sq . in .
The diameters calculated as per page 28 are :
Throat , 0.084 in .; final, 0.104 in. The length of
the nozzle is determined by the method on page 29 .
Diameter of Wheel.-Constructing the diagram of
velocities as on page 32 , we find velocity O X
= 2556. The peripheral velocity of the wheel
uld , therefore, be 2556 = 1 • 278 , .or (say ) 1,280
2
ft . per second . Let R be the radius of the wheel ,
in feet taken through the middle of the vanes (see
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page 33 ), N the number of revolutions per second ;
then
2 mRN = 1280 ft. and
1280 and N = 1 280
R =
21R
2 TN
making R = } ft . , or 6 ins. , N = 408 revolutions
24,480 revolutions per minute .
per second nearly
The actual value to give to R depends upon the
reduction gearing ; that is to say, the ratio of re
duction employed . The wheel should be built up
of sheet steel , and of the form shown in Figs . 22 ,
23, and 24.
The spacing of the vanes should be such that the
distance of two consecutive vanes from each other
is equal to the cross section of the jet . This is
cylindrical, but reference to Fig . 14 shows that the
tapering cylinder is cut obliquely , and the jet is
therefore elliptical in cross section . If the nozzle
is designed and set down on paper , the spacing of
the vanes , and therefore their number, can be
readily obtained .
With regard to turbines, such as the one just
designed , which can hardly be termed “ models,"
it seems necessary to add a note of warning . The
wheels require to be most carefully balanced, and
the material of wbich they are made to be of the best
and most uniform quality possible. It is doubtful
whether the amateur can command the high
quality of material , or secure the necessary refine
ment of balance ; and failing these , the wheels are
very likely to burst . If turbines of such size are
made at all , the wheels should be built of thin sheet
steel, so that if they do go, there is not likely to be
a serious wreckage of the domestic mansion .
Small steam turbines are quite unsuitable for
lathe driving on account of their low torque or
twisting moment .
For model ship work , the best advice that can
be given is to put in as big a boiler as possible ,
design the turbine to suit the boiler, and keep the
pitch of the propeller down .
It is hoped that definite figures as to the applica
tion of model steam turbines to boat work will
shortly be available for publication .
THE BIG WHEEL AT St. Louis . -When the
World's Fair has been stripped of everything
serviceable, it is the intention to complete the
work of clearing the ground by planting a mine
under the Ferris wheel, which equals in size the
great wheel at Earl's Court, London. The engi
neers state that the wheel , after the explosion , may
possibly roll a few yards , but that , on account of
its immense weight , it will soon crash into a heap .
ALUMINIUM . — The power which aluminium has
for absorbing mercury vapour has been investigated
by M. Tarugi. This is manifest even when the
vapour is largely diluted with air , and at the tem
perature of the surrounding atmosphere. This
property constitutes a very delicate method of
analysing the presence of mercury, and furnishes
a means of prevention against poisoning by its
vapours . A respirator has been constructed in
which the air, before entering the lungs , has to pass
through a mass of finely pulverised aluminium ,
and in this way all traces of mercury are absorbed
so completely that breathing can be carried on even
in the dense vapours produced by the burning of
chloride of mercury .
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Model Oscillating Engines .
By H. MUNCASTER.
(Continued from page 393. )
'HE engines shown in elevation in Fig. 27 are
TH arranged from a pair of cylinders , as illus
trated on page 250 , full details of which are
there given . These are arranged to work on cranks
at 30 ° apart, the complement of the angle of 60 °,
which is the angular distance apart of the centre
line of the engines ; this will make the result the
same as if the cylinders were 90 ° apart , so that there
is no dead centre.
The details of the crank and pins are given in
plan ; also details of the castings, forming the base
of the engine , and those which have to carry the
shafting. As will be seen , there are two diagonal
stays, which should be of steel. These stays ,
3-16ths in . in diameter, are screwed into holes ,
tapped into the upper casting, as is the vertical
stay in the centre . A collar is shown on each of
the stays , but it may be found convenient to put
a nut in place of the collar, as it will be a more
simple, although not such an effective method to
use planished steel rods, and save the trouble of
turning. In either case, it will be necessary to use
a nut at the bottom end , which will be required to
run up the rod some distance before the top end
can be screwed home. In the case of the hori.
zontal cross ties, it is decidedly better to turn these
with solid collars on , and have them a good fit in
the holes, so as to prevent any “ wind ” in the
frame when bolted up.
In the upper casting the bosses for the bolt holes
and the facings for the flanges of the shaft bearing
steps, may be trued up with a file. After the sides
are thus faced the casting may be set , and the holes
drilled to be perpendicular to the facings.
The castings are of a very simple nature , and
being comparatively light , may be cast in brass or
iron as preferred.
The cylinder will be of brass, i in . diameter for
it- in . stroke ; the slide-valve may have a little
lap given in this case , as the motion of the valve
is not due to the oscillating of the cylinder , as in
the former example. The gear for operating the
valves is shown, excepting the eccentric and rod ,
which are omitted from the view to enable the
details of the main bearings to be shown .
The separate gears for each cylinder are intended
to be on opposite sides of the engine, each cylinder
having the gear on the side more immediately
under the bearing , so as to be near the eccentric
rod . For work in a model steamer the moveable
eccentric illustrated in the previous example seems
the most suitable gear . In case such a model were
intended for other purposes, especially where the
whole would be visible , a link motion reversing
gear would look well.
The details of the drag link are not shown in
the sketch ; all that is required to keep the
link in place is a small screw running into the
groove of each crank pin . If the crankshafts are
approximately in line , there will be so little wear on
this that no adjustment is provided for.
In coupling up the cranks, care must be taken
to get the cranks in the proper relative positions ,
otherwise the one cylinder will have an angular
advance of 30° only over the other, instead of 90 °,
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as intended , an event that has occurred in actual
practice , happily without serious inconveni
ence .
On account of the position of the steam chest ,
the cylinders will be more nearly balanced than
would be the case were the cylinders vertical.
An effective variation might be had by making
the engine compound , by altering the diameter of
one cylinder, say, to id ins., and passing the ex
haust steam from the smaller cylinder to the steam
in trunnion of the larger cylinder.
No practical advantage would be gained, how
ever, by thus compounding an engine of these
small dimensions, rather the reverse would happen
as far as regards the steady working and steam
consumption. This is a matter that is not generally
understood by amateurs, who are inclined to expect
great things in the way of steam saving by com
pounding. The fact is that in small engines run
ning at a rapid rate, the most useful ratio of expan
sion at moderate pressures can be obtained by the
use of one cylinder only. This applies more
especially to non-condensing engines, where the
utility of compounding is quite an open question ,
even in cases where the conditions are quite
favourable. After years of experimenting on com
pound locomotives, the return to the simple type
by some of our leading railway experts is, to say
the least, suggestive of failure. These remarks are
not intended to discourage those who care to
experiment in that direction, but rather to save
from disappointment those who anticipate any
marked advantage from compounding. There are,
nevertheless, many most interesting lessons to be
learnt from the expansion of steam in one or several
cylinders, and those who have the opportunity
may be usefully employed in providing data from
steam engines of all sizes and under all con
ditions, with a view of assisting in the solution of
some of the most important and perplexing ques
tions on steam engine economy.
We are told that the steam engine , as a prime
mover, is doomed , especially the reciprocating
engine, which is being rapidly replaced by the
turbine, for many classes of work . That it has
vigorous competitors in many forms of the internal
combustion engine is true, but in the opinion of the
writer, the day of the steam engine is not yet past ,
and that an intelligent and correct interpretation
of the available data, with a view of improving the
simpler forms of the steam engine, may lead to
results that will put it again in a position un
assailable either on the grounds of economy or
reliability .
( To be continued. )

New MODEL OF A WHITE STAR LINER . —There
has just been placed in one of the cases which stand
in the spacious general office of the White Star Line
a fine new model of their steamer Canopic, engaged
with the Romanic in the Boston and Mediterranean
service, The miniature craft , which measures
about 9 ft . in length , and is perfect in every detail,
has taken the place of the model of the Australian
steamer Suevic, removed to the Colonial and Indian
Exhibition at the Crystal Palace . Previously the
Canopic and Romanic ran under the Dominion Line
flag as the Commonwealth and New England, respec
tively .
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Design for a Model Self
Contained Hoist .

By F. C.
HE following is a description of a hoist which
one , and which gives plenty of amusement
for the time expended in making it. This style of
model is one that does not frequent the pages of
THE MODEL ENGINEER so much , and will, perhaps,
only find favour in the eyes of a few. However,
those few who do attempt this will have a most
interesting example of hoisting.
Framework . — This is composed of strips of wood,
in . square uprights, and cross bracings of by in .

This pulley to be brought
nearer to contre to
make belt clear
Striking Bar.

Fig. 5.-END ELEVATION OF GEAR .
strips. The head of the framework is made from
#in by in . strips. There are six uprights of 1 in .
square, forming the outside frame, the centre one
of each bay forms the outside guide for the cages.
There is a middle upright which forms the inside
guide for the cages and is į in . by 1 in.
The height of the frameor hoist can be made to
suit the convenience of the maker. The uprights
are fastened to the base by being tongued in and
secured with small springs. The top of the frame
or head is held together by a framework of fin . by
in . strips . To support the pulleys, two strips are
This completes
let in and project beyond the end .
the framework portion and any detail can readily
be seen from the drawing ( Figs. I and 2 , the general
arrangement).
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Head Pulleys. — These are made from hardwood
with a small spindle driven in and having for bear
ings small brass screw eyes used by yacht builders ;

$ 17

and two for leading on the latter from the hoist
barrel (see Fig. 5) .
Gearing.-- The hoist is worked by two ropes, one

EB

This left for suitable
Motive Power

Fig. 3.-ELEVATION OF GEAR AND CAGE .

Forks soldered on

FIG . 4.-PLAN .
DESIGN FOR A MODEL SELF- CONTAINED Hoist.
small lengths of brass tubing are placed each side
of the pulleys to keep them in position . There are
four head pulleys -two for supporting the cages,

at each end of the barrel, and are wound in opposite
directions ; so that when the barrel revolves it winds
the cages in opposite directions — i.e ., lowers one and

The Model Engineer and Electrician .

$ 18

hoists the other at the same time . The barrel is
made from two brass castings fastened to the shaft
by screws . A sheet of tin or brass is then wrapped
round over the flanges and fastened with solder.
It runs on bearings at each end and has a bevel
wheel fastened on one end . This wheel engages
with a small pinion on the pinion shaft . The
pinion shaft has three pulleys made of hardwood —

June 1 , 1905

The top driving drum is made from hardwood , and
is made fast to the top shaft, and is i in . diameter
by 2 } ins. long, or equal in length to the total width
of the bottom pulleys. Provision is made for
driving by extending the shaft and having an outer
bearing for driving from a motor.
The action of the hoist is very simple . The
slack pulleys revolve only on their bush on the

Cia

Framework can be carried to
any height.

ts

är

Cagein
in its
lowest position
|leaving a clear
for hanging .

Siriking Gear
Shewn inposition
justbefore top
Cage reaches its
highest position

FIG. 2.-END ELEVATION ,

Fig. 1. —SIDE ELEVATION ,
DESIGN FOR A MODEL SELF-CONTAINED Hoist.
the inside one being fast to the shaft, and the two
outside ones being slack and running on the shaft
on brass bushes or tubes driven in the pulleys.
Tne loose pulleys are in, wide and 21 ins. diameter,
and the fast pulley is fin, wide and 27 ins.
diameter. A f-in . belt is used , made from a
thin leather strap . The bevel wheels should be
in the proportion of 4 to 1 — that is, the pinion } in .
diameter and the bevel wheel 2 ins. , or as near
this size as possible .
The barrel is 24 ins. diameter by it ins. wide .

shaft . The fast one turns the barrel through the
pinion and bevel wheel .
In the position shown in Fig . 3, the driving gear
at the top is continuously running, thus turning
one pulley in the direction it goes itself, and the
other loose pulley in the opposite direction , owing
to the belt being crossed . Now, on the cage there
is a small projection ( Fig. 7) , which engages with a
projection on the upright rod. The cages are at their
highest and lowest positions respectively. Now, if
the rod be pushed down it will bring the crossed belt
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on to the fast middle pulley and the hoist should move
up till the nearest cage to the gearing gets to the
top and catches the small projection there on the
striking upright rod , lifting it up and making the
open belt and crossed belt both move on to the
two slack pulleys , when the hoist will stop . To
start again , the rod is moved up more , and this
takes the open belt on to the fast pulley and the
hoist descends, when it catches the bottom pro
jection , pushing it down and bringing both lifts on
the slack pulleys again .
Stops are screwed in the striking bar to prevent
it moving too far . All the gearing is carried by small
castings and screwed down to the base by small
wood screws.
The striking bar is made from strip brass and has
forks soldered on for moving the belts . This is
actuated by a bell crank lever working in one end
of the bar , and the other end of the lever is worked
by the upright striking rod , which is made of
1-16th in . wire rod .
Cages . —The bottoms are wood , having two strip
brass hangers terminating in a butt joint and cover
plate at the top each side ; these ends are screwed
into a wooden beam over the cage ; two angles are
then screwed on to the wooden beam, as shown in

the wood guides ; but as soon as the rope breaks
the cage tends to drop, but the knives are drawn
down by the spring and are pushed out , thus en
gaging with the wood guides and arresting the
descent of the cage . The knives are & in. by
1-16th in . sheet metal , with a 1-16th in. pin soldered
in the position shown in Fig. 3.
They should ex .
tend about 1 in . each side to bear on the slotted
guide evenly.
A good spring is needed and about 20 gauge steel.

Brass
strip

FIG , 6. - PLAN OF HEAD .

Guide

Borom of
cage

Shackle

Brass knees
Screwed to
TopWood Beam

Cover Plale soldered
on

Guide Soldered
on

Nire coiled round
3 Turns and soldered

Fig. 7.—CATCH TO WORK STRIKING GEAR .
Two brass guides are fastened each side of the
cages for running up the centre upright and thus
guidi..g the cages . The slots should be 5-16ths to
work over the 1 in . upright. Wire is used for the
hoisting rope ; that sold by music dealers is the best .
The above model makes a very interesting
'machine, and requires a little adjusting before every
thing is in good working order.

The Fourth

“ Gauge ”

Com -

petition .
4x16

Wooo BOTTOM
110

FIG . 8.—THE CAGE .
Fig. 2 , and slots cut in for the knives of the safety
gear.
Safety Gear. - This is composed of two knives ,
pivoted at the ends directly over the centre of the
cage , with pins in the other ends on the outer sides
of the angle guides.
A spring is attached from the centre pivot to the
beam of the stage. The action is thus : as long as
the cage is suspended by the cord at the top the
spring is in tension and draws the knives away from

To further encourage model-making in all its
Tº
ing caliper gauge , with screw adjustment, to
every reader who sends us for insertion in our
Journal a sufficiently good photograph and de
scription of any model , tool, or piece of apparatus
he has made. If preferred , any other tool , book , or
other article to the value of 6s. 6d . will be sent in
place of the caliper gauge, Entries should be
accompanied by a separate letter , giving the title
of the article , and stating exactly what tool is
If other than a caliper gauge is re
desired .
quired, the page and number of the tool in the
firm's catalogue from which it can be obtained
should be mentioned . The article should be written
on one side of the paper only, with the name and
address of the sender on the back . The photograph
and separate sketches enclosed with the contribu
tion should similarly bear the name and address of
the sender, otherwise delay may arise in the award
ing of the prizes. It is essential in this , as in our
other competitions, that the copyright of the photo
graphs must be the property of the senders , and
the covering letter should contain a declaration to
this effect . The competition will close on June 30th ,
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cylinders were made from tubing if ins. diameter
by 14-in . stroke , and are lagged with wood held by
two brass bands . The pistons are of the trunk type,
being made from white metal cast in the cylinders
and then filed up . Connecting -rods were made
from old bolts forged to shape. The air is delivered
into a reservoir underneath the bedplate, made
from 1-32nd Muntz metal, and conducted from there
by a rubber tube. A hand wheel (not shown ), fits
on the shafts for working the model. Anyone
contemplating making one of these models to work
by hand , I should advise them to make it of a much
longer stroke than this one.
The launch engine and boiler , shown in the
photograph ( Fig. 1 ), has just been completed , and is
intended for use in a model steamer. The engines

Steam Models .

By W. Y. STOBBS .
'HE accompanying photographs show a number
THIof models which I have made in spare time
consisting of a group of four small models ,
( Fig . 2) , an air compressor ( Fig . 3 ) , and a launch
engine and boiler (Fig . 1 ) .
On the left - hand
side of the group is a donkey pump , with
cylinder fin. bore and plunger 5-16ths in .
diameter.
This was made entirely from scrap
material , the cylinder being made from tubing
with steam chest sweated on, and the pump chamber
and valve boxes filed from one solid piece of brass .
Alongside is another pump having a h-in . by 1 -in.

WAL

A
Fig . 1.-A MODEL LAUNCH ENGINE AND BOILER .

stroke ram , worked by gearing , the valves being
of the ball type . The two models in front of the
pumps consist of a slide valve launch engine and
an oscillating launch engine, with reversing gear .
Both of these were made from castings, and have
-in. bore cylinders . These models were made in
apprenticeship days, and three are connected so
that they can be driven with steam at the same
time .
The air compressor, shown on the next page
( see Fig. 3 ) , was made from instructions which
appeared in a back number of the M.E., but
is slightly altered in some of the minor details ,
No lathe was used in its construction . The

are a style largely used in one of the Continental
ports , and have the advantage of having only one
crank and one eccentric for both cylinders. This
is due to the cylinders being placed at right angles
with each other. As all the working parts can be
seen at a glance, and glands packed without dis
turbing the engine, it is a very adaptable design
for model boats . The cylinders are f -in . bore by
- in . stroke, and are the only castings and parts
on which a lathe was used . The crankshaft is oi
the built-up pattern , with balanced cranks ; shaft
of 3-16ths in . silver steel . The feed pump , which
is placed upright, is worked from the endof shaft
by 2 - to - 1 gearing, and has a 7-in . by - in . stroke
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FIG 2. - A GROUP OF WORKING STEAM MODELS.

Fig . 3 :—MR, W. Y. STOBBS' MODEL AIR COMPRESSOR .

For description)

(see pages 520–522 .
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plunger with ball valves. Reversing is accomplished
by a loose eccentric , worked by rack and pinion .
Of course, the engine in this case, must be stopped
before reversing. Steam and feed pipes are both
coiled in smokebox, which acts as a superheater.
The boiler is made after the style described in
Machinery for Model Steamers,” Fig. 9 , only
differing in number of tubes. The shell is 7 ins.
long by 7 ins. diameter, made of stiff 1-32nd in .
Muntz metal, iiveted throughout with 3-32nds in .
rivets , and lagged with asbestos. There are twenty
in . copper tubes in firebox all screwed and nutted.
Working pressure, 20 lbs., which drives the engine
at a very high speed . Stop valve and safety valve
are of the angle pattern , and are likewise home-made
without the use of a lathe . Firing is accomplished
by a Vesuvius burner, which generates plenty of
steam .

The Society of Model Engineers .
London .
N ordinary monthly meeting of the Society
A
was held on Thursday , May 18th , at the
Holborn Town Hall , Gray's Inn Road . The
chair was taken by Mr. D. Corse Glen at 7.40, and
upwards of eighty members , friends, and visitors
were present .
The minutes of the previous meeting having been
read , new members elected , announcements made ,
and other formal business speedily despatched, the
Chairman introduced Mr. Eric Stuart Bruce
( secretary of the Aeronautical Society ) , who pro
Airship Balloons
ceeded to give his lecture on
and Flying Machines.” Dealing first with the
important part played by captive balloons in the
South African war , he was able to show the
audience by means of working models the method
of filling them with gas , and also to prove that a
balloon may have the lower portion of the envelope
riddled with holes without materially affecting its
lifting. Mr. Bruce concluded his remarks on this
section by an exhibition of his patent signalling
balloon , in the interior of which are placed electric
incandescent lamps which can be turned on or off
in any prearranged code by a signaller standing on
the earth, the balloon being captive at a consider
able elevation . The lecturer then went on to
describe in chronological order the various machines
which had been constructed on the “ lighter than
air " principle from the early history of the science
down to the present time, laying some stress on the
fact that no remarkable progress had been made
in the ability of this type of airship to fly in the
teeth of any considerable wind . The disasters
which have from time to time happened to most
of the daring experimenters in the attempted con
quest of the air , claimed considerable attention ,
especially the fatal ones in which Baron de Bradsky
and Señor Severo perished. This section of the
lecture was brought to a conclusion by a description
of the famous airships constructed by that intrepid
aeronaut , Mons . Santos Dumont . The lecturer was
able, by means of a beautifully contrived working
model of his airship, which when inflated was
shown to be capable of navigating the Hall in any
desired direction, answering its helm perfectly . A
brief notice of machines constructed on the
" heavier than air ” principle , special reference
being made to the wonderful steam -driven machine

of Sir Hiram Maxim , led the lecturer to state that
the greatest need of the science of aeronautics at
this stage was a much more complete knowledge
of the air currents prevailing at different altitudes,
as the question of the proper balancing of machines
constructed on this principle could not be definitely
decided until this knowledge had been obtained .
He then noticed a few of the means by which the
nature and direction of these air currents was being
studied , describing the Ballons ' Sondes, or balloons
freed and carrying automatic recording apparatus,
which were being much used , and also the use of
kites for this purpose . Some experiments with
miniature flying machines of different types brought
a very interesting lecture to a close .
A very
hearty vote of thanks was, on the motion of Mr.
Percival Marshall , accorded Mr. Bruce .
The members' exhibits on view consisted of a
very beautifully made elevating slide- rest , and a
partly finished Brotherhood hydraulic engine, by
Mr. Clayton, and Mr. J. C. Taylor again brought
up the boiler of his Agenoria locomotive , which had
considerably advanced towards completion since
the last meeting .
SPECIAL NOTICE . —The Committee regret that it
has been found necessary to alter the date of the
launch trip from June 24th to Saturday, July 15th .
Tickets not required need not therefore be returned
to the Secretary before Saturday , July 8th.
HERBERT G. RIDDLE , Hon . Sec . , 37, Minard Road ,
Hither Green .

Practical Letters from our
Readers .
Model Engine Performances.
To the EDITOR of The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR ,—I should like to draw your readers'
attention to an important subject which , to judge
from the accounts of model engines as published
from time to time in The Model ENGINEER , does
not seem to be considered as necessary as it should
be. I refer to the want of accurate data regarding
the actual performance of engines , and more
especially boilers .
For example, it is of very little use a contributor
1
saying his model boiler gives “ plenty of steam
for an engine of “ so-and -so dimensions . The
opinions of model engineers differ largely on this
subject, and what would suit one would be inade
quate for another. What is really wanted is the
number of cubic inches of water evaporated in a
given time for the said heating surface of the boiler;
also the quantity of fuel used to obtain that result .
With a little trouble this can easily be arrived
at , and it would make any published description
of models doubly interesting, for the performance
and efficiency of different types could then be com
pared with some degree of accuracy, and some
definite knowledge obtained .
The above refers more especially to small elec
tric light plants, where ( neglecting for the moment
the size of the engine ) tbe evaporative power of the
boiler practically limits the output of the dynamo.
The b.h..p . of any engine can readily be obtained in
a simple manner, and good articles have already
appeared in THE MODEL ENGINEER on the practical
testing of both engines and boilers. I would urge
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Model Yacht Architecture .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , I shall be very glad if your space will
permit you to publish this letter in reply to Mr.
Hiley's interesting one.
Although Mr. Hiley asserts that he is by no
means unaware of the fact that a force can have no
effect at right -angles to its line of action , he, at
the same time, seems to imagine there are cases in
which the statement does not hold good, and refers
me to " the windmill to explain what makes it
rotate if the wind does not exert a force at right
angles to its direction . "
From this , it appears to me that your contributor
considers the case of the rotation of a windmill to
disprove the above-stated fact . However, it is
easy to prove this is not the case .
Mr. Hiley seems to have been led into his error
by not having fully grasped the distinction between
the direction of the wind and the direction of the
pressure exerted by it . If he will re -read my
statement - which, for his convenience , is repeated
above-he will see that I stated a force to be unable
to act at right -angles to its line of action ; but I did

effect, is consequently not brought into action , and
hence has no existence.
As regards the slight frictional force acting along
the sail , its effect would be to slant the force which
otherwise acts at right -angles to the sail, so that
its angle with the latter would not be exactly 90 °.
My meaning is shown graphically in Fig. 2 .
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your readers who possess working models to con
duct a carefully arranged test , the result of which ,
I am sure, they will find interesting as well as
instructive .
I should be glad to see this subject more fully
discussed in your columns , so that useful knowledge
may be had as to the efficiency of the various types
of model engines and boilers now in general use.
DATA ."
Yours faithfully,

Fr
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FIG. 2 .
If this is what Mr. Hiley means when he says its
effect will be to move the force of 9 units “ up
along the sail," I quite agree with him ; but as it
stands , the meaning of his statement is somewhat
obscure . - Yours truly ,
R. MILWARD ELLIS .
Dartmouth Park Hill , N.W.

Motion
--

Direction
of wind
FIG. I.

Direction of
pressure
of wind

not say the wind could not exert a pressure at right
angles to its direction—that is another thing alto
gether. The distinction , I hope , will be made
clear to him by the accompanying figure. It is
Mr. Hiley's want of appreciation of this distinction
which led him to what, in my opinion , is a mistake
in Fig . I of his original letter and repeated in the
figure in his later contribution--namely , the intro
duction of the horizontal force of 10 units and its
resolution into the forces of 44 units and 9 units.
My objection to this is the indicated horizontal
pressure of the wind ( which , in reality , is simply
its direction ) and that component of it which acts
along the sail and is represented by 44 units, are
non -existent forces , and consequently should be
omitted altogether ; while the force perpendicular
to the sail-which is the only force in existence
should be assumed from the outset, as in my former
letter. To my mind , it is absurd to indicate a
force of 4+ units and then explain that it has no

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, -A point which I have not yet seen
advanced by your correspondents in favour of the
“ increased displacement ” theory is the following.
When a vessel is heeled by the wind , the weight of
her keel is raised-the greater the heel , the more it
approaches the horizontal . Does that not mean that
the mast is acting as a lever ? And , if so , does not
the hull represent the fulcrum through which is
transmitted the power which lifts the weight
i.e. , the keel ?
Now , can a weight be raised any given distance by
a force applied to a lever acting on a fulcrum with
out some of that force and weight being supporte !
by that fulcrum ? If this is admitted , does it not
follow that in heeling, weight , downward pressure ,
or , in other words, increased displacement is the
result ? It seems to me that although this feature
may be modified by various other forces at work .
such as initial stability of hull, leeway, etc.,
the main cause and effect above mentioned will
always persist .
If I venture to take part in this discussion , it is
not because of any pretensions to expert know
ledge , but because the correct solution of this proh
lem would be very interesting to me. My know
ledge — such as it is—has only been acquire !
through observation and experience gained in
sailing various types of small craft for pleasure.H. V.
Yours truly,
Montreuil- sur -Mer.
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Electric Searchlight.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—I wonder if any of your readers have
done any experimenting in the above line ? I
have found it an interesting pastime, but I daresay
many have not the facilities I had , as you require
to be out in the country, and in a high situation,
to get the best effects. I have been experimenting
with a 550-watt dynamo and home-made-arc lamp,
to which I fitted an 8 -in . silvered - copper parabolic
reflector. I happen to have a clear stretch in
front of a mile or so , across a valley . Standing by
the light , I can distinguish whitewashed houses at
that distance ; but I am told that things are seen
much clearer by persons a hundred yards or more
from the light. I am hampered rather by the glare .
A paper can be read three-quarters or a mile away .
The carbons used are 18 mm .; both dynamo and
lamp I have described in your paper. I do not
know whether I would get better results with a
Chance or Mangin mirror or not ; perhaps some
reader with more experience could give me some
information.— Yours faithfully,
ARTHUR O. GRIFFITIS .
Caergwle .
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type machine), but cannot get it to work. Armature is an 8 -cog
drum , It ins. diameter, wound with 24 ozs . No. 22 S.W.G. wire,
in eight sections, as in diagram in “ Small Dynamos and Motors .
Fields are wound with about 9ozs. No.22, and connectedin series
with each other. Air -gap is not more than 1-32nd in . Poles are
bolted to bedplate from underneath . When running at about
3000 revolutions as a shunt or series dynamo, I cannot get any.
thing; but when separately excited from a 4-volt accumulator ,I
get about } volt. I have tried it as a shunt and as aseries motor,
but it won't move . I have tested armature , fields, and commutator
for leakage, but cannot find any; and I have gone over all the
armature connections and find them correct. I get a north and
south poleall right, as I have tried with a magnetic needle. If
you can tellme what is wrong I shall be much obliged , as I should
very much like to see it working.
The machine should certainly work as a shunt motor if every
thing is in order, though it may not excite itself when run as a
dynamo. Probably your battery is not powerful enough . We
recommend you to rewind the armature with No. 26 gauge single
silk -covered copper wire, and try it again . This should make an
improvement which may be carried further by rewinding thefield
magnet with No. 24 gauge s.c.c. copper wire ; connectin shunt,
do not connect in series with either winding ; speed about 3000
revolutions per minute as a dynamo. When trying as a motor,
if machine does not start, lift up one brush and let it dropagain .
Should be run insamedirection as a dynamo as that in which it
runs as a motor.
(13,896 ) Principle of Anti - fluctuators for Gas Engines.
C.E.S.(Shrewsbury)writes: Will you kindly reply to the following
query ? I may mention that the engine is one regarding which
you gave me useful advice some time ago . Please explain , with
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( Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-handed corner of the envelope, “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope .
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal art replied to
by post under the following conditions :-( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name must be in .
scribed on the back. ( 2) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed, and also a " Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. ( 4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a fete days must usually clapse before
The Reply can be forwarded . (5) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published . The
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed .
(6) AU Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26–29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.]
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :( 14,038] Spark Coil Troubles. L. F. W. (Gibraltar) writes :
I should be grateful for your replies to the following :-( 1 ) A
6 -in. spark coil gives trouble at the contact-breaker. The accumu
lators (six 40 amp.-hour) give 12 volts 4 amps. easily ; the capacity
of the condenser is a little above 9 micro-farads : but within a short
time of starting the platinum fuses and wastes away; this
process preventing sparks from secondary . Is current too strong ?
(2) What E.M.F. would be required to work a contact -breaker
submerged in an insulating fluid ? (3 ) Would a dynamo giving
sufficient power for such be too large for use , comfortably , with
hand gear ?
(1) Try a lower voltage, say , 8 volts. What size are your
platinuin contacts ? They should be at least 1-16th in . diameter ;
the larger they are in diameter the better , as even under the best
conditions they will gradually fuse away. A coil always does better
with large platinum contact-pieces. Try adding to or reducing
the capacity of the condenser ; there is one particular capacity
which will give best results. It is a good plan to make the con
denser in sections so that it can be varied until best results are
found. Are you sure that the contact-pieces are platinum ?
(2) We are unable to say, but do not anticipate that much increase
would be found necessary if the insulating fluid was thin. (3) Yes,
we cannot recommend you to try and work a 6 -in. spark coil by
hand driven dynamo; it would mean quite a large driving apparatus
to enable you to maintain the machine at work for any useful
duration of time. Some form of rotary pedal driving arrangement
would be preferable. A simple hand -wheel would be useless.it
(14,046) Small Dynamo Fallure. A. C. ( Plaistow ) writes :
I havemade a dynamo similar to illustration (notreproduced) (over
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Query 13896
sketch if possible , the construction of an anti-vibrator to be fitted
to the gas-bag of a small 1 h.-p: gas engine. Please also give
proper size of gas-bag. The engine is 27-in. bore, and stroke st ins.,
Otto" cycle, and speed about 430 revolutions per minute. The
gas supply is ample. I wish to be able to take supply for Bunsen
burner from pipe supplying bag, and I also wish to prevent the
lights in the shop from" jumping."
The anti -fluctuator works on the principle shown in the diagram
above. When the engine sucks, the rubber portion of gas-bag
collapses, as shown by dotted lines,and so shuts thevalve Vin the
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conical sleeve at top by means of a pivoted lever or rod. A bag
of about 1 ft. diameter and 3 ins. or 31 to 4 ins. deep would do.
( 14,073] 200- watt Avery- Lahmeyer Dynamo. W. S.
(East Dulwich ) writes : I should be very much obliged if you would
kindly answer the following queries. ( 1) Will you give me a
dimensioned sketch of a 200 -watt Avery -Lahmeyer type dynamo
for a drum armature ? (2 ) Best number of teeth, and size of
slots in armature ? ( 3 ) I should like the dynamo to be compound
wound . What would be the winding for an output of 20 volts
for a machine
10 amps . ? (4) Do you recommend compounding
of this size ? (5) In your Handbook No. 1 , " Small Accumu
lators," it states that for a given output cnly half the amount of
copper is necessary — is this so ? ( 6) Will a ii b.b.-p. cycle motor
( air -cooled ), if fitted with a fan for cooling, drive this machine
satisfactorily ?
( 1) Please refer to the " A B C of Dynamo Design , " price is 2d.
post free . We shall be willing to criticise your design, if you wish .
(4) Compound winding is useful for working induction coils or
motors ; on so small a machine it would only be a partial success,
as regards regulation of voltage ; you can easily try it. (5 ) This
must be considered in relation to the skill and experience of the
designer . ( 6) Provided that the air-cooling is a success, the size
of engine will provide ample power .
( 14,098? Shocking Coil Difficulties. T. C. ( Ashton -under
Lyne) writes : I shall be very pleased if you will answer me the
following questions : - I have made a shocking coil, but cannot
get the slightestshock from it. The distance between the bobbin
ends is 31 ins.; the core is made of soft iron wires, and is 4 ins. long ;
primary winding consists of two layers No. 20 D.C.C. , and the
secondary of lb. No. 34 D.C.C. Between the primary and secondary
winding I put two layers of thin waxed paper, and then began
winding ( I soaked the wire in wax before beginning to wind) , and
wound the turns close together, and at the end of every layer I
put a layer of thin waxed paper before winding the next layer.
The armature ( soft iron ) keeps batting against the core, and it
sparks at the platinum points .
Perhaps ' the battery is too weak ; try a more powerful one.
Try getting a shock by putting the wires from the coil in cups of
water, with some salt or acid mixed with it, and then put your
fingers in the water. The wires should have a fair amount of
surface where they dip into the water, such as would be obtained
by soldering a piece of flat copper on to the end of the wire . It
would have been better to have put rather more thickness of paper
between primary and secondary ; but we expect the fault is in the
battery . The contact-breaker should make a loud buzzing noise.
Have you read our sixpenny handbook on “ Induction Coils" ?
( 14,050 ] Action of Single- Phase laduction Motors.
R. S.writes : I should be much obliged by your giving me a reply
to the following query re action of single-phase induction motors.
Why does the rotor of above, when once started up, continue to
rotate and to exercise a torque ? I understand the theory and
action of multi-phase motors with revolving fields; but in the case
referred to , where there is only an oscillating sinusoidal field, I
fail to grasp the cause for its action , even on the usual assumption
that this field can be split up into two equal sinusoidal com
ponents revolving in contrary directions, As it would appear
from the equation for torque that the reactances of the rotor con
ductor must exceed this resistance to enable the motor to work,
perhaps the real reason might lie in this.
A single -phase induction motor is run up to synchronous speed
by means of a set of field coils acting at right-angles to the working
field coils. At synchronous speed the starting coils are cut out of
action , and the machine runs as a simple synchronous motor. If
overloaded and pulled out of step with the supply current, the
armature stops. For explanation of action , see " Polyphase
Blectric Currents and Alternate Current Motors," by S. P. Thomp
son .
( 13,895) . The Slide - Valvo and Cylinder. “OLD ABER
DEEN " writes : (1) Am I right when I say there is no residue steam
left in cylinder after the steam is exhausted by a valve that has no
lap on the inside ? (2) On the other hand, am I right in saying
there is a certain amount left in cylinder after the exhaust ports
have been uncovered with a normal valve ? (3) Has atmospheric
pressure anything to do with the cushioning ofa piston at the end
of its stroke ? Does the residue of steam left in cylinder cushion
a piston without the aid of lead steam , or is the latter sufficient
alone ? ( 4) If this residue of steam was left in cylinder and com
pressed by piston above the boiler pressure, would it not be in
clined to force the valve of the port face and escape through ex
haust into atmosphere. (5 ) Do compression and cushioning per
tain to the samething ? (6) Is lead steam the only means of cushion
ing a piston with a valve which has no inside lap ?
( 1) Yes, there will be some left in the clearance space at the
end of the cylinder and in the ports at the termination of the
exhaust stroke ; but this residue will not be subject to compression ,
unless the valve has outside lap and is advanced. The degree of
compression will be still greater, and a larger amount of residue will
be imprisoned in the cylinder if there is inside lap. The pressure
of the residue at the moment of imprisonment will depend on the
freedom with which the exhaust can pass out of the cylinder ; the
speed of the engine also enters into the question. (3) Yes, of course.
With a given timing of the compression stage, steam at atmospheric
pressure will be raised to a higher pressure at the end of the stroke
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than the same volume of steam at a pressure below that of the
atmosphere -- as in a condensing engine. The pressure obtained
at the end of the compression stage depends upon the circumstances
enumerated above. (4) Under ordinary circumstances, this does
not take place as the compression pressure acts only on an area,
equal to that of one of the steam ports, whilst the valve is kept on
its face by the live steam from the boiler. The area of the valve
being several times greater than the area of the steam port, it stands
to reason that the compression would have to be proportionately
higher to cause the valve to lift from its face . In locomotive work
the action of the core pression in lifting the valve off its face is
noticeable when thesteam is shut oft and the lever is left linked up
in the running position . The little tank engines used on the Great
Western Railway for local work can be heard several hundred
yards away, and the “ clackety- clacking " noise caused by the
valve knocking against the port faces does not cease until the
driver puts the lever into full gear and reduces the length of the
compression stage. (4 ) Compression is a means of “ cushioning,'
but the cushioning of the piston at the end of the stroke maybe
accomplished by the use of live steam -- by giving the valve what is
called " lead." (5) No ; see first reply . The advance of the
eccentric, which is the result of the addition of outside lap and
* linking up , ” will give compression , even if the valve is provided
with a little inside clearance or negative lap. Most of the points
you have raised could have been answered by a study of Mr. W. J.
Tennant's excellent handbook- " The Slide-Valve Simply Ex
plained," price 6d. ; post free, 7d.
( 14,052) Rewinding Small Dynamo. L. F. W. (Oughtring
ton) writes : I have a small dynamo. When I drove it from a
sewing machine it worked very well, lighting six 6 -volt lamps;
but the water motor I have for driving it has only power to drive
it at about 1000 revolutions a minute, and so it will only give
between 2 and 3 volts. ( 1 ) If I wound the armature (which is
an H ) with finer wire , would it give the proper voltage at 1000
revolutions ?. Also , would I have to change the wire of the field
magnet coil ? ( 2 ) By putting in a three-pole armature , would I
get a continuous current with the same voltage ? Also would it
then charge a small 4-volt accumulator ? (3) Can a dynamo with
an H armature be made into a continuous current machine, fit for
accumulator charging ? ( 4 ) Does slight sparking at brushes bring
the voltage down ? (5 ) Where can very thin copper foil be ob
tained from suitable for very small dynamo brushes ? (6) Do
Leclanché cells ever want new porous pots ?
(1) We doubt if you will get satisfactory results at so low a
speed if the machine is a very smallone. By rewinding with finer
wire, you can (if the machine will excite itself, which is the doubtful
point) obtain the same voltage at the lower speed but at a sacrifice
of current, as the output of a dynamo in watts is proportional to
the speed. At half the speed you can only get half the watts,
and so on ; there is no need to alter the field winding if you work
at the same volts. ( 2) A three-pole armature will be better than
an M armature, but we do not advise anything but a proper drum
for accumulator charging. ( 3) An Harmature is practically
useless for charging accumulators, unless it has a very much greater
capacity and higher volts than the required output when accumu.
lators may be charged after a fashion by using a considerable
amount of resistance in series with them. (4) Not appreciably.
( 5 ) Try one of the electrical supplies advertisers in THE MODEL
ENGINEER. (6) Yes, when the contents of the pot are exhausted .
Their life is about two years for ordinary bell work.
[ 14,042) Small Electric Locos . J: K. (Park Lane, W. )
writes : I should be very much obliged if you would answer the
following query ? I have two small electric locos of the old two
penny tube type, O gauge, fitted with a three-pole motor and
horizontal magnets. I do not know what current they require ;
but I should think you were probably acquainted with them .
Each one will work well on a 4 -volt 20 amp.-hour accumulator,
The following is a rough sketch (not reproduced ). I want to buy
a dynamo to work both locos together and charge accumulators.
I have a f h.-p. steam engine to drive it. Can you inform me of
a good dynamo for the purpose ? As cheap as is consistent with
good working.
A compound wound dynamo to give about 10 volts and 6 amps .,
arranged so that the series coils could be disconnected and the shunt
coils alone used when charging accumulators, You will not re
quire in volts ; but it is better to have an excess of volts and place
some resistance in circuit, with the cells especially , as by this
means you have a better control over a small dynamo than when
the machine is arranged to give the exact volts required by the cells
or motors . A fb.h.-p. engine would drive such a dynamo well
at full load , if it was a good machine. Messrs. The Crypto Electrical
Co., of Tyers Gateway,London, S.E. , or Mr. A. H. Avery, of Fulmen
Works, Tunbridge Wells, supply good dynamos ; but you may
also get a satisfactory article from some of the other advertisers
of electrical goods in THE MODELENGINEER, or pick up a bargain
from the Private Sales column . If you intend to give the machine
hard work , we advise you to select a higher rather than lower priced
dynamo. It should have a drum or ring armature .
( 13,978] Small Gas Engine . G. M. (Bradford) writes :
Youranswer to the followingquestions would oblige : I have a
cylinder 5 ins. long by 2 5-76ths ins. bore, which I intend to use for
a gas engine, and I want to get the greatest power out of it.
(1) What stroke and compression to obtain greatest power ?
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(2) Also weight of flywheels, and (3) size of gas and exhaust valves ?
(4) What size lathe would this engine drive?
( 1) Allow it in . compression space, and use a 24-in . stroke. You
can hardly use a longer stroke, as cylinder is not sufficiently long to
allow of a fair length of piston remaining in cylinder at full out
stroke. (2) Flywheel about i ft. 6 ins. diameter and 40 lbs. weight.
Can be varied according to diameter, of course. (3) Gas valve
i in., exhaust i in. , air valve i in . (4) Depends upon design and
many unknown factors . Probably a 6-in. centre. " See handbook
"Gas and Oil Engines, " 7d. post free.
( 13,799] Arc Light Projector. N. A. A. (Shoreham ) writes :
I have been a reader of your paper for some time, but have never
seen anything about projectors, and I wish to make one. I should
be glad if you would answer the following questions : ( 1 ) Would
one of the lenses out ofa magic lantern condenser do (plano-convex ) ?
If not, what sort ? I want nearly parallel rays of light, and to
carry as far as possible. (2 ) I want to use an arc light. I have a
50 -volt 5 -amp. dynamo; would that give enough light ? ( 3 ) Is a
reflector wanted ? If so, what sort ? I am sending a small draw
ing (not reproduced ). Would you please tell me if this is correct ?
(1) It depends very much upon the quality of projector which
you want ; very good effects can be obtained, on asmall scale, by
using a lens only. The projectors used on warships are all made
with a high-class parabolic curved mirror, which reflects the beam
through a plain glass front. If you are desirous of obtaining similar
results, you should use such a mirror. We advise you, if you are
only aiming at moderate and unimportant results , to consult an
optician and obtain a lens with which you can try an experiment
with your arc lamp before making the body of your projector, by
holding the lens at varying distances from the arc, and observing
the beam of light. You can also try the effect of adding a concave
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instrument properly ; hence the necessity of using a high resistance
in the coil and delicate moving parts. This point is, as you re
mark, referredto on page 88. Toereis no need to place tissuepaper
between each layer ; besides, it would take up valuable wire space
Re dry cells : Parts are to be taken by measure.
(14,044] Sac Leclanches for Lighting. J. W. (Glasgow )
writes : I should be much obliged if you would answer me the
following questions :-(1) In using sac Leclanchés for intermittent
lighting , how many batteries do I require for one lamp and
how many for four? ( 2) Would I use carbon slabs or pencils ?
What size of carbons and zincs ( circular) should I use ? (3 ) What
size of gauge shouldI use for connections ? Distance of lamp from
battery about 20 ft. ( 4) What is E.M.F. of sac Leclanché ?
(5) Would marine glue do instead ofpitch for sealing ?
( 1 ) Depends upon the size that is, candle-power of the lamps.
You can reckon a Leclanché cell to give about if volts for each
cell. If the lamps are in parallel, then the battery must give a
voltage equal to that of one lamp and all lamps must be made for
the samevoltage ; the current must be equal to four times that
required by one lamp, if alllamps are of same candle-power - that
is, the cells must be large enough to give the required current. Ii
lamps are in series, then the voltage of battery must be four times
that required for one lamp, and must give the current required by
one lamp. All lamps must be made to take the same amount of
current . ( 2 ) Apply to a maker of battery parts. Slabs are pre
ferable. (3 ) Depends upon the candle-power of lamps. (4) See
No. 1 . ( 5 ) Yes.
( 13,9131 Small Two-cycle Engine . F. C. F. ( Bexhill)
e in. by 2 -in . cylinder without the ports bored or
: Irshav
writes
on. ( 1) Can I possibly convert this into a cylinder
the
put a1
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for an int :rnal combustion engine of the two-cycle type (impulse
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Query. 13913
DIAGRAMMATIC SECTION THROUGH SMALL Two CYCLE ENGINE CYLINDER .
mirror at the back ; but with an inclined arc lamp (which is correct)
the mirror will not add much to the beam of light. You must
provide plenty of air space in the body of your projector ,and holes
in the walls to allow the heat of the arc to get away. The glass
fronts of searchlight projectors are made up with a number of thin
strips of glass to allow of expansion ; a sheet of glass would crack
by reason of the heat. In your sketch the lamp is correctly in
clined for use with a lens, the top carbon being positive for
use with a mirror ; the lamp is inclined so as to throw the
light towards the mirror. High -class parabolic mirrors are ex.
pensive ; you could obtain a cheap metal one which may answer
your purpose. ( 2) A current of 5 amps. would give very fair re
sults, but not to be compared with a searchlight such as are used
on ships. Cheap metal mirrors can be obtained from Messrs. F.
Darton & Co., 142, St. John Street, London, E.C. , who would also
supply lenses or high -class mirrors. You can find out the distance
of arc from lens or mirror, and just what the beam is like, by experi.
ment before you make the projector body.
(13,847] Dry Cells. J. A. B. ( Irthlingborough) writes :
Please say what is the proper proportion of powdered carbon and
manganese for dry batteries. On page 52 of your No. 5 handbook
it says " powdered carbon 50 parts, peroxide of manganese 25
parts." Is this by measure or by weight ? It cannot be either,
for 2 parts of powdered carbon and 1 part of powdered manganese
by measure are of equal weight. I wish to make a voltmeter as
described on page 24 of your No. 24 handbook. As I intend to use
it only for testing dry and other batteries, I do notwish it to read
to more than 6 volts. Can I, therefore, use a smaller quantity of
wire (as enclosed ) on the bobbin , or must I use the full amount, for
the reason given on page 88 ? is it a good practice to place a turn
of tissue paper between each coil of wire ?
We advise you to use the full quantity of wire, as per your sample,
which is No. 34 gauge, and to get the instrument to read high
enough by good adjustmentin the pivots,and by making the counter
balance assmall as practicable, so that the moving parts require
as small a force as possible to move them. If you cannot get a
satisfactory reading, then re-wind the bobbin with No. 32 gauge
wire, using the full amount, and try again . The trouble with
instruments to measure the voltage of small dry cells, or very weak
batteries, is that you cannot get sufficient energy to work the

each stroke) to use benzoline ? ( 2) Instead of having a water
jacket, will it do if I have a fan driven from the engine to cool
cylinder ? (3) Shall I have to get a special piston, and of whatthick .
ness metal should it be made ? If this cylinder will not do, can you
tell me where I could get castings of cylinder, piston , and two
covers only for a th..p. two-cycle engine to use benzoline ? 1
do not want any other parts than those mentioned, so would be
much obliged if you would tell me where to get these parts.
We cannot say definitely without a sketch or further particulars
of your cylinder. You will need two ports at the back end of
cylinder-an air and gas, and an exhaust. In addition to this, a
small ignition port will have to be made about one- third length of
stroke fromback end of cylinder (as per sketch ), so that when piston
uncovers this, a jet of flame is drawn in through same and
ignites the charge. Engines which run on this cycle cannot, of
course, be expected to give any appreciable power. We think
you may get the parts you require from some of the firms adver
tising in this Journal - such as Ford, of Stalybridge. You will have
to experiment to some considerable extent before you get good
results with benzoline on this class of engine. Itis purely an
experimental matter. See our new handbook- " Gas and Oil
Engines," 7d. post free.
( 13,075) 350-watt Dyname Trouble. G. E. A. (Barnolds
wick ) writes : I should be greatly obliged if you would give me your
advice on the following matter. I have made a dynamo (sketch
reproduced ); castings supplied by A. W.Roy, io cog ring arma
ture,
24 lbs. No. 18 B.W.G. fields wound with10lbs.
No. 2woundwith
B.W.G. supposed output 50 volts 7 amps ; but to light
50 -volt lamps I have to run it at 2,300 revolutions per minute :
and when it has run about ifteen minutes the armature gets terribly
hot. The armature has at present 480 conductors, and I could
easily get on another 120, and another layer on each field. I
should like to know if this method would increase voltage and
prevent armature getting hot. I have had four 50 volt 16 C.-P.
jamps on when running. I should like you to explain to me the
reason for its getting hot.
The wire on your armature is of thick enough gauge to give 7 amps.
in your lamp circuit without undue heating. What do you mean
by's terribly hot " ? As long as you can hold your hand on the
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wires the armature is not too hot. You do not say if your arma
ture is made of soft iron stampings, or is an iron casting ; if it is
a casting, you cannot prevent excessive heating. A solid arma.
turecore' is not suitable forrunning more than about onehour
at a time. You will not reduce the heating by running at a lower
speed, or by winding onmore wire ; though you could get a higher
voltage, or the same voltage, at lower speed . If the armature is
made with soft iron stampings, excessive heating may be due to
short circuits between some of the coils, or else you may, in some
way, be taking a much heavier current than would appear accord
ing to the number of lamps. We advise you to put more wire on
the field coils, if you can get it on, as they are taking a somewhat
large amount of current, but not enough to do any harm They
should be joined in series with each other, and in shunt to the arma
ture .
( 14,087) Charging Small Cells with Big Cells. F. A. B.
( Kent) writes : I have a charging board with variable resistance,
and sometimes have to charge small cells taking tamp., together
with larger ones taking it to 2 amps . , and should be glad if you
could tell me how to connect these, and if I shall have to charge
them all at amp. , or, in other words, run the current to suit the
smaller cells .
Accumulators should be charged in series ; the charging current
must be kept at the rate for the smallest cell, which means that
the smallest cell will be fully charged before the larger ones. You
can then either go on charging at the same rate until the larger ones
are charged (as prolonged charging does not harm a cell so long
as the current strength is correct , but rather does it good ), or
remove the smaller ones and go on charging the larger ones at their
proper rate, adjusting the dynamo volts accordingly.
( 14,069) House Lighting . J. B. S. ( Stoke-on - Trent) writes :
I intend making a model generatingplant for house lighting and
motor fan driving. Would it be best to use alternating or direct
current ? Direct current voltage would be 20-25 . I do not
intend, of course , to light a whole house.
Direct current, mostdecidedly, as you could use it for charging
accumulators if desired . It would also be generally more convenient
than alternating current.
(14,099) 5. - watt Dynamo. J. W. (Sheffield ) writes : 1 am
sending dimensioned sketch( not reproduced) of a dynamo I have
bought. The F.M. is one casting, has two coils connected in
shunt to brushes and wound with thick wire, and armature with
thin wire (samples enclosed). It is not new, as it has been running
before, but I cannot get to know its output. Will you kindly tell
me what volts and amps. it will give, and at what speed ? How many
5 C.-p. lamps it will light ? It is to be driven by it-in. by 3-in. gas
engine (Otto cycle). If you let me know this, I should be greatly
obliged . Length of armatureis 24 ins. over stampings ; over wire
it is 4 ins. ; diameter is itins. It haseight cogs and wound in four
sections, Weight of whole machine is 12 lbs. 8 ozs.
We do not find the samples of wire you mention, so cannot state
exactly what volts and amps, the dynamo is wound for. Most
likely it is wound to give 10 volts 5 amps. We are , however,
familiar with the design ; it isintended to give an output of about
50 watts at 3000 r.p.m. (approximately ), and would require about
& b.h.-p. engine to drive it at full load. It should light from four to
six 5 C.-p. lamps if they are of good efficiency. If you will send
two more 'samples of wire and return our letter with them , we can
tell you whatvolts and amps. it ought to give.
( 14,102) Wimshurst Machine. H. G. (Penarth ) writes : I
but do not get good results.
have made a Wimshurst machine,
The longest spark is 4-in. or 1 -in. with two Leyden jars. Below
you will find some data and also a diagrammatic view ( not repro
duced) of the machine. I should be able to get a 5 -in . spark . Can
you account for the small spark ? Frame is mahogany, pillar for
prime conductor is ebonite, plates are 15 ins., number of segments
is sixteen on each plate, distance of plates apart is t in ., distance
of points of combs from plates is in . to 3-16ths in. The combs
are formed with four points and have one small brush each . I
have the brushes so as to meet the third sector from the comb.
Is this correct ?
The spark length given by Wimshurst machines is an uncertain
quantity, and cannot be definitely stated ; perhaps your Leyden
jars are of too great a capacity . The greatest spark length is
obtained without any Leyden jars at all, but then the spark is
very thin. Try smaller jars . Another thing is that the small
knob 'must be on the positive discharger. Try changing over the
knobs so that they are on opposite rods to now . Are there any
sharp edges or points on the metal work ? If so , they must be
rounded off ; the only points should be the collectors. The
neutralising rods should be moveable so that you can shift them
round intothe position of best effect, which willbe,however, some
where about the position shown on your sketch. "The great cause
of failure is leakage of the charge, and everything possible must
be done to preventthis. We should be inclined to do away with the
brushes at the collectors as a trial and use only the points.
( 14,094) Disused Accumulators. N. C. (East Ham) writes :
I am desirous of making an accumulator, as in your handbook,
* Small Accumulators " (Fig . 3), No. 1. As I only want to use
it in the winter months, I should feel obliged if you will inform me
how often it would require charging during the summer months
to keep it in working order. Should I have to charge the cell
every three weeks, as your handbook states?
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This depends greatly upon the prevailing conditions. The
charge will , of course, gradually leak away, but the rate at which
this leakage takes place varies greatly. A good charge every
three or four weeks would , no doubt, keeep the cells in good con
dition . You could test them periodically with a voltm ter. The
main thing is not to let them become completely run down. An
other good plan (if you care to take the trouble), is to dismantle
the cell , take plates out and wash them well and then dry them,
and keep them stored carefully till required for use again .
( 14,051) Winding for 30- watt Lahmeyer Type Dynamo.
E. J.C. (Fremantle, Australia) writes : Would you please answer
me the following queries ? I am going to build an ironclad
dynamo, Lahmever type, according to Mr. A. H. Avery's " ABC
of Dynamo Design " ), of 30 watts output ; but according to the
book “ ABC ” the winding is for 15 volts 2 amps. ; but I want to
wind for plating purposes 5 volts6 amps. Please oblige by giving
me the windings and size of wire for armature and field -magnets.
Wind armature with No. 20 gauge d.c.c. copper wire, and field
magnet with No. 20 gauge s.c.c. copper wire, getting on as much
as you can in each case.
(14,055 ) Small Dynamo Windings. W. S. (Darlington )
writes : Will you kindly answer this query for me ? I have a
shunt-wound dynamo (undertype ), fitted with Harmature, 74 ins.
long by 21 diameter, wound with wire as enclosed . The weight of
dynamo is 524 lbs.; output , 20 volts 7 amps., 40 C.-p. ; fields wound
with wire as enclosed to 7 ins. long by about 2 ins. diameter by
5 ins , high ; length of tunnel, 7# by 2 ] : shaft, 16 ins. by H. What
gauge are these wires ? I would like to fit dynamo with eight
cogged drum-is it worth the expense ? It would take about
two gross at 6s, a gross. Would the wire on present armature
do, and would it alter the output - volts or amps ? I may say the
poles are slightly permanent.
The sample of field -magnet wire you send us is No. 17 gauge,
and armature wire No. 18 gauge. A drum armature should work
quite satisfactorily; it is for you to decide if it is worth the ex
pense . The stampings designed by any good maker would do;
12 slots would be a suitable number, cogged pattern , wound with
12 coils (two in each slot) ; commutator to have 12 sections. We
do not advise you to use the wire from the old armature, as you
will not get as many volts as before, though you could get double
the current, but to use No. 20 gauge d.c.c. wire ; the present field
winding will do. If you write to one of the firms supplying elec
trical goods as advertised in THE MODEL ENGINEER, you can
obtain a quotation for armature stampings ; Mr. A. H. Avery, of
Fulmen Works, Tunbridge Wells, would supply a good pattern ;
state the length of armature, diameter, and number of slots when
enquiring. You can use 8 slots and 8 coils, if you prefer this number.
Volts can be adjusted by running at higher or lower speed .
( 14,091) Small Four-pole Dynamo Calculations. J. D. S.
(Handsworth) writes : Will you kindly advise me on the following
points re the construction of a dynamo ? I have by me stampings
for an armature z ins. diameter by a ins. long, with 8 slots 7-16ths in.
by 5-16ths in., and I wish to construct a four -pole dynamo,
the armature being wound with four separate circuits, só ai to
give more current at a lower voltage than a two-pole machine.
I presume the armature is suitable for a 60 -watt dynamo ; but I
am in difficulty with regard to the calculations necessary. What
I want to know is ( 1 ) are more commutator segments required than
in a bipolar dynamo ? ( 2) Using the ordinary formula to find the
flux necessary (as given in the " A B C of Dynamo Design" ), the
value obtained is that for each pair of poles --is this correct ?
( 1 ) Yes, about twice as many ; but you will have considerable
trouble in winding an eight-slot armature with more than 8
coils ; so if you intend to make a four- pole machine, you must make
ACN
the best of matters. (2) The equation for the E.M.F. is 10"
-that is, the number of turns in the slots counted all round the
circumference x the speed in revolutions per second x the
from any one of the poles,
lines of force proceeding the
number of
divid
value of the volts. The
ed by 100.000.000 . This gives
output would be about 60 watts at 3000 r.p.m. ( approximate ).
A winding diagram for a four-pole machine, with this type of
armature
winding, is given on page 36 of our Handbook No. 10
( Fig . 19) . You can cross-connect the commutator as shown , or
use four brushes and cross - connect them instead of the com
mutator . The armature wires can be reckoned at a current
density of sooo amps. (or less) per sq. in. of sectional area ; and
for flux in magnet , you can work at 50,000 lines per sq. in . for
cast iron , and 80,000 to 90,000 per sq. in. for wrought iron .

New Catalogues and Lists .
Parsell & Weed , 129-131, West 31st Street, New York
City: -- From this firm we have received an illustrated price list of
the Brocksmith Dynamo Castings and complete experimental out
fits, comprising dynamo, motor, dynamotor, motor generator ,
single -phase rectifier, alternating current generator, & c . Readers
sending for this list, please remember that the postage to America
is 21d.
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The Editor's Page .
ANY of our readers will remember the interest.
ing series of articles on " Compound Engines "
which Mr. W. J. Tennant contributed to our
pages some time back . Since those articles appeared
Mr. Tennant has been engaged in revising and ex
tending them , with a view to their being issued as a
hundbook suitable for s'udents of real engineering
practice. This task has now been completed, and
the volume has just been published under the title
of The Compound Engine." There are fiiteen
chapters and three appendices, covering some 200
pages. A considerable amount of fresh matter has
been added , including a number of new illustrations of
various types of engines and systems of compounding.
The price of the book, bound in cloth , is 2s . 6d ., or
post free 28. 9d.
•

M

A little while back we had occasion to give
publicity to a complaint from one of our advertisers
that readers in the Colonies and elsewhere abroad do
do not always fulfil their obligations in the matter of
sending remittances for extra parts and sundries
required in extension of an original order . The inser
tion of this note has brought us several letters from
abroad, showing that our over-sea readers also have
their grievances against firms in this country in respect
of the faulty or incomplete execution of orders. Some
of our correspondents appear to have very good
grounds for their complaint, and it is not difficult to
imagine the disappointment of a model engincer in
some distant part of the world , who, alter sending
cash in advance and waiting a period of several weeks,
or even months, for the goods to reach him , finds that
they are deiective , or that some more or less vital part or
parts are missing. It must not be understood from this
that such treatinent of foreign orders is general on the
part of our advertisers ; on the contrary, we know of
many firms who take especial care to see that any
thing going abroad is in every respect complete and
satisfactory, and this policy undoubtedly brings its
own reward. We hope, however, those few firms
who may have been guilty of neglect in this direction
will bear in mind that in doing an injustice to a
customer, they are also doing an injury to themselves,
which may be more extensive than they imagine.
Answers to Correspondents.
C. T. (Catíord ).- " The Model Locomotive " by Henry
Greenly, will help you considerably. Qbtained
from this office , post free for os. 4d .
J. H. W.(Southsea ). - Youshould get our Handbook,
No. 16 : “ Acetylene Gas : How to Make and Use
It," post free 7d . from this office.
A. W. (Warrington).- 1. See January 7th , 1904, issue,
and query and replies in following issues. 2. This
is a very small size , run 3 or 4 in series ; or else use
a resistance . 3. Probably slightly more .
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J. W. R. ( Nuneaton).- See Maycock's “ Alternating
We do
Circuit, " 3s . 3d . post free front this office.
not advise such a machine. Wind the Siemens
armature the same as for continuous current , but
use slip rings instead of a commutator. See our
handbook, “ Small Dynamos and Motors,” price 7d .
post free.
L. H. (Streatham ).- We have no drawings of the
locomotives you mention .
A. BLAIR (Belfast ).— We have no further particulars of
the model locomotive in question , but would advise
you to study Greenly's “ Model Locomotive ," price
6s . net, post free 6s . 4d. from this office, if you have
any difficulty in understanding the design .
J. W. R. (Nuneaton ).-- Do not under any circumstances
ust an ordinary house hot-water circulating boiler
to drive an engine at the pressure you name.
W. H. (Runcorn ).- We have not been able to obtain
further particulars. Your heating apparatus should
work all right if the pipes are arranged properly.
The return pipe should enter the boiler near the
bottom of the boiler .
Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 135. per
annum, payable in advance . Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise .
ment Manager.
How to ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the piper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, &c. , for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, · The Model Engineer," 26—29 , Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi.
neer," 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, B.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating tosales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to wbom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.
Contents .
[ The asterisk ( * ) denotes that this subject is illustrated .)
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Electric Tramcar .

By SAMUEL EMMETT .

HAMMERSMITHBROADWAY & HOUNSLOW

LONDON UNITED ELECTRLO TRAMWAYS

MR . SAMUEL EMMETT'S MODEL ELECTRIC TRAMCAR .

'HE photograph herewith reproduced is of a
THEmodel of the electric tramcars running be
tween Hammersmith and Hounslow . It is
exactly to scale, and fully represented in every
detail , and has taken two and a half years of my
spare time to construct ,
The motor I designed, and had cast at a local
foundry to patterns I made .
It has an eight
segment armature, and is series wound ; will work

with from 3 to 8 volts, is geared 27 to 1 ; the speed ,
running light, is over 3,500 r.p.m. It runs at a
high speed under load , and will ascend a gradient
of i in . in 12 ins . easily ; it is controlled from either
end of the car by the same type of controller used
in practice. This motor is connected in parallel
with the lamps ( sixteen in all , 4 volts each ), which
I had specially made by Messrs. Robertson . These
are worked from switches, so that I can light any
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number, being connected two in series.
The
indicators on the roof change names of destination ,
and are lighted by two lamps each . The current
is taken from the overhead wires, and returned by
the rails ; the overhead trolley turns, rises, and
falls when necessary . The seats on the roof are
strictly to scale , having the full number of laths
and the backs reversing. Inside the car is every
detail by way of panelling, carving, upholstery,
mirrors, bye -laws, handstraps, and eight lamps .
The windows are filled in with real glass , and the
doors open and close ; also the gates, which , by the
way, have the exact number of rivets . The cow
catchers work, and will pick up everything that
may be on the track when the car is running. The
coloured lights on the ends change.
All this work, including the enamelling and
lettering , which is picked out exactly as the real
car, was done by myself . The scale is in . to
i ft . The car is 24 ins . long , 51 ins . wide, and
10 ins . high to handrail .
This model is somewhat similar, though a great
improvement on , and far superior in finish and
general working conditions to the one described
in The MODEL ENGINEER of July 9th , 1903.

Workshop Notes and

A Filing and Drilling Jig.
By D. W.
The sketch shows a little rig which I saw used in
a shop , where electrical devices are manufactured .
It was for filing to length a lot of escutcheon pins .
They were stuck in the hardened steel plate ( as
shown in Fig . 1 ) , and the other plate was fastened
at the back of them by the four screws , and then

O

O
0

0

Notions .

(Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience . Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired, accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]
A Tap Guide.
By W. E. S.
A useful accessory for tapping is shown in the
illustration ( Fig . 1 ) , and its application materially
assists in the tapping of holes where space is limited .
A piece of l - in , bar iron , bent to the form shown ,
is then drilled and tapped with the tap to be used .

FIG . I.

Springs
FIG. 2 .
A FILING AND DRILLING JIG.

the projecting points could be quickly filed off
flush with the plate , which made them the right
length . This plate also served as a jig for drilling
the copper blocks shown in Fig . 2 , in which the pins
were mounted and held up by the springs, as there
indicated.

FIG . 2 .

FIG . 1 .
A TAP GUIDE .

It may be fixed in the required position and wedged
in place, its open form permitting the use of a
single-ended tap-wrench (as Fig. 2 ). Better re
sults in the form of more perfect threads are thus
secured with very little more trouble.

PHOSPHORESCENCE.—The glow of phosphorus at
ordinary temperatures has been variously explained,
being thought by some to be an electrical pheno
menon, but a French investigator has now shown
that it is mainly or entirely due to the slow com
bustion of an oxide that forms on the outside, and
is more volatile than the phosphorus itself
A CHINESE PATENT . — China has for the first
time adopted something equivalent to our patent
laws, protection having been granted to an in
habitant of Mankin , the one -time capital, for an
Bright
electric lamp, of which he is the inventor.
moonlight ” is the name given to the new lamp,
for which it is claimed that it is " far superior to
foreign glow lights that have hitherto been sold in
Shanghai and other cities of China ."

Lessons in Workshop Practice .

(Continued from page 462. )
XVIII . - Form Tools, and How to Make Them .
By “ SREGOR."
'HE term ' form tools is understood in ma
THE
chine shop practice to be a tool that will
produce a required geometrical form on an
article to be manufactured. And the making of
these special form tools is generally governed by
the quantity of articles there are to be made . For
instance, if it were only required to make a dozen
components, it would cost more to make the form
toolthan it would to produce the articles on a lathe
in the ordinary way ; but if required to make a
few hundreds , the form tool becomes by far the
cheapest , and also ensures the outline on the com
ponent to be of uniform shape on all alike , because
these tools can be continually re- ground without
altering their original form .
Referring to the accompanying sketches, A ( Fig . 1 )
illustrates the outline of a template to make a form
tool off, for producing brass cocks such as are
extensively used on model work , etc.
In Fig . 2 , B shows the body of cock on the bar , as
produced by the form tool C. A template must be
carefully marked out to correspond to the design
required (as shown in Fig. 1 ) on the surface of a
thin piece of sheet steel from 1-32nd in . to 1-16th in .
thick, and filed to the lines ; then having obtained
a piece of round cast steel of convenient size , bore
a hole through centre to suit the arrangement for
holding the tool in position on the machine it is
to operate on ( this is usually taper ) , mandrel , and
secured by nut . The diameter must now be turned
to the form of the template ; this is readily done with
the ordinary lathe tools , with sufficient accuracy
for the component form , such as Fig . 2 .
When

A
Template
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16" thick

с

FIG . 1 .
the tool is correct to template, a section must be
cut out , as shown in end elevation , to form a cutting
edge. The tool is then ready for hardening, and
every care must be taken to prevent it cracking
or burning when getting hot. The cracking will be
overcome to a great extent if the tool is roughed out
to form-say, to within 1-16th in , of finished size ,
then packed in an iron pot with powdered charcoal,
and slowly heated to a red heat , and allowed to
gradually cool down ; when cold , finish to template,

and harden . The face D (Fig . 1 ) requires grinding.
This edge is set a little below the centre of lathe,
as shown in end elevation ; this provides clear
ance , and ensures the tool cutting sweetly .
The
angle D varies to suit different metals to be
operated upon , the same as for ordinary lathe
tools .
Fig. 2 shows the body of cock finished in outline ,
except the final parting off next to the stock bar ;
this can be done with a separate thin parting-off
tool. When the outline of component is too great
Body of bross cock
made by i form fool
B

FIG. 2 .

FIG . 3 .
a surface for one tool to form at once, it is overcome
by making a roughing-out tool ; this will have a
portion of the total outline of cutting face turned
below the rest , and consequently the cutting sur
face is to that extent relieved on the finishing tool.
These tools are usually used on capstan lathes ,
and quickly changed from roughing to finishing
position, being fixed in a
turret head or tool box .
In Fig. 3 is shown a plain
form tool for cutting grooves,
such as for piston ring
grooves in the piston of a
motor-car engine. This tool
D
is easily made with the ordi
nary lathe tools, without the
use of a form template, as the
Bar
width of cutters and spaces
can be readily gauged. The
sketches show part sectional
view and end elevation of the
tool.
In Fig. 4 is shown a method
of producing a correct geo
metrical form tool, such
as would be required to make
a milling cutter, for making
gear tooth wheels . As no pains should be spared to
obtain the correct curves and width of this tool,
it is evident to make a template by marking out
and then filing to the lines, is not sufficiently accu
rate for this cutter , for the teeth when cut on two
gears, would not mesh properly, as any extra
thickness on the cutter would be multiplied on the
productions of the two gear wheels ; and Fig . 4
illustrates a method to prevent this. Having oh
tained the exact radius of the curves required for
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the form cutter , and thickness in decimals of an
inch, make a base (G) as shown , and turn two metal
discs ( H ) of exact diameter ; a distance piece ( J )
must be filed to exact width ; thickness of discs and
distance piece can be about fin . to 4 in . thick, and
the three pieces placed on the base G, and pressed
against the edge ; this edge should be machined
quite straight . The three pieces can be secured in
G

23
46

J

ce

d

Correct form youqe
5 HНd
62 ra .
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Wimshurst Machine .

By A. E. Smith .
" HE Wimshurst machine shown in the photo
on the lathe. It was primarily designed for
compactness, and only occupies a space of 9 ins . by
7 ins. The plates , which were cut out of 1-16th-in.
ebonite, are 9 ins . in diameter, and are mounted on
mahogany bosses , fitted with brass bushes to en
sure easy running. There are 24 sectors of copper
foil on each plate, but I do not recommend this
material for the purpose, as the edges do not stick
to the plates firmly , and the electricity dissipates
into the air. The plates run about ' 1-16th in .
apart, but unless suitable wedges are inserted when
the machine is not in use, they touch . The two

Copied Template form

FIG . 4.
K
position by a little solder, taking care no solder
gets between the distance pieces and disc. A thin
sheet steel template ( K ) can now be copied from
the disc, as shown , after which the form , as obtained
on template, must be transferred on a lathe tool ,
as shown in Fig. 5 ; this is best accomplished by
filing or shaping the top face of tool flat and laying
a piece of glass on , and trying the template against
edge of tool, and filing to form. The relations be .
tween the outline of template and that on the tool
can readily be seen by holding them up to the

FIG. 5 .

Templole

MR. A E. SMITH's WIMSHURST MACHINE.

FIG. 6 .
light, keeping both flat against the glass, when the
form on template is accurately transferred to the
tool by careful filing ; it must be slightly backed
off from the cutting edge to provide clearance for
the cutting edge. The tool is ready for hardening ,
after which it must be checked to the template ;
and if the form has altered , it must be lapped to
shape again with a piece of copper and emery and
oil .
Fig. 6 shows a copper lap suitable for this opera
tion . To produce the form cutter it must be
turned to approximate form with ordinary tools
and finally finished with the form tool L, after which
it is milled and backed off on a special machine.
( To be continued .)

Leyden jars are coate i inside and out with thick
tinfoil, with shot to make the connection inside.
I have not varnished the glass with any insulating
material, nor have I found the efficiency of the
machine impaired thereby
The metal work on the machine is of gunmetal.
polished and lacquered , and looks very well . The
sparking balls are only temporary, as I am making
trials for the best combination. Under ordinary
circumstances there is no difficulty in drawing a
2 -in. spark , but in a warm room, when the machine
is well up to its work , I get a stream of 4- in. sparks.
In conclusion , I should certainly recommend an
amateur to try one of these interesting machines
for a first attempt, for besides repaying all the
trouble expended on them , they offer a very useful
and valuable lesson in the art of wood and metal
turning.
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Latest in

A New “ Atlantic " Locomotive .—The Great
Northern Railway Company have recently erected,
at their Doncaster works, a new four-cylinder com
Atlantic
pound locomotive of the
type ( the
first of the class built for this railway ) , from the
designs of Mr. H. A. Ivatt , M.Inst.M.E., the com
pary's chief mechanical engineer. The new engine,
which is numbered 292 , and is being submitted to
exhaustive trials, is intended for the heaviest of the
East Coast Scotch expresses between York and
King's Cross , and for the more important of the
West Riding trains between King's Cross and Leeds,
The four cylinders are placed abreast, and drive on
to separate axles , the outside high-pressure cylin
ders,which are 13 ins . by 26 ins . , actuating the rear
pair of coupled wheels, whilst the inside low -pressure
cylinders, which are 16 ins . by 26 ins . , drive the
leading coupled axle . The ordinary link motion
is employed for the inside cylinders , and the
Walschaerts gear for the outside cylinders , the " cut
off ” of the high - pressure and the low -pressure
cylinders being varied both relatively and inde
pendently. The starting valve is one of Mr. Ivatt's
own special design , and provides for the engine
working either simple or compound. The engine,
in working order, weighs 65 tons, and the tender
40 tons, making an aggregate weight of 105 tons .
The tender is six -wheeled , with a capacity for
3,700 gallons of water and five tons of coal , and is
fitted with apparatus for taking in supplies of
water whilst travelling over the troughs on the
route.
“ Atlantic ” Engines for the L.B. & S.C.
Railway . - With a view to facilitating the working
of their Pullman car services between London,
Brighton and Eastbourne, a correspondent of the
Times states that the London , Brighton & South
Coast Railway Company are shortly to introduce
a number of powerful express locomotives of the
Atlantic type , and that a contract for five of
these has just been placed with Messrs. Kitson
and Company , of the Airedale Foundry , Leeds .
They are described as the largest and most power
ful engines ever built for the Brighton Company,
and they will be fitted with outside cylinders of a
diameter of 184 ins , and a piston stroke of 26 ins . ,
whilst the fire -box will be of the “ Wootten " pattern ,
the engine cab and chimney being of the present
standard type of the Brighton locomotives .
A Reversing Rotary Engine. -With a view to
overcoming the difficulty of reversing, two marine
engineers -- Mr. C. MacArthur and Mr. F. Smith
-have produced an expansive rotary engine which
can be instantaneously reversed , and which , when
working astern, gives the same brake horse -power
as when working ahead . These two engineers ,
both of whom at one time served on the Royal Mail
Company's steamers—have constructed a working
model of this type, which has been severely tested.
The cylinder is 14 ins , in diameter, and the whole
engine is less than 2 ft . in length er -all. Although
the steam given was by no means dry, the engine
has already satisfactorily made some millions of
revolutions. The steam is utilised within the
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cylinder by two continuous vanes, and there is not
the vast number of vanes which are a feature of
the usual type of turbine . Taking steam from an
old-fashioned portable boiler at 95 lbs . pressure ,
the engine at 450 revolutions per minute gave
14 actual brake horse-power. By lightening the
loads the revolutions were raised to 600 and 800 per
minute, and at these high speeds there was a notice
able absence of vibrations. The chief feature of the
engine is that it can be instantly reversed to full
power astern by merely swinging over the lever,
and there is no jarring of the mechanism by re
versing at high speeds . Steam coming from the
boiler at 95 lbs . pressure enters the cylinder at
75 lbs., exhausting at 7 lbs. That the engine acts
expansively is evident by the sharp intermittent
exhaust , and this expansive action is further
demonstrated by the indicator diagrams which
were taken , The system, which can be utilised as
a compound , triple , or quadruple engine , is adapt
able for marine or land service, and a series of
exhaustive tests are now being carried out by a
consulting engineer. The concern is in the hands
of Mr. E. Č. Powell, of 39 , Lombard Street , E.C.

A Novel Propeller. - An interesting model of
a curious propeller was exhibited at the Motor
Boat Show held recently in New York City . It
was only about 9 ins. long --made of bronze - but it
was able to propel itself across the lake with the
small spring that worked the propeller . The
novelty lay in the driving power, and the inventor
has been working for ten years to perfect his ideas.
At the stern of the boat are two arms , one on each
side. These extend under the water, and by an
ingenious piece of mechanism are made to work
just as a duck works its legs when swimming. At
the end of each arm is a metal piece , shaped like a
duck's foot , which expands when driven against
the water and folds when being brought forward
preparatory to another kick The movement was
perfect , and the boat under this power moved fast
and easily The inventor, Mr. P. A. Peterson , calls
it an oscillating propeller. He has patented his
invention , and is now going to get out a model boat ,
with the propellers worked by a gas engine. This
propeller will drive the boat ahead or astern just
as the helmsman wants , but it does not go astern
as fast as it will go ahead. The inventor declares
that with his propeller the speed of a vessel can be
increased 50 per cent. with the same power of
engine.

New Warships. -There are forty -three war
ships at present under construction in the United
Kingdom , with a total displacement of 262,670 tons .
Of this total , eight vessels, of 119,950 tons displace
ment , are under construction at the Royal dock .
yards. Among the rest , which are under construc
sion at private yards,thirty ships, of 109,490 tons ,
are for the British Navy , while “ foreign or not
stated " comprise a battleship of 16,400 tons ,
another of 16,000 tons , two torpedo -boat destroyers,
and one torpedo boat .
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Electric Welding -A new development in
electric welding is the automatic production of
continuous rolls of wire fencing. A number of
galvanised iron wires are fed from reels arranged
vertically and parallel to each other, and from
another reel placed transversely to these lengths
of wire are cut off and fed horizontally across the
vertical wires. Where the horizontal and vertical
wires intersect they are welded together by small
transformers . The welded material then moves
forward , and the operation is continuously
repeated .
Boat. -An
The First Passenger Petrol
interesting addition to the pleasure craft on
the River Yare has been made by Messrs . J.
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motor case forms a bridge , upon which is a switch
board and the steering apparatus . The deck has
a permanent wooden canopy, supported by light
iron uprights ; canvas screens can be lowered or
raised at will . There is a saloon deck aft , and the
saloon itself is 12 ft . long and 10 ft . wide.
The
boat , which carries 100 passengers , was designed
and built by Mr. H. Reynolds, Lowestoft ; her
machinery has been installed by Messrs . Brook
and Co. , Ltd. , Lowestoft .
An American Train Ferry. —Considering the
amount of attention which has lately been attracted
to train ferries by the suggestion of the use of one
across the Straits of Dover, a brief description of
what is claimed to be the largest ferry boat in the

12

The New PASSENGER MOTOR LAUNCH, “ Doris . "
E. & W. Woodcock , of 62 , King Street , Nor
wich , in their new motor launch Doris, which
we illustrate herewith . She recently ran her trial
trip with entire satisfaction , going through the
water without the slightest oscillation from her
machinery, and without the suspicion of a swell .
The Doris is 60 ft . in length , her beam is 10 ft . ,
and she draws only 31 ft. of water , so that she is
able to sail over the whole of the waters in the
rivers and broads district . The boat is driven by
a 20 h .-p: petrol motor, which at full speed makes
900 revolutions per minute . The reversible pro
peller is of the Meissner type , and is clutch - fitted ,
so that the skipper can disconnect the engines from
the propeller with his foot . The highest speed at
which the boat travels is 7 } miles an hour ; she
carries 20 gallons of petrol , a supply sufficient for
an eighteen hours ' run . Situated amidships, the

world may be of interest . This steamer is named
the Solano, and plies between Port Costa and
Benicia in California, carrying the trains of the
Southern Pacific Railway. She is 424 ft . long over
the decks by 64 ft . 1o ins . beam , and 16 ft . 8 ins .
wide over the sponsons. Her registered tonnage is
3,549 tons , and she draws 6 ft . 4 ins . light or
10 ft. 7 ins . loaded. The vessel is propelled by two
simple low-pressure beam engines, which drive two
30 ft . side wheels . The cylinders are 60 ins .
diameter by i ft . stroke , and together the engines
are said to have an output of over 2000 h.-p.
Eight boilers are installed , of which six are always
in use . The ferry works night and day , making
from thirty -six to forty -six crossings of a mile
each during the twenty - four hours , and handles
about 115,000 freight cars and 56,000 passenger
cars a year,

The
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Westinghouse
Turbine .

Steam

By H. H. HARRISON.
EADERS of The MODEL ENGINEER who have
seen illustrations of the Westinghouse tur
R
bines at the Chelsea power house of the
Underground Railway must have noticed the
difference these machines present in external
appearance , being shorter and of greater diameter
than the ordinary Parsons type of turbine.
It has been previously pointed out in these
columns that a greater fraction of the total work
is done in a ring of vanes at the low - pressure end
than in a ring at the high -pressure end ; and, taking
this into account, Mr. Westinghouse partially ex
pands the steam in De Laval nozzles, letting it act
afterwards on alternate fixed and moving vanes in
the ordinary way. Fig . I shows the general
arrangement of the Westinghouse modification of
a Parsons turbine.
Steam enters at the inlet shown in dotted lines,

packing is provided ( as shown in Fig. 2 ) . These
modifications lead to some important advantages.
The steam flowing in both directions axially, there
is no end thrust , and the usual balance pistons re .
quired in the Parsons machine are dispensed with .
A considerably smaller number of rings of vanes are
used , and the drum , or rotor , is thus shorter and
stiffer, and less liable to distortion . The centre

n

FIG . 2.
I
disc is of forged steel , and the drum of weldless
rolled steel. The shaft is of high carbon steel , and
is short and stiff, thus reducing the tendency to
“ whip ” to a minimum . The two exhaust
connections from the casing are united in one
common piping through sleeve joints, so that
the joints of the exhaust piping to the condenser
can be bolted up tightly without risk of fracture of
the casing through the stresses arising from dis
tortion due to expansion under varying tempera
tures.
A further interesting modification of the Parsons
turbine is that due to Fullagar, and will be clear by
reference to sketches a and b (Fig. 4 ).
a ( Fig. 4 ) is the general arrangement of a Parsons
turbine having three sets of rings of vanes, the
rotor drum increasing in diameter towards the
exhaust end of the casing. At the steam inlet end

a

Fig . 1 .
from which it passes to the steam belt a encircling
the casing . Steam nozzles ( not shown in the illus
tration) communicate with the steam belt , and the
steam is expanded within, and , after passing
through one or more wheels, enters a chamber by
which it is divided axially in both directions, and
then passes on to the fixed and moving guide blades
of the drum and casing.
Fig. 2 illustrates one arrangement . The steam ,
after leaving the ring of radial vanes v , enters the
nozzles n, where it is guided axially in both direc
tions to the vanes fixed in the rotor and casing
alternately .
Fig. 3 shows an alternative arrangement . Here
the rotor is provided with two concentric sets of
radial moving blades, a single set of guide blades
being fixed radially in the casting forming the
steam belt. This part of the turbine is identical
in principle with the Curtis turbine. The second
stage of the expansion is accomplished in the
nozzles fixed axially in the chamber x. To prevent
leakage between this chamber and the clearance
space between the rotor and casing, “ labyrinth

VII - 1-10

FIG. 3 .

three dummy pistons ( A , B and C ) are keyed to
the shaft and rotate with this . Grooves turned in
the casing, and pistons form the well-known
“ labyrinth ' packing, and prevent leakage of
steam past the pistons .
Each of the
ons communicates by means of
passages with the chamber between the last row
of vanes of a stage and the first row of the next
stage . The steam pressure prevailing in this
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chamber is thus communicated to the correspond
ing balance piston , and longitudinal movement of
the shaft and rotor due to the reaction is prevented .
If no provision of this kind were made, there would
be risk of blades fouling one another and stripping,
The balance pistons take up some room , and add
weight to the rotating shaft , and Fullagar's arrange
ment (see sketch b ) has been designed to obviate
these. The rotor is provided with three passages
a, b, andc, and steam entering these at the different
chambers presses on a disc fitted at the exhaust end
of the casing, thus balancing the thrust . As the
pressures from the passages a, b, and c, are different
from one another, the parts of the fixed disc which
are acted upon are separated by means of con
centric rings fixed in the face of the disc , and
meshing with similar rings on the rotor facing the
disc . As a result, the turbine is shorter and more
compact, and the weight of the rotor is lower . A
a

B

2

16

FIG . 4 .
disadvantage of the arrangement would seem to lie
in the fact that the bearing at the exhaust end must
be fairly rigid , or the concentric rings will foul one
another. A glance at sketch a will show that the
same objection does not apply so strongly in the
case of the balance pistons .
ALUMINIUM .—The power which aluminium has
for absorbing mercury vapour has been investi
gated by M. Tarugi. This is manifest even when
the vapour is largely diluted with air, and at the
temperature of the surrounding atmosphere. This
property constitutes a very delicate method of
analysing the presence of mercury, and furnishes
a means of prevention against poisoning by its
vapours. A respirator has been constructed in
which the air, before entering the lungs , has to pass
through a mass of finely pulverised aluminium ,
and in this way all traces of mercury are absorbed
so completely, that breathing can be carried on
even in the dense vapour produced by the burning
of chloride of mercury .
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Railway Signals and Signalling .
By CHAS, S. LAKE .

II .-TYPES OF SIGNALS : TRACK EQUIPMENTS.
( Continued from page 485. )
HE diagram ( Fig . 25 ) relates to the method
T ' of four- track working, the principal exam
ples of which are found in the London district
on the Great Northern , London , Brighton and
South Coast, and London and South -Western Rail
ways.
Considering, as before, the down trains first, the
three-armed signal 75 , governing admission to
station H , allows by its highest arm continued pro
gress on the centre fast line ; the second allows the
passage of trains from the fast line to the slow line ,
and the lowest applies to the slow line only .
No. 76 allows slow line trains to pass to the
fast or the slow line, while No. 77 is the fast
line starter, and is usually on a high post .
No. 78 carries stop and distant arms for both
fast and slow lines. No. 79 is a rather
elaborate signal bridge governing access to
station I.
A branch line joins the main at
this station, which corresponds in many
respects to Finsbury Park ( G.N.R. ), and
the down line from the branch passes under
the main line to the down side. This is an
under junction of the flying junction type,
and many examples of these can be found
in the London district . One or other of the
branch lines is carried either up and over ,
or down and under the main lines, so that
there is no fouling of the main line tracks.
At I there are auxiliary slow line plat.
forms , which are usually used by the branch
tiains, but on the down side both branch
trains and slow main trains can use either
line. . Therefore signal 79 carries two arms
(the lowest of equal height) admitting from
the branch to either slow platform , two arms
slightly higher from the slow line to either
slow platform, two higher still from the down
fast line to either slow platform, and one ( the
highest of all) for the through fast traffic .
Beyond the station No. 80 passes trains from
either of the slow lines to the slow or fast lines, two
arms referring to each line . The fast line starter
No. 81 is placed separately . No. 82 carries the
distants to the signal bridge 83 , one corresponding
to each of the down stop arms, and applying re
spectively to the fast and slow lines . On signal
bridge 83 are also the distants, under the stop arms,
to signals 84.
At station J there are no platforms for the centre
fast lines, and therefore a starting signal ( 85 ) is
only necessary for the down slow line . Signal 86
carries the slow line home arm with a distant
to 87 , and the fast line home arm with two dis
tants, as signal 87 allows of transfer of trains from
the fast to the slow line by its middle arm. The
starting signal 88 applies only to the slow road , one
arm controlling the branch , one the slow main , and
the highest from slow to fast lines. The fast line
has its own starting signal ( No. 89). Nos. 88A and
89A are the slow and fast distants, 90 and 91 the
slow and fast line home signals for station L,
92 and 92A the down starters, and at 93 are the
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fast and slow line stop signals, with distants under
each anticipating signal 94, which controls the com
bination of the two down tracks into one , the last
down main line signal shown being the distant
No. 95 .
From station K the down branch line proceeds
round and under the main line past the distant
arm 106 .
In the up direction the distant arms 96 on the
two-track section duplicate the splitting signal 97 .
The distant arms 98 apply one to each track. At
99 each home signal has its distant below it .
At station L are the home signals 100 and
101 , and the starters 100A and 102 for the fast and
slow lines respectively . The three - armed distant
No. 103 anticipates by the two higher arms fast line,
and fast to slow line traffic at 104, the lower arm
applying only to the slow line . No. 105 is the
branch * up " distant , but at 104 all four stop ”
arms are placed on one post . The slow line starter
108 allows of passage to the fast line, while 107 is
the fast line starter. No. 109 carries fast and slow
stop and distant arms , while 110 is the slow
line home signal at J. As there are no plat
forms for the fast line, only the signal u
is pro
vided , 112 being the slow line starter.
The rather elaborate signal bridge 83 carries the
fast line stop signal with three distants, and the
slow line stop signal with two distants, and
at 113 are the splitting signals thus anticipated .
The starting signal 114 carries slow line arms for
passing from slow' to fast , and for continuing
on the slow line ; and , for convenience, the branch
starter and its distant to 123 are placed on the same
post . No. 115 is the fast line starter ; Nos , 116 and
117 are distants to 118 , where there are three dis
tants to 119, as access from the fast to the slow line
is provided , besides the direct fast and slow traffic .
No. 121 is the double slow line starter , and No. 120
the fast line starter.
From the foregoing rather elaborate signal dia
grams and explanations the main principles of
signalling and signal combinaiion and arrangement
will be understood , for the examples given cover
almost every possible design as regards essentials,
though many signal bridges carry far more arms
than any used for illustra ion . A ruling principle
on all British railways is that in any combination of
signals their importance in reference to past or
through traffic varies directly as their relative
height, and even on a line where a distinguishing
ring is fitted on slow line signals, this principle
obtains in most cases.
An older method , which is still largely employed
abroad, and occasionally for special circumstances
here , consisted in arranging several stop arms
one above the other on one post, and then the top
arm applied to the left-hand road , the next highest
to the centre line, and the next to the right -hand
road ; or otherwise similarly reckoning from the
left , though occasionally the top arm applied to the
main line, whatever i's direction , only the other
arms being arranged in order. Nowadays, how
ever, it is considered best to place the arms separ
ately in some comparatively indicative position, as
in the examples given .
So far , nothing has been said about terminal
signalling, but as this is always of a special nature,
and cannot always be classified , this section will
only be dealt with in connection with subsequent
articles dealing with signal mechanism and
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interlocking.
As regards main principles, terminal
signalling corresponds to ordinary methods ; but
actual practice is regulated by circumstances and
geography. Neither have shunting and disc sig
nals been dealt with ; but these , again, will receive
incidental consideration later , as they have only
a local meaning and classification .
( To be continued. )

INCANDESCENT gases under slight pressure give
light composed of lines , but under pressure a con
tinuous spectrum .
A New SEA BUNK . - A self-levelling sea bunk ,
invented by Mr. W. Whitehouse, is being tried on
several cross -Channel boats . The cot or bunk is

ian

and Electric
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Engine and
Models .

Other

By F. G. BLOGG
HE accompanying photographs show a few of
TH the models I have made in the course of the
last fifteen years Until the last six months
I have not been the happy possessor of a lathe, all
the turning necessary for the models having to be
taken to a frienil's house, about a mile away . So
my fellow readers who own a back geared lathe,
with slide-rest and all the necessary tools, can form
some idea of the disadvantages I have worked under .
The locomotive is after the North - Eastern type
illustrated in this paper some time ago . The boiler

FIG . 1.-A SMALL VERTICAL ENGINE AND BOILER.

swung from gimbals , and from each of its corners
a cord passes over an electric brake . Mercury
levels establish the circuit through the brakes when
any loss of horizontality commences, and check
further movement of the cot . The device gets
over the rolling and tossing motions of the vessels,
but it cannot prevent the slow rising and falling
which is, perhaps , the most trying motion to many
bad sailors.

is of 1-16th -in. copper, riveted and sweated , and is
15 ins. long and 34 ins . diameter. The firebox is
6 ins . deep by 3 ins. wide, and has 33-in . brass tubes
to smokebox . The front plate of smokebox is
fastened with setscrews, so as to be able to get at
the steam and exhaust pipes . The handles on
smokebox door were filed up by hand , as were also
the whistle, which is practical, and the safety -valve
lever. The dome on boiler was made up of a piece
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of 1 ) -in. brass tube flanged to sweep of boiler,
and the top of same was blocked out of a piece of
brass sheet, and was brazed on , the whole being
cleaned up by hand. The boiler is fed separately
by means of a hand pump, which I made for the
purpose, and runs back to the cab of locomotive,
where it connects by means of an ordinary cap and
lining joint. The cab fittings consist of regulator
pressure and water gauges, whistle handle, and re
versing lever. The cylinders are -in. bore by 13 -in .
stroke, driving on to a single pair of driving wheels
5 ins. diameter. The tender is only fitted with a
tank to hold methylated spirit , which runs to a
9-wick burner in firebox , and is regulated by a tap
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was dome shape and detachable, in order to get at
tubes for cleaning purposes . This boiler was fed
by a hand pump ( just seen on the right of photo
graph , which shows engine and boiler fitted up for
working a small dynamo and sewing machine).
The firing tools , gauge lamp, and oil cans I also
made . The bɔiler was fired with small coal and
charcoal , and engine run at 15 to 20 lbs. pressure,
boiler being tested to 70 lbs. pressure with water,
the chief dimensions of boiler being 22 ins. high
and 11 ins. diameter.
The model gun I made from the pictures shown
in this paper some few years ago . It is a model
of the gun made in Kimberley during the siege in

F

FIG . 2. - SOME OF Mr. F. G. Blogg's MODELS .
and lever in the floor of tender. The brake works
on to both pairs of driving wheels . The bogie wheels
are 23 ins . diameter, as are also the tender wheels .
This locomotive took me about fourteen months to
build , working whenever I got a chance. The
boiler was tested to 80 lbs. pressure with water, and
works at about 25 lbs. to 30 lbs. The total length
of engine and tender is 3 ft . 3 ins.
The vertical engine I built some years ago , and
is rather powerful, the cylinder being it ins. bore
by 3-in , stroke, the reversing gear being fitted some
time afterwards , as for a time I was rather afraid
of starting such a job. This engine I have had
fitted up in a little shed, and was run by a boiler ,
which I also made. This boiler was made of 16 - in .
gauge charcoal iron with internal firebox, and was
fitted with five 1f -in. brass tubes to smokebox, which

the late Boer war . The barrel of gun is made of
hardwood bored out and fitted with a k- in . steel
tube, the breech being also of steel and fitted with
a breech block of the same metal , with the ordinary
hit - and - miss threads. The block is not hinged , but
comes right away, and is secured by a crossbar
with a side lever lock .
I made a special cartridge
for this gun , with a base that screwed out , and had
two pins insulated one from another by vulcanite:
To fire the gun for effect, I bind a piece of thin
fuse wire round pins, connect up to an accumulator
with switch in circuit , and put a very small quan
tity of powder in cartridge, and switch on . The
wheels are built up according to the description
given in The Model ENGINEER . The length of
gun is i ft . 6 ins . , and wheels are 6 ins. diameter.
The corner bracket shown in photograph ( Fig . 2 )
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hardly comes under the heading of models, but not
seeing anything of the sort described in The Model
ENGINEER , I thought a brief description of this
might be interesting. The bracket is madeof No, u
gauge zinc , and was cut out by hand with a small
chisel made out of the tang of an ordinary flat file .
The design was first pasted on the zinc , and then
cut out, afterwards being filed up with flat and
half - round warding files, the two sides and centre
being then soldered together and enamelled white,
afterwards being mounted on an angle board
covered with plush .
In conclusion , I may say that I have never
worked to or got out any plans for my models, but
worked everything out to the proportion I thought
best .

A Design for a Model Horizontal
Steam Engine .
By ST. JOHN THOMPSON .
HE horizontal engine shown in the accompany .
desired , at 600 revolutions, and with 50 lbs .
working pressure.
Cylinder. - Of cast iron, 2 -in. bore , 3 - in . stroke .
False centres — viz ., cross bars of iron should be
fitted in each end at the bore of the cylinder, and
the cylinder put between the lathe centres, and
flanges faced at each end . False centres should
then be put in the bore of the slide casing, and the
true and relative centre lines of the cylinder and
slide casing should be marked on these two false

A SUBSTITUTE FOR COAL . - In California , where
coal is scarce , it is found that peach stones are
equally good for fuel , and give out more heat than

6

THE
Fig . 1. - SIDE ELEVATION OF MODEL HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE .

does coal in proportion to weight. Large quan
tities of stones taken out of the fruit at the canning
factories are now dried and sold .
PERMANENT MAGNETS . -In a paper recently read
on
Magneto Ignition " before the Auto-Cycle
Club, Mr. Horace M. Wyatt says : - “ All so
called ' permanent magnets gradually lose their
strength, especially when subjected to excessive
vibration or rough usage . It is , consequently ,
necessary to re -magnetise them at intervals - say,
every two years. The process is a simple and in
expensive one, the magnets being rubbed across
the poles of a strong electro -magnet. The correct
polarity may be obtained from the rule— “ That end
of a bar which is last to leave a pole of the electro
magnet is of opposite polarity to that pole . I !
for any reason the armature is ever removed from
between the poles of the field magnets, the magnetic
circuit should be completed by laying a piece of
iron of suitable size across the poles, otherwise the
magnets will lose in strength .”

centres, from which centre pops (circles represent
ing the bores ) should be scribed on the faced flanges.
These circles should be dotted in, and serve for
centreing the work when it is being bolted on to the
lathe faceplate for boring both the cylinder barrel
and the slide casing. ( See Figs . 5 and 6. )
Slide Casing. This is cast with the cylinder,
and has to be bored in the manner above described
for the reception of the liners within which the
slide-valve works.
Liners for Slide Casing. -Of cast iron , turned and
bored to sizes shown , having ports filed across
them. These liners should be a good tight fit into
the bore of the casing, and , when completed, the
small shoulders at the ends should be flush with
the faced cylinder flange. It is important that the
ports take the position shown on the drawing
when finally fitted in position in the casing. When
finished , the cylinder should be felted and covered
with light sheet iron to the level of the flanges.
Cylinder and Slide Casing Covers. - Of cast iron .
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faced and turned ; neck-rings and glands should be
of gunmetal , and the bore of both an easy fit on the
piston - rod.
Bedplate. Of cast iron (shown in Fig . 2 ) . The
recesses for bearings and top surface of guide
face and snugs for cylinder feet should all be
lined off carefully at one setting by using a
scribing block and false centres in the bearing

4/16 '
-

Studs withnuts.
Under Bedplate

--

+

39%

or compass points are visible. In all cases these
lines ought to be fixed by a dotting punch ; and
when work is completed these dots should appear
to be split.
Brasses Generally and Eccentric Straps should be
of gunmetal. The castings should be filed up so
as to truly bed together at the joint , and then the
halves_should be sweated together by solder .
They should then be lined off, machined ,
and filed up . All holes should be bored
slightly larger than dimensioned, because
when unsoldered, and the solder rubbed
off, the respective halves come a little closer
together.
Piston . - Of cast iron, turned all over
(Fig . 14 ). The packing ring, which is of
cast iron , should be bored out , and ends
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Fig. 5. - SECTION THROUGH CYLINDER AND STEAM CHEST.
-17- % Studs

-Plug
So stodo,
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Fig . 7.- FEED PUMP.

(Half full size .)

faced , then cut diagonally across ; the ring
is then sprung in and clipped by a band
clip , and turned outside to the diameter
of the cylinder .
Studs
Piston-rod and Bolts should be of steel .
Jaw-end is
Connecting -rod.-- Of steel.
best forged so that it can be turned without
Alats on it (Fig . 3 ) .
A sheet tin template
should be made to facilitate turning the
FIG. 6.-- END VIEW AND CROSS-SECTION OF CYLINDER .
lower part of the jaw to the correct radias.
After turning , the inside of the jaw should
recesses. The facing to which the feed pump
be drilled out , and the jaws cut down with a hack
The gudgeon
is bolted can be lined off at another setting
saw, and finished up with a file.
by a scribing block , having laid the bedplate on
should be a little too tight to tap into the eyes of
its side, exactly square to the position it occupied
the jaw, into which it should be shrunk . To do
when the guide face was being lined off. At this
this , let a red -hot piece of iron rest inside the eyes ,
setting it would be advisable to scribe the longi .
so as to expand them ; then introduce the gudgeon ,
tudinal centre line all round the bedplate ; also to
and, when in true position , cool the rod down with
cold water.
scribe round the facings which form the sides of
the main brass recesses.
Crankshaft . -Of steel . For the purpose of turn
ing the crank -pin , and over the ends and sides of
Lining Of . - All parts to be lined off should be
the crank throws, I find it best to have a lug forged
well chalked with common white chalk, and then
solid with each end of the crankshaft , as loose ends
rubbed lightly with moistened finger -tips ; this
fitted for this purpose are likely to shift on a small
gives a surface upon which marks made by scribers
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shaft ( these lugs can be cut off with a hack-saw
before turning the shank ) . ( See Fig. 8. )
Feed Pump. - A gunmetal casting (see Fig. 7 ).
The jaw and coned end of the plunger should
be turned out of one piece, and the sides of
the jaws should be a tight fit in the brass
tube , of which the trunk is made, and to which

12

.

8

16 .

Fig. 15. -DETAIL OF FLYWHEEL.
it should be soldered after the eccentric rod has
been put in .

A BULLET- PROOF SHIELD . -A flexible bullet
proof shield which has been invented by Messrs.
Wiedenkeller & Hohl, of St. Gall, is said to be the
best of its kind yet made . The Swiss military
department held experiments with the shield
recently . At 300 yds . it resisted the fire of a
Maxim, firing 2000 shots in thirty minutes . The
shield was then fixed to a goat , and at 100 yds .
the bullets of the regulation rifle had no effect on
the animal.
Screw CONSTRUCTION . — The most perfect screws
ever constructed were probably those used by the
late Henry Rowland in his micrometer ruling
machines for making diffraction gratings . The
rulings on these were of two grades , one having
about 15,000 and the other 25,000 lines to the inch .
The ruling, says the Engineering and Mining
Journal, was not as fine as in some of the celebrated
Nobart's bands, used in microscopic tests ; but the
value of Rowland's rulings consisted in the accuracy
of their width and position ; the latter feature was
correct to the hundred -thousandth of an inch .
With these gratings Rowland measured the position
of the solar spectrum lines.

Experiments with
Waves .

June 8 , 1905.

Electric

By C. J. WATSON .
( Concluded from page 510. )
Experiment 32. — To prove that the condenser dis
charge is oscillatory and of a definite period, attach
a No. 18 copper wire to the plate C , and lead it
horizontally 4 ft. above the floor to a distance of at
least 8 yds ., but not necessarily
At the end
in a straight line .
fasten it to a gas or water pipe
to make a good connection to
earth . In order to take off an
excessive strain from the con
denser plate, that end can be
fastened to a wooden pillar, as
wood is quite sufficient for an
insulator of these rapidly oscil
lating discharges . Take the
square wire resonator used in
Experiment 25 , place it in a
horizontal plane by the side of
the wire , with its spark-gap
turned away from it , and the
resonator being 5 yds , from the
condenser. When the latter is
discharging the resonator will
be found to spark , if it be
within a certain distance of the
wire .
Now try the effect of
sliding the spark-gap G along
its supporting rods. It will be
found that , according to its posi
tion , so the distance from the
wire will vary at which the reso
nator will spark . In an actual
experiment I found that when
the circuit AGB was 98 cm . , the
resonator would spark at a dis
tance of 162 cm . ; when 118 or 68 cm . , the spark
ing distance was only 78 and 74 cm . respectively .
By plotting a number of the values as a curve
the point of resonance becomes very evident .
Experiment 33. -To determine the wave length .
Attach a No. 18 copper wire to each of the plates
C and D , and run them horizontally as far as pos
sible, but at leist 10 yds., and being 74 cm . apart,
and united by a crosspiece at In ( Fig . 17). Make
a resonator as in Experiment 25, only circular, out
of a piece of brass wire 220 cm . long and 0.4 cm . in
diameter. Support it on a wooden cross, the spark
gap being midway between two of the arms . Place
this horizontally under the wire circuit so that the
spark-gap shall be under Ln , the rest of the resonator
being towards the condenser. Adjust the spark
gap G upon its supporting rods until the resonator
will spark at its maximum distance beneath the
wire , the circuit A G B being probably 76 cm . Now
place a wire bridge across at Lº, so that the circuit
L ' L In L ? Lº shall be some multiple of 157 cm .
We shall now have all in unison -- the condenser, the
wire circuit, and the resonator. Place the latter
vertically between the wires , its plane being at
right angles to them , and its spark -gap horizontal :
move it along , and ascertain the points where it
yields no spark. This will give us the points
L ", L?, L}, L“, &c . , which are nodes of potential,
but loops of current . Now hold the resonator by
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means of the wooden arms in a horizontal plane
between the wires , and having its spark -gap turned
away from the condenser. By seeking the places of
non -sparking we shall obtain the points N ?, N ?,
N3 , N4, &c . , which are the loops of potential, but
nodes of current. Carefully measuring their dis
tances , we shall find that , with the exception of the
first one or two spaces nearest to the condenser, the
distances from node to loop will be 157 cm . each ,
this then being a quarter wave length . Thus in a
rough experiment L ' L' was found to be 298 cm . ;
L LS, 346 ; Lº L" . 310 ; L5 L?, 318 ; L? L ', 311 ;
and LºLn , 316. It is evident that the indications

N'

Allic
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single layer of silk-covered copper wire of about
No. 38 is wrapped round the bundle, its ends brought
out , and then the whole mounted in the end of a
piece of glass tubing. A magnetometer is made by
suspending a short magnet furnished with a mirror
by a silk fibie inside a vertical glass tube. The
bundle of steel wires is now magnetised to satuia
tion, preferably by being placed inside a coil of wire
in which a powerful current is passed for a moment .
Now place this against the magnetometer . so
as to produce a certain deflection . Place two pieces
of glass tube on the two wires of the last experi
ment , and twist a wire once or twice around each of

N3

N5

L 3

i
G

+LO
+L"

BID

N2

FIG. 17.

of the resonator are intertered with by the direct
action of the condenser when it is near to it .
It is
remarkable that if the wires are cut at Ls and L ,
and re-united with string, so as to leave a gap of
4 cm . , the resonator will still be excited farther along
the circuit . It will also be found that when the
condenser and resonator have been thus put in
tune, if the wire circuit be removed , the resonator
will still spark at a considerable distance in front
of the condenser, its plane being horizontal , and
the spark-gap being turned from the condenser.
According to some investigators , a vacuum tube,
if connected between N3, N4, N5, N*, &c . , will light
up, but not when placed at intermediate points. I
have not myself succeeded in getting this result ,

4+

2
12

N4

N6

them , and connect with the detector. When the cir
cuit is excited the induced charges surging through
the little coil partly demagnetises the steel wire
and thus lessens the deflection of the magnetometer,
On sliding the glass tubes along the wires it will be
found that the greatest action takes place at the.
points N3 N4, NS NS, &c .
" The detector must be
re-magnetised between every observation , which is
somewhat of a drawback. It is , however , on this
principle that Marconi constructed the instrument
with which he first received signals across the
Atlantic .
Experiment 35.-If it be attempted to detect
rapid electrical oscillations by simply passing them
through a telephone, no effect will be produced,

E

Earth

F

A
В

D

Earth
С
but have found that it would light up anywhere, if
not too near Ln .
It is interesting to find that if of
two observers each takes hold of a wire -- say at
Ni and N - and hold the vacuum tube between
them, it will light up without them feeling the
discharge passing through them .
In repeating this experiment, care must be taken
that there is complete metallic connection by Ln ,
otherwise the full discharge of the induction coil
would pass through the experimenters with dis
astrous effects.
Experiment 34. — Another method of discriminat
ing the nodes from the loops is that with the mag
netic detector invented by Rutherford . This con .
sists of twenty 1 -centimetre lengths of the finest
steel wire, varnished and made into a bundle by
being wrapped round with cotton. The wire,
0.01 in ., may be obtained from a music shop , as it
is used in some instruments, such as the zither. A

FIG. 18 .
as the telephone diaphragm cannot vibrate
sufficiently fast . It may, however, be used to
detect the equalisation of the electric potential
during a thunderstorm . If a telephone be con
nected between the pipes of the water and gas
systems in a house, it will probably be found that
at every flash of lightning, although taking place
miles away, there will be a click in the telephone ;
so that even if the lightning be not seen , the dis
tance of the storm can be ascertained by estimating
the time elapsing between the sound in the tele
phone and the arrival of the thunder .
Experiment 36. -If the wire circuit of Experi
ment 33 , instead of being a simple loop, be formed
into a coil of a single layer, it will still present nodes
and loops, and will evidently be more compact ;
the length of wire corresponding to a given wave
length being , however, greater. Obtain a wooden
cylinder 90 cm. long and 7 cm. in diameter (an old
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curtain pole will answer iſ straight) ; wind on it a
single layer of No. 18 naked copper wire, separating
the successive turns by an intervening spiral of
string soaked in wax . There should be about 330
turns. Make a small condenser out of a piece of
glass 1-16th in . thick , attaching to its two sides a
coating of tinfoil 10 by 12 cm. Arrange as in
Fig . 18 , so that the condenser will discharge at C,
whilst the point B is so arranged that the place of
contact may be varied. In order to prevent the
light of the spark at C interfering with keen obser
vation , it is advisable to enclose it in an opaque
box . It is sufficient for the spark to take place in
air. Place a small ball on the end of the wire at D ,
and place neai it another ball connected with the
earth. It will be found that longer sparks can be
obtained at D than at C, and that a maximum is
obtained by adjusting the place of contact B. The
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have differently described their mode of procedure,
and perhaps given a better one . I can only say
that I have preferred to give exactly the method
which I have found successful in performing them .
Small variations often make a considerable and un
expected difference in the results . If any student
should find difficulties in getting the experiments
to succeed , I shall be pleased to give any further
possible belp.

Model Making under Difficulties .

By W. P.
HE model which this photograph represents
THE
was made by me in my spare time, with one
hand, as I had the misfortune to lose my
left hand some few years ago. The boat was made

A MODEL TORPEDO BOAT DESTROYER .

best point for it will be about twelve turns from A ,
but will vary with the lengths of the connecting
wires employed . If the balls at D be removed , and
the wire terminate in a point , a beautiful brush of
violet light will be seen in the dark at the end of the
coil. Now stretch a fine iron wire ( EF ) alongside
the coil , about i cm . distant , or so that sparks just
do not pass to it , and connect it to the ground. On
now observing it in the dark light will be seen
brushing off along the side of the coil, the maximum
being at D , and gradually diminishing to the other
end . By removing the contact B towards A , it is
possible to divide the oscillation as in that of a
closed organ pipe—that is, there will be a dark
place one-third of the way from D towards B.
It ,
however, the end D of the coil be also connected to
earth , and the point B again adjusted , the lumin
osity will be seen only midway between B and D.
Upon this experiment instruments have been
founded by Slahy and by Fleming for the measure
ments of the waves used in wireless telegraphy.
In reading the account of these experiments , it
will probably be found that other experimenters

from a block of yellow pine, 2 ft. 6 ins. long, 4fins .
wide, by 5 ins. deep , which, after cutting to shape, I
dug out , and fitted with an American whitewood
deck ; a hatchway was cut out in the deck
with a combing nailed round ; a whaleback
was also fitted, hollowed out , and screwed
on with white lead.
Port and starboard
lights were fixed by the side of the bridge ,
a small cannon with a shield was placed on the
turret of bridge, which I used to fire with a fuse :
two small rubber rings painted white made very
good lifebuoys ; also a small brass ladder was
placed up to the turret on bridge, all being painted
white (bar the cannon ) to match whaleback. The
hatch was made of 3-16ths in. walnut , shaped to
the round of deck by four cross pieces nailed to the
underside with small round -headed escutcheon pins
to form rivet heads . It was made to fit on a rubber
ring around the combing to make a watertight
joint, being held down by hooks and screw eyelets.
The fittings on the hatch were three funnels made
from brass fishing - rod ferrules, being very light ;
these ) were fitted on round pieces of teak to
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form the base of funnels, each one being screwed
to hatch from underneath ; four airheads were
made from penny brass bells , with the handles
and tongues taken away . A hole was punched
through froin inside of bell so as to form a neck
outside with the burr ; after punching, a piece of
tube was slipped into hole and soldered from inside,
a small screw also being soldered in the other end
for fixing to hatch . The lifeboats were simply cut
out and fitted on chocks , being painted to match
model with white tops to represent canvas covers.
A switch was fixed aft of hatch to regulate motor ,
and a small compass was placed in front of tiller
Tack. The propeller was made from scrap brass,
and connected by the shaft and spring coupling
direct to motor. The flags were made from a white
dress necktie, being hand painted . The mast
could be taken down by bowsies, and the boat
fitted in a case made for carrying purposes . All
brass work was polished and lacquered , airheads
being Ipainted red inside to make a good finish .
The boat was painted red at the bottom , black at
the top , with a gold line .

A New Storage

Battery

Plate .

NEW form of storage battery plate has
been devised by Mr. Joseph Bijur, of New
York , which differs radically in design ,
construction , and results from existing forms.
The Bijur plates are composed of multiples
of pure lead structures in the shape of gratings or
grills.” These are welded to a stiff frame made of
lead and antimony only. The grills are composed
of a multitude of minute openings , or cells, open
through from face to face . When in the untreated
metallic state these grills are very open structures ,
having a large number of component ribbons running
in a vertical direction , supported by heavier cross
members running horizontally, which serve as con
ductors and give lateral stiffness. During the
formation process , part of the metallic lead is con
verted into oxide , which , by reason of the large
increase in volume , nearly fills the openings. The
ribbons on the positive elements have a large
amount of metal left as a reserve for the oxidation
which is attendant on the normal action of every
storage battery . When the oxide is formed in the
rectangular cells , it assumes a slightly elliptical
shape , which , expanding into the rectangular con
taining space, produced a locking in so positive, it
is said , that nothing short of destruction of the
plate can dislodge it . At the same time, even when
the oxidation is carried to the point of apparently
completely filling the cells , the tendency of the
ellipse to grow larger along both its axes ensures
the presence of a minute slot through the centre of
the oxide mass, which allows the flow of electrolyte
to take place freely through it . The resultant
oxidised plate , therefore, is rigid , and the grills
are firmly held , they expand without producing
strains, each particle of oxide is firmly pressed
against the lead from which it grows, and the entire
plate is open through and through to circulation and
diffusion of the electrolyte. It is claimed that re
peated attempts to produce distortion intentionally
have failed , and that, in a plate of given dimensions,
20 per cent . greater capacity can be obtained with
about 10 per cent. more reserve lead than in any
form of plate hitherto constructed .
A
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O further encourage model-making in all its
,
ing caliper gauge , with screw adjustment , to
every reader who sends us for insertion in our
Journal a sufficiently good photograph and de
scription of any model, tool, or piece of apparatus
he has made . If preferred , any other tool , book , or
other article to the value of 6s . 6d . will be sent in
Entries should be
place of the caliper gauge.
accompanied by a separate letter , giving the title
of the article , and stating exactly what tool is
If other than a caliper gauge is
desired .
required, the page and number of the tool in the
firm's catalogue from which it can be obtained
should be mentioned . The article should be written
on one side of the paper only , with the name and
address of the sender on the back . The photographs
and separate sketches enclosed with the contribu
tion should similarly bear the name and address of
the sender, otherwise delay may arise in the award
ing of the prizes . It is essential in this , as in our
other competitions , that the copyright of the photo
graphs must be the property of the senders , and
the covering letter should contain a declaration to
this effect . The competition will close on June 30th .

The Society of Model Engineers .

( Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .)
London .
SPECIAL NOTICE. —The committee regret that it
has been found necessary to alter the date of the
launch trip from June 24th to Saturday, July 15th .
Tickets not required need not therefore be returned
to the Secretary before Saturday, July 8th.
HERBERT G. RIDDLE, Hon . Sec . , 37 , Minard Road ,
Hither Green , S.E.

PRODUCTION OF PEAT.-- An American authority
on peat is reported to have said that it cost him
£ 5000 to find out that 2 lbs . of raw peat are required
for producing 1 lb. of dried peat by artificial heat .
A NEW RAILWAY STATION.-- A new Grand
Central Station is to be built at New York , and the
existing station demolished . There will be forty
three tracks in all, nine of which, on a lower level
than the others, will be devoted to the suburban
services. The whole of the different platforms will
be connected together by subways and lifts , so that
it will be unnecessary for either baggage or passen
gers to cross the tracks on the level .
WINDMILL FOR PUMPING.-In Golden Gate Park,
San Francisco, there has been installed a large
windmill of the familiar old Dutch type for pump
ing water. With the wind at ten miles an hour it
develops 4:65 h.-p., and at thirty miles an hour the
horse -power is 126. Its aily pumping record in
June, 1904, ranged from 5,460 gallons to 371,397
gallons against a gauge pressure sometimes of 32 lbs .
and sometimes of 53 lbs.
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Practical Letters from our
Readers .
1The Eldor Invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,
Though not necessarily intended for publication .)
Model Locomotive Building.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I have often thought of bringing a
little matter before our model locomotive enthu
siasts in connection with models from { -in . scale
up to those large enough to ride behind . I suppose
in real work , when an engine has its load well in
hand , the driver proceeds to “ link up " the re
versing gear - the linking up varying with the load ,
speed, and weather conditions ; but in a model we
do no such thing. As a rule , models within the
above limits have very little expansion in full gear :
the iesult is we force full cylinders full of steam
through even at top speed , when possibly half that
quantity used expansively would suffice . Is there
any wonder at us being beset with the boiler pro
blem ?
Now , my idea is this : why not have a
small governor underneath the footplate and
connected to the reversing gear so as to link
up the gear as the speed increases ? I think
it could be managed SO as not to interfere
with reversing and , of course, would be adjustable
for different speeds . This arrangement would
shorten the cut-off as the engine gained in speed,
until there was a balance between the work done
and the steam available . As stated above, this is
not necessary where one can ride behind and do
all the driving , nor perhaps is it of much use where
the engine carries comparatively low-pressure
steam . Perhaps some of your readers will criticise .
-Yours truly,
J. R. R.
Steering Gear for Model Yachts .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,-I have much pleasure in replying to
Mr. Savage's letter in the issue of April 27th last,
regarding the steering gear for model yachts. I fail
to see how the sketches could be misunderstood .
( 1 ) Vane must be elevated enough to catch the
wind even at the excessive heel of 45 °, which seldom
occurs unless yacht is struck by a very hard puff.
The length of vane should be 4 ins . against
in .
breadth of rudder blade. I will say that any yacht
heeling over 30 ° in even a hard puff is radically
defective in design and cannot attain the best
speed . ( 2 ) Running before the wind, the vane
pointing dead fore and aft , tiller the same, she will
invariably come back at once on her course,
whether luffing or falling off. ( 3 ) Answered by
No. I. ( 4 ) No change in boom need be made, but
it must be topped up a little to clear vane . Cut
foot of mainsail a little higher at boom end . Mr.
Savage can rest assured that if he chooses to make
his own steering gear he will be fully satisfied with
the result .
I have presented the system to the inspection
of the public, that all may use it who care to do
so .-Yours truly ,
Plaistow.
CHAS . R. WALKER .
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Queries and Replies .

( Attention is especially directed to the first condition gwen below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein staed. Leters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-handed corner of the envelope, Owary
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Querias
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be tue
scribed on the back . ( 2) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed chodope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed, and also a Queries and Replies
Coupon cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually dlapse before
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
The
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published.
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed .
MODEL
THE
Editor,
The
to
be
addressed
(6 ) All Queries should
ENGINEER, 26–29, Poppin's Court, Fled Street, London, E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently
(14,143] Tripolar Armature Winding. C. R. R. (Gosport)
writes : Will you please describe how to wind and connect the wire
and set the brushes in a tripolar armature motor, of which I en
close a sketch (not reproduced ). Is it necessary to have the arma
ture in one piece ?
You will find an explanation of the winding of a tripolar arma
ture, with illustration, on page 26 of our handbook No.10, " Small
Dynamos and Motors." The brushes should be fixed in
various positions until best effect is obtained ; or if the brushes
cannot be moved , the commutator can be shifted round on the
shaft instead , either one way or the other.
( 14,090] 2- in. Soale Model Locomotive. “ NIMROD "
(Sheffield) writes : Would you kindly answer the following question
with regard to the 2 -in . scale model locomotive on page 274 of " The
Model Locomotive," by Henry Greenly ? ( 1) Would it be advis
able to build this model with aleading bogie and place one pair
of driving wheels behind the firebox and a pair of carrying wheels
under trailing end ? (2) Where could I obtain the crank axle with
the cranks forged, as per drawing on page 106 ( Fig . 121 ) ? Do
any of your advertisers supply these castings and forgings com
plete ? Please give the best inethod of making the boiler to suit
this (altered) design of model engine. What would be the weight of
this engine when properly finished and ready for the road ? If
you will kindly give the information required , I shall be very
pleased, as I greatly admire Mr. Greenly's work , and the models
are well worth the building.
( 1) Yes, you may alter this engine into a leading bogie engine
without causing any very great trouble in the matter of general
arrangement,except that a radialwheel under the bunker will be
necessary, if the length of the bunker is to be retained . ( 2 ) Messrs.
W. J. Bassett-Lowke & Co., Northampton, or Stuart Turner,
Shiplake -on- Thames, will supply you with forgings for the crank
axle shown on page 121 of the above-named book. The boiler
need not be altered in any way. The weight of the proposed
engine complete would be about 8 cwts.
( 13,804) Telephone Connections. J. A. (Ardrossan ,
N.B.) writes : I am constructing three telephone instruments to
connect house with saddle roomand workshop, which are nearly
100 yds. apart, the workshop being right above the saddle - room .
I wish house to be able to call either workshop or saddle -room ,
and either of the two to call house. Will you kindly instruct me
on wiring, or making a suitable switch ? À sketch , it convenient,
would be esteemed . Would you recommend running the wire
direct, as per dotted line, or round angle and inside building ?
The best arrangement to adopt would be an inter -communica
tion system , such as illustrated on page 77 of the sixth edition of
our handbook, " Telephones and Microphones " (ready in a few
weeks). Run the line wires inside building, unless you can in
sulate them pretty well.
(14,089! Electro -motor for Small Boat. L. B. (Aintree )
writes : Could you please answer me the following questions re an
electric motor I intend to build for a model boat, about 20 ins.
long and about 5 ins. to 5t ins, beam ? To what scale should the
drawings be made for the Manchester type with drum armature
shown in your book, " Small Dynamos and Motors " ? Also
what wire for winding F.M.'s and armature if the F.M.'s are made
of wrought iron , Please leave a good margin for armature wire,
because want it laminated, and maybe will have to make it mye
self. Also what would be thelightestand best to drive it with
accumulator or cells ? If the latter, what kind ?
Make the motor to the 10-watt scale. It should be series wound.
We advise you to use No. 24 gange double silk - covered wire
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for the armature and No. 18 gauge D.C.C. wire for the field
coils ; weights as on page 50. The lightest kind of battery
to use is the bichromate pattern ; try two cells in series as large as
you can get in the space. Use thin glass square pattern jars, or
you may make them still lighter by using cells of thin wood well
coated inside with marine glue or pitch. The carbon and zinc plates
should be of ample size, one zinc plate between two carbon plates.
(14,121] Ironclad Dynamo Design. H. M. (Woolwich )
writes : I have a small vertical engine (by Stuart Turner ), 1 in.
by i in ., which, when under apressure of 50 lbs. steam, ran at
1,200 r.p.m. under small load. I am going to make a small dynamo
for same as per sketch, to be direct-coupled, output about 10 watts.
Which do you recommend - field -magnets built up of wrought iron,
or field -magnets of cast iron ? What size armature, number of
slots, quantity and size of wire, also for F.M.diameter, and length
of bearings. Do you think engine would drive same efficiently
as a working model ? Which type do you think most suitable
two- pole or the four -pole ? Or , if neither of these types are suit.
able , which would you recommend ? I have your book-“ Small
Dynamos and Motors," but it does not refer to this type.
We send you dimensions for dynamo ; drum armature to be
2 ins, diameter by it ins. long, and to have twelve slots each
fin . deep by 3-16ths in. wide, and wound with six coils, one in each
slot. Wire, No. 26 gauge s.s.c. copper , about { lb. will be required .
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Guery 14121
DYNAMO FIELD- MAGNETS .
Field -magnet to be wound with about f lb. No. 23 gauge s.c.c.
copper wire on each pole, the two coils to be joined together in series
and in shunt to the brushes. Shaft to be 5-16ths in, diameter at
bearings, which should be fin. long. We think you will do best
by adopting the two -pole pattern ; the difficulty is to get these
small machines to excite at such low speeds as 1,200 r.p.m. The
engine should drive the dynamo well. If you are successful in
getting the dynamo to excite, and there is a reasonable chance,
the output would be about to volts i amp. Make the field -magnet
of cast iron ; armature core to be of soft sheet iron stampings.
Get as much wire on the armature as you possibly can .
( 14,077] Armature Winding: W. E. (Maidstone) writes:
I shall be glad if you will help me in the following . In Mr. Avery's
book on dynamo design, the winding diagram , Fig. 40, page 53,
shows No. i section of the winding as being on top ofNo. 11section,
thence to other side of armature and under section No. 11. Num.
ber 2 then comes under No. 1 and on top of No. 8, andso on. How
can this be done ? Are the sections wound side by side in the
slots ?
No. 1 section is wound in first, from slot i to slot11 ; then No. 4
section into slot 13, and so on right round the armature. The
later coils being wound on top of those wound first into the slots,
You can trace the order by means of the developed diagram at the
side of the circular one.
(14,118] Gas Engine and Dynamo Running. P, T. M.
(Farnham ) writes : I have a 1 h.-p. gas engine and also a 10 -volt
3 amp. dynamo, which I wish to use for charging accumulators.
( 1 ) I should like to know about what size pulley you would suggest
on the engine, the dynamo pulley being r in. The engine runsvery
well with a 6 -in , pulley, but it runs the dynamo up to 15 volts.
Would this ruin the dynamo, or must I only runit to the io volts ?
The makers say that 'I must get it up to ro volts or the accumu
lators would be short circuiting. I have usually two accumulators
being charged at the same time, sometimes only one. Should I
require any lamps in circuit ? If so , how do I'connect ? Also,
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my engine is fired by electric ignition; could I make use of the
accumulators for firing while they are being charged ? I should
like you to give me a sketch of connections, as I am quite a novice.
My gas engine has no air valve ( I seeyou show one in your book
on "Gas and Oil Engines " ). Should this be ? I have a hole in
the cylinder cover , I suppose to answer the purpose , but the gas
escapes from it. Also my enginehas just lately gone wrong. There
seems to be a terrific explosion in the cylinder, but nothing moves.
Could you explain the reason ? Can you tell me where I can get
pulleys and flywheels ?
( 1 ) Provided the dynamo does not become over-heated, it is
all right. If you require to reduce the speed, use a 5 -in . pulley
on engine instead of 6-in. ( 2) Ten volts is quite enough for two
accumulators of 2 volts each. You do not say what their voltage
is. Reckon 2-5 volts for every cell giving 2 volts. (3) No.
Use separate cells for ignition - not those being charged. We can
hardly say from the data you give us what is wrong with your
engine. Perhaps it is firing early, and stops on the dead centre,
If you send us a sketch of enginewe could , perhaps, assist you
further. Whitney's, or Cotton & Johnson, could supply pulleys,
flywheels, etc.
(14,115] Motor Launch Requisites. H. W. H. (Winchester)
writes : ( 1 ) I would be much obliged if you could inform me whether
it is possible to discharge exhaust from petrol motor driving a launch ,
straight into the water , and would a valve be necessary to keep
water out when engine was stopped ? (2 ) Where could I get
instructions for making a high -tension magnet for igniting a petrol
motor of about 3 h.-p. ? (3) Could you give me the address of a
place in London where I could get the necessaries for making a
small launch , such as the screw propeller ? ( 4) Could you give
me the address of a timber merchant at or near Surbiton , where I
could get some well-seasoned oak and pine for making a boat ?
(5 ) Could you tell me where I could get compo. pipe, and what it
is made of, and whether I could use it for carrying petrol from the
tank to the engine in a motor launch ?
(1 ) Yes. But a small pipe must also be fitted communicating
with the atmosphere, or else when engine is stopped or when being
started up you will probably draw water into the exhaust-box, or
perhaps even into the cylinder. (2) A t-in . spark coil, as described
in “ Inducton Coils for Amateurs ," could be used .
Write
Gaines' Reversible Propeller Co., Ltd., 6 & 7 , Stonecutt(er3) Street,
E.C. (4) Latham & Co., 124, Curtain Road, E.C., or Cobbetts,
Virginia Road, Bethnal Green, N.Ę., could supply you. (5) Any
ironmonger's. It is made of lead and zinc. Copper pipes are
best.
(14,120 ) Silver Plating. E. W. ( Palfrey) writes : I should
like to know if you could tell m : how to make silver solution for a
silver plating,battery which I have got ?
Do you mean solution for an electro -plating bath for silver
deposit ? This solution is made with cyanide of silver dissolved
in cyanide of potassium , and is prepared by adding cyanide of
potassium to silver nitrate : when the precipitation ceases the
precipitate is dissolved in excess of cyanide of potassium . This
solution is then diluted to a strength of 2 ozi. silver per gallon .
We doubt if you will have much success unless you obtain a hand
book on " Electro -plating," as there are several points to attend to,
instructions for which
cannot be given in the scope of a letter. A
good book is “ The Electro -plater's Handbook," by Bonney, price
35. 3d. post free. Materials can be obtained from Messrs. Canning
and Co., Great Hampton Street, Birmingham . Some instructions
are also tobe found in Fowler's Electrical Engineers' Year Book,
price is. od. post free. This book contains a large amount of
information on electrical engineering.
( 14,126 ) Building Fields Round a given Armature.
W. T. (near Walsall ) writes : I thank you for your letter saying
send armature along. Will you kindly advise me the best type of
machine to suit same, also give size of field -magnets and cores
say, would malleable iron or soft cast iron answer best ? also give
size and quantity of wire for same. I enclose carbon brush -holder ;
will those or gauze brushes be best ? I should like it to give out
25 volts, as I have some lamps that voltage, I want to charge
accumulators with this machine. If better results can be got by
any other voltage, will leave that to you. What speed should
machine be run at, and what power shall I be likely to get ?
We advise you to makea Manchester pattern machine, as Fig. 12,
page20, of our handbook, "Small Dynamos and Motors." Select
the 60 -watt scale and use the winding for 30 volts, as given oo
page 50 ; it will be near enough for 25 volts. As regards the
winding at present on the armature, we cannot determine the
gauge without disconnecting one of the wires ; but from the look
of the wire we expect it tobe of too fine a gauge to suit your
purpose. However, this partly depends upon what amount of
current will satisfy you . Try it and see what output you can get,
the voltage can be adjusted by running at higher or lower speed,
If you cannot getenough current, then re-wind the armature as per
winding tables . You may be able to get it amps. out of the present
winding ,and this would be at a lowspeed, so the machine would
run nicely, if it was enough current to serve your purpose . Try
the carbon brushes ; they may do, but if the machine does not
excite or you cannot get the voltage, try gauze brushes.
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( 14,176] Very Small Petrol Motor . G. A. G. (Hudders.
field ) writes : Rc your article on the Mitcham motor in a recent issue
of THE MODEL ENGINEER, I am thinking of making a model of this
type of motor, and would like your opinion. Would the firing
arrangement work as follows : A small hole ( 1-16th in . diameter)
drilled at the extreme end of the combustion chamber ; a slide
valve would then be arranged to work over this hole , and open it
at the commencement of each stroke. A spirit flame would be kept
burning close to this hole to fire the charge. The action would be
as follows : the gas would be sucked through the crank chamber,
through communicating passage to cylinder, where, at the begin
ning of stroke, it would be in a state of compression . The port
would be opened , and the gas rushing out of the small hole would
be fired , thereby firing charge in cylinder , after the principle of a
touch-hole in a cannon. Would the idea work ? I intend building
the motor from brass tube, is much as possible, without castings.
I have a piece of tube , solid drawn , i 11-16ths bore by $ thick,
which I am going to use for the cylinder. Could I take the draw
ings in the description as a scale for bore and stroke ? Would
brass tube do for communication passage to cylinder from
crank case ? Would a hole } by 3-16ths do for exhaust ? What
size inlet t ) crank-chamber would you make ? Also , diameter
of valva ? Would three grooves do for packing-two at top and one
at bottom ? I intend using the carburettor described in THE
MODEL ENGINEER a year or two ago , except made smaller. What

June 8 , 1905.

( 14,157) Leclanche Cells . G. A. T. ( Eastbourne) writes :
Many thanks for your prompt reply to my former query. After
taking your advice and thoroughly digesting contents of handbooks ,
Nos. 1, 5 , and 22 , I am in a dilemma as to which class of Leclanche
cell to purchase. The common Leclanché cell certainly recom
mend themselves by their cheapness ; but do you t sink the extra
efficiency and good points in the carporous Leclanché cell would
justify me laying out the extra expense in their cost, or would you
advise me to stick to my original plan with the ordinary Leclanché ?
If you advise the carporous cell , please let me know how many I
shall require in the place of nine ordinary Leclanché cells, which are
for charging 8-volt accumulators.
Either agglomerate block or carporous type Leclanché cells
would be very good, and are preferred to the ordinary pattern
in all cases where it is desired to get as much current as possible.
We should think the carporous would be worth the extra cost .
You would , however, require the same number as of the ordinary
pattern , as the voltage is practically the same.
(14,113! L.B. & S.C.R. Loco Tender. R. W. H. (Bal
ham , S.W.) writes : Will you kindly publish in your Journal
drawing of tender for loco (L.B. & S.C.Ř, express, No. 54) ? You
published diawings of engine in No. 169 ( July 21st auraber) to
scale of in to the foot - should like to see the tender to sampe
scale . I am making one to scale of fin .

lo

Query N. 14113
L.B. & S.C. RAILWAY LOCOMOTIVE TENDER .
size of flywheel would do ? I want it as small as possible , as if the
model is successful I shall fit it in a boat. Would ordinary soft
solder do for making joints, or silver solder ? Brazing is out of
the question. Should a model work, fi made after this style ? I
think it is the ideal power for small model boats, as it can be run
for long periods without having to keep getting steam up . My
only doubts are that the petrol vapour will not be in sufficient
quantity to explode, or that the compression of the vapour in the
crank case will rob the engine of allits power ina very small model.
Any constructional hints wil greatly oblige. The sketches enclosed
will explain slide -valve and mode of operating. If this will not
work, could you tell me how the gas engines are fired which are
sold by various modelling firms (those engines under 1 -in . bore,
which , I understand, have no tube), as perhaps this method would
suit ; engine would be water -cooled. Would vapouriser suit as
March 2nd, 1905 ?
This arrangement might be made to work , but you would have to
experiment a good deal, and some trouble would arisein keeping
the valve in good order. Brass is hardly suitable, even for so small
a motor as this. Cast iron would wearmuch better . But you can
try it. f -in, would do, though would be better. Yes, this will
do for exhaust, if you cannot get it larger. About same size as
exhaust - say 6 ins. diameter flywheel. Solder of the hardest
kind should be used ; but even then it is liable to “ go , " due to heat
of combustion . Depends also where you use it. It is purely a
case for experiment ; one cannot forecast results with such a small
motor. If you look up back numbers, you will find numerous
accounts of spark ignition ; see also our new handbook, " Gas and
Oil Engines," 7d. post free, which will help you considerably , if
you read it carefully. We should be glad to hear what results you
get after carrying out your idea .

( Scale :

IN , = I FT . )

We reproduce herewith a drawing of the tender required to a
scale of in, to i ft.
( 14,160) 500- watt Avery Type Dybamo. R. C. (Man
chester) writes : Kindly answer me the following queries. ( 1) Give
me din.ensioned sketches of an Avery type dynamo to give
10 amps. at 55 volts, also to give a 25 per cent. overload for about
two hours . Please send sketches, with weights and gauge of
wires used, erring on the safe side rather than otherwise , in order
that themachine will be sure to give the stated output when pro
the volts will fall as
perly constructed. (2) If a shunt machine,
the load con es on. How can I raise them ? Will a resistance in
series with the shunt do ? ( 3) Are the volts proportional ( directly )
to the speed ? (4) How can the speed ofa gas engine be regulated
economically ? (5) I am making a battery of cells, and require
210 plates. I have been experimenting with a plaster -of-Paris
mould , as described in your bandbook , and find that the surface
which comes in contact with the melted lead soon becomes very
brittle and powdery,and the sharpness of the mould disappears.
I feel sure that I could not make the whole of the plates in one
mould . Can I have mixed the plaster wrong ? (6) I wish to
construct an ammeter to read to 20, and a voltmeter to read to
60 volts. I have your handbook on instruments ; but the largest
ammeter is 4and the largest voltmeter 20 volts. Could I make use
of these two instrumentswith a shunt for the ammeter and a series
resistance for the voltmeter ? If not, can you tell me where to get
instructions for making the instruments require ? (7) On my
switchboard I have the two mains, with 60 volts betweenthem
within2ins, of each other, in fairly soft wood. Do I need to bush
the holes in the board with eboníte ? (8) How is it you do not
givedrawings of the Avery type dynamo inyour handbook ? Is
it because they are not very efficient ?
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slightly increased proportions . The book contains necessary in
formation for calculating sizes of wire, &c.; price is is. 2d. post
free . ( 2 ) By running the machine at such a speed that its volts
are too high' by the requisite amount at no load or light load, and
then inserting a resistance in the shunt circuit of sufficient value
to bring the volts down to the correct amount ; then as the load
comes on you cut out this resistance by degrees,and thus keep the
volts constant. ( 3) No, unless the field -magnet is magnetically in
a saturated condition ; usually the iron is not entirely saturated
so that a cumulative effect is set up , the increased voltage sending
more current through the field coils produces more magnetism ,
which produces more voltage, andso on, inaddition to the volts
gained by speed alone. (4 ) Thespeed of small gas engine is regu .
lated bymeans of a hit-and-missgovernor, which causes an omission
of one or more charges of gas when the speed rises. See our Hand.
book , "Gas and Oil Engines," 7d . post free. (5) If you cannot get
the plaster mould to stand , we suggest that it may be worth your
while to make a brass mould . Make a wood pattern , and get it
cast in brass or gun -metalty preference ; then file it up smooth . It
should always be useful for casting new plates to replace worn ones.
Such a metal mould should be warmed before pouring in the lead.
(6) Yes ; but you could wind the ammeter to use direct for
20 amps ., provided you are satisfied to start reading at about
2 amps. ( 7) No, ebonite bushes are not required, but you would
do well to thoroughly varnish the wood with shellac varnish .
(8) Because this type of machine is thoroughly and specially dealt
with in the “ ABC of Dynamo Design ."
(14,119] Model Locomotives. W. S. (Dublin) writes : 1
arn about to construct a l-in. scale model locomotive on the lines
of N.E.R. engine, Plate II in Mr. Greenly's book . Would you
kindly say if inside cylinders of Bassett Lowke's pattern , page 130
in their list, i in . by ) , with reversing plate , could be adapted to
this locomotive ; or, if not, could you give me a sketch of locomotive ?
Idonot wish for anexact model of any particular engine , as long
as it is a fairiy good presentment of a modern four-coupled front
bogie express , as distinguished from the ordinary shop engine .
I should think there would be plenty of room for cylinders in the
space between frame where no link gear would be used. I would
prefer inside framing, same as N.E.R. model ; in fact , I like this
model very much , but do not care for outside cylinders, if I could
have the others . (2) Also, would you give your valued opinion
as to testing of boiler ? I would make it according to Mr.
Greenly's directions, with cast ends riveted and silver-soldered .
I have no means of testing. Suppose I procured two cycle pumps ,
and, taking one with a plunger of g in. or * in . diameter, fastened
it upright into boiler ; then placing, say, 30 lbs. weight on top of
pump. If I then pumped air into boiler with other pump, would
this do for a test representing 30 lbs . to every in. or in.
boiler ? Also , what diameter of pump plunger would represent
I sq. in. ? Would there be any danger in boiler bursting under
air pressure ? I don't suppose a small boiler of this size could
possibly burst with the steam pressure used in this engine, pro
viding it were constructed with cast ends and it -in . solid drawn
brass tube , riveted , and one stay fitted ; or even with no stay ?
However, your advice will be very welcome, as I have never con.
structed a steam model before. (3) Also, you might say if an outer
shell of 2 ins. would do for this engine ? Mr. Greenly specifies
29-16ths. But I could not get this size .
No, these cylinders are hardly suitable for a scale model built of
castings in the ordinary way. To make a successful locomotive
with these cylinders, you should imitate the construction adopted
in the locomotives in which they are usually employed , and refer
to the article, “ Four Simple Model Locomotives," in our issues of
September 24th and October 8th, 1903. The model must not be
heavy. An excellent method, which is pretty nearly the same as
that you are proposing to adopt is given in our handbook, “Model
Boiler-Making ” ( price 7d. post free ). Only one pump is necessary,
Fix this uprightin the boiler, and fill the boiler and the pump
barrel nearly full of water, removing the plunger to accomplish
this. Insert the plunger and weight it down in a convenient
manner. Supposing that the diameter of the pump barrel is
be .44 sq. in. , and to obtain a pressure of
in.; then its area will
44 Х 200 88 lbs. will be required. If it
200 lbs. per sq . in. 100
1
200
3
of
60 lbs, will be necessary to
is 4 in . inside diameter, 10
I
obtain a pressure of 200 lbs. per sq. in. The exact diameter of
pump plunger is immaterial, as the weight can be arranged to suit.
A properly made boiler of the style you propose to construct
should be quite safe up to 300 or 400 lbs. (2) The boiler might
burst under air pressure, but the consequences would hardly be so
serious as under steam pressure. However, a boiler with a solid
drawn shell will not burst under ordinary, pressure , but, if
faulty, would first leak at a water tube or joint. (3) Yes, you
may use 21-in , tube. The boiler which was made to the desigr
in question was constructed out of sheet material.
( 14,149) Manchester Dynamo Windings . W. S. ( Sheffield )
writes : I have your book on small dynamos, and I should like to
make a dynamo giving out100 watts, design as Fig. 13, Manchester
type, ring armature. Will you please letme know if themachine
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will give out 100 watts, or about 60 per cent, efficiency - say,
60 watts ? Will you also please give me the windings for a 100
watt (Fig. 13 ), i.e. , to give 100 watts at the terminals (25 volts
4 amps.), and for 150 watts ( 25 volts 6 amps. ) ?
Scale for size 100watts is given on page 23, near bottom of page.
Windings are given on page 51. For 25 volts 4 amps. , use No. 20
gauge d.c.c wire on the armature, and No. 21 gauge s.c.c. wire
for the field -magnet. For 150 watts size (25 volts 6 amps.), use the
30- volt winding, and run at slightly lower speed, so as to get 25
volts.
(14,152) Cooling Petrol Engine. A. B. (Hammersmith )
writes : Will you please answer me the following queries ? ( 1) I
have an air -cooled petrol bikemotor rated at 14 h.-P. , and I wish to
use same for driving a 50 volt 10 amps. dynamo. Which would
be the best method of cooling motor - by fitting a water- jacket to
the cylinder or using a belt-driven fan ? (2) In the event of
water cooling will the valves keep cool enough for long running,
as they cannot be water- jacketed , as they are at the side of the
cylinder ? ( 3) I can fit a water -jacketto cylinder,as shown in the
rough sketch (not reproduced ). Fins are chipped away to
allow water to circulate. Do you think this will do? (4 ) I think
myself that fan coolingwill be thebetter, as it will keep cool the
valves and combustion head . (5 ) Are there any restrictions upon
the manufacture and sale of arc lamps of various sizes and powers ?
( 1) Preferably a water jacket. A fan would help where the
water jacket cannot be made useful — such as at combustion chamber
head , valve boxes , & c. ( 2) Depends upon design of motor.
( 3 ) Yes,will do some good. How much, you can find by experiment.
4) Quite right. See Answer 1. ( 5 ) So long as you don't infringe
anyone's patent rights, you can make and sell as many as you
please.
(14,136] Depositing Copper. F. F. ( London) writes : Re
Query 14,112. Thanks very much for your reply. I quite forgot
to tell you what kind of metal I wanted to deposit. I want to
deposit copper on a surface covered with paraffin, and then made
conductive of electrical current with blacklead. I understand
from your reply that the range of voltage required can vary from
4 volt to 5 volts, to say it can be t, 1 , 2 volts, & c., without affecting
the result - is it so ? The resistance would be to regulate the
Aow of current . Can I make the resistance myself ? Can I use
for that purpose one or more little 2 -volt lamps ?
To deposit copper on a paraffined surface, you must dust
plumbago blacklead) over the surface, so that it becomes a con
ductor of electricity. Solution can be made with the following
proportions : - 1 lb. sulphate of copper, 1 lb. sulphuric acid, 10 lbs.
water A plate of copper is immersed in the solution and con
nected to the positivepole of the battery, and the surface on to
which the copper is to be deposited is connected to the negative
pole of the battery. The voltage required at the both terminals
is from 4 volt to 14 volts only . The current density should be
about 1-1oth amp . orless per sq. in . ofsurface receiving thedeposit.
The regulating resistance can be made of coiled iron or German
silver or otherresistance wire. Your lamps can be used if they will
pass through current . The resistance is controlled by Ohm's
law, that the volts absorbedin a wire are equalto the resistance of
the wire in ohmi multiplied by the current in amperes which is
Aowing. The heavier the current per sq . in ., the more rough the
coating will be. You can very much exceed the figure given for
rough work .
New Catalogues and Lists .

W. J. Bassett -Lowke & Co., Kingswell Street, Northamp
ton . - We have received a copy of an attractive stocktaking
clearance list which has just been published by this firm and
which comprises new and shop -soiled model stationary engines,fire
engines, steam cranes, electric tramways, steam and clockwork
model locomotives of all qualities and types, carriages, rails and
other accessories. The quantities available of each model are
given in every case, and therefore those who wish to take advan
tage of the bargains offered should lose no time in sending for this
list. In addition, the catalogue contains prices and particulars of
the latest models Messrs . W. J. Bassett- Lowke & Co. have pro
duced. It will be sent to any reader post free on receipt of a
penny stamp.
The Crypto Electrical Company, 3 , Tyers Gateway, Ber
mondsey Street, London, S.E. - We have received an illustrated
circular giving particulars of alternating to continuous current
transformers, and details of connecting up for charging accumu
lators .
Johnson & Phillips, Victoria Works, Old Charlton; Kent
This firm has sent us a new abbreviated price list of the principal
manufactures of their cable department A few blank sheets are
given at the end for the use of the contractor in making notes .
The list will be sent to readers of this journal on receipt of trade
card .
Ward & Goldstone, Dutton Street, Strangeways, Manchester,
have sent us number of leaflets descriptive oftheir petrol lighting
lines. Thelists
plant, ventilatingfans, indicators and various otherENGINEER
upon
will be sent to any trade readers of THE MODEL
receipt of their card .
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The Editor's Page .

CORRESPONDENT, in the course of a letter
referring to one of the M.E. handbooks, tells us
that he has suddenly been struck with a desire
to learn how to design, and he asks our advice on how
to qualify himself for such work . We wish a great
many other readers would become imbued with the
same desire . It is true that there is a great fascina
tion about the actual work of building a model, and in
the working of it when built. But in our opinion there
is even greater pleasure to be derived in building a
model which the builder himself has planned out in the
first instance. The designing of engines or mechanisin
of any kind is very different from artistic designing.
It requires no natural sense of the beautiful , and but
little originality, except in the specific case of inven
tion . The designer of an engine sits down with a
certain definite problem in front of him ; his engine is
to fulfil certain specific requirements in the best possible
way. He must select the type of engine best suited
for the required purpose, and, this done , he must
calculate the proportions necessary to give the required
power. He must design the various parts so as to be
easily and cheaply made, to be strong enough for
their work , and to be durable. All these things are
matters of study and experience, and are within the
power of anyone, who will, to accomplish . We have
heard many amateurs say, “ I can make an engine,
but I can't design one ” ; but when asked if they have
ever tried to do any designing, the answer has
generally been in the negative. They have got the
idea into their heads that designing is a fearful and
wonderful thing, which only a genius can accomplish,
and they have left it severely alone. We suggest
that those whom those remarks affect get some
drawing paper and instruments and make a few
trial essays at designing some simple form of
engine or tool . We venture to predict that they
will find the occupation not only interesting
but extremely instructive. It will , of course, neces
sitate a fair amount of research to find some of the
data on which to work, but this very hunting up of
rules and information will be an education in itself, and
will amply repay the trouble. The designing must ,
moreover, be done properly . The proportions of
parts, such as cylinders, driving wheels, heating sur
faces, &c., must not be guessed haphazard, but must
be calculated upon a proper basis, in order that the
engine may perform the required duty when built.
Altogether the subject is one which is worth a great
deal more attention at the hands of model engineers
than it usually receives.
A

Answers to Correspondents.
T. T. (Warlington ).— The brass fire shovels can be
obtained from Messrs. Melhuish , Sons & Co., Fetter
Lane, London, E.C.
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“ DYNAMO " (Bournemouth ).— The tunnel in your field
magnets may be left as it is, provided it is truly cast,
and the armature runs sufficiently close without
touching anywhere . Any irregularities or lumps
should be removed with a file .
E. S. ( Montreal) .-We regret that we do not see our
way clear to insert your letter .
C. L. W. (Gainsboro ').— We do not know where the
tubing can be had ; but you can get the celluloid you
require from Fitch & Co., Fulwells Rents, Holborn ,
W.C. , or from Francis Stern & Co., 22 , Gray's Inn
Road , W.C.
F. W. R. (Dungannon ).— The pantagraph is not suit
able for enlarging engineering scale drawings, as it
depends on the uncontrolled movement of the
operator's hand, and would not be sufficiently exact .
It is , however, very useful for enlarging freehand
drawings and designs. A full explanation of its
construction and working is given in The Woodworker
for May 15th , 1903. ( Post free 3d. from our Book
Department . )
Notices .
Editormechanical
invites correspondence
original Matter
contributions
on
allThe
amateur
and electricaland
subjects.
intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and allMSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see theEditor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 138. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order .
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How to ADDRESS LETTERS.
Al correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and pricelists, & c., for review t
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to THE EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London, B.C.
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addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Bogi.
neer, " 26—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, B.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to salesof thepaper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26—29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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Coils .

By H. R. HARWOOD .

MR. H. R. HARWOOD'S SHOCKING COILS .
illustrates two
THE photograph
shocking coils
lately com
pleted in my spare time, and which are my
first attempts in coil construction . The larger coil
is 5 ins . long ; the primary is wound with two layers
of No. 18 s.c.c .; this is covered with several turns
of paraffin waxed paper. The secondary is wound
with about fourteen layers of No. 35 , partly s.c.c.
and partly s.s.c. , to use up wire which I had by
me. All the cotton-covered wire was well soaked
in paraffin wax after winding , and each layer
throughout separated with paper . The core con
sists of a bundle of soft iron wires of rather fine
The coil is mounted on a varnished
gauge.
mahogany base , 12 ins . by 74 ins . The contact
breaker is my own make, the trembler blade being

mounted on a turned wood support and connection
taken up through hole in base. There is a switch
for turning current on and off, and a brass slide
tube with handle for regulating same . With a
couple of bichromate cells it is very powerful , and
is suitable for giving a shock to several persons at
once.
In constructing the smaller coil my aim was to
get as great a power as possible out of a small size
coil , which could be made portable. I therefore
used silk-covered wire throughout, and wound the
bobbin ( which is 21 ins. long) quite full . The primary
is wound with two layers of No. 22 , and the second
ary with about twelve layers of No. 35 , each layer
being separated with paper as before. Instead of
using a regulating tube with this coil , the core space
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three keys, thicker at one end than the other, in
is packed tight with soft iron wire , and to regulate
or cut off the current there is a small switch and
the same proportion to the taper of the slots : thus
the keys are always parallel with the shaft , but as
four brass studs , each being connected under the
The contact
base to a spiral of fine iron wire .
they slide up and down , they project out or sink
into the shaft .
breaker in this coil is also my own make, both the
The mandrel is much simpler to make than
screw and trembler blade being supported on one
might at first be supposed . To make one of the
piece of hardwood and screwed to base from under
same size as illustrated-i.e . , to take from i in . full
neath , the connections being taken up through
holes. Underneath base, which is hinged , is a
FIG . 2 .
small “ Dania ” dry cell, 4 ins . by if ins. by it ins .,
and with this the coil gives a very good shock .
2"
There is also space for the handles when not in use .
Both coils were wound by hand on a simple wooden
winder, and the photograph shows the actual
Key stor
winding , as there is no covering round either coil .
All brass parts are lacquered . The case of the Flot' filed
14 threads per inch
small coil measures 51 ins . by 4 ins , by 4 ins . , and for carrier
is made with mahogany and polished . It is fitted
with brass drop handle for carrying , and brass
fastening catch . Bobbins , &c . , were turned on a
o thick
home-made lathe .
4"
Projections to
force keys out
FIG. 4 .
Fig . 3 .
Workshop Notes and Notions .
DETAILS OF AN EXPANDING MANDREL .

( Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired , accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the envelope.]
An Expanding Mandrel.
By “ Atrice ."
Herewith are sketches and photographs of an
expanding mandrel . This article will be found

to it ins . with one set of keys, or to, say, it ins.
with another set of keys, proceed as follows :
Turn down a piece of good iron or mild steel, as
Fig . 2 , and screw as shown in sketch ; then mark off
three keyways, equi-distant round the diameter,
each | in. wide. Then chip and file, or, if possible,
plane these key beds f in . deep at one end, tapering
off to almost nothing at the
other, care being taken to get
them nice and flat. Then rough
out three keys, file them + in .
wide to fit in the slots a sliding
fit, and then mark each key and
its respective slot to prevent
mixing them . File the bottoms
of the keys flat, and get the tops
nearly alike with the file ; then
put the keys in position , get two
stout washers, and slip them
over, one at each end , to pre
vent keys from dropping out.
Then put a nut on the screwed .
part ( a, Fig . 2 ) and tighten up.
This will expand the keys out
to the washers. The keys must
now be turned parallel, the
washers being then shifted and
the part on which they rested
The keys , on
can be turned .
being removed , are tound to be
of the shape shown in Fig . 4.
The washer (Fig. 3 ) is for re
moving the keys when a piece
of work is finished . It is slipped
АA
over the end b , the projections
coming in contact with the
FIG . 1. -AN EXPANDING MANDREL,
keys. A nut forces it along ,
causing the keys to sink in , so that the work may
very handy and useful in any model engineer's
be removed without driving or hammering.
workshop, obviating the necessity of having a box
The advantages of such a mandrel are obvious .
full of ordinary mandrels, out of which , as a rule,
If keybeds and keys are made flat in the first place,
not one is to be found of the correct diameter wanted .
the mandrel will always remain true. Hardly any
This expanding mandrel consists of a shaft with
pressure on the nut at a is necessary for ordinary
three keyways cut in it , the keyways being deeper
work . If desired , another set of keys can be made
at one end than at the other . In these slots slide
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being thicker, to grip larger work. The top photo
graph ( Fig . 1 ) shows the mandrel taken to pieces .
The bottom photograph shows it holding a brass
fitting which has been turned down very thin , and
which would probably be damaged if held by an
ordinary mandrel . This mandrel has held 12-in .
pulleys without slipping , which proves that it is
adapted for both light and heavy work . In hold
ing large work a spanner must be used on the nut
Care must be taken to mark each
at a , Fig . 2 .
key, so that they are not put in the wrong slots.
A “ V ” Angle- Plate.
By H. E. K.
The sketches and description explain what I
term a V angle- plate . I have had one in use for
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here described is easily constructed , the pattern ( Figs .
3 and 4) being a simple matter ; care being taken
to get the top part exactly at right angles with the
base . Small pieces of cigar boxwood are nailed
to the underside of the base, to reduce labour in
chipping or filing or machining. If required for
very accurate work, the insides of the upright
pieces can be machined . This would necessitate
making the pattern a little thicker on the inside
of the upright pieces to within about i in , from the
bottom , the space being left for the clearance of
the tool. This is explained by the dotted lines in
Fig. 3. The clamp ( Fig . 2 ) is simply a piece of
round iron screwed each end for a nut, and bent as
shown in sketch. A plate having two holes drilled
in it is slipped over the clamp and held by two
nuts. Fig. I shows the complete plate , holding a

FIG . 3 .

Plale
for
clamp

FIG . I.
Chipping
strips

hool

Clamp

a

Plote

FIG . 4.

FIG . 2 .

for clamp
DETAILS OF A “ Y ” ANGLE- PLATE .

a number of years , and it has been a great saver
of time in rigging upwork both for drilling machine
and lathe. Every model engineer knows the
difficulty in holding, say, a piece of rod which he
wants to drill right through its length, as, for
example, in making bushes , &c. The angle- plate

long piece of rod . Sinall rods can be gripped by
inserting a piece of packing as a , Fig . 2 . It is not
necessary that the end of the rod , & c ., touches the
base, the friction of the clamp being quite sufficient
to hold it . Anyone who cares to take the trouble
to make one of these V angle-plates will find
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himself amply repaid. In drilling holes the work
is bound to be held upright , thus ensuring the hole
coming out at the other end exactly in the centre.
The angle-plate can also be bolted to the faceplate
of a lathe, answering the same purposes as a hollow
mandrel. The sizes of the one I have in use are as
follows :-Base , 6 ins . by 6 ins . by fin . ; height ,
6 ins . ; width, 4 ins . ; thickness of upright pieces ,
fin . Clamp made of 4-in . round iron screwed
2 ins . up ; plate, f in . by 14 ins. I might say that
it will grip from * in . to 4 ins. diameter.

An Improved Morphidite Caliper.
By P. J. K.
The illustration shows an improvement on a pair
of morphidites . A is a little attachment to be used
on the leg . Anybody who has used morphidites
knows there is a tendency for B to slip down unless
extra care is used . With this attachment , by

al

B
AN IMPROVED MORPHIDITE CALIPER .

having the point C resting on top of the piece to be
marked and the point B on the side, the line is
bound to come straight, and numerous lines can be
drawn on the same piece the same distance apart .
This attachment is not bulky, and can be adjusted
at any angle. - American Machinist.

Water Power . — If all the water flowing down
the Niagara Gorge could be utilised for power pur
poses, it has been calculated that it would furnish
7,000,000 horse-power .
RAILWAY VEHICLES .-On the railways of the
United Kingdom there is one locomotive and thirty
six vehicles per mile of line . In the United States
there is only one per four miles of railway , and
thirty-six vehicles per mile .
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My Home-made Motor Cycle .

By W. T.
HE following is a description of some of the
points of a motor cycle which was made for
THE
under ten pounds , and which can do most
of the things a if h.-p. motor can be expected to
do, together with some hints to such as may desire
to make up a motor for a like modest figure . It
was made two years ago , so no doubt the cost could
be gieatly reduced now that there are so many
more second -hand parts about .
The finished machine, though not exactly made
from the proverbial " soap box and a tack ," was, at
least, of such patently amateur origin, as to cause
small boys to hail it several times a day as an
' 'ome made 'un ." Nevertheless, though subject to
all the inherent ailments of motors in general, as
well as some few peculiar to itself, it has run up
wards of 1000 miles without serious mishap , beyond
one broken inlet valve , and a very healthy and
vigorous crop of tyre troubles...
The bicycle which carried the motor, was a Clyde
roadster of somewhat old pattern , having such
wide back stays that it took a belt rim without
alteration . Machines made some few years ago , if
not worn out entirely , are very often stronger and
better suited for conversion than more modern
ones ; the lightening of machines has removed
much of their superfluous strength . The only
reinforcing of the frame that was done was the
fitting of a pair of duplicate forks. These were an
ordinary pair of front forks clamped to the front
wheel spindle in the usual way , outside the existing
ones , and , of course , the opposite way round ,
having a clip brazed to the top of its steering pillar ,
which was clamped by the bolt of the handle bar
clip. The handle bar clip was , of course , turned
round for the purpose .
The two fork crowns were connected by a pair
of platıs, bolted in eight places , above and below
one of the cross pieces in each crown . This made
a very firin and cheap job , as a pair of old front forks
can be picked up for a shilling or so anywhere .
The only 1parts
of the cycle which did not " stand
)
the racket,' were the spokes of the front wheel.
These broke in pairs, and had to be replaced by
stouter ones, only a few of the original spokes re
maining after a month or so .
With regard to the motor, if one be bought new ,
a large slice of the £ 10 will be dissipated - a much
cheaper way is to buy one out of repair ; the
necessary renewals and alterations , even if rather
extensive, make the price considerably lower than
that of a new engine, and the labour much less
than that of building up from castings . The writer
advertised for a light , two-stroke engine, and had
the cheapest reply down on approval. It proved
to be an outside flywheel motor of 2 -in . bore by
24 -in, stroke, in rather a bad way with respect to
its bearings. The long main bearing had something
like } in . play at one end , and the others were pro
portionally bad ; the piston rings had their slots too
wide , and were only two in number. There had
been no attempt made to balance the reciprocating
parts , and a lump of aluminium had been bolted
to the piston head, just where it could best obstruct
the outflow of the exhaust gases ; moreover, the
inlet port was stuck full of wire gauze laid length
ways for no reason at all . Altogether , it was not
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filling cap soldered into that ; a tyre valve was also
placed near the top . A tap at the extreme bottom
led by copper piping to the crank case, the tin being
located on the main down tube. This reservoir
was never more than three-quarters filled . On
starting out, air was pumped in , and every five
miles or so the tap was turned on ( from the saddle)
till the exhaust began to smoke .
This arrangement of “ little and often ," com
bined with the lubricating oil dissolved in the fuel ,
gave splendid results. A Bowden wire back brake
was fitted, and a rim brake -- more to satisfy the
law than anything-to the front wheel . These
brakes were seldom used , as the engine, especially
with the compression tap open , sufficed to hold
the machine down any ordinary hill.
A simple brake switch provided control in traffic,
there being, of course, no valve lifter.
Much has been written on the subject of two
versus four-stroke motors , and many have been the
gruesome tales told of the former's wastefulness
and overheating propensities. Though , certainly,
the motor herein described did consume more fuel
than a four- stroke would have done, the difference
was not great , and was more than compensated for
by its ability to vaporise anything that smelt of
petrol. By running on the decoction described ,
Petrol
the actual cost of fuel was very small.
Coil and
Liable to heat up it certainly was, but this could
occumulator
be avoided by careful driving : only on one or two
occasions did she really overheat badly. In this
Lubricating.
Cross
connection it should be remembered that it was
oil
plates run on almost pure paraffin , which , while it gives
stronger explosions, tends to overheat in like
proportion .
The points in favour of the two-stroke motor
o
Fo
which this one exemplified were -- sweetness of drive,
comparative absence of vibration , immunity from
sideslip, ease of starting on high S.G. fuel , and
strength of pull at low speed.
The first three of these were , no doubt , due to
the relative smallness and the frequency of the
impulses ; the crank case compression, which acts
A HOME- MADE MOTOR Cycle.
like a buffer to the descending piston, no doubt
having much to do with the absence of vibration .
the
the removal of the flywheel ; however, this kept
The immunity from sideslip was wonderful ; indeed ,
crank case practically airtight .
the writer has been able on more than one occasion
It is doubtful if themotor ever developed i } h.-p. ,
to ride over grease that has brought “ push bikists "
but it was capable of doing a good 20 m.p.h. on the
to grief.
flat , and simply revelled in moderate hill climbing .
With regard to the ease of starting, provided the
Mounted in the Clement -Garrard position , the
inlet valve was held open to allow a few drops of
engine drove by a twisted belt over a jockey pulley,
fuel to get into the crank case, the engine would
to a belt rim on the back wheel . This belt rim
start firing right off, cold weather having very little
seemed to brace the spokes of the wheel, for, whereas,
effect on it .
as mentioned above , the front wheel soon required
Perhaps the point in which this engine shone most
re-spoking , the back never shed a spoke .
was in the splendid way it pulled at low speed .
The petrol-paraffin mixture was contained in a
This rendered the work of assisting it up steep hills
cylindrical tank - picked up for five shillings
very light , and made it very easy to handle in traffic .
under the top bar . Below this was slung a tin case
Taking it all round , the trouble of putting the
containing the coil - a Minerva picked up for ten
machine together was amply repaid by the pleasure
shillings and accumulator. The accumulator was
of riding it , to say nothing of the priceless ex
practically the only part of the machine which was
perience gained .
not “ picked up cheap," it being in the writer's
opinion most false economy to get any but a first
MAGNESITE AS A LINING FOR FIRE-BRICK.
class battery . The one used was a Lithanode,"
which gave every satisfaction , on one occasion
Magnesite, calcined in an electric furnace, and used
running 80 miles - equivalent to about 150 on a
as a wash on the fire -bricks lining a melting pot in
four -stroke machine - after standing over a month ,
a calcium-caroide furnace, stood the heat for 200
without giving out . The lubricating oil was fed
hours without repair, whereas the bricks that were
in under pressure . A long cylindrical carbide tin
unprotected required repair after a five hours'
had its lid soldered permanently on , and a large
heat .

wonderful that its former owner was willing to part
with it for a couple of guineas .
However , when the bearings had been re -bushed,
the main bearing with Babbitt's metal , and two
more piston rings added, it ran very well . The
Babbitted bearing showed no signs of wear after
600 miles .
There was no exhaust valve ; the inlet was of
the usual mushroom type and placed in the crank
case .
The carburettor consisted of a minute hole on
the seating of the inlet valve , which hole was , of
course, opened and closed by that valve ; the flow
of petrol being regulated by a needle valve. This
carburettor seemed capable of vaporising almost
anything ; the mixture usually used was i part
petrol to 3 parts paraffin, and a certain amount of
lubricating oil . This made a liqnid of a rich brown
colour . The lubricating oil , while it tended to make
the exhaust smoky, kept the compression good .
The efficiency of the slight compression in the
crank case had a very direct bearing on the power
of the motor .
To prevent loss of compression
through the main bearing, a stuffing -box was placed
at the end . The cap of this requires tightening
occasionally, a rather troublesome job, necessitating
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The Construction of
Alternators .

Model

By “ Zodiac .”
( Concluded from page 177. )
73. Design of a 500 -watt Alternator (three
phase).—Type III machine will give 500 watts , but
can be rated up to 750 watts. Taking the output
as 500 watts at 120 volts between lines, and the
speed at 1,500 revolutions , we get ( refer to par . 22 )—
Watts
Current per phase
Voltage x V 3
500
= 2.4 amps .
120 X 1973
The voltage between any line and the neutral point
E
I 20 = 69.5 volts
1'73 173
thewindings being star connected .
The general design is clearly shown in Figs . 81
and 82. The external diameter of the stator iron
has been reduced to ?45 mm .; but this dimension
may be made 260 min . , if desired (see Table , page
176 , No. 200 ).
The stator has 24 slots, so that with a four -pole
field there will be two slots per pole per phase, and
the winding given in Fig. 45 ( 6) may be used ; the
developed diagram being given in Fig. 59. The
periodicity will be (see par . 66 )
4 _Periodicity x 60
50 cycles.
2
1500
drawings
From the
it will be noted that the pole
face spans approximate 45 ° ; so, in accordance
with pars . 54 and 55 ,
Pule breadth
Pole pitch
Breadth of winding
Et
Pole pitch
and by table given in par . 55 , the E.M.F. factor
k = 2:59 ( there being four slots per coil ).
Allowing for a laminated magnet ( as Fig . 67 )
with 93 per cent . effective area, as given in par. 65–
nett area of
pole core iron } = 4 *0x90 x0-93 = 33'5 sq .cm .
( or 5.2 sq . ins. ) .
16 ) * 3.1416 = 50-3 cm .,
Circumference of bore
and length of polar arc or pole breadth ( see Fig. 36)
50-3
8 = 6'3 cm .
Pole shoe face area = 6: 3 X 9
56.6 sq. cm .
Allowing a flux density in the air-gap of 5,500 lines
per sq . cm . ( 4000 to 7000 is the usual value ),
Flux per pole 5,500 X 56.6 = 310,000 ( approx . ) .
This is the useful flux ( see par. 34). The field
magnet must supply leakage flux in addition .
Hence, taking leakage co -efficient at 1.4 (see
par. 34 )
Total Aux per pole
310,000 X 1.4 = 435,000 .
435,000
= 13,000 lines per sq . cm.
in pole core )
33.5
This is quite a moderate flux density for wrought
iron (see Fig . 30 ), 15,000 being quite a usual figure,
The leakage coefficient
as mentioned in par. 28 .
has been taken as 1.4, owing to the poles being
well separated ; it would certainly not exceed this
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value, and , indeed , will probably be found to be
slightly less (see par. 34 ).
Allowing 15 per cent . for internal drops ( see
par. 44 ), we get
Full load internal E.M.F. phase
E = 69'5 X 115 = 80 volts .
100
In accordance with par. 42 , we have
k xn XZ XN
E (virtual)
108
n being 50 cycles, and k 2:59.
80 = 2:59 x 50 x 2 x 310,000
100,000,000
from which Z = 200 .
200 conductors per phase and 8 slots per phase
25 per slot . The total conductors on the machine
600 .
Area of stator iron at top of slots = 20 X 90 =
18 sq. cm .
Net area, allowing for laminations
18 X93
16° 75 sq. cm.
100
310,000 = 9,250 per sq . cm .
2 X 16.75
8000 is a usual flux density for ( par. 46 ) alternator
stator cores ( for continuous current armatures
this value is often 11,000 to even 18,000 ).
Allowing for insulation i mm . thick , the effective
winding area of each slot
= 1'2 X 1.2 X • 7854 + 0.6 X 1.2 = 1:13 + 0.72 =
1.85 sq . cm.
TABLE OF PARTICULARS FOR DOUBLE COTTON
COVERED WIRE .
Diam .
Diam .
Amps. Amps. Resist . of covo
Area
Gauge of bare of square I.E.E. at 1000 ance
d )
stan per sq . ohors per ere
S.W.G. wire
inches .
inch , 1000 yds. wire
dard ,
(ins.).
(ins .) .
Flux density

8.49
2.8
12
* 104 .00849
124
15
.II2
3.6
13
092 · 00664 12 : 4 6.64
097
4: 7
9.8 5.02
• 080 * 00502
14
8.2 4'07
089
5.9
* 072 00407
15
6 : 8 3:21
.080
7.4
16
00321
· 064
.056 00246
17
5.4 2:46
9:7
072
18
· 048 00181
.063
4 : 2 1.81
13
055
3.2
I ' 25 19
00125
040
19
2.6 1:02 23
051
00102
20
• 036
22 0.80 30
047
21
* 032
* 00080
· 043
39
22
028
00061
17 0.61
0:45
* 039
53
024 00045
23
63
022
0:38
* 037
00038
24
0:31 76
020 00031
* 035
25
.018
26
* 00025
0.25 94
033
0:21 114
* 031
• 016
00021
27
028
0:17 '140
28
* 00017
* 014
Note . - The I.E.E. standard is the current carry
ing capacity recommended by the Institute of
Electrical Engineers.
Taking No. 16 wire from the table ,
Diameter covered ' = 0.080 ins.
1
= 12 : 5
Turns per inch of length 080
Turns per cm. of length = 4.93
Hence , suppose we wind carefully , the maximum
number of wires, we can get into a given size of
slot
156 (or say 150) ;
per sq . in . 12.5 X 12.5
24 : 3 (or_say 23 to 24 ).
per sq. cm.4.93 X 4.93
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If No. 16 were used , we could get in one slot
23 x 1.85 = 42 (say ) conductors ,
i.e. ,
42 x 8 =- 336 per phase.
With this number , the internal E.M.F. per phase
would be
2:59 x 50 x 336 X 310,000 = -35 volts ,
E
108
say ? 115 to 117 volts line to neutral point , thus
giving
115 X 1'73 = 200 volts between phases .
1008 X 2.4 = 122 .
Ampere wires per inch
19.8
As we only require about 25 turns , we can take a

552

There being 28 conductors of No. 14 S.W.G. per
slot , we get a total number of conductors of
28 X 24
672 conductors.
Taking the current per phase as 2-4 amperes , we
get
672 X 2'4 28105 ,
Ampere wires per inch of periphery =
19.8
the circumference of the ştator bore being 50.3 cm. ,
or 19.8 ins . The ampere wires per inch of periphery
( see par. 43 ) should be from 180 to 300 ; hence we
see that our machine is amply dimensioned for its
output ; indeed, as already stated , the output could
be increased 50 per cent . , so that we could take
750 watts from the machine. In taking the current

7

-97

30
%

* -272 **

170

bir gap

Fig . 81. -SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF Model ALTERNATOR , TYPE III .

larger Twire.
covered .

Try No.

14, 0.097 in . diameter

1
10: 3
097
Turns per cm. of length = 4 (say).
This gives us
100 to 106 conductors per sq . in .
or
16
cm.
Thus with No. 14, we can get
16 x 1.85 = 29 ; or, say, 28 conductors into
each slot .
This wire will, therefore, answer our purpose, and it
will be as well to put the three conductors per slot
extra in, so as to have more margin in hand for
drop of volts in machine windings, etc.
Turns per inch of length =

as 2-4 amps . , no allowance has been made for the
power factor, which would increase the current.
Suppose we fix the current as 5.5 amps . , then we
get
672 X 5'5 = 186.
Ampere wires per inch = 19.8
Taking the current density as 1000 amps. per
sq . in . , No. 14 will carry 5 amps .; for small ma
chines the current density may be increased to
1,500 to 2000 amps . per sq. in . for stationary wind
ing , and 4000 per sq. in . for revolving winding.
The heating of the stator will be the sum of
( 1 ) The ohmic loss in the windings = C2 X R.
( 2 ) The combined eddy current and hysteresis
losses .
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The resistance of the winding can be easily
determined by estimating the total length of the
wire, and then calculating its resistance. On the
other hand, the determination of the eddy current
and hysteresis losses is not a simple matter ; they
will be (roughly ) from 50 per cent . to 100 per cent .
of the ohmic losses . Provided the current density
in the stator conductors is not excessive, the
amateur need hardly troable as to heating, as the
machine will not be liable to overheat .
The area of each tooth of the stator
l'OX9:0 = 9 sq . cm.
Each pole face spans three teeth ; hence
Flux density in stator teeth = 310,000 = 11,500.
3X9
The usual flux density for the teeth in alternators
is 6,500 to 11,000 .
In the above we have taken the area as being
three teeth per pole-i.e. , 27 sq . cm . Owing to
fringing the area will be somewhat greater, prob
ably four teeth per pole , thus giving a flux density
in the stator teeth of
310,000
8,600 lines per sq. cm.
4 X 9
Tabulating the results we have
C.G.S. lines per sq . cm.
Flux density
Usual value
Type III
allowed in
Machine.
practice .
Stator cores
8,000
9,250
8,600 to 11,500 6,500 to 11,000
Stator teeth
Air -gap..
5,500
4,000 to 7,000
Magnet (wr. iron )
13,000
14,000 to 17,000
An examination of the above results shows that
the machine will have a well-saturated magnetic
circuit ( see par . 51 ) , and also that the three extra
conductors per slot will be advisable, seeing that no
harm will result , even if the stator Aux density has
to be slightly reduced , owing to the finished machine
having a terminal E.M.F. higher than the intended
120 volts.
The winding of the field -magnet may now be
considered . It is only necessary to work out the
ampere turns for one complete magnetic circuit
(i.e., two poles ) no matter how many poles the
machine may have.
For the stator we have
Stator core mean length of path = 17'0 cm.
Stator teeth
= 22 : 5 + 22.5
= 4.5 cm.
The flux density in the stator core is 9,250, and
for this density the ampere turns per cm . length
( see curve, Fig . 30 ) is 3 ; hence, for the stator
the total ampere turns is
ampere turns per cm. for
Ampere turns for iron
the flux density chosen x mean length of path in
cm.
Ampere turns for stator = 3 X 17 = 51,
and for the stator teeth , the density being (say )
10,000 , which corresponds to 3.2 ampere turns
per cm .
3 : 2 X 4'5 = 14.4 ampere turns.
For the magnet , the flux density being 13,000 ,
the corresponding ampere turns ( from curve,
Fig. 30 ) 8.5 cm .
Ampere turns for magnet
8.5 X 13 = 110 .
We now turn our attention to the air -gap. For
air, the permeability is, of course, unity , so that B
- H (see par . 33 ).
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Hence, as the total air -gap is 2 mm. , or 0.2 cm . ,
the ampere turns will be
Ampere turns per cm. = 0.8 x H
That is to say, excitation for air-gap in ampere
turns = 0.8 x length of double air-gap in cm. X
flux density in air- gapin C.G. lines per sq. cm .; or
0.313 x length of double air - gap in inches x
flux density in air gap in C.G.S. lines per sq. in .
( refer to par. 30).
Taking the flux density in the air - gap as 5.500
lines per sq. cm. , we get
Amp . turns for air-gap
0.8 x 0.2 x 5,500 = 880 .
The total ampere turns required per pair of poles
will be
Stator core
51.0
Stator teeth
14.4
IIO '
Magnet
880.0
Air -gap

Total = 10554
Say, 1,100 ampere-hours.
It will be noted that while the ampere-hours for
the whole of the iron circuit only amount to 175.4
turns, the ampere turns for the air -gap above are
880 ( i.e. , over five times the excitation required for
the iron ). Hence a considerable error in the
ampere turns for the iron portion will not seriously
affect the total. We have assumed that best iron
will be used, but even if ordinary commercial mate
rial be used, the total excitation would certainly
not exceed 1,100 ampere turns.
Knowing the ampere turns required, the length
of the magnet limb can be fixed . One inch length of
winding space per 1000 amp . turns is usual for con
tinuous current machines and this gives a depth of
winding of 2 to 3 ins. Model alternators should be
allowed 2 to 3 ins. per 1000 amp. turns .
The drawing shows a winding length of it ins .
( 3.8 cm. ) per bobbin, and as each bobbin carries
550 amp. turns, this gives a winding length of
2.7 ins . per 1000 amp. turns.
If we allow i amp. for excitation , we can run off
a 100 - volt direct current circuit with a 32 C.-P.
lamp in series as mentioned in par. 48.
Ampere turns
Total number of
Full load field current
earns required )
I TOO
and as each bobbin must carry 2 amp. turns ,
we get
550
550 turns per bobbin .
1
No. 24 will carry i amp . (rating 2,600 amps. per
sq . in ., 4000 quite permissible in so small a wire ) ;
indeed, it would carry up to 6 amps, owing to the
large cooling surface.
105
Turns per layer
= 40 ,
*037
and, say, 14 layers giving a winding depth of
14 X 0.037 = '52 in. , and 14 X 40 = 560 turns,
which is sufficiently near to our required 550 turns .
The mean length of each turn will be approximately
14 ins . , and on the four bobbins we have 2,240 turns
-i.e. , total length of field wire =
14 X 2,240
2,600 ft. approx . ,
12

say , 870 yds . Hence the resistance of the field
winding (cold ) will be
870 X 63
= 55 ohms.
1000
63 ohms per 1000 yds .).
( No. 24
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If the four bobbins were connected in parallel ,
the resistance would be
55
3:44 ohms,
4 X 4
say, 3.5 ohms and the current would be i amp. for
each bobbin - 1.8 ., 4 amps. in all ; so the voltage
required would be
E
E
14 volts .
4 =
3:5
With the four bobbins in series and exciting from
100 -volt mains , we shall require an adjustable
resistance ( lamps for instance, in series with the
field winding) of 45 ohms.
The resistance of the winding will increase about
0:21 per cent . per degree Fahr. rise in temperature .
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creased by cutting out the external field resistance
until the correct voltage is obtained . As the
machine is loaded up the terminal voltage will
drop , thus requiring the field current to be increased
as already explained.
Single and two-phase alternators are designed
On similar lines , and will present little or no
difficulty.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY. The service under the
auspices of the United States Navy Department has
made a new long-distance record for overland
wireless telegraphy by establishing communication
between the station at Key West , Fla . , and Chicago,
a distance of about 1,060 miles . The best results

No O GA
-2

No 4.BA

NO , O BA or no

FIG . 82. - LONGITUS INAL SECTION OF MODEL ALTERNATOR , TYPE III .
The mechanical, details will cause the amateur
little or no difficulty .
Two slip rings will be
required to lead the current in and out of the
If an induction motor
revolving field winding.
is to be constructed, the alternate form of
slot marked M is recommended with a total of
48 slots . Care should be taken with the machining
of the parts and the bearings, to keep the air-gap
as small as possible and to maintain an even air
gap all the way round . This is most important in
the case of an alternating current motor .
The machine being complete , a trial run may be
given . The bearings being oiled and the machine
run up to the correct speed , the fields should be
slowly excited and the excitation gradually in

were obtained at night. The department now has
twenty-nine stations established, and many more
are projected .
Gas ENGINES . -An American company owning
gas engines and using crude oil in its heating
furnaces, which was too thick to atomise well,
placed the cylinder jackets in the oil supply circuit .
The oil is said to have proved an effective cooling
medium , and was rendered less viscous by the heat .
The magnetic energy of the earth , according to
recent measurements, seems to be decreasing at
the rate of 1.6 per cent . in forty - six years , which
may be alarming if true and permanent ; but it may
only be one phase of variation of long period .
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XVIII.- Three Easily - made Electro - Motors.
By R. F. M. WoodFURDE.
" HE first machine is so simple that it can be
It consists of a
THImade in about an hour .
simple H or Siemens armature running
between the poles of an electro -magnet. It will
run well from a good dry cell if properly made ;
and very fast from a small bichromate cell ( such as
the Universal Electric Supply Co.'s cheap cell ) ; it
is shown in plan and elevation in Figs . I and 2. For
the base , cut a piece of oak ( or other wood ), about
6 ins . by 4 ins . by # in . , bevel the edges. The
electro -magnet is made by bending a piece of
5-16ths in . diameter soft - iron rod into'a U shape
with its limbs ( henceforth called poles ) , parallel
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The magnet is held
put up from underneath .
by a round -headed screw put through the centre
of a piece of wood about it ins. by fin . by # in .
The two ends of the wire are bared and secured
under two terminals as shown . To make the arma
ture, cut twelve pieces of tinplate ( old cocoa tins
flat together
will do ), i } ins. square , place these
and bind them with a few turns of 1 sticky tape,
leaving & in . bare at each side ( see Fig . 3 ) . Through
the centre , lengthways, push a steel knitting -needle
cut 4 ins. long , leaving six plates on each side .
Over the tape wind about sixty turns of No. 22
D.C.C. copper wire , thirty on each side of the spindle ,
taking care not to let the wire get on the bare tin .
Finally, bend the twenty - four ends of the plate
over, six each way ( as seen Fig. 4 , end view ) ; this
can be done with the fingers and finished by hitting
lightly with a mallet so that it will run free be.
tween the magnet poles .

Fig . 1.-ELEVATION .

Tape

Fig . 3.- ARMATURE .

FL

Fig . 4.-- END VIEW OF ARMATURE.
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Fig . 5.- COMMUTATOR AND BRUSHES .

3.

Fig . 2.

ZA

PLAN .
DETAILS OF A SIMPLE ELECTRO - MOTOR .

and about it ins, apart. Cut the ends off square
in the vice with a hacksaw or file , so that the magnet
is about 3 } ins . long ( see Fig . 2 ) ; around the bend
wind three layers of No. 18 D.C.C. copper wire
( about 6 yds ), leaving if ins . of each pole bare.
It is not possible to wind very neatly round so sharp
a bend . Tie both ends of the winding with fine
twine to prevent uncoiling, leaving a few inches of
wire for connecting up . This magnet is mounted
on the base as in Fig . 1 .
It rests on a wood block ,
12 ins . square by i in . thick .
Draw a centre line
the length of the base and secure the block about
in. from one end of the base with two screws

The commutator is made from a bit of very thin
brass or copper tube , about 1 in . long and a in .
in diameter .
A piece of soft wood is driven into
this , and a centre hole is made with a fine bradaw ).
This will probably require making two or three times
before one can be made to run true .
Now cut the
tube in halves, lengthways with a triangular file,
leaving a small space clear between the halves ;
secure to the wood by binding on with about twelve
turns ofstrong thread, leaving 3-16ths in . bare at one
end and about 4 in . at the other end . Now push the
commutator on to the spindle with the 3-16ths in .
end nearest to the armature, and carefully solder

-

--
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the two ends of the winding one to each commutator
segment . Two L -shaped bearings are now cut from
strip brass one about 2 ins . by } in . ; the other ,
I in . by ļ in . ; a į in . at one end of each piece is
bent at right angles in the vice . Before bending,
it will be well to heat to redness and cool at once
in water : this allows a sharp bend to be made
without breaking .
In the short portions of
00+

N

o

S

Fig. 6.- PLAN OF SMALL ELECTRO MOTOR .

Fig . 7
AK

TRIPOLAR ARMATURE .
each bearing , drill a hole for the holding -down
screw . The short bearing is now placed between
the magnet poles on the wood block and the centre ,
marked off, and drilled for the spindle to run in ;
it may then be screwed in position. The longer
bearing is likewise marked off and drilled . Now
mount the finished armature in bearings , placing
a small washer ( made of No. 16 copper wire ) between
the wood of the commutator and the bearing ;
adjust the armature and magnet so that it runs
free, and on the spindle projecting through the
bearing, solder or otherwise fix a small pulley,
putting a washer between it and the bearing. The
brushes, which will complete the machine, are
made from two lengths of No. 22 bare copper wire
about 2 ins. long , soldered to two brass strips about
i in . by fin. These are secured to the base so as
to press in the centre of the commutator ( as shown
in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 5 ) , and are held by a screw and a
terminal each . The commutator is twisted on the
shaft so that its slits face up and down when the
tin of the armature does the same (see Fig. 5 ) . The
machine is now complete . To run it , join one
magnet terminal to one brush terminal with piece
of wire , and the other to the cells . This machine
is not always self-starting, neither will it reverse
if the current from the cells is reversed through it .
To reverse it , move the wire from the magnet
terminal to the opposite brush terminal to which
it has been previously in , and the wire from this
one into its place. Finish and paint as desired . It
may be noted that Baker's soldering fluid is a
handy flux to use for soldering:
The small machine, shown in plan, Fig . 6 , runs
well from a bichromate cell . It is completely self
starting if there is sufficient power in the cell, and
reverses if the current through it is reversed .
It
consists of a tripolar armature running between the
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poles of a permanent horseshoe magnet. To make
it , cut a base similar to No. 1 machine ; obtain or
make a permanent magnet with parallel sides ,
about 5 ins. long, if ins. between the poles, and,
made of steel at least í in. by fin . in section .
Secure to base as No. 1 machine by means of a
wood clip and screw , but there is no need to mount
on a wood block . With the metal shears, cut out
of tinplate sufficient tripolar laminations to make
an armature, about i in. long. The quickest way
to do so is to draw a circle barely i in. diameter
on a bit of tin , and with the dividers mark out the
three arms, making ihem eich fin . wide .
Drill
the centre hole a nice fit for a knitting needle spindle,
and cut away parts not required ; use this as
a template to mark off the rest with a needle point.
When enough are cut out, string them on to a
spindle and wind each of the three poles full of
No. 24 D.C.C. copper wire (about thirty turns each ) .
Before winding, of course, insulate the tin with
tape , wind as Fig . 7 , which also shows how to
connect to the commutator and the correct position
of the slits . Make the commutator similar to that
of Fig . 1 , excepting that it has to be cut into three
equal parts instead of two . When complete, it is
forced on to the shaft and the three ends of the
Two
windings soldered one to each segment.
brass bearings will have to be made same as Fig . I ,
but shorter , to allow the armature to run centrally
between the magnet poles . It will be found neces .
sary to cut out a little of the base between the poles,
with a sharp chisel so as to let the armature clear.
Now secure the bearings with a screw , each to the

Fig . 10,-COMMUTATOR AND BRUSHES.

Fig . 11. - COMMUTATOR .
base , letting the armature run free between the
magnet poles, and place two small washers and a
pulley as in Fig . 1 . Two brushes, as in Fig . 3 .
complete the machine. If desired , an electri .
magnet may be used as in Fig. I in place of the per
manent magnet . If so , it should be about
in .
diameter iron rod , bent from a rod ro. ins . long
and wound with about 150 turns of No. 18 wire .
The third machine is rather larger than the
previous two, and consists of a plain ring armature
wound in twelve sections running between the
poles of an electro -magnet.
It is shown in plan
( Fig. 9 ) . The magnet is a bar of iron , 14 ins . long
and i in . in diameter, bent U -shape, with the parallel
poles 24 ins, apart ( this will have to be bent hot ,
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being so stout ), and the bend is over- wound with
25 yds. of No. 18 wire leaving, at least , 2 ins . of
each pole bare. It is fixed to a base, 8 ins . by 5 ins .
by { in ., exactly as Fig. 1 , resting on a wood block ,
5 ins . by 3 ins. by i in .
The ends of the coils are
brought in a similar way to two terminals. Two
brass bearings are cut the height of the magnet
and drilled to take an j -in , steel spindle, about 4ins ,
long. The armature core consists of a coil of
No. 22 or 24 soft iron wire , made by winding it on
a iš in . rod ; wind on enough to make the core
in. wide and 1 ins . in diameter. This is then
taken off the former and over -wound with tape and
wound in twelve sections with No. 24 wire , each coil
taking about 4 yds., and consisting of fifty turns.
The simplest way is to cut twelve lengths , each
4 yds, long . Now draw the ring full size on paper
and mark off the twelve sections; then as each
section of the ring is wound , it is easy to set it on
the paper and so keep the coils in their allotted
spaces. Every end of a coil is bared and twisted
to the starting end of the next one , leaving a few
inches for connecting to the twelve commutator
segments. The wire must be wound in the same
direction for each coil , and , when finished , twelve
ends remain , each end consisting of a pair of twisted !
wires. Mount the ring on a wood plug tight to
the spindle. The commutator is made by plugging
up the central hole of a cotton bobbin and then
drilling a f-in . hole through the plug. Cut a thin
brass circle about the size of the bobbin , and cut
into twelve equal parts ; secure these to one end of
the bobbin , as Fig. 10 , leaving a small clear space
between each segment . Each segment is held in
place by a small screw near its larger end , and a
fine nail ( pins cut short will do ) through the thinner
end. When finished , push on spindle and solder
an armature wire to each segment. Now mount
finished armature in bearings to clear magnet to
run free ; place washers and pulley as Fig . 1. All
that remains to be done is to fix the brushes . For
these , solder two lengths of No. 20 bare wire to
two stout No. 14 or 12 bare wire , and secure to base

Fig . 9. - PLAN OF ANOTHER ELECTRO -MOTOR.
by a terminal and screw each as shown in Fig . 10 .
The fine wire brushes press firmly on to the seg .
ments and must be adjusted to clear screw and nail
heads.
Find the best position by running the
machine from two or three good bichromate cells ;
finish by varnish and paint as desired . This
machine is always self -starting and will develop
considerable power .

Some
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Interesting Models .

By JOSEPH SEEL .
HE accompanying il
TH lustrations of my
work may interest
some re ders of THE
MODEL ENGINEER . Fig . I
shows a model, 4 ft . long,
of a floating monitor I
made about fifteen years
ago to scale ; it is a half
model , and is represented
as floating. The water is
represented by a mirror,
thus giving all the reflec
tions as though floating in
water. My first task is
always to make my deck
plan to any scale to which
I wish to work ; then I
MR . JOSEPH SEEL.
have always a selection
of choice soft pine ( free
from knots), i in . , in ., tin . , 1 in . and $ in .
in thickness, and also some nice veneering ,
which always comes in for planking and bending
purposes ; the finest sprigs and screws, and fish glue,
chisels ( 14 ins., i in ., # in ., 1 in . , in. , and } in .) ,
small saw, and such requisites as may be useful . I
think 155. would do everything that I would wish :
and it was with this set of tools and requisites that
for some years I earned in my spare hours ( I mean
nights and Saturdays) from £ 100 to £ 150 per year,
always being careful and particular as to my detail
and finish . It took longer , .of course , but when I
had finished a model my friends used to express
much admiration . I never allowed myself to get
cver -worked and “ wearied out," or , as some say,
" sick of the job " : it was ever a delight to me, and
so it must be if you intend to succeed . Patience
is a virtue , and is well rewarded by your steady
continuity and love of the art . Like a musician,
you must put some soul into the work .
When I have made my plan correctly, I stick
strictly to it, knowing , of course, that it is all right ;
then I make all my small details—funnels , steam
pipes, boats , winches, and such as I require .
The progress seems slow at first, but even
tually your model builds up quickly , and every
addition delights you , and you are quite re
warded . The two turrets which contain the guns
are turned out of solid , the sides being the thickness
of requirement ; then the gun holes are cut out,
and the guns can be put in place , taking care to
make the turrets revolve on the pivots.
The
scale is } in . to the foot .
The painting must be very lightly done. Your
first coat is very thin , taking care that as few hairs
from your brushes and as little dust as possible get
on the paint .
I prefer using artists ' colours from
tubes , as they are ground fine, and are most suitable
for this class of work . Four coats are usually
applied, then varnishing with coach varnish twice ,
which is thinned down-say , one -third - by fine
clear turps. By this I get a beautiful level finish .
For my brasswork I use a lacquer made of naphtha
and fine shellac, which any chemist can supply
—two pennyworth will go a long way . Great care
and taste are required in mixing your colours for
a model, as bad judgment often spoils the most

-
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FIG . 2. -A MODEL ATLANTIC LINER .

1
FIG . 1.-A MODEL FLOATING MONITOR .

For description ]

( see pages 564-566.
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beautifully made model . This kind of a model is
all one colour-a very pale neutral tint , which is
made as follows : - Take of white a portion re
quired , then a very small quantity of black , and a
smaller touch of Prussian blue , making just as much
as will at one time paint the model complete, and
always one tint . The gold lining can be put on by
cutting thin strips of gold ( the best) paper where
requisite, as using lining pencils is difficult to the
learner .
A model of a Mississippi paddle saloon steamer is
shown in Fig . 3. This model is 5 ft . long , 8 ins.
across the beam (i.e.,outside measurement of paddle
boxes ), paddles 5t ins. diameter, 14 ins . across,
and has about 620 windows . The model is painted
white, with salmon colour at bottom , divided by
a black line ; vermilion paddle wheels , consider
able gilding on and about the face of paddle -boxes,
whilst the funnels are dark neutral tint, with
black tops. The windows are cut from thin -look
ing- glass, which always give a very pretty bright
effect , contrasting very much with the brasswork ,
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which runs in the Kyles -of- Bute , Scotland , is shown
in the illustration ( Fig . 4 ) .
Fig . 5 shows a model locomotive ( express
type ) , about 4 ft . 6 ins . long , made chiefly in brass ,
but painted in the usual colours, with a short
tender, in order that the model may go under a
glass case, as the tender would take up too much
room . By this system it shows the engine, etc. ,
quite complete, and all that is requisite as a model .
Another model locomotive is shown in Fig. 6 .
It is not every young man who loves models , and
has an ardent wish to model, who can take a file in
hand or use his turning tools . Now , this model
shows what can be done with i in. , } in ., 1 in . , fin ..
and two good shilling penknives . The whole
model is made of baywood and Bristol cardboard ,
and when finished, carefully sized and painted
(as before described), and afterwards varnished ,
defies almost anyone from perceiving of what the
model is made ; and by this system an ordinary
unskilled young enthusiast may put a model to
gether to keep in his drawing-room for life .

Fig . 3. - A MODEL MississipPI PADDLE SALOON STEAMER .
such as ventilators, fog horns, whistles, bells, etc.
The lining on the bulwarks is pale emerald green ,
giving also a neat , clean contrast , cut , as aforesaid ,
from (colour fast ) sheet paper , which , when var.
nished , throws itself up very nicely indeel. This
kind of ship is mostly seen plying on the Mississippi
River, U.S.A. , or running from Shanghai up the
river Yangtze Kiang , China, from which places
I took my dimensions of them , and also some
photographs.
An illustration of a model of an Atlantic liner is
given in Fig. 2. It is made to scale of a 3,500 “ tonner "
auxiliary ship , single propeller, bronzed bottom ,
Payne's grey hull,white lined, about ten -years- old
type ; 5 ft . long . These views , of course , show how
proportionate the scale has been carried out. Any
details here would be of no use to my young friends ,
because if you make up your mind to construct a
model , you must first select your own design, then
adopt your scale to which you intend to work, finally
taking care to select sweet and choice clean colours
and clear , good , thinned finishing varnish .
A type of steamer ( 4 ft . 9 ins. long in the model )

In conclusion , I may say that I shall be glad to
answer any questions from readers of this journal
concerning the models here briefly described .

CALCIUM METAL . – Until lately calcium metal
has been sold at the rate of £9 per ounce ; it is now
being offered , we understand , at is. 6d . per, ounce .
It has a purity of 99 per cent., and is made by elec
trolysis from calcium carbide .
Electric WELDING . —Hexagon- headed bolts are
now produced by electrically welding rods of finished
size to suitably shaped drop forgings forming the
head . A large factory is now in operation which
is devoted exclusively to the manufacture of
electrically- welded bolts.
Niagara. — The mean flow of the River Niagara
according to Professor Unwin , is about 222,000
cubic ft . per second. It has been computed that
before long the diversion of water for power pur
poses will reach 67,400 cubic ft . per second, or
41 per cent. of the minimum flow of the river.
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FIG . 4. —A MODEL OF THE PADDLE STEAMER “ COLUMBA ."

Fig. 5. -Model SINGLE - DRIVER LOCOMOTIVE

FIG . 6. -MODEL CARDBOARD LOCOMOTIVE .
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High - Speed Engines .
By H. MUNCASTER.
( Continued from page 473. )
'HE effects of the inertia of the reciprocating
parts may be conveniently shown by a dia
THE
gram where the exact amount of force can be
measured off at any part of the stroke by a direct
measurement.
Let a f ( Fig . 4) represent the stroke of the piston ,
set off a b and fe each equal to the centrifuga!
force of the reciprocating parts. A line drawn from
b to e will show the amount of force due to inertia
and momentum, which can be measured off from
any point in the stroke-say C, where the vertical
cd equals the amount of inertia . ;
Extend the perpendiculars a b and fe to A and
F. Draw A F parallel to a f ; from the centre O' ,
draw the semicircle ACF, of which AF is the
diameter. Let A E = a c ; from E draw the per
pendicular EC ; from O draw the radial O'C , ex
tending to B , making BC = ab, drawing BD
parallel to E C and C D parallel to AF. We have
DC
is constant for
shown ( Fig . 3 ) that the ratio
Εο
all positions of E. It will be also seen that as cd
со
is constant for all positions of C , and the force
diagram is correctly represented by the straight
linebe.
In the foregoing, however, we have not made
f
FIG . 4.
d

с

D

A

E

F

allowance for the finite length of the connecting
rod, which may generally be taken as four to six
times the radius of crank . If we take into considera
tion the connecting - rod, the preceding diagrams
require some modification. At the beginning of
RXF
the outstroke the inertia will equal F +
I
R X F
(6 )
and at the beginning of the instroke F
L
Where
F = centrifugal force .
R = radius of crank .
L
length of rod .
The piston attains its maximum velocity at the
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moment when the connecting -rod is tangent to the
crank circle , which is previous to the centre of the
stroke . The distance between the point of maxi
mum velocity, and the centre of stroke will be
V (L : + R ) – L
(7)
The diagram may then be shown ( Fig . 5 ) by a
curved line drawn through the points b pe, where
a b and e f represent the inertia at the beginning of
the outward and inward strokes , and p the point
where the piston attains its maximum velocity.
The curve is such that the areas a b p and et p
are equal .
For the purpose of comparing inertia and steam
In
er
ti lin
f
a
e
FIG . 5 .

E
pressure diagrams, it will be sufficient to draw the
arc of a circle, passing through the three points . It
will be necessary to reduce the inertia diagram to
the same scale measured by the amount of pressure
on the piston .
Example. - A 6 -in . by 6-in . engine is intender
to run 600 revolutions per minute. Steam pres
sure is 80 lbs . , and cut -off stroke . What will be
the maximum load on crank pin, assuming the
reciprocating parts to weigh 50 lbs. ?
The inertia at beginning of stroke (Formula 3 )
00034 W , R. Nº
.00034 X 50 X .25 X 600
1530 lbs, allowing for the radius of the connecting
rod
1890 lbs . at outstroke.
1530 + 360
1530
360
1170 lbs . at instroke .
The total steam pressure on the piston is 2,240 lbs .
If the diagram Fig . 6 be drawn to scale , so that a
pressure of 80 lbs . per sq. in . will equal i in . , the
inertia will then be represented by the line be ,
1890
1170 ins.
If
where a b
ins. , and te
2240
2240
af coincide with the line of back pressure in the
steam diagram , then the pressure on the crank pin
at any point of the piston stroke as at e , may be
measured off , being the difference between cp
and d p on a verticalline drawn from the point.
When compression takes place as at g h on the
opposite side of the piston, allowance must be made
for it . The best way is to deduct the amount by
means of vertical ordinates from the expansion
line ( as shown by the dotted line g' h ' ).
The character of the strain on the crank pin
changes where the lines cross, as in this case , im
mediately before the termination of the piston
stroke . If any knocking takes place in the engine
it will be at the moment where the lines cross , and
will be less severe when e approximates more
closely to h .
It will be thus seen that reciprocating parts do
not act prejudicial to the smooth running of the
engine at the speed given , and that either the speed
may be increased or the parts made slightly heavier
than the estimated weight without undue strain
on the crank pin .

The compression may be taken as fairly constant
except where an adjustable eccentric is arranged to
control the engine , in which case the compression
increases with any increase of speed.
To show the turning effort on the crank pin at
any point in the stroke (say C ), extend the perpen
diculars a b and fe to A and F ; draw A F parallel
to a f, and the circle A DF, of which AF is the
diameter and O the centre. Draw the vertical
line Cc, from the extension of AF, and with a
radius proportional to the length of the connecting
rod , draw the arc C D, set off DP = to the vertical
distance between the stems and inertia lines, draw
m
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To show the amount of turning effort , or
“ torque," as it is termed , the amount DT is
transferred to the radials , as D B on the radial O D.
The radials should be set off tolerably close together
and a curve drawn through the points B. B '. To
show in this manner the “ torque ” for the instroke,
the radials 1 , 2 , 3 , &c . , have been drawn to thelower
half of the circle A DF, the turning effort marked
off and a curve drawn through the points B , B ', etc.
If we could correctly estimate the travel of the
steam through the valve so as to be certain of the
steam pressure in the cylinder at any part of the
stroke, we could easily calculate the most suitable
speed. As, however, there are many difficulties
in the way of obtaining a reliable indicator dia.
gram when the engine is running at a great speed ,
we can allow for known conditions so as to estimate
approximately the most suitable speed . We can
also judge fairly accurately from the behaviour of
the engine itself whether our estimate is near or
otherwise by a little experimenting at various
speeds, when it will be found that a certain speed
will give a smooth working under certain con
ditions , and that if either the speed or conditions
are altered, the running is not so steady or smooth .
We have briefly touched upon the principles
underlying the application of the high -speed
engine, and trust that our readers have, so far,
followed , and that they will be able to readily apply
these principles, and to take an intelligent interest
in the working of the steam engine , whether of
small or large dimensions and not be content by
merely “ seeing the wheels go round ."
We hope, in a future paper, to give working
details of one or two types of small engines suitable
for high speeds which may serve as a guide to those
intending to make models of such engines.
( To be continued .)

F
The Fourth “ Gauge ” Com .
petition .

111

" O further encourage model-making in all its

$

6
Fig. 6.
D Rrepresenting the connecting-rod, drop the ver
tical cutting D R in S , draw S T parallel to D O.
The tangent TD will equal the turning effort,
and S D the total thrust on the crank pin . The
corresponding conditions for the point Care
shown C'D ',etc.
The effect of the angularity of the connecting.
rod may be noticed by comparing P D with P'D ',
and TD with T'D '. It will be found that the
turning effort is greater in proportion to the thrust
on the connecting -rod at any point inside the point
where it is tangent to the crank circle (or at right
angles to the crank ) than at a corresponding posi
tion outside the point .

ing caliper gauge, with screw adjustment , to
every reader who sends us for insertion in our
Journal a sufficiently good photograph and de
scription of any model , tool , or piece of apparatus
he has made. If preferred , any other tool, book , or
other article to the value of 6s. 6d . will be sent in
place of the caliper gauge. Entries should be
accompanied by a separate letter, giving the title
of the article, and stating exactly what tool is
desired.
If other than a caliper gauge is re
quired, the page and number of the tool in the
firm's catalogue from which it can be obtained
should be mentioned . The article should be written
on one side of the paper only , with the name and
address of the sender on the back. The photographs
and separate sketches enclosed with the contribu
tion should similarly bear the name and address of
the sender, otherwise delay may arise in the award .
ing of the prizes. It is essential in this, as in our
other competitions , that the copyright of the photo
graphs must be the property of the senders, and
the covering letter should contain a declaration to
this effect. The competition will close on June 30th.
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For the Bookshelf .

:

MODERN ENGINES AND POWER GENERATORS .
Vols . II and III . By Rankin Kennedy . Lon
don : The Caxton Publishing Company. Price
9s , each net . Postage 6d.
Volume II deals with modern hot -air, gas, and
oil engines . The portion devoted to hot-air engines
is comparatively small. The important Diesel
engine is rightly described at some length ; par
ticulars of some tests , with illustrations of the in
dicator diagrams, are included , and the author is
yet still more up to date in giving attention to the
subject of gas and oil turbines with illustrated
examples. Gas and oil engines are treated at con
siderable length , including the Westinghouse three
cylinder, and large patterns , such as the Körting
gas engine , gas producers of various types , suction
and large producer plants, with the necessary
accessories of starters, ignition devices, and car
burettors . The author goes into the question of
the use of gas engines for marine propulsion up to
such a size as 1000 horse - power, and gives sectional
illustrations , the gas being developed by means
of a suction producer, incidentally he suggests
the possible adoption of the old idea of jet pro
pulsion to overcome the difficulties of starting and
stopping a screw propeller, and obviate the neces
sity of reversing the engine. Smaller types of
marine oil engines , such as at present in use, are
shown by several examples, and the author
further goes into the subject of jet propulsion ,
giving an illustration of his own pattern of jet pro
peller. He is of opinion “ that the whole question
of propellers and their properties will come up
again ." Volume III chiefly describes prime movers
on road vehicles, steam , oil and petrol ; but contains
as well a chapter on steam and gas turbines , and
some brief information on petrol boats having je:
and turbine propellers, with illustrations. Petrol
engines for automobiles naturally, at the present
time, occupy a large part of the book ; and a variety
of patterns, both vertical and horizontal , are de
scribed with considerable amount of detail . But
the steam automobile is by no means neglected ,
Chapter 7 being some thirty -six pages devoted to
this branch of the subject . Engines, boilers, and
frames are shown by sectional drawings and photo
graphs . In a chapter on miscellaneous improve
ments, the author describes valveless gas engines
and a hydraulic turbine propeller for marine work .
There is as well a small section treating on elec
trical automobiles , with particulars of some tests
of an Edison accumulator cell . Both volumes are
well printed , and contain a large number of illus
trations . The matter is almost entirely descrip
tive , and these books should be very useful to those
requiring information as to the construction of
particular engines or parts, and a general idea of
the present state of this branch of engineering .
They would be excellent reference books to add to
an engineer's library .
High - TeNSION MAGNETO IGNITION SYSTEMS . Re
printed from the Automotor Journal. London :
F. King & Co. , Ltd. Price is , net . Postage
2d . extra.
This pamphlet is issued as No. 1 of the Auto
motor Library , and consists of descriptions of
different systems of ignition for petrol engines by

means of high - tension electric currents generated
by magneto machines. Commencing with some
remarks upon the reasons for the adoption
of this method of ignition, a brief résumé is
given of the development of the petrol engine
ignition apparatus , followed by a description of the
battery and induction coil method as a preliminary
to the explanation of magneto systems . The sub
ject proper of the book is first illustrated by a de
scription of a low-tension magneto , with figures
showing the distribution of magnetic lines of force
at various positions of the armature taken from
photographs in which iron filings are used to show
the path of the magnetic lines. The high tension
magneto is then explained, followed by detailed
descriptions of the Eisemann, Basseé Michel, Simms
Bosch" old and new models , Rankin Kennedy,
Murray, and Lodge apparatus. A certain amount
of theoretical explanation is given, and each system
is illustrated by photographic reproductions of the
actual magneto machines in pieces, so that their
parts can be easily seen , except in the case of the
Lodge and Murray ; in the former , diagrams only
are given , and in the latter a diagram and end view
photograph serve as illustrations, We consider
that this would be a very useful guide to anybody
seeking a knowledge of the construction and action
of ignition magnetos. The printing is good and
clear, and the illustrations are of ample size. The
Lodge system , invented by the renowned scientist
Sir Oliver Lodge, is of an exceedingly interesting
character. It cannot yet be called a magneto sys
tem, as a battery is at present used to work the
induction coil ; it is really better called a high
frequency system , for its distinguishing feature is
the firing of the charge in the engine cylinder by
means of the high- frequency spark discharge be
tween the outer coatings of a pair of Leyden jars.
The description and illustrations are unavoidably
incomplete , but yet of sufficient extent to give a
good idea of the system . It may be doubtful if the
theoretical explanations in this book will be alto
gether understood by the reader who has not an
electrical training ; and the illustrations referring .
to the action of a magneto on pages 8 and 9 are not
clearly arranged so that they may be identified .
Though seeming to favour the magneto system of
ignition , it's faults or suggested faults, are men
tioned, and some advice is given to users. The up
to-date magneto apparatus gives evidence of much
ingenuity and attention on the part of a number of
clever designers , and has assumed a complex
character which may cause one to doubt if it is the
final solution of the problem of the ignition appar
atus for gas and petrol engines .

The Society of Model Engineers .

(Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any pas .
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .)
London .
SPECIAL NOTICE . — The committee regret that it
has been found necessary to alter the date of the
launch trip from June 24th to Saturday, July 15th .
Tickets not required need not therefore be returned
to the Secretary before Saturday, July 8th.
HERBERT G. RIDDLE, Hon . Sec . , 37, Minard Road ,
Hither Green, S.E.
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Practical Letters from our
Readers .

Bichromate Batteries .
To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, – The following brief description of a
two - fluid or “ constant bichromate battery may
interest many of your readers . The cell was de
signed with the view of reducing the internal re
sistance as much as possible , and giving a large
negative surface.
The containing vessel is a half-gallon stoneware
jar , in the centre of which is placed a flat porous
cell. These do not appear to be generally stocked
by dealers now , but they can be obtained from
Whitney at a day or two's notice .
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The Eldor Invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practicaland mutual interest. Letters
may be signad with nom-de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,
Though not necessarily intended for publication .]
Model Railway Design .
To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear SIR . -In my opinion the question of the
design of a model railway has not received the
attention it deserves : the enjoyment to be obtained
from running a model locomotive is increased four
fold when the railway is so constructed that signals,
points, and locomotive can easily be manipulated
from one place, and shunting can be carried out by
the engine alone without the aid of
gravity,”
which usually means the powerful arm of the
general superintendent.
Undoubtedly, the best form of railway is a circle,
arranged, if possible , so that the whole shall not be
visible from any one place , as this adds greatly to
the realistic effect. When this can be carried out ,
nothing could be better than Mr. Greenly's design ,
which appeared in this journal some years ago.
The design could be amplified to any extent , and
the curves should be very much easier . But I
think that the majority of your readers are com
pelled , through lack of space, or rigidity of wheel
base, to be content with a straight run and two
termini , and it is in the design of the latter that
many difficulties present themselves. It will be
necessary to provide room for at least two trains
in each station , and to enable one train to arrive ,
and the engine to run round it , while another
train is standing in the station . It will not do
merely to copy the branch terminal station of some
neighbouring railway company , as it will be found
to be much too wide . The operator should always
be able to reach the engine without trampling on
the permanent way, and it will be found desirable
to keep the number of points and crossings as low
as possible, as they are troublesome to make, and
are very liable to get out of order.
The admirable system of control invented by
Mr. Henry Lea does not seem to meet all the diffi
culties connected with a complete model railway ,
as it would always be necessary to handle the
engine for purposes of coupling and reversing
though it might well be applied for starting and
stopping only.
I am sure that the problem has been thought out ,
and possibly solved by some of your readers , and
their opinions would be of great interest . -Yours
“ CHARON . "
faithfully,

In the outer vessel are set two No. 2 Leclanché
carbons , as shown in D ( Fig . 1 ) , the intervening space
being then filled in with coke ( B) ( broke into about
the size of small marbles ) up to within an inch of the
top of the jar. A } in . layer (C ) of powdered coke is
then put on , and the whole sealed by pouring on a
hot mixture of resin , red ochre, and beeswax (S ) .
To enable the outer vessel (J ) to be charged with
electrolyte, a piece of glass tube (T), 11 ins. long
and } in . diameter, is arranged to extend from
above the sealed top down to the surface of the
coarsely broken coke, and provided with a cork .
The porous cell ( P) is paraffined top and bottom
and measures some 6 ins. in height , 41 ins. in width ,
and 1 in . in depth ( horizontally ). The zinc for
this cell measures 6 ins. by 3 ins. by 4in . , and is ,
of course , well amalgamated . The charging solu
tions are the same as those given in THE MODEL

P
Fig . 2.
Plan .

A BICHROMATE BATTERY.

constant
ENGINEER handbook No. 5 for a
bichromate battery ; indeed , the cell was designed as
an improvement on the one there described . The
writer's battery consists of three cells , is boxed in
the usual manner , the zincs (Z ) being attached to a
wooden rod and provided with a lifting arrange
ment enabling the zincs to be drawn out of the
solution when not in use.
The sealing composition is made by melting , in
an old saucepan or similar vessel , 1 lb. resin , into
which is well stirred i oz . of red ochre ( thoroughly
dried ), and 3 or 4 ozs . of beeswax . When set , a
small vent - hole (V ) should be drilled in the composi
tion for the escape of gases and for the more readily
charging or discharging the outer cell .
The battery has an E.M.F. of rather more than
2 volts per cell , and has been in intermittent use
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for about six months , working a 4-in . spark in
duction coil, with no other attention than an
occasional addition of sulphuric acid and water to
the porous cells , wooden covers for which are
provided to prevent too great evaporation of the
liquid . - Yours truly,
W. J. RIDDLE ,
Brixton .

Queries and Replies .
{ AHention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
• directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-handed corner of the envelope, Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed inthe same envelope .
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name must be in
scribed on the back. ( 2) Queries should be accompanied,
whera er possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3) A stamped addressed envelope (nos post-card)
should invariably be enclosed, and also a Queries and Replies
Coupon cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually dapse before
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published. The
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed.
(6 ) AU Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26–29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.)
The following are seected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
(13,915) Boiler Queries . W. G. ( London) writes : ( 1 ) I
have a riveted copper boiler, 24G., 10 ins. high by 6 ins. diameter.
What pressure persq. in.shouldthis stand ? (2) On the boiler is
a safety valve, I in . Þore. What length should lever be, and what
weight should'Ihave on it ?
( 1 ) If by “ 24 G." you mean No. 24 standard wire gauge , then
the boiler' will stand , if single riveted, 80 lbs. bursting pressure,
and, say, 10 lbs, safe working pressure. It is, therefore, not very
strong. For working out strengths of boilers, see our handbook,
“ Model Boiler Making ," price 6d. post free from this office.
(2) A fin , hole has area of 12-1000ths sq. in.; therefore the ten
dency to lift valve will be ten times this area in lbs., viz. '
12
TO X 1 2
1000 100
or, say, 1 lb. With a leverage of 4 to 1 , the weight necessary will
be one-fourth of lb.- a oz. weight. The lever may be 2 ins.
long from fulcrum to weight, and the valvestem : in. away from the
fulcrum of the lever
( 14,066] Electric Bell Troubles. W. J. (Briton Ferry)
writes : I would be very much obliged if you will kindly help me
out of my difficulty . I have put up an electric bell. I have one
quart and two pint Leclanché cells, and have tried them in series
and in parallel from instructions given in your handbook, “ Elec
tric Batteries " ( No. 5 ). The total length of wire is about 3 ft. ,
and I have a switch half way, the wire coming from the zinc rod.
By merely pressing the push the bell will not ring ; when I touch
the hammer of the bell with my finger, it rings for about five or
six seconds and stops. By, touching the hammer a second tims
it will not ring at all. I have tried adding more sal-ammoniac,
and have adjusted the setscrew on the bell hammer, but of no use.
(Size of wire, 1-16th diameter.) (2) Would eight quart Leclanché
cells light a small night-light, as I do not care much about mixing
the acid in the bichromate cells ? If not, which battery would be
best for a small 4-volt lamp, and how many cells shouldI require ;
( 1 ) A single Leclanché cell ought to ring an electric bell well
through considerably more than 3 yds, of wire, unless the bell
magnet happens to be wound with wire of unusually fine gauge.
pots being used up; or
are old,at the
yourbadcells
We expect
spring of the bell. Are these
the porous
contacts
there are
else
contacts of platinum ? We advise youto thoroughly clean the
contacts and try again . Unless platinum contacts are used , the
metal oxidises almost at once, and stops the current. ( 2 ) Four
quart-size Leclanché cells in series would do for lighting the lamp
for a few seconds at a time, provided it is a very small lamp ; but
this type of cell is useless for prolonged lighting. Two constant
bichromate cells in series should be used for lighting the lamp, if
it is to be kept on constantly. The larger the cells are, the better.
( 14,006 ] Model Steamer Machinery. S. R. (Glasgow )
writes : I have a slide-valve launch engine, f.in. bore , it -in.
stroke, link reversing; weight 31 lbs. and 81ins, high. Would you be
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so kind as to let me know what size of boat it will require ? !
would like it about 3 ft. Do you think engine is too heavy ?
What size boiler will it need, and how many fue tubes ? What
kind of firing shall I require ?
The proportions of the engines are unsuitable for marine work :
4 by t is large enough for a 3 -ft. boat. You do not say whattype
of boiler you propose to adopt. See our handbooks, “ Model
Boiler Making " and " Model Steamer Machinery," price 7d. post
free, for designs of boilers and descriptions of the various methods
of firing.)
(14,191 Wasteful Transforming . F. H. S. (South Shields)
writes : I would be pleased if you could give me some particulars
about an iron wire resistance(if thisis themost suitable ) to pass 300
amps ., and to reduce from 220 volts at the supply company's main
to 100 volts. ( 1 ) What amount of wire would be required, and what
thickness or thicknesses ? (2) How would same be arranged ?
( 3) What method is used for calculating such resistances ?
Are you aware that you would have to waste and dissipate energy
at the rate of 45 horse -power to choke down 120 volts with
300 amps. flowing ? The proper thing to do is to use a transformer .
You can calculate the amount of wire required in a resistance
from Ohm's law that the volts absorbedwill be equalto the current
flowing multiplied by the resistance of the wire. The size of the
wire must be largeenough to carry the current,andis usually found
by reference to tables of wire, sizes, &c. For further particulars,
we must refer you to our Expert Service Department, when a fee
would be charged according to the amount ofinformation required .
Very full particulars should accompany an enquiry.
( 14,208] Capacity of Accumulators. A. W. (Cocker
mouth ) writes : I have your handbook on small accumulators.
I have made several-- one for a night- light, which answers
very well ; but I don't quite understand how to find out
the capacity . In The MODEL ENGINEER for March 12th, 1903
(Query 7,024),you say 60 amp.-hours, and in the issue for Novem .
ber roth, 1904 (Query 12,704 ), you reckon 30 amp.-hours per sq . ft .
of positive plate area . Is there no way to work it out, or must the
accumulator be fully charged by sight and then tried by ammeter ?
I have an ammeter reading to 70 ; would it injure it to connect the
accumulator to it ?
The capacity cannot be worked out exactly ; it partly depends
upon the quality of materials and make of the plate. For small
cells you may take about 30 amp.-hours per sq. ft . of positive
plate area as near the mark. The thickness and weight of plate
influence the question. Large cells are more efficient than small
ones . If you require to know accurately the capacity of your
cells, the only way is to make a test ; but you must remember
that you will not get best results at first, as an accumulator should
steadily improve with successive charges and discharges, the first
few charges are not a fair test ; also ,that the cells should not be
discharged completely - never below it volts per cell. Over
charging does noharm if the current is not abovethe right charging
rate. If you connect your ampere meter directly to the accumu
lator, you will merely cause a short circuit, and run the charge out
at once — the very worst thing to do. You can use the instrument,
if you insert a resistance in series with it so as to regulate the dis
charge to the right amount. If you have made a small cell, such
as that in Chapter 2, it ought not to be discharged at more than
amp. rate - rather less to get best results. If you let it discharge
at several amperes rate, you will damage the plates, and get poor
efficiency. The easy way would be to use a lamp to test the cell .
You can find out how much current the lamps take by asking the
makers ; when the lamp begins to get dull, you could consider the
test at an end. Probably your ampere meter does not read less
than 5 amps. or so .
( 14,200) Small Voltmeter Windings. L. H. (Haltwhistle )
writes : I should be very much obliged if you would answer me the
following queries. ( I) How much of No. 22 S.W.G. platinoid
wire will it take to give i ohm resistance ? (2 ) I am making a
voltmeter as in your handbook ( 20 volts ). Will it matter if the
wire that it is wound with is broken and joined together as sketch ?
Has it to be d.c.c. or s.c.c. wire ? And could not a bobbin be
made to fit into a case - say, 24-in . brass tube( instead of the present
one) ? If so, how could it be done ? (Sketch not reproduced .)
(1) A length of 381 ins, of No. 22 gauge platinoid wire will have
a resistance of 1 ohm (approximate), nearenough for all ordinary
purposes ; but you can only find out the exact resistance by means
of a i instrument. ( 2) The wire may be joined it broken ; it should
be soldered as well as twisted together, and wrapped round with
thin silk or paper. Single-covered wire should be used ; silk is
better than cotton, but more expensive. To make a smaller
instrument everything must be made on a smaller scale, and wire
of finer gauge used. Why not make the bobbin and movement
to the sizes given , and then see if you can get them into a smaller
case ? We think you might manage to get them into a 21 ins.
diameter case .
( 14,198] Size of Spark Coil. A. S. A. (Glasgow ) writes : .
Please do me the favour of answering the following questions :
I have an induction coil weighing almost 19 lbs. ( including base and
condenser ). The coil is toins. long and s ins. diameter . With
4 volts it gives nearly 2 ins, of spark, and an occasional spark
passes much longer. ( 1 ) What would the total length of spark be
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if worked at hardest ? (2) What would voltage and amperage be
in secondary ? (3) How can I cut down and regulate the current
for medical purposes ? (4) How can I prevent corrosion of
accumulator terminals ?
(1) Impossible to say ; it depends so much on the construction .
We should expect quite 6 ins. length of spark, if the construction is
good . (2) Impossible to say ; you can reckon about 25,000 volts
per inchof spark length asa rough rule . As regards current, Mr.
Leslie Miller, of Hatton Garden , London, makes a milliampere
meter for measuring the current passing through x -ray tubes :
that may help you. The current is extremely small. ( 3) This
coil is far too powerful to use for medical purposes, except for
u-ray treatment ; see our handbook on induction coils. (4) You
cannot entirely prevent it ; wipe them with paraffin wax, and clean
off any corrosion as soon as it appears.
( 14,155) Silverlog Mirrors . E. W. (Kelvinside) writes :
Would you kindly advise me how to re-silver a small mirror,
or say where I could find instructions for doing so . The mirror is
circular both ways ; that is, the same as if it were cut from the
centre of a globe or ball , and is a quarter ofacircle of about6 ins.
radius.
There are several methods of silvering mirrors. Try an
amalgam of tin and mercury, pasted on to the glass, which must
be cleaned perfectly with alcohol ; brush a coat of paint over the
amalgam to preserve it from being scratched . Another method is
given in Spons' " Workshop. Receipts " (First Series, page 349),
from which the following is extracted : -Make a solution of silver
nitrate of a strength of one grain to 30 cubic centimetres of water ;
add very dilute ammonia to the solution whilst it is on the glass
to be silvered , a drop at a time, until the precipitate formed is
partially dissolved ; add a drop of solution of sodium and hydro
gen tartarate. The liquid will blacken , and the silver will be
deposited on the glass. The glass should be embedded in sand and
gently warmed .
(14,014 ! Gas Engine Adjustment and Running. S. C.
(Bow ) writes : Will you kindly obligeme by answering the following
query ? For the past eight months I have been attending to a gas
engine ( 16 h.-P., " XL Otto "), using Messrs. Snowdon's lubricating
oil, andon an average the consumption of gas reached 740 cubic
ft. per day, running at half speed, as there is not sufficient work
for engine at full power. Four weeks ago my employer gave me
some new oil. I thoroughly cleaned engine, taking off the rings
and grinding in the valves as usual. The rings I placed in exactly
the same position. After replacing piston and starting engine the
consumption of gas averaged 960 cubic ft. a day, as against 740,
running same number of hours. I also notice that one-half of
the piston, especially where the pegs are , has a dirty black, oily
appearance after running about an hour, while the other half is
quite clean. Please let me know cause of piston running so dirty
and how I may reduce theconsumption of gas, there being no screw
and lock -nut, as stated in Mr. Tookey's book .

arrangement, it will have a small check in the gas cock casting,
between the gas valve and the engine. If you are not certain of
whatyou are doing, we advise you to apply to the makers - Capel
and Co., 168 , Dalston Lane. No doubt they would soon put matters
right. Are you certain engine is not missing fire at all ? This
would account at once for increased consumption. You do not
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Query 14014
say whether ignition is by iron , nickel orº porcelain tube, or elec
tric; hence we cannot advise you in detail. Are valves opening and
closing at the proper time ? The set screws in levers may have
been altered or not locked properly, and may have worked loose.
The sixpenny handbook mentioned previously will make all these
inatters clear to you .
(14,1741 Electric Light Installation . A. B. B. (Man
chester) writes : I shall be greatly obliged if you will kindly answer
me the following questions. (1) I am putting down an installation
of electric light. The capacity of dynamo is 4 amps. at 20 volts ;
distance between dynamo and lights is about 45 yds. I wish to
carry mains overhead, using 16 gauge bare copper wire on in
sulators. What will be the probable drop in pressure ? ( 2) What
voltage lamps would be most suitable to use ? (3) About how
many 25 candle -power lamps could be properly lighted ?
(4) Power for dynamo is gas engine, 2-in. bore by 4 -in . stroke. Is
this sufficiently powerfulfor driving ? (5) The actual exposed bare
wire — that is, wire in the open - is 33 yds. Would the extra saving
in current by using a covered wire be worth the extra expense,
providing the bare wire is run on proper insulators ?
The resistance of No. 16 gauge wire is 7*26 ' ohms per 1000 yds.
From this you can calculate the drop in volts for any given current.
By Ohm's law, E the volts lost = current multiplied by resistance.
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Gas CHECK ADJUSTMENT ON GAS ENGINE .
The increased consumption is probably due to some derange
ment. It frequently happens that engines, after a good clean down,
do not run so well as formerly. Provided the piston is perfectly
free, and the rings not stuck up, and the piston not blowing , it is
quite unnecessary to take the rings off to clean. The new oil you
are using may account for some of the trouble. Price's gas engine
oil is about the best you can use. Our new handbook (one just
published ) will help you considerably in this matter— " Gas and
Oil Engines Simply Explained," price 7d. post free. Try adjusting
your gas supply . Cut it down somewhat, and watch results.
Make sure no dirt, & c., has got into the air -box or pipe during the
cleaning process. An air check is sometimes used , and is inserted
at the junction of air -box withair pipe. Perhaps you have removed
or altered this, and not noticed it . The gas is adjusted by means of
a check in gas cock (Fig .11) If your engine is not fitted with this

Within limits, you can arrange the drop in volts to suit your con
venience . (2) Use 20 -volt lamps. You can get a few extra volts
by running dynamo at slightly higher speed . ( 3) If lamps are of
good efficiency, you should be able to light abouta dozen . * (4) You
require about ; b.h.-P. , if dynamo is of good efficiency. (5) If the
bare wire is carried upon proper insulators, there will be absolutely
no gain by using covered wire, except in case of chance or acci
dental contact between the wires .
Attendant; Correspondence In
( 14,184] SwitchboardLeonards
structio
n . B.H.B. (St.
-on -Sea) writes : I should be much
obliged if you would answer the following questions :-( 1 ) What
training and knowledge are necessary to obtain a position as switch
board attendant in an electric light and power station ? (2 ) What
are the wages that usually obtain for such a position ? (3) Are
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there openings for higher positions to be obtained by hard work and
increased electrical knowledge ? (4) With regard to a course of
correspondence instruction , how is one to get on with the practical
part
( 1 ) ? You need a sound theoretical knowledge and a thorough
understanding of why and how the various electric machines be.
have under certain conditions. Besides this, a knowledge of the
working of the engines which drive the generating sets is extremely
valuable, especially in small power houses ; and also to be capable
of doing anything in the way of repairs which may be necessary is
a very useful - indeed, sometimes necessary - qualification .
( 2 ) These vary greatly, ranging from 20s. to 359. , per week , according
to experience and capabilities. (3) Yes . (4 ) This only supple
e you have gained or are at present
experienc
practical
ments theand
of actual practical work. We
do instead
will not
gaining,
trust this information will be useful to you.
(14,183] Miscellany . H. W. H. (Winchester ) writes : ( 1 ) I
think you mistook my meaning when I asked you to advise me a
book for instructions to make a high tension magneto machine
for igniting a petrol engine, as you replied : " See the t-in spark
coil." I want a magneto driven by the engine --not a spark coil
and accumulator. ( 2) I wrote to Ġaine's Propeller Company, as
you advised ; but they only sell reversible propellers. I wanta
plain one ; besides, I would like the name of a place that sells
launch fittings as well. ( 3) Could you please tell me the name of
a place where I could get some gear wheels cut ? I have seen a
place advertised in THB MODEL ENGINEER , butforget their address
and have not the back ņumber by me. (4) I have been told of a
petrol engine auction room in the Euston Road ; I think the name
was the "Motor House " Could you give me the address of same ?
(1 ) See handbook, " Gas and Oil Engines," 7d. post free. If
you wind armature with No. 30 S.W.G.wire, you should get good
results, (2) Try Woodnut & Co., Yacht Chandlers, St. Helens,
Isle of Wight. (3 ) Cotton & Johnson, 14, Gerrard Street, Soho, W.
(4) We believe there is such an auction room , but we regret we have
not the address by us at the moment. We will try to find out, and
insert answer in the “ Answers to Correspondents ” column .
(14,181 ) Gas Supply for Gas Engine. W. J. C. (Windle
sham) writes : Will you kindly inform me if I can run a h.-p.
gas engine direct from meter ; or is a gas-bag necessary , and what
is it made of ? Will three 4 -volt accumulators excite a dynamo
50 volts 10 amps., or must I use batteries, and how many ? How
is the best way to excite the field -magnets of same ?
( 1 ) Quite possible ; but a gas-bag would be a great advantage.
See reply in our issue of June ist for details of gas-bag,
etc. (2 ) Connected in series so as to give 12 volts ; you will pro
bably get enough current through the coils to start excitation .
The resistance offield coils will probably be about 30 to 35 ohms ;
hence you will send about 1 amp. through them.
( 14,125] Telephone Connections using no Induction Coll.
S. P. (Heaton ) writes : I have made two telephones of the " Wall "
type, as described in your Handbook No. 4, only I have made a
granular transmitter instead of a pencil one. As I only intend
using it as a domestic telephone, I am not going to use an induction
E
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DIAGRAM OF TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS .
coil ; but I am at a loss how to connect the switches when no coil
is used . Will you please send me a sketch of inside connections
when no coil is used ?
We append a sketch of the connections as you request.
( 14,175] Turning Tools and Turning. H. P. (Working.
ton) writes : ( 1 ) How can jaws of a self-centreing chuck be re
hardened after grinding ? I have made red -hot and dropped into

cold water, but the edges are blunted again when chucking metal.
( 2 ) Does chattering on lathe mean loose mandrel bearings ? And
if the shake is side, and not top and bottom, how is it mended ?
(3) What is correct angle to grind lathe tools to for general use ?
(4) What fault is indicated when job leaves back centre and
mounts tool? (5) Should tool point be level with or just below
centres ? ( 6) I have been trying to thin out the end of a cold
chisel to save grinding down, and it has cracked where I ham .
mer it. Why, and how can this be avoided ? I made red -hot
in gas furnace and hammered on a wrought iron. Second attempt
with greater heat, but very little result. Chisel about 1 in . by
5. ins., and carpenter's hammer. (7) Is chisel spoiled ?
( 1 ) By careful tempering or case -hardening. Perhaps you have
been trying to temper mild steel. You need a hard tool steel to
temper. You could try case-hardening: (2) Som - times the work
will chatter when all bearings are in good order, due to bad arrange
ment of tool, taking too heavy a cut, or the job being too flexible
and not properly centred. (3) The angles vary according to the
use the tool is to be put to. For roughing wrought iron , about
55° ; cast iron, about 70 ° ; and brass , 80 °. For finishing --65 ° ,
Eo", and 85° respectively. ( 4 and 5 ) Tool should cut just above
the centre. Re chisel. You have probably been thinning out
too much, or metal has been too cold ; or again, it may be un
suitable steel. Instead of quenching in cold water, use warm
water. The tool is not necessarily spoiled.
( 14,130) Telegraphy. W. J. C. (London ) writes : A
galvanometer is always inserted in series with a sounder. This
adds to the resistance of the circuit, also to initial cost of the
station. What is the advantage ? Thegalvanometer and sounder
are on the same table, side by side, and the only apparent use is
to tell the operator that his instruments are working — which he
can learn from the sounder itself. In Preece and Sivewright's
Telegraphy," the galvanometer appears in all the diagram ;
of sounder circuits, but its use is nowhere referred to.
The use of the galvanometer is, as stated on page 113 of 1905
edition of “ Preece's “ Telegraphy," to show that the line is in
order. You are in error in saying that the sounder would do this .
The sounder is in the line circuit when receivingonly. In sending
it is cut out , as you will see by examining any diagram of “ single
current direct working,"
(14,109 ] Roller Chaln. P. G. F. (Devizes) writes : Can
you tell me where I can obtain a roller chain of the following
dimensions ? Length, 17 ins. ; pitch, { in.; also sprockets to suit
about it ins. diameter.
We doubt if such a chain is made as a commercial article. Try
some of the makers of cycle chain , such as Messrs. Hans, Renold
and Co. , Manchester , or Messrs. Brampton & Co., of Birmingham .
You would have no difficulty in getting -in, pitch roller chain of
light make from any cycle dealer .
( 14,194] Alternating Current Transformer. “ PEELEF**
(Wellingborough) writes : I bought at a sale recently part of a
switch board,on which were several switches and a piece of appar
atus that I do not understand . I believe it is a transformer, or
something of the kind. It is mounted on a round wooden base,
about roj in diameter. In the centre there is a round ring of
some material wound with copper wire, about 22 S.W.G. Con
nected to this wire are 23 pieces of brass, on each of which is
mounted a terminal. On each piece of brass there is stamped a
number from o to 230. There are two wires led from the ring to
two screws underneath the base. The ring of wire is covered with
a brass cover, and it is in good condition . Will you please tell me
what it is for, and give me some idea of its value ? ( 2) Could
three lamps ( 10 volts, 12 volts, and 8 volts) be connected in series
on a 30-volt main, and all be lighted without fear of burning them
out ? If not, why not ?
(1 ) The apparatus you describe appears to be one of Messrs .
Marshall & Wood's sub -divided transformers; if so, it would con
sist of a laminated iron core wound with a primary winding joined
to two primary terminals, possibly marked P. P." , and a
secondary winding which is joined at intervals to the various
terminals placed round the baseb d . When the primary
terminals are joined to alternating current mains, a variety of
alternating current voltages can be obtained from the various
terminals, according to the number marked on them -- that is, if
the primary voltage was intended for the particular voltage of the
mains from which it was being used - usually either 100 or 200 volts
or thereabouts. The voltage it is to be worked from should be
marked on it. Alternating current only is suitable ; continuous
current will not do. These transformers originally cost about
{ 4, but were not always arranged in precisely the sameway. The
capacity was usually about 200 watts for intermittent use . ( 2) Re
lamps. These could be used in series, if all are made to take the
same amount of current, but not otherwise.
( 12,652] Model Locomotive Bollor. W. S. H. (Manchester )
writes : I am making a i- in . scale Atlantic ty pe N.E.R. loco
motive, and would be pleased if you will kindly answer the follow .
ing questions. ( 1 ) In order to get large inner firebox, th front
plate of outer box will have to be fitted after former is in position ;
will it require one or two rows of t-in. brassscrews, flange being
in. thick ? The barrel of boiler is 5 ins. diameter, and steam
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pressure 80-100 lbs. per sq . in. ( 2 ) What solder should be used
so as not to melt at the temperature of steam at 100 lbs. ?
(3) With a firebox 8 ins. long by 3 ins. wide and 7 ins . deep, will a
solid fuel fire do better than two 3-in . “ Primus " burners ? 1
intend using field tubes. (4) If the smoke tubes and fieldtubes are
screwed taper, will they make a good joint with red lead in the tube
plates ?
(1 ) You may space the rivets or screws in “ chain " or " zig -zag "
form with advantage. You should not require above 60 lbs.
pressure to get the best results from your engine. ( 2) With good
joints, ordinary tinman's “ hard ” solder will do very well .
( 3) You will get more steam , but more attention will be required.
Use " Union ” briquettes ; but you might try one 4 -in . burner
(4) With screwed tubes, soft solder will make a better and more
certain joint than red lead .
(8,730 ] Rotary Transformers. C. E. writes : I have
current from supply mains in my house, at 240 volts. Can I
transform down to about 20 volts or less, by means of a coil of fine
wire with a heavy winding as a secondary ? Or what kind of a
transformer do you advise ? Would rotary be simple ?
Yes, you could do so ; but whether you could also successfully

TRANSFORMERS .
construct such a transformer depends upon whether you have had
any experience
building
such machines,
a good
dealresults.
of which In
is
necessary
beforein you
can expect
to get really
good
order to reduce 240 volts to 20 in this manner, the primary wind
240
ing would have to be 20-1.e., 240 turns of primary to every
20 turns of secondary. The gauge of wire would be determined
by the current you wish to deal with - you say nothing of the size
of the transformer. The two coils should be well insulated from
each other, but,of course, both wound on the same core , which
consists of soft iron stampings, the magnetic circuit completely
closed. On the other hand, if thecurrent is continnous, you could
use a continuous current transformer - that is, a motor wound for
240 volts and having a second winding on the armature connected
to a second commutator at the other end of shaft. The ratio be
tween the two windings determines the ratio between the volts.
The back E.M.F. of the motor side should be taken as the value
of the primary volts, and not the supply volts ; allowance must also
be made for the usual drop in volts in the windings. Field is to
be shunt wound for 240 volts. A double field machine could be
used having two separate armatures on one spindle.
(13,702) Storing Small Boilers. H. G. B. ( London ) writes :
I have three boilers ( iron, steel, and copper ), which I use at in
tervals only. What I should like to know - and I have never
seen the subject mentioned in your paper - is it necessary to
empty the boilers after using same, seeing it is almost impossible
to absolutely drain them ? Would it deteriorate or injure them
by leaving the water in ?
There are two methods of keeping steel boilers from serious
deterioration during periods of non -use. Copper boilers, of course,
do not waste away , unless there is acid in the water or in the air.
(1 ) Leave the boiler quite full of water. (2) Empty the boiler, and
take out all mud plugs, and remove man -hole covers, & c., so that
air can freely pass through the boiler . It is no good simply empty .
ing the boiler.
[13,986) Locomotive Practice . J. H. C. (Gorebridge)
writes : ( 1) In ithe L. & N.W.R. (Webb's compound) locomotives
are the driving wheels coupled together, or are they independent
of each other, the front wheels being driven by the inside cylinder
and theback by the outside ones ? I cannotmake out any coupling
rod in the drawings. (2) In the specification of many of theloco
motive engravings occurs " coupled wheels (new ). " What does
net mean there ?
(1) The three-cylinder passenger compounds have independent
driving wheels. The low -pressure cylinder drives the leading
wheels, and the H.-P. cylinders (outside) operate on the rear wheels .
( 2) The diameter of the tyres when first put on ; they wear, and
are afterwards turned up true, until they get 100 thin , and are
replaced by new tyres of the original dimensions.
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(14,085] Eagine and Dynamo. A. S. writes : Do you
think an upright copper boiler (6 by 12$ ins. solid drawn )
would be fit to keep a steady steam at 60 lbs. pressure per sq. in .
for a 1 by 2 engine, or would the boiler be strong enough ? How
many flue tubes would be required , and of what diameter ? I
suppose 4 -in , round -headed copper rivets would be strong enough ,
and should I require double riveting for the above pressure ? Do
you think I should make a job of cold riveting , or, if not, what
would be the best way to keep the rivets hot foi hot riveting ?
Would a hand blowlamp answer the purpose ? I hope oil would
be the most suitable fuel ; if so, would a No. 4 Primus " burner
do for firing with ? I intend having water all round the sides of
the firebox ? What horse -power would the engine have working
at the above pressure - would it be fit to drive a 100 -watt dynamo
(say, 25 volts by 4'amps . ) ? Would a Manchester type dynamo be
thebest ? And, if not asking too much , would you tell me the size
and how much wire that would be required for the field -magnet
and the armature and also the speed that it would be required to be
rotated at ?
A 1 by 2 engine, at a speed of 300 revolutions per minute and
60 lbs. pressure requires a boiler with about 250 sq. ins. of heating
surface. You can get this in a 1 by 2 vertical boiler with shallow
firebox and twenty flue tubes i in. diameter ; t or
7-32nds rivets will belarge enoug
and they should
be driven
cold . A No. 4 silent h, Primus " burner
will do excellently for firing the boiler . Fit a shallow
firebox of about , say, 1 in. deep for this kind of fire.
The engine should develop about 1-20th b.h.-p. at
the above speed and steam pressure and drive a 30 -watt
dynamo. For the dynamo, see our handbook, “ Small
Dynamos and Motors," price 7d. post free.
( 13,904) Oil Firing. H. B. ( Leyton) writes :
havea vertical 3-16ths iron boiler, 12 by 24 ins., withI
twelve it-in. tubes. Would it be possible to success .
fully fire it with a paraffin blowlamp, such as are
used by plumbers for melting lead, etc. ? If it is
practicable, would the heat generated in firebox
damage the lamp and cause theoil reservoir to leak
or otherwise injure same ? ' If not practicable, can
query 8730 .
you suggest any other way of firing so as to obviate
the dirt, smell, and smoke of a coal and coke fire, as
previously used ?
The idea is quite practicable, and we would advise
you to go in for what is called a portable street furnace, such as are
employed by plumbers and electric wiremen for outdoor use . There
is no danger in their use , and if the reservoir gets warmer than
desirable, you can shield it with a piece of sheet tin . These furnaces
make a considerable noise , and in any case you must provide an
outlet to the open air for the products of combustion . " They will
not smoke if properly used . You can get the stoves with a group
of three or four burners.
( 14,053A) Model Traction Engine. A. B. ( London ) writes :
Will you kindly obtain for me the ratio of gearing ( fast and slow )
and the weight of the model traction engine described in your issue
of March 23rd last ?
By Mr. R. A. Briggs' courtesy we are able to publish the re
quired information . The ratio of gearing between crankshaft and
the road wheels is - low gear 14 to 1, and high gear 94 to 1. There
is a countershaft between the crankshaft and the road wheels .
The weight of the model is 150 lbs. , as nearly as possible. The
boiler is rather heavy, being built oí 3-16ths in. thick plates, and
it has 20 tubes.
( 13,815] French Screw - cutting Lathes . F. F. ( Jersey,
writes : Can a Prench lathe ( screw -cutting) cut a Whitworth thread ?
You would have to fit a leading screw with a definite number
of threads to the inch . The French lathe's leading screw has so
many threads to centimeter, whilst a Whitworth thread has
so many to the inch .

The News of the Trade .

[ The Editor will be pleased to receive for reuler under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these renews are
tree expressions of Editorial opinion, no payment of any kind
being required or accepted. The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted, or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers .)
* Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial Inspection of the goods noticed .
Centre Punches.
We have received from Mr. S. M. Stuart - Turner, Shiplake,
Henley -on - Thames, a sample of a new line in light centre punches
which he is making. These punches are 31 ins. long, made of a
high - grade English steel, and carefully hardened . The sample we
have received is very nicely finished, and is well suited for mark
ing out and other light work .
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CORRESPONDENT , “ W. D. M." ( Durham),
A sends us the following enquiry : - " What
would be your estimate as regards anyone
bringing out perpetual motion ; that is , what would
be the value of such an invention ? " We can confi
dently assure our correspondent that if he can bring
out a practical device for securing perpetual motion,
he will speedily become the richest man the world
has ever seen . Our cheering prediction is , however ,
spoiled by the little word " if " ; and as this happens
to be one of quite a number of perpetual motion
enquiries we have recently received , it may be
worth while to devote a little space to explain
why this indication of doubt is introduced into our
reply . The whole argument against perpetual motion
is contained in the fundamental principle of mechanics
—that power cannot be created . A steam engine, or
gas engine , or any other form of prime mover does
not create power ; it merely transforms one kind of
energy — the heat energy of the fuel , into another kind
of energy-- the mechanical energy or power given off
at the fly -wheel. No machine can give out more
energy than is put into it . Every machine gives out
less energy than is put into it because some of
that energy is necessarily absorbed by the fric
tion of the working parts of the machine . It
is true that by the means of suitable gearing, as in a
crane or pulley block , a man can lift a heavier weight
than he could do without it ; but this involves no
creation of energy . The man exerts a little force
through a long distance ( in making many turns of the
crane handle) in order to raise a heavy weight a short
distance . The man actually performs the work
required to liſt the weight plus the work required to
turn the gearing of the crane, so that he puts
more work into the crane than he gets out of
it . The crane is merely a device for enabling him
to exert his power in a more convenient way. This
is true of every power-using machine, and it is an
unsurmountable stumbling -block in the way of every
would-be inventor of a perpetual motion device. Thou
sands of inventors have spent time and money in
search of perpetual motion machines, but the world
is not in the least degree nearer seeing a solution of
the problem , and is not likely to be while the law of
the conservation of energy holds good.

H. K. (Wymor.dham ).— A drawing of the cylinder
should be sent.
C. P. C. ( Dublin ).— ( 1 ) You would do well to obtain
provisional protection for your idea before showing
it to the model maker. ( 2 ) Your provisional pro
tection in Great Britain gives you the first right to
foreign patents in all countries within the Conven
tion for a period of twelve months, so that your idea
could not be pirated abroad during this time.
( 3 ) Under the new Act , the Government fee includes
a search over the last fifty years for anticipation .
You should read our handbook , “ Patents Simply
Explained ,” post free, 7d .
H. N. ( Newark ).— We do not know of any drawings of
a square-rigged model. You might, however, get
drawings of a real ship , or a book containing same,
from the publishers of The Yachtsnian , 143 , Strand,
London , W.C.
H. S. ( Indiana ).—Thank you for your letter. We will
bear your suggestions in mind.
V. K.
( Richmond , Natal).— We have handed your
letter to a firm who will supply you with what you
require .
C. T. P. (West Kirby). — Thank you for your
sympathetic letter .
Notices.

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the piper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contribution , wbether
remuneration is expected or not, and ail MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal willbe sent post free to any address for 13 per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and pricelists, & c., for review t, o be addressed
to The EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26-29, Poppin's Court
E.C. to advertisements and deposits to be
London,
Fleet
dence relating
correspon
All Street,
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi.
neer," 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, B.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating tosalesof the paper
and books to be addre ;sed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be adressed .
Contents .
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Answers to Correspondents .

G. P. W. (Birkenhead ).— Particulars of the “ Fafnir ”
motors can be obtained from the agents for this
country, at 211 , Upper Thames Street, London , E.C.
H. C. S. (Stretford ).— Thanks for your card . If you
will send us your address, we shall be pleased to
send you one in return .
W. J. P. (Jamaica ).- Many thanks for your kind letter.
We shall be pleased to have any addresses and in
formation you can give us.
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A Reader's Electrical Work .
By P. VERANCE .

MR. P. VERANCE'S DYNAMO AND SPARK COIL.

' HE photograph herewith reproduced shows
THthree small machines which I have made .
With the exception of one or two parts of
the dynamo , which required a lathe, I did all the
work myself.
The dynamo is an overtype design ; the con
structional details are fully described in the back
numbers of this journal , and also in the handbook ,
" Small Dynamos and Motors." The armature is
a cogged drum , id ins. diameter , with eight slots
wound in eight sections, having an output of about
30 watts 3 amps . at 10 volts .
The coil was made from instructions given in The
MODEL ENGINEER handbook , “ Induction Coils for
Amateurs .” It gives about 4 - in . spark . I might
say that I had some difficulty in getting the con
denser well pressed together , so I adopted the
following method . The tinfoil and waxed paper

sheets were first assembled as described in THE
MODEL ENGINEER of February 5th , 1903 — that is,
with pins at the corners to keep the sheets in place.
The whole was then placed between two boards
having a long screw at each corner ; by driving
these home tight the sheets were pressed very
closely together. Of course, the screws must not
come into contact with the tinfoil.
The mercury interrupter is a slight alteration to
the one described in Induction Coils for Amateurs .”
As will be seen , the body is screwed down to the base
direct , and not mounted on a pillar. The mercury
cups, of which there are two, were made by thick
ening the base with an extra piece of wood , and
then boring holes side by side about į in . diameter ;
these were then filled with boiling paraffin wax ,
which was again cut out when cold , thus leaving a
well insulated hole . The copper 11 piece , of which
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one leg is longer than the other, is fastened to the
projecting arm by a small piece of india rubber .
The object of making one arm longer than the
other was , that it should never leave the mercury ,
thus having only one break . The whole of the
moving parts are enclosed in a substantial cover ,
thus making a compact instrument . This in
terrupter, I found , greatly increased the length of
spark, and I should advise other amateurs to make
one ; full details can be found in the above-men
tioned book .

Workshop Notes and

Notions .

[Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired, accord
ing to merit. Au matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the envelope.)
Self - Acting Feed for a Hand Planer.
By S.
Herewith is the photograph of a very satisfac
tory feed for a 9 ins . by 6 ins . by 4 ins . planer, made
by the writer some time ago . The arrangement
will feed in either direction across the table, the
direction away from the operator being most often
used ; and for planing up large surfaces -viz . , as
big as the planer will work , a self-acting feed leaves
a much better job than when done by the hand
wheel on the cross -slide screw in the ordinary man
ner ; but the feed can be used by hand by simply
taking off the two adjustable stops and turning
over the pawl on the ratchet wheel. Only two cast
ings are required — the double -ended lever on the
driving shaft which actuates the feed, and the
toothed wheel that is behind the hand -wheel on the
cross - slide screw .
I made a wood pattern for the lever , and had it
cast in clean iron . The hole for the driving shaft
was bored to in . ; it was not cored , but was drilled
with a h -in . twist drill, and then bored out to size
by a tool in the slide-rest . The boss was faced and
turned on a mandrel ; then it was bolted to the
planer table and the ends truly planed, and one
checked 1-16th in . to receive the fin . by lin . flat
piece , which is fastened to it by a -in . setscrew
(as shown in the photograph ). The table not
having a dovetail groove for the adjustable stops
to slide in , a piece of in . by in . mild steel ( the
full length of the table ) was screwed to it with
three 3-16ths -in . countersunk headed screws , and
three holes were drilled in it to accommodate the
heads of the adjusting screws for the table , so as
they would be easily get -at -able. Holes were then
drilled and tapped 5-16ths in ., about 4 in . apart ,
but clear of the screwheads before-mentioned , and
the adjustable stops were fastened to this by
5-16ths- in , fat -headed mild steel screws. The
stops were made from
in . by 1 in . mild steel ,
If ins. long , and the slots are i in . long and 5-16ths
in . wide , so that they can be set to the exact size
and position of work on the table being planed .
The mild steel stud that engages itself with the
stops is 2 ins. long and fin . diameter, and shouldered
and fastened to the end of the cast -iron lever by
a 3-in . hexagon nut. The flat piece fastened to
the other end of the lever has a t-in . hole drilled
to suit the pin on the end of the long rod ; this pin
has 1-16th -in . split pin and washer to keep it in
position . The rod is
in . diameter and 94 ins.
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long, of mild steel , fastened to the head of the
bottom joint by 3-32nds- in . tapered pin , which
passes through the end which is reduced to fin .
The rod is sufficiently long , so by the slackening
of a screw in the top joint it raises or lowers to suit
the height of the cross - slide above the planer table ;
the maximum height is 4 ins .
The L -shaped piece on the cross-slide screw has a
slot & in . wide and 2 ins, long, in which an adjust able bolt works in a sleeve ; this gives the amount
of feed. By slackening the nut and pushing it near
the hand -wheel, the roughest feed is obtained ;
and by pulling it near the outside of the
slot, the finest one is got. This L - shaped lever is
bent to shape from 3 - in . mild steel , fin, wide, and
is reduced to 1 in . , leaving a boss in the middle
for the x - in . hole for the cross -slide screw . When
the direction of the feed across the table has to be
changed , the only thing that requires altering is
the pawl, which is twisted round the other way; it

SELF -ACTING FEED FOR A HAND -PLANING MACHINE.
is weighted by a small piece of mild steel , which is
driven and riveted into the side, so as to give it a
better hold in the teeth of the ratchet wheel .
The pawl has a 4- in . hole , and is made from
in , by in . mild steel , and has a 1.16th-in . split
pin and washer, and it is fastened to the L - shaped
lever by 1-in . hexagon nut .
The ratchet is i } ins. diameter outside , } in .
pitch , fin . on the face , with a boss on one side, and
drilled in , to suit the cross-slide screw, to which
it is keved with a fin . by 3-32nds in . flat key .
An ordinary toothed wheel can be used , with the
teeth slightly shortened by being turned on the
lathe. The sleeve is fin . outside diameter , and is
bored | in . The nut which keeps it in position in
the slot is tapped 26 threads per inch . The pin is
secured with 1-16th - in . split pin and washer,
which works in the sleeve , and has a head through
which the long rod is fastened by a - in . square
headed setscrew .
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A small piece of round brass is inserted in the
screw hole at the end of the screw, so that it does
not damage the rod . An oil hole is drilled in the
top of the cast-iron lever , and tapped 3-16ths in .
for a small nicked headed screw that excludes dirt ,
etc. The stud shown on the side of one of the side
frames of the machine is to stop the lever froin falling
over and missing the adjustable stop when feeding
across the table towards the operator. This stud
is } in . diameter, and the end is screwed | in , for
fastening to the side frame. The cast -iron lever is
kept in position on the driving shaft by a collar
with 3-in, setscrew at one side , and a shoulder at
the other.
The cross-slide screw on the machine is
in .
diameter, left-hand square thread ; eight per inch .
In the photograph the machine is painted out , so
that the feed may be better shown out .
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Elevating Slide - rest.
By Lieut.-Col. D. S. GAISFORD .
The enclosed photographs show an elevating
slide-rest I have just finished for my 31-in . screw
cutting lathe. The castings for the slotted plate
and slide I bought , and as they were too large for
my purpose , I cut them down with a hacksaw to
their present dimensions ; all other parts I cut out
of mild steel rods .
The feature of this tool lies in the left-handed
square thread screw, which is cut with twelve
threads to the inch ; this allows of very fine adjust
ment in raising the work for a second cut with the

Attachment for Taper Boring.
By C. R.
The illustrations show a boring bar carrying a
movable head and provided with the usual feed
screw . A cast - iron head is fixed on the end of bar ;
this carries a sliding steel plate held in position by
a couple of setscrews passing through slotted holes
in the casting and tapped in the steel plate , the
latter being provided with a female centre . The
sliding centre provides a ready means for adjusting

-0 .

2

AN ELEVATING SLIDE-REST.

AN
ATTACHMENT
FOR
TAPER
BORING.

to any,taper , and can be graduated so as to denote
the exact taper per inch .
It has been used for
boring taper- gauges , and for cartridge cases, as
used in ordnance work ; also for boring crank discs
of large engines without removing them from shaft,
the exact taper being determined with absolute
accuracy .

milling cutter ; and as the screwhead is divided into
sixteen equal parts, the exact depth of cut can be
accurately set in 1-12ths or 1-16ths of an inch .
The face of the slotted plate , and its sides and top ,
are scraped up perfectly true, so that the work can
be easily and accurately set by them. I have a
small hand shaper, but it has small capacity, so
most of the work has been done with the file and
scraper ; still , it did not take long to do , and has
turned out as accurate as I could wish. The
materials cost about 6s . , and for this modest sum
I have more than doubled the usefulness of my lathe .
Reviving Burnt Steel.
By ROUND SQUARE ."
It is said that when once a piece of steel gets
burnt, it is useless for any further work . The follow
ing is a method I always use should I have the
misfortune to burn a tool : Proceed to harden tool
in the usual way ; repeat this three times, and
afterwards temper to the desired degree, when it
will be found that the steel has gained back some
of its lost properties. The writer has tried it on
hand tools, drills , and small chisels, and in most
cases with advantage . As there is no outlay, the
dodge is worth trying .

Tin PRODUCTION .- Approximately 43 per cent .
of all the tin produced in the world is consumed in
the United States.
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A Crosshead Lubricator.-- An apparatus de
signed for efficiently and economically lubricating
the crosshead pinsof high -speed vertical engines is
made by Mr. C. J. Doré, of Little Perdiswell, Wor
cester. The illustration gives a general idea of
the arrangement , showing the relative position of
the oiler to the crosshead pin when the latter is in
the upper extreme position. The apparatus con
sists of two separate parts-one ( A ) for attaching

Engineering .

to the crosshead of the engine , and the other ( B )
for fixing on to a bracket which is bolted to the
frame of the engine. A sight -feed lubricator is
screwed into position at C , or it can be placed else
where , in a convenient position , if a connecting pipe
is used . The air blast , which is positive in its
action , is the essential feature of this invention , as
its duty is to give precision and certainty to the
working of the apparatus. The oil is held in the
capillary tube D until the cup E is in a position to
receive it . When the cup is in position, the piston
F is just entering the air cylinder. The pressure
of the compressed air lifts the valve, and the air
passes along through the passage R , and drives the
oil in D into the cup E. The suction of the pump
on the backward stroke, aided by the spring, pulls
the valve back quickly on to its seating, thus pre
venting any oil being sucked back through the
pipe R. On the downstroke of the crosshead the
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Quick Locomotive Building. —A very quick
piece of work , which is believed to constitute a
record in locomotive building , has recently been
carried out by the Hunslet Engine Company , of
Leeds . An engine was ordered on Saturday, April
15th last . It was a 3 ft . 6 ins . gauge, six -wheels
coupled tank engine , weighing 231 tons empty, and
29 } tons in full working order. Its cylinders were
14 ins. diameter and 18 ins, stroke . The wheels
were 3 ft . I in . in diameter , and the wheelbase was
ii ft. 6 ins. The grate area was 114 sq . ft . ; the
total heating surface 580 sq . ft .; and the working
boiler pressure 160 lbs. on the sq . in , The design
of the engine was an adaptation of two separate
types. It was not exactly similar to any that the
makers had made, and not being a repetition of
any former class, new drawings, to the number of
forty , had to be made . This entailed some slight
delay in ordering the material, but in spite of this
the whole of the steel boiler plates and the frame
plates were ordered and received at the Hunslet
Engine Works by the afternoon of Thursday,
April 20th, or five days after the order for the
locomotive had been received . The tank and cab
plates were not delivered until mid -day on April
25th . The cylinder castings were received from the
foundry by the 22nd . The boiler was completely
built and tested under water and steam on the 30th
of the month , and the erection of the engine at once
proceeded with , the boiler being put into the frames
the same night . The engine was complete in every
detail on the 5th inst.--or twenty days after the
order had been given - but owing to the paint not
being quite dry it was not tested till the following
day , when it was run under steam in the maker's
yard and tested in the presence of the representative
of the consulting engineers. It was stripped the
same day, was packed into cases on the 8th and
9th , and despatched from the works, the whole being
alongside a ship at Liverpool by 4 a.m. on the
morning of the ioth May. This was a laudably
smart piece of work, and the makers are to be
congratulated upon it. To grasp its significance
completely it should be borne in mind that the
whole of the material , such as wheels, axles , tyres,
springs , all plates , &c . , had to be obtained from the
makers of material, as the Hunslet Engine Company
had , so we understand , absolutely no suitable parts
or material in stock except that from which general
forgings were made. A considerable amount of
credit , therefore, is also due to the makers who
supplied so promptly the necessary raw materials .
It may be mentioned that the difficulties encoun .
tered were enhanced by the intervention of Easter ,
when for four days the works were only partially
in operation .— The Engineer .
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HO
SECTION THROUGH A CROSS HEAD LUBRICATOR.
oil would ordinarily be left behind , owing to the
greater speed of the engine as compared with that
of falling bodies ; but it is caught and retained in
the annular space H until the next upstroke , when
it passes through the passage J on its way to the
crosshead pin. It is claimed that with this appar
atus every drop of oil is used efficiently and without
waste . It is also stated that the lubricator has ben
tried on several large engines up to 3000 h.-P., and
has proved successful, and has given no trouble.
The Engineer.

A LOCOMOTIVE frame in Chicago was recently
welded by Thermit at a cost of £ 2 , and the engine
was rendered fit for service on the following day .
The broken frame was clamped together and the
molten Thermit poured upon the joint , when a
solid weld was made after cooling .

June 22 , 1905.
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New Locomotives for the
Miniature

Railways

of

Great

Britain , Ltd.
N describing the construction of the new engines
have to record the completion of what is ,
perhaps , the largest working model railway loco
motive that has been built . The engine we

TLE
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N.E.R. or G.C.R. “ Atlantic " engine . * Moreover,
the trailing wheels having side play , and the frames
being clear of the front bogie wheels, the wheelbase
is much more flexible than any model of an inside
cylinder express engine of the “ Precursor " or
" Dunalastair " type could be . This is a very impor
tant point , as the engine for Blackpool is required to
traverse very sharp curves . The means by which
the short wheelbase was obtained has rather en
hanced the design than otherwise . The diameter
of the bogie wheels was reduced to a scale

GIANT

Fig . 1.—THE " LITTLE GJANT" CLASS MINIATURE LOCOMOTIVE ; 15 INS . GAUGE , 3 INS . SCALE .

illustrate is for the Blackpool
Railway , and the work of erec
tion was commenced early in
January last .
The “ Little
Giant " was built at the work
MINIATURE
RAILWAYS
shops of the company at North
ampton, to designs and under
the superintendence of the
engineer , Mr. Henry Greenly ,
and is of a type well-known to
our readers . The engine does
not follow any particular proto
type, but has distinctive features
of its own , many of which were
chosen , not simply out of a
capricious fancy, but to serve ,
FIG . 2.-TENDER FOR THE LITTLE GIANT " CLASS .
in the best and cheapest man
ner, the purpose for which the
engine was built ,
equivalent of 3 ft. i in . The driving wheels are com
For instance , the “ Atlantic " type was adopted
paratively small, viz . , 18 ins . (equivalent of 6 ft.),
so that a long deep firebox could be obtained, and
and the distance between the trailing wheels and
although most
Atlantic
type engines of real
the drivers is as little as is possible . The small
practice have a much longer wheelbase than ordinary
driving wheels , of course , means increased tractive
four -coupled bogie engines (4-4-0 type ), the
effort , and the general reduction in the wheelbase
wheelbase of the design under consideration is re
from the centre of the bogie to the centre of the
duced to a comparatively very small figure. For
driving wheels renders an objectionable length of
example , the engines of the London & North
flue tubes avoidable . The “ Atlantic ” arrange
ment of wheels also allows for very ample propor .
Western Railway " Precursor " type have a wheel
base of 25 ft . it ins . , whereas the dimensions of
tion in the valve gear, and in no one particular has
the “ Little Giani " class , if increased to full size
the adoption of the type created any serious diffi
proportions; would measure only 24 ft . 6 ins . It is ,
culty in design or construction .
therefore , really a much better engine for sharp
curves than a model of the 4–4–0 type locomotive
* The G.C.R. engines have a wheelbase of 27 ft.
above -mentioned, or than a scale replica of, say, a
9 ins. , and those of the N.E.R. 29 ft .
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The leading dimensions of the locomotive are as
follows :-Driving wheels, 18 ins. diameter on
tread ; bogie wheels , 9£ ins. diameter on tread ;

June 22 , 1905 .

grate area , 220 sq . ins. : boiler barrel , 3 ft . 5 ins .
long, 15 ins . diameter ; adhesion weight , 1,400 lbs .;
total weight of engine and tender , i ton 10 cwts .;

Fig . 3.-A GROUP OF FORGINGS , CASTINGS, AND MACHINED PARTS.

Fig . 4 - THE LOCOMOTIVE DURING EARLY STAGES OF ERECTION .

trailing and tender wheels , 11 ins . diameter on
tread ; coupled wheelbase , 19 ins . ; cylinders, 34 - in .
bore, 6 -in . stroke ; heating surface, 5000_sq. ins . ;

length of engine , 8 ft . 6 ins . ; of tender, 5 ft . 7. ins . ;
total 14 ft . i in . Width over footplates , 2 ft. i in .;
height to top of funnel ,93 ft . 3 ins. ; capacity of

-
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FIG. 5. — THE LOCOMOTIVE READY FOR BOILER .

FIG. 6. — THE BOILER FITTED AND READY FOR THE LAGGING .
NEW LOCOMOTIVES FOR THE MINIATURE RAILWAYS OF GREAT BRITAIN , LTD .:
THE BLACKPOOL ENGINE ..
Fc, description ]
[see pages 581-584.
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tender , 56 lbs . of coal , 30 gallons of water ; maxi
mum "horse -power, about 8. The boiler is fed by
two injectors ( one “ Penberthy ” and one “ Alex
andra ” ), and has a 11 -in diameter hand pump for
emergencies , for use in filling up whilst steam
raising and after washing out the boiler .
; The frames are of 1 in . steel , and were slotted
out in the usual manner, four lots of frames being
made at once . The horn blocks are of cast steel ,
and are fitted to the frames with fin . bolts and
nuts. The footplating has been designed to enable
the motion and cylinders to be readily accessible
in case of a breakdown , and is curved at each end
of the engine, the ornamental ends of the angle
edging being made of cast steel. The style of foot

Simple
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Experiments in
less Telegraphy.

Wire .

By G. G. BLAKE .
HE following experiments require only very
simple apparatus, and I think any amateur
THE
should be able to carry them out at a very
slight expense . All the necessary apparatus the
amateur, if at all mechanical , should be able to
construct for himself.
Experiment 1. -In order to perform this experi
ment , we shall require the following materials , viz .:
an electrophorus , or other electrical machine, from

IT
Fig . 7.—THE

LITTLE GIANT ” GETTING READY FOR THE SHOP TESTS.

plates renders the work much less costly , as, for one
thing , all the wheel splashers may be cast from one
pattern and no special covers for slide bars , con
necting-rods, and coupling-rods, or steam pipes are
required.
The accompanying photographs will give a good
idea of the erection of the engine for Blackpool.
Fig . 3 shows a group of castings, forgings and
machined parts ; whilst Fig . 4 indicates themethod
of erection — with the frames upside down -during
the first four or five weeks . Figs . 5 and 6 show the
progress of the locomotive up tu Easter last , and
the last picture was taken a week before the shop
trials.
( To be continued .)
BRILLIUM . — This is the name of a new fuel in
vented by an American . At the testing depart
ment of the Brooklyn Heights Railroad, this fuel
was used in connection with locomotive cinders
from the Lackawanna Railroad , and about 10 per
cent . of No. 3 Buckwheat coal ; 44 lbs . of brillium
per ton of cinders were used . A net evaporation of
6:12 lbs . of water from and at 212 ° was obtained
from each pound of fuel. The evaporation of
the Buckwheat coal ordinarily used is about 6.75 .

which we can get an electric spark ; a coherer, a
sensitive galvanometer, two choking coils, a dry
battery, and four brass rods .
The Electrophorus. — An electrophorus can be
bought for about 5s. , or a very efficient one can be
made for less than half that price in the following
way : -A ( Fig. 1 ) is the circular lid of a large tin,
having a diameter of at least 8 ins . ; this is almost
filled with a solution made by melting together
equal parts of resin , shellac, and Venice turpentine.
It is best to melt the turpentine and resin together
first, and then add the shellac. When cold , this
mixture sets quite firm . C is the lid of a smaller
circular tin , in the centre of which is soldered a
metal cup D, into which the glass handle E fits
tightly ; this handle , when fixed, is given a coat of
shellac varnish ( which is made by melting a small
quantity of shellac in methylated spirits ). The
handle is varnished in order to keep the moisture
from the air from condensing on the cold glass, as
the apparatus must be perfectly dry when in use,
F is a short piece of stiff wire soldered on to the edge
of the tin, so as to project over it (as shown in
figure ), and terminated in a metal knob. We shall
now only require a piece of flannel about a couple
of feet square to complete the apparatus . The elec
trophorus is a kind of constant electrical machine

--
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--
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from which , after once exciting the resinous mix
ture , an almost unlimited supply of electricity can
be taken , providing it is kept quite dry. The
electrophorus should always be thoroughly warmed
in front of the fire before it is used . To excite it ,
all we have to do is to smartly strike the resinous
surface several times with the piece of dry flannel.
In order to get a small charge on plate C, we lift
it up by the handle E , and place it in the centre of

E

FIG. I.
AN ELECTRO
PHORUS .

B

may be used instead , but they will not be found
nearly so sensitive , and will soon become useless,
owing to rust . Most metals answer , to a certain
extent , but I should advise nickel and silver .
Fig. 2A represents another form of coherer. C is
a brass or copper thimble soldered on to a piece of
sheet brass F , at the end of which terminal H is
soldered ; Y is a piece of cork which fits tightly into
the thimble, and through which the terminal K is
screwed ; the screw goes right through the cork ,
and nearly touches the bottom of the thimble,
which is half filled with metal filings. Fig . 2B is
the last form I shall describe ; it is the simplest
form of the three . This coherer can be made out
of the cap of a vulcanite fountain pen . M repre
sents the lower half of the cap of a fountain pen
( no difficulty should be found in cutting the vul
canite with a fine saw ) , S S are two brass screws ,
screwed through two holes drilled in the side of the
vulcanite cup , which almost meet in the middle
to the heads of these screws , after they are screwed
into position, are soldered two stout copper wires
( W , W ), 3 ins. long. The vulcanite cup is half filled
with metal filings .
Choking Coils, & C. - We shall now require two
choking coils, which are made by winding about
I yd. of fine insulated copper wire (such as is used
for winding the secondary of an induction coil )
round a soft iron wire core about 2 ins . long. We
shall also require a sensitive galvanometer , a dry
battery, and four brass rods about 4 ft . long ( stair
rods will do ).
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the resin contained in plate A , and while it is still
standing in this position , touch it with the hand .
Now if the plate C be lifted up by the insulating
handle E , directly it comes in contact with any
conducting body a spark ( of from 4 in . to fin .) will
pass between it and that body . The charge which
C receives is caused by induction, and I think it
may be of interest to some of our readers if I ex
plain the principle on which it works. When we
strike the resinous surface B with the flannel, it
becomes charged with negative electricity ; directly
we place the upper plate Con to this, the electrical
equilibrium in C is disturbed, and the negative
electricity in B attracts the positive electricity in
C towards itself, and repels an equal quantity of
the negative electricity in C to the upper surface
of the plate . Now, on touching C with the finger,
the free negative electricity — that is , the elec
tricity which is being repelled by B to the upper
surface of C - is liberated and allowed to pass to
earth through the body of the person touching it ;
and when the plate C is lifted by the insulating
handle, it remains charged with positive electricity.
If we lifted the plate C without touching it , the
negative and positive electricities on it would go
together again, and become neutralised as before,
ieaving no charge on it . A very good plan to save
the trouble of touching C every time we take a
charge on it is to paste a narrow strip of tinfoil ( H )
a little way along the resinous surface, and round
the edge of the tin . Now , if we place the plate C
on the resinous surface , the tinfoil H will enable
the free electricity to escape without our having
to touch C ; this saves a lot of trouble , but it is not
so good a way of charging , as when C is lifted a little
of its charge escapes.
The Coherer.--We shall now require a coherer
for our experiments. There are a great many
different kinds of them , and I will endeavour to
explain three simple forms , any of which an
amateur could easily construct. The best form is
that represented in Fig. 2 . M , M are two copper
plugs which fit tightly into the glass tube G ; to
the ends of these plugs are soldered two stout
copper wires ( W, W) , about 3 ins. long . The two
plugs almost meet in the tube, only leaving a space
between them of from 1-16th in . to $ in . This space
is half filled with filings consisting of nickel , to
which is added 5 per cent. of silver. Iron filings
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Fig . 2B.
THREE FORMS OF COHERER .
Experi
2.- This is a simple experiment ex
plaining men
thet production of Hertzian wav
es . In
order to perform this experiment, place four brass
rods in the position shown in Fig . 3.
A and B are
almost touching one another, leaving only a very
small space ( H ) between them of, say, 1-16th in.
C and D are placed parallel and opposite to A and
B , and from 6 to 12 ins . distant ; these rods also
almost touch one another , having a smaller space
still between them at L. G represents the charged
plate of an electrophorus, the knob of which , when
touched to the gap H , causes
ark to pass be
tween the rods A and B. If this experiment be
performed in a darkened room , directly the spark
passes between A and B at H a very minute spark
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will be seen to leap over the gap L between Cand D.
The further C and D are removed from A and B,
the smaller this effect will be, till at a very few feet
away no effect will be visible . The distance from
A and B at which an effect can be seen is deter
mined by the length of the rods , and by the size
and power of the spark at H. When a spark
passes between any two pieces of metal it causes
the electricity in them to oscillate backwards and
forwards along their length ; this is what happened
when the spark from the electrophorus leapt across
gap H : the electricity in A and B was caused to
oscillate , and the ether in the neighbourhood of the
rods was disturbed , and waves were radiated out
in all directions , and gradually became fainter and
fainter as they got further away , in the same way
as when a stone is dropped into a pond waves travel
out in all directions . When these waves reach the
receiving rods C and D they cause the electricity in
them to oscillate, in the same way as the spark at
H caused oscillations in A and B. The waves sent
out from gap H may possibly be miles in length ,
but the spark gap receiver I have just described is
not nearly sensitive enough to detect them at more

A

O

H

B

flotte
Fig . 4 .
Fig . 3 .
than a few feet distant, so that it is evident that
we shall require a very much more sensitive form
of wave detector before we can attempt anything
practicable in wireless telegraphy. The most
sensitive form of detector yet discovered is the
coherer, the use of which is described in the next
experiment.
Experiment 3. - In order to perform this experi
ment we shall have to connect up our apparatus in
the following manner (see Fig. 4 ) . The apparatus
on the left-hand side of the dotted line X X is the
transmitter ; it consists simply of two brass rods
A and B , which almost touch one another at H ; and
E is an electrophorus. The apparatus on the right
of X X is the receiver ; C and D are two brass rods ,
which are placed opposite and parallel to A and B
at any distance from them up to about 10 ft . or
more , according to the size of the spark obtainable
from the electrophorus. F is a coherer (any of
the previously explained forms will do ), which is
connected to the inner extremities of the rods (
and D ; the same ends of these rods are connected
also to the two choking coils O and M ; the remain
ing wire from coil ( ) is connected to one terminal
of the galvanometer G ; the other terminal of G is
connected to the positive terminal of the dry
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battery L , and the negative terminal of L is con
nected to the choking coil M, thus completing the
circuit . Directly the spark passes at gap H , the
galvanometer needle on the receiving circuit will
be seen to swing round several divisions, and will
remain there until the coherer is tapped or shaken .
The cause of this is that when the waves radiated
out from A and B reach C and D , they cause the
electricity in those rods to oscillate . These oscilla
tions cause the filings to stick together or cohere ,
thus allowing the current from the dry battery L
to pass round the circuit and deflect the galvan
ometer needle ; the coherer, on being tapped or
shaken , decoheres and again becomes a non
conductor, as it was before the waves reached it .
The choking coils ( and M are used for the purpose
of stopping the oscillations from going round the
battery circuit,so that they are bound to go through
the coherer. These coils do not stop the current
flowing from the battery .
Experiment 4. – Using the same apparatus as in
the last experiment, perform the same experiment
again, using different sorts of metal filings in the
coherer (the coherer explained in Fig. 2B will be
the most convenient form for this experiment ) .
It will be found that different kinds of filings — as,
for example, tin , copper, brass , zinc, lead , & c.
give different deflections of the galvanometer
needle, and that in some cases the needle ,
after being deflected, will drop back one or
two divisions on the galvanometer scale when
the wave ceases to pass ; but in no case will
the needle go back to zero until the coherer
has been shaken or tapped .
Experiment 5 . Perform Experiment 2
again, only instead of placing the transmitter
and receiver one at each end of the table ,
take the transmitter and place it outside
the room , so that its rods are opposite and
parallel to those of the receiver in the room
( in this experiment the dotted line X X in Fig .
4 represents the wall of the room through which
we wish to send the waves ) . Now , if a spark
be made to pass across gap H of the trans
initter, ether waves are radiated out ; and although
the wall between the transmitter and receiver may
be quite solid , the galvanometer needle in the room
will be deflected . It is , therefore , evident that
there is something which , when put into wave
motion , will travel just as easily through what we
describe as solids as it will through air. It is to
this something we give the name of ether ; no one
knows exactly what it is--we only know that it
pervades all things : it is just as much in wood ,
stone, or metal as it is in air ; and it is just as much
in planetary space as it is in our earth .
Experiment 6. — This experiment explains the
connections for an electrical exploder, by means of
which gunpowder can be fired from a distance wire
lessly . For this experiment we shall require two
or three more pieces of apparatus. Although the
electrophorus transmitter as used in the former
experiments would work for very short distances ,
it will be well to provide ourselves with a regular
wireless telegraph transmitter for this experiment.
This is sbown on the left -hand side of the dotted
line Y Y (Fig. 5 ) . L represents a Ruhmkorff in
duction coil giving at least a { -in . spark ; A and B
are two brass rods connected to the secondary
terminals of the coil and terminated at their inner
extremities with two brass knobs G and H. The
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primary of the coil is connected in circuit with a
4- volt accumulator K and a tapping key T. The
apparatus on the right of Y Y is the exploder. C
and D are two brass rods, F is a coherer, O and M
are two choking coils ,JU is a dry- battery , V is a
relay. W is a 4 or 5.volt accumulator , and X is a
length of flexible cord (such as is used for electric
lighting ); this cord is terminated by a fuse Z.
The relay consists of an electro -magnet, which ,
when a current passes round it ,
attracts the steel spring G, and
causes it to touch the contact
screw L. Screws X and X are
for adjusting spring G.
'The
fuse consists simply of a short
piece of fine iron wire, such as is
used for binding flowers, which
is fastened to the two ends of
the flexible cord , and laid on to
L
T K
a small heap of gunpowder ; this
der
gunpow
may form the touch
for firing a small toy cannon or
a cracker, or anything else we
may wish to explode. .
The above described apparatus
should be able to fire a fuse when
a distance of about 50 ft . sepa
rates the exploder from the
transmitter ; in order to do this ,
all we have to do is to press
down the tapping key T ; this closes the primary cir
cuit of the coil and causes sparks to pass between the
knobs G and H, which, in turn , cause waves to be
radiated out from the rods A and B. When these
waves reach the receiving rods C and Dofthe exploder

circuit of the exploder, and allows the powerful
current from the accumulator W to pass through
the thin iron wire in the fuse 2 ; this becomes white
hot, and fires the gunpowder. When it is desired
to explode at a greater distance than 50 ft . from the
transmitter, it is well to do away with one of the
rods in the transmitter and one in the exploder ,
and use earth connections, as shown in Fig . 6. The
earth wires from knob H of the transmitter, and
D

A

Хю

G
F
AAA
MM
Ground level.
FIG . 6 .

from the coherer F of the exploder, can either be
connected to two large metal plates sunk in the
earth -one near each of the instruments — or else
connected to the gas or water pipes. A and C are
the remaining rods, which are placed in a vertical
position, A being connected to the positive
terminal of the sparking coil.
Experiment 7.-As a variation of the
last experiment, it is interesting to put a
4 - volt lamp in place of the fuse, as shown
in Fig. 6, and cause it to light up at a
distance ; or by substituting a couple of
dry batteries for the accumulator, and
putting an electric bell in place of the fuse ,
the bell can be caused to ring .
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FIG . 5 .
they cause the filings in the coherer to cohere , thus
closing the primary circuit of the exploder, and
allowing the current from the dry battery U to pass
through the coils of the electro-magnet V , the soft
iron core of which becomes magnetised and at
tracts the spring G, and causes it to press against
the contact screw L ; this closes the secondary
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WATER POWER FOR ELECTRICITY .According to The Engineer, the total
amount of water power actually used
for electrical production throughout the
world must exceed 2,000,000 horse-power .
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.— Recently the
Cunard liner Campania reported at New
York that she had been in continuous
land
with
wireless communication
throughout her entire voyage from
had
mid - ocean she
In
Liverpool.
with
communication
simultaneous
America and Europe , a feat which
has not hitherto been accomplished .
Z
RADIUM AFFECTS CONDUCTIVITY OF
METALS.-- The change in the electrical
conductivity of metals under the influence of
radium has been investigated in France by M. B.
Sabat . Increased resistance was found in iron ,
steel , copper , brass, bismuth and platinum . It is
inferred that the beta rays of radium are changed
into heat on striking the metals, and that this heat
has the usual effect in lessening conductivity .
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Spark

Plug for Small

Gas

Model Motor

June 22 , 1905.

Boats in

France .

Engines.

By L. B. T.
SHE following is a description of a spark
T plug designed and used by the writer to re
place the ignition tube on a small gas engine
( } h . - p:) . It is made to screw into the -in , hole
previously occupied by the ignition tube, and
therein lies its value.
The " live" wire is insulated by a glass tube ( see Fig .
1 ) , which passes through a stuffing-box, adapted from
three ordinary gas sockets and packed with asbes
tos string moistened with paint . The outer end of
FIG . 1.– SPARK PLUG .
Glass Tube

Spark points

Platinum
wire

Brass gas
Socket

Jron qas
socket

The Race for the Branger Cup.
UR friends across the Channel have hitherto
shown so small an interest in model engineer O
ing as a hobby that it comes as a pleasant
surprise to learn not only of the existence of some
model motor boats in Paris , but of a race for a
handsome cup. To M. Branger belongs the honour
of promoting the novel event in question, and we
are sure our readers will be interested in the accom
panying illustrations of the competitors and their
models. But first we inust state the conditions
under which the race is run . They are as
follows :
( 1 ) Each year a race for model motor boats will
take place under the management of a committee .
The owner of any boat filling the following con
ditions may enter .
( 2 ) No boats may exceed one métre ( 39 | ins . ) in
length , nor weigh more than 4 kilogs . ( 83 lbs ) .
Boats propelled by mechanical means ( clockwork,
springs, & c . ), must be capable of making a con
tinuous run of not less than ten minutes . Boats
propelled by steam , electric , or internal combustion
motors must be capable of making a continuous
run of not less than twenty minutes.
( 3 ) The boats will be arranged in one or more
heats , and the start will be hy pistol- fire. It is

Eorth
Spark point

FIG, 2.
. - SECTION .

e

iron
Threod

" brass thread
Fig . 3. – BRASS SOCKET.
A SPARK PLUG FOR SMALL GAS ENGINES .
the
live ” wire is connected to a short piece of
thin platinum wire , which is then hermetically
sealed through the end of the glass tube . The wire
is then packed tight in the tube with some paint
moistened asbestos. The “ earth " spark point is
riveted through a hole in the brass tube formed by
filing or turning off the lower part of the thread of
the bottom brass gas socket ( Fig . 3 ) . Finally,
the whole plug is baked in an oven .
The writer's spark plug, as above described,
works admirably , and has been in use for many
hours.
New G.W.R. LOCOMOTIVES .
The following
new six-coupled bogie locomotives are now out :
Nos. 175 , 176 , 177 , and 178 " Kirkland
( Swindon
Nos. 2109-2112 ). There are also two new
Atlantics," Nos . 179
Magnet ” and 180 , the
latter of which is fitted with the Schmidt super
heater . These big engines do not work west of
Bristol at present. The name of No. 174 is now
changed to “ Lord Barrymore.”

Fig . 1. — THE “ QUINQUINA ” UNDER WAY .
strictly forbidden to push the boat with the hand
or a stick, when starting . The race will be run
either over a straight course , or round the sides of
the lake, at the discretion of the judges . In the
latter case , the competitors may guide their boats
with a stick.
( 4 ) The finish of the race will be between two
small flag buoys. All boats must pass between
the buoys , under penalty of either recommencing or
losing a certain number of points.
On the present occasion there were three
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FIG . 2.-M. GIRARD IN HIS WORKSHOP.
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competitors — the Quinquina, a steamer, built by M.
Girard ; and two electric boats, the Jacques I and
Raymond II . The Quinquina is 98 cm . (38} ins.)
long, and has a beam of 18 cm . ( 7 ins . ) . A blow
lamp is used for steam raising , as shown in the
photograph of this boat . The engine has two
cylinders, and a two -speed gear operated by a
friction clutch . It has no reversing gear . The
maximum speed is about 8 kilometres (4.96 miles)
per hour, and the boat will run for about it
hours .
The electric boats were of somewhat smaller
build — the Jacques I being 80 cm . ( 31 } ins . ) long,
and the Raymond II 86 cm . ( 33 } ins. ) long.
In
euch case the current was supplied by small accu
mulators. The speed attained was about ii kilo
metres ( •93 mile) per hour.
With the foregoing details in mind it is not difficult
to understand the easy victory gained by the
steamer over its two electrical rivals , and M.

The
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" Gauge ”
petition .

Fourth

Com -

O further encourage model -making in all its
Tº branches, we offer to send an improved slid
ing caliper gauge , with screw adjustment, to
every reader who sends us for insertion in our
Journal a sufficiently good photograph and de
scription of any model , tool, or piece of apparatus
he has made . If preferred , any other tool , book , or
other article to the value of 6s. 6d . will be sent in
place of the caliper gauge.
Entries should be
accompanied by a separate letter, giving the title
of the article, and stating exactly what tool is
desired .
If ot..cr than a caliper gauge is
required , the page and number of the tool in the
firm's catalogue from which it can be obtained
should be mentioned . The article should be written
on one side of the paper only, with the name and

Fig . 3 ,—M. Girard's Model STEAMER, “ QUINQUINA. ”

1

Girard is now the proud possessor of the Branger
cup. The race took place on the lake in the gardens
of the Tuileries, and by its novel character attracted
a considerable amount of public attention . We
trust that the enterprise of M. Branger will be
rewarded by a largely increased interest in model
motor boats being taken by the model engineers
of France , and that we shall hear of many more
such races , with a decided expansion in the number
of competitors . The natural genius for fine work
which is a distinguishing characteristic of so many
French mechanics , would doubtless result in some
admirable models being built if once the necessary
enthusiasm could be aroused . Who knows but that
the future may see an international race for model
motor boats ?

address of the sender on the back . The photographs
and separate sketches enclosed with the contribu
tion should similarly bear the name and address of
the sender , otherwise delay may arise in the award
ing of the prizes . It is essential in this, as in our
other competitions, that the copyright of the photo
graphs must be the property of the senders, and
the covering letter should contain a declaration to
this effect. The competition will close on June 3oth .

A CORRECTION . - On page 533 of our issue for
June 8th the dimensions of the high -pressure
cylinders of the new G.N.R. compound locomotive
should have been given as 13 by 20 ins. , and not
as stated .
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A Model Horizontal Engine
and Boiler .

By L. A. T.
HE following few particulars of my model

nails . The throttle valve was an old gas tap ; the
valve is so arranged if the governor belt breaks, or
slips off pulley , the steam is shut off the same as
when governors are extended to their utmost ; the
engine is mounted on a t - in . brass plate , and the
whole mounted on a hardwood box .
The donkey engine is not quite finished yet , and
is intended to supply boiler with water which will
pass through feed heater, which is seen lying be
tween engine and boiler. The feed heater is made
from an old beer pump , and contains seventeen -in .

I

T
M.E. readers. The engine cylinder I bought
in a second - hand shop ; it had neither covers nor
steam chest nor holding-down lugs ; the steamways
were only partially drilled out,
and one had a drill broken in .
got some chisels made, and cut out
steamways oblong shape ; after
wards I made patterns for various
missing parts of cylinder and re
mainder of engine, and got castings
in gunmetal ; the studs are all
home-made ; nuts were bought.
The cylinder is lagged with felt and
mahogany, fastened with two cop
per strips .
The piston is packed
with cotton . The guide-bars were
cut from
steel plate ; the cross
head is a steel forging ; the con
necting -rod is made from same
piece as guide-bars , but had ends
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Fig . 2.- Boiler END REMOVED , SHOWING SUPERHEATING COIL .
brass tubes , 6 ins. long inside.
There
are three baffle plates ; the exhaust enters
at the side at one end , and goes out at the
bottom at the other end ; the position of
feed heater is underneath bedplate, to
which it is screwed inside of box .
The boiler is made of copper, 16 B.W.G. ,
from " Model Boiler Making " ; the long
itudinal seam is double riveted , the ends
are single riveted . The furnace tube is
brass, 14 B.W.G. , and contains eighteen
water tubes.The six return tubes are
brass, it ins . diameter, 18 B.W.G.; the
smokebox is sheet brass bolted to end of
boiler ; chimney is sheet copper with a
brass top ; rivets are } in . diameter and
3 - in . pitch . All seams and joints are
sweated with soft solder after being
riveted and expanded . The water gauge
FIG . 1. - MODEL ENGINE AND BOILER CONNECTED UP .
is | in . diameter, and is home-made. The
back pressure valve is made from a swing
forged ; the big end of same is copied from a gas
gas bracket, as is also the stop valve ; the safety
engine one . The crankshaft is built - up steel ; the
valve is also made from scrap, except spring :
flywheel is iron with lead run into part of rim to
the pressure gauge was bought .
balance crank ; bearings are made of gunmetal ;
The superheating coil is in . diameter ( copper ) ,
the eccentric is steel , and is made with a spigot ;
6 ft . long ; steam is led from dome inside of boiler.
the strap is gunmetal recessed to fit spigot ; the
Boiler is covered with asbestos millboard , fastened
eccentric rod is cut from a steel plate. The base
with fourteen brass hoops . The furnace is fitted
of the governors is gunmetal, and forms a guide
with fire -bars, and is adapted to burn coke or oil.
for valve-rod and bearings for vertical and hori
Below is given particulars of the boiler and engine .
zontal shafts of governors. The balls were turned
Boiler : Length over all , 18 ins .; length water space ,
from brass rod , same piece as the oil cups were
16 ins. ; diameter of water space, 10 ins . ; diameter
made from ; the arms were made from horseshoe
of furnace tube, 5 ins. ; diameter of return tubes
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if ins. ; diameter of water tubes,
in .; diameter
of safety valve, fin . ; capacity of boiler to working
level , 2 } gallons. Engine : Cylinder diameter,
14 ins . ; cylinder stroke , 3 ins. ; crankshaft dia
meter , in .; bearings, diameter, kin .; bearings,
ength,
in .; flywheel diameter, 84 ins. ; weight
of engine , 9 lbs .

blades bolted to the axle . The blades must be put
on in the same position as shown in Fig. 3 , so that
they revolve towards you . There is room for two
more blades on the bar; but this is not advisable,
unless the lathe is driven by steam power, as suffi
cient speed cannot be obtained by treadle.

A Wood -Planing Attachment
for the Lathe .
By J. W. ATKINSON .
AVING made a lathe with several attachments ,
H such as a circular saw, fretsaw, grindstone,
drilling, & c ., I turned my attention to a
small wood -planing attachment for my lathe. This
is now complete, and is in every way a satisfactory
piece of work . It has saved me no end of work ,
and I feel sure that it will be appreciated by my
fellow readers , and I will therefore describe the
construction .
The first part to obtain is a solid square steel bar ,
18 ins . long by i in . square . One end is bored for
centre of poppet -head, while the other is bored and
tapped to screw on to the mandrel , as is shown in
Fig . 1 . This steel bar is also supplied with four
holes at equal distances apart ; these are for the
purpose of receiving small bolts. There should be
a distance of 3 ins . from the first hole to the ends ,
as shown in Fig. 2 .

FIG . I.
Fig . 2 .

000000

Fig . 5 .
Having fixed the axle and blades as shown in
Figs. 3 and 4, we must next turn our attention
to the bed or surface plate . This will have to be
cast in one piece, or you can
have the plate made with the
legs to screw in at the four
corners, but they must come
flush with the top of the bed .
The bed is 18 ins . long by
in .
14 ins . wide, and about
thick .
Having decided to have the
legs to screw in , have the holes
at each corner tapped . These
holes are about } in . in diam
eter , and the legs just a shade
Surface plate

K 3

it 3
ED

Fig . 4.

Blodes

V

Holder
ܳܝܐܳܐܶܢ
lo

Bed

FIG . 3 .
We shall next require two blades, each i ft . long
by it ins. broad .
I do not think there is any
occasion to describe these, as the reader will quite
understand what is wanted . These blades will
have a bevel edge, and be as sharp as a chisel . Four
holes will have to be made , and care must be taken
to see that they correspond with those already
made in the steel bar, or axle as we will now call it.
Small bolts must now be passed through, and both

Fig . 9.

larger, so that when the thread is put on there is a
little collar or shoulder left , as in Fig . 5 . If there
is any part of the thread projecting above the
surface of the plate , it must be filed down . Each
leg is about 6 ins. long without the screw, and great
care should be taken to see that all the legs are put
in true.
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his lathe in connection with this attachment, and
this article would not be complete were this
addition to be omitted . This consists of various
small blades bolted on to the axle to cut small
' mouldings. Each piece is made the same width as
the long blades , but only measures 2 ins . long : The
edges are bevelled , and are cut to your own liking .
A sample is shown in Fig . 11. When these moulding
cutters are used only one blade is put on the axle
and not two, as with the big ones .

1

In addition to the four legs, the plate is provided
with an opening down the centre. This opening is
just large enough to admit the blades , as they re
volve, and is shown in Fig . 6 together with the four
legs .
We next turn our attention to the two holders
for supporting the table . These are made in the
same way as the rest-holder, only they are double
that is , each one has a socket at both ends , as
shown in Figs . 7 and 8. Care must be taken to
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2 "
FIG . 11 .

Fig. 6.

FIG. 7 .

FIG. 8 .

FIG. 10.
DETAILS OF WOOD- PLANING ATTACHMENT FOR THE LATHE .
see that they are the right distance apart , or they
will not admit the legs of the table .
The winged nuts are not shown in Fig . 7 , the use
of which will be readily understood.
Fig . 9 shows the full section of the attachment
fixed upon the bed of the lathe , and the arrow
indicates the revolution of the blades towards the
operator.
Fig . 10 also shows a new kind of nut , which the
writer can strongly recommend as an improvement
on the winged nut .
Nothing now remains to be explained , and the
writer has no hesitation in saying that the time
and money spent on this attachment will be
amply repaid. It has been the means of saving
many an hour's labour, and altogether being most
satisfactory .
The writer has lately made another addition to

The Society of Model Engineers.
[Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE Model
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any Par
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .]
London .
SPECIAL Notice.-The committee regret that it
has been found necessary to alter the date of the
launch trip from June 24th to Saturday, July 15th .
Tickets not required need not therefore be returned
to the Secretary before Saturday , July 8th.
HERBERT G. RIDDLE , Hon. Sec . , 37 , Minard Road ,
Hither Green , S.E.
A New MINERAL.-Friedelite is the name given
to a new mineral consisting of hydrated manganous
silicate, with some chloride.
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Practical Letters from our
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Queries and Replies .

Readers .

eleleleleleb

(The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de -plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attacher ,
though not necessarily intended for publicution.]
Armature Construction .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
The following is a simple but effective method
of securing armature stampings to the shaft with
out damaging the stampings, &c .
It consists of
the application of a length of brass or copper
tubing ( A ), equal in external diameter to the
diameter of hole in stampings , which tube should
be swelled at one end , and the stampings fixed
in position from the other end in the usual manner .
Then , whilst the stampings are clamped tightly
together in a vice or other suitable appliance ,
obtain a piece of tapered iron , and with it swell
the other end as much as possible , thus wedging
the stampings , &c . , tightly on to the tube. A
piece of silver steel or other approved shafting ( B )
is next passed through the tube , so as to make as
tight a fit as possible . Next cut two rings from a

Armature

stampings

Commulolor
А

A METHOD OF ARMATURE CONSTRUCTION .
similar piece of tube as the one already described ,
about #in . or } in . long , and file them down to a
taper on one edge, as shown at CC , when they
can be passed on to the shaft and driven tightly in
to the swelled ends of the tube, thus forming a
wedge holding the tube and shaft tightly together ,
without the use of nuts and washers , and the trouble
of tapping the shaft is entirely done away with .
The above method ought to find favour amongst
beginners, like myself, especially those who do not
possess a lathe, as the trouble of turning a collar
on shaft is also dispensed with . - Yours truly,
Liscard .
J. A. DICKENSON .
PUPIN Coils . -A telephone line fitted with the
Pupin coils has been installed in Austria . Coils of
2.50 resistance, and a self-induction of 0.2 henry,
were placed 1,250 metres apart.
The BLONDEL ARC LAMP. —The new type of this
lamp, which is attracting some attention , is charac
terised by the use of carbons containing magnesium
and fluorine salts. One of these lamps gives 1,200
candle -power, using 5 amps . and 46 volts, which
figures 0.2 watt per candle -power. The carbons
have a relatively short duration .

( Atention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope 60 Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
paper only, and the sender's name must be in
side on
of the
one
scribed
the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed, and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published . The
Insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6)
Au Queries should be addressed to The Editor, The MODEL
ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.]
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
10 recently :
(14,186 ] Induction Coil Leakage. F. H. (Brixton Hill)
writes : I have another query, and should be much obliged if you
could answer me re f-in. spark coil made up to your instructions
in your handbook. I wound primary and secondary according to
instructions, and on connecting primary to
battery, I got a spark across secondary, as
stated ; but on holding one of the secondary
wires against the core, I got a spark. Is that
correct, or do you think there is a leak ? There
is nearly s of insulation between primary and
secondary. It does not matter which secondary
wire I hold, I get a spark . Does the core
С
help to produce a secondary current on being
magnetised ? What would be the best way to
remedy it ?
We do not consider that there is any leak on
your coil. Every coil will discharge to earth if
you hold one of the secondary wires near any.
thing which may be considered as earth , such as
B
the core, or your own body. Certainly the
core helps to produce the secondary current ;
it becomes an electro-magnet when the primary
current flows, and it is the magnetising and
demagnetising (chiefly the latter) of the core
which produces the secondary current. As these
processes occur very rapidly, it is necessary to
build up the core with iron wire. A solid core
would demagnetise too slowly.
(14,211] 4 - in. Spark Coil. R. S. (Edgbaston) writes :
Some little time ago I had occasion to write to you in reference to
a 4-in . coil I had been making, and you were good enough to reply
to several queries I sent to you . I now wish to ask your kind
assistance again. Let me briefly recapitulate the facts. I made
the coil in accordance with the directions given in your useful little
book on induction coils, only I found, owing to the No. 36 c.c.
wire being too thickly covered, I could only get about 31 lbs. in the
space provided for the secondary. On testing the coil after com
pletion , the best result I could obtain was a 2 -in . spark with five
cells. I therefore determined to re-make the coil, using 4 lbs.
silk -covered wire, instead of c.c. This I have now done, but as
the silk - covered wire only occupied about two-thirds of the space,
I wound on the remainder with c.c., which I thoroughly examined
for all faults , & c. I adopted Mr. Hildersley's method of windingviz . , running the wire through a bath of melted paraffin wax , which
I consider the very best plan ofwinding, as the insulation is perfect
by this means. Altogether I calculate I have about 51 lbs. of wire
on the secondary. One other alteration I made. I slightly en
larged the diameter of the iron core, and used 16 c.c. wire instead
of 14. This made a rather more powerful magnet than the old
one of 14 wire. I wasexceedingly careful in winding the secondary
that it all ran in one direction , and that no sections were opposed
to each other, and, in fact, took every precaution to ensure success,
and naturally thought I should get good results ; but what was
my disappointment to find that on testing the coil when finished
I could only obtain a it -in. spark with five cells, less even than the
old coil , and yet with 2 lbs. more wire on . There must be some
thing radically wrong somewhere, but I cannot fathom the mystery,
and so, as I am most anxious to succeed, I naturally turn in my
difficulty to you. ( 1 ) Can you suggest any reason for failure of
coil ? (2 ) Is thelength of spark obtainable without the condenser
any test of the efficiency of the coil ? For instance , with the coil
as originally wound I could only get f-in . spark, but now I get
in . or fin ., and yet with condenser I get a worse result with the
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complete with f-in . shaft and commutator ? (4) Will a I b.b.-p.
gas engine drive the machine when altered ?
( 1 ) Yes. ( 2) Armature to be full 2 ins. diameter, cogged
pattern, with 12 slots ( the pattern of stamping supplied by any
good maker will do), each 5-16ths in . deep by 3-16ths in . wide ,
and wound with 12 coils (two in each slot). Use No. 20 gauge
D.C.C. copper wire (about lb. will be required ), commutator to
have 12 sections. The volts can be adjusted within limits by
running at higher or lower speed. (3) Ré costof armature. Ask
for a quotation from Mr. A. H. Avery, of Fulmen Works, Park
Street, Tunbridge Wells. (4) A I b.h.-p. engine will scarcely be
powerful enough to drive the dynamo at full output ; but if the
conditions ofdriving are well arranged , you should get a very fair
output.. We advise you to re-wind the field -magnet with No. 20
gauge wire to improve the efficiency, but the machine can be tried
with the present field winding.
( 14,153) Winding for 150 - watt Manchester Dynamo .
G. N. C. S. ( Torquay) writes : I have begun a set of patterns for
a 150 -watt Manchester dynamo according to the design Fig. 13
in TRE MODEL ENGINEER Handbook , " Small Dynamos and
Motors." I should be much obliged if you would kindly let me
know if I could use a ring armature with 12 slots instead of 24 , as
this would save a good deal of work in making the commutator .
Please let me know the size of slots, and if there would be any

3"

latter than the former. This seems curious to me. (3) Is there
any means of testing strength or capacity of condenser, and whether
same is in proper order - r.l., as regards insulation ? (4) Can you
explain why with one cell I get 1 - in . or if-in. spark with condenser
on, and yet with five cells I cannot get more than it -in. spark ?
( 5) Would you suggestadding to or decreasing size of condenser ?
The one I'am using contains about 18 sq. ft. of tin foil. (6) Is
there
anyis in
means
of telling whether
the ebonite tube
containing
primary
perfectcondition
as regardsinsulation
? What
would
be effect of any fault in this respect - I mean as to length of spark ?
I do not mean that there is anything wrong with mine - I do not
think there is -- but I am at my wits end to know where the fault
lies.
( 1 ) By re-winding the core with No. 16 gauge wire, you have in
creased its resistance and self-induction ; therefore you will re
quire a greater voltage than before to get the same result. We
consider that it was a mistake to use No. 16 gauge wire : it is better
to keep to the proved data of the particular coil which is being
made, as the proportions are the result of experience. (2) Yes,
the better the result without a condenser, the batter should be the
result with it . (3) The capacity of a condenser can be measured by
means of a ballastic galvanometer in comparison with a standard
condenser ; butit would not help you. We advise you tomake up
the condenser in several sections, si that you can find what
capacity gives best results. (4) Your cells are apparently of too
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high an internal resistance. Try an accumulator, or arrange your
cells in groups of, say, three in series and two in parallel, so that you
can get more current. (5) Theoretically, there is a best capacity of
condenser for every different length of spark. The only way is to
try itin sections until you get best result and least sparking at the
contact breaker. (6) Try the coil in a darkened room , and see if
you can detect any leaking spark. We are inclined to believe that
your coil is all right, that the whole trouble is with the battery,
and that when you get the battery to suit the coil, you will get
more than a 4-in. spark. If you use an accumulator, itis advisable
to insert a small amount of resistance in series with it to prevent
a rush of current if the contact-breaker sticky-say, a couple of
yards of No. 16 gauge German silver wire.
( 14,0471 Re - winding Small Undertype Dynamo. J. P. H.
(Edgbaston ) writes : I enclose a scale sketch of an old shunt
wound Siemens' dynamo. The output , as stamped on the base
board, is 6 amps. at 22 volts at 2,400 r.p.m. As the machine
stands, it is no good to me , as I wish to use it for accumulator
charging . I shall be much obliged , therefore, if you will answer
the following questions. (1) Can this machine be fitted with a
drum armature to give about 5 amps. at 22 volts, with the same
field windings ? (2 ) Particulars about armature. (3) Can you
give me a rough idea of the cost of such an armature wound and

alteration in quantity or gauge of wire ? I wish to wind the dynamo
for 30 volts 3 amps.
You can use 12 slots instead of 24 , if you prefer to do so. Size
of slots will then be II.16th; in, wide by t in deep ; inside diameter
of ring to be 3. ins, diameter. The winding given in the table on
page 51 can still be used. If you only require 30 volts s amps.
you should take the 30-volt winding for the field coils, and either
use the 30 volts winding for the armature at normal speed, which
will leave you a reserve of 2 amps, if you should want it at som e
future time or you can use the 50 volt : 3 amp3, winding for the
armature,
and run at a lower speed than the normal , so as to get
volts . Get
30
on as much wire as you can ,
(14,210) Self - Olling Bearings for Motor. H. P. B. (Ton .
bridge) writes : Can you inform me where I canget hold of a working
drawing of a self-oiling ring bearing, suitable for a small electric
motor, about 220 volts, I - roth h.-p., as described in your sixpenny
book on small Electric Motors ? Could I get any information from
a back number of the M.E. ? If so, please sead the number. I
am acquainted with the structure of these bearings , but cannot
see my way clearly to getting out the channel that returns the
oil after it has passed along the bearing to th : wall from which
the loose ring takes up the oil. Should you advise this passage
to be made in the pattern ? This would, of course , necessitate
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the hole for the brass bush being also made in the C.I. casting ,
(4) The electric currentpasses into the motor, and makes the arma
and I fear would make rather a difficult job for casting.
ture rotate ; the spindle being connected to the axle of the car by
a band or by gear wheels causes it to revolve. If you do not
You will find a working drawing of a self-oiling ring bearing in
understand the action of an electric motor, we advise you to study
The MODEL ENGINEER for February 5th, 1903, page 127. It is
our handbook No. 14.
designed for a 750-watt machine, but you can reduce the sizes to
suit your motor shaft. Some notes on this type of bearing will
(14,188) Electric Trolley. V. S. W. (Windsor) writes : 1
shortly appear in THE MODEL ENGINEER under our " Lessons in
should esteem it a great favour if you would answer the follow
channels
to make
way The
Workshop
ing queries :-(1) Will the electric trolley described in your
lubricating
the
subjecttheof return
them.
drill best
would be to The
for the oil Practice."
issue for March 9th, 1905 , if moderately well-made, run at a fair
bearings of small dynamos and motors is treated at length in the
pace ? ( 2) (a) How many volts and how many amp3. will be
Lessons mentioned above.
required to drive it properly ? (6) How many will it stand ?
( 3 ) How many ounces ofwire will be required for the two field
( 14,101 ! Small Electric Cars. A. O. J. (Nunhead) writes :
magnets ?
I am trying to make a " small electric car motor," as described
in your book, " Simple Electric Working Models," and should be
for high
design
this get
of motor
not adopt
shouldthink
you speed,
if you
results
to please
you would
should
but( 1 )weWe
much obliged if you would answer me the following questions.
( 1 ) At about what rate would a well-made car travel on iron rails ?
fancy to make the model, and will take a little trouble to get
have
a
( 2 ) Is it possible to arrange the working of the car so that it will
matters adjusted to secure best results when made. Do not strain
run both ways along the lines without turn
ing it about each time- i.e ., is the car re
versible, like an ordinary steam locomo
tive ? ( 3) As my rails are of iron andare
*
very rusty - thus giving a very bad contact
Spring
corner Wire
would it be possible to have two copper wires
between the lines to carry the current, which
could be transmitted to one of the wheels by
a connecting-rod , from the wheel through the
magnets , & c., and then by another rod (suit.
ably arranged ) to the other copper wire. If
such a method is possible, will you please
inform me the best course to pursue with re
gard to the means of connections with the
wheels, and so forth ? (4) Will you explain
how the electric current makes the wheels
rotate ? I do not seem to understand this at
all, unless it depends upon the statement on
to
page 55 of above book- " The drum spindle
spring
conner Wire
may be connected to the wheel either by a
query 14101
cord or by gearing , as in larger electric
Fig. 2. - DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR Model ELECTRIC CAR .
cars. If this is the case, how is the connec
tion made ?
( 1 ) We are unable to give you a
definite answer. You may get one Or two miles per
the driving belt too tightly. ( 2 ) (a) About 6 volts i amp. (6) May
hour, under favourable conditions. ( 2 ) Not with the par
stand half as much again for short intervals of running ; the current
ticular motor described in the chapter referred to, unless
is intermittent, as the contact-breaker breaks the circuit at the
you introduce gearing to reverse the direction of rotation of the
dead points ; you must be careful to set this contact -breaker star
wheels . The most simpleway would be to use two driving belts, one
in the position shown in Fig. 4. (3) About 1 oz . of wire on each
bobbin .
open and one crossed ( see Fig. 1 ), arranged so that only one was in
( 14,207) Four - Pole Motor. H , P. ( King's Norton) writes :
I shall be much obliged if you will answer m : the following as
regards a four -pole enclosed motor. I have your handbook
" Small Dynamos and Motors," but it gives no information in this
respect. ( 1 ) What is the gauge and weight of wire for 24 watts at
8 volts 3 amps. for poles and armature, i diameter in eight slots ?
(2 ) What length should the armature be - should it com ? just to
Motor &
&wheel
the end of armature tunnel, or level with the shoulder in casting ?
ren belt
Spindle
spindle
(3) Do you think that this motor will be able to drive a model
single-deck electric tramcar at a fair speed ( the car weighs 12 lbs.
wheelbase 9 ins. ; gauge 31 ins.) ?
You will find a model four -pole motor described , with complete
drawings, in Chapter 3 of our handbook No. 14. The size A
should do very well for your tramcar, or size B if you want high
speed. What it will drive is also stated.
(14,206] Accumulator Plates. A. E. B. ( East Greenwich )
writes : I would esteem it a favour if you would answer me the
following questions. (1):Why do the plates or elements in an
accumulator deteriorate if the discharge is continued below 18
does it mean that the metallicgrid or support is decomposed more
rapidly ? (2 ) What is the life of an accumulator limited to ?
Is it when the positive grid is formed into peroxide of lead, and
therefore the paste has no support ; or is it when the paste falls
out ? (3 ) Also, can you, by doubling the thickness of both the
positive and negative plates, double the capacity of cell, providing
Crossed belt
the paste is porous ? (4) Which is the more efficient --the Plante
or paste cell, weight for weight and size for size ? ( 5) What is the
limit for the distance of the plates to be apart-is
it the nearer
the better? And if using porous plates for separation of ele
Query N: 14101.
ments, will they increase the internal resistance of cell, and lower
the voltage and capacity of cell ? I am making a set of cells for
FIG . 1 ,-Belt GEARING FOR MODEL ELFCTRIC CAR .
small boat, and therefore want to make them as light as possible ,
but do not want to shorten the life of same. I have had your book
use at a time, or to cross the one belt when you desired to reverse,
“ Small Accumulators," and have gained much information from
same.
as per sketch. If you want a motor which can be run in the reverse
direction , make one like that described in Chapter 6 ; such a motor
(1 ) No ; it means that sulphate of lead is formed , which appears
will run in the reverse direction , if the direction of current is re
active
and decreases
theof
plates,difficult
positiveis very
deposit
on thedeposit
as a whiteThis
sulphate
; its
to get rid
surface.
versed through the armature. This motor is not self-starting, if it
colour is often a kind of yellowish tint. (2) We cannot say what
has stopped on the dead point. (3 ) See various descriptions of
may be called the life of a good accumulator - it should be several
model electric cars and locomotives which have appeared in THE
MODEL ENGINEER. A simple plan would be to use two flat pieces
years. A constant chemical action goes on at each plate ; the
change which is effected at charging is reversed at discharging,
of thin , springy brass, each insulated from the other and from
and again effected at charging. The deterioration of the plates is
the framework, each pressing upon its particular rail or wire ; the
rather due to a kind of mechanical disintegration , and is much
circuit would then be as follows. The sketch ( Fig. 2 ) shows a plan .
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affected by various things which happen during use, such as over
charging and consequent disintegration and buckling of plates,
effects of impurities, accidental short circuits between plates, and
leakage. We advise you to read Sir David Salomon's book on the
subject. ( 3) By increasing the thickness of the plates, you can
increase the capacity of the cells ; but we doubt if you can succeed
in doubling it for a given size of plate ; it is a matter for trial .
(4) The pasted plate ; but the Planté will stand heavy rates of
discharge better than the pasted plate. Many cells are now made
with Planté positive and pasted negative plates to stand heavy
discharge rates, as it is the positives which usually give trouble
by buckling and loss of paste. (5 ) The nearer the plates are , the
better; but youmust keep a sufficient distance to guard as much
as you can against short circuits, owing to buckling, &c. Porous
envelopes or distance pieces increase the internal resistance to some
extent, but they are used by some makers.
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you can work the armature to the poles the better as regards pull.
Core to be made of fin . diameter round soft iron . Bobbins to be
wound with about Ib . No. 24 gauge s.c.c. copper wire on each coil,
and to be connected so as to produce proper N. and S. poles. We
think you will find the arrangement work better if the pull is con
centrated at the catch by fitting the armature with a bar at right.
angles ( see sketch ) ; by this means you will get the pull at the catch
where it is wanted. ( 2 ) We advise you to consulta legal expert
as to injury to burglar. You can try four Leclanché cells in series ;
if they do not give sufficient pull, add more cells.
( 14,021 ) Induction . W. H. H. (Chandlersford) writes :
1 and 2 are Leclanché cells. The circuit from each is through
half the coil winding on one iron core. No. 2 has a microphone
(3 ) in the circuit. Can you please inform mo what effect talking
or the ringing of a bell near the microphone would have on the
current from the cell No. I ?

Magnet
Iron Bar

Armature
Lerer

query 13043

Fig . 2 .

FIG . 4.
Fig . 3 .
DETAILS OF ELECTRO -MAGNET WINDING.

-

( 13,043) Electro - magnet Windings. W. W. (Hull) writes :
will you kindly answerme the following ? (1) Size and amount of
wire for an electro -magnet to exert a pull of about 1 lb. or strong

The action of the microphone can be taken as practically causing
a continued rise and fall of the current in circuit 2 ; this will act
upon circuit 1, so that when the current rises in 2, the current

3

2"

S

Fig . I.
query 13043
ELECTRO- MAGNET WIRING .
enough to release a trigger to fire an ordinary gun cap for an alarm
gun similar to the enclosed sketch ? ( 2 ) Would a person be liable
if a burglar got injured as a result of his discharging an alarm
gun in a workshop ? And would four Leclanché cells work the
above ?
( 1 ) Accompanying sketch will give you a fair arrangement of
size and wire. The distance of the armature from the poles will
make an enormous difference in the pull of the magnet ; the nearer

1

16 "
N

query 1402 )
DIAGRAM OF AN INDUCTION EXPERIMENT .
induced in I will oppose the current of cell r ; when the
current falls in 2, the current induced in I will assist the current
fromi .cellThe
1, so
thateffect
therewill
willbebeof aa small
continuous
pulsation in cir.
cuit
actual
amount.
( 13,930) Petrol Motor for Dynamo Driving ; Accumulators
for Running Spark Coil ; Multipolar Dynamo. G.M. ( Man.
chester) writes : I decided on making a vertical for h.-p. petrol
motor for driving Avery's multipolar dynamo. ( 1) Where could I
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-obtain good castings for sama ? ( 2 ) What will be the price for it,
and cost of running ? (3 ) At about what speed willitrun ? (4) What
is size and stroke of cylinder ? (5 ) Will there be a handbook
coming out shortly for petrol motors ? ( 6 ) Please state if the
motor, while running, will give off a nasty smell if kept in the
house ? I also intend building up the multipolar dynamo de
scribed in The Model ENGINEER ( page 278, Vol. VII), but I want
to make a motor generator of it if possible. ( 1 ) Will the six-pole
armature do for same ? ( 2 ) Will there be enough space for two
slip rings on the other side ? (3) Please illustrate the connections
for slip rings with a diagram . (4) If I could not make a motor
dynamo of the machine, what would be the size of wire on arma
ture and poles for an output of 50 volts ? I possess now a 2 -in .
spark coil, and would like to operate same from an accumulator.
The coil will take about 12 volts at 4 amps. , as per handbook on
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magnets to suit the armature ? (6) I have often heard of motors
being wound for so many volts and so many amp3.-how is this
determined ? How could you fix the gauge and quantity of wire
for a motor for a given voltage and amperage ?
( 1 ) No, but you can take as an approximate figure that if the
discharging is from two points, or a point and a plate, the point
being the positive pole, it requires 25,000 volts par inch of spark
length to start the spark . (2) No,there is no formula of much use,
as the conditions are too complex to make reliable calculations .
In a transformer the voltage is in the ratio of the number of turns
in the primary and secondary coils ; but though an induction coil
is a transformer, it is used in such a way that you could not depend
calculations (3 ) Not practicable . (4) An amp. -hour is
upon
I amp. flowing . continuously
for one hour, or its equivalent
2 amps. for half an hour, and so on . ( 5) Yes, see “ ÅBC of
Dynamo Design ." You must, however, be able to estimate the
number of turns of wire on the armature and the gauge of the wire
to somewhere near correct. (6) See “ A B C of Dynamo Design ."
A dynamo can be used as a motor ; the calculations are practically
the same for either. Your question requres a book to answer it.
Briefly, the size of the wire is proportioned to the current-the
larger the current, the thicker the wire. The voltage determines
the quantity of wire; but this is partly dependent upon the strength
of the field -magnet.
( 12,586 ] Candle-Power ; Dynamo Connections . 0. T. D.
(Skewen) writes : ( 1 ) Given thevoltage and amperage of a dynamo,
how is the candle -power found ? (2 ) If the voltage is 10, the
dynamo will light two 5 -volt lamps ; but how is the candle-power
of the dynamo estimated ? And are there 5 -volt lamps of different
candle-power ? (3) In the sketch I have enclosed the thin wires
go to field -magnets, and the thick ones to the brushes — is this a
shunt-wound machine ? (4) What terminals are connected to the
lamp circuit ? And will you please explain the functions of the
three terminals ? In what number of The MODEL ENGINEER is a
hydraulic press described ?
( 1 ) Bymultiplying the volts and amps , you obtain the output in
watts. Lamp candle-power is always reckoned in watts, and you

query 13930
DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR SLIP RINGS .
series cours
induction coils. ( 1 ) What size of plates should I get, and how
many shall I want for above ? I want the coil running only for
about five minutes at a time. ( 2 ) Where can I obtain pure lead
for making the plates, as I would like casting them myself and
get thern filled up after.
Re Petrol Engine : - The London Autocar Company , 182, Gray's
Inn Road , London, supply castings. Also see our book on Petrol
Motors, price is. 2d. post free. You must use either a water - cooled
cylinder, or provide a current of air if the cylinder merely pro
vided with cooling ribs. There is always a smell of ispetrol
accomº
panying a petrol engine. Re Dynamo:-- You do not say what
output you require ; but perhaps that does not matter. The six
pole armature can be used ; but we advise you to put on a separate
set of coils to generate the alternating current. They will be wound
precisely like those for the continuous current, but open at one place
between a pair of coils, so that one end can be connected to one
slip ring, and the other end to the other ring. Of course , the out
put of the machine will be diminished , as you will be taking up
winding space for the alternating current coils. If you divide the
space up equally, then the output will be halved ; if, however, you
drive the machine by means of an engine, you can take from it
its former output partly as alternating and partly as continuous
current--say, io volts 4 amp ) . of each . The gauges of wire would
be, as before, No. 24 for the continuous current, and No. 20 gauge
D.C.C. for the alternating current. It will be convenient to wind
the coils side by side separated by a cheek of thick paper or thin
card, so that you can re-wind either, if you wish to make an altera
tion. For 10 volts, the field -magnet should be wound with No. 21
gauge wire by preference. Regarding space for slip rings, if you
are making yourown patterns, you can allow space for these ; the
actual rings need not be very wide- say, 5-16ths in .; or you can
mount them flat on a disc, one ring being inside the other, with
brushes to press upon them in a suitable manner ( as shown in
sketch ). Re Accumulator :-See our handbook on small accumula
tors The cells should each have a capacity of at least 14 amp
hours. For lead, try the Universal Electric Supply Company,
66, Brook Street , C-on - M. , Manchester,
(14,189 ] Induction Coils. J. A. D. ( Liscard) writes
shall be much obliged if you can inform me upon the following
points :-( 1 ) Is it possible to measure the voltage of an induced
charge in a secondary coil, and, if so, how ? (2 ) Is there any
formula by which the above voltage may be found from particu
lars of the primary current and coil ? (3) Can the induced charge
be used for charging purposes ? (4 ) Supposing a current of 4 amps.
is being discharged continuously (without a break ), how long will
it last in English time ? In other words, what is the value of an
amp.-hour in English time ? ( 5 ) Given an armature and com
inutator all complete and ready for use, is there any rule for find .
ing the size, quantity of wire, gauge of wire, &c., for the field .

FIG . I.
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FIG . 2 .
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FIG . 3 .
Query 12580
DYNAMO CONNECTIONS.
HA
may consider about 3 to 35 watts as equalling one candle-power
for very small lamps, but no exact figures can be given . A dynamo
giving 10 volts 3 amps. is thuis giving 30 watts, and may con.
sidered as of about io candle-power, or slightly more. (2 )be5 -volt
lamps are made usually as either 24 or I c.-p. lamps ; lamps of
different c.-p. can be used at the sam , time when connected in
parallel, but they must be of the same voltage. ( 3 and 4 ) The
arrangement of terminals shown seems to be irregular. Without
knowing the winding of your dynamo, we cannot say if it should be
joined in shunt or series ; perhaps you can solve the problem by
means of these sketches ; or get our sixpenny handbook No. 10 .
See issues for October 15th, 1901, and November 15th , 1901, for
“ Model Hydraulic Press. '
J. B. Taunton ) writes: Can I overcome bad gas pressure
difficulties by using an anti- fluctuator ?
No, not altogether, See chapter on Ignition devices in “ Gas
and Oil Engines," 7d. post free.
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The Editor's Page .

E are pleased to be able to give in this issue
WE some official illustrations and particulars of
the new locomotive built for the Miniature
Railways of Great Britain , Lidl ., a concern which has
recently been established for running miniature rail
ways at public places of amusement. This form of
amusement is not by any means novel, but, so far, such
miniature railways as have been put down in this
country have been nearly all of American origin .
Particulars of such a system were given in The
MODEL ENGINEER for October 15th , 1901, in an article
on the Glasgow Exhibition of that year, and our
London readers will doubtless remember that another
American miniature railway was for some time
running at the Earl's Court Exhibition . In America
itself such miniature systems are very popular, and
are to be seen at most of the centres of public amuse
ment. It will be interesting to see whether the
English holiday crowds are equally ready to find
enjoyment in the delights of model railway travelling.
For our own part we think the venture promises
to be a decided success, and this belief is cer
tainly supported by the initial experiences of the
new company at Brickett Wood, at Northampton,
and at Backpool . The new Blackpool engine, the
" Little Giant " -illustrated in the present issue—is an
excellent piece of work , both in design and in con
struction , and has done some really remarkable per
formances on her official trials, of which we shall say
more anon . We can strongly recommend those of
our readers who may be within reach of Blackpool to
go and see for themselves.
Answers to Correspondents .

" TWENTY -NINE ” (London , S.E.) .-We do not know
of any book dealing with the subject of clockwork
models, but an excellent description of the mechan
ism of Dr. Winter's clockwork model locomotives
appeared in our issue for September ist, 1902 , and
this would no doubt give you some very useful
information for the purpose you inention . We do
not, however, advise clockwork for boat propulsion ,
except on very sınall ponds.
R. P. (Shropshire).— Thanks for your letter. We are
sorry to hear of the trouble you refer to. The
stroke of your compound engine is too long in pro
portion to the bores of the cylinders . Stuart
Turner, Shiplake, Henley -on - Thames, has some
castings which we think would suit you.
F. P. ( Leeds) .—You will find full instructions for
making a working model electric telegraph in our
6d . book, “ Simple Electrical Working Models . ”
A. H. ( Bristol).— Thanks for your appreciative letter .
K. G. ( Dorking).-You omitted to comply with the
conditions at the head of our “Queries and
Replies ” column.
A. K. (Lowestoft ).— The
ess of the Junior Institu
tionof Engineers is 39, Victoria Street , Westminster,
S.W.
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F. E. H. (Maidstone).— We advise you to invariably
use our Deposit System when dealing with un
known private advertisers. Over a thousand trans
actio :is have been dealt with by us since we started
this system , which gives the fullest protection to
both parties.
G. B. ( Brixton ). Please send . We are always
pleased to have particulars of our readers ' work .
H. L. ( Bradiord ).--Boxwood is the most suitable
material for the pieces you require. It is easy to
turn , and takes a fairly good finish .
" NOVICE ” (Hull).--- Cast iron should be turned dry in
the lathe ; for wrought iron use soapy water as a
lubricant ; and for cast steel use turpentine.
F. S. (Glasgow ).– We have sold out of many of the
locomotive plates we originally had in stock. There
is, however, a good selection left, for particulars of
which see our advertisement pages.
J. R. R. ( "l'akefield ).- We do not think we shall be
able to publish the lecture ; however, we will hear
the subject in mind .
H.E. R. (Reigate ).— Yes, our Book Departınent can
procure any book not in our list, to order, for you .

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions op
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be acco
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event it
rejection Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free toany address for 135. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How to ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondencerelatingto the literary portion of the paper,
and allnew apparatus and pricelists, & c., for review . to be addressed
to The EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi.
neer , " 26-29, Poppin's Court, tleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relatingto salesof the paper
and books to be addre ,sed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29 .
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain, 123. Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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Dynamo

with

Hand - Driving

Gear .

By W. A. GADSDEN .

Fig . 1.—MR. W. A. GADSDEN'S 10 -WATT DYNAMO.

' HE 10 -watt dynamo shown in the photo
graph (Fig . 1 ) is my first attempt in
THE
dynamo making .
The chief sizes and
windings were taken from instructions of the
10- watt dynamo given in No. IO of THE
MODEL ENGINEER series . The field -magnet and
winding are exactly as given in the handbook ,
and I find it does very well indeed ; the armature
is the same also , except the winding, which is
wound full with No. 26 S.W.G. s.c. I first
wound it with No. 22 S.W.G. , but could not get it
to excite . I first made the rocker and brush -holder

as given in handbook , but did not like it , and I
then made the one , as seen in the photograph ,
which was taken from a back number of THE
MODEL ENGINEER . I experienced some difficulty
with brushes to suit my requirements, and finally
I had some of the Crypto Works Company's patent
brushes made for me, which I like very much in
deed . I made all the patterns necessary for the
castings . The iron castings I had cast to my
patterns by a firm who advertise in The Model
ENGINEER , but the brass castings I cast myself .
The boring of armature tunnel , turning up armature
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stampings when bolted together on spindle, and
cutting threads on spindle I had to get done for
me ; the rest of the turning , & c . , I did myself in
a home-made lathe, with hand tools . The only
fittings I bought were two terminals and the screws
used in the dynamo. The centre terminal is for
holding a lamp -holder with a cluster of four 4 - volt
lamps .
The hand wheel and driving apparatus shown in
the photograph, Fig . 2 , I made to run the dynamo.
It was not intended for continuous working, as it
soon made my arm ache turning the handle.
Fixed on the board first is a two-way switch of my
own design , which I use when charging a pocket
accumulator . The dynamo is first run up to
voltage , and noted by lamp on lamp board . The

Fig. 2.-ARRANGEMENT OF HAND -DRIVING GEAR

lamp is then cut out and the accumulator cut in
with the switch ; secondly, the hand-wheel is fixed ;
thirdly, the dynamo ; fourthly, a box containing
a resistance, and a slot is cut in top to hold accumu
lator when charging ; on the top of box is a set of
terminals for connecting lamps. Fifthly, a counter
shaft with a weighted balance wheel to maintain
an equal speed .

ASBESTOS . — The production of asbestos in the
United States in 1904 was 1,480 tons , valued at
£ 5,148 . This is an increase of 593 tons in quantity
and £ 1,796 in value compared with 1903. The
1904 output was the largest for any single year on
record .
LARGE PAPER MACHINES .—The widest paper
machines in the world are to be built for a new
newspaper mill now being built on the St. Croix
River, in the State of Maine. The Fourdrinier parts
of the two machines will be 166 ins. wide, suitable
for Fourdrinier wires 70 ft . long and 164 ins. or
165 ins . in width ; couch rolls , 26 ins . and 28 ins .
diameter, 166 ins , face ; three presses ; thirty -two
dryers for each machine, 48 ins. diameter : one ten
roll stack for calenders for each machine. The
paper will be wound in rolls , ready for the printing
presses, on a patented two-drum winder, capable
of making a finished roll of paper weighing three
tons . The combined weight of these two machines
will be about 2,000,000 lbs .

Workshop

June 29, 1905.

Notes

and Notions .

[ Readers are invited to contribute short practical Hems for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions
be paid for on publication, if desired, accord
ing
lo merit. willAll
matter intended for this column should be
marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]
Some Model Engineer's Tools.
By “ S.”
The top figure ( A ) in the photograph is a small
machine vice suitable for a planer , drilling, or
milling machine . It was made from a planed set
of castings that only cost about 2s . , but these -cast
ings were given an extra plane up on a small planer .
The jaws are 2 ins . wide, and open to about 2 } ins.,
the top of the jaws are planed
perfectly parallel to the sole ; also
the two edges are planed and the
top of sole is planed and scraped ,
and the edges of it are planed ex
actly at right angles to the jaws ;
these are lined with 3 -in . by - in .
tool steel , and each is fastened by
two countersunk headed 3-16ths in .
screws (Whitworth pitch ) . These
jaws were cut with a short wide
chisel so as to take a firmer grip
of the work being operated on ,
and they were afterwards hardened
and tempered in water to a straw
colour . The size of the base is
5 } ins. by 3 } ins. , and there are
three slots in each side to take
4-in . holding-down bolts ; either
two , four, or six can be used , as
FOR DYNAMO.
occasion may require. The actuat
ing screw was made from f- in . mild
steel,64 ins . long finished length ; it
is square-threaded left -hand eight threads per inch .
The blank was turned to fin ., and the end for the
lock-nuts to in . , and the screw was cut and the
nut tapped for about is. 3d ., the writer not possess
ing a screw-cutting lathe . The } in . wide slot
where the nut slides in was very accurately filed
out , and the loose swivel jaw was bound to the base
or main casting by a 5-16ths in . hexagon nut .
The end of the actuating screw is kept in position
by two t -in . hexagon lock-nuts (Whitworth pitch ).
The jaws can either be worked by the 5-16ths in .
square on the end of the screw , or by two t- in .
holes at right angles in the head with a lever . One
end of the mild steel key, which is 41 ins . long , has
a square hole , and the other is turned to fin to
fit the holes in the screw- head . The nut has a
9-32nds in . hole drilled in it to suit the square thread
screw. This hole is drilled very truly in a line to
suit those in the main casting . The nut is made
from it-in . round mild steel , and has a T -head ,
which grips the underside of the casting , and the
3-in , shank is filed to a good fit on the slot. The
nuts and box key were case - hardened by prussiate
of potash in the usual manner.
At B is shown a lathe centre and twist drill
gauge ; one end is filed to 60 ° for lathe centres ,
and the other is made at an angle of 59° for grind
ing twist drills under 1 in . diameter . The gauge
is 3 ; ins . long , 4 in . wide , 19 B.W.G. thick, and is
made from a piece of old saw blade.
C is a depth gauge made from mild steel . The
stock is 27 ins. long, tin , by in . , and the gauging
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were made to suit a 3-in . centre back- geared lathe .
The castings for the vice were bought , and the screw
was cut by Mr. A. Walton , Exeter Street , Man
chester.

rod is of silver -steel wire , hardened at the end ; it
is 4 ins . long . } in , thick , with a brass milled head
screwed on . The gauging rod can either be used
in the middle or near one end of stock to suit the
position of work being tested. The head of the
binding screw, where the head passes through , is
5-16ths in diameter, and the tightening nut is of
brass, fin . diameter , milled on the edge and with
steel chamfered washer , and is tapped 5-23nds in .
A square centre , shown at D , is for truly centreing
round rods ; it is squared to 60 ° ; this is held in the
sliding headstock , and the work is put between
centres, and a flat tool , with a square end, is put in
the slide- rest, and the tool is pressed quickly against
the work as it revolves, and a true centre is then
obtained , which then can be enlarged by a Slocomb
or other centreing drill .
E is a hollow centre bored to 60 °, and is suit
able for pressing up twist drills by the aid of the
dividing headstock when the drill is stationary, and
the work is revolving in a chuck or faceplate on the
lathe mandrel .
An ordinary lathe centre turned to 60 ° is shown
at F , but a small portion is filed off one side of the
point with a half-round file ; rather more than one
half the diameter is left . The tool is very useful
when work wants to be entirely faced at the ends
viz . , right up to the centre hole , as in this way the
end facing tool can go right up into the small space
that is filed away . Note . -The centre must be put
into the sliding headstock so that the portion filed
away is exactly facing the operator .

A Spring Drill - Chuck.
By “ KEYWAY ."
The sketches show a design for a chuck for hold
ing small drills in the lathe . The chuck consists
of two parts only, and is, therefore , very easy to .
make . The piece marked A is made of mild steel ,
the tapered shank being made to fit in the lathe
spindle . The piece marked B is made of cast steel ,

B

FIG . 2 .
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SOME HOME -MADE TOOLS FOR THE LATHE .
All the above were turned from $ -in . tool steel ,
which was properly annealed previous to turning
by being heated to a dull red and then plunged
into dry ashes till it cooled .
A drilling pad for the lathe for fitting in the
sliding headstock , is seen at G. By this tool work
can be truly drilled at right angles. It is made
from 1 -in , mild steel , and the flat end is accurately
faced . The shanks of the above were truly turned
between lathe centres , and the ends were then
driven into the mandrel and bored and turned as
required .
All the above tools , with the exception of the vice ,

FIG . I.
PART SECTIONAL
ELEVATION OF A SPRING
DRILL- CHUCK .

hardened and tempered down to a blue . The
piece A should be first bored and threaded , and
then B should be bored through to suit drill to be
held in same, and made to screw into A and fit
tapered part , as shown . A small hole
should be drilled through B at C, just above
the thread , this hole being broken into by
the thin saw- cut , thus dividing B as far
down as C. When the two parts are screwed
together the tapered parts coming in contact
causes the slit portion of B to be squeezed in
on to the drill, and holding it in a firm and
true grip . Two flats should be filed on B to
fit a screwkey .

A

с
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Model Valve Seating.
By R. A.
In making ball valves for pumps I have
experienced difficulty in getting them tight,
but have got over the trouble in the follow
ing way : -- The valve seat is first turned out
square at the bottom , and then a steel cycle
ball of the same size as the bronze one to be
used is placed on the seat and given a light
blow with a punch and hammer . This
forms a perfect seating , far superior to a
ground one, on which the bronze ball will
be found to be quite tight .

FROSTING BRASSWORK . -Boil the brass in caustic
potash , rinse in clean water, and dip in nitric acid
till all oxide is removed ; then wash quickly , dry in
warm boxwood sawdust , and lacquer while warm .
This will give brass an ornamental finish .
NATURAL Gas .-In the course of sinkings made
in Vendsyssel , Denmark, natural gas has been met
with repeatedly of late years. In a sinking
recently carried out at Frederickshavn , gas was
found at depths of 70 m . and 75.6 m . with
pressure .
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Lessons in Workshop Practice .
( Continued from page 532. )
XIX . - Mechanical Details of Dynamos
and Motors.
By A. W. M.
Bearings . -Owing to the high speed at which
small dynamos and motors usually run , the bear
ings are made of much greater length , in proportion
to diameter , than is usual with steam and gas
engines . As a general rule , for small machines a
proportion of length equal to three times the
diameter will be found to work very well—that is , if
a spindle is į in . in diameter at the places where it
runs in the bearing ; then the bearing ac
tually in contact with the spindle should be
made it ins . in length . These long bearings
are somewhat troublesome to fit up so that
they are exactly in line with the shaft , the
slightest spring of the bearing brackets or
want of truth in fitting them on to the magnet
or bedplate causing the spindle to bind and
turn stiffly when the screws are tightened up .
Fig . I shows what happens, and represents
a dynamo spindle ( A ) when the bearings have
been set nicely in line with the centres , and
( B ) when the bearings have either been fitted
on out of line, or have become twisted when
the tightening screws are screwed up . The
drawing is intentionally exaggerated , and the hole
in the bearing is shown much larger than it would
be in practice , in order that the distortion can be
easily seen .
In B , the twist of the bearings causes them to
press hard at the places marked TT . If the
machine is run with a stiff spindle under these cir
cumstances , the bearings will become very hot , and
may actually bind and become fixed to the spindle,
so that the brass surface is torn up , and it is a
troublesome job to get the bearing off . · A very
small amount of twist indeed will cause this trouble ,
and the unfortunate fitter who has once got his

A
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FIG . I.
bearings fitted in this way may spend hours trying
to get them straight without success . An easy
solution certainly is to enlarge the hole in the
bearing, or reduce the spindle until it runs free ;
but such a bearing will very soon wear away and
become loose , with the result that the armature
makes a noise when running , and perhaps rubs
against the pole faces ; besides , no mechanic who
takes a pride in his work would adopt such a course .
Tnis difficulty of fitting the long bearings of
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dynamos and motors so that they are in perfect line
with the spindle has caused designers to adopt
various methods to ensure success with a minimum
amount of skill on the part of the fitter, and , further,
to ensure that after a bearing has been removed it can
be replaced in its former position without becoming
out of line . One method is to make the bearing
bush with a spherical seating, so that it can swivel
to a limited amount, and thus be , to an extent,
self-adjusting these bearings are largely used
and with considerable success ; they have also the
advantage that when a bush is worn it can be very
easily replaced with a new one . Such a bearing is
shown in Fig . 2 . A is the bearing boss , and B the
bush , which is held in place by means of a small
setscrew ( S ) . This screw does not pinch against
the bush , but is tight in the boss of the bracket ;

Oil hole
A

B+

А
S

Fig . 2 .
Bush

its point merely enters loosely into a hole in the
bush , so that the bush is free to move about
in the boss . It will be seen that as the hole in the
boss is straight , whilst the surface of the bush is
like a ball, if the bracket twists or springs a little ,
or is not fitted quite straight, it will
move round the bush , and not affect
its position .
Fig. 3 shows such a bearing, with
the bracket badly tilted , but yet not
affecting the spindle at all , which will
run quite free. The bush sometimes is
made to fit into a spherical seating in
the boss ( see Fig . 4 ). The setscrew is
not then required, andthe bush is more
secure and less liable to become loose
in the boss in course of time ; but this
TO
construction involves more work , as
the boss must be made in halves, in
order that the bush can be put in
place , and the interior sphericalseating
plain hole ; the
is more difficult to produce than
more simple method answers very well for small
machines . Of course , the spherical seating of the
bush fits close against that in the boss . The gap
between them seen in the drawing is only left so
that the construction can be easily understood .
A favourite method of centreing bearings is to
make them with curved ends which fit into curvel
seatings turned out concentric with the bore of the
field - magnet . Enclosed , or ironclad , pattern ma
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chines lend themselves very well to this treatment .
When the yoke is circular , it is only necessary to
turn a groove ( A A , Fig . 5 ) in each end , and to
turn a ridge ( B ) on each bearing to fit the groove ;
the bearings will then fit perfectly in line with the
centres of the spindle , and the armature be central
in the bore of the magnet poles . The magnet would
be first chucked in a lathe or boring machine , and

seatings can be machined at the same time. It is
not necessary for these seatings to be of the same
radius as the pole faces , so long as they are concen
tric ; but if made of too large a radius , the curve
becomes flattened , and the bearing does not take
up its position with certainty-it tends to twist .
Bearings of this type may be held by means of a
single bolt passing up through the bed plate and

Oil hole

FIG . 4 .

FIG . 3 .
the poles bored ; then the grooves would be bored
out, so that they were exactly concentric with the
pole faces, and the edges cĆ faced square to the
groove ; the bearing brackets would then be bored
and placed upon a mandrel ( unless finished whilst
held in a chuck ) , the ridges B turned to fit the
grooves in the magnet yoke , and the faces made
square with them . Such a bearing fits into its
seat like a cylinder into a ring , and will always go

screwing into the standard . The principle is the
same in all these modifications namely, accurate
machining concentric with the spindle centre line.
It should be noted that accuracy is essential : if
the surfaces are not accurate , and filing becomes
necessary to get the bearing into its place , the
old trouble reappears , and you may spend hours
trying to get the spindle to run free when the bolts
are screwed up .
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FIG . 5 :
back true and square into its place, no matter how
often it is removed . The bearing can be made with
two or three , or any convenient number of arms ,
according to the decision of the designer, or may
have a flange forming a complete circle, the prin
ciple remaining the same .
The seatings may be made to project ( see Fig . 6 ) ,
a design which would be especially convenient
when the magnet yoke was not circular ; or when
the magnet is fixed to a bedplate with independent
bearings, each has a single seating ( see Fig. 7 ) . In
this case the magnet should be bolted to the bed .
plate before the poles are bored , so that the bearing

When precautions of this kind have not been
arranged for by the designer, as is usually the case
with very small machines , and as the bearing
brackets are usually entirely made of brass, it is
practicable to set the bearings in line with the
spindle by bending the bracket . Supposing the
machine is fitted up , and the bearing brackets
screwed on tightly , the spindle may be found to
turn stiffly, though it may have been quite easy in
the holes in the brackets before they were screwed
on in place . Instead of spending time in filing
the bracket seatings , try the effect of a gentle blow
with a hammer on one or both of the brackets ;
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a very slight movement may be just enough to set
the bearing straight and permit the spindle to run
easy : a little discrimination is required to antici
pate in which direction to strike the blow, but if
the result is to make the spindle run harder still ,
then you know that the amount of set is either
in the wrong direction or has been 'overdone and

FIG. 6.
a tap must be given in the opposite direction .
This dodge may save a great deal of time, but do
not go to work too vigorously and knock the
bracket out of shape. If in spite of all that you
can do, the spindle refuses to run easy, get it as
near as you can to doing so , and give it a
continuous run by means of your lathe wheel or
engine, putting plenty of oil into the bearings ;
then take out the spindle and examine it . You

The
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Railway Signalling by Means of Car
bonic Acid Gas. - Some time ago the directors
of the North - Eastern Railway Company arranged
for the installation on the eleven miles' stretch of
their main line extending from Green Lanes ,
Thirsk , to Alne station , of automatic signalling ,
and a contract was accordingly placed with the
Hall Signal Company, of New York , for the fixing
of their system of signalling on this section of the
North - Eastern main line to the north . The
“ Hall ” signalling is designed to enable the services
of signalmen , except at points of junction , to be
dispensed with , and is purely automatic , the
necessary connections being set up by the trains
themselves , but, although in extensive use on
American railroads , this mode of signalling trains
has not hitherto been adopted by any other British
railway, whilst the North- Eastern installation will
be of additional interest , inasmuch as this is the
first instance on the Continent of Europe in which
carbonic acid gas has been utilised for the operation
of railway signals. The gas is contained in a
cylinder at a pressure of 600 lbs . to the sq . in .
(reduced to 505 lbs. working pressure) , and the
valves for admitting the air to theoperating cylinder
are electrically controlled. The section of the N.E.R
line has been divided into fifteen sections , each
1,200 yds. in length , and the carrying capacity of
the track has , therefore, been more than doubled ,
whilst considerable economies will be effected by
the abolition of certain of the intermediate signal
boxes now so essential with the existing mechanical
system .
A Marine Gas Engine. —A vessel of some
800 tons burden is to be built by Messrs . Holzapfel ,
on Tyne, to be driven by a gas engine supplied
with coal gas from suction gas producers. It is
claimed that economy of coal will result from this
venture, and also that the gas producer , with the
necessary apparatus for working it , is simpler than
the boiler with the auxiliaries which are necessary
in steam -driven plants . This is somewhat in the
nature of an experiment, and many will be inter
ested to know of its outcome.

FIG . 7.
will find one or two places where it looks highly
polished : these are the spots where the rubbing is
taking place. By smoothing them down by means
of a fine cut file in the lathe , and trying the spindle
again in the same way, you will ultimately get it
to run easily . Never, put emery powder into a
bearing in the endeavour to grind it free ; you will
certainly get the spindle to run easy, but the emery
gets into the metal and stops there, to continually
grind away the surfaces ,
( To be continued .)

Oil Engines for Boats. - A boat has just been
put into service on the Lake of Geneva , in Switzer
ſand , which is driven ordinarily by a 45 h.-p. Diesel
engine running at 260 revolutions per minute. The
method adopted for applying this form of power
to a boat drive is unique and involves coupling the
engine directly to a dynamo and a smaller exciter
on one side , while there is a magnetic coupling on
the other side , through which it can be connected
directly to the propeller shaft . An electric motor
is also provided , the armature of which is keyed to
the propeller shaft . On starting the engine it is
disconnected from the shaft and drives only the
generator and the exciter. The motor is now
switched in , and its torque and speed are adjusted
by regulating the excitation . When full speed has
been attained in this way , the motor is switched
off, and the engine is directly coupled to the pro
peller shaft .
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Tank

Locomotive .
By P. G. HEPWORTH .
T is now nearly two years since I sent a brief
description of my model of an early South
Western Railway tank engine . The photograph
here shown is of the finished engine . Its prototype ,
it will be remembered , was designed by W. J.
Beattie, Esq . , late Locomotive Superintendent of
the South-Western Railway . Since the first
description appeared , I have fitted the brake gear
and have also enlarged the tank , lengthened the
stroke of the hand feed pump , and fitted injector to
the left side, which receives its steam from the dome
seat . The drain cocks on the cylinders have also
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of work true and correct to gauge , and after these
have been prepared , a good sharp metal saw and
a piece of hexagonal brass is all that is required .
The rest is quite easy, though at first it might
appear difficult. With regard to the fitting of cock
plugs, these , like the nuts , were of hard brass of
good quality, as the plugs have to be reduced to a
very small diameter. The holes for these plugs
were tapered with a square steel broach , and after
ground smooth with a piece of taper steel and some
emery, the plugs were then turned to fit, and in
absence of sand , were ground in the same way .
All the castings of the brake gear are of phosphor
bronze , namely , brackets, hangers , and crank -arm .
The weigh shaft and hanger pins are all of mild
steel , 3-16ths in . diameter. The side rods for
applying the brakes are of steel, fin . width . The
weigh shaft has a forked arm which carries a trunnion

MR . P. G. HEPWORTH's Model L.S.W.R. TANK Loco .
been lately fitted . Without going into detail of
these parts , I think a short description of the
method employed for making the various union
nuts will be of use to those who intend making
their own steam fittings. I might here state the
hexagonal brass rod suitable for this purpose can
be obtained from Smith's, of Clerkenwell, E.C.
Having purchased a length of this material, I pro
ceeded to drill the ends the same size as the pipe to
be used . The next thing was the making of two
screw taps , which were screwed thirty threads to
the inch . The ends of these were reduced below
the thread for about a fin . , this part acting as a
guide , also ensured the thread being true. With
two such taps well-made , a good full thread can be
produced, and the shoulder inside can be square
seated with a rose -bit . The union nuts can now
be finished on a spindle with reduced end for centre ,
and the shouldered part screwed . Of course , the
main thing is to have all drills and taps for this kind

nut, which is screwed f -in . thread for brake spindle,
the latter being held in place by corner bracket
and loose collar. The brake shoes are of oak , fixed
to the hangers with small screws .
The brake
spindle runs through a flanged pipe in the tank ,
the latter being in the form of a letter T , and the
lower part of the tank being between the trailing
wheels . It may , perhaps, interest the readers of
The MODEL ENGINEER to know that this engine is
fitted with the prize regulator and non - priming
pipe (see the issue for October 6, 1904), which
has proved successful .
STRENGTH of CABLES.-Each of the four 19- in .
cables of the Williamsburg Bridge over the East
River, New York, is composed of 7,696 steel wires .
Each wire is about 3-16ths in . diameter, and of a
tested tensile strength of over 200,000 lb. per
square inch ,
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Model Oscillating Engines .
By H. MUNCASTER.
( Concluded from page 516. )
HYDRAULIC ENGINES .
ΕE
by water power, suitable to a pressure of,
say , 500 to 750 lbs . per sq. in . ; it will ,
however, work at a low pressure if no very heavy
duty is required . Such an engine is very suitable
for model work , being almost entirely of brass or
of gunmetal, and not subject to corrosion , besides
being more easily within the scope of the amateur's
appliances. It has also the advantage of being
ready to work by a connection to the ordinary
household water supply without the mess of getting
up steam . The pressure in this case will not be
sufficient to get anything approaching the full
power out of the engine, but will suffice to run it
at a steady pace without load , which is generally
all that is required of a model ; and in such a
manner it has its educational value as an object
lesson .
The drawing ( Figs. 29 and 30) is from a recent
example of an engine made for useful work . It is
not in any measure different from some of the
examples made nearly half a century ago , for
during the intervening period there has been no
noticeable advance in hydraulic work of this
class , except perhaps in some details of minor
importance.
The greatest objection to the application of the
hydraulic engine for the usual run of work requir
ing a motor is that , on account of the inelasticity
in the medium ( water ) used to convey the pressure ,
the full expenditure of power is required, whether
the load be on or off. Supposing , for instance , that
when taxed to its utmost an engine gives 20 h.-p. ,
then the expenditure of power when the engine
is merely turning itself round at the same speed,
without doing any work whatever, will be equal
to 20 h.-p. This must not be understood to mean
that 20 h.-p. is required to turn the engine , as if
the same quantity of water were supplied at a low
pressure, representing only a fraction of the power
in the former case, the engine might be driven , and
a correspondingly small amount of work done.
This means that the pressure should vary in pro
portion to the work done, which is impracticable.
The reason is that water at a given fixed pressure
is supplied from an accumulator , and that the ex
penditure is in direct proportion to the quantity of
water used from the accumulator to which water
is supplied at this pressure.
The capacity of the engine cylinders, or ram , as
the case may be, into the number of strokes gives
the quantity required , which is the same whether
the load is on or not. In the case of an elastic
medium , such as steam , the resistance has to be
taken into account , as where the resistance is re.
moved the steam expands and fills the cylinder at
a lower pressure , so that, roughly speaking, the
amount of steam used is in proportion to the work
done,
Several ideas have been worked out in the
hydraulic engine with a view of making the quan
tity of water required , which is supplied at a con
stant pressure, to vary in proportion to the work
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done ; and such devices as shortening the stroke of
the ram when the work or resistance diminishes ,
so as to reduce the amount of water used , have
been employed in the hydraulic engines intended
for duties of a varying nature.
These devices are, however , not always quite
satisfactory, the chiefobjection being that some form
of governing gear is to be applied to adjust the rate
of the water supply ; otherwise the engine will go
at an increased rate when the resistance is removed .
There are many conditions, however , under which
the hydraulic engine can be employed to advantage;
and in cases where strict economy is not a primary
consideration , but where absolute reliability is
demanded, with precision in stopping at any
desired place , and complete control in handling is
essential, there is no other motive to approach the
hydraulic engine. The want of elasticity that is
its great fault for purposes where economy under a
varying duty is required here becomes its chief
virtue, as it enables an operator to gauge and to
accurately adjust its movements by means of a
small valve, as surely as it is possible of being
done by any means whatever. For this reason this
type of engine has had a large field of usefulness
in gun -carriage work for training heavy guns ,
especially on board ship.
In the example it will be seen that the distribu
tion valve is not on the cylinder , but set at a little
distance behind , in a position that the valve may
be worked from the cylinder trunnion . Each
valve is operated by the oscillation of the cylinder
in which it is connected ; there is , therefore, no
lap or lead . On to the flange of the trunnions a
lever is cast. In this a pin is fitted to attach the
rod , which connects to the valve spindle. The
lever is shown at A ( Fig. 32 ). The radius is just
sufficient to give the required opening to the ports ,
In this case the radius is if ins. The front end of
the cylinder is connected directly to the main , and
is always under pressure . The back end only is
in communication with the valve . The ram is
exactly half the area of the cylinder . During the
outward stroke the pressure acting on the larger
area forces the water in front of the cylinder back
into the main ; on the return stroke the water
from the back end of the cylinder is exhausted ,
allowing the pressure acting on the smaller area
at the front end of the cylinder to give off a power
equal to the available power during the outward
stroke, where it is equal to the difference in area
into the pressure of the water.
It will be seen that the cylinder is thus virtually
double -acting, and with the two cylinders working
on cranks at right angles, there are no dead points.
The reversing of the engine is done by moving
each valve seat, which has only two ports , one of
which is used either as a pressure or as an exhaust
port, according to the position it is placed by means
of the reversing lever. As shown in the sketch ,
the back edge of slide -valve will, when the crank
descends, open the pressure to the back of cylinder.
If, however, the valve seat be pushed over , then
the front edge of the valve, when the crank is
as shown, will open the pressure to the back of
the cylinder when the crank ascends. The direc
tion thus varies as the valve seat is shifted from one
position to the other. The reversing lever is not
shown in the engraving. It is fixed on a small
rocking-shaft, having two small levers connected
to the spindles attached to the two valve seats
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indicated by the letter R on the sketch . The ex
haust always takes place through the port marked
E, whether the valve seat be right for backward
or forward gear.
Notice that both of the pressure ports are in
communication with the same pipe leading to back
of cylinder through the trunnion. The passage
leading to the cylinder from the valve is marked
on the sketch by the letter G.
The pipe connections will be readily understood .
A pipe is arranged to lead straight from the stop
valve to the tee- piece ( T ) between the trunnions,
which connect to the front ends of the cylinders
without any intermediate valves for distributing
the pressure .
The pressure can only be applied to the back end
of the cylinder through the distribution valves.
With regard to the cylinders, which were shown in
section Figs . 31 and 32 , it will be noticed that
these lend themselves readily to model-making,
and that the whole of the work , with the exception
of the edge of the flange of the cover , which is
square, can be machined in the lathe . This is a
great consideration where cheapness of production
is essential. It is also a consideration from an
amateur's point of view, as he can generally do in
brass or iron à more passable job in the lathe, even
with the most primitive tools, than by any other
means. The piston is quite a simple affair. Two
cup leathers are screwed tightly between the end of
the ram and a circular plate ; a comparatively thin
plate is placed between the leathers ; this plate
should nearly fit the cylinder, so as to prevent the
leathers doubling backwards with the pressure.
The cup leathers may be bought at a cheap rate ,
or can easily be made out of odds and ends of leather
scrap. The leather is cut into round discs , say
if ins. larger than the cylinder diameter , the edges
pared down slightly , and then screwed tightly into
an iron mould , and left for some time. The rams
in large work are cast hollow, but for this size of
engine the saving of metal will not repay the
trouble , so that they will be of solid motal. The
ends coupling to the cranks may be made in
separate pieces and screwed in .
The crankshaft is shown with two solid cranks
made out of a forging . The pulley (or spur gear, if
desired) giving off the power may be made to fit to
either end. No flywheel need be fitted , but it is
handy to have a small wheel , so that the engine
may be turned by hand when required ; a wheel
also adds to the appearance of the engine . The
valves shown will stand a working pressure of
1000 lbs. per sq. in .
When a hydraulic system is fitted in engineering
works the pressure is rarely less than 1500 lbs .
per sq. in ., and occasionally is used as high as
5000 lbs. per sq. in . Some years ago the writer
designed presses working up to 3 tons per sq. in .
At these extreme pressures, however, the slide
valve is not used, the distribution being effected
by valves having a spindle with a conical end
closing and opening a small hole , which serves as a
valve seat. One of the most common forms of
hydraulic engine is that having three simple rams
working on a crankshaft having three cranks at
an angular distance apart of 120 °, the valves and
reversing arrangements being exactly as described
in the previous example. In the cylinder one
trunnion only need be used as a port , as the rams
are single -acting only.
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There are several other useful and interesting
types of the oscillating engines, such as the
pneumatic engine on the portable drills, which are
now so extensively used. As these do not in
timately concern model-making, we do not purpose
dealing with them in the present article .
In conclusion , may the writer express a hope
that the subject has afforded some amount of
interest and instruction to readers of the M.E. & E.
The oscillating engine is not yet extinct , and
there is some probability of its having a more
extensive application to many cases where it is
peculiarly adapted.
For the Bookshelf .
ELEMENTARY STEAM ENGINEERING . By H. W.
Lon
Metcalfe, Engineer- Commander, R.N.
? don : Longmans, Green & Co. Price 7s . 6d .
net . Postage 4d . extra.
This is an introductory handbook primarily
written for the cadets at the Royal Naval College,
Osborne. In an extremely lucid fashion the author
first describes the general principles involved in
the propulsion of vessels by power, and then pro
ceeds to explain very simply, but in detail, the
properties of steam and the construction and work
ing of the steam engine . Further chapters are
devoted to the expansive working of the steam
engine; the condensing engine ; the compound
engine ; the boiler ; and the materials of engineering.
A novel and, to our mind , a very practical and in
structive feature of the book is that the whole of
the illustrations are rough sketches, worked out on
squared paper, this method of making rapid but
serviceable drawings being fully explained in the
first chapter. As a first handbook for the student
ofsteam engineering, or as a volume for the non - pro
fessional reader who wishes to get an intelligent
grasp of the subject without undue mental exertion ,
we can cordially commend Commander Metcalfe's
book. It is not often that a technical author is
so easy and so happy in his methods of imparting
information,
Engineers' TURNING . By Joseph Horner . Lon
don : Crosby Lockwood & Son . Price gs . net .
Postage 5d . extra .
In this volume Mr. Joseph Horner has made
another practical contribution to the literature of
the engineering workshop . He deals with the sub
ject of lathe work from the point of view of the
modern factory, and divides the book into six sec
tions as follows :-( I ) The Lathe, its work, and the
tools ; ( II ) Turning between centres ; ( III ) Work
supported at one end ; ( IV ) Internal work ;
( V ) Screw -cutting and Turret work ; (VI) Miscel
laneous matters . The notes on turret work are of
much interest, in the light of present-day methods ,
whilst in the last section are included chapters on
speeds and feeds , tool-holders, and tool steels .
Altogether the book is a very exhaustive treatise
on the subject indicated in its title, and should be
admirably suited to the needs of the foreman or
intelligent workman who desires to widen his
knowledge of this important branch of machine
shop practice. It should also prove of service to
the amateur who feels an interest in the more ad
vanced aspects of the art . The book contains some
400 pages and nearly 500 illustrations.
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Railway Signals and Signalling .

By Chas. S. LAKE .
( Continued from page 538. )
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Fig. 26.
SINGLE ARM

Post WITH
OPERATING
MECHANISM .
20
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III .-SIGNAL MECHANISM .
AVING now fairly thoroughly dealt with the
H
,
forth the main considerations governing
signalling as practised in this country , the more
technical subject of signal mechanism will now
receive attention , though it is not possible to do
more than describe some of the principal types of
mechanism that are employed .
The subject of signalling may be broadly classi
fied in the following sections :
( a) Mechanism for operating the signals ;
(6 ) Locking and controlling mechanism
actually fitted to the signals ;
(c ) Locking and controlling mechanism
located in the signal cabin ;
(d ) Electric devices used in connection with
the signal mechanism ;
(e ) Signal instruments ;
(1) Special apparatus for single line work
ing.
Besides items which can be classified in one or
other of these sections, there are also many devices
of a special nature. Some of these will be described
in passing, though many must be omitted altogether .
The ordinary signal operating mechanism can be
briefly described as a combination of levers, cranks ,
rods, and wires, arranged according to the general
laws of mechanics as required by circumstances ;
but besides the fact that this mechanism always
comprises a counterweighted lever which, ensures
that a signal always tends to go to the “ danger
position, and does so automatically should any.
thing go wrong, there are also such devices as
compensators and the like provided to further
ensure efficiency.
Fig. 26 sets forth a standard example of signal
operating mechanism on a single -armed post
( built by the Railway Signal Company, Ltd. ).
From the signal cabin a steel wire a (occasionally ,
in special circumstances , rods are used entirely )
extends over pulleys suitably located, and is
attached to the short arm of a lever b usually fitted
at the base of the signal post, asshown . A counter
weight c is attached to the long arm of this lever ,
so that there is always a strong tendency for the
lever to reassume the position represented, and it
is only when tension is put upon the wire that this
lever can be moved in opposition to the weight .
To the lever b a rod d is pivoted, and extends up
the post , being connected at e to the signal arm .
Therefore, when the wire is pulled (from the signal
box) the signal arm is rotated about its pivot |
until it is inclined downwardly at an angle of about
55 °. As soon , however, as the tension upon the
wire or chain is removed, owing to the release of
the signal lever in the signal cabin , or , in case of
accident, through the breakage or excessive ex
pansion of the wire , the signal automatically re
turns to the “ danger " position.
In the case of signals on special posts one or more
cranks and rods are interposed to reach the arm ,
or a particular arm of a combination ; or the wires
( the last section is usually a chain connected to

the wire ) are carried up the post and round pulleys
to each individual arm.
Fig. 27 shows a combination post , in this case
adapted for Great Northern “ somersault " signals,

and this photograph-for which we are indebteil
to the W. R. Sykes Interlocking Signal Com .
pany, Ltd. , illustrates very clearly the operative
connections with the individual signals.
With
signals of this type the vertical rods are connected
to cranks, whose other arms operate cranks attachei
to the signal pivot , instead of being connected to
the arm itself.
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FIG. 27. –COMBINATION SIGNAL - POST WITH " SOMERSAULT
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In many cases it occurs that a signal has to be
controlled by two signalmen , so that the arm can
not be lowered by the man having immediate
control without the concurrence of another signal
man in advance ; and for this purpose devices
which are technically known as slots " are em
ployed. For “ distant " signals such devices are
always used , for otherwise it would be possible for

B

a

FIG. 28.-- " SLOT ” Coy
TROLLING MECHANISM .

O

00

a signalman to lower a “ distant " signal when the
danger ." Several
arm it duplicates stands at
distinct types of mechanism are employed for this
purpose, though the older devices which actually
have mostly been superseded
included a “ slot
by later contrivances ; and one , as fitted by Messrs.
Fig. 28.
Mackenzie & Holland , Ltd. , is shown
It will be seen that for one signal there are two
counterweighted levers , neither of which is actually
connected with the signal arm at all . One of these
levers will be operated by the signalman whose
" home " signal is to be duplicated ; and the other
by the signalman who has actual control ; but if
either of them is alone operated , the only result is
to cause one or other of the vertical bars to be
pushed up in its guiding casing without affecting
the signal operating rod, except to push the en
larged boss a to one side , so as to engage closely
in the notch to one side or the other . When , how
ever, the other lever is operated there is a prac
tically firm connection between the vertical bar and
the signal rod , owing to the engagement of the boss
in the notch , and, as a result , the signal rod has to
move with the bar . Should either of the levers
be released , as its bar descends it pulls the signal
rod down again by its engagement over the small
wheel arranged at the lower end of the link con
nected to the signal rod .
In practice, this device acts somewhat as follows :
In the case of a “ distant ” signal on a post by
itself , a quarter of a mile in advance of its “ home
signal , when the " home" signal is lowered the
“ distant " signal is prepared, but not lowered ,
until the local signalman operates his lever. Simi
larly , if the local signalman attempts to lower the
arm , he can only prepare it on his side , and the arm
will not fall until the signalman ahead does his
part . Further, should the “ home ” signal in ad
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vance be suddenly put to “ danger ," the " distant "
signal must go up too , or the local signalman can
raise it when a train has passed, although the next
“ home ” signal is still lowered. When a “ dis
tant
signal is placed below a “ home ” signal ,
the local counterweighted lever
connected to
the wire or rod which operates the signal above,
so that as the upper arm is lowered the “ distant
arm is prepared , but not lowered until the operation
is completed by the signalman in advance ; and by
this means it is also arranged that as the top arm is
raised again the distant ” arm below it also goes
to the horizontal position . Several mechanisms
affecting the same object are in general use ,
but space will not permit of their being described .
Before dealing with the mechanism in the signal
cabins it will be well to mention one or two detailed
items often used in connection with signal
mechanism .
As the weights on the counterweighted levers are
generally made separate from the levers, and are
attached by setscrews , or like devices , it is common
practice to attach the weight by a chain to the
signal post, so as to prevent it from falling away
should it become loose , particularly when over
hanging , as in the case of the weight upon the right
hand post shown in Fig . 27 .
When long lengths of wire are employed the
question of expansion or contraction under heat or

FIG . 29. —
SIGNAL
WIRE
ADJUSTING
Device .

cold has to be seriously considered , as a hot day
may make sufficient difference to upset matters
en : irely ; and for this purpose adjusting devices
are employed . One of these is shown in Fig . 29.
The wire is not directly connected to the signal
operating lever, but is passed round a system of
pulleys and connected to a windlass device, by
which the slack can be taken up, or wire let out ,
according to temperature ; and this windlass can
be arranged for automatic action . According to
other devices , a weighted lever is inserted in circuit
with the wire , so as to take up slack or give out
wire as required .
( To be continued .)
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The Society of Model Engineers .
( Reports of medings should be sent tothe offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
vienlar issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .]
London .
LAUNCH TRIP . -Members are reminded that
Saturday, July 8th , is the last day for sending cash
for tickets retained and returning those not required.
EXCURSION TO CHATHAM.—The annual all-day
excursion will take place on Thursday , July 27th,
when a visit will be paid in the morning to the
Dockyard at Chatham , and in the afternoon to
the works of Messrs. Aveling & Porter , Ltd. , at
Rochester. The Secretary will be glad to receive
as early an intimation as possil le from those mem
bers who wish to join the party , which will be made
up of those members who have signified their inten
tion of being present by Saturday, July 22nd . Pro
vided the party numbers at least ten , the railway
company will issue special tickets at the rate of
3s . 2d . each ( third class ) for the return journey.
Cash for the tickets must accompany the intima
tion of any member to be present, or be sent to me
on or before July 22nd . The party will travel by
a fast train leaving St. Paul's Station at 9.57 a.m.,
returning from Chatham at 7:37 p.m. - HERBERT
G. RIDDLE , Hon . Sec . , 37 , Minard Road , Hther
Green , S.E.
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at 30 lbs. boiler pressure, 1000 per minute. Wheel
was made on German toy ” principle, as was also
No. 2 , of which I enclose photograph .
No. 2 has a wheel 2 ins . diameter ; ratio of
reduction, 32 to 1 ; and the turbine occupies a
space of 3 ins . by 3 ins . by 3 ins. Every bearing
in turbine and gear is adjustable , both to prevent
shake, and with regard to other bearings, the
turbine casing is adjusted vertically by setscrews ,
to ensure the right pressure of steel pinion on shaft
running against the upper of the two gear wheels ,
which has a leather rim . This wheel and pinion
run between hardened screws , the lower main shaft
bearings slide upwards, and can be tightened on
the shaft as well. This turbine was finished last

Practical Letters from our
Readers .
[ The Ellior Invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom-de-plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached ,
Though nos necessarily intended for publication.)
Model Steam Turbines.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , —In reply to your note , I am sorry
not to be able to give you a great deal of in
formation as to turbine. When I left last address
I sold most of my models, and until three months
ago , when I got Mr. H. H. Harrison's book , I did
not have time for any model work.
The model turbine described in this handbook
was about as powerful as } by } slide-valve
engine, and speed was much the same ; reduction ,
10 to 1 ; propeller, it ins . diameter ; and speed ,
500 revolutions per minute , with 30 lbs . steam .
With any pressure less than this I have not found
model turbines at all efficient. There is one in
accuracy in the description given before - the
angle of the nozzle was 30 °, whereas I said it was
60 °
The boat was 2 ft . 6 ins . long , of the cargo steamer
type, and the speed of the boat never reached
14 miles an hour. I made four attempts to make a
Parsons turbine, but failed completely to get it to
work , although it was carefully made. I don't
expect, considering the clearances , that it would
be worth trying this type under th p .
Since reading the
ndbook , I have completed
two turbines, which were both satisfactory . No. I
( which I sold through M.E., as it was too large
for my purpose ) had a wheel 2 ins , diameter ;
ratio of reduction , 30 to 1 ; speed of countershaft

Fig . 1.—THE REVD. W. BREDIN NAYLOR'S LATEST
MODEL STEAM TURBINE .
week , and I have only tried it once , when it seemed
to work well . The boat, which was made from
lines suggested in article on speed steamers , has
been waiting a long time , and I am now beginning
boiler . This last turbine is the sixth I have made,
and the sụm of my experience is this : in making
a built wheel , have the blades' reasonably close
together ; allow plenty of room between rim of
wheel and casing (at least 3-16ths in . ) .
Condensed
water will gather between the two and reduce the
speed immensely if too close . Let steam pressure
be as high as possible .
I propose to use a propeller i } diameter , pitch
1. This was a casting, and the blades were care
fully flattened and filed very thin , and then given
the proper twist . I found it as efficient at least
as a built propeller , and stronger . The most
difficult part of the turbine is , to my mind, the
gear. I tried friction gear , and found it act up to
its name . The toothed wheels—no matter how care
fully put together-make an appalling noise. Even
this last turbine, with a leather rim to the inter
mediate gear wheel, is as noisy as the others ; and as
the turbine wheel , when running free , runs without
noise or vibration , the gear seems entirely to blame .
I would like to try worm gearing , but I understand
from The MODEL ENGINEER that it does not suit
high speed .
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I should not recommend a boat less than 3 ft.6 ins .
long for turbines . The turbine can be made so
light ( mine weighs 7 # ozs . ) that additional boiler
accommodation is available, and , as I said , the
higher pressure they can have , the better.
Since reading the article on the “ Elektra "
turbine, two questions suggested themselves
to me. For a model , could not the steam
take the course in sketch ?
Another thing
worth trying is the amount of momentum of steam
blowing through a double funnel , such as this , or
through curved blades thickened in the middle to

Exhaust Fig . 2 .
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I do not see what advantage he hopes to gain
from the trumpet piece in front of the nozzle
( sketch B ) ; and with regard to the form of the
vanes , the Curtis turbine makers do exactly the
opposite to what is suggested .
Referring to sketch Fig . 4. which illustrates
three ways in which the vanes may be modified in
a Curtis turbine , the steam in passing through the
circular path between the vanes is subjected to
centrifugal action , and becomes compressed upon
the curved concave forward wall as the direction
of the particles is changed . This compression gives
the rotative or driving effect, and , at the same time,
the pressure upon the convex rearward wall is
reduced . The Curtis people have found that an
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FIG . 3 .
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MODEL STEAM TURBINE DETAILS.

give a narrow throat , and so to “ crowd " the steam
and make the fullest use of the velocity .
If Mr. Harrison would like to see my turbine, I
shall be pleased to send it to your office or to him
to inspect and try. -Yours truly,
W. BREDIN NAYLOR .
Castleblaney.
[The above letter is a reply to a request for
information, written at Mr. H. H. Harrison's
suggestion, as to the practical results obtained by
Mr. Bre lin Naylor from his design of model steam
turbine, drawings and description of which are in
cluded in our handbook, Model Steam Turbines. ”
- ED ., M.E. & E. ]
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, -I am very much interested in the
letter of the Rev. Bredin Naylor , of which you
have sent me a copy .
I quite agree that the vanes should be as close
as possible, but this may be overdone. If the
blades are fairly thick, and are too close together,
the steam jet is obstructed intermittently , and
eddying is set up ; the safest method to adopt is to
make the blades as thin as possible consistent
with strength , and to space them a distance apart
equal to the diameter of the steam jet .
With reference to Mr. Naylor's suggestion
( Fig . 2A ) , I enclose a sketch ( Fig . 3 ) of Patent
Specification 1,155 of 1904 for a compound tur
bine on the lines he proposes ( only one wheel is
shown in the sketch ).

w

Nozzle

increase of efficiency has resulted by cutting away
the rearward wall of the vane space, as shown in
sketches a , b , and c , thus still further reducing the
rearward wall pressure . It will be seen that there
is , therefore, no need to reduce the width of the
passages .
I think the readers of The Model ENGINEER are
indebted to Mr. Naylor for his interesting letter ,
and I have to thank him for his closing offer, which
I have been pleased to accept. - Yours truly,
H. H. HARRISON .
Cardiff.

Model Railway Design .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — “ Charon ," in your issue of the
15th inst . , remarks that my system of control does
not seem to meet all the difficulties connected with
a complete model railway, and instances coupling
and reversing. He is quite right . I do not see
how coaches or trucks could very well be coupled
and uncoupled at will from a distance , one or more
at a time ; but as regards reversing the engine , it
would not be at all difficult to do this, either by
means of a third conductor between the rails or
by making use of a current of electricity in either
direction alternately to energise solenoids acting
upon or acted upon by permanent magnets . A
rneostat to vary the E.M.F. in the conductors
could also be used to produce other results , such
as , for instance, to reverse the engine by a weaker
current , and by a further movement under a stronger
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current to blow the whistle . The system is quite
capable of development beyond the extent to wnich
I have gone , and every addition makes the model
railway more realistic and more interesting.-- Yours
truly ,
HENRY LEA .
Birmingham .
Queries and Replies .
( A Mention ts especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries nos complying with the
directions theroin stated Laters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-handed corner of the envelope, “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :- ( 1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in .
scribed on the back. ( 2) Queries should be accompanied,
wheraer possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and conte
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of theu Queries for
-eference. ( 3) A stamped addressed envelope (no! post-card)
shoudd invariably be enclosed, and also a " Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
aissue. ( +) Queries will be ansvered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually clapse betore
The Reply can be forwarded . (5) Correspondents who require
an anside inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must dapse before the Reply can be published. The
insertion of Replies in this column cannoi be guaranteed .
(6) AU Queries should be addressed to The Editor, The MODEL
ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fled Street,London , E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
80 recently :-( 14,110] Methods of Armature Winding. F. M. (Glas
gow ) writes : Having wound an armature in a certain way, I have
been told by one electrician that it reduces the efficiency of the
dynamo ; on the other hand, another electrician said that it did
not matter in the least, and he cited two instances to his know
ledge of the armature winding being done as in my case . Re
ferring to diagram below , I started winding the wire at A, and got
the first layer on all right, but on attempting to wind another
layer from B on the same side of the shaft I could not possibly keep
the wire from slipping down . The shaft is in the way, and the
wire of the first layer is heaped up on the side of the shaft . The
only thing I could do was to wind round the other side of the
shaft, as shown in sketch . In my case there are two coils in each
slot, each coil consisting of three layers, so that there are two
Jayers on one side and one layer on the other side of the shaft .
I would like your opinion on the matter. If you consider my
winding is wrong, please say how you would keep the wire tight
and, at the same time, keep it from slipping down ?

B
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Query 14/10
ARMATURE WINDING .
It does not matter much if you wind the coils partly on each side
of the spindle, as shown in your sketch, you will slightly increase
the dead wire at the ends of the armature, and, therefore , lower the
efficiency to a small extent ; but, as a practical matter, you need
not trouble about this. If you had two armatures, one wound
your way and one wound all one side of the spindle, you would
probably not be able to detect any difference in their working.

( 14,116] Small Switchboard Arrangement for Shunt
wound Dynamo . C. H. T. (Bishopston) writes : I have a
shunt-wound dynamo giving 40 volts 9 amps ., and shall be glad
if you can help me out of a difficulty . I wish to be able to cut
down the voltage without necessarily cutting down the amps. as
well , without going to the expense of a motor transformer, or
altering thespeed of dynamo, and should like to know the best way
of doing this, so that I could obtain current of, say, 8 amps . at
voltages varying between 5 and 40. I give a sketch of a board
I had thought of making, and should be glad of your opinion on
same. It is based on the fact that the voltage falls along a wire
proportionately as the resistance increases, and also that if a second
conductor is connected with two points on the first, a current will
flow through this also, and that if the resistance between the two
points is greater than in the shunt circuit, the stronger current will
Aow through the shunt. In thesketch, R represents the first wire, the
end of Ron the right one point, and the other could be varied accord
ing to the stud on which the movable lever M was placed, and so vary

V
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Puery 14110
DIAGRAM OF SWITCHBOARD ARRANGEMENT FOR
SHUNT-WOUND DYNAMO.
the voltage. E is a small resistance in the shunt circuit for regu
lating the amps. if desired. Would this arrangement answer, and
if so, what would be the best wire to use for the resistance R ?
Also the gauge and smallest quantity that could be used in order to
work a 4-in. spark coil or charge accumulators from the terminals
marked ? Also, what kind of wire, gauge , and quantity would be
best for the resistance E ? Any information you could give me on
this matter would be gratefully received, as I cannot find much
either in text-books or periodicals . There is also another matter
upon which I should be glad of information, and that is— ( 1) Can
I convert my shunt dynamo to a series without risk of injury to
the machine by simply altering the connections ? ( 2 ) Would it .
give the same output as at present, if so arranged ? (3) If not ,
could you say what it probably would give ? ( 4) Would a shunt
machine be better than a series for general experimental work ,
such as working a 4 -in . spark coil, running motors, electrolysis,
etc., in conjunction with a board made up as sketch ? In the
sketch , A is ammeter, S2 is main switch for dynamo circuit, Siis
switch for shunt circuit, F F are fuses, R is resistance for
regulating volts, E is resistance for regulating amps., MM are myy•
able arms, and V is voltmeter.
The arrangement of main resistance and shunted regulator, as
shown
in your
work very
well ; it
arrangement
resistance
in frequent
use,sketch,
and a will
well-known
device.
Theis an
wires
can be made of any resistance material, such as Eureka . For the
main resistance use about it lbs. No. 14 gauge bare wire, and for
the small shunt resistance about } lb. No. 18 bare wire. If you
use German silver wire, about double these quantities will be re
quired. You can , of course, easily re-adjust these if you do not
find them answer exactly. We presume you note, however, that
your dynamo will be giving its full output whilst you are really
only utilising a very small proportion of the energy when working
at low volts. ( 1 ) No, the shuntcoils will have too high a resistance.
You will not do any harm by trying the experiment, but the result
will be failure. ( 2) Yes, it re-wound with series coils, instead of
the present shunt coils. (3 ) It would have to be worked under
definite conditions of current output. (4) We do not advise you to
convert it into a series machine, but to make it a compound wound
machine by adding a series winding on top of the shunt coils con
sisting of one layer ofNo. 12 gauge d.c.c. copper on top, so arrang
ing it that it can be disconnected, and the machine used as a plain
shunt machine for charging accumulators and electrolysis. For
lighting lamps, running motors, and coili, a compound winding
is very useful. A pure series winding is not generally useful for a
dynamo.
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(14,182) Spark Coil Constructior . A. van M. J. ( Aachen)
writes : Will you kindly help me with the coil I intend to con
struct ? Spark 5 ins. , core 14 ins, by if ins. , No. 22 S.W.G. iron
wires. I should like to wind on four layers No. 14 primary ,
working current being 20 volts 4 amps., or 10 volts 8 amps accumu .
Jators. Is it possible to have a varnished glass tube for insula
tion tube -- say, $ in , or 3-16ths in . ebonite being very expensive
here ? I could strengthen the ends by paraffined paper. Must
primary coil tightly fit the insulated tube ? Secondary 6 lbs.
No. 36 s.c.c., in sections | in , wide ; condenser as in your hand
book for 6-in. coil, but with regulator, so as to switch off some
sheets if necessary. I must buy mywire in Germany, where they
don't know S.W.G., so would you give me diameter of No. 14, 22,
and 36 in. mm. ? I prefer even number of primary layers, so as
to get bothterminals at the same end. I intend filling every space
with paraffin. I am in possession of a description of 4.in. coil
in Scientific American (having glass tube) and Mr. Bonney's book,
but dimensions vary with yours. Is enclosed sample of paper a
good insulator when soaked in paraffin and taken three sheets
thick ? This makes six sheets between sections and three for
condenser ?
There are no definite rules or sizes for induction ccils, only cer.
tain general methods of construction which have been evolved by
experience ; hence two people working independently may make
successful 5 -in, spark coils, each being somewhat different in pro
portions. It isusual to use only threelayers of wire
for the primary,
but there is no harm in your trying four layers. The primary can
fit loosely in the tube , and therefore you can easily take it out ,
and try three layers of the coil if it does not work well . Ebonite
is better for the insulating tube, but you can try glass, and may
be quite successful. You must be careful to select glass which has
good insulating properties-- fint glass ; some glass is a very poor
insulator. Weadvise you to wrap several thicknesses ofparaffined
paper round the tube. It is a good plan to make the condenser
in sections, so as to try various capacities, as you suggest. Sample
of paper should do, but remember to use two thicknesses between
each pair of tinfoil sheets for the condenser. Your core seems
rather large - the shorter it is the better itwill demagnetise. Sizes
of wire in millimetres are as follows :-No. 14 equals 2'032 mm .
diameter, No. 22 equals
12 mm., No. 36 equals ' 1930 mm.
11 you u e three sheets of paper between the plates of your con
denser, we are afraid you will find it become rather bulky .
( 13,761 ) Solenoids. E. W. M. ( Teignmouth ) writes : I
should be much obliged if you would give me instructions how to

SOLENOIDS .

Core

Wire Couls

query 13761
Bobben

make a solenoid. I want to make an electric chime, as described
in your issue of January 7th, 1904, but cannot get solenoid to
work . Can these be bought ready made and fitted with core the
right size ? If so, I should be glad of the address of the firm .
A solenoid is simply a hollow bobbin made of brass or any in
sulatiog material, such as vulcanized fibre, or even cardboard :
it is then wound with insulated copper wire, and when a current is
sent through the wire the centre of the bobbin becomes full of
magnetism , which will suck in a piece of iron, and thus give motion
to the iron. The winding can be anything, according to whether
you are going to work from a battery or electric light mains. In
the article the wire is given as No. 22 gauge, which would be
suitable for small coils, to work from batteries, of, say, it ins. long
and 1 in. diameter, or thereabouts : a battery of two or three Le.
clanché cells in series being used . The important point is as to the
position of the plunger core : this should just enter the end of the
coil when the movement is to commence. But we advise you to
try an experiment with one coil and one iron plunger by con
necting the coil to a battery, and , holding it in one hand , take the
iron core in the other hand, and just place its end into the coil .
You should then feel it sucked in, and this will give you an idea
of just where to set it . The iron plunger must be quite a loose
fit in the core ; 1.16th in . play will not matter as it must move
quite free. If you do not care to make the coils, probably Messrs.
Whitney, of 117, City Road, London, will supply them to you . It
is really such a simple thing to make, and so certain in working,
that you can scarcely help succeeding if you persevere.
( 14,128)
200 - watt Lahmtyer Dynamo. W. S. ( East
Dulwich) writes : In reply to Query No.14,073, I have obtained
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Mr. Avery's book , “ The A B C of Dynamo Design," and have
worked out the dimensions for a 200 -watt ironclad dynamo. As
you very kindly said you would be willing to criticise my design ,
Í enclose rough dim’nsioned sketch . Would No. 18 for armature ,
and 20 S.W.G. for fields, be suitable for an output of 20 volts
10 amps . (shunt-wound) ? Kindly give number and size of slots
in armature. About how much wire would be required for same ?

s% " __

every 19128
LAHMEYER DYNAMO Fiel D -MAGNETS .
Would a pattern of this shape, with bearing supports cast on , have
to be made in two pieces for casting ?
Your design of field -magnet will do very well. We should
prefer to use No. 21 gauge s.c.c. copper wire for the field -magnet,
instead of No. 20, as being more economical in current. You
should be able to get on about 3 lbs. for each pole. For the arma
ture we advise No. 19 d.c.c.; about lb. will be required . Use
stampings, with 12 slots each, 5-16ths in . by 5-16ths in. deep ,
wound with 12 coils ( two in each
slot) ; commutator to have 12
sections. As regards the pattern ,
we advise you to consult
handbook on pattern -making.
“ The Pattern -makers' Handy
book," by Hasluck, may help you ;
the price is is. 2d. post free.
One way would be to make the
bearing seatings loose, so that the
projecting part would slide off as
the pattern was drawn out of the
mould ; they need not be bored
to same radius as the armature
tunnel.
( 13,684) Making Platinum
Contact - Breaker. J. W.
n
Llanelly)
(
writes : I shall be much
e
e
obliged if you will advise me on
the following.
Can I solder
platinum by the ordinary method, viz., by using spirits of salts
and the soldering bit or bolt ? To give you details, I have electric
bell, whichneeds platinum soldering on spring and contact screw .

Section of spring
Platinum rivettea
ever each side of spring
MAKING
PLATINUM
CONTACT
BREAKER .

Thon
UUUUUUUU
Platinum

Query 13684
Do not try soldering , but drill a small hole through the spring,
so that you can rivet in a piece of platinum wire and drill asmall
hole up the point of the screw , so that you can drive a piece of
platinum wire in tightly . The accompanying sketches show on
an enlarged scale what we mean .
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before the boat was sent to our office. They say that they tried
the boat on an open puad and it covered the distance of 100 yards
in 40 seconds. They alio say that it will run over 40 minutes
with
one filling of the boiler iſ the lamp is fed at an average speed
( The Editor will be pleased to receive for reniew under this heading
of three miles per hour. The steering of the model is effected
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
by
a
couple of cords which are supplied of sufficient length to
must be understood that these reviews are
for
use. of ItEditorial
enable the boat's course to be directed from the side of the pond.
free amateur
expressions
opinion , no payment of any kind
The
hull
is built of sheet metal and is very well enamelled . The
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
engines and boiler are capable of being instantly removed from
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
the
boat
so that in winter the hull may be stored away and
mitted, or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the engine used to drive a small dynamo or other models. The
to
his
readers.]
interest
are
not
of
suficient
The
goods
boiler
is
fitted
with six water tubes and two flue tubes leading
Rwiews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
to the smokebox. The pressure gauge is fitted with a bye -pass
Editorial Inspection of the goods noticed .
tap, so that when steam is raised , and engine is stopped for some
purpose, the steam can be readily blown off. A new design of safety
The New " 0.K." Toolholder for English Lathes.
valve, which can be made to blow off at any desired pressure, while
As most readers are aware, the ordinary " 0.K." tool-holder is
, by simply adjusting the small disc nut, is
is under
boilerfitted
the
specially
being
suitable
not
. Thesteam
also
a new
difficulty,for
thisdesigned
and, to
overcome
tool post,lathes,
typeforofEnglish
American
working pressure should not exceed 30 lbs. per
pattern has lately been introduced. A sample of the new holder
sq. in ., the boilers being tested to 45 lbs. steam pressure, and
has been sent to us by Messrs. C. W. Burton Griffiths & Co., of
water pressure up to 80 lbs. The boiler is fitted with steam dome,
regulator, water gauge, and blow -off cocks.
The exhaust is arranged to pass up the
chimney. The engineis quite a new de
sign . It is provided with lubricators ; the
DER
piston -rods are guided in an ingenious
L
L
O
O
H
O
T
.
manner. The cylinders are lagged with
O
C .
Tue 0.K
asbestos and sheet steel. For running it
KAD
as a stationary engine a large flywheel is
Suzy 2-902
KOK
sent. To fix this , take the driving pins
CIÓNN
SHELTON
out of the small wheel, and place large
wheel over shaft end, and fix with the
screw
attached . Then procure a block of
TAE New " OK " TOOL HOLDER ,
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THE CLYDE MODEL DOCKYARD's New Model STEAMBOAT .
Ludgate Square, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C., and the illustration
herewith shows how the alteration has been effected. The locking
of the cutter in the stock is slightly different to that adopted in the
older pattern, but appears to be quite as effective. When
ordering, theheight from the table of the tool-rest to the centres
of the lathe should be given, as the stock is capable of a little
variation in its vertical dimensions.
• A New Model Steamboat.
The accompanying illustration depicts the Clyde Model Dock
yard's latest production in the way of model steamboats. The
boat, which we have tried both in and out of the water, is a very
successful craft altogether. The engine works splendidly and the
boiler is all that could be desired. Although we had not at our
disposal sufficient time to submit the model to accurately timed
tests, our observations oftheboat under steam enables us tosub
stantiate, in the main , the results of a test made by the makers

wood deep enough to allow the driving band to pass, and screw
the engine down to this and an excellent stationary engine is pro
vided . Further particulars of this boat may be obtained upon
application (Address : Clyde Model Dockyard, Argyll Arcade,
Glasgow ), a penny stamp accompanying all enquiries.
• Soft Iron Castings.
The model maker who prepares his own patterns, and is at a loss
to know where to send them to get soft castings in iron there
from , may be recommended to Mr. F. C. Brindley, Ironfounder,
Bosworth Road , Nottingham . This gentleman is laying himself
out to supply both the trade and the amateur with castings in good
crucible cast iron in small quantities and the samples he has sub
mitted to us are excellent in every way. Some of them are very
light castings, and all are clean and without any hard skin ; indeed,
they are ofa character eminently suitable for model engineering
work. Mr. Bosworth also supplies castings in brass, malleable
iron, steel, and aluminium to customers' own patterns.
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The Editor's Page .
N calling our readers' attention to the compre
hensive index contained in this, the closing,
issue of the twelfth volume of THE MODEL
ENGINEER , we may mention that the work involved
in preparation of such an index of contents is no
light task, and we hope that the subscribers to this
Journal will appreciate our efforts in this direction .
In a few weeks bound volumes will be on sale
( price 6s , 6d . net, 6s . uid . post free ) , and those who
have not subscribed regularly and are anxious to
possess a really useful work of reference are recom
mended to avail themselves of the back numbers
in this way . Binding cases for the volumes are
also being issued by our Publishing Department at
the usual price, viz . , is , net, post free is . 3d .
*
The day after the publication of this issue will
see the closing of our fourth
Gauge " Competi
tion . This competition has been eminently suc
cessful, we having up to the present awarded over
fifty prizes, and the recipients of the improved
screw adjustment caliper gauge have all expressed
themselves delighted with the award . Those readers
who are desirous of entering this competition should
therefore send us the necessary photograph and
particulars of their model as soon as they receive
this issue, observing the conditions of the com
petition set forth on page 590 of the issue for
June 22nd .

With reference to the recent correspondence on
model railway design , we trust that our readers
interested in the planning and construction of
model railways will not, in this the holiday season ,
forget to let us have their views on this subject .
We have already received several useful letters,
some of which , at the time of writing, are in the
course of preparation for press; which all tend to
further an instructive discussion on this absorbing
branch of model engineering. Moreover , we do not
wish the many readers who are known to be experi
enced in the building of model railways to appear
apathetic in this matter, and let this opportunity
pass by .

On pages 608 to 610 appears the concluding
article of the series on oscillating engines by Mr.
H. Muncaster, which deals with hydraulic engines.
We would recommend readers in search of some
thing out of the ordinary rut to direct their energies
in modelling such engines, so that we may expect,
in the near future , to illustrate some excellent
models of engines operated by hydraulic power,
The partly finished model which was recently ex
hibited at a meeting of the London Society leads
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iis to urge model engineers not to overlook that such
engines form excellent prototypes for reproducing
in miniature , and their building should not invol
any serious difficulty in making or testing. The
household supply should provide sufficient pressure
to run a small model quite successfully .

Answers to Correspondents.
A. J. S. (Coventry) .-The only thing to do is to give
the bogie more lateral play. However, we would
advise you to use not less than a 9 -ft. diameter
circle for the locomotive.
A. C. L. (Glasgow ).– Full particulars of the Junior
Institution of Engineers may be obtained fro'n the
Secretary, at the Institution's offices, 39, Victoria
Street, London . S.W.
P. L. B. (Ceylon).- We thank you very much for your
letter, and will endeavour to illustrate the loco
motives referred to therein .
H. L. N. (Stapleton ).- We are much obliged for the
interesting pictures.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accum
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance .
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 133. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be m:.de by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c ., for review to be addressed
t . ) THE EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26-24, Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " TheModel Engi.
neer," 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29 .
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sule Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be adressed.
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